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IS	NEUTROPHIL	LYMPHOCYTE	RATIO	 
ASSOCIATED	WITH	INCREASED	MORBIDITY	
AFTER	COLORECTAL	SURGERY?

General Surgery residents’ Forum GS1

C. Benlice, a. onder, H. aydinli, r. Babazade, S. Steele,
e. Gorgun
Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	 in the current study, we aimed 
to evaluate the association between pre- and postoperative 
neutrophil lymphocyte ratio (nlr) and 30-day postopera-
tive complications after colorectal surgery and determine, 
if any trends in nlr predicts complications.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients who underwent 
elective colorectal surgery between January 2010 and 

december 2014 were identified from our prospectively 
maintained database. Patients who had preoperative as 
well as postoperative first and second day nlr (abstracted 
from CBC) were included in the study. Patients received 
neoadjuvant chemoradiation, on steroids, had anorectal 
and emergency surgeries were excluded. Patients were 
divided into two groups based on the presence of post-
operative complications. demographics, preoperative 
comorbidities, operative details and postoperative 30-day 
morbidity and mortality were reviewed and compared.

Results/Outcome(s):	a total of 1328 patients met the 
inclusion criteria during the study period with a mean age of 
61 ±16 years. 518 (39%) patients experienced at least one 
postoperative morbidity. table summarizes the comparative 
analysis for demographics and preoperative comorbidities. 

GS1 Comparison of perioperative characteristics and postoperative outcomes between the groups

Variable
Morbidity (+) 

(N=518)
Morbidity (-) 

(N=810) P value
Age¥, years 62.0 ± 17.2 60.9 ± 16.2 0.24
Gender <0.001
Female 226(34.1) 437 (65.9)
Male 292 (43.9) 373 (56.1)
BMI ¥ (kg/m2) 27.9 ± 7.0 27.2 ± 7.2 0.07
Surgical procedures
Right colectomy w ICA 215 (41.0) 310 (59.0)
Left colectomy w CCA 145 (33.6) 286 (66.4)
LAR w CRA 93 (41.0) 134 (59.0)
Total colectomy w IRA 65 (44.8) 80(55.2)
Diabetes Mellitus 78 (54.9) 64 (45.1) <0.001
Surgical approach <0.001
Minimal invasive approach 274 (34.6) 517 (65.4)
Open 244 (45.4) 293 (54.6)
Pre op NLR 9.9 ± 12.8 10.2 ± 13.5 0.66
NLR on POD1 16.6 ± 20.2 13.8 ± 13.8 0.028
NLR on POD2 9.9 ± 12.9 8.0 ± 8.9 0.016
Length of hospital stay¥, days 11.4 ± 7.9 6.4 ± 4.1 <0.001
ASA score 0.15
1/2 161 (36.4) 281 (63.6)
3/4 332 (40.6) 486 (59.4)
Diagnosis 0.001
Cancer 245 (41.5) 346 (58.5)
Diverticulosis 102 (32.2) 215 (67.8)
Crohn’s Disease 98 (46.4) 113 (53.6)
Polyposis syndromes 31 (27.4) 82 (72.6)
Ulcerative colitis 25 (49.0) 26 (51.0)
Constipation 17 (37.8) 28 (62.2)
Operative time¥, minutes 207 ± 100 190 ± 81 0.001

Values are expressed as absolute numbers (percentages) unless indicated otherwise; ¥ values are expressed as 
mean (Standard Deviation). ICA: ileocolic anastomosis; CCA: colo-colonic anastomosis; LAR w CRA: low anterior 
resection and colorectal anastomosis; IRA: ileorectal anastomosis; EBL: estimated blood loss; NLR: neutrophil 
lymphocyte ratio; WBCs: white blood cells.
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Gender (p<0.001), diabetes mellitus (p<0.001), type of 
specific diagnosis (p=0.001), type of operation (p=0.03) 
and open surgery (p<0.001), nlr on Pod-1 (p=0.02) 
and Pod-2 (p=0.01) were statistically different 
between the groups. Patients who had postoperative  
morbidity were found to have longer operative time (207 ± 
100 vs 190 ± 81 minutes, p<0.001) and length of hospital 
stay (11.4 ± 7.9 vs 6.4 ± 4.1 days, p<0.001). an analysis 
of possible cut-offs rounded to one decimal demonstrated 
that a cut-off of 9.2 maximized the univariate odds ratio 
(or 2.05; 95% Ci 1.56 – 2.71) and also the covariate-ad-
justed odds ratio (or 1.544; 95% Ci 1.133 - 2.105) among 
all cut-offs. on multivariate analysis, presence of diabetes 
mellitus [odds ratio: 1.97 (95% Confidence interval: 1.27 
- 3.08), p=0.003] and nlr on Pod2 ≥ 9.2 [or: 1.43 
(95% Ci: 1.03 -1.98), p=0.02] were significantly related 
to postoperative complication.

Conclusions/Discussion:	neutrophil lymphocyte ratio 
after colorectal surgery may provide clinicians with an 
additional tool for identifying high risk patients for postop-
erative complications. routine use of neutrophil lympho-
cyte ratio may lead to early intervention and potentially 
improve the management of complications after colorectal 
surgery.

COMBINED	ENDOSCOPIC	AND	LAPAROSCOPIC	
SURGERY	OFFERS	IMPROVED	PATIENT	
OUTCOMES	VERSUS	LAPAROSCOPIC	
COLECTOMY	FOR	ENDOSCOPICALLY	
UNRESECTABLE	COLORECTAL	NEOPLASMS.

General Surgery residents’ Forum GS2

S. Bhat, a. Cavalea, m. Beasley, m. Casillas, a. russ
Knoxville, TN

Purpose/Background:	 large, sessile or inaccessible 
colorectal polyps are often deemed unresectable by endo-
scopic means and thus referred for a formal colectomy. 
this increases the operative risk to the patient and 
recovery time. as endoscopic techniques progress, resec-
tion of these neoplasms is becoming possible. resection 
can often be facilitated with laparoscopic assistance, as 
advancements have enabled more aggressive resection 
such as endoscopic mucosal resection (emr) or endo-
scopic submucosal dissection (eSd) without the inherent 
morbidity of a formal colectomy. the purpose of our study 
is to compare combined endoscopic and laparoscopic 
surgery (CelS) to formal laparoscopic colectomy (lC) in 
the treatment of colorectal neoplasms.

Methods/Interventions:	 We present a single institu-
tion case-control observational study from January 2015 
through october 2016, representing a series of patients 
with endoscopically unresectable colorectal neoplasms 
referred for surgical intervention. Sixteen individuals were 
selected for CelS during this period. they were then 
compared with 16 randomized lC patients during the 

same time period. lesions were deemed “unresectable” 
due to various characteristics, including polyp size, loca-
tion, and sessile nature. the biopsies on these polyps were 
required to result in benign pathology. if malignancy was 
identified, the patient proceeded for oncologic resection. 
C02 videocolonoscopy was utilized to identify the lesion 
and determine feasibility of endoscopic resection. Various 
endoscopic and laparoscopic techniques were utilized 
including submucosal saline lift, dual channel scope with 
endoscopic graspers, it knife, and endoscopic snares. 
laparoscopic assistance was utilized for retraction, better 
polyp visualization and access, suture repair or imbrication, 
omental interposition, or wedge resection. Patients were 
followed for postoperative complications, estimated blood 
loss (eBl) length of stay (loS), operative time and total 
cost.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Sixteen patients were identi-
fied in the CelS group and compared to 16 matched, 
randomized individuals in the lC group. total loS, eBl, 
postoperative complications and operative time and cost 
were analyzed for each patient and compared between the 
CelS and lC groups. Between-subjects analysis revealed 
that those in the CelS group had statistically significant 
lower operative times (average 161 mins in CelS vs  
252 mins in lC), eBl (average 8.13cc in CelS vs 65.12cc 
in lC), and loS (0.63 days in CelS vs 3.19 days in 
lC) [all with p < 0.001] when compared to their lC 
counterparts.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 CelS for the removal of 
endoscopically unresectable benign colorectal neoplasms 
offers a safe, cost-effective, and minimally invasive alter-
native to formal laparoscopic colectomy in select patients 
with lower operative times, less eBl, and shorter length 
of stay.

A	SURGICAL	CLOSTRIDIUM	ASSOCIATED	RISK	
OF	DEATH	SCORE	PREDICTS	MORTALITY	
AFTER	COLECTOMY	FOR	CLOSTRIDIUM	
DIFFICILE	INFECTION.

General Surgery residents’ Forum GS3

a. Kulaylat, Z. Kassam, C. Hollenbeak, d. Stewart
Hershey, PA; Medford, MA

Purpose/Background:	a Clostridium difficile-associated 
risk of inpatient death score (CardS) was recently devel-
oped and validated using a national cohort of both non- 
surgical and surgical patients admitted with Clostridium 
difficile infection (Cdi). However, risk scores specifically 
designed to estimate mortality following surgery for Cdi 
are currently unavailable. the aim of this study was to 
develop a risk score for patients with Cdi who underwent 
total abdominal colectomy (taC) due to failure of medical 
therapy.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective cohort study 
(2005–2014) was performed using the national Surgical 
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Quality improvement Project (nSQiP) Participant use 
File to identify all patients undergoing taC with a primary 
diagnosis of Cdi. Clinical variables reflecting patients’ 
acute and chronic comorbidities, similar to the original 
CardS study, were used to construct a model estimating 
predicted probability of mortality after surgery, referred 
to as surgical CardS (sCardS). risk estimates were 
compared to those obtained using the american College 
of Surgeons nSQiP risk calculator, assuming a similar 
distribution of aSa classification.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 532 patients who 
underwent taC for Cdi were identified, of whom 32.7% 
experienced 30-day postoperative mortality. Patient 
covariates significantly associated with mortality included 
age greater than 80 years (odds ratio [or] 5.5, P=0.003), 
need for preoperative mechanical ventilation (or 3.1, 
P<0.001), chronic steroid use (or 2.9, P<0.001), under-
lying cardiopulmonary disease (or 2.0, P=0.001) and 
acute renal failure (or=1.7, p=0.03). these and other 
comorbidities, including hepatic disease, a cancer diagnosis 
and diabetes mellitus, were used to construct a model 
to estimate the predicted probability of mortality, which 
ranged from 8.0% to 96.1% based upon individual comor-
bidity profiles. at intermediate levels of comorbidities, 
estimates of postoperative mortality differed substantially 
to those obtained using the nSQiP risk calculator, espe-
cially in terms of estimating the impact of chronic steroid 
use, acute renal failure and cardiopulmonary disease on 
mortality (table 1).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 among patients with 
Cdi who require total colectomy, sCardS allows for 
Cdi-specific preoperative risk stratification, and may be 
helpful in avoiding futile surgery in the face of a comor-
bidity burden associated with a low likelihood of survival 
following surgery. the need for mechanical ventilation is 
associated with significantly higher odds of mortality, and 

may represent a point before which surgical intervention 
should be considered. sCardS suggests that the subgroup 
of Cdi patients with intermediate levels of comorbidities 
have mortality following taC that is significantly greater 
than estimated by the nSQiP calculator, which may affect 
discussions regarding surgical candidacy and timing of 
surgery.

RISK	FACTORS	FOR	AND	MANAGEMENT	OF	
PELVIC	SEPSIS	AFTER	ILEAL	POUCH-ANAL	
ANASTOMOSIS	FOR	CHRONIC	ULCERATIVE	
COLITIS.

General Surgery residents’ Forum GS4

n. mcKenna, m. Khasawneh, a. lightner, S. Kelley, 
K. mathis
Rochester, MN

Purpose/Background:	 a total proctocolectomy with 
creation of an ileal pouch-anal anastomosis (iPaa) is 
the surgical treatment of choice for patients with chronic 
ulcerative colitis (CuC). Some patients will unfortunately 
develop pelvic sepsis, the leading cause of pouch failure 
and subsequent pouch excision. We sought to evaluate the 
30-day incidence of pelvic sepsis and evaluate risk factors 
associated with this complication.

Methods/Interventions:	We performed a retrospective 
review of all patients undergoing either two or three stage 
iPaa for CuC at our institution between January 2002 
and July 2015. Baseline demographics, perioperative clin-
ical and surgical variables, incidence of pelvic sepsis, and 
management outcomes were recorded from the medical 
records. Summary, univariate, and multivariate statistical 
analyses were performed.

Results/Outcome(s):	a total of 910 patients underwent 
iPaa between January 2002 and July 2015. Seventy four 
patients (8.1%) developed pelvic sepsis within 30 days 
postoperatively. on univariate analysis, patient age ≤ 50 
years at the time of operation (p = 0.048), patients without 
a prior abdominal operation (p = 0.04), an estimated 
blood loss (eBl) greater than 300 cc (p = 0.03), and 
patients who received a postoperative blood transfusion  
(p < 0.0001) had a significantly increased risk of pelvic 
sepsis. on multivariate analysis, receiving a postoperative 
blood transfusion remained a significant risk factor for 
development of pelvic sepsis (odds ratio, 3.72; 95% confi-
dence interval, 1.90-7.02; p = 0.0002). Preoperative steroid 
use (p = 0.16) and immunomodulator use (p = 0.28)  
were not significantly associated with pelvic sepsis. the 
diagnosis of pelvic sepsis was made as an inpatient in 
62.2% (n=46) of cases on a median postoperative day 
of 12 (range 6-20 days). of those 74 patients with pelvic 
sepsis, 62% (n=46) were managed with percutaneous 
drain placement, 16.2% (n=12) were managed oper-
atively, 14.9% (n=11) were managed with antibiotic 
therapy alone, and 6.8% (n=5) were managed with a 

GS3 Comparison of risk of 30-day mortality between 
sCARDS and ACS NSQIP Risk Calculators, varying by 

cumulative comorbidities for a hypothetical 65 year 
old patient requiring TAC for CDI

Comorbidity sCARDS* ACS NSQIP*

Baseline 30-day Mortality 13% 14%
Mechanical Ventilation 32% 30%
Chronic Steroid Use 57% 36%
Acute Renal Failure 69% 43%
Cardiopulmonary 82% 62%
Hepatic 88% 79%
Cancer 89% 92%
Diabetes 86% 93%

*Each line represents the cumulative risk of mortality 
for a given comorbidity along with the preceding comor-
bidities.
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combination of operative and radiological procedures. 
the majority (91.5%, n=65) of patients with pelvic sepsis 
underwent ileostomy closure with restoration of bowel 
continuity.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Pelvic sepsis, while occurring 
in less than 10% of patients, remains a dreaded compli-
cation following iPaa due to an association with pouch 
dysfunction and failure. We found postoperative blood 
transfusion was significantly associated with pelvic sepsis 
underscoring the need for meticulous intraoperative tech-
nique, liberal use of hemostatic agents intraoperatively, 
and careful selection for postoperative blood transfusion.

CASE-MATCHED	COMPARISON	OF	LONG-
TERM	FUNCTIONAL	AND	QUALITY	OF	LIFE	
OUTCOMES	FOLLOWING	LAPAROSCOPIC	VS.	
OPEN	ILEAL	POUCH-ANAL	ANASTOMOSIS.

General Surgery residents’ Forum GS5

o. lavryk, l. Stocchi, J. ashburn, m. Costedio, 
e. Gorgun, H. Kessler, t. Hull, C. delaney
Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	 laparoscopic ileal pouch-
anal anastomosis (l-iPaa) is associated with recovery 
benefits when compared with open (o-iPaa). there is 
limited data on comparative long-term quality of life and  
functional outcomes, which this study aimed to assess.

Methods/Interventions:	 an irB-approved, prospec-
tively maintained database was queried to identify patients 
undergoing l-iPaa (multiport, single-port or robotic), 
case-matched with o-iPaa based on age±5 years, gender, 
body mass index (Bmi) ±5 kg/m2, diagnosis (ulcerative 
or indeterminate colitis, familial adenomatous polyp-
osis), date of surgery±3 years, stapled/handsewn anasto-
mosis, omission of diverting loop ileostomy, and length of 
follow-up±3 years. We assessed functional results, dietary, 
social, work, sexual restrictions and the Cleveland Clinic 
global quality of life score (CGQol) at 1, 2, 3, 5 and  
10 years postoperatively. Functional outcomes were 
assessed based on number of stools (total, day/night) and 
seepage protection use (day/night). Variables were eval-
uated with Kaplan-meier survival curves, univariate and 
multivariate analyses.

Results/Outcome(s):	out of 4595 iPaas, 529 patients 
underwent l-iPaa, of whom 404 patients were well 
matched 1:1 to an equivalent number of o-iPaa based 
on all criteria. median follow-ups were 2.0 (0.5 – 17.8) vs. 
2.4 (0.5 - 22.2) years in l-iPaa vs. o-iPaa, respectively 
(p=0.18). there were 266 (66%) and 196 (49%) patients 

per group with follow-up longer than 3 and 5 years, 
respectively. l-iPaa was associated with significantly 
decreased number of stools at night and less frequent pad 
usage at 1 year, both during the day and at night (table), 
although differences disappeared with further follow-up. 
l-iPaa was also associated with improved overall 
CGQol, and energy scores at 1 year postoperatively, and 
decreased social restrictions for 1-2 years postoperatively. 
CGQol scores also became comparable during subsequent 
follow-up (table). there were no significant differences 
in quality of health, dietary, work or sexual restrictions. 
l-iPaa and o-iPaa had similar rates (p=0.07) and 
causes of pouch failure. Cumulative pouch survivals were 
94% (95% confidence interval (Ci) 89% - 97%) vs. 98% 
(Ci 94% - 99%) for liPaa vs. oiPaa and 94% (Ci 89% 
- 97% Ci) vs. 96% (Ci 88% - 99%) at 5-year and 10-year 
follow-up, respectively (p=0.12). a subset multivariate 
analysis indicated incomplete donuts (p=0.01), anasto-
motic separation (p<0.001), pelvic sepsis (p<0.001) and 
fistula (p<0.001) as independent factors associated with 
pouch failure after l.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 laparoscopic and open 
iPaa are associated with equivalent long-term func-
tional outcomes, quality of life and pouch survival rates. 
the laparoscopic technique is associated with temporary  
benefits lasting up to two years.

IMPROVED	STAGE-SPECIFIC	SURVIVAL	
AND	SUPERIOR	MARGIN	NEGATIVITY	FOR	
RECTAL	ADENOCARCINOMA	AT	ACADEMIC	
COMPREHENSIVE	CANCER	INSTITUTIONS.

General Surgery residents’ Forum GS6

S. Sujatha-Bhaskar, J. Gahagan, S. Gambhir, m. Jafari, 
S. mills, a. Pigazzi, m. Stamos, J. Carmichael
Orange, CA

Purpose/Background:	 rectal adenocarcinoma is 
predominantly managed at three institution types, defined 
by the american College of Surgeons Commission on 
Cancer Program: academic comprehensive cancer insti-
tutions (aC), comprehensive community programs (CC), 
and community centers (Co). aC and CC participate in 
clinical research and are involved in over five hundred 
newly diagnosed cancer cases per year. Co provide care 
for one hundred to five hundred new cases yearly. the 
classification of aC includes national Cancer institute-
designated cancer centers and mandates multidisciplinary 
postgraduate resident education. in this study, we aim  
to compare short and long-term outcomes among these 
institution types.

Methods/Interventions:	a retrospective review of the 
national Cancer database from 2008-2014 was performed 
identifying patients who underwent neoadjuvant chemora-
diation, surgical management, and adjuvant chemotherapy 
for pathologic stage ii and stage iii rectal cancer. Cases 
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were stratified based on institution types. multivariate 
analysis was used to compare outcomes by institution type, 
and a Cox proportion hazard model was used to estimate 
long-term overall survival by institution.

Results/Outcome(s):	of 8,367 cases, 3,270 (39%) were 
treated at aC, 4,181 (50%) were treated at CC, and 916 
(11%) at Co. minimally invasive (laparoscopic or robotic) 
proctectomy was more prevalent at aC and CC compared 
to Co (aC 42%, CC 42%, Co 27%). over this six-year 
study period, each aC-designated institution managed an 
average of approximately 15 cases of pathological Stage ii/
iii rectal adenocarcinoma, each CC-designated institution 
individually managed approximately 8 cases and each 
Co-designated institution managed approximately 3 cases. 
mean time between diagnosis and operative intervention 
was longest for aC (141.5 ± 40.2 days) compared to CC 
(129.9 ± 35.0 days) and Co (132.6 ± 36.2 days), (p < 0.01).  
Compared to CC, aC demonstrated superior overall nega-
tive margin rates (or 1.31, 95% Ci 1.07-1.61, p < 0.01) 
and superior negative circumferential margin rates (or 

1.33, 95% Ci 1.04-1.72, p < 0.05). Compared to aC, both 
CC (1.28, 1.10-1.49, p < 0.01) and Co (or 1.45, 1.16-
1.80, p < 0.01) demonstrated higher 5-year death hazard 
rates. Patients with pathological stage ii and Stage iii 
disease treated at aC demonstrated superior 5-year overall 
survival compared to CC and Co - Stage ii (aC 85%, CC 
77%, Co 72%, p < 0.01), Stage iii (aC 68%, CC 63%, Co 
59%, p < 0.05).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 rectal cancer care at 
academic comprehensive cancer institutions is associated 
with superior margin negativity and improved overall 
and stage-specific survival. as we move forward with 
the national accreditation Program for rectal Cancer 
(naPrC), these best practices must be considered and 
replicated when possible.

GS5 Quality of life and functional outcomes of laparoscopic vs. open IPAA

Variable
Open IPAA

(n=404)
Laparoscopic IPAA

(n=404) P value
Overall CGQOL

1 y, n=312 0.7 ± 0.2 0.8 ± 0.2 0.001
3 y, n=263 0.8 ± 0.2 0.8 ± 0.2 0.94
5 y, n=255 0.8 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.2 0.99

Energy level
1 y, n=312 6.9 ±2.1 7.4 ± 2.0 0.02
3 y, n=263 7.2 ±2.1 7.3 ± 2.0 0.64
5 y, n=255 7.0 ± 2.1 7.2 ±2.1 0.46

Seepage protection use during the day
1 y, n=312 70 (22.4%) 36 (11.6%) 0.04
3 y, n=191 53 (27.7%) 43 (22.7%) 0.43
5 y, n=184 41 (19.3%) 23 (12.5%) 0.56

Seepage protection use during night
1 y, n=312 101 (32.4%) 65 (20.8%) 0.04
3 y, n=191 53 (27.7%) 43 (22.7%) 0.43
5 y, n=184 41 (22.5%) 64 (34.7%) 0.56

Number of stools per day
1 y, n=312 5.7 ± 2.3 5.3 ± 2.1 0.08
3 y, n=224 6.1 ± 3.4 5.4 ± 2.2 0.27
5 y, n=213 5.8 ± 2.7 5.4 ± 2.1 0.45

Number of stools per night
1 y, n=312 2.5 ±1.7 2.0 ± 1.4 0.006
3 y, n=224 2.6 ± 2.1 2.2 ± 1.7 0.06
5 y, n=213 2.5 ± 1.7 2.1 ± 1.4 0.09

Total number of stools
1 y, n=312 8.1 ± 3.1 7.0 ±2.8 <0.001
3 y, n=224 8.5 ± 5.0 7.5 ± 3.2 0.22
5 y, n=213 8.0 ± 3.6 7.3 ± 2.7 0.22
IPAA=ileal pouch anal anastomosis; CGQOL = Cleveland Clinic global quality of life score
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Stage ii and Stage iii Survival by Facility type

MUSCLE	FRAGMENT	WELDING:	ONGOING	
CLINICAL	SERIES	WITH	ILLUSTRATED	
TECHNIQUE	FOR	CONTROL	OF	SACRAL	
PLEXUS	HEMORRHAGE.

General Surgery residents’ Forum GS7

m. Brown, H. abcarian, J. Cheape, B. Jenkins, 
m. lawrence, C. orsay, V. Hooks
North Augusta, SC; Chicago, IL

Purpose/Background:	 despite multiple publications 
in the colon and rectal literature on muscle fragment 
welding, it remains apparent there is a lack of awareness 
of this technique. rectal mobilization requires careful 
dissection as massive sacral bleeding, although rare, can 
be a life-threatening complication. Whenever this type of 
hemorrhage is encountered, the first step is adequate expo-
sure. extending the incision or converting from minimally 
invasive operations to an open exposure is mandatory in 
our opinion. direct pressure should be applied with pelvic 
packing and additional suction equipment set up. alerting 
the anesthesia team and resuscitation of the patient with 
blood products is vital. next, different techniques used to 
alleviate bleeding should be considered. Pelvic packing, 
suture ligation and application of metallic thumbtacks 
have traditionally been described. However, given the 
need for re-exploration, risk of pelvic sepsis and potential 

for anastomotic disruption, pelvic packing has fallen out of 
favor. Furthermore, difficulty in obtaining thumbtacks and 
retained foreign objects in the pelvis has made this option 
less attractive. Suture ligation, although useful for a single 
bleeding vessel, is not appropriate in the setting of massive, 
diffuse hemorrhage. We have adopted the technique of 
muscle fragment welding for massive sacral plexus bleeding 
as first described by Hangzhou in 1994. this review will 
aim to discuss sacral plexus anatomy, describe the muscle 
fragment welding technique with stepwise illustrations and 
discuss our ongoing clinical series where this technique has 
been applied. We believe that all surgeons operating in the 
pelvis should be aware of this technique, as it is a matter of 
when, and not if massive sacral bleeding will occur.

Methods/Interventions:	this is an ongoing retrospec-
tive review of twelve patients who underwent muscle 
fragment welding, with four additional patients since 
our published review in 2003. our technique requires 
adequate exposure, packing the pelvis and stabalization 
of the patient. a small piece of rectus abdominus muscle, 
1.5-2 cm, is harvested and held in place with long forceps 
against the site of bleeding, functioning as a “biologic 
welding rod”. electrocautery is adjusted to the highest 
setting and applied to the tip of the forceps to “weld” 
closed the bleeding point. the current is delivered until 
the muscle fragment and underlying presacral tissue turn 
into a charcoal gray coagulum.

Results/Outcome(s):	 this technique was successful 
for control of sacral plexus bleeding in all twelve patients. 
no significant complications were encountered during our 
application.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 muscle fragment welding is 
a safe, readily available, and highly effective method of 
controlling massive sacral bleeding. this step by step illus-
tration will demonstrate the technique used in our practice 
since 1996.

IMPACT	OF	FREQUENCY	OF	OPERATING	
ROOM	STAFF	CHANGES	ON	COMPLICATIONS	
IN	COLORECTAL	SURGERY:	A	POTENTIALLY	
MODIFIABLE	FACTOR	TO	IMPROVE	PATIENT	
OUTCOMES.

General Surgery residents’ Forum GS8

a. ofshteyn, V. Kejriwal, J. munger, d. Popowich, 
S. Gorfine, J. Bauer, d. Chessin
New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	 operating room circulator and 
scrub technicians are often given breaks by other staff 
during surgical procedures, especially when surgeries are 
long or start later in the day. there is minimal reported 
data on how this factor impacts surgical outcomes. our 
literature review uncovered no reports on the impact 
of this variable on complications in patients undergoing 
bowel resection. therefore, our aim was to evaluate the 
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effect of operating room staff handoffs on surgical patient 
complications within 30 days of a colorectal surgery.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patient data from 2012 to 
2016 was extracted from an electronic medical record of a 
tertiary care academic center. Patients aged 18 to 97 who 
underwent a colorectal intervention involving a bowel 
anastomosis with complete charting documentation were 
included. multivariate logistic regression models were used 
to evaluate the effect of intraoperative staffing changes on 
patient outcomes. the primary outcome was morbidity and 
mortality within 30 days of index procedure. models were 
adjusted for patient demographics and comorbidities as 
well as operative factors including start time, complexity, 
and procedure length.

Results/Outcome(s):	 980 patients were captured 
through iCd-9 and CPt code extraction. of those, 644 
patients fit our selection criteria. the morbidity rate 
was 25% within 30 days of surgery, ranging from minor 
complications including wound infection to major compli-
cations such as anastomotic leak. Having the same scrub 
technician start and finish the case (two intraoperative 
scrub changes) was a protective factor against complica-
tions in procedures longer than 130 minutes (or 0.40, 

95% Ci 0.17-0.94, p=0.036). the strongest predictors of 
complications were patient factors including heart disease  
(or 2.38, 95% Ci 1.16-4.89, p=0.018), Caucasian 
race (or 2.10, 95% Ci 1.07-4.09, p=0.030) and other  
race (or 2.54, 95% Ci 1.18-5.49, p=0.017); and oper-
ative factors, including procedure type such as ileostomy 
takedown (or 0.25, 95% Ci 0.09-0.70, p=0.008) and low 
anterior resection (or 0.20, 95% Ci 0.05-0.83, p=0.027), 
open vs. laparoscopic surgery (or 2.11, 95% Ci 1.27-3.51, 
p=0.004) and high estimated blood loss (or 2.97, 95% Ci 
1.12-7.85, p=0.028).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in our analysis of colorectal 
surgery patients having the same scrub technician start 
and finish the case was protective against postoperative 
morbidity for longer cases. Patient race, presence of heart 
disease, procedure type, use of open surgery, and high 
estimated blood loss were significantly associated with 
postoperative complications. to our knowledge, this is the 
first investigation focusing on intraoperative handoffs and 
patient outcomes in colorectal surgery. Further studies 
on systemic factors including staff changes could guide 
operating room scheduling and staffing to reduce their 
potential impact on postoperative complications.
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INHIBITION	OF	RAB13	EXPRESSION	IN	
LYMPH	NODE	STROMAL	CELL-DERIVED	
EXTRACELLULAR	VESICLES	DECREASES	THEIR	
PROMOTION	OF	COLORECTAL	CANCER	
GROWTH	AND	METASTASIS.

research Forum rF1

G. maresh, r. Sullivan, S. mcChesney, X. Zhang, Z. lin,
e. Flemington, l. li, d. margolin
New Orleans, LA

Purpose/Background:	 ninety percent of CrC deaths 
are caused by metastasis. lymph node (ln) involvement, 
depth of tumor invasion, and extra-nodal metastases 
influence the outcomes of CrC. metastasis is closely 
connected with the interaction between CrC and ln 
stromal microenvironment. We hypothesized that ln 
stromal cells (lnSC) interact with CrC cells via rna 
delivered by lnSC extracellular vesicles (eV). We aim 
to identify effector rnas in lnSC eV and determine 
whether targeting them reduces primary tumor growth and 
metastases.

Methods/Interventions:	 We used next-Generation 
Sequencing (nGS) of rnas from lnSC, an lnSC cell 
line (HK) and eV from both cells, rt-PCr, WSt-1 cell 
proliferation assay, transfection of HK cells with sirna for 
raB13 (si-raB HK) or a non-Silencing control (si-nS 
HK), orthotopic intra-rectal (ir) injection nod/SCid 
mouse model of CrC, and whole body bioluminescent 
imaging (Bli) of luciferase expressing tumors.

Results/Outcome(s):	 We identified rnas by nGS 
from 53,723 genes. over 150 were enriched greater than 
2-fold in eVs vs. cells, and 13 were common to eV in both
lnSC and HK. rt-PCr confirmed these 13 rnas were
more highly expressed in HK-eV than HK cells. among
six CrC cell lines by rt-PCr, Ht29 cells had the lowest
expression of one gene, raB13. When raB13 rna
was silenced by sirna transfection, rt-PCr showed a
decrease in expression in HK cells from 50% at 24 hrs to
93% by 5 days. a proliferation assay was used to analyze
the functional consequences of raB13 knockdown, using
Ht29 cells treated with supernatant (containing eVs)
from si-raB HK cells or si-nS HK cells. there was a
decrease in cancer cell proliferation in the presence of
si-raB HK vs. si-nS HK cell supernatant (p=0.0002).
We used our orthotopic mouse model to test whether
silencing raB13 in HK cells would change their tumor
promoting effects in vivo. luciferase-tagged Ht29 cells
(Ht29-luc, 1×10^4 cells) were mixed without or with
HK, si-raB HK or si-nS HK cells, injected into mice and
assessed weekly by Bli. HK cells promoted tumor growth.
However, the presence of si-raB HK cells impaired
Ht29-luc cell tumor growth in comparison to that of HK
cells (p=0.0018) or si-nS HK cells (p=0.0207) at 9 weeks
post injection (Fig 1). at necropsy, the Ht29-luc tumor
weights were significantly lower in si-raB HK group than

in HK (p=0.0138) or si-nS HK cell groups (p=0.0097). 
Furthermore, liver and lung metastases were significantly 
lower when raB13 expression was decreased in HK cells 
(p=0.0444 and p=0.0240 respectively).

Conclusions/Discussion:	rab-13 is a ras-related small 
GtPase with roles in membrane trafficking. We have 
demonstrated the importance of this gene in the stromal 
cell promotion of CrC tumor initiation and metastasis and 
hope to use this to help develop new therapeutics based on 
the clarification of this cancer-related biological pathways.

Figure. Ht29-luc cells (1×10^4) mixed with media (no HK), HK, 
si-nS HK, or si-raB HK cells (3×10^5) then injected ir into  
6 mice/group and evaluated by Bli weekly.

DNA	REPAIR	GENES	AND	RESPONSE	TO	
NEOADJUVANT	CHEMORADIATION	IN	
RECTAL	CANCER:	A	PREDICTIVE	SCORE	TO	
IDENTIFY	THE	COMPLETE	RESPONDER.

research Forum rF2

r. Perez, a. Habr-Gama, F. Koyama, J. restrepo,
G. Pagin São Julião, B. Borba Vailati, r. azevedo,
S. araujo, a. aranha Camargo
Sao Paulo, Brazil

Purpose/Background:	 neoadjuvant chemoradiation 
(nCrt) may lead to complete tumor regression in a 
proportion of patients and may offer the opportunity for 
organ-preserving strategies. Pre-treatment prediction of 
tumor response to nCrt would allow identification of 
ideal candidates to this treatment alternative avoiding the 
unnecessary detrimental effects of radiation for patients 
unlikely to develop complete response (Cr). deregulation 
of dna repair pathways may be involved in several 
carcinogenetic processes of human cancers including 
colorectal malignancies. the purpose of this study was to 
develop and test the performance of dna repair deregula-
tion score in the prediction of tumor response to neoajdu-
vant Crt by comparing patients with Cr and incomplete 
response (ir).
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Methods/Interventions:	 twenty-five patients with 
t2-3n0-1m0 distal rectal cancer underwent pre-treatment  
biopsy collection prior to nCrt. all patients underwent 
50.4-54Gy of radiation and 5Fu-based chemotherapy. We 
performed global gene expression analysis using rnaseq 
to search for differentially expressed dna repair genes 
between patients with complete and incomplete response 
to nCrt. differentially expressed genes according to 
tumor response were selected to establish an 8-gene score 
(XPA, XRCC3, ATRIP, UBE2A, APEX2, NEIL2, HTLF, 
XRCC4). expression values in rPKm of up-regulated 
genes among Crs were multiplied by +1. expression 
values for down-regulated genes among Crs were multi-
plied by -1. the sum of all expression values for all 8 genes 
was performed to determine individual score results for 
each patient. average scores between Cr and ir were 
compared. a roC curve was created to estimate the 
predictive value of the score.

Results/Outcome(s):	overall 9 patients developed Cr 
and 16 incomplete responses to nCrt and were included 
in the study. 120 million sequences were generated for 
each sample and were mapped to the human genome 
reference sequence (Hg19) using Bioscope software.  
the average score was 28 for Crs and 16 for ir (p<0.001). 
the roC curve resulted in an auC 0.94 with high sensi-
tivity (87%) and specificity (100%) using a cutoff of >20.5 
for the prediction of response.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 a dna deregulation score 
may provide accurate prediction of tumor response to 
nCrt and may be used in clinical practice to select ideal 
candidates more likely to develop complete response to 
treatment. Prospective and independent validation is 
required before definitive implementation into clinical 
practice.

Figure. dna deregulation score for complete and incomplete 
responders to nCrt. the roC curve for the prediction of response 
with high  sensitivity and specificity.

WHY	HAVE	US	RATES	OF	PRIMARY	
ANASTOMOSIS	WITH	DIVERTING	ILEOSTOMY	
IN	PATIENTS	WITH	ACUTE	DIVERTICULITIS	
REQUIRING	URGENT	OPERATIVE	
INTERVENTION	PLATEAUED?

research Forum rF3

C. Cauley, H. Kunitake, r. Patel, P. Fagenholz,
d. Berger, d. rattner, G. Velmahos, l. Bordeianou
Boston, MA

Purpose/Background:	 Prior studies suggested that 
emergent resections and anastomosis with diverting ileos-
tomy (di) may be safe even with perforated diverticulitis 
requiring urgent surgical intervention. recent aSCrS 
guidelines suggest anastomosis be performed based on 
clinical factors and surgeon preference. this study aims to 
1) describe di utilization versus colostomy with Hartman
pouch (C) for acute diverticulitis in a nationally represen-
tative cohort 2) compare outcomes of di versus C 3) and
identify factors that may justify C instead of di.

Methods/Interventions:	 multi-institutional cohort 
study of patients in nationwide inpatient Sample 
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(1998-2011) who were admitted and treated with urgent/
emergent colectomy for diverticulitis. Patients were identi-
fied and categorized as di vs C by iCd-9 procedure codes 
describing the type of stoma (ileostomy for di or colos-
tomy for C). exclusion criteria included age <18 years or 
colon resection without diversion noted. outcomes of di 
patients were compared to C patients and multivariable 
logistic regression was used to identify patient and hospital 
specific variables associated with in-hospital mortality. 
Sensitivity analysis was also performed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 40,605 patients requiring emer-
gent/urgent colectomy for acute diverticulitis underwent 
fecal diversion: 39,090 had C and 1,515 (3.7%) had 
di. utilization of di increased over the study period
from 2.6% of all diverting operations to 5.8% (Figure);
however, overall rate of di remained low even at the end
of the study period, with over 90% of patients undergoing
C throughout. the median length of stay after di was
longer (15 days [9-22 days] di vs.11 days [8-16 days]
C, p<0.001). overall complication rates were higher in
the di group (32.0% di vs. 24.0% C, p<0.001), and the
mortality rate was higher in the di group (15.9% di vs.
7.0%, C p=<0.001). logistic regression was performed
to account for potential confounders that may explain
higher mortality rates in the di group (age, comorbid
disease burden, gender, race, and socioeconomic status).
di was a statistically significant risk factor (2.0, p<0.001),
in addition to increasing age (or=30.9 in 90+ year old
group) and Charlson comorbidity score (or= 2.2 for score
of 2) for in-hospital mortality. Sensitivity analysis of the
composite poor outcome (in-hospital mortality or compli-
cation) revealed similar results.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 utilization of di for urgent 
and emergent cases of diverticulitis requiring operation 
intervention has increased; however, overall utilization 
of di remains low. Poor outcomes, including complica-
tions and in hospital mortality may be the cause. Further 
analysis with more granular clinical data are needed to 
validate these findings, which appear to contradict existing 
consensus regarding safety of di in carefully selected 
patients with purulent peritonitis.

THE	PREDICTIVE	AND	PROGNOSTIC	
ROLE	OF	TEXTURE	ANALYSIS	OF	
MAGNETIC	RESONANCE	IMAGING	IN	
ASSESSING	RESPONSE	TO	NEOADJUVANT	
CHEMORADIOTHERAPY	IN	LOCALLY	
ADVANCED	RECTAL	CANCER.

research Forum rF4

m. aker, B. Ganeshan, a. afaq, r. aspinall, B. Sizer, 
d. Boone, t. arulampalam
Colchester, United Kingdom; London, United Kingdom; 
Chelmsford, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 the management of locally 
advanced rectal cancer (larC) has recently adopted a 
multi-disciplinary approach, with neoadjuvant chemo- 
radiotherapy (nCrt), post operative chemotherapy, and 
with surgery remaining the backbone of treatment. after 
patients undergo nCrt, most patients experience down-
staging of their cancer. a proportion of patients experience 
complete response (Cr) with no cancer cells remaining, 
and therefore might not require surgery at all. However, 
accurately identifying patients preoperatively who have 
had a favourable response is still a challenge. texture anal-
ysis (ta) is a new image biomarker that can be applied on 
medical images that assesses heterogeneity within a region 
of interest (roi) on a sub-visual level. this study hypoth-
esises that ta applied on t2-weighted mri scans has the 
ability to accurately identify patients with complete or 
near-complete response and in predicting 5-year survival.

Methods/Interventions:	 this is a retrospective study 
including all patients diagnosed with larC who under-
went nCrt between January 2003 and July 2014 in 
Colchester Hospital. texture parameters were extracted 
systematically on all pretreatment and posttreatment 
scans. Primary outcomes included accuracy of ta on mri 
in identifying patients with favourable response. accuracy 
was assessed using receiver operating characteristic (roC) 
analysis. Correlation between textural parameters and 
survival was assessed using Kaplan-meier’s log rank and 
with pathological tumour regression grade using mann-
Whitney u test.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 114 patients were 
included in the study, a total of 298 regions of interest were 
drawn on rectal cancers. magnetic resonance texture-
parameters – namely mean, standard deviation, entropy, 
and mean of positive pixels, with and without filtration 
- are all higher in patients with unfavourable response 
compared to favourable response (p<0.05). roC analysis 
showed an accuracy of up to 88% with at least one texture 
parameter, mean of positive pixels, with a cut off value 
of 109.61. at least one textural parameter, entropy, can 
significantly predict survival at a cut off value of 6.495.

Conclusions/Discussion:	texture parameters extracted 
from t2-weighted mri images exhibit a potentially signif-
icant early imaging biomarker in assessing response to 
nCrt, which can aid decision making in identifying 
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patients who might benefit from deferral of surgery. When 
personalising treatment, ta can also predict survival of 
patients who might exhibit a favourable response.

LIQUID	BIOPSY	FOR	COLONIC	CANCER:	
UTILITY	OF	CIRCULATING	CELL-	FREE	DNA	AS	
BIOMARKER.

research Forum rF5

a. ehdode, m. aslam, e. issa, l. Kannappa, J. Pringle, 
J. Shaw, B. Singh
Leicestershire, United Kingdom; Leicester, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 Circulating cell-free dna 
(cfdna) is a mixture of dna from malignant and normal 
cells, and can be used as a liquid biopsy to detect tumour 
specific mutations. the aim of this study was to evaluate 
the potential utility of cfdna as a liquid biomarker for 
colonic cancer. We investigated the clinical utility of 
common genetic mutations when detected synchronously 
in colonic cancer tissue and cfdna isolated from blood 
samples.

Methods/Interventions:	matched plasma and formalin 
fixed paraffin embedded (FFPe) tissue samples, collected 
preoperatively from 55 patients with colonic cancer were 
analysed for total cfdna levels and common genetic 
mutations. total cfdna was quantified from 1ml of 
plasma using an alu repeat qPCr assay and a Pna-lna 
approach was used to detect hot spot mutations in KRAS, 
BRAFV600E, and PIK3CA. total cfdna quantity and 
mutation status were compared to clinic-pathological 
features of colonic cancers and overall survival.

Results/Outcome(s):	 total cfdna levels correlated 
with tumour stage (p=0.003) and tumour size (pt) 
(p=0.04). in 23 (42%) FFPe cancer tissue samples, 30 
mutations (KRAS n=10, BRAFV600E n=7, PIK3CA n=13) 

were detected. BRAF V600e mutation was detected only 
in right colonic cancers. For mutant colonic cancers, 6 
(86%) with BRAF, 6 (60%) with KRAS and 3 (23%) with 
PIK3CA muatations were detected in cfdna isolated 
from matching plasma samples. the presence of mutations 
in cfdna was also related to tumour t stage (p=0.05). 
Circulating cfdna mutaions were found in all 4/13 cases 
with lymph node involvement and in 9/13 cases without 
lymph node involvement (p<0.005). no significant survival 
differences were observed for mutant left sided colonic 
cancers for the presence of cfdna mutations. For right 
sided colonic cancers, cfdna mutation were associated 
with significantly poor overall survivals (p<0.005).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 this study has shown that 
cfdna is a potential surrogate biomarker for colonic cancers.  
However, a further study on a larger cohort is required.

INDUCED	PLURIPOTENT	STEM	CELLS-DERIVED	
HUMAN	INTESTINAL	ORGANOIDS:	A	MODEL	
TO	STUDY	ULCERATIVE	COLITIS.

research Forum rF6

S. Kamali Sarvestani, S. Signs, S. Xiang, r. Fisher, 
e. Huang
Lakewood, OH

Purpose/Background:	 ulcerative colitis (uC) is a 
relapsing disorder that predominantly affects young adults 
and results in significant patient morbidity/mortality in the 
uS. the etiology of uC is largely unknown as it resides 
in the complex combination of pathologic interactions 
between the genome, the immune system and the micro-
environment. our recent findings suggest that CXCl8, a 
pro-inflammatory chemokine found in the microenviron-
ment (stroma) of colons with colitis and colorectal cancer 
patients, contributes to colon tumorigenicity. However, 
the pathogenesis responsible for uC are poorly under-
stood. Current ex vivo models of uC are inadequate to 
both recapitulate the complexity of the disease and the 
capacity for regeneration. We established an ex vivo human 
derived organoid model of uC to study gut regeneration 
and the pathogenesis of the disease. this superior model 
has both epithelial and mesenchymal components and 
thus may reflect major phenotypic characteristics of uC.  
We hypothesize that stromal CXCl8 increases the prolifer-
ation of uC-derived induced human organoids.

Methods/Interventions:	 recent developments in the 
stem cell field have been applied to reprogram fibroblasts 
isolated from patients with uC into induced pluripotent 
stem cells (iPSCs) by introduction of the four yamanaka 
factors. next, a two-step procedure was applied to differ-
entiate the iPSCs into defined endoderm and ultimately 
into colonic organoids. to test the functionality of the 
developed organoids, their response to stromal derived 
CXCl8 regarding growth characteristics was measured 
including size, number of organoids, and proliferative 
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rate. Briefly, dissociated organoids were co-cultured with 
normal and malignant fibroblasts (which secrete elevated 
levels of CXCl8) isolated from uC and CaC patients in 
hyaluronan based (Ha) hydrogels.

Results/Outcome(s):	 our results confirm that repro-
gramming of somatic cells isolated from the patients with 
uC to iPSCs is feasible. We have also established robust 
conditions to differentiate iPSCs to defined endoderm and 
then gut organoids thus reflecting the major phenotypes 
of the uC such as colitic stratified epithelium vs. the 
epithelial monolayer seen in normal colon- induced organ-
oids. developed organoids responded to the inflammatory 
mediator, stromal CXCl8, by demonstrating an enhanced 
proliferation rate, as well as an increase in the number and 
size of the forming organoids.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Colitis-derived organoids 
recapitulate the epithelial phenotype as well as mucus 
secretion pattern. Furthermore, the organoids respond to 
the stromal CXCl8 with increased size, number and prolif-
erative rate. the creation of the human derived organoid 
model of uC will permit not only investigating the patho-
genesis of this disease on the epithelial, but also, will permit 
delineation of the role of inflammatory mediators in the 
microenvironment on disease progression.

Figure 1. the effect of stromal CXCl8 on the proliferation, size and 
number of normal /colitis-derived organoids in Ha hydrogels.

a: normal colon-derived organoids formed in Ha hydrogels. B: 
Co-culture of normal colon-derived organoids and FBs. C: Co-culture of 
normal colon- derived organoids and colitis-derived FBs. d: Co-culture 
of normal colon-derived organoids and CaC FBs. e: colitis-derived 
organoids formed in Ha hydrogels. F: Co-culture of colitis-derived 
organoids and normal colon-derived FBs. G: Co-culture of colitis-de-
rived organoids and FBs. H: Co-culture of colitis-derived organoids 
and CaC FBs. i: effect of FBs interaction on organoids proliferation. J: 
effect of co-culturing on CXCl8 secretion level measured by elisa assay. 
K,l: effect of FBs interaction on organoids size and number. Ki67 (red), 
CXCl8 (green), and daPi (blue), value of p < 0.05

THERAPEUTIC	EFFECTS	OF	
ELECTROACUPUNCTURE	COMBINES	WITH	
STEM	CELL	TRANSPLANTATION	ON	ANAL	
SPHINCTER	INJURY-INDUCED	FECAL	
INCONTINENCE	IN	A	RAT	MODEL.

research Forum rF7

X. lid
Shanghai, China

Purpose/Background:	Bone marrow mesenchymal stem 
cells (BmSCs) have a restricted potential to differentiate 
into muscle, fat, nerve, and other tissues, and also can 

secrete a variety of cytokines including growth factor, thus 
playing an important role in repairing damaged tissue. 
Studies have demonstrated the therapy effects of BmSCs 
on anal sphincter injury-caused fecal incontinence (Fi). 
Becides, electroacupuncture (ea), which is used galvanism 
to replace the manual operation, can activate blood circu-
lation to remove blood stasis, and then repair the damaged 
tissue. So the present study was to investigate the effects 
of combined ea and BmSCs on rat model of damaged 
anal sphincter. Here, BmSCs was isolated and the purity 
of BmSCs was confirmed by incubation with antibodies 
against Cd34 and Cd45 following flow cytometry analysis. 
the tissue repair as indicated by hematoxylin-eosin (He) 
staining and immunohistochemistry staining of sarcomeric 
alpha actinin.

Methods/Interventions:	a total of 60 Sprague-dawley 
(Sd) rats were randomly divided into 5 group: a, Sham-
operated group; B, model group (Zutshi’s protocol) injected 
with normal saline; C, model group treated with ea; d, 
model group injected with the 5th generation BmSCs; e, 
model injected with BmSCs and treated with ea. tissue 
were resected according to different observation period 
(on 1st, 3rd, 7th, 14th day). all of the rats were sacrificed, 
the anorectal tissue at the 6th point place (about 5 mm 
x 10 mm x 5 mm) was resected. Half of the tissue was 
used to detect the cytokines (stromal cell derived factor-1 
(SdF-1) and monocyte chemoattractant protein-3 (mCP-
3)) expression, which can affect stem cell homing; and 
another half tissue was used for He and immunocytochem-
istry, which can observe the repairing of damaged tissue.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the negative selection method 
showed Cd34 and Cd45 (specificity expressed in hemato-
poietic stem cells) had low rate in BmSCs. the 5th gener-
ation of BmSCs were used in the experiment. real-time 
PCr analysis revealed that, compared with other groups, 
highest expression of SdF-1 and mCP-3 were observed in 
Group e, suggesting the promotion effects of ea on the 
homing of BmSCs. Furthermore, combined treatment of 
Fi with ea and BmSCs in rats has the best effect for tissue 
repair as indicated by He staining and immunohistochem-
istry staining of sarcomeric alpha actinin.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 ea can promote BmSCs 
homing. the combination of ea stimulation and BmSC 
transplantation can effectively repair impaired anal sphinc-
ters and provides a theoretical basis for non-operation 
treatment of muscle-impaired Fi.
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ILEOSTOMY	VS.	COLOSTOMY	FOR	
COLORECTAL	ANASTOMOSIS	PROTECTION:	
INTERIM	ANALYSIS	OF	MULTICENTER	
RANDOMIZED	CONTROLLED	TRIAL.

research Forum rF8

i. tulina, P. tsugulya, S. efetov, V. Polovinkin, 
P. tsarkov
Moscow, Russian Federation; Krasnodar, Russian Federation

Purpose/Background:	 Protective ostomy formation is 
a routine practice in mid-low rectal cancer surgery. 
Historically temporary colostomy (Col) was performed, 
but since 1980s a loop ileostomy (il) became the wide-
spread method of colorectal anastomosis protection. in 
russia still the preferred method is temporary loop trans-
verse Col. the purpose of this prospective rCt was 
to define the best type of temporary ostomy in terms of 
30-days postoperative readmissions due to dehydratation 
in the reality of low budget russian health care system 
with limited intensive care possibilities after discharge. the 
interim analysis is dedicated to evaluation of early postop-
erative complications.

Methods/Interventions:	 this rCt is conducted in 
two centers and includes patients with middle-low rectal 
cancer that can be offered restorative resection with 
temporary protective ostomy. Patients are randomized 
intraoperatively into il or Col group. all patients 
received standard postoperative care, including routine iV 
and per os rehydration. the primary endpoint is the rate of 
readmissions due to dehydration.

Results/Outcome(s):	Since January 2012 162 patients 
(73 men) included, 79 in Col and 83 in il group. il 
patients had significantly higher rate of postoperative ileus 
than Col patients (18 and 6 patients, p=0.015), signifi-
cantly longer demand of iV fluid and electrolyte compen-
sation (6.9 and 3.5 days, p=0.042) and significantly higher 
rate of readmission due to dehydratation (8 and 0 patients, 
p=0.007).

Conclusions/Discussion:	Patients with protective loop 
il have a higher chance of severe dehydration that 
demands readmission in early postoperative period. in 
the context of low budget health care without developed 
system of post-discharge intensive care provision at patient 
home, including electrolyte balance and hydration control, 
protective loop transverse Col is seen as a viable and 
more suitable option to protective loop il for patients with 
middle-low rectal cancer undergoing restorative resections.

SIMVASTATIN	TARGETS	COLORECTAL	
CANCER	INITIATING	CELLS	IN	VIVO	AND	
ENHANCES	THE	EFFECTS	OF	RADIATION	
THERAPY	ON	PATIENT-DERIVED	XENOGRAFT	
TUMORS.

research Forum rF9

G. Karagkounis, J. deVecchio, S. Ferrandon, m. Kalady
Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	 response to neoadjuvant 
chemoradiation (nCrt) has been shown to result in 
improved oncologic outcomes in rectal cancer. our group 
has previously shown that HmG-Coa reductase inhibi-
tors, commonly known as statins, enhance the effects of 
radiation on colorectal cancer cells in vitro, and specifically 
target colorectal cancer initiating cells (Cr-CiC), a cell 
population at the apex of tumor hierarchy and putatively 
responsible for tumor resistance to cytotoxic therapy. the 
aim of this study was to evaluate the effects of simvastatin 
on patient-derived xenograft (PdX) tumors in mice and 
explore its potential as a radiation-sensitizer in vivo.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patient-derived xenografts 
(PdX) from the same human primary rectal cancer were 
established in the flanks of 24 nod scid gamma (nSG) 
albino mice. once the tumor volume reached 250mm3 
mice were randomized to 1 of 4 treatment arms: control, 
radiation alone (10Gy delivered in fractions of 2Gy over 
5 days), oral simvastatin alone for the duration of the 
experiment, or combination therapy of radiation with 
simvastatin. mice were sacrificed after 20 days or once the 
tumor reached 2000mm3. tumor volume was measured 
every 2 days for the duration of the experiment. after the 
mice were sacrificed, the PdXs were dissociated into single 
cells and the rate of Cr-CiC in tumors from each arm was 
estimated using limiting dilution assays (lda).

Results/Outcome(s):	all mice completed their assigned 
treatment without apparent toxicity. Combination therapy 
was more effective than either treatment alone in inhib-
iting tumor growth (p<0.01, Figure). While all tumors from 
the control and the simvastatin arms and 5/6 from the radi-
ation arm grew larger than 1000mm3, this only occurred 
in 1/6 tumors treated with combination therapy (p=0.02). 
on limiting dilution assay, the estimated frequency of 
Cr-CiCs was 1 in 200 cells in the control arm, 1 in 220 
in the simvastatin arm, 1 in 20 in the radiation arm, and 
only 1 in 420 in the combination therapy arm (p<0.001 
compared to radiation alone).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in agreement with our prior 
in vitro studies, oral simvastatin was an effective radia-
tion-sensitizing agent in rectal cancer PdXs grown in mice. 
importantly, in addition to effectively inhibiting tumor 
growth combined with radiation, simvastatin decreased 
the population of radiation resistant Cr-CiCs in the PdXs. 
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these data further support the rationale behind clinical 
trials using statins with nCrt for locally advanced rectal 
cancer.
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RECOVERY	FOLLOWING	RECTAL	CANCER	
SURGERY:	RESULTS	FROM	THE	MRC/EME	
ROLARR	TRIAL.

Podium abstracts S1

a. Pigazzi, n. Corrigan, a. Pullen, J. Croft, H. marshall, 
J. Brown, d. Jayne
Leeds, United Kingdom; Irvine, CA

Purpose/Background:	 it has been difficult to demon-
strate a benefit for robotic as compared to laparoscopic 
rectal cancer surgery. the mrC/eme rolarr trial 
showed there may be less need to convert to open surgery 
with robotic surgery in certain patients (obese, low rectal 
cancer, males), but short-term morbidity and oncological 
outcomes appear to be similar. it is not known if robotic 
surgery has an influence on postoperative recovery in the 
longer term.

Methods/Interventions:	 A total of 471 patients with 
rectal cancer were recruited to rolarr between 2010 
and 2016. data on postoperative recovery was collected 
using the multi-dimensional Fatigue inventory (mFi) and 
Short Form-36 (SF-36) at baseline, 1 and 6 months 
postoperative. the mFi assess 5 scales of physical and 
mental health; a higher score indicates worse health. 
SF-36 is a multi-purpose, short-form health survey 
consisting of 8 health scales and provides a physical and 
mental component score; a lower score indicates worse 
health. differences in miF and SF-36 scores were analyzed 
between robotic and laparoscopic arms, adjusting for 
the rolarr stratification factors. exploratory analyses 
were performed for the whole cohort to determine factors 
predictive of worse outcome.

Results/Outcome(s):	 data were available for analysis 
on 442/471 (93.8%) patients with mFi scores and 465/471 
(98.7%) with SF-36 scores. the robotic and laparoscopic 
arms were balanced in terms of the rolarr stratification 
factors with little difference in mFi or SF-36 scores at 
baseline. there was no significant difference in mFi scores 
(-0.005; 95%Ci: -0.687, 0.676; p=0.987) or SF-36 scores 
(0.23; 95%Ci: -0.96, 1.42; p=0.71) between robotic and 
laparoscopic arms. Patients experienced a worse mFi score 
(1.44; 95%Ci: 0.082, 2.801; p=0.04) and worse SF-36 
score (-7.99; 95%Ci -11.23, -4.75, p<0.0001) between 
baseline and 1 month post-operation. By 6 months, there 
was no significant difference in mFi or SF-36 scores 
compared to baseline. Female mFi scores were consistently 
higher at all time points, but there was no gender differ-
ence in SF-36 scores. Patients undergoing abdominoperi-
neal resection were significantly more affected as compared 
to those undergoing high anterior resection on both 
mFi and SF-36 scores. Patients undergoing neoadjuvant 
therapy had worse mFi and SF-36 scores at baseline, but 
were less adversely affected by their operation. there was 
no significant difference in mFi or SF-36 scores by Bmi 
class. Patients with higher aSa experienced more fatigue 
at baseline, with less difference by 6 months postoperative.

Conclusions/Discussion:	the rolarr trial has failed 
to show a difference in postoperative recovery between 
robotic and laparoscopic surgery as assessed by miF 
and SF-36 analysis. Patients in both arms experience 
worse health at 1 month but recover towards baseline by 
6-months post-operative. Females and patients undergoing
aPr may be more affected by rectal cancer surgery.

NODAL	DISEASE	IN	RECTAL	CANCER	
PATIENTS	WITH	COMPLETE	CLINICAL	
RESPONSE	AFTER	NEOADJUVANT	
CHEMORADIATION:	DANGER	BELOW	CALM	
WATERS.

Podium abstracts S2

r. Baucom, l. maguire, t. Geiger, m. Cone, r. muldoon,
m. Hopkins, a. Hawkins
Nashville, TN; Minneapolis, MN

Purpose/Background:	a subset of patients with rectal 
cancer who undergo neoadjuvant chemoradiation (nCr) 
demonstrate a complete clinical response after therapy. 
However, true nodal response is not universal in these 
patients and is difficult to assess clinically. Quantification 
of risk of nodal disease would allow for targeted therapy 
with either radical resection or “watchful waiting”. We 
perform an analysis of a large national database to iden-
tify characteristics of node positive patients with a ypt0 
resection.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients in the national 
Cancer database between 2006-2011 with stage ii/iii 
rectal adenocarcinoma who completed nCr followed 
by resection and who had ypt0 tumors were included. 
Patients with metastatic disease were excluded. Patients 
were divided into two groups – those with nodal disease 
(n+) and those without (n-). Characteristics of n+ were 
compared to n- using bivariate and multivariable analysis. 
the secondary outcome was overall survival.

Results/Outcome(s):	there were 29,699 patients with 
stage ii/iii rectal cancer who underwent nCr and radical 
resection. 2,385 (8%) patients had ypt0 tumors on final 
pathology. of these, 248 (10%) were n+. n+ patients 
were younger than n- patients (median age 58 vs. 61, 
p=0.001), more likely to have positive nodes on pre- 
operative staging (59% vs. 44%, p<0.001), signet ring 
features (3% vs. 0%, p=0.001), perineural invasion (1% 
vs. 0%, p<0.001), lymphovascular invasion (4% vs. 0%, 
p<0.001), and high grade (3/4) tumors (17% vs. 6%, 
p<0.001). there was no difference in timing of surgery 
after nCr. interestingly, n+ patients were less likely to 
have an advanced clinical t-stage (ct3/4) preoperatively 
(73% vs. 85%, p=0.006). of patients with cn0 disease 
at diagnosis, 8% were n+ after nCr and resection. in a 
multivariable analysis, factors predictive of nodal disease 
included age <65, increasing clinical n-stage, high tumor 
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grade (3/4), signet ring features, and lymphovascular 
invasion (Table). overall 5-year survival was significantly 
decreased in n+ patients compared to n- (77% vs. 85%, 
p<0.001).

Conclusions/Discussion:	ten percent of patients with 
ypt0 tumors had positive nodes on final pathology. 
Factors associated with n+ disease included younger 
age (<65 years), clinical nodal disease at diagnosis and 
histology with high grade, signet ring features or lympho-
vascular invasion. Patients with any of these features 
should undergo radical resection regardless of post nrt 
appearance, especially given the association with increased 
mortality. others could be suitable for “watchful waiting” 
strategies.

LOCAL	EXCISION	FOLLOWED	BY	
POSTOPERATIVE	CONTACT	X-RAY	
BRACHYTHERAPY	+/-	EXTERNAL	BEAM	
RADIOTHERAPY	OR	CHEMORADIOTHERAPY	
INSTEAD	OF	RADICAL	RESECTION	IN	180	
PATIENTS	WITH	RECTAL	CANCER.

Podium abstracts S3

F. Smith, a. Sun myint, H. Wong, K. Whitmarsh, 
K. Perkins, m. Hershman, d. Pritchard
Liverpool, United Kingdom; Bebington, United Kingdom; 
Wolverhampton, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	  radical surgery incorporating 
total mesorectal excision has traditionally been the 
recommended treatment for rectal cancer with high risk 
features after local excision or polypectomy. this study 
analyzed intermediate-term outcomes of using contact 
x-ray brachytherapy (CXB) +/- postoperative external 
beam radiotherapy +/- chemotherapy as definitive treat-
ment instead of radical surgery in patients who were either 
1. medically unfit or elderly 2. Were fit but had refused 
completion surgery or a stoma.

Methods/Interventions:	  all patients were identified 
from our prospectively maintained institutional database 
and had been diagnosed with adenocarcinoma of the 
rectum, had undergone a local excision procedure, had 
undergone full radiological staging and had been discussed 

in a colorectal cancer multi-disciplinary team meeting. a 
total of 60Gy was given in 2 fractions over 2 weeks using 
CXB as an outpatient treatment to the site of local exci-
sion under direct vision through a proctoscope. after CXB 
standard post operative chemoradiotherapy was then given 
to 110 (61% of patients), external beam radiotherapy alone 
was given to 60 patients (33%) and CXB only was given to 
10 (6%) of patients.

Results/Outcome(s):	 in total 180 patients with a 
median age of 70 (range 36-99 years) were treated. local 
excision was performed by endoscopic mucosal resection  
n=57(31.7%), transanal resection n= 64(35.6%), and  
transanal endoscopic microsurgery n=59(32.8%). 
Following local excision, pt stages were pt1=131(71.9%), 
pt2=22(25.7%), pt3=5(2.3%). in total only 6 patients 
were clinically node positive. after a median follow 
up of 36 months, 164 patients (91%) remained disease 
free. eight patients developed local recurrence only, 4 
developed synchronous local and distant recurrence and  
4 developed distant metastases alone. in total 4 patients 
underwent salvage rectal surgery (3 =r0) and 4 patients 
underwent resection of metastases (liver n=2, lung n=2).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 our single centre study has 
shown that the combination of a CXB boost +/- post 
operative external beam radiotherapy +/- chemotherapy 
results in high and sustained local control in patients after 
local excision of early rectal cancer who are high risk or 
choose not to have radical surgery. in the context of an 
ageing population and the introduction of bowel cancer 
screening programmes, the number of patients diag-
nosed with early rectal cancer and/or high surgical risk is 
constantly increasing and we propose that our technique 
has particular relevance within this context as a valid 
alternative to radical surgery.

S2 Multivariable analysis: factors associated with nodal disease in ypT0 rectal cancers.

Variable OR 95% CI Wald P value
Age < 65 Years 1.58 1.17-2.14 0.003
Clinical N Stage 0.001

0 REF
1 1.76 1.33-2.33
2 2.28 1.22-4.29
Grade 3/4 2.58 1.74-3.83 <0.001
Signet Ring Features 3.96 1.31-11.99 0.01
Lymphovascular Invasion 7.91 2.84-22.00 <0.0001
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WATCH	&	WAIT	AFTER	COMPLETE	CLINICAL	
RESPONSE	TO	NEOADJUVANT	CRT:	ARE	CT3/4	
TUMORS	MORE	LIKELY	TO	DEVELOP	EARLY	
TUMOR	RECURRENCE	THAN	CT2?

Podium abstracts S4

a. Habr-Gama, G. Pagin São Julião, B. Borba Vailati, 
C. ortega, l. Fernandez, S. araujo, r. azevedo, r. Perez
Sao Paulo, Brazil

Purpose/Background:	 Selected patients with rectal 
cancer and complete clinical response (cCr) following 
neoadjuvant chemoradiation (nCrt), have been managed 
nonoperatively (W&W) with acceptable outcomes. 
However, nearly 20% of these patients will develop early 
tumor regrowth. identification of these patients could 
select candidates for more intensive follow-up. the aim 
was to investigate the influence of baseline t stage on 
early recurrences after a cCr managed by W&W following 
nCrt.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients with distal rectal 
cancer (ct2-4n0-2m0) undergoing extended Crt  
(54 Gy + 5Fu-based chemotherapy) were retrospectively 
reviewed. Patients were reassessed for tumor response at 
10 weeks after rt completion. Patients with cCr (clinical, 
radiological and endoscopic) were managed by W&W  
and strictly followed. initial cCr, early tumor recurrences 
(<12 months), late local recurrences and distant metas-
tases rates were compared between patients according to 
baseline radiological t-stage.

Results/Outcome(s):	 overall, 91 patients with rectal 
cancer underwent Crt.61 patients developed initial cCr 
(67%). ct2 patients developed similar initial cCr rates 
compared to ct3/t4 (72%vs. 63%; p=0.403). early 
tumor recurrences were more frequent among baseline 
ct3/4 when compared to ct2 patients (30% vs. 3%; 
p=0.007). there were no differences in late local recur-
rences (p=0.593) or systemic recurrences (p=0.387). 
local recurrence-free survival was significantly better for 
ct2 patients at 1 year (96% vs. 69%; p=0.009). after Cox 
regression analysis, baseline t stage was an independent 
predictor of improved local-recurrence free survival at  
1 year. (p=0.03, or=0.09 Ci95% 0.01-0.81).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 ct2 patients that develop 
cCr after extended Crt managed non-operatively are less 
likely to develop early tumor regrowths when compared 
to ct3/4.ct3/4 patients should undergo more intensive 
follow-up after a cCr in order to allow early detection of 
early regrowths.

local-recurrence free survival at 1-year was 96% and 69% for baseline 
ct2 and ct3/4 cancers respectively (p=0.009);local-recurrence free 
survival at 1-year was 96% and 69% for baseline ct2 and ct3/4 cancers 
respectively (p=0.009)

ONCOLOGICAL	OUTCOME	AFTER	SALVAGE	
TREATMENT	FOR	LOCAL	RE-GROWTH	
FOLLOWING	‘WATCH	AND	WAIT’	FOR	
CLINICAL	COMPLETE	RESPONSE	IN	PATIENTS	
WITH	RECTAL	CANCER.

Podium abstracts S5

l. malcomson, r. emsley, S. Gollins, a. Sun myint, 
m. Saunders, n. Scott, S. o’dwyer, a. renehan
Manchester, United Kingdom; Rhyl, United Kingdom; 
Liverpool, United Kingdom; Preston, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	We have previously reported on 
129 patients within the onCore [oncological outcomes 
after Clinical Complete response (cCr) in Patients with 
rectal Cancer] project and noted that a third of patients 
developed local (mainly intra-luminal) regrowths within 
3 years after decision to manage by ‘watch and wait’ 
(W&W) following chemo-radiotherapy. Here, we extend 
this cohort and describe the oncological outcomes after 
salvage treatment for local re-growth.

Methods/Interventions:	 Between 2005 and 2016, we 
followed a consecutive series of 156 patients with non- 
metastatic rectal cancer who completed pre-operative 
Crt (majority: 45 Gy in 25 daily fractions with concurrent 
fluoropyrimidine-based chemotherapy), who were consid-
ered at multi-disciplinary meetings across four neigh-
bouring regions in the united Kingdom, to have cCr 
and offered W&W on a protocolized pathway. Primary 
outcome measure was r0 resection rate; secondary 
outcome measures were post-salvage colostomy rates and 
3-year post-salvage surgery overall survival.

Results/Outcome(s):	 With a median follow-up from 
W&W decision of 36 months, 35% (54/156) developed 
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local re-growths (3-year actuarial rate: 38%). three 
regrowths were either submucosal or mesorectal nodes. of 
the 156 patients, 14 (9%) developed distant metastases. 
of the 50 local re-growths without concomitant distant 
metastases, 42 (84%) underwent subsequent salvage 
surgery (r0: 40, r1: 1, awaiting surgery: 1); 3 under-
went Papillon local radiotherapy; 3 had chemotherapy 
or no further treatment due to comorbidities; 2 opted for 
chemotherapy over surgery. the operations were: abdom-
inoperineal resection, 28; anterior resection, 8; Hartman 
operation, 3; total pelvic clearance, 1; subtotal colectomy, 
1 – permanent colostomy rate was 80% (33/41). the 
3-year post-salvage surgery overall survival rate was 87%.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in this extended cohort, 
the proportion of patients who developed local (mainly 
intra-luminal) regrowth remained at approximately a 
third. the majority of these regrowths were amenable 
to salvage surgery with a high r0 rate; in contrast with 
salvage surgery for local pelvic recurrence after initial 
rectal cancer resection. While cCr tumours are generally 
good prognosis cancers, nearly one in ten develop distant 
metastases; patient information sheets need to include this 
information.

PROSPECTIVE	RANDOMISED	TRIAL	
OF	NEOADJUVANT	CHEMOTHERAPY	
DURING	THE	“WAIT	PERIOD”	FOLLOWING	
PREOPERATIVE	CHEMORADIOTHERAPY	FOR	
RECTAL	CANCER:	RESULTS	OF	THE	WAIT	
TRIAL.

Podium abstracts S6

J. moore, t. Price, P. Hewett, a. luck, S. Carruthers, 
S. Selva-nayagam, m. thomas
Adelaide, SA, Australia

Purpose/Background:	recent data has suggested that 
neoadjuvant chemotherapy may be associated with signifi-
cant improvements in pathologic complete response (pCr) 
following neoadjuvant chemo-radiotherapy for rectal 
cancer. this study aims to determine whether the addition 
of additional cycles of chemotherapy during the “wait” 
period following neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy for rectal 
cancer improves the pathologic complete response rate 
(pCr) to levels recently suggested.

Methods/Interventions:	 rectal cancer patients were 
randomly allocated to either a standard 10 week wait 
period before surgery (standard chemo-radiotherapy, 
SCrt) or to receive 3 cycles of 5Fu based chemotherapy 
following chemo-radiotherapy during a similar 10 week 
wait (extended chemo-radiotherapy, XCrt). all patients 
underwent resectional surgery. the primary endpoint was 
pCr as determined by blinded pathologic assessment.

Results/Outcome(s):	Forty-nine patients were random-
ized (SCrt n =24, XCrt n = 25). the groups were well 
matched with respect to age, tumour level clinical stage 

and procedures performed. pCr occurred in 10 patients 
overall but there was no significant difference in pCr 
between the groups (SCrt n = 6, XCrt n = 4 p = 0.49).

Conclusions/Discussion:	  the addition of 3 cycles of 
preoperative neoadjuvant chemotherapy during the wait 
period after chemo-radiotherapy for locally advanced rectal 
cancer is not associated with the substantial improvements 
in pCr suggested by some authors.

IMPACT	OF	PRE-CRT	MR	EMVI	ON	THE	
ONCOLOGIC	OUTCOMES	IN	RECTAL	CANCER	
PATIENTS	WITH	GOOD	TUMOR	RESPONSE	
AFTER	PREOPERATIVE	CHEMORADIATION.

Podium abstracts S7

J. yoon, y. Han, m. Cho, J. Kang, H. Hur, B. min, 
K. lee, n. Kim
Seoul, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 Good tumor response after 
preoperative chemoradiotherapy (Crt) for locally 
advanced rectal cancer is associated with better onco-
logic outcomes. However, local or systemic recurrence 
still remains a problem in patients who have pathologic 
complete response (pCr), ypt1n0, and ypt2n0. this 
study aimed to investigate prognostic factors for disease 
recurrence in patients with good tumor response after 
preoperative Crt followed by curative surgery.

Methods/Interventions:	 Between January 2000 and 
december 2014, a total of 1150 patients who underwent 
preoperative Crt were retrospectively identified from 
patient data registered in yonsei multicenter Colorectal 
Cancer electronic database. all consecutive patients 
underwent standard long-course Crt followed by total 
mesorectal excision (tme) by using nCCn guidelines. 
Before and after preoperative Crt, patients who were 
included in this study underwent magnetic resonance 
imaging (mri). Histopathological factors and mri-based 
circumferential resection margin (mrCrm), adjacent organ 
invasion, and extramural vascular invasion (mremVi) 
status were analyzed to identify prognostic factors for 
disease recurrence. mrCrm was defined as lymph node 
or tumor deposits within 2.0mm of the mesorectal fascia 
on pre-Crt mri. mremVi was defined as tumor deposits 
within extramural vascular structures on pre-Crt mri. 
pelvic organ invasion was defined if abutting or direct 
invasion tumor was present on pre-Crt mri.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 346 patients were 
assessed with the median follow-up period was 44.5 
(16.0 – 89.1) months. the 5-year disease-free survival 
(dFS) was not significantly different between pCr group 
(n=141) and ypt1/2 n0 group (n=205) (84.0% vs. 
80.6%, p=0.551), respectively. the 5-year local recur-
rence rate (lrr) and systemic recurrence rate (Srr) were 
not significantly different between pCr group and ypt1/2 
n0 group (5-year lrr, 5.4% vs. 10.5%, p=0.076; 5-year 
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Srr, 12.6% vs. 13.4%, p=0.920), respectively. the 5-year 
dFS between mremVi (-) group (n = 324) and mremVi 
(+) group (n=22) showed significant difference (84.4% 
vs. 57.8%, p<0.001). When analyzing 5-year dFS between 
mrCrm (-) and mrCrm (+), there was no significant 
difference. in the univariable analysis, abdominoperineal 
resection (aPr) (Hr = 2.459 (95% Ci, 1.147 - 5.272); 
p=0.021), pelvic organ invasion (Hr = 2.178 (95% Ci, 
1.222 - 3.880); p = 0.008), and mremVi (Hr = 3.734 
(95% Ci, 1.479 - 9.427); p = 0.005) were prognostic 
factors for dFS. in the multivariable analysis, mremVi 
(Hr = 3.161 (95% Ci, 1.179 - 8.477); p=0.022) was 
significantly associated with dFS.

Conclusions/Discussion:	despite good tumor response 
in rectal cancer patients after Crt followed by curative 
surgery, pre-Crt mremVi status should be regarded as 
an adverse prognostic factor for dFS. intensified chemo-
therapy and surveillance may be considered in pre-Crt 
mremVi positive good tumor responder in rectal cancer.

RISK	FACTORS	ASSOCIATED	WITH	
CIRCUMFERENTIAL	RESECTION	MARGIN	
POSITIVITY	IN	RECTAL	CANCER:	A	
BINATIONAL	REGISTRY	STUDY.

Podium abstracts S7a

J. Kong, G. Guerra, a. naik, C. lynch, r. ramsay, 
a. Heriot, S. Warrier
Melbourne, VIC, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 rectal cancer outcomes have 
improved with the adoption of a multidisciplinary model of 
care. it is well-documented that circumferential resection 
margin (Crm) involvement remains a strong predictor of 
outcome and quality of care. However there is a spectrum 
of quality when viewed from a national perspective, as 
highlighted by the oStritCH data on rectal cancer care 
in the uSa. the aim of this study was to assess Crm 
involvement for rectal cancer across australasia and  
identify predictors of Crm involvement.

Methods/Interventions:	 a prospective binational 
(australia and new Zealand) colorectal cancer registry 
was investigated. all consecutive resected rectal cancer 
cases from 2000 to 2016 were retrieved and patient demo-
graphics, hospital location, socioeconomic status, level of 
colorectal training (Colorectal Surgical Society of australia 
and new Zealand members), tumour staging, management 
details, and pathology were recorded.. univariate analysis 
was performed to identify the significant predictors of 
Crm. Hierarchical logistic regression was then performed 
to identify independent predictors and simultaneously 
adjusting for hospital and surgeon volume. the model 
was validated performing a bootstrap resampling method. 
the accuracy of the model was measured using Hosmer-
lemeshow goodness-of-fit test and area under receiver 
operating characteristics (au roC).

Results/Outcome(s):	 there were a total of 3106 
patients identified, and 261 (7.75%) had positive Crm. on 
univariate analysis, patients treated by CSSanZ members 
(p=0.9), surgeon in-training (p=0.1) and patients located 
in rural area (p=0.37), were not statistically significant. 
interestingly low socioeconomic status (p=0.03) and public 
hospital setting (p=0.0005) were significant Crm posi-
tivity predictors, so were long course neoadjuvant chemo-
radiotherapy (p=0.0003), low rectal tumours (<6 cm; 
p<0.0001), open technique, abdominoperineal resection, 
t3-4 and n1-2 (p<0.0001). after adjusting for low 
socio-economic status, public setting, hospital and surgeon 
volume, the hierarchical logistic regression analysis iden-
tified a six-variable model to be independent predictors; 
urgent operation (or 1.63), abdominoperineal resection 
(or 1.14), open technique (or 1.76), low rectal cancer 
(or 1.71), t3-4 (or 7.13) and n1-2 (2.1). this produced 
an au roC of 0.779 (p<0.0001) and accuracy of 92.32% 
(calibration, p=0.69). in the bootstrap re-sampling vali-
dation technique, the upper and lower limit for au roC 
was 0.772 and 0.766 respectively. the quantitative risk 
associated with Crm positivity is less than one percent  
(no risk factors) to 41% (five risk factors).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the rate of Crm involve-
ment in patients undergoing rectal cancer resection in 
australasia is low and is influenced by a number of factors. 
risk stratification of outcome is important with the 
increasing demand for publically accessible quality data.

RECTAL	CANCER	RESECTION	WITH	
PATHOLOGIC	UPSTAGING:	ADJUVANT	
RADIATION	VS.	OBSERVATION.

Podium abstracts S8

n. Berger, C. Peterson, K. ludwig, W. Hall, t. ridolfi
Milwaukee, WI

Purpose/Background:	 Surgical resection remains the 
primary treatment for Stage i rectal adenocarcinoma, 
and accurate pelvic staging is critical to identify patients 
appropriate for a surgery-first approach. despite advances 
in imaging, some patients are pathologically upstaged 
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following resection. observation and adjuvant radiation 
are offered as potential treatments, but data supporting 
one over the other is lacking. the present study hypoth-
esized that survival rates vary based on observation vs. 
adjuvant radiation therapy following pathologic upstaging.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients with clinical Stage i 
rectal adenocarcinoma who underwent rectal resection 
(lar or aPr) with subsequent pathologic upstaging 
(Stage 2 or 3 disease) were identified from the national 
Cancer database (2004-2013). Patients were divided into 
observation vs. adjuvant radiation cohorts and analyzed 
using descriptive statistics, Kaplan-meier method, and Cox 
multivariable modelling.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 9,239 patients with 
Stage i rectal adenocarcinoma underwent resection-first 
approach, 23.9% (n=2,209) patients were pathologically 
upstaged to Stage 2 or 3. Postoperative pathologic staging 
were: 32.7% 2a, 28.9% 3a, 25.8% 3B, and 10.4% Stage 
3C. the majority of patients were observed and did not 
receive adjuvant radiation (51.4% vs. 48.6%). adjuvant 
radiation was more common in younger patients with less 
comorbidity, but more common following higher (3a, 
3B, 3C) postoperative pathologic staging (p<0.001). Sex 
and race were similar between cohorts. Postoperative 
radiation was associated with improved survival based on 
Kaplan-meier analysis (p<0.0001). Following Cox model-
ling adjusting for age, sex, race, comorbidity, and patho-
logic stage as covariates, adjuvant radiation was associated 
with a protective hazard ratio (Hr) for survival (Hr: 0.68, 
95% C.i. 0.56-0.83; p<0.001).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Pathologic upstaging is a 
common problem following resection for Stage i rectal 
cancer. younger patients with less comorbidities and 
higher pathologic stage are more likely to be treated with 
adjuvant radiation, and benefit from improved survival. 
Following multivariable regression adjusting for covariates, 
adjuvant radiation was still associated with a protective 
hazard ratio, suggesting that patients able to tolerate 
adjuvant radiation may benefit from improved survival for 
rectal cancer.

Survival following upstaging after rectal cancer resection, observation 
vs. adjuvant radiation

A	COMPARISON	OF	SURGICAL	DEVICES	
FOR	THE	MANAGEMENT	OF	GRADE	II-III	
HEMORRHOIDAL	DISEASE:	RESULTS	OF	THE	
LIGALONGO	RANDOMIZED	CONTROLLED	
TRIAL.

Podium abstracts S10

P. lehur, a. Venara, J. Podevin, P. Godeberge, y. redon, 
m. Barussaud, i. Sielezneff, a. Chiffoleau
Angers, France; Nantes, France; Paris, France; St Nazaire, 
France; Marseille, France; Poitiers, France

Purpose/Background:	 Surgical treatments for symp-
tomatic hemorrhoidal disease (Hd) performed with 
different types of device for a defined procedure have 
been recently compared in large randomized controlled 
trials (rCt) as HuBle, etHoS and ligalongo. little is 
presently known of the impact of the device type on the 
outcome of these procedures, namely doppler-guided 
hemorrhoidal artery ligation and mucopexy (dGHl) or for 
stapled hemorrhoidopexy (SH) in term of adverse events 
and recurrence rate.

Methods/Interventions:	 to compare the outcome of 
patients treated into the ligalongo rCt (Clinicaltrials.
gov nCt01240772) for grade ii-iii Hd according to the 
type of device used either for dGHl or for SH. Design and 
Settings: a prospective rCt comparing dGHl and SH 
was conducted from 2010 to 2013 in 21 national centers. 
in this study we questionned the role of the device on 
final outcome. in one arm of the rCt (n patients=193) 
tHdtm (tHd, Correggio, italy) and Hal-rartm (ami 
GmbH, Feldkirch, austria) devices were respectively 
used for 104 and 89 patients. in the other arm (n=184) 
PPH-03tm (ethicon endo-Surgery, Cincinnati oH) and 
Hem™ staplers (Covidien, inc.) were used in 106 and 78 
cases. Patients: 377 patients randomized according to Hd 
grade ii (98) or iii (279). the device choice was based 
upon surgeon’s preference. Main	 Outcome	 Measures: 
Primary endpoint was operative-related morbidity at 3 
months (d.90) based on the Clavien-dindo procedure- 
related complication score. Secondary endpoints analyzed 
the clinical outcome at 1 year (m.12) in term of recurrence 
and reoperation rate.

Results/Outcome(s):	in the dGHl group the number 
of ligations and mucopexies was higher in Hal-rartm 
(p<0.0001). at d.90 morbidity was similar for tHdtm 
and Hal-rartm. in the SH group operating time was 
higher with PPH-03tm (p<0.0001). doughnut specimens 
were similar in size. at d.90 patients undergoing SH 
with PPH-03tm had a higher risk of postoperative grade 
1 morbidity (anal urgency or incontinence) compared 
to those operated with Hem™ (p=0.003)(table 1). at 
m.12 no statistical difference was found between the 
2 groups of each arm in term of grade iii recurrence 
(tHdtm: 5, Hal-rartm: 4 - p>0.9 / PPH-03tm: 3, Hem: 
0 - p=0.12) or reoperation (tHdtm: 9, Hal-rartm: 7- 
p=0.88 / PPH-03tm: 5, Hemtm: 2 - p=0.70). Limitations: 
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randomization was performed on the procedure (dGHl 
or SH) and not on the device used by the investigators. 
For minor adverse events collection of data might have 
differed from center to center. no cost analysis has been 
performed in this part of the trial.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in the ligalongo rCt post-
operative morbidity and outcome at 1 year were similar 
whatever the type of device used to perform grade ii and 
iii Hd surgical procedures, dGHl and SH. these findings 
suggest that device type has little impact on results when 
they are used by well-trained surgeons.

COMPARISON	OF	STAPLED	
HEMORRHOIDOPEXY	WITH	TRADITIONAL	
EXCISIONAL	SURGERY	FOR	HAEMORRHOIDAL	
DISEASE:	A	PRAGMATIC,	MULTICENTER,	
RANDOMIZED	CONTROLLED	TRIAL.

Podium abstracts S11

a. Watson, J. Hudson, J. Wood, m. Kilonzo, S. Brown, 
a. mcdonald, J. norrie, H. Bruhn, J. Cook
Inverness, United Kingdom; Aberdeen, United Kingdom; 
Sheffield, United Kingdom; Oxford, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 two commonly performed 
surgical interventions are available for grades ii-iV haem-
orrhoids: traditional excisional surgery (tH) and stapled 
haemorrhoidopexy (SH). uncertainty exists as to which is 
the most effective. th etHoS trial was designed to estab-
lish the clinical and cost-effectiveness of stapled haemor-
rhoidopexy compared with traditional excisional surgery.

Methods/Interventions:	the etHoS trial was a large, 
open-label 2 arm parallel group pragmatic multicentre 
randomised controlled trial involving 32 united Kingdom 
hospitals. Patients with grades ii-iV haemorrhoids who 
had not previously undergone SH or tH were included 
in the study. Participants were randomised to either SH 
or tH. randomisation was minimised, 1:1 according to 
baseline eQ-5d, haemorrhoid grade, gender and centre 

via an automated system. the primary outcome was area 
under the quality of life curve (auC Qol) measured using 
the euroqol-5d-3l (eQ-5d) descriptive system over 24 
months. Secondary outcomes included disease-specific 
Qol, recurrence, complications, further interventions and 
cost effectiveness.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Between January 2011 and 
august 2014, 777 patients were randomised (SH 389, 
tH 388). SH was less painful than tH in the short term. 
Surgical complication rates were similar. eQ-5d auC 
favoured tH; -0.073 95 % Ci (-0.140,-0.006); p-value 
0.0342. eQ-5d was higher for SH in the first 6 weeks after 
surgery but over 24 months the tH group had significantly 
better Qol scores. Symptoms and further interventions 
were significantly less in tH over 24 months. incontinence 
was better in tH and tenesmus was less. SH was domi-
nated by tH as it cost more than tH and was less effective 
than tH.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 this is the largest trial of 
its kind. SH had less short-term pain but, after 6 weeks, 
recurrence rates, symptoms, re-interventions and quality 
of life measures significantly favour tH. tenesmus is less 
and continence is better after tH compared with SH. in 
addition, tH is cheaper. as part of a tailored management 
plan for haemorrhoids, tH should be considered over SH 
as the surgical treatment of choice.

SPHINCTER-SPARING	ANAL	FISTULA	REPAIR:	
ARE	WE	GETTING	BETTER?

Podium abstracts S12

J. Sugrue, n. mantilla, a. abcarian, K. Kochar, 
S. marecik, V. Chaudhry, a. mellgren, J. nordenstam
Chicago, IL; Park Ridge, IL

Purpose/Background:	Sphincter-sparing repairs (SSr) 
are commonly used to treat anal fistulas with significant 
muscle involvement. the aims of the current study were 

S10 LigaLongo RCT - Adverse events at 3 postoperative months* - Device comparison

Patients suffering at least one AE, n (%)
N patients (%)

Grade 1 2 3 Total
DGHL

THD (N=104) 13 (12.5) 11 (10.6) 2 (1.9) 26 (25.0)
HAL-RAR (N=89) 14 (15.7) 6 (6.7) 1 (1.1) 21 (23.5)
p-value 0.52 0.35 0.65 0.82

SH
PPH-03 20 (18.9) 10 (9.4) 5 (4.7) 35 (33.0)
HEM 4 (5.1) 6 (7.7) 4 (5.1) 14 (17.9)
p-value 0.006 0.68 0.62 0.02
*According to Clavien-Dindo procedure-related complication score - No death or grade IV adverse event in the all 

series
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to evaluate the trends and efficacy of SSrs and determine 
the risk factors for fistula recurrence.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review of all 
patients with cryptoglandular anal fistulas who underwent 
a SSr between 2005 and 2015 at three academic institu-
tions was performed. Patients with inflammatory bowel 
disease were excluded. Patient demographics, comorbidi-
ties, fistula characteristics, and type of operation performed 
were recorded. the primary outcome was the rate of fistula 
healing without recurrence. Fistula healing was defined as 
resolution of drainage with closure of the external opening. 
the relationship between fistula healing rates and clinical 
factors were analyzed.

Results/Outcome(s):	462 patients underwent 573 SSrs 
with a median follow-up of seven (range, 0-125) months. 
220 SSrs (39%) resulted in healing, 283 (49%) resulted 
in recurrence, and 70 (12%) were lost to follow-up. the 
median time to fistula recurrence was three (range, 0-75) 
months with 79% and 91% of recurrences noted within six 
and 12 months, respectively. univariate predictors of fistula 
recurrence included type of repair performed (p<0.001), 
institution (p<0.001), date of operation (p=0.005). using 
multivariate analysis, type of repair performed (p<0.001) 
and institution (p=0.021) remained predictors of fistula 
recurrence. Patients treated with a dermal advancement 
flap, rectal advancement flap, or ligation of the inter-
sphincteric tract (liFt) procedure were less likely to recur 
compared to patients treated with a fistula plug or fibrin 
glue (p<0.001). over time, there was a significant increase 
in utilization of the liFt procedure (p<0.001) and a 
significant decrease in the utilization of fistula plugs and 
fibrin glue (p<0.001). Healing rates improved accordingly 
(Figure). there were no significant differences in healing 
rates with respect to patient age, gender, Bmi, smoking 
status, diabetes, HiV, aSa classification, Charlson comor-
bidity index, fistula location, duration, Parks classification, 
depth of internal opening, associated abscess, use of a 
draining seton, use of a drain, or prior attempts at repair.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Healing rates following SSrs 
of cryptoglandular anal fistulas are fair, but have improved 
over time with the use of better surgical techniques. this 
study demonstrates that fistula plugs and fibrin glue are 
inferior to liFt and flap procedures and should generally 
be avoided. Continued studies are needed to assess long-
term healing following a SSr and to better predict and 
ultimately prevent fistula recurrence.

Figure: types of sphincter-sparing operations performed over time and 
their outcomes. liFt=ligation of intersphincteric fistula tract.

LIGATION	OF	INTERSPHINCTERIC	FISTULA	
TRACT	FOR	FISTULA	IN	ANO:	LESSONS	
LEARNED	FROM	A	DECADE	OF	EXPERIENCE.
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S. malakorn, t. Sammour, a. rojanasakul
Bangkok, Thailand; Adelaide, Austria

Purpose/Background:	 ligation of intersphincteric 
fistula tract (liFt) is a well described sphincter preserving 
technique for the management of fistula in ano. in 2006, 
we reported our early experience with a primary success 
rate of 94.4%. Since then this findings has been supported 
by several short term studies, but long term results and 
secondary cure rates after liFt failure remain unknown. 
this study aims to report a 10 year experience of liFt with 
very long term followup, including the fate of unhealed 
fistula after liFt.

Methods/Interventions:	retrospective analysis of single 
center data from may 2006 to october 2010. Patients 
with any type of fistula in ano who underwent liFt were 
included in this study. the patients were followed until 
december 2016. Success was defined as absence of symp-
toms with no visible external opening.

Results/Outcome(s):	in total 251 patients were identi-
fied, with an overall primary success rate of 87.65%. the 
healing rates of low transphincteric, intersphincteric, high 
transphincteric, semihorseshoe and horseshoe fistula were 
92.1%, 85.2%, 60.0%, 89.0% and 40.0%, respectively. of 
the 42 patients who had unhealed fistula after previous 
non-liFt fistula surgery, 38 (90.48%) healed after liFt 
on first attempt. there were 31 unhealed fistula patients 
after liFt of which 3 spontaneously healed. the rest 
underwent either re-liFt, fistulotomy (if the recurrence 
was intersphincteric), or simple curettage (if not internal 
opening was found). ultimately, only 2 out of the original 
251 patients remained unhealed. the incontinence rate 
was 0%.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 ligation of the intersphinc-
teric fistula tract is an effective technique for the treatment 
of fistula in ano, including unhealed fistula after other 
procedures.

Fate of unhealed patient after liFt
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ANALYSIS	OF	INTERMEDIATE	RESULTS	IN	
A	SINGLE	CENTER	AFTER	VIDEO-ASSISTED	
ANAL	FISTULA	TREATMENT.

Podium abstracts S14

l. regusci, a. Braga, G. Poli, G. Peloni, F. Fasolini
Mendrisio, Switzerland

Purpose/Background:	 the sphincter saving VaaFt 
technique is becoming more and more common as a mini-
mally invasive treatment in patients with perianal fistulas 
due to its feasibility and decreased risk of complications. 
We started to treat the perianal fistulas since april 2012. 
We present our results compared with the international 
literature, particularly patients who had a follow-up of at 
least 1 year. Furthermore, we evaluated the risk factors 
associated at recurrence of fistula.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective analysis of a 
consecutive series of patients with perianal fistula who 
underwent VaaFt procedure, performed from april 
2012 to april 2016, was done. Video equipment including 
specific fistuloscope was used. Preoperative clinical assess-
ment was performed in all cases. the Parks‘ classification 
for anorectal fistulas was used. the exclusion criteria was 
the suspicion malignancy, or history of pelvic radiotherapy. 
We collected data about type of fistula, presence of chronic 
abscess, surgical procedure and recurrence disease, in 
particularity patients who had a follow-up of at least 1 year.

Results/Outcome(s):	 during the study period a total 
of 104 patients with anal fistula, underwent the VaaFt 
procedure. Patient’s demographic characteristics are 
summarized in table 1. the majority of fistulas were 
complex. median follow-up was 17 (12-46) months. mean 
operative time was 42(31-64) minutes. the internal orifice 
was closed in 5 cases with a stapler, in 74 cases with a flap 
and in 25 cases closing the muscular layer with stiches. 

84 patients (82%) achieved healing trough VaaFt 
procedure. twenty patients (19%) had recurrence and 
were treated trough re-VaaFt procedure resulting in 
a secondary healing rate of 100%. there were no intra-
operative or postoperative complications. From uni- and 
multivariable analyses of variables potentially involved in 
the risk of failure of VaaFt, the age ≥ 50 years was the 
only factor associated at risk of recurrence.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the VaaFt procedure for 
anal fistula is confirmed to be an effective, well tolerated 
and feasible technique with an acceptable recurrence rate 
during the follow-up. our results confirm a successful 
treatment with a follow-up of least 1 year aligned with the 
international literature. in case of recurrence, a re-VaaFt 
can be safely used for healing achievement with excellent 
results. Furthermore, our study demonstrated that age ≥ 50 
years is a risk factor of failure of VaaFt.

IS	THE	FAILURE	OF	LAPAROSCOPIC	
PERITONEAL	LAVAGE	PREDICTABLE	IN	
HINCHEY	III	DIVERTICULITIS	MANAGEMENT?
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e. duchalais, t. Greilsamer, a. Venara, G. meurette, 
m. Comy, a. Hamy, e. abet, P. lehur
La Roche sur Yon, France; Nantes, France; Angers, France

Purpose/Background:	 the laparoscopic peritoneal 
lavage (Pl) is a conservative alternative to colonic resec-
tion in acute diverticulitis complicated with purulent 
peritonitis (Hinchey iii). despite the increasing number of 
prospective randomized studies comparing Pl to colonic 
resection, the role of Pl in the treatment of Hinchey iii 
diverticulitis remains controversial. the main criticism 
against Pl is the higher reoperation rate related to the 
perforation persistence or reopening. the purpose of this 
study was to characterize those Hinchey iii diverticulitis 
patients at risk for failure after Pl.

Methods/Interventions:	Methods: with Hinchey ii or 
iV diverticulitis diagnosed at laparoscopy were excluded. 
Pl was not proposed to hemodynamically unstable patient. 
Patient characteristics and postoperative complications 
were retrospectively collected in order to identify risk 
factors associated with Pl failure. Severe complications 
were dindo score ≥ 3b complications. Pl failure was 
defined as reoperation or death at 30 postoperative days.

Results/Outcome(s):	Seventy-one patients (43 males, 
mean age 58 years [20-84 years]) diagnosed with Hinchey 
iii diverticulitis at laparoscopy were included. american 
Society of anesthesiologists (aSa) status was 1, 2 and 
3 in 28, 32 and 11 respectively. no patient was aSa 4. 
overall morbidity rate was 37%. Pl failure was observed 
in 14 (20%) patients including 13 reoperations for sepsis 
persistence and 1 death related to a cardiac decompen-
sation 20 days after sepsis resolution. no other severe 
complication was observed postoperatively. no severe 

S14 Characteristics of patients

Gender (male) 81
Gender (female) 29
Age (years) 48,9
Smokers 27
Obesity (BMI>30Kg/m² 13
Hypertension 26
Diabetes 5
BPCO 7
Chron`s disease 1
ASA 1 53
ASA 2 35
ASA 3 13
Previous Surgery 44
Anal abscess 19
Fistulectomy 24
Hemorroids 1
Chronic abscess 74
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complication was observed after reoperation. diabetes 
(p=0.037), immunosuppression (p=0.002) and aSa  
3 score (p=0.019) were associated with Pl failure after 
univariate analysis. Patients that had at least one of the 
3 risk factors had a 50% risk for failure whereas patients 
who had no risk factor had a failure rate of 14%. the 
only deceased patient combined the 3 risk factors. age, 
gender, Bmi, previous history of diverticulitis, duration of 
symptoms, fever and CrP levels were not associated with 
failure.

Conclusions/Discussion:	this study is the first to char-
acterize Hinchey iii diverticulitis patients at risk for Pl 
failure. Patients with diabetes, immunosuppressive drugs 
and/or aSa score ≥ 3 have higher risk for reoperation or 
death. Further studies are required to determine if primary 
sigmoid resection would offer better outcome to these 
patients.

IMPLEMENTATION	OF	AN	ENHANCED	
RECOVERY	PATHWAY	FOR	ANORECTAL	
PROCEDURES	IS	ASSOCIATED	WITH	
IMPROVED	OUTCOMES.
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a. Parrish, S. o’neill, S. Crain, t. russell, d. Sonthalia, 
V. nguyen, a. aboulian
Torrance, CA; Los Angeles, CA; Woodland Hills, CA

Purpose/Background:	ambulatory surgery for anorectal 
procedures has been shown to be safe and effective. 
Specific perioperative pathways combining multiple inter-
ventions optimize outcomes associated with postoperative 
pain control and minimize unplanned returns to the emer-
gency department (ed) or urgent care (uC). However, 
most of these studies are small case series without multi- 
institutional implementation and validation.

Methods/Interventions:	 an enhanced recovery after 
surgery (eraS) pathway was gradually implemented at 14 
Southern California Kaiser Permanente medical Centers. 
all patients who underwent an anorectal procedure in 
2015-2016 were included in this prospectively collected, 
retrospective review. the eraS elements included preop-
erative education, the use of multimodal analgesia, inges-
tion of carbohydrate-rich clear liquids 2 hours prior 
to presenting to surgery, preferential use of monitored 
anesthesia care instead of general anesthesia, restric-
tion of intraoperative intravenous fluids administration, 
administering or providing prescriptions for laxatives or 
stool softeners prior to surgery, and proactively calling 
patients within 72 hours of discharge. each element of the 
eraS protocol was analyzed independently for those that 
received it vs. those that did not. multivariate linear and 
logistic regression analyses controlling for patient factors 
were estimated. Primary outcomes included postoperative 
recovery unit (PaCu) pain scores and avoidable postoper-
ative ed/uC visits within one week.

Results/Outcome(s):	 there were 1400 patients 
reviewed. of these, 978 (70%) received at least one 
element of the eraS protocol. multivariate analyses 
showed that the use of maC/local anesthesia (versus 
general) resulted in lower maximum (p<0.01) and final 
(p<0.01) PaCu pain scores and fewer avoidable post-
operative ed/uC visits (odds ratio 0.56, p=0.015). 
Providing stool softener prescriptions prior to the day 
of surgery resulted in fewer constipation related returns  
(or 0.31, p<0.01). Preoperative carbohydrate loading 
resulted in lower maximum PaCu pain scores (p<0.01) 
and fewer pain related returns (or 0.43, p<0.01), but 
higher constipation related returns (or 7.9, p<0.01). 
Finally, the use of local anesthetics was associated with 
decreased constipation related returns (or 0.26, p<0.01).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 despite a modest overall 
adherence to an eraS pathway for ambulatory anorectal 
procedures, there was improved postoperative pain control 
and decreased pain related returns, associated strongly 
with use of maC/local anesthesia over general anes-
thesia. We expect improved outcomes as adherence to the 
protocol increases.

CLOSED	INCISION	NEGATIVE	PRESSURE	
WOUND	THERAPY	IS	ASSOCIATED	WITH	
DECREASED	SURGICAL	SITE	INFECTION	
IN	HIGH-RISK	COLORECTAL	SURGERY	
LAPAROTOMY	WOUNDS.
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d. nagle, t. Curran, d. alvarez, V. Poylin, t. Cataldo
Boston, MA

Purpose/Background:	 Surgical site infection (SSi) in 
colorectal surgery is common with significant associated 
healthcare resource utilization. Closed incision negative 
pressure therapy (CinPt) has been proposed as a means 
of reducing SSi through prevention of contamination and 
removal of fluid from the wound. We aim to assess the 
impact of CinPt on the incidence of SSi in a cohort of 
high-risk patients undergoing open colorectal surgery.

Methods/Interventions:	From 2014 to 2016, all patients 
undergoing high-risk laparotomy within the division of 
colorectal surgery at a tertiary care center received CinPt 
via a customizable device (Prevena incision management 
System, KCi, an acelity company, San antonio, tX) 
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applied over the intact incision for 5-7 days. High-risk 
laparotomy included those with one or more of pre or post-
operative stoma, diabetes mellitus, obesity, preoperative 
steroid or immunosuppressant use and/or contaminated/
dirty wound. all CinPt cases reviewed by the national 
Surgery Quality improvement Project (nSQiP) were 
compared against similar institutional nSQiP reviewed 
historical controls. Patients with unplanned reoperation 
within 30 days were excluded. Patient characteristics were 
compared between CinPt and non-CinPt patients using 
two-sided t-test or Fisher’s exact test as appropriate. SSi 
was determined via nSQiP review. multiple logistic regres-
sion was used to determine independent predictors of SSi.

Results/Outcome(s):	CinPt was utilized in 112 high-
risk open colorectal cases; 77 were nSQiP reviewed and 
compared against 238 non-CinPt cases. CinPt patients 
were more likely to have a stoma (92% vs. 48%, p<0.001) 
and to be current or recent smokers within the last year 
(33% vs. 15%, p = 0.001). Groups were similar with 
respect to obesity (40% vs. 48%, p = 0.294), presence of 
contaminated or dirty wound (57% vs. 52%, p = 0.600), 
use of preoperative steroids or immunosuppression (30% vs. 
34%, p = 0.578) and diabetes (18% vs. 25%, p = 0.278). 
SSi rate was two-fold higher in non-CinPt patients  
(15%, n = 35/238) as compared to CinPt patients 
(7%, n = 5/77) though this did not reach significance 
on bivariate analysis (p = 0.075). on multiple logistic 
regression analysis, CinPt was associated with decreased 
incidence of SSi (or: 0.267; 95%Ci: 0.092-0.777). mean 
time to diagnosis of SSi was longer for CinPt patients as 
compared to non-CinPt (18 vs. 13 days postoperative; p 
= 0.01).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 : in this cohort of patients 
at high-risk for SSi undergoing open colorectal surgery, 
CinPt was associated with a decreased incidence of 
SSi. SSi presented later in the setting of CinPt stressing 
the need for longer wound monitoring and surveillance. 
While larger, randomized studies are required to confirm 
these data, CinPt offers significant potential for quality 
improvement and SSi reduction.

EARLY	SURGICAL	INTERVENTION	FOR	ACUTE	
ULCERATIVE	COLITIS	IMPROVES	OUTCOMES.
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i. leeds, B. truta, a. Parian, S. Chen, J. efron, 
S. Gearhart, B. Safar, S. Fang
Baltimore, MD

Purpose/Background:	 modern immunotherapy is 
changing the treatment paradigm for ulcerative colitis 
including the timing of emergent surgical intervention for 
acute disease. the purpose of this study was to compare 
outcomes of early versus delayed emergency surgery for 
ulcerative colitis.

Methods/Interventions:	 an irB-approved retrospec-
tive review of patients with the principal diagnosis of 
ulcerative colitis who were admitted and underwent 
non-elective abdominal surgery from 2008 to 2013 was 
performed using the national inpatient Sample database. 
an “early” operation was defined as within 24 hours of 
admission during the work-week or within 48 hours of 
admission during the weekend. analyses were weighted 
to represent the entire u.S. population. Postoperative 
complications, in-hospital mortality, length of hospital 
stay, and hospitalization costs were compared for those 
operated upon immediately versus with a delayed inter-
vention. multivariable logistic regression examined factors 
associated with postoperative outcomes and costs.

Results/Outcome(s):	a total of 225,154 patients were 
admitted for ulcerative colitis, and 6,819 patients under-
went emergency abdominal surgery (3.0%). 1,842 (27.0%) 
patients had early operations. those intervened upon 
early were more likely to be male (58.6% vs. 51.9%, 
p=0.024) and from households with incomes higher 
than the national median (59.8% vs. 53.7%, p=0.050). 
Hospital classification and all comorbidity categories were 
similar between the early and delayed intervention groups. 
early operation was associated with a lower complication 
rate (43.2% vs. 54.9%, p<0.001) and reduced lengths of 
hospital stays (75th percentile or greater, 21+ days; 8.2% 
vs. 28.6%, p<0.001). Complication categories less common 
in the early operation group included renal (8.4% vs. 
14.3%, p<0.001), pulmonary (20.2% vs. 25.4%, p=0.015), 
and thromboembolic events (3.5% vs. 6.0%, p=0.024). 
median total hospitalization costs were $19,985 with an 
early operation versus $34,258 with a delayed operation 
(p<0.001). there was no significant difference in mortalty. 
multivariable logistic regression demonstrated complica-
tion rates to be positively associated with increased age 
(or = 1.43, p<0.001) and delayed operation (or = 1.64, 
p<0.001). extended lengths of stay were independently 
associated with increased age (or = 1.14, p=0.001), male 
gender (or = 1.36, p=0.011), and delayed operation (or 
= 4.57, p<0.001). When accounting for additional days in 
the hospital, increased hospitalization costs (75th percen-
tile or greater, $47,515+) were independently associated 
with complications (or = 1.41, p=0.006), and extended 
length of stay (or = 5.75, p<0.001).

Conclusions/Discussion:	delayed operations for acute 
ulcerative colitis result in increased postoperative compli-
cations and increased lengths of stay which increased 
hospitalization costs. thus, one should consider early 
surgical intervention for those patients admitted with 
severe acute ulcerative colitis.
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DIVERTING	ILEOSTOMY:	AN	ALTERNATIVE	
TO	EMERGENT	COLECTOMY	IN	THE	SETTING	
OF	ACUTE	MEDICALLY	REFRACTORY	IBD-
RELATED	COLITIS.
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t. russell, a. dawes, d. Graham, S. angarita, C. Ha, 
J. Sack
Los Angeles, CA

Purpose/Background:	 Severe, refractory colitis has 
traditionally been an indication for emergent colectomy 
in inflammatory bowel disease (iBd). yet, many of these 
patients are at high risk for peri-operative complications 
due to their heightened inflammatory state and chronic 
nutritional deficiencies. We hypothesized that diverting 
loop ileostomy (dli), a short and minimally-invasive 
procedure, may be a viable alternative to colectomy in 
these patients, providing the opportunity for colonic 
healing and patient optimization prior to more definitive 
surgical care.

Methods/Interventions:	thirty-six patients underwent 
dli for severe, refractory colitis by a single colorectal 
surgeon at a single academic center from 10/2013-10/2016. 
Clinical data was abstracted from the medical record and 
the american College of Surgeons - national Surgical 
Quality improvement Program (aCS-nSQiP) data. our 
primary outcome was reoperation for any cause within  
30 days. Secondary outcomes included: time to resolution 
of SirS, time to tolerating oral diet, 30-day complication 
rates, and percentage of patients achieving any of 5 pre-set 
clinical aims. these aims included: avoiding emergent 
colectomy, discharg from the hospital prior to additional 
surgery, reducing need for immunosuppressive medica-
tions, improving oral intake and nutritional status, and 
allowing patients to undergo a single-stage, laparoscopic 
procedure at the time of their definitive operation.

Results/Outcome(s):	 among 36 patients who under-
went dli, mean age was 36 years (range 16-81) and 47% 
were female. at the time of dli, 17 patients (47%) carried 
a diagnosis of Crohn’s disease (Cd), and 19 (53%) were 
diagnosed with ulcerative colitis (uC). all dlis were 
performed via a single incision laparoscopic approach, 
with a median operative time of 60 minutes and a median 
postoperative length of stay of 5 days (range 2-20). 
Four patients (11.1%) underwent an additional operation 
within 30 days, including 2 emergent colectomies (1 due 
to disease progression and 1 due to acute appendicitis) and  
2 definitive, restorative procedures (table 1). of 21 
patients (59%) who met SirS criteria at the time of oper-
ation, 13 (62%) resolved within 24 hours. ninety-three 
percent of patients tolerated oral intake by postoperative 
day 1; median time to resuming a regular diet was 2 days. 
Five patients developed a postoperative complication 
within 30 days: 2 superficial surgical site infections (SSi), 
1 deep space SSi, 1 hospital-associated pneumonia, 1 
mild creatinine elevation. Fifteen of 17 patients with Cd 

achieved at least 3 of our pre-set clinical aims along with 
17 of 19 patients with uC.

Conclusions/Discussion:	dli in the setting of severe, 
refractory colitis is a safe alternative to emergent colec-
tomy. Patients undergoing dli have acceptably low 
complication rates and most are afforded time for medical 
and nutritional optimization prior to proceeding with their 
definitive surgical care.

WHAT	IS	THE	RISK	OF	ANASTOMOTIC	LEAK	
FOLLOWING	REPEAT	INTESTINAL	RESECTION	
IN	PATIENTS	WITH	CROHN’S	DISEASE?

Podium abstracts S20

W. Johnston, C. Stafford, t. Francone, t. read, 
P. marcello, P. roberts, r. ricciardi
Burlington, MA

Purpose/Background:	 to evaluate the increased risk 
of clinical anastomotic leak in patients with a history of 
prior intestinal resection undergoing repeat resection and 
anastomosis for Crohn’s disease.

Methods/Interventions:	 We abstracted data from our 
prospectively collected departmental database at a tertiary 
care facility from July 2007 through march 2016. First, we 
identified a cohort of consecutive patients with Crohn’s 
disease treated with intestinal resection and anastomosis. 
Patients with proximal fecal diversion were excluded. the 
cohort was divided into two groups: no prior resection 
compared to those with a history of prior resection. next, 
we determined the presence of clinical anastomotic leak 
within 30 days of surgery and compared the risk of leak 
in the two groups. We evaluated covariates, including 
age, sex, preoperative serum albumin, and use of immune 
suppressing medications. last, we determined statistical 
significance by χ2 test for frequency and Pearson correla-
tion analyses.

Results/Outcome(s):	 of the 206 patients who met 
criteria, 83 patients had prior intestinal resection (40%). 
the two groups were similar in terms of age, sex, preop-
erative albumin, immune suppressing medication use, and 
procedure performed (table). For those patients with prior 
resection, the most common procedures were ileocolic 
resections (83%) and small bowel resections (8%) with 
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a mean of 15±11 years between procedures. overall, 21 
clinical anastomotic leaks were identified (10% leak rate). 
there were 6 leaks (5%) detected in patients with no prior 
intestinal resection and 15 leaks (18%) detected in patients 
with a history of prior intestinal resection (p=0.004). the 
odds ratio of anastomotic leak in Crohn’s patients with 
prior resection compared to no prior resection was 4.3 
(95% confidence interval: 1.6-11.6). Patients with one 
prior resection (n=53) had leak rate of 15%, while patients 
with two or more prior resections (n=30) had leak rate 
of 23%. the number of prior resections correlated with 
increasing risk for clinical anastomotic leak (correlation 
coefficient = 0.998).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Patients undergoing repeat 
intestinal resection for Crohn’s disease have a nearly 
4-fold increase in anastomotic leak and represent a partic-
ularly high-risk population for this complication. the 
increased risk of leak is not explained by preoperative 
nutritional status or medication use and may thus reflect 
more aggressive disease biology, more complex surgery, or 
altered vascular supply. targeted and novel anastomotic 
approaches are specifically needed to reduce the potential 
for clinical leak in this high-risk group of patients.

KONO-S	ANASTOMOSIS	PREVENTS	THE	
BOWEL	PERISTALTIC	DYSFUNCTION	OF	
ANASTOMOTIC	SITE	IN	RAT	MODEL.

Podium abstracts S21

a. takata
Tokushima, Japan

Purpose/Background:	 in Crohn’s disease (Cd), the 
postoperative re-stenosis is one of the major problems after 
intestinal resection and anastomosis. Kono-S anastomosis 
drastically decreased the rate of re-stenosis in Cd (Dis 
Colon Rectum. 2011). although Kono-S anastomosis could 
be regarded as a subtype of side-to-side anastomosis with 
long incision of circular muscle, it is close to end-to-end 
anastomosis because of suture toward to short axis like 
Heineke-mikulicz method. the aim of this study is to 
clarify the postoperative peristalsis and transport ability of 
Kono-S anastomosis focused on intestinal smooth muscle 
incision.

Methods/Interventions:	ascending colon was harvested 
by Sd rat (male 8week; Charles river). High-sensitivity 
pressure transducer was inserted in the lumen of colon. 
Condition setting was 1. Control, 2. Circular muscle inci-
sion and suture (Cm), 3. longitudinal muscle incision 
and suture (lm), 4. Kono-S surrogate model (after Cm 
incision, suture toward short axis) (each group: n=3). 
each model was set in the chamber filled with 98.6°F 
oxygenated Krebs buffer. the peristalsis conditions were 
taken by video camera for 30min. Peak frequency (PF), 
Peak pressure amplitude (PPa), area under curve (auC) 
are measured. moreover, the transport time of beads was 
measured in each group.

Results/Outcome(s):	1.	Peristalsis: Cm group doesn’t 
propagate the contraction wave across the suture point 
compared to Control group. on the other hand, lm and 
Kono-S model propagated more smoothly than Cm group. 
(Shown as video image) 2.	Intraluminal	pressure: there 
were no differences in PF among each group. PPa, auC 
were significantly decreased in Cm group, however, in 
lm and Kono-S group PPa and auC were significantly 
improved. (Fig.C; Control: Cm: lm: Kono-S = 80.9: 
40.7: 65.2: 66.9 mmHg, Cm v.s Kono-S: p<0.05, auC 
Control: Cm: lm: Kono-S = 9402: 2853: 6283: 6928 
mm2 Cm v.s Kono-S: p<0.05) 3.	 Transporting	 time: 
transporting time of beads set in the lumen was shorter in 
Kono-S group than Cm group and similar result between 
Kono-S and lm group. (Fig.D: Control: Cm: lm: Kono-S 
= 20.0: 48.2: 30.6: 35.7min, Cm v.s Kono-S: p<0.05)

Conclusions/Discussion:	those findings suggested that 
Kono-S anastomosis could preserve the functional bowel 
peristalsis with the complement of circular smooth muscle 
incision.

MAJOR	ABDOMINAL	AND	PERIANAL	SURGERY	
IN	CROHN’S	DISEASE:	LONG-TERM	FOLLOW-
UP	AMONG	AUSTRALIAN	PATIENTS	WITH	
CROHN’S	DISEASE.

Podium abstracts S22

J. toh, n. Wang, C. young, P. Stewart, m. rickard, 
a. Keshava, V. Kirayawasam, r. leong
Concord, NSW, Australia; Camperdown, NSW, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 most patients with Crohn’s 
disease (Cd) still require surgery despite significant 
advances in medical therapy, surveillance and management  
strategies.

Methods/Interventions:	a specialist-referred cohort of 
Cd from 1970 to 2009 was recruited and retrospectively 
reviewed. Surgery for Cd was classified as major abdominal 
surgery or perianal surgery. the main outcomes of interest 
were the rates of major abdominal and perianal surgery 
between decades (1970-79, 1980-89, 1990-99,2000-09), 
indications for surgery, types of procedure performed, the 
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rate of elective and emergency surgery, risk of surgical 
recurrence and predictive factors for surgery.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 972 consecutive 
patients with Crohn’s disease were recruited from the 
‘Sydney iBd Cohort’, a longitudinal cohort of inflamma-
tory bowel disease patients with over 13061 year follow-up 
for Cd. the main indication for surgery was stricture or 
obstruction (36%), followed by perianal disease (20%) and 
intra-abdominal fistulae/abscess (10%). Between 1970-
2009, the overall risk of surgery within 5, 10 and 15 years 
of diagnosis was 31.7%, 43.3% and 48.4% respectively. 
the median time to first surgery from time of diagnosis was  
2 years (range 0 - 31 years). 6.7% of initial surgeries within 
5 years were classified as emergency operations. in total, 
8.2% of patients with Cd required emergency surgery 
within 15 years. the risk of surgical recurrence within 5, 10 
and 15 years was 5.9%, 8.3% and 12.7% respectively. the 
rate of major abdominal surgery has significantly decreased 
between 2000-2009 when compared to the 1970-1979 
period (odds ratio [or], 0.35 Ci 0.25 – 0.50). However, 
the rate of perianal surgery has significantly increased (or 
6.21 Ci 2.61 – 14.75). the most common type of surgery 
was ileocolic resection or right hemicolectomy. of the 972 
patients over four decades, only eleven patients (1.1%) 
were diagnosed with colorectal cancer.

Conclusions/Discussion:	the rate of major abdominal 
surgery has decreased. However, this has been associ-
ated with an increase in emergency surgery, and surgical 
recurrence rates have also trended higher, despite an 
overall reduction in major surgery. the early use of thio-
purines and other immunomodulators may account for the 
decrease in major abdominal surgery in Cd. the incidence 
of colorectal cancer in Crohn’s disease is low (1.1%).

Figure 1. rate of major abdominal surgery by decade of diagnosis

THREE-DIMENSIONAL	MODELLING	FOR	
CROHN’S	FISTULA-IN-ANO:	A	NOVEL,	
INTERACTIVE	APPROACH.

Podium abstracts S23

d. lam, e. yong, B. d’Souza, r. Woods
Fitzroy, VIC, Australia

Purpose/Background:	Fistula-in-ano related to Crohn’s 
disease has significant clinical sequelae including chronic 
discharge, abscess formation and tissue destruction from 
undrained sepsis. Pre-operative assessment of Crohn’s 
fistulae with pelvic magnetic resonance imaging (mri) 
allows clear delineation of the fistula tract anatomy; 
however, interpretation is fraught with difficulty for 
non-radiologists. We developed a novel three-dimensional 
(3d) modelling technique that accurately isolates fistula 
tracts and defines their relationship to the sphincter 
complex. the model allows rotation in multiple axes to 
improve spatial orientation for surgeons and aid intra- 
operative decision-making.

Methods/Interventions:	 an additional isometric 3d 
turbo-spin-echo t2-weighted imaging technique without 
fat suppression was used in our mri protocol for all patients 
with Crohn’s fistula from march 2016. acquisition time 
was extended by six minutes compared to the standard 2d 
mri protocol lasting twenty-five minutes. Selective seed 
growing segmentation, a semi-automatic process, of the 
fistula tract and volume rendering of the segmented tract 
were performed on the advantage Workstation (General 
electric). Volume rendering of the skin and anal canal 
was added to the final images, which were then further 
manipulated to resemble the orientation of the lithotomy 
position.

Results/Outcome(s):	 28 patients with Crohn’s fistula 
have received the modified pelvic mri scan. additional 
post-processing time to create the 3d model was approxi-
mately 15 minutes for each patient. We present three cases 
of Crohn’s fistula using our 3d model in video form and 
compare this to conventional mri imaging to highlight the 
clinical utility of the model.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the addition of volumetric 
data from the modified mri protocol allows much greater 
accuracy in isolation of fistula tracts for the purpose of 
3d modelling; a technique which has not previously been 
described for fistula-in-ano. an intuitive, interactive 3d 
model has the potential to be an invaluable pre-operative 
tool for the colorectal surgeon, as well as enabling assess-
ment of response to medical or surgical therapy.
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the left-hand side image shows the fistula tracts in pink and the anal 
canal in yellow, in a modified axial plane to resemble the lithotomy 
position. the right-hand side image demonstrates the ability for the 
isolated fistula tracts to be rotated in multiple axes to improve spatial 
orientation.

CROHN’S	DISEASE	OF	THE	POUCH:	A	TRUE	
DIAGNOSIS	OR	AN	OVERSUBSCRIBED	
DIAGNOSIS	OF	EXCLUSION?

Podium abstracts S24

a. lightner, K. mathis, t. Smyrk, J. Pemberton
Rochester, MN

Purpose/Background:	 restorative proctolectomy 
(rPC) with ileal-pouch anal anastomosis (iPaa) is the 
procedure of choice for chronic ulcerative colitis (CuC). 
Following iPaa, up to 8% of CuC patients will later be 
diagnosed with Crohn’s disease (Cd) of the pouch, which 
is associated with an increased rate of fistula formation, 
pouch failure, and eventual excision. Cd of the pouch 
remains poorly defined and notoriously difficult to treat. 
no study to date has reported the accuracy of diagnosing 
Cd of the pouch, and the correlation of clinical diagnosis 
of Cd of the pouch and pathologic confirmation in order 
to better understand which patients should be medically 
treated for Cd of the pouch.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients who had excision of 
iPaa with ileostomy (CPt code 45136) for a presumed 
clinical diagnosis of Cd of the pouch were included. data 
abstracted included preoperative, operative, postoperative, 
pathologic and radiographic variables. descriptive statistics  
were used to describe this patient cohort.

Results/Outcome(s):	 of the 147 patients who  
underwent pouch excision, 34 (23%) patients underwent 
excision for the indication ‘Cd of the pouch’. Patients were 
diagnosed with Cd of the pouch based on a combination 
of clinical, radiographic, and endoscopic findings. of these 
34 patients, seven (21%) had surgical pathology consistent 
with Cd at the time of pouch excision. there were no 
differences in diagnosis at time of colectomy, indication 
for colectomy, primary symptoms (equivalent pouchitis 
and fistulas), prepouch inflammation, ulceration of the 
pouch on endoscopy, or granulomas on biopsy at time of 
endoscopy (none with granulomas). of the 27 patients 
without pathologic findings consistent with Cd on surgical 
pathology, 41% (n=11) had an anastomotic leak at time 
of iPaa creation compared to 0% in the confirmed Cd 

group, and 89% (n=24) had symptoms of pouch dysfunc-
tion within 5 months of ileostomy reversal compared to 
the average of 13 months in the Cd confirmed group. 
all patients without confirmed Cd (n=27) were treated 
with antibiotics, 70% (n=19) with steroids, 59% (n=16) 
with immunomodulators, and 56% (n=15) with biologic 
therapy for a presumed diagnosis of Cd; patients under-
went an average of 3 operations for complications related 
to their pouch.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 a pathologic diagnosis of 
Cd was given in only one fifth of patients who underwent 
pouch excision for presumed Cd. thus, the diagnosis of 
‘Cd of the pouch’ may be over ascribed. the large number 
of surgical and medical interventions used to treat the 
Cd of the pouch may be futile if an inaccurate diagnosis, 
putting the patient at unnecessary risk. in the setting of 
a post iPaa leak or the onset of symptoms of less than  
six months, providers should be cautious in diagnosing  
the patient with Cd and give further consideration to 
iatrogenic causes related to surgical complications.

POUCH	EXCISION	AFTER	RESTORATIVE	
PROCTOCOLECTOMY:INDICATIONS,	
COMPLICATIONS	AND	OUTCOMES.

Podium abstracts S25

a. al-Khamis, i. Kent, J. munger, S. Gorfine, J. Bauer
New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	 ileoanal pouch failure occurs in 
10% of patients after restorative proctocolectomy (rPC). 
a significant number of these patients require pouch 
excision despite multiple salvage operations sometimes 
including ileal diversion. data concerning the indications 
for pouch excisions and its perioperative course are scarce. 
the aim of this study was to review pouch excisions,  
intraoperative and postoperative complications.

Methods/Interventions:	this is a retrospective review 
of a single institution, single practice, prospectively main-
tained database. Charts of 1263 rPC patients with ileal 
pouch anal anastomosis (iPaa) performed between 1981 
and 2015 were reviewed. ninety-three (7%) cases of pouch 
excision were identified. Patients demographics, primary 
disease, reason for excisions, perioperative complications 
and outcomes were evaluated.

Results/Outcome(s):	 indications for pouch surgery 
in these 93 patients were chronic ulcerative colitis (uC) 
in 85 (91%), familial adenomatous polyposis in 3 (3%), 
Crohn’s disease in 3 (3%), and indeterminate colitis in 
2 (2%). Surgical pathology of the excised pouch was 
available in 54 patients. in 5 patients originally diagnosed 
with uC, surgical pathology of the pouch after excision 
showed Crohn’s disease. among the 93 patients, 48 were 
female (52%), mean age was 45 years (±13.4), mean body 
mass index (Bmi) was 23 (± 4.4), and mean albumin was 
3.6 mg/dl (±0.6). mean time from pouch formation to 
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excision was 7.0 years (± 6.7). ten (11%) patients were 
taking steroids or other immunosuppressants at the time 
of pouch removal and 13 (14%) patients were smokers or 
ex-smokers. Seventy-three (78%) patients had at least one 
salvage surgical procedure prior to pouch excision. the 
indications for pouch excision were persistent fistula in 39 
(42%), pouch dysfunction in 25 (27%), anastomotic leak 
or dehiscence in 11 (12%), cancer in 8 (9%), pouchitis in 
3 (3%), pelvic abscess in 2 (2%), amyloidosis of the pouch 
in 1 (1%), pelvic sepsis in 1 (1%), pouch afferent loop 
obstruction in 1 (1%), and the indication was unlcear in 
2 (2%). Sixty-two patients had thirty-day morbidity and 
mortality recorded. intraoperative complications were 
uncommon. two patients had iatrogenic enterotomies 
which required bowel resection, two had ureteral injuries, 
and one had mesenteric bleeding which required bowel 
resection. Postoperative complications within 30 days 
included two missed enterotomies requiring reoperation, 
9 pelvic abscesses, 8 superficial surgical site infections, 6 
small bowel obstructions, and 2 stoma retractions. there 
was one death recorded.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Pouch fistula or perianal 
sepsis is the most common indication for pouch excision. 
this procedure can be technically difficult with a signif-
icant number of complications. However, major intraop-
erative and postoperative complications are uncommon 
making pouch excision a feasible surgical intervention for 
pouch failure.

IS	EXTENDED	VENOUS	THROMBOEMBOLISM	
PROPHYLAXIS	INDICATED	FOLLOWING	
COLON	SURGERY	FOR	INFLAMMATORY	
BOWEL	DISEASE?

Podium abstracts S26

F. ali, S. al-Kindi, K. ludwig, t. ridolfi
Wauwatosa, WI; Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	the risk of postoperative venous 
thromboembolism is believed to be high in patients with 
colon cancer and inflammatory bowel disease (iBd). 

While the american Society of Colon and rectal Surgeons 
clinical practice guideline suggest post-hospital prophy-
laxis after surgery in colon cancer patients, there are no 
recommendations for extended prophylaxis in patients 
with inflammatory bowel disease. duration of post-hos-
pital prophylaxis also remains unclear. in this study, we 
aim to analyze incidence of venous thromboembolism up 
to 8 weeks after colon surgery, and identify risk factors for 
postoperative venous thromboembolism.

Methods/Interventions:	We performed a retrospective 
analysis of patients that underwent colon surgery using 
explorys platform which provides aggregated electronic 
medical record data from 26 major integrated healthcare 
systems across the uSa from 1999 to 2016. this new data-
base provides longitudinal data, and captures events after 
discharge. a total of 514,340 patients had colectomies 
including 52,130 patients with colon cancer and 25,200 
patients with inflammatory bowel disease. Patients were 
followed up to 8 weeks after surgery.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the overall incidence of Vte, 
dVt, Pe within 4 weeks of colon surgery was 2.1%, 1.66%, 
0.5% respectively. the overall incidence of Vte at 4 weeks 
form surgery increased from 0.3% (2001) to 3.0% (2011) 
and decreased to 2.2% (2015). the incidence of Vte is 
higher in patients with cancer (4.1%) and iBd (4.0%) 
compared with patients with other benign diseases (1.7%). 
the cumulative incidence of venous thromboembolism 
increases from 2.2% one week after surgery to 4.0% four 
weeks after surgery in patients with colon cancer. Similarly, 
the cumulative incidence of venous thromboembolism 
increases from 2.0% one week after surgery to 4.0% at 
four weeks postoperatively in patients with inflammatory 
bowel disease. the incidence of venous thromboembolism 
plateaus after 4 weeks. (Figure 1) on multivariate analysis, 
risk factors for Vte included iBd diagnosis, cancer diag-
nosis, age greater than 60, female gender, laparoscopy and 
Bmi > 30. increasing Bmi was associated with a gradual 
increase in risk of Vte only among cancer patients but not 
in patients with iBd.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the risk of venous throm-
boembolism is significantly higher in patients with colon 
cancer and inflammatory bowel disease compared to 
patients with other benign diseases after colon surgery. 
Patients are still at risk for venous thromboembolism up to 
4 weeks after surgery. extended pharmacologic prophylaxis 
for 4 weeks may be beneficial to not only those undergoing 
colon surgery for cancer but also those with a diagnosis 
of iBd, especially in patients having multiple risk factors. 
Guidelines may need to be updated to include this cohort.
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COLORECTAL	SURGERY	FELLOWSHIP	
IMPROVES	IN-HOSPITAL	MORTALITY	
AFTER	COLECTOMY	AND	PROCTECTOMY	
IRRESPECTIVE	OF	HOSPITAL	AND	SURGEON	
VOLUME.

Podium abstracts S27

J. Saraidaridis, d. Hashimoto, d. Chang, l. Bordeianou, 
H. Kunitake
Boston, MA

Purpose/Background:	 For the past 20 years, general 
surgery residents have increasingly pursued subspecialty 
training in colorectal surgery. However, the majority of 
operations performed by colorectal surgeons (CrS) are 
also performed by general surgeons. the aim of this study 
was to assess in-hospital mortality stratified by colorectal 
surgery training status after adjusting for surgeon and 
hospital volume.

Methods/Interventions:	 the Statewide Planning and 
research Cooperative System database was used to identify  
all patients who underwent colectomy and proctectomy 
from January 1, 2000 to december 31, 2014. operations 
performed by CrS were identified. the relationship 
between colorectal surgery training and in-hospital 
mortality was assessed using a multivariate logistic regres-
sion model adjusting for patient co-morbidities, annual 
hospital volume, and annual surgeon volume.

Results/Outcome(s):	 270,684 patients underwent 
colectomy/proctectomy over the study period. 65,657 
(24%) of operations were performed by CrS. over the 
study period, the percentage of procedures performed by 
CrS increased from 14.9% in 2000 to 36.8% by 2014. 

Patients who underwent a procedure by a CrS were more 
likely to be younger (62.5 vs. 64.4 years; p<0.01), have a 
Charlson co-morbidity index under 3 (67.8% vs. 63.0%, 
p<0.01) and were more likely to have had a laparoscopic 
operation (28.0% vs. 13.9%; p<0.01). CrS had higher 
volumes of these operations annually (7 cases per year 
for non-CrS vs. 38 for CrS, p<0.01). Without adjusting  
for volume, in-hospital mortality was significantly reduced 
for those undergoing colectomy/proctectomy by a CrS by 
55% (or 0.45, Ci 0.41-0.51, p<.01) regardless of the indi-
cation for surgery (table 1). after adjusting for hospital 
and surgeon volume, the risk of inpatient mortality after 
colectomy/proctectomy for those operated on by CrS 
weakened to 0.73 (Ci 0.63-0.84, p<0.01). therefore, 
hospital and surgeon volume account for 51% of the reduc-
tion in in-hospital mortality when colorectal surgeons 
perform colectomy/proctectomy.

Conclusions/Discussion:	For patients undergoing colec-
tomy or proctectomy, risk-adjusted in-hospital mortality 
decreased when the operation was performed by a CrS 
even after accounting for hospital and surgeon volume. 
CrS overall had higher annual operative volume of colec-
tomy and proctectomy than general surgeons; however this 
did not account for the mortality benefit alone.

IS	THE	DISTANCE	WORTH	IT?	RECTAL	
CANCER	PATIENTS	TRAVELING	TO	
HIGH-VOLUME	CENTERS	SEE	IMPROVED	
OUTCOMES.

Podium abstracts S28

Z. Xu, a. Becerra, C. Justiniano, C. Boodry, C. aquina, 
a. Swanger, l. temple, F. Fleming
Rochester, NY

Purpose/Background:	there are advantages to receiving 
rectal cancer treatment locally, including reduced travel 
burden, closer support system, remaining in-network for 
insurance, and familiarity with local medical systems. the 
aim of this study was to determine if operative volume 
outweighs the advantages of being treated locally by 
comparing the outcomes of rectal cancer patients treated 
at local, low-volume centers versus those who traveled to 
high-volume centers.

S27 Table 1: Indications for Operation

Indications for Operation Not-CRS CRS P-Value
Ischemia 90.3% 9.7% <.01
Perforation 90.8% 9.2% <.01
Cancer 72.5% 27.5% <.01
Diverticulitis 71.1% 28.9% <.01
IBD 61.1% 38.9% <.01
Prolapse 33.5% 66.5% <.01
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Methods/Interventions:	 the 2006-2012 national 
Cancer data Base was queried for clinical stage ii-iii rectal 
cancer patients who underwent resections. rectal cancer 
resection volume was calculated as the average annual 
proctectomy rate at individual institutions and distance 
traveled was defined as the direct linear distance between 
the patient’s zip code and the hospital’s address. these 
two variables were then divided into quartiles. Patients 
who traveled a short distance to a low-volume institution 
(Sd/lV) were defined as being in the first quartile for both 

volume and distance. Patients who traveled a long distance 
to a high-volume institution (ld/HV) were defined as 
being in the 4th quartile for both volume and distance. 
these two groups were used for comparison. a mixed- 
effects analysis assessed the effect of the distance/volume 
relationship on 6 different outcomes: margins, lymph 
node yield, receipt of adjuvant chemotherapy, readmission 
within 30-days, and 30- and 90-day mortality.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 19,548 patients met 
inclusion criteria. 2,150 patients fell in the ld/HV group 

S28 Patient and Hospital Characteristics

Variable
Long Distance/High  
Volume N=2150 (%)

Short Distance/Low Volume
N=1446 (%)

Age (Median) (IQR) 59 (51-68) 63 (54-73)
Race

White
Black
Hispanic
Other

1909 (88.8)
106 (4.9)
73 (3.4)
62 (2.9)

1135 (78.5)
149 (10.3)
99 (6.8)
62 (4.4)

Insurance
Medicaid
Medicare
Other Gov’t
Private
Uninsured

108 (5.0)
754 (35.1)
44 (2.1)

1166 (54.2)
78 (3.6)

128 (8.8)
627 (43.4)

8 (0.6)
614 (42.5)
69 (4.8)

Median Income
<38,000
38,000-47,999
48,000-62,999
>63,000

586 (27.3)
644 (30.0)
538 (25.0)
382 (17.8)

241 (16.7)
427 (29.5)
388 (26.8)
390 (27.0)

Year of Diagnosis
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

205 (9.5)
247 (11.5)
262 (12.2)
341 (15.9)
359 (16.7)
351 (16.3)
385 (17.9)

121 (8.4)
146 (10.1)
222 (15.3)
195 (13.5)
238 (16.5)
256 (17.7)
268 (18.5)

Clinical Stage III 1163 (54.1) 702 (48.6)
Received Neoadjuvant Radiation 1822 (84.7) 1028 (71.1)
Academic Hospital 1604 (74.6) 185 (12.8)

Hospital Location
New England
Mid-Atlantic
South Atlantic
EN Central
ES Central
WN Central
WS Central
Mountain
Pacific

39 (1.3)
253 (11.8)
584 (27.2)
292 (13.6)
232 (10.8)
323 (15.0)
169 (7.9)
95 (4.4)

173 (4.4)

146 (10.1)
238 (16.5)
249 (17.2)
369 (25.5)
47 (3.3)

103 (7.1)
86 (5.9)
46 (3.2)

162 (11.2)
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and 1,446 fell in the Sd/lV group. the mean travel 
distance was 112.9 miles for the ld/HV group and 2.3 
miles for the Sd/lV group. Patients who were younger, 
white, privately insured, lower income, stage iii, and 
received neoadjuvant radiation were more likely to have 
traveled to a high-volume center. there was also wide 
variation in travel by geographical region with the highest 
proportion of long distance travel occurring in the South 
atlantic region and the lowest proportion in new england. 
When controlled for patient factors, stage, receipt of 
neoadjuvant therapy, and hospital factors, patients in the 
Sd/lV group had higher odds of having a positive margin 
(or=4.31, 95%Ci=1.54,11.98), a lymph node yield of 
<12 (or=2.95, 95%Ci=2.01,4.25) and 30- (or=4.56, 
95%Ci=1.33,14.55) and 90-day mortality (or=4.65, 
95%Ci=1.53,17.01) compared to those in the ld/HV 
group.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 our results indicate that 
when controlled for patient, tumor, and hospital factors, 
patients who traveled a long distance to a high-volume 
center had improved margins, lymph node yield, and 
30- and 90-day mortality compared to those who traveled 
a short distance to a low-volume center. these findings 
suggest that improved outcomes in rectal cancer patients 
may be achieved through accreditation programs such as 
the national accreditation Program for rectal Cancer to 
improve overall quality of care.

LONG-TERM	FUNCTIONAL	OUTCOMES	AFTER	
RECTAL	SURGERY:	RESULTS	FROM	THE	
PROFILES	REGISTRY.

Podium abstracts S29

t. Koëter, C. Bonhof, F. mols, d. Zimmerman, 
i. martijnse, B. langenhoff, d. Schoormans, d. Wasowicz
Tilburg, Netherlands

Purpose/Background:	 this study aimed to evaluate 
the effects of rectal surgery on functional outcomes such 
as Qol and physical activity, by analysing the differences 
between sphincter-preserving (lar) surgery and abdom-
ino-perineal resection (aPr) among 1-11-year rectal 
cancer survivors.

Methods/Interventions:	 individuals diagnosed with 
rectal cancer between 2000-2009 as registered by the popu-
lation-based eindhoven Cancer registry were included. 
Survivors completed questionnaires on Qol (eortC 
QlQ-C30), disease-specific health status (eortC 
QlQ-Cr38), and physical activity in 2010, 2011 and 
2012.

Results/Outcome(s):	 response rate of rectal cancer 
survivors was 75% (n=1,017) and in this group 632 
patients had undergone a lar, while 273 had undergone 
an aPr. Compared to aPr patients, lar patients had 
undergone preoperative radiotherapy less often (94% vs. 
75%). there were no differences in clinical characteristics 

and comorbid conditions between the lar and aPr 
group. no significant differences were found in physical 
activity between patients who had undergone an aPr 
vs. lar. Patients who had undergone an aPr did report 
worse physical functioning (p=0.009) and role functioning 
(p=0.03), a worse body image (p=0.001), a higher finan-
cial impact (p=0.04), more insomnia (p=0.03) and male 
sexual problems (p=0.03) compared with patients who 
had undergone a lar. also, they reported less constipa-
tion (p=0.02) and gastrointestinal problems (p=0.009). 
Subanalyses comparing patients who had undergone an 
aPr versus patients who had undergone a lar with 
permanent colostomy showed no significant difference in 
physical activity and physical functioning. However, aPr 
patients reported a better body image (p=0.048), future 
perspective (p=0.048) and less nausea/vomiting (p=0.03) 
and stoma-related problems (p=0.001) compared to 
patients who had undergone a lar with permanent 
colostomy.

Conclusions/Discussion:	the primary aim of this retro-
spective analysis of over 1,000 rectal cancer survivors was 
to evaluate physical activity and functioning after surgery 
involving the pelvic floor. these data showed no differ-
ences in self-reported physical activity in patients who 
had undergone an aPr versus a lar. However, based on 
outcomes of the eortC QlQ-C30 questionnaire, phys-
ical functioning seems to be worse in the aPr patients. 
this could mean that a more comprehensive pelvic dissec-
tion has a negative effect on physical functioning after 
rectal surgery.
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QUALITY	OF	LOCAL	EXCISION	FOR	RECTAL	
NEOPLASMS	USING	TRANSANAL	ENDOSCOPIC	
MICROSURGERY	VERSUS	TRANSANAL	
MINIMALLY	INVASIVE	SURGERY:	A	MULTI-
INSTITUTIONAL	COARSENED	EXACT	
MATCHED	ANALYSIS.
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l. lee, S. atallah, m. albert, J. Hill, J. monson
Orlando, FL; Manchester, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	local excision using an advanced 
operating platform for endoscopically unresectable rectal 
polyps and early rectal cancer is superior to traditional 
transanal excision, but there are no data comparing the 
quality of excision using transanal endoscopic microsur-
gery (tem) and transanal minimally invasive surgery 
(tamiS). the objective of this study is to compare the 
incidence of tumor fragmentation and positive margins for 
patients undergoing local excision of benign and malignant 
rectal neoplasms using tem versus tamiS.

Methods/Interventions:	 retrospective data from two 
high-volume tertiary care centers were collected for all 
adult patients undergoing full-thickness curative intent 
local excision using tem or tamiS for benign or malig-
nant(clinical t1n0 only) rectal neoplasms. all defects 
were closed. Patients undergoing palliative local excision 
(i.e. clinical t2+, n1-2, or m1), partial-thickness exci-
sion, and those who received preoperative radiotherapy 
were excluded from the analysis. tem and tamiS cases 
were matched based on maximum diameter of the defect, 
lesion height, location within the rectal lumen, and the 
indication for local excision (benign versus malignant) 
using coarsened exact matching. the main outcome 
measure was the incidence of tumor fragmentation and 
positive margins.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 303 patients were 
eligible for this study, of which 233 were matched and 
included (128 tem and 105 tamiS). mean age was 65.0 
years (Sd 13.5) and 62% were male. there were no differ-
ences in lesion size (tem 2.9 cm (Sd 1.4) vs. tamiS 2.8 
cm (Sd 1.4), p=0.403), lesion height (6.5 cm (Sd 1.9) 
vs. 6.5 cm (Sd 2.4), p=0.795), benign pathology (45% 
vs. 54%, p=0.173), and anteriorly located lesions (14% 
vs. 15%, p=0.800) between two groups after matching. 
operating time was longer in the tem group (81 min 
(Sd 33) vs. 71 min (Sd 38), p=0.048). Peritoneal viola-
tion occurred in 7% (1/14) of tem and 5% (1/20) of 
tamiS for lesions located anteriorly and >7cm from the 
anal version (p=0.794), and all cases were closed endo-
luminally. there were no differences in the incidence of 
tumor fragmentation (tem 3% vs. tamiS 6%, p=0.184) 
or positive margins (2% vs. 4%, p=0.514). Postoperative 
complications were also similar (tem 8% vs. tamiS 
9%, p=0.833), including clinically significant bleeding 
(2% vs. 3%, p=0.806) and abscess formation (1% vs. 2%, 
p=0.462). only 1 patient required a Hartman’s procedure 

for a delayed perforation (in the tem group). Salvage 
radical surgery was performed in 3% (8/233) overall for 
unfavourable histology (4/233) and t2+ tumors (4/233).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 High quality local excision 
for benign and rectal neoplasms can be equally achieved 
using tem or tamiS. the choice of operating platform 
for local excisions of rectal neoplasms should be based on 
surgeon preference, availability, and cost.

DOES	THE	ADDITION	OF	A	STOMA	DELAY	
DISCHARGE	IN	PATIENTS	TREATED	IN	AN	
ENHANCED	RECOVERY	AFTER	SURGERY	
(ERAS)	PATHWAY?
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S. rieder, n. alkhamesi, e. Pearsall, m. aarts, 
a. okrainec, r. mcleod, C. Schlachta
London, ON, Canada; Toronto, ON, Canada

Purpose/Background:	 implementation of eraS path-
ways have been shown to improve recovery and decrease 
length of stay in patients undergoing colorectal surgery. 
the objective of this review was to assess whether the 
benefits of an eraS pathway are diminished in patients 
requiring a stoma.

Methods/Interventions:	all patients having colorectal 
surgery at 15 academic hospitals in ontario were enrolled in 
a government-supported eraS implementation program. 
outcome data and compliance with eraS recommen-
dations were collected prospectively. Patients who had 
a permanent or temporary colostomy or ileostomy were 
included in the “stoma” group while all others were in the 
“no stoma” group.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Between September 2012 and 
april 2015, 2,876 patients (48% female; mean age 60) 
were enrolled. of these, 930 (32.3%) had a stoma. 
Patients who had a stoma were more likely to have a rectal 
(58.1% vs 12.3%) or combined colorectal resection (21.6% 
vs 1.7%) than a colonic procedure (18.8% vs 82.1%) 
(p<0.001). Patients with a stoma were more likely to have 
open surgery (59.5 vs 27.3) and less likely to have a lapa-
roscopic procedure (33.6% vs 62.0%) (p<0.001). there 
were significant differences in compliance with 10 of the 
14 guideline recommendations. With respect to complica-
tions, patients with a stoma were significantly more likely 
to have an ileus (25.4% vs 16.5%, p<0.001) and surgical 
site infection (12.4% vs 6.9%, p<0.001) and their loS 
was significantly longer (mean 8.7 days vs 6.1 days, 95%Ci 
2.04-3.10, p<0.001)). additionally, patients with a stoma 
were more likely to visit the emergency room (14.7% vs 
10.2%, p<0.001) and be readmitted to hospital (12.0% vs 
6.3%, p<0.001) within 30 days of surgery (table two).

Conclusions/Discussion:	Patients who receive a stoma 
have lower compliance with eraS recommendations and 
are more likely to develop ileus and surgical site infection. 
as well, patients with a stoma have a longer length of stay, 
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more emergency room visits and readmissions. Further 
study is required to understand whether non-compliance 
with guideline recommendations results in the longer loS 
or alternately, bowel function is slower to return and leads 
to decreased compliance with guideline recommendations 
and longer loS.

PATIENT	SATISFACTION	WITH	PROPOFOL	
FOR	OUTPATIENT	COLONOSCOPY:	A	
PROSPECTIVE,	RANDOMIZED,	DOUBLE-BLIND	
STUDY.

Podium abstracts S32

a. Padmanabhan, C. Frangopoulos, l. Shaffer
Columbus, OH; Chapel Hill, NC

Purpose/Background:	 Patient satisfaction is an 
important metric for reimbursement with current changes 
in healthcare. Colonoscopies comprise a large proportion 
of cases at outpatient centers for which Propofol is consid-
ered an ideal anesthetic. However, there is a paucity of 
information regarding patient satisfaction with Propofol. 
objective : evaluate patient satisfaction with Propofol 
compared to non-Propofol (Fentanyl/midazolam) anes-
thesia for outpatient colonoscopies at an ambulatory 
Surgery Center. Safety and complications were secondary 
end points.

Methods/Interventions:	300 patients each in Propofol 
and Fentanyl/midazolam groups were enrolled in a prospec-
tive, randomized, double-blind study (nCt 02937506). all 
patients scheduled to undergo colonoscopies at the outpa-
tient center were offered the study and randomized after 
informed consent was obtained. Patients who were not 
candidates for having their procedure at the center were 
excluded from the study. a single endoscopist performed 
all colonoscopies. the endoscopist and patients were 
blinded to the medication received. data were collected 

on the day of endoscopy by the nursing staff. the sub- 
investigator was blinded to the randomization and called 
patients after 24 hours to collect post-discharge data. data 
sets were combined for analysis.

Results/Outcome(s):	Fewer Propofol patients remem-
bered being awake (2% vs, 17% for Fentanyl) and were 
more likely to rate the anount of anesthesia received as 
being “just right” (98.7% vs. 91.3%) and state that they 
were “very satisfied” with their anesthesia (86.3% vs. 74%). 
more propofol patients were likely to recommend their 
anesthesia to others (98.7% vs. 94%; p=0.0037). 26% of 
Fentanyl procedures were rated “difficult” compared to 
4.7% for Propofol (p<0.0001) and complications were less 
in the Propofol group (2.7% vs. 11.7%, p<0.0001).

Conclusions/Discussion:	Patients perfer Propofol over 
a combination of Fentanyl/midazolam as their anesthetic 
for outpatient colonoscopies. Propofol appears to be supe-
rior to Fentanyl/midazolam for outpatient colonoscopy. 
limitation: the endoscopist could not be completely 
blinded to the anesthetic administered and hence did not 
participate in any data collection.

THE	EFFECT	OF	INTRAPERITONEAL	
LOCAL	ANESTHETIC	ON	FUNCTIONAL	
POSTOPERATIVE	RECOVERY	FOLLOWING	
LAPAROSCOPIC	COLECTOMY:	A	RANDOMIZED	
CONTROLLED	TRIAL.

Podium abstracts S33

J. duffield, m. thomas, J. moore, r. Hunter, C. Wood, 
S. Gentili, m. lewis
Glenelg East, SA, Australia; Adelaide, SA, Australia

Purpose/Background:	intraperitoneal local anaesthetic 
(iPla) is a new analgesic technique for inclusion in the 
polypharmacy approach to postoperative pain management 
in enhanced-recovery-after-surgery (eraS) programs. 
iPla is safe and has been shown to reduce both postop-
erative pain and nausea following open colectomy, in the 
setting of epidural anaesthesia. the mechanism of action 
is proposed to be transient interruption of vagal autonomic 
afferents to the brain stem centres that normally modu-
late the surgical stress response and postoperative pain. 
this study determines whether there is a role for iPla in 
patients undergoing laparoscopic colectomy in the setting 
of general anaesthesia.

Methods/Interventions:	 multi-site, double-blinded, 
randomized, placebo-controlled trial design (Clinicaltrials.
gov identifier nCt02449720). adults undergoing laparo-
scopic colectomy received either instillation of 100mg 
intraperitoneal ropivacaine both before dissection and 
prior to abdominal closure and a continuous postoperative 
infusion of 20mg/hr ropivacaine for 48hrs (iPla group), 
or a normal saline equivalent (Control Group). a stan-
dardised eraS program and anaesthetic protocol was used 
in perioperative care. Participant demographic and baseline 
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characteristic data were collected. Functional postopera-
tive recovery data was obtained using the previously vali-
dated surgical-recovery-scale (SrS). Postoperative pain 
was recorded using a visual-analogue-scale (VaS), and 
opioid consumption, recovery of bowel function, time- 
to-readiness-for-discharge (trd), and complications were 
recorded. Participants were followed up for 45 days.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Fifty-one participants were 
recruited to this study. the iPla (n=26) and placebo (n=25)  
groups were equal in demographics, baseline characteris-
tics, adherence to anaesthetic protocol, and complication 
rate. the iPla group reported an improved SrS at day 7, 
30 and 45 (P=0.01) post operation compared with control, 
with a return to preoperative scores around day 7. Pain was 
lower in the iPla group for the duration of the intraperi-
toneal infusion. neither the opioid consumption, recovery 
of bowel function or trd were different between groups.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 instillation and infusion 
of intraperitoneal ropivacaine for patients undergoing 
laparoscopic colectomy decreases postoperative pain and 
improves functional postoperative recovery, consistent 
with the surgical stress theory. We recommend routine 
inclusion of iPla into the multimodal analgesia compo-
nent of eraS programs for laparoscopic colectomy. the 
impact of iPla on the recovery of bowel function should 
be evaluated in a larger cohort of patients.

LONG-TERM	DELETERIOUS	IMPACT	OF	
SURGEON	CARE	FRAGMENTATION	AFTER	
COLORECTAL	SURGERY	ON	SURVIVAL:	
CONTINUITY	OF	CARE	CONTINUES	TO	
COUNT.

Podium abstracts S34

C. Justiniano, Z. Xu, a. Becerra, C. aquina, C. Boodry, 
a. Swanger, l. temple, F. Fleming
Rochester, NY

Purpose/Background:	 readmission surgical care  
fragmentation is the lack of continuity of care upon read-
mission after surgery whereby continuity depends on both 
the care of the index hospital where the original surgery 
occurred and the index surgeon who performed the orig-
inal surgery. Previous studies suggest that readmission to 
the index hospital is associated with decreased short-term 
mortality which is greatest for patients readmitted for 
surgical complications, especially when the index surgeon 
manages the readmission. yet, there is paucity of literature 
evaluating the role of readmission surgical care fragmenta-
tion and long-term outcomes. the aim of this study was to 
examine the association between readmission surgical care 
fragmentation and survival.

Methods/Interventions:	 new york’s Statewide 
Planning and research Cooperative System was queried 
for unscheduled readmissions within 30 days of discharge 
from colectomy or proctectomy (2004-2014) and classified 

as readmission to the index hospital by index surgeon 
(+iH/+iS), index hospital by another provider(+iH/-iS), 
another hospital by the index surgeon(-iH/+iS), and 
another hospital by another provider(-iH/-iS). We fit a 
multi-level cox model and competing risk cox models 
to evaluate one-year overall-survival and colorectal- 
cancer-specific survival, respectively, amongst these 
groups. all models adjusted for patient, index-hospital and 
index-surgeon characteristics.

Results/Outcome(s):	 among 166,198 proctectomy or 
colectomy patients, 96% were discharged alive, and 12% 
had an unscheduled readmission of which 1,349 died 
within 30 days of readmission and were excluded from 
this survival analysis. 41% were readmitted to +iH/+iS, 
46% to +iH/-iS, 1% to -iH/+iS, and 12% to -iH/-iS. 
overall survival by readmission type is shown in the 
Kaplan-meier graph, median follow-up time was 3.6 years. 
after adjusting for potential confounders, readmission 
to +iH/+iS was associated with increased survival, with 
patients readmitted to +iH/-iS (Hazard ration [Hr] 1.73, 
95% Confidence interval [Ci] 1.63-1.84) and -iH/-iS (Hr 
1.61, Ci 1.47-1.74) having worse one-year overall survival. 
Colorectal cancer specific one-year survival paralleled 
overall survival with +iH/-iS having a Hr of 1.74 (Ci 
1.45-2.08) and -iH/-iS a Hr 1.56 (Ci 1.22-1.99).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 readmission to non-index 
surgeon was associated with worse long-term survival. 
Policies improving surgical continuity of care may improve 
survivorship after colorectal surgery.

PROPHYLACTIC	URETERAL	STENTING	FOR	
COLECTOMY:	AN	ANALYSIS	OF	NSQIP	AND	
PREMIER	DATASETS.

Podium abstracts S35

K. Coakley, S. Sims, t. Prasad, K. Kasten, B. Heniford, 
B. davis
Charlotte, NC

Purpose/Background:	 despite improvement in tech-
nique and technology, prophylactic ureteral stenting to 
avoid iatrogenic ureteral injury (ui) during colectomy 
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remains controversial. the aim of this study was to deter-
mine rate of ui with and without stent placement, eval-
uate outcomes attributable to ureteral stent placement, 
and determine costs associated with prophylactic stenting.

Methods/Interventions:	an analysis of the 2012-2014 
Colectomy-targeted american College of Surgeons (aCS) 
national Surgical Quality improvement Program (nSQiP) 
database was performed. Following univariate analysis, 
multivariate analysis (mVa) models were constructed to 
determine independent effectors on ui and urinary tract 
infection (uti). the Premier Colectomy database was 
used to compare cost data between stent and non-stent 
groups.

Results/Outcome(s):	 59,641 colectomy patients were 
identified with a mean age of 61.2±15.1 years and Bmi 
of 28.3 k/m2. 10.0% (n=5,982) of colectomies were 
performed with prophylactic ureteral stent placement 
(PuSP). a total of 348 (0.58%) ui were identified. Colon 
cancer was the most common indication for colectomy 
(34.4%, n=20,536). PuSP was most commonly used in 
colectomies for diverticular disease (45.3%; n=2,710), 
with ui also occurring most during colectomies for diver-
ticular disease (37.1%, n=129). no clinically significant 
differences were seen between non-stent and stent groups, 
including rates of preoperative uti (0.36% vs 0.50%; 
p=0.09). operative time was longer with PuSP (242.2 vs 
165.7 minutes; p<0.0001). on mVa, PuSP was associated 
with lower rates of ui (or 0.591; 95% 0.414 to 0.843). on 
univariate analysis, patients receiving stents demonstrated 
higher postoperative uti rates (3.3% vs 2.6%; p=0.0018), 
higher readmission rates (11.02% vs 10.09%; p=0.02), and 
higher rates of uti as the indication for readmission (3.2% 
vs 1.6%; p<0.007). However, following mVa, ureteral 
stenting was not associated with postoperative uti (or 
1.07; 95%Ci 0.88 to 1.30), but was associated with uti 
as indication for readmission (or 2.05; 95%Ci 1.07-3.93). 
utilizing the Carolinas HealthCare System-specific Premier 
database, 4,535 colectomies were identified and 237 were 
performed with PuSP. in-patient hospital charges were 
significantly higher in the PuSP cohort ($26,972±$19,023 
vs $22,502±$19,278; p<0.0001).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in this analysis, PuSP was 
utilized in 10% of colectomies; most commonly for diver-
ticulitis. ui was a rare complication of colectomy, with or 
without PuSP. When controlling for appropriate factors, 
PuSP was associated with a lower rate of ui in colectomy. 
the trade-off for lower rate of ui is higher rate of uti as 
reason for readmission and higher cost. as such, further 
research is needed to delineate which patient populations 
most clearly benefit from PuSP.

PERCEPTION	OF	PATIENTS	AND	DIAGNOSTIC	
ACCURACY	OF	DYNAMIC	MAGNETIC	
RESONANCE	IMAGING	IN	THE	STUDY	OF	
PELVIC	FLOOR	DISORDERS:	IN	SEARCH	OF	
THE	EVIDENCE.
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G. martín-martín, J. García-armengol, J. roig-Vila, 
F. González-argenté
Palma de Mallorca, Spain; Valencia, Spain

Purpose/Background:	 the aim is to conduct a diag-
nostic accuracy study evaluating the use of dynamic 
magnetic resonance imaging in the study of pelvic floor 
disorders and conducting a patient satisfaction study when 
compared to the currently considered reference test wich 
is the videodefecography.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients were those who 
received a diagnosis of pelvic floor disorder and were 
referred to the colorectal surgery clinic in a consecutive 
serie. Patient selection was based on rome iii criteria. 
Patients with slow transit constipation or irritable bowel 
syndrome, or those who refused testing were excluded. 
a clinical history and abdominopelvic examination was 
carried out during consultation by certified colorectal 
surgeons. this was followed by a consistent defecography 
protocol in the sitting position by a gastroenterologist 
specializing in defecography. dynamic magnetic reso-
nance imaging was carried out using a similar intrarectal 
contrast material in the supine position by an experienced 
radiologist. all patients underwent both imaging tests 
(videodefecography and dynamic magnetic resonance 
imaging) in the same order. once the assessment process 
was completed, a satisfaction survey was administered to 
the patients in the clinic with the aim of comparing the 
comfort between both tests. all the assessors were blinded 
to the results of the other exams. the sensitivity, speci-
ficity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive 
value were evaluated. We developed a statistical agree-
ment analysis for each finding of pelvic floor disorder.

Results/Outcome(s):	40 patients with a rome iii diag-
nostic criteria were involved. the defecation maneuver was 
simulated in all cases in both tests satisfactorily. magnetic 
resonance imaging showed a sensitivity greater than 90% 
in cases of anismus, rectocele, enterocele, rectal prolapse 
and pelvic laxity. Specificity was greater than 80% in all 
findings by dynamic magnetic resonance imaging except 
for the pelvic laxity. the degree of agreement between the 
two tests for the different findings of pelvic floor disorders 
are summarized in table 1. Furthermore, 18 cystoceles and 
11 colpoceles were diagnosed only by dynamic magnetic 
resonance imaging. the most uncomfortable test was the 
videodefecography in 54% of cases, and the most common 
reason was embarrassment, which was stated by 16 (76%) 
individuals.

Conclusions/Discussion:	in addition to offering advan-
tages such as a high definition pelvic evaluation as a unit 
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without ionizing radiation, dynamic magnetic resonance 
imaging is better tolerated than videodefecography by 
almost patients when they undergo a pelvic floor study. 
the evaluation of pelvic floor disorders using dynamic 
resonance shows a good diagnostic accuracy for each 
finding and an acceptable degree of global agreement with 
the gold standard test.

FULL-THICKNESS	NEORECTAL	PROLAPSE	
AFTER	TATME	AND	TRANSANAL	
TRANSABDOMINAL	PROCTOSIGMOIDECTOMY	
FOR	LOW	RECTAL	CANCER.
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m. Guraieb-trueba, a. Helber, J. marks
Wynnewood, PA; Monterrey, Mexico

Purpose/Background:	 intersphincteric resection has 
been performed as an alternative to abdominoperineal 
resection (aPr) for low rectal cancer. neorectal prolapse 
is a late complication and has been known to cause 
frequent defecation and incontinence. this complication 
has been described rarely, and, consequently, no effec-
tive treatment has been recommended. the objective of 
this study is to report the incidence, management and 
outcomes in our population.

Methods/Interventions:	 From a prospectively main-
tained database of 1,093 rectal cancers treated from 1984 
to 2016, a review was performed to identify all patients 
with low rectal cancer whom underwent curative sphinc-
ter-preserving surgery by tata or tatme. data regarding 
the incidence, management, and outcomes of neorectal 
prolapse were analyzed.

Results/Outcome(s):	409 patients were identified; 185 
underwent open tata with coloanal anastomosis and 
224 underwent minimally invasive tata (robotic, lapa-
roscopic, or tatme). all patients received neoadjuvant 
chemoradiation with a mean radiation dose of 4,990 cGy 
(4,480–5,257 cGy). overall neorectal prolapse occurred in 
4.64% of patients (n=19). Prolapse incidence was 2.2% 
in the open group and 6.7% in the miS group (p=0.023) 
with no difference between laparosocpic (6.4%) vs robotic 

(5.8%) vs tatme (8%). We found no statistically signif-
icant difference in the time from surgery to diagnosis of 
the prolapse between the groups (p=0.289). 21.0% of 
patients were diagnosed within 6 months of surgery, 42.1% 
between 7 and 12 months, and 36.8% over a year after 
surgery. incidence of prolapse was higher in women (9.5%) 
than men (2.5%) (p=0.011). there were no differences in 
local recurrence (lr) rates between the neorectal prolapse 
group (5.3%) when comparing them with our population 
without prolapse (3.4%) (p=0.79). no significant differ-
ence in the incidence of neorectal prolapse regarding the 
level of the tumor, pathologic t stage or Bmi was observed. 
of the 19 patients who developed a neorectal prolapse, 1 
underwent duhamel mucosal excision, 13 transanal redo 
of coloanal anastomosis, 3 transanal redo of coloanal 
anastomosis + levatorplasty, and 2 did not receive surgical 
treatment. no patient was diverted. there was a 5.9% 
neorectal prolapse recurrence rate, which occurred after 
an altemeier procedure. this was repaired with a colonic 
J pouch and coloanal anastomosis. Five patients (27.7%) 
developed clustering and/or frequency after the repair of 
the prolapse.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the major operative chal-
lenge of low rectal cancer surgery is gaining enough length 
to perform a tension free anastomosis. Prolapse of the 
neorectum is a relatively rare occurrence but has marked 
increase in patients with an miS tata or tatme. this 
“new” complication can be addressed transanally without 
the need for a diverting stoma.

OBSTACLES	THAT	IMPACT	TREATMENT	OF	
FECAL	INCONTINENCE.
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P. Burgess, C. Jensen, a. lowry, a. thorsen, S. Vogler
St Paul, MN

Purpose/Background:	 Fecal incontinence (Fi) is a 
common problem which significantly affects quality of 
life. advanced treatment options, including biofeedback 
therapy and sacral nerve stimulation (SnS), are now avail-
able to patients. approximately 50% of patients improve 

S36 Table 1 Concordance study carried out between dynamic pelvic magnetic resonance  
imaging and videodefecography in evaluating pelvic floor disorders.

Diagnosis κ value CI at 95% κ Interpretation
Anismus 0.88 (0.63-1.12) Almost perfect agreement
Rectal prolapse 0.83 (0.59-1.06) Almost perfect agreement
Enterocele 0.80 (0.62-0.99) Substantial agreement
Rectocele Grade III 0.65 (0.41-0.88) Substantial agreement
Intussusception 0.50 (0.21-0.79) Moderate agreement
Rectocele Grade II 0.49 (0.22-0.76) Moderate agreement
Rectocele Grade I 0.30 (-0.34-0.95) Slight agreement
Pelvic laxity 0.22 (-0.10-0.55) Slight agreement
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with medical management so a significant percentage 
would be eligible for these treatment options. our goal 
was to determine what proportion of patients received 
these treatments and identify barriers to patient access to 
treatment.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review was 
performed of all patients seen with Fi from June 2012 
to october 2015 by a large colorectal surgery practice in 
metropolitan minnesota. Patient demographics, pelvic 
floor testing, surgical and non-surgical treatment, follow 
up and survey data were collected. the Six Sigma process 
was then used to analyze the data, identify barriers and 
develop a plan to improve patient access and the number 
of patients receiving advanced treatment options.

Results/Outcome(s):	 1373 patients were seen for Fi 
by 21 providers (mean 73 patients/month, 76.6% women) 
only 259 (11.6%) received biofeedback and 79 (3.5%) 
received SnS. Patient attrition was significant, with only 
52% seen for a second visit, 28% for a third and 16% for a 
fourth time from initial diagnosis of Fi to treatment aver-
aged 117.8 days for SnS (range 57-332 days), and 126.1 
days for biofeedback (range 29-727 days). three of the 
colorectal surgeons have a specialized interest in pelvic 
floor disorders and perform SnS. Patients seen initially 
by these surgeons had fewer visits prior to receiving either 
SnS (1.50 vs, 7.79 visits for specialized vs. nonspecialized 
providers) or biofeedback (1.73 vs. 6.77 visits), and were 
more likely to receive biofeedback or SnS (>10% and >3% 
of patients seen. it was often several months before the first 
available biofeedback appointment as well a high rate of 
no-show and cancellations. Geographic proximity to care 
affected whether patients underwent treatment. no show 
and cancellation rates for biofeedback were higher for 
patients who lived further from the centers. Patients who 
lived closer to locations offering SnS surgery were more 
likely to receive SnS.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 even when patients with Fi 
are seen by colorectal surgeons, very few receive advanced 
treatment options. We found that prolonged waiting times, 
distance patients travel for treatment and level of provider 
specialization are obstacles to successful and timely treat-
ment. Broader geographic distribution of services, adding 
biofeedback and SnS providers, standardizing the treat-
ment algorithm within the practices and providing patients 
with an overview of the treatment algorithm (to prevent 
attrition if initial medical management was not successful) 
were all identified as means to improve the number of 
patients receiving advanced therapies.

Fi patients treated with SnS by zipcode. Blue dots: Fi patients that 
have been identified but not treated with SnS. Pink dots: Fi patients 
that have been treated with SnS. dot size correlates with size of  
population of interest.

SACRAL	NERVE	STIMULATION	FOR	FECAL	
INCONTINENCE:	THE	NEW	YORK	STATE	
EXPERIENCE.
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Z. Xu, F. Fleming, a. Becerra, C. aquina, C. Justiniano, 
C. Boodry, l. temple, J. Speranza
Rochester, NY

Purpose/Background:	 the sacral nerve stimulator 
(SnS) has been an accepted treatment for fecal inconti-
nence since 2011, but there is a paucity of real-world data 
regarding the use of these devices and as well as compli-
cations after implantation. the aim of this study was to 
examine the utilization of SnS for fecal incontinence and 
complications following implantation in a large state-wide 
patient database.

Methods/Interventions:	 the new york Statewide 
Planning and research Cooperative System was queried 
for all patients with a primary diagnosis of fecal inconti-
nence who had received implantation of sacral nerve elec-
trodes (Stage 1) from 2011-2014. Patients who completed 
Stage 1 were then queried for the rate of pulse generator 
placement (Stage 2). Patients who completed Stage 2 were 
then examined for complications including: unplanned 
30-day admission, emergency department (ed) visit within 
30-days, revision or explant of leads, revision or explant of 
receiver, and 30-day mortality.

Results/Outcome(s):	120 surgeons (case volume 1-50, 
median 12) in the state of new york performed SnS over 
the 4 year time period. amongst patients who underwent 
stage i (689 patients), 443 (64.3%) proceeded to Stage 2. 
the rate of successful completion did not increase over 
time but the number of total patients who had a SnS 
procedure increased almost 4-fold from 60 in 2011 to 222 
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in 2014. Patients who completed Stage 2 were more likely 
to be white, have a surgeon who was boarded in colorectal 
surgery, and was treated by a high SnS volume surgeon 
and hospital compared to those who only completed Stage 
1. among those who completed stage 2, 3 (0.7%) patients 
had an unplanned 30-day admission and 23 (5.2%) 
patients had an ed visit within 30-days. there were no 
30-day mortalities. 6 patients (1.3%) had a revision or 
explant of their leads and 14 patients (3.2%) had a revision 
or explant of their generator. one patient eventually had a 
colostomy procedure.

Conclusions/Discussion:	our study provides an over-
view of the use of SnS across all hospitals in new 
york State. SnS procedures have increased almost 4-fold 
between 2011 to 2014 with a large difference in case 
volume between the lowest and highest volume surgeons. 
Colorectal surgery training, along with high surgeon and 
hospital SnS volume were associated with successful 
completion to full implant. this data suggests that patients 
may have higher success rates when treated by high-
volume surgeons although functional outcomes remain to 
be studied.

SDF-1	PLASMID	REGENERATES	BOTH	SMOOTH	
AND	SKELETAL	MUSCLE	AFTER	ANAL	
SPHINCTER	INJURY	IN	THE	LONG	TERM.
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l. Sun, m. Kuang, K. Philips, m. damaser, m. Penn, 
m. Zutshi
Cleveland, OH; Akron, OH

Purpose/Background:	 regenerating muscle at a time 
remote from injury requires re-expression of cytokines to 
attract stem cells to start and sustain the process of repair. 
We have demonstrated that a non-viral plasmid expressing 
stromal cell-derived factor 1 (SdF-1) increased muscle 
regeneration 4 weeks after treatment following a large 
chronic anal injury. our aim was to evaluate the sustain-
ability of this muscle regeneration and evaluate the muscle 
morphology and molecular mechanisms that lead to it.

Methods/Interventions:	56 female age/weight-matched 
Sprague-dawley rats underwent an excision of 50% of 

the circumference of the anal sphincter complex. three 
weeks after injury, rats were randomly allocated to 1 of 4 
groups(n=8) based on treatment:injury with no interven-
tion (ia); 100μg plasmid encoding SdF-1 injected locally 
(P); both plasmid and 8x105 mesenchymal stem cells 
(mSC) injected locally (P+mSC) and plasmid injected 
locally with injection of a gelatin scaffold mixed with 
mSC (P+S&mSC). rats underwent anal manometry 
pre-excision and pre and post-treatment. imagePro Plus 
7.0 was used for histological quantification by comparing 
muscle regenerated and fibrosis at the site of defect 
with intact muscle in the same section at 8 weeks. 
immunohistochemistry used desmin antibody for muscle 
identification. Protein expression of CXCr4 (receptor of 
SdF-1) and skeletal muscle proliferation/differentiation 
marker myf5 was done by Western Blot at day 7 post 
treatment. one way anoVa followed by tukey test was 
used for data analysis (mean±Sd), p<0.05 was regarded as 
significant.

Results/Outcome(s):	Pretreatment anal pressures were 
not significantly different among groups. 8 weeks post-treat-
ment all 3 groups receiving the plasmid had signifi-
cantly higher pressures (cmH2o) (P:10.9±2.11, p=0.006, 
P+mSC:13.1±7.07, p=0.04, P+S&mSC:10.6±3.70, 
p〈0.001) than the ia group (3.4±0.96). Qualitative 
assessment of histology revealed that the plasmid alone 
group showed more organized muscle architecture in the 
entire circumference of the defect. muscle quantification 
showed that compared to ia (0.9±0.06) only the plasmid 
alone group had significantly more muscle in the area 
of the defect (P:1.0±0.09, p=0.03). on comparing the 
connective tissue the plasmid alone group (1.1 ± 0.07) 
had significantly less fibrosis than the ia (1.4 ± 0.24, 
p=0.02) and P+S&mSC groups (1.4 ± 0.21, p=0.03). 
immunohistochemistry showed that there is no change 
in the ratio of new smooth to new skeletal muscle among 
groups with treatments (p〉0.05) (figure). there were no 
significant differences in protein levels of CXCr4 or myf5 
between groups 7 days after treatment.

Conclusions/Discussion:	SdF-1 plasmid increased anal 
sphincter pressures 8 weeks post-treatment to near pre-ex-
cision levels. SdF-1plasmid alone also regenerated both 
smooth and skeletal muscle and decreased fibrosis at the 
site of defect which could not be attributed to a change in 
the expression of cytokines CXCr4 and myf5.
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representative pictures of transeverse sections of rat anal canal stained 
by desmin antibody. these sections are 3 weeks post-excision of 50% of 
the circumference of the anal sphincter and treated with injury without 
treatment (ia) (right) and SdF-1plasmid local injection at the site of 
the defect (P) (left). there is regeneration of both smooth and skeletal 
muscle which is organized in the plasmid treated group. in the area 
of the defect (circled by blue oval), smooth muscle is indicated by red 
arrow and skeletal muscle is indicated by green arrow. Scale bar= 1mm.

PERINEAL	AND	ABDOMINAL	APPROACH	FOR	
RECTAL	PROLAPSE:	EQUIVALENT	DURABILITY	
AT	ONE	YEAR.
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m. turner, Z. Sun, B. Gilmore, d. Chang, C. mantyh, 
J. migaly, H. moore
Durham, NC

Purpose/Background:	 Current practice guidelines for 
management of rectal prolapse recommend an abdominal 
approach, when feasible, due to a perceived improvement 
in durability compared with a perineal approach. However, 
this recommendation has not been validated using a large 
contemporary dataset. therefore, we aim to compare the 
re-intervention rates between abdominal and perineal 
approaches for rectal prolapse.

Methods/Interventions:	 the Healthcare Cost and 
utilization Project (HCuP) State inpatient database 
(2007-2010) was queried for patients who underwent 
an operative repair of rectal prolapse Patients were 
grouped by surgical approach, either abdominal or peri-
neal. abdominal operation is inclusive of both open and 
laparoscopic approaches. after multivariable adjustment 
for demographic and clinical variables, rate and timing 
of re-intervention for prolapse were compared between 
groups.

Results/Outcome(s):	among 4,504 patients who under-
went operative repair of rectal prolapse 2,334 (51.8%) had 
an abdominal approach, and 2,170 (48.2%) had a perineal 
approach. the median age was 68 for the abdominal 
repair cohort and 74 for the perineal group (p<0.001). 
Postoperative complication rates were equivalent between 
the approaches for surgical site infection (abdominal 1.8% 
vs. perineal 1.4%, p=0.27), abscess formation (abdominal 
0.3% vs, perineal 0.4%, p=0.50), sepsis (abdominal 1.2% 
vs. perineal 0.7%, p=0.12), pneumonia (abdominal 0% vs 
perineal 0%, p=0.34), venous thromboembolism (abdom-
inal 1.7% vs. 1.5%, p=0.61), renal failure (abdominal 1.6% 
vs. perineal 1.3%, p=0.35), and postoperative bleeding 
(abdominal 1.5% vs. perineal 0.9%, p=.10). However, 
the abdominal approach had higher rates of postoperative 
anastomotic leak (abdominal 5.2% vs. perineal 2.7%, 
p<0.001), and respiratory failure (abdominal 0.9% vs. 
perineal 0.3%, p=0.01). When adjusting for patient and 
clinical factors, patients undergoing abdominal approach 
had a longer length of stay (abdominal 5.0 days vs. peri-
neal 3.0 days, p<0.001). the rates of re-intervention were 

equivalent between the two approaches at one year in both 
unadjusted (abdominal 3.2% vs. perineal 3.7%, p=0.30) 
and multivariable adjusted analysis (or (abdominal 
approach as reference): 1.12 95% Ci: 0.74-1.7, p=0.60). 
For patients who required re-intervention in the first year 
time to reoperation was similar with 28.8 weeks following 
an abdominal approach compared to 29.3 weeks following 
perineal approach (p=0.66).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Perineal approach for rectal 
prolapse results in decreased postoperative complications, 
shorter length of stay, and equivalent durability at one 
year compared to an abdominal approach. these findings 
suggest that the perineal approach should be considered 
for patients with rectal prolapse, although further inves-
tigation with prospective studies is warranted specifically 
accounting for laparoscopic abdominal approaches.

IS	RESECTION	RECTOPEXY	STILL	AN	
ACCEPTABLE	OPERATION	FOR	RECTAL	
PROLAPSE?
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m. Carvalho e Carvalho, t. Hull, m. Zutshi, B. Gurland
Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	 resection rectopexy (rr) has 
been a well-established procedure in appropriate patients 
to treat rectal prolapse. most recently ventral rectopexy 
(Vr) has been added to the surgical armamentarium for 
this disease and many international published reports have 
implied that this procedure is superior and should be the 
gold standard due to superior outcomes. the aim of this 
study was to compare the outcomes of rr and Vr.

Methods/Interventions:	this irB approved retrospec-
tive study compared consecutive patients at a single 
institution with full thickness rectal prolapse who under-
went rr and Vr between 2009 -2016. Choice of oper-
ation was determined by the surgeon after assessing the 
patient. Patients undergoing surgical procedure for internal 
rectal prolapse were excluded. Procedures were performed 
through open, laparoscopic and robotic approach and 
pelvic organ prolapse were addressed as a combined proce-
dure after multidisciplinary assessment as needed. data 
regarding demographics, surgical procedure details, 30- 
day complications, follow up, recurrence and functional 
outcomes were collected.

Results/Outcome(s):	108 patients underwent Vr and 
79 patients underwent rr during the study period. there 
were no differences between groups regarding gender 
(Female 103 vs 72; p=0.39) and age (59.3 vs 53.9; p= 
0.05). Patients in the Vr group had a greater Bmi (25.5 vs 
22.9; p=0.001) and worse physical status (aSa 3 57.4% vs 
41.8%; p=0.04). rr patients reported higher preoperative 
constipation scores (p=0.009) while Vr group had higher 
fecal incontinence scores (p=0.04). the Vr group had 
significantly more: robotic approaches (69.4% vs 8.9%; 
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p <.001), concomitant urogynecological procedures (63 
vs. 19; p<0.001), and longer operative time (269 vs 206 
minutes; p<0.001), but a reduced length of stay (2 vs 5; 
p<0.001). no differences were observed in conversion 
rates (5.6% vs 3.8%; p=0.83). the median follow up and 

the median time of recurrence were similar and no differ-
ences were observed for complication rates or prolapse 
recurrence (see table). in both Vr and rr pre- and 
post- op scores improved after surgery with no significant 
difference between groups (see table).

S42 Complications, recurrence and quality of life data

Ventral Rectopexy
(N = 108)

Resection Rectopexy
(N = 79) p-value

Complications 45 (41.7%) 21 (26.5%) 0.32
Anastomotic leak - - -
Discitis 1 (0.9%) - 1.00
Ileus 5 (4.6%) 5 (6.3%) 0.86
Mesh complications 1 (0.9%) 0 (0.0%) 1.00
Small bowel obstruction 3 (2.8%) 1 (1.3%) 0.85
Ureter injury 0 (0.0%) 1 (1.3%) 0.86
Wound infection 4 (3.7%) 2 (2.5%) 0.98
Cardiopulmonary 4 (3.7%) 4 (5.1%) 0.93
Urinary retention 16 (14.8%) 6 (7.6%) 0.20
Urinary tract infection 4 (3.7%) 2 (2.5%) 0.98
Readmission 7 (6.5%) 3 (3.8%) 0.63
Reoperation 3 (2.8%) 1 (1.3%) 0.85
Total prolapse recurrence 11 (10.2%) 8 (10.1%) 0.43 *
Prolapse recurrence - 1 year 5 (4.6%) 2 (2.5%) 0.43 *
Prolapse recurrence - 3 years 9 (8.3%) 4 (5.1%) 0.43 *
Prolapse recurrence - 5 years 11 (10.2%) 5 (6.3%) 0.43 *
Median time to recurrence (Months [IQR]) 14.00

[7.00, 14.00]
38.00

[11.25, 71.25]
0.16

Median follow-up (Months [IQR]) 16.00
[8.00, 46.25]

26.00
[10.00, 58.50]

0.13

Quality of life scores
CSI pre-operative (median [IQR]) 33.00

[16.00, 42.00]
52.00

[38.00, 57.50]
0.009

CSI postoperative (median [IQR]) 11.00
[0.00, 28.00]

42.00
[30.50, 49.00]

<0.001

CSI difference (median [IQR]) -14.00
[-20.00, 0.00]

-10.00
[-16.50, 5.00]

0.24

FIQL pre-operative (median [IQR]) 8.61
[5.60, 11.50]

10.55
[9.50, 12.69]

0.04

FIQL postoperative (median [IQR]) 11.00
[6.26, 14.09]

8.36
[0.00, 14.78]

0.67

FIQL difference (median [IQR]) 1.96
[-0.20, 4.19]

0.01
[-9.50, 0.58]

0.055

Wexner pre-operative (median [IQR]) 12.00
[0.00, 15.00]

4.00
[0.00, 11.00]

0.045

Wexner postoperative (median [IQR]) 7.00
[0.00, 12.00]

4.00
[0.00, 9.00]

0.48

Wexner difference (median [IQR]) -1.50
[-5.00, 0.00]

0.00
[-1.00, 0.00]

0.08

Data in numbers/ percentage unless otherwise specified.
*Kaplan Meier curve values.
CSI: constipation severity index; FIQOL: fecal incontinence quality of life score;
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Conclusions/Discussion:	 Both techniques performed 
for the treatment of full thickness rectal prolapse provide 
similar functional outcomes and recurrence rates. Careful 
patient selection increases the likelihood of success on 
postoperative results and requires evaluation by the 
surgeon to determine the best procedure for each indi-
vidual patient. therefore, rr is still a viable option for 
appropriate patients with rectal prolapse.

ESTROGEN	REPLACEMENT	THERAPY	AND	
COLON	CANCER	INCIDENCE	AND	MORTALITY	
IN	THE	PLCO	TRIAL.
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m. Symer, J. abelson, H. yeo
New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	 estrogen replacement therapy 
in post-menopausal women has been implicated as both 
protective and harmful in a variety of cancers. Previous 
work has suggested that estrogen replacement therapy is 
associated with a reduced incidence of colorectal polyp 
formation.

Methods/Interventions:	 We performed a secondary 
analysis of data collected from the Prostate, lung, 
Colorectal, and ovarian (PlCo) cancer trial, a large 
multicenter randomized controlled trial run by the 
national Cancer institute (nCi) from 1993-2001, with 
follow up data recently becoming mature. data accrued in 
the trial were analyzed to evaluate CrC incidence, disease 
specific, and all-cause mortality, stratifying patients based 
on their use of estrogen replacement therapy. the PlCo 
trial randomized a total of 154,897 participants to either 
usual care or a screening protocol which included two flex-
ible sigmoidoscopies. Participants were then observed for a 
mean of 11 years. Participants were adults aged 55-74 who 
did not have colonoscopy in the 3 years preceding random-
ization. Hormone use as well as additional demographic 
and comorbidity data were collected via self-report. a 
review committee utilized national death index data, 
death certificates, and annual questionnaires to determine 
the time and cause of death for each participant. a Cox 
proportional hazards model was constructed to compare 
survival of estrogen replacement users and nonusers. all 
data were obtained from the nCi and exempted from irB 
review.

Results/Outcome(s):	75,688 women with documented 
estrogen replacement therapy status were included for 
analysis. 913(1.21%) developed colorectal cancer within 
the study period. Compared to women without a diagnosis 
of cancer, women with CrC were older (62.5y vs 64.1, 
p<0.001), had a higher Bmi (27.1 vs 27.5, p=0.027), and 
were more likely to have a family history of CrC (11.0% vs 
14.9%, p <0.001). Participants in both groups tended to be 
white (88.6% vs 89.4%, p=0.12). Past or current hormone 
replacement therapy was less common in patients with 

CrC (66.5% vs 60.6%, p <0.001), as was regular aspirin 
use (42.3% vs 38.7%, p = 0.03). Compared to women with 
no estrogen use, those with past or current estrogen use 
had a reduced risk of CrC incidence (Hr=0.87; 95% Ci, 
0.76 – 1.00). there were no statistically significant differ-
ences in overall or disease-specific survival for estrogen 
users versus non-users.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Hormone replacement 
therapy is associated with a reduced risk of colorectal 
cancer incidence in both past and current users. However, 
there is no survival difference among estrogen users with 
colorectal cancer, adding more data to the possible protec-
tive effects of estrogen.

Colon cancer incidence in women based on use of hormone replace-
ment therapy (Hrt). ribbon represents 95% confidence interval.

CONSENSUS	MOLECULAR	CLASSIFICATION	
OF	COLORECTAL	CANCER	AND	ASSOCIATION	
WITH	THE	COLONIC	MICROBIOME.
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r. Purcell, m. Visnovska, P. Biggs, S. Schmeier, F. Frizelle
Christchurch, New Zealand; Auckland, New Zealand; 
Palmerston North, New Zealand

Purpose/Background:	 Colorectal cancer (CrC) is 
the second most common cancer worldwide, and shows 
heterogeneous response to treatment and outcomes. most 
CrCs are sporadic, and follow a pattern one would 
expect from a yet unidentified environmental source. 
recent studies have classified CrC based on various 
molecular markers, but discrepancies exist between these 
classification systems, and they are not widely used in the 
clinical setting. in 2015, a large international consortium 
published a classification system based on gene expression 
data. these published classifiers stratify CrC into four 
consensus molecular subtypes (CmS). the human colon 
plays host to a vast and complex microbial community 
of < 1012 microorganisms, and gut dysbiosis is believed to 
play a role in the development of CrC. this study brings 
together two key emerging research avenues, namely the 
new clinical frontier of applying information on the gut 
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microbiome to treatment and management of CrC, and 
the use of advanced molecular classification systems to 
better investigate the development of CrC.

Methods/Interventions:	Frozen tumour tissue from 34 
patients with CrC was accessed from our institutional 
tissue bank, and rna and dna was extracted from the 
tissue samples. extensive clinical and follow-up data was 
available on this patient cohort. 16S rrna sequencing 
(V3 and V4 regions) was carried out on tumour dna, 
using the illumina miSeq platform. taxonomic classifi-
cation of bacteria was carried out using the Greengenes 
database, and clusters of orthologous groups were analysed 
using the KeGG orthology database. rna-sequencing was 
carried out using the illumina HiSeq 2500 V4 platform, 
and tumours were stratified into CmS based on gene 
expression data. non-human rna-seq reads were mapped 
to reference bacterial genomes using a modified version of 
Kraken. Computational tools were developed to analyse 
associations between microbiome patterns, bacterial tran-
script expression, and tumour gene expression.

Results/Outcome(s):	analysis of tumour microbiomes 
showed significant phylum-level changes and increased 
beta-diversity associated with tumour differentiation state, 
tumour location, and molecular subtype. 30/34 CrC 
tumours were successfully stratified into CmS subtypes 
using gene-expression data. detection of bacterial tran-
scripts in tumour tissue identified bacteria with an estab-
lished role in colorectal carcinogenesis, in addition to novel 
putative pathogens associated with molecular subtypes.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 this is the first study of 
its kind to link CrC tumour microbiome patterns and 
specific bacterial species to tumour gene expression and 
molecular subtypes. this represents an important step in 
understanding the interplay between microbial diversity 
in the gut and the molecular mechanisms involved in the 
development of CrC.

PREOPERATIVE	INTRAVENOUS	IRON	
IMPROVES	POSTOPERATIVE	QUALITY	OF	
LIFE	IN	ANAEMIC	COLORECTAL	CANCER	
PATIENTS:	RESULTS	FROM	THE	IVICA	TRIAL.
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B. Keeler, J. Simpson, o. ng, H. Padmanabhan, 
m. Brookes, a. acheson
Nottingham, United Kingdom; Wolverhampton, United 
Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 anaemia is associated with 
multiple symptoms including fatigue which can contribute 
to impaired quality of life. it is a common finding in 
colorectal cancer as a result of chronic insidious haem-
orrhage and impaired iron haemostasis. Consequently, 
colorectal cancer patients are at risk of the symptom-
atology of anaemia.

Methods/Interventions:	Preoperative colorectal cancer 
patients (n=116) who were found to be anaemic (>1g/dl  
below the World Health organisation definition) were 
randomised to receive either intravenous (iV) or oral iron. 
Quality of life (Qol) questionnaires were performed at; 
[i] recruitment prior to intervention, [ii] after at least 14 
days of iron therapy on the day of surgery and [iii] post- 
operatively in the first outpatient follow-up. Qol assess-
ments undertaken included the following; [a] Functional 
assessment of Cancer therapy-anaemia (FaCt-an) [b] 
euroQol eQ-5d-5l (eQ5d) and [c] modified Short-Form 
36 (SF36) v1 questionnaires.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Both groups were comparable 
in patient demographics, starting haemoglobin, operative 
details, tumour histology and time from recruitment to 
postoperative review (oral 101 days [iQr 62-193]; iV 91 
days [iQr 61-135, P=0.98]. despite homogeneity in all 
initial Qol scores at recruitment significant differences 
were evident between groups at outpatient review in all 
bar two of the SF36 components including: Role Limitation 
due to pain (oral 48.37u [48.4-50]; iV 77.5u [63.3-91.7]; 
P<0.05), General Health (oral 64.79u [58.8-70.8]; iV 
73.63u [68.4-78.8]; P<0.01), Vitality (oral 60.49u [53.7-
67.3]; iV 74.83u [69.2-80.5]; P<0.001), Social Functioning 
(oral 76.47u [66.6-86.3]; iV 90u (83.7-96.3); P<0.05), 
Role limitation due to emotion (oral 67.65 [51.8-83.5]; iV 
85.56u [73.9-97.2]; P<0.05), Mental Health (oral 81.77u 
[77.4-86.1]; iV 91.33u [88-94.7]; P<0.01) and Mental 
Component Summary (oral 51.9u [48.5-55.3]; iVi 58.11u 
[56-60.2]; P<0.01). eQ5d scores for the visual analogue 
scale were also significantly higher in the iV group at 
outpatient review (oi 70.9u [65.1-76.8]; iV 82.53u [77.8-
87.2]; P<0.001), with parity in the remaining 4 compo-
nents. Furthermore, significant differences were evident in 
FaCt-an Total scores (oral 148.3u [139-158];iV 166.1u 
[160-172.3]; P<0.01), FaCt-an Anaemia subscale scores 
(oral 59.6u [54.4-64.8]; iV 69.1u [65.7-72.5]; P<0.01), 
Functional Well Being (oral 20.2u [17.9-22.5]; iV 24.1u 
[22.2-26];P<0.01) and Emotional Well Being (oral 19.9u 
[18.5-21.2]; iV 21.5u [20-23]; P<0.05) at outpatient 
review, with parity in only two components. none of the 
Qol measures had higher scores in the oral group.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 intravenous iron is more 
efficacious than oral iron at improving the quality of life of 
anaemic colorectal cancer patients.

THE	INCIDENCE	OF	MALIGNANT	
CONVERSION	OF	ANAL	DYSPLASIA	TO	
SQUAMOUS	CELL	CARCINOMA	OF	THE	ANUS.

Podium abstracts S48

m. tomassi, d. Klaristenfeld, m. Batech
San Diego, CA

Purpose/Background:	 anal squamous cell carcinoma 
(SCC) is a virally mediated cancer from the sexually 
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transmitted human papilloma virus (HPV). the HiV 
epidemic led to an increase in the incidence of SCC, 
leading to the recommendation of screening techniques 
for HiV positive and other high risk patients. the efficacy 
of these screening regimens depends upon the natural 
incidence of SCC, which has not been well defined in 
the literature. the purpose of this study was to define the 
natural rate of malignant transition from anal dysplasia to 
SCC in high risk groups and the general population.

Methods/Interventions:	 this was a retrospective 
cohort study of all patients with an active membership for 
at least 1 year with Kaiser Permanente Southern California 
(KPSC) between 1/1/2005 and 12/31/2015. Based on 
iCd-9 coding, we classified patients with diagnosed high 
grade or low grade anal dysplasia (HGd and lGd), HiV, 
a history of cervical cancer (hCC), high grade cervical 
dysplasia (Cd) or genital warts (Ca) with the earliest date 
of each diagnosis as the index date. a KPSC Seer-based 
cancer registry identified all incident anal cancers diag-
nosed during the study period and prevalent SCC cases 
were excluded. SCC cumulative incidence and incidence 
rates were estimated for each subgroup. importantly, all 
patients were screened with routine standard dre and 
anoscopy every 3-12 months, with biopsy performed 
only for grossly abnormal lesions. our physicians did not 
perform high resolution anoscopy (Hra), Papanicolaou 
smears, or other aggressive surveillance techniques.

Results/Outcome(s):	 From 2005 to 2015, there were 
462 new anal SCC diagnoses within a general population 
of 5,986,343 patients. in terms of high risk groups, there 
were 393 patients with HGd, 501 with lGd, 5625 HiV 
positive, 1168 with hCC, 94862 with Cd, and 15725 with 
Ca. the mean length of patient follow-up for the whole 
cohort was 5.4 years. the cumulative SCC incidence for 
the hCC, Cd, Ca and HiV patients were no different 
from that of the general population (all <0.1% during 
the study period). the HGd and lGd populations had 
a statistically higher cumulative incidence of SCC during 

the study period (2.8% and 0.8% respectively, p<0.001). 
interestingly, there were 0 incident cases of SCC in our 
133 HiV positive patients with any anal dysplasia. of note, 
410 cases of anal SCC (88.7%) were diagnosed in patients 
without a pre-existing high risk diagnosis.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 our large population-based 
data set documents the natural progression of anal dysplasia 
to anal SCC in general and high risk populations. Contrary 
to historical results, our data does not indicate an increased 
incidence of anal SCC in our HiV population, and shows a 
cumulative incidence of 2.8% for HGd patients and 0.8% 
for lGd patients. this low rate of malignant conversion 
suggests that aggressive surveillance regimens, such as 
Hra, may lead to unnecessary procedures even in high 
risk patients.

SQUAMOUS	CELL	CANCERS	OF	THE	RECTUM	
DEMONSTRATE	POORER	SURVIVAL	AND	
INCREASED	NEED	FOR	SALVAGE	SURGERY	
COMPARED	TO	SQUAMOUS	CANCERS	OF	THE	
ANUS.

Podium abstracts S49

a. Kulaylat, C. Hollenbeak, d. Stewart
Hershey, PA

Purpose/Background:	 Squamous cell cancers of the 
anus (aSCC) are rare gastrointestinal malignancies for 
which neoadjuvant chemoradiation is the first line treat-
ment in the absence of distant disease. Squamous cell 
cancers of the rectum (rSCC) are far less common, and it 
is unclear if chemoradiotherapy improves their outcomes 
as is observed with aSCC. the aim of this study was to 
compare survival by stage for aSCC and rSCC based upon 
various treatment approaches.

Methods/Interventions:	Cohorts comprised of patients 
with aSCC and rSCC were formed using the national 
Cancer database (2006-2012). Patients with pre-treatment  

S48 Table 1. Incidence of SCC in high risk groups and general population

High Risk Group
Number of 
Patients

Number of 
SCC Events

Person- 
Years at risk

Incidence Rate
(per 100K per-

son-years)

Mean  
Follow-Up 
(months)

Cumulative 
Incidence

High Grade Anal Dysplasia 393 11 2123 518 (p<0.001) 64.8 2.80%  
(p<0.001)

Low Grade Anal Dysplasia 501 4 1266 316 (p<0.001) 30 0.80%  
(p<0.001)

HIV Positive 5,625 5 27,393 18 88.8 0.09%
History of Cervical Cancer 1,168 0 8,608 0 73.2 0.0%
Genital Warts 15,725 5 96,436 5 60 0.03%
High Grade Cervical 
Dysplasia

94,862 27 477,029 6 58.8 0.03%

General Population 5,864,286 410 31,738,190 1 64.8 0.01%
Incidence Rates presented per 100,000 person-year at risk
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clinical stage i-iii disease who underwent chemoradio-
therapy, with and without subsequent salvage surgical 
resection (defined as low anterior resection or abdomi-
noperineal resection at least 12 weeks after the initiation 
of radiation therapy), were included. Patient and disease 
characteristics were compared between the cohorts using 
standard univariate statistics. after stratification by clinical 
stage and location (aSCC versus rSCC), overall survival 
was compared using Kaplan-meier curves and log-rank 
tests. the survival implications of undergoing salvage 
surgery were also compared between aSCC and rSCC.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 11,159 patients with 
aSCC and 1,036 patients with rSCC were identified. 
Patients with rSCC were more often female (72.4% vs. 
67.5%; p=0.001), but otherwise did not differ from those 
with aSCC regarding age, race, or number of comorbidities.  
the majority of patients with aSCC presented with either 
clinical stage ii (45.7%) or stage iii (36.3%) disease, 
whereas the clinical presentations of rSCC patients were 
more evenly distributed among stages i-iii (p<0.001). 
a significantly higher proportion of patients with rSCC 
underwent lar or aPr at least 12 weeks following 
chemoradiotherapy than those undergoing aPr for aSCC 
(7.0% versus 1.6%; p<0.001). For patients with stage i and 
ii disease, rSCC was associated with significantly worse 
survival compared to aSCC (stage i: p=0.017; stage ii: 
p<0.001 for stage ii), but survival was similar between the 
cohorts for stage iii disease. For aSCC, the need for salvage 
surgery was associated with significantly worse survival for 
stage i-iii cancers. among those with rSCC, the need for 
salvage surgery did not significant impact survival for any 
stage of disease (Figure).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 rSCC is associated with 
significantly worse survival than aSCC for clinical stage i 
and ii disease. despite both cancers exhibiting squamous 
histology, rSCC may be less radiosensitive than aSCC as 
reflected in a greater incidence of salvage surgery which 
does not appear to significantly improve overall survival.

SALVAGE	SURGERY	FOR	ANAL	SCC	-	A	30	
YEAR	EXPERIENCE.

Podium abstracts S50a

G. Guerra, J. Kong, m. Bernardi, C. lynch, S. ngan, 
S. Warrier, a. Heriot
Melbourne, VIC, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 anal squamous cell carcinoma 
(SCC) has more than doubled in incidence over the last 
forty years without an improvement in survival. While 
chemoradiotherapy achieves a good outcome for many 
patients, a significant number suffer from persistent disease 
and local relapse. this study examines factors related to 
treatment failure following chemoradiotherapy for anal 
SCC at a single quaternary centre, and determines the 
outcomes of patients undergoing salvage pelvic resection.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients with anal squamous 
cell carcinoma treated with radical chemoradiotherapy 
at a single quaternary centre between 1983 and 2015 
were identified from a prospectively maintained database. 
multivariate regression analysis was used to determine 
factors associated with local treatment failure requiring 
salvage surgery. this subset of salvage surgery patients 
were assessed for factors associated with morbidity and 
outcome. disease free and overall survival were calculated 
by Kaplan-meier analysis.

Results/Outcome(s):	 483 primary anal SCC patients 
were managed over this time period, with 39 undergoing 
a salvage resection for pelvic disease in the absence of 
metastasis. median time to clinical and radiological assess-
ment post treatment was 87 days, with 15 patients (38%) 
suffering persistent disease and 24 (62%) developing local 
relapse. median time to recurrence for the local relapse 
group was 342 days post treatment completion, with 
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the cohort having a female predominance (59%), and 
mean age of 60 at recurrence. on multivariate analysis, 
both t3-4 disease (22.5% vs 6.7% p<0.0001) and adja-
cent organ involvement (29.6% vs 8.6% p<0.0001) were 
found to be independent predictors for salvage surgery. 
31 abdominoperineal resections were performed with 
10 involving a posterior vaginectomy. 8 pelvic exenter-
ations were also undertaken including vascular resec-
tion and intraoperative radiotherapy where indicated. 
myocutaneous flaps were performed in 16 patients (41%), 
with a wound complication rate of 6%, and there was no 
surgical mortality. margins were clear in 70% of resections, 
and all tumours demonstrated moderate or poor differen-
tiation, without lymph node involvement. at a median 
follow up of 21 months (range 4 - 150 months) with one 
patient lost to follow up, overall survival was 63% with a 
disease free survival of 50% (p<0.001). 11 patients (29%) 
developed local recurrence, which included all 7 patients 
with an r1 resection, 3 of which underwent re-resection. 
82% (9) died including the 3 re-resection patients and 
the remaining 2 are alive with persistent disease. 9 (24%) 
patients developed metastatic disease, of which 6 (67%) 
died and 2 are alive with persistent disease.

Conclusions/Discussion:	local recurrence in anal SCC 
can be salvaged, with r1 a strong predictor of further 
relapse and poor outcome. radical surgery is required in a 
significant portion of patients, and a new strategy is needed 
for patients with advanced stage tumours to optimise local 
and distant control.

SURVIVAL	FOLLOWING	PELVIC	
EXENTERATION	FOR	LOCALLY	ADVANCED	
AND	RECURRENT	RECTAL	CANCER:	ANALYSIS	
FROM	AN	INTERNATIONAL	COLLABORATIVE.

Podium abstracts S50

m. Kelly, P. Collaborative
Dublin, Ireland

Purpose/Background:	 the management of rectal 
cancer is rapidly evolving. approximately, 5-10% of 
patients present with locally advanced rectal cancer 
(larC) and an estimated 5% develop locally recurrent 
rectal cancer (lrrC). these patients are increasingly 
considered for pelvic exenteration. We assessed outcomes 
from a large multi-center collaboration and examined 
factors associated with surgical and survival outcomes.

Methods/Interventions:	 Consecutive patients who 
underwent pelvic exenteration for larC and lrrC 
between 2004-2014 from twenty-six specialist centers, 
across four continents were included in final analysis. 
Primary endpoints included surgical and survival outcomes. 
Secondly we assessed factors that impacted long-term 
survival.

Results/Outcome(s):	2,475 patients underwent pelvic 
exenteration (1,291 larC & 1,184 lrrC). 78% of larC 

and 49% of lrrC had neoadjuvant treatment. over 
one-third of patients had a post-operative morbidity and 
<2% had a 30-day mortality. 80% of larC and 55% of 
lrrC patients had a r0 resection. r0 was the single most 
important prognostic indicator of survival (5-year overall 
survival 49% for larC and 36% for lrrC (log-rank 
p<0.001)). median survival for positive vs. negative node 
resection for larC and lrrC was 31 vs. 46 and 22 vs. 
29 months respectively. neoadjuvant was associated with 
improved survival for lrrC but not for larC, however, it 
was associated with a higher incidence of 30-day complica-
tions (p=0.001). multivariate analysis identified resection 
margin status and nodal status as the main determinants 
of long-term survival for larC, while margin status and 
bone resection were main determinants for lrrC.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Collaborative data shows that 
exenterative surgery in specialist setting in associated with 
moderately good 5-year survival, with acceptable morbidity 
and mortality. these findings support centralization of 
exenterative surgery to specialist units.

IN	VIVO	AND	IN	VITRO	EFFICACY	OF	DUAL	
PI3K/MTOR	INHIBITION	IN	NOVEL	MURINE	
MODELS	OF	ANAL	CANCER.

Podium abstracts S51

B. rademacher, a. lim, H. Sleiman, J. micka, 
W. Culberson, a. romero, l. meske, e. Carchman
Madison, WI

Purpose/Background:	despite the continued rise in the 
incidence and mortality of anal cancer, therapeutic options 
for these patients remain unchanged. Furthermore, failure 
of standard of care chemoradiotherapy results in the need 
for radical surgical resection, which is associated significant 
morbidity and 5-year survival rates below 50%. there is 
strong patient and preclinical evidence that the Pi3K/
aKt/mtor pathway has an important role in anal carci-
noma. even with this molecular evidence there are limited 
preclinical models to test potentially effective therapeutics 
to improve anal cancer treatment. We hypothesized that 
BeZ235, a dual Pi3K/mtor inhibitor, would produce a 
treatment effect similar to standard of care chemoradio-
therapy in novel in vivo and in vitro models of anal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	utilizing an established murine 
model of anal cancer that overexpresses the HPV oncop-
roteins e6 and e7 (K14E6/E7), we developed anal tumors 
via weekly treatment with the carcinogen dmBa. K14E6/
E7 mice with established tumors were placed in one of 
the following groups: 1) no treatment controls (ntC), 
2) BeZ235 (BeZ, 100μg daily via oral gavage), and 3) 
chemoradiotherapy (Crt) where mitomycin C (mmC, 
6mg/kg i.p.), 5-fluorouracil (5-Fu, 50mg/kg i.p.) and 
targeted radiation at 2 Gy (24 hours post-chemotherapy) 
were given every 5 weeks. mice were assessed daily 
for morbidity/mortality, and tumor measurements were 
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captured every 2-3 days. Following tumor volume transfor-
mation to account for logarithmic growth, tumor growth 
rates were analyzed using a one-way anoVa. Survival 
was assessed using a Kaplan-meier analysis. our in vitro 
model employed tumor spheroids grown in 3d culture for 
72 hours with daily measurements of maximum spheroid 
width. Statistical comparisons of spheroid width between 
vehicle controls and three concentrations of BeZ were 
made using a repeated measures anoVa.

Results/Outcome(s):	 tumor growth rate between 
groups was significantly different. those mice receiving no 
treatment had the highest growth rates (p<0.0001). tukey 
post hoc testing showed significant differences between the 
ntC group (mean growth rate ± Sd; 0.1±0.05) and both 
the BeZ (0.005±0.006; p<0.0001) and Crt (0.01±0.02; 
p<0.0001) groups. using a Kaplan-meier analysis, the 
mean survival for the ntC group (mean days ± Sem; 
20.2±3.5) was significantly different from both the BeZ 
group (43.1±9.1; p<0.01) and Crt group (38.9±4.8; 
p<0.01). Finally, the efficacy of BeZ in our spheroid model 
was significant for all doses compared to vehicle control 
(p<1e-9).

Conclusions/Discussion:	our results show a prolonged 
inhibition of tumor growth using BeZ alone, with in vivo 
efficacy comparable to Crt. the failure to show signif-
icant difference between treatment groups is likely a 
reflection of our modest sample sizes. our results warrant 
studying the combination of BeZ and Crt in both models, 
and continuing to increase the groups sample sizes in our 
in vivo model.

CAN	BUTYRATE	INHIBIT	COLON	CANCER	
STEM	CELL?	AN	IN	VITRO	STUDY.

Podium abstracts S52

m. Srikummool, K. Kespechara, d. Surangkul, P. Kissalai, 
F. othman, P. limpanapa, S. Popluechai, a. Hiranyakas
Phitsanulok, Thailand; Phuket, Thailand; Chiang Rai, 
Thailand

Purpose/Background:	 Butyrate originates from the 
bacterial fermentation of dietary fibers. it has been shown 
to protect colorectal cancer by modulating the signaling 
pathways involved in carcinogenesis and inducing apop-
tosis in existing cancer cells. these protective effects of 
butyric acid have been demonstrated on colon cancer cells 
but have not been studied on colon-cancer initiating or 
colon-cancer stem cells. this is the first study to demon-
strate the effect of butyrate on the inhibition of colon-
cancer stem cells.

Methods/Interventions:	 Colon cancer cells HCt116 
and colon cancer stem cells HCt116 were cultured and 
treated with various concentrations (3mm, 5mm and 
10mm) of sodium butyrate for 24, 48, and 72 hours respec-
tively. Cell viability assay using Presto Blue and apoptosis 
assay using flow cytometry were measured. the expression 

of GPR41, GPR43 and SCL5A8 genes were measured 
using real time rt PCr.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the results showed that, under 
our culture conditions, butyrate inhibits the growth of 
HCt116 colon cancer stem cell and colon cancer cell 
line in a dose and time dependent manner. morphological 
analysis demonstrated that at baseline HCt116 cancer 
stem cells were grouped as sphere-forming cells and were 
detached after butyrate treatment indicating apoptosis 
confirmed by flow cytometry. three time of butyrate must 
be given in order to achieve the same effect of apoptosis 
in HCt116 cancer stem cells as compared to colon cancer 
cell line. the down-regulation of GPr41 was observed in 
both cell types after the treatment of butyrate.

Conclusions/Discussion:	the study demonstrated that 
butyrate inhibited colon-cancer stem cell proliferation in a 
dose-dependent manner. our results showed a role of fiber 
diet and their metabolites on colon-cancer stem cell and 
demonstrated an intervention potential on the prevention 
and therapy of colorectal cancer.

CD36:	A	POTENTIAL	MODIFIER	GENE	IN	
FAMILIAL	ADENOMATOUS	POLYPOSIS.

Podium abstracts S53

t. Connor, K. Bolton, B. talseth-Palmer, m. Holmes, 
P. Pockney, r. Scott
Newcastle, NSW, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 the disease familial adeno-
matous polyposis is characterized by the development of 
hundreds to thousands of adenomatous polyps throughout 
the colon and rectum. almost all people who have the 
condition will develop colorectal cancer at a young age 
unless they have prophylactic surgery. the disease is 
linked to mutations in the adenomatous polyposis coli 
(aPC) gene and genotype phenotype correlations have 
beeen revealed that are associated with severe forms of 
the disease. notwithstanding, some patients who should 
present with severe disease do not suggesting that addi-
tional genetic or environmental factors influence disease 
expression. recently, studies in mouse models of FaP have 
revealed the existence of genetic modifiers of the disease 
phenotype. until now, none of them has been shown to 
affect human disease. recently Cd36 has been revealed to 
be a modifier of disease in the mouse, with a demonstrated 
impact on tumorigenesis. this study aimed to investigate 
if single nucleotide polymorphisms (SnPs) in the Cd36 
gene could act as modifier genes for cancer development 
in human FaP patients.

Methods/Interventions:	dna was collected from 251 
FaP patients, all of whom harboured germline mutations 
in the aPC gene. any patient who harboured a mutation 
in the aPC gene that predisposes to attenuated FaP 
(or aFaP) was excluded from the study (these included 
mutations in exons 1-5, 9 and 3' to codon 1600). all 
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samples were obtained from the Hunter area Pathology 
Service, newcastle, nSW, and used for Cd36 genotyping. 
three Cd36 SnP assays were undertaken using an allelic 
discrimination assay. data recording extent of disease, 
presence of genetic mutations, age at diagnosis and inter-
vention had been previously collated.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Kaplan-meier analysis was 
suggestive of a protective effect in patients carrying the 
homozygote variant genotype of the SnP rs1984112, who 
appeared to develop disease approximately 10 years later 
than those patients who harboured only common allele. 
Heterozygotes for this change also appeared to develop 
disease ar a later time point suggesting a dominant trait. 
the results of SnP rs1761667 suggest that the rare allele 
is associated with a lower age of disease development and 
that it appears as a recessive trait.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 these findings suggest that 
Cd36 is the first modifier identified in a mouse model 
to be confirmed in the human disease counterpart. if 
confirmed this finding could potentialy impact on the 
clinical management of these patients by better defining 
at which times surgery should be offered to this high risk 
group of patients.

COMP	GENE	IS	OVEREXPRESSED	IN	EARLY	
ONSET	COLON	CANCER	AND	ASSOCIATED	
WITH	POOR	SURVIVAL.

Podium abstracts S55

V. nfonsam, V. Pandit, m. michailidou, J. Jandova
TUCSON, AZ

Purpose/Background:	although the overall incidence 
of colon cancer (CC) has steadily declined over the last 
three decades, the incidence has increased in patients 
younger than 50. the etiology of early-onset (eo) CC is 
not fully understood. ComP glycoprotein gene has been 
shown to confer tumor aggressiveness in pancreatic cancer. 
the aim of this study was to elucidate gene expression 
patterns in eoCC and show its uniqueness compared to 
late-onset (lo) disease. in addition, show that the over-
expression of ComP gene is associated with poor survival.

Methods/Interventions:	 two cohorts of patients with 
sporadic CC were identified. tumors and matching nonin-
volved tissues from six eoCC patients (<50) and six late-
onset colon cancers (loCC) patients (>65) were obtained 
from pathology archives. de-paraffinized tissues were 
macro-dissected from FFPe sections, rna isolated, and 
used for expression profiling of 770 cancer-related genes 
representing 13 canonical pathways. Survival analysis was 
performed using the cBioPortal for cancer genomics using 
382 CrC patients from the tCGa Provisional database.

Results/Outcome(s):	 among 770 genes assayed, 
changes in expression levels of 93 genes were statistically 
significant between eoCC and matching noninvolved 
tissues. there were also significant differences in expression 

levels of 118 genes between loCC and matching nonin-
volved tissues. detailed comparative gene expression 
analysis between eoCC and loCC normalized to their 
matching noninvolved tissues revealed that changes in 
expression of 88 genes were unique to eoCC using the 
cutoff criteria of expression levels difference >2 fold and 
P value <0.01. From these differentially expressed genes 
specific to eoCC, 28 genes were upregulated and 60 genes 
downregulated. at the pathway level, Pi3K-aKt signaling 
was the most deregulated pathway in eoCC and cell cycle 
in loCC. ComP glycoprotein was one of the genes that 
were uniquely over-expressed in eoCC. Survival analysis 
of 382 patients with CrC tumors using the cBioPortal for 
cancer genomics showed that CrC patients with alter-
ations (all of them with up-regulated ComP) in ComP 
expression present with poorer overall survival compared 
to patients without alterations in ComP expression.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 these results suggest that 
sporadic eoCC is characterized by distinct molecular 
events compared to loCC. in addition, ComP glycopro-
tein is overexpressed in eoCC and is associated with poor 
overall survival. ComP gene can potentially serve as a 
novel biomarker associated with eoCC as ComP glyco-
proteins could be detected in serum and urine.

DEMETHYLATION	INHIBITS	MIGRATION	AND	
INVASION	OF	DLD-1	COLORECTAL	CANCER	
CELLS	IN	VITRO.

Podium abstracts S56

r. Kokelaar, H. Jones, J. Williamson, m. evans, 
J. Beynon, d. Harris, G. Jenkins
Swansea, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 extramural vascular invasion 
(emVi) in rectal tumours is an important risk factor for 
disease recurrence and death. recent studies have demon-
strated CpG island hypermethylation phenotype (CimP) 
to be an independent risk factor for developing emVi. 
this study investigates the cellular processes linking 
hypermethylation with emVi by an in vitro model of rectal 
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cancer, and assess the biological and epigenetic effects of 
demethylation.

Methods/Interventions:	 Hypermethylated dld-1 
human colorectal cancer cells were cultured and treated 
daily for three days with demethylating agent 5-azacytidine 
(aZa) across a dose range (0.5μm to 5μm), after which 
standard tests of population doubling (rPd) and cytotox-
icity (trypan blue) were performed. treated cells were then 
subjected to a 500μm gel-insert scratch migration assay and 
video microscopy was used to record time-to-convergence 
(tC). treated cells were also seeded into Corning matrigel 
invasion chambers (0.3cm2, 8 micron pore) and stimulated 
to invade through a basement membrane. methylation 
specific PCr was performed on harvested cells across the 
dose range and compared to controls for eight genes asso-
ciated with CimP (SoCS1, mint-1, hmlH, neuroG1, 
tHBd, Hand1, adamtS1, iGFBP3).

Results/Outcome(s):	aZa demonstrated >50% reduc-
tion in rPd at a dose of 2μm, with a linear dose- 
dependent retardation of population growth from 0.1μm 
to 1.0μm. trypan blue test also demonstrated linear 
increase in cytotoxicity up to 1μm. mean tC was 38.6hrs 
+/- 2.4hrs (1Sd) for control, solvent control (dmSo), 
and 0.5μm aZa. mean tC for 1.0μm and 2.0μm aZa 
was 52.0hrs +/- 3.0hrs and 91.0hrs +/- 3.75hrs, respec-
tively (p=<0.001). Cell invasion across the dose range 
demonstrated a strong dose-dependent positive correlation 
between aZa and number of invading cells; Pearson’s 
r(19)=0.88, anoVa p=<0.001. these effects were 
observed at doses below those considered cytotoxic. aZa 
incompletely demethylated 5 out of 8 CpG islands across 
the dose spectrum. hmlH, SoCS, and iGFBP3 were 
resistant to demethylation at all doses, but adamtS1, 
mint, Hand, and tHBd demonstrated demethylation 
at all doses.

Conclusions/Discussion:	this study demonstrates that 
aZa reduced dld-1 colorectal cancer cell migration and 
invasion through an extracellular matrix at sub-cytotoxic 
doses. additionally, aZa demethylated 5 out of 8 genes 
associated with CimP, indicating a direct link between 
hypermethylation and the ability of cells to migrate and 
invade in vitro. Further work is required to discover the 
cellular mechanisms that result in the reduced ability of 
dld-1 cancer cells to invade after demethylation with 
5-azacytidine, and may provide new avenues for novel 
therapeutics.

ANAL	SPHINCTER	REGENERATION:	A	
COMPARATIVE	STUDY	USING	MESENCHYMAL	
STEM	CELLS.

Podium abstracts S57

l. Sun, K. Philips, r. Somoza, a. Caplan, m. damaser, 
m. Zutshi
Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	mesenchymal stem cells (mSC) 
have been evaluated as an option for treatment in anal 
sphincter injury because of their regenerative effects. 
Factors involved in muscle regeneration include Galectin-1 
which regulates differentiation of myoblasts to myotubes 
and leukemia inhibitory Factor (liF) which promotes cell 
growth by inhibiting differentiation. Hypothesis: regardless 
of the origin of mSC, rat bone marrow derived (rmSC), 
human bone marrow-derived (hmSC) or human adipose 
tissue-derived (hadSC), improvements occur in phys-
iological and histological outcomes after an acute anal 
sphincter injury.

Methods/Interventions:	 54 weight and age-matched 
female Sprague dawley rats were randomly allocated 
to 4 treatment groups after undergoing excision of 50% 
of the anal sphincter. 24 hours after excision(per our 
previous cytokine data) rats were either untreated(ia) 
or were treated with a local injection of rmSC, hmSC, 
or hadSC(8x105 cells,n=6/group). anal pressures were 
measured pre-excision and 3 weeks post treatment.  
using image Pro Plus 7 each sample was used to compare 
the % of muscle and connective tissue at both the 
defect and intact area in the same section. Western Blot 
determined Galectin-1/ liF expression normalized to an 
un-manipulated control. Histology and Western Blot 
data(mean±Sd) used one-way anoVa with tukey 
posthoc test, pressure data used two-way anoVa with 
a tukey posthoc test. p<0.05 was considered significantly 
different.

Results/Outcome(s):	 manometry: there were no 
significant differences among the groups prior to exci-
sion. However, 3 weeks post-treatment anal pressures 
(cmH2o) in the ia group(5.0±01.49) were significantly 
decreased compared to pre-excision levels(16.7±9.04, 
p<0.001). 3 weeks post treatment the ia group 
(5.0±1.49) had significantly lower pressures compared 
to hmSC(12.7±3.99, p=0.01) and hadSC(13.0±2.79, 
p=0.02) treated groups(Figure). Histology: although 
all mSC-treated groups demonstrated increased muscle, 
significantly more muscle was seen in the hadSC group 
(1.0±0.09, p=0.008) compared to ia (0.8±0.02) at the 
site of defect. Significantly less fibrosis was noted in 
rmSC(1.2±0.27, p=0.01), hadSC (1.1±0.20, p=0.002) 
and hmSC(1.2±0.27, p=0.03) treated groups compared to 
the ia group(1.6±0.14). Western Blot: liF protein expres-
sion was significantly increased in the ia group(2.6±0.32, 
p〈0.001) compared to the mSC-treated groups (rmSC: 
0.6±0.25, hadSC: 0.5±0.17, hmSC: 0.9±0.42). Galectin-1 
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protein expression was significantly decreased in the ia 
group (0.2±0.05) compared to the hmSC group (0.6±0.29, 
p=0.04).

Conclusions/Discussion:	in this rat model of an acute 
anal sphincter injury both hadSC and hmSC promoted 
muscle regeneration and increased resting anal pressures 3 
weeks post-delivery. mSC from different origins decreased 
fibrosis equally which was associated with liF suppression 
and Galetin-1 elevation. Future research will focus on 
human origin cells as a therapy for regenerating muscle in 
the anal sphincter.

Figure. Bar plot showing the anal resting pressures of each group 
pre-injury and 3 weeks post treatment. The	graph	indicates	that	at	the	
post-treatment	time	point,	both	hMSC	and	hADSC	groups	achieved	
a	significant	increase	in	anal	pressure	compared	to	IA. (two way 
anoVa followed by tukey test was used and data was shown as mean 
± Sd, * p<0.05). The	post-treatment	pressure	was	significant	lower	
than	pre-excision	in	IA	group (# p<0.001).

HUMAN	DERIVED	AMNIOTIC	MEMBRANE	
IS ASSOCIATED WITH DECREASED 
POSTOPERATIVE	INTRAPERITONEAL	
ADHESIONS	IN	A	RAT	MODEL.

Podium abstracts S58

J. Kuckelman, J. Smith, K. Kniery, J. Kay, S. lyon, 
Z. Hoffer, S. Steele, V. Sohn
Tacoma, WA; Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	adhesions after intra-abdominal 
surgery can result in significant morbidity and accounts 
for 6% of all hospital admissions. Currently, hyaluronate/
carboxymethylcellulose represents the major option to 
prevent adhesion formation after surgery. a novel product, 
human amniotic membrane (Ham), contains inherent 
anti-inflammatory properties that should mitigate adhesion 
formation. We sought to evaluate the rate of adhesion 
generation after surgical trauma from Ham compared to 
standard intraperitoneal adhesion barriers.

Methods/Interventions:	 in this double-blinded, 
prospective evaluation, 30 male Sprague-dawley rats 
underwent laparotomy with peritoneal disruption to the 
cecum and abdominal wall. animals were randomized 
to one of three groups (n=10): Control, 2x3cm sodium 
hyaluronate/carboxymethylcellulose (HaC) adhesion 
barrier, or a 2x3cm Ham adhesion barrier. animals were 
sacrificed at 14 days. independent gross and histological 
assessments were performed and analyzed between groups 
using adhesion scoring and microscopy. Scoring was based 
on percent of the cecum involved (0-4), vascularity of 
adhesions (0-3), strength (0-3), inflammation (0-3), and 
fibrosis (0-3).

Results/Outcome(s):	all rats survived to 14 days and 
intra-abdominal adhesions were observed in all 30 animals. 
We observed no fascial dehiscence. there were signifi-
cantly fewer adhesions in the Ham group (2.3) versus the 
control (3.2) and HaC (3.1) groups (p=0.046). Percent 
adhesion to the cecum was significantly lower in the Ham 
(29%) when compared to the HaC (47%) and control 
(36%, p=0.048). Gross adhesion scores were significantly 
higher in the HaC and control groups with a score of 7.4 
and 6.1 out of 10 versus 5.8 in the Ham group (p=0.041). 
Histological examination showed no significant difference 
between or within the three groups for inflammation or 
fibrosis. the attached figure gives representative gross 
and histological examples of the three groups. there 
were trends of decreased neovascularity as well as adhe-
sion strength in the Ham group. Finally, intraperitoneal 
inflammation appeared to be decreased in the Ham group 
as represented by the formation of gastrocecal and entero-
cecal fistulas that were observed in our control group.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Human derived amniotic 
membrane is effective at reducing intraperitoneal adhesion 
after surgical trauma and is superior to the current anti- 
adhesion barriers. Ham is well absorbed and demonstrates 
short-term safety.
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ASPIRIN	PROMOTES	AN	EPITHELIAL	 
PHENOTYPE,	REDUCES	THE	STEM	CELL	
POPULATION	AND	INHIBITS	WNT	
SIGNALLING	IN	COLORECTAL	NEOPLASIA.

Poster abstracts Pd1

K. dunbar, a. Valanciute, t. Jamieson, K. myant, 
o. Sansom, m. arends, S. Farrington, m. dunlop, F. din
Edinburgh, United Kingdom; Glasgow, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	Colorectal cancer (CrC) is the 
fourth commonest cause of cancer deaths worldwide. the 
role of aspirin in cancer prevention is well-established 
with aspirin reducing CrC incidence. recent evidence 
suggests that aspirin may have post-diagnosis benefits with 
increased survival rates in CrC patients. loss of cell-cell 
junctions and the acquirement of a motile mesenchymal 
phenotype is facilitated by epithelial-mesenchymal tran-
sition (emt) which is associated with CrC metastasis. 
Furthermore, emt can induce a cancer stem cell (CSC) 
phenotype in tumour cell subsets which display increased 
therapeutic resistance. a potential mechanism for the 
post-diagnosis benefit of aspirin is the inhibition of emt 
and CSC formation. understanding the signalling path-
ways regulating emt and CSC formation in cancer is 
important for preventing metastasis and combating thera-
peutic resistance. aberrant Wnt signalling is an early char-
acteristic in colorectal neoplasia and contributes to emt 
and stem cell regulation. Here, we investigate the effect of 
aspirin on emt, stem cell population and Wnt signalling 
in CrC cell lines, human familial adenomatous polyposis 
(FaP) colonic organoids and the apcmin/+ mouse model.

Methods/Interventions:	We studied the effect of aspirin 
on CrC cell line migration and invasion using wound 
healing and organotypic invasion assays. differences in 
markers of motility, emt and stem cells were evaluated 
following aspirin treatment using western blotting, immu-
nofluorescence and qrt-PCr. the effects of aspirin on 
emt and stem cell markers were also studied in human 
FaP colonic epithelial organoids and in apcmin/+ mouse 
models.

Results/Outcome(s):	aspirin inhibited CrC cell migra-
tion and invasion. the decreased migration was parallelled 
by inhibition of rhoa/roCK1 motility signalling following 
aspirin. aspirin increased e-cadherin (epithelial marker) 
and reduced mesenchymal marker expression in CrC cell 
lines, human colonic organoids and apcmin/+ adenomas 
indicating inhibition of emt. the characteristic cystic 
phenotype of “Wnt-driven” effects in aPC-mutated human 
and mouse colonic epithelial organoids was rescued by 
aspirin, which promoted the “budding” phenotype more 
consistent with wild-type aPC alleles. in parallel, aspirin 
decreased expression of stem cell markers (lgr5, troy) 
in aPC-mutated human and mouse colonic epithelial 
organoids. aspirin also decreases β-catenin expression and 
reduced Paneth cell number in apcmin/+ adenomas.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 aspirin inhibits cellular 
migration, invasion, motility and promotes an epithelial 
phenotype in CrC cell lines. We also show that aspirin 
rescues the aberrant Wnt-driven cystic phenotype in 
human FaP and mouse adenoma models with a concomit-
tant decrease in stem cell population and Wnt pathway 
inhibition. our novel findings shed light on potential 
molecular mechansims related with increased survival in 
CrC patients on aspirin post-diagnosis.

NEAR	INFRARED	TARGETED	COLONOSCOPY	
FOR	THE	DETECTION	AND	REMOVAL	OF	
COLONIC	NEOPLASMS.

Poster abstracts Pd2

J. mitchem, J. amos-landgraf, m. lewis
Columbia, MO

Purpose/Background:	Colorectal cancer (CrC) affects 
over 150, 000 patients per year. despite advances in 
therapy, many patients eventually die of their disease. the 
most effective means of improving survival is preventing 
occurrence via screening. With appropriate screening 
there is an up to 70% risk reduction for the development 
of CrC. While this is impressive, the adequacy of adenoma 
detection and removal during colonoscopy is important as 
adenoma miss rates have been reported up to 20-30%. this 
clearly demonstrates a need for improved colonoscopic 
screening. in this study, we use a novel targeted imaging 
method to enhance polyp detection and removal.

Methods/Interventions:	 an anti-α-actinin-4 peptide 
(lS301), with excitation in the near infrared (nir), was 
used for detection of uptake. a rat colonoscopy system 
was fitted with a nir laser to acquire images. Pirc rats 
harboring a germline aPC mutation that develop colon 
neoplasia were used for colonoscopic imaging. Samples 
of human normal colon, adenoma, and adenocarcinoma 
were immunohistochemically stained for expression of 
α-actinin-4.

Results/Outcome(s):	 immunohistochemistry demon-
strated increased α-actinin 4 on the cell surface in 
human adenomas and adenocarcinomas when compared 
to normal colon. thus, α-actinin 4 is an attractive target 
for nir-guided colonoscopy in patients. a rat model of 
colonic lesion development that mimics human CrC 
was established using Pirc rats. at age 5 months, lesions 
were detected in rats on white light colonoscopy. next, 
rats were given topical lS301 and nir colonoscopy 
was performed providing evidence of increased uptake 
in polyps when compared to normal mucosa. rats were 
then sacrificed and polyps were confirmed at necropsy. 
Histologically, these polyps harbored adenoma and early 
adenocarcinoma mimicking human disease. Colonoscopy 
was well tolerated by the rats and interval lesion progres-
sion was clearly detectable.
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Conclusions/Discussion:	this study shows that α-ac-
tinin 4 expression is increased in colorectal neoplasia, and 
is an attractive target for nir-guided colonoscopy. this 
technique is a critical area of need as early detection and 
removal of polyps prevents cancer development and helps 
to ensure complete polyp removal, with the potential to 
allow patients to avoid colectomy.

a) image depicting normal rat colon with white light colonoscopy and 
near-infrared imaging (nri) showing no uptake in the normal colon. 
B) Colonoscopic image of Pirc rat colon polyp with white light colo-
noscopy and nri depicting increased uptake of lS301 in the polyp. C) 
image of white light colonoscopy, narrow band imaging, and nri show-
ing increased uptake lS301 in flat lesion.

ENDOSCOPIC	DECOMPRESSION	FOR	SIGMOID	
VOLVULUS:	IS	IT	A	PRIMARY	TREATMENT	
OPTION?

Poster abstracts Pd3

C. Boodry, C. aquina, a. Becerra, Z. Xu, C. Justiniano, 
a. Swanger, l. temple, F. Fleming
Rochester, NY

Purpose/Background:	Sigmoid volvulus is a life-threat-
ening condition that often affects patients with significant 
comorbidity. Given the perceived risks associated with  
definitive surgery, the choice between colonoscopic 
decompression alone and elective colectomy remains 
controversial. Currently, outside of several case series, little  
is known regarding outcomes following endoscopic 
management alone.

Methods/Interventions:	 the Statewide Planning and 
research Cooperative System was queried for all urgent or 
emergent admissions in which endoscopic decompression 
was performed for sigmoid volvulus in new york State 
between 2000 and 2011 using iCd-9 diagnostic and proce-
dure codes. Patients were classified into two groups: endo-
scopic decompression with subsequent elective colectomy 
or endoscopic decompression alone. Patients were then 
retrospectively followed for 3 years, and outcomes were 
compared between the two treatment groups.

Results/Outcome(s):	 among 4,204 patients admitted 
with acute sigmoid volvulus, 19% of patients underwent 
initial colectomy and 81% underwent initial endoscopic 
decompression. of the 89% of patients initially managed 
successfully with endoscopy, 24% underwent colectomy 

and 76% had colonoscopy alone. recurrent volvulus 
occurred in 25% of patients who underwent decompres-
sion (median=86 days), resulting in 12.4% of patients 
undergoing subsequent colectomy. Patients with older age, 
male sex, medicaid insurance, diabetes mellitus, CoPd, 
renal failure, and admission from nursing home were more 
likely to have endoscopic intervention. elective colectomy 
and colonoscopic decompression alone had a 7.8% and 
13.4% 30-day postoperative mortality rate, respectively. 
90-day postoperative mortality rates for these procedures 
were 13.9% and 21.4%. Colonoscopy alone was associated 
with a 5.5% cause-specific mortality rate within 3 years. 
ultimately, patients with increased age and comorbidities 
had increased likelihood of 30-day and 90-day mortality in 
both patients treated with elective colectomies and colo-
noscopic decompression.

Conclusions/Discussion:	over half of patients admitted 
with sigmoid volvulus are currently being managed with 
colonoscopic decompression alone. While this treatment 
carries a high recurrence rate, it may be preferable to elec-
tive colectomy when comparing mortality rates, empha-
sizing the importance of careful risk-stratification in this 
comorbid population.

PREOPERATIVE	ANTI-TNFα	THERAPY	
PREDICTS	DEVELOPMENT	OF	DENOVO	
CROHN’S	DISEASE	AFTER	ILEAL	POUCH-ANAL	
ANASTOMOSIS	FOR	ULCERATIVE	COLITIS.

Poster abstracts Pd4

K. Zaghiyan, n. lopez, G. Barmparas, G. melmed, 
d. Shih, e. Vasiliauskas, d. mcGovern, n. Singh, 
S. rabizadeh, S. targan, P. Fleshner
Los Angeles, CA

Purpose/Background:	 one of the most devastating 
complications of ileal pouch-anal anastomosis (iPaa) for 
ulcerative colitis (uC) is development of denovo Crohn’s 
disease (Cd). medical therapy with anti-tnFα prior to iPaa  
is increasing. We hypothesized that the incidence of denovo 
Cd after iPaa has increased and preoperative anti-tnFα is  
a risk factor the rise in the development of Cd after iPaa.

Methods/Interventions:	 a single institution, prospec-
tively maintained database was evaluated for patients who 
underwent iPaa for uC during a 22-year period ending 
august, 2015. development of Cd, preoperative anti-
tnFα use, demographic and disease characteristics were 
evaluated. the study cohort was divided into 3 periods 
chronologically based on the date of stoma closure: Study 
period 1(1993 to 1999), Study period 2 (2000 to 2007), 
and Study period 3 (2008 to 2015) and preoperative 
anti-tnFα use and development of Cd were compared 
between groups. Cox proportional hazards model was used 
to identify independent risk factors for development of 
Cd. Crohn’s disease-free survival was compared using the 
Kaplan-meier method and log-rank test.
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Results/Outcome(s):	 353 patients undergoing iPaa 
for uC were identified (179 males; mean age 38.5 ±16.1 
years), of whom 60 (17%) developed Cd during a mean 
follow-up of 47 (range, 3 – 237) months. none of the 71 
patients in Study period 1, 38 patients (24%) in Study 
period 2, and 87 patients (71%) in Study period 3 used 
preoperative anti-tnFα (p<0.001). Coinciding with the 
increasing use of anti-tnFs, 11 patients (15.5%) in Study 
period 1, 31 patients (19.5%) in Study period 2, and 18 
patients (14.6%) in Study period 3 developed Cd at a 
mean of 80.9 ± 87.6, 43.6 ± 40.6, and 16.3 ± 21.4 months 
respectively; p=0.001. mean time to development of Cd 
was also significantly shorter for patients treated with 
anti-tnFα (20.2 ± 27.2 months) versus anti-tnFα naïve 
patients (58 ± 60.4 months); p=0.002. Crohn’s disease-
free survival was also significantly shorter for patients 
treated with anti-tnFα (p<0.001) (Figure). using the cox 
proportional hazards model, preoperative anti-tnFα use 
(Hr: 2.2, 95% Ci, 1.1-4.3; p=0.03) predicted develop-
ment of Cd whereas older age at surgery (Hr: 0.98; 95% 
Ci, 0.96-0.99; p=0.01) and surgery during Study period 1 

(Hr: 0.18; 95% Ci, 0.06-0.54; p=0.002) were protective 
for development of Cd.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 diagnosis of denovo Cd is 
occurring at a faster time interval after iPaa. this may 
partly be explained by increasing preoperative treatment 
with anti-tnFs, which independently predict the devel-
opment of denovo Cd. this may be a reflection of more 
aggressive disease process in patients treated with anti-
tnFα preoperatively, the ability of anti-tnFα drugs to 
mask Cd prior to iPaa, or the development of Cd may 
be fostered by the interaction between anti-tnFs and the 
microbiome.

PD3 Bivariate Analysis of Factors Associated with Elective Colectomy vs.  
Endoscopic Decompression Alone for Sigmoid Volvulus

Elective Colectomy
(n=743; 24.42%)

Endoscopic Decompression
(n=2,300; 75.58%) P-Value

Age
< 70
65-79
≥ 80

264 (35.5)
186 (25)

293 (39.4)

684 (30)
612 (26.6)

1004 (43.7)

<0.0001

Sex
Male
Female

464 (62.45)
279 (37.6)

1222 (53.1)
1,078 (46.9)

<0.0001

Race
White
Black
Other
Unknown

514 (69.1)
138 (18.6)
70 (9.4)
21 (2.8)

1,568 (68.2)
459 (20)
205 (9)
68 (3)

0.8

Medicaid Insurance 290 (39) 1018 (44.3) 0.01
Comorbidities

Cardiac Disease
Diabetes Mellitus
COPD
Renal Dysfunction
Elixhauser Comorbidity Score ≥ 2

96 (12.9)
98 (13.2)
89 (12)
19 (2.6)

311 (41.9)

362 (15.7)
429 (18.7)
365 (16)
149 (6.5)

1075 (46.7)

0.06
0.0006
0.009

<0.0001
<0.02

Hospital Academic Status
Major Academic
Non-Academic

284 (38.2)
459 (61.8)

840 (36.5)
1460 (63.5)

0.55

Hospital Location
Urban
Rural

698 (93.9)
45 (6.06)

2,135 (92.8)
165 (7.17)

0.29

Admission from Nursing Home 39 (5.3) 175 (7.6) 0.02
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LONG-TERM	OUTCOMES	OF	ANAL	FISTULA	
REPAIR	WITH	LIFT	PROCEDURE.

Poster abstracts Pd5

n. mantilla, J. Sugrue, a. abcarian, K. Kochar, 
a. mellgren, V. Chaudhry, J. Harrison, J. Cintron
Chicago, IL

Purpose/Background:	the ligation of the intersphinc-
teric fistula tract (liFt) procedure has emerged as a 
popular sphincter-sparing option for the treatment of fistu-
la-in-ano. Previous studies have reported a wide range 
of success rates. length of follow-up, local and systemic 
factors are thought to play a role in the healing and recur-
rence rates. the purpose of this study was to assess the 
long-term success rate of liFt procedure and to determine 
risk factors that might predict failure.

Methods/Interventions:	 We performed a retrospec-
tive review of all 221 patients who underwent 238 liFt 

procedures at three large academic centers from June 
2009 to december 2015. Variables collected included age, 
gender, body mass index (Bmi), fistula duration, prior 
fistula procedures, external opening location, length of the 
tract, and systemic risks factors for poor healing including 
diabetes and smoking history. the primary outcome was 
the rate of healing defined as resolution of symptoms with 
closure of the external opening at 3 months. Predictive 
factors for fistula recurrence were analyzed.

Results/Outcome(s):	the analysis included 221 patients 
(72% male), while 43 (18%) were lost to follow-up. mean 
follow-up was 11.76 (±14.9) months and mean age was 
45 (±12) years. at follow-up, 93 (39%) liFt procedures 
healed and 103 (43%) failed to heal. Systemic factors 
including smoking, diabetes, HiV and obesity were not 
significant of failure. High fistulas with internal opening 
above the dentate line failed to heal more often than those 
at or below the dentate line (p=0.036). Fistula charac-
teristics including length of the tract, location of external 
opening and prior seton placement, were not predictive of 
healing (table).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in this large multicenter 
patient cohort, long-term success rates following the liFt 
procedure were fair and were generally lower than what 
has been reported in earlier studies. our results do not 
support systemic risk factors as predictors of liFt failure, 
while fistulas with a high internal opening seem to have an 
increased risk for failure after liFt procedure.

PD5 Fistula characteristics.

Healed
(n=95)

Non-Healed
(n=103) P value

Posterior Fistula IO 35 (38) 36 (35) 0.77+
Posterior Fistula EO 35 (38) 33 (32) 0.45+
Length of Track

Mean (±SD)
Median (range)

3.7 (±1.7)
3 (2-10)

3.4 (±1.5)
3 (1-9)

0.30*
0.45**

Depth of IO
At or Below dentate line
Above dentate line

51 (93)
4 (7)

48 (79)
13 (21)

0.038+

Abscess 5 (5) 5 (5) 1.0+
Seton 58 (62) 64 (62) 1.0+
Drain 9 (10) 13 (13) 0.65+
Blind Track 6 (6) 9 (9) 0.60+
Prior repair 13 (14) 23 (22) 0.14+

Fistula Duration (months)
Mean (±SD)
Median (range)

27.8 (±34.6)
13.7 (1-210)

25.1 (±32.5)
12.7 (1-156)

0.58*
0.51**

Categorical variables reported as n (%), continuous variables reported as mean (±SD).
IO=internal opening. EO=external opening.
*Unpaired t-test, **Mann-Whitney U-test, +Fisher’s exact test.
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AUTOLOGOUS	MICRO-FRAGMENTED	AND	
MINIMALLY	MANIPULATED	ADIPOSE	TISSUE	
AS	AN	INNOVATIVE	APPROACH	FOR	THE	
TREATMENT	OF	COMPLEX	ANAL	FISTULAS:	A	
SAFETY	AND	FEASIBILITY	STUDY.

Poster abstracts Pd6

a. Sturiale, i. Giani, B. Fabiani, C. menconi, G. toniolo, 
G. naldini
Pisa, Italy

Purpose/Background:	 the aim of the study is to 
evaluate the safety and feasibility of using autologous, 
micro-fragmented and minimally manipulated adipose 
tissue to promote complex anal fistula healing.

Methods/Interventions:	From april 2015 to april 2016, 
fifteen patients affected by complex transfincteric anal 
fistula were enrolled in the present study. inclusion criteria 
were: complex anal fistula confirmed by pelvic magnetic 
resonance or 3d 360° transanal ultrasound, fistula already 
drained with a seton from almost 4-6 weeks. exclusion 
criteria were: multiple fistula tracts, presence of abscess, 
inflammatory bowel disease, HiV, HBV or HCV infec-
tion, recto-vaginal fistula, therapy with anticoagulants,  
steroids or immunomodulants, previous pelvic radio-
therapy, personal history of neoplasia within 5 years from 
the diagnosis, pregnancy, uncontrolled diabetes, coagulop-
athy or connective diseases. technique: the lower or the 
lateral abdomen was chosen as donor site for adipose tissue 
harvesting. the harvested fat was then processed in the 
lipogems processing kit, a disposable device that progres-
sively reduces the size of the adipose tissue clusters while 
eliminating oily substances and blood residues with pro-in-
flammatory properties. after curettage of the fistula tract, 
the closure of internal opening was performed through 
3/0 PdS stiches and mucosal flap. after this procedure a 
total 12 cc of processed adipose tissue was injected around 
the fistula tract and internal opening, using 1 cc syringes. 
operative time, intra-operative and postoperative compli-
cations were recorded. Follow-up was scheduled at 7 days, 
1-3-6-12 months after surgery. the healing of the fistula 
was defined as the closure of internal and external open-
ings without any discharge.

Results/Outcome(s):	Fifteen patients (5 males and 10 
females) underwent the procedure. the mean operative 
time was 55 minutes. median follow-up was 12 months 
(range 6-12). recurrence rate was 26.7% (4 patients). 
it was observed one case of abscess and three cases of 
persistent discharge without closure of the internal and 
external openings. no intraoperative or postoperative 
major complications were recorded. only two cases of 
minor abdominal wall hematoma occurred.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 autologous, micro- 
fragmented and minimally manipulated adipose tissue is 
a safe and feasible procedure to promote complex anal 
fistula healing. Preliminary results of this novel technique 
are very promising, although a larger number of patients is 

required to draw any conclusion about long-term results 
compared with the other sphincter saving procedures.

OVERLAPPING	AND	SLEEVE-LIKE	
MODIFICATION	TO	THE	MUCOSAL	
ADVANCEMENT	FLAP	IMPROVES	OUTCOMES.

Poster abstracts Pd7

m. Haddadin, S. eftaiha, e. mustaf, m. eftaiha
Chicago, IL; Amman, Jordan

Purpose/Background:	 Successful outcomes of the 
mucosal advancement flap as a sphincter sparing treat-
ment for high and complex cryptoglandular fistulas range 
between 60-80%. the overlapping, sleeve like modifica-
tion of the mucosal advancement flap is done by creating a 
flap of mucosa, inclusive of internal spincter, in a sleeve like 
manner and suturing it 1 cm distal to the internal opening 
(Figures 1&2). a proximal segment of redundant rectal 
mucosa is then used to overlap the flap and the suture line 
to reinforce the repair (Figure 3). the aim of the present 
study is to evaluate whether an overlapping, sleeve like 
modification of the mucosal advancement flap enhances 
successful outcome in the treatment of high and complex 
cryptoglandular fistulas.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review was 
done on 139 patients who underwent overlapping, sleeve 
like modification of the mucosal advancement flap by a 
team of two surgeons at a single institution from 2010 to 
2016. all patients had high and complex transsphincteric 
fistulas, defined as those that encompassed greater than 
one-third of the external sphincter. Primary outcome is the 
resolution of the fistula defined as closure of the external 
opening and cessation of drainage either from the anus or 
external opening at least three months post procedure. 
Failure was characterized by persistent drainage through 
the external opening or the anus or the need for additional 
surgery. Secondary outcomes include demographics, length 
of follow-up, and complications related to the procedure. 
non-cryptoglandular fistulas and patients with insufficient 
follow up were excluded.

Results/Outcome(s):	139 patients (90% male) with a 
median age of 42 (range, 19-65) years underwent overlap-
ping, sleeve like mucosal advancement flap. over a median 
follow up of 12 (range, 3-18) months, 125 (90%) patients 
had a successful outcome. of the 14 patients with recur-
rences, 4 of them had necrosis of the flap, 3 patients had 
recurrence with associated ischio-rectal abscess, and the 7 
other patients had persistent drainage through the external 
opening at least 3 months after the procedure. there were 
no instances of postoperative incontinence.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the overlapping, sleeve like 
modification applied to the mucosal advancement flap 
seems to be associated with higher success rate than the 
classical mucosal advancement flap technique. We believe 
that the sleeve like shape of the flap with minimal lateral 
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incisions risks less blood supply compromise and mini-
mizes stool accumulation under the flap. in addition, the 
overlapping of proximal redundant rectal mucosa protects 
the repair, at least for some time, from contact with rectal 
contents.

MULTICENTER	PROSPECTIVE	SERIES	OF	
SACRAL	NERVE	STIMULATION	FOR	FECAL	
INCONTINENCE	IN	LATIN	AMERICA:	INITIAL	
REPORT.

Poster abstracts Pd8

l. oliveira, G. Hagerman, m. torres, C. lumi, 
J. Siachoque, J. reyes, J. aguirre, J. Sanchez-robles, 
V. Guerrero-Guerrero, S. murad-regadas,  
V. Gaburgio Filho, G. rosato, e. Vieira, l. marzan, 
d. lima, e. londoño-Schimmer, S. Wexner
Weston, FL; Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; Buenos Aires, Argentina; 
Alvaro Obregon, Mexico; San Juan, PR; Bogota, Colombia; 
Ciudad de Mexico, Mexico; Cuauhtemoc, Mexico; Fortaleza, 
Brazil; Parana, Brazil

Purpose/Background:	Sacral nerve stimulation (SnS) 
is a widely accepted therapeutic option for patients with 
fecal incontinence (Fi). However, to date, large series have 
only reported results from developed wealthier countries. 
little has been reported regarding the implementation or 
outcomes of SnS in less developed or less wealthy coun-
tries. thus we aimed to retrospectively evaluate patients 
with Fi who underwent SnS in latin america. end 
points evaluated were 1) Clevelanc Clinic Florida-Fecal 

incontinence score (CCF-FiS) improvement, and 2)  
incidence and types of complications.

Methods/Interventions:	 all patients who underwent 
an SnS procedure after failed conservative management 
for Fi including pelvic floor retraining biofeedback therapy 
were included for analysis. Patients underwent clinical 
assessment, with recorded CCF-FiS when available, anal 
manometry, and endoanal ultrasound. all participating 
surgeons underwent didactic and hands-on cadaver lab 
training prior to and proctoring during their initial SnS 
procedures. data from all centers were entered into a 
common database by one surgeon (lo) for statistical 
analysis.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 131 patients [119 
females; mean age of 62.2 (range, 19-87) years] underwent 
fluoroscopic-guided S3 SnS for Fi between 2009-2016 in 
latin america. after successful test lead implantation, 
the SnS stimulator was placed in 129 patients. at a mean 
follow-up of 36.7 (range, 1-84) months, the CCF-FiS 
was significantly improved from the preoperative base-
line (15.9 to 5.2, respectively; p<0.0001). Complications 
occured in 19/129 (14.7%) patients and included infection 
(n=5), persistent implant site pain (n=5), generator or 
lead dislodgement (n=5), malfunctioning device (n=3) 
and hematoma (n=1). reimplantation after the first 
and second stages of the procedure were necessary in 2 
(1.5%) and 3 (2.3%) patients, respectively. the device 
removal rate was 2.2%. overall, 90% of patients rated their 
improvement as “significant”.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 SnS for Fi is safe and  
efficient when performed by well-trained surgeons, even in 
less wealthy or less developed countries.

COMPLETE	PATHOLOGICAL	RESPONSE	
AFTER	NEOADJUVANT	THERAPY	IN	RECTAL	
CANCER:	DOES	YPT0	ALSO	MEAN	YPN0	?

Poster abstracts Pd9

B. Shankar, r. raghunath, m. Jesudason
Vellore, India

Purpose/Background:	rectal resection after neoadjuvant  
chemoradiotherapy is the standard of care for adenocar-
cinoma rectum. Watchful waiting after chemoradiation 
for rectal cancer, in a select group of patients is the new 
frontier. Selection of these patients is based on the absence 
of mucosal disease after neoadjuvant therapy. the quintes-
sential question is whether the absence of mucosal disease 
also indicates an absence of nodal disease. the objective of 
this study was to find out if pathological complete response 
in the rectal wall (ypt0) correlates with pathological 
complete response of the mesorectum(ypn0).

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective, cross- 
sectional, observational study was done on 458 patients 
diagnosed to have adenocarcinoma rectum between 
april 2008 and September 2016. all patients received 
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neoadjuvant long course radiation therapy of 5040cGy in 
28 fractions with concurrent 5 flurouracil based chemo-
therapy. Patients underwent rectal resection approxi-
mately 8 weeks following surgery. the patients who had 
complete pathological response in the rectal wall (ypt0) 
where analysed in this study.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 458 patients were 
included in the study. of these patients, 84 patients had 
no disease in the rectal wall (ypt0). 82 of these patients 
had no disease in the mesorectum as well and had a 
complete pathological response (ypt0n0). the patholog-
ical complete response rate was 17.9%. 2 patients (2.38%) 
had node positive disease without having any disease in the 
rectal wall (ypt0n1). the rest (97.62%) had no tumour 
either in the rectum or the mesorectum (ypt0n0).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in patients with patholog-
ical complete response, absence of tumour in the rectum 
correlates well with absence of disease in the mesorectum 
and absence of nodal disease. thus absence of mucosal 
disease can be considered as a surrogate marker of 
complete response to neoadjuvant therapy. these results 
may prove to be of significant value in future guidelines 
detailing the watch and wait philosophy after chemora-
diotherapy in patients with locally advanced rectal cancer.

NATIONAL	RATES	OF	TRANSANAL	LOCAL	
EXCISION	FOR	STAGE	I	RECTAL	CANCER	
PERSIST	DESPITE	DECREASED	OVERALL	
SURVIVAL	COMPARED	TO	STANDARD	
RESECTION;	A	NATIONWIDE	COHORT	STUDY	
FROM	THE	NATIONAL	CANCER	DATABASE.

Poster abstracts Pd11

C. Koerner, G. theresa, y. liu, X. Sheng, V. Shaffer, 
G. Balch, C. Staley, P. Sullivan
Atlanta, GA

Purpose/Background:	Previous data from the national 
Cancer database from 1989 – 2003 showed increasing 
rates of transanal local excision (le) over standard 
resection (Sr) for stage i rectal cancer despite the lack 
of strong evidence supporting its oncologic adequacy. 
understanding patient and tumor specific variables associ-
ated with survival are important for patient selection. our 
aim was to update recent national trends, compare overall 
survival (oS), and determine factors associated with oS 
in patients with stage i rectal cancer undergoing le or Sr.

Methods/Interventions:	 the nCdB is a national 
retrospective database representing >1500 Commission- 
on-Cancer accredited institutions and >75% of all uS 
cancer cases. Surgical therapy and outcomes of 15,149 
patients in the national Cancer database with stage i (t1 
or t2) rectal adenocarcinoma between 2004 and 2012 
receiving either le or Sr was examined over time. Patient 
demographics, institutional data, tumor characteristics, 
and survival data were analyzed. descriptive statistics, 

Chi-squared test, and/or Cox proportional hazard model 
along with Kaplan-meier method, log-rank test, and 
propensity score matching were carried out wherever 
appropriate.

Results/Outcome(s):	of the 15,149 patients included 
in our study, 11,770 (77.7 %) had Sr while 3,379 (22.3 
%) had le. the annual rate of le for stage i (t1 and 
t2) rectal cancer remained steady at 22% (20.88 - 24.9%;  
p = 0.077) over the study period. on multivariate anal-
ysis controlling for patient and tumor specific factors, the 
5-year oS after le for stage i rectal cancer was less than 
Sr: 76.6% vs. 80.7%; p < 0.0001. (t1, 80.5% vs. 86%;  
p < 0.001; t2 64.9% vs. 76.1%; p < 0.001) by log rank 
test. a lower 5-year oS after le compared to Sr was 
maintained with propensity score matching (Hr 1.23;  
p < 0.001). of the 3,379 patients undergoing le, 502 
(15%) had positive margins, while 259 (2.2%) of 11,770 
patients undergoing Sr had positive margins. Factors 
associated with decreased overall survival include under-
going le, positive margins, t2 tumors, tumors > 4 cm, 
low volume centers, uninsured patients and increasing 
comorbidities.

Conclusions/Discussion:	this is the first national study 
showing a leveling off rather than an increasing utilization 
of transanal local excision for stage i rectal cancer over the 
past decade. even when controlling for patient and tumor 
specific factors, le of stage i rectal cancer has a lower 
5-year oS when compared to Sr. transanal local excision 
of stage i rectal cancer should be offered to select patients 
only after careful consideration of patient factors balanced 
against the risk of decreased overall survival.
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ADDED	VALUE	IN	DISCRIMINATION	
PERFORMANCE	OF	TUMOUR	PARAMETERS	
AND	NOVEL	FEATURES	DETERMINED	USING	
ROUTINE	PRE-TREATMENT	MRI	IN	PATIENTS	
WITH	ANAL	CANCER.
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m. Saunders, m. Van Herk, d. Sebag-montefiore, 
a. renehan
Manchester, United Kingdom; Leeds, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	the aJCC tnm staging system 
is the standard prognostic classification for anal squamous 
cell carcinoma (aSCC), but is too crude as a personalised 
discriminator for chemoradiotherapy (Crt) trials, such 
as uK Plato, where locoregional failure (lrF) is a 
key outcome; and has yet to be evaluated at scale using 
magnetic resonance imaging (mri). We evaluated the 
added value in discrimination performance of tumour 
parameters and novel features determined using routinely 
performed pre-Crt mri.

Methods/Interventions:	 We measured tumour size 
(greatest diameter in cm) – designated mrt - and deter-
mined four additional features (patterns of nodal involve-
ment; presence of tumour heterogeneity; extra-mural 
vascular invasion, emVi; and sphincter infiltration) in 
pre-treatment staging mris from 191 patients with canal 
aSCC undergoing Crt with curative intent at a single 
centralised treatment centre in the united Kingdom (2007 
to 2014). assessors were blinded to the primary outcome 
measure of lrF. there was good intra- and inter-observer 
concordance for all parameters except sphincter infil-
tration. associations between mri-derived parameters 
and lrF were evaluated within Cox regression models. 
discrimination performance was summarised using area 
under the curve (roCauC) estimates and compared with 
that for aJCC tnm.

Results/Outcome(s):	 With a median follow-up of 39 
months, there were 36 lrFs (actuarial 3-year lrF rate: 
19.5%). By t stage (t1, 5; t2, 103; t3, 42; t4, 41), the 
actuarial 3-year lrF rates were 0%, 8.9%, 30.2% and 
38.4%, respectively. the roCauC for the tnm staging 
model was 0.70 (95% Ci 0.61 – 0.78). the roCauC values 
were higher for t stage models which also incorporated 
additional mri features (0.74, 95% Ci 0.67 – 0.82) and 
higher still in the mrt size model (0.78, 95% Ci 0.71 
– 0.83), although the confidence intervals overlapped 
substantially. nodal pattern was significant in univariable 
models (Hazard ratio for n3 versus n0: 3.46, 95% Ci 1.39 
– 8.59, p = 0.008), but not in multivariable models. the 
novel features of presence of tumour heterogeneity and 
emVi added modestly to the discrimination performance 
of the model. Broadly, similar findings were observed for 
secondary outcomes of overall survival, cancer-specific 
survival and failure from distant metastases.

Conclusions/Discussion:	the current tnm system in 
aSCC provides sub-optimal prognostic discrimination to 
inform personalised treatment. in this cohort, mri-derived 
t size is the key driver of loco-regional failure. the use of 
mrt size as standard terminology for pre-treatment staging 
and treatment planning may thus be preferred. external 
validation of our findings is currently underway in an inde-
pendent setting.

IS	THE	PATHOLOGIC	RESPONSE	OF	T3	
RECTAL	CANCER	TO	NEOADJUVANT	HIGH-
DOSE-RATE	ENDORECTAL	BRACHYTHERAPY	
COMPARABLE	TO	EXTERNAL	BEAM	
RADIOTHERAPY?

Poster abstracts Pd13

r. Garfinkle, S. lachance, a. mikhail, S. Vincent, 
V. Pelsser, n. morin, t. Vuong, C. Vasilevsky, 
m. Boutros
Montreal, QC, Canada

Purpose/Background:	 endorectal brachytherapy is an 
attractive option in the neoadjuvant setting for locally 
advanced rectal cancer, but is not considered standard of 
care. the purpose of this study was to compare the patho-
logic outcomes of patients with clinical t3 rectal cancer 
who underwent high-dose-rate endorectal brachytherapy 
(HdreBt) to those who underwent conventional external 
beam radiotherapy (eBrt).

Methods/Interventions:	 after institutional review 
board approval, all patients from 2007-2016 identified as 
having a clinical t3 rectal adenocarcinoma based on mri 
staging and who were treated with neoadjuvant therapy 
followed by total mesorectal excision were identified from 
a prospective, single-institution database. all pre-treat-
ment mri’s were reviewed prospectively by a blinded 
gastrointestinal radiologist. tumor response, defined as 
pathologic downstaging in t and/or n stage, was compared 
between patients who underwent neoadjuvant HdreBt 
and eBrt. a baseline risk score for tumor response was 
modeled using variables a priori established with this 
outcome, and included pre-treatment nodal status, tumor 
distance from anal verge, pre-treatment carcinoembryonic 
antigen (Cea) levels, and time from treatment to surgery. 
the effect of radiation technique was then assessed in a 
multivariate regression model.

Results/Outcome(s):	 ninety-nine patients were iden-
tified as having a t3 rectal cancer based on blinded 
pre-treatment mri review. the median age was 67 years 
(Q1-Q3 59-75) and 59 patients (59.6%) were male. 
thirty-one patients were clinically node negative (31.3%), 
46 had c-n1 disease (46.5%) and 22 had c-n2 disease 
(22.2%). Sixty-four patients (64.6%) underwent HdreBt 
and 35 patients (35.4%) underwent eBrt. the HdreBt 
group had a lower median mesorectal depth of invasion 
(4mm (Q1-Q3 2-7) vs. 5mm (Q1-Q3 4-13), p=0.01); 
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all other pre-operative tumor characteristics were similar, 
including distance from anal verge, tumor location and 
node positivity. in total, 18 patients (18.2%) achieved a 
pathologic complete response – 12 in the HdreBt group 
and 6 in the eBrt group (18.8% vs. 17.1%, p=nS). 
Sixty-eight patients (68.7%) were pathologically down-
staged – 48 in the HdreBt group and 20 in the eBrt 
group (75.0% vs. 57.1%, p=nS). on regression analysis, 
after accounting for mesorectal depth of invasion and the 
patient’s baseline risk score, radiation technique did not 
have a significantly different impact on tumor response 
(p=0.15). However, HdreBt was superior to eBrt for 
t downstaging (59.4% vs. 28.6%, p=0.003) but not for n 
downstaging (35.9% vs. 51.4%, p=0.14).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 neoadjuvant treatment of 
t3 rectal cancers with HdreBt appears to achieve 
equivalent overall pathologic downstaging and superior t 
downstaging compared to conventional eBrt.

PERITONEAL	INVOLVEMENT	IS	MORE	
COMMON	THAN	NODAL	METASTASES	
IN	PATIENTS	WITH	HIGH-GRADE	
APPENDIX	TUMORS	AND	APPENDICEAL	
ADENOCARCINOMA.

Poster abstracts Pd14
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F. mohamed, B. moran, t. Cecil
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Purpose/Background:	 right hemicolectomy is recom-
mended in patients with histological findings of high-
grade appendix (HGa) tumour after appendicectomy 
to establish accurate nodal staging. Prior experience 
suggests undetectable peritoneal disease may be encoun-
tered at surgery and further microscopic spread may not 
be addressed adequately with just a right hemicolectomy. 
in HGa tumours with radiologically detectable disease 
complete cytoreduction may not be possible and outcomes 
poor. For these reasons we adopted a policy of “prophy-
lactic” CrS and HiPeC, including right hemicolectomy, 
for HGa tumours without obvious metastatic spread.

Methods/Interventions:	 retrospective analysis of 
prospectively collected data in a high-volume Peritoneal 
malignancy institute (January 1994 – September 2016). 
Patients referred with histologically high-grade appendix 
tumours at appendicectomy without detectable metastatic 
spread were identified.

Results/Outcome(s):	 all 62 patients with high-grade 
pathology at appendicectomy, without clinical or radio-
logical peritoneal disease, underwent “prophylactic” CrS 
and HiPeC with complete cytoreduction. as shown in the 
Figure, 35/62 (57%) had peritoneal disease (median PCi 
5; range 1 – 28). 14/35 had microscopic peritoneal disease 
and 7/14 had microscopic disease distant from the right 

colon and caecal pole. 9/62 (15%) had nodal involvement; 
8/9 had synchronous peritoneal and nodal disease. mean 
overall (oS) and disease-free (dFS) survival was 110.9 
(95%Ci: 94.8 – 127.0) and 102.1 (95%Ci: 84.3 – 119.9) 
months with 5-year oS and dFS of 83.2% and 76.0%.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Complete cytoreduction was 
achieved in all patients with excellent long-term survival. 
the incidence of peritoneal spread (57%) compared with 
nodal involvement (15%) supports CrS and HiPeC as 
definitive treatment rather than “prophylaxis” in patients 
with HGa tumours, even without radiologically detectable 
disease. High-grade appendix tumours benefit from early 
aggressive operative management to deal with potential 
peritoneal and nodal spread and should be referred for 
CrS and HiPeC.

COLORECTAL	MULTIDISCIPLINARY	
TUMOR	CONFERENCE	CHANGES	PATIENT	
MANAGEMENT.

Poster abstracts Pd15

G. Karagkounis, l. Stocchi, i. lavery, d. liska, 
e. Gorgun, S. amarnath, a. Khorana, m. Kalady
Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	 the utility of multidisciplinary 
tumor conferences (mtCs) is still debated. Colorectal 
mtCs discuss a diverse range of cases, in terms of both 
tumor type and clinical context (initial presentation, 
follow-up discussion after additional work-up, and post-
operative discussion for pathology review and adjuvant 
treatment consideration). We hypothesized that colorectal 
tumors, by their nature of multimodality treatment, would 
benefit from mtC input.

Methods/Interventions:	 all weekly colorectal mtCs 
between July 2015 and June 2016 were prospectively moni-
tored and the presenting physicians completed a uniform 
written survey at the end of the meeting. Patient clinical 
and pathological information, the management plan prior 
to the mtC, and the change in management (if any) as a 
result of the mtC, were recorded. Groups were compared 
using Chi-Square.

Results/Outcome(s):	758 cases involving 591 patients 
with malignancies of colorectal origin were discussed. 
utility surveys were obtained for 671 (88.5%) cases. 
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among the cases surveyed, the final diagnosis was colon 
cancer in 184 (27.4%), rectal cancer in 371 (55.3%), and 
“other” malignancies in 116 (17.3%; including anal SCC, 
carcinoid, GiSt). 377 (56.2%) were initial discussions, 87 
(13.0%) were follow-up discussions, and 207 were post-
operative discussions (30.8%). mtC discussion changed 
management in 152 cases (22.8%). more specifically, 
management change was more common following initial 
discussions (n=110 [29.2%]) and follow-up discussions 
(n=30 [34.5%]), compared to postoperative discussions 
(n=12 [5.8%]) (p<0.001). Colon cancer case discussions 
were less likely to result in change of management (n=25, 
[13.6%]) compared to rectal (n=97, [26.1%]), and 
“other” malignancies (n=30, [26.3%]) (p<0.001). Change 
in management was not significantly more common among 
patients with metastatic disease (36/132 [27.3%], p=0.20), 
nor recurrent disease (27/82 [32.9%], p=0.20). there was 
also no variation based on surgeon experience: change in 
management occurred in 21.0%, 23.3% and 20.4% of cases 
presented by surgeons with <10, 10-20, and ≥20 years of 
experience respectively (p=0.57).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Colorectal mtC discus-
sions change management for nearly one quarter of 
cases presented, with rectal cancer and more rare cases 
accounting for the majority of changes. most changes were 
done at the initial management discussion when decisions 
are crucial. management was less likely to be changed for 
postoperative cases, where care paths and guidelines are 
normally followed. despite questions regarding the utility 
of tumor boards, CrC mtC provides useful information 
and guides patient care.

RECTAL	CANCER	SURGERY	IN	THE	UNITED	
STATES:	DEFINING	A	YEARLY	NUMBER	OF	
CASES	A	SURGEON	SHOULD	PERFORM	TO	
OPTIMIZE	PATIENT	OUTCOMES.

Poster abstracts Pd16

W. Halabi, G. ogola, K. Wells, J. Fleshman, W. Peters
Dallas, TX

Purpose/Background:	 the surgeon volume–outcome 
association has been established for rectal resections for 
cancer in smaller studies; however, a threshold number of 
cases defining a ‘‘high-volume’’ surgeon remains unclear. 
moreover, no study has addressed the volume-outcome at 
the national level. our aim was to determine the number 
of rectal cancer operations per surgeon per year associated 
with optimal outcomes.

Methods/Interventions:	 adults undergoing low ante-
rior resection and abdominoperineal resections for cancer 
were identified from the Health Care utilization Project-
national inpatient Sample (1998–2009). multivariate 
logistic regression with restricted cubic splines was utilized 
to examine the association between the number of annual 

total proctectomies per surgeon and risk of complications, 
mortality, length of stay and hospital charges.

Results/Outcome(s):	results: among 32,377 patients 
undergoing rectal cancer operations, 58% were male, 91% 
had their surgery in urban hospitals, 68% in large hospitals, 
52% in teaching hospitals. the rate of sphincter preserva-
tion was 72%. median annual surgeon volume was 4 cases; 
21% of surgeons performed 1 case/y and 61% of surgeons 
performed 5 or less cases per year. the overall mortality 
rate was 1.3%, morbidity was 35%, median length of stay 
was 7 days and hospital charges $30,323. after adjust-
ment, perioperative mortality decreased with increasing 
surgeon volume up to 20 cases/y before plateauing  
(P < 0.001). intraoperative organ injury showed a curve 
with near plateauing at 20 cases/year. Similarly, the curves 
for intraoperative vascular injury and hemorrhage, length 
of stay, and sphincter preservation all seemed to plateau 
at 20 cases/y. overall morbidity was the only outcome 
that showed a linear relationship with decreasing rates 
with increasing surgeon-volume without plateauing. after 
adjustment, patients undergoing surgery by high-volume 
surgeons (>20 cases/y) had a lower mortality by 28%, 
lower morbidity by 19%, shorter length of stay by 1.5 days, 
hospital charges lower by $11,045 (all p<0.001). only 7% 
of surgeons performed more than 20 cases per year.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 this is the first study to  
identify a surgeon-volume threshold (>20 rectal cancer 
operations/y) that is associated with improved patient 
outcomes. identifying a threshold number of cases defining 
a high-volume rectal surgeon is important, as it has 
implications for quality improvement, criteria for referral, 
creation of centers of excellence and reimbursement.

CAN	LOW	VOLUME	SURGEONS	ACHIEVE	HIGH	
QUALITY	OUTCOMES	WITH	INCREASING	USE	
OF	LAPAROSCOPIC	COLECTOMY?
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YPSILANTI, MI; Worcester, MA

Purpose/Background:	 Higher surgical volume and 
use of laparoscopy are both associated with improved 
outcomes in colectomy patients at the institutional level 
yet the interaction of these factors at the surgeon level 
has not been studied. Specifically, high volume caseloads 
correlate with higher use of laparoscopy but it is unknown 
whether low volume surgeons have the ability to improve 
outcomes by adopting laparoscopy. therefore, we sought 
to evaluate the relationship between proportional use of 
laparoscopy and postoperative outcomes, for high and low 
volume surgeons, in patients undergoing elective colec-
tomy for colon cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	We performed a retrospective 
analysis of patients who underwent elective resection for 
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colon cancer using data from the university HealthSystem 
Consortium from 2012 to 2015. We analyzed data on 
preoperative patient characteristics (patient demographics, 
severity of illness) and postoperative complications. 
individual surgeons were divided into four categories for 
comparison – low volume/low percentage laparoscopy 
(lVll), low volume/high percentage laparoscopy (lVHl), 
high volume/low percentage laparoscopy (HVll), and 
high volume/high percentage laparoscopy (HVHl). the 
“high” and “low” volume/percentage were defined as 
the top and bottom tercile for each group, respectively. 
multilevel logistic regression models were conducted to 
assess postoperative outcomes for surgeons, accounting 
for hospital effects, with lVll surgeons as the referent 
category.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 23,912 patients and 
355 surgeons were included in this study. 28.4% were 
lVll, 27.0% were lVHl, 22.3% were HVll and 22.3% 
were HVHl. Surgeons who perform a low percentage of 
laparoscopy (lVll and HVll) care for patients with a 
greater severity of illness (p<0.001). after adjustment for 
severity of illness and other potential confounding factors, 
surgeons who perform a high percentage of laparoscopy 
(lVHl and HVHl) had a lower rate of complications 
compared with lVll surgeons (lVHl odds ratio [or] 
0.63, 95% Ci 0.48, 0.83; HVHl or 0.67, 95% Ci 0.55, 
0.81). there was no statistical difference in complications 
between lVll and HVll surgeons (HVll or 0.83, 95% 

Ci 0.69, 1.00) or between lVHl and HVHl (HVHl or 
1.06, 95% Ci 0.83-1.36).

Conclusions/Discussion:	Surgeons who perform higher 
proportion of laparoscopic colectomy, regardless of overall 
case volume, are less likely to have postoperative compli-
cations. Focused efforts at increasing proportional lapa-
roscopic caseload in low colectomy volume surgeons may 
improve patient outcomes, making them comparable to 
high volume surgeons.

POSTTRAUMATIC	STRESS	DISORDER	IN	
PATIENTS	WITH	FAMILIAL	ADENOMATOUS	
POLYPOSIS:	A	CAUSE	FOR	CONCERN.

Poster abstracts Pd18

J. Church, e. Wood
Cleveland, OH; Waco, TX

Purpose/Background:	 Posttraumatic Stress disorder 
(PtSd) can develop after a traumatic event. about 7 or 
8 out of every 100 people will have PtSd at some point 
in their lives. to meet criteria for PtSd individuals must 
have experienced an event in which there was actual or 
threatened serious injury or loss of life. although phys-
ical violence and danger are most commonly associated 
with PtSd, medical trauma could also be a trigger. 
Familial adenomatous polyposis (FaP) guarantees abdom-
inal surgery with a high risk of disease and surgery-related 

PD18 Psychosocial symptoms in Patients with Familial Adenomatous Polyposis

Patients with PTSD/PPTSD with symptoms 
as a fraction of all patients with symptoms Symptoms

Percentage of symptoms accounted 
for by patients with PTSD/PPTSD

8/10 Guilt 80%
3/6 Shame 50%
5/8 Denial 62%
6/6 Suicidal Thoughts 100%

10/19 Depression 53%
5/11 Hopelessness 45%

6/8 Isolation 75%
8/15 Stigma/embarrassment 53%

13/33 Anxiety 39%
9/33 Fear 27%
9/26 Body Image Issues 34%
4/7 Emotional numbing/apathy 57%
8/11 Social Anxiety 72%
7/12 Loneliness 58%
5/5 Worthlessness 100%

10/15 Social Withdrawal 67%
6/8 Prolonged sadness 75%

9/19 Emotional fatigue 47%
8/21 Feeling overwhelmed 38%
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complications. We hypothesized that FaP could be asso-
ciated with PtSd. if this is the case, there are important 
implications for adequate and holistic patient care.

Methods/Interventions:	 We constructed an 
anonymized online mental health survey for patients with 
FaP. Questions included the 4 symptoms of PtSd: 1. 
re-experiencing symptoms, 2. avoiding symptoms 3. hyper-
arousal symptoms, and 4. negative changes in beliefs and 
feelings (other psychosocial symptoms). these questions 
were used as a screen. Patients with positive answers to 4/4 
were defined as having PtSd. Patients with 3 of 4 were 
deemed “Partial PtSd” due to the limits of the adminis-
tration of the survey and potential lack of understanding 
one’s psychological responses. other survey questions were 
analyzed according to PtSd status. Quality of life (Qol) 
was measured on a 7 point scale from the very worst (1) 
to the very best (7). the survey was sent online to all FaP 
patients enrolled in the local registry.

Results/Outcome(s):	79 patients completed the ques-
tionnaire: 22 had no psychosocial symptoms at all; 57 
did (72.2%). 9 patients fitted the definition of PtSd 
(11.4%) and 8 had partial PtSd (10.1%). Patients with 
PtSd had an average of 9.3 psychosocial symptoms each, 
compared to 8.3 for PPtSd and 2.3 for non PtSd desig-
nated patients (p<0.05). the two patient groups assigned 
a PtSd status (PtSd, PPtSd) make up a significant 
percentage of all those who endorsed psychosocial symp-
toms from the total survey sample of 79 patients (table). 
6/79 FaP patients endorsed suicidal thoughts, all of whom 
had PtSd. average Qol was 4.6 for PtSd patients,  
5.3 for PPtSd and 4.9 for non PtSd (not significant)

Conclusions/Discussion:	 FaP patients with PtSd 
are severely affected by psychosocial symptoms and need 
professional counseling. this is an unmet need in many 
centers caring for patients with FaP and is essential in 
comprehensive treatment for FaP patients. in particular, 
the correlation between FaP patients with PtSd and 
suicidal ideation is an important point for further explora-
tion and research.

INCREASED	LEAK	RATES	AFTER	STAPLED	
VERSUS	HANDSEWN	ILEOCOLIC	
ANASTOMOSIS	IN	PATIENTS	WITH	COLON	
CANCER:	A	NATIONWIDE	COHORT	STUDY.

Poster abstracts Pd19

a. nordholm-Carstensen, m. rasmussen, P. Krarup
Copenhagen, Denmark

Purpose/Background:	data on anastomotic leak (al) 
rates after stapled versus hand-sewn ileocolic anastomosis 
are conflicting. in a 2011 Cochrane review, summarizing 7 
studies, the combined estimate was in favor of the stapled 
technique. in contrast, recent cohort studies from Sweden, 
Spain and denmark found a two-fold increase in al 
with the stapled approach. the 2015 european Society 

of Coloproctology cross-sectional study confirmed this 
finding. the purpose of the present study was to investi-
gate al rates following stapled versus hand-sewn ileocolic 
anastomosis in a nationwide cohort.

Methods/Interventions:	this nationwide retrospective 
cohort study included all danish patients undergoing 
right hemicolectomy for cancer between october 2014 
and december 2015. data were obtained from the data-
base of the danish Colorectal Cancer Group (dCCG) 
and the national Patient registry. Primary outcome was 
al rate and secondary outcomes were management of 
al and 30-day mortality. Covariates included demo-
graphics, comorbidity, tumor stage and surgical variables. 
multivariable logistic regression and propensity score 
matching were used to adjust for potential confounding.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 1414 patients were 
included, 391 (28%) in the stapled group and 1023 (72%) 
in the hand-sewn group. Forty-five patients (3.2%) devel-
oped al, 21/391 (5.4%) in the stapled group compared 
with 24/1023 (2.4%) in the hand-sewn group, P = 0.004. 
time to al was median 7 days (iQr 4.5 – 11 days) with no 
difference between stapled and hand-sewn patients. in the 
multivariable analysis the stapled versus hand-sewn tech-
nique was associated with increased risk of al (adjusted 
or = 2.91, 95% Ci 1.53-5.53), P < 0.001, which was 
confirmed after propensity score matching (or = 2.41, 
95% Ci 1.24-4.67, P = 0.009). additional risk factors for 
al were tobacco use (adjusted or = 2.22, 95% Ci 1.14-
4.34), P = 0.020. Six of 45 patients with al were subjected 
to salvage of the anastomosis with no differences between 
stapled and hand-sewn patients. thirty-day mortality was 
7/45 (15.6%) in patients with al compared with 29/1369 
(2.1%) in non-al patients, P < 0.001. there was no differ-
ence between the stapled and hand-sewn approach.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the present study demon-
strated a more than two-fold increase in al after stapled 
versus hand-sewn ileocolic anastomosis. this striking 
finding adds to the increasing amount of data suggesting 
higher al rate with the stapled approach. Previous opin-
ions on the optimal anastomosis technique in the colon 
cancer setting should therefore be scrutinized given the 
devastating short-term outcome of al.

OUTCOMES	OF	STAPLED	SIDE-TO-SIDE	
ILEOCOLIC	ANASTOMOSIS:	IS	IT	DEPENDENT	
ON	TECHNIQUE	OR	SURGEON	GRADE	AND	
SPECIALISATION?

Poster abstracts Pd20

S. Chaudhri
Solihull, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 Stapling is increasingly used as 
an alternative to hand sewn bowel anastomosis. the signif-
icance of technique of stapling and training in stapling 
is not known. the technique for ileocolic anastomosis is 
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mostly side to side anastomosis with a liner cutter and 
there is debate about whether the ends of the bowel should 
be stapled across with another linear cutting or a non- 
cutting stapler. We analysed the outcomes of stapling from 
the european Society of Coloproctology (eSCP) right 
hemicolectomy cohort study.

Methods/Interventions:	the eSCP prospective cohort 
study was undertaken over a two-month period in 2015 
and 3208 patients undergoing a right hemicolectomy  
were included from 284 hospitals from 39 countries. the 
dataset included patient demographics, indication for 
surgery including the grade of surgeon and details about 
the technique of anastomosis including the types of 
staplers used. the primary endpoint included both clinical/ 
radiological confirmed anastomotic leaks and intra- 
abdominal/pelvic collections.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Stapled anastomosis was under-
taken in 1858 patients and included 1347 stapled side to 
side ileocolic anastomosis using a linear cutting stapler. 
there was no difference (p=0.8) in leak rates between 
patients with apical linear cutting stapled 8.42% (n=1003) 
and 7.96% (n=346) apical non-cutting stapled anasto-
moses. there was no difference in leak rates if the stapled 
end was oversewn or not in each group. leak rates were 
significantly higher for general compared to colorectal 
surgeons (p= 0.0210 after adjustment for centre effect).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 there is no difference in 
leak rates between using a linear cutting or non-cutting 
stapler for the apical end of a stapled sided to side anas-
tomosis after right hemicolectomy. the higher leak rates 
for general surgeons suggest that overall familiarity with 
stapling may be more relevant than the exact technique 
and the possibility that the case mix of general surgeons 
may include a greater proportion of high risk, out of hours, 
emergency cases.

NONSTEROIDAL	ANTI-INFLAMMATORY	
DRUGS	AND	ANASTOMOTIC	LEAKAGE	AFTER	
COLORECTAL	SURGERY:	A	META-ANALYSIS.

Poster abstracts Pd21

C. young, y. Huang
Dubbo, NSW, Australia

Purpose/Background:	enhanced recovery after surgery 
protocols supports the postoperative use of nonsteroidal 
anti-inflammatory drugs (nSaids) to minimize the use 
of opioids after colorectal surgery. However, there is an 
increasing concern on the impaired wound healing of anas-
tomosis associated with nSaid use, potentially leading to 
a higher risk of anastomotic leakage.

Methods/Interventions:	 a literature search was 
conducted using the medline, Pubmed, Cochrane 
library and Clinicaltrial.gov (april 1975 - october 2016). 
Studies identified were appraised with standard selection 
criteria. data points were extracted and meta-analysis 
was performed based on the Preferred reporting items for 
Systematic reviews and meta-analyses (PriSma).

Results/Outcome(s):	thirteen studies, seven retrospec-
tive studies and six randomized controlled trials (rCts),  
comprising of 23,508 patients were examined. the analysis  
of all studies showed a significantly lower rate of anasto-
motic dehiscence in those who did not receive nSaids 
(pooled odds ratio (or)=0.59, 95% confidence interval 
(Ci)=0.44-0.80; Z=3.39, P=0.0007) with statistical 
heterogeneity (I2=61%, Cochran Q=28.52, P=0.003). 
interestingly, the analysis of rCts did not demonstrate 
a significant difference in anastomotic leaks between two 
groups (pooled or=0.48, 95%Ci=0.17-1.32, Z=1.42, 
P=0.16) without any heterogeneity (I2=0%, Cochran 
Q=1.33, P=0.86). in subgroup analysis, non-selective  
NSAIDs and use of diclofenac were associated with a higher  
risk of anastomotic dehiscence (pooled or=0.54, 95% 
Ci=0.43-0.67, Z=5.41, P<0.00001; pooled or=0.39, 95% 
Ci=0.28-0.55, Z=5.35, P<0.00001 respectively) without 
any heterogeneity (I2=0%, Cochran Q=3.19, P=0.87; 
I2=0%, Cochran Q=0.97, P=0.61 respectively). In contrast, 
there was no difference in the incidence of anastomotic 
leakage between no nSaid group and selective nSaid 
group, as well as between no nSaid group and use of 
ketorolac (pooled or=0.43, 95%Ci=0.13-1.42, Z=1.39, 
P=0.17; pooled or=0.71, 95%Ci=0.35-1.43, Z=0.96, 
P=0.34 respectively) but it did show a significant hetero-
geneity when comparing selective nSaid group with the 
control group (I2=68%, Cochran Q=9.50, P=0.02).

Conclusions/Discussion:	use of nSaids after colorectal  
surgery may be associated with a higher risk of anastomotic 
leakage. it is important to balance between the benefits of 
faster postoperative recovery and potential adverse effects 
of nSaids on anastomosis. Selective nSaids may be 
safer than non-selective ones. more rCts are warranted 
to further evaluate the relationship between anastomotic 
leakage and use of nSaids, especially selective ones.

PD20 Leak rate by surgeon grade and specialisation

Grade of surgeon Leak rate %
Number of 

patients
Colorectal surgeon 7.06 836
Colorectal surgery resident 6.98 172
General surgeon 13.07 199
General surgery  
resident

10.71 140
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STATINS	MITIGATE	THE	RISK	OF	SEPSIS	AND	
ANASTOMOTIC	LEAKS	AFTER	COLORECTAL	
SURGERY.

Poster abstracts Pd22

d. disbrow, J. albright, C. Seelbach, J. Ferraro, J. Wu, 
K. Bark, J. Hain, r. Cleary
Ann Arbor, MI; Troy, MI

Purpose/Background:	Statins have pleiotropic properties  
that are thought to potentially protect against postopera-
tive complications related to sepsis after colorectal surgery. 
Studies to date reveal inconsistent results with respect 
to the protective effect of statin use in the perioperative 
period. the purpose of this study was to determine the 
effects of statins on colorectal postoperative complications 
related to sepsis in a large protocol-driven prospective 
database.

Methods/Interventions:	the michigan Surgical Quality 
Collaborative database was queried for all patients who 
underwent elective colorectal resection from June 2012 
through July 2015. demographic information, intraop-
erative data, and postoperative outcomes were identi-
fied. Primary endpoints were anastomotic leak, composite 
surgical site infection (SSi), sepsis, and 30 day mortality. 
Standard outcomes were analyzed using multivariate 
logistic regression and propensity score adjustments using 
matched and weighted samples.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 7285 patients met 
inclusion criteria: 2515 (34.5%) received statins and 4770 
(65.5%) did not receive statins. Statistical differences 
in patient characteristics are shown in table 1. For the 
combined colon and rectal surgery study group, statin 
therapy reduced the risk of sepsis (or 0.712, 95% Ci .535, 
.948], p=0.020). Subgroup analysis of patients having 
rectal resections revealed that statin therapy reduced the 
risk of anastomotic leak (or 0.260, 95% Ci [.112, .605], 
p=0.002) and sepsis (or 0.510, 95% Ci [.303,.858], 
p=0.011). Both propensity score approaches supported the 
finding of reduced sepsis in the combined colon and rectal 
surgery study group although the weighted propensity anal-
ysis failed to reach statistical significance (p=0.072). the 
reduced anastomotic leak rate in the rectal surgery group 
was also seen in both propensity score models, though the 
results were significant only in a one-tailed test. there was 
no significant difference between those taking statins and 
those not on statin medications with respect to composite 
SSi (or 0.908, 95% Ci [.701, 1.176], p=0.461), or 30 day 
mortality (or 0.679, 95% Ci [.382, 1.206], p=0.187).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Statin medications decrease 
the risk of sepsis after colorectal surgery and reduce the 
risk of anastomotic leak after rectal resection. Further 
prospective studies are needed to confirm these results and 
identify patient populations that would benefit most from 
statin therapy.

HUMAN	MICROBIOME	ANALYSIS	OF	
ANASTOMOTIC	TISSUE	IN	PATIENTS	WITH	
ANASTOMOTIC	LEAKS:	A	POTENTIAL	ROLE	
FOR	ENTEROCOCCUS.

Poster abstracts Pd23

d. Gunnells, l. Goss, m. morris, G. Kennedy, J. Cannon, 
W. Van der Pol, C. morrow, d. Chu
Birmingham, AL

Purpose/Background:	to develop a microbiome analyt-
ical pathway for anastomotic tissue and to profile the 
human microbiome in anastomotic tissue in patients 
undergoing colorectal surgery.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients at a single- 
institution undergoing distal colorectal operations with a 
planned primary anastomosis were prospectively enrolled. 
all patients underwent preoperative oral antibiotic and 
mechanical bowel preparation. all patients received a 
colorectal anastomosis. the proximal and distal tissue 
“donuts” from an end-to-end anastomotic stapling device 
were collected and used for microbiome analysis. microbes 
from donuts were removed from the tissue by washing 
with Cary/Blair media; the microbial dna was isolated 
from the wash using a Fecal dna isolation kit (Zymo). 
PCr primers were used to prepare a 16S rrna gene 
V4 region amplicon library. PCr products were purified 
with gel electrophoresis, quantified and sequenced using 
illumina nextGen miSeq platform. 16S dna sequences 
were processed, integrated, analyzed using the Qiime 
program and reported using in-house software. taxonomy 
was assigned to 16S sequences using ribosomal database 
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program classifier against the Greengenes 16S rrna  
database. taxonomic comparisons were made between 
patients with clinical leak and no leak.

Results/Outcome(s):	 twelve patients were included 
which yielded 12 anastomoses and 24 total anastomotic 
donuts. 11 of the 12 patients underwent a sigmoidec-
tomy; the majority were performed laparoscopically (75%). 
indications included diverticular disease (58%), colorectal 
cancer (33%), and inflammatory bowel disease (8.3%). 
all anastomotic tissues were successfully processed and 
profiled by 16S rdna microbiome analysis. two of the 
12 patients were post hoc diagnosed with an anastomotic 
leak. on comparison, 43 microbes were identified to 
be significantly different (according to a Kruskal-Wallis 
analysis of variance) between the leak and no leak patient 
with 5 of the most abundant microbes at the genus-level 
shown in Figure 1. Compared to the no leak group, genus 
Enterococcus in the leak group was 10-fold more abundant 
(3.6 vs 0.27%, p<0.05).

Conclusions/Discussion:	Enterococcus was observed to 
be significantly more abundant in patients with a postop-
erative anastomotic leak compared with no leak. these 
findings support studies in rodent models that show higher 
amounts of enterococcus in anastomotic leaks. our study 
also provides a process and model for evaluating the micro-
biome of intestinal anastomosis in humans after colorectal 
surgery. Further investigation into the potential role of 
Enterococcus in anastomotic leaks needs to be evaluated.

A	COMPARISON	BETWEEN	LAPAROSCOPIC	
AND	OPEN	HARTMANN	REVERSAL	-	RESULTS	
OF	A	MULTICENTER	STUDY.

Poster abstracts Pd24

n. Horesh, y. lessing, i. Kent, H. Kammar,  
a. Ben-yaacov, H. tulchinsky, n. Wasserberg, o. Zmora
Givat Shmuel, Israel; Tel Aviv, Israel; Kfar Saba, Israel; 
Rehovot, Israel; Petach Tikva, Israel; Rishon Le-Tzion, Israel

Purpose/Background:	the advantages of laparoscopic 
colorectal surgery have been previously demonstrated. 
Hartmann reversal however may be a challenging proce-
dure with notoriously reported high rates of conversion. 
the aim of this study is to compare between open and 

laparoscopic techniques for Hartmann reversal in order to 
evaluate the benefits of minimally invasive surgery.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective-cohort  
analysis of all patients who underwent Hartmannreversal 
from 5 medical centers between January 2004 and June 
2015 was conducted. medical charts were reviewed and 
patient data was analyzed to compare pre, intra and  
postoperative outcomes.

Results/Outcome(s):	two hundred and sixty patients 
underwent Hartmann reversal surgery. Seventy six 
patients (29.3%) were operated laparoscopically with a 
conversion rate of 26.3% (20 Patients). there were no 
significant differences in preoperative patients’ character-
istics including gender (p=0.785), mean age (p=0.521), 
Bmi (p=0.948), average Charlson index score (p=0.667), 
cause for Hartmann procedure (neoplastic vs. non-neo-
plastic, p=0.644) and in average time from the orig-
inal Hartmann procedure to reversal (p=0.688) between 
patients operated laparoscopically and those operated in 
an open technique. no significant differences were seen 
in early postoperative outcomes between the two groups, 
including overall complication rate (p=1). there were 
no significant differences in the rates of anastomotic leak 
(p=0.76), postoperative ileus (p=0.68), rates of minor 
(p=1) and major (p=0.67) complications according to 
the Clavien – dindo classification, length of stay (p=0.52) 
and mortality rate (p=1). more intraabdominal abscess 
were seen in the laparoscopic group (p<0.02) and a trend 
towards more wound infections was noted in the open 
surgery group (p=0.07).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the results this multicenter 
series suggest that laparoscopy did not offer any advantage 
over an open approach for Hartmann reversal.

LONG-TERM	OUTCOMES	OF	ACUTE	
DIVERTICULITIS	IN	SOLID	ORGAN	
TRANSPLANT	PATIENTS.

Poster abstracts Pd25

a. al-Khamis, P. youssef, J. abou Khalil, n. morin, 
J. Barkun, C. Vasilevsky, m. Boutros
Montreal, QC, Canada

Purpose/Background:	 optimal management of acute 
diverticulitis in solid organ transplant (Sot) recipients is 
increasingly debated. the aim of this study was to deter-
mine outcomes of acute diverticulitis in Sot patients.

Methods/Interventions:	 after institutional review 
board approval, patients with kidney, liver, pancreas, 
heart and combined transplants who presented with 
acute diverticulitis between 1985-2014 at a single tertiary 
care hospital were identified from a prospectively main-
tained database. Patient demographics, Charlson comor-
bidity index (CCi), details regarding the index episode of  
diverticulitis, and outcomes were collected. descriptive 
statistics were performed.
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Results/Outcome(s):	 of 2,998 Sot recipients, 29 
patients had one or more episode of acute diverticulitis 
requiring hospital admission with a median follow up of 65 
(1-187) months. the mean age was 47 (±14) years, 76% 
(n=22) were male and the mean CCi was 3.8 (±0.75). all 
patients were taking immunosuppressants and/or steroids 
at the time of the index diverticulitis episode and the 
subsequent attacks. 11/29 (38%) patients presented with 
uncomplicated diverticulitis; all were successfully treated 
with antibiotics and expectant management with no plans 
for elective resection. of these, 7 (64%) had one or more 
recurrence(s); 6 were successfully treated with conserva-
tive management, while 1 patient had 3 recurrences and 
underwent an uncomplicated elective resection. 18/29 
(62%) patients initially presented with complicated diver-
ticulitis. For the index episode, 10 patients with Hinchey 
i-ii diverticulitis were successfully managed with initial 
nonoperative treatment and 8 patients with Hinchey 
ii-iV underwent emergency surgery including 7 Hartmann 
procedures and 1 washout and drainage. of those patients 
with initial nonoperative management, 6 had successful 
expectant management, 1 underwent an uncomplicated 
elective resection, and 3 underwent a Hartmann proce-
dure for a complicated recurrence. of the 10 patients who 
underwent an operation, 4 suffered major perioperative 
complications (2 drained pelvic abscess, 1 acute renal 
failure, and 1 intra-perative cardiac arrest). Five patients 
(50%) ultimately underwent colostomy reversal with one 
patient suffering an anastomotic leak. no patients experi-
enced graft failure as a complication of diverticulitis.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 after successful nonopera-
tive management of an index episode of uncomplicated 
diverticulitis in Sot patients, it appears safe to continue 
with expectant nonoperative management. Patients with 
an initial presentation of Hinchey iii-iV diverticulitis 
will require emergency surgery with significant morbidity. 
However, patients with Hinchey i-ii diverticulitis who were 
managed with successful initial nonoperative management 
have a significant risk of emergency surgery with morbidity 
for a recurrence and may benefit from an interval elective 
resection.

COLLABORATIVE	MULTISITE	ENHANCED	
RECOVERY	IMPLEMENTATION	FOR	
COLORECTAL	SURGERY	WORKS.

Poster abstracts Pd26

a. Karimuddin, G. Vatkin, r. Collins, a. Chan
Vancouver, BC, Canada; Kelowna, BC, Canada

Purpose/Background:	 enhanced recovery (eraS) 
programs incorporate evidence based, multi disciplinary 
strategies to improve clinical outcomes after surgery. 
While in principle wide scale implementation is possible, 
there is limited information on implementation strategies 
and their ability to leverage meaningful change in clinical 

outcomes through eraS programs for colorectal surgery 
at a multisite, multicentre level. the aim of this study is 
to query whether an iHi Breakthrough Series model based 
Collaborative can leverage multicentre, multisite change.

Methods/Interventions:	Based on the iHi Breakthrough 
Series model, a multidisciplinary, multistakeholder collab-
orative was fashioned. the focus was on creating cross site 
learning, teaching, sharing of resources and tools to develop 
a network of eraS clinicians to aid implementation. the 
iHi model allowed the collaborative to implement changes 
quickly in multiple organizations. Sequential periods of 
learning sessions followed by action cycles allowed for 
stage wise implementation and quality improvement across 
a broad network of hospitals. all patients undergoing 
elective abdominal colorectal surgery were included. data 
collection and management tools were provided to sites 
to collect baseline and post-implementation data. Primary 
outcome measures were length of stay, 80% compliance to 
22 eraS elements and complications. readmissions and 
participant experience were also measured. the implemen-
tation period was from January to december 2015.

Results/Outcome(s):	 11 sites across British Columbia 
participated. Participating sites were diverse, ranging from 
small community hospitals to large tertiary hospitals in 
urban settings. Baseline outcomes data was gathered for 
999 patients, with post-implementation data available for 
1123 patients. through the implementation cycle, length 
of stay decreased from 7 to 5 days (median). Complications 
based on nSQiP definitions were reduced from 32% to 
22%. Compliance to the 22 eraS elements improved 
drastically. Prior to the implementation, the 11 sites were 
compliant with 3 processes of care. By the end of the 
implementation, compliance exceeded adherence targets 
for 10 processes of care, with a > 25% increase for 8 more 
processes. readmissions, not a primary outcome measure, 
did not increase over the period of intervention. > 90% of 
participants felt the Collaborative model aided implemen-
tation of eraS protocols and pathway elements in a faster 
and easier way than if done independently. > 90% felt the 
pathway was successful and worth the time and effort.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 eraS programs can reduce 
length of stay and complications after colorectal surgery at 
a broader health system level. implementation is possible, 
and likely accelerated from a provider perspective through 
a iHi Breakthrough Series model based collaborative. 
Wider spread of eraS programs is possible across a wide 
array of hospital sizes through a multisite, multidisciplinary 
collaborative model.
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the Breakthrough Series: iHi’s Collaborative model for achieving 
Breakthrough improvement. iHi innovation Series white paper. Boston: 
institute of Healthcare improvement; 2003

MAJOR	ABDOMINAL	SURGERY	FOR	BENIGN	
COLORECTAL	DISEASE	IMPROVES	PATIENT-
REPORTED	QUALITY	OF	LIFE.

Poster abstracts Pd27

r. maniar, J. Sutherland, C. Brown, m. raval, t. Phang, 
a. Karimuddin
Vancouver, BC, Canada

Purpose/Background:	 Patient-reported outcomes on 
health status and quality of life (Qol) can be used to 
assess medical and surgical interventions. limited data 
are available on these outcomes for patients with benign 
colorectal disease undergoing elective major abdominal 
surgery. the objective of this study was to assess the impact 
of surgery on Qol for benign colorectal patients.

Methods/Interventions:	Patients with benign colorectal 
disease including ulcerative colitis (uC), Crohn’s disease 
and diverticulitis were surveyed on pre- and post- 
operative health status between 2012 and 2016. included 
patients underwent an elective major abdominal oper-
ation in the form of a small or large bowel resection 
or a pelvic pouch procedure. outcomes were assessed 
after placement on the surgical wait list and 6 months 
after surgery. Survey instruments consisted of a general 
health outcome questionnaire (eQ-5d index, max score 
1.0) including an overall health status visual analog 
scale (VaS, max score 100), a pain assessment tool 
(PeG-3, max score 10), and a depression question-
naire (PHQ-9, max score 27). Pre- and post-operative  
scores were compared using paired samples t-tests.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Fifty-seven patients completed 
both pre- and post-operative surveys. the majority of 
patients (93%) did not have any additional comorbidites. 
Patients with Crohn’s disease (n=16) experienced the 
greatest pre-operative reductions in Qol and highest 
pain and depression scores. average scores improved 
significantly on all survey instruments following surgery 
for the total patient cohort (see table). eQ-5d scores, 
VaS scores and PeG-3 scores improved significantly for 
the Crohn’s and diverticulitis (n=30) patients, but not 
the uC patients (n=11). depression scores also improved 
significantly following surgery for the Crohn’s patients.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Surgical intervention for 
benign colorectal disease improves patients’ reported health 
status and Qol. improvements are most pronounced for 
patients with Crohn’s disease and diverticulitis, which may 
be due to symptom burden prior to operative intervention. 
Surgery for ulcerative colitis may not result in significant 
improvements in health status outcomes as measured by 
the eQ-5d, PeG-3 or PHQ-9 tools.

THE	EFFECT	OF	MOBILISATION	ON	SMALL	
BOWEL	TRANSIT	TIMES:	A	PILOT	STUDY	
USING	CAPSULE	ENDOSCOPY.

Poster abstracts P1

r. yap, a. Belessis, S. riordan, S. Wong
Sydney, NSW, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 Factors influencing gastroin-
testinal motility is of particular interest to general and 
colorectal surgeons in the post-operative setting. Both 
post-operative and paralytic ileus can cause complications 
such as malnutrition and electrolyte disturbances, as well 
as significant patient discomfort. ileus also cause signifi-
cant discomfort to patients and is a major contributor to 
prolonged length of stay. enhanced recovery protocols 
usually include early mobilisation in the belief that this 
may encourage the return of normal bowel function. 
However, there are no previously published studies with 
objective outcomes to support this belief. this study had 
two aims: whether it was feasible to compare small bowel 
transit times using capsule endoscopy, and to compare the 
effect of mobility versus bed rest on small bowel and gastric 
transit times, measured by capsule endoscopy.

Methods/Interventions:	approval from the local ethics 
committee was granted. Fifty-four consecutive adults 
underwent a clinically indicated capsule endoscopic exam-
ination within a tertiary hospital endoscopy unit. nineteen 
subjects were prospectively recruited into the study and 
instructed to remain at rest for a four hour period after 
swallowing the wireless capsule (inactive group). thirty-
four patients, who had been instructed to resume normal 
daily activities for the same period, formed the control 
group (active group). all patients underwent the same 
bowel preparation prior to the procedure. demographic 
and clinical data, as well as gastric and small bowel 
transit times, measured using mirocam wireless capsule 

PD27 Pre- and post-operative health status scores for patients with benign colorectal disease

Health Status
Survey Instrument

Pre-operative score
(mean ± standard deviation)

Post-operative score
(mean ± standard deviation) p-value

EQ-5D (/1.0) 0.78 ± 0.19 0.85 ± 0.17 0.004
VAS (/100) 66.93 ± 19.69 76.20 ± 18.02 0.001
PEG-3 (/10) 2.85 ± 3.05 2.00 ± 2.35 0.020
PHQ-9 (/27) 5.25 ± 5.43 3.86 ± 4.42 0.016
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endoscopes (intromedic, Seoul, South Korea), were 
collected from patients and statistically analysed.

Results/Outcome(s):	Both groups had similar numbers 
of male patients (55% vs 45%, p=0.38), and were similar in 
median age (59.2 years vs 55.4 years, p=0.42). indications 
for capsule endoscopy were not significantly different. 
there was no significant difference in total small bowel 
transit time (SBtt) between subjects in the active group 
and the inactive group, with median times (standard 
deviation) being 249 vs 244 mins, p=0.59 (Figure 1).  
the gastric transit time was also not significantly different 
(35 mins vs 37 mins, p=0.60).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in this pilot study, patient 
mobilisation did not decrease either the SBtt or Gtt, 
placing some doubt on the concept that early mobilisation 
might decrease the incidence and/or length of ileus. We 
did find that it was feasible and safe to use capsule endos-
copy to measure small bowel transit times. limitations of 
this study include its small size and use of normal, rather 
than post-operative patients. Further studies are required 
to investigate whether gastric and small bowel transit times 
are decreased with early mobilisation after major abdom-
inal surgery.

BIOCHEMICAL	ASSESSMENT	OF	PERITONEAL	
INFLAMMATION	AND	THE	IMPACT	OF	
HEATED	HUMIDIFIED	CARBON	DIOXIDE	(CO2)	
DURING	LAPAROTOMY	FOR	COLORECTAL	
RESECTION:	A	RANDOMIZED	CONTROLLED	
TRIAL.

Poster abstracts P2

J. Cheong, a. Keshava, B. Chami, P. Witting
Sydney, NSW, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 during laparotomy for colonic 
resection, the abdominal content and peritoneum is 
exposed to cold, dry air. laparoscopic studies have demon-
strated inflammatory damage to the peritoneum with the 
use of cold dry gas insufflation. the aim of this study was to 
determine if inflammation occurred within the peritoneum 

during open colorectal surgery. the study also aimed to 
determine if the use of warmed humidified Co2 during 
laparotomy reduced peritoneal inflammation.

Methods/Interventions:	a randomised controlled trial 
was performed at Concord Hospital from February 2013 to 
december 2016. eligible patients were older than 18 years 
of age, undergoing elective open colorectal resection.. 
Patients were randomised to receive either humidified 
(rH: 100%), warmed (37°C) Co2 insufflation into the 
abdominal cavity (study group) or receive standard lapa-
rotomy without gas insufflation (control group). Parietal 
peritoneal samples were taken at the start and at the end 
of the operation in each group. the samples were analysed 
for inflammatory cytokines using eliSa. the oxidative 
stress on the peritoneum was also analysed using mass 
spectrometry to calculate the halogenation of tyrosine with 
in the peritoneum.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Forty patients were randomised 
with 20 patients receiving warmed, humidified Co2, and 
19 patient receiving standard laparotomy. one patient 
withdrew from study prior to surgery. Procedures included 
hemicolectomy, abdomino- perineal resection, and pelvic 
exenteration. in all 39 patients, levels of inflammatory 
cytokines, including interleukins (il) 1,2,4,6,8,10,13,15,17 
increased significantly at the end of the operation. most 
notably, il1 increased 2.1-fold, (p=0.0091), il2 6.0-fold 
(p=0.0006), il4 2.4-fold (p=0.0211), il5 3.0-fold 
(p=0.002), il6 134.2-fold (p=0.0005), il 8 13.8-fold 
(p=<0.0001) and il10 8.3-fold (p<0.0001). interferon, 
tumour necrosis factor and il12 levels remained unaltered. 
When the two groups were compared, the use of humidi-
fied, warmed Co2 resulted in a lower-fold increase for all 
measured cytokines, and reached statistical significance 
for il2 (p=0.0419), and il4 (p=0.0413). assessment of 
3-chlorotyrosine as a marker for peritoneal oxidative stress 
by liquid-chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry 
showed that the control group exhibited 3.4-fold higher 
tyrosine chlorination. (1.29 vs 0.37, p=0.0364).

Conclusions/Discussion:	this study demonstrates that 
peritoneal inflammation occurs as a result of laparotomy. 
use of humidified, warmed Co2 appears to suppress the 
inflammatory and oxidative response within the perito-
neum. this may have clinical outcomes with regards to 
recovery during the early postoperative period and also 
oncological outcome.
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“IF	YOU	WANT	TO	IMPROVE,	BE	CONTENT	
TO	BE	THOUGHT	FOOLISH	AND	STUPID”:	THE	
LIFE	AND	CAREER	OF	DR.	HENRY	LYNCH.

Poster abstracts P3

a. Person
Omaha, NE

Purpose/Background:	in an era when research funding 
is scant and healthcare systems are having difficulty identi-
fiying models of reimbursement for physicians that account 
for research, educational, and clinical productivity,  
true physician-scientists are becoming rare commodities. 
dr. Henry lynch, through his dogged determination in 
advancing the understanding of cancer genetics and an 
uncompromised compassion for his patients, is the embod-
iment of a true “triple-threat” physician. the purpose of 
this presentation is to discuss the unique, cirquitous and 
perhaps serendipitous path that led to the prolific career of 
dr. lynch and his contributions to the field of medicine.

Methods/Interventions:	through interviews with, and 
stories from colleagues, co-workers, and family members 
of dr. lynch, as well as his own recollection of events, a 
chronology of the life and career of the geneticist will be 
depicted.

Results/Outcome(s):	 analysis of the chronology of 
events demonstrates how the presence of some very 
specific personality traits have led to the life and career 
successes of dr. lynch. With a strong educational back-
ground in psychology, genetics, and medicine, perhaps 
none were better equipped than dr. lynch to bear the 
cancer genetics torch from a knowledge perspective. more 
important to his successes and advances however, were 
characteristics and traits, some innate, some nurtured, 
that allowed him to push his interests ahead. When critics 
from the niH widely panned and mocked his conten-
tion that some forms of cancer may be heritable, it was 
the grit and determination he gained as a professional 
boxer (known as “Hammerin’ Hank”) that propelled him 
forward. When research funding had long run dry because 
of the lack of acceptance of his hypotheses, it was his confi-
dence, creativity and resourcefulness that allowed him to 
continue - the same traits he used, forging paperwork to 
enter the military at age 16. after 30 years of meticulous 
note-taking, painstakingly pouring over one family pedi-
gree after another, vindication for his assertions finally 
came with the boom of the world of molecular genetics.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Far ahead of his time,  
dr. Henry lynch demonstrated the qualities and char-
acteristics throughout his career that physician-scientists 
should aspire to and seek to emulate. an exemplary 
researcher, teacher, and clinician, dr. lynch has ascended 
to this level through persistence and dedication to his 
craft, an unwavering desire to serve, and the motivation to 
advance the field of medicine.

THE	ROLE	OF	ASPARAGINE	SYNTHETASE	
IN	COLORECTAL	CANCER	WITH	MUTATED	
KRAS.

Poster abstracts P4

K. toda, K. Kawada, m. iwamoto, S. inamoto, 
S. Hasegawa, y. Sakai
Kyoto, Japan; Fukuoka, Japan

Purpose/Background:	 oncogenic KRAS mutation is 
the signature event in colorectal cancer (CrC). a number 
of clinical trials have shown that KRAS mutations in 
CrC can predict a lack of responses to the anti-epidermal 
growth factor receptor (eGFr)-based therapy. therefore, 
the development of new therapy for CrC with mutated 
KRAS has been desired clinically. recently, metabolic 
change caused by mutated KRAS has gained considerable 
attention as a novel therapeutic target. our purpose is 
to investigate how mutated KRAS can coordinate the 
metabolic shift to sustain CrC tumor growth and whether 
metabolic enzymes associated with mutated KRAS could be 
novel therapeutic targets for CrC with KRAS mutations.

Methods/Interventions:	 We used paired isogenic 
human CrC cells that differ only in the mutational status 
of KRAS gene to investigate the metabolic alterations 
caused by KRAS mutations. First, we measured intra-
cellular metabolites in KRAS-isogenic cell lines using 
capillary electrophoresis time-of-flight mass spectrometry 
(Ce-toFmS). Second, we screened the expression of 
metabolic enzyme by quantitative reverse transcription 
polymerase chain reaction (qrt-PCr). We also examined 
the relationship between mutated KRAS and metabolic 
enzymes using 93 clinical CrC samples.

Results/Outcome(s):	 metabolomics analysis indicated 
that KRAS mutation caused alteration in amino acid 
metabolism: a marked decrease in aspartate level and an 
increase in asparagine level. using several human CrC 
cell lines and clinical CrC specimens, we found that the 
expression of asparagine synthetase (aSnS), an enzyme 
that synthesizes asparagine from aspartate, was upregulated 
by mutated KRAS, and that aSnS expression was induced 
by KRAS-activated signaling pathway, in particular Pi3K-
aKt-mtor pathway. importantly, aSnS knockdown 
suppressed cell growth under the glutamine-free condition 
in vitro and asparagine addition could rescue the inhib-
ited growth and viability of cells grown under the gluta-
mine-free condition in vitro. notably, a pronounced growth 
suppression of KRAS-mutant CrC cells was observed upon 
aSnS knockdown in vivo. Furthermore, the inhibitory 
effect l-asparaginase (l-asp), an Fda-approved drug 
widely used to treat acute lymphoblastic leukemia (all), 
was significantly higher in aSnS-knockdown cells than in 
the control cells in vitro. We also showed that combination 
of l-asp plus rapamycin markedly suppressed the growth 
of KraS-mutant CrC cells in vivo, although treatments 
using each drug showed no or marginal effect.
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Conclusions/Discussion:	 these results suggested the 
possibility that KRAS-mutant CrC become adaptive to 
tumor environment through asparagine biosynthesis by 
aSnS. aSnS might be a novel therapeutic target against 
CrCs with mutated KRAS.

A	PROSPECTIVE	MULTI-CENTERED	ANALYSIS	
OF	THE	RECTAL	CANCER	MUCOSAL	
MICROBIOME	DURING	NEOADJUVANT	LONG	
COURSE	CHEMORADIOTHERAPY.

Poster abstracts P5

J. alexander, l. Poynter, a. Scott, a. Perdones-montero, 
d. Hughes, S. Susova, P. Soucek, V. liska, r. mirnezami, 
d. Cunningham, a. darzi, J. teare, J. marchesi, 
J. Kinross
London, United Kingdom; Dublin, Ireland; Prague, Czech 
Republic; Pilsen, Czech Republic

Purpose/Background:	there is growing evidence that 
the gut microbiome modulates patient response to chemo-
therapy and radiotherapy. However, it is unclear how these 
therapies modify anatomically discrete regions of mucosal 
ecology during therapy. We therefore applied a 16S rrna 
gene sequencing approach to study the meta-taxonomy of 
the mucosal microbiome in patients undergoing neoadju-
vant therapy for rectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 a prospective, observational 
multi-centred study was performed in patients undergoing 
elective surgery for colorectal tumors at three teaching 
hospitals in london, uK and Pilsen, Czech republic. 
all patients received bowel preparation prior to surgery. 
Clinical meta data on therapy was prospectively collected. 
tissue from on tumor, and from normal mucosa at 
10cms were sampled and snap frozen at -80°C. dna was 
extracted from mucosal samples using the Powerlyzer 
PowerSoil dna isolation Kit (mo Bio) and the V1-2 
regions of the 16S rrna gene sequences were sequenced 
on the illumina miSeq platform. data were analysed by 
mothur to determine otu abundance per sample and 
were further analysed in Stamp and r.

Results/Outcome(s):	 49 patients with rectal cancer 
were recruited (28 men, 21 women; median age 68, 
range 35-86). Cancers were staged as 1 t1, 13 t2, 27 
t3 & 8 t4; 27 n0, 12 n1, 8 n2; 47 m0, 2 m1. 22 
patients received neo-adjuvant treatment (9 combined 
chemoradiotherapy, 5 chemotherapy alone, 8 radiotherapy 
alone). Chemotherapy included FolFoX (five patients), 
5-fluoruracil alone (two patients) and capecitabine (six 
patients). inter-individual variation in gut microbiomes 
was large, and no significant differences were seen in 
Chao richness or Shannon diversity indices between neo- 
adjuvant treated and untreated samples. Faecalibacterium 
(an important modulator of gut homeostasis through 
its production of short chain fatty acids) was under- 
represented in samples from patients who received 

radiotherapy and lachnoanaerobaculum was under- 
represented in samples from patients who received chemo-
therapy (both p<0.01). allprevotella was only seen in a 
group of patients who received chemotherapy (p<0.001).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the rectal cancer micro-
biome is highly individualised. However, neo-adjuvant 
cytotoxic therapy and long course chemoradiotherapy 
(lCrt) caused treatment specific changes in the mucosal 
gut microbiota, which may influence treatment response 
and toxicity. Future trials are now warranted to explore 
this further, and research should investigate the molecular 
mechanisms through which the microbiome modifies ther-
apeutic efficacy of lCrt in rectal cancer.

PARADOXICAL	PROGNOSTIC	IMPACT	OF	
PERIPHERAL	BLOOD	LYMPHOCYTES	BEFORE	
NEOADJUVANT	CHEMORADIOTHERAPY	FOR	
RECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P6

K. Kawai, S. ishihara, H. nozawa, K. Hata, t. Watanabe
Tokyo, Japan

Purpose/Background:	 neoadjuvant chemoradio-
therapy (Crt) has become the standard procedure to 
downstage locally advanced rectal cancer prior to surgery. 
immunological reactions are reported to play an important 
role in the regression of irradiated rectal cancer. the aim of 
this study was to assess how the levels of peripheral blood 
lymphocytes prior to Crt may affect the response to Crt 
and disease recurrence.

Methods/Interventions:	 a total of 42 consecutive 
patients diagnosed with primary rectal cancer were 
prospectively enrolled in our study, and received neoad-
juvant Crt followed by curative resection. the numbers 
of t lymphocyte subsets (Cd3+ t lymphocyte, Cd4+ 
helper t lymphocyte, Cd8+ cytotoxic t lymphocytes) 
in the peripheral blood prior to Crt were analyzed using 
flow-cytometry. Patients were classified into high (Hi-r) 
and low (lo-r) response groups based on their patholog-
ical response to Crt, and a correlation between pre-Crt 
lymphocytes and Crt response or disease recurrence was 
assessed.

Results/Outcome(s):	Compared with the lo-r patients, 
Hi-r patients had significantly higher numbers of Cd3+ 
t lymphocytes (p=0.001) and Cd4+ helper t lympho-
cytes (p=0.002) in their peripheral blood prior to Crt, 
suggesting that circulating immunity plays an important 
role in tumor regression during Crt. Based on the 
receiver operating characteristic curve for the numbers of 
t lymphocytes prior to Crt, the optimal cut-off value was 
1196/ml, with 77.8% sensitivity, and 75.0% specificity. 
However, in multivariate analysis, high numbers of circu-
lating t lymphocytes prior to Crt was an independent 
risk factor for shorter disease-free survival (p=0.0358, 
Hr=5.86, 95% Ci=1.13–34.5).
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Conclusions/Discussion:	in patients with rectal cancer, 
high levels of circulating t lymphocytes were indicative of 
a good response to Crt; however, high levels of circulating 
t lymphocytes also correlated with a high recurrence rate 
after surgery. therefore, the role of circulating immunity 
in Crt remains unclear and requires further investigation.

INTRATUMORAL	GENOMIC	HETEROGENEITY	
AND	CLONAL	EVOLUTION	IN	METASTATIC	
RECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P7

B. Kuritzkes, S. lee-Kong, e. Komissarova, 
S. Kongkarnka, r. Kiran, J. Sepulveda, a. Sepulveda
New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	rectal cancer is a leading cause 
of cancer-related morbidity and mortality in the united 
States. intratumoral genomic heterogeneity (i.e., diversity 
in the frequency of specific mutations within an individual 
tumor) and clonal evolution (i.e., branching patterns of 
evolution, driven by the emergence of key mutations) are 
novel concepts in cancer genomics. recently, the presence 
of intratumoral genomic heterogeneity in colon cancer was 
demonstrated in a study of five patients. Whether rectal 
cancers also exhibit intratumoral genomic heterogeneity 
is not well characterized. this pilot study was undertaken 
to identify the presence of genomic heterogeneity within 
primary and metastatic lesions, and of clonal evolution 
between primary and metastatic lesions in patients with 
rectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 We obtained paired tissue 
samples from primary and metastatic lesions in patients with 
rectal cancer from our institutional tumor bank. Formalin-
fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPe) specimens were macro- or 
micro-dissected for tumor-rich sections. next generation 
sequencing (nGS) was performed with the truSeq cancer 
panel (illumina) to examine mutational hotspots within 
48 genes commonly associated with cancer pathogenesis. 
Sequencing data were analyzed with nextGene software 
(SoftGenetics) and with a pipeline using the integrative 
Genomics Viewer platform. this project was approved by 
the Columbia university institutional review Board.

Results/Outcome(s):	due to the expense of nGS, we 
limited our analysis to six matched pairs of primary and 
metastatic lesions. Five metastases were hepatic, and 1 was 
ovarian. Half of the patients were female; median age was 
57.5 years (range, 38 – 61 years). Somatic mutations were 
identified most frequently in TP53 (present in 4 primary 
and 5 metastatic lesions), APC (in 2 primaries and 3 
metastases), and KRAS (in 1 primary and 2 metastases). 
additional mutations were identified in CDH1, PIK3CA, 
and SMAD4. evidence for intratumoral heterogeneity (as 
demonstrated by >10% difference in frequency of variant 
alleles) was present in 3 of the primary tumors, and in 4 of 
the metastatic lesions. evidence of clonal evolution from 

the primary to the paired metastasis (as demonstrated by 
the emergence of novel mutations, or by a difference in 
variant nucleotide frequency between primary and paired 
metastasis) was found in 4 of 6 cases. mutations identified 
de novo in metastases included nucleotide variants in APC, 
KRAS, PIK3CA, and TP53. results of sequencing analysis 
and inferred phylogeny for an individual case (patient B) 
are illustrated in figure 1.

Conclusions/Discussion:	this pilot study demonstrates 
that rectal cancers exhibit genomic heterogeneity and 
clonal evolution. Such polyclonality may result in differ-
ential response to systemic therapy. Further study is 
warranted to determine whether the presence of genomic 
heterogeneity is a useful biomarker for response to systemic 
therapy.

Figure 1. (a): mutational heat map for an individual case (patient B), 
illustrating the distribution of somatic mutations detected with the 
truSeq cancer panel. Colors correspond to whether the given mutation 
was detected in only the metastasis (metastasis-private), or in both 
the primary lesion and the metastasis (conserved). no mutation was 
detected in the majority of genes sequenced (i.e., wildtype). Percentages 
indicate the frequency of specific variant alleles across all sequencing 
reads. (B): schematic illustrating the phylogenetic relationship implied 
by the distribution of mutations in (a). Potential driver mutations, iden-
tified by arrows, are acquired by the new branch. Conserved mutations 
likely occurred early in tumoral evolution, before the development of 
metastasis, whereas metastasis-private mutations likely emerged after 
the divergence of those clonal populations. the simultaneous existence 
of multiple, genomically heterogeneous clones may result in differential 
response to systemic therapy.

ANALYSIS	OF	THE	EFFECT	OF	SINGLE	
NUCLEOTIDE	POLYMORPHISMS	ON	AGE	
OF	ONSET	OF	COLORECTAL	CANCER	
IN	PATIENTS	WITH	LYNCH	SYNDROME	
(HEREDITARY	NONPOLYPOSIS	COLORECTAL	
CANCER).

Poster abstracts P8

l. Pearce, K. Bean, S. Pervez, a. Wallace, J. Hill, 
d. evans
Manchester, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 lynch Syndrome (lS) in an 
inherited cancer predisposition syndrome. Patients develop 
colorectal cancer at a young age but age of onset of disease 
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can be wide ranging. Single nucleotide polymorphisms 
(SnPS) have been shown to predict age of onset of 
malignancy in patients with high-risk mutations for breast 
cancer. the ability to predict risk of age of onset of disease 
in patients with lynch Syndrome could potentially reduce 
the repeated risk exposure and inconvenience that comes 
with screening colonoscopy, potentially improving compli-
ance with current screening regimes and targeting prophy-
lactic surgery to individual patients where appropriate.

Methods/Interventions:	 MLH1 and MSH2 mutation 
carriers, patients with sporadic colorectal cancer but no 
genetic mutation and a control population were identified 
from the manchester Genetics database. a SnP panel 
of 16 SnPs previously identified in validation studies 
to be associated with colorectal cancer was developed. 
lymphocyte dna was sequenced and genotyped using 
Sequenom massarray technology. Polygenic risk scores for 
each individual were stratified into quintiles. Cox propor-
tional hazards model was used to assess the relationship 
between colorectal cancer and risk score. Polygenic risk 
scores (overall colorectal cancer risk scores (oCrS)) were 
calculated for each patient depending on the number of 
risk alleles and minor allele frequencies (maF) described 
in published validation studies. Weighted risk scores were 
then calculated for each SnP, for the presence of zero, one 
or two risk alleles (wild type, heterozygous, homozygous 
respectively). relative risks published in validation studies 
were utilised such that the weighting for each genotype 
when multiplied by the population frequencies of the geno-
types equals 100. as such, the odds ratios were normalized 
around a population average risk of 1.0.

Results/Outcome(s):	 943 patients were included in 
the analysis (162 MLH1, 207 MSH2 mutation carriers, 
251 sporadic colorectal cancer cases, and 323 controls). 
67.1% mlH1 and 47.8% of mSH2 mutation carriers had 
developed colorectal cancer. overall colorectal cancer 
risk score (oCrS) was higher in the sporadic group than 
any other group (MLH1 p=0.02, MSH2 p<0.001, Control 
p<0.001). there was no association with increasing oCrS 
and earlier age of onset of disease in MLH1, MSH2 or 
sporadic groups (p>0.05).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 this study confirms that 
SnPs previously reported to be associated with colorectal 
cancer are more prevalent in patients with sporadic 
colorectal cancer than in high-risk mutation carriers or 
a control population. these SnPs do not appear to have 
current value in predicting age of onset of disease in any of 
the populations included in the study.

ADEQUACY	OF	ETHICS	EDUCATION	IN	
COLON	AND	RECTAL	SURGERY	TRAINING	
PROGRAMS.

Poster abstracts P9

J. Griffin, a. Bastawrous, m. Hawkins
Seattle, WA

Purpose/Background:	are we really doing what we say 
we should be doing in Colon and rectal Surgery training 
programs when it comes to ethics education? nearly 
everyone would agree that ethics education is important 
but even if ethics education is a part of the training program 
then what is its quality? ethics education is supported by 
the aCGme Program requirements for Graduate medical 
education in Colon and rectal Surgery and General 
Surgery but ethics is only mentioned 3 and 2 times respec-
tively: 1) the physician faculty must maintain professional 
standards of clinical excellence and ethical behavior (only 
in Colon and rectal Surgery), 2) residents must demon-
strate a commitment to carrying out professional respon-
sibilities and an adherence to ethical principles, and 3) a 
high standard of ethical behavior. the american Board of 
Colon and rectal Surgery states as a General requirement 
that, “the moral and ethical fitness of a candidate must 
be satisfactory to the Board and in conformity with the 
Statements on Principles of the american College of 
Surgeons, and the Principles of medical ethics of the 
american medical association”. the american Board of 
Surgery in its Booklet of information states in its General 
requirements that a candidate must “have an ethical, 
professional, and moral status acceptable to the aBS”. 
a candidate can be tested on the certifying examination 
on “issues related to a candidate’s ethical and humanistic 
qualities.” it also includes an ethics and Professional Policy 
that is updated yearly. now back to the original questions. 
are we really doing what we say we should be doing? and 
what is the quality of ethics education?

Methods/Interventions:	 an eight question survey to 
assess the presence and adequacy of ethics education in 
Colon and rectal Surgery training programs was created 
and sent to the Program directors to take themselves and 
to pass on to both Faculty members and residents (past 
and present).

Results/Outcome(s):	 Fifty-seven surveys were sent 
and there were 45 responses (33.3% residents, 31.1% 
Faculty members, 24.4% Program directors, and 11.1% 
General Surgery residents). most of the ethics education 
in training programs came from informal discussion of a 
specific case (60%) and the rest came from either a CrS 
Conference dedicated to ethics education (35.6%), a CrS 
Conference not dedicated to ethics education (31.1%), a 
formal discussion of a specific case (28.9%), or an ethics 
conference (15.6%). as to its quality, 28.9% stated that 
the adequacy of the ethics education was “extremely” 
or “moderately” adequate, 31.1% stated that it was 
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“adequate”, and 40.0% stated that it was “marginally” 
adequate and “not adequate at all”.

Conclusions/Discussion:	there are areas for improve-
ment in the ethics education of Colon and rectal Surgery 
residents based on this survey.

LONGITUDINAL	ANALYSIS	OF	URINARY	
METABOLIC	PHENOTYPE	AFTER	COLORECTAL	
RESECTION	DEMONSTRATE	TEMPORAL	
EVOLUTION.

Poster abstracts P10

a. Scott, m. lewis, m. Gomez-romero, o. Cloarec, 
P. Ziprin, r. Kennedy, a. darzi, J. Kinross
London, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	Current assessment of recovery 
and complication development following colorectal resec-
tion relies on the evaluation of non-specific downstream 
parameters including vital signs and inflammatory markers. 
urinary metabolic phenotyping by mass spectrometry is a 
novel methodology that may provide more detailed quan-
tification of a patient’s physiological status. the effects 
of colorectal surgery on urinary metabolic phenotype are 
unknown.

Methods/Interventions:	urine was collected at 6 time-
points (pre-operative, days 0, 1, 2, 3 and late post-oper-
ative [day 20-30]) from a subset of patients undergoing 
laparoscopic or open colorectal resection for malignancy 
at seven uK centres as part of a separate clinical trial 
(enrol study, Kennedy et al. 2014). Samples were 
analysed by reversed phase negative high-performance 
liquid-chromatography mass-spectrometry (HPlC-mS). 
multivariate analysis was performed in SimCa and r.

Results/Outcome(s):	164 urine samples were collected 
from 41 patients (27 male [66%]), of whom 20 (49%) under-
went resection completed laparoscopically. anatomies of 
the resections were: 27 (66%) colon, 13 (32%) rectum and 
1 (2%) panproctocolectomy. Principal component anal-
ysis (PCa) demonstrated a time-dependent evolution in 
metabolic profile with significant perturbation from base-
line at d0 and gradual recovery by the late post-operative 
time-point (figure 1). Paired comparisons of component 
scores between sequential time-points confirmed signifi-
cant differences in metabolic profile between pre-operative 
and d0; d0 and d1; d1 and d2; and d3 and late post-opera-
tive samples (figure 1). no differences were noted between 
d2 and d3 or pre- and late post-operative samples. Sample 
acquisition was incomplete, leaving 14 patients with a 
complete set of samples at pre-operative, d0, d1 and d2/3 
time-points. anoVa-simultaneous component analysis 
(aSCa) of this cohort demonstrated a significant effect 
(by permutation testing, n=1000) of time (p=0.002) 
and surgical approach (laparoscopic [n=7] vs. open, 
p=0.042) but no significant interaction between the two 
(p=0.894). High (n=5) vs. low physiological component 

of the PoSSum score, but not resection anatomy (e.g. 
colon [n=5] vs. rectum), also had a significant effect on 
metabolic profile (p=0.005).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Colorectal resection causes 
significant perturbation in urinary metabolic profile that 
recovers to baseline over time. Furthermore, the metabolic 
response to surgery appears to be sensitive to the degree 
of surgical trauma and the baseline physiological status of 
the patient. in combination, these findings indicate that 
urinary metabolic profile may prove useful in monitoring 
recovery following colorectal resection where deviation 
from an established “normal” trajectory could herald the 
development of post-operative complications.

Scatter plot of patients’ component scores at each time-point. p values 
from paired comparison of component scores between consecutive time-
points by Hotelling’s t2 tests.

SURGICAL	OUTCOMES	IN	LAPAROSCOPIC	
AND	ROBOTIC	COLORECTAL	SURGERY:	A	
SINGLE	SURGEON	EXPERIENCE.

Poster abstracts P11

Z. Hothem, J. douglas, a. adeyemo, J. Cirino, 
J. Shellnut, H. Wasvary
Royal Oak, MI

Purpose/Background:	 as use of robotic-assisted 
surgery increases, measures of surgical outcomes and cost 
effectiveness must be assessed to validate its benefit in 
colorectal surgery. We compared outcomes of patients 
undergoing colorectal resection for benign and malig-
nant disease, using either laparoscopic or robotic-assisted 
surgery performed by a single surgeon.

Methods/Interventions:	records of patients who under-
went laparoscopic or robotic colorectal surgery between 
January 2012 and July 2016 were reviewed for this retro-
spective, case-control study. Perioperative outcomes and 
oncologic measures were compared using nSQiP data 
and chart review. data points included operative time, 
surgical margin, estimated blood loss (eBl), length of stay, 
and number of lymph nodes retrieved. Statistical analyses 
included Chi-square, Fisher’s exact test, Student’s t-test, 
and mann-Whitney rank tests. in addition, financial 
analysis was performed to determine cost effectiveness of 
specific robotic vs. laparoscopic procedures.

Results/Outcome(s):	 there were 132 robotic and 
126 laparoscopic procedures. the only statistically signif-
icant difference in patient demographics was aSa score 
(median score of 3 for robotic cases, 2 for laparoscopic; 
p=0.002). urinary retention was the only post-operative 
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complication with a significant difference (5.3% for robotic 
cases compared to 2.4% laparoscopic, p= 0.002). there 
was no significant difference in anastomotic leaks, hema-
tomas, eBl, conversion to open, or mortality. Proximal 
margin was greater in the robotic group (8.25 cm vs. 
6.1 cm, p=0.006). there was no difference in number 
of lymph nodes harvested (median 18, range 3-61 vs 
18.5, 1-48, p=0.84) or mean operative times (2.40±0.98 
vs 2.31±0.99 hours, p=0.47). Subset analysis revealed 
a shorter operative time for robotic sigmoid colectomy 
(2.51±0.68 vs 2.05±0.62 hours, p< 0.009) and shorter 
loS (median 6, range 3-58 vs 4, 2-9 p<0.004), even after 
exclusion of eraS patients. in review of a subset of cases 
(63 robotic and 121 laparoscopic) robotic surgery was 
associated with higher direct costs (67.8% more, p<0.001) 
but lower indirect costs (8.12% lower, p=0.009). the net 
revenue and income were higher for robotic cases (6.02 % 
more, p=0.21, and 16.7% more, p=0.11, respectively), but 
the differences were not statistically significant.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 our retrospective review 
demonstrates comparable baseline characteristics and 
similar outcomes regardless of which technique is used. 
Patients who underwent robotic sigmoidectomies had 
significantly shorter hospital length of stay and operative 
times. robotic colectomies were associated with a higher 
direct cost and lower indirect cost. although not statis-
tically significant, robotic colectomies demonstrated a 
higher net revenue and net income.

PREDICTORS	OF	ADEQUATE	LYMPH	NODE	
YIELD	DURING	COLECTOMIES	FOR	COLON	
CANCER.

Poster abstracts P12

J. douaiher, t. Hussain, S. langenfeld
Omaha, NE

Purpose/Background:	regional lymphadenectomy is a 
fundamental principle for adequate oncologic resection for 
colon cancer. Consensus guidelines recommend a minimum 
of 12 lymph nodes be assessed for accurate staging. 
adequate lymph node (ln) resection is a prognostic indi-
cator, associated with patient outcomes including survival, 
and guides the need for adjuvant chemotherapy. Factors 
affecting lymph node (ln) yield in colectomies have been 
studied, but research is limited to institutional experi-
ences. Further, there is scarce data on the effect of surgical 
approach on ln yield. using a multi-institutional, national 
database, the american College of Surgeons national 
Surgical Quality improvement Program, aCS-nSQiP, we 
explore factors that influence ln yield in colectomies for 
colon cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 using the colectomy-targeted 
nSQiP database, we conducted a retrospective, cross- 
sectional analysis of all patients undergoing elective colec-
tomy for colon cancer during 2014 and 2015, the first 

years when ln data were collected. our primary outcome 
was ln yield of at least 12 or not. We used multivariate 
logistic regression to determine how surgical approach 
(determined by CPt and iCd 9 and 10 codes) impacted 
ln yield, controlling for disease characteristics (location 
of cancer, t and n stage) and patient factors (age, gender, 
race, and several preoperative conditions). likelihood 
ratio tests were used to determine statistical evidence for 
interaction between approach and location.

Results/Outcome(s):	a total of 14,781 patients under-
went colectomy (30% open, 25.8% laparoscopic, 27.5% 
hand assist, 8.3% robotic, and 0.3% SilS). 91% of patients 
had greater than 12 ln. laparoscopic, hand-assist, and 
robotic approaches were more likely to have >12 ln 
than open surgery on logistic regression analysis (table 1). 
adequate ln resection was less likely for left-sided (or 
=0.46, 0.40-0.53) and transverse tumors (or=0.53, 0.42-
0.66) compared to right sided tumors. more right sided 
than left tumors were resected laparoscopically (65.3% vs 
56.5%) but less robotically (5.14% vs. 11.87%, χ2<0.0001). 
there was no statistical evidence for interaction between 
approach of surgery and location on ln yield. more 
advanced disease (t and n stage) was more likely to yield 
adequate ln resection. Preoperative factors such as steroid 
use, smoking, and neoadjuvant therapy were associated 
with decreased likelihood of adequate ln resection.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 this is one of the first 
multi-institutional studies to identify procedure, disease 
and patient related factors that influence adequate ln yield 
in colectomies for cancer. minimally invasive approaches 
improve ln yield, as laparoscopic and robotic colecto-
mies were 30 to 45% more likely to achieve adequate ln 
harvest compared to open surgery. non-modifiable patient 
and disease related factors (cancer location, neoadjuvant 
chemotherapy, steroid use may render adequate ln yield 
challenging.

SAFE	SURGERY	IN	THE	ELDERLY:	A	REVIEW	
OF	OUTCOMES	FOLLOWING	ROBOTIC	
PROCTECTOMY	FROM	THE	NATIONWIDE	
INPATIENT	SAMPLE.

Poster abstracts P13

C. richards, S. Steele, m. lustik, S. Gillern, r. lim, 
J. Brady, a. althans, a. Schlussel
Honolulu, HI; Cleveland, OH; Tacoma, WA

Purpose/Background:	 as our nation’s population 
ages, operating on older and sicker patients occurs more 
frequently. robotic operations have been thought to 
bridge the gap between a laparoscopic and an open 
approach, especially in more complex cases like proctec-
tomy. We sought to evaluate the use and outcomes of 
robotic proctectomy compared to open and laparoscopic 
approaches for rectal cancer in the elderly.
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Methods/Interventions:	 retrospective review 
utilizing the nationwide inpatient Sample (niS; 2006-
2013). all cases were restricted to age 70 years old 
or greater. iCd-9-Cm diagnosis and procedural coding 
was utilized to identify and compare outcomes of rectal 
cancer treated with an open, laparoscopic or robotic proc-
tectomy. abdominoperineal resections were excluded. 
demographics, comorbidities, and postoperative outcomes 
were identified.

Results/Outcome(s):	 We identified 6,740 admissions 
for rectal cancer including: 5,879 open, 666 laparoscopic, 
and 195 robotic procedures. the median age was 77 years 
old and 54% of cases were men. the oldest patient was 101 
years old, and 3% of patients were >90 years old. the mean 

elixhauser comorbidity index was significantly greater in 
the open vs. robotic cohort (6.7 vs. 5.2; p=0.02), but not 
different when comparing robotics to laparoscopy. the rate 
of ileostomy creation was significantly greater for robotics 
(26%) compared to open (7.6%), and laparoscopy (8.6%) 
(p<0.01); however, there was no difference in colostomy 
formation (Table 1). the overall mortality rate was low 
(2.1%) with no significant difference among the groups. 
robotic proctectomy was associated with a decreased 
risk of gastrointestinal (Gi) complications compared to 
open (1.5% vs. 9.8%; p<0.01) and laparoscopic (1.5% vs. 
7.8%; p<0.01). these findings remained significant after 
adjusting for covariates, including age, elixhauser comor-
bidity index, and a propensity score (or=0.18; p<0.01 

P12 

n (%)
<12 Lymph 
nodes n (%)

≥ 12 Lymph nodes 
n (%)

Odds Ratio (95% 
CI) P value

Total cases 14, 781 (100) 1,315 (8.89) 13,466 (91.10)
Open resection 4,443 (30.06) 477 (37.27) 3,966 (29.45) Reference
Laparoscopic resection 3,812 (25.79) 296 (22.51) 3,516 (26.11) 1.3 (1.11 - 1.53) p=0.002
Laparoscopic with 
hand-assist

4,062 (27.48) 305 (23.19) 3,757 (27.9) 1.45 (1.23-1.70) p<0.0001

Laparoscopic with  
conversion to open

1,128 (7.63) 103 (7.83) 1,025 (7.61) 1.20 (0.96-1.51) p=0.115

Robotic 1,228 (8.31) 128 (9.73) 1,100 (7.61) 1.30 (1.05 - 1.62) p=0.018
Robotic with  
conversion to open

64 (0.43) 1 (0.08) 63 (0.47) 10.5 (1.44-76.40) p=0.02

SILS 44 (0.30) 5 (0.38) 39 (0.29) 0.89 (0.34-2.39) p=0.832
Right colectomy 6,345 (42.93) 347 (26.39) 5,998 (44.54) Reference
Left colectomy 7,245 (49.02) 849 (65.56) 6,396 (47.5) 0.46 (0.40-0.53) p<0.0001
Transverse colectomy 1,191 (8.06) 119 (9.05) 1,072 (7.96) 0.53 (0.42-0.66) p<0.0001
Mean Age (SD) 47.89 (13.71) 48.7 (12.70) 47.81 (13.80) 0.98 (0.98-0.99) p<0.0001
Male 7,305 (49.42) 610 (46.39) 6,695(49.72) Reference
Female 7,474 (5058) 705 (53.61) 6,771 (50.28) 0.94 (0.83-1.05) p=0.291
White 12,267 (82.99) 1,017 (84.18) 11,160 (82.88) Reference
Black 1,695 (11.47) 159 (12.09) 1,536 (11.41) 0.87 (0.72-1.04) p=0.126
Asian 730 (4.94) 42 (3.19) 688 (5.11) 1.63 (1.18-2.25) p=0.003
T0 stage 508 (3.44) 85 (6.46) 423 (3.14) Reference
T1 stage 1,589 (10.75) 220 (16.73) 1,369 (10.17) 0.89 (0.67-1.19) p=0.431
T2 stage 2,479 (16.77) 232 (17.64) 2,247 (16.69) 1.864 (1.24-2.17) p=0.01
T3 stage 7,631 (51.63) 562 (52.74) 7,069 (52.50) 2.07 (1.58-2.70) p<0.001
T4 stage 2,574 (17.41) 216 (16.43) 2,358 (17.51) 1.70 (1.25-2.30) p=0.001
N0 stage 8,465 (57.27) 801 (60.91) 7,664 (56.91) Reference
N1 stage 4,067 (27.52) 369 (28.06) 3,698 (27.46) 0.92 (0.80-1.10) p=0.232
N2 stage 2,249 (15.22) 145 (11.03) 2,104 (15.62) 1.23 (1.01-1.50) p=0.047
Preoperative Steroid 
use

469 (3.17) 58 (4.41) 411 (3.05) 0.68 (0.50-0.90) p=0.007

Smoking history 2,006 (13.57) 205 (15.59) 1,801 (13.37) 0.82 (0.69-0.96) p=0.016
Neoadjuvant therapy 1,723 (11.66) 298 (22.66) 1,425 (10.58) 0.45 (0.38-0.53) p<0.0001
Preoperative >10% 
weight loss

935 (6.33) 58 (4.41) 877 (6.51) 1.58 (1.19-2.09) p=0.001
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for robotic vs. open, and or=0.23; p=0.01, for robotic 
vs. laparoscopic). median (interquartile range) length 
of stay (loS) was shorter for robotics at 4.3 (3-7) days, 
compared to laparoscopic 5.8 (4-8) and open at 6.7 (5-10) 
days (p<0.01), while median total hospital charges were 
higher in the robotic group compared to laparoscopic and 
open cases ($64,743 vs. $55,813 vs. $50,355, respectively, 
p<0.01).

Conclusions/Discussion:	this investigation represents 
the largest analysis of robotic proctectomy for cancer in the 
elderly population. there has been a significant increase in 
the utilization of this robotic procedure in the united States 
over the studied 5-year period (2009-2013). in addition to 
a reduction in postoperative Gi complications, robotic 
proctectomy was associated with a shorter loS, and this 
may act as a surrogate marker for an overall improvement 
in adverse events. these results demonstrate that a robotic 
approach is a safe and feasible option, and should not be 
discounted solely based on age or comorbidities.

UTILITY	OF	THE	VERTICAL	RECTUS	
ABDOMINIS	MYOCUTANEOUS	FLAP	FOR	
ABDOMINOPERINEAL	RESECTION	AND	PELVIC	
EXENTERATION	DEFECTS.

Poster abstracts P14

Q. Hatch, K. lu, l. tsikitis, d. Herzig
Portland, OR

Purpose/Background:	 Perineal wound morbidity after 
abdominoperineal resection (aPr) or pelvic exenteration 
is not an infrequent postoperative challenge. the purpose 
of this study is to describe our experience with routine use 
of vertical rectus abdominis myocutaneous (Vram) flap 
reconstruction for the closure of the perineal defect after 
these procedures.

Methods/Interventions:	 retrospective review of all 
patients with locally advanced rectal or anal cancer treated 
with aPr or pelvic exenteration at a university hospital 
between 2004 and 2014. Wound outcomes were then eval-
uated. the primary outcome of interest was major perineal 

wound complication (flap failure or partial flap loss). the 
secondary outcome of interest was overall wound compli-
cations (flap failure, partial flap loss, perineal wound sepa-
ration, perineal wound infection, chronic drainage, as well 
as donor site complications to include hernias).

Results/Outcome(s):	42 patients met inclusion criteria 
during the study period. mean follow up was 13 months. 
mean age was 56 years, mean albumin was 3.6 g/dl, mean 
Bmi was 26. Forty three percent of patients were male, 
and 26% had a vascular comorbidity (diabetes, active 
smoking, coronary or peripheral arterial disease). nearly 
all (93%) had recieved neoadjuvant pelvic radiation and 
chemotherapy (88%). major perineal wound complica-
tions occured in 4 patients (10%). overall wound compli-
cation rates were 57%, with a hernia rate of 2.3%. Within 
our population, none of the aforementioned variables were 
independently associated with rates of wound complica-
tions on multivariable analysis controlling for preoperative 
radiation.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Perineal wounds after aPr or 
pelvic exenteration are high risk, especially after radiation 
therapy. We have shown a relatively low rate of major 
perineal wound complications within this population 
when routinely using Vram reconstruction. ultimately a 
large, randomized study is needed to truly define the ideal  
perineal closure technique.

THE	MASIC	(MOTHERS	WITH	ANAL	
SPHINCTER	INJURIES	IN	CHILDBIRTH)	
FOUNDATION,	AN	AFTERMATH	OF	A	
WORD	PICTURE	TO	DESCRIBE	THE	OASIS	
SYNDROME.

Poster abstracts P15

m. Keighley, S. Webb, J. Hayes, y. Perston, e. Bradshaw
Birmingham, United Kingdom; London, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 We recently described a word 
picture which identified a recognisable syndrome of the 
emotional, social and psychological consequences of anal 
incontinence as a result of obstetric anal Sphincter 
injuries: oaSiS (Keighley et al 2016). this qualitative 
approach used case studies (n=81), interviews (n=14) 
and a focus group (n=14) and identified repetitive themes 
with reference to the emotional, social and psychological 
consequences of anal incontinence after childbirth which 
was displayed as a ‘word picture’. as a result of recognising 
the emotional morbidity amongst these mothers a support 
group was established with charitable status to overcome 
their isolation and dignity loss.

Methods/Interventions:	 Following two focus groups 
amongst mothers with oaSiS and health professionals, we 
established a Foundation aimed to deliver the following: 
improved awareness of the consequences of oaSiS within 
the medical profession, greater awareness of childbirth 
related trauma by the public, advice for mothers with 
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bowel incontinence after childbirth, research into the 
best access to a care pathway for support and methods of 
preventing injuries and their consequences.

Results/Outcome(s):	two focus groups have confirmed 
that women with anal incontinence following childbirth 
feel unclean which results in dignity loss, psychosexual 
morbidity, isolation, embarrassment, guilt, fear, depres-
sion, anxiety, loss of confidence, a feeling of having been 
mutilated and compromised motherhood. this unspoken 
taboo is hidden from the family and is withheld from the 
profession. Coping relies on repetitive washing, having to 
plan daily activities, family support and attention to the 
child whose birth resulted in the injury. recovery and 
healing is best achieved by care of the child, medical advice 
and sharing. as a result of these interventions we have 
established a Charitable Foundation, hosted a national 
education day, stimulated a national television focus on 
the “hidden trauma of childbirth” and set up a website 
which provides a helpline for mothers with anal inconti-
nence after childbirth.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 improved awareness within 
the profession and the public has helped to overcome the 
stigma of the unspoken taboo of anal incontinence after 
childbirth.

FLUORESCENCE-GUIDED	SURGERY	IN	
COLORECTAL	ANASTOMOSIS:	PROSPECTIVE	
STUDY	OF	CLINICAL	OUTCOMES	AND	
OBJECTIVE	QUANTIFICATION	OF	THE	
INDOCYANINE	GREEN	SIGNAL	THROUGH	THE	
USE	OF	AN	EUROPEAN	SYSTEM.

Poster abstracts P16

G. martín-martín, J. olea-mediero,  
J. Segura-Sampedro, a. ochogavia-Segui,  
n. alonso-Hernandez, m. Fernández-isart,  
m. Gamundi-Cuesta, F. González-argenté
Palma de Mallorca, Spain

Purpose/Background:	 analyze the clinical impact of 
fluorescence-guided surgery in colorectal anastomosis and 
conduct a study of diagnostic accuracy to quantify objec-
tively the findings visualized by fluorescence.

Methods/Interventions:	Prospective study involving 30 
non-selected patients in which a colo-colonic or colorectal 
anastomosis was performed in a colorectal surgery unit. 
technique involves injecting the indocyanine green (0.4 
mg/Kg) at the time of preparing the proximal anastomotic 
margin and evaluate their fluorescence 3 min after injec-
tion based on a nominal visual scale (Figure 1). Surgical 
plan change intraoperatively increasing resection if fluores-
cence is absent or patched. anastomotic leak related vari-
ables (preoperatively, intraoperatively and postoperatiely 
up to 1 month) and the use of indocyanine green were 
analyzed. We have also studied the correlation between 
intraoperative findings, obtained using a visual nominal 

scale front, the percentage value of indocyanine green 
analyzed postoperatively through captured images during 
the surgical procedure.

Results/Outcome(s):	 most frequent indication was 
colorectal cancer in 21 (70%) cases. most of the patients 
(80%) had associated medical pathologies and 7 (23%) 
cases received neoadjuvancy. operative time was 145 
(140) min. Splenic-flexure mobilization was performed 
in 5 (18%) cases, high ligation of the inferior mesenteric 
artery in 21 (70%) patients and 63% of the anastomosis 
was localized above 10 cm from the anal margin. the 
maximum fluorescence is attained within 60 sec on 
average. Fluorescence guided-surgery changed surgical 
plan in 1 (3%) patient. there was a case of self-limiting 
respiratory adverse effect associated with the infusion of 
indocyanine green. Postoperative morbidity consisted in 
8 (26%) minor medical complications and 3 (10%) minor 
surgical complications (Clavien-dindo i/ii). there has 
been no case of anastomotic fistula with clinical impact 
or need for reoperation or invasive procedures (Clavien-
dindo iii). in the only case in which the surgical atti-
tude changed based on fluorescence, no leaks occurred. 
there were no complications related to indocyanine 
green in renal and hepatic laboratory studies. the concor-
dance study showed satisfactory results (κ=0.47) between 
intraoperative indocyanine green qualitative assessment 
(nominal visual scale) and postoperative indocyanine 
green quantitative assessment.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Fluorescence guided-surgery 
is a safe and reproducibly tool with minimal added 
complexity that could have an impact on surgical strategy 
and clinical results in colorectal anastomosis. our initial 
results show that the visual scale used intraoperatively for 
this purpose moderately correlated with quantitative fluo-
rescence data postoperatively obtained through a special-
ized computer analysis.
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OUTCOMES	IMPROVEMENTS	WITH	
INTERDEPARTMENTAL	CONSENSUS	AND	
DEVELOPMENT	OF	AN	ERAS-BUNDLED	ORDER	
SET.

Poster abstracts P17

S. Brandstetter, n. Hieb, S. Horattas, K. Bahr, 
m. Horattas
Akron, OH

Purpose/Background:	 enhanced recovery programs 
have already been highly successful and widely accepted 
in europe, and they continue to grow in popularity in 
the united States. eraS programs (formerly known as 
Fast-track Programs) have been shown to significantly 
improve surgical outcomes including surgical complica-
tions, morbidity, length of stay, and without an increase 
in readmission rates. this is accomplished through multi-
modal pain control (and minimal opioid analgesia), early 
enteral nutrition, the utilization of minimally invasive 
surgery, and other means. despite the significant body of 
evidence indicating that eraS protocols lead to improved 
outcomes, they challenge traditional surgical doctrine. as 
a result, their implementation in the u.S. has been slow.

Methods/Interventions:	an eraS pathway was devel-
oped at a tertiary referral center with the goals of decreasing 
patient length of stay as well as hospital-related morbidity. 
the program consisted of developing interdepartmental 
consensus with numerous perioperative interventions. 
this program was a continuation of a previously successful 
multidisciplinary colorectal bundle ordered set and change 
in culture developed to address high surgical site infection 
rates. after irB approval, data was prospectively gathered 
on all participating patients (n=46) including demo-
graphic information, diagnosis, comorbidities, operation, 
length of stay, time to flatus, readmission, complications, 
etc.. a control group (n=59) comprised of elective cases 
from the time period between 1/1/2015 to 12/31/2015 
prior to the implementation of the eraS order pathways 
was used for comparison. these data were compared using 
students t-tests for length of stay and other data was gath-
ered as quality improvement metrics.

Results/Outcome(s):	median length of stay decreased 
significantly (p<0.0001) from 5 days in the year proceeding 
implementation to 2 (range 1 - 5) days after program 
implementation. total and total direct cost per case 
decreased from $19,949 to $13,569 and $13,647 to $9,831 
after program implementation. Press-Ganey and HCaHPS 
data showed improvements in patient satisfaction metrics 
with hospital ratings of 9 or 10 now at 92% and likelihood 
to recommend at 98th percentile. twenty-nine percent 
of patients required absolutely no narcotics in the course 
of their admission (or, PaCu, or postoperatively), while 
29% used only 1-10 morphine equivalents (me), 27% used 
11-50 me, and 18% used from 50-250 me. readmission 
rates after the implementation of our specific eraS 
protocol remained stable at approximately 15%.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the implementation of our 
eraS program resulted in a significant decrease in patient 
length of stay. narcotic use was low for most patients with 
many patients requiring few if any narcotic medications 
during their entire stay. Costs of patient care per procedure 
were also decreased, with concomitant increases in patient 
satisfaction scores.

FEELING	RUSHED?	DOES	LATE	START	TIME	
PREDICT	POOR	QUALITY	COLONOSCOPY?

Poster abstracts P18

J. Coury, l. Shaffer, K. Khanduja
Columbus, OH

Purpose/Background:	 missed adenomas during 
screening colonoscopy may lead to interval colon cancer, 
and quality indicators for colonoscopy have been devel-
oped to reduce the incidence of interval colon cancer. 
adenoma detection rate (adr) is associated with risk of 
interval colon cancer and has been established as a key 
quality indicator for colonoscopy. other important quality 
indicators include withdrawal time from the cecum ≥ 6 
minutes and frequency of cecal intubation. We hypothe-
sized that a delayed procedure start time may cause the 
endoscopist to feel rushed thereby reducing the withdrawal 
time or adr. We sought to examine whether a delayed 
procedure start or other timing factors impacts these 
quality indicators for colonoscopy.

Methods/Interventions:	 We retrospectively reviewed 
charts for all patients undergoing screening colonoscopies 
by all eight endoscopists in our ambulatory surgery center 
from January – February 2016. data gathered included 
patient demographics, day of procedure, scheduled start, 
actual start, cecal intubation, and completion times, 
number of polypectomies, and pathology results. adr 
was defined as proportion of subjects in whom at least one 
adenomatous lesion or sessile serrated polyp was identi-
fied. late start time was defined as an actual vs. sched-
uled procedure start time ≥ 15 minutes. multiple logistic 
regression was used to determine association between late 
start time or other timing factors and quality indicators of 
colonoscopy.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 691 patients were 
analyzed: 344 males (49.7%) and 348 females (50.3%) with 
a median age of 60 years old. the mean withdrawal time 
was 10.6 minutes with 99.0% rate of ≥ 6 minutes. there was 
no difference in mean (Sd) withdrawal time between late 
start cases and on time cases [10.5 (4.9) vs. 10.6 (6.1) min, 
p=0.8956]. the overall cecal intubation rate was 98.6%. 
there was no difference in cecal intubation rate between 
late start and on time cases (98.7% vs 98.4%, p=0.7609). 
adr was associated with sex [male (49.2%) vs. female 
(30.2%), p<0.0001], age [mean(Sd) 57.7 (12.5) for no 
adenoma vs 62.6 (10.3) for adenoma detected, p<0.0001], 
and endoscopist (range 24%-60%, p<0.0001). mean (Sd) 
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difference between actual and scheduled start time did 
not differ between cases with adenoma [11.5 (25.7) min] 
and those without [13.9 (32.4) min] (p=0.2541), and 
there was no difference in adr between late start time 
and on-time cases (37.5% vs 41.7%, p=0.275). analyses 
which accounted for age, sex, and individual endoscopist 
found no association between adr and late start time 
(p=0.2701), case load for the day (p=0.8384), time of day 
(p=0.9345), or day of the week (p=0.5985).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 We found that quality of 
colonoscopy was not impacted by delayed start time in 
terms of adenoma detection rate or withdrawal time. as 
shown in other studies, adr varies greatly by endoscopist. 
Further research should elucidate the reasons behind this 
in order to further improve quality of colonoscopy.

REDUCED	PORT	LAPAROSCOPIC	COLECTOMY	
VERSUS	SINGLE	PORT	LAPAROSCOPIC	
COLECTOMY	FOR	COLON	CANCER:	SHORT-
TERM	OUTCOMES	OF	CASE-CONTROL	STUDY.

Poster abstracts P19

W. Jung, J. Shin
Busan, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 there was only limited data 
in the literature comparing reduced port laparoscopic 
colectomy (rPlC) and single port laparoscopic colectomy 
(SPlC) for colon cancer. the aim of this study was to show 
the short-term outcomes and cosmetic results comparing 
rPlC with SPlC.

Methods/Interventions:	 this case-control study 
assessed 119 patients who underwent colon cancer surgery 
using rPlC (n=66) and SPlC (n=53) between march 
2010 and december 2014. Propensity score matching 
resulted in 42 pairs of patients, equivalent in distribution 
of tnm stage and tumor size.

Results/Outcome(s):	Perioperative outcomes and post-
operative complications were similar in the two groups, 
except for tendency toward lower blood loss in rPlC 
group (50 ml vs 100 ml, p=0.087). umbilical incision 
sites were significantly more common in rPlC than SPlC 
for patients with left sided colon cancer (94.4% vs 66.7%, 
p=0.032). in a subgroup with stage ii to iV tumors, there 
were no significant between-group differences in perioper-
ative outcomes.

Conclusions/Discussion:	the short-term outcomes of 
rPlC were not superior to those of SPlC in patients with 
colon cancer. However, rPlC seemed to be associated 

with better cosmetic results, due to its greater use of an 
umbilical approach in patients with left sided colon cancer. 
larger prospective studies are required to clarify the rela-
tive benefits of rPlC over SPlC in colon cancer surgery.

YOUR	TURN	IN	THE	HOT	SEAT:	RESULTS	
FROM	THE	FIRST	FORMAL	ASCRS	MOCK	ORAL	
EXAMINATION.

Poster abstracts P20

m. mader, l. Bradney, C. thrush, a. Kumar, J. mizell
Springdale, AR; Seattle, WA

Purpose/Background:	 to achieve certification by the 
american Board of Colon and rectal Surgery, candidates 
must pass an oral/certifying exam (Ce). the Ce is given to 
evaluate problem-solving ability, judgment, and knowledge 
of colorectal literature. Studies in other fields have shown 
that mock oral examinations (moe) can improve exam-
inee confidence and preparedness when taking their Ces. 
However, no published studies have evaluated the utility 
of a moe in colorectal surgery. this study sought to assess 
the utility of a formal moe for colorectal surgery and 
determine whether participation would increase partici-
pants’ confidence in passing the Ce.

Methods/Interventions:	 a formal moe was designed 
by the young Surgeons Committee (ySC) for the 2016 
american Society of Colon and rectal Surgeons annual 
meeting. thirty ySC members served as examiners for 
38 board eligible colorectal fellows and recent colorectal 
surgery graduates. examinees participated in three 
45-minute sessions (30 minutes of oral examinations, 
15 minutes of feedback and questions). each examinee 
completed at least 3 scenarios in the moe. examinees 
were given an 8 question pre and post moe survey to 
assess their sense of preparedness, anticipated performance 
during the exam, and degree of confidence in passing the 
Ce before and after moe. responses were rated on a 
4-point likert scale from “Strongly disagree” to “Strongly 
agree.” examinees also received a 20-question email survey 
after the moe to further assess effectiveness of the moe, 
and obtain feedback to improve future moe sessions.

Results/Outcome(s):	twenty-five examinees responded 
to the pre and post moe survey (66%), and surveys were 
paired for comparison. Before the moe, 48% felt they 
could pass the Ce, whereas after the exam 70% felt they 
could pass (χ2=9.22, p<.002). When asked whether they 
felt that they could “demonstrate appropriate surgical 
judgment, clinical reasoning skills, and problem solving 
ability,” examinees were slightly less likely to agree with 
this statement post-moe (t=2.14, p<.043). no significant 
difference was noted in any other survey questions. For 
the feedback survey, 97% of responders felt they were now 
more aware of the areas in which they needed to improve, 
93% felt their confidence increased after the moe, 55% 
felt the moe exceeded their expectations, 90% said 
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the moe will cause them to study more, 100% would 
recommend the moe to future examinees, and 100% felt 
it should be offered at the annual meeting. Fifty percent 
(14/28) of participants stated the moe was the major 
reason they attended the 2016 aSCrS meeting.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Participation in the moe had 
multiple benefits. it allowed candidates to identify areas for 
personal improvement and increased their confidence and 
comfort level. the program was regarded by participants as 
a valuable component of surgical education. Future study 
will focus on whether participation and increased confi-
dence translates to higher pass rates on the Ce.

IMPLEMENTING	ENTRUSTABLE	
PROFESSIONAL	ACTIVITIES:	BEGINNING	THE	
YELLOW	BRICK	ROAD	TOWARD	COMPETENCY	
BASED	TRAINING.

Poster abstracts P21

J. Hong, C. young, d. moore
Sydney, NSW, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 We describe our experience 
implementing competency based postgraduate surgical 
training using an entrustable professional activities (ePas) 
curriculum. the curriculum was developed to meet the 
requirements of patient care, trainees, supervisors, hospital 
administration, and postgraduate surgical training organi-
zations in australia. it aims to improve patient outcomes 
by optimizing supervision of surgical trainees, and creating 
additional opportunities for teaching and feedback. the 
curriculum utilizes ePas as a means of assessing compe-
tence. ePas are key units of professional work that can 
be entrusted to a trainee once sufficient competence has 
been achieved. ePas allow for monitored transition from 
supervised to autonomous practice.

Methods/Interventions:	the curriculum was designed 
for implementation in a colorectal surgery department. 
the teaching faculty comprises eight consultants in 
colorectal surgery. the department supervises ten ‘trainees’ 
every year: four fellows, two registrars and four resident 
medical officers. We identified suitable ePas using criteria 
described by ten Cate, with additional criteria emphasizing 

patient safety and a focus on learning outcomes in 
colorectal surgery. Seven ePas were selected for each type 
of trainee by consensus between two consultants in the 
teaching faculty. the selected ePas, and levels of supervi-
sion for each ePa, were described using criteria outlined 
by ten Cate. the descriptions act as a guide to supervisors 
and trainees. each ePa is assessed by a consultant or 
delegate at least once per term. the trainee is assigned a 
supervision level and given formal feedback at this time.

Results/Outcome(s):	the curriculum was implemented 
with minimal disruption to key stakeholders. We continue 
to record trainee assessment data anticipating that perfor-
mance of trainees on other tasks in the future may provide 
some evidence of validity for the ePa assessments.

Conclusions/Discussion:	there are perceived benefits 
and problems evident with the ePa model at this early 
stage of implementation. there was increased formative 
assessment and feedback opportunities for trainees. as a 
component of deliberate practice and attaining expertise, 
feedback will likely facilitate improvement. Supervisors 
are familiar with the assessment process which facilitated 
implementation with minimal disruption to the activity of 
the department. there is concern, however, that super-
visors may require further training to ensure that the 
assessment process is objective and reproducible. While 
the ePa curriculum has certainly made the process of  
delegating patient care to trainees more transparent, we 
have not identified a method of widely disseminating 
trainee assessment data without the potential to unfairly 
prejudice the trainee. overall, the ePa curriculum appears 
to be fit for purpose and we continue to record assessment 
data for future analysis of its effect on training outcomes.

P21 Criteria used to identify EPAs

1. Essential professional task commonly required in the colorectal department
2. Requires knowledge, skill, and attitude
3. Leads to output of professional labor

4. Independently executable
5. Achievable during the term according to the experience of the trainee

6. Observable and measureable within an process and outcome
7. Reflects one or more of the Royal Australian College of Surgeons competencies

8. Important for safe patient care in the colorectal surgery unit
9. Acceptable to the consultant faculty
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INSURANCE	DISPARITIES	AND	LATE	STAGE	
DIAGNOSIS	IN	COLON,	RECTAL,	AND	ANAL	
CANCER.

Poster abstracts P22

G. abraham, S. Hill, J. Hunter, J. liles, P. rider, 
l. Grimm
Mobile, AL

Purpose/Background:	 Socioeconomic and insurance 
disparities have been debated amongst patients presenting 
with advanced stage cancer. the aim of this study is to 
determine if patients with colon, rectal or anal cancer are 
diagnosed at a later stage based upon their socioeconomic, 
racial, or insurance status.

Methods/Interventions:	an irB approved retrospective  
chart review was performed for patients with newly diag-
nosed colon, rectal, or anal cancer from 2015 to 2016. the 
data was analyzed from our institutional multidisciplinary 
tumor board (mdt) database. Classification was based 
on insurance status at time of diagnosis. tnm staging 
was described using the national comprehensive cancer 
network. this was then separated into low and high 
stage, where “low stage” was defined as stage i or iia for 
colorectal cancer and stage i or ii for anal cancer. “High 
stage” was defined as > stage iib with colorectal cancer and 
> stage iiia for anal cancer.

Results/Outcome(s):	 of the 100 patients discussed 
at mdt, 95 total patients were included in the study 
based on identification of adenocarcinoma of the colon or 
rectum, or anal squamous cell carcinoma. We categorized 
the patients into Commercial and non-commercial insur-
ance. there was no significant association between age, 
gender, or stage at diagnosis based on insurance coverage 
using Chi-Square (x2) testing. However, 73% of patients 
with non-Commercial insurance presented with a higher 
stage versus 54% for Commercial insurance. there was a 
significant difference in insurance category by race, with 
more non-white patients using non-Commercial insurance 
(p=0.011). X2 test for differences in treatment between 
insurance categories showed non-Commercial patients 
were more likely to receive single therapy treatment of 
either chemotherapy or surgery, compared to Commercial 
patients, who were more likely to receive a combination 
of chemotherapy and surgery (p=0.038). additionally, 
non-Commercial patients were less likely to receive 
surgery as a treatment compared to Commercial patients 
(p=0.009).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Healthcare disparities is 
highly publicized due to the economic and health burden 
placed on patients. although our study was limited 
in power, 75% of self-pay and 100% of patients with 
only medicaid presented with advanced stage cancer. 
non-Commercial patients, who were more likely to 
be non-white, were more likely to receive single agent 
modality treatment, and that that treatment was less likely 
to be surgery, an inference may be related to presenting 

with more advanced stage cancer, which surgery alone is 
an uncommon treatment pathway. therefore, our study 
supports that non-commercially insured patients may 
present with more advanced cancer of the colon, rectum, 
or anus. this finding may be attributed to a lack of access 
to health care and effective colorectal cancer screening 
modalities, not only in patients that are uninsured but 
also underinsured, such as patients with medicaid or even 
medicare.

SCRIPTED	PREOPERATIVE	PATIENT	
EDUCATION	MODULE	REDUCES	LENGTH	OF	
STAY	AND	SURGICAL	COMPLICATIONS,	EVEN	
WHEN	ADDED	TO	AN	EXISTING	ENHANCED	
RECOVERY	AFTER	SURGERY	PATHWAY.

Poster abstracts P23

H. milch, P. Cavallaro, l. Savitt, r. Hodin, d. rattner, 
d. Berger, H. Kunitake, l. Bordeianou
Boston, MA

Purpose/Background:	eraS bundles have been shown 
to decrease loS and complications following colorectal 
surgery, but the significance of individual factors within 
such bundles have not been well elucidated. our goal was 
to determine whether a scripted educational telephone 
call by a Colorectal Surgery nurse practitioner and educa-
tional pamphlet designed to educate patients on preparing 
for upcoming surgery and on setting patient expectations 
regarding the importance of postoperative mobilization, 
narcotics avoidance, discharge criteria and discharge plan-
ning arrangements, provided a recovery benefit when 
added to a pre-existing eraS bundle.

Methods/Interventions:	We analyzed patient data from 
all colectomies performed at our institution since initiation 
of an eraS protocol in September 2014 in the prospec-
tively maintained nSQiP database. mortality and length of 
stay >30 days were excluded to prevent bias from patients 
that had prolonged loS or significant morbidity/mortality 
due to underlying severity of disease or technical error. 
Patients who received preoperative education by a nurse 
practitioner via a scripted telephone call and educational 
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pamphlet were compared to eraS patients who did not 
receive educational materials. We then evaluated for 
differences in length of stay and surgical complications in 
these cohorts.

Results/Outcome(s):	 of 1241 patients undergoing 
colectomy Sept 2014-oct 2016, 505 (41%) were performed 
by surgeons who agreed to adhere to a defined periopera-
tive eraS protocol. eraS Patients receiving pre-operative  
education were similar in baseline comorbidities to standard 
eraS patient when performing univariate analysis with 
Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons (Figure 1). 
Patients within an eraS pathway had an overall decrease 
in loS by four days (p<0.001), with a significant decrease 
in 30 day readmissions compared with non-eraS patients 
(7% vs 11%, p<0.05). among those patients on the eraS 
pathway, 190 patients (38%) underwent a preoperative 
education module administered via a preoperative phone 
call and a subsequently mailed brochure summarizing  
the main teaching points. Patients receiving educational 
material had a significant decrease in their mean length of 
stay when compared to standard eraS patients (3.0 days 
vs 3.7 days, P=0.005) with a trend toward improvement in 
rates of a composite of postoperative complications (8.4% 
vs 11.4%, p=0.28), including a 50% reduction in SSi rates 
(3.2% vs 6.0%, p=0.15).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Scripted patient education 
modules may shorten length of stay and postoperative 
complications, even when added to an already existing 
eraS bundle, which may translate into significant hospital 
cost savings.

Figure 1. a) Comparison of baseline patient and operative factors 
between groups. eraS with preoperative education group is used as 
baseline for statistical analyses. B) Histogram of length of stay (loS) 
in days for all eraS colectomy patients, with or without pre-operative 
education, expressed in percentage of patients discharged on a hospital 
day

RACIAL	DISPARITIES	AFTER	OSTOMY	
CONSTRUCTION	IN	COLORECTAL	SURGERY.

Poster abstracts P24

S. Sharp, a. ata, a. Chismark, J. Canete, B. Valerian, 
e. lee
Albany, NY

Purpose/Background:	racial disparities and poor access 
to care have been shown to be common among african 
american patients and adversely affect colorectal cancer 
detection and outcomes in Crohn’s disease. this is the first 
study to examine the effect of race on outcomes in patients 
undergoing ostomy construction in colorectal surgery. 
using a large nationwide surgical database, we sought to 
determine the impact of race on outcomes for operations 
requiring stoma creation in malignancy, inflammatory 
bowel disease, and diverticular disease. using bivariate 
and multivariable analysis, we sought to determine which 
disease cohorts had worse surgical outcomes in african 
american patients.

Methods/Interventions:	 the american College of 
Surgeons nSQiP database from 2013-2015 was used. 
Colorectal surgery cases involving colon, rectum, and 
small bowel resulting in stoma creation were selected. 
Postoperative diagnoses included malignancy, inflammatory  
bowel disease, and diverticular disease. after stratifying 
by race, unadjusted bivariate and adjusted multivariable 
analysis models were established. Primary outcomes of 
interest were overall complications, mortality, and hospital 
length of stay.

Results/Outcome(s):	a total of 42,576 admissions were 
analyzed. african american patients constituted 9% of the 
overall cohort. african american and Caucasian patients 
were similar in age, gender, steroid dependence, functional 
status, aSa class, and rate of emergency cases (p >0.05).  
on bivariate analysis, african american patients with 
inflammatory bowel disease had the highest risk of compli-
cations compared to Caucasian patients (rr = 1.19; 95% 
Ci, 1.11 – 1.27) and the highest risk of extended hospital 
length of stay (rr = 1.33; 95% Ci, 1.20 – 1.47). after 
multivariable analysis, african american patients with 
inflammatory bowel disease still had the highest risk of 
complications compared to Caucasian patients (rr = 1.10;  
95% Ci, 1.03 – 1.18) and the highest risk of extended 
hospital length of stay (rr = 1.20; 95% Ci, 1.14 – 1.28). 
on bivariate analysis, there was not a significant differ-
ence in mortality rates between african american and 
Caucasian patients.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 african american patients 
who undergo colorectal surgery requiring an ostomy 
experience a significantly higher rate of postoperative 
complications and greater hospital length of stay, even 
after comorbidity adjustment. this finding was highest 
in african american patients with inflammatory bowel 
disease. Preoperative access to care, socioeconomic and 
cultural factors, and comorbid disease management are 
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all important factors in racial disparities in patients with 
inflammatory bowel disease who undergo colorectal surgery 
requiring ostomy construction.

table 1. outcomes data

PREVENT	TRIGGER	SCALE	FOR	
POSTOPERATIVE	PROPHYYLAXIS	OF	
SURGICAL	SITE	INFECTIONS	IN	PATIENTS	
WITH	DIVERTICULITIS.

Poster abstracts P25

l. Bordeianou, C. Cauley, r. Patel, r. Bleday, 
H. Kunitake, S. mahmood, d. Schnipper, m. rubin
Boston, MA; Newton, MA; Salem, MA

Purpose/Background:	SSis cause significant morbidity 
and mortality following colorectal surgery. Some SSi 
prevention bundles have attempted to decrease risk of 
SSis by modifying patient and disease specific risk factors. 
However, there are many risk factors that are not modifi-
able. our goal was to create and validate a diverticulitis 
specific prediction scale that included both modifiable and 
non-modifiable variables, so as to better predict SSis and 
help guide prophylactic postoperative care.

Methods/Interventions:	 We merged prospective 
nSQiP and rPdr data on patients undergoing surgery for 
diverticulitis in a Collaborative of 5 hospitals (community: 
3, academic: 2) and retrospectively reviewed each chart 
for accuracy. We compared patients who did and did not 
have SSis, combining superficial, deep and organ space. 
We then identified predictive variables using a logistic 

regression model and obtained model estimates through 
1000 bootstrap replications to validate a robust scale that 
is able to predict the patients at highest risk of developing 
postoperative SSi

Results/Outcome(s):	 our 2010-16 database showed 
an infection rate of 19.7% (289 / 1759 patients), which 
is well above the nHSn benchmark. these numbers 
were particularly startling given the overall health of the 
cohort: patient age 60 years old (Sd 12.7), females: 56.5%; 
Caucasian: 93.5%,; active smokers:16%, diabetics: 7.9% 
steroids: 6%. these high rates may be partly explained 
by fact that 235 patients (13.4%) presented to or emer-
gently, and 76 (9.4%) had an abscess at the time of or. 
of urgent operations, 133 patients underwent Hartman 
procedures (6 lap), and 38 (16%) received diverted anas-
tomoses. nonetheless, almost all (97.8%) had complete 
closure of their wounds at time of operation and no 
stomas were performed in 75.6% of operations (27 % in 
emergent cases). average loS was 6.9 days (Sd 7.01), 
30 day mortality was 1.5%, and anastomotic leak rate was 
2.9%. We identified several SSi predictors, and developed 
and validated the “PreVent (Prediction and enaction 
of Prevenvtion treatments) trigger Scale” (c=.716). 
our PreVent trigger scale (figure) shows that most SSi 
predictors are not modifiable, with one exception: creation 
of protected anastomoses in emergent settings appeared to 
increase SSi rates twofold (scale points=2). When more 
than five of our identified risk factors are present, predicted 
SSi rates increase more than sixfold to 39.9%.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Several non-modifiable risk 
factors lead to high rates of postoperative SSi in healthy 
patients with diverticulitis. Cumulatively, these factors can 
produce rates of infection as high as 40%. identifying these 
high-risk patients with the PreVent trigger scale may 
allow initiation of intensified postoperative care to mitigate 
effects on patient recovery. interestingly, current CmS 
and nHSn hospital reimbursement pay for performance 
formulas do not account for most of these risk factors.

PreVent trigger Scale
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EARLY	ENTERAL	FEEDING	IS	SAFE	IN	
PATIENTS	UNDERGOING	URGENT	
COLORECTAL	SURGERY.

Poster abstracts P26

a. truong, m. Bedrossian, P. Fleshner, K. Zaghiyan
Los angeles, CA; Los Angeles, CA

Purpose/Background:	early enteral feeding after elec-
tive major colorectal surgery is safe and improves surgical 
outcomes and postoperative hospital stay. However, safety 
of early feeding after urgent and emergent operations has 
not been established. the aim of this study was to evaluate 
the safety of and factors influencing early enteral feeding 
after urgent and emergent major colorectal surgery. We 
hypothesized that early feeding is associated with shorter 
hospital stay after urgent and emergent colorectal surgery.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review 
of urgent and emergent major colorectal operations 
performed by two colorectal surgeons at our institu-
tion over a 2-year period beginning august 2014 was 
conducted. urgent surgery was any surgery performed 
within 24 hours of the decision to operate and emergent 
surgeries were those requiring immediate operation. early 
feeding included enteral diet started on postoperative day 
(Pod) 0 or 1 and late feeding was enteral diet on or after 
Pod 2. Preoperative variables, gastrointestinal outcomes 
and complications were compared between patients fed 
early or late. Fisher’s exact test and mann-Whitney test 
were performed for categorical and continuous variables 
and p<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results/Outcome(s):	 53 patients (27 males) with 
median age 56 years (range: 16 – 89) underwent 35 (66%) 
urgent and 18 (34%) emergent operations. 10 (19%) oper-
ations involved the small bowel, 13 (24%) right colon, 27 
(51%) left colon or subtotal colectomy, and 3 (6%) rectum. 
most patients (74%) were fed early on Pod 0 (13; 25%) or 
Pod 1 (26; 49%). First diet ordered was clear liquids in 28 
(53%) and solids in 21 (39%). median time to tolerating 
solid diet was 3 days (range: 0 – 21). Patients who were fed 
early were younger (44 yrs. vs. 63 yrs.; p=0.004), less likely 
to have preoperative bowel perforation (13% vs. 43%; 
p=0.049), and less likely to have emergent surgery (23% 
vs. 64%; p=0.009). Patients who were fed early tolerated 
regular diet sooner (Pod 2 vs. Pod 4; p=0.001) and had 
a trend toward shorter hospital stay (7 days, range: 1 – 37 
vs. 13 days, range: 5 – 21); p=0.1. the most common 
reason for late feeding was postoperative sepsis or mechan-
ical ventilation (57%). rate of postoperative ileus and 
complications were similar in patients fed early (31% and 
56%) and late (29% and 50%; p=nS for both).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 early enteral feeding after 
urgent colorectal surgery appears safe and improves post-
operative hospital stay while emergent surgery or compli-
cated postoperative course may impede early feeding.

THE	VALUE	OF	CT	SCANNING	FOLLOWING	
CURATIVE	RESECTION	FOR	COLORECTAL	
CANCER.

Poster abstracts P27

l. Pearce, J. law, S. lee, J. Hill
Manchester, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 Colorectal cancer is a major 
cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide and is the 
second most common cause of cancer death in the uK. 
the aim of follow up after curative resection is to iden-
tify surgically treatable recurrence. there is widespread 
heterogeneity in follow up regimens used in clinical 
practice. intensive follow up is commonplace but is 
based upon limited evidence and the role of each follow 
up modality (clinical, serum carcinoembryonic antigen 
testing, intensive imaging, and endoscopic surveillance) 
remains unclear.

Methods/Interventions:	all patients presenting to the 
department of colorectal surgery at manchester royal 
infirmary up to 1st September 2013 were identified through 
electronic patient records and clinical case notes. all 
patients who underwent segmental colonic resection by 
a single surgeon with curative intent were included in 
the study. recurrence rates (locoregional and distant), 
median time to recurrence and overall survival patterns 
were compared by dukes Stage. national Hospital episode 
Statistics (HeS) data was used to determine deaths related 
to colorectal cancer. Statistical analysis was undertaken 
using SPSS version 22. Chi-squared testing was performed 
for binary or categorical data. time to recurrence was 
analysed using the Kaplan meier method and time to 
recurrence were compared using the log rank mantel cox 
statistic.

Results/Outcome(s):	 210 patients were included in 
the study. mean age 64.4 years. 126 patients (60%) were 
male. Ct scans were performed at 6,12,18,24, 36, 48 and 
60 months following resection. overall, 4.5% of all Ct 
scans performed detected disease recurrence in 60 patients 
(29.4%) patients. Greatest incidence of disease recurrence 
was detected at 6 months and 3 years post op. only 5% of 
all patients developed disease recurrence during the fourth 
and fifth years post resection. 5.2% of patients developed 
local recurrence. Patients who received postoperative 
chemotherapy were less likely to develop recurrent disease 
(p=0.008). there was no correlation between dukes Stage 
and local or regional recurrence (p=0.66). 10.5% of all 
patients (22/210) underwent surgery with curative intent 
for recurrence.

Conclusions/Discussion:	this is the first paper to vali-
date the findings of a uK multicenter national randomised 
control trial of follow up in patients with colorectal cancer. 
intensive Ct imaging is pragmatic and a readily available 
follow up modality in clinical practice. of the 60 patients 
with recurrent disease, a high proportion (22/60, 36.6%). 
had surgically treatable recurrence as patient expectations 
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increase, colorectal cancer specific outcomes are also 
improving. it seems likely that further improvements in 
outcomes will result from aggregation of marginal gains. 
this study demonstrates the value of intensive Ct follow 
up as an incremental gain in this high-risk population.

EFFECTS	OF	NATIONAL	SURGICAL	QUALITY	
IMPROVEMENT	PROGRAM	COLORECTAL	
SURGERY	CLASSIFICATION	SCHEMES	ON	
REPORTED	PERIOPERATIVE	SURGICAL	SITE	
INFECTION.

Poster abstracts P28

W. Kethman, C. Kin, a. morris, a. Shelton
Stanford, CA

Purpose/Background:	Surgical site infections after colon 
and rectal surgery are exceedingly common and represent 
a potentially preventable source of morbidity, mortality, 
and resource expenditure. the american College of 
Surgeons national Surgical Quality improvement Program 
(aCS-nSQiP) is a valuable data source for clinicians 
and hospital systems driving quality improvement inter-
ventions, particularly in areas where payers incentivize 
providers to improve quality through reimbursement. one 
such area of focus is postoperative surgical site infection. 
Current Procedural terminology (CPt) code-based data 
abstraction for colon and rectal surgery lacks procedural 
granularity and misclassification rates are unknown. the 
aim of this study is to determine whether aCS-nSQiP 
abstraction methods accurately classify colorectal oper-
ations, and if so, whether the misclassification affects 
reported rates of surgical site infections.

Methods/Interventions:	 this single-institution retro-
spective cohort study used the aCS-nSQiP colectomy- 
targeted participation user file to perform a semi-automated 
re-classification (Sar) of Colectomy and Proctectomy 
cases performed by colorectal surgeons. the pre-defined 
re-classification scheme included shifting all lower pelvic 
anastomosis procedures to the Protectomy cohort with 
manual review of operative reports for CPt 44145 and 
44207. all patients were grouped by level of anastomosis as 
described by the surgeon in the operative report. We then 
compared perioperative surgical site infection outcomes 
among the nSQiP and Sar classification schemes with 
the primary outcome being deep/organ-space infections.

Results/Outcome(s):	 of 1,063 patients from January 
2011 to July 2016, the Colectomy and Proctectomy groups 
under nSQiP contained 849 and 214 patients respectively, 
and under Sar consisted of 650 and 413 patients respec-
tively (p < 0.001). the Colectomy group defined by Sar 
had a lower rate of deep/organ space infections than that 
defined by nSQiP (4.5% vs. 7.1%, p=0.034).

Conclusions/Discussion:	aCS-nSQiP has transformed  
surgical quality improvement, resulting in significant strides 
in patient care. these findings highlight the challenges of 

CPt code-based patient classification and subsequent 
outcomes analysis, due to lack of granularity in proce-
dural codes and variation in coding practices among 
colorectal surgery practices. expanding the CPt code base 
to more accurately represent colon and rectal operations 
would allow for more accurate outcomes data reported 
by aCS-nSQiP. the advantages and limitations of this 
powerful dataset must be considered as the implications of 
its interpretation become more profound.

COLON	AND	RECTAL	SURGERY	SURGICAL	
SITE	INFECTION	REDUCTION	BUNDLE:	TO	
IMPROVE	IS	TO	CHANGE.

Poster abstracts P29

S. Hoang, S. Schechter, n. Shah, m. Vrees, a. Klipfel, 
l. roth
Providence, RI

Purpose/Background:	Surgical site infections (SSi) are 
a major cause of morbidity and mortality after colon and 
rectal surgery, increasing healthcare costs considerably 
[1]. despite the introduction and implementation of the 
Surgical Care improvement Project (SCiP), SSis remain a 
source of morbidity [2]. the aim of this study is to deter-
mine the value of implementing a colon and rectal surgery 
SSi reduction bundle on SSi rates at our hospital. the  
bundle was based on core SCiP guidelines supplemented 
by several adjunctive multidisciplinary interventions in the  
pre-. intra-, and postoperative phases. [1] Cima r, dankbar 
e, lovely J, Pendlimari r, aronhalt K, nehring S, Hyke 
r, tyndale d, rogers J, Quast l, team CS. Colorectal 
surgery surgical site infection reduction program: a national 
surgical quality improvement program driven multidis-
ciplinary single-institution experience. Journal of the 
american College of Surgeons. 2013 Jan 31;216(1):23-33 
[2] Stulberg JJ, delaney CP, neuhauser dV, aron dC, Fu 
P, Koroukian Sm. adherence to surgical care improve-
ment project measures and the association with postopera-
tive infections. Jama, 2010;303(24), 2479-2485

Methods/Interventions:	this is a restrospective analysis 
of a prospectively maintained database at a tertiary care 
affiliate community hospital looking at SSi rates before, 
during and after the implementation of the colon and 
rectal surgery bundle. using both institutional data and 
aCS nySQiP data, SSi rates were identified in patients 
undergoing colon and rectal operations between 2011 
and 2016. Patients were grouped as pre-bundle (group 
a, January 1, 2011-december 31, 2012), implementation 
phase (group B, January 1, 2013–december 31, 2014) 
and post-bundle (group C, January 1, 2015–September 1, 
2016). Primary endpoints were superficial SSi (sSSi), deep 
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SSi (dSSi), organ space SSi (oSSi) and total infection 
(ti).

Results/Outcome(s):	a total of 1,333 patients under-
went colon and rectal surgery between 2011 and 2016. 
Patient characteristics (age, Bmi, steroid use) were similar 
between the three groups. there was no significant reduc-
tion in sSSi, dSSi, oSSi or ti when comparing groups 
a and B. However, as bundle compliance improved, 
comparing groups B and C, there was a significant reduc-
tion in sSSi (6.6% to 4%, p<0.05), dSSi (3.7% to 1.1%, 
p<0.05), and ti (13.8% to 8.8%, p<0.05). additionally 
when directly comparing the pre-bundle to the post-
bundle group there was a significant decrease in total 
infections (13.4% to 8.8%, p<0.05).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 implementation of the SSi 
reduction bundle resulted in a reduction in overal SSi rates, 
including superficial and deep wound infections. regular 
feedback and education meetings led to an increase in compli-
ance amongst the nursing staff, anesthesia and the periop-
erative staff, leading to increased compliance and improved  
outcomes. this study offers evidence that small changes 
can lead to significant decreases in surgical site infections.

IMPACT	OF	OPERATIVE	TIMING	FOR	ACUTE	
DIVERTICULITIS	ON	SEPSIS	AND	MORTALITY.

Poster abstracts P30

r. irons, J. Gaughan, m. Kwiatt, F. Spitz, S. mcClane
Camden, NJ

Purpose/Background:	 ideal operative timing for 
non-emergent, acute episodes of diverticulitis remains 
unclear. medical management is initially utilized in an 
attempt to convert a higher risk urgent surgery to a less 
morbid elective surgery, or in some patients, to avoid 
surgery all together. a proportion of patients fail this treat-
ment and require urgent colectomy during admission for 
their acute diverticulitis attack. in an effort to evaluate the 
factors relevant to the development of sepsis and mortality 
in these surgical patients, we conducted a retrospective 
study using the american College of Surgeons national 
Surgical Quality improvement Program (aCS-nSQiP), 
focusing on whether an increase in inpatient hospital days 
prior to surgery is detrimental.

Methods/Interventions:	Patients from the aCS-nSQiP 
database who underwent colectomy, with a primary diag-
nosis of diverticulitis (iCd-9 code 562.11 and 562.13), 

between 2005 and 2014, were included. age, gender, 
race, Bmi, history of diabetes, CoPd, or mi, smoking 
history, alcohol use, functional status, aSa classification, 
operative time, operative approach, and days to operation, 
were analyzed, to see their combined effect on death and 
sepsis in these patients. a propensity score was calculated, 
using these factors, to adjust the effect of time to operation 
on death and sepsis. recursive partitioning was used to 
determine if a significant cut point number of days existed, 
from admission to surgery. Patients operated on hospital 
day 0 were excluded, as they were likely either elective or 
emergent cases.

Results/Outcome(s):	16,370 patients underwent colec-
tomy for acute diverticulitis on hospital day 1-20. the 
mean age of the population was 65.36 years and the mean 
time to operation was 5.03 days. days to operation was 
found to be a significant predictor for death and sepsis 
(p<0.01) (Figure	 1). adjusted for the other factors, the 
odds ratio (or) for death was 1.016, indicating a 1.16% 
increase in death per day, each day surgery was not  
done (p<0.001, 95%Ci). the cut point for death was  
9 days (or 1.381, p<0.0001). the or for sepsis was 
1.028 (p<0.0001). the cut point for sepsis was also 9 days  
(or 1.686, p<0.001)

Conclusions/Discussion:	operative timing for patients 
with non-emergent, acute diverticulitis has a significant 
impact on sepsis and mortality. While we may try non 
operative approaches, with each additional day operative 
therapy is delayed there is a significant negative impact on 
morbidity and mortality. this data suggests that surgeons 
should pursue operative therapy earlier in the hospital 
course to improve patient outcomes. although operating 
before 9 in-hospital days is recommended statistically, 
mortality and sepsis appear to increase steadily each day 
surgery is contemplated and not done.

P29 Colon and Rectal Surgery Surgical Site Infection Reduction Bundle Wound Occurrences

Wound Occurrences (n,%) Group A Group B Group C
Superficial SSI 26, (6.1) 30, (6.6) 18, (4)

Deep SSI 11, (2.6) 17, (3.7) 5, (1.1)
Organ Space SSI 20, (4.7) 16, (3.5) 17, (3.7)

Total Infection 57, (13.4) 63, (13.8) 40, (8.8)
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LYMPH	NODE	HARVEST	AND	LENGTH	OF	
STAY	ARE	IMPROVED	IN	OVERWEIGHT	
AND	OBESE	PATIENTS	WHO	UNDERGO	
ROBOTIC	ASCENDING	COLECTOMY	WITH	
INTRACORPOREAL	ANASTOMOSIS.

Poster abstracts P31

P. Vanguri, m. Soliman, a. Ferrara, J. Gallagher, J. Karas, 
S. deJesus, r. mueller, P. Williamson
Orlando, FL

Purpose/Background:	 a growing body of research 
questions whether obese individuals receive high quality 
cancer surgery as defined by indicators such as lymph node 
harvest. this may be due to increased technical challenges 
of operating in the obese population. our primary aim 
was to determine if a robotic operative approach with 
intracorporeal anastomosis (iCa) would improve the 
number of lymph nodes harvested in the obese population. 
the secondary aim was to determine if surgical approach 
affected length of stay in the overweight and obese 
population.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review was 
conducted of all patients who underwent laparoscopic and 
robotic ascending colectomy from January 2012 to october 
2016 by a single surgeon. mean and standard deviation of 
lymph node harvest, type of dissection (medial-to-lateral 
[ml] vs. lateral-to-medial [lm]), type of anastomosis 
(extracorporeal [eCa] vs. iCa), discharge day, and 
patient demographics were compared. all patients were 
part of an enhanced recovery protocol as well.

Results/Outcome(s):	 all robotic and laparoscopic 
ascending colectomy procedures performed by a single 
surgeon were reviewed. of these, sixty-eight procedures 
were performed on overweight and obese patients. Fourteen 
of these procedures were performed laparoscopically with 
lm dissection with eCa, 9 were performed laparoscop-
ically with ml dissection with eCa and 45 procedures 
were performed robotically with ml dissection with iCa. 
Procedures were performed for neoplastic processes and 
underwent oncologic resection. on final pathology, 27 
overweight and obese patients had invasive adenocarci-
noma vs. 41 patients who had benign disease. overall, in 
obese and overweight patients (Bmi >25), average lymph 
node harvest in lm dissection with eCa was 14.4 lymph 
nodes (Std 5.02) vs. 21.9 lymph nodes (Std 10.3) in 
robotic ml dissection with iCa (p <0.03). in the robotic 
ml iCa group, day of discharge was also significantly 
improved with a mean of 3.1 days (Std 1.04) vs. 5.2 days 
(Std 1.85) (p<0.000002).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in the overweight and obese 
population, patients who underwent a ml dissection with 
intracorporeal anastomosis robotically had a superior 
lymph node yield when compared to the laparoscopic 
group with lm and extracorporeal anastomosis. this group 
also demonstrated a reduction in length of stay.

ANALYZING	TRENDS	AND	MODIFIABLE	RISK	
FACTORS	FOR	ILEOSTOMY	AND	COLOSTOMY	
REVERSAL	USING	THE	ACS-NSQIP	DATABASE.

Poster abstracts P32

m. Skancke, r. amdur, K. Vaziri, V. obias
Washington, District of Columbia

Purpose/Background:	 anecdotal evidence suggests 
that over 1,000,000 individuals in the united States 
currently live with either an ileostomy or colostomy. 
Furthermore, over 60,000 new stomas are placed annu-
ally but, on average, only half are reversed. this analysis 
focuses on delineating the incidence of postoperative 
complication following stoma reversal and identifying 
preoperative modifiable risk factors to optimize care.

Methods/Interventions:	the 2014 aCS-nSQiP data-
base was queried for primary CPt code to establish a 
cohort of patients who had undergone elective closure 
of either an ileostomy or colostomy (CPt 44227, 44620, 
44625, 44626) and had a postoperative iCd9 diagnosis 
code indicating either an ileostomy or colostomy status 
(VV44.2, VV44.3, VV55.2, VV55.3). all cause morbidity 
and wound specific morbidity was then reviewed and 
modifiable risk factors were identified. Statistical analysis 
was performed using independent sample t-testing and 
binomial regression modeling.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the search criteria yielded a 
cohort of 24823 stoma reversals between 2005 and 2014 
at a site participating with aCS-nSQiP. Within this 
cohort, 1636 (6.2%) patients underwent a laparoscopic 
stoma reversal, 14722 (58%) patients underwent ileostomy 
reversal and 10766 (42%) patients underwent colostomy 
reversal as their primary procedure; 14.2% had a clinically 
significant morbid event within 30 days of surgery, 11% 
of which were wound related. in general, individuals who 
underwent a laparoscopic stoma reversal had 4% fewer 
overall and wound complications (p=0.001) compared 
to laparotomy. Furthermore, ileostomy reversal by either 
means was also associated with a 4% reduction in both 
overall and wound related complication compared to 
colostomy reversal (p<0.001). regression analysis for 
modifiable risk factors showed that insulin usage (Hr 1.32 
p<0.001), smoking (Hr 1.43 p<0.001), shortness of breath 
(Hr 1.379 p<0.001), dialysis (Hr 2.755 p<0.001), chronic 
steroid use (Hr 1.362 p<0.001) and Bmi > 30kg/m2 (Hr 
1.559 p<0.001) in the preoperative period were positive 
risk factors for all cause morbidity. a similar regression 
analysis for wound related complications also implicated 
smoking (Hr 1.341 p<0.001), Bmi > 30kg/m2 (Hr 1.584 
p<0.001), dialysis (Hr 1.783 p<0.018) as positive modifi-
able risk factors.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 a degree of preoperative 
optimization is possible for elective ileostomy and colos-
tomy reversals. despite this, our analysis of stoma rever-
sals reported to the aCS-nSQiP database suggests that 
the rate of postoperative complication averages 14%. 
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We believe that preoperative modification of comorbid 
conditions like smoking, obesity and renal disease can help 
reduce both wound complications and overall morbidity in 
the 30-day postoperative period.

COMPARISON	OF	LAPAROSCOPIC	VERSUS	
OPEN	HARTMANN	REVERSAL	PROCEDURE:	A	
SYSTEMATIC	REVIEW	AND	META-ANALYSIS.

Poster abstracts P33

m. indraswari, J. Kong, G. Guerra, C. lynch, S. Warrier, 
a. Heriot
Melbourne, VIC, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 Hartmann’s reversal (Hr) is 
major surgery to restore colonic continuity. traditionally 
it is undertaken by open surgery (roH), with a morbidity 
and mortality of up to 50% and 15% respectively. due to 
the significant post-operative risk, there is a trend towards 
performing laparoscopic reversal of Hartmann’s procedure 
(lrHP). there has been inconsistent reports with respect 
to the safety and superiority of laparoscopic versus open 
approach, hence the aim of this study was to perform a 
systematic review and meta-analysis to compare laparo-
scopic versus open reversal of Hartmann’s with respect to 
morbidity and mortality rate.

Methods/Interventions:	 a systematic search of all 
medical search engines, including Pubmed, emBaSe 
and ClinicalKey was performed, between 1970 to 2016. 
the search headings used in combinations were (meSH 
terms): “open surgery”, “major surgery”, “laparoscopy”, 
“minimally invasive”, “reversal Hartmann’s”, and “bowel 
restoration.” the eligibility criteria are comparative study 
of the outcomes between laparoscopic and open reversal 
of Hartmann’s, with the intention-to-treat, and a sample 
size of at least 15 or more patients. the primary outcome 
measure in this study was 30-day morbidity rate, and the 
secondary outcomes were 30-day mortality, length of stay, 
operation time, estimated blood loss, re-operation, and 
days to flatus.

Results/Outcome(s):	eighteen studies were identified, 
comprising a total of 7824 patients, 1586 in laparoscopic 
group and 6238 in open group. there was no statistical 
difference in terms of mean operative time (200.7 mins 
vs 196.3 mins) between two groups. the conversion rate 
from a laparoscopic to open approach was 7.1%. overall 
morbidity was higher in the open group versus laparo-
scopic group (27.9% vs 16.7%, p < 0.0001), however 
subgroup-analysis showed that there is increased risk of 
sepsis (6.1% vs 3.1%; p < 0.0001), wound infection (18.4% 
vs 11.2%; p < 0.0001), pulmonary complications (2.8% vs 
1.8%; p = 0.038), urinary tract infection (2.5% vs 1.5%; 
p =0.025) and ileus (11.8% vs 5.2%; p = 0.001) in the 
open compared to laparoscopic approach. mortality rate 
was lower in the laparoscopic group (0.5% vs 0.2% p=0.1).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 laparoscopic reversal of 
Hartmann’s’ has a lower risk of mortality and a short-
ened length of stay when compared to an open approach.  
there is a moderate rate of conversion and it is likely that 
appropriate case selection is important.

AN	ENHANCED	RECOVERY	PROGRAM	
RESULTS	IN	IMPROVED	OUTCOMES	AFTER	
MAJOR	COLON	RESECTION.

Poster abstracts P34

C. Warner, S. thomas, J. Sugrue, J. nordenstam, 
a. mellgren, K. Kochar, S. marecik, J. Park
Chicago, IL; Park Ridge, IL

Purpose/Background:	With the commitment to provide 
comprehensive healthcare, the implementation of an 
enhanced recovery after Surgery (eraS) program may 
be a solution for improving post-surgical care. this study 
aimed to evaluate the influence of an eraS Program on 
length of stay and complications after major colon surgery.

Methods/Interventions:	 an eraS protocol was 
launched at a single, tertiary center in January 2015. a 
prospectively maintained clinical database was retro-
spectively reviewed. all patients who underwent colon 
resection prior to eraS implementation (January 2012 
to december 2013) were compared to those who had a 
colon resection after eraS implementation (January 2015 
through december 2016). inclusion criteria included age 
≥ 18 and patients who underwent a right or extended 
right hemicolectomy (rH) or anterior resection (ar). 
exclusion criteria included pregnant women, aSa class 
≥V and emergent surgery. Primary outcome measures 
included length of stay (loS), any postoperative compli-
cation [e.g. reoperation, surgical site infection (SSi),  
clostridium difficile infection, urinary tract infection, perioper-
ative cardiac event, pneumonia, anastomotic leak, pressure  
ulcer development, postoperative ileus, bowel obstruction, 
thromboembolism and death] and post-discharge compli-
cations (emergency department visit, readmission, surgical 
site infection).

Results/Outcome(s):	 224 patients met inclusion 
criteria. of these, 144 (64%) patients underwent colon 
resection prior to eraS implementation (ar: 54%) and 
80 (36%) patients after eraS implementation (ar: 36%). 
there was no significant difference in age, gender, race, 
Bmi, immunosuppression, diabetes history, aSa class 
and wound classification between the pre and post-eraS 
groups. Following eraS implementation, loS signifi-
cantly decreased for all patients (all procedures 3.7 vs  
4.9 days, p<0.01; ar 4.4 vs 5.4 days, p=0.03; rH 4.6 vs 
5.6 days, p= 0.02). overall postoperative complications 
also significantly decreased from 28% (n=41 patients) 
to 15% (n= 12 patients, p= 0.02). Subgroup analysis 
of individual complications did not differ significantly, 
however postoperative ileus decreased from 10% to 6% 
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and SSi from 6% to 3%. on multivariate regression anal-
ysis, an eraS program and the presence of a postoperative 
complication independently remained significantly associ-
ated with loS (p<0.01). a decrease in the post-discharge 
complication rate (17% vs 11%, p=0.20) was also noted 
following implementation of eraS, which was clinically, 
although not statistically significant.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the implementation of an 
eraS protocol reduced loS and decreased postoperative 
and post-discharge complications. this study demon-
strates an enhanced recovery pathway is a valuable arma-
mentarium for providing comprehensive quality care to 
patients undergoing major colon resection.

PATIENT	SATISFACTION	WITH	TRANSANAL	
SUTURED	REPAIR	OF	RECTOCELE:	ARE	
THEY	SATISFIED	AND	DOES	SATISFACTION	
CORRELATE	WITH	IMPROVEMENTS	IN	
OBSTRUCTIVE	DEFECATION	AND	ANAL	
INCONTINENCE?

Poster abstracts P35

S. Hans, t. Colbert, K. Khanduja
Troy, MI; Columbus, OH

Purpose/Background:	 rectocele is one component 
of obstructive defecation syndrome (odS) that can be 
surgically corrected. Patients with rectocele may also have 
fecal incontinence (Fi) with or without anal sphincter 
disruption. the objectives of this project are to evaluate 
patient satisfaction with a sutured repair of rectocele - 
transanal plication of anterior rectal muscularis (tParm) 
and correlation between satisfaction with tParm and 
validated scoring systems for odS and Fi.

Methods/Interventions:	 We examined the records 
of 109 women with symptomatic rectoceles confirmed 
by defecography and who underwent tParm between 
January 2011 and november 2014. We collected preop-
erative altomare odS score, fecal incontinence severity 
index (FiSi), mean age, sphincter integrity on anal ultra-
sound, and noted other anorectal operations performed 
along with tParm. We administered a telephone and 
written questionnaire to these women wherein we assessed 
satisfaction with tParm, willingness to recommend the 
surgery to others, postoperative altomare odS score and 
FiSi.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Fifty-five women responded to 
our questionnaire. We did not exclude women who had 
sphincter disruption or who had additional anorectal 
surgery. twenty-seven women had other anorectal oper-
ations, including single or multi-quadrant hemorrhoidec-
tomy, lateral internal sphincterotomy, and combinations of 
the above. amongst the 44 women with a history of vaginal 
deliveries 18 had a sphincter defect. mean follow-up time 
was 1076 days (range 377-1726 days). the mean pre and 
post-operative odS scores were 11.7 and 5.3. the mean 

pre and post-operative FiSi were 18.9 and 10.9. Forty-two 
(79%) were satisfied with the surgery. Forty-one (77%) 
were willing to recommend the surgery to others. there 
was a correlation between change in odS score and patient 
satisfaction (-0.547, p<0.001) and between change in FiSi 
and patient satisfaction (-0.392 p=0.004). there was no 
difference in mean change in odS score (p=0.562), FiSi 
(p=0.375), or satisfaction score (p=0.985) in women who 
had additional anorectal procedures. there was also no 
difference in these same three scores between women with 
and without anal sphincter disruption (p=0.634, p=0.888, 
p=0.789).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 tParm is associated with 
a high level of patient satisfaction, which correlates with 
decreases in both obstructive defecation and incontinence. 
these favorable results apply to patients with sphincter 
disruption and those who underwent other anorectal 
operations.

SACRAL	NERVE	STIMULATION:	DOES	
OPTIMAL	LEAD	PLACEMENT	MATTER?

Poster abstracts P36

m. Carvalho e Carvalho, m. Zutshi, t. Hull, B. Gurland
Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	Sacral nerve stimulation (SnS) 
is an option for patients with severe fecal and urinary 
incontinence. SnS consists of a 2- week test phase (Stage 
i) followed by full implant (Stage ii) a response in at least 
1 of the 4 electrodes is necessary for functional improve-
ment. responses in multiple electrodes at an amplitude 
lower than 2mV suggests close proximity between the 
lead and nerve root and provides maximal programing 
options. a previous study demonstrated that the curve 
stylet provide more electrode contacts at lower amplitudes 
and consequently longer battery life. However, few studies 
assessed the optimal implantation technique for patient 
with Fi. the aim of this study was to assess whether motor 
response at an amplitude ≤ 2mV in the greatest number of 
leads impacts fecal incontinent episodes.

Methods/Interventions:	Patients with an intention to 
treat analysis undergoing SnS were included in an irB 
approved prospective study. during Stage i procedure, 
a curved stylet was used, and optimal lead placement, 
defined as the presence of response in toe and/or bellows 
at an amplitude ≤ 2mV in as many leads as possible was 
standardized and performed in all patients. the patients 
were separated into two groups based on number of leads 
with motor response (bellows and/or toe) and amplitude. 
Group i (3/4 and 4/4 leads with amplitude ≤ 2mV) and 
Group ii (all other patients regardless the number of leads 
and amplitude). Patients undergoing Pne, re-implant or 
lead revision were excluded. data regarding demographics, 
indications, baseline and test phase fecal incontinence 
status (bowel movements, urgency, number of pads and 
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fecal accidents), changes in SnS programs and amplitude 
and 30 days complications were collected.

Results/Outcome(s):	Seventeen patients were recruited 
for SnS implantation during the study period, 8 patients in 
Group i and 9 in Group ii. 15 (88%) patients had more 
than 50% improvement in fecal accidents and underwent 
Stage ii. there were no significant difference between 
groups regarding gender (female 75 vs. 88.9%, p=0.58), 
median age (60.7 vs 60, p=0.773), Bmi (26.5 vs. 25.3, 
p=0.92) and aSa. Sphincter dysfunction was the main 
indication for implant in Group i (62.5%) while diarrhea, 
previous rectal surgery and sphincter dysfunction were 
observed in Group ii (33.3%). Group i had a significantly 
lower implant time (41min vs 52, p=0.023). at baseline 
there was no statistical difference in bowel movements, 
number of pads or leaks but fecal urgency score (1-5) was 
higher in Group ii (3 vs 5; p=0.045). Graph 1 shows the 
no significant changes in (Bm, urgency, leaks and pads) 
from baseline to test phase. the 30-days complications 
(wound infection, pain and uti) were similar between 
groups.

Conclusions/Discussion:	optimal lead placement was 
only achieved in half of the patients undergoing SnS 
but this was not associated with a better outcome. lead 
placement that is not optimal can be associated with an 
acceptable improvement of fecal incontinence.

Graph comparing fecal incontinece status from baseline to test phase 
between groups.

urgency scale (1 to 5)

NEEDS	ASSESSMENT	AND	DEVELOPMENT	
OF	A	SYNOPTIC	MAGNETIC	RESONANCE	
DEFECOGRAPHY	REPORT	FOR	
MULTIDISCIPLINARY	MANAGEMENT	OF	
PELVIC	FLOOR	DISORDERS.

Poster abstracts P37

d. Keller, S. Bogale, a. mercadel, J. Ho, m. Carley, 
G. dePrisco, r. Jacobson
Dallas, TX

Purpose/Background:	  BaCKGround: dynamic 
magnetic resonance defecography (mrd) obtains images 
to evaluate rectal and pelvic muscle function and structure 

during various stages of defecation. the study offers unique 
information on the presence and degree of pelvic floor 
abnormalities, including obstructive and dysenergic defe-
cation, constipation, and pelvic organ prolapse, and is a 
valuable component of the pelvic floor evaluation. While 
interest has been increasing, there is no consensus guideline 
in the uS or standard report to guide use, describe results, 
or assist multidisciplinary management. PurPoSe: to 
develop a synoptic mrd report to standardize and trans-
late results for the clinical treatment team.

Methods/Interventions:	a multidisciplinary treatment 
team used a knowledge translation strategy and consensus 
guidelines to retrospectively review a series of existing 
studies/ reports, define the necessary elements, develop, 
and implement a synoptic mrd report.

Results/Outcome(s):	 after review of the european 
standards, the essential mrd reporting elements were 
defined for all compartments. nine historic studies were 
reviewed. 0% included all defined components for eval-
uation of pelvic floor dysfunction. Specific issues in the 
reports reviewed were absence of standardization, varied 
reporting styles, lack of detail needed for complete evalu-
ation of a parameter, and subjective assessment reported 
in lieu of specific measurements/ grading systems for 
prolapse, rectocele, and descent. review found only 67% 
of historic reports included details needed to understand 
the functional state, and if an element was not commented 
on, the surgeons assumed it was not an issue. the mrd 
synoptic report was created in Powerscribe 360®. using the 
newly developed synoptic mrd, the team reported ease of 
use, streamlined collection of data points and dictation, 
completeness of reporting, ease of understanding, and 
subjective improvement in the quality of information.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the lack of standardization, 
exclusion of necessary elements, and subjective reporting 
highlighted the need for a synoptic mrd report. the 
developed report streamlined the reporting and inter-
pretation processes, producing a complete, consistent 
report with clear diagnostic parameters. as seen in rectal 
cancer, a pelvic floor synoptic report has implications for 
increasing use of the mrd, creating a reporting standard, 
improving teaching, and facilitating understanding of the 
pathophysiology and management. Future study will assess 
the uptake, improvement in overall quality of information, 
and impact on clinical management with this new tool.
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RECTOPEXY	WITHOUT	RESECTION	IS	THE	
OPTIMAL	SURGICAL	APPROACH	TO	RECTAL	
PROLAPSE.

Poster abstracts P38

t. Catanzarite, d. Klaristenfeld, m. alperin, m. tomassi
San Diego, CA

Purpose/Background:	multiple surgeries are performed 
to address rectal prolapse (rP), including perineal approaches 
(delorme, altemeier) and mesh or suture rectopexies 
 with and without resection. Given the lack of consensus in 
management, we aimed to compare efficacy and safety of 
the different surgical procedures used for rP repair.

Methods/Interventions:	this is a retrospective analysis 
of consecutive patients undergoing surgery for rP at a 
single institution from 2008 to 2016. the primary outcome 
was full-thickness rectal prolapse recurrence (rPr) after 
initial repair. rPr rates were compared between 3 groups: 
perineal repair (Pr), abdominal non-resection rectopexy 
(nrr), and abdominal resection rectopexy (rr). Health 
status was assessed via Charlson comorbidity index and 
complications were graded with Clavien-dindo morbidity 
scale. univariable analyses were performed to compare 
groups with respect to demographics, complications, and 
length of stay (loS), and to identify potential confounding 
risk factors for rPr. We used χ2 for categorical and 
one-way analysis of variance with Bonferroni or dunnett’s 
post-hoc testing for continuous variables. We used Kaplan-
meier to estimate recurrence-free interval (months) and 
Cox proportional hazard ratios (Hr) to compare rPr 
between groups. results are presented as mean ± standard 
deviation.

Results/Outcome(s):	 We analyzed 118 subjects with 
median follow-up of 40 months (1-100), including 38 Pr, 
48 rr and 32 nrr. the groups differed with respect to 
age (Pr: 81.7±8.3y; nrr: 66.7±15.3y; rr: 61±13.1y, 
P<0.001) and Charlson comorbidity index (Pr: 1.8±1.7; 
nrr: 1.3±1.8; rr: 0.8±1.5, P=0.02). Gender, race/
ethnicity, body mass index, smoking, steroid use, prior 
radiation, connective tissue disorders, and preoperative 
fecal incontinence were similar between groups. median 
time to rPr was 8 (1-79) months (Figure). rPr was 
most likely after Pr (44.7%), followed by rr (8.3%) 
and nrr (3.1%), P<0.001, with no difference in rPr 
between rr and nrr (Hr 0.7, 95%Ci 0.1-6.6). Because 
of the frequency of rPr, the 38 Pr subjects underwent 
63 total procedures while the 80 rr and nrr subjects 
underwent only 82 operations (1.66 versus 1.03, p<0.001). 
on univariable analysis, subjects who recurred were more 
likely to be smokers (P=0.01), to have higher Charlson 
scores (P=0.045), and to be over age 80 (P=0.02), but 
none of these differences persisted after binary logistic 
regression controlling for surgery type. loS in days after 
rr (4.6±3.8) was longer than Pr (2.7±3.1; P=0.04) but 
similar to nrr (2.9±4.4; P=0.08). there was a trend 
toward higher complication rate for rr (43.8%) compared 
to Pr (23.7%) and nrr (21.9%), P=0.06.

Conclusions/Discussion:	nrr has comparable periop-
erative morbidity to Pr, without the high risk of rPr and 
need for additional procedures. moreover, nrr has similar 
rPr rate to rr with a trend toward fewer complications. 
thus, our data suggest that non-resection rectopexy is the 
optimal procedure for rP.

P37 Needs Assessment- Defined Pelvic Floor Parameter

Defined Pelvic Floor Parameter n addressing the parameter % addressing the parameter
Pelvic Floor Evaluation with H & M Lines 8 89%
Evaluation at rest, tightening, bearing down, and 
evacuation

1 11%

Anorectal Angles 9 100%
Anterior Compartment:

-Presence of Cystocele 8 89%
-Urethral incontinence during straining 0 0%
-Urethral hypermobility during straining 3 33%

Medial Compartment:
-Uterus position 2 22%
-Uterine descent 7 78%
-Vaginal Prolapse 7 78%
-Enterocele 6 67%

Posterior Compartment:
-Intussusception 9 100%
-Rectal Prolapse 4 44%
-Rectal Fixation 8 89%
-Anorectal Junction Measurements 2 22%
-Rectocele (Degree or size) 8 (2) 89% (22%)
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PREDICTORS	OF	UNSUCCESSFUL	
BIOFEEDBACK	TREATMENT	FOR	FECAL	
INCONTINENCE.

Poster abstracts P39

S. murad-regadas, F. regadas, F. regadas Filho, 
l. rodrigues, H. Sudário, l. Veras, r. andrade Filho, 
d. lima
Fortaleza, Brazil

Purpose/Background:	 Biofeedback is an effective 
method of treatment for fecal incontinence and there are 
controversies regarding factors that may be correlated with 
its effectiveness. So, the aim of this study was to evaluate 
the efficacy of biofeedback(BFd) in the treatment of fecal 
incontinence (Fi), identifying the predictive factors for 
unsuccessful treatment

Methods/Interventions:	 all patients with Fi who 
underwent BFd therapy from 2012-2016 were identified 
from a prospective database. Symptoms were evaluated 
using Cleveland Clinic Fi score before and 6 months after 
the completion of therapy. the clinical response to BFd 
treatment was evaluated according to the percentage of 
response to treatment and the patients were grouped: 
Gi=as satisfactory (the Fi score decreased ≥50%) and 
Gii:unsatisfactory (the Fi score decreased <50%). Gender, 
age, score, previous vaginal delivery(Vd), number of Vd, 
previous anorectal and/or colorectal surgery, hysterec-
tomy, menopause, anal pressures by anorectal manometry 
(resting, squeeze and capacity required to sustain squeeze 
pressure by 30 sec.), sphincter defect by 3d ultrasound and 
anismus were analyzed and correlated with the percentage 
of response after treatment.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 136 patients (124 
female) were included, 76(56%) in Gi and 60(44%) in 
Gii. the median score reduced from 10 to 5 (p=0.00). Fi 
score was lower in Gi than Gii (8 vs. 12, p=0.00). Patients 
from Gii had more previous vaginal delivery (77% vs 58%, 
p=0.02) and surgery than Gi (55% vs 32%, p=0.00). the 

mean sustain squeeze pressure was higher in Gi than Gii 
(70 vs 61 mmHg, p=0.01). Patients from Gi and Gii had 
similar gender, ages (mean 64 vs 64y, p=0.81), number 
of vaginal delivery (median 2 vs 2, p=0.38), menopause 
(84% vs 83%, p=1.00), hysterectomy (16% vs 08%, 
p=0.29), the mean resting pressure (40 vs 36mmHg, 
p=0.13), the mean maximum squeeze pressure (89 vs 85 
mmHg, p=0.31) as well as the median sustain squeeze 
pressure increased similar comparing before with after 
BFd (Gi=70 to 86mmHg p=0.02 vs. Gii=61 to 78mmHg 
p=0.01) and evidence of sphincter defect (external / and/
or internal anal sphincter) (26% vs 40%, p=0.09).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Biofeedback therapy shows 
effective treatment with 50% of reduced Fi score in half 
of patients and the factors associated with unsuccessful 
outcome include the Fi score ≥10, previous vaginal 
delivery, previous anorectal and/ colorectal surgery and 
reduced mean sustain squeeze pressure by 30 sec. there 
was no correlation between age, number of vaginal 
delivery, hysterectomy, sphincter defect and a greater risk 
of unsuccessful treatment.

DO	WE	REALLY	NEED	GAS	INCONTINENCE	
SCORE	FOR	FECAL	INCONTINENCE	SCORES?

Poster abstracts P40

t. mimura
Saitama, Japan

Purpose/Background:	 Fecal incontinence scores that 
are frequently used for the evaluation of the severity 
of fecal incontinence (Fi) include Fecal incontinence 
Severity index (FiSi), Cleveland Clinic Florida Fecal 
incontinence Score (CCFiS) and St mark’s score (SmS). 
all of the three conventional Fi scores contain an element 
of gas incontinence (Gi), although gas is different from 
feces, and currently there is no specific treatment for Gi. 
the aim of this study is to evaluate if the element of Gi is 
necessary and useful in the three Fi scores.

Methods/Interventions:	the subjects were patients who 
visited our institute between June 2013 and September 
2016, complaining of Fi and completed the self-adminis-
tered questionnaire for FiSi (0:no Fi - 61:worst Fi), CCFiS 
(0:no Fi – 20:worst Fi), SmS (0:no Fi – 24:worst Fi) and 
a Fi specific Quality of life (Qol) questionnaire that was 
the Japanese version of the Fecal incontinence Qualify of 
life Scale (JFiQl, generic score 0:worst Qol – 4.1:best 
Qol). a retrospective analysis was performed with the 
data of these scores that were prospectively collected. the 
correlation coefficients between the generic score of JFiQl 
and each of the three scores were compared with those 
between the generic score of JFiQl and each of the Fi 
three scores without Gi score.

Results/Outcome(s):	out of the 397 patients with Fi, 
41 could not complete the questionnaire due to the insuf-
ficient intellectual ability, and therefore the remaining 356 
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patients formed the subjects of this study. the median age 
(range) was 69 years old (20 - 91), and 241 (68%) were 
female. the median scores (range) of FiSi, CCFiS, SmS 
and the generic JFiQl were 18 (3 - 55), 10 (0 - 19), 11 
(0 - 21) and 2.8 (1.1 – 4.1) respectively, whilst those of 
FiSi without Gi, CCFiS without Gi and SmS without Gi 
were 13 (0 - 44), 8 (0 - 15) and 9 (0 - 17), respectively. 
the correlation coefficients between the generic score of 
JFiQl and FiSi, CCFiS as well as SmS were -0.27, -0.49 as 
well as -0.57 respectively, whilst those between the generic 
score of JFiQl and FiSi without Gi, CCFiS without Gi as 
well as SmS without Gi were -0.17, -0.46 as well as -0.56.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 it is well known that Fi 
symptom severity does not necessarily correlate with 
Fi specific Qol. therefore, the correlation coefficient 
between JFiQl and FiSi was very low with -0.27, while those  
between JFiQl and CCFiS as well as SmS were relatively  
high with -0.49 and -0.57, respectively because both 
of CCFiS and SmS contain elements reflecting Qol. 
according to the results of this study, however, the conven-
tional Fi scores including the element of Gi were better  
correlated with the Fi specific Qol score than the Fi scores  
without Gi in all the three scores. therefore, the element 
of gas incontinence seems necessary and useful in the three 
conventional fecal incontinence scores in order to better 
reflect the fecal incontinence specific Quality of life.

SACRAL	NEUROMODULATION	FOR	FECAL	
INCONTINENCE:	FIVE	YEAR	EXPERIENCE.

Poster abstracts P41

a. Granfield, S. Schechter, l. roth, a. Klipfel
Somerset, MA

Purpose/Background:	 Sacral neuromodulation has 
been used to treat urinary incontinence since 1997. in his 
seminal paper in 2010 Steven Wexner published a cohort 
of patients with fecal incontinence treated with sacral 
neuromodulation. in 2014 the american Society of Colon 
and rectal Surgeons stated that sacral neuromodulation 
may be considered first line treatment for fecal inconti-
nence for patients with and without sphincter defects.  
in this paper we report our experience with sacral neuro-
modulation for the treatment of fecal incontinence and 
analyze our outcomes

Methods/Interventions:	this is a retrospective review 
performed at a specialty ambulatory referral center for 
colorectal diseases. Patients seen in the office for fecal 
incontinence who elected to have sacral nerve modulation 
between 2011-2015 are included. neuromodulators were 
placed after initial nerve testing showed positive results. 
Patients were seen for at least 3-6 month follow-up after 
the study began. in order to assess efficacy of the SnS we 
calculated Cleveland Clinic Fecal incontinence scores pre 
and post intervention.

Results/Outcome(s):	 there were a total of 46 sacral 
nerve insertions between 2011-2015. there were 5/45 
stimulators removed for nonfunction and/or need for mri. 
there were 31/45 patients who continued to follow-up 
in the office for sacral nerve modulation. the CCFi 
scores were analyzed using a paired t test to ascertain 
whether there was a significant difference in incontinence 
scores after sacral nerve modulation. Preoperative average 
score was 14.7 and postoperative was 5.2. the mean 
average decrease in CCFi scores was 9.93 (+/- 5.58 with 
p<0.000115) after the sacral nerve modulation. also 28/31 
(90%) had a decrease in CCFi score; 21/31 (68%) had a 
decrease in >50%. there was no correlation in patients 
with pudendal neuropathy towards a larger decrease in 
CCFi score (p<0.12). there was also no correlation in 
decreased CCFi score in patients who had a sphincter 
defect (p<0.23). the infection rate was 1/31 (3.2%)

Conclusions/Discussion:	 our patient cohort showed  
a statistically significant decrease in CCFi score post- 
procedure as compared to pre procedure. these results 
demonstrate that sacral neuromodulation is a safe and 
minimally invasive treatment option for patients with fecal 
incontinence with excellent outcomes.

PREVALENCE	OF	PELVIC	FLOOR	
DYSFUNCTIONS	IDENTIFIED	BY	DYNAMIC	
ULTRASOUND	AND	THEIR	RELATIONSHIP	TO	
MODE	OF	DELIVERY,	PARITY	AND	AGE.

Poster abstracts P42

S. murad-regadas, F. regadas, l. rodrigues, 
a. Vilarinho, l. Borges, F. regadas Filho, l. Veras, 
C. Bezerra
Fortaleza, Brazil

Purpose/Background:	there is still much controversy 
regarding the prevalence of pelvic floor dysfunctions and 
risk factors due to population studied and methodology 
applied. So, the aim of this study was to determine the 
prevalence of the pelvic floor dysfunctions among the 
female patients and correlate the age, mode of delivery 
and parity on these dysfunctions using dynamic 3d 
ultrasound(3d-uS).

Methods/Interventions:	all female patients with pelvic 
floor dysfunctions complaining of obstructed defecation, 
53(6%) complained of fecal incontinence(Fi) and eval-
uated by 3d-uS from 2010-2016 were identified from 
a prospective database. to evaluate the relationship 
between the dysfunctions and age-related changes, the 
patients were stratified by mode of delivery(nulliparous, 
vaginal delivery-Vd or caesarean section-CS) in decades. 
in the Vd group, they were distributed by number of 
delivery (G1=1Vd; G2=2Vd; G3=3Vd; G≥4Vd).

Results/Outcome(s):	 of the 951 females with odS, 
mean age 49y, 226(24%) had no deliveries (17/8% 
previous anorectal surgery and sphincter defect without 
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Fi); 262(27%) underwent to CS(14/5% previous anorectal 
surgery and sphincter defect without Fi and 2 with Fi 
without defect) and 463(49%) had Vd(126/27% sphincter 
defects, 20 previous anorectal surgery and 33 complained 
of Fi and and 18 with Fi without defect). the prevalence 
of pelvic floor disorders were 534(56%)rectoceles grade 
ii or iii; 356(37%) intussuseptions; 498(52%)anismus; 
38(4%)entero-sigmoidoceles and 157(17%) sphincter 
defects. age, vaginal delivery and higher parity did not 
increase the prevalence of rectocele and intussusception 
but the prevalence of entero-sigmoidocele was found 
increased with the age in a group of nulliparous(p=0.04). 
otherwise, anismus decreased with age in a group of 
Vd(p=0.01). the sphincter defect was found increased 
with the age in all groups(p=0.00) as well as with the 
number of Vd(p=0.02) table. a total of 33(3%) patients 
complaining of Fi had sphincter defect and all of them in 
a group of Vd.

Conclusions/Discussion:	the study data demonstrate 
the prevalence of anatomical dysfunctions related to 
obstructed defecation such as rectocele, intussusception, 
entero-sigmoidocele are independently associated with 
the age, vaginal delivery and higher number of Vd by 
3d-uS. Cesarean section has a protective effect, similar 
to nulliparity, on the development of the sphincter defects 
compared with occurrence and number of Vd by 3d-uS. 
on the other hand, there is a strong correlation between 
sphincter defect with increased age in all groups associate 
with anorectal surgery since that higher age increase the 
others risk factor of damage and may have an additive 
effect and lead to the subsequent development of conti-
nence disorders. the 3d-uS makes possible identify 

dynamic dysfunctions, visualize anatomical structures and 
to evaluate anal sphincter defects.

THD	GATEKEEPER	-	A	NOVEL,	SELF-
EXPANDING	INJECTABLE	AGENT	FOR	FECAL	
INCONTINENCE.

Poster abstracts P43

d. lam, e. ong, J. Keck, r. Woods
Balwyn, VIC, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 implantation of anal injectable 
bulking agents is a recognised treatment option for passive 
faecal incontinence, despite the limited data to support its 
efficacy. a pilot study was performed to assess the safety 
profile and effect on incontinence for tHd Gatekeeper, a 
novel prosthesis that has the capacity to change shape and 
volume post-implantation.

Methods/Interventions:	 twelve eligible patients 
received tHd Gatekeeper implantation under general 
anaesthetic. each patient had six prostheses implanted 
in the intersphincteric space using a specifically-designed 
introducer. Follow-up was performed at one week, four 
weeks and three months post-operatively. Vaizey score, 
Cleveland Clinical Faecal incontinence Score (CCFiS) 
and Faecal incontinence Quality of life (FiQl) ques-
tionnaire was used to assess continence. Patients also 
underwent endo-anal ultrasound at follow-up to confirm 
implant positioning.

Results/Outcome(s):	Baseline mean Vaizey scores and 
CCFiS were 19.3 and 14.9 respectively. there were 
no intra-operative complications. minor discomfort and 

P42 Prevalence of Pelvic Floor Dysfunctions Identified by 3D-US

AGE GROUPS
Total - 951 female 20 To 39 y

(172 patients)
40 To 59 y

(449 patients)
≥ 60

(330 patients)
RECTOCELE %

Nulliparous 41 70 39
Caesarean section-CS 52 62 69
Vaginal Delivery-VD 57 61 51

ANISMUS %
Nulliparous 59 61 46
CS 57 59 41
VD* 51 55 31

ENTERO-SIGMOIDOCELE%
Nulliparous † 2 3 10
CS 0 0 3
VD 9 3 7

SPHINCTER DEFECT%
Nulliparous 2 7 16
CS 0 5 15
VD § 12 49 73
*p<0.01 / †p=0.04 / § p=0.00
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bruising was reported in three patients, which had resolved 
by their one-week follow-up. there were no cases of 
perianal sepsis or anal ulceration. there was a single 
case of prosthesis extrusion at day four post-operatively, 
confirmed on ultrasound. eleven patients have completed 
initial follow-up, with mean Vaizey scores and CCFiS of 
13.6 and 11.9 respectively; however, this improvement did 
not reach statistical significance. increase in FiQl scores 
across all domains also did not reach statistical significance.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 this is the first prospective 
study of tHd Gatekeeper for faecal incontinence outside 
of italy. this study demonstrates that our technique for 
tHd Gatekeeper implantation is safe and feasible. larger 
studies with long-term follow-up are required to accurately 
assess efficacy of this technique in improvement of incon-
tinence symptoms and quality of life.

FECAL	INCONTINENCE-	ETIOPATHOGENESIS,	
SURGICAL	MANGEMENT	AND	ITS	OUTCOME:	
AN	INDIAN	EXPERIENCE.

Poster abstracts P44

a. Kumar
Lucknow, India

Purpose/Background:	Fecal	 incontinence	 is	a	debili-
tating	condition	and	often	makes	the	life	miserable.	The	
exact	incidence,	its	etiopathogenesis	and	the	treatment	
options	are	not	available	from	India.	The	present	study	
has	 been	 carried	 out	 with	 aim	 to	 know	 its	 etiological	
factors,	 surgical	 procedures	 and	 outcome	 in	 a	 tertiary	
care	hospital	from	India.

Methods/Interventions:	 Retrospective	 analysis	
of	 prospectively	 maintained	 data	 of	 fecal	 inconti-
nence	 patients,	 treated	 in	 a	 department	 of	 Surgical	
Gastroenterology	from	North	India

Results/Outcome(s):	 Between	 2004-2016,	 38	
patients	 of	 fecal	 incontinence	 (22	 females	 and	 16	
males)	in	the	age	range	of	14	-60	years,	were	treated	in	a	
tertiary	referral	hospital. The various etiological factors 
responsible	for	fecal	incontinence	were-	obstetric	injury	
in	 24,	 road	 traffic	 accident	 in	 7,	 iatrogenic	 injury	 in	
5,	 and	 gunshot	 injury(assault)	 and	 idiopathic	 in	 one	
patient	each.	Preoperative	 investigations	 included	anal	
manometry,	 endoretcal	 USG,	 and	 MRI	 and	 barium	
study	in	addition	to	detailed	history	and	clinical	exam-
ination.	All	patients	were	initially	treated	conservatively	
including	 biofeedback.	 Three	 patients	 responded	 very	
well	to	the	conservative	treatment.	35	patients	required	
surgical	 intervention. The	 various	 surgical	 procedures	
offered	 were	 -	 Anterior	 sphincteroplasty	 with	 levator-
plasty	in	23,	anterior	sphincterplasty	alone	in	3,	anterior	
sphincerplasty	with	graciloplasty	 in	2,	 simple	plication	
in	 3	 and	 post	 anal	 repair	 and	Thiersch	wiring	 in	 two	
patients	 each. Outcome	was	assessed	by	questionnaire	
method	 during	 follow	 up	 regarding	 the	 control	 of	

symptoms	as	fully	satisfied	(excellent),	satisfied	to	great	
extent	 (good),	 satisfied	 or	 not	 satisfied.	 Two	 patients	
were	lost	to	follow.	At	a	follow	up	period	of	1	month	to	
10	years,	27	patients	had	either	excellent	or	good	effect	
on	 control	 of	 the	 symptoms	 while	 remaining	 6	 were	
satisfied	with	procedures.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 The most common cause 
of	fecal	 incontinence	in	our	series	was	obstetric	 injury	
(63%)	followed	by	road	traffic	accident.	Sphincteroplasty	
with	 or	 without	 levatorplasty	 was	 the	 procedure	 of	
choice	 with	 acceptable	 outcome.	 A	 large	 study	 and	
longer	 follow	 up	 is	 further	 required	 to	 validate	 these	
findings.

SACRAL	NERVE	STIMULATION	IN	FECAL	
INCONTINENCE:	A	SINGLE	INSTITUTION	
EXPERIENCE.

Poster abstracts P45

a. Ky, i. Kent, a. Kim, n. Gandhi, m. alvarez downing
New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	 In	1988,	sacral	nerve	stimula-
tion	(SNS)	was	used	to	treat	urinary	dysfunction	then	
later	in	1995	for	fecal	incontinence	(FI)	by	delivering	a	
mild,	non-painful	 electrical	 pulse	 to	 the	 sacral	nerves.	
It	 has	 not	 been	 established	 how	 SNS	 improves	 FI.	
We	 presents	 results	 from	 a	 single	 center	 whereby	 86	
patients	 underwent	 SNS	 both	 in	 one	 stage	 placement	
and	in	the	traditional	two	stage	implantation.

Methods/Interventions:	  SNS	 is	 usually	 performed	
in	 a	 two-stage	 procedure,	 patients	 are	 evaluated	 with	
a	 stage	one	 test	phase,	 to	evaluate	 the	effectiveness	of	
the	stimulation.	When	improvement	is	noted,	then	the	
implantable	generator	(IPG)	is	connected	at	stage	two.	
Three	of	 the	 four	 surgeons	performed	SNS	 in	2	 stage	
while	 one	 of	 the	 four	 performed	 single	 stage	 implan-
tation.	 Patients	 are	 followed	 at	 1	 month,	 3	 months,	 
6	months	and	yearly	thereafter.

Results/Outcome(s):	 A	 total	 of	 86	 patients	 under-
went	 SNS	 from	our	 group	 between	 2012-2016.	 49	 of	
the	86	were	performed	as	one	stage	after	testing	intra-
operatively.	The	mean	age	was	64.4(range	16-97years).	
There	were	 80	women	 and	 6	men.	Median	 follow-up	
was	 52	 week	 (range	 3-156	 weeks).	 86	 patients	 had	
successful	test	phase	and	underwent	implantation	of	the	
IPG.	Median	duration	of	 the	 test	phase	was	10.1	days	
(range	6-60days).	There	were	no	sepsis	or	infection.	4	
patients	 had	 wire	 displacement	 and	 required	 replace-
ment.	Three	patients	had	explanations	 for	 late	 failure,	
requirement	of	MRIs	and	APR	relating	to	disease.	Two	
patients	 needed	 repositioning	 from	 migration	 of	 IPG.	
No	severe	complications	were	reported.

Conclusions/Discussion:	  At our institution, SNS 
proves	 to	 be	 an	 effective	 treatment	 of	 fecal	 inconti-
nence.	 This	 can	 be	 performed	 in	 both	 one	 stage	 or	
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two	stage.	The	success	rate	is	similar	with	one	and	two	
stages.	The	morbidity	 is	extremely	 low	but	 the	benefit	
is	high.

RECTOSIGMOID	RESECTION	AT	THE	TIME	OF	
SACROCOLPOPEXY.

Poster abstracts P46

a. Ky, i. Kent, r. Steinhagen
New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	  Up	 to	 70%	 of	 women	 with	
pelvic	 organ	prolapse	 (POP)	have	 defecatory	 dysfunc-
tion),	 believed	 to	 be	 multifactorial	 in	 etiology	 and	
not	 always	 adequately	 treated	 with	 traditional	 surgery	
for	 prolapse.	 A	 small	 number	 of	 surgeons	 in	 both	
colorectal	 and	 pelvic	 reconstructive	 surgery	 believe	
that	performing	a	sigmoid	resection	at	the	time	of	POP	
repair	will	improve	defecatory	symptoms.	This	practice	
is	 uncommon	 due	 to	 a	 paucity	 of	 safety	 and	 efficacy	
data.	At	our	institution,	a	subset	of	patients	with	POP	
and	 internal	 rectal	 prolapse	 have	 undergone	 recto-
sigmoid	 resection	 at	 the	 time	 of	 sacrocolpopexy.	 Our	
aim	 is	 to	 describe	 our	 experiences	with	 these	 patients	
and	 to	 illustrate	 that	 the	 combined	 surgical	procedure	
may	 be	 performed	 with	 no	 significant	 peri-operative	
complications.

Methods/Interventions:	 This	is	a	retrospective	analysis	 
of	 patients	 who	 underwent	 abdominal	 sacrocolpopexy	
with	 low	 anterior	 sigmoid	 resection	 and	 anastomosis	
for	 symptoms	 of	 pelvic	 organ	 prolapse	 and	 defecatory	
dysfunction	between	September	2009	and	October	31,	
2016.

Results/Outcome(s):	 51	patients	were	identified	who	
had	 undergone	 sacrocolpopexy	with	 sigmoid	 resection	
and	anastomosis.	Demographic	information	is	as	follows	
expressed	 as	 median	 (range):	 age	 52.2	 years	 (41-69),	
parity	 2	 (0-9),	 BMI	 23	 (15-29),	 stage	 of	 prolapse	 2	
(2-4),	 follow	 up	 3	 weeks	 (3-247).	 49/51	 (96%)	 had	
at	 least	 one	 defecatory	 complaint:	 49	 (96%)	 reported	
constipation,	 22	 (43%)	 reported	 digital	 splinting	 to	 
aid	 in	 bowel	movements,	 31	 (60%)	 reported	 straining	
and	 18	 (35%)	 reported	 laxative	 use.	 All	 51	 patients	
were	referred	to	colorectal	surgery	for	further	evaluation	
based	 on	 symptoms,	 physical	 exam	 or	 both.	 45(88%)	
had	 MRI	 defecography	 and	 42	 of	 these	 patients	 had	
MRI	confirmed	diagnosis	of	 internal	rectal	prolapse	or	
intussusception.	Intraoperative	and	immediate	post-op-
erative	data	are	as	follows	expressed	as	median	(range):	
surgical	time	132	minutes	(99-281),	hospital	stay	3	days	 
(3-8),	estimated	blood	loss	100	mL	(50-750),	change	in	
hematocrit	6.9	%	(1-12),	highest	recorded	white	blood	
cell	count	post	operatively	11.5	(6-17).	There	were	no	
intraoperative	(cystotomy,	enterotomy,	transfusion)	and	
no	immediate	postoperative	complications	(transfusion,	
fever	 requiring	 antibiotics,	 small	 bowel	 obstruction,	

ileus,	 reoperation).	 7(14%)	 patients	 required	 addi-
tional	surgery	(posterior	colporrhaphy)	for	symptomatic	
rectocele	 within	 1	 year	 of	 their	 initial	 surgery.	 One	
patient	 underwent	 diagnostic	 laparoscopy	 one	 week	
after	 discharge	 for	 abdominal	 pain	 which	 revealed	 no	
significant	findings	and	two	patients	was	readmitted	for	
an	ileus	which	resolved	with	conservative	management.

Conclusions/Discussion: We conclude that 
performing	 sigmoid	 resection	 at	 the	 time	 of	 sacrocol-
popexy	may	be	safe	for	patients	with	bowel	dysfunction	
secondary	 to	 internal	 rectal	 prolapse.	The	presence	of	
mesh	 in	 face	of	bowel	 resection	does	not	 increase	 the	
risk	of	infection

DELAYED	ANASTOMOTIC	LEAK	PRESENTING	
AS	AN	ANASTOMOTIC	BREAKDOWN	AFTER	
CHEMORADIATION:	A	DELAY	IN	DIAGNOSIS	
OR	LATE	PRESENTATION?

Poster abstracts P47

J. Hsu, n. maloney Patel
North Brunswick, NJ

Purpose/Background:	 anastomotic leak (al) after 
colorectal resection can be a devastating complication. 
many factors have been shown to increase leak rates such 
as steroids and malnutrition, yet the effects of preoperative 
chemoradiation (Crt) are still unclear. there are studies 
which indicate preoperative Crt does not increase the 
risk of al while others indicate that it may increase anas-
tomotic complications. despite the different conclusions, 
these studies do have a common thread, which is the 
short length of time after surgery when they noted the al  
(30 days or less). From our center, we put forth this case 
review of two patients with delayed als who presented 
with anastomtoic breakdowns months after their Crt and 
surgery.

Methods/Interventions:	Chart review of patients from 
a university based hospital practice of multiple surgeons 
combined with literature review of als after Crt.

Results/Outcome(s):	 our first patient is a 57 year 
old man who was diagnosed with invasive rectal adeno-
carcinoma and had preoperative Crt. He then under-
went a low anterior resection (lar) with diverting loop 
ileostomy. Post-operatively, he was diagnosed with an 
ulcer just proximal to the anastomosis and a leak seen 
on barium enema; this later resolved in 6 weeks and the 
patient had his ileostomy reversed. Four months later, the 
patient underwent a colonoscopy that demonstrated a new 
area of ulceration which persisted for over a year until he 
eventually presented with complete dehiscence of his anas-
tomosis and pelvic sepsis requiring an emergent explor-
atory laparotomy and diverting ileostomy. our second 
patient is an 88 year old man who had a remote history of 
colon adenocarcinoma which was treated with neoadju-
vant Crt, lar and diverting ostomy, and reversal who 
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presented to our office with a complaint of pelvic pain and 
bright red blood per rectum with incontinence. He was 
diagnosed with a disruption of his prior anastomosis and 
underwent an exploratory laparotomy and diverting loop 
colostomy. His post-operative course was complicated with 
recurrent intra-abdominal abscesses and persistent pelvis 
sepsis. neither patient had evidence of recurrent cancer 
on multiple biopsies.

Conclusions/Discussion:	there is no general consensus 
in the literature on whether pre-operative Crt leads 
to an increased risk of post-operative complications. in 
our colorectal population, we noted two patients who 
presented with anastomotic dehiscence months to years 
after their initial treatments who had persistent life-threat-
ening complications. Both patients had co-morbid factors 
that affected wound healing but both demonstrated clin-
ically adequate healing initially. this suggests that their 
delayed leak was caused by a more insidious factor, poten-
tially the Crt. While this will not change the oncologic 
paradigm in treatment for colorectal cancers, it may help 
alert surgeons to this additional risk of a delayed al with 
complete anastomotic dehiscence.

CLINICOPATHOLOGICAL	CHARACTERISTICS	
AND	OUTCOMES	IN	42	ANAL	FISTULA	
CANCER	PATIENTS.

Poster abstracts P48

m. Sassa, t. yamana, t. ono, K. morimoto, r. nishio, 
d. okada, S. Furukawa, K. okamoto, r. Sahara
Sinjuku, Japan

Purpose/Background:	anal fistula cancer is relatively 
rare and standard treatment is not well-established. the 
purpose of this study was to clarify the clinicopatholog-
ical characteristics and outcomes of anal fistula cancer 
patients.

Methods/Interventions:	 We retrospectively reviewed 
the medical records of patients who had been clinically 
diagnosed with anal fistula cancer and had undergone 
surgery at our hospital between 1999 and 2013. those 
with Crohn’s disease or preexisting colorectal cancer were 
excluded. Clinical manifestation, diagnostic processes, 
operative procedures, pathological results, postoperative 
adjuvant treatment, and prognoses were analyzed.

Results/Outcome(s):	this study included 40 men and 
two women with a mean age of 61.3. the clinical symp-
toms were induration or tumor in 18 patients, colloidal 
discharge in 12 patients, and anal pain in 11 patients. 
With regard to type of anal fistula, 7 were categorized as 
transsphincteric; 14 as posterior deep transsphincteric; and 
15 as suprasphincteric. mri was performed in 32 patients, 
and colloid collection or tumor findings suggesting anal 
fistula cancer were present in 29 patients (91%). Based on 
the results of colloid cytology, 24 of 28 cases were catego-
rized as class V (86%). the main interventions entailed 

abdominal perineal resection in 40 cases and radical pelvic 
exenteration in two cases. the postsurgical pathological 
results indicated mucinous adenocarcinoma in 32, tubular 
adenocarcinoma in eight and squamous cell carcinoma in 
two. all cases were t4 lesions and the surgical margin was 
positive in 20 cases. lymph node metastasis was confirmed 
in five (11.9%). two patients had postoperative chemo-
therapy (infusional 5-Fu/levofolinate or oral 5-Fu). nine 
patients with positive surgical margins had radiation 
postoperatively (60 Gy). among those, only two patients 
developed local recurrence. during the follow-up period, 
there were 14 cases of recurrence (33%), local recurrence 
in 10 and lung metastasis in four. the total five-year 
survival rate was 83.5%.

Conclusions/Discussion:	although anal fistula cancer 
is rare and difficult to diagnose, colloid cytology and 
mri are useful. the risk of lymph node metastasis is low, 
however, postoperative local recurrence is high because 
complete surgical excision is often difficult. the 5-year 
survival rate is over 80% and postoperative radiation may 
improve the prognosis.

METASTATIC	PROSTATE	ADENOCARCINOMA	
IN	A	PERIRECTAL	LYMPH	NODE	AFTER	
LAPAROSCOPIC	LOW	ANTERIOR	RESECTION	
FOR	RECTAL	CANCER:	REPORT	OF	A	CASE.

Poster abstracts P49

a. Garza, a. Pena, C. richart, r. martinez
Edinburg, TX

Purpose/Background:	 lymph node metastasis to the 
mesorectum from sites other than rectum is extremely rare 
with only a few cases reported in the literature. We present 
a patient with metastatic prostate cancer diagnosed on 
final pathology after laparoscopic low anterior resection 
for rectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	a 73 year old morbidly obese 
male with a Bmi of 38.4 and a history of type 2 diabetes 
mellitus, Hyperlipidemia and Hypertension presents with 
a rectal mass 7 cm from the anal verge. Biopsy proved 
low-grade invasive adenocarcinoma of the rectum. Staging 
revealed no evidence of metastatic disease.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the patient underwent an 
uneventful laparosopic low anterior resection and diverting 
ileostomy with total mesorectal excision. Final pathology 
revealed rectal adenocarcinoma and one perirectal lymph 
node was positive for metastatic prostate adenocarcinoma. 
the patient’s final pathology was t1n0m0. the patient’s 
work-up for prostate cancer does not reveal any other pros-
tate cancer outside the prostate gland. recommendations 
for Xrt were not followed and the patient has chosen to 
undergo hormonal castration.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Prostate and colorectal carci-
noma are two of the most common malignancies in 
men [14]. due to the proximity of the two organs, 
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locally advanced prostate adenocarcinoma may involve 
the rectum or, as in this case, the perirectal lymph nodes 
[15-16]. the explanation for this is based on the fact 
that both organs share some of the lymphatic drainage to 
common pelvic lymph node groups [17] the findings of 
metastatic prostatic cancer after a rectal cancer resection 
are very scattered, mostly limited to case reports. in a  
10 year analysis, murray et al. [17] retrospectively studied 
a total of 112 rectal resections over a 10 year period for 
primary adenocarcinoma with findings of metastatic pros-
tate cancer in 4.5 %. an interesting fact was that these 
lymph nodes were incorrectly diagnosed as metastatic 
rectal cancer 40% of the time. Part of the difficulty to 
diagnose in some instances is the lack of specific features 
at the histologic level that may point to prostate cancer, 
such as the presence of acinar or microacinar architec-
tural patterns among others [18]. For this reason there 
an increasing number of immunohistochemical markers 
to help discern between the two types of tissue including 
PSmaa and P501a [19]. it is important to be aware 
of this rare occurrence since treatment algorithms differ 
based on lymph node involvement.

PROSPECTIVE	EVALUATION	OF	GRADING	OF	
MESORECTAL	SPECIMENS	BY	SURGEONS	AND	
PATHOLOGISTS.

Poster abstracts P50

t. Jalouta, J. ogilvie, m. luchtefeld, n. dujovny, 
d. Kim, r. Hoedema, r. Figg, S. Heather, a. Siripong
Chicago, IL

Purpose/Background:	one of the key quality measures 
for rectal cancer surgery is the grading of the intactness 
of the mesorectal envelope. although primarily a surgical 
measure, it does require coordination with pathology for 
adequate evaluation. in order to improve the mesorectal 
grading at our institution, our aim was to prospectively 
analyze the grading and agreement of surgeons and 
pathologists.

Methods/Interventions:	We prospectively evaluated all 
consecutive rectal cancer surgery specimens from a group 
of seven colorectal surgeons. mesorectal intactness was 
graded by the surgeon independently from the patholo-
gists. the extent of agreement was then determined using 
Cohen’s kappa.

Results/Outcome(s):	there were 17 surgeries for rectal 
cancer performed over a five month period. Pathology 
determined that six (35.3%) were unable to be analyzed 
due to processing errors. For comparison, from 2008-2012 
at pour institution, 48% of rectal cancer specimens were 
deemed unable to evaluate. this left 11 surgeries (mean 
age 57.8 years, range 38-88) available for comparison of 
surgeon and pathologist ratings (four anterior resections, 
seven abdominoperineal resections). the average distance 
from the anal verge was 6.5 cm (range 0-13 cm). Surgeons 

graded specimens as complete (four), partially complete 
(five) and incomplete (two). the value for kappa was 
45.0%, which is indicative of moderate agreement between 
the surgeons and the pathologists.

Conclusions/Discussion:	there was a moderate level of 
agreement between surgeons and pathologists in specimen 
grading. our prospective evaluation of mesorectal intact-
ness identified systemic errors that led to many specimens 
not being graded and highlights the importance of a multi-
disciplinary approach for rectal cancer reporting.

A	“BLACK	ESOPHAGUS”AS	RESULT	FORM	
THE	DELAYED	DIAGNOSIS	OF	A	LARGE	
PRESACRAL	MASS:	CASE	REPORT	OF	A	RARE	
COMPLICATION.

Poster abstracts P51

y. aljamal, e. dozois
Rochester, MN

Purpose/Background:	 a “black esophagus” is a rare 
condition presented by critical ill patients and characterized  
by a darkened esophagus, in upper digestive endoscopy. 
this case presentation involves a 57 year old male who 
suffered multiple adverse sequela form the delayed diag-
nosis of a large presacral mass. He initially presented with 
left leg swelling and was diagnosed and treated for a lower 
extremity deep venous thrombosis (dVt). Several months 
later he had progression of his dVt and developed a 
pulmonary embolus (Pe). due to his complaints of sharp 
right groin pain, imaging was obtained that demonstrated 
a 13X14 cm presacral pelvic mass almost completely filling 
the pelvis. the presacral mass occluded the right sided 
venous return from the leg and caused the dVt and Pe. 
due to the extensive lower extremity thrombosis and Pe 
that patient had an inferior vena cava filter that was placed 
and eventually clotted. He then was referred to our institu-
tion for surgical consultation.

Methods/Interventions:	 there were several surgical 
questions that were raised prior to operating. the following 
issues were raised: What is the risk of surgical interven-
tion for resection of the pelvic mass given his extensive 
clot burden? is the patient a candidate for thrombolytics? 
Should the mass be removed prior lytic therapy? is a preop-
erative biopsy needed? What would the surgical approach 
be – intralesional, marginal (<2 cm), or wide margin  
(>2 cm)?

Results/Outcome(s):	 the patient did receive lytic 
therapy prior to surgical resection of his pelvic mass 
and unfortunately developed hematemesis and a signifi-
cant hemoglobin drop. an esophagogastroduodenoscopy 
(eGd) showed a proximal “black esophagus”, pic (1). a 
transthoracic echocardiogram (tte) showed a patent 
foramen ovale. the patient eventually stabilized and a 
repeat eGd a week later showed resolution of the ischemic 
esophagus. the patient later underwent a resection of the 
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pelvic mass after confirmation was made that the pelvic 
veins were patent, pic (2).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the surgical approach and 
the surgical decision making will be discussed

SURGICAL	SITE	INFECTION	FOLLOWING	
SINGLE	INCISION	MINIMALLY	INVASIVE	
COLORECTAL	SURGERY.	ANALYSIS	IN	LARGE	
COHORT	OF	CONSECUTIVE	CASES.

Poster abstracts P52

S. Shoar, a. Gonzalez-almada, S. ibarra, J. leFave, 
e. Haas
Houston, TX

Purpose/Background:	Surgical site infection (SSi) is a 
leading cause of postoperative morbidity compromising the 
course of recovery. although SSi occur more frequently 
following colorectal procedures, it has been shown that 
minimally invasive surgery(miS) significantly reduces its 
incidence. We propose that single incision laparoscopic 
surgery (SilS) in which a single-port is placed at the 
initiation of the procedure facilitating multiple ports to 
be utilized in that single site, is associated with potentially 
lower risk of SSi. We identify the incidence in a large 
cohort of patients and present risk factors and outcomes.

Methods/Interventions:	a total of 791 patients under-
going a colorectal procedure using SilS technique were 
analyzed. SilS was defined as the use of a single port 
through which all laparoscopic devices were placed. in 
some cases, SilS+1 technique was employed in which 
an additional 5 mm port was utilized for the laparoscope. 
Patients were divided into two groups according to the 
presence (SSi group [n = 41]) or absence, (non-SSi 
group [n = 750]) of an SSi. Peri-operative variables were 
compared between the 2 groups to identify factors associ-
ated with SSi.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Forty one patients out of 791 
SilS colorectal surgery patients were identified, with 
an SSi incidence rate of 5.2%. Patient demographics 
(average age, Bmi, and gender) were comparable between 
SSi and non-SSi groups. there was no significant differ-
ence between the 2 groups in terms of body mass index 
(Bmi) class, age>65 years, a history of previous abdom-
inal surgery, or the underlying pathologic condition. 
regarding the intra-operative variables, no statistically 

significant difference was observed for american Society 
of anesthesiologists (aSa) score, surgical approach (SilS, 
SilS+1), operation time, excess blood loss, and need to 
transfusion. However, the creation of a stoma was signifi-
cantly associated with SSi (26.8% in SSi group vs. 11.3% 
in non-SSi group, p=0.003). Patients with SSi experi-
enced longer hospital stay (7.8±8.1 days vs. 3.7±2.8 days, 
p<0.0001), 30-day readmission postoperatively (36.6% vs. 
3.2% ±, p<0.0001), and 30-day unplanned reoperation 
(26.8% vs. 0.9%, p<0.0001). loS had a significantly direct 
correlation with age (r= 0.094, p<0.0001) and operation 
time (r=0.2, p<0.0001).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 although SSi is associated 
with higher morbidity, longer loS, and increased chance 
of reoperation, it has a low incidence after miS colorectal 
surgery using SilS technique. We theorize that the utili-
zation of a wound protector as part of the SilS device at 
the initiation of the surgery as well as limiting the number 
of port sites plays a key role in these findings. Further 
studies are warranted to further investigate the merits of 
this procedure.

IS	SEGMENTAL	COLECTOMY	AN	APPROPRIATE	
OPERATION	IN	COLONIC	CROHN’S	DISEASE?

Poster abstracts P53

P. Chandrasinghe, m. Samuel, y. maeda, d. ediriweera, 
C. Vaizey, J. Warusavitarne
Harrow, United Kingdom; Ragama, Sri Lanka

Purpose/Background:	 the operation of choice for 
colonic Crohn’s disease can be the subject of debate. 
Segmental colectomy can be associated with better func-
tion but may be associated with higher disease recurrence. 
We aim to assess the efficacy of segmental colectomy in 
colonic Crohn’s disease.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients who underwent 
surgical management of colonic Crohn’s disease at 
St.mark’s hospital from 1997 to 2007 were analysed 
retrospectively. Patients who had segmental colectomy 
(SC) were compared with those who had total colecto-
my(tC). reoperation for recurrent disease was the primary 
outcome.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Seventy three patients (male- 
42%, median age – 42; range 18 to 70), had surgery for 
colonic Crohn’s disease. Fifty three patients had tC and 
20 had SC. mean follow up was 6 years of the 53 tC, 21 
(39%) had an ileorectal anastomosis (ira) while the rest 
had permanent stomas. anastomotic stricture following 
ira was higher than after SC (SC – 7% vs ira – 14%;  
P= 1). a second surgery and anti tnF were both required 
in 20% of the SC group and 19% of the tC group (P>0.05). 
recurrence of disease in the small bowel was seen in 
24.5% (n=13) of the tC group versus 10% (n=2) in SC 
group. achieving bowel continuity was higher following 
segmental resections (65% vs 38%; P =0.06). individual 
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variable analysis failed to identify any risk factors associ-
ated with the recurrence pattern in this cohort.

Conclusions/Discussion:	SC can be offered in suitable 
patients with colonic Crohn’s disease as it offers a higher 
rate of achieving bowel continuity and a similar rate of 
reoperation when compared with tC.

LAPAROSCOPIC	ILEOCOLIC	AND	
COLORECTAL	RESECTIONS	IN	PATIENTS	
WITH	CROHN’S	DISEASE	RESULTS	IN	LOWER	
RATE	OF	COMPLICATIONS	WHEN	COMPARED	
TO	THE	OPEN	APPROACH:	A	NSQIP	ANALYSIS.

Poster abstracts P54

W. main, m. Zubair, l. Hussain, H. Guend
Cincinnati, OH

Purpose/Background:	 the objective of the study was 
to compare postoperative major and minor complica-
tions of laparoscopic versus open ileocolic and colorectal 
resections in patients with Crohn’s disease using the 
american College of Surgeons national Surgical Quality 
improvement Program (aCS-nSQiP) database.

Methods/Interventions:	 the aCS-nSQiP Participant 
use data Files from 2005-2013 were used to identify all 
patients with Crohn’s disease that underwent open or lapa-
roscopic ileocecectomy, partial colectomy, proctectomy  
or proctocolectomy. minor complications included super-
ficial surgical site infection and urinary tract infection. 
major complications included deep organ space infec-
tion, cardiac events, acute respiratory failure, pneumonia, 
venous thromboembolism, re-operation, renal failure and 
sepsis. Binomial logistic regression was performed to eval-
uate minor and major complications following the open 
and laparoscopic approach, while adjusting for preopera-
tive risk factors such as emergency surgery, chronic steroid 
use, tobacco use, body mass index ≥ 30 kg/m2, american 
Society of anesthesiology (aSa) score, and malnutrition 
defined as albumin < 3 mg/dl.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 5,490 patients were 
identified of which 3,238 (59%) patients underwent open 
resection while 2,252 (41%) underwent a laparoscopic 
operation. in the open group, 309 (11%) patients expe-
rienced minor complications as compared to 153 (7.4%) 
patients in the laparoscopic group (or 0.64; 95% Ci 
0.52-0.79; p < 0.001). there were 742 (22.9%) patients 
in the open group versus 324 (14.4%) patients in the 
laparoscopic group that experienced major complications 
(or 0.57; 95% Ci 0.49-0.65; p < 0.001). after adjusting 
for preoperative risk factors, the odds of experiencing 
minor and major complications were significantly fewer 
with laparoscopic than with open surgery (or 0.69; 95% 
Ci 0.54-0.88; p = .003 and or 0.68; 95% Ci 0.57-0.81; 
p < 0.001, respectively). of the six risk factors, tobacco 
use and obesity were significantly associated with minor 
complications, whereas chronic steroid use, obesity, aSa 

class ≥3 and malnutrition were significantly associated 
with major complications

Conclusions/Discussion:	among patients with Crohn’s 
disease, laparoscopic ileocolic and colorectal resections 
significantly decrease both major and minor postoperative 
complications when compared with open surgery.

OUTCOMES	FOLLOWING	TOTAL	
PROCTOCOLECTOMY	FOR	CROHN’S	COLITIS	
IN	THE	BIOLOGIC	ERA.

Poster abstracts P55

l. Huang, C. tse, J. Pemberton, r. laura, e. loftus, 
K. mathis, a. lightner
Rochester, MN

Purpose/Background:	For patients with Crohn’s colitis, 
total proctocolectomy and end ileostomy (tPC) may offer 
a favorable alternative to segmental or subtotal colectomy 
due to the decreased disease recurrence and need for reop-
eration. Prior to the biologic era, recurrence of Crohn’s 
disease (Cd) following tPC was upward of 39% with as 
many as 18% requiring reoperation within a decade. to 
date, no study has reexamined recurrence in the era of 
biologic therapy. We sought to determine 1) the 30-day 
post-operative morbidity and readmission rate following 
tPC, and 2) medical and surgical recurrence of Cd.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective chart review 
of all patients with Crohn’s colitis who underwent comple-
tion or tPC between 2003-2016 was conducted. the 
primary endpoint was clinical recurrence of Cd following 
tPC. Secondary endpoints included time to recurrence, 
risk factors associated with recurrence, and rate of reoper-
ation for small bowel Cd.

Results/Outcome(s):	148 patients were identified with 
a median follow-up of 14 months. the median age was  
47 years and the median duration from diagnosis to tPC 
was 13 years. Prior to tPC, 18% of patients had at least 
one small bowel resection. Prior to surgery, 46% of patients 
were on steroids, 35% on immunomodulators, 51% on 
anti-tnF inhibitors, 9% on vedolizumab, and 1% on 
ustekinumab. at the time of surgery, 53% had perianal 
disease. Post-operatively, 17% patients developed superfi-
cial surgical site infections, 8% had deep/organ space infec-
tions, 15% required re-operation, 9% became dehydrated, 
and 1 person died. the 30-day readmission rate was 11%. 
in patients with at least 6 months of follow-up data, 86% 
did not receive anti-Crohn’s prophylaxis, 2% were on 
methotrexate, 8% on azathioprine, 3% on 6-mercaptopu-
rine, 15% on anti-tnF therapy and 1% on vedolizumab. 
13% patients developed small bowel Cd after a median of 
17 months (iQr 11-35). no patients developed recurrent 
perineal disease but 26% with recurrence required an oper-
ation for small bowel disease. Smoking, prior small bowel 
surgery, perianal disease, and post-op prophylaxis with 
immunomodulators were not associated with recurrence. 
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on multivariable analysis, age less than 30 (or 10.0; 
95% Ci 2.7-36.8) and post-operative prophylaxis with 
biologics (or 4.1; 95% Ci 1.1-15.7) were associated with 
an increased risk of disease recurrence.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Following tPC for Crohn’s 
colitis, 13% of patients developed recurrence of Cd in 
the small bowel, and a quarter of these patients required 
a subsequent operation. this data suggests a marked 
reduction in disease recurrence since the introduction 
of biologic therapy. However, young patients appear to 
be at increased risk of recurrence. Similarly, patients on 
biologics were at increased risk (likely reflecting clinical 
concern for recurrence). Further investigation should be 
performed to determine the optimal timing and treatment 
algorithm for prevention of post-tPC disease recurrence.

OUTCOMES	OF	ILEOCOLIC	RESECTION	
VERSUS	ILEOCOLIC	RESECTION	WITH	A	
CONCOMITANT	PROCEDURE	IN	PATIENTS	
WITH	CROHN’S	DISEASE:	WHAT	IS	THE	
ADDED	RISK?

Poster abstracts P56

d. Hamad, m. abou Khalil, a. Petrucci, G. Ghitulescu, 
C. Vasilevsky, n. morin, J. Faria, m. Boutros
Montreal, QC, Canada; Weston, FL

Purpose/Background:	 this study aimed to compare 
outcomes of ileocolic resection (iCr) and iCr with a 
concomitant procedure for patients with Crohn’s disease 
(Cd).

Methods/Interventions:	after institutional review board 
approval, a cohort study using the american College of 
Surgeons national Surgical Quality improvement Program 
database for patients with Crohn’s disease who underwent 
ileocolic resections or ileocolic resections with a concomitant 
procedure between 2005-2015 was performed. Concomitant 
procedures were defined as any interventions on bowel 
related to Crohn’s disease. Preoperative characteristics,  
comorbidities, laboratory results, procedure characteris-
tics, post-operative outcomes, infectious complications 
(including post-operative leak and sepsis, 30-day morbidity 
and mortality were compared using univariate and multi-
variate analyses.

Results/Outcome(s):	 of 6,204 patients who met  
the inclusion criteria, 5692 (91.75%) and 512 (8.25%) 
underwent iCr and iCr with a concomitant procedure, 
respectively. most common concomitant procedures were 
single resection and anastomosis of small intestine (48.0%), 
stricturoplasty (24.0%), partial colonic resection (20.3%) 
and closure of intestinal-cutaneous fistula (10.9%). mean 
age of the entire cohort was 40.2 years (±15.3); 45.9% 
were male and 49.9% were immunosuppressed. on univar-
iate analysis comparing iCr and iCr with a concomi-
tant procedure, 45.0% vs. 55.5% were male (p<0.001) 
and 52.3% vs. 20.5% were performed laparoscopically 

(p<0.001). on univariate analysis, patients who underwent 
iCr with concomitant procedure had a higher rate of 
surgical site infections (SSi) (18.2% vs. 12.3%, p=0.0003), 
organ space infections (10.7% vs. 5.8%, p<0.001), infec-
tious complications (20.7% vs. 16.2%, p=0.011), sepsis/
septic shock (9.0% vs. 6.1%, p=0.014). after adjusting 
for sex, body mass index, hypertension, laparoscopic 
stoma, albumin, smoking, wound classification, diabetes 
and immunosuppression, on multivariate analysis, an iCr 
with concomitant procedure was a significant predictor 
of organ space SSi [or 1.7, 95%Ci (1.22, 2.40)] and 
re-operation [or 3.5, 95%Ci (1.15, 11.0)]. length of stay 
for patients with iCr with concomittant procedures was 
increased by 10% [irr 1.11, 95%Ci (1.04-1.18)]. Both 
groups had comparable risks of anastomotic leak, sepsis, 
infectious complications, major morbidity and mortality. 
low preoperative albumin, dirty wound classification, 
immunosuppression, and smoking were found to be predic-
tors of infectious complications, morbidity, and mortality 
in both groups.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 to our knowledge, this is 
the largest study that describes the added impact of a 
concomitant procedure when an iCr is performed for 
Cd. a concomitant procedure increases the likelihood 
of organ space SSi, need for re-operation, and prolonged 
hospitalization.

CHRONIC	STEROID	USE	IN	COLORECTAL	
CANCER	PATIENTS	WORSENS	
POSTOPERATIVE	MORBIDITY	AND	
MORTALITY	THROUGH	SEPTIC	
COMPLICATIONS	IN	A	PROPENSITY-MATCHED	
ANALYSIS.

Poster abstracts P57

S. Sims, K. Spaniolas, K. Coakley, B. davis, K. Kasten
Charlotte, NC; Stony Brook, NY

Purpose/Background:	 rates of comorbid patients 
undergoing surgical resection for colorectal cancer are 
steadily increasing. additionally, numbers of patients 
on chronic immunomodulators and steroids are steadily 
increasing. Chronic steroid use has been associated with 
worsened outcomes following surgical intervention. 
However, the role of chronic steroid use on specific 
post-operative complications in colorectal cancer patients 
remains unanswered. Here, we hypothesized that chronic 
steroids were associated with worsened operative outcomes 
across multiple types of systemic complications.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients with post-operative  
diagnosis of colon or rectal cancer from 2005-2012 
were assessed using the american College of Surgeons 
national Surgical Quality improvement Program dataset. 
Propensity-score matching accounted for demographics, 
comorbidities, case complexity, and operative time. the 
chronic steroid and non-steroid cohorts were compared 
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to assess primary outcomes of 30-day mortality and 30-day 
overall morbidity. Secondary endpoints included length of 
stay and system-specific complications.

Results/Outcome(s):	during the study period, 50,766 
patients were identified with 1203 (2.4%) taking steroids 
longer than 30 days prior to surgery. after propensity 
matching, 1197 patients in each cohort were evaluated 
with no differences seen in age, Bmi, male sex, work rela-
tive value units (rVu), wound classification, emergency 
case status, presence of preoperative sepsis or opera-
tive time. rates of vascular, cardiac, pulmonary, neuro-
logic, hepatic, renal and diabetic comorbidity were not 
different between the groups. on outcome analysis, 30-day 
mortality (5.7% vs 3.4%, p < 0.001) and 30-day overall 
morbidity (35.4% vs 29.0%, p=0.001) were significantly 
higher in patients on chronic steroids. Septic complica-
tions (10.6% vs 7.9%, p=0.02) and surgical site infections 
(15.3% vs 12.3%, p=0.03) were significantly elevated in 
chronic steroid patients. However, there were no differ-
ences in cardiovascular, pulmonary, renal, or neurological 
complications between groups. Chronic steroid patients 
demonstrated longer total hospital stay (11.4 ± 11.7 vs  
9.5 ± 9.4 days, p < 0.001) and post-operative length of stay 
(9.4 ± 9.2 vs 8.1 ± 7.6 days, p < 0.001).

Conclusions/Discussion:	rates of colorectal resection 
for cancer continue to rise, as do rates of patient comor-
bidity. as numbers of chronic conditions involving treat-
ment with steroids increase, surgeons must understand 
patient risk profile to provide adequate pre-operative 
counseling. Here, we show that steroid use is associated 
with worsened sepsis and infectious complications without 
contributing to organ-specific complications. Future study 
is required to determine pathways and therapies by which 
this risk may be reduced.

PREOPERATIVE	TRANSVERSUS	ABDOMINIS	
PLANE	BLOCK	DECREASES	OPIOID	
REQUIREMENTS	WITHIN	AN	ENHANCED	
RECOVERY	AFTER	SURGERY	PROTOCOL.

Poster abstracts P58

J. marcotte, K. Patel, r. desai, J. Gaughan, d. Spurrier, 
m. Kwiatt, S. mcClane
Camden, NJ

Purpose/Background:	 enhanced recovery after 
Surgery (eraS) protocols have been often described in 
the field of Colorectal Surgery, with demonstrated benefits 
in length of stay, bowel function, and complication rates. 
By optimizing pain management and limiting opioid- 
associated bowel inhibition, multimodal pain management 
is a key component of these protocols. We evaluated the 
use of transversus abdominis plane (taP) blocks as part of 
a multimodal pain management strategy within our newly 
implemented eraS protocol.

Methods/Interventions:	 From november 2015 to 
march 2016, 57 elective colorectal resections performed 
according to our eraS protocol were compared to a 
propensity-matched group prior to implementation of the 
protocol. all patients prior to protocol implementation 
received opioid patient controlled analgesia (PCa) post-
operatively. all eraS patients received multimodal pain 
therapy with acetaminophen, gabapentin, and ketorolac, 
alone or in addition to a taP Block. Patient baseline char-
acteristics, opioid requirements, average and daily pain 
scores by visual analog scale (VaS), and failure of pain 
management (requirement for opioid patient-controlled 
analgesia (PCa)) were recorded and compared between 
groups.

Results/Outcome(s):	 there were no differences in 
patient characteristics, procedure type, operative approach 
or preoperative opioid use between groups. introduction of 
the eraS protocol resulted in significantly decreased opioid 
requirements through postoperative day 2 (p<0.0001), 
while daily and average pain scores did not differ signifi-
cantly between groups. Within the 57 eraS protocol 
patients, 20 patients were managed with multimodal 
pain therapy alone, 26 patients received a taP block 
preoperatively and 11 patients received a taP block post-
operatively. When compared to multimodal pain manage-
ment alone, taP blocks performed preoperatively were 
associated with significantly decreased opioid use through 
postoperative day 2 (p=0.0322), and fewer patients in the 
preoperative taP block group required rescue with opioid 
patient-controlled analgesia (PCa) (p=0.0460).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 inclusion of preoperative 
taP blocks in our eraS protocol decreased opioid 
requirements compared to multimodal pain management 
alone. For maximum benefit, taP blocks should be 
performed preoperatively.
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ILEOSTOMY	FORMATION	IS	ASSOCIATED	
WITH	COMMUNITY-ACQUIRED	ACUTE	
KIDNEY	INJURY	AND	NEW	ONSET	CHRONIC	
KIDNEY	DISEASE.

Poster abstracts P59

S. Smith, P. ronksley, e. dixon, a. maclean, J. Heine, 
W. Buie, m. James
Calgary, AB, Canada

Purpose/Background:	 ileostomy formation results in 
loss of colonic absorptive capacity and may lead to dehy-
dration; however, associations with acute kidney injury 
(aKi) and chronic kidney disease (CKd) are uncertain. 
the purpose of this study was to quantify the relation-
ships between new ileostomy formation and community- 
acquired aKi and new onset CKd.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review of 
administrative data was performed to identify patients who 
underwent ileostomy formation with or without bowel 
resection (ileostomy group) or bowel resection without 
ileostomy formation (reference group) between may 1, 
2002 and Jan 1, 2015 in alberta, Canada. linked labora-
tory data was used to ascertain community-acquired aKi 
within 3 months following discharge from hospital and 
new CKd within 1 year following discharge from hospital. 
Community-acquired aKi was defined as an outpatient 
(or within 1 day of readmission) increase in serum creati-
nine (sCr) to at least 1.5 times the postoperative baseline 
(defined as the last inpatient sCr measurement prior to 
discharge). aKi was further categorized into stages of 
severity based on sCr increases of 1.5 to 2.0 times baseline 
for stage 1 aKi, >2 to 3 times baseline for stage 2 aKi, 
and >3 times baseline for stage 3 aKi. new onset CKd 
was defined as a ≥3-month period with a mean estimated 
glomerular filtration rate (eGFr) of <60 ml/min/1.73m2 
in a patient with a preoperative and in-hospital postoper-
ative baseline eGFr of >60 ml/min/1.73m2. associations 
between ileostomy formation and community-acquired 
aKi and new CKd were determined using logistic regres-
sion models adjusted for age, sex, admission urgency, base-
line eGFr, inpatient postoperative aKi, and individual 
Charlson comorbidities.

Results/Outcome(s):	 We identified 20,495 patients, 
of whom 4283 comprised the ileostomy group and 16,212 
comprised the reference group. Community-acquired aKi 
was noted among 15.1% (646/4283) of the ileostomy group 
compared to 4.6% (743/16,212) of the reference group. the 
adjusted odds ratio (or) for community-acquired aKi for 
the ileostomy group was 4.10 (95%Ci=3.65-4.62) for aKi 
of any stage, 7.11 (95%Ci=5.68-8.90) for aKi of stage 2 
or greater, and 8.11 (95%Ci=5.33-12.33) for aKi stage 3. 
new onset CKd was noted among 6.4% (224/3502) of at 
risk patients (without preexisting CKd) in the ileostomy 
group compared to 2.0% (250/12,711) of at risk patients in 
the reference group. the adjusted or for new onset CKd 
for the ileostomy group was 4.91(95%Ci=4.02-5.99).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 ileostomy formation is 
strongly associated with community-acquired aKi and 
new onset CKd. Surgeons should be vigilant for kidney 
disease following ileostomy construction. Future studies 
should focus on developing and evaluating strategies for 
the prevention, early identification, and treatment of this 
complication.

EARLY	AND	LATE	LEAKAGES	AFTER	
ANTERIOR	RESECTION	SEPARATE	ENTITIES.

Poster abstracts P60

H. Jutesten, P. Buchwald, G. lindmark, m. lydrup
Malmo, Sweden

Purpose/Background:	anastomotic leakage (al) is the 
main complication after anterior resection (ar) for rectal 
cancer with frequencies from 3-27 %. many studies have 
addressed risk factors and early detection of al, however 
the long term clinical outcomes of al including late 
presenting leakages (ll) are less commonly reported. this 
study was undertaken to assess the clinical features of ll 
regarding incidence, association to predisposing factors of 
al and need for reintervention.

Methods/Interventions:	 the Swedish Colorectal 
Cancer registry (SCrCr) was retrospectively explored 
for cases of al after ar for rectal cancer among patients 
operated on in southern Sweden from January 1st 2001 to 
december 31st 2011. demographic data, technical details 
of the surgical procedure, number of postoperative days 
(Pod) until diagnosis of al, data regarding presenting 
symptoms and methods of diagnosing al were retrieved 
from medical records. Definition of AL: al was defined 
as a visible anastomotic defect found during endoscopy, 
leakage of rectal contrast evaluated by plain radiography or 
Ct, a postoperative pelvic abscess, a palpable dehiscence 
on digital examination, a postoperative rectovaginal fistula 
on gynecological examination as well as postoperative 
vaginal discharge of gas, pus or faeces, findings of al 
during laparotomy in the form of pus or faeces in the pelvis 
or an obvious anastomotic dehiscence on relaparotomy. 
Definition of LL: diagnosis of al made after hospital 
discharge.

Results/Outcome(s):	 1442 patients operated on with 
ar were identified through SCrCr and144 cases were 
classified with al (10 %). two al patients did not give 
consent to data retrieval from medical records, in three al 
cases medical records were not to be found. median time 
from operation to reporting data was 87 months (range 
21-162). early leakages (el) were detected in 51% (n 71). 
ll in 49% (n 68). el and ll were diagnosed on median 
Pod 8 (range 8-2059) and 29 (range 8-2059) respectively. 
ll was significantly related to neoadjuvant radiotherapy 
(p < 0.001) and in women, 51% of ll presented as a 
rectovaginal fistula. el was significantly related to male 
gender (p 0.01), lack of a defunctioning stoma at index 
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operation (p 0.002) and a need for relaparotomy after 
diagnosis (p 0.001).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 ll after ar is a common 
feature and constitutes half of all als after ar for rectal 
cancer in this study. our findings support that el and ll 
should be regarded as a separate clinical entities. the large 
proportion of ll among al cases calls for close follow up 
in the outpatient setting.

LENGTH	OF	STAY	FOLLOWING	
IMPLEMENTATION	OF	ENHANCED	RECOVERY	
AFTER	SURGERY:	A	PROPENSITY	MATCHED	
ANALYSIS.

Poster abstracts P61

J. marcotte, r. desai, J. Gaughan, d. Spurrier, 
H. mcelhenney, m. dobrowolski, m. Kwiatt, S. mcClane
Camden, NJ

Purpose/Background:	enhanced recovery after Surgery 
(eraS) protocols have been increasingly implemented 
worldwide; resulting in widely reported improvements in 
length of stay, complication rates and time to return of 
bowel function. We sought to determine the early effects 
of eraS implementation at our institution, and to identify 
areas for improvement within our existing protocol.

Methods/Interventions:	 From november 2015 to 
march 2016, 57 elective colorectal resections performed 
according to our eraS protocol were compared to a 
propensity-matched group prior to eraS implementa-
tion. the protocol was based on eraS Society recom-
mendations, and included components of preoperative 
counseling, avoidance of prolonged fasting, nutrition 
optimization with carbohydrate loading, goal-directed 
fluid therapy, multimodal pain management, and early 
oral nutrition and ambulation following surgery. length 
of stay was stratified according to day of discharge, and 
was compared between eraS and pre-protocol patients 
within subgroups according to demographic and operative 
factors. univariate regression analysis was performed to 
identify patient factors, protocol elements and postopera-
tive outcomes associated with an extended length of stay.

Results/Outcome(s):	there were no differences in age, 
sex, preoperative co-morbidities, procedure type, operative 
approach, procedure time, or average operative blood loss 
between groups. total opioid requirements (p=0.0022), 
net fluid balance (p=0.0172) and time to return of bowel 
function (p=0.0001) were all significantly decreased in 
the eraS group compared to traditional management. 
median (4 days vs 5 days) and mean (5.54 days vs 7.72 
days) length of stay were significantly reduced following 
protocol implementation (p=0.0152) and patients 
managed according to the eraS protocol had more early 
discharges (64.91% vs 33.33% with loS < 4 days), and 
less extended admissions (10.52% vs 22.81% with loS  
> 10 days). in subgroup analysis, the eraS protocol 
resulted in decreased length of stay for all patients 

P61 ERAS Protocol - Univariate Predictors of LOS>7 Days

Odds Ratio Confidence Interval (CI) p-value
Low Anterior Resection (LAR) 4.60 1.18 - 18.12 0.0279
Postoperative Ileus 7.17 1.04 - 49.28 0.0453
Failure of Multimodal Pain Therapy 6.99 1.30 - 37.43 0.0230
Acute Kidney Injury (KDIGO Criteria) 3.29 1.02 - 33.35 0.0230
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regardless of age, sex, Bmi, aSa status, procedure type 
or operative approach. using univariate regression anal-
ysis, factors associated with a length of stay > 7 days were 
low anterior resection (lar) procedure (p=0.0450), 
development of postoperative ileus (p=0.0490) failure 
of multimodal pain therapy (p=0.0230), and presence of 
acute kidney injury (p=0.045). in secondary regression 
analysis, the development of postoperative ileus was found 
to be associated with increased total opioid requirements 
on the day after surgery (p= 0.0179) and the occurrence of 
postoperative acute kidney injury (p=0.0124).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 implementation of an eraS 
protocol resulted in decreased length of stay for all patient 
and procedure types. efforts to improve existing eraS 
protocols should be focused on optimizing postoperative 
pain control and avoiding postoperative ileus and acute 
kidney injury.

OPERATIVE	TIME	AND	LENGTH	OF	STAY	
IS	SIMILAR	BETWEEN	ROBOTIC-ASSISTED	
AND	LAPAROSCOPIC	COLON	AND	RECTAL	
RESECTIONS.

Poster abstracts P62

m. Honaker, B. Smith, H. nolan
Macon, GA

Purpose/Background:	 robotic-assisted surgery is 
increasingly being utilized for colorectal surgery. data is 
scarce and contradictory when outcomes are compared 
between robotic and laparoscopic surgery. the purpose of 
this study is to examine length of stay (loS) and operative 
time between the two techniques in patients that under-
went a colon or rectal resection.

Methods/Interventions:	all colon and rectal resections 
were compiled between 2009-2015. Patients that underwent  
an open procedure and multiple procedures were excluded 
from the analysis. When comparing characteristics between 
laparoscopic and robotic surgery, Fisher’s exact test was 
used for categorical variables, and the uunpaired t-test 
was used for continuous variablesthe mann-Whitney u 
test was used to compare loS and operative time between 
the two surgery groups for both colon and rectal resec-
tions. SaS version 9.4 was used for all analyses, and a 
p-value<0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

Results/Outcome(s):	 after exclusions, 255 patients 
were identified for evaluation. there were 185 patients 
that underwent laparoscopic resection and 70 that under-
went robotic resection. age, race, gender, american 
Society of anesthesiologists score and body mass index 
were similar between the two groups (all p>0.05). two 
hundred thirty patients underwent colon resections and 
25 underwent rectal resections. there was no statistical 
difference in median loS days between laparoscopic and 
robotic colon (both 4 days; p=0.5) and rectal (6 days vs 
4.5 days; p=0.2) resections. median operative times were 

also similar between the two approaches for colon 150.5 vs 
169.5 minutes, p=0.2) and rectal (197.0 vs 231.5 minutes, 
p=0.9) resections. When length of stay for right and left 
colectomies was examined, right (median=4.0 vs 4.0 days; 
p=0.7) and left (median=4.0 vs 4.5 days; p=0.5) colecto-
mies were similar for robotic and laparoscopic approaches. 
there was also no difference in operative time between the 
two approaches for right (median=137 vs 130.5 minutes; 
p=0.9) and left (median=162.0 vs 170.5 minutes; p=0.6) 
colectomies.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 robotic surgery results in 
similar operative times and length of stay as laparoscopic 
surgery for patients undergoing colon and rectal resections. 
at this point in time, surgeon preference should dictate the 
approach used for minimally invasive colorectal surgery.

EFFECT	OF	DIAGNOSIS	ON	COLECTOMY	
OUTCOMES	IN	THE	SETTING	OF	ENHANCED	
RECOVERY	PROTOCOLS.

Poster abstracts P63

K. Ban, J. Berian, J. liu, C. Ko, l. Feldman, J. thacker
Chicago, IL; Montreal, QC, Canada; Durham, NC

Purpose/Background:	 implementation of enhanced 
recovery Protocols (erP) in colectomy reduces length 
of stay (loS) and morbidity, but it remains unknown 
whether benefits vary by pathology. our objective was to 
compare the effect of erP use on outcomes after colec-
tomy for three diagnoses: 1) neoplasm, 2) diverticulitis and 
3) inflammatory bowel disease (iBd).

Methods/Interventions:	 novel erP variables were 
released in nSQiP in July 2014. Patients with erP variable 
data undergoing elective colectomy (July 2014-december 
2015) for neoplasm (n=4620 [66.5%]), diverticulitis 
(n=1730 [24.9%]), and iBd (n=593 [8.5%]) were 
included. the association of diagnosis with prolonged 
loS, any surgical site infection (SSi), death or serious 
morbidity (dSm), unplanned reoperation, and readmis-
sion was evaluated using multivariable logistic regression 
with robust standard errors to account for outcomes 
clustered in hospitals while controlling for case and proce-
dure mix and compliance with erP. Kruskal–Wallis tests 
compared the number of days for patients to tolerate a diet, 
achieve pain control with oral medication, and have return 
of bowel function in each cohort.

Results/Outcome(s):	there were no statistically signif-
icant differences in outcomes between patients with 
neoplasm and diverticulitis. Patients undergoing colec-
tomy for iBd were more likely to have prolonged loS (or 
2.32, 95%Ci 1.74-3.08), dSm (or 1.86, 95%Ci 1.31-
2.63), unplanned reoperation (or 1.75, 95%Ci 1.04-2.94) 
and readmission (or 1.67, 95%Ci 1.25-2.22) compared 
to patients with neoplasm. Patients with iBd took longer 
than patients with neoplasm or diverticulitis to tolerate 
a diet (mean 4.1 days vs. 3.7 and 3.5 days respectively, 
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p<0.001) and to achieve Po pain control (mean 4.2 days 
vs. 3.4 and 3.5 days respectively, p<0.001).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 outcomes following erP 
implementation vary by diagnosis. Patients undergoing 
colectomy for neoplasm and diverticulitis have improved 
outcomes compared to patients undergoing colectomy for 
iBd. Knowledge of expected outcomes for patients with 
different diagnoses may information clinician and patient 
expectations.

ESTIMATED	GLOMERULAR	FILTRATION	
RATE	IMPACTS	ON	COLORECTAL	SURGERY	
OUTCOMES:	A	NATIONAL	DATABASE	
ANALYSIS.

Poster abstracts P64

r. Fazl alizadeh, S. li, a. Shimomura,  
K. Kalantar-Zadeh, J. Carmichael, H. ichii, a. Pigazzi, 
m. Stamos
Orange, CA

Purpose/Background:	the effect of chronic kidney disease  
(CKd) on the outcomes of colorectal surgery is remained 
unknown. We sought to identify the impacts of estimated 
glomerular filtration rate (eGFr) on colectomy outcomes.

Methods/Interventions:	the study population consisted 
of all colectomy cases in the american College of Surgeons 
national Surgical Quality improvement Program colec-
tomy targeted participant use data file from 2012 to 2014. 
emergent cases, patients on current dialysis, disseminated 
cancer cases, and patients with preoperative wound infec-
tions were excluded from the study. Preoperative serum 
creatinine concentrations, age, sex, and race were used 
to calculate eGFr based on the Chronic Kidney disease 
epidemiology Collaboration (CKd-ePi) formula. Patients 
were divided into five groups including patients with eGFr 
≥120, CKd i or normal (90≤ eGFr <120), CKd ii (60 ≤ 
eGFr <90), CKd iii a and b (30 ≤ eGFr <60), and CKd 
iV or V (eGFr<30 ml/min/1.73m2). CKd i or normal 
group was set as reference group. multivariate logistic 
regression model was used to analyze the outcomes.

Results/Outcome(s):	the cohort included 4283patients. 
of these 427 (10%) had eGFr ≥120, 1685 (39.3%) were 
CKd i or normal, 1615 (37.7%) were CKd ii, 500 (11.7%) 
were CKd iii, and 56 (1.3%) were CKd iV or V. the 
median body mass index was 27.26, 27.61, 27.8, 28.6, and 
29 for the groups as described above. the mean length of 
hospital stay (loS) were 7.32±8.34 days in eGFr ≥120 
group, 7.54±7.89 in CKd iii group and 9.27±8.22 in CKd 
iV or V group, that were significantly longer than 6.39±6.38 
in reference group (P<0.05). there was no significant 
difference in loS between CKd ii group (6.21±5.60) and 
reference group. Following risk adjustment, no significant 
difference in in-hospital mortality rate or anastomotic 
leak was observed. However, serious morbidity rate was 
significantly higher in patients with eGFr ≥120, CKd iii, 

and CKd iV or V groups compare to the reference group 
(18.5%, 20.4%, 41.1% vs. 13.4%, aor: 1.63, 1.49, 3.39, 
P<0.05, respectively). CKd ii patients had lower serious 
morbidity rate compared to the reference group, but it was 
not significant (12.9% vs. 13.4%, P=0.33).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 as expected, our results of 
this study showed that decreased eGFr level (<60) signifi-
cantly impacts morbidity rate and increases length of 
stay (loS) in the hospital following elective colectomy. 
interestingly, patients with very high eGFr (eGFr ≥120) 
also have significantly higher complications and longer 
loS compared to the reference group. eGFr is well known 
to overestimate actual kidney function in patients with 
low muscle mass, which may explain the higher complica-
tion rate in patients with very high eGFr. eGFr may be 
considered as a useful parameter to predict the outcome of 
colorectal surgery in CKd patients.

ACCURACY	OF	THE	ACS	NSQIP	RISK	
CALCULATOR	IN	PREDICTING	OUTCOMES	
FOR	URGENT	COLECTOMIES.

Poster abstracts P65

K. Shaffer, C. edwards, J. Pelton, a. adeyemo, r. Welsh
Royal Oak, MI

Purpose/Background:	 the american College of 
Surgeons national Surgical Quality improvement Program 
(aCS nSQiP) risk calculator (rC) is a tool often used 
by surgeons to predict postoperative outcomes based on 
19 patient specific preoperative risk factors including 
age, gender, several medical conditions, and acuity of the 
case. operative acuity was defined as either emergent or 
elective, but starting in year 2012 a distinction was made 
between purely elective cases and cases that are neither 
elective nor emergent. this change is not accounted for in 
the rC. our goal was to evaluate the accuracy of the rC 
in the urgent (non-elective/non-emergent) population at a 
single institution.

Methods/Interventions:	a retrospective review of our 
hospital’s nSQiP data from January 2012 to may 2016 for 
patients who underwent urgent colectomies, defined as 
patients admitted via the emergency department under-
going subsequent non-emergent surgery, was performed. 
this group of patients was input into the rC as elective 
and again as emergent. Predicted outcomes were then 
compared to actual outcomes in the urgent colectomy 
group. Statistical analysis included Wilcoxon rank tests, 
logistic regression, and roC curves.

Results/Outcome(s):	there were 301 patients included 
in the study, representing 19% of all colectomies. the 
mean age was 67 years and 56% had an american Society 
of anesthesiologists score of 3. in patients who actually 
had complications, the mean risk of having any compli-
cation was 35±14% when input into the rC as elective 
and 40±14% when input as emergent. in patients without 
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postoperative issues, the risk of having no complica-
tions was 25±11% and 28±11% (p<0.0001), respectively. 
However, the predictive probability was 0.74 for both 
groups based on the roC curve. the median predicted risk 
of discharge to a nursing/rehab facility was 35% (elective) 
and 43% (emergent) in the 92 patients with this outcome, 
versus 10% and 14% in those without (p<0.0001). the 
median predicted risk of death was 9% (elective) and 
14% (emergent) in the 16 patients who died, versus 2% 
and 3% in those who did not (p<0.0001). the predictive 
probability of death was 0.85 in both groups. overall, of 
the 15 outcomes accounted for by the rC, 2 showed higher 
predictive value, 6 did not show notable predictive value, 
and the remainder lacked appropriate statistical power to 
draw conclusions.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 discussing postoperative 
morbidity and mortality is important to the informed 
consent and decision-making process for patients and 
families. in utilizing the aCS nSQiP rC to estimate 
outcomes for these dialogues, we found while it was able to 
predict mortality and discharge to a nursing/rehab facility, 
no evidence was found to suggest it accurately predicts 
complications for urgent colectomy cases. Consequently, 
we do not feel confident the current rC is accurate 
in predicting complications for urgent colectomies and 
recommend accounting for this acuity of patients in the 
future.

ENHANCED	RECOVERY	AFTER	SURGERY:	AN	
IMPLEMENTATION	STRATEGY	FOR	MULTIPLE	
HOSPITALS	AND	SURGICAL	SPECIALTIES.

Poster abstracts P66

r. Handzel, S. esper, m. Boisen, K. Subramaniam, 
a. Zureikat, S. mansuria, m. Courtney-Brooks,  
J. Holder-murray
Pittsburgh, PA

Purpose/Background:	 enhanced recovery after 
Surgery (eraS) guidelines were originally developed for 
colorectal surgery (CrS) patients but have recently been 
applied to other surgical specialties with positive patient 
outcomes. despite evidence supporting their use, eraS 
protocols have had poor adoption. We aimed to success-
fully implement an eraS program across a large multi- 
hospital academic medical center at multiple hospitals and 
in several surgical specialties using a staged, multidisci-
plinary team (mdt) approach.

Methods/Interventions:	 the university of Pittsburgh 
medical Center is comprised of more than 20 hospitals 
that utilize a single inpatient medical record. First, a mdt 
including surgeons, anesthesiologists, nurses and pharma-
cists was assembled. the mdt developed eraS institu-
tional protocols for CrS and pancreas surgery as well as 
developed a strategic launch plan, which included patient 
educational materials, a multiphase inpatient powerplan 

within the electronic order entry system, patient moni-
toring capability, staff education, and an implementation 
timeline (Figure 1). Following implementation, debriefing 
sessions with the mdt were scheduled at regular intervals 
to report protocol compliance and outcomes. eraS was 
first implemented within CrS and pancreas surgery at 
the main hospital, Hospital a. next, hospital site-specific 
mdts were assembled in coordination with a system-
wide mdt. the implementation process was sequentially 
repeated at Hospital B for CrS, Hospital C for CrS and 
pancreas surgery and other abdominal surgical oncology. 
Finally, eraS protocols were implemented at Hospital 
d for both gynecologic oncology and minimally invasive 
gynecologic surgery (miGS). With the addition of surgical 
specialties, the mdt developed eraS protocols tailored 
to specific surgery subtypes.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Strategic implantation of eraS 
protocols across multiple hospitals was deployed in a 
sequential and iterative process using an implementation 
timeline with targets and deadlines. regular interval audits 
of protocol compliance were performed and feedback was 
provided. implementation of a colorectal eraS protocol 
at Hospital a reduced median length of stay (loS) from 7 
to 4 days. Similarly, loS was reduced from 6 to 4 days for 
CrS at Hospital B, from 6 to 4 days for CrS and surgical 
oncology at Hospital C. Pancreas surgery patients had 
a similar reduction in loS from 8 to 6 days. early data 
following implementation within gynecologic oncology 
demonstrates reduced loS from 4 to 3 days. Finally, miGS 
discharged 72 of 95 patients from the PaCu after under-
going hysterectomy.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 a strategic implementation 
timeline utilizing both a system-wide and site-specific 
mdt is an effective approach to implementation of an 
eraS program across multiple hospitals and services. 
additional audits of protocol compliance may allow for 
further improvement in patient outcomes.
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PROSPECTIVE	STUDY	OF	THE	FEASIBILITY	
AND	SAFETY	OF	THE	IMMEDIATE	USE	
OF	A	REGULAR	DIET	AFTER	ELECTIVE	
COLORECTAL	SURGERY.

Poster abstracts P67

i. Chough, n. lopez, K. Zaghiyan, G. ovsepyan, 
P. Fleshner
Los Angeles, CA

Purpose/Background:	 offering patients a low residue 
diet on the first postoperative day (Pod1) after colorectal 
surgery is safe and improves surgical outcomes and postop-
erative hospital stay. the aim of this study was to prospec-
tively evaluate the feasibility and safety of offering a regular 
diet immediately after major colorectal surgery on Pod 0.

Methods/Interventions:	 over a 4-month period 
ending oct 2016, consecutive patients undergoing major 
colorectal surgery were offered a regular diet immediately 
after arriving on the floor. demographic and perioperative 
variables, tolerance of diet, postoperative complications, 
length of postoperative hospital stay and 30-day hospital 
readmission were prospectively tabulated. Complications 
were assessed using the Clavien-dindo classification. 
Fisher’s exact test and mann-Whitney test were performed 
for categorical and continuous variables. a p value <0.05 
was considered statistically significant.

Results/Outcome(s):	the study cohort of 49 patients 
included 25 (51%) males and had a median age of 47 
years (range, 19-88). Procedures were performed using a 
laparoscopic (n=25;51%) or open (n=24;49%) technique. 
Primary anastomosis was used in 32 (65%) patients. only 
20 (41%) patients consumed the ordered regular diet. the 
only significant preoperative and intraoperative feature 
which differed between patients who consumed an imme-
diate regular diet versus those who did not wish to eat 

was median body mass index (20.8 versus 23.3; p=0.004). 
Postoperative outcomes are shown in the table.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 immediate consumption of 
a regular diet was feasible in only 41% of patients after 
major colorectal surgery. However, patients willing to eat 
a regular diet immediately after surgery had a trend toward 
shorter postoperative hospital stay with no significant 
increase in postoperative complications. Consumption of 
regular diet on Pod 0 may be the first predictor of shorter 
hospital stay after major colorectal surgery.

EXTENDED	VENOTHROMBOEMBOLISM	
PROPHYLAXIS	AFTER	COLORECTAL	CANCER	
SURGERY	IS	NOT	JUSTIFIED	WITHOUT	
FURTHER	RISK	STRATIFICATION.

Poster abstracts P68

i. leeds, J. Canner, S. Gearhart, S. diBrito, J. efron, 
S. Fang, B. Safar
Baltimore, MD

Purpose/Background:	Guidelines recommend extended 
venothromboembolism (Vte) prophylaxis for all patients 
following colorectal cancer surgery. Studies have demon-
strated variable provider uptake of this practice due to cost 
and dissent from these existing guidelines. the purpose of 
this study was to identify thresholds using decision anal-
ysis for when such extended prophylaxis (ePpx) may be 
appropriate.

Methods/Interventions:	all colorectal cancer patients 
undergoing primary tumor resection were identified within 
a private payer administrative database (marketScan, 
truven Health). Cases were stratified by the use of phar-
macologic agents for Vte prophylaxis following discharge. 
outcomes of interest were occurrence of a postoperative 
Vte event requiring hospital readmission, mortality, and 
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Variable Immediate Regular Diet p
Taken
(n=20)

Not Taken
(n=29)

Time for first flatus 2 (0-5) 3 (1-5) 0.06
Time to first BM (d) 2 (1-5) 2 (1-5) 0.90
Vomiting (n,%) 7 (35) 9 (31) 1
NGT insertion (n,%) 1 (5) 2 (7) 1
Complication class (n,%)

None
I
II
III

9 (45)
11 (55)

0
0

15 (52)
12 (41)

0
2 (7)

0.56
0.49

1
0.53

Postoperative stay (d) 3 (1-14) 5 (1-9) 0.18
30-day readmission (%) 3 (15) 2 (7) 0.39

BM bowel movement; NGT nasogastric tube;
Continuous variables expressed as median (range)
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reimbursed costs. this data was statistically described 
and used as parameter estimations for a decision analysis 
model. Sensitivity analysis was performed with extremes 
defined by highest and lowest values reported. a societal 
cost of death was determined from actuarial estimations.

Results/Outcome(s):	 We identified 22,463 patients 
with a median age of 55 years, of whom 53.5% were male. 
overall, 0.2% were diagnosed with a Vte within 30 days 
of surgery. only 4.0% of patients obtained ePpx. Vte rates 
were 0.1% in the group obtaining ePpx versus 0.2% in those 
without (p=0.571). Pulmonary emboli were 22.7% of Vte 
events in the no ePpx group and 0% in the ePpx group 
(p=0.080). Pulmonary embolism conferred a 2.3% case 
fatality rate. median cost for a generic prescription of ePpx 
was $385. the median cost of hospitalization for Vte was 
$16,203. Post-discharge bleeding events for readmission 
were 0.69% for those on ePPx versus 0.09% for those not 
(p<0.001). the median cost for post-discharge bleeding 
was $46,538. the societal cost of death was estimated to 
be $7,900,000. decision analysis demonstrated a benefit to 
withhold ePpx for this population with probability-based 
total societal costs of $60 versus $945. these findings 
were conserved after sensitivity analysis demonstrating 
that probability of a Vte event, case fatality rate, and 
the ratio of deep venous thrombosis to pulmonary embo-
lism events were the primary determinants of optimized 
decision-making. For the majority of other assumptions, 
Vte rates of greater than 2.5% were most associated with 
supporting the use of ePpX.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Very few patients are 
discharged on ePpx following colorectal cancer surgery 
despite supporting national guidelines. risk of Vte is 
not significantly different in those who receive ePpx, but 
risk of bleeding is significantly higher. a decision analysis 
model of best available evidence does not support the use 
of extended Vte prophylaxis except in cases of markedly 
high Vte rates (e.g., >2.5%). Future guidelines could be 
improved by recognizing the role of risk stratification to 
determine need for extended Vte prophylaxis.

READMISSIONS	AFTER	COLORECTAL	
SURGERY:	NOT	ALL	ARE	EQUAL.

Poster abstracts P69

l. Hyde, a. al-mazrou, K. Suradkar, n. Valizadeh, 
B. Kuritzkes, r. Kiran
New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	Few previous studies have eval-
uated readmissions in depth so as to specifically determine 
which may be preventable. the aim of this study is to 
evaluate all readmissions after colorectal resection, identify 
preventable readmissions, and then assess factors associ-
ated with such readmissions.

Methods/Interventions:	 data related to all readmis-
sions for patients undergoing colorectal resection from 

may 2013-may 2016 at a single academic tertiary referral 
center were reviewed. readmissions that could potentially 
be prevented were identified. Factors associated inde-
pendently with preventable readmission were assessed 
using logistic regression.

Results/Outcome(s):	 of 1202 patients discharged 
during the study period, 160 patients (13.3%) were read-
mitted. 43 readmissions (29% of all readmissions) were 
preventable, and these readmissions were most commonly 
due to dehydration or acute kidney injury, pain, ostomy 
complications, and gastrointestinal bleeding. there were 
no differences in rate of follow-up phone calls, office visits, 
or time to first call or first visit for readmissions deemed 
preventable and non-preventable. on regression analysis, 
the strongest preoperative risk factors associated with 
preventable readmission were urgent or emergent opera-
tion (or 2.20, 95% Ci 1.14, 4.22) and american Society 
of anesthesiologist score ≥3 (or 2.79, 95% Ci 1.42, 5.46). 
intraoperative risk factors associated with preventable 
readmission included intraoperative enterotomy (or 4.14, 
95% Ci 1.18, 14.45) and intraoperative stapler complica-
tions (or 28.02, 95% Ci 1.72-455.93). Postoperative risk 
factors associated with preventable readmission included 
hemoglobin nadir < 9 (or 2.14, or 1.077, 4.25) and 
continuation of antibiotics post-operatively (or 1.98, 95% 
Ci 1.020, 3.89).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 only a third of readmis-
sions after colorectal resection are preventable. However, 
current health care policies do not distinguish preventable 
from inevitable readmissions. Since specific patients and 
factors that are associated with preventable readmission 
can be identified, healthcare policies need to acknowl-
edge the inevitability of certain readmissions and deploy 
resources primarily at the factors and patients associated 
with preventable readmissions.

A	CONCERTED	PERIOPERATIVE	OSTOMY	
EDUCATIONAL	PROGRAM	IMPACTS	PATIENT	
OUTCOMES.

Poster abstracts P70

a. al-mazrou, e. testerman, J. rein, n. monzidelis, 
r. Kiran
New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	this study aims to evaluate the 
impact of a comprehensive ostomy education and manage-
ment program for patients undergoing colorectal surgery 
with newly created ostomy.

Methods/Interventions:	 in mid-2013, a compre-
hensive ostomy management and educational program 
encompassing the preoperative, in-hospital postoperative, 
peri-discharge and in-home postoperative phases of periop-
erative care at a dedicated colorectal unit. the compo-
nents of the program included preoperative education and 
site-marking; a structured routine for monitoring output, 
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education, and hands-on practice sessions; discharge care 
coordination specific to ostomy care; and post-discharge 
follow-up including home-care and follow-up phone calls 
prior to the first postoperative office visit. For all patients 
undergoing new ostomy creation during elective colorectal 
surgery from January 2007- december 2015, ostomy 
complications, acute kidney injury, small bowel obstruc-
tion, wound infection, transfusion, hospital stay and 
post-discharge independence were compared for patients 
pre-program (prior to June 2013) and post-program (after 
June 2013). demographics, co-morbidities, type of ostomy, 
primary diagnosis, and procedure were also evaluated. 
Groups were structured to represent 1 pre-program to 2 
post-program participants. Chi-squared test was used to 
compare categorical variables, while t-test and nonpara-
metric test for continues variables. ileostomy and colos-
tomy outcomes were additionally analyzed as a separate 
cohorts.

Results/Outcome(s):	of 253 patients with an ostomy 
meeting the criteria, 81 (32%) were pre-program, and 172 
(68%) post-program. ileostomy (66.7% vs. 65.1%) and 
colostomy (33.3% vs. 34.9%) creation were comparable 
between groups. demographics and comorbidities, such 
as pulmonary, cardiovascular, cerebrovascular and renal 
diseases as well as aSa scores were similar. Pre-program 
patients had greater colorectal cancer and partial resec-
tion, whereas post-program patients had greater inflamma-
tory bowel disease, diverticular disease and subtotal/total 
resection. ostomy complications (16% vs. 8.1%), renal 
injury (4.9% vs. 4.7%), small bowel obstruction (7.4% vs. 
2.9%), superficial surgical site infection (11.1% vs. 5.2%), 
transfusion (27.2% vs. 23.8%), length of stay (mean: 
11.2 days vs. 10.5 days) and disposition to nursing facility 
(22.7% vs. 15.5%) were lower in the post-program group 
but did not reach statistical significance. in patients with 
a colostomy, superficial wound infection (22.2% vs. 6.7%, 
p=0.04) and small bowel obstruction (14.8% vs. 3.3%, 
p=0.05) were lower.

Conclusions/Discussion:	the incorporation of a rigorous  
perioperative ostomy management and educational 
program into routine practice is feasible, and facilitates 
post-discharge independence and outcome improvement 
for ostomy patients.

INITIATION	OF	SOLID	DIET	ON	DAY	OF	
COLORECTAL	RESECTION	IS	SAFE	AND	
ASSOCIATED	WITH	RECOVERY	BENEFITS.

Poster abstracts P71

a. al-mazrou, S. toledano, e. Pappou, S. lee-Kong, 
d. Feingold, r. Kiran
New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	 there is surgeon reluctance 
relating to the initiation of solid diet immediately after 
surgery. this study aims to evaluate the effect of solid diet 
introduced early after colorectal surgery on gastrointestinal 
recovery and postoperative outcomes.

Methods/Interventions:	From a prospective outcomes 
database, patients who underwent elective colorectal 
resections from 2011 – 2016 were identified. Based on 
the timing of introduction of solid diet after surgery, 
patients were divided into: early (day 0 postoperatively) 
or late (≥ day 1 postoperatively) groups. the two groups 
were compared for demographics, co-morbidities, diagnosis 
and operative characteristics and outcomes including 
gastrointestinal recovery, hospital stay and postoperative 
complications. Categorical variables were compared using 
Chi-squared test, and presented as frequency (n) and 
percentages (%). t-test was performed to evaluate the 
significance of continuous factors and illustrated by mean 
± standard deviation (Sd).

Results/Outcome(s):	 of 703 included cases, 87 
(12.4%) received early oral solid diet (on day of surgery), 
and 616 (87.6%) late. Patient demographics were compa-
rable for the groups. there were more patients with 
higher wound class (class iV) in the early feeding group 
while the late feeding group had more patients with 
hypertension, disseminated cancer and higher american 
Society of anesthesiologists scores. inflammatory bowel 
disease was more common with early oral feeding while 
colorectal cancer and diverticular disease with delayed 
feeding. Surgical type, extent and operative approach were 
similar between groups. operative time, ostomy creation 
and estimated blood loss were significantly greater in the  
late feeding group. time to first flatus (mean: 3.2 vs. 
3.4, p= 0.42) and bowel movement (mean: 3.3 vs. 3.5,  
p= 0.32), postoperative nausea and ileus were lower after 
early feeding but did not reach statistical significance. early 
oral feeding was associated with a shorter hospital stay (< 3 
days: 79.3% v. 67.5%, p= 0.03). there were no differences 
in the overall postoperative complications between groups.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 early introduction of solid 
diet after colorectal resection is safe, associated with 
recovery benefits, and should be routinely considered.
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P71 Patients characteristics, intraoperative features and postoperative outcomes  
stratified by oral feeding timing (early: day 0 vs. late:≥ day 1) postoperatively

Variable
Early feeding

N= 87
Delayed feeding

N= 616 p-value
Age

≥ 65 years 39 (44.8%) 300 (48.7%) 0.5
Female 47 (54%) 319 (51.8%) 0.7

BMI
Underweight
Normal
Overweight
Obese
Unknown

7 (8%)
34 (39.1%)
23 (26.4%)
23 (26.4%)

0 (0%)

25 (4.1%)
207 (33.6%)
211 (34.3%)
168 (27.3%)

5 (0.8%)

0.2

Hypertension 33 (37%) 309 (50.2%) 0.03
Myocardial infarction 2 (2.3%) 38 (6.2%) 0.1
Congestive heart failure 0 (0%) 25 (4.1%) 0.1
Prior cardiac surgery 2 (2.3%) 31 (5%) 0.2
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease 5 (5.7%) 28 (4.5%) 0.6
Dyspnea 2 (2.3%) 21 (3.4%) 0.6
Diabetes 15 (17.2%) 134 (21.8%) 0.3
Stroke 1 (1.1%) 21 (3.4%) 0.2
ASA classification

I
II
III
IV
V

3 (3.4%)
58 (66.7%)
24 (27.6%)
2 (2.3%)
0 (0%)

15 (2.5%)
287 (47.6%)
284 (47.1%)

16 (2.7)
1 (0.2%)

0.01

Primary diagnosis
Cancer
Diverticular disease
Inflammatory bowel disease
Other

36 (41.4%)
20 (23%)
9 (10.3%)
22 (25.3%)

388 (63%)
110 (17.9%)
29 (4.7%)
89 (14.4%)

0.001

Resection type
Right colon
Left colon
Rectum
Subtotal
Other

32 (36.8%)
24 (27.6%)
25 (28.7%)
2 (2.3%)
4 (4.6%)

231 (37.5%)
158 (25.6%)
176 (28.6%)
23 (3.7%)
28 (4.5%)

1.0

Surgical approach
Open surgery
Minimally invasive surgery

15 (17.2%)
72 (82.8%)

121 (19.6%)
495 (80.4%)

0.6

Conversion to open surgery 4 (4.6%) 68 (11%) 0.1
Postop day of first flatus, mean (SD) 3.2 (0.9) 3.4 (1.6) 0.4
Postop day of first bowel movement, mean (SD) 3.3 (1) 3.5 (1.7) 0.3
Postoperative nausea 30 (35.3%) 213 (35.4%) 0.1
Postoperative vomiting 18 (21.4%) 123 (20.4%) 0.8
Postoperative nausea or vomiting 33 (38.4%) 230 (37.7%) 0.9
Postoperative ileus 11 (12.6%) 105 (17%) 0.3
Postoperative hospital stay

1-3 days
≥ 4 days

69 (79.3%)
18 (20.7%)

416 (67.5%)
200 (32.5%)

0.03

Intra-abdominal abscess 6 (7%) 22 (3.6%) 0.1
Surgical site infection (superficial/deep/organ space) 7 (8.1%) 47 (7.7%) 0.9
Bowel leak or sepsis 1 (1.2%) 25 (4.1%) 0.2
Readmission 8 (9.2%) 57 (9.3%) 1.0

Data illustrated as frequency (n) and percentage (%) unless indicated otherwise.
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DIAGNOSIS	MATTERS:	BENCHMARKING	
PATIENT	SATISFACTION	SCORES	IN	A	
COLORECTAL	PATIENT	POPULATION.

Poster abstracts P72

S. Kavalukas, t. Geiger, m. Cone, r. muldoon, n. Cavin, 
B. Killion, m. Hopkins, a. Hawkins
Nashville, TN

Purpose/Background:	 as payment and care delivery 
models shift in the united States from episodic, fee-for- 
service care toward population health and value-based 
reimbursement, health care leaders are focused more than 
ever on patient engagement as a key to driving down costs 
and improving outcomes. an integral component of this 
new focus on quality is patient centered outcomes. one 
metric used to define patient satisfaction is the Press Ganey 
(PG) survey. However, the effect of diagnosis on PG scores 
is unknown and data is lacking to accurately benchmark 
these scores based on diagnosis. We hypothesize that diag-
nosis will have a signifianct impact on a patient’s PG score.

Methods/Interventions:	 Consecutive, adult patients 
seen in a tertiary care hospital’s colorectal clinic by physi-
cians between 7/2015 and 9/2016 were randomly selected 
to complete PG surveys (scoring 0-100). Patients were 
stratified based on diagnosis: ano-rectal (ar), benign 
colorectal disease (B), neoplasia (neo), and inflammatory 
bowel disease (iBd). demographic and other patient 
level data was collected. Scores were compared using the 
Wilcoxon rank sum test and a linear regression model to 
control for confounding.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the response rate was 21.3% 
over the study period. 367 patients formed the study 
cohort. the mean age was 61.6 and 55% were women. 
distribution of diagnoses was skewed toward ano-rectal 
and neoplasia (ar: 30%, B: 19%, iBd: 10% and neo: 
41%). iBd patients were younger (mean age (yr) ar: 60, 
B: 62, iBd: 55, neo: 65; p=0.04) and benign patients had 
higher pain scores (ar: 5%, B: 13%, iBd: 5%, neo: 2%; 
p=0.009). in an analysis of overall PG Scores, patients 

with a diagnosis of neoplasia had significantly elevated 
scores (ar: 75, B: 76, iBd: 77 and neo: 83; p=0.04). 
there were similar significant increases in the neoplasia 
group in the Care Provider and Personal issues subsets. 
(TABLE) in a multivariable model including provider, 
pain score, visit type and age, the diagnosis of neoplasia 
persisted as significantly associated with increase PG scores 
(β : 8.0, Std error 3.6 ; P=0.03).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in a multi-physician, tertiary 
care colorectal clinic, PG scores were found be significantly 
increased in patients with a neoplasia diagnosis. this has 
profound impact as we move toward including patient 
satisfaction an indicator of quality and as a metric for reim-
bursement. diagnosis must be considered when comparing 
Press Ganey scores.

COLORECTAL	CANCER	IN	NONAGENARIANS:	
TREATMENT	DECISIONS	AND	OUTCOMES.

Poster abstracts P73

J. Park, d. Sarmiento, d. meikle, m. alvarez
Allentown, PA

Purpose/Background:	 From 2008-2012, 12% of 
colorectal cancers were diagnosed in patients 85 years of 
age or older. Currently these patients represent 2% of the 
u.S. population, while it is estimated that by 2040, this 
age cohort will more than double in size, Consequently, 
the number of colorectal cancers diagnosed in the elderly 
will also rise. Cancer treatment in the elderly population 
poses several challenges, both physiologically and ethically. 
While several studies have looked at elderly patients with 
colorectal cancer, few have specifically examined nonage-
narians as a subgroup. our study examined outcomes of 
nonagenarians diagnosed with colorectal cancer at lVHn, 
as well as to determine some of the factors involved in the 
decision-making process regarding treatment choice.

Methods/Interventions:	 retrospective review of 
patients in the lVHn tumor registry from the 10-year 

P72 Press Ganey Scores by Diagnosis

Scoring Category
All  

(n=367)
Ano-rectal 
(n=112)

Benign  
(n=68)

IBD  
(n=36)

Neoplasia  
(n=151) p value

Overall, mean 79 75 76 77 83 0.04
Access, mean 61 58 61 53 65 0.41
Care Provider, mean 86 82 81 86 90 0.04
Moving Through Visit, mean 58 54 57 56 61 0.69
Nurse Assistant, mean 76 70 80 71 81 0.06
Personal issues, mean 82 78 77 80 88 0.02
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period 2005-2014. We identified those patients who had 
any surgical intervention, and those that chose no treat-
ment. We then compared 1-year survival for the 2 groups. 
We also examined the factors involved in treatment deci-
sion, including modified Frailty Score (mFS), presence 
of surrogate decision-maker, and presence of metastatic 
disease. For those patients who chose surgical interven-
tion, we examined their outcomes, including postoperative 
morbidity and mortality, and long-term survival. Statistical 
analysis was performed using Chi-square analysis, logistic 
regression and independent t-test.

Results/Outcome(s):	106 patients were included in the 
study; 71 underwent surgical intervention, while 35 chose 
no treatment. Patients who chose surgical intervention had 
a higher 1-year survival compared to those who chose no 
treatment (54.9% vs 17.1%, p<0.0005). metastatic disease 
(p<0.0005) and presence of surrogate decision-maker 
(p=0.004) were predictive of declining treatment. For 
patients in the surgery group, mean survival was 23.7 
months, and 5-year survival was 9.9%. most surgical 
patients had a procedure with curative intent (80.3%). 
Postoperative mortality for the group was 14%, while 
morbidity was 32.4%. Postoperative mortality for patients 
undergoing curative surgery was 8.8%. increased modified 
Frailty Score (mFS) was not found in patients declining 
treatment or in patients with poor surgical outcomes. in 
a subgroup analysis, increased mFS was associated with 
longer length of stay (12.1 vs 8.2 days, p=0.022), but not 
associated with delayed return of bowel function, increased 
surgical site infection or 30-day readmission rate.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 nonagenarian patients diag-
nosed with colorectal cancer have a significantly higher 
1-year survival with surgical intervention compared to 
those who decline treatment. Surgery can be performed 
in these patients with acceptable postoperative mortality 
and 1-yr survival, especially in those patients having 
curative resection. modified Frailty Score was not useful 
as a predictor in neither treatment decision-making nor 
surgical outcomes.

ALVIMOPAN	USE	FOLLOWING	
GASTROINTESTINAL	SURGERY	IS	
ASSOCIATED	WITH	DECREASED	LENGTH	OF	
STAY.

Poster abstracts P75

r. Henning, C. Peterson, K. ludwig, t. ridolfi
Milwaukee, WI

Purpose/Background:	 Post-operative ileus (Poi) 
following major abdominal surgery represents a significant 
economic burden nationwide. alvimopan, a μ-opioid 
antagonist, has been shown to reduce the length of stay 
(loS) and decrease the time to return of bowel func-
tion among patients undergoing gastrointestinal surgery. 
many institutions have incorporated alvimopan into their 

enhanced recovery after surgery (eraS) protocols for 
these reasons. eraS protocols may also include non- 
narcotic pain regimens, such as acetaminophen, ketamine, 
gabapentin, or ketorolac. While many small studies have 
been conducted on the use of alvimopan, no data exists 
concerning its usage and effectiveness at the national level. 
the primary goal of this study is to examine the relation-
ship between alvimopan usage with loS and cost. the 
secondary goal of this study is to examine the relationship 
between intravenous (iV) and oral acetaminophen, iV 
ketamine, oral gabapentin, and iV ketorolac on loS and 
cost.

Methods/Interventions:	 the Vizient, formerly 
university Healthsystem Consortium, database was 
queried for each hospital performing large and small 
bowel surgeries (diagnosis related groups 329-334) from 
January 2015 through december 2015. loS and direct 
cost outcomes were reported as indices of the observed/
expected values. Percentage oral alvimopan, iV and oral 
acetaminophen, iV ketamine, oral gabapentin, and iV 
ketorolac usage among hospitals was examined to predict 
outcomes using a multiple linear regression model. a 
backward model selection process was employed to identify 
statistically significant covariates to be added to the model. 
an alpha level of 0.05 was used throughout.

Results/Outcome(s):	128 hospitals were included with 
46,220 cases. median percent alvimopan usage was 1.6% 
(0-62.6%), median percent oral acetaminophen usage was 
41.6% (0-95.1%), median iV acetaminophen usage was 
30.8% (0-93.8%), median percent iV ketamine usage was 
6.7% (91.5%), median percent gabapentin usage was 9.4% 
(0-72.5%), and median percent ketorolac usage was 36.5% 
(0-92.3%). increasing alvimopan usage was associated with 
a decreasing loS index (p=0.017) without a significant 
change in direct cost index. increasing gabapentin usage 
was associated with an increase in loS index (p=0.0008) 
and an increase in direct cost index (p=0.002).

Conclusions/Discussion:	the use of alvimopan varies 
widely across institutions. use of increased usage of alvi-
mopan is associated with decreasing loS index following 
gastrointestinal surgery with no change in cost. use of 
alvimopan in the care of patients undergoing gastrointes-
tinal surgery should be strongly considered in eraS proto-
cols. the results concerning gabapentin correlating to an 
increasing loS index and increase in direct cost index 
were surprising and require further investigation.
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TRANSANAL	MINIMAL	INVASIVE	SURGERY-
ANALYSIS	OF	113	CONSECUTIVE	CASES	FROM	
SINGLE	CENTER	EXPERIENCE.

Poster abstracts P76

y. Chen
Taichung, Taiwan

Purpose/Background:	 the purpose of this study is to 
analyse the outcome of 113 cases of trans anal minimal 
invasive surgery (tamiS) done for rectal lesions in a 
single center

Methods/Interventions:	 the data of 112 consecutive 
cases were analysed retrospectively from hospital records 
from 2014-2016. data regarding the demographics, opera-
tive details and pathological reports and complications are 
analysed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 mean age of the patients was 
58.37 years (range 26-85years). mean Bmi was 25.3kg/m2 
(range 17.3-35.6kg/m2). there are slight increase in 
male incidence 58%(66 male, 47 female). included 
patients operated for tamiS had american Society of 
anesthesiologists (aSa) Physical Status of aSa 1in 
19(16%)patients, aSa 2 in 63(56%), aSa 3 in 30(26%) 
patients. most of the surgeries are done for malignancy, 
adenocarcinoma 55%(60/108). mean operating time was 
97.31 min(range from 17-265 min) most of the lesion 
are in the lower rectum 54%(61/112), others included 
middle rectum-37(34%), upper rectum -10(8%). average 
distance from the anal verge is 5.71cm(range from 2-13 
cm). Post-operative histopathological examination had 
64%(72) cases of malignant lesions. (table 2). tamiS is 
done for tis -9 (8%)patients, t1- 19 (17%), t2- 14(15%), 
t3- 7(6%), Benign polyp- 27 (25%), GiSt -1(0.9%), 
Carcinoid- 12 (11%), endometriosis- 1 (0.90%), Complete 
response scar(post CCrt) 12(11%), no tumour found in 
resected lesions in6 (5%)of patients. average thickness 
of tumour resected was 14.28mm(range from 2-37mm), 
maximum diameter of the specimen obtained in tamiS 
was average 30.25mm(range from 4-80mm), average spec-
imen volume obtained was 15.60 cu mm. Pedicle margin 
was positive in 4.6%(5/108) patients and one patient had 
fragmentation of specimen due to which margins cannot 

be commented by the pathologist. these patients are 
under follow up for average of 12.2 months (range from 
3-40 months). recurrence occurred in 11% (12/108) of 
patients.one recurrence occurred in GiSt patient after 4 ½ 
years which was reoperated through tamiS. two cases of 
recurrence initially had t1 lesions both with margin nega-
tivity had recurrence at 10 months and were reoperated 
by tamiS and histopathologically showed t1 lesion with 
negative margins and had good postoperative recovery. 
there is no mortality in this series. in this series there was 
5%(6/108)perforations(table-1) and overall 7% (8/108) 
morbidity recorded. other complication included one case 
of post-operative fever not requiring antibiotics and one 
case with urinary retention requiring recatherization for 
48 hours

Conclusions/Discussion:	this study shows that tamiS 
is possible alternative for major surgical resection. t3 
pathology and tumour volume more than 25cumm has 
increase in chances of perforation in tamiS. reoperation 
for recurrence by tamiS can be done with no added 
morbidity and achieving good margin status. tamiS is 
safe alternative in patients having aSa 3 or high comorbid 
status.

AN	ELECTRONIC	HEALTH	RECORD-
INTEGRATED	COLON	PATHWAY:	EXAMINING	
VARIABLE	DIRECT	COST,	OVERALL	SAVINGS	
AND	REDUCTION	IN	LENGTH	OF	STAY.

Poster abstracts P77

d. Schwartzberg, e. Cahan, m. Grieco, a. Grucela, 
m. Bernstein
New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	enhanced recovery after surgery 
(eraS) pathways in colorectal surgery have been widely 
used to standardize post-operative care and have resulted 
in a decrease in length of stay (loS), cost and post- 
operative morbidity. a multi-disciplinary team developed 
a comprehensive Colon Pathway that is fully integrated 
in our electronic health record (eHr) designed for all 
patients undergoing elective colon and rectal surgery. 

P76 Cases of perforation in TAMIS

NUMBER Lesion
Tumour  

volume(cumm)
Margin 

positivity
Tumour location  

in rectum
Detection of  
perforation

Treatment of  
complication

1 T1 14 negative low/posterior post operative conservative
2 T3 26.5 negative low/posterior post operative conservative
3 T2 40 negative low/posterior post operative conservative
4 T3 50 negative low/posterior post operative conservative
5 T3 24.5 negative middle/posterior post operative divsersion stoma
6 Tubulo villous 

adenoma
1.5 negative middle/anterior post operative conservative

Table-1. Tumor characters and management of perforation in TAMIS
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the pathway provides a clear evidence based plan of care 
that encompasses every phase of patient care with a goal 
of decreasing variable direct cost (VdC), defined as the 
total cost accrued to treat individual colorectal patients 
per elective surgery per patient and loS. unique to our 
pathway is its incorporation into the eHr, with pre- 
defined outcomes and variances measured and docu-
mented in the eHr as the patient progresses through their 
care. our goal was to analyze the impact of the Colon 
Pathway on loS, VdC, overall cost and savings.

Methods/Interventions:	 a university hospital, single 
institution prospectively gathered database was reviewed. 
the database comprised all patients undergoing elective 
colon and rectal surgery since the implementation of the 
Colon Pathway on march 2015 through June 2016. the 
average loS and VdC per case were based on institu-
tional data at our institution prior to pathway implemen-
tation. the expected loS was based on the university 
Health System Consortium consensus. inclusion criteria 
were all patients 18 years old or older, undergoing elective 
colon or rectal surgery (laparoscopic, robotic and open). 
exclusion criteria was any patient undergoing emergency 
or non-elective colon or rectal surgery. Cost analysis using 
quarterly savings and observed/expected (o/e) data were 
included.

Results/Outcome(s):	three hundred and twenty seven 
(n=327) patients were successfully discharged on the 
pathway over five fiscal quarters. there was an average 
of 65.4 cases (range 58-72) per quarter. the overall cost 
savings since the implementation of the colon pathway 

was $1,717,998 with increasing cost savings per quarter. 
the VdC per case decreased every quarter, averaging a 
20.6% savings compared to the pre-Colon Pathway VdC. 
the o/e loS compared to the baseline was reduced 
17.4%. the average loS was reduced to 4.3 days from the 
pre-Colon Pathway loS of 5.58 days (table 1).

Conclusions/Discussion:	Since the implementation of 
our eHr-integrated Colon Pathway for elective colorectal 
resections there has been a consistent reduction in VdC, 
overall cost and loS. our Colon Pathway has shown 
significant reductions of cost in treating colon and rectal 
patients. integration of the Colon Pathway into the 
eHr with documentation, measurement and analysis of 
outcomes and variances is critical to the success of the 
Pathway.

P77 Colon pathway savings over 5 fiscal quarters

Table 1 Fiscal Quarters
Q3 FY 15 Q4 FY 15 Q1 FY 16 Q2 FY 16 Q3 FY 16

Pathway cases 65 66 66 58 72

Average LOS 4.35 3.83 4.77 4.77 3.97
Baseline Average LOS 5.58 5.58 5.58 5.58 5.58
% increase/decrease -22% -31% -15% -15% -29%

O/E LOS 0.62 0.53 0.66 0.68 0.79
Baseline O/E LOS 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
% Increase/Decrease -22% -33% -17% -14% -1%

VDC per Case $15,849 $13,770 $13,809 $14,079 $12,906
Baseline VDC per Case $17,739 $17,739 $17,739 $17,739 $17,739
% Reduction in VDC per Case -11% -22% -22% -21% -27%

Total Savings for Pathway 
Cases per Quarter

-$153,090 -$317,520 -$353,700 -$333,060 -$560,628

Table 1: Pre- and post-colon pathway quarterly data for the LOS, O/E and VDC. Cumulative savings for the 5 fiscal 
quarters was $1,717,998.
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THE	TANDEM	IMPACT	OF	AN	ELECTRONIC	
HEALTH	RECORD-INTEGRATED	COLON	
PATHWAY	AND	A	TARGETED	SURGICAL	SITE	
REDUCTION	PROTOCOL	ON	SURVIVAL	SITE	
INFECTION	RATES.

Poster abstracts P78

d. Schwartzberg, e. Cahan, m. Grieco, a. Grucela, 
m. Bernstein
New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	 Surgical site infections (SSi) 
are a consistent problem for colorectal surgeons and 
their patients with patients undergoing colorectal surgery 
having an SSi at rates of 21-28%, double the rate of SSi’s 
of non-colorectal patients. the nyu Colon Pathway 
Working Group developed an SSi reduction protocol 
and incorporated it into our established Colon Pathway. 
the Colon Pathway is an evidence based plan of care 
that encompasses every phase of patient care and is fully 
integrated into our electronic medical system. our primary 
goal was to analyze the effect of the SSi reduction protocol 
on the SSi rate in patients undergoing elective colon and 
rectal surgery.

Methods/Interventions:	an institutional review board 
protocol was used to prospectively gather and review SSi 
rates for all patients undergoing elective colon and rectal 
surgery since the implementation of the Colon Pathway 
in march 2015 and the SSi reduction Protocol starting 
in the first quarter of 2016 through June 2016. SSi rates 
were compiled for the quarters proceeding and following 
the implementation of the Colon Pathway and the SSi 
protocol. inclusion criteria were all patients 18 years old 
or older, undergoing elective colon or rectal surgery (lapa-
roscopic, robotic and open). exclusion criteria were any 
patient undergoing emergency or non-elective colon or 
rectal surgery.

Results/Outcome(s):	three hundred and twenty seven 
(n=327) patients were successfully discharged on the 
pathway over five fiscal quarters. there was an average of 
65.3 cases (range 58-72) per quarter. after the initiation 
of the Colon pathway there was a reduction in the SSi rate 
from a high of 20.3% to 7.6%. after the introduction of the 
SSi reduction protocol there was a consistent additional 
decrease in SSi rates in each successive quarter to a low 
of 3.6% in the most recently examined quarter (Figure 1).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 our eHr-integrated Colon 
Pathway and SSi reduction protocol has been effective in 
reducing SSi rates in patients undergoing elective colon 
and rectal surgery. Since implementation of the Pathway 
there has been a reduction in SSi rate in these patients 
by 54%. the addition of a targeted SSi reduction protocol 
has further decreased the SSi rate in these patients by an 
additional 29%. Critical to the success of this effort is the 
integration of the Pathways and SSi reduction protocol 
into the eHr as this allows documentation, measurement 

and analysis of outcomes and variances as patients progress 
along the pathway.

Figure 1: SSi rates since the implementation of the Colon Pathway and 
the SSi reduction protocol.

ACUTE	KIDNEY	INJURY	IN	THE	AGE	OF	
ENHANCED	RECOVERY	PROTOCOLS.

Poster abstracts P79

t. Hassinger, a. Harrigan, G. Stukenborg, F. turrentine, 
r. thiele, B. Sarosiek, C. Friel, t. Hedrick
Charlottesville, VA

Purpose/Background:	 acute kidney injury (aKi) 
remains a prevalent post-operative complication after 
abdominal surgery. it is associated with a spectrum of 
patient morbidity and increased institutional expenses. 
as the adoption of enhanced recovery protocols (erP) 
expands, there is concern for a concomitant increase in 
rates of post-operative aKi due to the focus on judicial 
fluid management, use of vasopressors, and administration 
of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (nSaids). this 
study aims to identify independent risk factors for aKi 
after colorectal surgery with the hypothesis that adoption 
of an erP may result in an increased rate of post-operative 
aKi.

Methods/Interventions:	all elective colorectal surgical 
cases performed between January 2010 and January 2016 
at a single academic institution were identified, excluding 
patients with pre-operative stage 5 chronic kidney disease. 
a retrospective cohort study was conducted utilizing a 
prospectively collected database to compare the rate of 
aKi before and after implementation of an erP in 2013. 
aKi was defined as a rise in serum creatinine over 150% 
of baseline within 30 days of surgery. logistic regression 
adjusting for concurrent effects was used to identify  
predictors of aKi.

Results/Outcome(s):	nine hundred patients were iden-
tified, including 461 (51.22%) prior to and 439 (48.78%) 
following implementation of an erP. erP implementation 
resulted in less fluid administration (4183.96 ml ± 2270.86 
ml vs. 1928.30 ml ± 1357.59 ml, p < 0.0001) and 
higher use of nSaids (29.28% vs. 72.40%, p < 0.00001) 
and intraoperative vasopressors (67.46% vs. 77.22%,  
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p < 0.001). one hundred fourteen cases (12.67%) were 
complicated by aKi, with no difference in rates of 
aKi following erP implementation (12.57% vs. 13.44%,  
p = 0.31). Five patients ultimately required hemodialysis 
with two cases occurring after implementation of the erP. 
Patient-related factors, including hypertension, increased 
age, and high body mass index (Bmi) were associated 
with aKi on bivariable analysis. use of intraoperative 
vasopressors, ureteral stent, operative time > 200 minutes, 
and decreased urine output on postoperative day one were 
also related to an increased rate of aKi. Conversely, lapa-
roscopic surgery was associated with a lower rate of aKi. 
the presence of hypertension, ureteral stent, operative 
time > 200 minutes, increased age, high Bmi, and laparo-
scopic surgery retained a significant association with aKi 
in the multivariable logistic regression. use of nSaids 
also reached significance (table). the erP was not  
independently associated with aKi.

Conclusions/Discussion:	this study identified no differ-
ence in rates of aKi before and after implementation of an 
erP in patients undergoing colorectal surgery. However, 
independent predictors of aKi were identified and could 
be utilized to alter the protocol in high risk patients. Future 

study is needed to determine if protocol modifications will 
further decrease rates of aKi in this patient population.

AN	ANALYSIS	OF	RISK	FACTORS	AND	
COMPLICATIONS	ASSOCIATED	WITH	
LAPAROSCOPIC	CONVERSION	IN	LEFT-SIDED	
COLON	RESECTIONS.

Poster abstracts P80

K. etter, B. davis, S. roy, a. yoo
New Brunswick, NJ; Charlotte, NC; Somerville, NJ

Purpose/Background:	 laparoscopic conversion to an 
open approach in left sided colon resections is associated 
with increased morbidity. the purpose of this study was 
to estimate conversion incidence, risk factors, and analyze 
differences in complications.

Methods/Interventions:	 the Premier Perspective® 
database containing billing data from ~600 u.S. hospitals 
was analyzed. Procedures and diagnoses were identified by 
international Classification of diseases, ninth revision 
(iCd-9-Cm) codes. elective left-hemicolectomy (lHC) or 
sigmoidectomy (SiG) from 2009-2014 with an indication 

P79 Table: Association of Patient and Procedural Factors with Acute Kidney Injury.

Odds Ratio (95% CI) p-value
Patient Factors

Male 1.42 (0.87 - 2.32) 0.16
Age 1.24 (1.00 - 1.54) 0.04
Race (ref = White) 0.99
Asian <0.01 (<0.01 - >999.99)
Black 1.04 (0.44 - 2.50)
Unknown 1.18 (0.21 - 6.57)
Hispanic 1.43 (0.25 - 8.14) 0.69
BMI (kg/m2) 1.05 (1.01 - 1.08) 0.01
Diabetes 0.54 (0.27 - 1.10) 0.09
Hypertension 1.96 (1.13 - 3.39) 0.02
Renal insufficiency 1.06 (0.51 - 2.18) 0.87

Procedural Factors
Laparoscopic 3.71 (1.90 - 7.26) <0.001
Ureteral stent 2.45 (1.38 - 4.36) 0.002
Enhanced recovery protocol 0.61 (0.23 - 1.58) 0.31
NSAID 2.21 (1.25 - 3.92) 0.006
Intra-operative hypotension 1.56 (0.73 - 3.30) 0.25
Intra-operative vasopressor 1.21 (0.62 - 2.37) 0.58
EBL >500 mL 1.74 (0.71 - 4.28) 0.23
OR time >200 minutes 1.90 (1.10 - 3.29) 0.02
UOP post-operative day 0 (mL) 0.98 (0.66 - 1.44) 0.92
UOP post-operative day 1 (mL) 0.78 (0.60 - 1.00) 0.06
*Abbreviations: BMI = Body mass index; NSAID = Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug; EBL = Estimated blood loss; 

OR = Operating room; UOP = Urine output.
*Renal insufficiency = Stage 3 chronic kidney disease and higher.
*C-index = 0.79.
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of diverticulitis, colon cancer, diverticulosis, benign 
neoplasms, or inflammatory bowel disease (iBd) were 
evaluated. Surgical approaches were defined as: OPEN 
planned (open code only), laparoscopic attempted which 
was further characterized as either LAP successful (lapa-
roscopic code without conversion [V64.41] or open code) 
or CONVERSION (conversion code or simultaneous open 
and laparoscopic code). For laparoscopic attempted proce-
dures the incidence of CONVERSION was calculated. 
Patient and hospital risk factors for CONVERSION were 
evaluated with logistic regression accounting for hospital 
clustering. For all patients similar models for transfusion, 
anastomotic leak surrogate (leaK), postoperative Ct 
(Ct), and mortality occurring within the hospitalization 
to evaluate the effect of surgical approach. P-values <0.05 
(2-sided) were considered significant.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 41,417 patients who 
underwent lHC (8,468) or SiG (32,949) were analyzed. 
there were 36.6% OPEN and 63.4% laparoscopic 
attempted procedures. the incidence of CONVERSION 
was 13.3%. diverticulitis (59.1%) was the most common 
indication, followed by colon cancer (29.7%), diverticu-
losis (11.9%), benign neoplasm (10.8%), and iBd (1.2%); 
10% of patients had multiple indications. Comorbidities 
included hypertension (49.7%), diabetes (15.2%), and 
obesity (13.3%). Colorectal specialists (CrS) performed 
17.4% of the procedures. overall complications rates 
were transfusion (6.4%), leaK (12.4%), Ct (6.4%) and 
mortality (0.5%). relevant risk factors included: lHC, 
iBd, diverticulitis, diabetes, and obesity. CrS and robotics 
were associated with decreased odds of conversion. 
CONVERSION was associated with increased odds for 
postoperative complications compared to LAP (table 1).  
there was no difference in the odds of transfusion 
or mortality for CONVERSION compared to OPEN. 
However the odds of anastomotic leak and Ct were 
decreased in OPEN compared CONVERSION.

Conclusions/Discussion:	laparoscopic left sided colon 
resections are being performed with increasing frequency 
and are associated with fewer complications than open 
surgery. Conversion and planned open surgery had similar 
odds of complications, except for anastomotic leaks which 
were higher in converted patients. Colorectal specialists 
are associated with decreased odds of conversion.

ANALYSIS	OF	DIVERTICULITIS	RECURRENCE	
IN	RELATION	TO	IMMUNOSUPPRESSION.

Poster abstracts P81

t. Kapoor, J. moore
Burlington, VT

Purpose/Background:	 multiple small studies have 
found a higher rate of complications and mortality in 
the clinical course of diverticular disease in immunosup-
pressed (iS) patients. Current guidelines recommend a 
low threshold for surgical intervention in iS patients. We 
sought to compare outcomes of non-operatively treated iS 
and immunocompetent (iC) diverticulitis patients. the 
primary endpoint was rate of recurrent diverticulitis and 
whether recurrence was complicated or uncomplicated.

Methods/Interventions:	this was a retrospective chart 
review that evaluated 163 patients admitted to a single 
tertiary care hospital from 2010-2015 for a diagnosis of 
diverticulitis. iC patients were matched to each iS patient 
on age, gender, tobacco use, and diabetes status, resulting 
in cohorts of 105 iC and 58 iS patients. most common 
immunosuppression agents were prednisone (55%), 
dexamethasone (19%), and methotrexate (7%); most 
common indications for immunosuppression were collagen 
vascular disease (32%), arthritis (22%), and cancer (17%). 
Variables of interest were type of initial diverticulitis 
episode (complicated – abscess, perforation, fistula, stric-
ture vs uncomplicated), incidence of recurrence, type of 

P80 Table 1 Effect of Surgical Approach on Postoperative Complications in Left Sided Colon Resections

Adjusted Odds Ratio
Complications Occurring 
within Hospitalization

LAP^ vs OPEN* LAP vs CONVERSION+ OPEN vs CONVERSION

Transfusion 0.46
(p<0.0001)

0.45
(p<0.0001)

0.98
(p=0.78)

Anastomotic Leak Surrogate 
(LEAK)

0.59
(p<0.0001)

0.46
(p<0.0001)

0.78
(p<0.0001)

Postoperative CT 0.55
(p<0.0001)

0.46
(p<0.0001)

0.84
(p=0.0057)

Mortality 0.51
(p=0.0002)

0.41
(p=0.0003)

0.81
(p=0.31)

^LAP – Laparoscopic successful approach (laparoscopic code without conversion [V64.41] or open code)
*OPEN – Planned open approach (open code only)
+CONVERSION– Laparoscopic conversion to open approach (conversion code or simultaneous open and  

laparoscopic codes)
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recurrence (complicated vs uncomplicated), and mean 
time to recurrence. Variables were compared using Fisher’s 
exact test and log-rank test.

Results/Outcome(s):	 mean age of the iS and iC 
patients was 65, 57% were female, 42% used tobacco, and 
22% had diabetes. the first episode requiring admission 
was complicated in 63 (50%) of iC patients and 35 (51%) 
of iS patients (p=1.00). iS patients had a slightly higher 
number of recurrences (55% vs 51%, p=0.66). of those 
patients with a recurrence, there was no significant differ-
ence (p=1.00) in the number of complicated recurrences 
(50% iS vs 49% iC). there was no significant difference 
(p=1.00) in the likelihood of a complicated recurrence for 
iS and iC patients with history of a complicated 1st episode 
(73% vs 72%) or an uncomplicated 1st episode (41% vs 
39%). there was also no significant difference (p=1.00) in 
the number of abscesses (15% vs 16%), perforations (11% 
vs 12%), or strictures (2% vs 2%). However, if the 1st 
episode was uncomplicated, iS patients had a shorter mean 
time to recurrence compared to iC patients (2.4 years vs 
4.7 years, p=0.06).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 there was no significant 
difference in the rate of recurrence or number of compli-
cated episodes between the iS and iC cohorts. in addition, 
there was no significant risk for a complicated recurrence 
based on the type of initial episode in both cohorts. these 
findings suggest a possible uniform approach to treatment 
regardless of a patient’s immune status. However, since iS 
patients are at an increased risk for an earlier recurrence, 
there may be value in designing a more frequent clinical 
surveillance program or a more aggressive initial treatment 
approach for iS patients.

FACTORS	ASSOCIATED	WITH	SHORT-
TERM	MORBIDITY	AFTER	COLECTOMY	FOR	
CROHN’S	DISEASE:	AN	ASSESSMENT	FROM	
THE	ACS-NSQIP.

Poster abstracts P82

H. aydinli, e. aytac, a. Grucela, m. Bernstein, F. remzi
New York, NY; Istanbul, Turkey

Purpose/Background:	this study aimed to identify the 
factors associated with short-term (30-day) morbidity in 
patients undergoing colon resection for Crohn’s disease.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients who underwent 
colon resection for Crohn’s disease in 2015 were iden-
tified from the american College of Surgeons national 
Surgical Quality improvement Program (aCS-nSQiP) 
database by using current procedural terminology codes. 
demographics, preoperative, and operative factors were 
assessed and compared between two groups classified 
according to the presence or absence of postoperative 
30-day complications.

Results/Outcome(s):	 1643 patients met the inclusion 
criteria [mean age of 41.2 (±15.5) years, female 871 

(53%)]. 60% (n=993) of the procedures were performed 
laparoscopically and 128 cases converted to open. 95 
patients (5%) were operated under emergency circum-
stances. 507 (30%) patients had at least one postoperative 
complication within 30 days of surgery. the most common 
complications were ileus (16%) and organ space surgical 
site infection (6%). table summarizes the univariate 
comparison between the groups. Patients with postop-
erative 30-day morbidity were slightly older (43±16 vs. 
40±15), more often male (35% vs.27%), hypertensive 18% 
vs. 14%), smokers (28% vs. 22%), weight loss 15% vs. 8%), 
and sepsis (14% vs. 5%). male gender (p=0.03), open 
surgery (p=0.0005), older age (p=0.01), preoperative 
weight loss (p=0.007), absence of preoperative mechanical 
bowel prep (p=0.01) were independent risk factors for 
30-day postoperative morbidity.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Preoperative optimization of 
the nutritional status and use of mechanical bowel prepa-
ration may improve the outcomes after colectomy for 
Crohn’s disease. due to its recovery benefits, laparoscopic 
technique seems to be index surgical treatment option for 
colectomy when feasible.

URINARY	RETENTION	IN	EARLY	FOLEY	
CATHETER	REMOVAL	AFTER	COLORECTAL	
SURGERY.

Poster abstracts P83

a. Ghuman, n. Kasteel, C. Brown, a. Karimuddin, 
m. raval, t. Phang
Vancouver, BC, Canada

Purpose/Background:	Prolonged catheterization causes 
increased urinary tract infections, but early removal after 
surgery is linked to increased urinary retention. urinary 
retention and urinary tract infection both cause patient 
morbidity, potentially increase length of stay in hospital 
and costs. in our colorectal surgery recovery protocol we 
began removal of the foley on postoperative day 2. the aim 
of this study is to determine the incidence of urinary reten-
tion and infection and potentially contributing factors in 
male patients.

Methods/Interventions:	 this is a single academic 
center retrospective cohort study in male patients 50 years 
or older undergoing elective colon or rectal surgery from 
January 2015 to october 2016. Females, patients with 
prior prostate surgery, pathology showing tumor extension 
to bladder or prostate and/or intraoperative urethral or 
bladder injury were excluded. in the latter days of the 
study prophylactic tamsulosin 0.4mg Po daily was given 
three days before surgery and continued until discharge. 
a multivariate regression analysis was performed to deter-
mine potential risk factors for urinary retention including 
age, neoadjuvant chemoradiation, history of voiding diffi-
culty, miS vs. open procedure, lesion location, operative 
time, aSa score, intra operative fluid balance, epidural 
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use, PCa use, post operative complications including anas-
tamotic leak and ileus and prophylactic tamsulosin use.

Results/Outcome(s):	 ninety four patients were 
included in the analysis, 61 without and 33 with prophy-
lactic tamsulosin. urinary retention rate was 12.77% and 
urinary tract infection rate was 5.32%. operative duration 
and ileus were found to be independent risk factors for 
urinary retention with adjusted odds ratio of 1.02 [95% 

Ci: 1.01, 1.04], p=0.004 and 6.76 [95% Ci: 1.37, 33.41], 
p=0.02 respectively. there was no significant association 
with age, neoadjuvant chemoradiation, history of voiding 
difficulty, miS vs. open procedure, lesion location, aSa 
score, intra operative fluid balance, epidural use, PCa use, 
complications and prophylactic tamsulosin.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the incidence of urinary 
retention and urinary tract infections at our institution 

P82 Comparison of demographics, preoperative and perioperative factors between the groups.

Morbidity (+)
N=507

Morbidity (-)
N=1136 P-value

Age, years 43 ±16 40 ±15 <0.0001
Age groups 0.0004

< 45 years
45-65 years
> 65years

279 (28)
165 (34)
63 (42)

730 (72)
318 (66)
88 (58)

Gender 0.0003
Female
Male

235 (27)
272 (35)

636 (73)
500 (65)

Nationality 0.05
White
Black or African American
Other*

395 (31)
53 (37)
5 (17)

897 (69)
89 (63)
25 (83)

BMI, kg/m2 25.1± 6.3 25.1± 6.0 0.99
Diabetes Mellitus 21 (4) 32 (3) 0.16
Hypertension 94 (18) 165 (14) 0.03
Smoking 143 (28) 255 (22) 0.01
Weight loss¥ 76 (15) 91 (8) 0.0001
Sepsis 69 (14) 62 (5) <0.0001
WBC >11 129 (27) 194 (18) <0.0001
Mechanical bowel preparation 202 (40) 625 (55) <0.0001
Oral bowel preparation 183 (36) 545 (48) <0.0001

ASA classification <0.0001
1-No disturb
2- Mild disturb
3-Severe disturb
4- Life threat

7 (1)
258 (51)
229 (45)
12 (3)

18 (2.6)
732 (64)
381(33)
5 (0.4)

Emergency surgery 44 (9) 51 (4) 0.0008
Surgical approach <0.0001

Laparoscopic
Open

246 (25)
261 (40)

747 (75)
389 (60)

Conversion (+) 44 (34) 84 (66) 0.007
Operative time, min 178.4± 85 156.4 ±66 <0.0001
Mortality 7 (1) 0 (0) <0.0001
Length of stay, days 11.3 ±9.8 5.8±4.8 <0.0001
Readmission 147 (29) 63 (6) <0.0001
Values are reported as mean ±SD or absolute values (%). *includes Asian, Hispanic and Native Hawaiian or Pacific 

Islander nationalities. BMI: body mass index. ¥ patients with a greater than 10% decrease in body weight in the six 
month interval immediately preceding surgery as manifested by serial weights in the chart, as reported by the patient, 
or as evidenced by change in clothing size or severe cachexia. WBC: white blood cell count, ASA: American Society of 
Anesthesiologists
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are high. urinary retention was associated with operative 
duration and ileus, which could potentially be explained by 
more difficult cases. urinary retention was not associated 
with rectal lesions location or prophylactic tamsulosin. 
However, sample size is small such that further investiga-
tion to improve retention and infection rates is required.

PREDICTORS	OF	LENGTH	OF	STAY	AFTER	
COLORECTAL	SURGERY:	WHICH	ERAS	
ELEMENTS	REALLY	MATTER?

Poster abstracts P84

a. d’angelo, e. Foley, C. Heise, B. Harms, e. Carchman, 
S. tevis
Madison, WI

Purpose/Background:	 the introduction of enhanced 
recovery after surgery (eraS) protocols has shortened 
time to discharge after colorectal surgery. these protocols 
standardize perioperative care with multimodal interven-
tions; however, it is unclear which aspects of the eraS 
protocol contribute to decreased length of stay (loS). the 
aim of this study is to evaluate what patient, operative, and 
anesthesia factors impact loS following colorectal surgery 
on an eraS protocol.

Methods/Interventions:	an eraS protocol was insti-
tuted at a single academic institution in 2013. retrospective 
loS data were collected on patients undergoing colectomy 
from 2006 to 2012 prior to the eraS protocol (pre-eraS). 
Prospective data were collected on patients undergoing 
colorectal surgery procedures under the eraS protocol at 
a single institution between 2014 and 2016 (post-eraS). 
Patient, operative and anesthesia variables were recorded 
post-eraS. mean loS pre- and post-eraS protocol were 
compared with independent samples t-test. a linear regres-
sion was performed to evaluate which variables predicted 
patient loS post-eraS protocol.

Results/Outcome(s):	there was a significant decrease 
in the length of stay following institution of the eraS 
protocol (pre-eraS (n=170) m = 7.1, Sd = 4.8 days vs 
post-eraS (n=278) m = 3.7, Sd = 2.3 days, p < .001). 
Post-eraS patients had a mean age of 51.4 years (Sd = 
15.3 years) and were 52.9% male. multiple regression anal-
ysis was used to test if the patient traits (age, gender, Bmi, 
smoking status, pre-operative weight loss, and aSa Class) 
and surgical factors (operative time, estimated blood loss, 
laparoscopic versus open approach, surgeon, and ostomy 
creation) significantly predicted participants’ length of 
stay on the eraS protocol. the results of the regression 
indicated the predictors explained 26.7% of the variance 
(r2 =.22, F(23,259)=5.911, p<.001). While controlling 
for other operative and patient factors, patients who were 
older (β = .139, p< .05), male (β = -.165, p < .05), had 
longer operative times (β = 0.275, p < 0.05), an open 
approach (β = -.174, p < .05), and an ostomy created  
(β = .242, p < .05) experienced longer hospital stays. the 

addition of anesthesia factors (intra-operative intravenous 
fluids, analgesia type and amount, patient temperature, 
nasogastric tube placement and foley catheter removal) to 
the regression resulted in minimal change in r2 from .267 
to .295 (p = .195) indicating these factors contributed 
insignificantly to the variance in loS.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Patient (age and gender) 
and operative (time, laparoscopic approach, and ostomy 
creation) factors predicted loS following colorectal 
surgery on an eraS protocol. interestingly, patient comor-
bidities and anesthesia factors did not significantly explain 
variance in loS despite variability of these elements. 
Following institution of eraS protocols, focusing on 
specific patient and operative factors may better predict 
recovery after surgery.

DO	MEDICAID	PATIENTS	HAVE	HIGHER	
READMISSION	RATES	AFTER	MAJOR	
COLORECTAL	RESECTIONS?

Poster abstracts P85

S. thomas, t. Sheikh, C. Warner, J. Sugrue, a. mellgren, 
K. Kochar, S. marecik, J. Park
Chicago, IL; Park Ridge, IL

Purpose/Background:	 readmission rate after surgical 
procedures range between 6%-25% after colorectal proce-
dures. Factors cited for increased readmission include 
stoma creation, failure to air test an anastomosis, longer 
length of stay following initial surgery, discharge to a 
facility and having medicaid insurance. 30-day readmis-
sion rate will be used as a metric to assess hospital care 
and reimbursement (both payment incentives and penal-
ties) by the Center of medicare and medicaid Services 
(CmS). there is concern that hospitals caring for patients 
of lower socio-economic backgrounds, such as patients 
with medicaid insurance, will have a higher readmission 
rate and will perform poorly according to CmS’s readmis-
sion measures. this study aims to evaluate the effect of 
having medicaid insurance on post-operative readmission 
following major colorectal surgery.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective chart review 
of all patients who underwent a major colorectal proce-
dure at a single, tertiary institution between January 
2012 and december 2014 was performed. Post-operative 
complications resulting in readmission was compared 
between patients insured with medicaid and non-medicaid 
insurance (medicare and private insurance). Both groups 
were matched for the surgical procedures they under-
went. exclusion criteria included age less than 18 years, 
pregnancy, simple diversion procedures without resection 
and ileostomy closures. the primary aim of the study was 
to compare readmission rates for medicaid patients with 
patients with non-medicaid insurance.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 616 patients who 
underwent major colorectal operations were included in 
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this study. 31 patients (5%) had medicaid insurance, 585 
patients (95%) had non-medicaid insurance (medicare 
247 patients and private insurance 338 patients). Following 
discharge, no significant difference in readmission rate was 
noted between the 2 groups. 2 patients (6.4%) in the 
medicaid group were readmitted compared to 52 patients 
(8.8%) in the non-medicaid group (p=0.47). reasons for 
readmission were similar in both groups including abdom-
inal pain, seroma formation and wound infection.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Based on this study, we 
conclude that at our tertiary care institution, providing 
equal peri-operative and post-discharge care to patients 
regardless of insurance type results in similar post-opera-
tive outcomes. our study also indicates that readmission 
rates were similar in patient with medicaid insurance and 
non-medicaid insurance.

ELDERLY	PATIENTS	UNDERGOING	
COLECTOMY	AND	PROCTECTOMY	REQUIRE	
MORE	SUPPLEMENTAL	NUTRITION	WITH	TPN.

Poster abstracts P86

r. Goldstone, S. Stapleton, J. Saraidaridis, l. Bordeianou, 
d. Chang, H. Kunitake
Cambridge, MA; Boston, MA

Purpose/Background:	 increasing numbers of elderly 
patients (≥80 years) are undergoing colectomy and proctec-
tomy. total parenteral nutrition (tPn) is still commonly 
used to supplement oral nutrition in patients, following 
abdominal surgery. the aim of this study is to determine 
the rates of tPn use in this population and to determine 
costs of this supplemental nutrition.

Methods/Interventions:	 the nationwide inpatient 
Sample database was used to identify all patients who 
received colectomy or proctectomy from January 1, 1998 to 
december 31, 2011. the use of tPn was determined using 
iCd-9 Procedure codes. the relationship between patient 
demographics and supplemental nutrition use was assessed 
using a multivariate logistic regression model adjusting for 
patient co-morbidities and hospital characteristics.

Results/Outcome(s):	 268,884 patients underwent 
colectomy or proctectomy over the study period; 37,715 
(14.0%) patients age 80 or older. 10,444 (3.9%) of patients 
required tPn during their hospitalization, and this rate 
is significantly higher among elderly patients compared 
to younger patients (5.5% vs. 3.6%, p<0.001). the use 
of tPn in the elderly cohort increased from 3.66% in 
1998 to 5.44% in 2011 (p<0.001). tPn use was similar 
in elderly patients undergoing proctectomy vs. colectomy 
(5.3% vs. 5.6%, p=0.329). However in younger patients, 
proctectomy patients required tPn more often than colec-
tomy patients (4.0% vs. 3.5%, p=0.009). on multivariate 
analysis, age ≥80 is an independent predictor for tPn use. 
elderly patients are 32% more likely to require tPn (or 
1.32, Ci 1.25-1.39, p<0.001). other significant predictors 

of tPn usage among all patients included male gender, 
black race, any comorbidities, in hospital complications, 
urban hospitals and calendar year. additionally, tPn use 
increases hospital charges by $47,266 per patient.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 elderly patients are more 
likely to require tPn irrespective of comorbidities or 
in hospital complications. Supplemental nutrition is an 
important component of post-op operative care of the 
elderly patient. a quality improvement approach should 
be undertaken to anticipate the nutritional needs of elderly 
patients undergoing abdominal surgery.

REDUCTION	IN	CARDIAC	COMPLICATIONS	
WITHIN	AN	ENHANCED	RECOVERY	AFTER	
SURGERY	PROGRAM.

Poster abstracts P87

B. dionigi, l. maldonado, r. Scully, a. Henry, 
J. Goldberg, r. Bleday
Boston, MA

Purpose/Background:	 enhanced recovery after 
Surgery (eraS) is a multimodal perioperative care pathway 
designed to achieve early recovery by preserving preoper-
ative organ function and minimizing the stress response 
following elective colorectal surgery. this is the first study 
evaluating the impact of eraS and goal directed fluid 
management on post-operative cardiac complications.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review was 
performed of individuals who underwent elective colorectal 
surgery at our single institution (n=815). Starting in 2015 
all patients undergoing elective surgery were enrolled into 
eraS program (n=395). the outcomes were compared 
to all elective surgery patients treated in calendar year 
2013 prior to any eraS practice (n=420). Patient demo-
graphics including age and gender were captured as well 
as history of pre-operative coronary artery disease (Cad) 
and renal issues. Post-operative cardiac events including 
atrial fibrillation, tachycardia/bradycardia and myocardial 
infarction were analyzed. Fluid status was assessed intra-
operatively and in the 24-hour post-operative period. Chi 
square tests were used for bivariate analyses of categorical 
variables (Fisher’s exact test for <5) and Student’s t-tests 
were used for continuous variables. a logistic regression 
model was created to assess the impact of preoperative 
Cad on risk of post-operative cardiac events adjusting for 
fluid status.

Results/Outcome(s):	the eraS group received signifi-
cantly lower average total 24 hour volumes of crystalloids 
(control=4.7l vs. eraS=2.0l; p<0.001), higher average 
total 24 hour volume of colloid (control=134ml vs. 
eraS=511ml; p<0.001), and lower total average total 
intravenous fluids (control=5.0l vs. eraS = 3.4l;  
p< 0.001). the eraS group also had significantly higher 
average per os intake (control=290 ml vs. eraS=832ml; 
p<0.001). Post-operatively there were significantly 
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higher rates of atrial fibrillation (control=5.24% vs. 
eraS=1.77%, p=0.008) and tachycardia/bradycardia 
(control=12.79% vs. eraS=6.08%, p=0.003) in the 
control group compared to the eraS group. ischemic 
events were low in both groups with no significant 
difference (control=0.48% vs. eraS=0.76%; p=0.61). 
adjusting for history of Cad and total 24-hour intrave-
nous fluid received, odds of postoperative arrhythmia were 
significantly lower in the eraS group compared to the 
control group (or=0.31, 95%Ci 0.10 – 0.93; p=0.037). 
neither the 24-hour intravenous fluids or the intraopera-
tive fluid volumes were significant independent predictors 
of atrial fibrillation. even if eraS group had a higher 
percentage of pre-operative renal disease (control=13 vs. 
eraS=31; p=0.003), there was no significant post-op rise 
in creatinine levels compared to controls (control=2 vs. 
eraS=3; p=0.678).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 enhanced recovery after 
surgery (eraS) and goal directed fluid management have 
a protective effect significantly reducing post-operative 
atrial fibrillation and tachy/brady arrhythmias.

COMBINED	ANTIBIOTIC	AND	MECHANICAL	
BOWEL	PREPARATION	IS	ASSOCIATED	WITH	
LOWER	ANASTOMOTIC	LEAK	FOR	ALL	TYPES	
OF	COLECTOMY.

Poster abstracts P88

d. overbey, B. Chapman, l. Helmkamp, J. Vogel, 
m. Cowan
Denver, CO; Aurora, CO

Purpose/Background:	 the use of and type of bowel 
preparation prior to colorectal resection is an ongoing 
debate. recent studies report conflicting results on the 
benefit of mechanical bowel preparation (mBP) and oral 
antibiotic bowel preparation (oaBP) relating to anasto-
motic leak. Surgeon preferences also differ with regard to 
the use of bowel prep for right versus left sided colectomy. 

our goal was to determine if type of bowel preparation 
impacts anastomotic leak rates and determine if this effect 
is dependent on anatomic location.

Methods/Interventions:	 We used the 2012-2015 
aCS-nSQiP targeted colectomy dataset, and excluded 
emergency cases and any cases with a CPt code indicating 
ostomy creation or diversion. right sided colectomy was 
identified with CPt codes for ileocolectomy, and left sided 
colectomy with codes for colectomy with splenic flexure 
takedown or low anterior resection. Chi square with 
Bonferroni corrections were used to adjust for multiple 
comparisons. multivariable logistic regression controlled 
for potential confounders, independently and with an addi-
tive interaction model.

Results/Outcome(s):	 57,285 cases met inclusion 
criteria. of the 40,142 (70.1%) who had a bowel prep, 
18,381 (32%) had mBP only, 2,314 (4.0%) oaBP only, 
and 19,447 (34%) had mBP+oaBP. the overall leak rate 
was 3.4% (n=1,975), lowest with mBP+oaBP (2.3%), 
followed by oaBP only (3.3%), mBP only (3.6%), and 
no preparation (4.6%) (p<0.006). left sided colectomy 
(n=19,299) had an overall preparation rate of 79% with 
an overall leak rate of 3.6%. mBP+oaBP provided 
the lowest leak rate of 2.2%, compared to 5.3% with no 
preparation (p<0.001). right sided colectomy (n=14,828) 
had a preparation rate of 60% with an overall leak rate 
of 3.1%. mBP+oaBP provided the lowest leak rate of 
2.0%, compared to 4.1% with no preparation (p<0.001). 
Following multivariable adjustment, the use of any bowel 
preparation resulted in a 34% reduction in leak risk 
compared to no bowel preparation (95% Ci 0.60-0.72). 
mBP+oaBP was the most effective preparation, resulting 
in a 49% lower leak rate (0.45-0.57). antibiotic prep alone 
resulted in the next lowest leak rate (or 0.72, Ci 0.57-
0.92), followed by mBP alone (or 0.80, Ci 0.72-0.89). an 
additive model showed mBP contributes to a decrease in 
leak rate of 22% (0.71-0.87), and oaBP contributed to a 
decrease of 35% (0.58-0.73).

P87 

Control (N=420) ERAS (N=395) p-value
N % N %

Renal, pre-op 13 3.12 31 7.85 0.003
CAD, pre-op 35 8.41 38 9.62 0.548
Atrial fibrillation, post-op 22 5.24 7 1.77 0.008
Tachy/Brady, post-op 33 12.79 24 6.08 0.003
Renal, post-op 11 2.62 8 2.03 0.575
MI, post-op 2 0.48 3 0.76 0.678

Mean SD Mean SD
Crystalloid, 24hr 4655 1822 2018 880 <.001
Colloid, 24hr 134 313 511 444 <.001
Total IVF, 24hr 5053 1991 3399 1130 <.001
PO intake, 24hr 290 394 862 553 <.001
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Conclusions/Discussion:	this study demonstrates that 
bowel preparation before colectomy, regardless of method 
or segment of colon removed, results in a decrease in anas-
tomotic leak. in contrast to prior studies, our data show 
that either preparation, mBP or oaBP alone as well as 
combined, is superior to no preparation. one third of the 
included cases did not use any form of bowel preparation, 
more often omitted in right sided colectomies. our data 
suggest that the practice of preferential bowel preparation 
based on anatomic site, comes with an increased risk of 
anastomotic leak.

COMPREHENSIVE	ROBOTICS	CURRICULUM	IN	
GENERAL	SURGERY	RESIDENCY.

Poster abstracts P88a

r. nemoyer, C. Cheng, n. dhir, G. Parker, n. maloney 
Patel
New Brunswick, NJ; Plainsboro, NJ; Neptune, NJ

Purpose/Background:	 robotic surgery has become a 
rapidly increasing field within general surgery. in 2014, 
570,000 robotic da Vinci cases were performed worldwide, 
a 178% increase compared to 2009. training programs 
have focused mostly on training attending surgeons and 
resident training in robotics has lagged behind. However, 
the demand for robotic-trained surgeons continues to 
increase. new graduates will likely be asked in the coming 
years to provide documentation of robotics exposure and 
experience from residency. Here we outline the steps 
taken to develop and introduce a comprehensive robotics 
Curriculum for the General Surgery residents at our 
program.

Methods/Interventions:	there was no formal robotics 
curriculum for current residents at a single academic 
General Surgery residency Program, rutgers – robert 
Wood Johnson medical School. our curriculum was 
developed using an assessment of current best practices 
for robotic training and then coordinated efforts at our 
three clinic sites based on the robotics program at these 
three sites to finalize the current curriculum. the robotics 
curriculum was made mandatory for all categorical general 
surgery residents. two levels of training were created: a 
basic (required) curriculum, and an advanced (optional) 

curriculum. the basic curriculum required completing 
and passing the da Vinci online modules, completing two 
dry lab sessions lead by a da Vinci representative, bedside 
assisting five robotic cases, completing six simulator 
modules with a score of greater than 80%, and performing 
at least five cases as the console surgeon, performing at 
least 50% of each case.

Results/Outcome(s):	 development of the curriculum 
did need adjustments due to the total number of cases 
available for residents to participate in. initially, we had 
planned to have all categorical residents work towards an 
intuitive proficiency certificate, which requires 30 console 
cases. ultimately, we decided to focus on a basic curric-
ulum for all residents to fulfill, with the option to complete 
the certificate for those residents with an interest in 
robotic Surgery. the curriculum was implemented July 1, 
2016. to date 50% (17 of 34) of categorical general surgery 
residents completed the da Vinci online modules, 47% (16 
of 34) have completed the introductory dry lab, and 82% 
(28 of 34) have completed at least 5 bedside assist cases.

Conclusions/Discussion:	a successful robotics curric-
ulum must be multifaceted involving reading, simulation, 
bedside assisting, didactic sessions, and console/operating 
room training. By creating a two-tiered system within our 
general surgery residency, basic proficiency will be docu-
mented by all categorical residents while allowing residents 
interested in achieving advanced robotic skills the option 
to obtain certification. our curriculum begins to formalize 
robotics training, which improves resident autonomy and 
education, as well as ensures patient safety and quality 
outcomes.

POSTDISCHARGE	VENOUS	
THROMBOEMBOLISM	PROPHYLAXIS	FOR	
COLORECTAL	SURGERY	PATIENTS.

Poster abstracts P88B

n. nweze, a. nadler, m. morba, J. Pezella, J. Farma
Philadelphia, PA

Purpose/Background:	there is a high incidence of Vte 
in the united States each year, with a significant number 
of people developing a Vte that is associated with recent 
hospitalization and/or surgical procedure. Furthermore, 
Vte related complications raise healthcare costs and are 
responsible for a significant number of premature deaths 
each year. Colorectal cancer (CrC) patients represent a 
high risk group for Vte; therefore a number of treatment 
guidelines have been proposed for expanded postoperative 
dVt prophylaxis following hospital discharge for CrC 
patients. the purpose of this study was to examine the 
administration, compliance and complications of post-dis-
charge chemical Vte prophylaxis (pdVte) among CrC 
patients at a tertiary cancer center to help inform policy 
creation.
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Methods/Interventions:	this is a retrospective study of 
CrC patients who underwent resection in 2015. Charts 
were analyzed for patients who received pdVte and 
patients were contacted within 30days post procedure for 
follow up. Chi-squared tests were then performed.

Results/Outcome(s):	108 CrC patients were analyzed. 
42% (n=45) were discharged with a prescription for 
enoxaparin for pdVte and 7.4% were on another form 
of anticoagulation at the time of discharge (n=8). 62% 
of patients that were prescribed enoxaparin filled the 
prescription and 93% of those patients reported taking the 
medication. the overall rate of Vte 30 days post proce-
dure was 3.7% (n=4). among patients that had Vte, 
75% were discharged on a prescription for enoxaparin 
(n=3) and all of those patients filled the prescription. 
Furthermore, 100% of those patients reported compliance 
with taking anticoagulation; 2 patients were on enoxaparin 
and 1 patient was bridged with enoxaparin to warfarin. 
the rate of Vte in patients on pdVte was 5.9% versus 
2.7% for patients with Vte not on pdVte (or 2.3, Ci 
0.3-17.1, p < 0.001).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 there was a high rate of 
self-reported compliance to pdVte in CrC patients 
despite the relatively low clinician adherence to pdVte 
protocol. However, the majority of post CrC surgery Vte 
events occurred in patients who were already on anticoag-
ulation. there needs to be improved quality improvement 
measures to facilitate increased compliance with pdVte 
prophylaxis and further detailed analysis to determine 
the overall benefits of this strategy in larger patient 
populations.

PRACTICE	MAKES	PERFECT:	VALIDATION	
OF	A	LOW	FIDELITY	SIMULATOR	FOR	
ANORECTAL	SURGERY.

Poster abstracts P89

S. langenfeld, J. thompson, C. are, K. Cologne, 
S. Steele
Omaha, NE; Los Angeles, CA; Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	With aCGme-mandated reduc-
tions in resident work hours and the subsequent decrease 
in hands-on technical experience, high and low fidelity 
simulation has become an essential component of modern 
surgical education. Surgical simulators have the potential 
to bridge the gap in technical skills created by work hour 
restrictions, thus reducing cognitive overload in the oper-
ating room (or) and allowing the resident to gain more 
from their or experience. despite its unique complexi-
ties, anal surgery has not been previously described in the 
simulation literature. our previous pilot study evaluated 
the feasibility of a low-cost simulator for anorectal surgery, 
and our current study aimed to validate this simulator and 
prepare it for widespread utilization.

Methods/Interventions:	the anal canal suturing model 
was constructed at a cost of $11/simulator (Figure 1). 
three separate workshops were conducted from august 
2014 to July 2016. Fellowship-trained colorectal surgeons 
were designated as experts, with first-year surgical resi-
dents as novices. Face and content validity were assessed 
with two separate questionnaires using a 5-point likert 
scale (4 face questions for the entire group and 6 content 
questions for the experts). the cutoff for validity was set 
at a mean likert score of 4 based on previous literature. 
Construct validity was assessed by comparing experts and 
novices for 1) time to completion of tasks [longitudinal 
hemorrhoid excision/closure (lC) and transverse wound 
closure (tC)] and 2) quality of suturing and knot tying 
as graded by a blinded expert observer. For 80% power, 
the study required 4 experts and 18 novices based on a 
predicted 35% reduction in time to task completion among 
experts.

Results/Outcome(s):	 our study involved 4 experts 
and 20 novices. mean scores greater than 4 were obtained 
for all 10 questions (range 4-4.75), confirming face and 
content validity. Construct validity was also established 
with times to task completion being significantly lower for 
the expert group [lC 195 vs 477 seconds (p<0.001) and 
tC 79 vs. 191 seconds (p<0.001)]. the quality of suturing 
(lC p=0.001, tC p=0.01) and knot tying (lC p<0.001, 
tC p=0.03) was significantly higher for experts as well. 
Post-hoc power analysis for time to task completion as well 
as the suturing and knot-tying scores for these 24 subjects 
showed 100% power for the study.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 We achieved face, content, 
and construct validity for our low cost and low fidelity 
anorectal surgery simulator. We believe this simulator will 
be a useful instrument in the education of surgical trainees, 
allowing them to obtain proficiency in certain anorectal 
suturing tasks prior to working on live patients, and thus 
providing a higher yield from their time in the operating 
room.

a: materials, B: Suture pad with tasks, C: timed completion of tC and 
lC, d: Suturing and knot tying evaluated by a blinded expert observer
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SHOULD	WE	BE	QUICK	TO	DISMISS	 
NON-SPHINCTER	SPARING	SURGERY	FOR	
FISTULA-IN-ANO:	AN	ANALYSIS	OF	 
LONG-TERM	OUTCOMES.

Poster abstracts P90

C. de marco, m. abou Khalil, n. morin, C. Vasilevsky, 
J. Faria, P. Gordon, G. Ghitulescu, m. Boutros
Montreal, QC, Canada

Purpose/Background:	 although fistulotomy has been 
the mainstay of treatment of fistula-in-ano (Fia), fear of 
resulting fecal incontinence (Fi) has prompted the emer-
gence of sphincter-sparing techniques that may result in 
higher recurrence. this study aimed to compare long-term 
risks of Fi and recurrence following sphincter-sparing and 
non-sphincter-sparing procedures for Fia.

Methods/Interventions:	 after institutional review 
board approval, all patients with Fia managed opera-
tively between 2000-2012 by colorectal surgeons at a 
tertiary center were included. Patients with inflammatory 
bowel disease, pelvic radiation, and non-definitive proce-
dures were excluded. medical records/operative reports 
were reviewed. Patients were contacted by telephone to 
document Fi using the Cleveland Clinic Florida-Fecal 
incontinence Score (CCF-FiS) and Fecal incontinence 
Quality of life (FiQl) scale. Fistulas were characterized 
by type, location, branching, number of internal openings, 
classification as high or low, and primary or recurrent 
fistula. Procedures were classified as sphincter-sparing [≥1 
of fibrin glue, anal plug, anorectal flap, ligation of inter-
sphincteric fistula tract (liFt)] or non-sphincter-sparing 
[fistulotomy, cutting seton].

Results/Outcome(s):	of 338 patients, 156 were avail-
able for long-term follow-up: 119 (76.3%) and 37 (23.7%) 
had non-sphincter-sparing and sphincter-sparing proce-
dures, respectively. median follow-up was 9.1 years (6.5, 
12.6). the proportion of females was similar in sphinc-
ter-sparing and non-sphincter-sparing groups (29.7% vs. 
20.2%, p=0.223). the sphincter-sparing group had fewer 
referred recurrent (5.4% vs. 29.4%, p=0.003) and poste-
rior (27.0% vs. 52.1%, p=0.008) fistulas, but more high 
fistulas (73.0% vs. 15.1%, p<0.001). no patients with 
sphincter-sparing surgery had Fi vs. 21 (17.6%) with 
non-sphincter-sparing procedures who did (CCF-FiS range 
0-15, median 0), 2 (1.7%) of whom had moderate-to-se-
vere symptoms (CCF-FiS score ≥10). median FiQl scores 
(range 1-4; 4=not affected) were lifestyle 4.0 (2.0-4.0); 
coping 4.0 (1.33-4.0); depression 4.0 (1.30-4.0); embar-
rassment 4.0 (1.33-4.0). Fistula recurrence was signifi-
cantly greater in sphincter-sparing procedures (59.5% 
vs. 19.3%, p<0.001). after adjusting for follow-up, high 
fistula, and posterior location on multivariate analysis, 
sphincter-sparing procedures were associated with higher 
odds of recurrence vs. non-sphincter sparing procedures 
(or=5.72 [95%Ci 2.02-16.17]). non-primary fistula was 

a predictor for recurrence after repair in both groups 
(or=2.73 [95%Ci 1.08-6.90]).

Conclusions/Discussion:	Sphincter-sparing procedures 
had significantly higher recurrence rates vs. non-sphincter- 
sparing procedures. long-term rates of significant Fi after 
non-sphincter-sparing procedures were low and did not 
impact quality of life, indicating that these procedures 
remain a safe option with appropriate patient selection.

EFFECT	OF	BODY	MASS	INDEX	ON	
RECURRENCE	OF	RECTAL	PROLAPSE	AFTER	
SURGICAL	REPAIR.

Poster abstracts P91

K. Busch, a. Crume, J. Waldron, m. murday
Salt Lake City, UT

Purpose/Background:	 rectal prolapse is a common 
benign anorectal disease with many reported risk factors; 
however, there is little data available regarding the effect, 
if any, of a patient’s body mass index (Bmi) on the 
recurrence of rectal prolapse. our study was designed to 
determine if a patient’s Bmi is a factor in recurrence of 
rectal prolapse after surgical repair. We hypothesize that 
recurrence of rectal prolapse after surgical repair will be 
higher with increasing Bmi class.

Methods/Interventions:	Patient charts from our outpa-
tient colorectal surgery office between august 2012 to 
present (october 2016) were retrospectively reviewed 
with an iCd-9 (569.1) or iCd-10 (K62.3) code of rectal 
prolapse. Patients were included in the analysis if there 
was documented evidence of rectal prolapse on physical 
exam. Patient information including age, gender, Bmi, 
type of rectal prolapse repair, recurrence, and subsequent 
rectal prolapse repair were complied into an excel spread-
sheet. a total of 175 patients were found to meet inclusion 
criteria and 41 patients had documented recurrent rectal 
prolapse. these patients were further stratified into Bmi 
class consisting of underweight (<18.5 kg/m2), normal 
weight (18.5-24.9 kg/m2), overweight (25.0-29.9 kg/m2), 
obesity i (30.0-34.9 kg/m2), obesity ii (35.0-39.9 kg/m2), 
and extreme obesity (obesity iii) (40.0 kg/m2 or more). 
Patients without a documented Bmi within their chart 
were excluded from the final analysis.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the number of patients with 
recurrent rectal prolapse per Bmi class are as follows: 
underweight (<18.5 kg/m2): 2 patients (2/14 total or 14.3 
%) normal (18.5-24.9 kg/m2): 12 patients (12/86 total or 
14.0%) overweight (25.0-29.9 kg/m2): 12 patients (12/34 
total or 35.3%) obesity i (30.0-34.9 kg/m2): 6 patients 
(6/19 total or 31.6%) obesity ii (35.0-39.9 kg/m2): 6 
patients (6/9 total or 66.6%) extreme obesity (obesity iii) 
(40.0 kg/m2 or more): 2 patients (2/4 total or 50.0%) Bmi 
not documented: 1 patient

Conclusions/Discussion:	 We found a near linear 
increase in the number of patients with recurrent rectal 
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prolapse with increasing Bmi, thus supporting our hypoth-
esis. interestingly, the obesity ii class (35.0-39.9 kg/m2) 
had the highest recurrence rate of 66.6%. limitations of 
our study include its retrospective nature and limitations 
of a chart review, such as missing documented Bmi or 
physical exam findings. Future research is needed to better 
characterize this relationship of Bmi and rectal prolapse 
recurrence.

DAYS	OFF	WORK	AFTER	ANAL	FISTULA	
SURGERY:	A	MULTICENTER	STUDY.

Poster abstracts P92

J. Villanueva-Herrero, m. reyes-Hansen,  
B. Wong-osuna, a. lopez-Campos,  
m. Bolivar-rodríguez, m. navarro-Chagoya,  
l. alarcon Bernes, m. Villavicencio-lopez,  
m. Blas-Franco, B. Jimenez-Bobadilla
Mexico City, Mexico; Culiacan, Mexico

Purpose/Background:	 Fistula surgery is the most 
common anal procedure for the coloproctologist. there 
is not recent published data concerning impact of postsur-
gical days off work (doW) after fistula surgery. to get an 
accurate view, we conducted an study to determine the 
doW after fistula surgery and compare it between patients 
with government health insurance (GHi) versus patients 
self employed without insurance (Se).

Methods/Interventions:	 medical records of patients 
who underwent fistula surgery from 3 institutions between 
January 2015 to July 2016 were reviewed retrospectively and 
subsequently contacted by phone. only patients working 
during at least one month before the index surgery were 
included. Variables analyzed: doW, type of insurance, 
fistula type, previous fistula surgery, previous anal surgeries 
and fistula surgical technique. means with standard devia-
tion (Sd) and t-test were used to compare continuous data 
from groups. Categorical data was analyzed as frequencies 
and percentages and compared using X2 test.

Results/Outcome(s):	 ninety-three patients were 
included, 11.8 % had undergone one previous anorectal 
surgery and 16.2% had undergone 2 or more previous 
anorectal surgeries (range 3-6). Previous fistula surgery 
was recorded: 2 subjects GHi group and 15 subjects Se 
group. the fistula types were: intersphincteric 17.2%, 
transphincteric 44.1% and not specified 38.7%. types 
of fistula surgery were: fistulotomy 26.9%, fistulectomy/
sphincter repair 53.8%, seton 9.7%, flap 1.1% and other 
technique 8.6%. in both groups together (GHi and Se), 
the mean doW was 25.4 (Sd 23.9). doW showed 
significant difference between the 2 groups: GHi group 42 
days versus Se group 21 days (p=0.001). the GHi group 
was matched for age and sex with 18 subjects from the 
Se group, again significant difference was seen: GHi 42 
days and Se 23.8 days (p=0.025). there was a significant 
difference in doW between second level hospital patients 

versus third level hospital patients. (table 1) 46.2% of the 
patients had more than 15 doW and 35% had more than 
21 doW. the main reasons for doW after 15 days were: 
1) anal pain 21.5%, 2) surgeon decision not specified 5.4%,  
3) patient fear of a complication 5.4%, 4) abundant 
exudate from the wound 4.4% and 5) not documented 
9.7%. at 3 months of follow up, 13.2 % of the patients 
were diagnosed with fistula recurrence.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 type of insurance coverage 
was an statistical significant variable for doW after fistula 
surgery. usually, patients with complex fistulas are treated 
in third level centers. the second level hospital patients 
were only treated with fistulotomy and fistulectomy with 
primary repair. Patients with plug devices, fibrin glue and 
VaaFt were not included. this last techniques have 
been reported to improve postoperative recovery and have 
less than 15 doW. Based in our data, and taking into 
account the type and the surgery performed, 15 doW is 
not enough time for recovery after an anal fistula surgery,.

P92 

Variable Mean (SD) or %
Age 45.2 (10.25)
Gender Female 19.4%

Male 80.6%
Type of work Primary activities: 0%

Secondary activities 10.4%
Tertiary activities 79.6%

Comorbidity Diabetes mellitus 11.8%
Hypertension 17.2%
Morbid obesity 5.4%
HIV 2.2%
Asthma 2.2%

Days off work accord-
ing to fistula surgery

Fistulotomy 32.8 (32.6)
Fistulectomy w/repair 17.7 
(16.8)
Seton 33.1 (18.2)
Flap 28 (0)
Other technique 43.1 (23.2)

Days off work accord-
ing to Hospital level

Level two for SE 12 (3.9)
Level three for SE 32.3 (28.7)
Level three for GHI 42.1 (24.9)
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THE	MODIFIED	HANLEY	TECHNIQUE	FOR	
OUTPATIENT	MANAGEMENT	OF	DEEP	
POSTANAL	SPACE	ABSCESS	IS	SAFE	AND	
EFFECTIVE.

Poster abstracts P93

r. Westein, J. Blank, t. ridolfi, K. ludwig, C. Peterson
Wauwatosa, WI

Purpose/Background:	 deep post-anal abscesses are 
difficult to treat due to their location, transsphincteric 
fistulous component, and ischiorectal extensions. the 
Hanley procedure is the classic treatment but requires 
complete sphincter transection, which results in a large 
wound and high rate of incontinence. the modified 
Hanley procedure has been proposed as an alternative 
treatment to limit these complications. this is achieved 
by limiting the initial surgical incision and leaving the 
external sphincter intact and placing a cutting seton for 
controlled, slow transsphincteric fistulotomy. the aim of 
this study is to assess a single-institution’s outcomes for 
the modified Hanley procedure in the treatment of deep 
post-anal abscesses.

Methods/Interventions:	We performed a retrospective 
chart review of patients who have undergone surgical 
treatment for perianal fistulas at our institution from 
9/2008 to 4/2016. Patients were identified using the 
mCW cohort discovery tool (i2b2 and Honest Broker) by 
querying electronic medical records for CPt codes which 
correspond to incisional or excisional procedures of the 
anus. We excluded all patients with inflammatory bowel 
disease. demographic, procedural, and clinical data were 
collected. Patients were contacted by telephone to assess 
bowel function after recovery.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 493 patients had 
surgical treatment for perianal fistulas. twenty-five (5%) 
patients underwent a modified Hanley procedure. of 
these, four (16%) patients had a seton placement prior to 
the definitive procedure with one (4%) patient also having 
additional prior treatment with a biologic fistula plug. 
Sixteen (64%) patients had the modified Hanley as their 
first procedure. in total, twenty-one (84%) had complete 
resolution of their deep post-anal abscess and fistula with a 
modified Hanley procedure. the average time from proce-
dure to full recovery and wound healing was 8.9 months 
with a range of 3.5-24 months. Setons were tightened 
an average of 2.5 times. of the 26 patients contacted, 
7 completed the telephone survey, 1 declined, and 18 
were unable to be reached. the mSKCC Bowel Function 
instrument reflects patients’ perceptions of change in 
bowel habits; median score was 74 (best = 90, range 
48-87). the eQ-5d-5l Quality of life survey assesses 
patients’ quality of life in terms of mobility, self-care, usual 
activities, pain, anxiety, and depression; median score 
was 6 (best out of a = 5, range 5-10). the median for the 
eQ-5d-5l visual scale was 85 (best = 100, range 47-99). 
this score is a patient’s rating of their overall health.

Conclusions/Discussion:	the modified Hanley proce-
dure is a safe outpatient alternative for treatment of 
deep post anal space abscesses with few long-term conse-
quences. Wound healing was complete in all patients with 
minimal need for additional procedures. Post-operative 
incontinence was a rare occurrence and function and 
quality of life following healing were excellent.

TREAMENT	STRATEGY	FOR	EXTERNAL	
HEMORRHOIDAL	THROMBOSIS.

Poster abstracts P94

F. Pakravan, C. Helmes, i. alldinger
Duesseldorf, Germany

Purpose/Background:	 external haemorrhoidal throm-
bosis is a very common disease, which is characterized by 
a sudden onset and a painful node. despite of its frequent 
occurrence a standardized approach is not established.

Methods/Interventions:	 all patients with external 
haemorrhoidal thrombosishad had initial conserva-
tive management by diclofenac and warm sitzbaths for  
5 days. in case of persistent pain surgical treatment was 
recommended. in lithotomy position only a small, cunei-
form anodermal excision was performed and the external 
haemorrhoidal thrombosis was removed completely. 
Compression was used for hemostasis. a retrospective 
analysis of our own single institution data with special 
focus of all operated patients was performed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Between January and october 
2016 622 Patients (418 male, 204 female, age 46 (16-84) 
years with external haemorrhoidal throbosus were treated. 
35 (6%) patients were lost. in 568 (91%) patients conser-
vative management was sucessful. 19 (3%) patients 
had persistent symptoms after conservative therapy and 
received an outpatient surgical treatment. Postoperatively 
7 patients suffered by recurrent pain and were treated 
again by diclofenac. 1 patient experienced postoperative 
hemorrhage.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in nearly all cases conser-
vative management was sucessful for the treatment of 
external haemorrhoidal thrombosis and surgery was indi-
cated only in the minority of cases. despite our positive 
experiences further studies are needed to establish an 
algorithm for the treatment of this frequent proctological 
disease.
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PREEMPTIVE	ANALGESIA	IN	ANORECTAL	
SURGERY.

Poster abstracts P95

J. Van Backer, m. Jordan, d. leahy, J. moore, K. evans, 
P. Callas, P. Cataldo
Burlington, VT

Purpose/Background:	Postoperative pain continues to 
be a frequent cause for delayed discharge following outpa-
tient procedures, including patients undergoing arS. 
Both central and peripheral pain receptor sensitization 
are thought to contribute to postoperative pain. Blocking 
these receptors and preempting sensitization prevents 
the hyperalgesic response leading to lower pain medica-
tion requirements. this has been shown in orthopedic, 
urologic, and gynecologic surgery, but in few studies of 
patients undergoing arS. We conducted a double-blind, 
randomized placebo-controlled trial to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of preemptive analgesia in decreasing postopera-
tive pain.

Methods/Interventions:	 We randomized patients 
undergoing outpatient arS (anal fistula repairs, anal 
sphincterotomy, hemorrhoidectomy, or anal condyloma 
excision) to treatment or placebo. the treatment group 
received oral acetaminophen and gabapentin preopera-
tively as well as intravenous ketamine and dexametha-
sone intraoperatively prior to incision. the control group 
received a oral placebo, and no ketamine or dexametha-
sone. Procedures were conducted under monitored anes-
thesia care with local anesthesia. Subjects were discharged 
on scheduled acetaminophen/ibuprofen with hydromor-
phone as needed for severe pain. Patients rated their pain 
from 0-10 immediately prior to discharge from PaCu, at 
8 hours, 24 hours and then at 24 hour increments until 
postoperative day 7. daily medication diary and side effect 
profiles where recorded. Grant: aSCrS lPG 097

Results/Outcome(s):	We enrolled 75 patients to date. 
due to patient withdrawal, screen failures, and loss to 
followup 47 patients were analyzed (26 in the Pea group 
and 21 in the control group). in 24 patients data are not 
evaluable due to patient withdrawal from the study, screen 
failures, incomplete patient compliance, and lost to follow 
up. Four patients had incomplete data sets. there were no 
statistically significant differences in pain at any of the time 
points, analgesic consumption, or symptoms experienced. 
there were trends towards better pain control in PaCu 
and at 8 hours postoperatively in the experimental group 
(p=0.10 and p=0.06, respectively). the mean pain rating 
over the 7 days for the experimental group was 2.0 and 1.9 
for the control group. medication related side effects were 
rare and similar for both groups (1.5% vs 1.5%, p=0.44). 
We did not find any benefit for Pea after stratifying by 
individual surgical procedure.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Pain control was excellent 
with both groups throughout the study. the placebo 
group experienced minimal pain, therefore there was little 

opportunity for Pea to improve outcomes. Subgroup 
analysis may have failed to identify benefit in more painful 
anorectal procedures, such as hemorrhoidectomy, due to 
type ii error. Preemptive analgesia is not associated with 
any increase in perioperative complications and may be 
useful in lowering early postoperative pain in patients 
undergoing significantly painful anorectal surgery.

FIBRIN	GLUE	IMPROVES	RESULTS	OF	
ENDORECTAL	ADVANCEMENT	FLAP	FOR	THE	
TREATMENT	OF	TRANSPHINCTERIC	FISTULA.

Poster abstracts P96

d. Hart, a. Ferrara, B. Clark, r. mueller, J. Gallagher, 
m. Soliman, S. deJesus, J. Karas, P. Williamson
Orlando, FL

Purpose/Background:	anal fistula is a complex problem 
treated by colon and rectal surgeons. treatment options 
include endorectal advancement flap, fistulotomy, ligation 
of internal fistula tract, House anoplasty, cutting seton, 
and others, with varying percentages of recurrence. the 
ability to preserve fecal continence while treating the 
fistula is paramount, therefore sphincter preservation is 
optimal. this review was undertaken to examine the addi-
tion of fibrin glue to endorectal advancement flap as a way 
to decrease recurrence.

Methods/Interventions:	From 2011 to 2016, we looked 
at 6 surgeons’ treatment of anal fistula using endorectal 
advancement flap at a single institution. Patients ranged 
in age from 20 to 83 with a mean age of 48 years. We had 
76 patients who underwent 81 advancement flaps. the 
patients who had 2 procedures were counted as 2 separate 
individuals; therefore all calculations are based off 81 
patients. the mean body mass index was 29.5, with a range 
of 17.8 to 47.6. the mean length of follow up was 1 year, 
with a range of 0 - 5.2 years.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Fifty-nine patients were female 
(73%), 22 were male (27%). eleven patients had inflam-
matory bowel disease (14%) (including crohn’s disease, 
ulcerative colitis, and general inflammatory bowel disease), 
whereas 70 patients did not have an inflammatory bowel 
disease (iBd) diagnosis (86%). Fifty-five patients under-
went endorectal advancement flap with fibrin glue place-
ment (68%), 26 underwent endorectal advancement flap 
without fibrin glue placement (32%). Fourteen of 81 
patients (17%) were active daily smokers. one patient 
(1.2%) was diabetic. of the 81 procedures, 23 (28%) 
patients had fistula recurrence. of the 55 patients who had 
fibrin glue placement, 11 (20%) had recurrence. of the 
26 patients without fibrin glue placement, 12 (46%) had 
recurrence. one of 14 smokers had a recurrence (7%). the 
mean time to recurrence was 5.9 months, with fibrin glue 
recurrence at 5.7 months and without fibrin glue recur-
rence at 6 months. Six (55%) of the 11 patients with iBd 
had recurrence. nine of the iBd patients (82%) had initial 
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fibrin glue placement and 2 (18%) did not. Four of the 9 
iBd patients with fibrin glue placement had recurrence 
(44%), while both of the non-fibrin glue fistulas recurred 
(100%).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Fibrin glue decreased the 
recurrence rate when used in addition to endorectal 
advancement flap. We did not have enough diabetic 
patients to infer an effect. Smoking did not appear to 
cause higher recurrence. Patients with iBd had higher 
recurrence rates then the general population, however 
this rate was improved with the addition of fibrin glue. 
Based on this study, we feel that the addition of fibrin glue 
to endorectal advancement flap decreases the recurrence 
rate and improves the likelihood of successful treatment. 
Further studies are needed to include a larger sample size, 
have randomization, and look into the effect of debride-
ment of the track.

WHAT	IMPACT	DOES	HIGH-RESOLUTION	
ANOSCOPY	HAVE	AFTER	ANAL	CONDYLOMA	
TREATMENT?

Poster abstracts P97

a. Canelas, J. alvarez Gallesio, m. laporte, m. Bun, 
n. rotholtz
Ciudad Autonoma de Buenos Aires, Argentina

Purpose/Background:	there is an increased incidence 
of human papillomavirus infection as well as anal condy-
lomas. at the same time, it is frequent the reappearance 
of warts after treatment. this recurrence might be related 
to the persistence of non-visible lesions. the use of high- 
resolution anoscopy (Hra) would allow to identify 
persistent lesions that could not be detected on standard 
anoscopy. the objective of this study was to evaluate the 
impact of Hra in the early detection of not recognized 
persistent lesions after primary clearance.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective study based 
on a prospective collected database was performed. all 
patients who underwent anal condyloma treatment 
between January 2012 and december 2015 were included. 
Primary clearance was defined as 1 month without evidence 
of perianal and intra-anal condyloma on either standard 
anoscopy or Hra. the severity of condylomatosis was 
assessed according to the Silvera index. the results of both 
examination methods were compared.

Results/Outcome(s):	From the analyzed period of time 
a total of 186 patients were treated. Seventy five had 
both examinations performed and were included for the 
analysis. Fifty one (68 %) patients were men. of those, 47 
(92 %) were men who have sex with men (mSm). the 
average age was 35 +/- 12 years. 25 (33 %) patients were 
HiV +, and 46 (61 %) practiced receptive anal sex. the 
age of sexual initiation was 19 +/- 5 years and the mean 
number of sexual partners was 20 (1-200). 30 (40 %) 
patients practiced polygamy in the last year. the location 

of the warts were: 27 (36%) perianal; 31 (41%) intra-anal; 
17 (23%) in both areas. according to the Silvera index, 
the severity of condylomatosis was: 26 (35%) minimal; 
41 (54%) moderate; and 8 (11%) extensive. 47 (63%) 
were treated with clinician-applied topical agents (90% 
trichloroacetic acid +/- 25% podophyllin) and 28 (37%) 
with electrofulguration. Primary clearance was confirmed 
in 46 patients (61%) after the standard anoscopy. From 
those, Hra had the same findings only in 27 (36 %) 
patients. From the 19 Hra new positive findings the biop-
sies showed: 14 (73%) unspecific inflammatory process; 
4 (22%) viral warts without dysplasia; and 1 (5%) anal 
intraepithelial neoplasia (ain i). in the 29 (39%) patients 
where standard anoscopy showed persistent lesions, Hra 
had the same findings and the biopsies showed: 2 (7%) 
unspecific inflammatory process; 14 (48%) viral warts 
without dysplasia; 1 (3%) anal intraepithelial neoplasia 
(ain i); 2 (7%) ain ii; and 10 (35%) ain iii.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 although the use of Hra 
identify a low number of persistent lesions after a primary 
clearance of warts, these findings are clinically relevant. 
For that reason, it might be recommended its routine use.

TREND	IN	SURGICAL	MANAGEMENT	OF	
FISTULAS-IN-ANO.

Poster abstracts P98

J. Hsu, n. maloney Patel
North Brunswick, NJ

Purpose/Background:	Fistula-in-ano is a long standing 
condition with literature describing its treatment dating 
back to Hippocrates. despite thousands of years of infor-
mation, there is still a variety of treatment options with 
limited data to support one option over the others. 
However, trends over time have shown an increase in 
the number of procedures with a decrease in fecal incon-
tinence as a result of interventions. treatment options 
range from fistulotomy to advancement flaps, plugs and 
glues, and even ligation of intersphincteric fistula tract 
(liFt). many centers have described their experience and 
results with one particular treatment. at our institution, 
we attempted to review our patient population over a five 
year time period and trend our practices with the hopes of 
elucidating information which may guide our future treat-
ment to improve patient care.

Methods/Interventions:	retrospective chart review of 
the university office and hospital records regarding patient 
demographics, presenting symptoms, fistula characteristics, 
treatments, post-operative symptoms, complications, and 
hospital length of stay.

Results/Outcome(s):	 out of 170 patients identified 
from iCd codes of patients undergoing fistula in ano 
treatment, 118 patients had complete records which we 
reviewed. the average patient was 43.8 years old and 
male (70.4%) with a Bmi of 28.9. the most common 
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presenting symptoms were pain (90.7%), drainage (80.5%) 
and abscess (69.5%). over half the patients underwent 
more than 1 surgery to treat their fistula in ano, 38.9% 
had complicated fistulous tracts, and the majority of 
patients underwent at least a seton placement (51.7%) or 
fistulotomy (70%). of the patients who underwent more 
than 1 treatment, the definitive treatment which healed 
their fistula in ano was fistulotomy (58.5%). We further 
reviewed the data by dividing the 5 years into 2 time 
intervals comparing patient treated in 2009-2011 to those 
treated in 2012-2014. table 1 demonstrates that during 
both time periods, a wide variety of treatment options 
were still being used with a potential increase in liFt 
procedures. We further examined the treatment of fistula 
in ano in Crohn’s patients (18). most patients had more 
than 1 surgery and the most common procedure was seton 
placement (61.1%), followed by fistulotomy (27.8%).

Conclusions/Discussion:	our data reflects the diverse 
treatment options for fistula in ano that are demonstrated in 
the literature with a possible trend towards more seton place-
ment and liFt procedures for definitive treatment. While  
liFt is our preferred treatment option in the appropriate 
patient, as it allows for better preservation of conti-
nence after intervention, our data reflects the increase in  
the number of procedures available that we hope will 
provide better results and decrease post-operative 
complications.

CLINICAL	AND	CT	CHARACTERISTICS	OF	
SUPRALEVATOR	ANORECTAL	ABSCESSES	IN	
22	PATIENTS.

Poster abstracts P99

a. ortega, t. Feldmann, m. linnebur, e. arcila, 
K. Cologne, G. ault, S. lee
Olympia, WA; Los Angeles, CA

Purpose/Background:	 this article focuses on clin-
ical characteristics, computed tomography (Ct) findings 
and the precise anatomic classification of supralevator 
abscesses (Sla) required for their definitive treatment.

Methods/Interventions:	 twenty-two patients were 
followed in a prospective database over a ten-year 
period (2007-2016). all patients underwent surgical and 

computed tomographic evaluation of the supralevator 
infection. abscesses were classified based on the primary 
site of infection. Presenting symptoms, external signs, 
imaging findings and outcomes were reviewed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the majority of patients were 
male (86%) with a ratio of 6:1 (m:F). all 22 patients 
had cryptoglandular disease. external examination was 
unrevealing in 50% of patients. Ct demonstrated rim- 
enhancing fluids collections (100%), lateral deviation of 
the rectum (86%), and soft tissue gas (77%) as the most 
frequent findings. the distribution by anatomic classifi-
cation was Sla i (32%), Sla ii (18%), Sla iii (36%) 
and Sla iV (14%). the deep post anal space was the 
primary site of infection in 46% of cases. two patients 
(9%) required re-intervention because the deep postanal 
space was not identified as the primary site of infection and 
treated accordingly.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Supralevator abscesses benefit 
from preoperative multi-plane reconstruction imaging for 
appropriate surgical intervention. males are considerably 
often affected and many patients present with a paucity of 
clinical signs. nearly half of the cryptoglandular abscesses 
involved the deep post anal space as the primary site. 
Failure to recognize involvement of this space is the most 
common cause of recurrent or persistent infection. the 
classification system and treatment algorithm is defined.

OUTCOME	AFTER	LIFT/BIOLIFT	PROCEDURES.
Poster abstracts P100

J. Cheong, P. lee
Sydney, NSW, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 the surgical management of 
anal fistula is in state of evolution. However, the prin-
ciple of complex fistula remains the same: treat sepsis, 
preserve sphincter function and prevent recurrence. liFt 
(ligation of intersphincteric tract) and BioliFt which 
augments liFt procedure with a bioprosthetic mesh has 
seen growing interest in recent years. this study evaluates 
outcomes of patients undergoing liFt/BioliFt for repair 
of complex anal fistulae.

Methods/Interventions:	 this study is a two-center 
retrospective review of a prospectively collected database. 

P98 Definitive Treatment by Time Period and in Crohn’s Patients

2009-2011 2012-2014 Crohn᾽s Patients
Seton 9.5% 15% 61.1%
Fistulectomy 2.4% 0 0
Fistulotomy 69% 57.6% 27.7%
Glue 0 0 0
Plug 0 0 0
Advancement Flap 0 1.5% 0
LIFT 19.1% 25.8% 11.1%
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Study was conducted at royal Prince alfred Hospital 
and Concord repatriation General Hospital in Sydney, 
australia from may 2009 to may 2016. Sixty seven 
patients were evaluated. Fifty-eight liFts and twenty 
BioliFts were evaluated. Primary success is defined as 
successful healing from initial procedure while secondary 
success is successful healing after management of failure 
or recurrence.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the mean age of patients were 
39 years and 3 months with twenty-nine patients being 
female (43.3%). Fifteen patients (22.3%) had previous 
perianal abscess, and 29 patients had previous operations 
for perianal fistulas with 26 patients (38.9%) having seton 
and 3 patients (4.5%) having fistula plugs. ninety five 
percent of the fistulas treated with liFt/BioliFt were 
transsphincteric, with 77.2% being high transsphincteric. 
Half of the fistula (50.8%) were located anteriorly, 38.9% 
located posteriorly in midline and 10.2% located in lateral 
position. Preoperative anal manometry studies showed 
five patients (7.4%) had low resting pressure (mean: 25.3 
mmHg), and three patients (4.5%) had low squeeze pres-
sures (mean: 55.3 mmHg). the median final followup was 
36.7 weeks (range: 7.1 - 234.2 weeks). Primary success 
rate was 61.5%, and additional procedures were required 
in 40.2% of patients. the median time to failure/recur-
rence was 17 weeks (range: 1 - 160 weeks). the liFt 
had higher initial success rate than BioliFt however 
did not reach statistical significance (60.7% vs 33.3%, 
p=0.061). anterior fistula had lower primary success rate 
than fistula located elsewhere (41.9% vs 77.7%, p=0.006). 
amongst patients who needed additional procedure after 
initial failed liFt/BioliFt, 53.8% required incision and 
drainage of perianal abscess, 50% required seton, 53.8% 
required fistulotomy, and 30.8% had redo-BioliFt proce-
dure. Secondary success rate was 92.3%. there was no 
postoperative incontinence.

Conclusions/Discussion:	liFt is a procedure that can 
be performed safely in a technically demanding cohort 
of patients with complex fistulas without the added risk 
of causing incontinence. Failure/recurrence after initial 
operation is high, however they are amenable to repeat 
procedures with high rate of success in subsequent oper-
ations. anterior fistulas have a higher rate of failure and 
surprisingly use of BioliFt as opposed to liFt in the 
initial operation had higher rate of failure.

OSTOMY	USAGE	FOR	COLORECTAL	TRAUMA	
IN	WOUNDED	WARRIORS:	CHARACTERISTICS	
OF	COMBAT-RELATED	STOMA	CREATION.

Poster abstracts P101

l. Johnston, m. Wagner, m. Bradley, C. rodriguez, 
m. mcnally, J. duncan
Bethesda, MD

Purpose/Background:	 much has been learned about 
combat-related trauma management during the modern 
conflicts in iraq and afghanistan. However few reports 
describe the use of diverting ostomy in severely wounded 
combat casualties. While the loop colostomy, as compared 
to end colostomy or any ileostomy, has been advocated 
for in combat trauma literature due to its relative ease 
of reversal, many factors go into the decision of which 
diverting procedure to perform. We examine patterns of 
ostomy usage in a large series of combat trauma patients.

Methods/Interventions:	We performed a retrospective  
review of combat casualties injured in operation iraqi 
Freedom (oiF) or operation enduring Freedom (oeF, 
afghanistan) and treated at our continental u.S. 
(ConuS) military treatment facility from 2003-2014. 
all patients who underwent ostomy formation as part of 
their treatment were included. Clinical characteristics 
including the indication for the ostomy, whether damage 
control laparotomy (dCl) was performed, injury severity 
scores (iSS), associated injuries, and the type of ostomy 
created were recorded. Comparisons were made between 
patients who underwent loop colostomy, end-colostomy, 
and ileostomy.

Results/Outcome(s):	 We identified 104 patients who 
had ostomies created during the study time period. end 
colostomies were used in 76.0% of patients, loop colosto-
mies in 16.3%, and end ileostomies 7.7%. indications for 
stoma included colon injury in 45.2% of patients, rectal 
injury in 26.9%, fecal diversion for perineal wounds in 
23.1% and anal sphincter injury in 3.7%. management 
with end colostomies predominated for all indications, 
though rectal injuries were more likely than any other indi-
cation to be diverted via loop colostomy (table 1). mean 
iSS for all patients was 36.3 and did not identify the type 
of stoma created. However, for patients that underwent 
a dCl, end colostomies made up 81% of stomas created 

P101 Table 1: Indications for Diversion and Type of Ostomy Created

End Colostomy End Ileostomy Loop Colostomy Total
Anal Sphincter Injury 4 0 0 4
Colon Injury 38 8 1 47
Fecal Diversion for Wounds 21 0 4 25
Rectum Injury 16 0 12 28
Total 79 8 17 104
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compared to patients who did not undergo dCl where 
end colostomies made up only 58% of stomas (p=0.0012).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 lessons learned from our 
series of combat casualties managed with ostomies should 
improve our understanding of the role for diverting stoma 
in the severely wounded, both in the context of initial 
management of combat injuries as well as expectations for 
eventual ostomy reversal surgery. to our knowledge, this 
is the largest series to analyze combat-related stomas and 
the factors that contribute to their use. end colostomy was 
the procedure of choice for all indications for diversion 
investigated and the only method of diversion for anal 
sphincter injury in our cohort. end colostomy was the 
predominant ostomy selected in the dCl setting. Further 
research is ongoing to examine the long term outcomes for 
this unique group of patients and further guide the use and 
management of combat trauma stomas.

MORTALITY-BASED	CLOSTRIDIUM	DIFFICILE	
INFECTION	SCORE	USING	A	VALIDATED	
CLINICAL	PREDICTION	TOOL.

Poster abstracts P102

e. Zoog, S. Hollister, J. Kong, J. Stanley
Chattanooga, TN; East Melbourne, VIC, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 treatment guidelines for 
Clostridium difficile infection (Cdi) are limited by a lack 
of widely accepted Clinical Prediction tools (CPt). While 
clinical variables have been identified which correlate with 
mortality in patients with Cdi, a widely accepted, vali-
dated score system has yet to emerge. the aim of this study 
was to develop a mortality based Cdi score to evaluate the 
risk of mortality based on a validated CPt.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective chart review 
was performed on 655 inpatients with Cdi at a tertiary 
teaching hospital. our group has previous published five 
predictors of mortality in patients with Cdi. using these 
previously identified metrics, we employed univariate and 
multivariate analysis and internally validated this CPt 
based scoring system using bootstrap analysis.

Results/Outcome(s):	all five variables were found to 
be predictors of mortality in this study population. the 
odds ratios were 2.42 for age greater than 60, 4.11 for use 
of vasopressors, 3.23 for creatinine greater than 1.4, 4.53 

for use of steroids, and 4.12 for an albumin of less than or 
equal to 3. Based on this data, risk stratification based on 
number of risk factors identified at time of diagnosis into 
mild (0-1), moderate (2-3) and severe (4-5) Cdi score. 
these groups were found to have in-hospital mortalities 
of 1.06, 6.71, and 39.9%, respectively. these results were 
confirmed to be internally valid with bootstrap analysis.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Based on these data we have 
created a Cdi score based on an internally validated CPt. 
the predicted mortalities associated with this Cdi score 
will help to optimize management of these challenging 
patients. utilization of this Cdi score will identify patients 
who would most benefit from expeditious surgical inter-
vention, and conversely which patient population may 
be safely monitored for clinical deterioration or change in 
Cdi score.

ACUTE	DIVERTICULITIS	IN	THE	ELDERLY	
POPULATION.	DOES	AGE	MATTER?

Poster abstracts P103

m. michailidou, V. Pandit, V. Pandit
Tucson, AZ

Purpose/Background:	  diverticulitis remains a prev-
alent disease, especially in the elderly population. it has 
been established that elderly patients suffer more compli-
cations compared to their younger peers after surgical 
treatment of diverticulitis. However, the presentation still 
remains variable. the purpose of this study was to assess 
the severity of presenting symptoms and surgical manage-
ment of diverticulitis in elderly patients who require oper-
ative intervention.

Methods/Interventions:	We identified all patients with 
acute diverticulitis (iCd9 code: 562.11) from 2005 to 2012 
through the aCS – nSQiP database. the study population 
was divided into two groups based on age, by using age of 
75 as a cutoff. Patient demographics, severity of disease 
and need for emergency operation were compared between 
the two groups.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 23,749 patients met 
our inclusion criteria, out of which 11.8 % (n = 2,805) 
were 75 years or older. the elderly group was more likely 
to present with severe systemic disease (aSa ≥ 3, 74.2 %  
vs. 32 %, p < 0.001), sepsis or septic shock (19 % vs. 8.3 %, 

P102 Predictors of Mortality

Variable Odds Ratio C.I. (Lower) C. I. (Upper)
Age < 60 2.42 1.33 4.40
Vasopressor 4.11 2.06 8.21
Creatinine < or = 1.4 3.23 1.87 5.56
Steroids 4.53 2.55 8.04
Albumin < or = 3 4.12 2.27 7.47

C.I.: Confidence Interval
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p < 0.001) and require emergency operation (33 % vs. 14.6 
%, p < 0.001). intra-operatively, the presence of dirty field 
(40.7 % vs. 20.2 %, p < 0.001) and the need for colostomy 
(43.4 % vs. 19.4 %, p < 0.001) were significantly higher in 
the elderly population.

Conclusions/Discussion:	  elderly patients with acute 
diverticulitis are more likely to present with severe 
systemic disease, require emergency operation and colos-
tomy creation compared to their younger peers. early 
identification and surgical treatment of the disease may 
lead to less emergency operations and better outcomes in 
this population.

A	META-ANALYSIS	COMPARING	POSTERIOR	
COMPONENT	SEPARATION	(TRANSVERSUS	
ABDOMINUS	RELEASE)	WITH	ANTERIOR	
COMPONENT	SEPARATION	IN	THE	REPAIR	OF	
MIDLINE	VENTRAL/INCISIONAL	HERNIAS.

Poster abstracts P104

J. Hodgkinson, C. leo, P. Bassett, y. maeda, C. Vaizey, 
J. Warusavitarne
London, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	Posterior component separation 
and transversus abdominus muscle release (PCS) is rapidly 
becoming the technique of choice for local myofascial 
advancement in complex ventral hernia repair. this study 
aims to compare the outcomes of posterior component 
separation with the more established anterior component 
separation (aCS) technique.

Methods/Interventions:	 analysis was conducted 
according to PriSma guidelines. a systematic search 
of the medline, emBaSe and pubmed databases was 
performed using the search term “component separation”. 
Studies reporting exclusively on midline ventral and 
incisional hernia repair ustilising component separation 
techniques were reviewed. Studies describing PCS were 
selected and compared to matched studies describing aCS. 
meta-analysis was used to compare outcomes between the 
two-pooled groups.

Results/Outcome(s):	Seven studies describing 281 cases 
of PCS for midline incisional hernia using a retromuscular 
mesh placement were identified. thirteen comparable 

studies describing 686 cases of aCS and retromuscular 
mesh placement were identified from the same search. no 
randomised trials were identifed. Pooled and comparative 
anaylsis results can be found in table 1. Pooled analysis 
demonstrated a hernia recurrence rate of 5.7% (3.0-8.5) 
for PCS and 9.3% (5.4-13.3) for aCS. Comparative anal-
ysis demonstrated no significant difference between hernia 
recurrence rate (p=0.14). the use of bridging mesh was 
not significantly reduced by the use of PCS (3.1%) when 
compared to aCS (5.4%) (p=0.43). no significant differ-
ence was found in wound complication rates between 
the two techniques; wound complications ‘all’ 31.0% 
PCS vs 30.9% aCS (p=0.98), ‘superficial’ 10.9% PCS vs 
17.4% aCS (p=0.11) and ‘deep’ 9.5% PCS vs 7.2% aCS 
(p=0.32). the two groups were found to have a compa-
rable rate of reoperation 3.8% (0.1-7.2) for PCS versus 
5.1% (2.4-7.8) for aCS (p=0.58). the post-operative 
length of stay was also comparable; 7.7 days (5.2-10.2) for 
PCS and 6.6 (5.1-8.1) for aCS (p=0.44).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 these data suggest PCS 
has comparable outcomes for hernia recurrence, wound 
complications and re-operation versus aCS. this analysis 
is limited by the lack of comparative studies and heteroge-
nicity in the aCS group.

SUCCESSFUL	USE	OF	EXTRACELLULAR	
MATRIX	PLUGS	IN	THE	PERCUTANEOUS	
MANAGEMENT	OF	ENTEROCUTANEOUS	
FISTULAS.

Poster abstracts P105

r. Brown, J. Gallaher, J. Stavas, t. Sadiq, m. Koruda
Chapel Hill, NC; Omaha, NE

Purpose/Background:	 enterocutaneous fistulae 
(eCF) continue to present a difficult and protracted 
clinical problem with significant morbidity and mortality. 
numerous percutaneous methods have been proposed as 
intermediary treatment modalities between non-operative 
and surgical management. this study aims to review use of 
percutaneously placed extracellular matrix plugs (eCm) in 
management of eCF while identifying characteristics that 
may portend fistula closure.

P104 Table 1: A meta-analysis comparing PCS with ACS across a range of outcomes.

Outcome PCS ACS Comparison
Studies Pooled (%) CI (95%) Studies Pooled (%) CI (95%) Difference (%) Pooled (%) CI (95%)

Hernia recurrence 7 5.7 3.0-8.5 13 9.3 5.4-13.3 -3.6 -8.4-1.2 0.14
Bridging mesh 6 3.1 0.0-7.2 13 5.4 1.7-9.1 -2.2 -7.7-3.3 0.43
Wound complications (all) 6 31.0 23.4-38.5 11 30.9 25.0-36.8 0.1 -9.4-9.7 0.98
Wound complications (superficial) 7 10.9 7.3-14.5 10 17.4 10.4-24.5 -6.5 -14.4-1.4 0.11
Wound complications (deep) 7 9.5 6.0-13.0 10 7.2 4.0-10.3 2.4 -2.3-7.0 0.32
Re-operation 5 3.8 0.4-7.3 10 5.1 2.4-7.8 -1.2 -5.6-3.1 0.58
Length of stay 4 7.7 5.2-10.2 6 6.6 5.1-8.1 1.5 -1.8-4.1 0.44
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Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective chart review 
of patients with eCF who underwent treatment with 
eCm between 2000-2014 was conducted. each fistula was 
considered an individual case for analysis. the primary 
outcome was successful eCF closure. Categorical variables 
were compared using Pearson’s correlation and continuous 
variables with a 2-sample t-test.

Results/Outcome(s):	 36 patients with 40 eCF met 
inclusion criteria. the median age was 57.5 (iQr: 47.5-
64.5). 55% were male and 80% were Caucasian. the 
overall eCF closure rate was 33% (n=13). there was 
no significant difference in closure based on age, race, 
gender, eCF duration, prior radiation, steroid use, tract 
length, treatment attempts (range 1-5), or number of plugs 
used. a higher rate of closure was seen in gastric fistula 
(5/7, 71%) versus small bowel (2/15, 13%) or large bowel 
fistula (6/10, 60%) (p=0.015), eCF associated with prior 
G-tube sites (5/6, 83%) (p=0.017), and in patients with 
Bmi >25 (p=0.085). total parenteral nutrition (tPn) use 
(p=0.052) or history of inflammatory bowel disease (iBd) 
(p=0.045) were associated with lower closure rates.

Conclusions/Discussion:	our data suggest that percu-
taneous eCm is a viable option for intermediary manage-
ment of eCF. overweight patients (Bmi >25), gastric 
fistulae, enteral nutrition, and absence of iBd showed 
higher closure rates in our study population.

TIME	TO	REEVALUATE	COLONOSCOPY	AGE	
CUTOFF?	ADENOMAS	MORE	COMMON	IN	
ELDERLY	THAN	THOUGHT.

Poster abstracts P106

J. Fischer, n. engelking, J. thiele, e. Wietfeldt, J. rakinic
Springfield, IL

Purpose/Background:	 Colorectal cancer is most 
frequently diagnosed between the ages of 65 to 74 
years. the u.S. Preventive Services task Force and the 
american Society of Colon and rectal Surgeons currently 
recommend screening for colorectal cancer using colonos-
copy beginning at age 50 years and continuing until age 
75 years, with screening for patients aged 76 to 85 years 
based on individual patient health and prior screening 
history. referrals to colorectal surgery for newly diagnosed 
colorectal cancer patients aged 80 years and older are not 
uncommon. However, data on adenoma prevalence and 
detection in this age group is sparse. We sought to inves-
tigate if adenoma prevalence continues to increase with 
age, and whether extending criteria for colorectal cancer 
screening could allow older individuals access to poten-
tially life extending procedures.

Methods/Interventions:	 the emr of a large multi- 
specialty clinic that serves one million people in the central 
illinois region was queried from January 2015 through 
october 2016. inclusion criteria were age 50 or greater and 
colonoscopy performed for screening. exclusion criteria 
were age less than 50, and any history of adenomatous 
polyps or personal history of colorectal cancer.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the cohort consisted of 5,762 
patients; 54.2% were male. the average age was 60  
(Sd = 8). one or more adenomas were detected in 46.3% 
of the population; a sessile serrated adenoma (SSa) was 
detected in 6.5% of the population. Cochran-armitage 
test for trend was used to identify a trend in the adenoma 
detection rate with increasing age. adenoma detection 
rate rose significantly with increasing age (50-59, 60-69, 
70-79, and 80-90; p=0.0023). this trend was consistent 
for both males and females (p=0.0307 and p=0.0104, 

P106 

Age 50-59
(N=2979)

Age 60-69
(N=2046)

Age 70-79
(N=687)

Age 80-90
(N=50)

Adenoma Number % Number % Number % Number % p-value
Total 1334 44.8 958 46.9 345 50.2 29 58.0 0.0023
Males (54.2%) 619 39.4 471 41.2 166 43.7 16 59.3 0.0307
Females (45.8%) 711 50.7 486 54 179 58.3 13 56.5 0.0104

p=<0.0001 p=<0.0001 p=0.0002 p=1.0

SSA Number % Number % Number % Number % p-value
Total 191 6.4 137 6.7 46 6.7 3 6 0.7455
Males (54.2%) 94 6.0 75 6.6 26 6.8 1 3.7 0.5757
Females (45.8%) 97 6.9 62 6.9 20 6.5 2 8.7 0.9920
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respectively). there was a significant association between 
adenoma detection and gender with females having a 
greater proportion of adenomas (p<0.0001). this associa-
tion was significant throughout each age group except for 
age 80-90 (p<0.001). there was no significant trend seen 
in SSa rates with increasing age category for overall rate 
or male and female separately (p=0.7455, p=0.5757 and 
p=0.992, respectively).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 our study found a statis-
tically significant increasing adenoma detection rate in 
both genders through age 79, with a trend of continued 
increased adenomas after age 80. We also found that 
women in these age groups had a higher risk for adenoma 
than men of the same age. these findings suggest that the 
current recommendation of ending routine screening after 
age 75 deserves re-evaluation. additionally, the finding of 
significantly higher adenoma rates in women as compared 
to men is counter to current literature and deserves further 
investigation.

A	POPULATION-BASED	ANALYSIS	OF	SMALL	
BOWEL	GASTROINTESTINAL	TUMORS	
(GIST)	SHOWS	A	SHIFT	TO	EARLIER	STAGE	
AT	DIAGNOSIS:	ANALYSIS	OF	THE	SEER	
DATABASE.

Poster abstracts P107

K. Suradkar, B. lebwohl, a. neugut, P. Green, r. Kiran
New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	Since Hirota et al distinguished 
features of gastrointestinal tumors (GiSt) in 1998, 
previous studies evaluating GiSts included other small 
bowel tumors, potentially overestimating the incidence. 
We aim to find the true incidence of small bowel GiSts 
from the Seer database, which specifically codes GiSts 
since 2001.

Methods/Interventions:	 From the Seer database 
(2001 – 2013), patients with small bowel GiSts were 
identified. incidence rates and trends over time in the 
designated time period were calculated. Kaplan-meier and 
cox regression test were used to compare survivals. trends 
over time based on frequencies were calculated using the 
percent change (PC) and annual percent change (aPC).

Results/Outcome(s):	1170 patients were diagnosed with 
small bowel GiSt from 2001 – 2013. median age was 60 
years with more male (57.4%) patients. the most common 
stage was localized (58%) GiSts and the median size was 
6 cm. the overall incidence of GiSt in the uSa was 
1.5/1,000,000 persons, the annual- and percent changes 
were -0.78 and -8.97, showing a declining trend. there 
was a declining incidence seen in males (aPC = -1.5,  
PC = -6.18) but increasing trend in females (aPC = 0.15,  
PC = 15.7). other races had significantly decreased inci-
dence from 2001 to 2013 (aPC = -7.54, p<0.05) while 
incidence in white patients was 0.101 (aPC = 0.44, 

p=ns). the incidence of localized stage GiSts is increasing 
(annual rate ratio [arr] 2001 = 0.86 and 2013 = 1.11, 
95% Ci 0.69 – 1.70) while that of regional GiSt incidence 
is declining (annual rate ratio compared to 2001 = 1.76 
and 2013 = 1.13 95% Ci 0.44 – 2.45). the incidence of 
GiSts in the jejunum has increased (arr was 2001 = 
0.55 and 2013 = 0.76 95% Ci 0.3822 – 1.3823) while that 
in the duodenum (arr was 2001 = 1.25 and 2013 = 0.97 
95% Ci 0.49 – 1.76) and ileum (arr was 2001 = 1.68 
and 2013 = 0.94 95% Ci 0.36 – 2.07) is declining. overall 
survival for localized and regional stage GiSts was similar. 
using the same codes, the incidence of GiSt prior to 2001 
showed a 7 fold increase in the incidence from 1991-2001 
and a declining trend after 2001. the median survival 
of patient was 148, 126, and 69 months for localized, 
regional, and distant GiSts from 2001 – 2013, respectively 
while it was 121, 111, and 19 months from 1991 – 2000, 
respectively.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 incidence of small bowel 
GiSts in the uS has seen a modest decline since 2001 
with a greater proportion of patients diagnosed at an earlier 
stage likely due to the influence of newer imaging and endo-
scopic technology. Further, localized and regional GiSts 
have similar survival in the era of imatinib (post-2002).

incidence of GiSt before and after 2001

WOUND	PROTECTORS	IN	REDUCING	
SURGICAL	SITE	INFECTIONS	IN	COLORECTAL	
SURGERY:	AN	UPDATED	META-ANALYSIS	OF	
RANDOMIZED	CONTROLLED	TRIALS.

Poster abstracts P108

l. Zhang, B. elsolh, S. Patel
Kingston, ON, Canada

Purpose/Background:	 Surgical site infection (SSi) is 
a common complication in colorectal surgery, affecting 
up to 25% of patients. SSis increase length of stay, incur 
increased costs to the healthcare system, and contribute 
to postoperative mobidity and mortality. Wound protec-
tion devices (or “wound retractors”) have been increas-
ingly used in the past few decades in the effort to reduce 
SSi rates. We performed an updated meta-analysis to 
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determine if the use of wound protectors reduces the  
incidence of SSis in colorectal surgery.

Methods/Interventions:	medline and emBaSe data-
bases were searched between 1946 and 2016. randomized 
controlled trials comparing SSi rates in wound protector 
vs. no wound protector in colorectal surgery were included. 
the odds ratio was calculated for the primary outcome. 
We used random effects modelling to account for clinical 
heterogeneity. Subgroup analysis was conducted comparing 
single ring vs. dual ring wound protectors.

Results/Outcome(s):	 twelve rCts with 544 partic-
ipants were included in the meta-analysis. there was a 
significant decrease in the odds of developing SSi in wound 
protector group (or 0.64, 95%Ci 0.45 – 0.90, P<0.01,  
i2 = 55%). Seven studies used single ring wound protec-
tors, and the remaining 5 studies used dual ring wound 
protectors. there was subgroup effect (P = 0.01) with dual 
ring wound protectors associated with significantly lower 
incidence of SSis (or 0.31, 95%Ci 0.18 – 0.52, P<0.0001, 
i2 = 12%), which was not appreciated in the single ring 
wound protector group (or 0.84, 95%Ci 0.67 – 1.04,  
P = 0.11, i2 = 0%). only one study included laparoscopic 
surgery, not sufficient for subgroup analysis. three studies 
had high risk of bias in at least one category. the Grade 
quality of evidence was moderate.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 our updated meta-analysis 
provides the best available evidence for the use of wound 
protectors in preventing SSis in colorectal procedures. 
Wound protector use is associated with decreased odds of 
developing SSi in patients undergoing colorectal surgery. 
Based on our subgroup results, dual ring wound retractors 
are associated with lower odds of developing SSi, while this 
effect is not appreciated in the single ring wound retractor 
group. Further evidence is required to delineate the role 
of wound protectors in laparoscopic surgery and potential 
complications of wound protector use.

RESULTS	OF	COMBINED	ENDOSCOPIC	
LAPAROSCOPIC	POLYPECTOMY.

Poster abstracts P109

F. Pakravan, C. Helmes, i. alldinger
Duesseldorf, Germany

Purpose/Background:	 all patients selected for CelP 
were analyzed from a prospectively maintained single 
institution database. in all cases an outpatient colonoscopy 
showed benign pathology for colon polyps unamenable for 
conventional snare polypectomy. CelP was performed in 
general anaesthesia in lithothomy position as Co2 colo-
noscopy. a follow-up colonoscopy was performed between  
3 and 9 months after CelP.

Methods/Interventions:	 all patients selected for CelP 
were analyzed from a prospectively maintained single insti-
tution database. in all cases an outpatient colonoscopy 
showed benign pathology for colon polyps unamenable for 
conventional snare polypectomy. CelP was performed in 
general anaesthesia in lithothomy position as Co2 colo-
noscopy. a follow-up colonoscopy was performed between  
3 and 9 months after CelP.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Between december 2014 und 
october 2016 26 patients underwent CelP, age 61 ± 14 
years; 9 male, 17 female; follow up: 478 ± 292 days. Polyp 
location: Coecum: 6, C. ascendens: 8, hepatic flexure: 1, 
C. transversum: 5, C. sigmoideum: 6. in 24 (92%) cases 
CelP was successful, polyp size 1,7 (1.2 – 2.8) cm, opera-
tion time 87 (55 – 96) min, mean hospital stay 3±1 days. 
in 2 (8%) cases laparoscopic segmental colon resection 
was performed because of technical diffficulties. in all 
cases no major complications occured. no carcinomas 
were detected in postoperative pathology. in 7 (29%, 24 
pat.) a further polypectomy was necessary during follow-up 
colonoscopy. in 1 (4%) patient an adenocarcinoma was 
detected and a subsequent colon resection was performed. 
in 16 (67%) patients no polyp was found during control 
examination.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 CelP is a safe treatment 
option for large polyps or those, who are difficult to 
remove but short term control colonoscopies are necessary, 
respecting the possible risk of recurrence. in addition a 
longer follow-up is mandatory.

DOES	EXTRAPERITONEAL	STOMA	
FORMATION	REDUCE	THE	INCIDENCE	OF	
PARASTOMAL	HERNIA?

Poster abstracts P110

S. Skube, n. aziken, r. madoff, W. Gaertner, G. melton, 
m. Kwaan
Minneapolis, MN

Purpose/Background:	Parastomal hernia is a common 
problem with multiple previously identified risk factors. 
the aim of this study was to assess potential risk factors 
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in the development of parastomal hernia in patients 
who underwent transperitoneal or extraperitoneal stoma 
formation.

Methods/Interventions:	a retrospective medical record 
review of all patients who underwent end ostomy at 
a single institution from 2008 to 2015 was performed. 
Patients under 18 years, those who died within 30 days, or 
those with a urinary stoma alone were excluded. each new 
ostomy creation was classified as a separate unit of analysis. 
Parastomal hernia was defined by either its presence on 
review of computed tomography (Ct) imaging or by clin-
ical documentation in a post-operative physical exam. all 
post-operative Ct scans were reviewed by the study inves-
tigators. all clinic encounters with the operative surgeon 
as well as the patient’s last encounter with any physician 
were reviewed for clinical documentation. the study was 
approved by our irB.

Results/Outcome(s):	the records of 236 end ostomies 
in 204 unique procedures were reviewed. over half of the 
patients were female (59%). the average age was 56.7 (Sd 
15.2) years and the average body mass index (Bmi) was 
26.6 (Sd 6.9). thirty-six (18%) patients were wheelchair 
bound. the most common indication for surgery was a 
functional bowel disorder. the majority (72%) of stomas 
were performed in an elective setting and 25 (11%) were 
created laparoscopically. Post-operative Ct scans at a 
median of 10.6 months (interquartile range 1.6-27.4) from 
surgery were available to review in 178 (74%) of cases. 
overall, 50 parastomal hernias (21.2%) were found at 
a median follow up of 11.4 months (interquartile range 
4.1-28.0). Fourteen (28%) of the hernias were identified 

by physical examination and 22 (44%) on the original 
Ct report. Forty-five (90%) of the hernias were identified 
on Ct review. Seven hernias (14%) were repaired. no 
parastomal hernias were identified in 17 patients with an 
extraperitoneal stoma (0% vs. 22.8%; p=0.03) at a median 
follow up of 11.9 (interquartile range 2.4-27.3) months. 
Female sex, Bmi 25-35, and transperitoneal stoma were 
significantly associated with an increased risk of parastomal  
hernia (table).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 a significant proportion of 
parastomal hernias were not clinically detected by physical 
exam documentation in our medical record review. in our 
experience, extraperitoneal stomas are associated with a 
very low parastomal hernia rate at short term follow up. 
Several previously reported risk factors for parastomal 
hernia were not significant in this cohort, especially in 
patients who underwent extraperitoneal stoma.

SINGLE	INCISION	LAPAROSCOPIC	SURGERY	
TOTAL	ABDOMINAL	COLECTOMY	AND	
TOTAL	PROCTOCOLECTOMY	WITH	ILEAL	
POUCH-ANAL	ANASTOMOSIS:	A	REASONABLE	
APPROACH	FOR	COMPLEX	SURGERY.

Poster abstracts P111

K. nagatomo, a. Helber, J. marks
Wynnewood, PA

Purpose/Background:	SilS colectomy is often consid-
ered an option only for right colectomies or “ideal” surgical 
candidates. We have performed SilS for patients requiring 
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Risk factor n (% of total)
Parastomal hernias  

(% of subgroup) p-value
Male
Female

93 (39.4%)
143 (60.6%)

12 (12.9%)
38 (26.6%)

p = 0.01*

BMI < 18 or >= 35
BMI 25-35

134 (56.8%)
102 (43.2%)

18 (13.4%)
32 (31.4%)

p = 0.001*

Steroids
No steroids

15 (6.4%)
221 (93.6%)

4 (26.7%)
46 (20.8%)

p = 0.53

Immunosuppression
No immunosuppression

48 (20.3%)
187 (79.2%)

10 (20.8%)
40 (21.4%)

p = 1.00

Prior hernia
No prior hernia

26 (11.0%)
210 (89.0%)

9 (34.6%)
41 (19.5%)

p = 0.12

Transverse colostomy
Other ostomy

33 (14.0%)
203 (86.0%)

11 (33.3%)
39 (19.2%)

p = 0.10

Transperitoneal stoma
Extraperitoneal stoma

219 (92.8%)
17 (7.2%)

50 (22.8%)
0 (0%)

p = 0.03*

Colostomy/urostomy
Ileostomy

218 (92.4%)
18 (7.6%)

43 (19.7%)
7 (38.9%)

p = 0.07

Surgical site infection
No surgical site infection

32 (14.0%)
203 (86.0%)

8 (25.0%)
42 (20.6%)

p = 0.64
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taC and tPC-iPaa since 2010. However, research 
regarding SilS’s feasibility for taC and tPC-iPaa is 
scarce and outcome analysis is needed.

Methods/Interventions:	 Between 2/2010 and 7/2016, 
35 patients underwent SilS taC (n=20) or tPC-iPaa 
(n=15) with data prospectively maintained in a data-
base. unfavorable patients’ characteristics were defined 
as previous abdominal surgery, Bmi≥30, and/or aSa≥iii. 
outcomes were analyzed regarding diagnosis, pre-, peri- 
and post-operative considerations.

Results/Outcome(s):	SilS taC or tPC was performed 
for 35 patients with diagnosis of uC (n=24), FaP (n=4), 
Colonic inertia (n=4), Pan-diverticulitis (n=2) and 
Crohn’s colitis (n=1). there were 15 men and 20 women. 
mean age was 48 years (21-79). mean Bmi was 25 kg/m2 
(16.8-38.0), 11% (4/35) with Bmi ≥30. 60% (21/35) had 
at least one unfavorable characteristic. 17% had previous 
abdominal surgery. 49% had aSa ≥iii. 37% had 1 unfavor-
able factor, 14% had 2 unfavorable factors and 8.5% had 
3 unfavorable factors. mean eBl was 206cc (25-1500). 
mean incision was 1.5 cm. there were no mortalities. 
there were no conversions to open surgeries. SilS comple-
tion rate was 83%. overall, laparoscopic conversion rate 
was 17% (6/35): 8.5% for SilS+1 and 8.5% for multi-port 
laparoscopy. Between SilS taC and tPC, no difference 
was shown in conversion rate requiring 1 additional lapa-
roscopic port (10% vs 7%, p=0.72). there was a higher, 
though non-significant, conversion rate to multiport in 
tPC compared to taC (20% vs 0%, p=0.061). days to 
Bm was shorter in taC (2.2 vs 3.8, p=0.049). a similar 
trend was observed in time to flatus (2 vs 3.4, p=0.074), 
clears (2.1 vs 2.7, p=0.43) and lr diet (4 vs 6.4, p=0.19). 
length of hospital stay for taC was 7 (mode; range 4-19) 
and 7 (mode; range 4-88) for tPC. intraop morbidity was 
2.8% (1/35): intraabdominal bleeding. Postop morbidity 
was 22% (8/35): 2 anastomotic leak/pelvic abscess (5.7%), 
2 ileus, 1 urinary retention, 1 postop transfusion, 1 rP 
bleed after dialysis, 1 high ileostomy output.

Conclusions/Discussion:	our study refutes the notion 
that SilS colorectal surgery should only be done for right 
colectomies and in “ideal” surgical candidates. Complex 
surgery (SilS taC+tPC) was performed with no 
mortality or open conversion, low intraop morbidity and 
notably a low anastomotic leak/pelvic abscess rate. While 
this study suffers from potential selection bias that 60% 
were “unfavorable” surgical candidates, it demonstrates 
the efficacy of SilS in the most complex colorectal cases.

INCIDENCE	OF	ANASTOMOTIC	LEAK	IN	
ELECTIVE	HIGH	ANTERIOR	RESECTION	IN	
DIVERTICULAR	DISEASE	VS	NEOPLASIA.

Poster abstracts P112

e. daniel, K. narula, m. Wallace, G. makin
Perth, WA, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 interval colectomy for divertic-
ulitis has been suggested as a means to prevent further 
attacks although recently this recommendation has come 
under scrutiny. Studies have demonstrated increased 
morbidity and mortality when comparing colectomy for 
diverticular disease with neoplasia; however, there is a 
paucity of literature comparing the incidence of anasto-
motic leak between resections for diverticular disease and 
neoplasia in the elective setting. We aim to compare the 
incidence of anastomotic leak in open or laparoscopic 
high anterior resections between diverticular disease and 
neoplasia.

Methods/Interventions:	 Consecutive patients 
presenting to Fremantle Hospital, Fiona Stanley Hospital 
and St. John of God Hospital, murdoch for an elective high 
anterior resection were identified from two prospective 
databases for the period between august 2007 and august 
2016. Clinical records were reviewed. included patients 
had an elective laparoscopic or open anterior resection 
with an anastomosis above the peritoneal reflection for 
the indication of either diverticular disease or neoplasia; 
patients were excluded if they had a covering stoma or 
more than one anastomosis. the diagnosis of anastomotic 
leak was established on radiology and or the requirement of 
a therapeutic intervention within 30 days of the operation. 
leaks were graded according to classification proposed by 
the international Study Group of rectal Cancer (rahbari 
et al.)

Results/Outcome(s):	 of the 534 patients identified, 
340 had an anterior resection for neoplasia and 194 had 
a resection for diverticular disease; age (mean 66 vs 58,  
p 0.001), sex (male 58.8% vs 49.4%, p 0.038) were dissim-
ilar whilst aSa (p 0.140), proportion performed laparo-
scopically (80% vs 84.5%, p 0.203), conversion rate to 
open (2.9% vs 2.4%, p 1.000) and consultant supervision  
(p 0.610) were similar. the incidence of anastomotic leak 
for the neoplasia and diverticular group was 4.7% (n = 16) 
and 7.2% (n = 14) respectively (p 0.244). two in each 
group were treated with antibiotics only while all others 
were returned to theatre. overall incidence of anastomotic 
leak was 5.6% (n =30). median length of stay was 5 days 
in the neoplasia group and 6 days in the diverticular group  
(p 0.304), in-hospital mortality was 0.03% (n=1) and 
1.0% (n=2) respectively (p 0.300).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 although there was an 
increased incidence of anastomotic leak in the diverticular 
group it was not statistically significant. Within the limita-
tions of a retrospective review we conclude that the risk of 
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anastomotic leak in resection for diverticular disease does 
not preclude an elective operation.

INTERNAL	HERNIA	VIA	TRANSMESENTERIC	
DEFECT	AFTER	ROBOTIC	LOW	ANTERIOR	
RESECTION:	A	REPORT	OF	TWO	CASES.

Poster abstracts P113

a. dakwar, C. Foglia
Flushing, NY

Purpose/Background:	  robotic low anterior resection 
(rlar) has become common practice for surgical treat-
ment of low rectal cancers. as in laparoscopic colorectal 
surgery, the mesenteric defect remaining after colorectal 
resection and anastomosis is not routinely closed. rarely, 
this defect has been reported as the etiology of an incar-
cerated small bowel obstruction. this is the first report of 
an internal hernia causing a small bowel obstruction after 
a robotic low anterior resection.

Methods/Interventions:	 Case #1 a 45 year old female, 
underwent a robotic low anterior resection with loop ileos-
tomy for t3n0 rectal cancer, presented 10 weeks after 
surgery with clinical symptoms of a small bowel obstruc-
tion. Computed tomography illustrated signs of a closed 
loop obstruction and confirmed diagnosis. at laparotomy, 
small bowel loops were found to be herniated under the 
transverse colon through the colonic mesenteric defect 
into the left upper quadrant of the abdomen. Small bowel 
resection and anastomosis was performed for findings of 
strangulation (Figure 1). the mesocolic defect was not 
closed. the postoperative course was uneventful. Case #2 
a 39 year old male, with history of a robotic low anterior 
resection and loop ileostomy for t3n0 rectal cancer, 
underwent elective reversal of ileostomy twelve weeks 
later. Postoperative course was complicated by an ileus, 
requiring nasogastric decompression and nothing per os 
regimen. upon postoperative day four, the patient’s clin-
ical exam worsened and was concerning for a small bowel 
obstruction. Computed tomography illustrated signs of a 
closed loop obstruction and confirmed diagnosis. at lapa-
rotomy, small bowel loops including the ileostomy reversal 
anastomotic site were found to be herniated under the 
transverse colon through the colonic mesenteric defect. 
the bowel was reduced and viability was established. the 
mesocolic defect was not closed. the second postoperative 
course was uneventful.

Results/Outcome(s):	  there are few reports of inter-
nal-mesocolic herniation as a complication of laparoscopic 
colorectal surgery, a rare but morbid occurrence. Here 
we report the first two cases of an internal hernia after a 
robotic low anterior resection. Currently, there are no data 
to support how and whether the mesocolic defect should 
be closed in laparoscopic colorectal surgery. this report 
of two cases, illustrates the potential morbidity of internal 
hernias in robotic low anterior resections.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Given the potential morbidity 
of internal hernias in all abdominal surgery, its rarity 
should not preclude its significance. this report of two 
distinct cases after a robotic low anterior resection should 
perhaps encourage more investigation on the management 
of mesocolic defects.

Figure 1. image of gangrenous small bowel loop herniated through the 
mesocolic defect.

PELVIC	MRI	IMAGING	PARAMOUNT	IN	
PREOPERATIVE	PLANNING	OF	PREVIOUSLY	
DRAINED	PRESACRAL	CYSTIC	NEOPLASM.

Poster abstracts P114

K. Sims, P. rider, J. Hunter, l. Grimm
Mobile, AL

Purpose/Background:	Presacral neoplasms are located 
between the sacrum and the rectum and are rarely 
encountered. they may be classified as congenital (2/3) 
versus acquired (1/3); benign versus malignant. uhlig 
and Johnson further classified as: benign (epidermoid, 
dermoid, tailgut/ duplication cyst), neurogenic (chor-
doma, neuroblastoma, meningocele), osseous (osteoma/
chondroma/sarcoma) and miscellaneous (GiSt, carci-
noid). our patient is a 58-year-old female referred to our 
colorectal service for a presacral mass present for one 
year. Previously, she underwent transrectal aspiration with 
resultant infection requiring multiple incision and drainage 
procedures that ultimately resolved. about one year later, 
she re-presented without recurrence of perianal drainage 
or signs of infection, but with recurrent pelvic pain and 
pressure. Physical exam was unremarkable; however, mri 
demonstrated a presacral cystic fluid collection measuring 
4 cm by 1.5 cm as well as thickening of the left puborectalis 
and an indefinable intersphincteric fat plane from previous 
procedures. the mass abutted the anterior portion of the 
coccyx. the differential diagnosis included tail gut cyst, 
dermoid cyst and teratoma – all with malignant potential 
and obviating need for removal.

Methods/Interventions:	 equipped with the mri, we 
elected to proceed with a posterior operative approach 
with en bloc resection of the mass and coccyx. the mri 
allowed us to accurately map out the required length of 
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our incision and appreciate the need for an en bloc coccy-
gectomy. additionally, we anticipated that the left-sided 
portion of the dissection would be difficult based on her 
history and the mri findings, and indeed it was with cyst 
violation. ultimately the cyst and coccyx were removed, 
and the cyst bed in the area without a clear plane seen on 
mri was ablated with electrocautery. Flexible sigmoidos-
copy verified that the rectum had not been violated.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Pathology revealed a benign 
squamous-lined cyst consistent with an epidermoid cyst. 
no dysplastic elements were identified. Six months from 
surgery the patient is doing very well without evidence of 
recurrence.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Presacral masses are rare 
and often benign but do have malignant potential. the 
work-up of presacral masses should rarely involve a biopsy, 
especially transrectally, as this has the potential to seed 
a biopsy tract, cause infection, and compromise surgical 
planes, often necessitating a much more radical resection 
to obtain an r0 resection and increasing the chance of 
local recurrence. as our patient’s cyst had been violated 
numerous times, both transrectally and transcutaneously, 
the definitive operative intervention was tedious, and the 
risk of cyst recurrence is high. this case demonstrates 
that imaging with mri is important for characterizing the 
nature of a presacral mass and quite beneficial in devel-
oping a successful operative plan.

Presacral Cystic Fluid Collection measuring 4 cm x 1.5 cm on mri.

A	CASE	STUDY	OF	APPENDICEAL	
DIVERTICULUM	PRESENTING	AS	A	
SUBMUCOSAL	MASS.

Poster abstracts P115

n. Pierre, m. Saidy, e. King, W. ambroze
Sandy Springs, GA

Purpose/Background:	 diverticulosis of the appendix 
is a rare pathologic entity. of all appendectomies, the 
incidence is reported between 0.004% and 2.1%1,2. it was 
first described in the literature in 18935. Perforation rates 
as high as 66% have been reported, carrying an associ-
ated mortality rate 30% higher than acute appendicitis1. 
Complications like massive Gi bleeding, abscesses, and 
peritoneal pseudomyxoma (in the case of malignancy) 
have also been reported1. We report a case of an appen-
diceal diverticulum presenting as an asymptomatic submu-
cosal mass.

Methods/Interventions:	 this is the case of a 64 year 
old female who presented for a screening colonoscopy and 
was found to have a submucosal cecal mass at the time of 
her procedure. this submucosal mass was non-obstructing, 
and measured 2 cm. Colonoscopic biopsy results showed 
normal mucosa with submucosal lymphoid aggregates. 
in an effort to rule out malignancy and the possibility of 
sampling error, she underwent a laparoscopic ileocolic 
resection.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Final pathology determined this 
mass-like appearance was produced by a diverticulum 
distended with fecolith. the overlying mucosal changes 
were histologically benign hyperplastic mucosal lymphoid 
tissue at the base of the appendix. the immediate postop-
erative period was without complication and patient was 
discharged on postoperative day four. She was readmitted 
on postoperative day 21 for portal vein thrombosis. She 
didn’t require any further surgeries, and was transitioned 
to therapeutic anticoagulation and was discharged hospital 
day 3.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 appendiceal diverticula are 
rare entities often identified at the time of surgery for 
other indications. there is no indication that having a 
diverticulum is of itself an indication for surgery, however 
we must be cognoscente of its potential risks: diverticulitis, 
bleeding, abscess and/or perforation. if it harbors a malig-
nancy it bears the standard risks association with colonic 
malignancy and should be treated as such. When the diag-
nosis is in doubt, surgical intervention is required.
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GIANT	RECTAL	ADENOMA:	DOES	SIZE	
MATTER?

Poster abstracts P1316

y. alimi, a. Karabala, a. Pysher, m. Bayasi
Washington, District of Columbia

Purpose/Background:	Giant rectal adenoma (Gra) is 
a unique disease of the rectum that can result in a quan-
dary for diagnosis. Gras can mimic large cancerous lesions 
or benign lipomas and can cause symptoms of obstruction 
or prolapse. different pathology like giant rectal hamar-
tomas have been described in Peutz-Jeghers syndrome. We 
performed a literature review and present a case of Gra.

Methods/Interventions:	 a 69 year old male, with no 
family history of colorectal cancer, presented with weight 
loss and diarrhea and was found to have a giant rectal 
polyp encompassing the rectum from 6-20 cm from the 
anal verge circumferentially. Given the size of the mass, 
pelvic mri was performed and didn’t reveal any invasion. 
endoscopic biopsy showed tubulovillous adenoma and he 
underwent an open low anterior resection. intraoperative 
evaluation of the specimen by pathology found the lesion 
to be consistent with a Gra. the patient did well post 
operatively without morbidity. He was found to have a 
13.5 x 11 cm tubulovillous adenoma with focal intra-
mucosal carcinoma with no evidence of lymphovascular 
or perineural invasion. 0/15 lymph nodes were positive 
resulting in a tisn0, stage 0 lesion.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Gras mimic a wide array of 
rectal lesions and clinical features provide a tipping 
point towards benign or malignant a priori diagnosis. it is 
reported that over 70% of adenomas greater than 3.5cm 
in size are found to have a carcinomatous foci. Care 
must be taken in the work up, as these lesions may be 
harbingers of cancerous lesion or insights to syndromic 
patterns. Gras are more common in patients with ulcer-
ative colitis and are rarely found in children. they may 
present as intestinal obstruction, weight loss, and abdom-
inal discomfort. Giant rectal polyps may be associated 
with syndromes including Peutz-Jeghers, Brill-Symmers 
disease, mcKittrick-Wheelock syndrome, and Castleman’s 
disease. multiple surgical techniques have been reported 
for removal of these lesions based on location, size, and 
surgeon experience. techniques include endoscopic exci-
sion, segmental surgical resection, and transanal endo-
scopic microsurgery (tem). transanal excision of lesions 
has been reported with up to 36% recurrence rates and 
up to 19% morbidity. However, in evaluation of 43 giant 
adenomas, Choi et al report successful en bloc removal of 
100% of lesions excised by tem. in lesions that are large 
and circumferential in nature, surgical resection should be 
performed. total mesorectal excision for exceedingly large 
tumors due to familiarity with the technique and minimal 
morbidity is recommended.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 rectal adenoma can prog-
ress into a flat giant form causing obstruction, diarrhea, 

or abdominal pain. Preoperative studies must include 
endorectal ultrasound or pelvic mri to evaluate for 
invasion. Care should be taken to evaluate for associ-
ated syndromes and malignant transformation of lesions. 
Surgical approach should be catered to patient morbidities, 
the location and size of lesion, and surgeon experience.

Giant rectal adenoma: circumfrential 13.5 x 11 cm tubulovillous ade-
noma

A	CASE	OF	MIDGUT	VOLVULUS	ASSOCIATED	
WITH	A	JEJUNAL	DIVERTICULUM.

Poster abstracts P117

r. nemoyer, J. Gutowski, G. Parker
New Brunswick, NJ; Piscataway, NJ; Neptune, NJ

Purpose/Background:	 midgut volvulus in adults is 
a rare entity that may present with intermittent colicky 
abdominal pain mixed with completely asymptomatic 
episodes. this small bowel twist may result in complica-
tions of obstruction, ischemia, hemorrhage or perforation. 
With a midgut volvulus, complications may be life threat-
ening and emergent surgical intervention is the mainstay 
of treatment. this current case involves an 80-year-old 
women with intermittent abdominal pain with increasing 
severity and decreasing interval of time to presentation.

Methods/Interventions:	a Cat scan revealed mesen-
teric swirling with possible internal hernia.

Results/Outcome(s):	a diagnostic laparoscopy followed 
by laparotomy revealed a midgut volvulus, extensive adhe-
sions involving the root of the mesentery and a large 
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jejunal diverticulum. the adhesions where lysed enabling 
untwisting of the bowel, allowing placement of the small 
bowel in the correct anatomic position and resection of the 
jejunal diverticulum.

Conclusions/Discussion:	this is a rare case of midgut 
volvulus with intermittent abdominal pain, associated 
with jejunal diverticulum managed successfully. a midgut 
volvulus should be considered in the differential diagnosis 
of a patient who presents with a small bowel obstruction 
secondary to an internal hernia, especially when a swirl 
sign is present on Cat scan.

open view of volvulized small bowel

BILATERAL	INTERNAL	ILIAC	ARTERY	
ANEURYSMS	LEADING	TO	PARTIAL	COLONIC	
OBSTRUCTION:	A	CASE	REPORT.

Poster abstracts P118

H. Hanif, m. Ghaleb, Z. Kronfol
El Paso, TX

Purpose/Background:	 isolated iliac artery aneurysms 
(iaa) are uncommon, with an overall incidence of 0.03%. 
the incidence of iaa associated with an abdominal aortic 
aneurysm is higher.

Methods/Interventions:	 We present a case of a 
74-year-old gentleman with bilateral fusiform aneurysmal 
dilation of his common and internal iliac arteries respec-
tively. the left iliac aneurysm was ruptured represented by 
active bleeding adjacent to the left iliac aneurysm.

Results/Outcome(s):	 He underwent emergent endo-
vascular stenting of the left common and left internal 
iliac arteries. the patient then developed a large bowel 
obstruction secondary to the right aneurysm and left 
hematoma, underwent an angiography which showed 

the aneurysm extending from the right common iliac to 
proximal external iliac and internal iliac arteries. Stenting 
of the right common to the right external iliac artery with 
an extension into the internal iliac artery was done. the 
patient did well after the procedure and continued to have 
multiple bowel movements.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 our described case is the 
only one to have undergone endovascular stenting to treat 
bilateral iliac aneurysms and describes the feasibility of 
endoscopic management of colonic obstruction.

Ct abdomen and Pelvis depicting the bilateral iliac aneurysms

USE	OF	STENTING	FOR	OBSTRUCTING	
RECTAL	CANCER	AS	A	BRIDGE	TO	
NEOADJUVANT	THERAPY	AND	SURGERY:	A	
CASE	SERIES.

Poster abstracts P119

a. morgan, r. irons, m. Kwiatt, H. Ho, a. elfant, 
S. mcClane
Collingswood, NJ; Camden, NJ

Purpose/Background:	 Self-expanding metal stents 
(SemS) have been increasingly used as a bridge to surgery 
for colorectal cancer. Prospective studies have shown 
SemS to be associated with lower complication rates, 
shorter hospital stay, and less definitive stoma placement 
when compared to traditional diverting colostomy for 
colon cancer. However, the role of SemS in the manage-
ment of obstructing rectal cancers as a bridge to neoadju-
vant therapy and surgery has not been well defined, and 
published data is limited to a single case report with a 
positive outcome.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective case series of 
4 patients at a single institution with obstructing rectal 
cancer who received a SemS as a bridge to neoadjuvant 
and surgical therapy.

Results/Outcome(s):	 our patients were between the 
ages of 60 and 73 and found to have newly diagnosed, 
nearly obstructing mid to high rectal cancer on colonos-
copy. the lesions were causing 75-99% obstruction of the 
bowel lumen at 7-15 cm from the anal verge. Pathology 
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from biopsy was positive for adenocarcinoma or high 
grade dysplasia. Staging Ct showed no distant metastasis. 
all patients had SemS placed successfully by an inter-
ventional endoscopist. they quickly started neoadjuvant 
therapy after stent placement (average 33 days) which 
they completed without a diverting stoma. the SemS did 
have complications of anorectal pain one patient and fecal 
impaction in another patient. all patients were then able 
to proceed with definitive surgical therapy after completing 
neoadjuvant treatment, and all operations were successful 
curative local resections. intra-operatively there was signif-
icant induration surrounding the SemS as well as local 
perforation in 2 patients. of the three patients with rectal 
anastomosis during their primary surgery, all developed 
anastomotic leaks managed with washout and drainage. 
of our 4 patients, 1 is now anastomosed without diverting 
ostomy, 1 is a candidate for anastomosis but lost to follow 
up, and 2 have permanent colostomies.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Without the availability of 
SemS and the expertise required to place them in an 
emergent setting, all of our patients would have received 
initial diverting stomas. initial surgery and diversion prior 
to neoadjuvant treatment is not ideal, as patients have 
to recover from surgery before initiating neoadjuvant 
therapy. the use of SemS for obstructing rectal cancer 
allows the prompt initiation and successful completion of 
neoadjuvant therapy as a bridge to surgery. Patients were 
able to avoid general anesthesia, operative morbidity, and 
a stoma for a period of time. However, SemS are not 
without complication and may compromise anastomotic 
integrity during resection. in our experience SemS may be 
an effective alternative to diverting ostomy, but can lead to 
difficulties a surgeon should be aware of prior to use.

TWO	CASES	OF	OGILVIE	SYNDROME	(OS)	
PRESENTING	AFTER	STROKE.

Poster abstracts P120

S. Wende, S. Goldstein
Philadelphia, PA

Purpose/Background:	oS often presents with nausea, 
vomiting and abdominal pain, without detectable mechan-
ical obstruction. oS is classically secondary to retroperi-
toneal manipulation. oS has been seen following stroke, 
thought to be due to autonomic dysfunction of the para-
sympathetic nervous system. this causes decreased bowel 
motility leading to fecal stasis and intestinal dilatation.

Methods/Interventions:	 two cases of oS after stoke 
are detailed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 #1 a 78-year-old woman 
presented to an outside hospital (oSH) with acute 
hemorrhagic stroke. Ct of the abdomen and pelvis 
revealed colonic distension with no evidence of mechan-
ical obstruction. the patient then underwent a flexible 
sigmoidoscopy which resulted in 4l stool removal. She was 

transferred to tJuH with worsening abdominal distension 
and pain without resolution. Her last bowel movement 
was before transfer. Her abdomen was severely distended 
and tender. there was no fecal impaction on digital rectal 
exam. She had numerous rectal tubes placed without 
resolution. imaging showed increased colonic dilatation. 
a neostigmine bolus was given with no improvement. 
She had continued pain and distention with no flatus 
or bowel movements. two days after the initial dose of 
neostigmine, a second dose was given with no improve-
ment. Colonoscopic decompression was performed. the 
day after, she had no abdominal distension or tenderness 
and was better tolerating a liquid diet. a few days later she 
had not yet had a bowel movement, oral intake remained 
minimal and her abdominal distension worsened. the 
following week, she began to have flatus and bowel move-
ments. #2 a 66-year-old man presented with a stroke. 
He developed severe abdominal distension. abdominal 
X-rays revealed marked colonic and small bowel dilatation. 
Flexible sigmoidoscopy showed no evidence of mechan-
ical obstruction. He had numerous rectal tubes placed 
without resolution. He continued to have persistent colon 
distension and received a bolus of neostigmine. two days 
later, abdominal X-ray showed mild decrease in colonic 
dilatation. later, a second dose of neostigmine was given 
with no improvement. Colonoscopic decompression was 
attempted but terminated due to concern for perforation. 
the following Ct of the abdomen and pelvis revealed 
no perforation. the next day, abdominal X-ray noted 
decreased colonic dilatation.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 due to autonomic dysfunc-
tion from stroke causing oS, standard medication manage-
ment does not seem to be the appropriate first-line option. 
Boluses of neostigmine may not be strong enough in 
damaged bowel wall to overcome the dysfunction. instead, 
beginning with a continuous infusion of neostigmine, a 
longer-acting acetylcholinesterase inhibitor or introduc-
tion of another mechanism of action may provide better 
relief due to prolonged exposure to the medications. 
it is also possible that colonic decompression creating 
decreased tension on the bowel wall before ischemia/perfo-
ration can occur may be a better initial treatment.
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INFLAMMATORY	FIBROID	POLYP:	A	RARE	
NEOPLASM	OF	THE	COLON.

Poster abstracts P121

a. Fabrizio, m. Bayasi
Arlington, VA

Purpose/Background:	the inflammatory fibroid polyp 
(iFP) or Vanek’s tumor is a rare gastrointestinal neoplasm. 
Predominantly located in the gastric antrum and small 
bowel, these benign lesions are characterized by a prolif-
eration of spindle and stellate cells in a loose fibromyxoid 
stroma that contains abundant inflammatory cells and 
small blood vessels. Colonic iFP accounts for 4-7% of all 
iFP.

Methods/Interventions:	 We retrospectively identified 
a series of patients with iFP of the colon and performed a 
literature review of the presentation, characteristics, diag-
nosis, management and prognosis of these lesions.

Results/Outcome(s):	Clinical symptoms are heteroge-
nous and dependent on the location and size of the tumor. 
iFPs can mimic other tumor and non-tumor processes of 
the gastrointestinal tract. adequate preoperative assess-
ment is essential in differentiating iFP from more aggres-
sive gastrointestinal tumors. this pathology has excellent 
long-term prognosis with complete resection.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 iFP of the colon is an 
extremely rare neoplasm that can present in numerous 
ways, making them difficult to diagnose. Complete resec-
tion yields an excellent prognosis.

RECURRENT	RUQ	PAIN	MASQUERADING	AN	
AN	UNDERLYING	COLON	ADENOCARCINOMA-
INDUCED	INTUSSUSCEPTION.

Poster abstracts P122

G. mahmood, S. Shebrain
Kalamazoo, MI

Purpose/Background:	 adult intussusception is rare, 
less than 5% of cases of bowel intussusception. it most 
commonly presents with bowel obstruction. However, 
nonspecific abdominal pain presentation is typical. unlike 
children in which the cause is usually idiopathic, adults 
have an underlying pathologic lesion in 80-90% of cases. 
Colonic intussusceptions have malignant leading points 
in up to 70% of the cases. additionally, adenocarcinoma 
accounts for up to 30% of small bowel intussusception. 
oncologic resection remains the optimal therapeutic 
option.

Methods/Interventions:	 a 39-year-old african-
american female who presented with chronic, recurrent, 
intermittent, right upper quadrant abdominal pain over 
a five-month period. She is otherwise healthy. She had 
outpatient work up for biliary disease including an ultra-
sound of right upper quadrant of the abdomen (ruQ) 
which showed no evidence of gallstones. Subsequently, 

a Hida scan was performed and showed normal gall-
bladder ejection fractional. She then represented to the 
emergency department with recurrent symptoms but 
more intense. over the last two days, she reported 
feeling food getting “stuck” in her stomach, lasting several 
minutes at a time, with pain relieved after bowel move-
ment. She denied fevers, hematochezia, or hematemesis. 
a computed tomography (Ct) scan of the abdomen/
pelvis showed a colo-colonic intussusception at hepatic 
flexure. a Gastrograffin contrast enema showed a reduced 
intussusception but revealed irregular narrowing of the 
ascending colon concerning for colonic mass. Colonoscopy 
was performed after gentle bowel preparation and showed 
a friable, fungating mass in the ascending colon. Biopsies 
confirmed infiltrating colorectal adenocarcinoma with 
features of low-grade neoplasm.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the patient underwent laparo-
scopic extended right hemicolectomy with ilio-transverse 
colonic anastomosis. Final pathology showed ascending 
colon adenocarcinoma with angiolymphatic invasion and 
1 out of 28 lymph nodes with metastatic disease consis-
tent with t3, n1, m0. She subsequently had surveillance 
colonoscopy with no evidence of recurrence at four years 
postoperatively.

Conclusions/Discussion:	adults account for less than 
5% of all cases of intussusception and the underlying 
etiology is usually pathologic such as meckel’s, adhesions, 
lymphoid hyperplasia, lipoma, leiomyoma, hemangioma 
or adenocarcinoma. the presentation is often nonspecific 
abdominal pain. Commonly, these patients present with 
obstructive symptoms. the typical presentation of currant 
jelly stool, episodic abdominal pain, and palpable sausage 
shape is usually not seen in adults. diagnostic modalities 
include abdominal plain Xry, ultrasound, and Ct scan 
which is most sensitive at 80% of cases. a high index of 
suspicion is critical in a patient with intermittent non- 
specific abdominal pain and can help with establishing 
early diagnosis and prompt surgical intervention.
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Ct abdomen/pelvis showing intussusception in right upper quadrant

COLONOSCOPIC	ASSISTED	TRANSANAL	
EXCISION	OF	NEARLY	OBSTRUCTING	LOW	
RECTAL	POLYP.

Poster abstracts P123

J. adongay, B. Kerner, e. masters
Columbus, OH

Purpose/Background:	Conventional transanal excision 
(tae) has been limited to lesions up to 8 cm from the 
anal verge, at or below the first rectal valve of Houston, 
up to 3 cm in size, and occupying no more 40% of 
rectal circumference. the versatility offered by transanal 
endoscopic microsurgery (tem) or transanal minimally 
invasive Surgery (tamiS) systems provide techinques 
that allow for local resection of a wider range of endo-
scopically unresectable polyps or t1 lesions that are too 
large or distal for conventional tae. tem and tamiS 
have their own significant associated costs and learning 
curves. We present a case report of a 59-year-old male who 
was referred to our practice with a large endoscopically 
unresectable polyp seen on his first screening colonoscopy. 
on flexible sigmoidoscopy the polyp was first seen 7cm 
from the anal verge, occupied 70% of the anterior wall 
on the first valve of Houston, sessile, without ulceration. 
on endorectal ultrasound the mass was 4cm long, lamina 
propria was intact, and no lymphadenopathy identified. 
the percentage of luminal occupancy was the only factor 
that would have excluded this mass from consideration of 
conventional tae. it was reasoned however by the senior 
author that if the polypoid mass could be excised down to 
adequately see the circumferential margins of the lesion’s 
base that a tae could be performed.

Methods/Interventions:	 the patient was taken to 
operating room, placed under general anesthesia then 
positioned in left lateral decubitus position. the lesion was 

so large it precluded adequate visualizaiton with operative 
anoscope. Colonoscope with carbon dioxide insufflaiton 
was used to distended the rectal vault. Hot snare polypec-
tomy was then done to pare down the exophytic elements 
of the sessile lession without disturbing the base. after 
partial piecemeal polypectomy the patient was converted 
to jackknife prone postion, then 5mm margins were demar-
cated and partial thickness tae was performed in standard 
manner using needle tipped electrocautery. the resection 
encompassed 90% of the rectal wall and the operative site 
was only amenable to a partial transverse closure.

Results/Outcome(s):	the postoperative clinical course 
was uncomplicated. no bleeding, minimal postoperative 
pain, no urinary retention. the patient was discharged 
home on the second post-operative day after precautionary 
observation. He followed up in clinic in 2 weeks without 
signs or symptoms of complications. Specimen pathology 
was positive for tubulovillous adenoma with high-grade 
dysplasia with proximal margin showing benign mucosa 
and submucosa and distal margin showing benign submu-
cosa and focally adenomatous mucosa.

Conclusions/Discussion:	For some distal (up to 8 cm 
from anal verge) space occupying lesions of the rectum 
that that are too large for conventional tae, colonos-
cpic assisted resection is a more cost efficient and easier 
modality for local resection than tem or tamiS.

MULTIPLE	PYOGENIC	LIVER	ABSCESSES	IN	AN	
IMMUNOCOMPETENT	PATIENT:	AN	ATYPICAL	
PRESENTATION	OF	COLON	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P124

J. Williams, B. Petrie
Torrance, CA

Purpose/Background:	 Pyogenic hepatic abscesses 
can develop from colon cancer, likely secondary to the 
tumor altering mucosal permeability, which results in 
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translocation of bacteria into the portal system. most 
commonly these lesions arise in immunocompromised, 
usually diabetic, patients with either Klebsiella pneumonia 
or Streptococcus bovis as the infectious agent. Conversely, 
we describe a rare case of a healthy and previously asymp-
tomatic male diagnosed with multifocal colon cancer after 
presenting with numerous group C hemolytic strepto-
coccus abscesses throughout his liver.

Methods/Interventions:	Case review of a single patient 
who presented to our institution in 2014.

Results/Outcome(s):	a 59-year-old male with no prior 
medical history presented to the emergency department 
febrile, tachycardic, and complaining of right upper quad-
rant abdominal pain. laboratory values were significant for 
an elevated white blood cell count, liver function tests, and 
creatinine. Fluid resuscitation and antibiotics were given, 
and his symptoms improved. Computed tomographic 
(Ct) scan revealed innumerable hepatic hypodensities 
consistent with metastases versus abscesses as well as 
thickening of the transverse colon (Figure 1). Further 
imaging with magnetic resonance imaging (mri) and 
positron emission tomography scan (Pet) was unable to 
differentiate the etiology of the hepatic lesions. Cultures 
were obtained by ultrasound-guided aspiration that grew 
group C beta hemolytic streptococcus, and concomi-
tant core needle biopsy showed inflammation without 
evidence of malignancy. Colonoscopy revealed a large 
fungating mass in the transverse colon with sigmoid and 
rectosigmoid polyps. Pathology identified these as villous 
adenoma with dysplasia, well-differentiated adenocarci-
noma, and carcinoma in-situ, respectively. no other infec-
tious source was found after extensive work-up including 
a transthoracic echocardiogram. He had a total colectomy 
with partial proctectomy, ileorectal anastomosis, and 
liver biopsy. Final pathology showed invasive mucinous 
adenocarcinoma in the transverse colon and rectosig-
moid lesions. intramucosal adenocarcinoma was noted in 
the sigmoid polyp. Seven of fifty-five lymph nodes were 
positive for adenocarcinoma. the liver lesion was consis-
tent with abscess, without evidence of metastatic tumor. 
Post-operatively the patient did well and was discharged 
without complications. at one-year follow-up, he had no 
evidence of recurrent or metastatic disease.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Cryptogenic liver abscesses 
can be a harbinger of colon cancer in otherwise asymp-
tomatic patients. it is currently recommended that patients 
with this presentation undergo screening colonoscopy, and 
our case underscores the importance of this recommenda-
tion, even if patients are immunocompetent and/or have 
unusual bacterial cultures.

Figure 1. Ct scan showing multiple hepatic low density lesions and 
thickening of the transverse colon (arrow)

IMPACT	OF	BODY	MASS	INDEX	AND	
OPERATIVE	MODALITY	ON	OUTCOMES	
IN	PATIENTS	WITH	ULCERATIVE	COLITIS	
UNDERGOING	TOTAL	PROCTOCOLECTOMY	
WITH	ILEAL	POUCH-ANAL	ANASTOMOSIS.

Poster abstracts P125

m. Ferrara, S. Brown, K. lopiano, H. Vargas
Birmingham, AL; New Orleans, LA; Larkspur, CA

Purpose/Background:	to evaluate the effect of patient 
Bmi and operative modality (laparoscopic [lS] versus 
open [oS] surgery) on peri- and post-operative outcomes 
utilizing a standardized national patient database.

Methods/Interventions:	 utilizing the aCS-nSQiP 
database from the years 2010-2014, all adult (>18 years 
old) patients diagnosed with ulcerative Colitis (uC) who 
underwent non-emergent total proctocolectomy with ileal 
pouch anal anastomosis (tPC-iPaa) were analyzed. 
demographic data were attained for all patients. Patients 
were separated into groups based on their Bmi. these were 
underweight (<18.5), normal (18.5-24.9), overweight 
(25-29.9), obese Class (oC) 1 (30-34.9), oC-2 (35-39.9), 
and oC-3 (>40). lS and oS modalities were assessed 
in all patients. operative time (ot) and length of stay 
(loS) were assessed for all patients and compared among 
different Bmi groups and operative modalities. Post-
operative outcomes, including complications, re-operation, 
re-admission, and mortality were also analyzed between 
the different groups.

Results/Outcome(s):	 1,518 adult patients with uC 
underwent non-emergent tPC-iPaa. 297 (19.6%) were 
classified as obese (Bmi > 30). median Bmi was 25.5 
(range 12.1-53.6). median age was 41 years (range 18-89). 
64% of patients underwent lS. obese patients were less 
likely to undergo lS, with oC-3 patients having the lowest 
percent of lS (42%). median loS was not significantly 
impacted by Bmi, but was significantly shorter in lS 
versus oS (6 vs 7 d, p<0.05). median ot was signifi-
cantly impacted by Bmi (p<0.05), with oC-3 patients 
having the highest (342 min). ot was also significantly 
impacted by operative modality, with oS taking less time 
than lS (224 vs 297 min, p<0.05). there were no signif-
icant differences in post-operative renal, dVt, or severe 
infectious complications among Bmi groups. Bmi did not 
significantly affect reoperation, readmission, or mortality 
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rates. Cardiopulmonary (CP) complications trended higher 
with elevated Bmi (p=0.06), as did wound complications 
(p=0.10). there were no significant differences in post- 
operative renal, dVt, or severe infectious complications 
in oS vs lS. CP complications did trend higher in oS 
(p=0.13). Post-op wound infections were significantly 
higher in oS than lS (21% vs 15%, p<0.05). no signifi-
cant differences in readmission, re-operation, or mortality 
were found.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 a significant portion of the 
patient population with uC undergoing tPC-iPaa is 
obese. Bmi significantly impacted ot but not loS. Post-
operative complications were not significantly different 
across Bmi groups, although higher Bmi groups did trend 
towards higher rates of CP and wound complications. lS 
had significantly longer median ot and shorter loS when 
compared to oS. oS was associated with higher wound 
complications. Further investigations into impact of Bmi 
on post-operative outcomes are warranted.

LOOP	ILEOSTOMY	CLOSURE	AFTER	
LAPAROSCOPIC	VS	OPEN	PELVIC	POUCH	
PROCEDURE,	IS	THERE	A	DIFFERENCE	IN	
OUTCOMES?

Poster abstracts P126

a. Foucault, m. Brar, H. macrae
Toronto, ON, Canada

Purpose/Background:	 loop ileostomies (li) theoret-
ically help prevent pelvic sepsis following creation of an 
ileoanal pouch (iPaa). However, reports suggest signif-
icant morbidity related to closure. a potential benefit of 
laparoscopic pouch surgery may be a more straightforward 
li closure due to fewer adhesions. the aim of our study 
was to first assess the complication rate of ileostomy 

closure, and to compare the complications of li creation 
and closure after laparoscopic assisted versus open pelvic 
pouch procedures.

Methods/Interventions:	We performed a matched pairs 
cohort study. 108 laparoscopic iPaa cases with loop ileos-
tomies done between 1999 and 2015 were matched with 
216 open iPaa cases for age, sex and Bmi, for a total of 
326 patients.

Results/Outcome(s):	the cohorts were similar for age, 
sex, Bmi, smoking and pre-operative hemoglobin level. 
the overall complication rate was low in both cohorts 
(lap 5,56%; open 8,33%, p 0.369). minor complications 
occurred in 1,85% of the laparoscopic cases vs 3,70% of 
the open cases (p 0.217). 3,70% of the patients sustained a 
major complication in the laparoscopic group vs 4,63% in 
the open group (p 0.696).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 this study is limited by its 
retrospective nature. there was no difference between the 
cohorts, but overall the complication rate for li closure 
was low. li closure is an operation with relatively low 
morbidity.

NONSEPTIC	COMPLICATIONS	OF	STAGED	
J-POUCH	SURGERY	FOR	ULCERATIVE	COLITIS	
DO	NOT	DELAY	LOOP	ILEOSTOMY	REVERSAL.

Poster abstracts P127

d. Hirth, m. Cowan, J. Vogel
Aurora, CO

Purpose/Background:	 in patients with ulcerative 
colitis, septic and non-septic complications of staged ileal 
pouch anal anastomosis (iPaa) surgery occur in 5-10% 
and 20-30% of patients, respectively. Septic complications 
have been shown to result in a delay in loop ileostomy 
reversal. the impact of non-septic complications on the 
interval to loop ileostomy reversal after staged iPaa is not 
clear. the aim of this study was to determine the impact 
of non-septic complications of iPaa surgery on short-term 
postoperative outcomes and the interval to loop ileostomy 
reversal in patients with ulcerative colitis.

Methods/Interventions:	Single surgeon, tertiary referral 
center, retrospective study of consecutive proctocolectomy 
or completion proctectomy with j-pouch ileo-anal anasto-
mosis and loop ileostomy operations for ulcerative colitis. 
non-septic complications included any postoperative 
complication aside from generalized sepsis, pelvic sepsis/
organ space SSi, or iPaa leak that occurred in the interval 
between the iPaa and ileostomy reversal operations. in all 
cases, the anticipated interval to loop ileostomy reversal 
was 10 – 12 weeks (70 – 84 days).

Results/Outcome(s):	 From 2013 to 2016, 29 cases, 
including 19 (65%) completion proctectomy with iPaa 
and loop ileostomy and 10 (35%) proctocolectomy with 
iPaa and loop ileostomy operations were performed. 
a minimally invasive approach was used in 8 (28%) of 
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patients. no patients experienced generalized sepsis, pelvic 
sepsis/organ space SSi, or anastomotic leak. non-septic 
complications were diagnosed in a total of 17 (59%) of 
patients of which 13 (45%) patients occurred during the 
index admission and 4 (14%) of patients after discharge. 
the median number of complications per patients was 2 
(1-4). the most common index admission complications 
were ileus (n=8, 30%), pouch hemorrhage (n=2, 7%), 
and urine retention (n=2, 7%) and led to unplanned reop-
eration (n=2, 7%) in both patients with pouch hemor-
rhage. index admission length of stay for patients with 
and without complications were 7.6 (±2.4) and 5 (±1.2) 
days, respectively (p=0.02). a total of 10 readmissions for 
non-septic complications, including excessive pain (n=3), 
dehydration (n=2), small bowel obstruction (n=2), or 
other problems (n=3), were required for 7 (24%) patients. 
reoperation during readmission was required for 1 (3%) 
patient with SBo. the interval to loop ileostomy reversal 
in patients with and without complications were 74 (± 18) 
and 87 (± 18) days, respectively. (p=.08)

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Postoperative non-spetic 
complications occur in the majority of patients with uC 
who undergo staged iPaa. While reoperation and read-
mission are often required to manage these complications 
they do not result in delay in loop ileostomy reversal.

COMPARISON	OF	CLINICAL	
CHARACTERISTICS	AND	LONG-TERM	
OUTCOMES	AFTER	COMBINED	TREATMENT	
OF	PERIANAL	CROHN’S	DISEASE	WITH	AND	
WITHOUT	PROCTITIS:	RESULTS	FROM	A	
SINGLE	INSTITUTION.

Poster abstracts P128

P. Zhu, B. yang, y. Gu
Nanjing, China

Purpose/Background:	 Proctitis is commonly seen 
among Perianal Crohn’s disease(PCd) patients. the pres-
ence of proctitis is associated with a more disabling natural 
history, with increased treatment failure and proctectomy 
rate. therefore, Present of proctitis is an indication for 
aggressive treatment. However, little is known about 
the underlying causes of this phenomenon. recent data 
showed that combined Surgery and anti-tnFs treatment 
could offer promising outcomes for PCd. the long-term 
benefits of combined therapy specifically on PCd patients 
with proctitis is under-reported. the aim of this study 
was to compare clinical features and long-term outcomes 
after combined treatment between PCd patients with and 
without proctitis.

Methods/Interventions:	Patients with PCd who received 
combined surgery and infliximab treatment at our institu-
tion between June 2011 and october 2014 were reviewed 
retrospectively. the patients were divided into proctitis 
and non-proctitis group according to the presence of 

proctitis. Clinical variables included age, gender, montreal 
classification, subtypes of perianal disease, previous peri-
anal surgery, Cdai, Pdai, CrP, eSr, platelet count, 
Bmi and albumin. outpatient follow-up was employed 
to evaluate the long-term outcomes of perianal disease. 
Student’s t-test was used to analyze continuous variables; 
Fisher’s exact test or Pearson’s chi-square test was used for 
categorical variables.

Results/Outcome(s):	 there were 52 PCd patients 
included in our study, of which 30 patients had proctitis. 
age, gender, behaviours of disease, subtypes of perianal 
disease, previous perianal procedure and Pdai were 
similar between two groups(P>0.05). the proctitis group 
tended to have more active disease(Cdai>150, 76.7% vs 
36.4%, P= 0.003), higher rate of elevated CrP(83.3% vs 
36.4%, P= 0.001)and eSr(80.0% vs 36.4%, P= 0.001), 
compared to non-proctitis group. meanwhile, patients 
with proctitis were more likely to have low Bmi(56.7% vs 
27.3%, P= 0.035)and albumin(40.0% vs 9.1%, P= 0.013)
than those without proctitis. after combined therapy, all 
patients were followed for a median of 28(8-52) months. 
the rate of healed, improved and unhealed perianal 
disease were 53.3%, 36.7%, 10% in proctitis group and 
59.1%, 31.8%, 9.1% in non-proctitis group. there was no 
significant difference between two groups regarding the 
treatment outcomes(P>0.05).

Conclusions/Discussion:	to our knowledge, this is the 
first study that has compared the difference between PCd 
patients with and without proctitis. PCd with proctitis 
were associated with higher rate of active disease and 
poor nutritional status. the overall severe systemic disease 
rather than local disease could be the potential factor 
for the poor prognosis of PCd patients with proctitis. 
Combined surgical and infliximab treatment could render 
equivalent long-term outcomes for PCd patients with and 
without proctitis.
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LAPAROSCOPIC	EXPERIENCE	IN	ILEAL	 
POUCH-ANAL	ANASTOMOSIS	AT	A	HIGH	
VOLUME	CANADIAN	INSTITUTION:	A	CASE	
MATCHED	SERIES.

Poster abstracts P129

G. ma, a. yuen, e. Kennedy, H. macrae
Toronto, ON, Canada

Purpose/Background:	 restorative proctocolectomy 
with ileal pouch-anal anastomosis (iPaa) is the preferred 
surgical treatment for ulcerative colitis (uC) and familial 
adenomatous polyposis (FaP) patients. although many 

centres currently offer a laparascopic assisted approach for 
ileal pouch anal anastomosis, most studies have relatively 
small numbers. this study aimed to compare the outcomes 
of a large series of laparoscopic assisted iPaa with open 
iPaa in a single high volume institution.

Methods/Interventions:	Patients with uC or FaP who 
underwent laparoscopic iPaa between 2001 and 2014 
at our institution were selected and matched to open 
iPaa cases according to age, sex, and Bmi. the primary 
outcome of anastomotic leak rate (indicated by clinical 
or radiologic documentation) was examined in the two 
groups. Secondary outcomes including wound infection, 
prolonged length of stay, and blood transfusion were also 
compared between the two groups. Chi-square and linear 
regression analysis was performed.

Results/Outcome(s):	a total of 159 laparoscopic iPaa 
cases were matched with 159 open cases. Perioperative 
transfusions were significantly greater in the open group 
(0.103u v 0.348u, p=0.01). Complication rates including 
pouch leak, intra-abdominal abscess, wound infection, and 
pouch stricture were not found to be significantly different. 
operative time was significantly longer for the laparoscopic 
group (6.38h vs 3.64h, p=0.01). However, the laparo-
scopic group was found to have less intra-operative blood 
loss (237.4ml vs 293.4ml, p=0.04). and a shorter post- 
operative length of stay (9.66d vs 11.30d, p=0.01).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 laparoscopic iPaa offers 
the advantage of decreased hospital length stay. there 
was no increase in pouch leak or other complications. 
laparoscopic iPaa may be at least comparable, to open 
iPaa.

TREATMENT	OF	CHRONIC	PERIANAL	
FISTULAS	USING	ADIPOSE-DERIVED	STEM	
CELLS:	A	SINGLE	INSTITUTION’S	EXPERIENCE.

Poster abstracts P130

S. Stringfield, l. Parry, S. eisenstein, S. ramamoorthy
San Diego, CA

Purpose/Background:	 Perianal fistulas can occur in 
up to 40% of patients with Crohn’s disease. many fistulas 
will be chronic in nature despite medical and surgical 

P129 Complications

Laparoscopic Open P-Value
Pouch Leak 5 6 0.759
Intra-abdominal Sepsis 4 8 0.248
Intra-abdominal Bleed 1 0 -
Wound Infection 8 11 0.491
Pouch Stricture 4 1 0.180
Poor Functional Result 1 1 1.000
Total Transfusions (units) 0.103 0.348 0.0085
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treatment. adipose-derived stem cells (aSCs) are a popu-
lation of multipotent cells obtained from subcutaneous 
adipose tissue. aSCs have wound healing potential and 
can aid in healing chronic wounds. the purpose of this 
study was to evaluate the efficacy of autologous aSCs as an 
adjunct in healing intractable perianal fistulas in patients 
with Crohn’s disease.

Methods/Interventions:	 Crohn’s disease patients with 
perianal fistulas refractory to medical and surgical therapy 
were included. Surgical treatment including fistulotomy, 
seton placement, ligation, or flap closure was performed 
as indicated based on wound location and severity. 
lipoaspirate was obtained intraoperatively via liposuction, 
then filtered and concentrated. the resulting lipoaspirate 
with a concentrated population of aSCs was injected into 
the tissue surrounding the fistula.

Results/Outcome(s):	Five patients with Crohn’s disease 
underwent 12 fat grafting procedures between december 
2013 and october 2016. this included 4 females and 1 
male, with median age of 39 years at first operation (range 
36-45). Patients had Crohn’s disease for a median of 14 
years (range 9-32) and fistulas present for a median of 32 
months (range 8-74). lipoaspirate was obtained from the 
abdomen or thigh and median grafting volume was 12 ml 
(range 3-50). outcomes are listed in table 1. one patient 
required drainage of perianal abscess on postoperative day 
7 but no other complications were observed.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Chronic perianal fistulas 
secondary to Crohn’s disease are difficult to treat and 

often require multiple surgical procedures, many without 
successful closure. in 5 patients treated with aSCs, 2 
achieved fistula closure and 2 achieved modest improve-
ment with minimal side effects. Fat grafting with aSCs 
may be a useful adjunct to current therapies to improve 
tissue healing in patients with intractable perianal disease.

WHAT	IS	THE	ROLE	OF	ROBOTIC	SURGERY	IN	
ULCERATIVE	COLITIS?

Poster abstracts P131

m. deleon, r. nemoyer, n. maloney Patel, C. rezac
New Brunswick, NJ

Purpose/Background:	the surgical treatment of ulcer-
ative colitis (uC) is challenging, not only because of diffi-
cult dissections in the pelvis, but also secondary to patient 
characteristics such as malnutrition, immunosuppressive 
therapy, and inflammatory tissues. all of these factors 
contribute to the difficulty in surgically treating uC, and 
make laparoscopy in this area even more intimidating. 
For these difficult laparoscopic cases, use of the robot 
may enable surgeons to better visualize planes, control 
hemorrhage and complete cases minimally invasively. We 
performed a retrospective review of total proctocolecto-
mies and completion proctectomies with ileal pouch anal 
anastomosis (iPaa) for the definitive treatment of ulcer-
ative colitis, in order to determine the efficacy and safety 
of the robot in this specific patient population.

P130 Patient Outcomes

Patient Fistula location Procedure # Preoperative severity Results
A Pouch-vagina 1 3 mm diameter defect Small but persistent

2 <1mm defect, no tract No fistula at 6 weeks
3 Resolved Grafting performed for perineal bulking 

and continued healing
B Pouch-cutaneous 1 Large trans-sphincteric Continued drainage, seton placed  

at 2 months
2 Moderate trans-sphincteric Continued drainage, modest  

improvement
3 Small, distal Modest improvement in size and  

drainage
4 Superficial, 2 cm tract Worsened and seton replaced  

at 2 months
C Rectum-vagina 1 Large wound, 5-7 mm diam-

eter defect
Smaller, drainage resolved at 2 months

2 5 mm defect Closed, no drainage at 2 months. 
Recurred at 3 months

3 2 mm defect No drainage at 2 weeks
D Rectum-cutaneous 1 Large trans-sphincteric No drainage at 4 months. Recurred at 

6 months
E Rectum-cutaneous 1 8-10 cm tract Persistent due to uncontrolled  

Crohn᾽s disease
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Methods/Interventions:	this is a retrospective review 
of robotic surgery performed at rutgers rWJ for the treat-
ment of ulcerative colitis from 2009-2016. Patient char-
acteristics, perioperative outcomes, conversion rates and 
immediate post operative complications were evaluated.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Between 2009-2016 there were 
36 attempted robotically assisted procedures for the 
surgical treatment of ulcerative colitis. 6 converted to open 
with a conversion rate of 16.6%. reasons for conversion 
included inability to tolerate pneumoperitoneum, inad-
equate retraction, stapler malfunction and hemorrhage 
control. out of the 30 completed robotically, 19 had total 
proctocolectomies with iPaa, 10 had completion proc-
tectomies with iPaa, and 1 had a total abdominal colec-
tomy with end ileostomy as a staged procedure. average 
Bmi was 25; average age was 43 years; 48% of patients 
were female and 52% were male; 69% had an aSa level  
of 2; 24% aSa 3; 7% aSa 1. average or time was  
354 minutes. average estimated blood loss (eBl) was  
162 ml. average length of stay was 6.5 days; average days 
to bowel function was 2.4. there were no anastomotic 
leaks. immediate post operative complications included 
one patient with a missed small bowel injury requiring take 
back to the or and small bowel resection; 4 patients with 
ileus; 1 small bowel obstruction; 1 wound infection; and  
1 patient with urinary retention.

Conclusions/Discussion:	robotic proctocolectomy and 
completion proctectomy with ileal pouch anal anastomosis 
can be performed safely and effectively, with acceptable 
morbidity and conversion rates. use of the robot may 
be particularly advantageous in the narrow pelvis where 
proctectomy is very difficult with traditional laparoscopic 
methods. robotic surgery should be strongly considered for 
the surgical treatment of ulcerative colitis.

SURGICAL	OUTCOMES	OF	COLORECTAL	
CROHN`S	DISEASE.

Poster abstracts P132

F. imigo-Gueregat, F. Bellolio, m. molina, F. Quezada, 
J. larach, G. urrejola, r. miguieles, J. Klaassen, 
a. ZÚÑiGa
SANTIAGO, CHILE, Chile

Purpose/Background:	Crohn`s disease (Cd) exclusively  
affect the colon and rectum in 25% of cases. the objective 
of this study is to report the short and long-term surgical 
outcomes in a series of patients with isolated colorectal 
Cd.

Methods/Interventions:	Historical cohort. the inclusion  
criteria were patients operated for Cd of colon and/or 
rectum between January 2003 and may 2016, at Hospital 
Clinico de la universidad Catolica de Chile in Santiago, 
Chile. Patients with ileocecal involvement were excluded, 
as well as those with preoperative diagnosis of ulcer-
ative colitis. demographic data, pre and postoperative 

pharmacological treatment, postoperative complications, 
re-intervention and mortality were analyzed. long-term 
outcomes and the need for a new resective surgery 
were included. Follow-up was done reviewing the charts 
and contacting the patients. descriptive statistics were 
performed using SPSS 22.0

Results/Outcome(s):	 28 patients underwent surgery. 
median age: 37.5 years (17-72). Fifteen patients were male. 
involvement of the colon was present in 23 (82,1%) and of 
the colon and rectum in 5(17,8%). Fifteen (53,6%) patients 
presented perianal disease and 13 (46,4%) extra-intestinal 
disease. twenty-seven patients were in medical treatment: 
18 with steroids; 13 with inmunosupressors; 15 on 5-aSa 
and 11 on biologics. elective surgery was performed in 22 
(78,6%) patients. one or more of the following clinical 
conditions were the surgical indications: failure of medical 
treatment in 15 (30%), acute colitis in 12 (24%); nutri-
tional impairment and anemia in 8 (16%); strictures in 
5 (10%), fistulas in 3 (6%), perforation in 2 (4%). the 
procedures performed were: total colectomy plus end 
ileostomy in 13 (46,4%), proctocolectomy in 8 (28,6%); 
total abdominal colectomy plus ileorectal anstomosis in 
4(14,3%) and segmental colectomy in 3 (10,7%). Sixteen 
patients had a laparoscopic approach. major morbidity 
(Clavien-dindo >=iii) was recorded in 5 (17,5%) cases,  
4 of which needed reintervention. Hospital overall stay 
had a median of 18 days (5-78). there was no mortality. 
on long term follow up (median:55 months), 7 patients 
had second surgery on the bowel: 3 completion proctec-
tomies, 3 ileorectal anastomosis and 1 one resection of 
terminal ileum for recurrence after a proctocolectomy. at 
present, on follow up of 27 of the 28 patients, 11(40,7%) 
patients have an end definitive ileostomy, 7 (25,9%) an 
ileorectal anastomosis; the other 8 patients currently  
have a temporary stoma. twelve (44,4%) patients are on 
inmunosupressant, 5-aSa or biologics.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in the present series, 17,5% 
of the patients presented major morbidity. one-fourth of 
the patients required a second resective operation. the 
majority needed an ileostomy, which was definitive in half 
of them.

THE	EFFECTIVENESS	OF	BIOLOGICS	IN	
TREATING	PERIANAL	FISTULOUS	CROHN’S	
DISEASE.

Poster abstracts P133

J. Sugrue, S. eftaiha, S. thomas, C. Warner, 
S. Chaudhry, K. Kochar, a. mellgren, J. nordenstam
Chicago, IL; Park Ridge, IL

Purpose/Background:	 the introduction of biologics 
has enhanced the management of patients with perianal 
Crohn’s disease (Cd). Previous studies have reported 
fistula closure in 36-55% of patients treated with biologics 
over a median time of less than two years. this study 
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aimed to evaluate the effectiveness of biologics in treating 
patients with perianal fistulous Cd over a longer time 
period.

Methods/Interventions:	 all patients with Cd (iCd9 
555.9) and anal fistulas (iCd9 565.1) treated at a single 
academic institution between 2005 and 2016 were iden-
tified from an internal database and included in this 
retrospective review. Patient demographics, medication 
use, number and type of fistula-related operations, base-
line Crohn’s disease activity index (Cdai) and perianal 
Crohn’s disease activity index (PCdai) scores were 
recorded. Patients treated with biologics were analyzed 
and the primary outcome was rate of fistula healing defined 
as closure of the external opening without drainage for 
a period of at least 3 months. Secondary outcomes were 
predictive factors for fistula healing and PCdai score 
changes.

Results/Outcome(s):	 79 patients were identified with 
perianal fistulous Cd. 56 patients (71%) were treated 
with biologics and were followed for a median time of 4 
(range, 0-12) years. of these 56 patients, 19 (34%) healed 
their fistulas. 5 patients healed with biologics and setons 
alone and 14 patients healed after biologics and additional 

surgery (6 sphincter-sparing fistula repairs, 5 fistulotomy, 
and 3 fecal diversion). Six patients subsequently devel-
oped recurrent fistulas, leaving 13 patients (23%) healed 
at the last follow-up. no analyzed factors were predictive 
of healing amongst patients treated with biologics (table). 
there was a trend toward improvement in median PCdai 
scores from baseline (11) to last follow-up (8) (p=0.06).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 anal fistulas in Cd rarely 
heal with biologics and setons alone. Fair healing rates 
can be achieved with the use of biologics and additional 
surgical intervention, but outcomes deteriorate with longer 
follow-up. Biologics in combination with surgery remain 
the standard treatment for perianal fistulous Cd; yet,  
therapeutic challenges remain.

P133 Table: Characteristics of healers and non-healers

Healers (n=19) Non-healers (n=37) P value
Age (years) 35 (20-58) 32 (16-75) 0.65+
Gender (% female) 11 (58) 19 (51) 0.58*
BMI (kg/m2) 24 (15-36) 23 (15-54) 0.36+
Smokers 1 (5) 8 (22) 0.15*
Diabetics 0 (0) 4 (11) 0.29*
CD duration (years) 6 (0-40) 5 (0-35) 0.23+
Baseline CDAI 173 (9-547) 164 (14-485) 0.49+
Baseline PCDAI 12 (5-29) 10 (1-22) 0.55+
Use of draining seton(s) 15 (79) 35 (95) 0.17*
Type of fistula(s)

Perianal
Rectovaginal
Both

13 (69)
1 (5)
5 (26)

27 (72)
5 (14)
5 (14)

0.37^

Biologic
Infliximab
Adalimumab
Natalizumab
Vedolizumab

5 (26)
13 (69)

0
1(5)

18 (49)
16 (43)
1 (3)
2 (5)

0.31^

Non-compliance 10 (53) 17 (46) 0.78*
Insurance

Private
Medicaid
Medicare
None (charity care)

13 (68)
4 (21)
2 (11)
0 (0)

19 (51)
13 (35)
2 (6)
3 (8)

0.33^

Categorical variables reported as n (%), Continuous variables reported as median (range).
CD=Crohn’s disease. CDAI=Crohn’s disease activity index. PCDAI=Perianal Crohn’s disease activity index
*Fisher’s exact test, +Mann-Whitney U test, ^Chi-Square test
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INCREASED	OPERATIVE	COMPLEXITY	IN	
OBESE	PATIENTS	UNDERGOING	RESTORATIVE	
PROCTOCOLECTOMY	WITH	ILEAL	POUCH-
ANAL	ANASTOMOSIS	AND	SHORT-TERM	
OUTCOMES.

Poster abstracts P134

n. mcKenna, m. Khasawneh, l. abdel Sattar, 
a. lightner, S. Kelley, K. mathis
Rochester, MN

Purpose/Background:	 iPaa is the preferred surgical 
treatment for patients with chronic ulcerative colitis 
(CuC). unfortunately, in approximately 10% of cases, an 
iPaa is unable to be performed in the operating room, 
most often due to inadequate mesenteric length. Previous 
data has shown that an increased body mass index 
(Bmi) limits the technical feasibility of iPaa construc-
tion. despite the known increased technical difficulty, 
limited data exists on the differences on the perioperative 
outcomes in obese versus non-obese patients.

Methods/Interventions:	We performed a retrospective  
review of all patients undergoing either two or three 
stage iPaa for CuC at our institution between January 
2002 and July 2015. data collected included preopera-
tive patient demographics, operative characteristics, and 
30-day postoperative complications. Patients were sepa-
rated into an obese (Bmi > 30) and non-obese (Bmi ≤ 30) 
group and univariate analysis was performed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 of 909 iPaa performed during 
the study period, 154 patients were obese (Bmi > 30) and 
755 were not obese (Bmi ≤ 30). there was no significant 
difference in preoperative hemoglobin, white blood cell 
count, albumin, or the use of steroids or immunomodula-
tors between the obese and non-obese groups. For a two 
stage iPaa, obese patients were less likely to undergo lapa-
roscopic iPaa (47.1% in obese versus 73.4% in non-obese, 
p < 0.0001), had greater estimated blood loss (271.2 ml 
versus 205.6 ml, p = 0.005), and a longer operative time 
(288.7 minutes versus 270.1 minutes, p = 0.02). For the 
three stage iPaa group, obese patients were also less 
likely to undergo a laparoscopic procedure (15.8% versus 
29.4%, p = .03), had greater estimated blood loss (301.1 
ml versus 186.1 ml, p < 0.0001), and longer operative 
times (237.7 minutes versus 200.5 minutes, p = 0.0002). 
Postoperatively, obese patients had a longer length of stay 
in the hospital if undergoing a two stage procedure (8.8 
days versus 7.6 days, p = 0.009) and an increased rate of 
superficial surgical site infections for both two stage (13.7% 
versus 6.3%, p = 0.049) and three stage procedures (26.9% 
versus 13.0%, p = 0.01). the incidence of pelvic sepsis did 
not differ between the obese group and non-obese group 
(two stage: 7.8% versus 8.9%, three stage: 9.6% versus 
6.0%, both p > 0.05).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Successful iPaa in patients 
with Bmi > 30 takes longer to perform, more often requires 
an open procedure, and is associated with greater blood 

loss. Postoperatively, these patients have an increased 
length of stay and increased rates of superficial surgical site 
infections. these findings underscore the need to counsel 
patients on preoperative weight loss before undergoing 
elective iPaa.

THE	SITE	OF	RECURRENCE	AND	THE	
MANAGEMENT	PLAN	FOR	POSTOPERATIVE	
CROHN’S	DISEASE	IN	THE	BIOLOGIC	ERA.

Poster abstracts P135

H. Kimura, r. Kunisaki, K. tatsumi, K. Koganei, 
a. Sugita, i. endo
Yokohama, Japan

Purpose/Background:	 an anastomotic site has been 
considered the most likely point of recurrence in Crohn’s 
disease (Cd). However, the recent use of biologics and 
endoscopic balloon dilation has changed the postoperative 
course. the aim of this study was to evaluate the site of 
recurrence and the effectiveness of biological therapy in 
patients with postoperative Cd.

Methods/Interventions:	 the medical records of 323 
patients who had undergone surgery for intestinal Cd 
between 2004 and 2015 were retrospectively reviewed. 
ninety-one women and 232 men with a median age of 35 
years at the time of surgery were included in the study. 
Surgical indications were stricture (145 patients), stricture 
and fistula (102 patients), fistula and abscess (44 patients), 
and other indications (32 patients). the anastomosis was 
most commonly accomplished in a hand-sewn end-to-end 
manner. Patients were divided into four groups according 
to use of biologics (Bio) after surgery. the Bio(-) patients 
did not receive any biologics. the Bio(+) group was 
subdivided into three subgroups: Bio1 patients received 
biologics prior to surgery, Bio2 patients received biologics 
immediately after surgery, and Bio3 patients received 
biologics after recurrence. outcomes were retrospectively 
compared in these groups.

Results/Outcome(s):	 eight patients had undergone 
endoscopic balloon dilation for a stricture at a previous 
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anastomosis, and 26 had undergone reoperation for recur-
rence of Cd. of the 22 patients who had a previous 
anastomosis, 11 (50%) had a reoperation site that was not 
related to the previous anastomosis. the 5-year reopera-
tion rate was 18.2% for the Bio(-) group and 10.2% for the 
Bio(+) group. the 5-year reoperation rate for the Bio1 
group was significantly higher than the rates for the Bio2 
and Bio3 groups, which were 15.1%, 4.5%, and 4.3%, 
respectively.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 recently, half of recurrence 
site have not been related to a previous anastomosis. 
overall management is necessary for the prevention of 
reoperation, regardless of the anastomotic procedure. 
the reoperation rate of patients who were administered 
anti-tumor necrosis factor (tnF) therapy prior to surgery 
was higher than that of patients who were administered 
anti-tnF therapy immediately after surgery or at the time 
of recurrence. optimization of anti-tnF therapy or other 
treatments should be considered in these patients.

SARCOPENIA	IS	ASSOCIATED	WITH	WORSE	
PREOPERATIVE	RISK	FACTORS	IN	UC	
PATIENTS	UNDERGOING	COLECTOMY.

Poster abstracts P136

C. Cadiz, e. Wood, J. eberhardt, t. Saclarides, 
d. Hayden
Maywood, IL

Purpose/Background:	Sarcopenia has been associated 
with worse outcomes in cancer patients, and only recently 
has it been evaluated in patients with inflammatory bowel 
disease. We aim to describe the prevalence of sarcopenia 
and its association with preoperative risk factors for uC 
patients undergoing colectomy.

Methods/Interventions:	 Skeletal muscle mass index 
was measured for uC patients undergoing colectomy who 
had a Ct scan performed within 30 days of surgery at a 
tertiary care center, 2007-2013. using mimics® software 
(Belgium), skeletal muscle area was measured at the l3 
level and then used to calculate the skeletal muscle mass 
index (cm2/m2). Sarcopenia was defined as two standard 
deviations below the index level defined in healthy adults. 
Cutoffs were previously established in adult obese cancer 
patients: 38.5 in females, 52.4 in males.

Results/Outcome(s):	36 patients were included in the 
study; mean age was 49.2 (17-84), 77.8% were male. mean 
Bmi was 26.8 (16.3-46.2). only four (11.8%) had surgery 
reported as urgent or emergent. the majority of patients 
had total or subtotal colectomy performed (58.3%); 16.7% 
total proctocolectomy (tPC), 11.1% completion proctec-
tomy and 13.9% had partial colectomy. 61.1% of patients 
were classified as sarcopenic; 37.5% of females and 67.9% 
of males. age, gender, race and co-morbidities were not 
associated with sarcopenia. Patients with sarcopenia were 
more likely to be on immunomodulators and 5-aSa agents 

(p=0.49 and 0.008, respectively) as well as receiving 
parenteral nutrition preoperatively (p=0.048). Sarcopenic 
patients were also more likely to undergo subtotal/total 
colectomy or tPC (p=0.028, 0.014) compared to partial 
colectomy or completion proctectomy. the associations 
between sarcopenia and previous abdominal surgeries and 
current smoking trended toward significance and although 
also not statistically significant, mean preoperative hemo-
globin (10.8 vs. 12.24 gm/dl) and prealbumin (2.53 vs. 
3.37 mg/dl) were both lower in sarcopenic patients.

Conclusions/Discussion:	in our study, over 60% of uC 
patients undergoing colectomy were found to be sarco-
penic. they were more likely to be on tPn, immunomod-
ulators and aSa agents and could possibly have been more 
anemic and malnourished preoperatively. although urgent 
surgery was not more common in sarcopenic patients, 
they were more likely to undergo subtotal colectomy or 
tPC which may serve as a marker for more severe disease. 
thus, sarcopenia could be an important amenable factor in 
terms of preoperative risk assessment and outcomes for uC 
patients requiring surgery.

PROGNOSIS	OF	CD	PATIENTS	WITH	FECAL	
DIVERSION.

Poster abstracts P137

K. Koganei, K. tatsumi, a. Sugita, H. Kimura
Yokohama, Japan

Purpose/Background:	 Fecal diversion is employed in 
the treatment for Crohn’s disease (Cd). as the number 
of long standing Cd patients is increasing in Japan, the 
number of the Cd patients in need of diversional surgery 
is also increasing. the purpose of this study is to evaluate 
the prognosis of fecal diversion for Cd.

Methods/Interventions:	 methods: one hundred and 
thirty two patients (96 males and 36 females) with fecal 
diversion for Cd were included and all had longer than 
5 years observational periods. average age at onset of 
Crohn’s disease was 21 years and average age at diver-
sion was 33 years. average duration of follow-up after 
diversion was 132 months. medical records were reviewed 
and clinical data was collected, which were indication 
for diversion, restoration of continuity, requirement of 
abdominoperineal resection(aPr), stoma related compli-
cations(SrC), reoperation for SrC and other intestinal 
disease, and complicated anorectal cancer.

Results/Outcome(s):	 results: indication for diversion 
were severe anorectal disease (ard) (n=83), protection 
for anastomosis (n=17), treatment for anastomotic leakage 
(n=36), diversion of severe disease (n=11), and perito-
nitis (n=7). restoration rate of continuity of each indi-
cation as follows; 4.8%, 41.2%, 28.6%, 27.3% and 14.3%, 
respectively. thirty one percent of all patients (41/132) 
and 41% of the patients with severe ard(37/83) required 
aPr. Forty two percent (55/132) had stoma related 
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complications such as, active disease just below stoma 
(n=28), peristomal fistula(n=26), retraction(n=14), 
stenosis(n=11), prolapse(n=7). Cumulative reoperation 
rate for SrC was 18.1% in 5 years and 30.8% in ten 
years after surgery and reoperation rate for other diseased 
intestine was 7.3% and 30.5%, respectively. Complicated 
anorectal cancer in diverted rectum occurred in 9 patients 
(6.8%).

Conclusions/Discussion:	Conclusion: restoration rate 
was relatively low among the Cd patients with fecal 
diversion especially among patients with severe anorectal 
disease. reoperation rate for stoma related complica-
tions was almost the same as the reoperation rate for 
other diseased intestine. Care must be taken for the Cd 
recurrence of stoma site and anorectal cancer arises from 
diverted rectum in the treatment for Cd patients with 
fecal diversion.

RESTORATIVE	PROCTOCOLECTOMY	WITH	
ILEAL	POUCH-ANAL	ANASTOMOSIS	IN	
ELDERLY	PATIENTS	–	WHEN	IS	IT	TOO	OLD?

Poster abstracts P138

l. duraes, J. liang, J. Church, G. ozuner, S. Steele, 
l. Stocchi, C. delaney, e. Gorgun
Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	 ulcerative Colitis (uC) has a 
bimodal age distribution, with a second peak between 50 
to 80 years of age. restorative proctocolectomy with ileal 
pouch-anal anastomosis (iPaa) is the preferred surgical 
approach for ulcerative colitis (uC), however, little is 
known regarding the long-term results in respect of de-novo 
pouch performed in elderly patients with presumed weaker 
sphincter mechanisms. We aimed to determine pouch 
function and retention rate for index iPaa in this group 
of patients.

Methods/Interventions:	a prospective collected data-
base was queried to identify patients older than 50 years 
of age who were subjected to iPaa from 1980 until 
2016. only patients with uC were included to eliminate 
confounders. redo-pouches were excluded. Patient were 
grouped according to age: 50-59 years, 60-69 years and 70 
years or more. Short and long-term outcomes, and quality 
of life questionnaires were compared among the groups.

Results/Outcome(s):	 601 patients subjected to iPaa 
over 50 years old were identified (399 patients between 
50-59 y/o, 181 between 60-69 y/o, and 21 patients over 
70 y/o). there were more males in patients older than 70 
years of age, and more 2-stage procedures were performed 
in this group of patients. no difference was observed in 
pouch configuration, anastomosis type, surgical approach, 
or diverting ileostomy rate among the groups (table). 
dysplasia rates were similar among groups (p=0.553). 
Superficial wound infection increased with age (p=0.023). 
there was a trend of more fistula and pouchitis in patients 

over 70 y/o (p=0.052 and p=0.055, respectively). Pouch 
failure rate (defined by pouch resection or permanent 
diversion) increased with age, and it was statistically 
significant in patients older than 70 y/o (p=0.023). the 
reasons for pouch failure in this group of patients were anal 
canal cancer, fecal incontinence with skin excoriation, 
and pouch cutaneous fistula. the pouch failure in patients 
over 70 y/o occurred at later stage of follow-up (median 
5.5 years), compared to 50-59, and 60-69 y/o groups (1.5 
and 0.7 years respectively). For all patients over 50 y/o, 
multivariate stepwise logistic regression showed that pelvic 
sepsis [Hr 4.8 (95%Ci 1.5 – 15.4), p=0.009], fistula [Hr 
6.0 (95%Ci 1.7 – 21.5), p=0.006], and mucosectomy 
with handsewn anastomosis [Hr 4.5 (95%Ci 1.4 – 14.7), 
p=0.012] were independently associated with pouch 
failure. no difference was observed in quality of life among 
the groups, but pouch function was worse for patients older 
than 60 y/o (table).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in selected elderly patients 
with ulcerative colitis, iPaa may be offered with accept-
able functional outcomes, although ileal pouch retention 
rates are decreased in patients older than 70 years of age.

ANAL	STENOSIS	IN	CROHN’S	PATIENTS	IN	
THE	ERA	OF	BIOLOGICS.

Poster abstracts P139

m. miles, m. murday, J. Waldron
Salt Lake City, UT

Purpose/Background:	 the natural history of anal 
stenosis in Crohn’s disease is largely unknown. there is 
an abundance of literature regarding fistulizing perianal 
Crohn’s but very limited information on nonfistulzing 
disease. in the era of biologic medications, surgical treat-
ment for Crohn’s disease has decreased. our hypothesis is 
that non surgical management for nonfistulizing perinanal 
disease may be an effective alternative to surgery. the aim 
of this study was to evaluate the natural history of nonfist-
ulizing perianal Crohn’s disease.

Methods/Interventions:	 this study is a retrospective 
chart review of Crohn’s patients with anorectal stric-
ture from one private practice clinic from 2007-2016.  
We evaluated the age at diagnosis, use of biologic medica-
tion, number of dilation procedures, longest time between 
dilatations and long term outcomes.

Results/Outcome(s):	eleven patients with anal stenosis 
from Crohn’s disease were identified. all patients under-
went at least one stricture dilation. the average age of 
Crohn’s diagnosis was 26 years old (range 13-60 years). 
only one patient had never been treated with a biologic 
medication. eight of eleven patients have continued to 
be managed conservatively with medication and stricture 
dilations for symptom control. three of these patients have 
only required one stricture dilation. the time between 
dilation in patients requiring more than one procedure 
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varied from 1-5 years. the remaining three patients went 
on to require an abdominoperineal resection for anal 
stenosis.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 medical therapy and serial 
dilations may be an effective alternative to surgical therapy 
in patients with anal stenosis due to Crohn’s disease. 
Further investigation into patient selection may decrease 
the need for surgical treatment of anal stenosis.

LONG-TERM	SURGICAL	OUTCOME	OF	
ILEAL	POUCH-ANAL	ANASTOMOSIS	WHEN	
USED	INTENTIONALLY	FOR	WELL-DEFINED	
CROHN’S	DISEASE.

Poster abstracts P140

d. mandel, n. lopez, K. Zaghiyan, e. Vasiliauskas, 
S. targan, P. Fleshner
Los Angeles, CA

Purpose/Background:	Crohn’s disease (Cd) is consid-
ered a contraindication to ileal pouch-anal anastomosis 
(iPaa). a preliminary study from our group in 17 patients 
showed the intentional use of iPaa in Cd compared to 
ulcerative colitis patients was associated with a higher 
incidence of postoperative recurrent inflammation but no 
significant difference in pouch failure (le Q, et al., inflamm 
Bowel dis 2013;19:30-6). We hypothesized that pouch 
failure would remain low in a larger cohort of patients 

P138 Demographics, intraoperative details, complications and quality of life by age group

Group
50-59

(n=399)
60-69

(n=181)
70+

(n=21) p value
Age at surgery (mean/SD) 54.2 ± 2.9 63.4 ± 2.8 73.0 ± 2.3 <0.001
Male Gender 259 (65%) 121 (67%) 19 (91%) 0.043
Total proctocolectomy 233 (58%) 99 (55%) 18 (86%) 0.024
Completion proctectomy 166 (42%) 82 (45%) 3 (14%) 0.024
J-Pouch configuration 384 (96%) 173 (96%) 21 (100%) 0.602
S-Pouch Configuration 15 (4%) 8 (4%) - 0.602
Stappled Anastomosis 368 (92%) 165 (91%) 19 (91%) 0.776
Handsewn Anastomosis 31 (8%) 16 (9%) 2 (10%) 0.776
Laparoscopic approach 56 (14%) 24 (13%) 2 (10%) 0.924
Intraoperative diversion 380 (95%) 171 (95%) 20 (95%) 0.879
Dysplasia 65 (16%) 34 (19%) 5 (24%) 0.553
Anastomotic Separation 25 (6%) 12 (7%) 2 (10%) 0.736
Anastomotic Stricture 46 (12%) 23 (13%) 2 (10%) 0.913
Fistula 13 (3%) 8 (4%) 3 (14%) 0.052
Hemorrhage 12 (3%) 7 (4%) 1 (5%) 0.538
Obstruction 56 (14%) 25 (14%) 1 (5%) 0.603
Pelvic Sepsis / Chronic Abscess 28 (7%) 12 (7%) 3 (14%) 0.347
Pouchitis 111 (28%) 36 (20%) 8 (38%) 0.055
Wound Infection 34 (9%) 27 (15%) 4 (19%) 0.023
Other 210 (53%) 87 (48%) 15 (71%) 0.113
Pouch failure 10 (3%) 8 (4%) 3 (14%) 0.023
Overall CGQOL score (mean, SD) (n=527) 0.73 ± 0.18 0.75 ± 0.16 0.71 ± 0.17 0.306
Quality of health (mean, SD) (n=527) 7.6 ± 1.8 7.6 ± 1.8 7.1 ± 1.9 0.453
Energy level (mean, SD) (n=527) 6.7 ± 2.0 7.1 ± 2.0 6.6 ± 1.8 0.097
Quality of life (mean, SD) (n=527) 7.6 ± 1.9 7.9 ± 1.6 7.6 ± 1.8 0.480
Seepage during the day (n=321) 58 (27%) 44 (49%) 6 (43%) <0.001
Seepage during the night (n=321) 86 (40%) 51 (57%) 7 (50%) 0.028
Would recommend surgery to others (n=313) 203 (95%) 79 (91%) 11 (85%) 0.113
Follow up, years (mean/SD) 9.6 ± 7.3 7.5 ± 6.1 7.0 ± 4.6 0.001

Data in number / percentage, otherwise specified
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undergoing iPaa intentionally for Cd with longer post-
operative follow-up.

Methods/Interventions:	 a prospective inflammatory 
bowel disease registry was queried for patients with preop-
erative Cd undergoing iPaa. Patients were considered to 
have Cd before surgery based on a history of small bowel 
disease, perianal disease, non-crypt associated granuloma, 
or pretreatment skip colonic lesions. Patients were prospec-
tively assessed for pouchitis or Cd. Pouchitis (acute and 
chronic), postoperative Cd (pouch inflammation into the 
afferent limb or pouch fistula) or pouch failure (need for 
permanent diversion) were assessed.

Results/Outcome(s):	thirty-five patients with preoper-
ative Cd were identified. Cd was diagnosed based on peri-
anal disease (n=11;34%), small bowel disease (n=9;26%), 
discontinuous inflammation (n=9;26%) and noncaseating 
non-crypt associated granuloma (n=6;17%). indications 
for surgery were medically unresponsive disease (32;91%) 
or cancer/dysplasia (n=3;9%). after a median follow-up 
time of 47 (range, 2-196) months, pouchitis developed in 9 
(26%) patients (acute pouchitis (n=7), chronic pouchitis 
(n=2)). Sixteen (49%) patients developed postoperative 
recurrent Cd (afferent limb (n=8), pouch fistulizing 
disease (n=4), perianal disease (n=4)). only 1 patient 
(3%) failed postoperative medical therapy and required 
fecal diversion. the incidence of recurrent Cd over time 
is shown in Figure 1.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 this largest ever reported 
series on the intentional use of iPaa in well-defined 
Cd showed a high incidence of postoperative recurrent 
disease (49%). However, there was a low (3%) incidence 
of ultimate pouch failure. Highly motivated patients with 
colorectal Cd involving the more proximal and/or distal 
gastrointestinal tract may wish to undergo iPaa and avoid 
a definitive end ileostomy.

PROLONGED	PREPERATIVE	HOSPITALIZATION	
INCREASES	THE	RATE	OF	SERIOUS	
MORBIDITY	IN	IBD	PATIENTS.

Poster abstracts P141

r. Hoffman, m. neuwirth, r. Kelz, C. aarons
Philadelphia, PA

Purpose/Background:	 increases in the use of biologic 
medication have led to decreases in the surgical manage-
ment of inflammatory bowel disease (iBd). However, there 
is evidence to suggest surgery may have improved survival 
over prolonged medical therapy. in order to understand 
outcomes of hospitalized iBd patients who may benefit 
from earlier surgical involvement, we aimed to 1) to deter-
mine the point at which the risk of death/serious morbidity 
(dSm) increases significantly in hospitalized iBd patients 
and 2) to determine the factors associated with dSm in 
this patient population.

Methods/Interventions:	 the american College of 
Surgeons national Surgical Quality improvement Program 
(aCS nSQiP 2011-2014) was used to identify all patients 
with iBd who were hospitalized >1 day prior to a small 
bowel or colorectal procedure. the primary outcome was 
dSm within 30 days after a procedure. the rate of minor 
morbidities (mm) was also calculated. a JoinPoint regres-
sion analysis was performed to determine the point at which 
the rate of dSm or mm changed significantly during the 
pre-procedure hospital course. descriptive statistics were 
performed to compare patients admitted before and after 
the JoinPoint. multivariable logistic regression was used to 
identify factors associated with dSm.

Results/Outcome(s):	 there were 2,912(19.8%) 
patients admitted prior to surgery with a median pre- 
operative length of stay of 6days (iQr 3,9). on JoinPoint 
regression analysis, the rate of dSm increased significantly 
from 6-9days(slope=14.44;p<0.001). While the rate of 
dSm in Crohn’s patients increased steadily without an 
inflection point, the dSm rate in ulcerative colitis patients 
mirrored the overall cohort, significantly increasing at 
day 6(slope=17.68;p=0.008). the rate of mm increased 
steadily with increasing length of pre-operative stay and 
did not differ by iBd type (slope=2.56). When comparing 
the cohort of patients hospitalized for <6 days(Pre6) to 
≥6 days(Post6) on univariate analysis, type of iBd, aSa 
classification, steroid use, weight loss, history of cardiac 
disease, history of bleeding disorder, albumin <3g/dl, white 
cell count ≥12,000, hematocrit <30% and procedure type 
(open and bowel location) were significantly different. 
after adjustment, hospitalization ≥6days was associated 
with a 29% increased odds of dSm on multivariable anal-
ysis (see table). Both the overall cohort and the Post6 
subset, age >55 years, serum albumin <3g/dl, hematocrit 
≤30%, inr ≥1.5, and an open procedure also remained 
significant.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the rate of dSm increases 
significantly in iBd patients who have been hospitalized 
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for ≥6 days pre-operatively. even after adjustment, hospi-
talization ≥6days remains significantly associated with 
dSm. this data suggests that there are unmeasured factors 
which contribute to these outcomes, and that hospitalized 
iBd patients who undergo surgery may benefit from earlier 
surgical intervention in lieu of medical optimization.

POSTOPERATIVE	PORTOMESENTERIC	VEIN	
THROMBOSIS:	IS	ANTICOAGULATION	
NECESSARY?

Poster abstracts P142

l. Huang, r. Kim, m. Welton
Stanford, CA

Purpose/Background:	Portomesenteric vein thrombosis 
(PmVt) is a rare post-operative complication that can 
lead to potentially devastating consequences such as bowel 
ischemia or necrosis, cavernous transformation, and portal 
hypertension. therapeutic anticoagulation is often given 
to reduce the potential morbidity and mortality; however, 
it carries inherent risks of bleeding especially in the imme-
diate post-operative period. moreover, many PmVt are 
incidentally found and clinically asymptomatic, clouding 
the appropriate management of PmVt.

Methods/Interventions:	We performed a retrospective 
cohort study of all patients undergoing major small bowel 
or colon resection since and diagnosed with a post-op-
erative PmVt within 30 days of their operation at one 
tertiary institution. PmVt was diagnosed based on Ct 
scan or ultrasound findings of thrombus within the supe-
rior mesenteric vein, or intrahepatic or extrahepatic portal 
veins. Patients with a history of portal vein manipulation 

(such as transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt or 
portal vein embolization), liver transplant, primary hyper-
coaguable state, or previous venous thromboembolism 
requiring anticoagulation were excluded.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Fifty patients were included in 
the study. twenty-four (48%) were female. thirty-one 
(62%) were white. the median age at the time of surgery 
was 54 (range 20-86) years old. Cancer was the patho-
logic diagnosis for 12 (24%) patients while inflammatory 
bowel disease was the diagnosis for 18 (36%) patients. 
the most common reasons prompting the imaging study 
that diagnosed the PmVt was abdominal pain (32%), 
fever (32%), and leukocytosis (30%) on median post-op-
erative day 7 (range 2-27). thirty-three (66%) patients 
were found to have isolated PmVt on imaging. the 
right portal vein was the most common site of thrombosis 
(74%). twenty-one (42%) patients were treated with 
anticoagulation; however, duration varied greatly from 
7-180 (median 75) days. Patients with superior mesenteric 
vein thrombosis were more likely to have multiple areas of 
thrombosis (or=5.7, p<0.01) and to be placed on anti-
coagulation therapy (or = 4.0, p=0.03). of the cohort, 
only one patient had worsening clot burden at follow-up 
imaging while 24 (48%) patients showed improvement. 
thrombus progression was not associated with anticoagu-
lation therapy (p=0.33). there were 14 deaths; none were 
directly attributed to PVmt. risk of death increased with 
being female (or=3.9, p=0.05), having SmV thrombosis 
(or=10.4, p<0.01), and having a pathologic diagnosis 
of cancer (or= 6.3, p<0.01). undergoing a rectal resec-
tion decreased the risk of death (or=0.22, p=0.04). 
anticoagulation treatment had no effect on risk of death 
(p=0.52).

Conclusions/Discussion:	this data suggest that antico-
agulation may not be necessary for the treatment of PmVt 
as it had no effect on clot burden or mortality. However, 
larger, prospective studies are needed.

COMPARABLE	QUALITY	OF	LIFE	IN	
ULCERATIVE	COLITIS	PATIENTS	
FOLLOWING	2-STAGE	VERSUS	3-STAGE	
PROCTOCOLECTOMY	WITH	ILEAL	POUCH-
ANAL	ANASTOMOSIS.

Poster abstracts P143

S. deery, H. Kunitake, C. Hicks, a. olariu, l. Savitt, 
a. ananthakrishnan, r. Hodin, l. Bordeianou
Boston, MA; Baltimore, MD; Chicago, IL

Purpose/Background:	most surgeons assume that the 
use of a 3-stage procedure for active colitis is a safer 
approach with less complications compared to a 2-stage 
procedure, although recent data suggest that outcomes 
are comparable. We sought to compare late functional 
outcomes of patients undergoing 2- versus 3-stage ileal 
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pouch-anal anastomosis (iPaa) for active ulcerative 
colitis.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review was 
conducted of all patients who underwent 2- or 3-stage 
iPaa for active ulcerative colitis due to failure of medical 
management from 2000 to 2015 in a high-volume insti-
tution. all patients were sent a quality of life survey six 
months following ileostomy reversal. major outcomes 
included bowel movements per day, soilage, and pouchitis, 
and power calculations confirmed adequate sample size 
to detect clinically relevant differences. outcomes were 
compared with the Fisher exact test, and logistic regression 
was used to adjust for potential confounders.

Results/Outcome(s):	 We identified 253 patients who 
underwent 2- or 3-stage iPaa over the study period, of 
whom 41 (16%) underwent intervention for dysplasia/
malignancy and were excluded. of the remaining 212, 
113 (53%) completed the survey instrument; there were 
no differences in presentation of responders compared 
to non-responders. of responders, 81 patients (78%) 
underwent 2-stage procedures, and 32 had a 3-stage 
approach (28%). there were no differences in sex, age, 
body mass index, smoking status, or comorbidities. Patients 
undergoing 2-stage procedures were more likely to be on 
immunomodulators (43% vs. 19%, P = .03), but had no 
significant difference in use of steroids (70% vs. 84%, P 
= .16) or biologic agents (33% vs. 32%, P = 1.0). While 
patients undergoing the 3-stage procedure were more likely 
to have been done urgently (75% vs. 26%, P < .001), there 
was no difference in the pathologic severity of disease in 
the colon or in the rectal cuff. there was no difference in 
perceived quality of life compared to before iPaa (2-stage: 
83% better, 3-stage: 84% better, P = 1.0) or compared to 
expectations (2-stage: 51% better, 3-stage: 56% better, 
P = .68). there were also no differences in number of 
bowel movements per day, pouchitis, or sexual satisfaction 
(table). Patients undergoing 3-stage procedure were more 
likely to have nocturnal soilage (38% vs. 17%, P = .03), 
although there was no difference after adjusting for original 

procedure urgency (odds ratio 2.0, 95% Confidence 
interval 0.7 – 5.6).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Patients undergoing 2-stage 
compared to 3-stage iPaa for failed medical management 
of active ulcerative colitis have comparable quality of life 
following ileostomy reversal. two-stage iPaa should be 
considered over the traditional 3-stage procedure in appro-
priate situations.

SHORT	-TERM	OUTCOMES	OF	ROBOTIC	
PROCTECTOMY	WITH	ILEAL	POUCH	-ANAL	
ANASTOMOSIS.

Poster abstracts P144

d. Schwartzberg, u. anil, m. Bernstein, a. Grucela
New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	 total proctocolectomy remains 
the procedure of choice for many patients with ulcerative 
colitis (uC) and familial adenomatous polyposis syndrome 
(FaP). open and laparoscopic proctocolectomy with 
ileal pouch anal anastomosis (iPaa) are well established, 
however the first case series demonstrating the feasibility 
of robotic proctectomy and iPaa was published in 2011. 
Since then our institution has gained significant experi-
ence in this procedure. our goal was to examine our series 
with respect to safety and feasibility, and to examine short 
term outcomes and potential advantages of the robotic 
platform.

Methods/Interventions:	 a university hospital, single 
institution prospectively gathered database was reviewed 
and included all patients who underwent a robotic proc-
tectomy between January 2015 and november 2016. the 
inclusion criteria were any patient over 18 years old with 
uC or FaP who underwent a robotic proctectomy with 
iPaa for their 2nd stage operation. Prior total abdominal 
colectomy in these patients were performed either open, 
laparoscopic or robotic. exclusion criteria were any patient 
who had a laparoscopic or open proctectomy with iPaa.

P143 Quality of Life Survey Responses by IPAA Surgical Approach

N (%), Median (IQR)
Two-Stage

(N=81)
Three-Stage

(N=32) P-Value
QOL Better than Pre-IPAA 67 (83%) 27 (84%) 1.0
QOL Better than Expected 41 (51%) 18 (56%) .68
Scar Better than Expected 32 (40%) 13 (41%) 1.0
Daytime Soilage, ever 12 (15%) 7 (22%) .41
Nocturnal Soilage, ever 14 (17%) 12 (38%) .03
Bowel Movements per Day 7 (6-9) 7 (6-8.5) .49
Pouchitis Treatment, in last 6 months 12 (15%) 7 (22%) .12
Depression, at least sometimes 9 (11%) 4 (13) 1.0
Sexual Satisfaction, at least moderately 45 (56%) 13 (41%) .11
Male Patients: Erectile Dysfunction, ever 9 (23%) 3 (23%) 1.0

IQR = Interquartile Range; IPAA = Ileal Pouch-Anal Anastomosis; QOL = Quality of Life
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Results/Outcome(s):	 Fifteen (n=15) patients under-
went robotic proctectomy with iPaa for uC or FaP 
(uC=13, FaP=2) (table 1). the average age was 38.6 
(range 19-55) years old. the average Bmi was 22.6kg/m2  
(range 16.3-26.9). all patients had a diverting loop ileos-
tomy placed at the time of iPaa. the mean time to return 
of bowel function was 1.6 days (range 1-2 days). the 
average eBl was 132cc (range 50cc-300cc). there were no 
conversions to open procedures. the mean loS was 3.6 
days (range 2-6). there was one morbidity; a patient with 
adrenal crisis requiring steroids. Four of the fifteen patients 
returned to the hospital within 30 days of discharge for 
complaints of abdominal pain; 1 required percutaneous 
drainage of an abscess. there were no anastomotic leaks. 
to date, 14 of 15 patients have undergone ileostomy 
closure after exhibiting no leak on gastrograffin enema, 
without iPaa leak or pelvic abscess.

Conclusions/Discussion:	robotic proctectomy is estab-
lished as it offers advantages over laparoscopy in the bony 
confines of the pelvis. robotic proctectomies for rectal 
cancer have been proven in the literature to be safe and 
feasible; however other indications have not been studied. 
We report the largest series to date of 15 patients who 
underwent robotic proctectomy with iPaa. our series 
shows that the surgery is safe and feasible with no intra-
operative complications and minimal eBl. robotic advan-
tages include rapid return of bowel function and short 
loS. in addition we show excellent short-term results, 
including no mortalities, no major postoperative complica-
tions, and no anastomotic leak. long-term outcome data 
such as pouch function and quality of life is currently being 
collected and will be examined in the future.

IMPACT	OF	OBESITY	ON	PATIENTS	WITH	
CROHN’S	DISEASE	FOLLOWING	MAJOR	
SURGERY.

Poster abstracts P145

t. Bacharach, l. Wideman, l. ivey, a. Hale, n. Patil, 
C. mcFadden
Greenville, SC

Purpose/Background:	obesity is associated with worse 
outcomes in almost all surgical studies. Crohn’s disease, 
however, has traditionally been seen as a wasting disease, 
as these patients tend to suffer from malabsorption and 
malnutrition. a large 3-year, nation-wide study reported 
a steady rise in obese Crohn’s patients (16%). they also 
found higher perioperative morbidity in obese patients 
(32%) than non-obese patients (22%). Since our health-
care system is located in the southeastern region of the uS, 
we sought to determine whether our Crohn’s patients were 
associated with a higher rate of obesity than the national 
study; we also sought to evaluate whether obese Crohn’s 
patients were experiencing an increased rate of morbidity.

Methods/Interventions:	 all patients diagnosed with 
Crohn’s disease who underwent a major abdominal proce-
dure between march 2009 and august 2015 were identi-
fied and included in this study (n=170). data were then 
divided into 2 cohorts based on patient Bmi: non-obese 
(n=130) and obese (n=40). obesity was defined as a 
Bmi ≥ 30. data collection included patient demographics 
and comorbidities, steroid use, surgical procedures, proce-
dure type (open vs. laparoscopic), preoperative laboratory 
values, and short-term perioperative complications (<30 
days).

Results/Outcome(s):	 From the entire study popula-
tion, 23.5% of patients were obese. Since 2009, the rate 
of obesity has increased, with the highest rates reported in 

P144 Robotic Pouch Patient Statistics

Sex Age BMI Stage 1 TAC Indication
Robotic Pouch 

EBL (cc)
Return of bowel 
function (days)

Robotic Pouch 
LOS (days)

Female 53 25.6 robotic UC 100 1 4
Female 46 26.89 robotic UC 100 2 3
Male 39 21.63 robotic UC 300 2 3
Female 40 18.03 robotic FAP 150 2 3
Female 19 20.1 laparoscopic UC 75 1 6
Female 34 18.4 robotic UC 125 1 2
Female 29 16.3 laparoscopic UC 50 2 2
Male 46 26.34 laparoscopic UC 75 2 4
Female 55 24 robotic FAP 250 1 4
Male 34 18.3 laparoscopic UC 100 2 6
Male 23 23.6 laparoscopic UC 75 2 2
Male 53 22.83 laparoscopic UC 200 2 4
Male 45 25.12 robotic UC 300 2 2
Male 25 25.23 laparoscopic UC 30 1 3
Male 39 27.26 laparoscopic UC 50 1 2
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2011 to 2014 (40%, 34.6%, 25.8%). the obese cohort was 
significantly older than the non-obese (44.6 ± 13.2 vs. 34.9 
± 15.9; P<0.001) and had slightly more females (67.5% 
vs. 59.2%; P=0.35). Comorbidities were similar between 
groups, aside from the obese group having a higher rate of 
diabetes (12.5% vs. 3.1%; P=0.02). no significant differ-
ences were seen between cohorts in steroid use, procedure 
type, and perioperative lab values. Perioperative morbidity, 
however, was significantly higher in the obese cohort 
(47.5% vs. 21.5%; P<0.001). Specifically, obese patients 
had a higher rate of superficial surgical site infections 
(P<0.001), wound dehiscence (P<0.01), and deep vein 
thrombosis (P<0.01) than the non-obese cohort.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 these data reaffirm the 
nation-wide findings which showed an increasing propor-
tion of obese Crohn’s patients, as well as an association 
between a high Bmi and perioperative morbidity. our 
5-year results, which solely included Crohn’s patients living 
in the southeastern uS, revealed an even higher average 
rate of obesity (23.5%); it also showed that approximately 
half of the obese patients experienced at least one compli-
cation (47.5%). Based on these data, colorectal surgeons 
may need to consider whether there should be a change in 
the treatment of obese Crohn’s patients, including estab-
lishment of a wound closure protocol and managing obese 
Crohn’s patients as higher risk.

EMERGENCY	COLECTOMY	FOR	
INFLAMMATORY	BOWEL	DISEASE:	10-YEAR	
EXPERIENCE.

Poster abstracts P146

G. david, n. lal, V. Fretwell, J. Butler, t. andrews, 
P. rooney, r. Heath
Liverpool, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 acute severe inflammatory 
bowel disease (iBd) is a life-threatening condition with 
a mortality of 2.9%. Guidelines recommend colectomy 
for those failing medical therapy. the fate of the rectum 
following acute colectomy is unknown. We present our 
experience with a 10 year cohort.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review of 
patients undergoing emergency colectomy for iBd between 
2003- 2013 was performed. data were collected from 
theatre records and patient notes and analysed against 
the european Crohns and Colitis organisation guidelines 
(2012).

Results/Outcome(s):	 one hundred and fifty eight 
colectomies were performed of which 81 (m:F 43:38, 
median age 46 (16-88)) were for acute iBd between 2003-
2013. Sixty-nine patients had ulcerative colitis (uC), 11 
had Crohns disease (Cd). Sixty-seven percent of patients 
were seen by a gastroenterologist on the day of admission. 
Colorectal surgical review occurred on average 8 days after 
admission (range 0-135 days). Seventy-seven percent of 

patients were seen pre-operatively by a stoma specialist 
nurse. the average duration of conservative management 
was 11.2 days (0-135). Stools were sent for analysis in 
50.6% of patients and was positive for Clostridium difficile 
in 3 patients (7%). Fifty-one patients had a plain abdom-
inal radiograph pre-operatively of which 13 demonstrated 
megacolon. only 15 patients had a Ct scan pre-opera-
tively. Sixty-three patients underwent surgery for failure of 
medical management. other indications for surgery were 
obstruction (2), abscess (2), perforation (3) and toxic mega 
colon (11). Sixty-three patients underwent subtotal colec-
tomy (9 laparoscopic, 1 laparoscopic converted to open) 
with the remainder having proctocolectomy (18). a total 
of 34 patients went on to have an ileal pouch-anal anas-
tomosis (iPaa) procedure. Five patients had iPaa at the 
initial surgery. For the rest (29), the average wait between 
colectomy and elective iPaa was 444.5 days (0-1330). 
of the 63 patients who underwent a subtotal colectomy, 
39 patients underwent completion proctectomy, either as 
a definitive procedure (9) or at the time of iPaa (30). 
one patient underwent an ileorectal anastomosis 16 
retained their rectum with surveillance. the average time 
between initial surgery and completion proctectomy was 
669 days (339 – 1549). Surgical complications included; 
wound infection (20), rectal stump leak (3), bleeding (4), 
venous-thromboembolism (2), ileus (9) and cardiorespira-
tory events (7). there were 3 (3.7%) mortalities within 30 
days of admission (2 intra-abdominal sepsis and 1 necro-
tising fasciitis). overall mean length of admission was 28.4 
days. Post op mean length of admission was 17.7 days.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Compliance with iBd stan-
dards appears low and requires changes to practice. 
analysing the fate of the rectum has revealed that many 
patients wait over a year for definitive rectal surgery. 
almost a quarter of our patients retain their rectum and 
remain at risk of developing neoplasia.

P146 Pre-operative parameters

Steroids (IV) 52 patients (53%)
Steroids (PO) 9 patients (11%)

2nd line medical therapy 17 patients (28%)
Mean number stools / 24hr 9 (1-30)

Mean CRP (mg/L) 77 (5-497)
Mean Hb (g/L) 11.6 (7-19)

Mean Albumin (g/L) 32.2 (18-48)
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MECHANICAL	BOWEL	PREPARATION	BEFORE	
COLORECTAL	RESECTIONS	FOR	CROHN’S	
DISEASE.

Poster abstracts P147

i. iesalnieks, m. Hoene, t. Bittermann, C. Hackl
Munich, Germany; Regensburg, Germany

Purpose/Background:	 Studies addressing the role of 
mechanical bowel preparation (mBP) before surgery in 
Crohn’s disease patients are lacking.

Methods/Interventions:	 all consecutive elective 
colorectal resections for Crohn’s disease with formation 
of primary anastomosis have been included in present 
retrospective analysis. Patients undergoing small bowel 
resections not including colon were excluded. also, urgent 
surgeries and reversals of enterostomies were excluded. 
mBP was performed routinely between 1992 and 2004; 
it was omitted between 2005 and 2015 and introduced 
again 2016. anastomotic complications were: anastomotic 
leakage, perianastomotic abscess, anastomotic fistula and 
perianastomotic peritonitis.

Results/Outcome(s):	 overall, 660 bowel resections 
have been performed between 1992 and 2016. of those, 
444 cases of elective colorectal resections with construc-
tion of primary anastomosis were included in current 
analysis. the anastomotic complication rate was 9.6% in 
patients undergoing surgery after mPB as opposed to 32% 
when mBP was omitted (P<0.001). the positive impact of 
mBP was strongest in patients undergoing ileocolic resec-
tions for penetrating disease (8% vs. 45%, P<0.001). By the 
multivariate analysis, preoperative mBP reduced the risk 
of anastomotic complications significantly (Hazard ratio 
0.15; 95% Ci: 0.05 – 0.44. P=0.001). Preoperative weight 
loss increased the anastomotic complication risk (Hr 3.46; 
95% Ci 1.2 – 9.9. P=0.021).

Conclusions/Discussion:	Preoperative mPB should be 
strongly considered before colorectal surgery in patients 
with Crohn’s disease, especially in patients undergoing 
ileocolic resections for penetrating disease.

IMMUNOSUPPRESSANT	IMPACT	ON	
COLECTOMY	OUTCOMES	IN	CROHN’S	DISEASE	
PATIENTS:	A	DOUBLE-EDGED	SWORD?

Poster abstracts P148

r. Fazl alizadeh, S. li, S. Sujatha-Bhaskar, r. ray, 
m. Jafari, J. Carmichael, a. Pigazzi, m. Stamos
Orange, CA

Purpose/Background:	 inflammatory bowel disease 
(iBd) patients are frequently treated with immunosuppres-
sant (iS) medications including corticosteroids and immu-
nomodulators. the aim of this study was to assess impact 
of preoperative iS on short-term outcomes of colectomy in 
patients with Crohn’s disease (Cd).

Methods/Interventions:	the national Surgical Quality 
improvement Program(nSQiP) database targeted colec-
tomy files were used to examine the clinical data of Cd 
patients undergoing colectomy from 2012 to 2014. all 
disseminated cancer cases were excluded. Patients were 
divided into two groups based on use of iS (iS group and 
non-iS group). Within 30 days, demographic patient data, 
preoperative risk factors, and postoperative complications, 
and failure to rescue (Ftr) rate (defined as mortality 
rate among patients suffering one or more postoperative 
complications) were reviewed for each of these cohorts.

Results/Outcome(s):	3139 patients were identified who 
fit our inclusion criteria [1125 (35.8%) patients in non-iS 
group and 2014 (64.2%) patients in iS group]. the mean 
age was 39±16 in iS group compared to 44±17 (p<0.001) 
in non-iS group. the mean length of stay was 8.33±7.56 
days in iS group compared to 8.17±7.18 days in non-iS 
group (P=0.30). Following risk adjustment, patients with 
iS demonstrated no significant difference in mortality rate 
compared to patients without iS (0.1% vs. 0.5%, P=0.08). 
also, Ftr rate was significantly lower in iS group compared 
to non-iS group (0.4% vs. 2.4%, aor:0.07, P=0.03). 
Serious morbidity rate was significantly higher in iS group 
compared to non-iS group (20.4% vs. 17.2%, aor:1.29, 
Ci:1.05-1.58, P=0.01). also, patients in iS group had 
significantly higher anastomotic leak and unplanned read-
missions compared to patients in non-iS group (5.2% vs. 
3.5%, and 13.4% vs. 9.9%, respectively, P<0.05). risks of 
venous thromboembolism and surgical site infections were 
significantly higher in iS group compared to non-iS group 
(aor: 1.84, 1.35, respectively, P<0.05).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the results of this study 
suggest that iS significantly increases serious morbidity, 
anastomotic leak and unplanned readmission rates in Cd 
patients following colectomy. Surprisingly, iS appears to 
decrease short term mortality rate although statistical 
significance was not reached. importantly, the iS group 
had an observed significantly decreased Ftr rate. our 
study demonstrated that use of iS in Cd patients under-
going colectomy has risks(morbidity) but is not related to 
mortality.
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HOW	ACCURATE	IS	ENDOSCOPIST	
PREASSESSMENT	OF	DIFFICULT	POLYPS	
SCHEDULED	FOR	A	DEDICATED	
POLYPECTOMY	LIST?	A	SINGLE	CENTER,	
SINGLE	SURGEON	SERIES.

Poster abstracts P149

r. Padwick, B. Wild, S. Ward, m. osborne
Warwick, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	Polyps seen at lower gastrointes-
tinal endoscopy that are deemed to be ‘difficult to remove’ 
based on size/morphology/site/access/recurrence/number 
criteria are referred to a single surgeon endoscopist with an 
interest in removing such polyps on a dedicated ‘difficult 
polyp list’ at our trust. these cases are allocated time slots 
based upon these criteria after case review by the endos-
copist. We aim to establish how accurate the assessment 
process is based upon the information available.

Methods/Interventions:	 all patients who have 
undergone polypectomy on the ‘difficult polyp list’ from 
September 2014 to november 2016 were identified using 
local records. data were collected regarding the time allo-
cated per patient, polyp characteristics (size, morphology, 
site, ease of access), and length of procedure using locally 
kept electronic records and a locally designed proforma. 
all polypectomies were graded using the Size/morphology/
Site/access (SmSa) Criteria.

Results/Outcome(s):	a total of 59 patients undergoing 
69 ‘difficult polypectomies’ were analysed. main polyp size 
ranged from 2-60mm (median 30). Forty-two patients 
(71.2%) had polyps located in the left colon only, one 
patient (1.7%) had polyps on both sides of the colon. 
Forty-one of the 69 polyps were sessile (59.5%), 23 were 
pedunculated (33.3%) and 5 were flat (7.2%). Forty-
three procedures (72.9%) were rated at least SmSa level 
iii. amount of time pre-allocated per procedure ranged 
from 20-160 minutes (median 60). time per procedure 
ranged from 17-123 minutes (median 52). the discrep-
ancy between time allocated and time taken ranged from 
62 minutes too much time – 32 minutes too little time 
(median 18 minutes too much time), with 48 cases being 
allocated too much time (median 23 minutes). there was 
a weak correlation between the time allocated for the 
procedure and the actual procedure duration (Pearsons 
correlation coefficient r2 = 0.55) which was statistically 
significant (P<0.01).

Conclusions/Discussion:	evaluation of and subsequent 
allocation of time for polypectomy in ‘difficult polypec-
tomy’ cases is very challenging, with high inter-patient 
variability. the tendency is towards allocating too much 
time. the reasons for this are almost certainly multifacto-
rial, most commonly allowing time for patient turnaround 
between cases and attempting to avoid over-booking lists 
in order to avoid time pressure. the SmSa criteria does 
not allow for difficulty due to polyp recurrence.

REMOVAL	OF	BENIGN	COLON	POLYPS	–	IS	
ENDOSCOPIC	SUBMUCOSAL	DISSECTION	
SUPERIOR	TO	LAPAROSCOPIC	COLECTOMY?

Poster abstracts P150

F. manji, J. Parker, i. Qayyum, m. antillon-Galdamez, 
d. Zwier, J. ogilvie
Grand Rapids, MI; Grands Rapids, MI

Purpose/Background:	 a greater proportion of colon 
polyps found to be unresectable by standard endoscopy are 
now being removed via endoscopic submucosal resection 
(eSd). the aim of this study is to review the outcomes 
of eSd compared to laparoscopic colectomy at a single 
institution.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review of 
prospectively collected data was conducted on all patients 
undergoing eSd for benign colon polyps (excluding 
rectum) over an 18-month period by a single highly 
trained gastroenterologist. For comparison, we identified 
all laparoscopic colectomies for similar indications from 
2012 to present. Peri-procedural variables were collected. 
Wilcoxon scores were used to create propensity matched 
mean scores.

Results/Outcome(s):	there was no difference between 
the eSd (n=70) and laparoscopic colectomy (n=61) 
patients in terms of Bmi and age, however eSd was more 
likely to have a higher aSa class iii/iV (54% vs. 33%; 
p=0.028). after propensity matching for aSa, eSd 
cases had a larger polyp size (50mm vs 23mm; p<0.001), 
shorter procedure duration (77 mins vs. 105 mins; p<0.01), 
shorter inpatient stay (24 hrs vs. 84 hrs; p<0.001), and 
less eBl (5ml vs 50ml; p<0.001). after matching for 
polyp size, the difference in procedure time was found 
to be 11 minutes, thus bearing no clinical or statistically 
significant difference (p=0.09). matching for polyp size 
did not change outcomes in other variables. incidental or 
unsuspected adenocarcinoma was identified in 6% of eSd 
specimens (n=4) and 10% of laP (n=6). Positive margins 
were present in 18.6% (n=13) of the eSd specimens, 
Perforation requiring emergent surgery occurred in 7.8% 
of eSd patients (n=5). in comparison, anastomotic leak 
occurred in 1.6% of colectomy patients (n=1).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in this retrospective review 
eSd was associated with shorter hospital stay and procedure 
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duration at the cost of higher positive margins and more 
emergent operations. Further studies will be required to 
elucidate other important variables such as procedure cost, 
effect on quality of life, and long-term recurrence. this 
will help aid in decision making for patients, surgeons and 
endoscopists.

A STANDARDIZED EDUCATION AND 
MONITORING	PROTOCOL	FOLLOWING	
ILEOSTOMY	CREATION	REDUCES	HOSPITAL	
READMISSION.

Poster abstracts P151

C. dwyer, F. lane, d. maun, t. reidy, r. melbert, 
o. Johansen, B. tsai
Indianapolis, IN

Purpose/Background:	 ileostomy creation is commonly 
performed out of necessity or as a protective measure to 
prevent serious anastomotic complications. the morbidity 
of ileostomy can be high, leading to frequent hospital visits 
and readmission. as cost, complications, and hospital 
readmission are being used to judge our quality as physi-
cians, we must be proactive in minimizing procedural 
morbidity. Standardized perioperative protocols focused 
on education, post-discharge monitoring, and early inter-
vention may help decrease readmission following ileos-
tomy creation. the purpose of this study was to monitor 
hospital readmission following institution of a standardized 
education and monitoring protocol for all patients having 
ileostomy creation (Figure).

Methods/Interventions:	 a standardized protocol for 
education and close monitoring of all patients undergoing 
surgery with ileostomy creation was instituted between 
January 2015 and april 2016. adherence to each step 
of the protocol was monitored and 30-day readmission 
tracked. data were analyzed with Fisher exact test or 
student’s t-test (p<0.05 significant).

Results/Outcome(s):	thirty day readmission decreased 
following institution of the ileostomy monitoring protocol 
(22.3% vs. 36.0%, p=0.02). adherence to the ileos-
tomy monitoring protocol was inconsistent. most patients 
(99.0%) were provided education materials and all 
(100.0%) met with ileostomy nurses postop, but only 
61.2% had preop teaching and 64.1% of patients reported 
their daily intake/output after surgery. of patients in 
the ileostomy monitoring protocol, those that reported 
their daily intake/output were readmitted half as often as 
patients that did not report (16.7% vs 32.4%). Preop and 
postop education did not affect hospital readmission. the 
most common diagnosis for readmission was dehydration 
(6.8%) followed by wound complications (4.8%), ileus/
bowel obstruction (3.9%), and abdominal pain (2.9%).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Close monitoring of intake 
and output following ileostomy creation can significantly 
decrease readmission rates. We speculate that continuous 

communication between patient and treatment team leads 
to early intervention so that hospital-based treatment may 
be avoided. even with a defined protocol in place, patient 
compliance can limit the effectiveness of any standardized 
plan.

ileostomy education and monitoring protocol

LAPAROSCOPIC	RESECTION	FOR	
COMPLICATED	DIVERTICULITIS	IS	
INCREASING	NATIONWIDE.

Poster abstracts P152

a. mabardy, m. albert, J. monson, S. atallah
Orlando, FL

Purpose/Background:	 the use of laparoscopic resec-
tion for diverticulitis has become more widespread, though 
its use for complicated diverticular disease is not as well 
described. our goal is to analyze recent nationwide trends 
in the use of laparoscopic sigmoid colectomy for patients 
presenting with abscess, generalized peritonitis, fistula, and 
obstruction.

Methods/Interventions:	 the nationwide inpatient 
Sample (niS) database was used to identify patients with 
diverticulitis who underwent a sigmoid colectomy in the 
united States from 2008 through 2013. the utilization 
of laparoscopy was analyzed for patients with and without 
complicated diverticular disease. mortality, ureteral injury, 
hospital length of stay, and total hospital charges were 
compared.

Results/Outcome(s):	 during the study period, the 
percent of resections for complicated diverticulitis 
performed laparoscopically increased dramatically from 
8.0% in 2008 to 26.7% in 2013. laparoscopic resections 
also increased for uncomplicated diverticulitis (16.4% to 
51.7%). analyzed separately, laparoscopic resection was 
increasingly utilized for patients presenting with abscess, 
generalized peritonitis, fistula, and obstruction. the rate 
of conversion to an open procedure was higher for patients 
with complicated disease (15.4% vs. 32.0%). Compared to 
open surgery, patients undergoing laparoscopic resection 
for complicated disease had a lower mortality (0.4% vs. 
3.0%, p<0.001). the rate of ureteral injury was lower in 
the laparoscopic group (0.1% vs. 0.3%, p<0.001), and there 
was no difference with regards to overall intraoperative 
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iatrogenic injury (3.4% vs. 3.0%, p=0.073). Patients who 
underwent laparoscopic resection for complicated disease, 
including those patients converted to open surgery, had 
a lower median total hospital charge when compared to 
open surgery ($61,197 vs. $73,232) and a lower median 
hospital length of stay (7 days vs. 10 days).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 laparoscopic sigmoid colec-
tomy is increasingly utilized for both complicated and 
uncomplicated diverticular disease. While conversion to 
open is more likely for complicated diverticulitis, patients 
attempted laparoscopically have an overall lower mortality, 
lower rate of ureteral injury, shorter hospital length of stay 
and lower total hospital charges when compared to open 
surgery.

Complicated disease includes patients with abscess, generalized peritoni-
tis, fistula, and obstruction. the percent of patients who underwent lap-
aroscopic resection includes patients converted to an open procedure.

COLONIC	DIVERTICULITIS:	AN	ENTIRELY	
DIFFERENT	CONDITION	AMONGST	ASIANS.

Poster abstracts P153

H. Chang, d. Chan, F. Koh, K. tan
Singapore, Singapore

Purpose/Background:	right sided colonic diverticulitis 
is rarely encountered amongst the Western population. 
emerging studies continue to highlight the differences 
in characteristics and outcomes of colonic diverticulitis 
amongst asians. this study aims to evaluate our expe-
rience in the management of diverticulitis in an asian 
population.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review of all 
patients admitted for acute colonic diverticulitis from 
January 2012 to September 2014 was performed. the 
confirmation of diverticulitis was based on radiological, 
endoscopic or surgical findings. the severity of diverticu-
litis was graded using the modified Hinchey Classification.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 182 patients were 
admitted for diverticulitis during the study period. amongst 
them, 60.4% (n=110) had right sided disease while 39.6% 
(n=72) had left sided disease. most patients (n=168) had 
mild diverticulitis on presentation (modified Hinchey score 
1b and below), while 8 patients had Hinchey 3 (n=6) or 

Hinchey 4 (n=2) diverticulitis. When comparing between 
those with right sided diverticulitis and those with left 
sided diverticulitis, those with left sided diverticulitis were 
generally older (median of 51 vs. 67 years of age, p<0.001), 
were admitted more than once for diverticulitis (p< 0.001), 
had worse severity of diverticulitis (p=0.02) and under-
went surgical intervention more readily (left side, p= 
0.003). a total of 20 patients underwent surgery, six had 
right sided diverticulitis and 14 had left sided diverticulitis 
(p=0.003). Five of the six patients with right sided diver-
ticulitis were operated for clinical suspicion of appendicitis, 
while all the patients with left sided diverticulitis who 
underwent surgery were operated for acute abdomen or 
non-resolving symptoms. the severity (p=0.001) and loca-
tion (left side, p= 0.003) of diverticulitis were significant 
predictors of surgical intervention.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 asian patients with diver-
ticulitis differ greatly from the Western population. the 
disease tends to be right sided, occurring in younger 
patients and were of milder severity, and often mimics 
appendicitis. there is the need to educate clinicians world-
wide of this association amongst asians because of ever 
changing demographic shifts in the proportion of asians in 
Western countries.

CHALLENGES	FOLLOWING	ILEOSTOMY	
CREATION	IN	OLDER	ADULTS.

Poster abstracts P154

V. nikolian, n. matusko, a. Camaj, S. regenbogen, 
K. Hardiman
Ann Arbor, MI

Purpose/Background:	as the general population ages, 
older individuals make up a growing proportion of surgical 
patients. many surgeons hesitate to create ileostomies for 
older patients out of concern that these patients may be 
predisposed to increased rates of complications or face 
challenges in self-care. Given these concerns, we sought 
to determine if older age (≥65 years) was predictive of 
readmission or poor self-efficacy in the setting of a modern, 
patient-centered ileostomy pathway.

Methods/Interventions:	 We retrospectively evalu-
ated patients managed under our perioperative pathway 
including stoma site marking and ostomy nurse led educa-
tion sessions (2013-2016, n = 354). univariate analysis 
was performed to identify factors significantly associated 
with readmission. these factors were integrated into hier-
archical logistic regression models to determine predictors 
of readmission for the entire cohort of patients and compare 
them to specific factors for older (n = 70) and younger  
(n = 284) patients. in a sub-set of these patients, psycho-
social adaptation and self-efficacy were prospectively eval-
uated by administering a validated survey (PaiS-Sr, 
Bekkers et al. 1996) at one- and three-months following 
ileostomy creation (2015-2016, n = 49).
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Results/Outcome(s):	 of the 354 patients identified 
during the study period, 99 (28%) were readmitted within 
30 days of their operation, with no significant differences 
in rates between older and younger patients (younger = 
25%, older = 35%, p = 0.14). indications for operation 
varied between age groups, with older patients predomi-
nantly undergoing operations for cancer or diverticulitis. 
multivariable logistic regression using the entire cohort 
identified higher aSa score and prolonged length of 
stay as predictors of readmission but not age. in contrast, 
factors predicting readmission for older patients included 
higher aSa score and discharge on anti-motility agents or 
diuretics. analysis of stoma care self-efficacy revealed no 
significant differences between younger and older patients 
at one-month follow up (mean score: younger = 81.4 ± 
14.8 vs older = 79.3 ± 14.3, p = 0.69). However, at three-
month follow up, older patients demonstrated significantly 
lower self-efficacy scores relative to younger patients 
(mean score: younger = 94.8 ± 16.4 vs older = 74.9 ± 
7.0, p = 0.004) and did not demonstrate improvement in 
self-efficacy when compared to one-month follow up.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 older adults appear to 
have different risk factors for readmission after ileostomy 
creation. although they fare equally in caring for their 
new ileostomies at one-month follow up they then become 
less independent by 3 months. our data demonstrates that 
ileostomy care pathways need to be tailored to the needs 
of older patients and that older adults would likely benefit 
from secondary education interventions to improve long-
term self-efficacy following ileostomy creation.

BOWEL	HABITS	AND	GENDER	CORRELATE	
WITH	PROXIMAL	COLON	LENGTH	MEASURED	
BY	CT	COLONOGRAPHY.

Poster abstracts P155

K. togashi, K. utano, t. Honda, t. Kato, a. lefor, 
K. nagata
Aizuwakamatsu, Japan; Nagasaki, Japan; Sapporo, Japan; 
Shimotsuke, Japan; Chuo-ku, Japan

Purpose/Background:	 Colonoscopists recognize that 
bowel habits correlate with colon length. Ct colonography 
enables measurement of the true colon length by recon-
structing three-dimensional images. the aim of this study 
is to investigate the relationship between colon length and 
bowel habits.

Methods/Interventions:	data obtained from a previous 
multi-center trial (umin Clinical trials registry number 
umin000006665) including 321 subjects with positive 
fecal immunochemical testing who underwent Ct colo-
nography were reviewed. after excluding patients with 
poor bowel preparation, a history of bowel resection and 
advanced cancer, 295 subjects (mean age 58.1±11.1 years, 
range 40-83 years; female 141, male 154) were enrolled. 
Colon length was measured using a computer-generated 

center line of the colorectum (as shown in the Figure), and 
it was divided at the iliac crest level into the distal (recto-
sigmoid) and proximal colon (from cecum to descending 
colon). Bowel habits were classified into three categories 
according to frequency of bowel movements including a, 
daily; B, once every two or three days; and C, less than 
once in three days. mean colorectal length was compared 
among the bowel habit categories. Patient characteristics, 
age, gender, body height, body mass index and history of 
laparotomy, were also evaluated among the three groups. 
Statistical comparison was made using one-way anoVa 
with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the entire colon in group a 
was significantly shorter (cm) than in groups B and C 
(a: 147.4±17.9, B: 154.7±18.5, C: 158.6±18.3; a vs. C: 
p=0.002; a vs. B: p=0.014, B vs. C: p=0.877). Colon 
length in females is significantly longer than in males 
(female 154.3±18.1, male 147.1±18.3; p=0.0008). Colon 
length showed trends associated with age (p=0.181) and 
laparotomy history (p=0.14). multiple linear regression 
analysis showed significant differences in bowel habits (a 
vs. B+C, p=0.003) and gender (p=0.022). on subgroup 
analysis there is no significant difference in distal colon 
length. in contrast, the proximal colon in group a is 
significantly shorter than group C (a: 88.2±12.6, B: 
92.0±12.8, C: 96.3±12.8; a vs. C: p=0.001; a vs. B: 
p=0.097, B vs. C: p=0.29). the proximal colon in females 
is significantly longer than in males (female 92.9±12.4, 
male 87.6±12.9; p=0.0003). multiple linear regression 
analysis showed significant differences in bowel habits (a 
vs. B+C, p=0.013) and gender (p=0.008).

Conclusions/Discussion:	this study demonstrates that 
bowel habits and gender correlate with overall colon 
length, in particular, of the proximal colon measured 
by Ct colonography. this observation warrants further 
investigation.
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THE	POTENTIAL	DELETERIOUS	EFFECT	
OF	THE	SURGICAL	CARE	IMPROVEMENT	
PROGRAM	ON	THE	RISK	OF	CLOSTRIDIUM	
DIFFICILE	AFTER	COLORECTAL	RESECTION.

Poster abstracts P156

K. Suradkar, o. Baser, r. Kiran
New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	the Surgical Care improvement 
Program (SCiP) was introduced in 2005 to improve the 
surgical mortality and morbidity in healthcare organiza-
tions with pre-operative antibiotics as one of the major 
components. While the program was retired in 2015, 
valuable lessons can potentially be learned from the impact 
of this concerted initiative on the use of antibiotics on 
the incidence of Clostridium difficile infections (Cdi) in 
post-operative patients.

Methods/Interventions:	 We used the nationwide 
inpatient Sample (niS) national registry dataset for 1999 
to 2012. international Classification of diseases, 9th 

revision, Clinical modification (iCd-9-Cm) codes were 
used to identify subjects undergoing colorectal resection. 
Surgical inpatient discharge data of pre-SCiP (1999-
2005) and SCiP (2006-2012) groups were compared for 
demographics, hospital characteristics, surgical procedure, 
length of stay (loS), total charges, occurrence of Cdi 
and mortality for patients with Cdi. univariate analysis 
included chi-square contingency table analysis or the 
Student t-test. multivariate regression analysis was used to 
determine high-risk characteristics.

Results/Outcome(s):	 of 353,772 patients with 
colorectal resection, 158,470 were pre-SCiP and 195,302 
SCiiP. Pre-SCiP and SCiP patients had similar gender 
and race but pre-SCiP patients were younger (72 vs. 69 
years, p=0.003). more pre-SCiP patients had colorectal 
malignancy, other diagnoses were similar. Procedures 
performed were similar. median length of stay (pre-SCiP: 
13 days vs SCiP: 11 days) and discharge disposition were 
similar but costs were significantly greater in the SCiP 
group (pre-SCiP $45,351 vs SCiP $68,090, p < 0.001). 

P156 

Pre SCIP (1999 – 2005) SCIP (2006 – 2012)
N/Mean %/SD N/Mean %/SD p Value SD

Sample Size 656 1,378
Age (median) 72 69 0.0003 16.9
Female 359 54.7% 725 52.6% 0.37 4.2
Co-morbidity score (median) 4 5 0.73 1.9

APR-DRG risk of mortality
1 - Minor likelihood of dying 119 26.1% 394 28.5% 0.31 5.5
2 - Moderate likelihood of dying 154 33.8% 424 30.8% 0.22 6.5
3 - Major likelihood of dying 103 22.6% 330 23.9% 0.57 3.1
4 - Extreme likelihood of dying 79 17.4% 230 16.7% 0.74 1.8
Routine Discharge 320 48.8% 668 48.5% 0.89 0.6
Post-acute care Discharge 295 44.9% 661 47.9% 0.20 6.0
Other 41 6.2% 49 3.6% 0.006 12.5
Index admission cost (average) $67,407 $71,695 $102,191 $112,151 <.0001 36.9
Median $45,351 $68,090
Length of Stay (average) 16.5 12.7 14.8 11.4 0.004 13.9
Median 13 11
Deaths after having secondary  
diagnosis as C. Diff

40 6.1% 47 3.4% 0.005 12.6

Open Resection 561 85.5% 877 63.6% <0.0001 51.9
Colostomy 11 1.6% 23 1.7% 0.99 0.06
Ileostomy 3 0.4% 9 0.6% 0.59 2.6
Rectal 69 10.5% 149 10.8% 0.84 0.9
Benign colorectal disease 69 10.5% 179 12.9% 0.11 7.7
Malignant colorectal disease 322 49.1% 600 43.5% 0.019 11.1
Inflammatory bowel disease 25 3.8% 72 5.2% 0.16 6.81
Diverticular disease 138 21.0% 337 24.5% 0.09 8.2
Obstruction or functional disorder 33 5.0% 46 3.3% 0.06 8.4
Rectal Prolapse 11 1.7% 27 1.9% 0.67 2.1
Other diagnosis 58 8.8% 117 8.5% 0.79 1.2
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2,034 (0.57%) patients had Cdi (pre-SCiP: 656 patients 
(0.41%) and SCiP: 1,378 patients (0.7%), p <0.001). 
although rate of Cdi increased from 0.2% in the pre-SCiP 
to 0.7% in the SCiP group, there were fewer deaths from 
Cdi in the SCiP group as when compared with pre-SCiP 
(n=47, 3.4% vs. n=40, 6.1%, p = 0.0051).

Conclusions/Discussion:	Clostridium difficile infection 
rates increased during the Surgical Care improvement 
Program. Further, length of stay remained the same and 
costs increased. the drop in mortality from Cdi may 
reflect our better management of the condition despite 
the increased incidence. these data highlight the nega-
tive impact of blanket policies designed to improve and 
monitor quality and stress the need for patient-centered 
initiatives.

COLONOSCOPY	SIMULATION:	CRITERION	
VALIDITY	USING	DIRECT	OBSERVATION	OF	
PROCEDURAL	SKILLS.

Poster abstracts P157

r. yap, d. ianno, d. nestel, S. tobin
Melbourne, VIC, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 Colonoscopy is a widespread 
practice, both as a diagnostic and therapeutic tool, with 
an estimated 1.7 million performed in north america for 
screening purposes alone in 2015. there is evidence that 
expert performance in colonoscopy is not reached until a 
threshold of 500 procedures are performed. most, if not 
all, of this training is currently performed on real patients. 
this has adverse effects such as increased discomfort for 
patients, as well as training being labour and time intensive, 
with an increase of procedure time of 10-37% reported for 
training colonoscopies. Virtual reality simulation has many 
potential benefits in the area of colonoscopic training, 
although its application to real-life training has not been 
studied extensively. in particular, criterion validity, or 
the ability to predict current or future performance has 
not been established for virtual reality colonoscopy. this 
study aims to establish criterion validity for virtual reality 
colonoscopy through the use of a direct observation of 
procedural skill (doPS) instrument.

Methods/Interventions:	ethics approval was granted for 
this project. ten participants were prospectively recruited 
into the study. demographic data, including prior simu-
lation and colonoscopy experience was collected. each 
participant performed two virtual-reality and two real-
life screening colonoscopies which were video-recorded, 
and simulation metric data was collected. these record-
ings were then assessed using a modified Joint advisory 
Group colonoscopy doPS form, by an impartial observer 
blinded to the identity of the endoscopist. this data was 
then cross-matched with each participant. two one-sided 
equivalence tests were performed on simulated and real-
life doPS scores, with an equivalence level set at 4 points. 

t-tests were performed to analyse simulator metric data. 
Statistical significance was deemed at p < 0.05.

Results/Outcome(s):	there was equivalence in doPS 
mean scores across simulated and real-life colonoscopy 
(21.3 vs 20.9, 95% Ci -3, 2.5). real-life doPS scores 
also significantly correlated with some simulator metrics, 
including total procedure time, level of simulated patient 
discomfort, and total percentage time in ‘red-out’ (where 
the colonoscope was pressed against the lumen of the 
virtual colon).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 this is the first study to 
investigate criterion validity for virtual reality simulation, 
in which the endoVr was validated against real-life perfor-
mance of screening colonoscopy. this reinforces the use of 
virtual reality colonoscopy in the teaching and training of 
endoscopists. it also opens up the possibility of the use of 
virtual reality colonoscopy in both accreditation and re-ac-
creditation. the utility of the simulator for the use of more 
complex scenarios is an avenue of further investigation. 
Further studies are required on different scenarios, with a 
larger and more varied number of participants.

LAPAROSCOPIC	LOOP	ILEOSTOMY	REVERSAL	
WITH	INTRACORPOREAL	ANASTOMOSIS	IS	
ASSOCIATED	WITH	SHORTER	LENGTH	OF	
STAY	WITHOUT	INCREASED	DIRECT	COST.

Poster abstracts P158

S. Sujatha-Bhaskar, m. Whealon, m. Jafari, S. mills, 
a. Pigazzi, m. Stamos, J. Carmichael
Orange, CA

Purpose/Background:	 loop ileostomy reversal has 
predominantly been performed in an open fashion by the 
surgical community. With the growth of minimally inva-
sive surgery, laparoscopic intracorporeal anastomosis has 
become more common, potentially offering advantages of 
earlier return of bowel function and reduced postoperative 
pain. over the past four years, surgeons at our institution 
have routinely incorporated the novel technique of laparo-
scopic ileostomy reversal with intracorporeal or extracor-
poreal anastomosis in their practice. in this study, we aim 
to compare the outcome and cost of these approaches with 
open ileostomy reversal.

Methods/Interventions:	 retrospective review of 
sequential patients undergoing elective loop ileostomy 
reversal between 2013-2016 at a single high-volume insti-
tution was performed. Patients were stratified on the basis 
of operative approach: open reversal (oP), laparoscop-
ic-assisted reversal with extracorporeal anastomosis (le), 
and laparoscopic reversal with intracorporeal anastomosis 
(li). direct hospital costs were determined for each 
approach. linear and logistic regressions were utilized to 
perform multivariate analysis and determine risk-adjusted 
outcomes.
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Results/Outcome(s):	 of 132 sequential cases of loop 
ileostomy reversal, 50 (38%) underwent oP, 49 (37%) 
underwent le, and 33 (22%) underwent li. demographic 
data and preoperative comorbidities were similar between 
the three cohorts with exception to CHF which was more 
prevalent among li cases compared to le and oP (6.1%, 
0%, 0%), (p < 0.05). the most common antecedent indi-
cation for fecal diversion was prior proctectomy for rectal 
cancer in all three groups. median length of stay was equiv-
alent between oP (69.0 hrs) and le (69.6 hrs, p =0.43) 
but significantly shorter for li (52.1 hrs, p < 0.05). median 
length of operating time was longer for li (175.5 minutes) 
compared to oP (129 minutes), (p < 0.05). rates of post-
operative 30-day complications were statistically equiva-
lent among the three cohorts, (oP 2%, le 10.2%, li 3.0% 
P < 0.152). direct hospital cost was statistically similar for 
li ($7,620.13) compared to oP ($7,524.80), (p = 0.71).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 laparoscopic ileostomy 
reversal with intracorporeal anastomosis was associated 
with shorter length of stay without an overall increase 
in direct cost. this technique of laparoscopic ileostomy 
reversal warrants continued study in a randomized clinical 
trial.

THE	STOMA	STUDY:	SKIN	TO	ORIGIN	
OF	MESENTRCI	ARTERY	A	PROSPECTIVE	
OBSERVATIONAL	CT	STUDY.

Poster abstracts P159

a. Farsi, a. aljifri, a. Cao, J. Wishart, a. Gilmore
Macquarie University, NSW, Australia; Jeddah, Saudi 
Arabia; Sydney, NSW, Australia; London, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 Convention places stomas 
within an ostomy triangle, bounded by the umbilicus, ante-
rior superior iliac spine and pubis. there is little anatom-
ical justification for this position compared to other sites 
(particularly in the context of the obesity epidemic). to 
maximise length the bowel can be mobilised to the Inferior 
Border	 of	 the	 Pancreas	 (IBP). The aim of the study 
was to anatomically describe an improved location for 
stomas based on stoma site distances from the Superior	
Mesenteric	Artery	 (SMA) as it passes the iBP: pannic-
ulus thickness; and to describe umbilical relation to boney  
landmarks with changing Body mass index (Bmi).

Methods/Interventions:	Height and weight (to calculate  
Bmi) were obtained from patients undergoing abdominal 
Ct scans at a single university radiology practice. From 
manipulation of raw Ct data the following distances 
were measured 1: SMA	at	the	IBP	to both the skin of a 
mid-rectus upper	 abdominal	 stoma	 site	 (UASS) and a 
right lower quadrant traditional	 stoma	 site	 (TSS); 5cm 
lateral and 4cm inferior to the umbilicus 2: Panniculus	
thickness at the uaSS and tSS 3: Xiphoid	to	Umbilicus	
(XTU) and Umbilicus	 to	 Pubis	 (UTP), expressed as a 
ratio

Results/Outcome(s):	 277 subjects were recruited. 
there were 142 men Bmi range 17.3 – 54.0; mean  
28.0 kg/m2 in all subjects the distance from the iBP to the 
tSS was longer than iBP to the uaSS, the median differ-
ence in distance was 5.6cm (range 0.7-11.9cm). the ratio 
XTU/UTP (reflecting umbilical relation to midline boney 
structures), was a better predictor of this length discrep-
ancy than Bmi when looking at the difference between 
iBP to tSS and iBP to uaSS (r2 0.32 vs 0.06). Xtu/utP 
has a weak linear association with Bmi (r=0.357) the 
difference in panniculus thickness at the tSS compared to 
the uaSS (range -0.8 - 7.3cm; mean 1cm) has a significant 
linear relationship to Bmi and gender; increasing with 
Bmi (r2=0.34)

Conclusions/Discussion:	 this study, focusing on 
anatomical distances of stoma formation, is the first of 
its kind. Stoma creation is a task surrounded by tradi-
tional dogma. Creating stomas by default in the lower 
quadrants is often not appropriate, especially in obese 
patients. the results have shown that the umbilicus is a 
mobile landmark, across the population, moving closer 
to the pubic bone as Bmi increases. the umbilicus as a 
landmark for stoma siting is inappropriate. Siting stomas 
in the upper abdomen may be well suited to many patients 
as the distance from the blood supply (Sma) to a stoma is 
always shorter here then at the tSS. Similarly the uaSS 
with its thinner panniculus, in overweight patients, also 
adds to the ease of stoma formation. Bmi was not a strong 
predictor of increasing length discrepancy when comparing 
Sma distance to upper and lower stoma sites, indicating 
that Bmi is a poor predictor of central adiposity. in obese 
patients an upper abdominal stoma site level with the 
inferior border of the pancreas will be the easiest place to 
form a stoma.

THE	IMPACT	OF	INTESTINAL	RESECTION	FOR	
BENIGN	COLORECTAL	POLYPS	ON	PATIENT-
REPORTED	QUALITY	OF	LIFE	AND	HEALTH	
STATUS.

Poster abstracts P160

r. maniar, J. Sutherland, C. Brown, m. raval, t. Phang, 
a. Karimuddin
Vancouver, BC, Canada

Purpose/Background:	 Patient-reported outcomes on 
health status and quality of life can be used to assess 
response to surgical interventions. although frequently 
studied for patients with colorectal cancer, there are 
currently no studies assessing patient-reported outcomes 
following intestinal resection for benign colorectal polyps 
not amendable to endoscopic therapy or local excision. 
the purpose of this study was to assess the impact of bowel 
resection for benign polyps on patient-reported health 
outcomes.
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Methods/Interventions:	 Patients undergoing a colon 
or rectal resection for a benign polyp completed pre- and 
post-operative surveys on health status and symptoms 
between 2012 and 2016. Patients completed the survey 
tools following placement on the surgical wait list and six 
months after surgery. the survey tools completed included 
a general health questionnaire (eQ-5d, max score 1.0) 
which incorporates an overall health status visual analog 
scale (VaS, max score 100), a pain scale (PeG-3, max 
score 10), and a depression questionnaire (PHQ-9, max 
score 27). Survey tool scores before and after surgery were 
compared using paired samples t-tests.

Results/Outcome(s):	Forty-one patients submitted pre- 
and post-operative surveys. all patients underwent a bowel 
resection including right hemicolectomy (n=17), left  
hemicolectomy (n=2), anterior resection (n=13), 
abdoperineal resection or proctocolectomy (n=7), or 
total colectomy (n=2). twenty-four procedures were 
completed laparoscopically. Patients generally had good 
pre-operative health status scores and minimal symptoms. 
there were no significant differences in scores before and 
after surgery for any of the four survey tools (see table). 
overall health status measured by the VaS improved 
following surgery.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Surgical intervention 
for benign polyps does not significantly impact overall 
health status six months after surgery as measured by the 
eQ-5d, PeG-3 and PHQ-9 tools. this is the first study 
to examine patient-reported health status outcomes for 
patients undergoing a major intestinal resection for benign 
colorectal polyps. Patients undergoing bowel resection can 
be counselled that their quality of life is likely to remain 
stable following surgery.

A	DECISION	ANALYSIS	FOR	RECTAL	SPARING	
FAMILIAL	ADENOMATOUS	POLYPOSIS:	
TOTAL	COLECTOMY	WITH	ILEORECTAL	
ANASTOMOSIS	VERSUS	PROCTOCOLECTOMY	
WITH	ILEAL	POUCH-ANAL	ANASTOMOSIS.

Poster abstracts P161

n. melnitchouk, r. Bleday, J. Goldberg
Newton, MA

Purpose/Background:	 Surgical management of rectal 
sparing familial adenomatous polyposis (FaP) creates the 

possibility of performing different procedures that impact 
both quality of life and/or survival. the operation chosen 
must balance the choice between the impact on survival 
and the quality of life. the aim of this study was to perform 
a decision analysis to help quantify the tradeoffs between 
total proctocolectomy with ileal pouch-anal anastomosis 
(iPaa) versus total colectomy with ileorectal anastomosis 
(ira).

Methods/Interventions:	We created a disease simula-
tion markov model (treeage data Pro, Williamstown, 
mass) to simulate the clinical events following iPaa and 
ira for rectal sparing FaP in cohort of individuals at 
the age thirty. We utilized available literature to obtain 
different transition probabilities and health-states utilities. 
the output parameters were quality-adjusted-life-years 
(Qaly) and life years (ly). deterministic and probabi-
listic sensitivity analyses were performed.

Results/Outcome(s):	our model showed that in base-
case analysis mean Qaly’s for iPaa was 38.81 and for 
ira was 41.51. mean ly’s for iPaa was 44.28 and 43.20 
for ira. one way sensitivity analysis was performed for all 
the parameters in the model. none of the deterministic 
sensitivity analyses changed the model results across the 
range of plausible values. Probabilistic analysis identi-
fied that in 88.9 percent of scenarios ira had improved 
Qaly’s compared with iPaa.

Conclusions/Discussion:	in our model ira was found 
to be preferable for patients with rectal sparing FaP when 
quality of life is taken into consideration. the model was 
robust based on both deterministic and probabilistic sensi-
tivity analysis, and this data should be taken into consid-
eration when counseling the patients regarding surgical 
options in rectal sparing FaP.

P160 Pre- and post-operative health status scores

Survey Instrument
Pre-operative score

(mean standard ± deviation)
Post-operative score

(mean ± standard deviation) p-value
EQ-5D (/1.0) 0.85 ± 0.12 0.87 ± 0.15 0.15
VAS (/100) 75.05 ± 16.32 77.75 ± 12.13 0.08
PEG-3 (/10) 1.94 ± 2.10 1.50 ± 1.92 0.24
PHQ-9 (/27) 3.54 ± 3.68 3.02 ± 2.38 0.30
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INVESTIGATING	THE	ROLE	OF	SURGICAL	
TRAUMA	IN	THE	PATHOGENESIS	OF	
DESMOID	TUMOR	FORMATION	IN	FAMILIAL	
ADENOMATOUS	POLYPOSIS	USING	A	NOVEL	
MURINE	MODEL	OF	DESMOID	TUMOR.

Poster abstracts P162

t. Chittleborough, J. malaterre, S. Warrier, a. Heriot, 
r. ramsay
Melbourne, VIC, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 Patients with familial adeno-
matous polyposis (FaP) are at increased risk of colorectal 
carcinoma and thus undergo prophylactic colectomy. 
desmoid tumors are locally invasive clonal proliferations 
of myofibroblasts that are the largest cause of mortality 
in FaP patients who have undergone prophylactic colec-
tomy. Surgical trauma is a clear risk factor in the devel-
opment of desmoid disease, with the majority of desmoid 
tumors occurring following prophylactic colectomy. it 
has been suggested that laparoscopic prophylactic colec-
tomy increases the risk of desmoid tumor in FaP when 
compared to an open approach. there is a need for a 
pre-clinical model of abdominal desmoid tumor in FaP to 
allow experiments to investigate the role of surgical trauma 
in the formation of desmoid tumors.

Methods/Interventions:	the apcmin/+ mouse is an estab-
lished murine model for FaP. mutations in p53 have been 
implicated in the formation of desmoid tumors. By crossing 
apcmin/+ mice on a p53 Ko background investigators have 
developed a line of desmogenic mice, the apcmin/+:p53-/- 
mice. desmoid tumors from the apcmin/+:p53-/- mice 
have been validated with histopathology and immuno-
histochemistry. the apcmin/+:p53-/- mouse model is being 
utilized to investigate the role of laparoscopic surgery in 
the pathogenesis of desmoid tumors, by subjecting these 
desmogenic mice to laparoscopic and open surgery. mice 
undergo a general anesthetic for one-hour duration and 
are subjected to peritoneal trauma through laparotomy, 
humidified-warm laparoscopy or cold-dry laparoscopy. 
there is a control group of mice that undergo a general 
anesthetic but no surgical intervention. mice are moni-
tored in the post-operative period and culled when they 
meet ethical endpoints or reach 8 weeks following surgery. 
desmoid tumors identified are processed for histopa-
thology, immunohistochemistry and scanning electron 
microscopy.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the apcmin/+:p53-/- mice 
develop on average 25 abdominal wall desmoid tumors. 
Histopathology reveals a spindle cell neoplasm with 
a myxoid appearance consistent with desmoid tumor 
morphology. immunohistochemistry demonstrates posi-
tive staining for beta-catenin and CoX-2, and negative 
staining for erα, as seen in human desmoid tumors. (as 
shown in figure 1) laparoscopic and open surgery exper-
iments on the desmogenic apcmin/+:p53-/- mice will allow 

investigators to determine if laparoscopic surgery alters the 
risk of desmoid tumor formation in the FaP population.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the apcmin/+:p53-/- mouse 
is a novel mouse model to facilitate the biomechanical 
study of desmoid tumors associated with familial adeno-
matous polyposis. this murine model enables experiments 
to investigate surgical factors involved in desmoid tumor 
formation.

Figure 1: apcmin/+:p53-/- desmoid tumour histology and immunohisto-
chemistry

COMPARING	CECAL	AND	RECTAL	
NEOPLASMS:	CLUES	TO	BIOLOGY?

Poster abstracts P163

o. lavryk, J. Church
Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	the cecum and the rectum are 
chambers at opposite ends of the large intestine, where the 
cecum acts as a sump and the rectum is the organ of defe-
cation. they receive very different types of stool. these 
differences and similarities offer opportunities to explore 
the relationship between biology and neoplasia. We exam-
ined the types of neoplasms found in these chambers to see 
if there were clues to the cause of the commonly noticed 
increase in incidence of young patients with rectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 a prospectively maintained 
database from a tertiary referral institution was queried to 
identify neoplasms in the cecum and rectum. We accessed 
data regarding family history and characteristics of the 
neoplasms.

Results/Outcome(s):	3082 polyps were identified: 1674 
in the cecum (C) and 1408 in the rectum (r). there 
were 300 serrated polyps (33% SSP) and 1074 adenomas 
in the cecum; 766 serrated polyps (2.6% sessile serrated 
polyps (SSP) and 423 adenomas in the rectum. mean 
ages of patients were 67.4 ± 10.4 years (C) and 63.9 ± 
11.6years (r), with identical gender distribution (61.7% 
men). adenoma data are shown in the table. there were 
significant differences between cecum and rectum in polyp 
number, shape and pathology. a positive family history for 
colorectal cancer was found in 34% and 30% of patients 
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with cecal and rectal hyperplastic polyps respectively, 
but in 77% and 26% of patients with cecal and rectal 
adenomas.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the rectal mucosal milieu 
reflects common KRAS mutations and rare methylation; 
adenomas occurring in this environment advance rapidly. 
the cecal milieu is one with less frequent BRAF muta-
tions and more common methylation, where adenomas 
are more common but less aggressive. the multiplicity of 
cecal adenomas suggests a field effect likely due to familial 
factors. these different phenotypes may be related to 
differences in genome, microbiome, stool chemistry, or 
characteristics of the epithelium.

PROGNOSTIC	IMPACT	OF	ASCITIC	CEA	AND	
ELASTIC	LAMINA	DEFECT	IN	COLON	CANCER	
PATIENTS.

Poster abstracts P164

S. Park, i. lee
Seoul, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 the level of carcinoembryonic 
antigen(Cea) in ascites are associated with cancer free 
survival, overall survival and peritoneal carcinomatosis, 
and ascitic Cea could be a helpful test in detecting 
malignancy-related ascite given the limited sensitivity of 
cytology. the exact mechanism of increased ascites Cea in 
peritoneal carcinomatosis is not known. direct microscopic 
tumor seeding and lymphatic drainage may be considered, 
but the evidence for this is lack. Peritoneal elastic lamina 
is normally located in intestinal wall and histologically can 
be visualized by elastic staining. recently, studies showed 
that node-negative patients with elastic laminal invasion 
have a similar recurrence rate compared with node-posi-
tive patients in t3,pt4a colon cancer. this study aimed 
to investigate the clinical impact of ascitic tumor marker 
and elastic lamina invasion, and the association between 
ascitic tumor maker and elastic lamina invasion in t3 
colon cancer without risk factors. We suggest the role of 
adjuvant chemotherapy in t3 colon cancer with low risk 
with elevated ascitic tumor marker, and find a mechanism 
of elevated ascitic tumor marker.

Methods/Interventions:	 From 2006 to 2014, 160 
patients who underwent surgery for t3n0m0 colon 
cancer were consecutively enrolled at yeouido St. mary’s 
Hospital. the patients with lympatic invasion (n=16, 
10%), vascular invasion(n=6, 3,8%) and neural inva-
sion(n= 22, 13.8%) were excluded for they could be 
a metastatic route. in 119 patients, 102 patients were 
included with ascitic cytology and ascitic tumor marker. 
in 82 patients (Stage ii low risk group) without obstruc-
tion (n=12, 11.8%) and poor differentiation(n=8, 7.8%), 
suvival analysis was performed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 elevated ascitic Cea showed 
significant association with effusion, lt. colon cancer, 
elastic lamina defect in univariable and multivariable anal-
ysis. elastic lamina defect showed significant association 
with ascitic Cea in univariable and multivariable analysis 
(p=0.004), but no association with other factors including 
ascitic Ca19-9 (p=0.626). in low risk group, the patients 
whose ascitic Cea were elevated tend to have poor disease 
free survival(dFS) (p=0.026), but have no association 
with overall survival(oS) (p=0.850). elastic lamina defect 
was not associated with increase in dFS (p=0.504) and 
oS (p=0.387). there was no differences in the dFS and 
oS. oS were significantly better in chemotherapy groups 
(p<0.001), but there were no significant differences in dFS 
(p=0.779).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 ascitic Cea could be 
elevated in low risk t3 colon cancer patients, and elevated 
ascitic Cea tend to be increased in elastic lamina defect 
and dFS. Patients receiving adjuvant chemotherapy 
showed significant cancer specific survival benefit. We 
suggest that adjuvant chemotherapy should be considered 
for patients with elevated ascitic Cea level in low risk t3 
colon cancer.

P163 Table. Characteristics of patients with adenomas, and their polyps

Variable
Cecum
(1074)

Rectum
(423) p-value

Size, mm 7.9 ±10.4 11.9 ± 16.9 0.004*
Age, years old 67.4 ± 10.4 63.9 ± 11.6 0.0004**
Gender, male 663 (61.7%) 261 (61.7%) 0.9915***
Advanced Adenomas 240 (22%) 132 (31%) 0.0004***
High Grade Dysplasia 34 (3.2%) 31(7.3%) 0.0004***
>25% villous 108 (11.2%) 104 (24.8%) 0.001***

*Mann Whitney U, ** t test, *** Chi Square
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PLASMA	MICRORNA	135	B	:	DIAGNOSTIC	
BIOMARKER	AND	PREDICTS	LYMPH	NODE	
STAGE	IN	COLORECTAL	CANCER	PATIENTS.

Poster abstracts P165

l. Kannappa, a. ehdode, J. Pringle, B. Singh
Leicester, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 Colorectal cancer is the third 
commonest cancer with nearly 1.4 million new cases 
identified throughout the world in 2012 with survival 
rate of 70% with lymph node spread. there is a pressing 
need for new noninvasive blood based test to improve 
early detection and monitoring of CrC. mirnas are 
small non-coding rnas involved in fundamental cell 
processes such as development, differentiation, prolifera-
tion, survival and death. Studies have identified mirnas 
in plasma of cancer patients in a stable form. the study 
aims to evaluate the diagnostic and prognostic abilities of 
mir 135b as a biomarker for colorectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 44 patients with Colorectal 
Cancer were selected from our institution’s colorectal 
cancer surveillance programme. all selected patients 
at follow-up had no evidence of tumour recurrence on 
clinical, radiological and endoscopic assessment. Blood 
samples were obtained pre-treatment and at a median 
follow-up of 36 months. a total of 32 pairs of blood 
samples were matched pre and post treatment. Plasma 
rna was extracted and target mirnas were identified 
on pooled case mirna assay cards. the mirna fraction 
was quantified by quantitative rt-PCr assay. the results 
of pre and post-treatment samples were analysed using 
microsoft excel 2010 & SPSS Software v22.0. relative 
expression (dCt) for each mirna was created by normal-
izing the expression levels (Ct) with that of rnu6B. dCt 
mir135b pre-treatment = mir135b Pre-treatment – u6 
Pre-treatment dCt mir135b post-treatment = mir135b 
Post treatment – u6 Post-treatment ddCt mir 135b = 
dCt mir135b pre-treatment - dCt mir135b post-treat-
ment all the analysis was performed on SPSS Software 
v22.0 (iBm, new york, uSa.

Results/Outcome(s):	Paired t-test of matched samples 
showed significant difference between Pre-treatment 
(m=28.7985, Sd = 5.19380) and Post –treatment 
(m=32.3695, Sd = 6.27462); t = -2.498,p=0.018. the 
levels were high before the treatment and lower after 
the treatment. Mann-Whitney test u test and Kruskall- 
Wallis test were done to evaluate the relationship between 

mir-135b Pre- rx,mir 135b Post rx, mir-135b Pre-Post 
rx, dCt 135b Pre-- rx, dCt Post 135b - rx and 
ddCt Pre-Post 13b against the tnm,dukes staging,Cea 
levels, differentiation, Site of tumour, Sex, median age, 
metastasis, treatment and margin resection. the results 
were not significant except for node staging and age 
(image 1).

Conclusions/Discussion:	the mean 135B levels have 
decreased from Pre-treatment to Post-treatment levels 
signifying that mir135B is not only a diagnostic But also 
a Prognostic marker. after normalising with u6, the 
pre-treatment samples showed high levels with CrC 
patients with no nodes and patients with more than  
4 nodes positive. But, low with CrC Patients with up to  
3 nodes. Post treatment samples after normalising with u6 
showed the age (<72.5) show low levels after the treat-
ment and high levels for the age (>72.5).

CREATIVE	APPROACH	TO	LAPAROSCOPIC	
TRANSVERSE	COLON	CANCER	SURGERY	FOR	
OVERCOMING	TECHNICAL	DIFFICULTIES.

Poster abstracts P166

K. Koinuma, H. Horie, d. naoi, y. inoue, m. morimoto, 
n. Sata, m. tahara, a. lefor
Shimotsuke, Japan

Purpose/Background:	transverse colon cancer surgery 
is one of the most difficult laparoscopic procedures, 
due to anatomic hazards, such as anatomic variations 
in mesenteric vessels, complex structure of the organs 
and the surrounding membranes. moreover, laparoscopic 
transverse colon surgery (lap-t) is unique, with a unidi-
rectional field of view.

Methods/Interventions:	 to overcome the difficulties 
of lap-t, we utilize Virtual Surgical anatomy (VSa) 
using 3d-Ct to manage variations in mesenteric vessel 
anatomy. all operations for transverse colon cancer are 
simulated using VSa, prior to surgery. this is especially 
useful in approaching the gastro-colic trunk (GCt) and 
middle colic artery (mCa). 3d laparoscopy equipment 

P164 Association with Ascitic CEA and Elastic Lamina Defect

Acitic CEA (-) Ascitic CEA (+) Total
Elastic lamina defect (-) 56 (70.0%) 24 (30.0%) 80 (100%)
Elastic lamina defect (+) 8 (36.4%) 14 (63.6%) 22 (100%)
Total 64 (62.7%) 38 (37.3%) 102 (100%)

p=0.004
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including camera, monitor and glasses was introduced in 
2015, which has contributed to a dramatic improvement in  
the technique of lap-t. in surgical procedure, we gener-
ally perform a complete mesocolic excision (Cme) of the 
transverse colon. Since the border of the Cme is difficult to  
identify, we set a virtual linear border for the Cme, which 
lies from the head of the pancreas to the ligament of treitz. 
When approaching the pancreatic tail, it is easier to recog-
nize the boundaries of the mesocolon, if gauze is placed 
by retroperitoneal dissection. We approach the GCt and 
mCa from four directions (right and left, up and down), 
not only one direction. this multi-directional approach 
contributes to improved spatial perception of the organs.

Results/Outcome(s):	 We have performed 51 cases 
of lap-t to date, while constantly making small modi-
fications in technique. We have no cases of laparotomy 
conversion. all of the cases have been done safely, with 
minor complications, including 2 cases of anastomotic 
stenosis, 2 of phlegmone, 1 of pneumonia, and 1 of pulmo-
nary edema. all the cases were treated conservatively. 
Postoperative hospital stay was 9 days (7-21), and there 
were no patients with re-hospitalization.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Strategies to overcome tech-
nical hazards associated with lap-t include, preoperative 
surgical simulation using VSa, 3d laparoscopic surgery 
using 3d equipment, identifying the border for the Cme, 
and four-direction approach to the mesentery.

NON	OPERATIVE	MANAGEMENT	OF	RECTAL	
CANCER	AT	UNIVERSITY	OF	VERMONT	
MEDICAL	CENTER:	EXPERIENCE	WITH	
CURATIVE	AND	PALLIATIVE	INDICATIONS.

Poster abstracts P167

i. Santos, P. Cataldo
Vallejo, CA

Purpose/Background:	the standard definitive manage-
ment of rectal cancer is surgical resection with or without 
stoma formation. a new approach using non-operative 
management (nom) for select rectal cancers with chemo-
radiation therapy (Crt) and watchful waiting has been 
proposed as an alternative treatment strategy with fewer 
complications. this is a preliminary study of the watch-
and-wait-approach for select rectal cancer at university 
of Vermont medical Center, with both curative and palli-
ative intent. We evaluated the rates of complete clinical 
response (cCr), disease free survival (dFS), and overall 
survival (oS) individuals undergoing nom with curative 
intent. For patients undergoing primary Crt for stage iV 
rectal cancer, effectiveness of palliation was evaluated.

Methods/Interventions:	m1 this is a retrospective chart 
review of patients who received Crt as definitive therapy  
for early rectal cancer. these patients elected nom fearing  
risks of surgery and subsequent colostomy. Patients were 
either diagnosed or treated at university of Vermont 

medical Center between 2007 and 2016. Patients who 
received primary surgical therapy, including aPr, lar 
and tem were excluded. Patients enrolled in a multicenter  
trial evaluating nom of rectal cancer (oPra trial) were also  
excluded. the primary outcome measured was cCr. m2 
the second study included a retrospective analysis of 
incurable stage iV rectal cancer patients who received Crt  
for palliation of symptoms related to the primary lesion. 
endpoints included successful palliation of symptoms and 
avoidance of surgery related to the primary rectal tumor.

Results/Outcome(s):	 r1 Chart review of over 800 
rectal cancer patients revealed 10 patients who met the 
inclusion criteria for our study. cCr was observed in 60% 
of the patients, and 40% had partial clinical response 
requiring salvage chemotherapy. local recurrence devel-
oped in 2/10 pts (20%), and systemic recurrence occurred 
in 2/10 (20%). r2 ten stage iV rectal cancer patients 
received Crt for palliation of symptoms from the primary 
tumor. three of 10 patients (30%) underwent surgery due 
to failure of Crt to relieve symptoms. Seven of 10 (70%) 
patients who received Crt reported significant symptom 
resolution and avoided surgery.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 C1 Watch-and-wait therapy 
can provide cCr in a significant percentage of patients 
with little or no side effects, avoid a permanent stoma, 
and preserve quality of life. it is associated with low rates 
of local recurrence and development of metastatic disease. 
C2 Crt can provide effective palliation and avoid surgery 
in the majority of patients with metastatic cancer, who 
present with a symptomatic primary rectal lesion.

ANAL	CANCER	SCREENING	KNOWLEDGE,	
ATTITUDES,	AND	PRACTICES	AMONG	
HEALTHCARE	PROVIDERS.

Poster abstracts P168

S. Chen, i. leeds, m. Cerullo, J. Jones, J. efron, 
S. Gearhart, B. Safar, S. Fang
Baltimore, MD

Purpose/Background:	 anal cancer prevalence is 
increasing, especially among HiV+ and other immuno-
compromised patients. although there are no formally 
established anal cancer screening guidelines, evidence 
suggests that providers are screening high-risk patients. 
the purpose of this study was to assess the knowledge, 
attitudes, and practices of anal cancer screening among 
providers to identify the degree of variation and barriers 
to screening.

Methods/Interventions:	 Providers at an academic 
medical center’s high-volume HiV primary care clinic 
were surveyed using a web-based anal cancer screening 
questionnaire of multiple choice and likert-type scale 
questions adapted from the National Survey of Primary 
Care Physicians’ Recommendations and Practice for Colorectal 
Cancer Screening (national Cancer institute). descriptive 
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statistics were performed to assess provider responses, with 
Fisher’s exact test used as appropriate.

Results/Outcome(s):	29 providers (response rate 91%)  
responded to the questionnaire: 76% physicians, 10% nurse 
practitioners, and 14% physician’s assistants. although 83%  
of providers perform anal cancer screening in their practice, 
7% correctly identified all seven characteristics of high-risk 
patients (i.e. HiV+ patient, organ transplant recipient, 
men who have sex with men, female patient with abnormal 
cervical exam, history of anal condyloma, history of vulvar 
condyloma/dysplasia, HPV+ alone). “HiV+ patient” was 
identified most frequently as high-risk (93%), whereas 
“organ transplant recipient” was identified least frequently 
(31%). 55% of respondents identified high-resolution 
anoscopy (Hra) as a “very effective” method in reducing 
anal cancer mortality, compared to 14% of respondents for 
anal pap test. anal pap test was the most recommended 
screening test (90%) compared to digital anorectal exam 
(dare), HPV test, and Hra. 81% of providers performed 
anal pap test as first-line screening, and 76% referred 
patients for Hra if they tested positive. Factors most 
influential in guiding providers’ screening recommenda-
tions were clinical evidence (69%) and national guidelines 
(55%). Barriers to screening “usually” pertained to lack of 
qualified providers who perform screening (38%), lack of 
follow-up by patients for positive test results (31%), and 
patient non-compliance for initial screening (17%).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 anal cancer screening atti-
tudes and practices vary among providers who screen 
high-risk patients. although HiV was a commonly iden-
tified patient risk factor for anal cancer, providers did 
not recognize other immunocompromised patient factors. 
this raises concerns that some patient populations may be 
underscreened for anal cancer. Screening variation may be 
due to lack of national consensus guidelines for anal cancer 
screening. development of national practice guidelines 
that define a multidisciplinary team approach from primary 
care anal cancer screening to specialist referral for Hra 
may reduce screening disparities.

HIGH-RISK	PEDUNCULATED	POLYPS-SIZE	
DOES	MATTER.

Poster abstracts P169

S. Bech-larsen, m. Bulut, l. Bremholm Hansen
Copenhagen Vesterbro, Denmark

Purpose/Background:	Very few studies address the risk 
of HGd and cancer in pedunculated polyps, since most 
studies do not differentiate between flat and peduncu-
lated polyps. the aim of this study was to investigate the  
incidence and characteristics of cancer and high- 
grade-dysplasia in pedunculated polyps.

Methods/Interventions:	this was a retrospective single 
center study of removed pedunculated polyps in the colon 
and rectum over a twelve months period. the data was 

extracted from the departments’ endoscopic database. 
Based on the conclusion of the pathologists’ report, the 
polyps were defined as either high-risk pedunculated 
polyps (HrPP) including adenocarcinoma, HGd or sessile 
serrated lesion with dysplasia (SS), or low-risk peduncu-
lated polyps (lrPP).

Results/Outcome(s):	the evaluated material included 
474 patients with a median age of 67 years and 288 
patients (60.8%) were men. 85 patients (17.9%) had 
HrPP removed. 15 patiens (3.2%) had adenocarcinoma, 
65 patients (13.7%) had HGd and 5 patients (1%) had 
(SS). 389 patients (82.1%) had low-risk pedunculated 
polyps (lrPP) removed. in total, 660 pedunculated polyps 
were analysed. of the 660 polyps removed, 92 (13.9%) 
were HrPP and 568 (86.1%) were lrPP. the HrPP 
were significantly larger than the lrPP, P<0.0001, with 
a median size of 18.5 mm and 8 mm respectively. the 
HrPP were more likely than the lrPP to be removed with 
piecemeal resection than with en bloc polypectomy. also, 
statistically significantly more HrPP did not have a free 
resection margin compared with the lrPP. 26.6% of lrPP 
were over 10 mm, but 73.4% of HrPP were over 10 mm. 
among polyps ≤10 mm, 5.4% were HrPP compared with 
31.1% of polyps over 10 mm, P<0.0001. 16.4% of polyps 
over 10 mm did not have a free resection margin, which 
was significantly more than for polyps ≤10 mm, P=0.02. 
Polyps over 10 mm were also more likely to be removed by 
piecemeal resection than en bloc, P=0.0003.

Conclusions/Discussion:	in this study, we demonstrate 
that 13.9% of pedunculated polyps were HrPP, and 
that 73.4% of HrPP were over 10 mm. therefore in our 
opinion, all pedunculated polyps over 10 mm and polyps 
removed with piecemeal resection must be spotmarked 
when initially removed endoscopically, in order to relocate 
the site of polypectomy in cases with advanced histology 
and/or positive resection margin, prior to additional endo-
scopic therapy or surgical resection.
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MANAGEMENT	REVIEW	OF	PAIN	IN	PELVIC	
EXENTERATION	PATIENTS.

Poster abstracts P170

H. liu, J. lim, C. Koh, C. Johnstone, m. Solomon
Camperdown, NSW, Australia

Purpose/Background:	Pain is common in patients with 
locally advanced pelvic malignancies. this may be caused 
either by direct bony, nerve or muscle infiltration or be 
the result of referred pain. Pelvic exenteration (Pe) is the 
only treatment that offers a chance at cure albeit at the 
risk of significant morbidity. despite complete resection, 
Pe patients remain at risk of persistent post-operative 
pain because of enbloc sacrectomy or pelvic nerve exci-
sion. Pain management has traditionally relied heavily 
on opioids which can be detrimental to long term pain 
management. the aim of this study was to document the 
prevalence of pain and to review the pain management so 
as to identify areas where this can be optimized.

Methods/Interventions:	 Consecutive patients under-
going Pe between January 2013 and december 2014 
were retrospectively reviewed. Baseline characteristics, 
operative details and post-operative complications were 
available through a prospectively maintained electronic 
database. this was supplemented with a medical chart 
review of patients’ numerical rating scale (nrS) for their 
pain on days 1,2,3 and 7 post-operatively and analgesics 
used. total opiate used was calculated through conver-
sion to oral morphine equivalents (meQ) using standard 
formulae. associations were explored using X2 and t-tests.

Results/Outcome(s):	 there were 99 patients. 
Pre-operatively, 30 (30.3%) and 33 (33.3%) were on an 
opiate and neuropathic agent respectively with a median 
meQ of 85mg (iQr 22.5-120mg). Forty-three (43.4%) 
and 42 (42.4%) underwent enbloc sacrectomy and pelvic 
nerve excision respectively. approximately half, 1/3 and 
1/5 patients had moderate or severe pain on days 1,3 and 
7 post-operatively respectively. Pre-operative opiate use 
was associated with an involved margin (50% vs 29.4%, 
p=0.05), longer length of stay in hospital (37.8 days vs 
25.7 days, p=0.039), worse post-operative pain (68.9% 
vs 43.9%, p=0.025) and larger number of inpatient pain 
consults (9.3 vs 4.8, p<0.001). However, sacrectomy and 
pelvic nerve excision were not predictive of worse pain 
post-operatively.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Pain is a common problem 
amongst patients with locally advanced cancers of the 
pelvis. Pre-operative opiate use was associated worse 
pain outcomes post-operatively. there is heavy reliance 
on opiate pre-operative and throughout hospitalization. 
improved pre-operative pain management using opiate 
sparing regimes may reduce long term pain morbidities in 
these patients.

COMPARISON	OF	THE	EFFECTS	OF	
AQUEOUS	EXTRACT	OF	SIDA	CORDIFOLIA	
AND	5-FLUOROURACIL	IN	COLON	
CARCINOGENISIS	INDUCED	BY	1,2-	
DIMETHYLHYDRAZINE	ON	WISTAR	RATS.

Poster abstracts P171

F. Cruz, m. Jucá, d. almeida, a. Santana, m. moreira, 
J. marques, a. Barbosa
Maceió, Brazil

Purpose/Background:	the search for new therapeutic 
agents and alternative strategies for chemoprevention 
of colorectal cancer is needed to reduce morbidity and 
mortality from this cause. this study aimed to compare 
the effect of aqueous extract of Sida cordifolia and 5-  
fluorouracil in colon carcinogenesis induced by 1,2- 
dimethylhydrazine (1,2-dmH).

Methods/Interventions:	Fifteen 5 to 6 week old Wistar 
rats were tested, weighing between 200 to 240g. they 
were divided in three groups distributed in three boxes: Gi  
(5 rats receiving no treatment, they were only admin-
istered 4 doses of 1,2-dimethylhydrazine, 2 doses per 
week); Gii (5 rats treated with a standard antineoplastic 
drug, a weekly intraperitoneal administration of 50mg/
kg of 5-fluorouracil); Giii (5 rats receiving 800mg/kg 
of the aqueous extract of Sida cordifolia lyophilized by 
gavage. the induction of aberrant crypt foci (aCF) in the 
colonic mucosa was achieved by administering 30mg/kg 
of 1,2-dimethylhydrazine via intraperitoreal twice a week 
for 2 weeks. the samples of colon were stored and the 
specimen was sent for anatomopathological analysis for 
identification and quantification of aCF.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the amount of aberrant crypt 
was greater in the distal segment of the rats’ colonical 
mucosa in comparison to the proximal segment. the 69% 
reduction of crypt incidence in groups i and ii (p=0,056) 
suggests the well-known antiproliferative effect of fluo-
rouracil as a drug used in chemotherapy treatment for 
colorectal cancer. the 25% reduction of crypt in the group 
treated with the extract wasn’t associated to the significant 
variation of results in relation to the positive control group 
(p=0.26). it can be observed a reduction of hepatic weight 
amongst the subjects of group iii compared to groups i 
and ii, with a significant difference between the animals 
that received the extract and those that received the 5-Fu 
associated carcinogen (p=0,009). this study showed a 
reduction of inflammatory activity in the colitis induced by 
the 1,2-dimethylhydrazine carcinogen administered intra-
peritoneally, given the noticeable decrease in inflammatory 
cell infiltration in the mucosa of the colon of subjects of 
group iii in comparison to groups ii and i, along with a 
thickening of the muscular layer also in the group that 
received the aqueous extract of Sida cordifolia by gavage.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 aqueous extract didn’t 
significantly reduce the number of aberrant crypt in 
the mucosa of the colon of rats with lesions induced by 
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administering 1,2-dimethylhydrazine when compared to 
the positive control group treated with 5-Fu. on the 
other hand, results from the study have strengthened the 
evidence on hepatoprotection due to a significant decrease 
of hepatic weight compared to another experimental 
group, as well as its natural anti-inflammatory effect on the 
colitis induced by the carcinogen.

A	SYSTEMATIC	REVIEW	AND	META-ANALYSIS	
OF	THE	OUTCOMES	OF	PATIENTS	FOLLOWING	
SALVAGE	TREATMENT	FOR	RECURRENT	
RECTAL	CANCER	MANAGED	BY	THE	WATCH	
AND	WAIT	STRATEGY.

Poster abstracts P172

J. on, J. Shim, e. aly
Aberdeen, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	the current standard treatment 
for rectal cancer is surgical resection abiding by the prin-
ciples of total mesorectal excision (tme), preceeded by 
neo-adjuvant chemo-radiotherapy (Crt) if necessary. 
despite the increasing use of minimally invasive approach 
in rectal cancer surgery surgical resection continues to 
be associated with significant morbidity. therefore, over 
the recent years, there has been a gradual paradigm shift 
towards organ preservation in the treatment of rectal 
cancer in patients who had a complete clinical response 
following neoadjuvant Crt. as a result, the ‘watch and 
wait’ (W&W) approach emerged in the wake of several 
studies. However, less is understood about the outcomes 
of this cohort of patients who had complete response 
and also on those who are required to have subsequent 
salvage therapy (St) following recurrence after initial 
complete response to Crt. in the absence of multicenter 
rCts a systematic review could be a useful to guide future 
advances in rectal cancer management and research. this 
review aims to assess the outcomes between those who had 
salvage therapy versus conventional surgery.

Methods/Interventions:	 a comprehensive system-
atic search was performed using emBaSe, Pubmed, 
medline, Sciencedirect and Journals@ovid; published 
between 2004 and 2016. the meSH terms “rectal cancer”, 

“watch and wait”, “chemoradi*”, “rectal carcinoma”, 
“rectal neoplasm”, “active surveillance” and “organ preser-
vation” were used. references from relevant articles were 
also manually reviewed. all eligible articles were indepen-
dent and contained the minimum information required 
to estimate risk ratios (rr). Quality of the studies were 
assessed using the newcastle-ottawa assessment scale. 
the main outcome was mortality and rrs for mortality 
were calculated. Pooled rr were estimated using fixed- 
effects model (Stata 13.0).

Results/Outcome(s):	a total of 736 records were iden-
tified. 8 eligible studies were included in the meta-analysis. 
out of 244 patients who followed the watch and wait 
strategy, 11.5% had salvage therapy due to recurrent 
disease (both local and distant). no heterogeneity was 
found in the results. the rr of St was 2.54 (Ci: 1.03-
6.28), which showed an increased likelihood of mortality in 
the St cohort compared to the standard care cohort. the 
overall effect showed statistical differences between the 
salvage therapy group versus conventional surgery group 
(p=0.044).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 our analysis has shown a 
2.54 increased risk in mortality for patients who had 
salvage treatment for recurrence following the watch and 
wait protocol compared to mortality risk in the standard 
treatment group. our findings provide useful information 
for both patients and clinicians to refer to when consid-
ering treatment options in rectal cancer until outcomes 
of further studies become available on the outcome of the 
‘watch and wait’ approach.
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MULTIPLEX	MUTATIONAL	ANALYSIS	
IN	PATIENTS	WITH	NON-METASTATIC	
COLORECTAL	CANCER:	EXCESS,	
OPPORTUNITY,	AND	ADDED	EXPENSE.

Poster abstracts P173

t. Holtestaul, B. Chapman, a. Paniccia, m. Cowan, 
J. Vogel
Aurora, CO

Purpose/Background:	 Current guidelines recommend 
KraS, nraS, and BraF mutational analysis in patients 
with metastatic colorectal cancer. multiplex mutational 
analysis (mma) is a platform that may be used to eval-
uate these and other genes of interest. at our hospital, 
mma with a 13-gene colorectal cancer-specific panel, is 
often performed in an “off-label” manner in patients with 
non-metastatic colorectal cancer. the aims of this study 
were to correlate mma with standard pathology assess-
ment, determine its impact on treatment and prognosis, 
and estimate cost.

Methods/Interventions:	retrospective analysis of stage 
i-iii colorectal cancer patients who underwent surgery, 
from 2013 to 2016, at a university hospital. When mma 
was perforemed, associations between mutation(s) present, 
standard pathology assessments, staging, treatment, and 
cancer recurrence were evaluated. mma cost was esti-
mated with the 2016 CmS clinical diagnostic laboratory 
fee schedule.

Results/Outcome(s):	 among 128 patients with stage 
i-iii colorectal cancer, 58 (45%) had mma performed. 
mean age was 61 ±12 years; 27 (47%) were male; 37 (64%) 
had colon cancer and 21 (36%) had rectal cancer. there 
were 8 (14%), 21 (36%), and 29 (50%) patients with stage 
i, ii, and iii cancer, respectively. the median number of 
mutations per patient was 3 (1-10). the frequency of each 
mutation were: tP53 (n=41, 71%), aPC (n=35, 60%), 
KraS (n=24, 41%), PiK3Ca (n=14, 24%), FBXW7 
(n=8, 14%), Pten (n=7, 12%), nraS (n=6, 11%), 
BraF (n=6, 10%), met (n=4, 7%), CtnnB1 (n=3, 
5%), aKt1 (n=2, 4%), eGFr (0%), and SrC (0%). 
aPC mutation was more common in rectal (n=17, 81%) 
thancolon cancer (n=18, 49%; p=0.025). the presence 
of ≥3 mutations (n=33, 57% patients) was not associated 
with t, n, or tnm stage, microsatellite stability, mismatch 
repair protein expression, or degree of differentiation (all 
p>0.05). mma results were documented by the oncolo-
gist in 27 (47%) of patients. of 14 (24%) patients with 
a PiK3Ca mutation, 3 (21%) were prescribed aspirin 
therapy. at median follow up of 9 (1-43) months, 18 
(31%) patients had cancer recurrence. the only mutation 
associated with disease-free survival was aPC (Hr 0.35, 
95% Ci 0.13-0.96). KraS, nraS, and BraF mutations 
were not associated with tnm stage or recurrence. total 
mma fees were $34,226 (58 x $592)

Conclusions/Discussion:	multiplex mutational analysis 
performed in an “off-label” manner in patients with stage 

i-iii colorectal cancer does not correlate with conven-
tional pathology assessment or staging, infrequently results 
in adjuvant treatment changes, even when opportunity 
presents itself (PiK3Ca-aspirin), and adds cost to care. 
mma provides an excess of information that is generally 
non-actionable in stages i-iii colorectal cancer. in these 
patients, analysis of the individual genes, PiK3Ca and 
aPC, appears to be of greater utility in terms of treatment 
and prognosis, should reduce cost, and may therefore be 
preferrable to mma.

IMPACT	OF	WEEKEND	DISCHARGE	ON	
READMISSION	RATE	AFTER	ELECTIVE	
COLECTOMY.

Poster abstracts P174

C. Hoang, K. alavi, J. Flahive, P. Sturrock, J. maykel, 
J. davids
Worcester, MA

Purpose/Background:	 Hospital readmissions after 
colectomy are costly and potentially preventable. For elec-
tive colectomy patients, it is unknown whether discharge 
on a weekday versus weekend impacts readmission rate. 
the purpose of this study was to query a national database 
to determine whether discharge on a weekend is predictive 
of increased readmission risk following elective colectomy.

Methods/Interventions:	 after exemption status was 
granted by the institutional review board, the university 
HealthSystem Consortium (uHC) national database 
was queried to identify adult patients with diverticular 
disease, inflammatory bowel disease, malignancy or benign 
neoplasm who underwent elective colectomy from 2011 to 
2015. the primary outcome was 30-day readmission risk. 
Secondary endpoints were reoperation, intensive care unit 
(iCu) stay, length of stay and death during readmission 
hospitalization. univariate analyses, student’s t-test and 
chi-square, were used to compare index hospitalization 
demographics and clinical characteristics, as well as read-
missions for patients discharged on weekdays and week-
ends. univariable and multivariable logistic regression 
models were used to estimate crude and adjusted odds ratio 
of hospital readmissions, respectively, based on weekend 
and weekday discharge. all statistical analyses were done 
using Stata version 14.1

Results/Outcome(s):	 of the 76,031 patients 
who survived the index hospitalization, 22,913 (30%)  
were discharged on the weekend and 53,118 (70%) were 
discharged on weekdays. overall, 30-day readmission 
rate was 10.5% (n=7,985); 2,190 (27%) were from  
the weekend discharges, and 5,795 (73%) were from the 
weekday discharges. among the weekend discharges, the 
readmission rate was 9.6%, compared to 10.9% among 
the weekday discharges (p<0.001). in unadjusted analysis, 
the 30-day readmission risk was lower if the patient was 
discharged on a weekend compared to a weekday (or 
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0.86, 95% Ci 0.82-0.91); however, after adjusting for 
major confounders, the risk of readmission was similar for 
weekend and weekday discharges (or 0.95, 95% Ci 0.89-
1.00). independent predictors of readmission, regardless 
of day of discharge, included patients with higher severity 
of illness scores, those who had ileostomy or who were 
discharged to facilities. the readmission hospitalization 
was similar between the two groups with respect to length 
of stay, mortality and re-operation.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 using a large national data-
base, patients discharged on a weekend following elective 
colectomy were not at increased risk of readmission. this 
data suggests that concern for increased risk of readmission 
for patients discharged on weekends may be unfounded.

POSTOPERATIVE	CHEMORADIOTHERAPY	
AFTER	LOCAL	RESECTION	FOR	HIGH-RISK	
T1-T2	LOW	RECTAL	CANCER:	RESULTS	OF	
SINGLE-ARM,	MULTI-INSTITUTIONAL,	PHASE	
II	CLINICAL	TRIAL.

Poster abstracts P175

t. Sasaki, y. ito, m. ohue, y. Kanemitsu, t. Kobatake, 
m. ito, y. moriya, n. Saito
Kashiwa-City, Japan; chuou-Ku, Japan; Higashinari-Ku, 
Japan; Chuou-Ku, Japan; Matsuyama, Japan

Purpose/Background:	local recurrences were reported 
to develop after local excision (le) for low to mid-rectal 
cancer in 0%-20% of patients with t1 lesions and 0%-37% 
of patients with t2 lesions. We designed Japanese, 
multi-institute, a prospective, single-arm, phase ii trial 
to determine the efficacy and the safety of chemoradio-
therapy combined with local excision in the treatment of 
early-stage lower rectal cancer (t1, t2).

Methods/Interventions:	the study was registered as a 
clinical trial in the Japanese university Hospital medical 
information network (umin, registration number 

000011417). From april 2003 to october 2010, a total 
of 82 patients were registered for the study, and transanal 
full-thickness le of the tumor area was performed. Patients 
who had pt3, margin-positive, margin-unevaluable tumors 
were ineligible for the study, and were recommended to 
undergo radical surgery by tme. Similarly, patients with 
intramucosal carcinoma or carcinoma with slight submu-
cosal invasion (<1000 μm) without any lymphovascular 
invasion were also excluded from the study. Finally, 57 
patients were re-registered and treated by additional 
external beam irradiation (45 Gy) plus continuous 5-week 
intravenous injection of 5-fluorouracil (250 mg/m2/day). 
Fifty-three patients had clinical t1n0 lesions and 4 had 
t2n0 lesions in the low rectum, located below the perito-
neal reflection.

Results/Outcome(s):	 With a median follow-up of  
7.3 years after local excision, the 5-year disease-free survival 
rate was 94% (95% confidence interval: 84%-98%) for the 
total cohort of 57 patients, 96% (95% confidence interval: 
85%-99%) for the 53 patients with t1 lesions, and 75% 
(95% confidence interval: 24%-97%) for the 4 patients 
with t2 lesions. there were 2 local recurrences during the 
entire observation period. one of these patients who had 
t1 lesion died of distant metastasis of rectal cancer, which 
occurred after radical salvage surgery (survival time after 
le: 90 months). the completion rate for full-dose chemo-
radiotherapy was 86% (49/57). Serious treatment-related 
complications were not reported, except for 3 events 
caused by chemoradiation therapy. all 3 events were grade 
3 according to the national Cancer institute Common 
toxicity Criteria, version 2.0.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Fifty-five of the 57 patients 
in our study successfully avoided radical resections, such 
as aPr and iSr, as well as very low anterior resection. 
the findings that the oncological outcomes of the study 
therapy were equivalent to those of radical resection for t1 
lesions appears to be sufficient evidence to justify a change 
in the standard treatment for t1 low rectal cancers with 
risk factors for lnm. the addition of chemoradiotherapy 
to local excision for t1 rectal lesions could compensate for 
the less favorable oncological outcomes that are offered by 
le alone.
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COMPARISON	OF	LOCAL	CONTROL	
FOLLOWING	SPHINCTER-PRESERVING	
PROCEDURES	VERSUS	ABDOMINOPERINEAL	
RESECTION	FOR	LOCALLY	ADVANCED	LOW	
RECTAL	CANCER:	A	PROPENSITY	SCORE	
MATCHED-ANALYSIS.

Poster abstracts P176

r. okamura, K. Hida, t. yamaguchi, t. akagi, m. ota, 
S. matoba, y. Sakai, m. Watanabe
Kyoto, Japan; Shizuoka, Japan; Oita, Japan; Kanagawa, 
Japan; Tokyo, Japan

Purpose/Background:	Sphincter-preserving procedures 
(SPPs) have become a widely used treatment for rectal 
cancer patients. the oncological safety of the procedures 
for locally advanced, lower lesion, however, is still debat-
able. this study aimed to assess the oncological safety of 
SPPs compared with abdominoperineal resection (aPr).

Methods/Interventions:	 From 2010 to 2011, 1,500 
consecutive stage ii to iii rectal cancer patients under-
went radical resection at Japanese 69 institutions, and 794 
patients with 2 to 5 cm from anal verge and clinical t3-4 
tumor were eligible to this study. Cumulative incidence 
of local recurrence was primarily assessed. Propensity 
score matching method was performed to minimize the 
confounding effect due to the differences on the patient 
baseline characteristics associated with the choice of SPPs 
or aPr and outcomes.

Results/Outcome(s):	Before the matching, the candi-
dates for aPr were more likely to have lower and 
advanced lesion, while SPPs were more often performed 
following preoperative treatment and at institutions with 
higher case volume. after the matching, 398 patients (199 
each for SPPs and aPr) were included into the analysis 
sample, and better balance on the patient background 
variables was observed. the SPPs group included 88 
patients undergoing intersphincteric resection (44%) and 
110 patients undergoing low anterior resection (56%), and 
diverting stoma was fashioned in 163 patients (82%). one 
third of the patients were operated by laparoscopic surgery 
(34% vs. 33%), and about half of the patients underwent 
simultaneous lateral pelvic lymph node dissection (55% vs. 
53%) in each group. the SPPs group had lower intraop-
erative blood loss (335 ml vs. 444 ml, p=0.02) and blood 
transfusion rate (15% vs. 24%, p=0.02). Postoperative 
morbidity was similar between the SPPs and aPr groups 
(38% vs. 39%, p=1.00). the length of hospital stay was 
shorter in the SPPs group (19 days vs. 22 days, p<0.01). 
margin involvement was occurred in 8 patients of the SPPs 
group (1 of distal margin and 7 of circumferential margin) 
and 12 patients of the aPr group (4% vs. 6%, p=0.49). 
no difference in 3-year local recurrence rate was noted 
between the SPPs and aPr groups (11% vs. 14%, p=0.40; 
hazard ratio 0.77, 95%Ci 0.42-1.41). the proportion of 
salvage surgery for local recurrence was likely to be higher 

in the SPPs group although there was no significant differ-
ence (35% and 13%, p=0.15).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 this observational study 
ensuring the comparability by adjusting the confounding 
factors suggested that SPPs and aPr were equivalent in 
oncological local control, and that SPPs had some advan-
tages in postoperative outcomes over aPr. these findings 
could better support preoperative decision and patient 
counseling

PRESERVATION	OF	PATHOLOGIC	OUTCOMES	
IN	ROBOTIC	VERSUS	OPEN	TOTAL	
MESORECTAL	EXCISION:	CAN	THE	ROBOT	
FILL	THE	MINIMALLY	INVASIVE	GAP	IN	
RECTAL	CANCER?

Poster abstracts P177

a. truong, n. lopez, P. Fleshner, K. Zaghiyan
Los Angeles, CA

Purpose/Background:	 open total mesorectal exci-
sion (tme) remains the standard of care in the surgical 
management of rectal cancer with recent studies unable 
to prove non-inferiority of laparoscopic tme. Benefits of 
robotic tme are unclear and few studies directly compare 
robotic versus open tme. the surgical integrity of the 
resected specimen is the most important prognostic factor 
in rectal cancer recurrence. the aim of this study was to 
compare the surgical integrity of robotic tme to open 
tme at our institution.

Methods/Interventions:	Charts of consecutive patients 
undergoing robotic or open tme for rectal cancer during 
a 3-year period beginning with the first robotic tme 
performed at out institution in october 2013 were reviewed. 
the primary endpoint was successful surgical resection, 
defined pathologically using a composite of complete tme, 
circumferential resection margin (Crm) <1mm, and distal 
resection margin (drm) <1mm. Predictors of unsuccessful 
surgical resection were investigated. Short-term perioper-
ative endpoints were also assessed. Values are reported as 
a median (range) or percent and analyzed using mann-
Whitney or Fisher’s exact tests.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the study cohort included 64 
patients undergoing robotic (n=28) or open (n=36) tme. 
median age was 65 (32 – 88) years and 38 (59%) were 
male. 20 (71%) patients in the robotic and 24 (67%) in the 
open tme group received neoadjuvant chemoradiation. 
tumors were located ≤5 cm from the anal verge in 11 
(39%) patients undergoing robotic and 11 (31%) patients 
undergoing open tme. the primary study endpoint, 
successful surgical resection, was similar between robotic 
(75%) and open (75%) approaches. tme was complete 
in 21 (75%) robotic and 27 (75%) open cases (p=0.80). 
Crm was >1mm in all robotic tme and 34 (94%) open 
tme (p=0.5). drm was >1mm in all robotic and open 
tme. in regards to secondary endpoints, robotic tme was 
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associated with significantly lower blood loss (p=0.02) but 
significantly longer operative times (p=0.009) compared 
to open tme. length of hospital stay and complications 
were similar between surgical groups. tumor distance from 
the anal verge was a predictor for unsuccessful [3.5 (2–18) 
cm] vs. successful [10 (1–12) cm] surgical resection in 
open tme (p=0.015) but not in robotic surgery [5 (2-14) 
cm vs. 8 (1-15) cm; p=0.44].

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Pathologic outcomes of 
robotic tme are similar to open tme for rectal cancer, 
even in the early learning curve and adoption of this new 
technique. While tumor distance from the anal verge 
complicates successful surgical resection in open tme, 
robotic surgery is less impacted. recent studies advocate 
against the use of laparoscopic proctectomy for low rectal 
cancer. robotic tme may be a promising substitute for a 
minimally invasive approach to rectal cancer.

PERSONALITY	AND	DECISION-MAKING	
STYLE,	AND	THEIR	RELATIONSHIP	WITH	
DISTRESS	IN	PATIENTS	UNDERGOING	PELVIC	
EXENTERATION.

Poster abstracts P178

d. Coker, C. Koh
Sydney, NSW, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 Pelvic exenteration is the only 
curative option available to patients with locally advanced 
cancers of the pelvis, whether it is an advanced primary 
or recurrent disease. Pelvic exenteration is a complex and 
morbid procedure that can be associated with considerable 
short and long term complications including long term 
functional sequelae that can affect the patient’s recovery, 
contribute to psychological distress and therefore longer 
term quality of life. at an individual level, personality traits 
and decision making styles are usually stable throughout 
life and it is hypothesized that patient personality and 
decision making styles which influences coping strategies 
may also affect post-operative recovery in terms of distress 
experienced and quality of life.

Methods/Interventions:	 a cross sectional study of 
patients previously prospectively enrolled in a longitudinal 
quality of life study after pelvic exenteration at a single 
quaternary referral centre was undertaken. Patients were 
asked to complete two validated questionnaires, the Big 
Five inventory (BFi) and the melbourne decision making 
Questionnaire (mdmQ) for personality traits and deci-
sion making styles respectively. Both questionnaires were 
scored using the prescribed methods and were correlated 
with patient distress measured pre-operatively and at 6 and 
12 months post-surgery using the distress thermometer.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Forty-three patients responded 
to the questionnaire (46% response rate). there were 26 
male (61%) patients. the indications for pelvic exenter-
ation were for an advanced primary in 28 (65%) and a 

pelvic recurrence in 14 (33%) patients. the distribution 
of the 5 traits (openness, extroversion, conscientiousness, 
neuroticism and agreeableness) was fairly consistent with 
that of the general population with most patients being 
conscientious, agreeable and open. neuroticism is moder-
ately associated with post-operative distress at 6 and 12 
months (p= 0.017, p = 0.040). decision making styles 
were “vigilant” (mean score 10, std dev 2.2, possible range 
0-12) in their decision making style followed by “buck-
passing” (mean score 3.8, std dev 2.8, possible range 0-12), 
“hypervigilance” (mean score 3.2, std dev 2.5, possible 
range 0-10) and “procrastination” (mean score 2.4, std 
dev 2.0, possible range 0-10). Hypervigilance has a weak 
to moderate correlation with worse distress pre-operatively 
as well as 6 and 12 months post-operatively (p=0.052, 
p=0.049, p=0.027 respectively).

Conclusions/Discussion:	Patient personality and deci-
sion styles may affect post-operative distress experienced. 
this warrants further exploration in larger studies. the 
findings of this study also has implications in that patients 
at risk of post-operative distress may be identified pre- 
operatively and targeted for additional support pre and 
post-operatively so as to facilitate their recovery.

TRANSANAL	ENDOSCOPIC	
MICROSURGERY	AFTER	NEOADJUVANT	
RADIOCHEMOTHERAPY	FOR	LOCALLY	
ADVANCED	EXTRAPERITONEAL	RECTAL	
CANCER.

Poster abstracts P179

G. rizzo, G. Zaccone, m. magnocavallo, C. mattana, 
d. Pafundi, m. Gambacorta, V. Valentini, C. Coco
Roma, Italy

Purpose/Background:	the introduction of preoperative 
radio-chemotherapy (rCt) in locally advanced rectal 
cancer (larC) can lead to a pathologic complete response 
(pCr) in a percentage varying from 8 to 30%. pCr is asso-
ciated with very good results in terms of local control (lC), 
disease-free survival (dFS) and overall survival (oS) and 
radical surgery is probably useless in this group of patients. 
in our institution, we used local excision by transanal 
endoscopic microsurgery (tem) to confirm pCr after a 
major/complete clinical response to neo-adjuvant rCt. 
aim of this study is a prospective analysis of post-operative 
complication rate, functional results at 1 year and oncolog-
ical outcome in this group of patients.

Methods/Interventions:	 all patients with larC 
treated by pre-operative rCt and local excision by tem 
between 2000 and 2014 were included. major/complete 
clinical response was defined as:no mucosal abnormality or 
a residual scar or a superficial ulcer less than 1 cm at digital 
examination and at endoscopy and negative pelvic mri. if 
pathological analysis of the rectal wall disk confirmed near 
complete or pCr (ypt≤1 and trG1-2), an intensive follow 
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up was proposed. if pathological response was incomplete 
(ypt>1 and/or trG>2) a radical resection with total 
mesorectal excision (tme) was proposed. early (within 
30 days) p.o. morbidity (according to Clavien’s classifica-
tion) and mortality, long-term oncological outcome and 
functional outcome at 1 year from tem (evaluated by 
a questionnaire on evacuation and continence disorders 
proposed by Gervaz and Wexner) were analyzed.

Results/Outcome(s):	36 patients (median age 63 years) 
entered the study. median p.o. hospital stay was 5 days. 
no early p.o. mortality occurred. in 15 patients (41.7%) 
a post-operative complication occurred: 9 grade i,6 grade 
ii and 0 grade 3. at pathological analysis 23 specimens 
were pt0 trG1 and 4 pt1 trG2. in 9 cases with pt>1 
and/or trG>2 tme was proposed:3 refused it, whereas 6 
patients underwent to tme (Fig. 1). the correspondence 
between clinical and pathological response was 75%. 
median follow-up was 68 months.1 local recurrence and 
4 distant metastases occurred. the 5-yr actuarial lC, oS 
and dFS were respectively 96.0%, 92.0% and 82.8%. at 
1 year from tem functional outcome was analyzed in 30 
patients. the median evacuation score was 24. the most 
frequent symptoms were urgency (10%) and incomplete 
emptying sensation (10%). the median continence score 
was 2 and the most frequent symptom was incontinence to 
flatus (13.3%).

Conclusions/Discussion:	in case of major or complete 
clinical response of larC after pre-operative rCt, full 
thickness local excision by tem can be used to confirm 
the pathological response, avoiding the necessity of radical 
surgery and preserving the anatomical and functional 
integrity of the rectum. in our experience, this approach 
seems to guarantee oncological safety with the functional 
advantages of an organ-sparing procedure.

RESULTS	OF	THE	INAUGURAL	ASCRS	
TRANSANAL	TOTAL	MESORECTAL	EXCISION	
CADAVER	COURSE.

Poster abstracts P180

a. d’andrea, C. ianiro, m. Berho, n. West, 
m. Whiteford, J. maykel, r. Hompes, S. Wexner, P. Sylla
Weston, FL; Portland, OR; Worcester, MA; Oxford, United 
Kingdom; New York, NY; Leeds, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 tatme is a rapidly evolving 
approach for low and mid-rectal cancers fusing expertise 
in minimally invasive surgery (miS) tme and transanal 
endoscopic surgery (teS). Procedural training in fresh 
cadavers is thought to be an essential prerequisite to 
clinical adoption. the impact of the first aSCrS tatme 
workshop held at the 2016 annual meeting is appraised.

Methods/Interventions:	eligible teams included 2 staff 
surgeons intending to adopt or refine clinical tatme 
at their respective institutions. Following video-based 
didactics, tatme was performed in fresh male cadavers 
with a 1:1 proctor:trainee ratio. defined procedural steps 
were scored for competency by trainees and proctors 
according to a Global assessment Survey (GaS) that was 
agreed upon at a recent tatme consensus conference and 
adapted for cadaver lab training. Fresh tme specimens 
were rated by trainees and their proctors. Post-course 
surveys were sent to trainees 4 months later.

Results/Outcome(s):	teams averaged 8.5 (range 1-18) 
years in practice performing an average 26 (7-51) miS 
tme and 16 (2-75) teS per year. Pre-course, 9/16 trainees 
performed 1-7 clinical tatme cases. in-course, tatme was 
completed by 7 teams and aborted by one due to rectal 
perforation. mean time to complete transanal dissection 
was 116.5 (80-161) minutes. GaS scores are depicted on 
table 1. the steps reported to have been performed with 
the highest level of competency (GaS>4) by both trainees 
and proctors were transanal platform setup, rendezvous, 
and transanal extraction. Steps of lowest competency were 
securing the pursestring, correct lateral plane dissection, 
and stepwise circumferential tme. tme specimens were 
graded as complete/near complete by 6/7 teams of trainees 
compared to 4/7 of their respective proctors. Within 4 
months, post-course, 12/16 (75%) trainees performed a 
total of 39 (1-11) tatme cases. indications included rectal 
cancer (38) and iBd (1). among the 7 surgeons without 
prior tatme experience, 5 (71%) transitioned to clinical 
tatme. all 12 respondents performed tatme with their 
aSCrS course partner. 5 surgeons (6/39 cases) were 
proctored. 92.3% of tme specimens were complete/near 
complete. intraoperative and postoperative complication 
rates were 47% and 57% respectively. 63% of trainees 
expressed interest in being proctored. all 4 surgeons who 
have not performed tatme since the course expect to do 
so within 6-12 months.

Conclusions/Discussion:	the proposed tatme training 
pathway that includes structured didactics followed by 
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hands-on training in fresh cadavers was adopted at the 
aSCrS inaugural tatme workshop and applied to a 
cohort of high-volume rectal cancer surgeons with experi-
ence in miS and teS. in combination with GaS scoring 
of procedural steps by trainees and proctors and tme 
grading, this training pathway resulted in 75% of trainees 
practicing tatme within 4 months. Hands-on cadaver labs 
combined with proctorship is likely to ensure safe imple-
mentation of tatme.

Global	Assessment	Survey	(GAS)	Results	as	Recorded	by	Trainee	
and	Proctor. Values highlighted in blue indicate surgical steps rated by 
both trainee and proctor as being performed with the highest level of 
competency (GaS>4). Values highlighted in red indicate surgical steps 
rated with lowest competency (GaS<4).

DELAY	BETWEEN	NEOADJUVANT	
CHEMORADIATION	AND	SURGERY	ON	
RECTAL	CANCER	OUTCOMES.

Poster abstracts P181

J. mcleod, J. Cha, C. Brown, m. raval, t. Phang, 
a. Karimuddin
Vancouver, BC, Canada

Purpose/Background:	 neoadjuvant chemoradiation 
therapy (Crt) followed by total mesorectal excision 
(tme) is considered standard of care for locally invasive 
rectal cancer. delay after Crt is required for adequate 
tumor regression and resolution of radiation effects. in 
Canada, long-course neoadjuvant chemoradiation has 
been widely adopted for locally invasive rectal cancer, 
with a typical delay to surgery of 6-8 weeks. there has 
been debate in the literature regarding interval length on 
pathological clinical response (pCr), surgical outcomes 
and survival. this aim of this study is to determine if longer 
delays impact short and long term rectal cancer outcomes.

Methods/Interventions:	 the prospectively main-
tained St Paul’s Hospital Colorectal Cancer database 
in Vancouver, Canada was queried to identify patients 
undergoing neoadjuvant long-course Crt and elective 
surgery with curative intent at St. Paul’s Hospital. Patients 
with metastatic disease at presentation were excluded. 
the two cohorts were defined as patients having surgery at 
less than 8 weeks after completion of neoadjuvant Crt or 
greater than 8 weeks. Primary outcome was a composite of 
negative distal margin (>1mm), clear circumferential radial 
margin (>1mm) and tme quality. Secondary outcomes 
included pathological clinical response (pCr), disease-
free survival, perioperative complications according to 
Clavien-dindo (Cd) classification and anastomotic leaks 
requiring intervention. demographic data was analyzed 

using two-tailed t tests and univariate Chi square anal-
ysis. Clinical outcomes were assessed with multivariate 
logistic regression (adjusted for age, gender, Bmi, aSa, 
ct/n stage, distance from anal verge, and operative proce-
dure). the composite outcome was analyzed using Fisher’s 
exact test, and disease-free survival by proportional hazard 
model and Kaplan-meyer regression.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 271 patients were 
treated with curative resection following long-course Crt 
between 2006 and 2016. 49% were in the long-in-
terval group (n=133). there was no significant difference 
between shorter and longer delays for patient demo-
graphics, tumor and nodal staging, distance from anal verge 
(p>0.10), and restorative procedures. response to Crt 
measured by pCr was comparable. there was no signifi-
cant difference between groups for the composite outcome 
measure, complete tme or total number of perioperative 
complications. However, the rate of anastomotic leaks 
requiring intervention was significantly increased for the 
shorter delay group (5% vs 15%, p=0.01). disease-free 
survival was comparable.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Shorter delays between 
completion of Crt and surgery is associated with increased 
anastomotic leaks in locally invasive rectal cancer, poten-
tially due to poor resolution of the acute inflammation 
following Crt. there were otherwise no differences 
in outcomes. this study adds insight into our under-
standing of timing between neoadjuvant therapy and 
surgery outcomes in rectal cancer.

VIRTUAL	MULTIDISCIPLINARY	CASE	
CONFERENCES:	A	SYSTEMATIC	REVIEW.

Poster abstracts P182

a. Warraich, H. moloo, r. musselman, i. raiche, 
l. Williams
Ottawa, ON, Canada

Purpose/Background:	 multidisciplinary case confer-
ences (mCC) play an integral role in the management rectal 
cancer patients. a traditional mCC involves face to face 
meetings held at regularly scheduled times but barriers to 
participation include time commitment and constraints, the 
need for geographic co-location, or availability of expensive 
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tele- or video-conferencing equipment. Virtual mCC’s 
(vmCCs) offer a potential solution to these issues. the 
difference between a traditional (synchronous) mCC and a 
truly virtual mCC is that team members interact with one 
another in a non-simultaneous (asynchronous) way using  
shared clinical data, often supported by a web-based platform.  
a broader definition of vmCC includes real-time discus-
sion using a web-based interface. the primary objective of 
this systematic review is to summarize the available litera-
ture on the existence, feasibility, and effectiveness of such 
frameworks in the context of cancer patient management.

Methods/Interventions:	 in July 2016, the electronic 
databases of embase, ovid medline, Cochrane library, 
and CinaHl were searched. Studies describing the use 
of a web-based platform to conduct mCCs, either in a 
synchronous or asynchronous fashion, were included. the 
primary endpoint was defined as the presence or absence 
of literature on the subject of vmCC with secondary 
endpoints including specific process and outcome measures 
to assess the feasibility and effectiveness of existing models.

Results/Outcome(s):	 of the 462 studies identified, 
3 articles (in abstract form only) met the criteria for an 
asynchronous vmCC and were included in the review. 
an additional 4 articles met the criteria for a synchronous 
vmCC and were also included. only one synchronous 
rectal cancer-specific vmCC was identified. the included 
studies demonstrated feasibility of obtaining clinical 
consensus within a timely fashion, improved adherence to 
clinical practice guidelines, a change in management plan 
in up to 53% of patients, and improved participation in 
clinical trials. Participant satisfaction with the process was 
variable. identified barriers to implementation included 
time constraints for synchronous platforms, technical 
support issues, and concerns regarding lack of participant 
remuneration.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 there is a paucity of litera-
ture on the feasibility and effectiveness of a vmCC model 
for cancer patient management. Based on the limited 
available evidence, there is potential for vmCC frame-
works to improve the quality of cancer care but further 
study is warranted. We plan on designing and imple-
menting an asynchronous, rectal cancer-specific vmCC at 
our institution to assess the feasibility and effectiveness of 
this novel approach.

SALVAGE	TME	FOLLOWING	TEM:	A	POSSIBLE	
INDICATION	FOR	TATME.

Poster abstracts P183

F. letarte, a. Feinberg, m. raval, a. Karimuddin, 
t. Phang, C. Brown
Vancouver, BC, Canada

Purpose/Background:	 a major pitfall with the tran-
sanal endoscopic microsurgery (tem) approach for rectal 
adenomas and select early cancers is the possibility of 

preoperative understaging with the subsequent need for 
salvage surgery. Salvage surgery after tem has shown 
mixed results with adequate early oncologic outcomes but 
higher rates of abdominoperineal resection, morbidity and 
rectal perforations. transanal total mesorectal excision 
(tatme) might be advantageous in this population. the 
aim of this study was to assess the short-term oncologic and 
operative outcomes of tatme after tem when compared 
to conventional tme after tem.

Methods/Interventions:	 at St. Paul’s Hospital in 
Vancouver, tem has been performed since 2007 and data 
for all patients has been prospectively collected and main-
tained in the SPH-tem database. all consecutive patients 
treated with salvage tme after primary tem were iden-
tified. Patients who underwent tatme were compared 
to those who underwent conventional tme (C-tme). 
Primary outcome was the ability to perform an appropriate 
oncologic procedure while secondary outcomes included 
successful reconstruction rate, 30 day operative morbidity 
and length of hospital stay.

Results/Outcome(s):	 during the study period, 616 
patients underwent tem, among which 41 patients under-
went subsequent salvage tme. of those, 11 patients had 
tatme while 30 patients had C-tme. Patients in both 
groups had similar demographics characteristics except for 
significantly lower and large tumor in the tatme group. 
all patients in the tatme group met the composite 
outcome of appropriate oncologic procedure (negative 
distal margins, negative radial margins and complete or 
near complete mesorectum specimen) compared to 76.7% 
for the C-tme group (p = 0.19). tatme was associated 
with significantly higher rates of sphincter preservation 
(100% vs. 50%, p = 0.01), higher rates of laparoscopic 
surgery (100% vs. 23.3%, p < 0.001) and lower rates of 
conversion to open surgery (9.1% vs. 57%, p <0.001). no 
difference was found in postoperative morbidity (36.3% vs. 
36.7%, p = 0.77) and median length of stay (6 days vs. 7 
days, p = 0.36).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the present study demon-
strates that for patients requiring salvage surgery after 
tem, tatme is associated with significantly higher 
rates of sphincter-sparing surgery and laparoscopy when 
compared to conventional transabdominal tme while 
producing adequate short-term oncologic outcomes. this 
specific population might represent a clear indication 
where tatme should be favored over conventional 
surgery.
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LONGITUDINAL	ANALYSIS	OF	ANAL	
DYSPLASIA	IN	HIGH-	AND	LOW-RISK	
PATIENTS.

Poster abstracts P184

d. Keller, J. Wong, W. lichliter
Dallas, TX

Purpose/Background:	 anal dysplasia can progress to 
invasive squamous-cell carcinoma of the anus. However, 
the rate of progression is still under investigation, and 
most studies focus on high-risk patients. our goal was to 
evaluate the long-term outcomes for high and low risk anal 
dysplasia patients.

Methods/Interventions:	 longitudinal analysis of 
a prospective departmental database was performed 
from 9/1995-11/2014 for patients with anal condyloma, 
low-grade dysplasia (ain i, low grade squamous intraep-
ithelial lesion), high-grade dysplasia (carcinoma in situ, 
severe dysplasia, high grade squamous intraepithelial 
lesion, ain ii or iii), and anal cancer. Patients were 
stratified into high-risk (HiV-positive/aidS) and low-risk 
cohorts. the main outcome measures were progression 
rates and time to anal cancer across groups.

Results/Outcome(s):	during the study period, 70 high-
risk and 50 low-risk patients were followed. the high-risk 
group had a longer surveillance interval than the low-risk 
group (95 vs. 59 months, respectively; p=0.002). at initial 
screening, the majority in both cohorts had no dysplasia 
(72.9% high-risk, 66.0% low-risk). High-grade dysplasia 
developed in 13 (18.6%) high-risk and 10 (20.0%) low-risk 
patients (p=0.894), and invasive cancer in 10 (14.3%) 
high-risk and 4 (8.0%) low-risk patients (p=0.391). only 
4/10 high-risk and 2/4 low-risk patients had a diagnosis of 
high-grade dysplasia before diagnosis of invasive cancer. 
For those that developed cancer, there was an extended 

time period (mean 70.6 month high-risk, 89 months 
low-risk; p=0.576) prior to diagnosis, with significant 
disparity in the number of visits across patient groups  
(66 high-risk, 14 low-risk; p<0.001).

Conclusions/Discussion:	low risk patients have rates of 
progression to dysplasia and anal cancer similar to high-risk 
patients over time. Given these trends, regular screening 
for extended intervals in all patients is emphasized. this 
work has implications for stratifying future screening  
and therapy. Further controlled trials are warranted for 
definitive recommendations.

PREDICTORS	OF	RECURRENCE	OF	ANAL	
DYSPLASIA.

Poster abstracts P185

d. Hill, J. turner, a. Chase, C. Clark
Atlanta, GA

Purpose/Background:	 the Human Papilloma Virus 
(HPV) is the most common sexually transmitted disease in 
the uS and a major risk factor for developing anal dysplasia 
and anal squamous cell carcinoma (aSCC). in high 
risk populations, such as human immunodeficiency virus 
(HiV) positive men who have sex with men, the preva-
lence of high grade dysplasia (HGd), also known as anal 
intraepithelial neoplasia (ain) ii and ain iii, has been 
reported to be 30-52%. Currently, no treatment has been 
shown superior in reducing recurrence rates. recurrence 
rates three years out from therapy are 77% regardless of 
treatment modality. data is limited on identifiers that 
predict recurrence of anal dysplasia. the aim of this study 
is to identify factors that predict recurrence in patients 
with anal dysplasia.

P184 Anal Dysplasia Longitudinal Outcomes

Dysplasia Patients
High Risk

(n=70)
Low Risk

(n=50) p-value
Gender (n, %) 0.317

Male 66 (94.3%) 44 (88%)
Female 4 (5.7%) 6 (12%)
Mean age, years (SD) 39.05 (8.51) 41.11 (11.25) 0.623
Median Follow-Up Interval, months (IQR) 95 (62-175) 59 (42-90) 0.002
Mean Number of Surveillance Visits (SD) 14.2 (10.9) 9.5 (4.6) 0.005

Initial Screening Pathology
No Dysplasia 51 (72.9%) 33 (66.0%) 0.427
Low Grade Dysplasia 6 (8.6%) 7 (14.0%) 0.768
High Grade Dysplasia 13 (18.5%) 9 (18.0%) 1.000
Invasive Cancer - 1 (2.0%) 1.000
Development of High Grade Dysplasia (n, %) 13 (18.6%) 10 (20.0%) 0.894
Total Progression to Anal cancer (n, %) 10 (14.3%) 4 (8.0%) 0.391
High Grade Dysplasia Progression to Anal cancer (n, %) 4 (5.7%) 2 (4.0%) 0.837
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Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review of a 
prospectively maintained database was conducted at a 
major tertiary care hospital to investigate all patients who 
underwent treatment for ain between July 1, 2013 and 
June 30, 2015. Patients were included if they met the 
following criteria: age 18-99 with a new diagnosis of ain 
i, ii, iii on preoperative anoscopy. Patients were excluded 
if they had a history of aSCC or anal dysplasia, incomplete 
charts, post-operative diagnosis of anal condyloma without 
ain, inflammatory bowel disease, and prior pelvic radi-
ation for anal, rectal, or cervical cancer. recurrence was 
estimated by the Kaplan-meier method. Variables predic-
tive of recurrence were determined using a multivariate 
regression analysis. all statistical analysis was performed 
using Stata (College Station, tX). the level of signifi-
cance was set at p < 0.05.

Results/Outcome(s):	a total 226 patients were identi-
fied. of these, 106 patients met inclusion criteria of which 
56 were removed due to exclusion criteria leaving 50 
patients for analysis. the mean follow up was 16.1 months 
(Sd 1.02). the mean age and Bmi was 35.7 (Sd 1.4) and 
25.6 (Sd 0.78) respectively. the majority of the patients 
were male, HiV positive, and on Haart therapy (90%, 
90%, 86% respectively). the Cd4 count and viral load 
were divided into quantitative categories. the majority of 
patients had a Cd4 count greater than 200 (72%), a viral 
load of less than 500,000 copies (92%), and a combination 
of excision and fulguration as the main treatment strategy 
(90%). Postop diagnosis rate of ain i, ii, iii were found to 
be 48%, 14%, 34% respectively. recurrence rate at 6, 12, 
and 24 months were 19%, 53.5%, and 83.4%, respectively. 
Cd4 count, specifically counts between 100 and 200, was 
the only factor predictive of disease free interval after 
performing a multivariate regression analysis.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the recurrence rate of anal 
dysplasia is high. Cd4 count was the only variable associ-
ated with a shorter interval of recurrence of anal dysplasia 
and should be considered in future models to predict 
recurrence.

TRANSANAL	OPEN	HEMORRHOIDOPEXY:	
GOOD	RESULTS	AFTER	A	FOLLOW	UP	OF	8	
YEARS.

Poster abstracts P186

F. Pakravan, C. Helmes, i. alldinger
Duesseldorf, Germany

Purpose/Background:	 We evaluated the results after 
transanal open Hemorrhoidopexy, first publication in 
dCr 2009, after a follow up of at least 8 years.

Methods/Interventions:	all patients had rectal mucosal 
prolapse combined with ii-iii degree hemorrhoids. in 
lithotomy position and under general anesthesia the rectal 
mucosa was lifted and fixed by Z-stitches four centime-
ters above the hemorrhoidal base after infiltration with 

adrenaline solution (1:100,000 dilutions) and removal of 
a small rectal mucosa flap. Z-stitches were positioned in 
up to four segments of the lower rectum dependent on the 
size of prolapse. Postoperatively all patients received a fiber 
rich diet. in case of pain diclofenac and metamizol was 
prescribed. out of 148 patients operated more than 8 years 
ago 27 were alive and capable of answering a questionnaire 
in person or in a telephone interview.

Results/Outcome(s):	there had been no perioperative 
complications. Follow up was 96 months at least (median 
110.8). indication for the operation was symptomatic 2° or 
3° hemorrhoids. leading symptom was bleeding (n=17) 
and discomfort (n=17). immediately after the operation 
the symptoms had improved considerably or completely 
in 18 patients (66.7%). at the time of the interview 18 
patients (66.7%) had no complaints, while 8 patients 
(29.6%) reported symptoms. 20 patients (74.1%) would 
decide for transanal open Hemorrhoidopexy again, while 
5 patients would not (18.5%). in 4 patients (14.8%) a 
second operation after transanal open Hemorrhoidopexy 
had been performed.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 more than 8 years after the 
operation more than two out of three patients are free of 
symptoms. only 4 patients (14.8%) had a second opera-
tion. transanal open Hemorrhoidopexy is a safe operation 
with encouraging short term and long term results and 
should be part of the therapeutic algorithm for symptom-
atic hemorrhoids

A	FECAL	DIVERTING	DEVICE	FOR	THE	
SUBSTITUTION	OF	DEFUNCTIONING	STOMA.

Poster abstracts P187

J. Kim, S. Kim, C. Kim
Daegu, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 a newly made fecal diverting 
device (Fdd) showed the safety and effectiveness in the 
protection of ischemic colonic anastomosis in animal 
study. this study was enhanced to identify the safety and 
effectiveness of the Fdd procedure clinically.

Methods/Interventions:	Fdd is a tubular device made 
of silicone. there are two tire-like dumbbell shaped outer 
balloons on the head portion of the device which help to 
fix the device on the colon proximal to the anastomotic 
area without sutures. an absorbable PGla (poly glycolide-
co-l-lactide) mesh band was used to fix the head portion of 
the device externally on the colon. inside the head portion 
of the device, there is an inner balloon, which permits or 
blocks the flow of the bowel contents. the tail, i.e. the 
thin tube below the head portion, is long enough to hang 
out from the anus. daily bowel movement was achieved 
by tepid water irrigation of the bowel content via the Fdd 
twice a day. removal of Fdd is achieved by pulling the 
tail of the device after decompression of outer balloons 
without anesthesia. a prospective observational trial was 
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performed on 28 benign or malignant rectal disease 
patients (age; 65.5; median, range 34-85, 20 males) with 
high risk of anastomotic leakage (al) in tertiary referral 
university hospital from may 1, 2015 to oct 27,2016. the 
Fdd procedure comprised of intraoperative Fdd installa-
tion after low rectal anastomosis and postoperative main-
tenance period for three weeks. Pelvic Ct was done at one 
week postoperatively to identify clinical or subclinical al. 
Contrast study was done before the removal of Fdd at 
three weeks(Fig.). if the al was noted, Fdd was retained 
for three weeks more.

Results/Outcome(s):	  twenty-four rectal cancer (four 
received preoperative chemoradiation therapy), three 
traumatic rectal perforation, and one megacolon patient 
were included in the trial. Procedures were achieved by 19 
laparoscopic, 8 open and 2 robotic surgeries. anastomotic 
wound location was 5(median,range 3-8) cm from anal 
verge. Fdd were retained for 21 (median, range 14-43) 
days. all, except one cases experienced scheduled removal 
of Fdd. evidence of anastomotic leakage was identified in 
seven (five within a week, two after 3 weeks) cases. For the 
five early al cases, additional two or three week’s mainte-
nance of Fdd was enough to preserve the anastomosis in 
four cases however, no additional period was needed in one 
subclinical al case. For the two delayed al cases, addi-
tional operation to reinsert Fdd was performed. erosion of 
band was noted in two cases however, there was no septic 
event due to Fdd and Fdd procedures. there was no 
mortality or significant morbidity.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Fdd procedure was effective 
in the prevention of dismal septic cascade in case of anas-
tomotic leakage. there was no significant complication 
about Fdd procedure. However, to identify the clinical 
usefulness of Fdd, comparative study with stoma should 
be performed in the future.

TRANSANAL	OPENING	OF	INTERSPHINCTERIC	
SPACE	-	A	SIMPLE	NOVEL	SPHINCTER-
SPARING	PROCEDURE	TO	TREAT	HIGH	
COMPLEX	CRYPTOGLANDULAR	FISTULA-IN-
ANO.

Poster abstracts P188

P. Garg, P. Bajaj, P. Singh, m. Garg
Mohali, India; Panchkula, India; Khanpur Kalan, India

Purpose/Background:	 deep posterior intersphincteric 
space has important role in pathogenesis of most complex 
fistula-in-ano. the sepsis in the intersphincteric space is 
like a small abscess in a closed space. this closed space 
needs to be drained adequately and then kept open for 
proper healing of the fistula-in-ano. the objective was 
to lay open and drain the intersphincteric space through 
internal opening via transanal approach

Methods/Interventions:	 in a prospective non-con-
trolled study, all consecutive patients of complex high 
fistula-in-ano operated in a referral center were included 
in the study. all fistula were high (involving more than 
one-thirds of sphincter complex). Simple fistula in which 
fistulotomy was possible were excluded. Preoperative mri 
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scan was done in all the patients. the main outcome 
measures were healing rate, hospital stay, objective incon-
tinence scores oPeratiVe ProCedure a curved 
artery forceps was inserted through the internal(primary) 
opening into the intersphincteric part of the fistula tract. 
the mucosa and the internal sphincter over the artery 
forceps was cut with electrocautery. the intersphincteric 
portion of the fistula tract was thus laid open on the medial 
(luminal) side. the incision was usually curvilinear but 
could also be oblique, depending upon the direction of 
the intersphincteric tract. the incision started from the 
internal opening, which was mostly at the dentate line. in 
case of horseshoe fistula, the incision extended on both 
sides of the midline posterior internal opening. in case of 
an additional supralevator opening of the fistula in the 
rectum (Figure-1), the incision was extended from the 
midline posterior internal opening up to the supralevator 
rectal opening.

Results/Outcome(s):	 61 patients with high complex 
fistula-in-ano with a follow-up of 4-21 months (median-7 
months) were included. male/Female: 59/2, age-42.3 ±9.5 
years. 85.2% (52) were recurrent, 83.6% (51) had multiple 
tracts, 36.1% (22) had horseshoe tract, 34.4%(21) had 
supralevator extension and 26.2% (16) had associated 
abscess. 95.1% (58) were posterior fistula out of which 
90.2% (55) were in posterior midline. nine patients were 
excluded (Six tested positive for tuberculosis, two lost to 
follow-up, one excluded). Fistula healed completely in 
84.6%(44/52) and didn’t heal in 15.4% (9/52). 4/9 of these 
were reoperated and fistula healed in three patients. thus 
overall healing rate was 90.4% (47/52). there was no 
significant change in incontinence scores.

Conclusions/Discussion:	  the success rate of 
troPiS(>90%) in high and complex fistula(majority were 
recurrent fistula with multiple tracts, horseshoe tracts and 
supralevator extension) is quite impressive. the external 
sphincter is not cut or damaged due to which the risk to 
continence is minimized. the technique is simple, easy to 
reproduce, associated with little pain and early resumption 
of normal activities.

a high complex fistula in a 47 year old male patient managed by 
troPiS procedure. the patient had a transsphincteric fistula on left 
side at 4 o’clock position, supralevator extensions at 3 & 6 o’clock posi-
tion and a supralevator rectal opening at 3 o’clock position.

left upper: Coronal section (Schematic diagram).

left lower- Coronal section (mri), 

right upper: axial section - high at supralevator level (mri),

right middle: axial section - low at dentate line (mri),

right lower: axial section (Schematic diagram), red color indicates 
deep posterior intersphincteric space

PROSPECTIVE	RANDOMIZED	EVALUATION	
OF	TRANSANAL	HEMORRHOIDAL	
DEARTERIALIZATION	WITH	MUCOPEXY	
VERSUS	STAPLED	HEMORRHOIDOPEXY	IN	
HEMORRHOIDAL	MUCOSAL	PROLAPSE:	A	
LONG	FOLLOW	UP.

Poster abstracts P189

G. Giarratano, C. toscana, e. toscana, P. Sileri
Rome, Italy

Purpose/Background:	 the aim of this study was to 
compare early and late outcome of transanal Haemorrhoidal 
dearterialization with mucopexy (tHd-m) versus Stapled 
Haemorrhoidopexy (SH) for the treatment of haem-
orrhoidal mucosal prolapse. Primary outcome was to 
compare the recurrence rate. Secondary outcome was to 
compare both of these techniques in relation to compli-
cations rate, time to return to work, procedure length and 
patients satisfaction.

Methods/Interventions:	 From January 2011 to 
december 2012, 100 patients - 50 patients on each arm- 
were randomly allocated to tHd-m or SH group. We 
included patients with symptomatic reducible haemor-
rhoidal mucosal prolapse without symptoms of obstructed 
defecation neither previous proctologic operations or 
pelvic-perineal radiotherapy. the preoperative assess-
ment consisted of the clinical history and proctoscopy. 
Stapled haemorrhoidopexy was performed with a dedi-
cated circular stapling device. tHd was performed using 
a specifically designed proctoscope which incorporates 
a side-sensing doppler probe and also a mucopexy was 
performed. Patients were visited at the outpatient clinic 
at day 15 and then 1, 3 and 12 months after surgery and 
reassessed with a telephone interview every year.

Results/Outcome(s):	the mean follow up period was 
58,5 (range 47-71) months. overall complication rate of 
tHd-m group was 16% versus 12% in SH group (ns), 
in particular: pain scores was higher in the tHd-m 
group (P <0,05) and urgency was higher in the SH group 
(ns). mean operative time was shorter in the SH group  
(P <0,05). time to return to work was shorter in the SH 
group (P <0,05). recurrency were significantly less in the 
SH group (P <0,05). overall satisfactory rate was higher in 
the SH group (P <0,05).
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Conclusions/Discussion:	 SH and tHd-m are both 
safe and effective day-care procedures for the treatment of 
haemorrhoidal mucosal prolapse. in our series SH showed 
better statistical significant results in term of post-oper-
ative pain, return to work and patient satisfaction. We 
recorded more urgency in SH group and we observed in 
these group of patients that they also suffered of irritable 
bowel syndrome (iBS). on the basis of this experience, 
currently in our practice when patients have haemor-
rhoidal prolapse and iBS we usually do not perform resec-
tive surgery. our follow up demonstrated that both SH and 
tHd-m had a lower rate of recurrency but in our series SH 
was significantly better.

ANATOMIC	CHARACTERISTICS	OF	TYPE	
AND	POSITION	OF	THE	ANAL	FISTULA	
ON	THREE-DIMENSIONAL	ANORECTAL	
ULTRASONOGRAPHY.

Poster abstracts P190

S. murad-regadas, F. regadas, i. dealcanfreitas, 
F. regadas Filho, l. rodrigues, l. Veras, l. Gomes, 
G. Fernandes
Fortaleza, Brazil

Purpose/Background:	 endoanal ultrasound and 
magnetic resonance imaging represent currently the 
imaging strategies for evaluating perianal fistulas and 
may be used alone or in combination to choose the best 
treatment option. So the aim of this study was to evaluate 
the anatomical position of the fistula`s tract(t) course, 
location of the internal(io) and external opening(eo) 
and type of fistulas by three-dimensional anorectal ultra-
sonography(3d-uS) compared with clinical examination 
according with Goodsalls rule and the surgical finding.

Methods/Interventions:	 a total of 415 patients with 
cryptoglandular fistulas underwent clinical examination, 
3d-uS and surgical treatment from 2012-2016 were iden-
tified from a prospective database. the type of t(radial 
or curved course), Park’s classification, eo and io were 
identified and the patients were grouped according to 
genders, type of fistula and position of the eo and io 

located anterior(a) or posteriorly(P) to the transverse 
anal line; and compared with uS-3d, clinical examination 
according Goodsall’s rule and surgical findings. Student t 
test and Fisher’s exact test were used.

Results/Outcome(s):	 overall, 299/72% were trans-
sphincteric, 111/27% intersphincteric and 5/1% supras-
phincteric. 325/78% were male, mean age 42y, of them 
145/45% with the eo and io located anteriorly (35% with 
curved t and 66% radial) and 180/55% located posteri-
orly (23% with curved t and 77% radial). 90/22% were 
female, mean age 38y, of them 48/53% with the eo an io 
located anteriorly (54% with curved t and 22% radial) and 
22/46% located posteriorly(33% with curved t and 67% 
radial). Secondary tract was found in 22%. the prevalence 
of curved t was higher in female with the eo and io 
located anteriorly compared with male and the prevalence 
of radial t course was higher in male with the eo and io 
located anteriorly compared with female, table. Secondary 
tract was found in 22%. the overall concordance between 
3d-uS and surgical finding was 98% for main t, 97% for 
secondary t and 99% for io.

Conclusions/Discussion:	transphincteric fistula is the 
most prevalent in both gender. the radial t course is prev-
alent in both a and P positions of the eo and io in male 
and posteriorly in female. the 3d-uS demonstrated that 
Goodsall’s rule is accurate in describing the course of anal 
fistula with anterior eo in male with radial t in 66% and 
it is inaccurate in posterior eo tract in a curved manner 
in only 23%. it is also inaccurate in female in both a and 
P positions as fistula with anterior eo had radial course in 
22% and in those with posterior eo location, the t was 
curved in only 33% in both type of anal fistula. So, it is 
indicated a preoperative image test to identify the io and 
the course of fistula tract.

P190 Type and position of the anal fistula on three-dimensional anorectal ultrasonography-3D-US

3D-US FINDINGS MALE 325 (78%) FEMALE 90 (22%) P
FISTULA CLASSIFICATION

Transsphincteric 226 (69%) 73 (81%) 0.03
Intersphincteric 94 (29%) 17 (19%) 0.5
Suprasphincteric 5 (2%) 0

TRACT COURSE
CURVED ANTERIOR 49 (34%) 26 (54%) 0.01
RADIAL ANTERIOR 96 (66%) 22 (46%) 0.01
CURVED POSTERIOR 41 (23%) 14 (33%) 0.16
RADIAL POSTERIOR 139 (77%) 28 (67%) 0.16
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TRANSCUTANEOUS	TIBIAL	NERVE	
STIMULATION	FOR	FECAL	INCONTINENCE:	
FIRST	RESULTS	OF	A	PILOT	STUDY.

Poster abstracts P191

F. Pakravan, K. Wolff, C. Helmes, i. alldinger
Duesseldorf, Germany

Purpose/Background:	 transcutaneous posterior tibial 
nerve stimulation (tptnS) is a newer, non invasive and 
cheap method to treat patients with moderate fecal incon-
tinence. in a pilot study, we evaluated the efficacy and 
feasibility of this technique.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients with fecal inconti-
nence and former biofeedback therapy were enrolled for 
the study. Before and after 3 months, we recorded the 
Wexner Score, the Fecal incontinence Quality of life 
Scale (FiQl) and performed a sphincter manometrie. all 
patients were introduced to the method and the equip-
ment (lancy®) and started a therapy for 3 months.

Results/Outcome(s):	 15 patients (13 females) with a 
median age of 65 years (range from 20-80 yrs) fullfilled 
the inclusion criteria and received a tptnS for 3 months. 
no complication occured.14 patients noticed an improve-
ment of their fecal incontinence. median Wexner was 
preinterventionally 15 (range 11-18) and after 3 months 
8 (range7-18). no manometric changes and no variations 
in all 4 components of the FiQl were documented. one 
patient did not improve and already received a magnetic 
sphincter augmentation (FeniX®).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 tptnS is easy to perform, 
non invasive and good for an outpatient use. Further 
randomized controlled studies with more patients are 
necessary for better evaluation of the therapy.

HAEMORRHOIDS TREATMENT WITH 
THD	PROCEDURE:	A	CASE	SERIES	OF	280	
CONSECUTIVE	PATIENTS.

Poster abstracts P192

m. Piccoli, e. merolla, d. Pennisi, r. Fazl alizadeh, 
a. Heydari
Baggiovara, Italy; Irvine, CA

Purpose/Background:	 transanal hemorrhoidal dear-
terialization (tHd) is a recently introduced technique 
which permits a new approach in treating hemorrhoids. 
By means of a dedicated proctoscope, combined with a 
properly shaped doppler Probe, it both allows for tran-
sanal doppler-guided ligation of hemorrhoidal arteries 
and mucopexy of the anal canal submucosa. this is a 
retrospective analysis of our first series of patients treated 
with this technique. the aim of this retrospective study 
is to evaluate safety and efficacy in tHd treatment of 
hemorrhoidal disease.

Methods/Interventions:	 Between January 2011 
and June 2016, 280 patients with grade ii, iii, and iV 

hemorrhoids were submitted for transanal hemorrhoidal 
dearterialization and anal canal mucopexy carried out as 
a day case procedure under spinal anesthesia. ligation of 
six hemorrhoidal arteries branches was performed in all 
patients. Patients were evaluated at 1 week, 1 month, 1 
year and then once a year. at 1 week patients were only 
submitted to a clinical interview aimed to assess postoper-
ative pain, rectal tenesmus and haematochezia. Following 
evaluations also consisted of digital rectal examination and 
anoscopy.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 284 patients (mean 
age: 60, m/F: 1.5:1) underwent tHd procedure for hemor-
rhoidal disease with this occurring as grade ii in 65 patients 
(23%), grade iii in 178 patients (63%) and grade iV in 
41 patients (14%). Postoperative complications occurred 
in 3,5% of patients (7 bleeding and 3 acute thrombosis). 
Both preoperative bleeding and anal pain have showed to 
significantly improve in the postoperative time (p<0.001), 
even in the long term follow-up. recurrence rate after 
surgery was 18% at 1 month, 17% at 3-12 months, 15% 
at more than 12 months follow-up. Preoperative grade 
prolapse is not related to 1 year recurrence (P value: 
0.68). Preoperative disease severity does not impact on the 
patients outcome at one year and more after surgery and 
does not correlate to risk of recurrence either (p value: 
0.07). Chronic pain and fecal incontinence were not 
observed in our series; However some patients complained 
of immediate postoperative self-limited rectal tenesmus 
and fecal urgency.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 transanal haemorrhoidal 
dearterialization (tHd) is to be considered a minimally 
invasive procedure, both safe and effective in the surgical 
approach of haemorrhoidal disease. this one of the largest 
series of patients treated with tHd method and with the 
longest follow-up. our series demonstrate short and long-
term effectiveness of this procedure together with a low 
complication rate.

CHARACTERISTICS	AND	OUTCOME	OF	
FOURNIER’S	GANGRENE	ORIGINATING	
FROM	THE	ANORECTAL	REGION,	WITH	A	
PARTICULAR	FOCUS	ON	CASES	WITH	NO	
PERINEAL	INVOLVEMENT.

Poster abstracts P193

H. lin, Z. Chen, H. Chen, J. li, Q. Zhou, y. Xu, r. Shi, 
d. ren
Guangzhou, China; Fuzhou, China

Purpose/Background:	to explore the clinical features 
of Fournier’s gangrene (FG) originating from the anorectal 
region, with a particular focus on cases with no perineal 
involvement (nPi). to explore the clinical features of 
Fournier’s gangrene (FG) originating from the anorectal 
region, with a particular focus on cases with no perineal 
involvement (nPi).
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Methods/Interventions:	 Patients diagnosed with FG 
originating from the anorectal region from January 1995 to 
February 2016 were identified. demographics and clinical 
data, including diagnostic imaging, surgical and postoper-
ative management, were collected, and compared between 
patients with perineal involvement (Pi) and those with 
nPi.

Results/Outcome(s):	a total of 39 patients, 33 (84.6%) 
with Pi and 6 (15.4%) with nPi, were included. Based on 
imaging data, the involvement of the supralevator space 
was identified in five Pi and all six nPi cases (15.15% 
vs. 100%, P=0.081). in all six nPi cases, infection in the 
ischiorectal fossa was communicated with the supralevator 
space through the levator ani muscle. during surgical 
exploration, the inguinal canal was found to be commu-
nicated with the retroperineal space and supralevator 
space by FG. Streptococcus hemolyticus was found in two 
Pi and all six nPi cases (7.4% vs. 100%, P=0.001). only 
one patient underwent preventive colostomy. at 1-year 
follow-up, the median Wexner incontinence score (4 vs. 
4) was similar between the two groups.

Conclusions/Discussion:	unlike Pi cases, the route of 
infection in nPi cases seems to extend upwards to involve 
the levator ani muscle rather than anterior involvement 
of the perineal region; in addition, S. hemolyticus may be 
associated with nPi. in both Pi and nPi cases, preventive 
colostomy is not mandatory.

Bladder (a); Prostate gland (B); Seminal vesicle (C); testis (d); 
epididymis (e); ductus deferens (F).

red arrows show: seminal vesicles were involved and then infection 
might spread along the deferent duct to the inguinal region, conse-
quently affecting the scrotum.

COMPARISON	OF	ACELLULAR	DERMAL	
MATRIX	PLUG	VERSUS	LIGATION	OF	THE	
INTERSPHINCTERIC	FISTULA	TRACT	FOR	THE	
TREATMENT	OF	FISTULA-IN-ANO.

Poster abstracts P194

G. Giarratano, e. toscana, C. toscana, P. Sileri
Rome, Italy

Purpose/Background:	Surgical treatment of anal fistula 
is challenging. the aim of this study was to compare two 
sphincter-saving procedure for fistula-in-ano: acellular 
dermal matrix (adm) plug versus ligation of the inter-
Sphincteric Fistula tract (liFt) with particular attention 
to healing time, recurrence, complication rate and conti-
nence impairing.

Methods/Interventions:	 this is a retrospective anal-
ysis from a prospective database. Between october 2012 
to may 2016, 64 consecutive patients were enrolled. 38 
patients underwent adm-plug positioning (group a) 
and 26 patients underwent liFt (group B). a seton was 
placed in all the adm-plug group patients before the 
procedure, while only 5 liFt group patients needed it. all 
patients underwent pre-operative clinical examination, 
proctoscopy and transanal ultrasonography or mri. the 
Wexner incontinence score was administered before and 
after surgery. Patients were visited at the outpatient clinic 
at day 15 and then 1, 3,12 and 24 months after surgery and 
reassessed with a telephone interview every year.

Results/Outcome(s):	64 overall patients were studied. 
in the group a, the median follow-up was 15 months 
(range 6 - 29); in the group B the median follow-up was 26 
months (range 12-48). median healing time in the liFt 
group was 40 days (range 30-50) while in the adm group 
it was 55 days (range 30-75) (P<0,001). We reported 5 
recurrences (13%) in the adm group versus 7 (27%) 
reported in the liFt one (P=ns). Post-operative pain, 
evaluated using the VaS-score, was similar in both groups. 
no major complications were reported, no impairment of 
continence was observed and no difference reported in 
Wexner incontinence score before and after surgery in 
both group.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 liFt and adm-plug are 
both safe and effective sphincter-saving procedure for 
fistula-in-ano. in our series adm was characterized by a 
lower recurrence rate even if a longer healing time. on the 
basis of this experience, currently in our practice we usually 
prefer adm-plug in primary anal fistula.
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LASER-MODIFIED	VAAFT	TECHNIQUE	FOR	
COMPLEX	ANAL	FISTULA.

Poster abstracts P195

l. mori
Lavagna (Genova), Italy

Purpose/Background:	 Video assisted anal Fistula 
treatment (VaaFt), a novel endoscopic surgical proce-
dure for complex anal fistula, has been studied with 
variable success rates (52,5-92,55) compared with initial 
reports. laser videoassisted ablation of fistula tracts is 
proposed as a change to meinero technique.

Methods/Interventions:	 this retrospective review 
asseses outcomes of patients undergoing laser modified 
VaaFt technique. all patients underwent the diagnostic 
phase following meinero steps; the changed operative 
phase includes a preventive - under vision- cleaning/
courettage and a successive fistula tract walls destruption 
by means of a radial laser probe inserted in the fistuloscope. 
internal fistula opening was sistemically closed by a rectal 
advancement flap

Results/Outcome(s):	 Fifty laser modified VaaFt 
procedures were performed. the main cohort consisted 
of patients predominantly men (72%). median follow up 
was18,6 months. median operative time was 41 minutes. 
Primarly healing rate was 84% with a recurrence rate of 4% 
and fistula persistence in 12 %. one major complication 
(anovaginal fistula) occurred. there was no persistent fecal 
incontinence.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 laser modified VaaFt is a 
safe procedure that is easily performed and has promising 
cure rates. this approach combines the advantages of 
laser energy devices to destroy the cronically inflammed 
connective tissue of fistula tracts with a direct under vision 
management of fistula branches.

EARLY	AND	ONE-YEAR	RESULTS	OF	LASER	
HAEMORRHOIDOPLASTY	FOR	SYMPTOMATIC	
HAEMORRHOIDS.

Poster abstracts P196

d. danys, P. mazrimas, e. Grisin, n. Zaks, 
S. mikalauskas, d. narmontas, K. Strupas, t. Poskus
Vilnius, Lithuania

Purpose/Background:	a hemorrhoidectomy is the stan-
dard treatment for patients with grade i to iV hemorrhoids. 
according to the ‘‘vascular’’ theory, arterial overflow in 
the superior hemorrhoidal arteries would lead to dilatation 
of the hemorrhoidal venous plexus. Hemorrhoid laser 
procedure (lHP) is a new laser procedure for outpatient 
treatment of hemorrhoids in which hemorrhoidal arterial 
flow feeding the hemorrhoidal plexus is stopped by laser 
coagulation. this study aimed to describe the clinical 
results of hemorrhoidal application of a diode laser.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients with symptomatic 
internal first to fourth degree haemorrhoids underwent 
laser haemorrhoidoplasty procedure with Biolitec diode 
laser. the patients were examined after 6 weeks after the 
operation. the questionnaires were mailed to the patients 
13 months after the operation, non-responders were inter-
viewed over the phone

Results/Outcome(s):	 229 patients underwent laser 
haemorrhoidoplasty from march 2011 to december 2014 
in four institutions. mean age was 44.4 years (20–81 
years). 118 patients were male (51.5%). 855 Joules of laser 
energy were used on average (510–1586 J) per patient. 
108 patients (47.2%) underwent mucopexy in addition 
to laser haemorrhoidoplasty procedure. no intraoperative 
complications occurred. 1 patient (0.4%) bled after the 
procedure, the bleeding required re-admission on postop-
erative day 4, but stopped spontaneously without surgical 
intervention. 101 patients (44%) responded to the ques-
tionnaire on average 13 months after the operation. 45 
patients (44% of responders) had postoperative pain of 1 
week duration or less. 4 (4%) patients underwent repeated 
treatment for haemorrhoids;98 percent were satisfied with 
the procedure performed

Conclusions/Discussion:	 laser haemorrhoidoplasty 
procedure is safe, effective and relatively pain free treat-
ment for symptomatic haemorrhoids

VACUUM	SEALING	DRAINAGE	TECHNOLOGY	
IN	MANAGEMENT	OF	CAVITY	WOUND	
CAUSED	BY	ANORECTAL	DISEASE:	A	
PRELIMINARY	STUDY.
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H. lin, H. Chen, y. Xu, J. li, Q. Zhou, d. ren
Guangzhou, China

Purpose/Background:	 acute suppurative infection in 
soft tissues around the anorectal region and the radical 
excision of presacral tumor often results in cavity wound, 
which are characterized by large and deep surgical lesion. 
these cavity wound resulted in common postoperative 
problems including anal incontinence, delayed healing, 
long hospital stay, postoperative wound pain during 
dressing, and tremendous mental distress. Vacuum sealing 
drainage (VSd) technology is an arisen new approach 
in recent years to promote wound repair which has been 
widely used in all sorts of traumatic wound treatment 
and considered safe and reliable. therefore, this study is 
to explore the safety and efficacy of VSd technology in 
management of cavity wound caused by anorectal disease.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients with cavity wound 
caused by anorectal disease were identified. if wound types 
extend below the subdermal layers of the skin and expose 
underlying structures such as tendons, muscle, and bone, 
they are referred to as “cavity wounds”. demographics 
and clinical data, including predisposing factors, times of 
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VSd used, surgical and postoperative management, were 
collected and analysed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 twelve eligible patients under-
went VSd. infection in all the case was under controlled. 
the demographic and clinical characteristics was listed 
in Table 1. the blood loss in patients was 50 ml (range, 
10~150ml). the mean postoperative visual analog scale 
score for pain was 3 (range, 1~4), 2 (range, 1~4), 3 
(range, 2~6), 1 (range, 0~3), and 1 (range, 0~2) at 12 
h, days 1, 2, 3, and 7. no patients developed anal incon-
tinence. the averaged healing time was 24.2 ± 7.6 days.

Conclusions/Discussion:	the VSd technique seems to 
be beneficial to faliciate wound healing, relieve the postop-
erative pain, shorten hostpital stay. it appeared that VSd 
is a safe and effective technique in management of cavity 
wound caused by anorectal disease.

HEMORRHOID	ENERGY	THERAPY	IN	THE	
MANAGEMENT	OF	SYMPTOMATIC	GRADE	1	
AND	GRADE	2	HEMORRHOIDS.

Poster abstracts P198

S. thomas, S. eftaiha, C. Warner, J. Sugrue, a. mellgren, 
J. nordenstam
Chicago, IL

Purpose/Background:	 approximately 5% of the 
american population present with symptomatic hemor-
rhoids. Bleeding with defecation is the most common 
presenting symptom. Current outpatient treatment options 
include rubber-band ligation, sclerotherapy and infrared 
coagulation. these procedures often require several visits 
for therapy. this study aims to evaluate the effectiveness 
of a novel outpatient therapy, Hettm Bipolar device 
(Covidien), in the treatment of grade 1 and 2 internal 
hemorrhoids. the devices is a modified anoscope which is 
equipped with a led light, tissue clamping mechanism and 
bipolar energy device.

Methods/Interventions:	 this is an ongoing prospec-
tive study, enrolling patients with symptomatic grade 1 
or 2 internal hemorrhoids. a total of 30 patients will be 

P197 Demographic and Clinical Characteristics of 12 Patients with VSD

Patients Age/years Etiology
Predisposing 

conditions Location of lesions
Concurrent 
illnesses

Times 
of VSD 
used infection

Time for 
wound 

healing/
days

1 39 perianal 
abscess

Diabetes Sacrococcygeal 
region

- 3 Under 
control

30

2 48 Rectal car-
cinoma

- Sacrococcygeal 
region

- 2 Under 
control

18

3 37 Fournier 
gangrene

Diabetes Scrotum,Perineum 
,Thigh

Leukemia 1 Under 
control

36

4 16 Presacral 
tumor

- Presacral space - 3 Under 
control

32

5 27 Presacral 
tumor

- Presacral space - 1 Under 
control

24

6 35 Fournier 
gangrene

Diabetes Scrotum,Perineum 
,Thigh

- 2 Under 
control

23

7 52 Pelvic 
abscess

- Pelvic - 1 Under 
control

20

8 66 Pelvic 
abscess

- Pelvic Hepatitis 1 Under 
control

33

9 40 Presacral 
tumor

- Presacral space - 2 Under 
control

20

10 39 Pilonidal 
sinus

- Sacrococcygeal 
region

- 1 Under 
control

10

11 32 Pilonidal 
sinus

- Sacrococcygeal 
region

- 1 Under 
control

18

12 81 Fournier 
gangrene

Diabetes Thigh,buttock Hypertension 2 Under 
control

26
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included in the study at completion. Currently, 17 patients 
have been enrolled. a pre-treatment hemorrhoid symptom 
score, documenting the severity of symptoms (bleeding, 
pain, prolapse, itching, and soiling), was obtained from 
each patient prior to therapy. Het therapy was applied 
to each of the 3 hemorrhoid columns. immediately 
following treatment a visual analogue score (VaS) score 
was obtained. repeat hemorrhoid symptom scores were 
obtained at evaluations at 3 and 6 weeks post treatment. 
the primary outcome was to evaluate the effectiveness of 
Het therapy on hemorrhoid symptoms, as measured by 
the hemorrhoid symptom score before and after treatment. 
Secondary outcomes include assessing pain associated with 
therapy using a VaS score and changes in hemorrhoid 
grade on repeat examination 3 weeks after treatment.

Results/Outcome(s):	17 patients, 9 males and 8 females 
with a mean age of 51 (range 25-82) years underwent 
Het. 3 patients (17%) were lost to follow-up. the 
mean duration of symptoms was 32 months and rectal 
bleeding was the most common symptom. the hemorrhoid 
symptom score decreased from 3.6 before treatment to 2.5 
after treatment (p=0.107). of the presenting symptoms, 
significant improvement was noted in bleeding (p<0.01). 
the treatment was associated with mild pain, with a 
mean VaS score was 2.2 after treatment. improvement in 
hemorrhoid grade was noted in 8 patients (57%), while 5 
patients (36%) remained unchanged and 1 patient (7%) 
was worse. 3 (17%) patients experienced thrombosis of the 
internal hemorrhoid plexus secondary to the procedure, 
one of them requiring surgical intervention. no other 
complications were observed.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Het therapy can be deliv-
ered at one treatment session and remains a promising 
alternative for symptomatic grade 1 and grade 2 hemor-
rhoids. the use of Het therapy reduced the symptom of 
bleeding associated with hemorrhoids. Further assessment 
of long-term efficacy and side effects is warranted.

DIRECT	TO	TEST	GI	COLONOSCOPY/
GASTROSCOPY	HAS	A	LOW	PICK-UP	
RATE	FOR	COLORECTAL	CANCER	AND	IS	
FREQUENTLY	ASSOCIATED	WITH	NEGATIVE	
FINDINGS	IN	THE	UPPER	GI	TRACT.

Poster abstracts P199

n. Bruce, a. macdonald, i. Webster, C. mcKenzie, 
K. lin, a. Gardiner, S. montgomery
Airdrie, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 asymptomatic iron deficiency 
anaemia and /or altered bowel habit are considered red 
flag signs of gastrointestinal malignancy. Where both 
upper and lower endoscopy is planned, tradition dictates 
that the gastroscopy is performed first and will frequently 
include d2 biopsies to exclude Coeliac disease. to speed 
diagnosis, our Health authority introduced ‘direct to test’ 

investigations via a system of urgent referral. Patients from 
three hospitals undergo investigation at one centre. this 
presentation examines the clinical and pathological find-
ings in a consecutive cohort of patients investigated under 
this directive.

Methods/Interventions:	 the departmental endoscopy 
database (unisoft) and in-house colorectal cancer database 
were cross-referenced to identify all patients from the three 
hospitals in our trust who were referred directly for upper 
and lower Gi investigations, for anaemia and/or altered 
bowel habit. these were carried out under the urgent 
referral pathway between 01/02/2011 and 10/07/2016. this 
robust data was checked and quality assured by our Quality 
improvement department. For all the identified patients, 
standard demographic data was recorded. Clinical letters, 
blood results, scope reports and pathology findings were 
examined. relevant data including d2 biopsy rate and 
coeliac (ttG) antibody status were recorded on a purpose 
built database for analysis.

Results/Outcome(s):	432 patients underwent combined 
colonoscopy and gastroscopy as a consequence of general 
surgery or gastroenterology referrals from their general 
practitioners. only 16 colorectal cancers (3.7%) were 
identified. one upper Gastrointestinal cancer was iden-
tified (0.3%), and 44 patients (10.2%) were found to 
have colonic polyps. additionally, 33% of patients had 
d2 biopsies performed of which 95% were normal. 19% of 
patients had a Coeliac Screen (ttG antibody blood test) 
of which 93% were normal. importantly in this cohort, 
malignancy was only ever diagnosed in the presence of 
anaemia. no malignant findings were identified in patients 
being referred on the basis of altered bowel habit/abdom-
inal pain. all colorectal cancer patients had negative d2 
biopsies and Coeliac Screen.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 BSG Guidelines (2011) still 
indicate that upper Gi endocopy be performed first when 
both investigations are performed. our results indicate 
that colonoscopy should be performed first and if positive, 
should not be followed by gastroscopy with routine biopsy 
of d2. non-specific Gi symptoms in the absence of anaemia 
have a very low colorectal cancer yield.

5	YEAR	INSTITUTIONAL	EXPERIENCE	
AFTER	INITIATION	OF	STATE	SUPPORTED	
COLORECTAL	CANCER	SCREENING	AND	
CARE.

Poster abstracts P200

P. Shenoy, J. Glaser, S. Vaid
Newark, DE

Purpose/Background:	 Colorectal cancer is the third 
most common cause of death in both men and women 
in the united States. Historic models based on national 
databases have sought to identify populations that are the 
most at risk for both developing and succumbing to this 
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disease. Previously published literature has identified the 
black and elderly (>80 years) communities as at-risk popu-
lations. in the state of delaware, screening colonoscopies 
are state supported, and cancer treatment is covered for up 
to 2 years. this has led to a significant decline in cancers 
diagnosed at advanced stages (from 63.7% to 54.6%), a 
decline in mortality rate by 28.3%, and delaware’s rank 
as the fourth highest in the nation for colorectal cancer 
screening. in order to continue this trend towards superior 
colorectal cancer outcomes, further research is required to 
identify which patients continue to present at later stages, 
and the medical and surgical methods used to identify and 
treat them.

Methods/Interventions:	 retrospective review of all 
patients diagnosed with colon and rectal cancer in a single 
community cancer center in delaware from 2011-2015. 
demographics information such as race and sex, as well as 
cancer characteristics such as location of the tumor and 
preoperative Cea. Surgical margins, procedure performed, 
number of nodes derived and pathologic stage were also 
analyzed.

Results/Outcome(s):	descriptive characteristics of 870 
patients were analyzed. Patient demographics were notable 
for a 51.6% male predominance, and a racial predom-
inance of 77% white, with black as the second most 
common (18%). Half (50.3%) of patients did not have a 
documented preoperative Cea. of the 88.2% of patients 
who were pathologically staged, most patients were Stage 
1 (23.8%) or Stage 2 (26.2%). no racial disparities were 
noted, even in more advanced stages. From an operative 
standpoint, most cases were performed open (63.6%), 
though nearly a quarter (23.3%) were performed lapa-
roscopically and 8.7% robotically. Surgical margins were 
negative in 91.9%. the average number of lymph nodes 
obtained was 22.2 (14-28).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Compared to data derived 
by the delaware Cancer registry from 2006-2010, a 
slightly higher percentage of black and other non-Cau-
casians account for new diagnoses, implying an increase 
in screening in these groups. there is also a decline in 
cancer diagnosed at Stages 3 or 4, from 54.6% to 40.1%. in 
keeping with previous reports, 39.6% of patients continue 
to present in the local stage. despite these improvements, 
there remains significant discordance in the clinical and 
pathologic stage, particularly in more advanced cancers. 
though more cancers are being detected, and at more 
treatable stages, the best outcomes require accurate staging 
for proper management. Several opportunities for improve-
ment include enhanced imaging modalities, increased 
participation in multidisciplinary teams and protocoliza-
tion of pre- and postoperative care.

HIGH	RESOLUTION	ANOSCOPY	-	STARTING	
A	PROGRAM	-	INITIAL	EXPERIENCE	OF	
DETERMINING	WHO	SHOULD	UNDERGO	
OPERATING	ROOM	HRA.

Poster abstracts P201

P. Vanguri, J. Karas, S. deJesus, r. mueller, a. Ferrara, 
J. Gallagher, m. Soliman, P. Williamson
Orlando, FL

Purpose/Background:	 High resolution anoscopy 
(Hra) with directed biopsy has evolved as the standard 
for detecting anal intraepithelial neoplasia. this procedure 
can be done both in the office and the operating room. 
Practice parameters and standards have been set forth by 
high volume centers. as a new program it is important to 
reach these standards and determine which patients will 
benefit from Hra in the operating room. the purpose of 
this study was to compare in office and operative pathology 
results in high-risk patients.

Methods/Interventions:	 this was a retrospective 
cohort study conducted at a single tertiary care center. all 
patients undergoing Hra between July 2014 and october 
2016 were included. demographics, referrals patterns, and 
final pathology were evaluated.

Results/Outcome(s):	thirty-three patients were iden-
tified who have undergone Hra. thirty patients were 
male (90%) of which, 26 were HiV positive (87%) and 
have been identified as a high-risk population. reason for 
referrals included abnormal pap smears (45%), suspicious 
anal lesions (39%), history of ain (12%) and incidental 
findings during other anal procedures (4%). thirteen 
patients underwent in-office Hra. eight of the HiV posi-
tive patients (31%) then underwent Hra in the operating 
room and demonstrated more invasive lesions than previ-
ously identified in the office evaluation.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 High resolution anoscopy 
in the operating room may offer the advantage of a more 
complete and thorough exam on high risk patients with 
abnormalities found on the office exam. as development 
of an Hra program requires a referral base, this may help 
to guide which patients should be evaluated by a surgeon.

TRANSANAL	TOTAL	MESORECTAL	
EXCISION	(TATME):	SHORT-TERM	SURGICAL	
OUTCOMES.

Poster abstracts P202

m. abedrapo, K. Carrillo, S. lopez, a. Sanguineti, 
J. llanos, m. diaz, r. azolas, G. Bocic
Santiago, Chile

Purpose/Background:	 one of the pillars of surgical 
treatment is total mesorectal excision (tme). Classical 
abdominal tme has been recently challenged by new 
approaches. transanal approach has theoretical benefits, 
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however we still lack strong evidence. We present our case 
series at a university Hospital.

Methods/Interventions:	 tatme was introduced in 
2012 at our institution. Since then, patients were prospec-
tively enrolled in a database. We included patients with 
rectal cancer at < 10 cm from anal verge, eligibility criteria 
for tatme was at least one of the following: narrow pelvis, 
obese patients, and intraoperative decision. Preoperative 
study included colonoscopy, rigid rectoscopy, pelvic mri 
and Chest/abdomen/Pelvis Ct in all patients. abdomen 
mri, endorectal/endoanal ultrasound or Pet-Ct were 
performed for selected cases. Patients with ct3-4 or cn+ 
received neoadjuvant chemoradiation. demographic and 
clinical data was obtained. tatme was performed as part 
of an hybrid procedure, abdominal and transanal approach. 
Gelpoint ® Path (applied medical resources Corporation, 
Ca) was used. after marking by electric diathermy at least 
1 cm distal to the tumor, a 2-0 Prolene purse-string suture 
was placed. a pneumorectum/perirectum was created 
using a standard laparoscopic Co2 insufflator at a pressure 
of 12-15 mmHg. a 10-mm camera and conventional lapa-
roscopic instruments were used. Surgical and postoperative 
data was collected. Postoperative complications were orga-
nized according to Clavien-dindo classification.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 37 patients were 
prospectively included for this study. male to female ratio 
was 4.3:1 and mean age was 56.9 ± 13,3 years old. twenty 
four (64.8%) patients were overweight/obese. mean 
distance from anal verge was 4.6 cm (range 1-10 cm). 
all patients, except one, received neoadjuvant therapy. 
intersphincteric resection was performed in 15 patients 
(40.5%). ultralow anterior resection was performed in the 
remaining 22 patients. laparoscopic abdominal approach 
was performed in 34 patients (91.9%), conversion rate of 
11.8%, and open abdominal approach in 3 patients. two 
significant intraoperative events were reported: prostatic 
bleeding, and urethral injury. all patients had diverting 
loop ileostomy. median operative time was 270 minutes. 
mayor complications defined as Clavien dindo iii-iV were 
found in 9 patients (24.3%). Five reoperations for: 2 anas-
tomotic dehiscence, 2 partial necrosis of descended colon, 
1 late anastomotic stricture. We had no mortality in this 
group. median hospital stay was 6 days. to date, 75.7% 
underwent reversal of their loop ileostomy.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 transanal approach gives 
better vision of surgical planes. However, in our series it 
has not proven better surgical outcomes than conventional 
abdominal approach. nonetheless, most morbidity cannot 
be entirely attributed to the tatme, only urethral injury 
seems specific for tatme.

IS	RADICAL	RESECTION	NECESSARY	FOR	
LARGE	NEUROENDOCRINE	TUMORS	OF	THE	
RECTUM?	RESULTS	FROM	THE	NATIONAL	
CANCER	DATABASE.

Poster abstracts P203

K. izquierdo, l. Farkas, m. Humphries, S. Guevara
Sacramento, CA

Purpose/Background:	 large (> 2-cm) neuroendo-
crine tumors of the rectum are rare, but associated with 
decreased overall survival. the national Cancer Care 
network recommends radical surgery (low anterior or 
abdominoperineal resection) for non-metastatic > 2-cm 
rectal neuroendocrine tumors. evidence supporting radical 
surgery in patients with these tumors is limited. this 
study aimed to compare overall survival between patients 
receiving no surgery, local surgery (endoscopic, transanal 
excision, or tissue destruction), or radical surgery for 
non-metastatic large rectal neuroendocrine tumors.

Methods/Interventions:	the national Cancer database 
was used to identify patients between 2004 and 2013 with 
the histologic diagnosis of non-metastatic rectal neuroen-
docrine tumors > 2-cm. Kaplan-meier estimates of overall 
survival for patients who underwent no surgery, local 
surgery, and radical surgery were compared by a log-rank 
test. Significant covariates were identified and adjusted for 
in a multivariate Cox proportional hazards model.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 549 patients were 
identified. no surgery, local surgery, and radical surgery 
were performed on 95, 214, and 240 patients, respectively.  
the difference in adjusted overall survival between all 
three intervention groups was not statistically signif-
icant (p = 0.11). the multivariate Cox proportional 
hazards model adjusted for age, sex, race, insurance status, 
Charlson-deyo score, tumor size, tumor depth, tumor 
grade, tumor location (rectum or rectosigmoid), pathologic 
nodal status, and systemic treatment. independent predic-
tors of survival in the cohort were partial thickness tumor 
depth as with t2 lesions (Hr 0.32; Ci 0.18–0.57; p<0.001) 
and t3 lesions (Hr 0.47; Ci 0.29–0.72; p=0.002), low 
and intermediate grade tumors (Hr 0.19; Ci 0.12–0.32; 
p<0.001), and age <70 (Hr 0.48; Ci 0.33–0.71; p<0.001).

Conclusions/Discussion:	the data suggest that radical 
surgery has no survival advantage compared to local surgery 
or no surgery in the management of non-metastatic large 
rectal neuroendocrine tumors. nodal status is also likely to 
have significant effect on survival, but missing data about 
nodal status in the no surgery and local surgery groups 
made conclusions based on nodes difficult to determine. 
there appears to be a role for local surgery or non-operative  
management in this population. more investigation is 
needed to identify subsets of patients with non-metastatic 
large rectal neuroendocrine tumors that can be managed 
with local surgery or non-operative management.
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A	CADAVER	TRAINING	MODEL	FOR	D3	
EXTENDED	MESENTERECTOMY	IN	RIGHT	
COLECTOMY	FOR	COLON	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P204

K. yang, K. you, l. rowehl, J. Bandovic, S. abbas, 
C. anderson, J. Zakhaleva, r. Bergamaschi
Stony Brook, NY

Purpose/Background:	 the aim of this study was to 
evaluate a cadaveric model for simulation training in right 
colectomy with d3 extended mesenterectomy (d3em) 
for right colon cancer in terms of proficiency based 
progression.

Methods/Interventions:	 each participant performed 
d3em on two cadavers. Proficiency based progression 
defined by Gallagher, ulster medical Journal 2012, was 
recorded for the following content-valid outcome metrics: 
1) vessel loop placement on terminal ileal venous trunk 
2) vessel loop placement on superior mesenteric artery 
(Sma) 3) ileocolic artery (iCa) ligation 4) vessel loop 
placement on middle colic artery (mCa) 5) mCa right 
branch division 6) anterior lymph node layer mobilization, 
7) inferior mesenteric vein (imV) ligation, and 8) poste-
rior lymph node layer mobilization. Following completion 
of d3em, the SmV and Sma were cannulated by inde-
pendent observers to evaluate vascular tears. the spec-
imens were analyzed by a blinded pathologist for lymph 
node harvest. the Friedman test was used to evaluate 
the difference between the participants’ first and second 
d3em. a post-hoc test was used to calculate the resultant 
power of the study.

Results/Outcome(s):	 three participants performed 
d3em on six cadavers. the mean procedure time on the 
cadaver simulations decreased from the first to second 
d3em, but the difference was not statistically significant 
(p=0.167). there was a decreased number of vascular 
tears (2 versus 3) in the Sma or the SmV when comparing 
the second to the first repetition. a post-hoc test revealed 
that the study had an overall power of 43.7%. d3em 

specimens yielded up to 7 additional lymph nodes, with an 
average of 0.21 lymph nodes/cm3.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 more than two repetitions 
with cadaver simulation are required to achieve profi-
ciency with no vessel tears in d3em in right colectomy for 
right colon cancer.

INCIDENTALLY	FOUND	ILEAL	CARCINOIDS:	
IT’S	WORTH	A	PEEK.

Poster abstracts P205

K. Booth, J. downs
Dallas, TX

Purpose/Background:	the usefulness of ileoscopy as a 
diagnostic tool for Crohn’s disease and chronic diarrhea is 
established, but the use of ileoscopy as a screening tool has 
not been routinely implemented. the ileum is a common 
site for small bowel neuroendocrine tumors. these lesions 
are often asymptomatic until non-localized stages of the 
disease process, leading to poor outcomes. the purpose of 
this study is to see if ileoscopy during screening colonos-
copy identifies earlier stage neuroendocrine tumors of the 
small bowel.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review of 
all patients with malignant small bowel neuroendocrine 
tumors, based on iCd-9 codes, evaluated on diagnosis by 
a practice group of colon and rectal surgeons over seven 
years was performed. We compared staging of those tumors 
found incidentally by intubation of the ileocecal valve on 
colonoscopy to those found only after symptomatic investi-
gation. only neuroendocrine tumors of the terminal ileum 
were included.

Results/Outcome(s):	 nineteen patients with malig-
nant neuroendocrine tumor of the terminal ileum were 
identified. two of these patients were excluded due to 
lack of sufficient records in our database. of the remaining 
17 there were 11 (65%) that were found incidentally on 
intubation of the terminal ileum for screening colonoscopy 
purposes. one of these patients has not yet undergone 
formal resection and was excluded from further analysis. 
all 6 patients undergoing colonoscopy for symptoms were 
found to have stage iiiB or iV disease. the ten asymptom-
atic patients were also most often identified at stage iiiB. 
only two asymptomatic patients were identified before 
having nodal spread. none of the asymptomatic patients 
were found to have distant metastatic disease.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the majority of terminal 
ileum neuroendocrine tumors in this study were found 
incidentally but with lymphatic spread. ileoscopy should 
be performed to evaluate the terminal ileum for possible 
neoplasm as part of routine screening colonoscopies as  
this may identify asymptomatic tumors before distant 
metastatic spread.
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OUTCOMES	OF	REDO	PROCTECTOMY	IN	
PATIENTS	WITH	RECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P206

J. Chen, y. Cai, y. Wen, d. maron, d. Sands, e. Weiss, 
S. Wexner, G. da Silva-southwick
Weston, FL; Shanghai, China

Purpose/Background:	 Following low anterior resec-
tion, complications such as anastomotic leakage and 
stricture may occur in up to 35% of patients. Generally, 
conservative measures such as percutaneous drainage and 
endoscopic dilation are used to treat these complications. 
However, up to 5% of patients require redo proctectomy 
(rP) which entails takedown of the anastomosis or residual 
rectum stump with or without redo anastomosis. to date, 
scant data have specifically focused on the outcome of rP. 
this study aimed to examine the outcomes of rP.

Methods/Interventions:	 after irB approval, patients 
who underwent proctectomy between october 2009 and 
February 2016 were retrieved from a prospective database.  
medical records of patients who underwent rP were reviewed.  
data collected included demographics, surgical indica-
tion, and perioperative and functional outcomes. Primary 
endpoints were morbidity using Clavien-dindo (Cd) clas-
sification and long-term outcomes. risk factors associated 
with failure of reversing a diverting stoma were analyzed 
using Fisher exact test and chi-square test (Table	1).

Results/Outcome(s):	41/764 (5.3%) patients (27 males; 
mean age 62 years) who underwent rP were included. 
indications for rP were chronic pelvic abscess (n=8), prior 
Hartmann’s procedure (n=3), rectovaginal or anastomotic 
fistula (n=15), anastomotic stricture (n=11), cancer 
recurrence (n=13) and fecal incontinence (n=3). 17/41 
(41.5%) patients underwent abdominoperineal resection 
and 24/41 (58.5%) redo anastomosis (straight: 16 (66.7%), 
colonic-J pouch: 8(33.3%) with diverting ileostomy. mean 
operative time was 329 min (72-1000, ±148) and blood 
loss was 547ml (20-4800, ±794). the approach of rP was 
open in 34 (82.9%) and laparoscopic in 7(17.1%) patients. 
overall complications rate was 51.2% (21/41), of which 
29.2% (12/41) were ≥iiiB. the most common complica-
tion was pelvic sepsis and wound infection (22%); there 
was no operative mortality. at a median follow-up of 9 
[range: 1-84] months, 8/24 (33.3%) patients who under-
went redo anastomosis never had their stoma reversed. 
Patient demographics such as gender, body mass index, 
age, history of radiation, and postoperative complications 
were not associated with stoma reversal failure. 13/16 
patients who underwent stoma reversal were available for 
follow up had an acceptable functional outcome with a 
median daily bowel frequency of 5; 2 patients had minor 
incontinence.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Failed low anterior resection 
results in a permanent stoma more often than a successful 
rP. this finding highlights the need to optimize outcomes 
at the time of initial rectal cancer surgery.

NEOADJUVANT	THERAPY	FOR	STAGE	
II	AND	III	RECTAL	CANCER:	GUIDELINE	
CONCORDANCE	IS	HIGHEST	AT	SPECIALTY	
CENTERS.

Poster abstracts P207

J. Bergquist, B. Spindler, C. Storlie, S. Kelley, 
e. Habermann, K. mathis
Rochester, MN

Purpose/Background:	 national Comprehensive 
Cancer network (nCCn) guidelines recommend neoad-
juvant chemoradiation followed by curative resection and 
post-resection adjuvant chemotherapy for patients with 
Stage ii and iii rectal cancer. in spite of this, a substantial 
proportion of patients do not receive guideline concordant 
care (GCC). our aim was to investigate the importance of 
treatment at a specialized center for patients with stage ii 
and iii rectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	the national Cancer database 
(nCdB) was queried for patients undergoing curative 
intent resection for Stage ii and iii rectal cancer from 
2006-2011. in an effort to reduce selection bias on the basis 
of comorbidity, patients with Charlson-deyo comorbidity 
score of 2 or greater were excluded. the primary outcome 
was receipt of neoadjuvant chemoradiation (nCr). the 
secondary outcome was overall survival. univariate 
comparisons of patient demographic, treatment, and 
pathologic variables were performed. multivariable logistic 
regression was used to identify factors independently asso-
ciated with therapy receipt. unadjusted Kaplan-meier and 
adjusted Cox Proportional hazards survival analyses were 
performed.
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Results/Outcome(s):	 the query identified 24,845 
patients. 19,910 (80.1%) received nCr followed by cura-
tive surgery (6,201 of these had GCC) while 4,935 (19.8%) 
underwent surgery first. Patients receiving nCr more 
often received therapy at academic/research institutions 
(37.5 vs. 30.8%). they were also younger (59 vs. 63 
years), healthier (83.9 vs. 79.4% with no comorbidities), 
more often male (62.1 vs. 57.0%), more often privately 
insured (54.7 vs. 44.6%), and wealthier (38.6 vs 35.4% in 
highest income stratum – all above p<0.001). race was 
not associated with nCr receipt (p=0.914). multivariable 
modeling demonstrated therapy at an academic center was 
the strongest predictor of nCr receipt (Hr = 1.51 95% 
Ci 1.35-1.68 – Figure). median overall survival was longer 
in patients who received nCr (94.0 vs. 87.4 months for 
patients not receiving nCr, log rank p < 0.001). lowest 
median overall survival was in patients who received 
surgery as monotherapy (69.8 months). after adjustment 
for demographic, pathologic, and treatment-related factors, 
receipt of therapy at an academic/research center demon-
strated persistently reduced mortality hazard (Hr 0.83,  
95% Ci 0.75-0.91).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in this national study of 
patients with Stage ii and iii rectal cancer, despite strong 
guidelines from the nCCn recommending neoadjuvant 
chemoradiation followed by curative intent surgery and 
post-resection adjuvant chemotherapy, only 1 in 4 patients 
receive this fully guideline concordant care. Patients 
treated at academic centers are most likely to receive 
nCr and derive the greatest survival benefit from their 
treatment. For treatment of Stage ii and iii rectal cancer, 
management by specialists in a multidisciplinary fashion 
leads to highest quality outcomes.

THE	EFFECT	OF	NEOADJUVANT	
CHEMORADIOTHERAPY	ON	BOWEL	
FUNCTION	FOR	PATIENTS	WITH	RECTAL	
CANCER.

Poster abstracts P208

r. Kang, J. Colombo, n. Patel, S. ivatury
Lebanon, NH

Purpose/Background:	 Chemoradiotherapy for locore-
gional control of rectal cancer is known to cause gastroin-
testinal and mucosal irritation during treatment. However, 
its subsequent effect on bowel function is less clear. 
Patients with locally-advanced rectal cancer undergoing 
neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy may have altered bowel 
function at baseline. this study aims to evaluate the effect 
of neoadjuvant chemoradiation on the change in bowel 
function from baseline for patients with rectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients who underwent 
long-course neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy with locally 
advanced rectal cancer, resectable metastatic rectal cancer, 
or early stage rectal cancer with significant medical comor-
bidity from 2014to 2016 were included. the CoreFo 
questionnaire was administered prospectively at time of 
outpatient presentation (baseline) and following comple-
tion of neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy (post-neoadju-
vant). the CoreFo questionnaire is designed to assess 
bowel function in five domains (incontinence, frequency, 
social impact, medication, and stool-related aspects) and 
total score. Values for domain and total score range from  
0 to 100, with a higher score representing greater func-
tional disturbance. demographic, preoperative stage, and 
tumor data were collected. Changes in CoreFo scores 
were evaluated with paired t-tests.

Results/Outcome(s):	nineteen patients met inclusion 
criteria. the mean (Sd) age was 68 (12) years and 10 
(53%) of the patients were men. Preoperative local staging 
by magnetic resonance or endoscopic ultrasound and 
systemic staging demonstrated that 3 (15.8%) were stage 
i, 5 (26.3%) stage ii, 10 (52.3%) stage iii and 1 (5.3%) 
stage iV. the mean (Sd) tumor location from the anal 
verge was 5 (3) cm. the median (iQr) time between base-
line and post-neoadjuvant questionnaire completion was 
116 (98-183) days, and the median (iQr) time between 
completion of neoadjuvant therapy and administration of 
the second CoreFo survey was 45 (31-139) days. there 
was no difference in mean total CoreFo score from 
baseline to post-neoadjuvant (Baseline: 23 (18), Post-
neoadjuvant: 24 (16), p=0.86). Similarly, no difference 
was found in any domain score (table 1).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Patients with rectal cancer 
who undergo neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy should  
not expect a significant change in their bowel function 
immediately following therapy from baseline.
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MICROSATELLITE	INSTABILITY	STATUS	IN	
PATIENTS	WITH	YOUNG-ONSET	COLORECTAL	
CANCER:	DOES	IT	HAVE	CLINICAL	
SIGNIFICANCE?

Poster abstracts P209

y. aljamal, K. mathis, e. dozois
Rochester, MN

Purpose/Background:	 Colorectal cancer (CrC) inci-
dence in young patients is increasing. young-onset CrC 
patients have higher rates of microsatellite unstable tumors 
compared to older patients. Few studies have compared 
young-onset patients with microsatellite unstable (mSi-H) 
to microsatellite stable (mSS) tumors to look for clinically 
significant differences, therefore, we aimed to determine 
if disparities exist between these two patient populations.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review was 
done of all patients with young-onset CrC (≤age 50) who 
underwent surgery at our institution between 1999 and 
2010. demographics, clinicopathologic features, treatment 
and oncologic outcomes were reviewed and compared in 
patients with mSi-H versus mSS tumors.

Results/Outcome(s):	 437 patients met inclusion 
criteria. of these, 300 were tested for microsatellite insta-
bility (mSi). 45 patients were mSi-H and 255 were mSS. 
there were no differences in age or gender. Comparisons 
between both groups are summarized in table 1. the 
majority of tumors were located in the right colon (56%) 
in mSi-H group and in the rectum (62%) in mSS group. 
a positive family history for CrC was higher in the mSi-H 

P209 Table 1

Groups
MSI H
N=45

MSS
N=255 p value

Male (%) 57 NS
Age (years) 42
Family History (%) 53 25 0.002*
Stage (%) 1 24 20 0.01*

2 46 25
3 11 22
4 18 33

Mutation-positive Lynch Syndrome (%) 52 N/A N/A
Adjuvant Chemoradiotherapy (%) 27 56 0.001*
Location (%) Right 56 12 0.001*

Rectum 22 62 0.001*
Others 22 25 NS

Procedure (%) Colectomy 60 24 0.001*
LAR 9 46 0.001*

Others 31 30 NS
Recurrence (%) Local 2 0 NS

Distal 21 11 <0.05
Survival rate (%) 85 81 NS
Follow up (median(Q1, Q2)) months 47 54
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group. mutation-positive lynch Syndrome was found 
in 52% of patients in mSi-H group. the most common 
surgery performed was segmental colectomy (60%) in 
the mSi-H group and lar (46%) in mSS patients. Both 
distant and local recurrence rates were higher in the mSS 
group compared to the mSH group. at last follow up, no 
metachronous tumors were found in either group.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Significant clinical differ-
ences exist in young-onset CrC patients depending on 
their mSi status. obtaining mSi status ahead of surgical 
intervention may assist in the clinical decision-making 
process in these patients.

TRANSANAL	TOTAL	MESORECTAL	EXCISION	
(TATME):	LONG-TERM	ONCOLOGICAL	AND	
FUNCTIONAL	OUTCOMES.

Poster abstracts P210

m. abedrapo, K. Carrillo, a. Sanguineti, S. lopez, 
r. azolas, m. diaz, J. llanos, G. Bocic
Santiago, Chile

Purpose/Background:	 Since transanal approach gives 
better vision for surgical planes, in theory, better mesorectal 
quality and nerve preservation could be achieved. if this 
leads to better oncological and functional outcomes has 
not been established. We present our case series at a 
university Hospital.

Methods/Interventions:	 tatme was introduced in 
2012 at our institution. Since then, patients were prospec-
tively enrolled in a database. We included patients with 
rectal at < 10 cm from anal verge, eligibility criteria for 
tatme was at least one of the following: narrow pelvis, 
obese patients, and intraoperative decision. Preoperative 
study included colonoscopy, rigid rectoscopy, pelvic mri 
and Chest/abdomen/Pelvis Ct in all patients. When 
considered necessary, abdomen mri, endorectal/endoanal 
ultrasound, or Pet-Ct were performed for selected cases. 
Patients with ct3-4 or cn+ received neoadjuvant chemo-
radiation. demographic and clinical data was obtained. 
tatme was performed as part of an hybrid procedure, 
with an abdominal and transanal approach. Surgical and 
histopathological data was collected. Standard oncological 
follow-up for all patients was done. Functional outcome 
was evaluated with low anterior resection Syndrome 
(larS) score survey, we only included patients with >12 
months after ileostomy closure.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 37 patients were 
prospectively included for this study. male to female ratio 
was 4.3:1 and mean age was 56,9 ± 13,3 years old. mean 
distance from anal verge was 4.6 cm (range 1-10 cm). 
all patients, except one, received neoadyuvant therapy. 
intersphincteric resection with coloanal anastomosis was 
performed in 15 patients (40.5%), none received partial 
external sphincter resection. ultralow anterior resection 
was performed in the remaining 22 patients. median lymph 

node harvest was 12 (range 1 to 38). only 1 patients had 
positive circumferential margin. distal margin was <1 
cm in 10 patients (33.3%). Seven patients had complete 
pathological response. anatomopathological staging was 
18.9%, 29.7%, 18.9%, 21.6% and 10.8% for Stage 0, i, ii, 
iii and iV, respectively. Four year overall survival (oS) 
was 81.2%. recurrence was found in 4 patients (10.8%), 
but only 1 local recurrence (in the rectovaginal septum). 
of 19 eligible patients, 14 (73.7%) answered the larS 
score questionnaire. mean follow-up was 18.6 ± 8.9 
months. only 1 patient had no larS, 2 had minor larS, 
and 11 (57.9%) had major larS. mean larS score was 
32.6 ± 6.6 pts.

Conclusions/Discussion:	We find adequate oncological 
outcomes in our series. Functional outcomes after surgery 
in low rectal cancer are usually unsatisfactory. High preva-
lence of low anterior resection syndrome was found in our 
series, most of them with severe larS.

SEGMENTAL	VERSUS	TOTAL	COLECTOMY	IN	
YOUNG	PATIENTS	WITH	MICROSATELLITE	
UNSTABLE	COLON	CANCERS:	DOES	
OPERATIVE	APPROACH	IMPACT	ONCOLOGIC	
OUTCOMES?

Poster abstracts P211

y. aljamal, K. mathis, e. dozois
Rochester, MN

Purpose/Background:	Colon cancer incidence in young 
patients is increasing. young-onset colon cancer patients 
have higher rates of microsatellite unstable (mSi-H) 
tumors compared to older patients. Few studies have 
compared differences in recurrence and survival when 
young-onset patients with mSi-H colon cancer undergo 
segmental versus total colectomy. We aimed to determine 
if differences in outcomes exist between these two cohorts 
based on surgical approach.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review was 
done of all patients with young-onset (≤ age 50) mSi-H 
colon cancer who underwent a curative-intent resection 
at our institution from 1999-2010. demographics, clinico-
pathologic features and oncologic outcomes were reviewed 
and compared based on surgical management.

Results/Outcome(s):	33 patients were identified. total 
colectomy (tC) was performed in 23 (69%), segmental 
colectomy (SC) in 10 (31%) patients. median age was 43 
years (range, 19-50). the majority of tumors were in the 
right colon (67%). a family history of colon cancer was 
higher in the tC group. Comparisons between both groups 
are summarized in table 1. mutation-positive lynch 
Syndrome was found in 56% in the tC group vs. 30% in 
the SC group. no patients in either group were found to 
have metachronous tumors or local recurrence. distant 
recurrence was lower in the tC group compared to the 
SC group. Survival was higher in patients undergoing tC 
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compared to those having a SC over a median (Q1, Q2) 
follow up of 30 (18, 79) months.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 total colectomy was associ-
ated with less distant recurrence and better survival than 
segmental colectomy in patients with young-onset mSi 
colon cancer.

PROCTOCOLECTOMY	VERSUS	PROCTECTOMY	
ALONE	IN	YOUNG	PATIENTS	WITH	
MICROSATELLITE	UNSTABLE	RECTAL	
CANCERS:	DOES	OPERATIVE	APPROACH	
IMPACT	ONCOLOGIC	OUTCOMES?

Poster abstracts P212

y. aljamal, K. mathis, e. dozois
Rochester, MN

Purpose/Background:	rectal cancer incidence in young 
patients is increasing. young-onset rectal cancer patients 
have higher rates of microsatellite unstable (mSi-H) 
tumors compared to older patients. Few studies have 
compared differences in recurrence and survival when 
young-onset patients with mSi-H rectal cancer undergo 
proctectomy alone versus proctocolectomy. We aimed 
to determine if differences in oncologic outcomes exist 
between these two cohorts based on surgical approach.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review was 
done of all patients with young-onset (age 50) mSi-H 
rectal cancer who underwent curative intent surgery at 
our institution between 1999 and 2010. demographics, 
clinicopathologic features and oncologic outcomes were 
reviewed and compared based on surgical management.

Results/Outcome(s):	 10 patients were identified. 
Comparisons between both groups are summarized in 
table 1. mutation-positive lynch Syndrome was found 
in 75% in the proctocolectomy group vs. 34% in the 

proctectomy alone group. Both distant and local recur-
rence rates were higher in the proctectomy alone group 
compared to the proctocolectomy group. Survival was 
100% in patients undergoing proctocolectomy compared 
to 83% in those having a proctectomy alone over a median 
(Q1, Q2) follow up of 32 (18, 50) months.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 a trend toward less recur-
rence and a better survival was seen in patients with 
young-onset mSi-H rectal cancer undergoing proctocolec-
tomy compared to proctectomy alone.

CUTTING	SETON:	AN	EFFECTIVE	AND	SAFE	
TECHNIQUE	FOR	MANAGEMENT	OF	COMPLEX	
ANAL	FISTULAS.

Poster abstracts P213

r. tahilramani, J. Gallagher, a. Ferrara, J. Karas, 
r. mueller, S. deJesus, m. Soliman, P. Williamson
Orlando, FL

Purpose/Background:	 Cutting seton is one of many 
techniques used to resolve anal fistulas and is believed by 
many surgeons to result in sphincter muscle injury, poten-
tially resulting in complications like fecal incontinence 
(Fi). the aim of our study was to review the long-term 
outcomes and patient satisfaction in a series of patients 
with anal fistulas treated with cutting setons.

Methods/Interventions:	We conducted a retrospective 
study with review of prospective data from completed 
surveys of patients with anal fistulas treated by cutting 
setons from 1994 to 2016 by a single colorectal surgeon. 
Patients without complete data or surveys were excluded. 
demographic, operative, and long-term outcomes were 
analyzed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 our database comprised thirty 
two patients, of which twenty five (78.1%) were male, 

P211 Table 1

Groups
Total Colectomy

N=23
Segmental Resection

N=10 p value
Male (%) 51 NS
Age (years) 43
Right colon cancer 67
Family History (%) 60 20 0.02*
Stage (%) 1 30 0 0.02*

2 30 50
3 30 20
4 10 30

Mutation-positive Lynch Syndrome (%) 56 30 0.05
Adjuvant chemoradiotherapy (#patients) 1 1 NS
Recurrence (%) Local 0 NS

Distant 4 30 0.01*
Survival rate (%) 96 70 0.04*
Follow up (median (Q1, Q3)) months 30 (18, 79) months NS
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with mean age and Bmi at surgery of 48.0 ± 12.0 years 
and 29.8 ± 6.2 kg/m2, respectively. eight (25%) were 
Crohn’s patients. twenty eight (87.5%) were treated for 
transphincteric fistulas. Seven (21.9%) previously under-
went other procedures for fistula treatment. Post surgery, 
mean follow-up period via survey was 5.3 ± 6.1 years, of 
which office follow-up was 3.3 ± 5.7 years. on average, 
setons were removed after 4.3 ± 2.2 months and required 
2.2 ± 1.1 tightening sessions. twenty (62.5%) patients had 
setons removed in the operating room (the rest fell out). 
Fifteen (46.9%) patients had partial fistulotomy at time of 
seton placement and nineteen (59.4%) at seton removal 
(nine (28.1%) had partial fistulotomy during both proce-
dures). Seven (21.9%) patients (57.1% male) reported 
mild Fi post surgery, with Fi scores (Wexner score) 
ranging from 1 - 8 (on a scale of 0 - 20). of these, six had 
risk factors prior to seton placement (Crohn’s, Fi, other 
fistula surgeries) and one reported very mild Fi symptoms 
(Wexner score: 1). Five (15.6%) patients reported Fi prior 
to seton placement, four of whom had complete resolution 
of their symptoms post procedure. Five (15.6%) patients 
reported fistula recurrence, four of whom had recurrence 
within six months of the procedure. of these four, all but 
one either had a history of Crohn’s or other previous fistula 
repair surgeries. of the eight (25%) Crohn’s patients, 
one reported Fi, one reported fistula recurrence within 
six months of the procedure and one reported both post 
surgery. twenty nice patients (90.6%) reported both short-
and-long-term satisfaction post procedure.

Conclusions/Discussion:	our long-term follow-up data 
suggests that cutting seton is an effective and permanent 
treatment technique for complex anal fistulas with very 
low rates of Fi or recurrence, especially in the absence of 
other pre-existing risk factors. Favorable outcomes and 
patient satisfaction rationalize greater use of this tech-
nique. Good outcomes in our subset of Crohn’s patients 
also support further studies to explore the appropriateness 

of this technique with patients suffering from inflammatory 
bowel disease.

STAPLED	HEMORRHOIDECTOMY	
AND	TRANSANAL	HEMORRHOIDAL	
DEARTERIALIZATION:	BOTH	ARE	SAFE	AND	
EFFECTIVE,	BUT	IS	ONE	BETTER?

Poster abstracts P214

r. tahilramani, a. Ferrara, S. Perez, B. Clark, J. Karas, 
r. mueller, P. Williamson, J. Gallagher
Orlando, FL

Purpose/Background:	 treatment for hemorrhoids 
is one of the most common procedures performed by 
colorectal surgeons. Per physician preference, multiple 
techniques are available for the treatment of grade 2 and 
3 hemorrhoids. the aim of this study was to compare the 
outcomes of Stapled Hemorrhoidectomy (SH) to those of 
transanal Hemorrhoidal dearterialization with mucopexy 
(tHdm) in a large series.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review (2011 
- 2015) of our database identified 304 patients who 
underwent SH or tHdm for hemorrhoid treatment at a 
single institution with 7 colorectal surgeons. the proce-
dure of choice was a function of surgeon preference. 
demographic, peri-operative and outcomes were assessed. 
Patients without complete demographic or peri-operative 
data were excluded from the study. Patients were catego-
rized in two groups based on the procedure type. Statistical 
tests (t-test, Chi-square test and Fisher’s exact test) at 
the 5% significance level were used to assess statistical 
significance of differences between the two patient groups.

Results/Outcome(s):	the study included 256 patients 
(54.3% male), of whom 141 (55.1%) underwent tHdm 
and 115 (39.8%) underwent SH. tHdm patients were 
on average older (57.5 ± 13.7 years) at surgery than SH 

P212 Table 1

Groups
Proctocolectomy

N=4
Proctectomy alone

N=6 p value
Male (%) 80 NS
Age (years) 43
Family History (%) 50 84 0.1
Stage (%) 1 25 17 0.1

2 25 50
3 25 17
4 25 16

Mutation-positive Lynch Syndrome (%) 75 34 0.1
Adjuvant chemoradiotherapy (%) 75 50 0.4
Recurrence (%) Local 0 17 0.01*

Distant 0 17
Survival rate (%) 100 83 0.2
Follow up (median (Q1, Q3)) months 32 (18, 50) NS
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patients (49.7 ± 12.3 years), with a p-value < 0.0001. mean 
Bmi of patients at surgery was 27.7 ± 5.1 kg/m2 and was 
statistically similar for both groups. tHdm and SH mean 
operating times were similar at 30.6 ± 13.3 minutes and 
34.0 ± 18.6 minutes, respectively (p-value: 0.11). tHdm 
patients experienced lower complication rate compared 
to SH patients (tHdm: 14 (9.9%), SH: 27 (23.5%); 
p-value: 0.003). Bleeding was the most common compli-
cation among tHdm patients; common SH complications 
included urinary retention, bleeding, incontinence and 
protrusion. tHdm patients experienced a 7.8% failure 
rate vs. 3.5% for SH patients, but the difference in rates 
is statistically insignificant. Patients with failed tHdm 
procedures underwent either banding, repeat tHd or 
hemorrhoidectomy; patients with failed SH underwent 
hemorrhoidectomies or repeat SH. Hemorrhoidectomy 
was most common repeat procedure for both groups. the 
mean follow-up time for tHdm and SH patients was also 
statistically similar at 5.5 ± 8.9 months and 7.3 ± 10.7 
months, respectively (p-value: 0.16).

Conclusions/Discussion:	Given similar operative times 
and failure rates, we believe both tHdm and SH are 
safe and effective procedures for hemorrhoid resolution. 
that said, our findings also support tHdm as the proce-
dure of choice due to its lower rate and fewer types of 
complications.

IMPROVED	OUTCOMES	FOR	TREATMENT	
OF	RECTOURETHRAL	FISTULA	WHEN	
PERFORMED	BY	A	SPECIALIZED	
MULTIDISCIPLINARY	TEAM:	A	SINGLE	CENTER	
EXPERIENCE.

Poster abstracts P215

J. Van eps, a. ali, r. ellsworth, e. Strobos, H. Bailey
Houston, TX; Golden, CO

Purpose/Background:	 rectourethral fistula (ruF) is 
a rare, challenging problem encountered by colorectal 
surgeons. Primary and salvage treatment of prostate cancer 
via instrumentation and/or radiation therapies is largely 
responsible for the increased rate and complexity of ruF 

over the past several decades. Changes to surrounding 
normal tissue architecture, including radiation-induced 
fibrosis, proctitis, and vasculitis make ruF repair partic-
ularly challenging, and elevate risk for treatment failure. 
We hypothesize that improved surgical outcomes for ruF 
may be seen when performed by an experienced colorectal 
surgeon as part of a multidisciplinary surgical team.

Methods/Interventions:	 the local electronic medical 
records system was searched for patients treated by the 
senior author between the years 2000-2016 with iCd or 
CPt codes matching ruF or repair respectively. records 
were reviewed for categorical variables, etiology, symp-
toms, operative details, and disease recurrence, which was 
defined as either return of symptoms or visualization by 
imaging or direct physical exam.

Results/Outcome(s):	 twenty-five patients met 
screening parameters, but 5 were excluded after review 
for incorrectly documented diagnoses (n=3) or ruF that 
was treated non-operatively (n=2), leaving n=20 patients 
for analysis. of those included, all were males, with an 
average age of 69 at time of operation, who were previously 
treated in some fashion (surgery +/- radiation therapy) for 
prostate cancer. the most common presenting symptoms 
included passing urine from rectum (n=15, 75%), followed 
by pneumaturia/fecaluria, dysuria or recurrent uti, or 
bleeding. Surgical techniques ranged to include: primary 
closure alone, fibrin glue, rectal advancement flap, york-
mason, low anterior resection with or without urinary and/
or fecal diversion, and transperineal repair. all operations 
were performed as part of a multidisciplinary surgical team 
comprised of the senior author colorectal surgeon and a 
urologist with or without a plastic surgeon, depending if 
tissue flap closure was employed. the overall recurrence 
rate was 7/20 (35%) and of these, 5/7 recurrences occurred 
in patients who had undergone an unsuccessful repair at an 
outside hospital prior to referral.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 ruF represent a complex 
surgical problem for colorectal surgeons with historically 
high rates of surgical treatment failure due to technical 
difficulty and disrupted tissue viability from radiotherapy 
or chronic inflammation. these facts make it difficult to 
establish standards of care for colorectal surgeons treating 

P214 Demographic and Outcomes Data

All Patients THDm Patients SH Patients
p-value @ 95%  

significance level
# patients 256 141 115
# Male (%) 139 (54.3%) 81 (57.4%) 58 (50.4%)
Mean age (years) 54.0 ± 13.6 57.5 ± 13.7 49.7 ± 12.3 <0.0001
Mean BMI (kg/m2) 27.7 ± 5.1 27.7 ± 4.9 27.8 ± 5.3 0.87
Mean operating time (min) 32.1 ± 15.9 30.6 ± 13.3 34.0 ± 18.6 0.11
# Complications (%) 41 (16.0%) 14 (9.9%) 27 (23.5%) 0.003
# Failures (%) 15 (5.9%) 11 (7.8%) 4 (3.5%) 0.18
Mean follow-up period (months) 6.3 ± 9.7 5.5 ± 8.9 7.3 ± 10.7 0.16
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ruF at large. our data shows that only 2/15 (13%) of 
patients presenting for initial ruF treatment suffered 
recurrence, whereas 5/7 (71%) of those with prior repair 
attempts recurred. this stark difference suggests that 
initial surgical ruF repair should be performed by an expe-
rienced multidisciplinary surgical team at a referral center.

A	NEW	INSIGHT	OF	THE	PREOPERATIVE	
ASSESMENT	OF	SIMPLE	CRYPTOGLANDULAR	
FISTULA-IN-ANO.

Poster abstracts P216

J. Stijns, t. Van loon, d. Zimmerman, d. Wasowicz
Wilrijk, Belgium

Purpose/Background:	management of cryptoglandular 
fistula-in-ano remains challenging. although different 
surgical techniques have been described over the past 
decades, fistulotomy remains the most effective treat-
ment for simple anal fistula. Key is identifying these 
simple fistulae. mri is the golden standard for pre- 
operative assessment. Suggestions have been made that 
the distance from the external opening to the anal verge 
could predict the complexity of a fistula and therefore 
possibility predicting the need for an expensive mri. this 
is however supported by little evidence. aim of this study is 
to evaluate if the external opening distance from the anal 
verge can predict the complexity of a fistula proven on a 
pre-operative mri and if this can be of influence for the 
operative treatment.

Methods/Interventions:	 all patients undergoing 
surgery for cryptoglandular fistula-in-ano between January 
2014 and december 2015 have been studied retrospec-
tively. mris were reviewed by a radiologist and a senior 
colorectal resident and the fistula were classified as simple 
or complex. Simple fistulae were defined as intersfincteric 
or low transsfincteric fistulae. all the other fistulae were 
defined as complex. the distance between the external 
opening and anal verge was measured pre-operatively and 
was divided in the categories ≤ 1cm, ≤ 2cm, or more than 
2cm distance from the anal verge. the correlation between 
the distance from anal verge and complexity of the fistula 
was tested.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 73 patients were 
included, 48 men and 25 women. We could identify 28 
simple and 45 complex fistulae with mri. Complex fistula 
was significantly more frequent if the distance was >2cm 
compared to the groups ≤ 1cm and ≤ 2cm. (73,3% vs 
6,7 and 26,7%, p <0.001). if the distance was ≤ 1cm it 
was significant more frequent in simple fistula (83,3% vs 
16,7%). 92,9% (n=26 of 28) of the simple fistula were 
successfully treated with fistulotomy, compared to 2,2% 
(n=1 of 45) of the complex fistula.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 our data confirms the 
hypothesis that the distance of the external opening in 
peri-anal fistula to the anal verge is correlated to the 

complexity of the fistula. this can be of influence in the 
need for pre-operative imaging and for the choice of oper-
ative treatment. the added value of pre-operative mri for 
fistula with a distance of ≤1 cm from the anal verge is low. 
these fistulae can be treated with simple fistulotomy.

SKIN	CLOSURE	AFTER	STOMA	REVERSAL:	A	
PROTOCOL-BASED	APPROACH.

Poster abstracts P217

V. Pemmaraju, S. Husain
Columbus, OH

Purpose/Background:	Stoma closure is associated with 
significant peri-operative morbidity. Given the high rate of 
infection following stoma site skin closure, conventional 
practice is to leave skin open for healing with secondary 
infection. However, the resultant open wound is associated 
with increased morbidity and cost. Consequently, several 
investigators have attempted to minimize infection with 
description of innovative skin closure techniques. out of 
these, purse-string closure of skin has been reported to be 
associated with least incidence of wound infection, about 
3%. However, this technique can result in unsightly scar, 
which has prevented its widespread utilization. on the 
other hand, primary suture closure of stoma site results 
in acceptable cosmesis however has been reported to 
carry infection rate as high as 30%. We describe a novel 
approach where selective linear skin closure is performed 
based on a defined protocol.

Methods/Interventions:	 the protocol involves 
measurement of subcutaneous tissue thickness described 
as the distance between fascia and skin surface. linear 
closure of skin is performed using interrupted, horizontal 
mattress 2-0 nylon sutures if the thickness of subcuta-
neous tissue is measured to be less than 4 cm. For patients 
with subcutaneous tissue >4cm, skin is left open for healing 
with secondary intention. this protocol was implemented 
four years ago however at the time of this submission 
records between July 2014 and october 2016 were avail-
able for review. Chart review will be completed to include 
all patients treated with this protocol and complete data 
will be presented.

Results/Outcome(s):	 results: review of avail-
able records identified 65 patients (Colostomy=11, 
ileostomy=54) that underwent stoma closure under this 
protocol. out of these, 38 patients met the criteria for skin 
closure; remaining patients had their wounds left open for 
healing with secondary intention. a total of 3 (7.89%) 
wound infections were identified in the closure group. 
remaining 35 patients experienced complete wound 
healing without any complications and excellent cosmetic 
outcomes.

Conclusions/Discussion:	our results indicate that selec-
tive closure of stoma site per described protocol results in a 
much lower rate of wound infection compared to reported 
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rate for conventional primary closure while retaining the 
benefit of superior cosmetic results. Furthermore, this 
protocol can be applied to both ileostomy and colostomy 
closure sites.

IMPACT	OF	ENDOSCOPIC	EVALUATION	
PRIOR	TO	COLOSTOMY	REVERSAL	AFTER	
HARTMANN	PROCEDURE.

Poster abstracts P218

o. Zumba, i. Bernescu, n. maloney Patel, C. rezac
New Brunswick, NJ

Purpose/Background:	diverticulosis is a common and 
increasing health problem in industrialized countries. 
approximately 10-20% of patients with diverticulosis 
develop diverticulitis and approximately 1% require imme-
diate surgical intervention by creation of a Hartmann’s 
colostomy (HC). Prior to reversal of a colostomy, the 
american Society of Colon and rectal Surgeons recom-
mends follow-up colonic evaluation for all cases of acute 
diverticulitis. this evaluation may be done with either 
colonoscopy or barium enema and flexible sigmoidoscopy. 
the purpose of this study was to evaluate the impact of 
preop evaluation in patients presenting for Hartmann’s 
reversal in terms of change in operative plan.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective chart review 
was completed on patients at our institution who had 
undergone Hartmann’s colostomy between 2009-2013 and 
who also underwent evaluation 180 days prior to reversal. 
the following factors in presentation and preoperative 
evaluation were considered: patient characteristics, clin-
ical signs on presentation, type of preoperative evaluation 
prior to ostomy reversal, findings on preoperative evalu-
ation and change in operative plan secondary to pre-op 
evaluation.

Results/Outcome(s):	52.2% of 159 patients who under-
went a HC were subsequently reversed at the same 
hospital. the largest factor in clinical decision for a HC 
was peritoneal signs on presentation (48% of patients). of 
the patients who underwent HC, 81.9% had preoperative 
endoscopy prior to reversal of the stoma, while 18.1% had 
a barium enema as their preoperative evaluation. of the 
patients who had preoperative evaluation with a colonos-
copy, 14.7% had a change in management decision due to 
a newly diagnosed cancer (1/10), more proximal extensive 
diverticular disease (7/10), and retained sigmoid colon 
(3/10).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 although not statistically 
significant, endoscopy had a role in the change of plans in 
select patients. in the 14.7% of patients who had under-
gone change in management secondary to endoscopy, 
the most common findings were more extensive diver-
ticular disease, a missed cancer, and retained sigmoid. 
interestingly, all patients who had undergone barium 
enema as part of their preoperative evaluation were 

operated on by non-colorectal surgeons. this study helps 
to highlight the importance of aSCrS recommendation of 
endoscopy prior to reversal of a Hartmann’s pouch due to 
the significant percentage of clinical changes made based 
on the result.

RIGHT-SIDED	DIVERTICULITIS	IN	A	
CANADIAN	TERTIARY-CARE	CENTER:	A	
15-YEAR	EXPERIENCE.

Poster abstracts P219

J. Zuckerman, r. Garfinkle, n. morin, C. Vasilevsky, 
G. Ghitulescu, J. Faria, P. Gordon, m. Boutros
Montreal, QC, Canada

Purpose/Background:	 most literature on right-sided 
colonic diverticulitis comes from asia, as it is far more 
common amongst asian patients, and represents less 
than 5% of all diverticulitis cases in north america. 
the purpose of this study is to describe the presentation, 
management, and long-term outcomes of patients with 
a first episode of right-sided diverticulitis in a north 
american tertiary care center.

Methods/Interventions:	all patients who presented to 
a large tertiary academic center with right-sided diverticu-
litis from 01/2000–08/2015 were identified. a retrospective 
chart review was performed, and patient demographics, 
disease characteristics, and management strategies 
were collected. a prospective telephone follow-up was 
performed to gather long-term outcomes.

Results/Outcome(s):	Sixty-three patients with a median 
age of 52.1 (23.4–93.1) years presented to hospital with a 
first episode of right-sided diverticulitis with a median 
follow-up of 1,683.5 (1–6,084) days. three patients (4.7%) 
were excluded as they were subsequently diagnosed with 
right-sided colon cancer. twenty-five (41.7%) patients 
were male, and 10 patients (16.7%) were asian. Fifty-
eight patients (96.7%) were admitted to hospital. the 
majority of patients had uncomplicated disease (88.3%), 
whereas 7 (11.7%) presented with complicated diver-
ticulitis, including 3 abscesses (5.0%) and 4 free perfo-
rations (6.7%). most cases were diagnosed by Ct scan 
(75.0%); a minority were diagnosed intra-operatively 
(20.0%) or by post-operative pathology (5.0%). of the 45 
cases diagnosed by Ct, all were managed conservatively 
with antibiotic therapy with a median hospital stay of 5 
(1–14) days. of these, 2 had persistent disease requiring 
re-admission and antibiotics, and another 2 had recur-
rent disease treated conservatively (time to recurrence 
of 210 and 1,430 days). of the fifteen patients (25.0%) 
managed operatively, 10 were for suspected appendicitis, 
2 for suspected colon mass, 2 for acute abdomen, and 1 
for failure of percutaneous drainage of an abscess. most of 
these patients underwent a right hemicolectomy (53.3%) 
or ileocecectomy (40.0%), while 1 patient (6.7%) had an 
appendectomy and diverticulectomy. median hospital stay 
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was 9 (5–16) days for patients who underwent an ileoce-
cectomy and 13 (6–36) days for patients who underwent a 
right hemicolectomy. only one patient suffered a surgical 
post-operative complication following a right hemicolec-
tomy (enterocutaneous fistula).

Conclusions/Discussion:	When diagnosed by Ct scan, 
right-sided diverticulitis can be successfully managed 
conservatively in most cases. long-term expectant manage-
ment appears to be successful with low rates of recurrence 
and complications. in a north american population where 
this condition is more seldom observed, it is prudent to 
consider an underlying colon cancer.

LONG-TERM	OUTCOMES	AFTER	SUCCESSFUL	
CONSERVATIVE	TREATMENTS	BETWEEN	
ACUTE	NONPERFORATED	(HINCHEY	0	AND	
IA)	VERSUS	PERFORATED	(HINCHEY	IB	AND	
II)	SIGMOID	DIVERTICULITIS	PATIENTS.

Poster abstracts P221

r. Jitmungngan, W. riansuwan
Bangkok, Thailand

Purpose/Background:	 long-term outcomes after 
successful conservative treatments in acute sigmoid diver-
ticulitis patients are limited and still controversy. this 
study aims to compare long-term outcomes between 
acute non-perforated and perforated sigmoid divertic-
ulitis patients who underwent successful conservative 
treatments.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective cohort study 
was performed in acute sigmoid diverticulitis patients who 
underwent successful conservative treatment with either 
antibiotics alone or with additional percutaneous drainage 
in Siriraj hospital between January 1999 and december 
2015. Comparison between non-perforated (modified 
Hinchey 0 and ia) versus perforated (modified Hinchey 
iB and ii) patients were achieved including demographic 
data, short-term outcomes and recurrence rate.

Results/Outcome(s):	total 107 patients who diagnosed 
of acute sigmoid diverticulitis with successful conservative 

treatment were retrieved; 79 non-perforated and 28 perfo-
rated. With a median follow up time of 37 months, there 
were no difference in age, gender, mortality, recurrence 
rate and surgery after index admission between two groups. 
Perforated group (modified Hinchey iB and ii) had longer 
hospital stay (p = 0.036) and need more additional percu-
taneous drainage (p < 0.001). [See table]

Conclusions/Discussion:	 acute perforated sigmoid 
diverticulitis (modified Hinchey iB and ii) patients can be 
initially treated with antibiotics and percutaneous drainage 
with acceptable and comparable long-term outcomes 
to acute non-perforated (modified Hinchey 0 and ia) 
patients.

COMPLETENESS	OF	SURVEILLANCE	AFTER	
RESECTION	FOR	STAGE	II/III	COLORECTAL	
CANCER:	A	RETROSPECTIVE	REVIEW.

Poster abstracts P222

S. ollek, d. Gill
Saskatoon, SK, Canada

Purpose/Background:	Colorectal cancer (CrC) is the 
third most common cancer in north america. Five year 
overall survival (oS) rates for stage ii and iii cancer are 
70% and 55% respectively. Following resection, patients 
remain at risk for recurrence. Guidelines exist for the 
recommended surveillance of patients following surgical 
resection, with the aim of detecting recurrences earlier, 
thereby reducing mortality. more intense surveillance has 
been shown to reduce mortality. However, it has also been 
shown that adherence to the recommended surveillance 
is low. We aim to determine the proportion of patients at 
our center with resected stage ii and iii CrC who undergo 
complete surveillance at eighteen months.

Methods/Interventions:	 this study is a retrospective 
review of patients who underwent surgical resection 
for stage ii and iii CrC between January 1, 2014 and 
december 31, 2014 at a single academic tertiary hospital. 
Following resection, patients who had at least one Cea 
test, one colonoscopy and one Ct scan of the chest, 

P221 Demographic data and outcomes between Non-perforated (Hinchey 0 and IA)  
versus Perforated (Hinchey IB and II) acute sigmoid diverticulitis patients

Non-perforated (N=79) Perforated (N=28) p-value
Mean age ± SD 67.2 ± 14.9 62.1 ± 14.3 0.118
Male gender 26 (32.9%) 13 (46.4%) 0.2
Median length of hospital stay [IQR] 5 [4,7] 7 [4,10] 0.036*
Percutaneous drainage 0 (0%) 7 (25%) < 0.001*
Diverticulitis-related mortality 1(1.3%) 1 (3.6%) 0.468
Median follow-up time [IQR] 40 [11,101] 29 [3.25, 83] 0.206
Recurrence rate 16 (20.3%) 6 (21.4%) 0.895
Surgery after index admission 2(2.5%) 2(7.1%) 0.271
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abdomen and pelvis within eighteen months were consid-
ered to have complete surveillance.

Results/Outcome(s):	We identified 76 eligible stage ii 
and iii CrC patients that were included in our study. at 
eighteen months, surveillance rates with Cea, Ct scan 
and colonoscopy were 58%, 71% and 33% respectively. 
overall, 22% of patients received the complete recom-
mended surveillance at eighteen months.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in patients with stage ii and 
iii CrC, the recommended surveillance includes Cea 
testing, colonoscopy and Ct scans. We have demonstrated 
that at a single center, adherence to the recommended 
surveillance is low. Given that more intense surveillance 
reduces mortality, it is important that improved rates of 
complete surveillance are achieved at our center. other 
studies have shown that the introduction of measures 
aimed at increasing adherence to surveillance, such as a 
patient navigator, is effective. our study provides evidence 
that the introduction of such measures should be consid-
ered at our center.

IMPACT	OF	SURGICAL	APPROACH	ON	
ONCOLOGIC	AND	LONG-TERM	SURVIVAL	
OUTCOMES	IN	STAGE	I-III	COLON	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P223

K. mirkin, a. Kulaylat, C. Hollenbeak, e. messaris
Hershey, PA

Purpose/Background:	robotic approaches are increas-
ingly being used in oncologic operations. While there is 
short term data suggesting that resections are safe and 
technically feasible, oncologic and survival outcomes 
remain uncertain. this study evaluates the impact of 
surgical approach on oncologic and survival outcomes in 
partial and total colectomies for colon cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	the uS national Cancer data 
Base (2010-2012) was reviewed for patients with stage i-iii 
adenocarcinoma of the colon, who underwent robotic and 
laparoscopic partial or total colectomies. univariate and 
multivariate analyses were performed to compare lymph 
node retrieval, surgical margins and survival between 
robotic and laparoscopic approaches on an intention to 
treat basis. Propensity score matching was then used to 
create comparable cohorts and Kaplan-meier survival 
analyses were performed.

Results/Outcome(s):	5 year survival (5yS) was 75.2% 
for stage i disease, 52.8% for stage ii, and 53.9% for stage 
iii disease. of the 15,112 patients included in this study, 
5.1% underwent a robotic approach (n=765, with a 
conversion rate of 10.5%), and 94.9% underwent a lapa-
roscopic approach (n=14,347 conversion rate of 15.1%). 
over the 3 year study period, robotic approaches more than 
doubled, while laparoscopic approaches increased by 15%. 
robotic approaches were associated with a greater propor-
tion of Hispanic patients (11.5% vs. 8.6%, p=0.009), 

private insurance (37.8% vs. 32.7%, p=0.001), and earlier 
stage disease (stage 1 30.7% vs. 26.4%, p=0.028) as 
compared to laparoscopic. there was no significant differ-
ence between number of lymph nodes retrieved (19.8 vs. 
20.0, p=0.6200), or negative surgical margins (95.7% vs. 
95.9%, p=0.6700). after controlling for patient, disease 
and treatment characteristics, robotic approaches were 
associated with an improved hazard of mortality relative to 
laparoscopic (Hr 0.79, p=0.027). linear regression found 
no significant difference in lymph node retrieval with 
robotic approaches (-0.39, p=0.285). logistic regression 
found no significant difference in rates of positive margins 
with robotic approaches (or 1.09, p=0.649). Given the 
discrepancy in sample sizes, propensity score matching 
was performed to reduce bias between the cohorts. after 
matching, robotic approaches were associated with signifi-
cantly improved survival over laparoscopic approaches in 
stage ii (5yS 66.9% vs. 56.8%, p=0.0189) and iii disease 
(5yS 78.6% vs. 64.9%, p=0.0241).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 robotic approaches to 
partial and total colectomies for stage i-iii colon cancer 
offer comparable oncologic outcomes as laparoscopic 
approaches. relative to laparoscopic approaches. robotic 
approaches appear to offer improved long-term survival 
in this patient population. Further study, characterizing 
disease recurrence is warranted.

A	REVIEW	OF	MORBIDITY	AND	MORTALITY	
IN	COLON	AND	HIGH-	GRADE	APPENDICEAL	
CANCER	PATIENTS	WITH	CARCINOMATOSIS	
WHO	UNDERWENT	CYTOREDUCTIVE	
SURGERY,	HYPERTHERMIC	INTRAPERITONEAL	
CHEMOTHERAPY,	AND	LIVER	RESECTION	FOR	
HEPATIC	METASTASIS.

Poster abstracts P224

J. lu
Shawnee, KS

Purpose/Background:	 liver resection and colectomy 
for colon cancer is considered acceptable treatment for 
isolated metastasis to the liver. recent surgical onco-
logic thinking has expanded aggressive surgical treatment 
to include liver resection, cytoreductive surgery, and 
Hyperthermic intraperitoneal Chemotherapy (HiPeC) 
for carcinomatosis due to colon cancer and high grade 
appendiceal cancer. data has shown appreciable long-
term survival and acceptable morbidity and mortality 
rates in those patient who underwent liver resections. 
We reviewed the morbidity and mortality, and months 
to recurrence of patients with colorectal and high grade 
appendiceal carinomatosis who underwent CrS, HiPeC, 
and liver resection.

Methods/Interventions:	 data was collected prospec-
tively, and analyzed retrospectively from 2005 to 2016. 
184 patients underwent cytoreductive surgery (CrS) and 
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hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy (HiPeC) for 
various cancers with carcinomatosis including colorectal, 
appendiceal, ovarian, mesothelioma, bladder, gastric, and 
spindle cell sarcoma. 20 patients underwent liver resec-
tions in addition to CrS and HiPeC. data was collected 
by chart review from electronic medical records.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Patient ages ranged from 35 to 
83, and the average was 57. Forty-five percent of patients 
were male. the average length of stay was 13.7 days. all 
patients underwent a complete resection, or CC-0. Sixty 
percent of patients had imaging or biopsy proven recur-
rence of disease. For those who had a recurrence, the 
average months until recurrence was 7.7 months. ninety 
five percent of patients had colon cancer and carcinoma-
tosis. ninety percent underwent wedge resection, and 10% 
underwent wedge resection and lobectomy. the Clavien 
dindo Classification score was used to quantify surgical 
complications based on therapies used to correct a compli-
cation. For this study, scores ranged from grade 1- any 
deviation from normal postoperative course without phar-
macological/surgical/endoscopic/ radiological intervention, 
to V- death. the comprehensive complication index 
(CCi) is a novel scale which was used to measure surgical 
morbidity. For this study, CCi scores ranged from 0- no 
complications, to 100- death. the average score was 28.1.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Patients who underwent CrS, 
HiPeC and liver resection for colorectal and high grade 
appendiceal carcinomatosis had acceptable morbidity and 
mortality rates, with an average CCi score of 28.1, 1 death 
recorded during surgical admission, and 60% of patients 
with recurrenct disease at an average of 7.7 months from 
surgery. the morbidity and mortality associated with CrS, 
HiPeC, and liver resection for colorectal and high grade 
appendiceal carcinomatosis is within acceptable rates 
when compared to those patients who undergo conserva-
tive management alone.

T≤2N0,TRG1-2	IN	POST	CHEMORADIATION	
THERAPY	MRI:	WHAT	IT	CAN	PREDICT?

Poster abstracts P225

C. nahas, S. nahas, l. Bustamante, C. marques, 
a. imperiale, G. Cotti, r. azambuja, C. ortega
Sao Paulo, Brazil

Purpose/Background:	 assess the ability to predict 
pathologic complete response, absence of lymph node 
involvement and favorable prognosis of rectal cancer 
patients considered t≤2n0,trG1-2 in post chemoradia-
tion therapy mri.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective analyses was 
performed to identify consecutive patients treated in 
our institution from may/2012 through november/2015 
with stage t3-4n0m0 or t(any)n+m0 located within 
10 cm from anal verge, or t2n0 within 7cm from anal 
verge. Patients were staged and re-staged 8 weeks after 

completion of chemoradiation (5-Fu, 5040cGy) by digital 
exam, colonoscopy, pelvic mri, thorax and abdominal 
Ct scans. Patients with synchronous colorectal cancer 
or other non-colorectal cancers, stage iV disease, inflam-
matory bowel disease, familial adenomatous polyposis, 
recurrent rectal cancer, palliative resections, without mri 
exam, not treated by complete long-course chemoradio-
therapy, significant delay (>14 weeks) on restaging, and/
or significant delay (>6 weeks after restaging) on surgery 
were excluded. according to restaging mri, patients with 
t≤2n0,trG1-2 were compared to non-yt≤2n0,trG1-2 
in order to analyze its prognostic factor, prediction of 
absence of lymph node involvement, and prediction of 
complete pathologic response.

Results/Outcome(s):	 out of 409 patients, 275 were 
eligible for the study. initial staging was i in 18 (6.5%) 
patients, ii in 58 (21.1%), and iii in 199 (72.4%). 
restaging mri identified 59 (21.4%) t≤2n0,trG1-2. 
Patients were restaged with 8.8 (6.8-13.9) weeks. all 
patients underwent total mesorectal excision with cura-
tive intent. Specimen pathologic evaluation revealed 43 
(15.6%) patients with complete pathologic response, 69 
(25.1%) with stage i, 75 (27.3%) with stage ii, and 88 
(32%) with stage iii. 23 (39%) of mri yt≤2n0,trG1-2 
patients presented complete pathologic response, and only 
7(11.8%) presented lymph node metastasis. in non-yt-
≤2n0,trG1-2 patients, 20(9.2%) presented complete 
pathologic response, and 81(37.5%) presented lymph node 
metastasis. mean follow-up time was 31.4 months. overall 
survival and recurrence rate in the mri yt≤2n0,trG1-2 
was 94.9% and 5%, respectively. overall survival and 
recurrence rate in the mri non-yt≤2n0,trG1-2 was 
82.4% and 23.6%, respectively.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 although mri 
yt≤2n0,trG1-2 cannot effectively predict complete 
pathologic responders, it can effectively predict a low rate 
of lymph node involvement and a better prognoses in 
patients submitted to total mesorectal excision. in patients 
with a poor health condition or the setting of a clinical 
trial, this could potentially help surgeons to decide to offer 
a minimally invasive approach such as transanal local 
excision in yt≤2n0,trG1-2 patients with nearly complete 
endoscopic response, even though we should keep in mind 
about the quite high morbidity rate of local excision after 
neoadjuvant chemotherapy.

PREDICTORS	OF	90-DAY	READMISSION	AFTER	
COLORECTAL	CANCER	SURGERY.

Poster abstracts P226

n. Changoor, S. Zafar, G. ortega, d. taghipour, 
t. Fullum
Washington, DC, District of Columbia

Purpose/Background:	 Patient	 readmission	 after	
surgery	 represents	 a	 significant	 burden	 to	 patients	
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and	 a	 substantial	 financial	 burden	 for	 hospitals.	 As	 a	
result, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services 
(CMS)	are	imposing	heavy	financial	penalties	for	these	
readmissions.	Understanding	the	factors	affecting	read-
mission for colorectal cancer, the third most common 
cancer,	 is	 an	 important	 step	 toward	 the	 improvement	
of	care	for	cancer	patients	and	improving	the	efficiency	
of	our	healthcare	system.	We	sought	to	determine	the	
predictors	of	90-day	readmissions	after	surgery	for	colon	
and	rectal	cancer	using	a	national	dataset.

Methods/Interventions:	  We analyzed the national 
readmission	 dataset	 for	 all	 adult	 patients	 who	 under-
went	 a	 colectomy	 or	 proctectomy	 for	 colon	 or	 rectal	
cancer	between	 January	and	August	of	2013.	Patients	
with	 a	 readmission	 within	 90	 days	 of	 their	 hospital	
discharge	were	 identified.	Multivariable	 logistic	regres-
sion	 analyses	 were	 used	 to	 determine	 predictors	 of	
90	 day	 readmissions.	Variables	 in	 the	model	 included	
patient	 demographics,	 comorbid	 conditions,	 proce-
dure	 performed,	 location	 of	 the	 tumor,	 post-operative	
complications,	 length	of	stay,	and	facility	 level	 factors.	
Models	accounted	for	clustering	by	facility.

Results/Outcome(s):	 A	 total	 of	 37,358	 patients	
underwent	colon	or	rectal	surgery	for	colorectal	cancer.	
The	mean	age	was	67	years	and	51%	were	male.	79%	
had	 colon	 cancer	 while	 21%	 had	 rectal	 cancer.	 A	
major	complication	occurred	in	5,799	(15.5%)	patients,	
the	 median	 length	 of	 stay	 was	 6	 days	 and	 36,443	
(97.6%)	 were	 discharged	 alive.	 90	 day	 readmissions	
occurred	 in	 21.8%	 of	 eligible	 patients.	 Multivariable	
analysis	revealed	90	day	readmissions	were	more	likely	
in	 patients	 with	 prolonged	 length	 of	 hospital	 stay	
(OR	 1.33,	 95%CI	 1.23-1.42),	 those	 who	 suffered	 a	
major	 complication	 (OR	 1.12,	 95%CI	 1.02-1.23),	
those	 with	 higher	 comorbidity	 score	 (OR	 1.28,	 95%	
CI	1.16-1.42),	were	discharged	 to	 a	 facility	 (OR	1.42	

95%CI	 1.31-1.53),	 government	 insurance	 compared	
with	 private	 insurance	 (OR	 1.14	 95%CI	 1.05-1.23),	
teaching	compared	to	nonteaching	hospitals	(1.13	95%	
CI	 1.05-1.22).	 Laparoscopic	 surgery	 was	 associated	
with	 less	 readmissions	 than	 open	 surgery	 (OR	 0.69	
95%CI	0.65-0.74).	The	site	of	tumor	within	the	colon	
was	not	associated	with	90	day	readmission.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 One	in	five	patients	under-
going surgery for colorectal cancer had at least one read-
mission	within	90	days	of	discharge.	We	identify	several	
factors	associated	with	readmissions.	Targeted	interven-
tions may decrease the number of these readmissions 
and	lead	to	health	care	cost	saving	and	efficiency.

FIRST	SERIES	WITH	THE	NEW	ROBOTIC	
ENDO-WRIST	STAPLERS	FOR	DA	VINCI	XI	IN	
ANTERIOR	RECTAL	RESECTION	FOR	CANCER:	
A	CASE-CONTROL	COMPARISON	WITH	
TRADITIONAL	LAPAROSCOPIC	STAPLERS.

Poster abstracts P227

S. Guadagni, G. di Franco, d. Gianardi, m. Palmeri, 
C. Cristina, P. Buccianti, F. mosca, l. morelli
Viareggio, Italy; Pisa, Italy

Purpose/Background:	 the new robotic linear stapler, 
available for the da Vinci Xi, is a new device directly 
controlled by the surgeon at the console and equipped with 
an endo-Wrist technology. our study aims to compare 
the operative and short-term results of the first group of 
patients undergoing an anterior rectal resection with total 
mesorectal excision (tme) for cancer, with the da Vinci 
Xi and the new staplers, versus a comparable group in 
which we used the traditional laparoscopic staplers.

Methods/Interventions:	 From december 2015 to 
July 2016, fifteen patients underwent an anterior rectal 

P227 Table – Peri-operative records between the two study groups

Xi-RobSTAP (n=15) Xi-TradSTAP (n=15) P value
Totally Da Vinci Xi Anterior rectal resection (%) 15 (100) 15 (100) 0.99
Complete splenic flexure mobilization (%) 15 (100) 15 (100) 0.99
Conversion to laparoscopy or open (%) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0.99
Operative time (min) mean ± SD 315.0 ±59.1 295.0 ±60.8 0.2
Docking time (min) mean ± SD 21.5 ±5.9 21.4 ±5.6 0.9
N# stapler firing mean ± SD 2.1 ±0.2 2.9 ±0.6 0.001
Ileostomy (%) 13 (87) 13 (87) 0.9
Distal margin (mm) mean ± SD 14.9 ±10.9 23.9 ±10.4 0.13
N# lymph nodes mean ± SD 24.2 ±15.1 22.3 ±2.9 0.32
Post-operative hospital stay (days) mean ± SD 7.5 ±2.7 6.8 ±1.2 0.3
Post-operative minor surgical complications (%) 2 (13) 2 (13) 0.99
Anastomotic leak(%) 1 (7) 3 (13) 0.15
Time between primary surgery and stoma reversal 
(month) mean ± SD

2.7 ±2.1 4.2 ±3.1 0.17
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resection with tme for cancer, using the robotic endo-
Wrist 45 mm staplers (group Xi-robStaP) at our multi-
disciplinary robotic center. the results were compared, 
using a case-control methodology, with a similar pool of 
patients who performed the same type of intervention with 
the use of a 60 mm traditional laparoscopic endo-stapler, 
applied by the bed-side assistant (Xi-tradStaP group). a 
diverting ileostomy was fashioned in 13 patients of each 
group.

Results/Outcome(s):	 no need to convert to laparos-
copy or laparotomy in both groups. there were no signifi-
cant differences in the two groups in mean operative time 
(315±59.2 min robStaP Xi group versus 295±60.8 min 
Xi-tradStaP group, p=0.3). in Xi-robStaP group we 
used a mean of 2.1±0.2 charges versus a mean of 2.9±0.5 
in Xi-tradStaP group (p=0.001). the rates of intra-op-
erative complications and the average hospital stay were 
similar (7.5±2.7 days in Xi-robStaP group versus 6.8±1.3 
days in the Xi-tradStaP group; p= 0.5). during the 
follow up period, anastomotic fistula at contrast enema 
(not symptomatic except for one case of Xi-tradStaP 
group), was higher in the Xi-tradStaP group, although 
without statistically significance (3 leak versus 1 leak in the 
Xi-robStaP group; p=0.15). time elapse between rectal 
resection and stoma closure as well, was shorter in the 
Xi-robStaP group (4.2±3.1 month in Xi-tradStaP and 
2.7±2.1 month in Xi-robStaP group; p=0.17), although 
not statistically significant.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in our preliminary experi-
ence the new robotic linear staplers seemed to give some 
advantages in terms of easy transection that could result in 
a reduction of average number of stapler firing used during 
rectal resection and with a lower incidence of anastomotic 
leakage. these promising data are very preliminary and 
need to be verified on a larger experiences.

ROBOTIC	COLO-RECTAL	RESECTION	WITH	
AND	WITHOUT	THE	NEW	INTEGRATED	
TABLE	MOTION	FOR	DA	VINCI	XI:	A	CASE	
MATCHED	STUDY.

Poster abstracts P228

m. Palmeri, d. Gianardi, S. Guadagni, G. di Franco, 
m. Bianchini, P. Buccianti, F. mosca, l. morelli
Pisa, Italy

Purpose/Background:	 the integrated table motion 
(itm) (trumpf medical, ditzingen, Germany) for da 
Vinci Xi is a new device which comprises a unique oper-
ating table wirelessly communicating with the da Vinci 
Xi surgical system, that enables patients to be reposi-
tioned with instruments inside the abdomen and without 
undocking the robot. our study aims to compare operative 
and short-term outcomes of patients who underwent 
colorectal surgery for cancer with the da Vinci Xi system 
using the new itm, versus a control group of patients 
undergoing the same procedures with the da Vinci Xi, but 
without the use of the itm.

Methods/Interventions:	 From december 2015 to 
october 2016, ten patients underwent robotic colo-
rectal resection (6 anterior rectal resection arr, 1 
intersphinteric rectal resection irS, 2 right colectomy 
rC, 1 sigmoid resection SiG) for cancer with the use of 
itm (Xi-itm group) at our center. the intraoperative 
and short-term results were compared, using case-control 
methodology, with a similar pool of patients who under-
went robotic colo-rectal surgery for cancer without the 
use of the itm device (Xi-no-itm group). Post-operative 
complications were graded using the Clavien-dindo clas-
sification. a propensity scores approach was performed to 
create 1:2 matched pairs (matching the Xi-itm subjects 
to Xi-no-itm subjects according to Bmi, age, gender, 
aSa score and intervention type) using a caliper method 

P228 

Xi-ITM Xi-No-ITM p
Age (y) 68.7 71.9 ns
BMI (n) 23.4 24.0 ns
ASA (n)

I 0 2 ns
II 9 13 ns
III 1 5 ns
Overall Operative Time (mean, minutes) 333.50 304.29 ns
Robotic Operative Time (mean, minutes) 227.11 297.45 0.041
Conversion (n) 0 (0%) 2 (10%) ns
Post-operative complications (n) 1 (10%) 11 (55%) 0.024
Wound Infection 1 (10%) 2 (10%)
Pneumonia 0 (0%) 3 (15%)
Atrial Fibrillation 0 (0%) 2 (15%)
Anemia 0 (0%) 3 (15%)
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algorithm. independent t tests and χ2 test (or Fisher’s 
exact test) were performed to compare different variables 
between Xi-itm and Xi-no-itm groups.

Results/Outcome(s):	there was a significant difference 
in the two groups in mean overall robotic operative time 
(227 min in Xi-itm group versus 297 min in Xi-no-itm 
group, p= 0,04). Surgeries were fully robotic in all Xi-itm 
cases, while two cases of Xi-no-itm group were converted 
to open surgery because of bulky tumors and difficult expo-
sure (0 vs 2, p=nS). Postoperative medical complications, 
all of grade i or ii, were higher in Xi-no-itm group (1 vs 
11, p= 0,024).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in our early experience the 
use of new integrated table motion for da Vinci Xi 
resulted in a simplification of workflow. the better expo-
sure of operative field and the possibility to change repeat-
edly the patients position, without undocking the patient 
side cart or removing instruments, resulted in a reduced 
overall robotic operative time and could result in a lower 
conversion rate as well. the lower postoperative medical 
complications rate could be due to reduced use of extreme 
positions to gain optimal exposure of operative field, that 
resulted in a less hemodynamic, respiratory or soft tissue 
injuries. However, further experience is necessary to 
confirm our data.

ARE	ALL	RECTAL	CANCERS	CREATED	
EQUALLY?	A	LONGITUDINAL	ANALYSIS	OF	
HOW	TUMOR	LOCATION	AFFECTS	CANCER	
RECURRENCE	RATES.

Poster abstracts P229

d. Keller, P. Bakaki, J. rose, t. Øresland, S. Koroukian, 
C. delaney, K. augestad
Dallas, TX; Cleveland, OH; Oslo, Norway

Purpose/Background:	Purpose: to evaluate the impact 
of tumor distance from the anal verge (aVtd) on meta-
static spread and local recurrence patterns in rectal cancer. 
Background: despite curative rectal cancer resection, 
many will experience distant metastases or local recur-
rence. Primary tumor location is emerging as an important 
prognostic factor. However, how the anatomical location 
of the tumor impacts metastatic spread for rectal cancer is 
unknown.

Methods/Interventions:	 the norwegian nationwide 
surgical quality registry was reviewed for all rectal cancer 
resections with curative intent from 1/1/1996-12/15/2006. 
this compulsory database records all cases of malignant 
solid tumors, with all staging, management, complica-
tion, recurrence, and mortality data, for near 100% data 
capture. tumor location was defined as the distance from 
the anal verge to the distal tumor border. Cancers were 
stratified into in five aVtd groups: 0-3cm, >3-5cm, >5-
9cm, >9-12 cm, and 12cm-Hi. Competing risk analysis 

and proportional hazards models were used to assess the 
relationship between aVtd and patterns of recurrence.

Results/Outcome(s):	6859 patients surgically cured for 
rectal cancer were included-the aVtd distribution was 
0-3 cm, 13.7%; 3.1-5, 15.2%; 5.1-9 cm, 23.7%; 9.1-12 cm, 
26%; aV 12-Hi, 21.3%). the median follow-up time was 
49 months (iQr 20-93). overall, 1981 patients (28.8%) 
experienced cancer recurrence (aVtd 0-3: 3.9%; 3.1-5: 
3.5%; 5.1-9: 6.4%; 9.1-12: 6.5%; 12.1-Hi: 7.4%). the 
probability of liver metastases increased with high tumors 
(Hr: 1.49, p=0.03), while the probability of lung metas-
tases decreased with high tumors (Hr 0.66, p=0.03). the 
probability of local recurrence increased with low rectal 
tumors (Hr 1.46, p=0.04). overall, low rectal cancers 
had the lowest probability of survival. For liver and lung 
metastases, time to metastases was directly associated 
with increased aVtd (liver 0-3: 10 months vs.12-Hi: 16 
months; p<0.0001; lung 0-3: 23.5 months vs. 12-Hi: 28 
months, p<0.0001) (p<0.0001). Compared to liver metas-
tases, lung metastases appeared approximately 12 months 
later, p<0.0001. irrespective of tumor location, there were 
significant differences in median time to recurrence by 
site: liver 14 months, local at 19 months, and lung at 25 
months, p<0.0001.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the anatomical location of 
the tumor impacts metastatic spread for rectal cancer. 
anal verge-tumor distance was associated with patterns of 
metastases and survival. anal verge-tumor distance also 
impacted time to metastases overall and specifically for 
liver, lung, and local recurrence. this has important impli-
cations for tailoring treatment and surveillance protocols.
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BOWEL	PREPARATION	AND	PERIOPERATIVE	
COMPLICATIONS	IN	TRANSANAL	
ENDOSCOPIC	MICROSURGERY:	A	SYSTEMATIC	
REVIEW.

Poster abstracts P230

a. Warraich, J. Greenberg, H. moloo, r. musselman, 
i. raiche, l. Williams
Ottawa, ON, Canada

Purpose/Background:	 Historically, mechanical bowel 
preparation (mBP) has been used pre-operatively for 
colorectal surgery and was thought to cleanse the bowel 
and decrease the bacterial load within the colon. multiple 
systematic reviews and meta-analyses have since proven 
that mBP is not superior to no preparation with regards to 
reduction of surgical site infections, anastomotic leaks, and 
post-operative sepsis for most elective colorectal proce-
dures, and can be safely omitted from routine pre-operative 
care. transanal endoscopic microsurgery (tem) requires 
patients to receive pre-operative bowel preparation to allow 
for adequate visualization of the rectum. there is no current 
consensus within the tem community on whether mBP or 
fleet enema represents the preferred bowel preparation  
regimen. the objective of this systematic review is to gather  
data from the literature to compare pre-operative mBP 
and fleet enema in terms of their impact on post-operative 
complication rates and quality of bowel preparation in 
tem.

Methods/Interventions:	 the electronic databases of 
embase, Cochrane library, and ovid medline were 
systematically searched for tem related studies. only 
full length, english language articles with n ≥ 100 were 
included. each study was then assessed for author descrip-
tion of type of bowel preparation as well as documentation 
of post-operative outcomes. the primary endpoint was 
overall complication rates. Secondary endpoints were 
subgroup post-operative complication rates and surgeon 
satisfaction with bowel preparation.

Results/Outcome(s):	 of the initially identified 752 
studies, 21 were included in our analysis. a total of 3567 
patients from 16 studies were in the mBP group, and 819 
patients from 5 studies were in the enema group. the 
overall post-operative complication rates were comparable 
between both groups (mBP – 13.9% vs fleet enema – 16.8%, 
p = 0.47). the most common post-operative complication 
was urinary retention, which was comparable between 
groups (mBP – 4.2% vs fleet enema – 6.1%, p = 0.59).  
rates of infectious complications were also comparable 
(mPB – 2.0% vs fleet enema – 2.6%, p = 0.45), as were 
bleeding complications (mBP – 3.2% vs fleet enema – 
2.12%, p = 0.42). there was no data on the quality of 
bowel preparation or surgeon satisfaction with preparation 
available.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 there is no evidence to 
suggest that mBP has any advantage over fleet enema 
for pre-operative bowel preparation. However, there is 

currently no data from randomized controlled trials directly 
comparing mBP and fleet enema. our review suggests that 
clinical equipoise exists with regards to pre-operative 
bowel preparation in the tem population but further 
studies are required. We plan to design a multi-center 
rCt to compare enema and mBP to assess for quality 
of preparation and post-operative complications with the 
hypothesis that fleet enema is non inferior to mBP in the 
context of tem.

GLOBAL	DISPARITIES	IN	OPERATIVE	
MANAGEMENT	AND	LYMPH	NODES	HARVEST	
OF	COLORECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P231

H. lyu, K. leung, S. Jeong, S. ryoo, G. Shabat, 
a. Komorowski, G. Gaspare, n. melnitchouk
Boston, MA; Seoul, Korea (the Republic of); Krakow, 
Poland; Ivano-Frankivsk, Ukraine

Purpose/Background:	 Colorectal cancer is the fourth 
most common cancer in men and the third most common 
cancer in women worldwide. there is significant variation 
in surgical practice behind the operative management of 
colorectal cancer. the aim of this study was to describe the 
differences in operative management of colorectal cancer 
patients in five countries.

Methods/Interventions:	 institutional data was gath-
ered by chart review from five separate teaching insti-
tutions: the Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston, 
massachussetts, Seoul national university Hospital in 
Seoul, South Korea, ivano-Frankivsk regional Cancer 
Hospital in ivano-Frankivsk, ukraine, maria Sklodowska-
Curie institute of oncology in Krakow, Poland, and 
university of Palermo Hospital in Palermo, italy. a retro-
spective review was performed of all patients (n=2,021) 
who underwent resection for colorectal cancer in the five 
hospitals from 2011-2015. demographic, tumor and oper-
ative treatment characteristics were compared utilizing 
paired t-test where appropriate. multivariate regression 
was performed to rule out confounding factors for ostomy 
creation.

Results/Outcome(s):	laparoscopy was more likely to be 
utilized in the united States (uS) at 46% than in any other 
country (p<0.01), followed by South Korea at 23.9% and 
italy at 9.3%. Poland and ukraine used laparoscopy least 
at 1.6% and 0.9%. the number of lymph nodes retrieved 
during surgery was highest in South Korea with a mean of 
24.7 lymph nodes per surgery, followed by uS at 21.6 and 
italy at 20.4. average number of lymph nodes retrieved 
was lowest in Poland and ukraine at 12.1 and 7.7. italian 
patients were more likely to receive stapled anastomosis 
at 96.4% than Korean (80.7%, p<0.01), Polish (59%, 
p<0.01), and ukrainian patients (2.2%, p<0.01). South 
Korea (9%) had significantly lower number of temporary 
stomas than uSa (23.3%, p<0.01), italy (13.8%, p=0.01), 
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and ukraine (12%, p=0.04). Permanent stomas were most 
common in italy at 20.2%, followed by ukraine (15.8%), 
Poland (12.7%), and uS (12.3%). South Korea had signifi-
cantly lower number of permanent stomas than all other 
countries (3.4%, p<0.01).

Conclusions/Discussion:	there are widespread differ-
ences with respect to operative management of colorectal 
cancer with significant disparities in the use of laparoscopy 
and lymph node harvest in the eastern european countries.

DEFINING	THE	ROLE	OF	POST-TREATMENT	
MAGNETIC	RESONANCE	IMAGING	DURING	
THE	EVOLUTION	OF	A	MULTIDISCIPLINARY	
RECTAL	CANCER	TUMOR	BOARD.

Poster abstracts P232

d. Keller, S. Bogale, a. mercadel, J. Ho, W. Chan, 
G. ogola, G. dePrisco, J. Fleshman
Dallas, TX

Purpose/Background:	Background- While not standard,  
post-treatment mri after chemoradiotherapy (Crt) 
has value in potentially changing the surgical course. 
Controversy exists on the role of mri after Crt, and little 
study has been done to evaluate the agreement of mri 
with postoperative pathologic staging. objective- to eval-
uate the concordance of the pre and post-treatment mri 
and pathologic staging in rectal cancer patients.

Methods/Interventions:	 a prospective institutional 
colorectal cancer registry was reviewed for rectal cancer 
cases from 2012-2016, during the evolution of a multi-
disciplinary tumor board and implementation of synoptic 
reports. Patients undergoing neoadjuvant chemoradiation 
(long course radiation with concurrent chemotherapy) 
for rectal cancer, had a pre-treatment and post-treatment 
pelvic mri, and curative surgical resection within 6-12 
weeks after therapy were evaluated. the mri results and 
pathological staging (pt) were compared. the measure of 
agreement between reported disease stages was assessed by 
Cohen’s Kappa statistics. the main outcome measures were 
the mri test accuracy, percent over- and under-staged,  
sensitivity, specificity, and weighted kappa coefficients 
between the mri studies and final pathological results.

Results/Outcome(s):	57 patients met inclusion criteria 
and were analyzed. overall, there was fair concordance of 
mri restaging after preoperative Crt with pathological 
results (Kappa 0.350 (95% Ci 0.174, 0.526)). the overall 
accuracy of the post-treatment mri for t staging was 
49.1%, with increasing accuracy for advanced stages t3 
and t4. using the pathology as the gold standard, 42.3% 
of patients were overstaged and 19.8% were understaged. 
only 16.7% (1/6) of patients with pathological complete 
response (pCr) were staged correctly by the post-treat-
ment mri; the other 5 (83.7%) were overstaged. there 
was fair agreement between the initial and post Crt mri 
stage (Kappa 0.393 (95%Ci 0.236, 0.550). the initial mri 

stage had poor agreement with the pt stage (Kappa 0.063 
(95% Ci -0.050, 0.177). the accuracy of the pre-treat-
ment mri compared to pathologic t staging was 40.4%, 
and again increased with increasing stage. mri had high 
specificity but low sensitivity for correctly staging t0, t1 
and t3 cancers.

Conclusions/Discussion:	this study confirms the lack 
of concordance of mri- both pre and post chemoradio-
therapy- with the surgical pathology in rectal cancer. this 
work has implications for relying on the post-treatment 
mri t-staging to facilitate surgical planning, especially 
for pCr and early disease stage patients. t stage alone 
should not drive the surgical plan. Given these findings, 
future study could focus on using a post-treatment mri 
with additional details, such as tumor regression grade, 
circumferential resection margins, and extramural vascular 
invasion, to guide management.

A	CORRELATION	BETWEEN	EXTRAMURAL	
VASCULAR	INVASION	AND	DNA	
HYPERMETHYLATION	IN	RECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P233

r. Kokelaar, H. Jones, J. Williamson, m. evans, 
J. Beynon, G. Jenkins, d. Harris
Swansea, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 dna hypermethylation in 
specific gene promoter regions (CpG islands) is emerging 
as an important pathway in colorectal cancer tumouri-
genesis, and CpG island Hypermethylation Phenotype 
(CimP) a potential new biomarker which may guide 
personalised patient care. Certain genetic mutations have 
been associated with extramural vascular invasion (emVi) 
in rectal cancer, but no such association has yet been made 
with epigenetic factors. this study aims to investigate an 
association between emVi, CimP, and pathological and 
clinical outcomes in patients with rectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 95 patients from a prospec-
tively maintained database of rectal cancers treated surgi-
cally at a single centre were assessed for emVi status 
(positive or negative) on histological examination of rectal 
resections. Patients were selectively sampled to provide a 
balance of positive and negative emVi tumours (44 emVi 
positive), but matched for age, gender, and height of 
tumour. tumour dna was extracted from formalin-fixed 
paraffin-embedded slides and subjected to methylation 
specific PCr to determine methylation status for the 
epigenomes of 8 genes associated with CimP, and charac-
terised as CimP high, intermediate, or low based on Jass 
Classification. none of the patients had received neoadju-
vant therapy. emVi, histological, and clinical parameters 
were examined for correlation to CimP status, as well as 
with overall and disease free survival.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Patients with emVi positive 
tumours had significantly more advanced disease based on 
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pt, pn, and paJCC classification (each p<0.01), a greater 
number received adjuvant chemotherapy than the emVi 
negative group (p<0.01), and emVi positivity was a marker 
of reduced disease-free and overall survival (p=0.018 and 
p=0.024, respectively). of the 95 patients, there were 46 
patients with CimP low, 48 with CimP intermediate, and 
1 patient with a CimP high epigenotype. on multivariable 
analysis, patients CimP intermediate tumours had a signif-
icant association with emVi positivity compared to the 
CimP low methylation epigenotype (p=0.008).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 these results demonstrate 
that there is a clear relationship between CimP status and 
extramural vascular invasion in rectal cancer, which in 
turn is associated with worse disease staging and predicts 
poor survival in these patients. the finding warrants 

further exploration of the potential to utilize methylation 
biomarker panels to inform treatment decisions in rectal 
cancer, and investigation of cellular mechanisms linking 
CimP to emVi with the aim of providing opportunities for 
therapeutic intervention.

P232 Relationship of Pre and Post MRI to Surgical Pathology

Post Treatment MRI to Surgical Path
pT Stage

T0 T1 T2 T3 T4 Total
Post Treatment MRI 
Statge

T0 1 1 1 0 0 3
T1 1 2 1 0 0 4
T2 2 1 3 5 0 11
T3 1 2 6 20 1 30
T4 1 1 0 5 2 9

Overstaged, Understaged (%) 83.3%, 
16.7%

57.1%, 
14.3%

54.5%, 
18.2%

16.7%, 
16.7%

0%, 33.3%

Accuracy (%) 16.70% 28.60% 27.30% 66.70% 66.70% 49.10%
Sensitivity, Specificity (%) 16.7%, 

96.1%
28.6%, 
96%

27.3%, 
82.6%

66.7%, 63% 66.7%, 87%

Initial MRI to Surgical Path pT Stage
T0 T1 T2 T3 T4 Total

Initial MRI stage T0 0 0 0 0 0 0
T1 0 0 0 0 0 0
T2 0 2 2 4 0 8
T3 5 2 8 19 1 35
T4 1 3 1 7 2 14

Overstaged, Understaged (%) 100%, 0%
Accuracy (%) 0.00% 0.00% 18.20% 63.30% 66.70% 40.40%
Sensitivity, Specificity (%) 0%, 100% 0%, 100% 81.8%, 0% 23.3%, 

13.3%
0%, 33.3%

Initial MRI to Post Treatment MRI Post Treatment MRI stage
T0 T1 T2 T3 T4 Total

Initial MRI stage T0 0 0 0 0 0 0
T1 0 0 0 0 0 0
T2 0 4 6 2 0 0
T3 2 1 8 30 3 44
T4 2 0 1 5 10 18

Overstaged, Understaged (%) 100%, 0% 100%, 0% 60%, 0% 13.5%, 5.4% 0%, 23.1%
Accuracy (%) 0.00% 0.00% 40.00% 81.10% 76.90% 62.20%
Sensitivity, Specificity (%) 0%, 100% 0%, 100% 40%, 89.8% 81.1%, 

62.2%
Kappa Values (95%CI): Post Treatment MRI to Surgical Pathology 0.350 (0.174, 0.526); Initial MRI to Surgical 

Pathology 0.063 (-0.050, 0.177); Initial MRI to Post Treatment MRI 0.393 (0.236,0.550)
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PROGNOSTIC	IMPACT	OF	PREOPERATIVE	
CARCINOEMBRYONIC	ANTIGEN	(CEA)	LEVEL	
IN	STAGEIII	COLORECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P234

F. teraishi
Kochi, Japan

Purpose/Background:	 Preoperative serum Cea has 
been reported to be a stage-independent risk factor for poor 
prognosis in colorectal cancer. the aim of this study was to 
evaluate the prognostic impact of preoperative serum Cea 
level in patients with Stageiii colorectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review was 
conducted on fifty-three patients who underwent curative  
resection for Stageiii colorectal cancer from January 
2010 to december 2014. Patient demographics, operative 
details, and surgical outcome were analyzed. Prognostic 
significance was determined using log-rank test.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Stageiiia, StageiiiB, and 
StageiiiC were identified in one, 28, and 24 patients, 
respectively. at a median follow-up of 35 months, the 3-year 
estimated overall survival (oS) and relapse-free survival 
(rFS) of all patients were 64.8 and 51.9 %, respectively.  
the 3-year oS of patients with Stageiiia/iiiB, and 
StageiiiC were 78.7% and 46.8%, respectively (P< 0.01). 
analysis of survival revealed a significant worse 3-year 
oS of elevated-Cea level (> 5ng/ml) patients (26.7%) 
compared with that of the normal Cea level patients 
(65.6%) with StageiiiC colorectal cancer (P< 0.05). the 
3-year rFS of the patients with elevated preoperative 
Cea and normal Cea was 0% and 44.4%, respectively 
(P< 0.01).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 our results suggest that an 
elevated preoperative Cea level is strong predictor of 
recurrence and poor prognosis for StageiiiC colorectal 
cancer after radical surgery. these patients should there-
fore be considered candidates for receiving novel multimo-
dality treatment such as neoadjuvant chemotherapy.

LAPAROSCOPIC	PROCTECTOMY	FOR	RECTAL	
CANCER:	DON’T	RULE	IT	OUT	YET.

Poster abstracts P235

a. Weaver, J. Brady, e. Steinhagen, S. Steele, 
B. Champagne, C. delaney, H. reynolds, S. Stein
Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	 recent studies failed to prove 
non-inferiority of minimally invasive techniques for rectal 
cancer (rC) despite strict criteria for surgeon participation.  
it is not yet clear whether the difference in outcomes is 
inherent to minimally invasive techniques. We hypoth-
esized that at a high volume minimally invasive center 
outcomes might be improved compared to laparoscopic 
results in the alaCart and aCoSoG Z6051 studies.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review of 
patients undergoing laparoscopic proctectomy for rC 
between 2007-2015 at a high volume, tertiary care center 
was performed. Similar to alaCart and aCoSoG, 
patients with stage iV, recurrent rC, or those with incom-
plete data were excluded. Patient demographics, tumor 
location, operative data and pathologic findings were 
collected. Primary outcomes were positive circumferential 
resection margin (Crm), distal margin (dm), and incom-
plete total mesorectal excision (tme). Standardized tme 
quality grading was available after 2012.

Results/Outcome(s):	there were 89 patients (60% male)  
eligible for inclusion. the mean age was 66.3, and mean Bmi 
was 28.4. tumor location was upper rectum: 13 (15.9%); 
mid rectum: 49(59.8%); lower rectum: 20(24.4%) mean 
distance from the anal verge was 6.8 cm. Preoperative 
clinical staging was Stage i: 17(19.1%), ii 32(36%), and 
iii 40(44.9%). 79.8% of patients received preoperative 
chemoradiation. the conversion rate to open procedure 
was 24.7%. low anterior resection (lar) with colorectal 
anastomosis was performed in 14(15.7%) cases, 57(64%) 
had lar with coloanal anastomosis, and 23(25.8%) had 
abdominoperineal resection. the mean length of stay was 
5.6 days with an overall complication rate of 37.1%. Crm 
was ≥ 1mm in 87 (97.8%) of patients. mean dm was  
3.8 cm; 97.8% of patients had a negative dm. of 

P235 Comparison of Laparoscopic Outcomes

Current Study ACOSOG ALaCaRT
Patients 87 240 238
Mean Tumor Height, cm (SD) 6.8 (2.9) 6.1 (3.1) 80% <10cm
CRM ≥1mm 87 (97.8%) 211 (87.9%) 222 (93%)
CRM >1mm 211 (87.9%)
DM Negative 87 (97.8%) 98.3% 236 (99%)
Mean DM, cm (SD) 3.8 (3.7) 3.2 (2.6)
Median DM, cm (IQR) 3 (2.0-4.7) 2.6 (1.5-4.5)
Complete or Near Complete TME 33 (100%) 95.1% 230 (97%)
Successful Laparoscopic Resection 87.9% 81.7% 82%
Successful Open Resection 86.9% 89%
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patients with tme grading, 29(87.9%) had complete 
and 4(12.1%) had near complete tme. using aCoSoG 
criteria, 87.9% of eligible patients had a “successful resec-
tion”. Comparisons to aCoSoG and alaCart oncologic 
outcomes are shown in table 1.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 High volume minimally 
invasive centers may be able to achieve rC oncologic 
outcomes that are more favorable than demonstrated in 
the recent randomized studies. Practitioner and institu-
tional outcomes should be evaluated to determine optimal 
surgical technique and these may vary by site and surgeon.

IMPACT	OF	PRIMARY	TUMOR	RESECTION	IN	
COLORECTAL	CANCER	WITH	UNRESECTABLE	
METASTASIS.

Poster abstracts P236

n. ichikawa, S. Homma, y. ohno, t. yoshida, 
H. Kawamura, a. taketomi
Sapporo, Japan

Purpose/Background:	  to assess whether palliative 
primary tumor resection in colorectal cancer patients 
with unresectable metastasis is associated with improved 
survival.

Methods/Interventions:	 We retrospectively analyzed 
the survival period of 56 colorectal cancer patients with 
unresectable metastasis diagnosed from January 2010 to 
december 2015 and compared the patients who under-
went primary tumor palliative resection of the patients 
who did not. the clinico-pathological variables of the two 
groups, such as age, gender, albumen, hemoglobin, K-raS 
exon 2 status, pathology, primary tumor location, state of 
obstruction, metastatic site and number, the factors for 
that the patients diagnosed with the unresectable and the 
types of received systemic therapies, were compared using 
Fisher’s exact test, and survival analysis was conducted 
using Kaplan–meier methods. Cox proportional hazards 
regression models were fitted to evaluate the relationship 
between overall survival and palliative resection as well as 
other clinico-pathological variables.

Results/Outcome(s):	 thirty seven colon cancer and 
16 rectal cancer patients were entered the analysis. the 
median age was 64 years old and male to female ratio was 
27: 26. twenty seven patients underwent primary tumor 
palliative resection and 26 patients did not. the clini-
co-pathological characteristics except state of obstruction 
did not significantly differ between the two groups. in the 
resection group, more patients had obstructive symptom 
than the non-resection group (77% vs 34%, p<0.01). the 
patients who underwent primary tumor palliative resection 
had prolonged median survival compared with patients 
never resected (35 vs 14 months, p<0.01). univariate 
analysis identified possible prognostic variables as albumen 
less than 3.5 (Hr; 2.0, 95% Ci; 0.94-4.47, p=0.06), right 
side tumor (Hr; 2.3, 95% Ci; 1.09-5.44, p=0.02), K-raS 

exon 2 mutation (Hr; 2.9, 95% Ci; 1.31-6.67, p<0.01), 
and resection of primary lesion (Hr; 3.8, 95% Ci; 1.74-
8.71, p<0.01). and resection of primary lesion was solely a 
significant predictor of survival in Cox multivariate regres-
sion analysis (Hr; 2.9, 95% Ci; 1.28-6.97, p<0.01).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Palliative primary tumor 
resection in colorectal cancer patients with unresectable 
metastasis is possibly associated with improved survival.

COMPLETION	PROCTECTOMY	IN	CROHN’S	
DISEASE.

Poster abstracts P238

S. Kavalukas, a. Hawkins, t. Geiger, m. Hopkins, 
r. muldoon, m. Cone
Nashville, TN

Purpose/Background:	Crohn’s colitis requiring urgent 
surgical intervention is usually treated with a total 
abdominal colectomy with end ileostomy (taC with ei). 
Completion proctectomy may be considered for a later 
date, but the percentage of patients that go on to comple-
tion is low. the aim of the study is to determine factors that 
influence a patient’s decision to have a completion proc-
tectomy (CP) and assess quality of life changes associated  
with CP.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective study exam-
ined patients with Crohn’s disease who underwent taC 
with ei between 2000-2016 through a phone interview. 
Patients were grouped by whether or not they underwent 
completion proctectomy. Patients were queried as to 
their factors influencing their decision for CP. the Short 
Qol questionnaire for inflammatory bowel disease was 
used to assess Quality of life (scoring 10-70). a paired 
student’s t-test was used to analyze the SF-Qol data, and 
a log-rank test was used for time of disease to taC.

Results/Outcome(s):	 there were 43 patients that 
underwent taC with ei during the study period. the 
average age was 42 years old and 65% were female. there 
was a significant difference in median time to taC from 
initial diagnosis (no CP: 11 years vs CP: 5 years; P=0.01). 
there was no significant difference between the two 
groups in terms of current use of iBd medications (50% in  
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CP group and 44% in taC with ei group). the most 
frequent indication for initial surgery was non-respon-
siveness to medical therapy (39.5% overall). only 29% 
of patients had a discussion about the possible need for 
completion proctectomy prior to taC with ei. of the 
patients who chose to forego the second surgery, the two 
most common reasons were lack of symptoms (55%) and 
no desire to have another surgery (27.6%). there was no 
difference in overall Qol score (no CP: 44.1 vs CP: 38.7; 
P=0.27). of the patients who went on to CP, 92.9% were 
satisfied with their outcome. When asked to rank their 
overall satisfaction with their Qol on a scale of 1-5 (5 
highest), there was no difference between the two groups 
(no CP 3.9 vs CP 3.5; P=0.24). median time to second 
surgery was 1.4 years (range 5 months-5 years).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the predominant factor in 
a patient’s decision to proceed with CP was persistence 
of symptoms. there was no difference in Qol between 
the two groups and the majority of patients were satisfied 
with their Qol. our findings displayed a trend towards 
CP among patients with a shorter time interval from 
diagnosis to taC with ei. this is important to consider 
during preoperative counseling for taC with ei, espe-
cially as most patients did not discuss possible CP prior to 
initial surgery. While a “wait and see” approach to follow 
symptoms is certainly prudent, perhaps patients may be 
better prepared for CP with this knowledge. However, 
with the majority of patients retaining their rectum and 
still obtaining high Qol, proctectomy is not a necessary 
fate of all.

MOLECULAR	PROFILING	AND	MUTATION	
PREVALENCE	IN	PATIENTS	WITH	
PRIMARY	RESECTABLE	VERSUS	PRIMARY	
UNRESECTABLE	METASTATIC	COLORECTAL	
CANCER.

Poster abstracts P238a

n. nweze, a. nadler, m. Hall, J. Farma
Philadelphia, PA

Purpose/Background:	tumor molecular heterogeneity 
is thought to account for variability in tumor invasive and 
metastatic potential. molecular profiling (mP) is more 
frequently used to assess tumors for use of approved and 
experimental therapies, as well as to provide insight into 
broader tumor heterogeneity. our goal was to evaluate the 
variability in prevalence of somatic mutations discovered 
by mP in patients with primary resectable (Pr) versus 
primary unresectable (Pu) metastatic colorectal cancer 
(mCrC).

Methods/Interventions:	this is an irB-approved, retro-
spective study in patients with mCrC who underwent mP 
between march 2007 and august 2016 at a tertiary care 
cancer center [Fox Chase Cancer Center, Philadelphia, 
Pa (FCCC)]. Patients were divided into 2 groups: primary 

resectable (Pr): patients with any stage disease amend-
able to r0 resection that later recurred as stage 4 and 
primary unresectable (Pu): patients with stage 4 disease 
who were unresectable at diagnosis. tissue samples were 
submitted for mP using our 50 gene FCCC targeted 
Cancer Panel (FtCP) and 2 expanded mP platforms: 
Foundation one (~300 genes) and Caris (~600 genes). 
data regarding demographics, mutations detected and the 
use of eGFr targeted therapy (ett) was collected and 
analyzed. Statistics were calculated using Chi-square and 
mann-Whitney u tests.

Results/Outcome(s):	213 patients were analyzed. most 
patients were male (58%) and white (80%). 43% were 
in the Pr group and 57% were in the Pu group. Stage 
distribution at diagnosis in the Pr group included: stage 1 
(6%), stage 2 (27%), stage 3 (41%) and stage 4 (23%); all 
patients in the Pu group were stage 4 at diagnosis. FtCP 
was used in the majority of patients (87% Pr and 88% 
Pu); expanded mP testing after FtCP was uncommon 
(2% of the Pr group and 0% in the Pu group). expanded 
mP panels were used in 16% of Pr patients and 12% of 
Pu patients (p=0.515). the most common actionable 
mutation detected in both groups was KRAS (48% Pr and 
48% Pu). other actionable mutations detected included 
PIK3CA (17% Pr and 9% Pu) (p=0.071), BRAF (7% Pr 
and 4% Pu) (p=0.438) and EGFR (1% Pr and 2% Pu) 
(0.725). a wild type (Wt) KRAS gene was identified in 
the majority of patients (54% Pr and 57% Pu) (p=0.672). 
ett was used in 23% Pr Wt patients versus 12% Pu Wt 
patients (p=0.123). the median time from diagnosis to 
ett was 6 months in the Pr group and 1.4 months in the 
Pu group (p=0.535). the median time from mP to death 
was 13 months in the Pr group and 7.7 months in the Pu 
group (p=0.072).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 mP detected KRAS muta-
tions in almost 50% of patients with mCrC in our cohort. 
targeted and expanded panels used in the Pr and Pu 
groups were associated with variability in the identification 
of actionable targets and variability in the use of eGFr 
targeted therapy.

THE	IMPACT	OF	SUBSPECIALTY	ON	30-DAY	
MORTALITY	FOR	ELECTIVE	AND	EMERGENCY	
CASES	IN	COLORECTAL	SURGERY:	A	10-YEAR	
REVIEW.

Poster abstracts P239

S. abbas, S. yelika, K. lee, C. dickler, G. Shah, 
a. Sheikh, C. Chantachote, r. Bergamaschi
Stony Brook, NY

Purpose/Background:	the paradox of zero mortality is 
still haunting the surgical literature. the aim of this study 
was to evaluate the impact of a colorectal subspecialty on 
postoperative mortality rates.
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Methods/Interventions:	a retrospective comparison of 
prospectively collected data was carried out for consecu-
tive patients undergoing elective or emergency resections 
by colorectal surgeons in a single institution. nSQiP data 
2006-2009 were compared to nSQiP data 2010-2015. the 
latter data were supplemented with an irB-approved chart 
review. Primary endpoint was defined as 30-day postoper-
ative death. Postoperative mortality was defined as death 
within 30 days after surgery. Postoperative complications 
were assessed using the Clavien-dindo classification scale.

Results/Outcome(s):	 439 colorectal cases were 
performed by 7 general surgeons (2006-2009); 2898 cases 
were performed by 7 colorectal surgeons (2010-2015). 
yearly nSQiP 2006-2009 mortality rates were 6.8%, 
3.45%, 3.48%, and 8.16%. yearly nSQiP 2010-2015 
mortality rates were 2.33%, 2.00%, 3.42%, 4.24%, 1.40% 
and 0.60%. of 36 deaths from 2010 to 2015, there were 
27 emergency and 9 elective cases, with a median aSa 
class of 4 (1-5): 31 laparotomies and 5 laparoscopies. 
Postoperative complications included anastomotic leak, 
bleeding, enterotomy, evisceration, rectal stump blowout, 
small bowel ischemia. thirteen of 36 patients underwent 
multiple re-operations.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 this study showed that  
introducing a colorectal subspecialty into an institution 
resulted in decreased postoperative mortality rates.

FAILURE	TO	RESCUE	IN	POSTOP	PAITENTS	
WITH	COLON	CANCER:	TIME	TO	RETHINK	
WHERE	YOU	GET	YOUR	SURGERY.

Poster abstracts P240

V. Pandit, a. azim, m. michailidou, m. Khan, 
V. nfonsam
Tucson, AZ

Purpose/Background:	 Failure to rescue (Ftr) is an 
important measure of quality of care. the aim was of this 
study was to assess Ftr in patients with CC who under-
went surgical resection. We hypothesized that patient 
managed in urban centers had lower Ftr

Methods/Interventions:	national estimates for patients 
with CC were abstracted from the national inpatient 
Sample (niS) database (2011). Ftr was defined as 
death after major complications. major complication was 
defined as myocardial infarction, stroke, pulmonary embo-
lism, ardS, sepsis, and anastomotic leak. Patients were 
stratified based on location of treatment: urban vs rural.  
outcome measure was Ftr. regression analysis was 
performed to assess for independent factors associated 
with Ftr.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 49,789 patients with 
CC who underwent surgery were analyzed. the mean age 
was 71.2±19.8 years with 59% being males. 20.1% patients 
had in-hospital complications and 7.9% patient had major 
complications. the overall mortality rate was 3.6%. Patient 

managed in rural centers had higher Ftr compared to 
urban centers (38.2% vs 29.7%, p=0.039). on regression 
analysis after controlling for age, gender, type of procedure, 
Charlson comorbidity index, insurance status, manage-
ment in rural center was independently associated with 
Ftr (or[95% Ci]: 1.4[1.1-2.2], p=0.041). on sub-anal-
ysis of urban centers, management in teaching urban 
hospital was independently associated with higher Ftr 
(or[95% Ci]: 1.2[1.06-2.8], p=0.045).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 disparities exits among 
centers managing CC patient undergoing surgical interven-
tion. rural centers have higher Ftr compared to similar 
cohort of patients managed in urban centers. teaching 
urban hospital performed worse than non-teaching urban 
centers. understanding the reason for these differences 
may help standardize care across centers and help improve 
patient outcomes.

IMPLEMENTATION	OF	A	DEDICATED	
ENHANCED	RECOVERY	AFTER	SURGERY	
PROTOCOL	REDUCES	POSTOPERATIVE	
DEHYDRATION	FOLLOWING	ILEOSTOMY	
CREATION.

Poster abstracts P241

S. thomas, C. Warner, J. Sugrue, J. nordenstam, 
a. mellgren, K. Kochar, S. marecik, J. Park
Chicago, IL; Park Ridge, IL

Purpose/Background:	ileostomy creation is a commonly 
performed procedure in colon and rectal surgery. although 
the technique of ileostomy creation is often a simple, 
well-described procedure, it is not without morbidity. the 
most frequently cited complication of ileostomy creation is 
dehydration due to high ostomy output, ranging between 
10-40%. the primary outcome of this study was to assess 
the effect of the implementation of an enhanced recovery 
after Surgery (eraS) protocol on the rate of dehydration 
after ileostomy creation.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review of a 
prospectively maintained colorectal database at a single 
tertiary institution was performed. in april 2015, PiCC 
line insertion for outpatient intravenous fluid (iV) hydra-
tion was implemented as a part of the eraS protocol. iV 
hydration was adjusted according to monitored outpatient 
ileostomy output. all patients who underwent ileostomy 
creation prior to eraS implementation (april 2012 to 
october 2013) were compared to all patients who had ileos-
tomies created after eraS implementation (april 2015  
to october 2016).

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 116 patients were 
included in the study. 57 patients had ileostomies created 
in the pre-eraS group and 59 patients in the post-eraS 
group. ultralow anterior resection was the most frequently 
performed primary procedure (35%), with rectal cancer 
being the most frequent indication (40%). 10 patients 
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(17.5%) experienced dehydration in the pre-eraS group 
and 1 patient (1.7%) in the post-eraS group (p< 0.01). 
Following eraS implementation, unplanned outpatient 
clinic and emergency department visits for dehydration 
significantly reduced from 14% (n=8) to 1.7% (n=1; 
p= 0.01). in addition, readmissions due to dehydration 
decreased from 6 (17%) to 1 (5%) after the eraS protocol 
was implemented (p= 0.05).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 dehydration is a common 
complication following ileostomy creation, usually due to 
high ostomy output. this study demonstrates the inclusion 
of outpatient iV hydration and monitoring of ileostomy 
output as a part of an eraS protocol reduces the overall 
number of patients presenting with dehydration and 
decreases the number of patients presenting with severe 
dehydration requiring readmission.

EFFICACY	OF	CARBOHYDRATE	LOADING	
PRIOR	TO	ROBOTIC	ASSISTED	LOW	
ANTERIOR	RESECTION	FOR	RECTAL	CANCER:	
A	SINGLE	INSTITUTION	STUDY.

Poster abstracts P242

P. Strombom, e. Kenworthy, e. Kahn,  
m. Sanchez-Casalongue, J. agnew, B. abbadessa, 
K. melstrom, J. martz
NY, NY; Duarte, CA; Garden City, NY

Purpose/Background:	 there is much interest in 
improving outcomes after elective colorectal surgery 
for rectal cancer. the enhanced recover after Surgery 
(eraS) pathway has been shown to be safe and effective 
in reducing overall complications and length of hospital 
stay after colectomies and specifically after low anterior 
resection (lar). However there has been little research 
on the efficacy of the addition of preoperative carbohy-
drate loading to an eraS pathway after robotic assisted 
lar. Here we compare short term outcomes before and 
after the addition of carbohydrate loading to an eraS 
pathway in the setting of robotic assisted lar.

Methods/Interventions:	 Current Procedural 
technology (CPt) codes were used to identify all patients 
undergoing robotic assisted lar for rectal cancer at 

our center from September 2011 to September 2016. 
Clinical, operative and post-operative complication data 
was collected by review of the electronic medical record. 
Primary outcomes of interest were length of stay, post- 
operative complications and readmissions. Complications 
were graded according to the Clavien-dindo classification. 
Complications of interest included wound infection, ileus/
small bowel obstruction, bleeding, and anastomotic leak. 
the addition of carbohydrate loading to our eraS pathway 
was initiated in november of 2015, splitting the cohort  
in to two groups for comparison. Carbohydrate loading 
consisted of Clear-Fast carbohydrate drink the night before 
surgery and clear liquids up to 3 hours prior to surgery. 
t-tests and Fisher’s exact tests were performed where 
appropriate. all statistical analyses were performed using 
SaS/Stat software.

Results/Outcome(s):	 127 patients were included in 
this study. 102 patients did not undergo preoperative 
carbohydrate loading, while the remaining 25 received 
carbohydrate loading. there were no significant differ-
ences between groups with regard to preoperative clin-
ical characteristics, including age, gender, Bmi, tumor 
height, preoperative chemo-radiation therapy, aSa class 
or comorbidities. the average length of stay for no carbo-
hydrate loading was 4.49 days compared to 4.52 days for 
the carbohydrate loading group and this was not statisti-
cally significant. Furthermore, there were no significant 
differences with regard to overall complication rate, or any 
of the pre-determined complications of interest.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the addition of carbohy-
drate loading to an eraS pathway does not significantly 
decrease length of stay or shorten time to return of bowel 
function. Furthermore, it does not seem to affect post- 
operative complications. limitations of this study include 
its retrospective nature. Furthermore, these are prelimi-
nary results that will be expanded upon with the addition 
of more patients in the future.

P242 Table 1

Without Carbohydrate-load With Carbohydrate-load p value
Length of Stay d (s.d.) 4.49 (2.9) 4.52 (3.3) 0.96
Conversion to Open n (%) 6 (5.9) 1 (4) 1
Surgical Site Infection n (%) 4 (3.9) 0 (0) 0.58
Ileus n (%) 9 (8.8) 1 (4) 0.68
Bleeding n (%) 3 (2.94) 2 (8) 0.25
Anastomotic Leak n (%) 2 (1.96) 0 (0) 1
30 Day Readmission n (%) 6 (5.9) 3 (12) 0.38
Complication Rate n (%) 19 (18.6) 8 (32) 0.17
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RE-RECURRENT	RECTAL	PROLAPSE	–	IS	THERE	
A	BETTER	APPROACH?

Poster abstracts P243

t. Jalouta, m. luchtefeld, J. ogilvie, r. Hoedema, 
d. Kim, n. dujovny, r. Figg, a. Siripong, S. Heather
Grand Rapids, MI

Purpose/Background:	despite new advances in surgery for  
rectal prolapse, recurrence remains a continuing problem. 
Given the lack of clear pathophysiology regarding why 
recurrences occur, there is no solid data regarding which 
operations should be considered for a repeat attempt. our 
aim was to analyze all recurrent rectal prolapse operations 
to clarify the optimal decision making pathway.

Methods/Interventions:	 We retrospectively identified 
421 patients from a single institution who underwent 
repair for rectal prolapse operations over a 13-year period. 
Cases were classified based on surgical approach (abdom-
inal – [laparoscopic or open] and perineal) and number 
of recurrences. Follow-up data were recorded from the 
electronic medical record.

Results/Outcome(s):	From the entire cohort there was 
a 12.4% recurrence rate (52 of 421) at an average of 4 
four years from surgery. of the recurrences, the majority 
(73%, n=45) were first repaired via a perineal approach. 
in terms of repeat operations 37/62 (59.7%) were repaired 
via a perineal approach and 25 via an abdominal approach  
(5 open, 20 laparoscopic). Second time recurrences 
occurred in 14/52 (27%) at an average of 3.4 years from 
the initial surgery. the recurrence rate was significantly 
higher when the second operation was done via a perineal 
approach vs. an abdominal approach (85.7% vs. 50.0%, 
p = 0.020). among all who recurred once, those who 
recurred a second time vs. those who did not recur were 
similar in age (75.7±17.0 vs. 78.0±16.6, respectively; p = 
0.668) and in the Charlson comorbidity index (5.5+1.3 vs. 
6.1+1.4, respectively; p = 0.197).

Conclusions/Discussion:	  in this single institution 
review, second time operations for recurrent prolapse are 
associated with higher recurrence rates when compared to 
the index operation. Perineal approaches done for recur-
rent prolapse were associated with higher re-recurrence 
rates compared to abdominal operations. However, age 
and comorbidities were not associated with re-recurrent 
rectal prolapse.

VALIDATION	OF	A	PREOPERATIVE,	
PROGNOSTIC	MODEL	FOR	PREDICTION	OF	
MORBIDITY	DURING	PELVIC	DISSECTION.

Poster abstracts P244

a. iqbal, m. tinder, K. Go, n. Burriss, a. esemenli, 
l. Goldstein, S. Hughes, S. tan
Gainesville, FL

Purpose/Background:	 the anatomic confines of the 
pelvis pose technical challenges during deep pelvic dissec-
tion cases. We previously developed a ‘Pelvic Surgery 
difficulty index’ (PSdi) and demonstrated that higher 
PSdi scores were associated with worse outcomes. We 
aimed to validate the ability of this model to preoperatively 
predict a difficult deep pelvic dissection, its associated 
morbidity and outcomes in a larger patient population.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients who underwent a 
deep pelvic dissection (low anterior resection, abdomino-
perineal resection or rectopexy) from 2009 to 2016 at the 
university of Florida were included in this irB-approved 
study. the ‘Pelvic Surgery difficulty index’ (PSdi) 
consisted of 3 factors: male sex, history of pelvic radiation 
and length from sacral promontory to pelvic floor >130 
mm with a score of 1 attributed to each factor. ‘Velocity’ 
software was used to obtain 16 pelvic measurements from 
preoperative Ct scans on all patients. outcomes and costs 
were compared in patients stratified by the composite score 
from the PSdi model, which was validated with calcula-
tion of p value, sensitivity, specificity, nagelkerke r2 and 
Goodness of fit (Pearson and deviance). SPSS software 
was used for statistical analysis.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 347 patients were 
included with a mean follow up of 4 years. Stratification 
by PSdi scores revealed 25 patients (7%) with a score 
of 0, 143 patients (41%) with a score of 1, 120 patients 
(35%) with a score of 2 and 59 patients (17%) with a 
score of 3. Baseline characteristics were similar except 
for age not being equally distributed (older patients with 
score 0 or 3). Higher scores were associated with increased 
blood loss (p<0.0005), longer operative time (p=0.015), 
and longer hospital stay (p<0.0005). Patients with higher 
scores had higher postoperative morbidity rates (p=0.002) 
and were more likely to have autonomic nerve injury 
manifested by postoperative sexual problems (p=0.002) 
and short (p<0.0005) and long-term urinary difficul-
ties (p=0.003). the PSdi model had a high sensitivity 
(0.95) and specificity (0.90) with goodness of fit tests 
(Pearson and deviance) being insignificant, demonstrating 
a well-fitting model (p<0.0001).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Preoperative prediction of 
the morbidity associated with difficult pelvic dissection 
is possible with a simple, objective, validated model. 
Higher scores are associated with increased operative 
time, blood loss, length of stay, morbidity and cost. Such 
a tool may facilitate preoperative planning, allow better 
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risk stratification and assessment of quality measurements 
across centers.

EVALUATING	THE	IMPACT	OF	A	
STANDARDIZED	DISCHARGE	CHECKLIST	ON	
READMISSION	RATES	AFTER	COLON	AND	
RECTAL	SURGERY.

Poster abstracts P245

i. Qayyum, J. Parker, F. manji, J. ogilvie
Grand Rapids, MI

Purpose/Background:	Hospital readmission is increas-
ingly being used as a performance marker within colon 
and rectal surgery. C-reactive Protein (CrP) has been 
studied as an indicator for infectious complication, but 
has not been used for evaluation for discharge as part of a 
‘discharge criteria checklist.’ We created a multi-compo-
nent discharge checklist (including threshold CrP values) 
to guide the discharging team with the goal to impact read-
mission rates after colon and rectal surgery. We also inves-
tigated which patient related factors, if any, are predictors 
for readmission.

Methods/Interventions:	 a 7 component discharge 
checklist was instituted on September 1 2015 for all 
patients who underwent colon and rectal surgery requiring 
>1 day admission performed by a single group of colorectal 
surgeons. a discharge CrP threshold was adjusted for 
each post-operative day 2-5 (172, 172, 124, and 144 mg/l, 
respectively), based on previous literature review values. 
We used an analogous set of data from 12 months prior as 
a control group. univariate and multivariate analyses were 
used to identify patient related, pre- and peri-operative risk 
factors associated with 30-day readmission. the primary 
outcome measure was both emergency room and inpatient 
readmission at 30 days post-operatively.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the study included a total of 
1546 patients. Surgical indications were inflammatory 
bowel disease (15%), colorectal cancer (24%), and benign 
disease (60%); 9.5% were emergencies. the readmission 
rates for each group were similar, 7.2% and 7.3%, for the 
control and discharge checklist groups, respectively. there 
was no association between (neither emergency room nor 
inpatient) readmissions and using the discharge check-
list (p=0.88). on multivariate analysis of the discharge 
checklist group dataset, only age (or 0.983, 95% Ci 0.971 

-0.994) and operating time (1.003, 95%Ci 1.001-1.005) 
were statistically significant as risk factors. other patient 
factors, including a CrP level measured on the day of 
discharge, were not found to be risk factors for readmis-
sion. the difference of median CrP values on the day 
of discharge of those readmitted compared to those not 
readmitted (35 vs 32 mg/l) was not statistically significant 
(p=0.28).

Conclusions/Discussion:	the institution of a ‘discharge 
checklist’ did not impact post-operative hospital readmis-
sions. not only were readmissions unchanged by the use of 
a CrP threshold at discharge, but CrP levels at the time 
of discharge were not associated with readmissions. age 
and operating time were weak predictors for readmission.

ROBOTIC	COLORECTAL	SURGERY	COUPLED	
WITH	AN	ENHANCED	RECOVERY	PROTOCOL	
LEADS	TO	DECREASED	LENGTH	OF	STAY.

Poster abstracts P246

J. Senturk, l. maldonado, n. melnitchouk, J. irani, 
r. Bleday, J. Goldberg
Boston, MA

Purpose/Background:	enhanced recovery after surgery 
(eraS) is a peri-operative pathway designed to achieve 
early recovery by blunting the body’s stress response to 
surgery. the application of robotic surgery is gaining 
acceptance as an alternative minimally invasive approach 
to colorectal resection. more recently, the implementa-
tion of eraS pathways has decreased length of stay in 
colorectal surgery. the aim of this study was to compare 
the combination of robotic colorectal resection with an 
eraS (r-eraS) protocol to laparoscopic (l-eraS) and 
open resections (o-eraS) with the same eraS protocol 
and delineate any benefits.

Methods/Interventions:	We performed a retrospective 
review of 174 elective colorectal resections from may 2015 
through november 2016 from a single surgeon at our insti-
tution (robot n =63, open n=70, laparoscopic n=41). 
all operations were elective and all patients were part of 
our standardized eraS program. We captured standard 
demographic variables including age and gender as well 
as medical co-morbidities and prior abdominal operations. 
We tracked length of stay (loS), 30 day readmissions, and 
post-operative complications including (superficial surgical 
site infection (SSi), deep wound infection (di), organ 
space infection (oSi), anastomotic leak, dVt/Pe, and 
bleeding requiring transfusion (Brt). Fischer’s exact tests 
were used for analysis of categorical outcomes after surgery 
and mann-Whitney-u tests were applied for analysis of 
length of stay.

Results/Outcome(s):	the median loS for (r-eraS=3 
days, l-eraS=4 days, o-eraS=4 days). the difference 
in loS was significant between both r-eraS vs.l-eraS 
(p<0.01) as well as for r-eraS vs o-eraS (p<0.01). 
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the mean loS for each group was r-eraS=3.46 
days, l-eraS=4.61 days, o-eraS=7.5 days). in the 
r-eraS group, there was only one infectious complica-
tion (1/63=1.59%), in the l-eraS group there were five 
(5/41=12.2%) and in the o-eraS group there were five 
(5/70=7.14%). there was no statistical significance in 
infectious complications across these groups (p=0.085). 
readmissions varied from r-eraS (5/63=7.9%), l-eraS 
(2/41=4.9%), and o-eraS (9/70=12.9%), and once 
again there was no statistical significance (p=0.375). 
moreover, there was no difference in dVt/Pe, anasto-
motic leak or bleeding requiring a transfusion (see table).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 robotic surgery in conjunc-
tion with an eraS protocol leads to decreased length 
of stay but no significant differences in complications or 
readmissions. Further study in a multi-institution random-
ized controlled trial would be beneficial to confirm these 
findings and illuminate potential synergy between mini-
mally invasive surgical techniques when combined with an 
enhanced recovery protocol.

A	MODIFIED	FRAILTY	INDEX	PREDICTS	
ADVERSE	OUTCOMES	AMONG	PATIENTS	
WITH	COLON	CANCER	UNDERGOING	
SURGICAL	INTERVENTION.

Poster abstracts P247

H. aziz, V. Pandit, a. azim, F. Jehan, V. nfonsam
Tucson, AZ

Purpose/Background:	 assessing outcomes in patients 
with colon cancer (CC) undergoing surgical intervention 
is challenging. Frailty has been as established tool for 
assessing patient outcomes. the aim was of this study 
was to assess role of frailty in patients with CC. We 

hypothesized that modified frailty index (mFi) predicts 
adverse outcomes in patients with CC.

Methods/Interventions:	national estimates for patients 
with CC were abstracted from the national inpatient 
Sample (niS) database (2011). Frailty was calculated 
using a 11 variable mFi. Patient was stratified as frail (Fl) 
(mFi≥0.25) and non-frail (non-Fl). outcome measures 
were: in-hospital complications, hospital and intensive 
care unit (iCu) length of stay (loS), discharge disposi-
tion, and mortality. regression analysis was performed to 
assess for independent factors associated with outcomes.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 53,652 patients with 
CC who underwent surgery were analyzed. the mean age 
was 69.4±18.6 years with 61% males and mean mFi being 
0.23±0.17. 34% of patients were frail. 19% patients had 
in-hospital complications and mortality rate was 4%. Frail 
patients were more likely to have in-hospital complications 
(p=0.031), longer hospital loS (p=0.037), more likely to 
be discharged to a facility (p=0.029), and trend towards 
higher mortality rate (p=0.091). on regression analysis 
after controlling for age, gender, type of procedure, hospital 
status, insurance status, frail status was independently 
associated with in-hospital complications (or[95% Ci]: 
1.8[1.1-2.9], p=0.035) and adverse discharge disposition 
(or[95% Ci]: 1.3[1.08-3.5], p=0.043). there was poor 
correlation between age and frailty score (r=0.58)

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Frailty status is an inde-
pendent predictor of adverse outcomes (complications, 
discharge disposition, and loS) in CC patient undergoing 
surgical intervention. age was not independently associ-
ated with outcome and had poor correlation with frailty 
status. Pre-operative assessment of frailty in CC patient 
may help early identifications and risk stratification to help 
improve outcomes and discharge planning.

P246 Comparative Outcomes of Colorectal Resection

Median 
LOS

(days)

Mean 
LOS

(days)
30-Day

Readmission

Superficial
Wound

Infection

Deep
Wound

Infection

Organ
Space

Infection
Total
SSI DVT/PE

Anastomotic
Leak

Bleed
Req.

Transfusion
Open
(n=70)

4 7.5 9
(12.9%)

3
(4.3%)

1
(1.4%)

1
(1.4%)

5
(7.1%)

2
(2.9%)

1
(1.4%)

6
(8.6%)

Laparoscopic
(n=41)

4 4.6 2
(4.9%)

1
(2.4%)

0 4
(9.8%)

5
(12.2%)

0 1
(2.4%)

1
(2.4%)

Robotic
(n=63)

3 3.5 5
(7.9%)

0 0 1
(1.6%)

1
(1.6%)

0 1
(1.6%)

3
(4.8%)

p-value

<0.01 
open 
vs. 

robotic
<0.01 
lap vs. 
robotic

0.375 0.284 1 0.054 0.085 0.345 1 0.457
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DISTAL	STUMP	LEAKS	FOLLOWING	A	
HARTMANN	PROCEDURE:	AN	ACS-NSQIP	
STUDY	OF	RISKS	AND	OUTCOMES.

Poster abstracts P248

a. dan, C. Vasilevsky, n. morin, G. Ghitulescu, J. Faria, 
P. Gordon, m. Boutros
Montreal, QC, Canada

Purpose/Background:	 Hartmann’s procedure is often 
performed when a colorectal anastomosis is prohibitive due 
to high risk of anastomotic leak. However, the closed distal 
segment may be prone to dehiscence and leakage, which 
may be associated with significant morbidity and death. 
to date, only small retrospective series have addressed the 
rate and outcomes of this complication.

Methods/Interventions:	 after institutional review 
board approval, patients who had undergone a Hartmann’s 
procedure were identified from the general and colectomy 
specific american College of Surgeons national Surgical 
Quality improvement Program databases from 2012-2015 
based on CPt codes 44143 (open) and 44206 (laparo-
scopic). distal stump leak was defined as an organ space 
surgical site infection or an anastomotic leak following 
a Hartmann’s procedure. Patients who underwent other 
simultaneous procedures were excluded, as were patients 
who had dirty/infected wounds, organ space surgical 
site infections or deep surgical site infections prior to 
surgery. Pre and peri-operative variables were assessed 
using univariate analyses and binomial models were used 
to identify independent predictors of distal stump leaks. 
Secondary post-operative outcomes were analyzed using 
the same methods.

Results/Outcome(s):	of 2349 patients, 96 (4.1%) had 
a distal stump leak. the mean age of the cohort was 66 
(±15) years and 50.3% were male. the most common 
indications were acute diverticulitis (15.5%), colon cancer 
(18.1%), colon cancer with obstruction (14.4%), and 
diverticular disease (10%). there were no significant 
differences in age, sex, race, comorbidities and indication 
for surgery between both groups. multivariate analysis 
demonstrated longer operative time [or 1.003 (95% Ci 
1.001-1.006)] and contaminated wounds [or 1.67 (95% 
Ci 1.01-2.74)] were predictive of distal stump leaks, while 
medically treated hypertension was protective [or 0.557 
(95%Ci 0.326-0.941)]. on univariate analyses, patients 
with distal stump leaks had significantly increased rates of 
ileus (46% vs. 21%, p<0.001), reoperation (37% vs. 6%, 
p<0.0001), readmission (32% vs. 9%, p<0.0001), failure 
to wean off ventilator (19% vs. 5% p < .0001), systemic 
sepsis (30% vs. 4%, p < .0001) and death (26% vs. 8%, 
p<0.0001). multivariate analyses showed that distal stump 
leak was a significant predictor of death within 30 days 
[or 3.61 (95%Ci 1.52 – 8.59)], reoperation [or 7.32 
(95%Ci 4.15-12.91)], readmission [or 5.76 (95%Ci 3.42 
– 9.72)], and post-operative ileus [or 2.12 (95%Ci 1.27 
- 3.53)].

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in this large, multicenter 
database, the observed rate of distal stump leak following 
a Hartmann’s procedure was 4%. increased operative time 
and contaminated wounds were independent predictors 
of distal stump leaks. Patients who experienced a distal 
stump leak suffered significant morbidity and increased 
risk of death.

RIGHT-SIDED	COLECTOMIES	FOR	
DIVERTICULITIS	HAVE	WORSE	OUTCOMES	
COMPARED	TO	LEFT-SIDED	COLECTOMIES	
FOR	DIVERTICULITIS:	AN	ACS	NSQIP	
ANALYSIS	OF	PREDICTORS	AND	OUTCOMES.

Poster abstracts P249

n. Wong-Chong, n. morin, G. Ghitulescu, C. Vasilevsky, 
P. Gordon, J. Faria, m. Boutros
Montreal, QC, Canada

Purpose/Background:	 right- and left-sided diver-
ticulitis have similar clinical presentations. However, 
there are limited and conflicting data on the surgical 
outcomes following resection for right-sided compared 
to left-sided diverticulitis. the aim of this study was to 
compare outcomes of colectomies for right- and left-sided 
diverticulitis.

Methods/Interventions:	 after institutional review 
board approval, all cases of right- and left-sided colectomy 
for diverticulitis were identified from the american College 
of Surgeons national Surgical Quality improvement 
Program database from 2005-2015. demographics, comor-
bidities, and postoperative outcomes were identified and 
compared for right- and left-sided colectomies. Predictors 
of the pre-defined outcomes were analyzed by multivariate 
regression.

Results/Outcome(s):	of 50,588 patients identified, 710 
underwent a right-sided colectomy for diverticulitis and 
49,878 underwent a left-sided colectomy for diverticulitis. 
right-sided colectomy for diverticulitis was associated with 
younger mean age (55.98 (±14.68) vs. 58.50 (±13.00), 
p<0.01) and asian origin (3.66% vs. 0.84%, p<0.01). on 
univariate analysis, right-sided colectomies were more 
likely to be performed in an emergency setting (23.66% 
vs. 15.80%, p<0.01) and less likely to have a stoma (3.38% 
vs. 24.91%, p<0.01). Furthermore, right-sided colectomies 
were associated with higher rates of anastomotic leak 
(6.36% vs. 3.16%, p<0.01), reoperation (7.18% vs. 4.80%, 
p <0.01), and increased length of stay (median [iQr] 6 
[4,10] vs. 5 [4, 8] days, p<0.01), without any differences in 
overall 30-day major morbidity (19.44 vs. 16.77, p=0.06) 
or mortality (1.83% vs. 1.30%, p=0.24). on multivariate 
analysis after adjusting for emergency setting, aSa, immu-
nosuppression, and sepsis amongst other confounders, 
right-sided colectomy was a predictor of anastomotic leak 
(or 2.04, 95%Ci 1.13-3.68), major morbidity (or 1.31, 
95%Ci 1.06-1.63) and increased length of stay (0.19 days, 
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95%Ci 0.15-0.24). emergency surgery was also a predictor 
for major morbidity (or 1.42, 95%Ci 1.53-2.66) for both 
right and left-sided colectomies, while increased age, 
aSa of 4 or 5, congestive heart failure, immunosuppres-
sion, contaminated/dirty wounds, and pre-operative sepsis  
were predictors of mortality. type of colectomy (right vs. 
left-sided) was not a predictor of mortality.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 right-sided colectomies are 
more likely to be performed emergently compared to left-
sided colectomies for diverticulitis, and are associated with 
significantly greater rates of major morbidity, anastomotic 
leak and reoperation.

RISK	FACTORS	FOR	READMISSION	AFTER	
ILEOSTOMY	CREATION	IN	NSQIP	DATABASE.

Poster abstracts P250

n. Kim, J. Hall, a. Kuhnen
Boston, MA

Purpose/Background:	 ileostomy creation is associated 
with excess readmissions following colorectal surgery. 
We sought to identify factors associated with readmission 
following creation of an ileostomy.

Methods/Interventions:	 We used the nSQiP dataset 
and included 27,213 patients who underwent ileostomy 
between 2012 and 2014. We conducted univariate and 
multivariable analysis to identify predictors of surgery- 
related 30-day readmissions. as appropriate, two-sided 
chi-square tests were used for categorical variables and 
t-tests for continuous variables. We created a multivari-
able logistic regression models that included variables with 
sufficient sample sizes. odds ratios and 95% confidence 
intervals (95% Ci) were calculated. our model included 
surgery type (total abdominal colectomy, partial colec-
tomy, or pelvic dissection), age, gender, race/ethnicity, 
functional status, diabetes, pulmonary, cardiovascular and 
renal diagnosis, steroid use, ventilator dependence, ascites, 
disseminated cancer, weight loss, bleeding disorders, emer-
gency case, aSa class, superficial, deep incisional and 
organ/space SSi, wound disruption, occurrence of pneu-
monia, acute renal failure and sepsis, and return to or.

Results/Outcome(s):	 22767 patients (16%) with new 
ileostomies were readmitted within 30 days. Patients who 
had partial colectomies were less likely to be readmitted 
than patients who had a total abdominal colectomy or a 
pelvic procedure (or 0.61; Ci 0.52, 0.70). Factors asso-
ciated with readmission were organ space SSi (or 5.59; 
95% Ci 4.66, 6.71), deep incisional SSi (or 3.61; Ci 2.67, 
4.89), superficial infection (or 2.59; Ci 2.17, 3.08), return 
to the or (or 2.35; Ci 1.94, 2.85), sepsis (or 1.94; Ci 
1.61, 2.34), high aSa class (or 1.81; Ci 0.78, 4.20). 
Wound disruption, pneumonia, and disseminated cancer 
were also associated with readmission. (table 1)

Conclusions/Discussion:	 readmission rates are high 
in patients undergoing ileostomy creation. the reasons for 

readmission are complex and involve preoperative patient 
characteristics and postoperative complications. efforts to 
reduce readmission should focus on patients undergoing 
concomitant pelvic procedures as well as avoidance and 
management of common post-operative complications in 
this group of patients.

OUTCOMES	AND	RESOURCE	UTILIZATION	
IN	MEDICALLY	UNDERSERVED	PATIENTS	
WITH	ACUTE	DIVERTICULITIS	UNDERGOING	
SURGERY.

Poster abstracts P252

C. Wan, K. mueck, B. Goldberg, d. Wan, t. Ko, l. Kao, 
S. millas
Houston, TX

Purpose/Background:	medically underserved patients, 
including patients from racial and ethnic minorities and 
uninsured patients, with acute diverticulitis have wors-
ened outcomes. However, it is unknown what patient and 
system factors contribute to these disparities. We hypoth-
esized that among a medically underserved patient popu-
lation, need for emergency surgery is the primary predictor 
of postoperative complications and is not associated with 
race or insurance status.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective cohort study 
was conducted on all patients undergoing surgery for 
diverticulitis from 2011 to 2015 at a large safety-net 
hospital. demographic data and patient comorbidities were 
recorded. Preoperative resource utilization was assessed, 
severity of disease on admission was denoted by Ct 
assigned Hinchey Classification, and outcomes were length 
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of stay, postoperative complications, reoperation, and 
readmission. univariate and multivariable analyses were 
performed to identify predictors of surgical complications.

Results/Outcome(s):	 one hundred patients received 
surgery of which 58 (58%) underwent an emergent proce-
dure. there were no differences in age, body mass index 
(Bmi), race/ethnicity, sex, or insurance status between the 
two groups, while the emergent group had higher american 
Society of anesthesiology (aSa) scores on admission 
(p=0.03). in terms of resource utilization, elective surgery 
patients showed higher numbers of diverticulitis episodes 
(mean 2.38 vs. 1.57, p<0.01), ed visits (2.50 vs. 1.55, 
p<0.01), clinic visits (1.67 vs. 0.43, p<0.01), and hospital-
izations (2.07 vs. 1.41, p<0.01). Patients undergoing emer-
gency surgery were more likely to present with increased 
severity based on Ct Hinchey of 3 or higher (32% vs 0%, 
p<0.01). they were also more likely to have at least one 
complication (43% vs 24%, p=0.06), to receive a reopera-
tion (24% vs 2%, p<0.01), and to receive an ostomy (83% 
vs. 26%), p<0.01). a multivariable logistic regression anal-
ysis showed that the presence of systemic inflammatory 
response syndrome (SirS) on admission (or 2.67, 95% 
Ci 1.09-6.48, p=0.03) and ostomy formation (or 3.11, 
95% Ci 1.20-8.05, p=0.02) were significantly associated 
with increased rate of postoperative surgical complications.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Patients with acute diver-
ticulitis requiring elective surgical intervention impose 
a significant burden on resource utilization. race or 
ethnicity, sex, and insurance status are not associated with 
outcome amongst those undergoing surgical intervention, 
while the severity of disease on presentation is associated. 
opportunities may exist to improve outcomes by avoiding 
emergency operation on patients with known complicated 
disease.

GETTING	TO	THE	BOTTOM	OF	TREATMENT	
OF	RECTAL	PROLAPSE	IN	THE	ELDERLY:	
ANALYSIS	OF	THE	NATIONAL	SURGICAL	
QUALITY	IMPROVEMENT	PROGRAM.

Poster abstracts P253

V. daniel, J. davids, P. Sturrock, J. maykel, u. Phatak, 
K. alavi
Worcester, MA

Purpose/Background:	 rectal prolapse is a common 
debilitating condition in the elderly. a variety of surgical 
approaches to treat it exists, yet little is known regarding 
their safety in older populations. the study aim was to 
evaluate morbidity, mortality, and temporal trends of 
open(oP), laparoscopic(lP), and perineal(Pr) approaches 
for rectal prolapse repair in the u.S. elderly using a 
contemporary, national dataset.

Methods/Interventions:	 nSQiP was queried to iden-
tify patients 70 yrs. and older who underwent abdomi-
nal(oP and lP) rectopexy and Pr rectosigmoidectomy 

for rectal prolapse from 2008-2014. Patients were then 
selected using nSQiP’s estimated probability of morbidity 
of 50th percentile or higher. Primary outcomes were 30-day 
mortality and a composite of major complications:30-day 
mortality, septic shock and surgical site infections(SSi) 
limited to organ space abscess and fascial dehiscence. 
Secondary outcomes were major and minor postopera-
tive complications. univariate and multivariate regression 
analyses were performed. Subgroup analyses of patients 
70-79 yrs.old and 80-89 yrs.old were performed. temporal 
trends were analyzed.

Results/Outcome(s):	overall, 1361 patients 70 yrs. and 
older underwent oP(18.4%), lP(14.8%) and Pr(66.9%) 
approaches. although abdominal approaches had longer 
operative times(oP 104 ± 58 min. vs. lP 131 ± 64 min. 
vs. Pr 87 ± 43 min;P=<0.0001) and minor complication 
rate of superficial and deep wound infections(oP 4.0 % vs. 
lP 1.0% vs. Pr 0.4%;P= 0.0002), there were no signif-
icant differences in any major complications rates(SSi 
limited to organ space abscess and fascial dehiscence, 
septic shock, reoperation in 30 days). Subgroup analyses 
in patients 70-79 yrs. and 80-89 yrs. also demonstrated no 
significant differences in major complications rates. the 
overall rate of mortality was 1.8%, and the 3 groups had 
similar rates of 30-day mortality(oP 0.8% vs. lP 1.0% 
vs. Pr 2.3%;P= 0.26). after adjustment of other factors, 
composite mortality, septic shock, and SSi limited to organ 
space abscess and fascial dehiscence was significantly asso-
ciated with perineal approach [odds ratio(or) 2.5, 95% 
confidence interval(Ci), 1.13, 5.72] and not associated 
with older age [(or) 1.3, (Ci) 0.7, 2.4]. From 2008 to 
2014, oP approaches decreased from 14.0% to 9.2%; lP 
increased from 10.7% to 19.0%; and Pr decreased from 
75.3% to 71.9% among all 70 yrs. and older.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Pr rectosigmoidectomy 
remains the predominant surgical approach for rectal 
prolapse in the elderly, yet, lP approaches appear to have 
increased in the last decade. Both abdominal and Pr 
approaches carry acceptably low rates of mortality and 
major complications with no association to older age;yet 
as the u.S. population ages in a minimally invasive era, Pr 
rectosigmodectomy is associated with a higher likelihood of 
mortality and major complications compared to abdominal 
approaches in the sickest elderly population.
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Figure i. national trends of surgical approaches for rectal prolapse in 
patients 70 years and older from 2008-2014.

FUNCTIONAL	OUTCOMES	FOLLOWING	
SACRECTOMY.

Poster abstracts P254

a. mcCarthy, C. Koh, J. young, d. Steffens, 
a. Firouzbakht, m. Solomon
Sydney, NSW, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 en bloc sacrectomy for locally 
advanced cancers of the pelvis is a complex procedure that 
can be associated with considerable long term functional 
complications depending on the number and level of 
sacral nerve roots that have to be sacrificed for oncological 
reasons. Functional sequelae after sacrectomy is not well 
documented and few studies have compared functional 
outcomes between patients with high or low sacrectomy 
which is usually arbitrarily defined as S1/S2 resection or 
resection of S3 and caudal sacral segments respectively.

Methods/Interventions:	 this is a cross sectional 
study investigating functional outcomes in patients who 
underwent en bloc sacrectomy at a single quarternary 
referral centre as part of a pelvic exenteration for an 
advanced pelvic cancer with curative intent from 2008 
to 2015. eligible patients were identified from a prospec-
tively maintained exenteration database. the primary 
outcomes of interest, measured using previously vali-
dated questionnaires, included lower limb motor function 
(revised musculoskeletal tumour Scale – mStS), bowel 
and bladder (european organisation for research and 
treatment of Cancer – eortC – Colorectal cancer 
questionnaire – QlQ-Cr29) and as well as quality of life 
(eortC Quality of life questionnaire – QlQ-C30). all 
questionnaires were scored according to the respective 
scoring manuals.

Results/Outcome(s):	 there were 55 eligible patients 
who underwent an en bloc sacrectomy during the study 
period. to date, 23 responses have been received with 
14 males (61%) and 9 females (39%). the mean age was 
63 years (Sd 13). Six patients (26%) underwent high 

sacrectomy and 17 (74%) low sacrectomy. indications for 
sacrectomy were advanced primary rectal cancers (n=6; 
26%), locally recurrent rectal cancer (n=10; 44%), 
non-rectal advanced cancers (n=7; 30%). the median 
time between surgery and data collection was 25 months 
(range 7 – 65). High sacrectomy when compared to low 
sacrectomy had worse lower limb motor function (mean ± 
Sd, High 56.7 ± 27.5 vs low 78.2 ± 19.8; P=0.05), bowel 
function (High 72.2 ± 18.3 vs low 76.5 ± 17.3; P=0.62), 
bladder function (High 75.7 ± 14.3 vs low 80.4 ± 12.2; 
P= 0.45), and Qol (High 67.5 ± 15.6 vs low 78.8 ± 15.5; 
P=0.17), although the differences were not significant.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Patients undergoing high 
sacrectomy presented reduced quality of life, lower limb, 
bladder and bowel function when compared to low sacrec-
tomy, although the difference was not significant. the 
scores in both groups still demonstrate a relative high 
level of functioning given the invasive nature of the inter-
vention. larger cohort studies are needed to confirm our 
findings.

IMPACT	OF	TRANSANAL	ENDOSCOPIC	
MICROSURGERY	ON	ANORECTAL	FUNCTION:	
A	PROSPECTIVE	CLINICAL,	FUNCTIONAL	AND	
QUALITY	OF	LIFE	INVESTIGATION	BEFORE	
AND	AFTER	SURGERY.

Poster abstracts P255

S. araujo, C. mendes, i. Cecconello, l. d’albuquerque
Sao Paulo, Brazil

Purpose/Background:	 the impact of transanal endo-
scopic microsurgery (tem) on anorectal function remains 
poorly available, particularly when considering that the 
technique involves undertaking full- or partial-thickness 
excision of the rectal wall. moreover, in spite of wide adop-
tion of tem, its impact on quality of life remains unknown 
since most evidence derives from retrospective studies. 
the objectives of the present study were to evaluate the 
impact of tem on sphincter function determined by clin-
ical (Wexner score), functional (anorectal manometry), 
and quality of life (FiQl) evaluations conducted before 
and after surgery.

Methods/Interventions:	 in this prospective cohort 
study, 23 patients with rectal lesions underwent were 
operated on using the teo® equipment (Karl Storz, 
tuttlingen, Germany). Wexner and FiQl scores were 
obtained before and after surgery (7 days, 30 days and  
90 days postoperatively). anorectal electromanometry was 
obtained before surgery, and postoperatively after 30 and 
90 days.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Fourteen patients were men. 
mean age was 53.7 (24-81) yrs. mean distance from 
the lesion to the pectinate line was 7 (2-15) cm. a 
full- thickness resection was undertaken in 18 (78.3%) 
cases. Histopathology revealed adenoma in 14 (61%), 
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neuroendocrine tumor in 5 (21.7%), invasive carcinoma 
in 3 (13%), and hyperplastic polyp in 1 (4.3%) case. 
Postoperative rectal wound separation occurred in 2 
patients and 1 patient developed atrial fibrillation. the 
mean duration of postoperative follow-up was 5 (3-7) 
months. overall, Wexner score significantly declined 
between postoperative days 7 and 30 (Wilcoxon, p = 0.03),  
particularly among diabetic patients. rectal compliance 
exhibited significant decline 30 days after surgery and 
recovery at 90 days after surgery (anoVa, p = 0.05), 
especially among patients with more distal lesions in the 
present study. it was not possible to measure any difference 
in the FiQl results before and after surgery.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Following tem, some clinical 
impact on anorectal function could be measured especially 
among diabetic patients. interestingly, anorectal func-
tion impairment was not due to sphincter dysfunction, 
but resulted from loss of rectal compliance after surgery. 
ultimately, we could not detect a significant impact on 
quality of life after tem.

NORMAL	PELVIC	FLOOR	ANATOMY	AND	
MORPHOLOGY	BASED	ON	DYNAMIC	
MAGNETIC	RESONANCE	DEFECOGRAPHY	OF	
ASYMPTOMATIC	FEMALE	ADULTS:	A	STUDY	
IN	93	SUBJECTS.

Poster abstracts P256

d. Zhang, Z. Zhou, B. Hu, y. lian, d. Su, H. Peng, 
d. ren
Guangzhou, China

Purpose/Background:	 dynamic magnetic resonance 
defecography (mrd) has been widely used in the diagnosis 
and evaluation of pelvic floor dysfunctions. However, 
previous mrd studies of asymptomatic individuals have 
been limited by their small sample size, and the criteria for 
normality are still debatable. the aim of this study is to 
present the normal value of female pelvic floor anatomy 
and morphology in asymptomatic nulliparous volunteers 
based on mrd.

Methods/Interventions:	 DESIGN: Both static and 
dynamic mri findings were independently evaluated by 
two examiners and were blinded to each other’s find-
ings. SETTING: the current study was conducted in 
the departments of Colorectal Surgery and radiology at 
the Sixth affiliated Hospital of Sun yat-sen university. 
SUBJECTS: included in the study were 93 asymptomatic 
nonparous female volunteers ranging in age from 20 to 
30 years (median age, 23.8 years) who successfully under-
went pelvic mrd in supine position between may 2013 
and January 2014. MAIN OUTCOME MEASURES: 
Perpendicular distances of the bladder base, uterocer-
vical junction, and anorectal junction to pubococcygeal 
line (PCl) were measured. anatomy and morphometric 

measurements were also noted for the levator ani and 
puborectalis.

Results/Outcome(s):	the mean position of the bladder 
base was located at +20.1 mm at rest and descended to 
+3.3 mm during defecation in relation to PCl. the mean 
position of the uterocervical junction was located at +35.7 
mm at rest and at +13.7 mm during defecation. the mean 
anorectal junction is located at -4.9 mm at rest and at -22.1 
mm during defecation. according to the staging system 
of pelvic organ prolapse, mild cystocele, uterocervical 
prolapse, and descending perineal syndrome were seen 
in 35.5% (33/93), 12.9 % (12/93), and 24.7% (23/93) of 
asymptomatic subjects, respectively; moderate and severe 
pelvic organ prolapse was absent. at rest, the levator ani 
was basin-shaped, funnel shaped, and dome shaped from 
anterior to posterior; and the iliococcyeus angle decreased 
accordingly. during defecation, the levator ani descended, 
and the mean iliococcyeus angle increased 8.0 degrees on 
the anal midcoranal plane (P <0.001). the puborectalis 
was v-shaped at rest; the mean area of genital hiatus was 
1,180.7 mm2. during defecation, the puborectalis relaxed 
and changed into u-shaped; the mean puborectalis thick-
ness decreased bilaterally (P <0.001); and the mean area of 
genital hiatus increased 703.7 mm2 (P <0.001).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 dynamic mrd has the 
potential to show the anatomy and morphology of pelvic 
floor musculature. the results of this study show a larger 
range of pelvic organs movement in normal subjects than 
previous appreciated, which indicates that the criteria for 
pelvic floor decent need to be re-evaluated.

COMBINED	RECTOPEXY	AND	
SACROCOLPOPEXY	IS	SAFE	FOR	CORRECTION	
OF	PELVIC	ORGAN	PROLAPSE.

Poster abstracts P257

C. Geltzeiler, m. Silviera, J. Vetter, m. mutch, P. Wise, 
S. Hunt, e. Birnbaum, S. Glasgow
Saint Louis, MO

Purpose/Background:	Pelvic floor abnormalities often 
affect multiple organs. the incidence of concomitant 
uterine/vaginal prolapse with rectal prolapse is at least 
38%. For these patients the addition of sacrocolpopexy to 
rectopexy may be appropriate. our aim was to determine if 
the addition of sacrocolpopexy to rectopexy would increase 
the procedural morbidity over rectopexy alone.

Methods/Interventions:	 We utilized the aCS-nSQiP 
database to examine all female patients who under-
went rectopexy from the years 2005-2014. We compared 
patients who had a combined procedure (sacrocolpopexy & 
rectopexy) to those who had rectopexy alone. thirty-day 
morbidity was compared and a multivariable model 
constructed to determine predictors of complications.

Results/Outcome(s):	We identified 3600 patients who 
underwent rectopexy. of those, 3394 underwent rectopexy 
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alone while 206 underwent combined procedure with the 
addition of a sacrocolpopexy. there was no difference 
in overall morbidity between groups (14.8% rectopexy 
alone vs. 13.6% combined procedure, p=0.65). Significant 
predictors of operative morbidity included the addition 
of resection to the rectopexy procedure, elevated Bmi, 
smoking, wound class and aSa class. after controlling for 
these and other patient factors with multivariable regres-
sion analysis, the addition of sacrocolpopexy to rectopexy 
did not increase overall morbidity (or 1.10, p=0.65).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 there is no difference in 
operative morbidity when adding sacrocolpopexy to a 
rectopexy procedure. these findings support the prac-
tice of multidisciplinary evaluation of patients presenting 
with rectal prolapse, with the goal of offering concurrent 
surgical correction for all compartments affected by pelvic 
organ prolapse disorders.

NORMAL	RANGE	VALUES	OF	A	NEW	BEDSIDE	
MANOMETRY:	ANOPRESS©.

Poster abstracts P258

C. leo, J. Hodgkinson, a. dennis, G. thomas, 
J. Warusavitarne, J. murphy, e. Cavazzoni, C. Vaizey
Harrow, United Kingdom; London, United Kingdom; 
Perugia, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	understanding the physiology of 
the anorectum is key to understanding patients’ symptoms. 
developments in testing methodology and technology have 
recently been made and many clinicians will now have 
access to high resolution and 3d manometry. anopress© 
has been promoted as a new portable anal manometer 
providing quick, reliable and reproducible measurements 
of anal canal pressures during resting and squeeze states. 
this study aims to record the anorectal function in healthy 

subjects and in patients suffering from faecal incontinence 
and begin to formulate normative data.

Methods/Interventions:	 thirty healthy volunteers 
(HV) and 30 faecal incontinence (Fi) patients underwent 
anopress© using the solid state catheter provided. the 
maximum number of patients recruited for this study was 
limited by the local institutional Board. resting pressure, 
voluntary squeeze, endurance and straining were measured 
in both groups and then compared. P < 0.05 was consid-
ered statistically significant.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Between april 2016 and 
november 2016 we recruited 30 healthy volunteers (15 F 
and 15 m) and 30 faecal incontinence patients (25 F and 
5 m). the median age was 38 (21 – 70) and 43 (18 – 52) 
respectively in the F and m healthy volunteers group. 
all the HV female were nulliparous. in the Fi group the 
median age was 50 (21-81) and 50 (22 -77) respectively 
in the F and m group. normal range of resting pressure, 
voluntary squeeze, endurance and strain in both HV and 
Fi patients are demonstrated in table 1. Comparing HV vs 
Fi in female revealed a significant difference in measured 
pressures (P = <0.001). the same difference was seen when  
comparing the two groups in male subjects (P = <0.05).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 normal range values for 
anopress© have been demonstrated by this study as illus-
trated in the table 1. When comparing HV vs Fi patients 
there is a significant reduction in pressures as expected. 
anopress© appears to be an easy, quick and reliable way 
of measuring anal canal pressure. one of the main advan-
tages is the solid state probe which is able to represent 
the total passive and squeeze resistance producible by the 
whole anal canal. Further comparisons with other standard 
and commonly used manometry tests are required.

P257 Multivariable logistic regression model for predictors of morbidity

Variable Odds Ratio 95% Lower 95% Upper p-value
RP vs. SCRP 1.00 0.65 1.53 0.98
Age (Numeric): 1-year increase 1.01 1.00 1.01 0.09
Resection Rectopexy 1.53 1.26 1.85 <0.001
BMI (Numeric): 1-unit increase 1.04 1.03 1.06 <0.001
Year: 2009-2011 vs. 2005-2008 0.87 0.66 1.10 0.21
Year: 2012-2014 vs. 2005-2008 0.85 0.66 1.13 0.30
Diabetes 1.11 0.78 1.56 0.60
Smoking 1.50 1.18 1.91 <0.001
COPD 1.18 0.81 1.72 0.40
Steroid Use 1.35 0.89 2.04 0.16
Bleeding Disorder 1.71 0.97 3.02 0.06
Wound Class: 3/4 vs. 1/2 1.63 1.12 2.36 0.01
ASA Class: 3/4 vs. 1/2 1.39 1.13 1.72 0.002
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INFLUENCE	OF	FOOT	STOOL	ON	DEFECATION:	
A	PROSPECTIVE	STUDY.

Poster abstracts P259

S. takano
Kumamoto, Japan

Purpose/Background:	We reported bending upper body 
forward seems to be a more efficient method for defecation 
than sitting straight. However, some patients complain 
evacuation difficulty with this position. We hypothe-
sized that structure with foot stool facilitates defecation. 
this study aimed to assess the influence of foot stool on 
defecation.

Methods/Interventions:	 this is the prospective single 
group study. Patients who complain evacuation difficulty 
between June and october 2016 were enrolled in this 
study. Patients are divided into two groups who bended 
the upper body forward or sit straight. Cinedefecography 
was performed with and without foot step. anorectal angle 
(ara), perineal plane distance (PPD), and puborectalis 
length (Prl) during rest and straining in both positions 
were measured from the radiographs. rectal pressure was 
measured with lateral position and sitting with and without 
foot step.

Results/Outcome(s):	 53 patients were enrolled the 
study. 25 patients were female, average age of 70.2 (range: 
21-90) years. there was no significant difference between 
with and without foot stool in ara, PPd or Prl. in the 
group of bending upper body forward, the time to evac-
uate was significantly shorter with foot stool compared to 
without foot stool (123 vs 91 sec, p=0.04). the difference 
of rectal pressure between lateral position and sitting posi-
tion was significantly increased with foot stool compared 
to without foot stool (22.1 vs 16.7 mmH2o, p<0.01). the 
difference of rectal pressure between with and without foot 
step increased in bending upper body forward compared to 
sitting straight (5.4 vs 1.9 mmH2o, p<0.01).

Conclusions/Discussion:	the foot stool seems to be a 
more efficient method for defecation. However, bending 
the upper body forward is important. this technique 
may be helpful when retraining patients with obstructed  
defecation syndrome.

CAN	ROBOTIC	VENTRAL	RECTOPEXY	BE	
PERFORMED	EFFICIENTLY	IN	THE	SETTING	OF	
RECURRENT	RECTAL	PROLAPSE?

Poster abstracts P260

m. Carvalho e Carvalho, t. Hull, m. Zutshi, B. Gurland
Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	 robotic Ventral rectopexy 
(rVr) provides excellent visualization in the deep pelvis 
and enhanced suturing capabilities making this an ideal 
tool for Vr. However, robotic surgery is associated with 
longer operative times and higher costs. intuitively we 
expected that rVr would be more difficult to perform 
on recurrent prolapse and we questioned its role in this 
cohort. the aim of this study was to assess whether prior 
prolapse repair impacts the surgical steps of rVr and to 
assess the impact on procedure time.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients undergoing rVr to 
treat rectal prolapse with or without associated pelvic 
organ prolapse between may and September of 2016 were 
included. We separated the patients into Group i (Primary 
prolapse procedure) and Group ii (Prior prolapse proce-
dure) and compared the procedure step times between 
groups. the procedure was broken in 7 steps: 1- port 
placement and exposure of the pelvis; 2- robot docking; 
3- clearing the sacrum; 4- creation of peritoneal flaps 
and rectovaginal septum dissection; 5 - distal fixation of 
the graft to the rectum; 6- graft fixation to the sacrum; 
7- closure of peritoneum. each step was recorded by a 
dedicated research associate. demographics and outcomes 
were collected in an irB approved data registry.

Results/Outcome(s):	 twelve female patients were 
included in the study, 7 patients in Group i and 5 in Group 
ii. Prior repairs included 4 abdominal and 1 perineal proce-
dure. there were no differences between groups regarding: 
age (63 vs 61; p=0.68), Bmi (22.3 vs. 25.4, p=0.37) 
and aSa. Concomitant pelvic organ prolapse procedures 
were similar between groups (3 vs. 2, p= 1.0) and no 
conversions were observed. table shows the timing at 
each procedure step. the mean docking time was slightly 
longer in patients undergoing primary prolapse procedure. 
distal fixation of the graft, step 5, was significantly longer 
in patients undergoing primary repairs. Variables such as 

P258 Table 1: normal range values in a cohort of 30 healthy volunteers using  
Anopress© compared to 30 faecal incontinence patients.

Healthy Volunteers
Faecal Incontinence 

Group
Female Male Female Male

Resting Pressure 51 (40 – 75) 56 (39 - 85) 23 (0 – 50) 40 (31 – 46)
Voluntary Squeeze 65 (107 – 38) 106 (39 – 165) 29 (6 – 106) 49 (21 - 99)
Endurance 75 (44 – 120) 101 (44 – 173) 30 (5 - 61) 42 (10 – 65)
Strain 45 (25 – 72) 45 (11 – 78) 18 (3 - 48) 20 (1 -55)
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presence of adhesions, fixation of the uterus, and resection 
of the pouch of douglas were equivalent between groups.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 rVr can be performed for 
both primary and recurrent rectal prolapse. in fact, distal 
fixation of the mesh can be performed faster in the setting 
of recurrent prolapse. despite the obvious cost concerns 
with robotics we believe that rVr is justified for these 
patients.

ROBOTIC	VENTRAL	MESH	RECTOPEXY	FOR	
TREATMENT	OF	RECTAL	PROLAPSE	RESULTS	
IN	SHORTER	HOSPITAL	STAY	WITH	EQUAL	
EFFICACY	TO	POSTERIOR	RECTOPEXY.

Poster abstracts P261

m. Huk, d. maun, t. reidy, r. melbert, F. lane, 
o. Johansen, B. tsai
Indianapolis, IN

Purpose/Background:	 Posterior suture rectopexy has 
been a preferred treatment for abdominal repair of rectal 
prolapse in the united States, whereas ventral mesh recto-
pexy is the first line treatment in europe. Ventral mesh 

P260 Characteristics and procedure details of Robotic Ventral Rectopexy

Primary Prolapse Procedure
(N = 7)

Prior Prolapse Procedure
(N = 5) p-Value

Age (median [IQR]) 63.00
[51.00, 67.00]

61.00
[60.00, 74.00]

0.68

BMI (median [IQR]) 22.31
[20.00, 27.36]

25.37
[23.68, 28.34]

0.37

ASA (N (%))
2 4 (57.1%) 1 (20.0%) 0.29
3 3 (42.9%) 4 (80.0%) 0.29
Combined Cases (N (%)) 3 (42.9%) 2 (40.0%) 1.00
Gynecological procedure time 
(median [IQR])

68.00
[64.50, 91.00]

37.50
[33.75, 41.25]

0.08

Step 1 (median [IQR]) 13.00
[11.50, 15.00]

15.00
[13.00, 16.00]

0.51

Step 2 (median [IQR]) 12.00
[10.50, 13.00]

7.00
[6.00, 9.00]

0.04

Step 3 (median [IQR]) 6.00
[5.00, 11.50]

6.00
[5.00, 13.00]

0.93

Step 4 (median [IQR]) 28.00
[21.00, 35.50]

27.00
[20.00, 33.00]

0.81

Step 5 (median [IQR]) 41.00
[35.50, 54.50]

33.00
[32.00, 33.00]

0.04

Step 6 (median [IQR]) 12.00
[12.00, 20.00]

9.00
[8.00, 13.00]

0.12

Step 7 (median [IQR]) 25.00
[18.50, 36.00]

22.00
[18.00, 24.00]

0.69

Colorectal procedure time  
(median [IQR])

156.00
[138.50, 162.50]

140.00
[111.00, 162.00]

0.47

Total surgical time  
(median [IQR])

229.00
[187.50, 243.50]

162.00
[141.00, 185.00]

0.03

Fellow performing any Step of 
procedure (N (%))

2 (28.6%) - 0.47

Uterus fixation (N (%)) 5 (71.4%) 5 (100.0%) 0.47
Resection of pouch of Douglas 
(N (%))

1 (14.3%) 1 (20.0%) 1.00

Adhesions (N (%)) 1 (14.3%) 1 (20.0%) 1.00
Time of steps and procedures reported in minutes.
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rectopexy is theoretically advantageous due to the avoid-
ance of extensive posterolateral rectal dissection, use of 
mesh to provide a scaffold for tissue fixation, and may be a 
safe operation in older more frail patients when performed 
with a minimally invasive approach. the purpose of this 
study was to evaluate the efficacy and outcomes of robotic 
ventral mesh rectopexy compared with posterior suture 
rectopexy.

Methods/Interventions:	 retrospective demographic, 
operative, and follow-up data were collected on patients 
treated for rectal prolapse by robotic ventral mesh recto-
pexy and posterior rectopexy from June 2009 through July 
2016 at our single institution. Ventral rectopexy involved 
biologic mesh fixation to the distal anterior rectum and 
proximally to the sacral promontory. Posterior rectopexy 
involved circumferential dissection with division of both 
lateral stalks and laparoscopic staple or suture fixation of 
mesorectum to sacral promontory. all ventral rectopexy 
cases were performed robotically, whereas posterior recto-
pexy cases were a mixture of robotic and standard laparos-
copy. data were analyzed with student’s t-test or Fisher’s 
exact test, p<0.05 statistically significant.

Results/Outcome(s):	 one-hundred patients were 
treated for rectal prolapse by either ventral mesh rectopexy 
(n=47) or posterior rectopexy (n=53) during the study 
period (table). the ventral rectopexy group was older but 
had similar aSa scores. the ventral rectopexy group had 
shorter hospital stays despite operative time being longer 
than the posterior rectopexy group. there were two early 
technical failures in the ventral rectopexy group because 
the prolapse was not immediately repaired. there were 
zero mesh-related complications in the ventral rectopexy 
group. Follow-up time was shorter for the ventral recto-
pexy group because we started performing this procedure 
in mid-2014. recurrence rates and times to recurrence 
were similar between the two groups.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 robotic ventral mesh recto-
pexy has similar efficacy to posterior rectopexy as there 
was no difference in recurrence rates. even though both 
procedures were minimally invasive, the ventral rectopexy 
group was older and had a shorter hospital stay. We postu-
late that both of these differences were due to the limited 

rectal dissection in the ventral rectopexy group; first, by 
altering our treatment algorithm such that patients who 
were selected for perineal rectosigmoidectomy in the past 
were now being offered robotic ventral mesh rectopexy, 
and secondly, quicker recovery as a result of less extensive 
rectal dissection. We conclude that robotic ventral mesh 
rectopexy is a good first line treatment for rectal prolapse.

EFFICACY	OF	BIOFEEDBACK	ASSOCIATED	
TO	ELECTRO-STIMULATION	FOR	FECAL	
INCONTINENCE:	A	PILOT	STUDY	IN	A	
UNIVERSITY	HOSPITAL	IN	BRAZIL.

Poster abstracts P262

r. Pinto, P. Batista, d. Brandao, C. tanaka,  
i. Correa neto, l. Bustamante-lopez., m. Camargo, 
i. Cecconello, S. nahas
São Paulo, Brazil; Sao Paulo, Brazil

Purpose/Background:	Fecal incontinence is more prev-
alent in older female patients, affecting one in every five 
over 65 years old and is considered a public health care 
issue. the management of this condition may be medical, 
conservative or surgical. Conservative treatment includes 
physiotherapy with pelvic floor rehabilitation through 
different resources allowing symptoms relief and quality of 
life improvement. objectives: to evaluate the efficacy of 
biofeedback therapy for the management of fecal inconti-
nence in a university public hospital.

Methods/Interventions:	 these are the preliminary 
results of a prospective study performed in a university 
hospital from Brazil from June 2015 until January 2016. 
the ethics committee approved the study and patients 
were recruited from the colorectal functional outpatient 
unit. during the sessions of pelvic floor physiotherapy 
patients underwent electro-stimulation and biofeedback 
therapy in different positions, pelvic floor kinesiotherapy, 
postural exercises and were oriented about the correct 
position for defecation. Patients answered a questionnaire 
with personal data, fecal condition at the beginning of the 
treatment and the severity incontinence score before and 
after treatment by Cleveland Clinic Florida (CCF) Score.

P261 

Posterior Suture Rectopexy 
(n=53)

Ventral Mesh Rectopexy 
(n=47) p Value

Age (yr) 57.8 ± 2.1 63.8 ± 2.0 0.044
ASA 2.3 ± 0.1 2.6 ± 0.08 0.0787
Surgery Time (min) 155.4 ± 9.0 181.9 ± 9.6 0.049
Hospital Stay (days) 2.5 ± 0.1 1.8 ± 0.2 0.003
Follow-up Time (mos) 14.9 ± 2.1 3.7 ± 0.5 <0.0001
Complications (%) 5.66 12.24 0.2991
Recurrences (%) 11.31 8.51 0.7457
Time to Recur (mos) 11.4 ± 4.0 5.2 ± 1.3 0.2214
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Results/Outcome(s):	 during the study period 23 
patients were evaluated, 21 (91.3%) female, with a mean 
age of 63.6 (±12) years old. Patients underwent a mean of 
15.4 sessions of pelvic floor physiotherapy and the baseline 
CCF score was 12.7 (±4.4) going down to 5.6 (±4.5) after 
treatment. the population studied presented a mean gain 
of 43.99% of the perfect anal continence, comparing initial 
and final outcomes regarding incontinence severity score.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Pelvic floor physiotherapy 
improved outcomes in patients with fecal incontinence. 
this minimally invasive tool is an effective for pelvic floor 
dysfunction in a short period, reducing the need of more 
invasive options such as surgery.

ASSESSMENT	OF	VARIABLES	WITHIN	AND	
IN	ADDITION	TO	A	RISK	PREDICTION	
TOOL	FOR	DEATH	OR	READMISSION	AFTER	
COLORECTAL	SURGERY.

Poster abstracts P263

d. Brauer, m. Keller, G. Colditz, m. mutch, S. Glasgow
Saint Louis, MO; St. Louis, MO

Purpose/Background:	 readmission rates after surgery 
are scrutinized due to public reporting and financial penal-
ties. risk prediction tools derived from large datasets can 
aid in targeting interventions to reduce this adverse event. 
one such tool, the laCe index (length of stay, acuity, 
Comorbidity, and emergency department visits in the  
6 months prior to admission) was developed to be easily 
employed at discharge but its applicability to the colorectal 
surgery population has not been explored.

Methods/Interventions:	We identified patients under-
going their first non-trauma colorectal or small bowel 
resection using the Healthcare Cost and utilization Project 
State inpatient and emergency department databases 
for new york (2006-2013), Florida (2006-2014), and 
California (2006-2011). Patients were excluded if length 
of stay was ≤ 2 or ≥ 14 days. Comparative statistics were 
performed using chi-square and t-tests. the laCe index 
was evaluated using the c statistic derived from a logistic 
regression model.

Results/Outcome(s):	of 469,070 cases, 359,664 patients 
met the length of stay inclusion criteria (76.7%). median 

age was 65 years (interquartile range, iQr, 53-76) with 
46.5% male. 36.2% of cases were performed for primary 
colorectal cancer and 26% for diverticulitis. inpatient 
mortality was 3.1% (n=11,103). among those discharged 
from their index hospitalization (n=348,561), the 30-day 
readmission rate was 12.6% and 30-day mortality was 0.3%. 
Patients experiencing a 30-day readmission or death tended 
to be older (64.5 vs 63.2 years; p<0.001), non-Caucasian  
(p<0.001; or 1.09, 95% Ci 1.07-1.12), and lacked 
private insurance (p<0.001; or 1.40, 95% Ci 1.37-1.43). 
ileostomy creation (n=19,965, 5.7%) was independently 
associated with 30-day readmission or death (or 2.63, 
95% Ci 2.55-2.72), as was colostomy (n=38,358, 11.0%; 
or 1.38, 95% Ci 1.34-1.42). the c statistic for the laCe 
index in this population was 0.61, less than in the initial 
laCe population (c=0.70). multivariate logistic regres-
sion combining ileostomy, colostomy, and laCe variables 
demonstrated that stoma creation remains significantly 
associated with 30-day readmission (table) and improves 
the fit of the model (c=0.64).

Conclusions/Discussion:	the laCe index is an inad-
equate predictor of 30-day readmission or death after 
colorectal surgery. Stoma creation is a strong predictor of 
this outcome. Colon surgery-specific variables should be 
included in risk prediction tools for this patient population.

THE	IMPACT	OF	COMORBIDITY	BURDEN	
ON	INCIDENCE	OF	ANASTOMIC	LEAKS	IN	
PATIENTS	UNDERGOING	LOW	ANTERIOR	
RESECTION:	RESULTS	FROM	A	REAL-WORLD	
DATABASE	ANALYSIS.

Poster abstracts P264

d. Wei, S. roy, l. Goldstein, d. nagle, a. yoo, 
i. Kalsekar
Raleigh, NC; Somerville, NJ; Blue Ash, OH

Purpose/Background:	 anastomotic leak is a serious 
complication after colorectal surgery, especially in low 
anterior resection (lar) and contributes significantly to 
postoperative morbidity and healthcare costs. the impact 
of pre-existing comorbidity burden in elevating the risk of 
anastomotic leaks has not been quantified in large patient 
samples in real world settings. this abstract is to estimate 
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Variable Median (IQR) or % (n) OR 95% CI p-value
Length of stay (days) 6 (4 - 9) 1.08 1.08 1.09 <0.001
ED visits 6 months prior to surgery  
admission

0 (0; 19.4%  
with any visit)

1.19 1.18 1.20 <0.001

Charlson Comorbidity Index score 2 (0 - 3) 1.08 1.07 1.08 <0.001
Emergent surgical admission 31.8% (108,708) 1.08 1.06 1.11 <0.001
Ileostomy 5.7% (19,964) 2.48 2.40 2.57 <0.001
Colostomy 11.0% (38,358) 1.19 1.15 1.23 <0.001
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the impact of pre-existing comorbidity burden on the inci-
dence of anastomotic leaks following lar in a nationally 
representative administrative dataset.

Methods/Interventions:	the study was conducted using 
the Premier Perspective database which is a nationally 
representative sample of all hospital discharges in the uS. 
included patients were 18 years of age or older and had an 
elective lar (iCd-9 code: 48.6, 48.62, and 48.63) from 
01/2008 to 09/2015. anastomotic leak was defined for this 
analysis as the presence of potentially related in-hospital 
intra-abdominal complications identified by their respec-
tive iCd-9 diagnosis codes. Comorbidity burden was 
measured using the Charlson Comorbidity index (CCi). 
Comorbidity burden (CB) was categorized into: no CB 
(CCi=0), low CB (CCi=1, 2), moderate CB (CCi=3, 4), 
and severe CB (CCi>=5). a multivariable logistic regres-
sion model was built to estimate the odds ratios of each 
CCi group with no CB as the reference group. a broad 
range of control variables were adjusted in the model, 
including patient demographics, hospital and provider 
type, surgical approach, payer, geographic region, and 
year of surgery. Subgroup analyses were performed among 
colorectal cancer patients and non-cancer patients.

Results/Outcome(s):	a total of 13,789 patients under-
went elective lar with an average age of 62.1 (18-89) 
years. of these, 77.1% (10,624) had open surgery, and 
23.0% (3,165) minimally invasive surgery. Colorectal 
cancer patients (n=8,834) accounted for almost two thirds 
(64.1%) of the sample. incidence of anastomotic leak was 
12.7% among all eligible patients, and varied in different 
CCi grades: 10.2% for no CB, 11.4% in low CB, 15.5% for 
moderate CB and 15.2% for severe CB. in the multivari-
able logistic model, patients with severe CB were 26.1% 
more likely (odds ratio: 1.261, 95% Ci: 1.069-1.487) to 
suffer anastomotic leak compared to those with no CB. 
Similarly, the risk was increased by 20.6% among patients 
with moderate CB (or: 1.206, 1.018-1.428). However, 
the risk was not different among patients with low or no 
CB (or: 0.985, 0.848-1.144). the impact of CCi on anas-
tomotic leaks did not differ based on cancer status.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the risk of an anastomotic 
leak in patients undergoing lar increased significantly for 
patients with CCi 3 and above. these results may aid in risk 
stratification and development of risk reduction strategies  
for patients undergoing lar.

ROBOTIC	VERSUS	LAPAROSCOPIC	ELECTIVE	
COLECTOMY	FOR	LEFT	SIDE	DIVERTICULITIS:	
A	PROPENSITY	SCORE	MATCHED	ANALYSIS	
OF	THE	NATIONAL	SURGICAL	QUALITY	
IMPROVEMENT	PROGRAM	DATABASE.

Poster abstracts P265

m. al-temimi, J. ruan, n. nguyen, r. yuhan, J. agapian
Fontana, CA; Moreno Valley, CA

Purpose/Background:	Surgery for colonic diverticulitis 
can be challenging due to previous inflammation. robotic 
surgery might have an advantage over conventional lapa-
roscopy under these circumstances. We intend to compare 
both surgical approaches in the elective management of 
left side diverticulitis while accounting for the patient 
preoperative characteristics and intraoperative details; 
particularly, concomitantly performed surgical procedures.

Methods/Interventions:	 the american College of 
Surgeons national Surgical Quality improvement Program 
(aCS nSQiP) database (2012-2014) was surveyed for 
patients undergoing elective left side/sigmoid colectomy for 
diverticulitis. Preoperative (demographics, co-morbidities  
and laboratory values) and intraoperative details (proce-
dure performed, wound class, hand-assistance and type 
of concomitant surgical procedures) were matched on 
propensity scores derived from logistic regression model. 
Concomitant procedures were identified using the Current 
Procedural terminology codes.

Results/Outcome(s):	 We identified 441 robotic and 
6,776 laparoscopic cases that met our inclusion criteria. 
mean patient age was 58.9 years. mean Bmi was 29.3 
and 44.5% of patients were males. low preoperative 
albumin (<3.5 mg/dl, 11.1% vs. 6.8%, P=0.003), colec-
tomy with low pelvic anastomosis (58.3% vs. 49.4%, 
p=0.005), splenectomy (0.45% vs. 0.05%, p=0.002) and 
enterotomy repair (1.1% vs. 0.4%, p=0.029) were higher 
in the robotic group than the laparoscopic group. Hand-
assistance (35.8% vs. 42.9%, P=0.003), splenic flexure 
take down (41.5% vs. 49.2%, p=0.002), and ureteric stent 
placement (18.6% vs. 23.5%, p=0.017) were less common 
in the robotic group than the laparoscopic group. Case-
matched analysis showed that robotic surgery was asso-
ciated with lower all-cause morbidity (19.3% vs. 13.9%, 
p=0.037), shorter hospital stay (4.75+/-3.25 days vs. 
3.89+/-2.18 days, p<0.001), lower conversion rate (14.3% 
vs. 7.5%, p=0.001) and longer operative time (219.2+/-
95.6 minutes vs. 188.8+/-82.3 minutes, p<0.001) than 
laparoscopic surgery. Similar results were obtained with 
multivariate analysis of the entire cohort.

Conclusions/Discussion:	robotic surgery is associated 
with shorter hospital stay, lower conversion rate and less 
all-cause morbidity than conventional laparoscopy for 
patients undergoing left side colectomy for diverticulitis; 
however, robotic surgery is assoicated with longer operative  
time.
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P264 Table 1: Description of patient, provider and procedure characteristics and their association  
with occurrence of Anastomotic Leaks

Parameter Category

Patients with 
Anastomotic 

Leaks
(n=1,747)

Patients with no 
Anastomotic Leaks

(n=12,042)
Odds 
Ratio

95% Confidence 
Limits P value

Charlson Comorbidity 
Index

0 (no CB)
1-2 (low CB)

3-4 (moderate CB)
5+ (severe CB)

297 (17.0%)
631 (36.1%)
403 (23.1%)
416 (23.8%)

2,610 (21.7%)
4,901 (40.7%)
2,205 (18.3%)
2,326 (19.3%)

Ref.
0.985
1.206
1.261

Ref.
(0.848, 1.144)
(1.018, 1.428)
(1.069, 1.487)

Ref.
0.8387
0.0299
0.0059

Age (years) 18-44
45 - 54
55 - 64
65-74
75+

92 (5.3%)
261 (14.9%)
456 (26.1%)
530 (30.3%)
408 (23.4%)

1,063 (8.8%)
2,628 (21.8%)
3,195 (26.5%)
3,025 (25.1%)
2,131 (17.7%)

Ref.
1.114
1.542
1.558
1.605

Ref.
(0.868, 1.431)
(1.215, 1.957)
(1.183, 2.052)
(1.202, 2.142)

Ref.
0.3959
0.0004
0.0016
0.0013

Gender Male (ref. = female) 970 (55.5%) 5,918 (49.1%) 1.315 (1.184, 1.461) <.0001
Marital status Married

Single
Other

919 (52.6%)
613 (35.1%)
215 (12.3%)

6,562 (54.5%)
3,892 (32.3%)
1,588 (13.2%)

Ref.
1.080
1.002

Ref.
(0.962, 1.212)
(0.833, 1.204)

Ref.
0.1940
0.9864

Race White
African American

Other

111 (6.4%)
333 (19.1%)

1,303 (74.6%)

717 (6.0%)
2,441 (20.3%)
8,884 (73.8%)

Ref.
1.075
0.921

Ref.
(0.867, 1.333)
(0.793, 1.069)

Ref.
0.5086
0.2800

Payor Commercial
Medicaid
Medicare

Other

650 (37.2%)
83 (4.8%)

924 (52.9%)
90 (5.2%)

5,927 (49.2%)
554 (4.6%)

4,937 (41.0%)
624 (5.2%)

Ref.
1.295
1.364
1.259

Ref.
(1.007, 1.666)
(1.144, 1.628)
(0.989, 1.602)

Ref.
0.0438
0.0006
0.0613

Urban Hospital 1,561 (89.4%) 11,199 (93.0%) 1.349 (1.109, 1.641) 0.0027
Teaching Hospital 779 (44.6%) 5,088 (42.3%) 1.176 (1.042, 1.327) 0.0087
Provider Region Midwest

Northeast
South
West

361 (20.7%)
342 (19.6%)
700 (40.1%)
344 (19.7%)

2,003 (16.6%)
2,540 (21.1%)
5,212 (43.3%)
2,287 (19.0%)

1.282
Ref.

1.027
1.141

(1.074, 1.531)
Ref.

(0.879, 1.201)
(0.957, 1.361)

0.0059
Ref.

0.7335
0.1410

Cost method RCC (ratio of cost-to-charge) (ref. = 
procedural)

525 (30.1%) 3,364 (27.9%) 1.110 (0.982, 1.255) 0.0942

Hospital Bed size 1-300
301-500

>500

503 (28.8%)
680 (38.9%)
564 (32.3%)

3,115 (25.9%)
4,545 (37.7%)
4,382 (36.4%)

Ref.
1.026
0.894

Ref.
(0.883, 1.193)
(0.754, 1.059)

Ref.
0.7341
0.1944

Provider Specialty Non Colon/Rectal Surgeon (ref. = 
Colon/Rectal Surgeon)

1,224 (70.1%) 8,080 (67.1%) 1.039 (0.922, 1.171) 0.5279

Surgical Volume 1-100
101-300
301-500

>500

46 (2.6%)
212 (12.1%)
179 (10.2%)

1,310 (75.0%)

201 (1.7%)
1,219 (10.1%)
1,249 (10.4%)
9,373 (77.8%)

Ref.
0.784
0.649
0.737

Ref.
(0.548, 1.122)
(0.449, 0.938)
(0.520, 1.045)

Ref.
0.1833
0.0215
0.0867

Surgical Approach MIP (attempted) [1] (ref. = open sur-
gery (planned))

375 (21.5%) 2,790 (23.2%) 0.954 (0.842, 1.082) 0.4644

Surgical Year 2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

294 (16.8%)
220 (12.6%)
205 (11.7%)
175 (10.0%)
214 (12.2%)
330 (18.9%)
309 (17.7%)

1,700 (14.1%)
1,595 (13.2%)
1,430 (11.9%)
1,475 (12.2%)
1,745 (14.5%)
2,110 (17.5%)
1,987 (16.5%)

1.153
0.928
0.941
0.798
0.816
1.050
Ref.

(0.964, 1.380)
(0.766, 1.125)
(0.774, 1.145)
(0.652, 0.978)
(0.675, 0.987)
(0.886, 1.245)

Ref.

0.1185
0.4464
0.5456
0.0294
0.0367
0.5716

Ref.
Colorectal Cancer [2] 1,150 (65.8%) 7,684 (63.8%)

[1] Minimally invasive procedures (attempted) included laparoscopic and robot-assisted surgeries regardless of wheth-
er they were successfully completed, or converted to open surgeries. Robot-assisted surgeries were determined by 
ICD-9 codes 17.4x. Laparoscopic procedures were identified with ICD9 code 54.21. Conversions from laparoscopic or 
robotics to open surgery were defined by the co-existence of lap code (54.21) and open codes (45.7x, 48.5, 48.52), and 
diagnosis code (V64.4x). Open surgeries were those procedures with open codes (45.7x, 48.5, 48.52), and no robotics 
(17.4x) and laparoscopic codes (54.21) and conversion codes (V64.4).

[2] Colorectal cancer codes: 153.x, 154.x, 197.5, 209.12 – 209.17. Colorectal Cancer status was not included as a 
covariable in the logistic regression model.
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VISCERAL	FAT	AREA,	NOT	BODY	MASS	
INDEX,	PREDICTS	POSTOPERATIVE	30-DAY	
MORBIDITY	IN	PATIENTS	UNDERGOING	
COLON	RESECTION	FOR	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P266

B. Kuritzkes, e. Pappou, X. Guo, H. yang, B. Zhao, 
o. Baser, r. Kiran, S. Bentley-Hibbert
New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	 the use of computed tomog-
raphy (Ct) to assess cross-sectional visceral fat area 
(VFa) is novel. Postoperative complications potentially 
delay institution of adjuvant therapy and may adversely 
influence oncologic outcomes. While body mass index 
(Bmi) is known to be associated with a greater risk for 
postoperative complications after colon cancer resection, 
whether VFa is a better predictor of these complications 
has not been well characterized. this study investigates 
the association between several obesity metrics as when 
compared to Bmi and 30-day major morbidity in patients 
undergoing surgery for colon cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients undergoing primary 
elective colon resection for cancer, without neoadjuvant 
therapy, at a single institution from January 2010 – July 

2016 were identified. a proprietary computer algorithm 
for fat quantification was used to calculate VFa, subcu-
taneous fat area (SFa), total fat area (tFa), and ratio 
of visceral-to-total fat areas (Vtr) from preoperative 
abdominal Ct scans. demographic, intra-operative, and 
post-operative variables were obtained. Stepwise multivar-
iate logistic regression models were designed to describe 
the association between body fat distribution variables and 
outcomes. receiver operating characteristic (roC) anal-
ysis was performed to determine optimal cut-off thresholds 
for predicting postoperative morbidity.

Results/Outcome(s):	 266 patients with colon cancer 
were evaluated; mean age was 66.4 years, and 126 (47.4%) 
were female. the distribution of patients by american 
Joint Committee on Cancer staging was as follows: stage 
i, n = 57 (21.4%); stage ii, n = 101 (38.0%); stage iii, n 
= 89 (33.5%); stage iV, n = 19 (7.1%). Primary lesions 
were predominantly right sided (n = 146, 54.9%). median 
Bmi was 26.9 kg/m^2 (range 15.6 – 54.3 kg/m^2); 
median VFa was 122.7 cm^2 (range 9.1 – 439.7 cm^2). 
in univariate regression analysis, VFa but not Bmi was 
associated with increased risk of 30-day major morbidity, 
defined as Clavien-dindo grade ≥ iii (p = 0.002, and  
p = 0.171, respectively). VFa remained associated with 

P266 Results of univariate and multivariate analyses of potential predictors of 30-day major morbidity

Multivariate analysis
Major 30-day 

morbidity
No major 30-day 

morbidity
Univariable p‡ Odds ratio† p

Baseline characteristics
No. (%) 28 (10.5) 238 (89.5)
Mean age* (years) 69.1 (9.2) 66.1 (14.7) 0.138§
Female gender 11 (39.3) 115 (48.3) 0.426
ASA >= 3 21 (75) 124 (52.1) 0.027
HTN 21 (75) 156 (65.5) 0.399
HLD 17 (60.7) 103 (43.3) 0.107
DM 15 (53.6) 64 (26.9) 0.007
CAD/MI 9 (32.1) 66 (27.7) 0.659
Laparoscopy 14 (50) 175 (73.5) 0.025

Site of primary lesion
Right colon 13 (46.4) 133 (55.9) 0.425
Transverse colon 0 (0) 8 (3.4)
Left colon 5 (17.9) 25 (10.5)
Sigmoid colon 10 (35.7) 72 (30.3)

Body fat distribution variables
BMI* 28.8 (8.7) 27.2 (5.3) 0.358§ 1.04 (0.97 - 1.11) 0.262
VFA* 188.4 (98.5) 135 (81.5) 0.002§ 2.00 (1.25 - 3.20) 0.004
SFA* 284.2 (127.5) 263.4 (129.2) 0.419§ 1.07 (0.78 - 1.48) 0.663
TFA* 472.6 (190.5) 398.4 (178.3) 0.04§ 1.20 (0.94 - 1.51) 0.138
VTR* 0.398 (0.128) 0.335 (0.127) 0.013§ 27.90 (0.96 - 810.08) 0.053
Values in parentheses are percentages unless otherwise indicated. *values in parentheses are standard deviations, 

and †values in parentheses are 95% CI. ‡Fisher’s exact test, except §Student’s t-test. All variables with P < 0.100 in  
univariable analysis were considered in multivariable stepwise logistic regression analysis.
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increased risk of 30-day major morbidity in multivariate 
analysis (p = 0.004). in roC analysis, a cut-off value of 
VFa > 191 cm2 had 50% sensitivity and 76% specificity 
for 30-day major morbidity. results of univariate and 
multivariate analyses of potential predictors of morbidity 
are given in table 1.

Conclusions/Discussion:	in contrast to recent reports, 
these data suggest that increasing VFa, but not Bmi, is 
significantly associated with risk of major postoperative 
morbidity. VFa may be incorporated into preoperative risk 
assessment to identify high risk patients.

IMPROVED	OUTCOMES	WITH	ENDOLUMINAL	
STENTING	FOR	ACUTE	COLONIC	
OBSTRUCTION.

Poster abstracts P267

J. Coury, S. Hans, l. Shaffer, t. Colbert, K. Khanduja
Columbus, OH

Purpose/Background:	 the advent of self-expandable  
metal stents (SemS) has offered an alternative in the 
management of acute colonic obstruction (aCo). 
multiple studies have evaluated the safety and efficacy of  
these stents in patients with aCo. relatively few have 
directly compared SemS and elective surgery with emer-
gent surgery for benign or malignant aCo. the aim of this 
study was to compare these two treatment modalities for 
all patients presenting with aCo.

Methods/Interventions:	this was a retrospective review 
examining patients diagnosed with aCo from January 
2005 to Februrary 2016 treated by a group of teaching 
colorectal surgeons. data included age, sex, Charlson 
comorbidity score, obstruction etiology, number of stents 
required, all surgical procedures performed, length of stay, 
iCu admission rate, and procedure-related or postopera-
tive complications. data were analyzed using Fisher’s exact 
and Wilcoxon rank sum tests.

Results/Outcome(s):	 We identified 41 patients with 
aCo between 2005-2016: 15 patients underwent emer-
gent surgical intervention (Group i) and 26 patients who 
initially had SemS placement (Group ii). in Group ii 
17 patients were bridged to surgery and the remaining 9 

had stent placement for palliative purposes. operative 
procedures performed included loop colostomy (1), total 
abdominal colectomy with end ileostomy (2), segmental 
resection with end colostomy (18), and segmental resec-
tion with primary anastomosis with (2) or without (9) a 
diverting loop ileostomy. the etiologies of obstruction 
were diverticular stricture (17), colon cancer (12), rectal 
cancer (10), radiation induced stricture (1), and endo-
metrial cancer (1), with no major differences between 
groups (p=0.3247). there was no difference in age 
(p=0.3624), sex (p=0.1954), Charlson comorbidity score 
(p=0.2477), or iCu admission rate (p=0.4908) between 
the two Groups. the in-hospital complication rate was 
86.7% in Group i and 38.5% in Group ii (p=0.0036). 
Complications included respiratory failure, pneumonia, 
CHF exacerbation, sepsis, CVa, dVt, surgical site infec-
tion (SSi), anastomotic leak, stoma complications, uti, 
C. diff colitis, and stent perforation. Group ii also had 
a shorter length of stay (14.1 vs. 9.4 days, p = 0.0355)  
and reduced incidence of stoma formation (80% vs. 42%, 
p = 0.025).

Conclusions/Discussion:	this study suggests that endo-
luminal stenting for acute colonic obstruction is associated 
with decreased complications, shorter length of stay, and 
decreased incidence of ostomy creation.

ROBOTIC	RIGHT	HEMICOLECTOMY	
WITH	INTRACORPOREAL	ANASTOMOSIS	
COMPARED	WITH	LAPAROSCOPIC	
EXTRACORPOREAL	ANASTOMOSIS:	A	
RETROSPECTIVE	STUDY.

Poster abstracts P268

r. Gamagami, l. ragauskaite, e. Borncamp, V. Kakarla
New Lenox, IL

Purpose/Background:	robotic approach has overcome 
the technical difficulty of intracorporeal anastomosis in 
laparoscopic right hemicolectomies. this study aims to 
compare postoperative outcomes of standard laparoscopic 
extracorporeal anastomosis to robotic intracorporeal 
anastomosis.

P267 Outcomes per Group

Group I (n=15)
[n(%) or mean(SD)]

Group II (n=26)
[n(%) or mean(SD)] p-value

Charlson Comorbidity Index 5.7 (2.8) 6.9 (3.3) 0.2477
Postoperative Complication 13 (86.7%) 10 (38.5%) 0.0036
Length of Stay 14.1 (7.4) 9.4 (8.0) 0.0355
ICU Admission 5 (33.3%) 6 (23.1%) 0.4908
Ostomy Creation 12 (80.0%) 11 (42.3%) 0.0250

Group I = Emergent Surgery Only; 
Group II = SEMS First +/- Surgery
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Methods/Interventions:	 a comparative retrospective 
review was conducted of a prospectively maintained 
database from a single surgeon/single institution with 
both laparoscopic and robotic anastomosis technique for  
laparoscopic right hemicolectomies. a total of 80 consec-
utive patients, operated for neoplasm of the right colon, 
was identified over a five-year period. the robotic intra-
corporeal group included 62 patients. the laparoscopic 
extracorporeal group included 18 patients.

Results/Outcome(s):	there was no significant difference  
in terms of age, sex, Bmi or aSa score between the two 
groups. intracorporeal anastomosis was associated with less 
overall postoperative complications. the robotic intracor-
poreal group had a decreased rate of surgical site infec-
tions (2% versus 16%; p<0.05). mean length of stay was 
significantly shorter in the intracorporeal group (3.0 days 
versus 4.2 days; p<0.05). extraction incision site was peri-
umbilical in 100% of patients in the extracorporeal group 
and in the intracorporeal anastomosis group 100% of the 
patients had a Pfannenstiel extraction site. the incidence 
of incisional hernia was 0% for the robotic intracorporeal 
group versus 16% for the laparoscopic extracorporeal 
group; p<0.05.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 laparoscopic right hemicol-
ectomy with robotic intracorporeal anastomosis is associ-
ated with less surgical site infections and incisional hernias. 
a substantial reduction in length of stay was observed with 
robotic intracorporeal anastomosis. Further, randomized 
prospective trials are needed to further support these 
findings.

COMPARATIVE	OUTCOMES	OF	ROBOTIC	
COLECTOMY:	A	4-YEAR	REVIEW	OF	THE	
TARGETED	COLECTOMY	NSQIP	DATABASE.

Poster abstracts P269

C. Koh, C. inaba, S. Sujatha-Bhaskar, m. Jafari, 
J. Carmichael, m. Stamos, a. Pigazzi
Orange, CA

Purpose/Background:	 there have been limited large 
database studies comparing outcomes of robotic colectomy 
to both open and laparoscopic colectomy. the objective 
of this study is to compare the outcomes between these 
surgical approaches for elective colectomy.

Methods/Interventions:	 the 2012-2015 nSQiP 
targeted colectomy database was used to analyze patients 
undergoing elective colectomy. the patients were strati-
fied by surgical approach (open surgery (oS), laparoscopic 
surgery (lS), and robotic surgery (rS)). Patient char-
acteristics and co-morbidities were compared between 
surgical groups. univariate and multivariate analyses were 
performed to assess risk adjusted primary outcomes (length 
of stay, anastomotic leak, post operative ileus, readmission, 
30-day mortality, and serious morbidity).

Results/Outcome(s):	 From 2012-2015, 76,314 elec-
tive colectomies were identified. lS was the predominant 
surgical approach (61.5%). rS increased from 3.7% to 
8.7%, while oS decreased from 48% to 30%. Hand-assist 
was used in 36.6% of lS and 35.9% of rS. over the study 
period, the rate of conversion has decreased by 6.8% in 
lS (from 18% to 11.2%) and by 4.9% in rS (from 10.2% 
to 5.3%). rS had a longer mean operative time (231±102 
minutes) compared to oS (180±111 minutes, p<0.05) and 
lS (180±87 minutes, p<0.05). there was no significant 
difference in operative time between oS and lS. length 
of stay was 4.94±4.2 days in rS compared 6.06±5.9 days 
in lS (p<0.01) and 10.45±9.4 days in oS (p<0.01). rS 
had lower rates of anastomotic leak (3.49% vs. 5.02%, 
p<0.05), ileus (or=0.41, Ci (0.37, 0.46), p<0.05), read-
mission (or=0.74, Ci (0.66, 0.83), p<0.05), mortality 
(or=0.36, Ci (0.22, 0.58), p<0.05), and serious morbidity 
(or=0.40, Ci (0.36, 0.44), p<0.05) compared to oS. lS 
was associated with lower rates of anastomotic leak (3.33% 
vs. 5.02%, p<0.05), ileus (or=0.46, Ci (0.44, 0.48), 
p<0.05), readmission (or=0.71, Ci (0.67, 0.74), p<0.05), 
mortality (or=0.47, Ci (0.41, 0.55), p<0.05), and serious 
morbidity (or=0.43, Ci (0.42, 0.45), p<0.05) compared 
to oS. there were no significant differences in the above 
risk-adjusted outcomes between rS and lS.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 rS and lS have superior 
surgical outcomes compared to oS. more studies are 
needed to evaluate the potential benefits of robotic colec-
tomy. rS is a safe and effective surgical approach, with 
similar morbidity and mortality compared to the lS, and 
improved outcomes compared to the open approach.

CLINICAL	AND	FINANCIAL	OUTCOMES	AFTER	
ROBOTIC	VERSUS	LAPAROSCOPIC	SURGERY:	
NOT	ALL	RESECTED	COLORECTAL	SEGMENTS	
ARE	THE	SAME.

Poster abstracts P270

a. al-mazrou, o. Baser, r. Kiran
New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	the clinical and financial conse-
quences of robotic technology have not previously been 
evaluated for the individual colorectal segment resected. 
this study aims to compare the outcomes of robotic to 
laparoscopic approach based on the segment of colorectal 
resection.

Methods/Interventions:	From the Premier Perspective 
database, patients who underwent elective laparoscopic 
and robotic colorectal resections from 2012 – 2014 were 
included. laparoscopic were propensity-score matched to 
robotic cases for demographics, diagnosis, co-morbidities, 
surgery type, surgeon specialty, hospital type and volume. 
the groups were compared for medical and surgical 
complications, hospital stay, 30-day readmission and costs.
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Results/Outcome(s):	 of 36,701 patients, 32,783 
(89.3%) had laparoscopic and 3,918 (10.7%) robotic 
colorectal resection. after matching 4,438 laparoscopic and 
robotic procedures (2,219 in each group), laparoscopy was 
associated with 30-day readmission, while robotic approach  
had greater in-hospital costs. there was no difference in 
complications or hospital stay. on multivariable anal-
ysis, robotic transverse colectomy (4.1 days vs. 5.2 days, 
p=0.03) and anterior resection (5.4 days vs. 5.8 days, 
p=0.02) but laparoscopic total or multi-segment colec-
tomy (8.2 days vs. 5.2 days, p=0.04) were associated with 
shorter hospitalization. Costs were higher after robotic right 
($17,578 vs. $13,398, p=<0.0001), sigmoid ($18,846 vs. 
$15,276, p=0.004) colectomy as well as anterior ($21,241 
vs. $17,595, p=0.001) and abdominoperineal ($22,877 vs. 
$18,136, p=0.01) resections. medical and surgical compli-
cations and 30-day readmission were comparable for both 
approaches regardless of segment resected.

Conclusions/Discussion:	this propensity-matched anal-
ysis clarifies outcomes and costs for robotic and laparoscopic 
approaches to colorectal resection by segment resected.  
a graded approach that prioritizes the use of robotic tech-
nology for selected colorectal procedures will allow a more  
cost-effective incorporation of this currently more expensive  
technology with several advantages into clinical practice.

ENHANCED	RECOVERY	AFTER	SURGERY:	
ENHANCING	PATIENT	EXPERIENCE.

Poster abstracts P271

S. talutis, P. rosenkranz, d. mcaneny, a. Kuhnen, 
J. Hall
Boston, MA

Purpose/Background:	 the aim of this study was to 
evaluate length of stay (loS) in eraS patients.

Methods/Interventions:	 We reviewed our institu-
tional database of patients undergoing colorectal surgery 
following the initiation of the eraS protocol, from 
october 2015 – october 2016. the eraS protocol 
consists of pre-operative education, carbohydrate loading, 

multimodal analgesia, avoidance of narcotic medica-
tions, minimizing intravenous (iV) fluids, maintenance of 
normothermia, early mobilization, and avoidance of drains. 
We sought to compare the outcome of loS in this group 
of patients with a group of matched historical controls 
(HS) who underwent colorectal surgery within the year 
preceding eraS implementation. Categorical variables 
were analyzed using Chi square test and continuous vari-
ables were evaluated using Fisher’s exact text. Statistical 
significance was defined as p<0.05.

Results/Outcome(s):	 there were 95 patients in the 
eraS group and 100 in the HC group. the groups were 
similar in their composition of diagnoses. Colon cancer, 
anorectal cancer, diverticular disease, Crohn’s disease, 
and ulcerative colitis were the most common diagnoses. 
the rates of colectomy, low anterior resection, abdomino-
perineal resection, proctectomy/ileal pouch-anal anasto-
mosis, ostomy creation/revision and ostomy closure were 
also similar between the two groups. loS was shorter 
in the HC group by 1 day (table 1). time to return of 
bowel function was earlier in the HC group by 0.7 days. 
total intraoperative narcotic use and number of patient 
controlled analgesia days (PCa) were significantly less in 
eraS patients. additionally, use of long acting intraop-
erative narcotics was significantly less in the eraS group 
(14.7% vs 81%, p < 0.001). despite minimizing narcotic 
use in eraS patients, loS was not decreased in and 
time to return of bowel function was not reduced. Both 
of these findings were statistically significant. there were 
no differences in complications between the 2 groups: ed 
visit within 30 days (7 vs 9, p = 0.976), readmission within 
30 days (11 vs 13, p = 0.829), ileus (12 vs 5, p = 0.076), 
pneumonia (1 vs 0, p = 0.487), surgical site infection (7 vs 
12,p = 0.338), urinary tract infection (3 vs 5,p = 0.722).

Conclusions/Discussion:	We have demonstrated that 
an eraS program did not lead to improvements in loS 
despite many of the target metrics having been met. this 
may indicate that eraS colorectal patients could benefit 
from additional interventions to enhance postoperative 
outcomes, improve length of stay, and reduce time to 
return of bowel function. additionally, we may suggest 

P270 Multivariable analyses for length of stay and in-hospital costs associated with  
laparoscopic vs. robotic approach based on specific colorectal segment resected.

Length of stay, mean (day) In-hospital costs, mean (US Dollars)
Segment resected Laparoscopy Robot p-value Laparoscopy Robot p-value
Right colectomy 4.8 4.6 0.3 $13,398 $17,578 <0.0001
Transverse colectomy 5.2 4.1 0.03 $13,531 $16,482 0.4
Left colectomy 4.8 4.7 0.9 $14,721 $18,633 0.1
Sigmoid colectomy 4.6 4.6 1.0 $15,276 $18,846 0.004
Total or multi-segment colectomy 5.2 8.2 0.04 $15,448 $28,594 0.2
Anterior resection 5.8 5.4 0.02 $17,595 $21,241 0.001
Abdominoperineal resection 5.9 6.5 0.05 $18,136 $22,877 0.01
Other rectal procedure 5.3 5.6 0.6 $16,002 $20,264 0.1
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that the benefits of eraS may not be reflected in loS 
but may be revealed in the post-discharge recovery period.

THE	EFFECT	OF	SURGEON	OPERATIVE	MIX	
ON	ILEAL	POUCH-ANAL	ANASTOMOSIS	
OUTCOMES.

Poster abstracts P272

S. talutis, K. Hachey, J. Hall, t. Sachs, a. Kuhnen
Boston, MA

Purpose/Background:	numerous studies have demon-
strated a volume-outcome relationship in complex surgical 
procedures. the aim of this study is to determine the effect 
of complex colorectal pelvic operation volume (operative 
mix) on ileal pouch anal anastomosis (iPaa) mortality.

Methods/Interventions:	 the national inpatient 
Sample (niS) database (2004-2009) was used to eval-
uate outcomes after iPaa surgery. this time period was 
selected based on the availability of surgeon id numbers 
linked to patient outcomes. Surgeons were classified as 
high or low iPaa volume and stratified by operative mix 
(om). om was defined as the year-specific number of 
complex colorectal pelvic operations, specifically low ante-
rior resection, abdominoperineal resection, rectopexy, and 
coloanal pull-through operations. mortality was compared 
among 4 groups: 1) high iPaa/ high om, 2) high iPaa /
low om, 3) low iPaa/high om, 4) low iPaa /low om. 
Prolonged length of stay was also compared among groups.

Results/Outcome(s):	 among 1,606 surgeons, 71.8% 
performed 1 iPaa operation/year(y), 18.2% performed 
2-3 iPaa/y, 8.2% performed 4-10 iPaa /y, 1.8% 11+ 
iPaa/y. the overall mortality after iPaa was 1.73% 
(52/3,005). low iPaa volume surgeons (1-3 cases/y) with 
high om (15+ cases) had similar mortality after iPaa 
compared to high iPaa surgeons (4+/y) with high om 
(0.49% vs 0.48% p=1.0). low iPaa surgeons with low 
om (<15 cases) had significantly worse mortality (3.1%) 
compared to low iPaa surgeons with high om (p<0.01) 
and high iPaa surgeons with high om (p<0.01)(Figure 
1). om is a significant predictor of mortality on logistic 
regression for mortality [or 0.45 (95% Ci 0.35, 0.58), 
p<0.001], however this relationship was lost after logistic 
regression analysis. Prolonged loS (ploS), defined as 
loS >7d(mean loS), was observed in 35.1% cases of 
low iPaa surgeons/high om and 40.4% of cases of high 
iPaa/high om surgeons (p=0.064). additionally, 55.2% 
of cases of low iPaa/low om surgeons had ploS (p<0.03 
compared to all groups). om was a significant predictor of 
ploS in mixed effects regression with 15+ om cases asso-
ciated with an or of 0.48 (95% Ci 0.28, 0.81) (p=0.01).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 iPaa is infrequently 
performed by most surgeons. an operative mix that 
includes a high proportion of pelvic dissections is associ-
ated with lower mortality and ploS after iPaa. this asso-
ciation is independent of pelvic dissection type. these data 
suggest that comfort with pelvic dissection is an important 
factor in outcomes after iPaa.

Figure 1:the effect of iPaa Volume and operative mix on mortality 
and Prolonged length of Stay

TEN-YEAR	EVALUATION	OF	COLORECTAL	
CANCER	IN	YOUNG	PATIENTS.

Poster abstracts P273

t. Bacharach, d. disbrow, a. Hale, P. mclear, 
d. osborn, J. ewing, C. mcFadden
Greenville, SC

Purpose/Background:	 although the overall inci-
dence of colorectal cancer (CrC) is on the decline, in 
younger patients (<50 years) it is reportedly on the rise. 
additionally, there are varied accounts of a worsened 
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prognosis and survival in these young patients. this study 
presents a 10-year evaluation of “younger” CrC patients, 
including clinical characteristics, prognostic factors, and 
overall survival.

Methods/Interventions:	 a prospective database of all 
CrC patients diagnosed between January 2005 and april 
2015 was divided and analyzed according to age. Group 1 
consisted of patients <50 years and group 2 of patients ≥50. 
demographics, tumor staging, and survival were compared 
between groups. additional data was retrospectively 
collected on the younger patients, including comorbidities, 
presenting symptom(s), pathology, and family history.

Results/Outcome(s):	during our 10-year study period, 
767 patients were diagnosed with CrC. From these, 113 
(14.7%) were <50 years and 654 patients were ≥50. data 
showed no significant increase in the incidence of CrC 
in younger patients; there was, however a steady increase 
in the overall number of patients diagnosed (table 1). 
the majority of patients in both groups were Caucasian 
(group 1, 77.9% vs. group 2, 82.6%); gender was also 
comparable (53.0% vs. 48.2%, male). mean age was 42.5 
± 6.7 vs. 70.0 ± 10.7 years. approximately 90% of younger 
patients were symptomatic at diagnosis, with 54.4% having 
multiple symptoms. these included blood in stool (72.8%), 
cramping/abdominal pain (51.8%), diarrhea and/or consti-
pation (31.6%), rectal bleeding (26.3%), and unintended 
weight loss (12.3%). Comorbidities in younger patients 
included smoking (14.9% current and 75.4% former), 
hypertension (23.7%), and diabetes (9.6%). only 11.5% of 
younger patients had a first-degree family history of CrC. 
no significant differences were seen between age groups in 
terms of advanced tumor staging (3 or 4). younger patients, 
however, were associated with an increased survival 
rate (76.1%) when compared to older patients (62.1%) 
(p=0.006). the majority of these younger patients had 
low grade cancers (66%) that lacked both lymphvascular 
(67%) and perineural invasion (85%). the majority also 
underwent surgery and subsequent chemotherapy (63.2%).

Conclusions/Discussion:	these data showed no signifi-
cant increase in the incidence of CrC in younger patients. 
the majority of young patients did present with symptoms; 

however, family history was not a prognostic factor. 
lastly, younger CrC patients were not associated with an 
increased rate of advanced staging or mortality.

GASTROINTESTINAL	BLEEDING	FOLLOWING	
COLORECTAL	SURGERY	WITH	STAPLED	
ANASTOMOSIS.

Poster abstracts P274

P. Kolarsick, W. Boyan, a. dinallo, a. James, 
J. newman, P. yalamanchili, r. dressner, m. arvanitis
Atlantic Highlands, NJ; Long Branch, NJ

Purpose/Background:	Gastrointestinal bleeding (GiB) 
is one of the most common complications following 
colorectal surgery with a reported incidence of 5.5%. 
Clinically significant GiB following colorectal surgery 
can presumably increase hospital length of stay, lead 
to interruption of thromboembolism prophylaxis, and 
subject patients to risks associated with blood transfusion. 
risk factors associated with post-operative gastrointestinal 
hemorrhage have not been well defined in the literature nor 
has the relationship to length of hospital stay. this study 
aims to identify risk factors associated with GiB following 
elective colorectal surgery with primary anastomosis.

Methods/Interventions:	 this is a retrospective study 
examining elective colorectal resections performed by two 
fellowship-trained colorectal surgeons between march 
2013 and may 2016. Patients >18 years of age with a 
single ileocolic or colorectal anastomosis were included. 
electronic medical records were reviewed dividing patients 
into two groups based on whether or not they expe-
rienced GiB post-operatively. multiple variables were 
analyzed including patient factors (american Society for 
anesthesiologists physical assessment classification, body 
mass index, presence of diabetes, smoking status, benign 
vs. malignant pathology), operative factors (anastomotic 
site, operative time, estimated blood loss), and post- 
operative factors (use of prophylactic anti-coagulation with 
unfractionated heparin (uFH) vs. low molecular weight 
heparin (lmWH), use of platelet-inhibiting medication). 

P273 Incidence of patients diagnosed with colorectal cancer (CRC) by age and year.

Year first seen Total Patients <50yo n (%) Patients ≥50yo n
2005 51 6 (11.8) 45
2006 46 8 (17.4) 38
2007 43 7 (16.3) 36
2008 63 10 (15.9) 53
2009 58 10 (17.2) 48
2010 87 13 (15.0) 74
2011 101 12 (11.9) 89
2012 87 17 (19.5) 70
2013 96 16 (16.7) 80
2014 112 11 (9.8) 101
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Secondary endpoints include the need for post-operative 
blood transfusion and average length of hospital stay. 
Confidence intervals with α = 0.05 were compared to 
determine statistical significance.

Results/Outcome(s):	 over a 38-month period, 244 
patients presented for elective colorectal resection in which  
either ileocolic or colorectal primary anastomosis was 
performed. Sixty-six ileocolic and 178 colorectal anasto-
moses were performed using linear or circular stapling devices,  
respectively. overall, 17.6% of patients had documented 
GiB ranging from post-operative day zero to twelve. of 
these patients with GiB, 11.6% required blood transfusion. 
GiB was noted in 9 patients with ileocolic anastomosis 
(13.6%; 95% Ci [2.1%, 25.2%]) and 34 of those with 
colorectal anastomoses (19.1%; 95% Ci [5.9%, 32.3%]). 
average length of stay did not vary significantly between 
the GiB (4.0 days; 95% Ci [0, 9.7]) and non-GiB (4.5 
days; 95% Ci [0, 21.6]) groups. none of the patient-, oper-
ative-, or post-operative factors examined were found to 
correlate significantly with post-operative GiB (table 1).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Post-operative GiB after 
colorectal surgery did not significantly increase length of 
hospital stay or need for post-operative blood transfusion 
as compared to those patients without GiB. Further studies 
are needed to evaluate variables not tested here such as 
different stapling techniques or hand-sewn anastomosis.

DEVELOPMENT	OF	A	PREDICTION	MODEL	FOR	
READMISSION	AFTER	ILEOSTOMY	CREATION	
IN	COLORECTAL	SURGERY	PATIENTS.

Poster abstracts P275

a. iqbal, i. Sakharuk, H. Peters, l. Cunningham, 
l. Goldstein, S. Hughes, S. tan
Gainesville, FL

Purpose/Background:	Colorectal surgery patients have 
a higher postoperative morbidity than general surgery 
patients. those with ileostomies appear to be the most 
disadvantaged due to stoma-related complications and 
dehydration, which is the most common indication for 
postoperative readmission in this cohort. While historical 
readmission rates for colorectal surgery range from 10% to 
30%, they are much higher (≤65%) in patients with new 
ileostomies. We aimed to identify risk factors for 30-day 
readmission following discharge after ileostomy creation 
and develop a readmission prediction model.

Methods/Interventions:	Patients who underwent ileos-
tomy creation during a colorectal surgery procedure from 
2013-2016 at university of Florida Health were included 
in this irB approved study. Patients readmitted within  
30 days of discharge were compared to those that were not, 
to identify variables significantly associated with readmis-
sion. a practical, predictive model to stratify patient’s risk 
of readmission after the index procedure was developed.

Results/Outcome(s):	a total of 86 patients who under-
went an ileostomy were included (43 males, 43 females) 
of which 22 patients (26%) were readmitted in the  
30 days following discharge after the index procedure. the 
average length of stay after the index procedure (ileostomy 
creation) was 9.3 days and cost $30,918. the average cost 
of readmission was $13,839. readmissions happened on 
average 8.5 days after the initial discharge and were most 
commonly due to dehydration from high ostomy output 

P274 Comparison of patient characteristics, operative factors, post-operative anticoagulation  
as well as length of stay

GIB Non-GIB p-value
Age (year) 59.4 62.0 >0.05
Sex (% Female) 55.8% 54.2 >0.05
BMI 27.6 28.6 >0.05
Diabetes 16.3% 17.9% >0.05
Smokers 9.3% 16.9% >0.05
Malignancy 20.9% 37.6% >0.05
ASA PA Classification 2.2 2.3 >0.05
OR Time (min) 233 237 >0.05
Estimated Blood Loss (cc) 83.3 112.8 >0.05
UFH VTE prophylaxis 100.0% 95.5% >0.05
LMWH VTE prophylaxis 0.0% 1.0% >0.05
Anti-Platelet 9.3% 12.4% >0.05
Transfusion 9.3% 7.7% >0.05
Length of Stay (days) 4.0 4.5 >0.05
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(45%) or ileus (18%). Factors significantly associated 
with readmission included baseline steroid use, history 
of diabetes, history of depression, complications of bowel 
obstruction and high ostomy output during the index 
admission, lack of postoperative ostomy teaching, lack of 
discharge planning by social workers and discharge with 
a PiCC line. a 30-day readmission prediction model was 
created as below with a sensitivity of 73% and a specificity 
of 77% (Figure 1).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Prediction of readmission in 
patients undergoing an ileostomy creation appears possible. 
modification of the variables identified, such as preopera-
tive weaning of steroid use, better preoperative control of 
comorbidities, dedicated postoperative ostomy teaching 
and ensuring social work participation in discharge plan-
ning may help decrease the readmission rate, which is 
a quality metric now tied to hospital reimbursement. 
Prospective validation of the prediction model in a larger 
cohort is needed.

SUCCESSFUL	ENHANCED	RECOVERY	
PATHWAY	FOR	COLORECTAL	SURGERY	IN	A	
LARGE,	URBAN	SAFETY-NET	HOSPITAL.

Poster abstracts P276

J. anandam, t. roberts, P. Brown, G. Joshi, J. rabaglia
Dallas, TX

Purpose/Background:	 there is ample evidence that 
enhanced recovery Pathways (erPs) decrease length of 
stay (loS) and improve outcomes in colorectal surgery. 
However, there is a paucity of information regarding the 
effectiveness of erPs in the safety-net setting, which 
predominantly serves the vulnerable under- and un-insured.  
it is known that such patient populations are at a higher 
risk for poor surgical outcomes and longer hospital stays 
due to a variety of factors including limited resources and 
various social determinants of health. the aim of this 
study is to determine the impact of an erP on the length 

of stay and readmissions for elective colorectal surgery at a  
safety-net hospital without social interventions.

Methods/Interventions:	 a multidisciplinary panel of 
experts utilized evidence-based best practices for colorectal 
surgery to create a comprehensive perioperative erP. 
Preoperative components included standardized patient 
education, optimization of co-morbidities, multimodal 
analgesia for perioperative pain, and carbohydrate loading. 
intraoperative components focused on avoiding fluid over-
load and minimizing opioid use. Postoperative components 
included minimization of opioids, early ambulation, early 
discontinuation of indwelling urinary catheter, and early 
resumption of diet. the erP did not include social inter-
ventions. the pathway was implemented in September 
2014 at a large, urban safety net hospital. Process and 
outcomes metrics from 100 consecutive patients who 
underwent elective colorectal surgery in the 18 months 
prior to erP implementation were compared to a similar 
group post implementation. Surgeons and discharge 
criteria remained the same throughout. Primary end points 
were length of stay and readmissions. Secondary endpoints 
included time to ambulation, time to solid food, and time 
to return of bowel function.

Results/Outcome(s):	 in both cohorts, the funding 
sources for the majority of patients were either charity care 
or medicaid. there was no difference in the ratio of open 
to laparoscopic cases between the cohorts (p=0.547), or 
in the ratio of colon to pelvic cases (p=0.373). Following 
erP implementation, the total hospital length of stay was 
reduced from 7.5 to 5.1 days (p=0.003) and the 30-day 
all-cause readmission rates did not change (22% to 22%; 
p=1). mean time to ambulation was reduced from 2.2 to 
1.5 days (p=0.001). mean time to resumption of solid food 
was reduced from 4.6 to 2.4 days (p<0.001). mean time to 
return to bowel function was 3.4 to 2.5 days (p=0.001).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 it is possible to decrease 
length of stay without increasing readmissions for elective 
colorectal surgery in a large, urban safety-net setting, even 
without special interventions to address socioeconomic 
barriers to health. the cost of erP implementation is 
minimal, and there is significant potential for cost savings. 
thus, it would be advantageous for all safety net facilities 
to consider adopting erP.

HISTOLOGICAL	ASSESSMENT	OF	COLLAGEN	
DEPOSITION	WITHIN	ENTEROCUTANEOUS	
FISTULA	TRACTS	SECONDARY	TO	
DIVERTICULITIS.

Poster abstracts P277

J. dastur, y. maeda, t. ansari, m. moorghen, C. Vaizey
Harrow, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 enterocutaneous fistulas (eCF) 
are defined as abnormal communications between the 
gastrointestinal tract and the skin. the majority of eCFs 
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are iatrogenic in nature (~85%). Surgical procedures such 
as those for intra-abdominal malignancy, inflammatory 
bowel disease (iBd), diverticulitis and repeated explo-
rations for adhesions are at a higher risk of resulting in 
an eCF. the rest occur spontaneously, often secondary 
to inflammatory bowel disease, perforated diverticulitis, 
radiation enteritis, trauma, perforated tumours and intra- 
abdominal sepsis. Colonic diverticular disease is a common 
phenomenon predominant in western society affecting 
65% of people over the age of 65 years and characterised 
by the outpouching of colonic mucosa due to acquired 
herniation through the colonic wall. Several factors play a 
role in the pathophysiology and formation of these diver-
ticulae. Structural changes within the colonic wall itself 
with weakening of the extracellular matrix and changes in 
the type and content of collagen and elastin is a key factor. 
Histological assessment of the colonic tissue in patients 
with diverticulitis has revealed that the submucosal layer 
composed mainly of collagen fibrils plays an important role 
in maintaining the viscoelastic integrity of the colonic wall. 
increase in cross-linking has been noted in elderly patients 
with diverticulosis which leads to colonic rigidity and 
reduced flexibility. no study to date has directly assessed 
the histological changes associated with patients who have 
developed eCFs secondary to diverticulitis and whether 
this predisposes to poorer healing and a possible higher rate 
of re-fistulization.

Methods/Interventions:	this study will assess the histo-
logical structure and the morphology of collagen deposi-
tion in colonic tissue from patients who have undergone 
resections for diverticulitis and diverticular eCFs. Specific 
histological features will be looked at in order to ascertain 
whether the type of collagen and its distribution contribute 
towards these eCFs developing. the secondary aim will be 
to further evaluate the tissues using immunohistochemical 
staining techniques to further delineate the collagen types 
and changes to other compartments (e.g. elastin / collagen 
in the extracellular matrix).

Results/Outcome(s):	 10 samples were identified in 
each group and analysed using haematoxylin-eosin and 
picrosirius staining. Preliminary results have suggested 
that the collagen deposition in samples collected following 
diverticular eCF’s was morphologically different form 
those patients who did not have a diverticular aetiology.

Conclusions/Discussion:	these morphological changes 
in collage deposition could potentially explain the diffi-
cult nature of diverticular eCF management along with a 
higher rate of re-fistulization following definitive surgery.

CHARACTERISTICS	AND	POSTOPERATIVE	
OUTCOMES	OF	PATIENTS	UNDERGOING	
TOTAL	ABDOMINAL	COLECTOMY	FOR	
COLONIC	INERTIA.

Poster abstracts P278

J. Zhang, d. lile, a. lubitz, S. Koller, H. ross
Philadelphia, PA

Purpose/Background:	 total abdominal colectomy 
(taC) with ileorectal anastomosis has become the proce-
dure of choice for patients with colonic inertia (Ci) 
and symptoms refractory to medical treatment. Patient 
satisfaction is generally high, and dissatisfaction has been 
associated with persistent symptoms postoperatively rather 
than absolute frequency of bowel movements. the purpose 
of our study was to evaluate the patient profile and func-
tional outcomes of patients undergoing taC for Ci at our 
tertiary care center with dedicated colorectal surgery and 
motility disorder centers.

Methods/Interventions:	 We conducted a retrospec-
tive cohort study of all patients undergoing taC for Ci 
between 2003 and 2013. Charts were reviewed for patient 
demographics, preoperative symptoms and bowel function, 
and discrete patient outcomes (leak, abscess, fascial dehis-
cence, wound infection, average weekly bowel movements, 
laxative use, incontinence and postoperative symptoms). 
Frequencies were calculated for ordinal variables. means 
and standard deviations were calculated for categorical 
variables. SPSS version 22 was used for statistical analyses.

Results/Outcome(s):	a total of 17 patients with diag-
nosis of Ci underwent taC at our institution during 
the study period. twelve patients had delayed colonic 
transit documented on preoperative nuclear medicine 
transit study. mean follow-up time was 20 months. eleven 
patients were still in follow-up one year after their opera-
tion. the most common symptom reported preoperatively 
was abdominal pain (table 1). the overall morbidity of 
taC for Ci was low. there was one anastomotic leak 
requiring return to operating room for diverting ileostomy. 
there were two superficial wound infections and three 
patients had prolonged ileus. there were no mortalities. 
the reported mean number of weekly bowel movements 
increased to 16.3 (Sd 8.8) from a preoperative mean of 3.2 
(Sd 2.59) per week. Six patients reported abdominal pain 
postoperatively. Five of those had reported chronic pain 
preoperatively. only one patient continued to require daily 
laxatives to achieve bowel function. no patients reported 
problems with incontinence.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 at our institution, the 
majority of patients with Ci who underwent taC experi-
enced resolution of symptoms postoperatively. most with 
persistent pain postoperatively had chronic pain prior to 
surgery. larger prospective studies are needed to eval-
uate preoperative factors, such as reported symptoms and 
whole-gut scintigraphy, that may predict outcomes of taC 
for Ci and help guide patient selection for this procedure.
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THE	ROLE	OF	NEGATIVE	PRESSURE	
WOUND	THERAPY	IN	THE	MANAGEMENT	
OF	ENTEROCUTANEOUS	FISTULAS:	A	
SYSTEMATIC	REVIEW.

Poster abstracts P279

J. dastur, y. maeda, C. Vaizey
London, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	enterocutaneous fistulas (eCFs) 
are defined as abnormal communications between the 
gastrointestinal tract and the skin which may occur in 
various disease processes or iatrogenically. Patients who 
suffer this debilitating condition often manifest signs and 
symptoms of fluid and electrolyte imbalance, malnutrition 
and pain. despite improvements in management and 
treatment modalities, mortality and morbidity rates remain 
high. this review aims to report on innovationsin negative 
pressure wound therapies and their role in this specialised 
field.

Methods/Interventions:	 metHodS: a systematic 
review of studies reporting on negative pressure wound 
therapy techniques and modalities in eCF treatment 
was undertaken. the current niCe guidelines were also 
reviewed as part of this systematic review.

Results/Outcome(s):	 twenty eight studies met the 
inclusion criteria using the PriSma methodology. all 
included studies were case series. the modalities described 
were simple VaC dressing techniques and several inno-
vative variations of the same. 2 publications cautioned 
against the use of negative pressure dressing systems in 
the setting of an eCF/eCF repair due to the risk of further 
fistulization.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 there are only case series 
describing the negative pressure dressing techniques in 
eCF management. there is a paucity of randomised 
controlled trials due to the tenuous and protracted treat-
ment requirements for this condition. the current standard 
of parenteral nutrition, control of sepsis, fluid and electro-
lyte homeostasis, wound care and a carefully timed defin-
itive surgical procedure, form the core of eCF treatment. 
negative pressure dressing techniques act as adjuncts to 
the current standard therapies in eCF management and 

should be used with caution. niCe currently advocates 
the use of negative pressure wound therapies in selected 
patients by skilled healthcare professionals which we 
corroborate via this review.

ROUTINE	CYSTOGRAM	IS	UNNECESSARY	
AFTER	OPERATION	FOR	COLOVESICAL	
FISTULA.

Poster abstracts P280

S. dolejs, a. Penning, m. Guzman, a. Fajardo, 
B. Holcomb, B. robb, J. Waters
Indianapolis, IN

Purpose/Background:	 Colovesical fistula (CVF) is an 
uncommon complication of diverticulitis. Substantial vari-
ability exists in the intraoperative and postoperative 
management of this condition. We seek to evaluate the 
role of bladder leak testing, closed suction drainage, 
prolonged bladder catheter usage, and routine postopera-
tive cystogram in the management of CVF.

Methods/Interventions:	this is a retrospective analysis 
of patients undergoing operation for diverticular CVF at a 
single academic health center from January 2005 through 
december 2015. demographic, operative, and post-oper-
ative variables were included for analysis. malignant or 
non-diverticular etiologies were excluded. Wilcoxon rank 
sum test was used for statistical inference.

Results/Outcome(s):	 during the study period,  
89 patients underwent operation for diverticular CVF. of 
these, 67 (75%) underwent colectomy with primary anas-
tomosis, 7 (8%) colectomy with anastomosis and proximal 
diversion, and 15 (17%) colectomy with end colostomy. 
36 (40%) were performed laparoscopically. mortality was 
5% (4) and overall morbidity was 46% (41). intraoperative 
bladder leak test was performed in 36 patients (40%). 
Sixty-five patients (72%) had a closed-suction drain placed 
intraoperatively. Sixty-seven patients (75%) had a cysto-
gram and nineteen patients (21%) had a drain creatinine 
checked prior to Foley catheter or drain removal. 5 (6%) 
patients developed post-operative bladder leak. of these, 
3 were identified by an elevated drain creatinine and 2 
by cystogram. the diagnostic yield of routine cystogram 
was 3%. all bladder leaks were diagnosed between post- 
operative day 3 and 11. all patients with bladder leak 
were suspected to have a leak most commonly due to high 
abdominal drain output (>350 ml/day). Postoperative 
bladder leak rate was 3% in patients with intraoperative 
bladder leak test versus 8% without (p=0.6). of patients 
with a postoperative bladder leak, none required reoper-
ation and all resolved within 2 months. median urinary 
catheter duration in patients without leak was 8 days 
(interquartile range (iQr): 6-11 days) vs. 36 days (iQr: 
31-43 days) in patients with leak (p<0.01).

Conclusions/Discussion:	there is significant heteroge-
neity in the management of patients undergoing operation 
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for CVF. Cystogram may add cost and is low yield for 
routine evaluation for bladder leak after operative repair 
of CVF. rather, it should be used selectively in patients 
with a high suspicion of bladder leak due to high volume 
or creatinine-rich drain output. intraoperative bladder leak 
testing should be considered.

MANAGEMENT	OF	DIVERTICULAR	FISTULAS:	
OUTCOMES	OF	111	CONSECUTIVE	CASES	AT	A	
SINGLE	INSTITUTION.

Poster abstracts P281

J. martinolich, a. Bhakta, d. Croasdale, a. Chismark, 
B. Valerian, J. Canete, e. lee
Albany, NY

Purpose/Background:	laparoscopic sigmoid colectomy 
has proven to be safe and effective in patients with uncom-
plicated diverticulitis. However, diverticular fistulas are 
often treated via laparotomy. the purpose of this study is 
to examine the outcomes of all patients presenting with 
non-acute diverticular disease and fistulae, with specific 
attention to those undergoing colectomy via a minimally 
invasive approach.

Methods/Interventions:	 this is a single institution 
retrospective analysis of 111 consecutive patients with 
diverticular fistulae diagnosed clinically or radiographically 
at our institution from 2005-2016. Seven patients were 
not offered laparoscopic colectomy secondary to signifi-
cant pre-operative co-morbidities and were excluded. the 
remaining 104 patients were offered laparoscopic sigmoid 
colectomy with primary anastomosis as the initial approach 
for elective intervention. all cases were performed by  
4 surgeons at a large tertiary care center. Preoperative 
demographics, intraoperative data, and postoperative 
outcomes were examined.

Results/Outcome(s):	of the 104 patients in our study 
group, 48% had colovesical fistulas, 28% had colovaginal 
fistulas, 14% had coloenteric fistulas, 12% had colocuta-
neous fistulas, and 2% had colocolonic fistulas. the overall 
conversion rate to laparotomy was 31.7% (n=33). the 
most common reason for conversion was dense fibrosis. 
there were no significant differences in pre-operative 
demographics or mean operative time between the lapa-
roscopic (lap) and conversion to open (con) patients. 
overall mean operative time was 156 minutes. Combined 
post-operative complications occurred in 17.8% of patients 
(17.4% [n=12] in the lap cohort and 25.8% [n=9] in the 
con cohort). the most common complication was surgical 
site infection (10.1%). there was 1 anastomotic leak and 
1 mortality at 41 days in the lap cohort. the mean time 
for return of bowel function was 3.46 +/- 5 days (3.4 days 
in lap cohort vs 3.5 days in con cohort) and mean hospital 
length of stay was 6.60 +/- 15 days (6.1 days in lap cohort 
vs 7.1 days in con cohort).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 laparoscopic sigmoid colec-
tomy for diverticular fistula is safe, with complication 
rates comparable to open sigmoid resection. We present 
the largest series of consecutive laparoscopic sigmoid 
colectomy for diverticular fistulae. our conversion rate is 
somewhat higher than established rates of conversion for 
elective laparoscopic sigmoid colectomy for diverticular 
disease. this is not unexpected given the complexity of 
treating this disease. We believe this to be an acceptable 
rate that allows the majority of patients to benefit from 
minimally invasive procedures without additional peri- 
operative risk. When managed by an experienced colorectal 
surgeon, laparoscopic sigmoid colectomy in the setting of 
diverticular fistula is safe, feasible and should be consid-
ered for patients who are otherwise candidates for elective 
surgery.

CONTEMPORARY	MANAGEMENT	OF	SIGMOID	
VOLVULUS.

Poster abstracts P282

S. dolejs, m. Guzman, a. Fajardo, B. Holcomb, B. robb, 
J. Waters
Indianapolis, IN

Purpose/Background:	 Sigmoid volvulus is an 
uncommon cause of bowel obstruction that historically is 
associated with high morbidity and mortality. the objec-
tive of this study was to evaluate nationwide trends in the 
operative management and presentation of patients with 
sigmoid volvulus and to determine the safety of primary 
anastomosis in patients with sigmoid volvulus.

Methods/Interventions:	 the american College of 
Surgeons national Surgical Quality improvement Project 
from 2012-2015 was queried for patients with intestinal 
volvulus who underwent left-sided colonic resection. 
Patient level factors, operative characteristics, and 30-day 
outcomes were examined. a propensity score matched 
analysis was then performed to compare patients with 
sigmoid volvulus undergoing colectomy with primary anas-
tomosis without proximal diversion to those undergoing 
colectomy with end colostomy.

Results/Outcome(s):	 in total, 2,538 patients with 
sigmoid volvulus were included for analysis. Patients under-
going colectomy for sigmoid volvulus had a median age of 
68 years (interquartile range (iQr): 55-80) and 52% were 
male. 8% presented from a nursing facility and 21% were 
not living independently preoperatively. 51% of operations 
were performed emergently. 1,813 (71%) patients under-
went colectomy with anastomosis, 240 (10%) patients 
colectomy with anastomosis and proximal diversion, 
and 485 (19%) patients colectomy with end colostomy. 
overall 30-day mortality and morbidity were 5% and 40%. 
one-third of patients were discharged to a nursing facility. 
after propensity score matching, 440 patients who under-
went colectomy with primary anastomosis were compared 
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to 440 patients who underwent colectomy with end colos-
tomy. mortality, overall morbidity, serious morbidity, read-
mission rate, operative time, and length of stay were similar 
between the groups after matching (table). anastomotic 
leak occurred in 6.2% of patients undergoing colectomy 
and primary anastomosis with an increased rate of organ 
space surgical site infections in these patients (table). 12% 
more patients undergoing a colectomy with end colostomy 
were discharged to a nursing facility (table).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Sigmoid volvulus occurs in 
elderly and debilitated patients. operation is associated 
with significant morbidity, mortality, and lifestyle impli-
cations with one third of patients being discharged to 
a facility. anastomosis without proximal diversion in 
patients with sigmoid volvulus results in similar outcomes 
to colectomy with end colostomy but carries significant risk 
of anastomotic leak and reoperation.

PRE-DISCHARGE	ILEOSTOMY	OUTPUT	
PREDICTS	DEHYDRATION	ASSOCIATED	
READMISSIONS.

Poster abstracts P283

d. Gwak, P. Callas, J. moore, P. Cataldo
Burlington, VT

Purpose/Background:	 readmission rates 60 days 
following ileostomy creation is high, and the most common 
cause of readmission is dehydration. We examined 
factors associated with readmission due to dehydration. 
identification and modification of risk factors prior to 
discharge may help decrease post ileostomy dehydration 
and subsequent readmission.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective cohort chart 
review was performed identifying patients who had ileos-
tomies created between 06/03/2009 and 06/01/2015 at 

uVm medical Center. the following parameters were 
examined; race, ethnicity, age, gender, procedure type, 
loop vs end ileostomy, length of ileum resected, length of 
hospital stay, iV fluid volume administered 24 hrs prior to 
discharge, Po intake 24 hrs prior to discharge, and ileos-
tomy output 24 hrs prior to discharge. ileostomy output 
and oral intake in final 24 hrs of index admission were 
divided into quartiles based on distribution volumes; For 
oral intake Q1=0ml~757.5ml, Q2=757.5ml~1150ml, 
Q3=1150ml~1500ml, Q4=>1500ml., For ileos-
tomy output Q1=0ml~320ml, Q2=320ml~600ml, 
Q3=600ml~1050ml, Q4=>1050ml.

Results/Outcome(s):	 ileostomies were created in 335 
patients, including 215 diverting loop ileostomies and 120 
end ileostomies. in the cohort of 335 patients, there were 
29 readmissions for other reasons and those patients were 
excluded from analysis. the final cohort therefore consisted 
of 306 patients; of these 72 (23.5%) patients were read-
mitted within 60 days due to dehydration. average length 
of stay for index procedure was 13 days. type of ileostomy, 
length of small bowel resected, oral intake and volume of 
iV fluid administered in 24 hours prior to discharge all 
failed to predict readmission. ileostomy output during final 
24 hours of index admission in the 4th quartile (>1050 ml) 
predicted dehydration related readmission (rr = 1.82, 
95% Ci 1/06-3.11, Q4 vs Q1 p=0.03)

Conclusions/Discussion:	Following ileostomy creation 
readmission due to dehydration is a common problem. 
(72/306 patients; 23.5%). High ileostomy output in the 
24 hours prior to discharge is the only factor predictive 
of readmission. delaying discharge until ileostomy output 
decreases below 1 liter per 24 hours may potentially 
decrease readmission rates. Patient counseling regarding 
oral intake and stoma output may also be beneficial, 
although not studied in this project.

P282 Rates of morbidity after propensity score matching for patients with  
sigmoid volvulus undergoing colectomy.

Colectomy with Primary 
Anastomosis:

n (%)

Colectomy with End 
Colostomy

n (%) p
Mortality 40 (9.1%) 40 (9.1%) 1.0
Overall Morbidity 223 (50.7%) 201 (45.7%) 0.14
Serious Morbidity 148 (33.6%) 130 (29.6%) 0.19
Anastomotic Leak* 14 (6.2%) - NA
Organ Space Infection 26 (5.9%) 9 (2.1%) <0.01
30-Day Reoperation 50 (11.4%) 34 (7.7%) 0.07
Discharged to Rehab Facility 177 (43.6%) 229 (55.2%) <0.01
Readmission Rate 58 (13.2%) 55 (12.5%) 0.77
Operative Time (median (IQR**)) 92 (67-122) 92 (70-127) 0.38
Length of Stay (Median (IQR**)) 8 (5-13) 8 (5-13) 0.58

*485 patients had data on anastomotic leak rates. This data is only included in facilities that submit data via the colec-
tomy targeted dataset. **IQR=Interquartile Range
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SIGNIFICANCE	OF	PERSISTENT	PERITONITIS	
AFTER	DAMAGE	CONTROL	SURGERY	IN	
PATIENTS	WITH	ACUTE	PERFORATED	
DIVERTICULAR	DISEASE.

Poster abstracts P284

i. iesalnieks, m. Sohn, P. ritschl, F. aigner
Munich, Germany; Berlin, Germany

Purpose/Background:	damage control surgery (dCS) 
has been introduced for management of perforated diver-
ticular disease of the sigmoid colon by some centers.  
the aim of this retrospective cohort study was to evaluate 
the significance of persistent peritonitis discovered at  
the time of second laparotomy following dCS.

Methods/Interventions:	 all patients who underwent 
dCS for acute perforated diverticular disease of the 
sigmoid colon between 2011 and 2016 were included. the 
dCS included a two stage procedure: limited resection of 
the diseased colonic segment, closure of oral and aboral 
colon, and application of an abdominal vacuum at the 
initial surgery followed by definite reconstruction (anas-
tomosis or Hartmann’s procedure) at second laparotomy 
24-48 h later.

Results/Outcome(s):	Fifty-five patients (mean age 68 
years) underwent dCS. at the second laparotomy, 10 
patients underwent Hartmann’s procedure and an anas-
tomosis was constructed in 45 patients. Fourteen of latter 
patients received a diverting ileostomy. an anastomotic 
leak was treated by an ileostomy in further 4 patients. 
thus, 28 patients (51%) had some type of stoma at the 
end of the hospital stay. at the time of second laparotomy, 
persistent peritonitis (PP) was discovered in 28 patients 
(51%): it was generalized in 10 patients and localized in 18. 
the overall postoperative complication rate (50% vs. 22%, 
P=0.05) and mortality (18% vs. 0%, P=0.051) was higher 
in patients with PP as compared to patients without PP. 
the mortality was highest when PP was generalized (40%). 
also, length of hospital stay was increased in patients with 
PP (27 days vs. 18 days, P=0.015). Patients with PP were 
discharged from hospital significantly more often with a 
stoma than patients without PP (71% vs. 30%, P=0.003). 
the mean number of surgeries performed during the initial 
hospital stay was also increased in patients with PP (3.6 vs. 
2.2, P=0.003). at the end of the follow-up period, 36% 

of patients with PP still had a stoma as opposed to 11% of 
patients without PP (P=0.055).

Conclusions/Discussion:	in patients undergoing dCS, 
persistence of peritonitis at the time of the second lapa-
rotomy is a strong predictor of poor short- and long-term 
outcome.

RECTAL	PROLAPSE	REPAIR	WITH	ABDOMINAL	
FIXATION	IS	FEASIBLE	UNDER	EPIDURAL	
OR	SEDATION/LOCAL	ANESTHESIA:	A	
PROSPECTIVE	PILOT	STUDY	IN	ELDERLY	
SUBJECTS.

Poster abstracts P285

J. milsom, K. trencheva, F. Gadalla, K. Garrett
New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	 the aim of this study was to  
evaluate the safety and feasibility of an abdominal approach 
to rectal prolapse(rP) repair under epidural or sedation/
local anesthesia. Further, to evaluate short and long-term 
clinical outcomes after this novel procedure in elderly 
patients (>75).

Methods/Interventions:	 Prospective pilot study with 
10 patients, male and female above 75 years of age with 
rP. the anesthesia was epidural or sedation/local. Surgery: 
after evaluation with flexible colonoscope, the rectum 
was lifted and positioned for fixation against the supra-
pubic abdominal wall using sigmoidoscopy. next 6-to-8 
2-0 Polypropylene sutures were placed via a small incision 
(<5 cm) through the abdominal wall into a small piece 
gortex mesh, anesthetizing the area with local. outcomes 
measured were: intraoperative complications, surgery 

P283 Ileostomy Ouput in Final 24hr vs  
Readmission Rate

Ileostomy Output in 24 hrs 
prior to discharge Readmission Rate
Q1 (0mL~320mL) 17/94 18.1%
Q2 (320mL~600mL) 13/70 18.6%
Q3 (600mL~1050mL) 17/66 25.8%
Q4 (1050mL~) 25/76 32.9%

P285 Results

Variable N=9
Age yrs. median (range) 82(75-96)
ASA median (range) 3(2-3)
Comorbidity
Hypertension 5
Diabetes 3
Anesthesia Type
Epidural 7
Spinal 1
MAC 1
Intubation during surgery 0
Operative time min 65(52-78)
Postoperative Stay in 
Hospital,days

3(2-10)

Follow up 30 days 9
Follow up 12 month 7
Recurrence 30 days 0
Recurrence 12 months 1
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completion without intubation, postoperative complica-
tions, recurrence at 30 days, 12 months.

Results/Outcome(s):	 nine female patients above  
75 years of age were enrolled (table). one patient recurred 
within 6 months and subsequently underwent transanal 
surgical repair of rP. one patient died at 3 months unre-
lated to the procedure. no other anesthetic, intraoperative,  
or postoperative complications were observed.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 abdominal rP repair under 
epidural or sedation/local anesthesia appears feasible and 
safe in elderly patients and may, in the future, provide an 
effective alternative to current treatment options for rP, 
avoiding a general anesthesia and pelvic dissection.

“HOW	ABOUT	THAT	COLON	BUNDLE!”	USE	
OF	A	SURVEY	TOOL	TO	ENGAGE	SURGEONS	
IN	REDUCING	SURGICAL	SITE	INFECTIONS	
FOR	COLON	SURGERY.

Poster abstracts P286

m. Basile
Port Jefferson, NY

Purpose/Background:	 the advanced Colon Surgery 
Bundle Workgroup is a multidisciplinary team charged 
with reducing Surgical Site infections (SSi) related to 
Colorectal Surgery at John t. mather memorial Hospital. 
timely use of a survey tool to inform, consult, involve, 
collaborate with, and empower our surgeons resulted in 
widespread buy-in by this critical group of stakeholders.

Methods/Interventions:	after initial attempts to inform 
surgeons of the implementation of a bundle of evidence-
based perioperative interventions to reduce surgical site 
infections fell short, a brief survey was sent to each 
surgeon, collecting answers as discrete data fields as well as 
open-ended questions with opportunities to add free-text 
responses. the responses were discussed at a department 
of Surgery meeting, and an action plan developed around 
surgeons’ input.

Results/Outcome(s):	 100% compliance with 
surgeon-dependent colon bundle elements for all elective 
colon surgery cases. improved surgeon participation in 
surgical debriefing, including wound classification/ risk 
stratification for SSi. 50% decrease in overall Colon Sir 
(Standardized infection rate) in 6 months.

Conclusions/Discussion:	demonstrated use of a survey 
tool to inform, consult, involve, collaborate with, and 
empower surgeons to participate in quality and process 
improvement. Future studies could measure use with other 
quality improvement stakeholders, from hospital leader-
ship to patients.

PARASTOMAL	HERNIA	REPAIR	USING	AN	
OPEN-FIRST	HYBRID	TECHNIQUE.

Poster abstracts P287

a. Schuster, V. Bauer, C. ellis
Odessa, TX

Purpose/Background:	 one of the most common 
complications of stoma creation is parastomal hernia, with 
incidence up to 48%. indications for surgical repair include 
pain, poor fitting ostomy appliance, and bowel obstruction. 
a variety of techniques for repair have been described in 
the literature, including a hybrid technique. our proposed 
hybrid technique utilizes an open-first approach.

Methods/Interventions:	 our technique begins with 
identifying the fascial defect and creating a transverse inci-
sion medial to the ostomy. open approach here facilitates 
dissection and isolation of the hernia sac. Hernia contents 
are reduced and the sac excised. adhesiolysis and trocar 
placement are performed under direct visualization. the 
fascial edges are reapproximated in interrupted fashion. 
the subcutaneous tissue and skin is reapproximated, 
and the mucocutaneous junction of the ostomy reat-
tached. the mesh is easily prepared and inserted into the 
abdomen prior to closure of the defect. the repair is then 
reinforced using a laparoscopic intraperitoneal Sugarbaker 
technique. the mesh is positioned to create a stair-step 
configuration of the colostomy while providing sufficient 
mesh underlap of the defect. transfacial sutures are used 
to secure the mesh, which displaces the stoma laterally. 
Pneumoperitoneum is then released, and trocar and punc-
ture sites closed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 1. adhesiolysis & reduction of 
contents within the hernia sac during the open portion 
decreased case time and difficulty while improving safety. 
2. mesh was easier to position intra-abdominally through 
open fascia. 3. Bowel and adjacent soft tissues injuries 
were decreased with direct trocar visualization. 4. use of a 
partial medial takedown of the stoma minimizes traumatic 
injury.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Parastomal hernias remain a 
common problem after colostomy or ileostomy creation. 
repair using new hybrid approaches combine both open 
and laparoscopic techniques. our method describes advan-
tages over other hybrid and straight laparoscopic proce-
dures that are safe and effective. Specific advantages 
include 1) isolation and excision of hernia sac, 2) ease of 
reduction of hernia contents, 3) faster adhesiolysis and 
intraabdominal placement of mesh, 4) safer trocar place-
ment, and 5) preservation of stoma. Parastomal hernias 
result from the same physical forces causing other abdom-
inal wall hernias. We believe that adhering to the core 
principles of hernia surgery in parastomal hernia repair 
will significantly improve success of this repair. these core 
principles are performed in our method, all of which are 
paramount to the superiority of our procedure.
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LAPAROSCOPIC	RIGHT	COLECTOMY	
WITH	EXTRACORPOREAL	ANASTOMOSIS	
HAS	HIGHER	MORBIDITY	COMPARED	TO	
INTRACORPOREAL	ANASTOMOSIS?

Poster abstracts P288

r. Pinto, l. Gerbasi, m. Camargo, C. Kimura, 
d. Soares, l. Bustamante-lopez., C. nahas, F. Campos, 
i. Cecconello, S. nahas
São Paulo, Brazil

Purpose/Background:	laparoscopic right colectomy is a 
standardized procedure. in the beginning of the laparoscopic  
experience surgeons preferred the extracorporeal anasto-
mosis (eCa). recently, the preference of intracorporeal 
anastomosis (iCa) is increasing between coloproctologists 
due to better esthetic results and reduced hernia risk. 
Objective: to compare perioperative morbidity of intra-
corporeal anastomosis versus extracorporeal anastomosis 
in laparoscopic right colectomy

Methods/Interventions:	 Consecutive 82 patients who 
underwent surgical laparoscopic right colectomy between 
2012 and 2016 were retrospectively reviewed from a 
prospectively maintained database. the primary outcome 
was 30-day morbidity, recorded using de Clavien-dindo 
classification system. major complication was defined as 
Clavien-dindo classification ≥ 3. Statistical analysis was 
based on the software SPSS®.

Results/Outcome(s):	From 82 patients, 24 had iCa and 
58 had eCa. Both populations had no difference as related 
to age, comorbidities, Body mass index (Bmi), preopera-
tive hemoglobin or american Society of anesthesiology 
(aSa) classification. overall, 56 (68.3%) patients had 
no complications, 21 (25.6%) had minor and 5 (6%) 
had major complications. there were no conversions to 
either anastomosis performed. the 30-day mortality was 
2 (2.4%). reoperation was necessary for 1 (1.2%) patient, 
and anastomotic leakage occurred in 1 (1.2%) patient. 
the comparison between iCa and eCa did not achieve 
statistic relevance in any of the categories analyzed. there 
was a tendency of minor operative time of the eCa group 
(199 vs 223 minutes, p=0.76).

Conclusions/Discussion:	laparoscopic right colectomy 
is a low morbidity surgical procedure. Both eCa and iCa 
are safe options, leaving the choice of the anastomotic 
technique to the surgeon.

EVALUATION	OF	THE	SAFETY	OF	BARBED	
SUTURE	IN	ROBOTIC	ASCENDING	
COLECTOMY	WITH	INTRACORPOREAL	
ISOPERISTALTIC	ILEOCOLIC	ANASTOMOSIS.

Poster abstracts P289

P. Vanguri, m. Soliman, a. Ferrara, J. Gallagher, J. Karas, 
r. mueller, S. deJesus, P. Williamson
Orlando, FL

Purpose/Background:	Barbed unidirectional suture has 
been used to perform upper gastrointestinal anastomoses. 
its safety and efficacy has not yet been investigated in 
a dedicated colorectal series. We report our experience 
with the use of barbed suture for closure of the common 
enterotomy in robotic assisted ascending colectomy with 
intracorporeal anastomosis.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective analysis of 
a single surgeon’s robotic ascending colectomies was 
analyzed from January 2015 to october of 2016. Barbed 
suture was used to close the common enterotomy in a  
standard two layer fashion for all isoperistaltic ileocolic 
anastomoses. the primary endpoint was presence or 
absence of anastomotic leak. demographic information, 
intraoperative data, postoperative complications and read-
missions were also evaluated.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Fifty-four patients underwent 
robotic ascending colectomy with intracorporeal isoperi-
staltic ileocolic anastomosis. no cases required conversion 
to open surgery. there were no anastomotic leaks. one 
patient was managed for respiratory distress postopera-
tively. two patients had fevers but evaluation, including 
Ct imaging, did not indicate anastomotic leaks or abdom-
inal pathology for these patients. they recovered without 
further incident. one patient was readmitted with ileus 
that resolved with conservative management.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 to date, there are no 
published studies reporting the safety of barbed suture 
on colorectal robotic procedures. We demonstrate that 
double layer closure with barbed suture is a safe operative 
method. in this patient series, it has not been associated 
with anastomotic leak or intra abdominal complications.

TEMPORAL	CHANGES	IN	THE	MANAGEMENT	
OF	PATIENTS	WITH	COMPLICATED	
DIVERTICULITIS	IN	A	MAJOR	TERTIARY	
INSTITUTION.

Poster abstracts P290

n. ahmadi, n. ansari, W. Howden, C. Byrne
Mosman, NSW, Australia

Purpose/Background:	over the past 2 decades, there 
has been a reduction in the number of patients being 
managed operatively for complicated diverticulitis. in the 
patients requiring emergency surgery in diverticulitis, there 
has been mounting evidence that primary anastomosis with 
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or without ileostomy is a safe alternative to Hartmann’s 
procedure in patients without florid sepsis. the aim of this 
study was to analyse if this increasingly strong evidence has 
had an impact on patient management in a major tertiary 
institution.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review of 
presentations of acute diverticulitis to a major tertiary 
referral hospital in Sydney, australia, was undertaken. the 
study period was between January 2001 to december 2013.

Results/Outcome(s):	 during the study period there 
were 812 presentations with acute diverticulitis. 72 
patients (89%) were managed operatively. they were more 
likely to be older (median age 66 vs 57, p= 0.001), have 
more co-morbidities (33% vs 23.0%, with Charlson score 
2+, p = 0.051) and have complicated diverticulitis (89% 
vs 27.6%, p < 0.0001). there were 129 patients (16.8%) 
with Hinchey 1, 78 patients (10.2%) with Hinchey 2,  
and 36 patients (4.7%) with Hinchey 3 and 4 diverticu-
litis. the rate of operative management in patients with 
Hinchey 1 and 2 was unchanged over the study period (9% 
in 2001-05, 9% in 2006-08, 2% in 2009-11, 8% in 2012-
13. P= 0.427). the primary anastomosis rate in these 
patients had increased during this period (17% in 2001-05,  
33% in 2006-08, 40% in 2009-11, and 57% in 2012-13.  
P= 0.070). 68 patients (8%) had medical complications 
and 27 patients (38% of patients managed surgically) 
had surgical complications. the mortality rate was 1.5% 
overall. there was a reduction in mortality 3.9% in 
2001-05 to 1.6% in 2012-13, p=0.04) but no significant 
change in medical or surgical complications.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 over this 13-year period, 
there was an increase in the total number of presentations 
with acute diverticulitis with an increase in the proportion 
of patients with uncomplicated disease. the rate of patients 
requiring operative management for Hinchey 1 and 2 had 
remained unchanged, however these patients were more 
likely to have a primary anastomosis. the morbidity rate 
was unchanged but there was an improvement in mortality 
rates. reasons for these observed changes could include 
improvements in perioperative care and the mounting 
evidence that primary anastomosis is safe in selected 
patients requiring emergency surgery in diverticulitis.

QUALITY	OF	LIFE	TRENDS	AFTER	
COLORECTAL	CANCER	SURGERY.

Poster abstracts P291

d. Chan, t. lim, F. Koh, K. tan
Singapore, Singapore

Purpose/Background:	 Patients diagnosed with 
colorectal cancer undergo surgery as well as chemoradio-
therapy. Such interventions may have oncologic efficacy, 
but often also lead to a reduction in quality of life (Qol). 
We conducted this study to evaluate trends in the quality 

of life of patients from the time of surgery for colorectal 
cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 a cross-sectional study was 
conducted on 91 consecutive patients who presented to 
the outpatient clinic with a history of colorectal cancer 
who had undergone surgery. all patients were adminis-
tered the eortC QlQ-C30 questionnaire. duration from 
the patient’s surgery was recorded. the Global Health 
Status of the questionnaire, which measures Qol was 
determined. Qol was scored on a range of 0 to 100, in 
which 100 denotes perfect Qol.

Results/Outcome(s):	  We recorded the scores for 
21 (23.1%) patients within 3 months of surgery, 11 
(12.1%) patients between 4 – 6 months, and another 11 
(12.1%) patients between 9 – 12 months. two patients 
had surgery between 10 – 12 months ago, while 7 (7.7%) 
patients presented in their second year from surgery, and 
39 (42.9%) patients were interviewed more than two 
years after surgery. Qol scores was lowest in the imme-
diate three months following surgery (mean 62.7). this 
gradually improves to a peak mean Qol of 79.2 around  
12 months after surgery. Following this, Qol tapers but not 
as low as the immediate post-operative period (70.2 in the 
second year, and 71.6 after the second year).

Conclusions/Discussion:	Patients experiences the worst 
Qol in the immediate post-operative period although this 
recovers by the end of the first year. Following this, Qol 
decreases but remains constant at levels higher than the 
immediate post-operative period. interventions could be 
implemented in the immediate period after surgery to 
minimise the impact on their Qol.

ACCURACY	OF	MRI	IN	ASSESSING	RESPONSE	
TO	NEOADJUVANT	THERAPY	IN	LOCALLY	
ADVANCED	RECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P292

m. aker, d. Boone, a. Chandramohan, r. aspinall, 
B. Sizer, r. motson, t. arulampalam
Colchester, United Kingdom; Chelmsofrd, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 magnetic resonance imaging 
(mri) is currently the modality of choice for primary 
staging of rectal cancers. it is also the modality of choice 
in re-staging locally advanced rectal cancers (larC) after 
neoadjuvant chemo-radiotherapy treatment (nCrt). 
However, the accuracy of mri in assessing response to 
nCrt in larC and in identifying patients with complete 
response (Cr) has been questioned, and inter-rater agree-
ment on mri staging has been variable. this retrospective 
study assessed the accuracy of mri in restaging larC 
after nCrt and in identifying patients with completes 
response. accuracy of mri in assessing t stage and 
tumour regression grade (trG) was calculated at different 
time intervals after nCrt. inter-rater variability between 
reporting radiologists was also assessed.
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Methods/Interventions:	all patients with larC who 
underwent nCrt in Colchester university Hospital 
between January 2003 and July 2014 were eligible. the 
accuracy of mri at different time intervals after nCrt was 
compared. two radiologists with 7 and 2 years experience 
in Gi radiology blindly re-staged all the mri scans. inter-
rater concordance was calculated by Cohen’s weighted 
Kappa. Histo-pathological assessment and mandard’s trG 
were considered to be the gold standard. accuracy of t 
staging and trG were assessed using weighted Kappa.

Results/Outcome(s):	114 patients were included in this 
study. 79 patients (69.3%) experienced downstaging by a 
whole t stage or more when the first post-treatment mri 
scan was performed at a median of 6.1 weeks (range: 3.0 
– 11.7) after completion of nCrt. a further 37 patients 
(32.5%) experienced downstaging by the time the second 
post-treatment scan was performed at a median of 10.4 
weeks (range: 4.0 – 15.1). inter-rater agreement of t 
stage on the pre-treatment scans, showed fair agreement 
(Kappa value 0.272). there was no inter-rater agreement 
on assessment of the post treatment scans (Kappa value 
0.141). there was fair agreement between t stage and 
histology on assessment of the first post-treatment mri 
scan (Kappa 0.244, p<0.001). t stage was correctly clas-
sified in 46.5% of cases. there was higher concordance 
and accuracy with the second post treatment scan at 10.4 
weeks (Kappa value 0.439 - moderate agreement). t stage 
in the second post-treatment mri was accurate in 59.3% 
of cases. in assessing trG, the second post-treatment mri 
scan performed at a median of 10.4 weeks after completion 
of nCrt was significantly more accurate than the first 
post-treatment mri performed at a median of 6.1 weeks 
(Kappa values of 0.187 vs. 0.090 (p=0.027)).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 our findings consistently 
showed that mri in larC was more accurate in assessing 
response to nCrt at 10 weeks, rather than the tradition-
ally accepted assessment at 6 weeks post-nCrt. due to 
consistently low inter-rater concordance at 6 weeks, a 
systematic unified approach in reporting post-treatment 
mri scans should be used at 10 weeks.

DEMOGRAPHIC	CHANGES	IN	THE	
PRESENTATION	OF	COLORECTAL	CANCER	IN	
NEW	ZEALAND	1995-2012.

Poster abstracts P293

J. Gandhi
Christchurch, New Zealand

Purpose/Background:	 new Zealand (nZ) is an 
unscreened colorectal cancer population, and has amongst 
the highest rates of colorectal cancer (CrC) rates in the 
world. internationally, there has been trends to a left-to-
right shift in CrC rates and newer evidence suggesting a 
higher rate of rectal cancer amongst younger patients. the 
aim of this study was to determine current trends in right-, 

left-sided colon, and rectal cancer incidence by age, and 
gender in nZ.

Methods/Interventions:	We obtained data from the nZ 
Cancer registry and linked it to population data from the 
time period 1995 to 2012. Cancers were divided into prox-
imal (caecum to the splenic flexure), distal (descending 
to sigmoid colon), and rectal (rectosigmoid and rectum). 
Patients were categorised by gender and age. the age was 
stratified into less than 50 years, between 50 and 80 years, 
and 80 years and over.

Results/Outcome(s):	 males had a higher incidence 
of CrC at all sites and age. older patients had a higher 
incidence of CrC. However, in terms of trends, both male 
and female patients younger than 50 years, showed an 
increased incidence in rectal cancer. Patients between 50 
and 80 years had reduction in incidence at all sites. For 
those aged 80 and over, only the proximal lesions were 
noted to be increasing in incidence.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 We have identified an 
increasing incidence of rectal cancer amongst younger 
patients, a reduction at all sites in those aged 50 to 80, and 
an increase in proximal lesions in the elderly.

DIAGNOSTIC	VALUE	OF	18F-FLUORODE-
OXYGLUCOSE	(FDG)	POSITRON	EMISSION	
TOMOGRAPHY	(PET)	/CT	FOR	LATERAL	
PELVIC	LYMPH	NODE	METASTASIS	IN	RECTAL	
CANCER	TREATED	WITH	PREOPERATIVE	
CHEMORADIOTHERAPY.

Poster abstracts P294

S. ishihara, K. Kawai, K. murono, m. Kaneko, K. Sasaki, 
K. yasuda, K. otani, t. nishikawa, t. tanaka, 
t. Kiyomatsu, K. Hata, H. nozawa, t. Watanabe
Tokyo, Japan

Purpose/Background:	recently, it has been suggested 
that lateral pelvic lymph node (lPn) dissection can 
benefit rectal cancer patients even after preoperative 
chemoradiotherapy (Crt); however, precise diagnosis 
of lPn metastasis has been reported to be challenging. 
the aim of this study is elucidate the diagnostic value of 
18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FdG) positron emission tomog-
raphy (Pet) /Ct for lPn metastasis in rectal cancer 
treated with preoperative Crt.

Methods/Interventions:	 a total of 113 rectal cancer 
patients were treated with preoperative Crt and radical 
surgery from 2012 to 2015 at the university of tokyo. 
among them, 25 patients with enlarged (≥ 8 mm) lPns 
before Crt were treated with lPn dissection. the size 
and the maximum standard uptake value (SuVmax) of 
lPns were measured after Crt by Ct or mri, and Pet/
Ct, and were individually correlated to their pathological 
status in the resected specimen.

Results/Outcome(s):	a total of 28 lPns were exam-
ined, and 12 lPns (42.9%) were pathologically positive 
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for metastasis. the size after Crt of metastatic lPns 
was significantly larger than that of non-metastatic lPns 
(14.8±7.4 mm vs. 5.6±3.2 mm, p < 0.01). the SuVmax 
after Crt of metastatic lPns was significantly higher 
than that of non-metastatic lPns (2.2±1.3 vs. 1.2±0.3,  
p < 0.01). receiver operator characteristic analysis indi-
cated the optimal cut off values of 12mm and 1.6 for size 
and SuVmax, and the accuracies for the diagnosis of 
metastasis were 82.1% and 85.7%, respectively. a scatter 
plot of the size and the SuVmax of lPns is shown in 
Figure 1. When either of size ≥ 12 mm or SuVmax ≥ 1.6 
was recognized, the lPns were predicted as pathologically 
metastatic with the accuracy of 92.9%.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 diagnostic value of the 
SuVmax after Crt for lPn metastasis was as good as 
the size after Crt, and the combination of the size and 
the SuVmax yielded a higher accuracy for the diagnosis 
of metastatic lPns. Pet/Ct might serve as a diagnostic 
modality for lPn metastasis complementary to Ct and 
mri.

Figure 1. Scatter plot of the size and the SuVmax of lateral pelvic 
lymph nodes after chemoradiotherapy

OUTCOME	OF	LOW-GRADE	MUCINOUS	
APPENDICEAL	NEOPLASMS	WITH	REMOTE	
ACELLULAR	MUCINOUS	PERITONEAL	
DEPOSITS.

Poster abstracts P295

C. roxburgh, y. Fenig, a. Cercek, J. Shia, P. Paty, 
G. nash
New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	mucinous appendiceal neoplasms 
range from benign low-grade cystic neoplasms to high-
grade invasive disease. occasionally, low-grade mucinous 
appendiceal neoplasms (lGman) present with mucinous 
peritoneal deposits (mPd) localized to periappendiceal 
tissue or diffuse throughout the peritoneum. Cytoreductive 
surgery (CrS), +/- intraperitoneal chemotherapy (iPC) 
may over-treat some patients, particularly those with acel-
lular mPd (amPd). We report outcomes for patients with 

lGman with mPd remote to the appendix, evaluating 
the prognostic relevance of cellularity of peritoneal mucin.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients with lGman and 
mPd seen between 1990-2015 were included. data were 
collected on index diagnostic procedure, treatment recom-
mended/administered and disease outcomes.

Results/Outcome(s):	 71 pts with lGman and mPd 
were identified and 48 included in the analysis (23 
excluded as Fu <12 months). these were 31F and 17m 
with median age of 49yrs (28-88yrs). initial sampling was 
with biopsy in 6, appendectomy or hysterectomy/BSo in 
25 or extended resection in 17. nineteen had CmPd and 
29 had amPd. radiologically visible disease was present 
in 34 pts (71% - 16 amPd/18 CmPd). initial recommen-
dation was CrS within 6 months in 40 and observation 
in 8 pts. 2/40 pursued treatment elsewhere. 5/38 did not 
undergo CrS (2 had no evidence of disease at laparoscopy 
and 3 had extensive disease). of those undergoing CrS, 
complete Cr was possible in 30/33 (91%). all 3 incom-
plete CrS cases had CmPd. iPC was used as an adjunct to 
CrS in 27 pts. median Fu was 4 yrs (1-17), during which 
there were 8 deaths, 6 from disease. all 6 deaths were in 
the CmPd group. during the follow-up period, 11/48 pts 
had progression of disease (Pod); 10/19 in the CmPd 
group and 1/29 in the amPd group who did so 14yrs after 
appendectomy. in those undergoing CrS, 9/38 had Pod.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Cellularity of mPd is an 
important determinant of disease outcome in lGman. 
in this series, no disease specific mortality was seen in 
the amPd group with only 1 recurrence at 14 yrs. these 
results support a strategy of observation rather than CrS 
for selected patients with amPd given the low rates of 
progression.

LYMPH	NODE	REGRESSION-	GRADE	ACTS	
AS	A	POTENTIAL	PROGNOSTIC	INDICATOR	
IN	RECTAL	CANCER	AFTER	NEOADJUVANT	
THERAPY	AND	RADICAL	SURGERY.

Poster abstracts P296

Q. Zhao, X. liu, H. Wang
ShangHai, China

Purpose/Background:	tumor regression grade exist in 
not only primary tumor but also lymph nodes after chemo-
radiotherapy. the aim of this study was to estimate a new 
scoring system in the consideration of lymph node statues 
which could be a potential prognostic indicator in patients 
with rectal cancer after neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy 
followed radical surgery.

Methods/Interventions:	 the project was a retrospec-
tive cohort study from Jan 2005 to dec 2013. a total of 
178 patients with rectal cancer who received neoadju-
vant chemoradiotherapy followed radical resection were 
included. Both of primary tumor regression grade and 
lymph node regression grade were divided into grade 1 to 
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5 basing on the percentage of fibrosis and the presence of 
residual tumor amount. the lower grade meant the better 
response to chemoradiotherapy. then, the impacts of 
primary tumor regression grade and lymph node regression 
grade in each specimen on survival were analyzed respec-
tively. Survival analyses were carried out according to the 
Kaplan-meier method and significance testing was done 
by the log rank test. multivariate analysis was performed 
using Cox proportional hazard models for mortality and 
recurrence.

Results/Outcome(s):	there were 23 patients lost follow 
up and the baseline data were obtained from 155 patients. 
overall, 51 (32.9%) patients suffered recurrence and 34 
(21.9%) patients died during follow up. the 5-year overall 
survival was 66.1% and 5-year disease free survival was 
59.5%. Both primary tumor regression grade and lymph 
node regression grade could be the predictors of prognosis 
in patients with rectal cancer after neoadjuvant chemora-
diotherapy. For the whole patients, primary tumor regres-
sion grade had no significance in overall survival (P=0.11) 
and disease free survival (P=0.18). of the 92 patients 
with ypn0, however, primary tumor regression grade had 
significant difference in disease free survival (P=0.01). 
Patients without lymph node metastasis before neoadju-
vant chemoradiotherapy were excluded in futher study. 
and the result showed that lymph node regression grade 
had significant difference in overall survival (P=0.001) 
and disease free survival (P=0.04). Furthermore, lymph 
node regression grade was found to be an independent risk 
factor for mortality (Hazard ratio 1.533, 95%Ci 1.223-
1.922; P=0.0002) and recurrence (Hazard ratio 1.278, 
95%Ci 1.061-1.539; P=0.01).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 For the patients with rectal 
cancer after neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy, primary 
tumor regression grade was only found to be a predictor 
for outcomes in patients without lymph node metastasis. 
moreover, lymph node regression grade could act as a 
potential prognostic indicators in patients with lymph node 
metastasis before neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy.

CLINICAL	OUTCOMES	FOLLOWING	ELECTIVE	
COLECTOMY	INFLUENCED	BY	TUMOR	
PATHOLOGY.

Poster abstracts P297

r. irons, m. minarich, m. Kwiatt, J. Gaughan, 
d. Spurrier, S. mcClane
Camden, NJ

Purpose/Background:	indications for laparoscopic and 
open colectomies include cancer and polyps not amenable to  
colonoscopic resection. Postoperative complications have 
been linked to patient factors including age, Bmi, functional 
status, preoperative steroid use and comorbid conditions.  
Clinical outcomes based on operative indication have yet  
to be investigated. in effort to improve preoperative counseling  
to these patient groups, we conducted a retrospective cohort 
study using the american College of Surgeons national 
Surgical Quality improvement Program (aCS-nSQiP).

Methods/Interventions:	Patients from the aCS-nSQiP 
database who underwent laparoscopic or open colectomy 
between 2005 and 2014 were identified. iCd-9 codes were 
utilized to identify patients with a diagnosis of cancer or 
polyp. a multivariable analysis was performed using: age, 
sex, prior abdominal operations, aSa classification, history 
of congestive heart failure, myocardial infarction, diabetes, 
CoPd, smoking, steroid use, bleeding disorder and lapa-
roscopic versus open approach to calculate adjusted rates. 
adverse clinical outcomes were calculated for raw and 
adjusted rates. Statistical significance was set at P <0.05.

Results/Outcome(s):	137,297 patients underwent lapa-
roscopic or open colectomy. When comparing adjusted 
occurrence rates of those with a diagnosis of a polyp 
(n=17,858) to those with cancer (n=49,706), patients with  
polyps were less likely to suffer from Pna (1.75%, 2.90%), 
dVt (0.88%, 1.46%), Pe (0.45%, 0.83%), require periop-
erative blood transfusion (1.51%, 8.16%), return to or 
(3.86%, 4.85%), readmission within 30 days (8.23%, 11.06%)  
and death within 30 days (0.97%, 3.01%) (Table	 1). 
length of stay was 5.77 days in those with a polyp versus 

P297 Table 1

Outcome
Benign Neoplasm:

Raw,Adjusted (N=7,088)
Malignant Neoplasm:

Raw,Adjusted (N=17,420)
P values:

Raw,Adjusted
PNA 1.54%, 1.75% 2.69%, 2.90% <0.001,<0.001
DVT 0.76%, 0.88% 1.43%, 1.46% <0.001,<0.001
PE 0.38%, 0.45% 0.86%, 0. 83% <0.001,<0.001
Perioperative
transfusion

2.51%, 1.51% 8.75%, 8.16% <0.001,<0.001

Return to OR 3.57%, 3.86% 4.63%, 4.85% <0.001,<0.001
Readmission 7.36%, 8.23% 9.31%, 11.06% <0.001,<0.001
Death 0.84%, 0.97% 2.64%, 3.01% <0.001,<0.001
Length of Stay 5.57 days, 5.77 days 8.06 days, 8.32 days <0.001,<0.001
Anastomotic Leak 2.34%, NA* 3.01%,NA* 0.016

*NA= not available as this in a new NSQIP variable as of 2012 and the N is not sufficient for a multivariable analysis
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8.32 days in the cancer group. differences in both raw and 
adjusted rates were statistically significant. raw anasto-
motic leak rates were lower in the polyp group (2.34% vs 
3.01%, p=.016).

Conclusions/Discussion:	Patients undergoing colectomy  
for a polyp are at decreased risk of many adverse postoper-
ative events compared to those undergoing colectomy for 
cancer, even when adjusted for operative approach and 
comorbid conditions. Similar trends persisted when right 
and left colectomies were analyzed individually. this infor-
mation may lend support for earlier operative intervention 
over repeat colonoscopic excisions for patient with these 
difficult polyps. this data also supports enhancing preop-
erative measures to decrease postoperative complications 
in those with malignant lesions. improving accuracy of risk 
stratification for elective surgical procedures is necessary 
to improve outcomes and adequately counsel patients on 
expectations and concerns.

ADVANCED	DUODENAL	AND	AMPULLARY	
ADENOMATOSIS	IN	A	BRAZILIAN	
POPULATION	OF	FAMILIAL	ADENOMATOUS	
POLYPOSIS:	PROSPECTIVE	CLINICAL	AND	
MOLECULAR	STUDY.

Poster abstracts P298

m. Sulbaran nava, F. Campos, u. ribeiro Junior, 
r. Coudry, S. meireles, B. lisboa, H. Kishi, P. Sakai, 
e. de moura, l. Bustamante-lopez., m. tomitao, 
S. nahas, a. Safatle ribeiro
Sao Paulo, Brazil

Purpose/Background:	the aim of this study was to deter-
mine clinical and molecular characteristics associated with  
the development of advanced duodenal polyposis, jejunal 
polyposis and ampullary adenomas in a brazilian population 
of patients with Familial adenomatous Polyposis (FaP).

Methods/Interventions:	this is a single referral center, 
prospective study of a cohort of 62 patients related to 46 
families with diagnosis of FaP. all patients were evalu-
ated with lateral and forward view gastroduodenoscopy. 
duodenal polyposis was classified according to Spigelman 
staging system and ampullary adenomas were also iden-
tified. Patients graded as Spigelman iii or iV underwent 
balloon assisted enteroscopy. non-ampullary duodenal 
polyposis was stratified into two groups: Spigelman 0 to ii, 
and stage iii and iV. aditionally patients were divided into 
two groups according to presence of ampullary adenomas. 
these groups were related to clinical variables: gender, 
age, family history of FaP, type of colorectal surgery, 
and type of colorectal polyposis. molecular evaluation 
was performed in 8 unrelated probands who presented 
advanced duodenal polyposis Spigelman iii or iV, and/
or ampullary adenomas. mutations in 94 genes and 284 
polymorphisms associated with predisposition to the devel-
opment of cancer were investigated. the analysis was 

complemented with the evaluation of insertions and dele-
tions in the aPC, mlH1, mSH2 and PmS2 genes.

Results/Outcome(s):	duodenal adenomatosis stage 0-ii 
was detected in 49 patients, 79% (21 male/28 female) at a 
mean age of 35.7 years, while advanced duodenal polyposis 
(Spigelman iii or iV) was present in 13, 21% (9 male/4 
female) at a mean age of 37.6 years. there was statistically 
significant association between family history and groups 
according to Spigelman (p = 0.03), showing that patients 
with positive family history of FaP present 6.67 lower 
risk for advanced duodenal polyposis according to logistic 
regression analysis. 7 unrelated patients (6 male/1 female) 
presented ampullary adenomas at a mean age of 36.1 years 
(1 classified as major adenoma and 6 minor ampullary 
adenomas). association between ampullary adenomas and 
extraintestinal manifestations was statistically significant 
in multivariavel analysis (p = 0.009). Within the total 
group, 28 patients belong to 12 different families. there 
was a similar Spigelman score among different first degree 
relatives from each family (table 1). Balloon assisted 
enteroscopy was performed in 12 patients. of those, 10 
patients presented small tubular adenomas with low-grade 
dysplasia located in proximal jejunum.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 advanced duodenal polyp-
osis phenotype is predictable upon disease severity of a  
first degree-relative. deletions in aPC exon 15 were 
common in patients with advanced duodenal and/or 
ampullary disease. there was an association between 
presence of ampullary adenomas and extraintestinal 
manifestations.

P298 Table 1. Familial distribution of Spigelman score 
among relatives from different families.

Family

Number of  
relatives  
studied

Spigelman  
score of family 

members

Degree of  
relative  

consanguinity
1 2 IV, IV 1°
2 2 IV, IV 1°
3 3 II, II, 0 1°
4 3 I, 0, 0 1°
5 2 0, 0 1°
6 2 II, 0 1°
7 2 II, II 2°
8 2 0, 0 1°
9 4 II, II, I, 0 1°
10 2 III, II 1°
11 2 III, II 1°
12 2 0, 0 1°
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PREOPERATIVE	STENTING	DOES	NOT	
PROVIDE	AN	ADVANTAGE	OVER	IMMEDIATE	
RESECTION	FOR	SEMI-OBSTRUCTIVE	
COLORECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P299

a. al-mazrou, K. al-Khayal, o. al-obaid, a. Zubaidi, 
m. abdullah, m. al-madi, m. al-otaibi, a. al-eisa
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Purpose/Background:	 expandable stent insertion for 
nearly obstructive colorectal cancer has been suggested to 
improve the outcomes by facilitating an elective resection. 

this study aims to evaluate the impact of preoperative 
stent placement on clinical and quality parameters in 
patients with nearly-obstructive colorectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 Curative resections of near-
ly-obstructive colorectal tumors, from 2009 to 2013 at 
King Khalid university Hospital, riyadh, Saudi arabia, 
were retrospectively reviewed. Patients who received 
colorectal metallic stent followed by a definitive resection 
after 2 weeks were compared to others for demographics, 
pre-existing co-morbidities, neoadjuvant therapy and 
tumor characteristics such as, pathological stage, mucin 
production and lymphovascular invasion. type of surgery 

P299 Patients characteristics stratified by management pathway (immediate surgery vs. preoperative stenting)

Variable
Immediate surgery

(n= 41)
Preoperative stenting

(n= 24) p-value
Age, mean (SD) 55.5 (13.5) 59.5 (11.3) 0.2
Gender

Male
Female

14 (34.1%)
27 (65.9%)

14 (58.3%)
10 (41.7%)

0.06

Cardiovascular co-morbidity 6 (14.6%) 4 (16.7%) 0.8
Cerebrovascuar co-morbidity 2 (4.9%) 2 (8.3%) 0.6
Renal disease 1 (2.4%) 3 (12.5%) 0.1
Diabetes 13 (31.7%) 9 (37.5%) 0.6
Hypertension 17 (41.5%) 8 (33.3%) 0.5
Recent neoadjuvant therapy 1 (2.4%) 2 (8.3%) 0.3
Pathological stage

I
II
III
IV

2 (4.9%)
18 (43.9%)
18 (43.9%)
3 (7.3%)

0 (0%)
9 (37.5%)
9 (37.5%)
6 (25%)

0.2

Mucin production 2 (4.9%) 2 (8.3%) 0.6
Type of surgery

Colectomy
Proctectomy
Subtotal/total colectomy or proctocolectomy

22 (53.7%)
16 (39%)
3 (7.3%)

13 (54.2%)
8 (33.3%)
3 (12.5%)

0.8

Surgical approach
Open
Laparoscopy

32 (78%)
9 (22%)

13 (54.2%)
11 (45.8%)

0.04

Operative duration (minutes), mean (SD) 213.6 (104) 240.5 (85.2) 0.6
Total lymph node retrieval, mean (SD) 20.2 (8.1) 19.6 (8.8) 0.8
Positive nodes, mean (SD) 2 (2.8) 1.3 (2.3) 0.3
Lymph node ratio, mean (SD) 0.10 (0.14) 0.08 (0.14) 0.5
Preoperative hospital stay, median (IQR) 1 (1) 5.5 (6.8) <0.0001
Postoperative hospital stay, median (IQR) 6 (2.5) 6 (4) 0.3
Total hospital stay, median (IQR) 7 (3) 13 (8.5) <0.0001
Surgical site infection 2 (4.9%) 4 (16.7%) 0.1
Postoperative ileus 4 (9.8%) 0 (0) 0.1
Urinary tract infection 4 (9.8%) 1 (4.2%) 0.4
Pneumonia 1 (2.4%) 1 (4.2%) 0.7
ICU admission 1 (2.4%) 2 (8.3%) 0.3

Data illustrated by frequency (n) and percentage (%), unless mentioned otherwise.
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(colectomy vs. proctectomy vs. subtotal / total resection), 
operative approach and duration were also evaluated. the 
outcomes of interest were total lymph node retrieval and 
ratio, operative duration, postoperative complications as 
well as length of hospital stay.

Results/Outcome(s):	of 65 patients who had a resec-
tion of nearly-obstructive colorectal cancer, 24 (36.9%) 
were managed by a metallic stent initially, while 41 
(63.1%) underwent immediate surgery. Stent-related 
complications were 20.8% (n=5 / 24). demographics and 
preoperative risk factors including cardiovascular, cerebro-
vascular and renal diseases, as well as neoadjuvant treat-
ment were equivalent between the groups. Cancer stage 
(p=0.2), mucin-producing tumor (p=0.6), and lympho-
vascular involvement (p=0.8) were also similar. While 
laparoscopic resection was more likely to be performed on 
stented tumors (45.8% vs. 22%, p=0.04), type of surgery 
(p=0.8) and operative duration (p=0.6) were comparable. 
total lymph node retrieval (mean [Sd]: 20.2 [8.1] vs. 19.6 
[8.8], p=0.8) and lymph node ratio (mean [Sd]: 0.10 
[0.14] vs. 0.08 [0.14], p=0.5) were similar. the devel-
opment of surgical site infection (p=0.1), postoperative 
ileus (p=0.1), urinary tract infection (p=0.4), pneumonia 
(p=0.7) and iCu admission (p=0.3) were statistically 
insignificant. However, preoperative (median [iQr]: 1 [1] 
vs. 5.5 [6.8], p=<0.0001) and total (median [iQr]: 7 [3] 
vs. 13 [8.5], p=<0.0001) hospital stay were significantly 
longer for stent group. there was no difference in postop-
erative recovery (p= 0.3).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 these data suggest that 
colorectal stent insertion, as a bridge to surgery, is asso-
ciated with prolonged hospitalization, with no clinical 
advantage over immediate surgical intervention.

ROBOTIC	COMPLETE	MESOCOLIC	EXCISION	
FOR	RIGHT-SIDED	COLON	CANCER:	A	SERIES	
OF	22	PATIENTS.

Poster abstracts P300

V. ozben, i. Sapci, i. Bilgin, e. aytac, i. erguner, B. Baca, 
t. Karahasanoglu, i. Hamzaoglu
Istanbul, Turkey

Purpose/Background:	 Complete mesocolic excision 
(Cme) has been found to improve oncological outcomes in 
patients with colon cancer and favorable outcomes of open 
Cme have been replicated with a laparoscopic approach. 
the introduction of robotic systems has further revolution-
ized the laparoscopy in colorectal surgery. However, data 
on the role of robotic surgery in right Cme is still limited. 
We report on a series of patients the feasibility of robotic 
Cme in patients with right-sided colon cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review of 
a prospectively maintained database of 22 consecutive 
patients undergoing robotic Cme for right-sided colon 
adenocarcinoma between February 2015 and october 

2016 was performed. all the operations were performed by 
a single surgical team using a medial-to-lateral approach. 
data on demographics, tumor characteristics, periopera-
tive and oncologic outcomes were analyzed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 there were 12 women and 10 
men with a mean age of 66 ± 14 years and a body mass 
index of 27.6 ± 6.0 kg/m2. of the 22 patients, 7 patients 
underwent modified craniocaudal approach. there was 
one intraoperative complication (superior mesenteric vein 
injury) and no conversions. the mean operative time and 
estimated blood loss were 272 ± 74 min and 57 ± 46 ml, 
respectively. all the resections were complete with clear 
surgical margins. the mean length of the surgical spec-
imen and number of harvested lymph nodes were 32.6 ± 
9.0 cm and 39 ± 11, respectively. the mean time to first 
bowel movement was 3.1 ± 1.2 and length of hospital stay 
was 5.9 ± 1.7 days. Postoperative 30-day complications 
included nasocomial pneumonia in one patient, atelectasis 
in one and wound infection in the other (14%). at a mean 
follow-up time of 9.4 ± 5.9 months, there were no recur-
rences or mortality.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 We consider robotic Cme 
is a feasible and safe procedure with acceptable morbidity 
and provides adequate oncologic outcomes. the technical 
advantages of the robotic system, further visualization and 
a high-degree articulation of instruments are very useful for 
clarifying the embryological planes and ligating the main 
vascular pedicles along the superior mesenteric vessels, 
allowing for more precise dissection.

TUMOURS	OF	THE	ISCHIORECTAL	FOSSA:	A	
SINGLE	INSTITUTION	EXPERIENCE.

Poster abstracts P301

K. Zhu, P. lee, K. austin, m. Solomon
Camperdown, NSW, Australia

Purpose/Background:	tumours of the ischiorectal fossa 
are rare. there is little published data on the optimal 
diagnostic and therapeutic management. We present the 
largest single series to date of primary ischiorectal tumours.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review of 
a prospective database was performed. data collected 
included patient demographics, presenting symptoms, 
radiological imaging, indication for biopsy, operative 
details, length of stay, histopathology, morbidity, 30-day 
mortality, survival, and recurrence.

Results/Outcome(s):	24 patients (15 female; median age 
52) were treated at royal Prince alfred Hospital between 
February 1995 and June 2016. 63% of patients were symp-
tomatic at presentation, with a mass and pain being the 
most common symptoms. Computed tomography (Ct) 
and/or magnetic resonance imaging (mri) were used to 
image all patients. 54% of patients underwent pre-operative  
biopsy, of which 62% were diagnostic. management was 
altered in 38% due to biopsy results. 50% underwent local 
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excision with the other 50% requiring radical pelvic exci-
sion. two patients underwent pre-operative angioemboli-
sation. the median operating time was 225 minutes with a 
median blood loss of 1400 ml. morbidity occurred in 29% 
with only 1 (4%) of patient experiencing a major complica-
tion. the median hospital stay was 8 days. Histopathology 
demonstrated: 17 soft tissue tumours, 2 GiSt, 1 neuro-
endocrine tumour, 1 merkel cell carcinoma, 1 basaloid 
carcinoma, 1 epidermal cyst and 1 lipoma. there where 
5 malignant soft tissue tumours: 2 chordomata, 2 spindle 
cell tumours and 1 leiomyosarcoma. tumour size ranged 
from 2 to 19 cm. 96% of patients were alive with 79% 
recurrence free at a mean follow up of 37 months (range 
1 - 137 months).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 tumours of the ischiorectal 
fossa constitute a heterogenous group of benign and malig-
nant pathologies. their diagnosis and treatment can be a 
challenging due to their rarity and location. Biopsy can be 
useful and changes management in over a third of cases.

LAPAROSCOPY	IN	COMBINATION	WITH	
TRANSPERINEAL	EXTRALEVATOR	
ABDOMINOPERINEAL	EXCISION	FOR	LOCALLY	
ADVANCED	LOW	RECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P302

J. Han, Z. Wang, Z. Gao, G. Wei, y. yang, Z. Zhai, 
B. Zhao, H. Qu
Beijing, China

Purpose/Background:	 Position change during the  
perineal phase of extralevator abdominoperineal excision 
may extend operative time and increase complications. 
We have applied the transperineal tamiS and transab-
dominal laparoscopic techniques to the elaPe procedure 
without a position change since 2013, and refer to the 
modification as transperineal elaPe (tP-elaPe). this 
study is to evaluate laparoscopy in combination with trans-
perineal extralevator abdominoperineal excision for locally 
advanced low rectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 Between may 2013 and 
February 2016, a total of 14 patients with locally advanced 
low rectal cancer underwent transperineal extralevator 
abdominoperineal excision for the perineal phase of extra-
levator abdominoperineal excision. the main outcome 
measures comprised circumferential resection margin 
involvement, intra-operative perforation, post-operative 
complications, and local recurrence.

Results/Outcome(s):	 there were 10 males and 4 
females (age range, 46–72 years; median age, 59 years). 
the median distance from the anal verge was 3.3 cm 
(range, 2–4 cm). Pre- and post-operative parameters, such 
as clinical information, complications, and prognosis, were 
recorded. all patients underwent the transperineal proce-
dure successfully. the median total operating time was 210 
min (range, 180–280 min) with a perineal operating time 

of 100 min (range, 80–150 min). the median intra-op-
erative blood loss was 100 ml (range, 50–200 ml).  
Positive circumferential resection margins and intra- 
operative perforations were not observed. the post- 
operative hospital stay was 12 d (range, 9–18 d). the most 
common complications included chronic perineal pain 
(14.3%), sexual dysfunction (22.2%), urinary retention 
(21.4%), and perineal wound infection (7.1%). there were 
no local recurrences and metastases at a median follow-up 
of 25.5 months (range, 6–40 months).

P302 Clinical characteristics and postoperative  
complications of TP-ELAPE patients

Characteristics n = 56
Age (y), median (range) 59 (46–72)
Male/female 10/4
BMI (kg/m2), median (range) 27.4 (24.8–36.8)
Distance form anal verge (cm),  
median (range)

3.3 (2.0–4.0)

Pathologic tumor (T) category
T0 (%) 1 (7.1)
 T1 (%) 2 (14.3)
T2 (%) 7 (50.0)
T3 (%) 4 (28.6)

Pathologic node (N) category
N0 (%) 6 (42.9)
N1 (%) 5 (35.7)
N2 (%) 3 (21.4)
Total operative time (min), median 
(range)

210 (180–280)

Transperineal operative time (min), 
median (range)

100 (80–150)

Intra-operative blood loss (ml),  
median (range)

100 (50–200)

Post-operative hospital stay (d), 
median (range)

12 (9–18)

Post-operative follow-up (mo),  
median (range)

25.5 (6–40)

Chronic perineal pain (12 months 
postoperative)

2

Sexual dysfunction 2/9
Urinary retention 3
Perineal wound complications 1
Infection 1
Seroma 0
Hernia 0
 Wound dehiscence 0
 Chronic sinus 0
Urinary system infection 1
Post-operative ileus 2
TP-ELAPE, transperineal extralevator abdominoperineal 

excision; BMI, body mass index
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Conclusions/Discussion:	 transperineal extralevator 
abdominoperineal excision for the perineal phase of extra-
levator abdominoperineal excision has the potential to 
simplify the surgical procedure, yet ensure a radical and 
safe operation.

SMART	IN	THE	PREVENTION	OF	PARASTOMAL	
HERNIA:	A	SINGLE	CENTRE	EXPERIENCE.

Poster abstracts P303

Z. ng, P. tan, m. theophilus
Yokine, WA, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 Parastomal hernia remains a 
frequent complication following creation of an abdom-
inal stoma. Previous interests have focussed around the 
exploration of methods to repair however prophylactic 
mesh placement has demonstrated its efficacy in reduc-
tion of parastomal hernia. the aim of this retrospective 
analysis was to evaluate the outcomes of Stapled mesh 
stoma reinforcement technique (Smart) in terms 
of parastomal hernia occurrence rate and mesh-related 
complications.

Methods/Interventions:	all patients operated with an 
abdominal perineal resection or Hartmann’s procedure 
with Smart from november 2013 to march 2016 were 
included. Patient demographics, operative details and 
stoma-related symptoms were collected. Patients were 
examined clinically by the medical team and also reviewed 
independently by a specialist stoma care nurse for signs 
of stoma-related complications. as part of oncological 
follow-up, Ct scans were available for review for evidence 
of parastomal herniation.

Results/Outcome(s):	14 patients (mean age 76 years) 
were included in the analysis. all the Smart cases were 
successfully completed with no intraoperative or imme-
diate post-operative complications. no cases of mesh-re-
lated complications such as infection, immediate stomal 
prolapse, stenosis, retraction, stomal obstruction, mesh 
erosion or fistulation were observed. no mesh removal 
was required. there were two cases of parastomal hernia 
detected on Ct scan. Both cases have remained asymp-
tomatic no intervention was required at this stage. median 
follow-up was 30 months.

Conclusions/Discussion:	our medium term experience 
has demonstrated the efficacy of Smart in the reduc-
tion of parastomal hernia occurrence. With appropriate 
learning curve, parastomal hernia can be prevented.

SOCIOECONOMIC	AND	GENDER	DISPARITIES	
IN	ANAL	CANCER	DIAGNOSIS	AND	
TREATMENT.

Poster abstracts P304

K. Celie, C. Jackson, S. agrawal, C. dodhia, C. Guzman, 
t. Kaufman, n. Hellenthal, d. monie, r. monzon, 
l. oceguera
Cooperstown, NY; Lawrence, MA; Stony Brook, NY

Purpose/Background:	We investigated whether receipt 
of radiation in patients with anal carcinoma is related to 
income level and other demographic factors.

Methods/Interventions:	 the Seer database (1988-
2011) was queried and linked to the area Health resources 
File (aHrF). We used logistic regression and Kaplan-
meier analyses to correlate receipt of radiation and overall 
and cancer-specific survival with tumor stage, age, gender, 
and income.

Results/Outcome(s):	 of 28,028 patients with anal 
cancer, 14,783 (53%) received radiation. Patients in the 
lowest quartile for median household income were signifi-
cantly more likely to present at higher stages, were 1.87 
times more likely to receive radiation (95% Ci 1.74-2.00, 
p<0.001), and 1.27 times more likely to die of anal cancer 
(95% Ci 1.18-1.33, p<0.001) than those in the highest 
income quartile. additionally, we found that women 
presented at higher stages (p<0.001), were 2.67 times more 
likely to receive radiation (95% Ci 2.55-2.81, p<0.001), 
and were 1.25 times more likely to die of anal cancer than 
men (95% Ci 1.17-1.32, p< 0.001).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Socioeconomic and gender 
disparities exist in the detection, treatment, and outcomes 
of anal cancer in the u.S. Patients with lower median 
household income presented with more advanced stages of 
anal cancer, more commonly received radiation therapy, 
and were more likely to die of anal cancer than those in 
the highest median household incomes. Women were also 
more likely to present with more advanced stages of anal 
cancer, more likely to receive radiation therapy, and more 
likely to die of anal cancer than men. this demonstrates 
a need for increased healthcare access and screening for 
women and poorer populations.
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Figure	1: overall and Cancer-specific Survival by median Household 
income Quartile

RESECTION	OF	PRIMARY	COLORECTAL	
CANCER	PLUS	CHEMOTHERAPY	VERSUS	
CHEMOTHERAPY	ALONE	FOR	UNRESECTABLE	
STAGE	IV	COLORECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P305

K. noguchi, H. yamagami, S. takahashi, m. takahashi
Sapporo, Japan

Purpose/Background:	 Chemotherapy is the stan-
dard of care for incurable stage iV colorectal cancer. 
observational studies have suggested that patients with 
stage iV colorectal cancer who undergo resection of 
the primary cancer have better survival. Whether the 
addition of resection of the primary colorectal cancer to 
chemotherapy improves survival for these patients remains 
controversial. Furthermore, recent studies have suggested 
that right- and left-sided primary colon cancers have a 
distinct biology and prognosis. We aimed to investigate 
the superiority of resection of primary colorectal cancer 
followed by chemotherapy versus chemotherapy alone, 
with respect to overall survival in two groups: right- and 
left-sided primary stage iV colorectal cancer patients.

Methods/Interventions:	the subjects were 69 patients 
who received chemotherapy for incurable stage iV 
colorectal cancer from 2010 to 2012. Sixteen patients 
had right-sided cancers and 53 had left-sided cancers. in 
the right-sided group, 11 (68.8%) had resection of the 
primary cancer. in the left-sided group, 33 (62.3%) had 
resection of the primary cancer. Chemotherapy included 
mFolFoX6, FolFiri, XeloX, bevacizumab, cetuximab, 
panitumumab, and other agents. the primary endpoint 
was overall survival.

Results/Outcome(s):	median overall survival was 21.1 
months (6.6-49.5) for right-sided patients assigned to 
chemotherapy alone, and 21.1 months (9.0-53.4) for those 
assigned to resection of primary colon cancer plus chemo-
therapy (hazard ratio 1.02, 95% Ci 0.34-13.74; one-sided 
p=0.82). median overall survival was 9.2 months (1.7-
42.7) for left-sided patients assigned to chemotherapy 
alone, and 28.6 months (3.9-64.5) for those assigned to 
resection of primary colon cancer plus chemotherapy 
(hazard ratio 2.33, 95% Ci 0.19-4.46; one-sided p<0.05).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Since resection of primary 
colon cancer followed by chemotherapy did not show any 
survival benefit compared with chemotherapy alone in 
incurable stage iV right-sided colorectal cancer, resection 
of primary colon cancer cannot be justified for treatment of 
such patients. However, resection of primary colon cancer 
followed by chemotherapy showed survival benefit in 
incurable stage iV left-sided colorectal cancer. resection 
of primary colon cancer may be justified for treatment of 
patients with left-sided colorectal cancers.
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THE	IMPACT	OF	SPLENIC	FLEXURE	
MOBILIZATION	ON	LEFT-SIDED	COLORECTAL	
RESECTION.

Poster abstracts P306

a. al-mazrou, r. Kiran, n. Valizadeh, B. Kuritzkes, 
K. Suradkar, e. Pappou, d. Feingold, S. lee-Kong
New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	 Splenic flexure mobilization is 
thought to minimize anastomotic tension and enhance 
perfusion at the anastomotic site. this study aimed to eval-
uate for any operative or postoperative advantage to such a 
technique for left-sided colorectal resection.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients who underwent  
elective left colon or rectal resection with primary anas-
tomosis and without fecal diversion from 2011-2016, 
were identified from a prospectively maintained outcomes 
database. Splenic flexure ‘mobilized’ and ‘preserved’ groups 
were compared for demographics, co-morbidity, diagnosis, 
type of surgery, approach, operative time, blood loss, 
specimen length, lymph node retrieval, intraoperative and 
thirty-day postoperative complications.

Results/Outcome(s):	 of 296 elective left-sided 
colorectal resections meeting inclusion criteria, 219 (74%) 
patients underwent splenic flexure mobilization. Patient 
demographics and most co-morbidities including cardio-
vascular, pulmonary, neurological and disseminated cancer 
were comparable. Splenic flexure ‘preserved’ patients 
were more likely to have diabetes, and undergo proc-
tosigmoidectomy, proctectomy and open surgery while 
‘mobilized’ patients more likely underwent left colectomy 
and minimally invasive surgery. aSa score, wound class, 
operative duration, blood loss, transfusion and conversion 
were comparable. although specimen was longer after 
splenic flexure mobilization (median [iQr]: 24 [10.5] vs. 
18.7 [8.8], p <0.0001), total lymph node retrieval (median 
[Sd]: 20 [13] vs. 21 [14.8], p=0.9) and lymph node ratio 
(mean [Sd]: 0.3 [1.8] vs. 0.1 [0.2], p=0.5) were equiva-
lent. iatrogenic intraoperative complications were higher 
for splenic flexure mobilization (7.8% vs. 3.9%, p=0.2). 
thirty-day postoperative complications including anas-
tomotic leak, abscess or sepsis, wound infections, ileus, 
transfusion, and reoperation were similar.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 For left-sided colorectal 
resections, routine splenic flexure mobilization may not 
improve short-term outcomes and may instead increase 
surgical risk. these data support the use of splenic flexure 
mobilization on an as-needed rather than a routine basis.

SHORT-TERM	OUTCOMES	OF	PELVIC	
EXENTERATION	AFTER	SURGICAL	
TREATMENT	OF	RECTAL	MALIGNANCY.

Poster abstracts P307

i. Bostock, t. Counihan, S. Holubar, S. ivatury
Lebanon, NH

Purpose/Background:	Pelvic exenteration is indicated 
as curative treatment for an advanced pelvic malignancy 
deemed resectable with adequate margins. even though 
there is a well-described clinical benefit, data about short-
term outcomes in a large cohort and frequency of non- 
colorectal procedures is lacking.

Methods/Interventions:	 the aCS-nSQiP database 
from 2005-2013 was queried to identify all patients who 
underwent a pelvic exenteration (CPt: 45126) for rectal 
malignancy (iCd-9:154.1). descriptive statistics and a 
univariate analysis were executed using student t test and 
Chi2. a p value <0.05 was considered statistically signifi-
cant with a confidence interval of 95%.

Results/Outcome(s):	one hundred and twelve patients 
were identified; the mean age was 56.6±11.5 years, and 
55.4% were women. Comorbidities included hyperten-
sion 34.8%, smoking 30.4%, disseminated cancer 29.5%, 
diabetes mellitus in 7.2%, alcohol abuse 4.5%, and chronic 
steroids 1.8%. Pre-operative chemotherapy and radio-
therapy were administered in 8% and 45.5%, respectively. 
Postoperative morbidity included wound complications in 
30.4% (superficial wound infections 16.1%, deep organ 
infections 10.7%, and dehiscence 3.6%), sepsis 8.9%, 
urinary tract infection 8.9%, pneumonia 3.6%, deep 
venous thrombosis 5.4%, and renal failure 0.9%. a reop-
eration was performed in 10.7%, transfusion 9.8%, vaso-
pressor requirement 5.4%, and re-intubation 1.8%. mean 
operative time was 466.5±162.7 minutes with a mean total 
length of stay of 13.2±9.4 days. there was an observed 
30-day mortality of 0.9%. a partial cystectomy was 
performed in 0.9%, radical cystectomy 5.3%, ureterotomy 
2.7%, hysterectomy 1.8%, and vaginectomy 3.6%. an 
omental flap and muscle flap was performed in 17.8% and 
8.0%, respectively.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Pelvic exenteration is well 
tolerated. the procedure is associated with a low mortality 
rate but a high reoperation rate and long hospital stays. We 
observed frequent wound complications as well as repeated 
need for non-colorectal procedures.
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P306 Patients’ characteristics, intra and postoperative outcomes for mobilized and preserved splenic flexure

Variable
SF Mobilized 

N= 219
SF Preserved

N= 77 p-value
Age
18 – 64
≥ 65

123 (56.2%)
96 (43.8%)

44 (57.1%)
33 (42.9%)

0.9

Gender
Male
Female

101 (46.1%)
118 (53.9%)

41 (53.2%)
36 (46.8%)

0.3

Race (White) 141 (64.7%) 44 (57.1%) 0.1
Body mass index (BMI) kg/m2

Under weight
Normal
Overweight
Obese

4 (1.9%)
67 (31.3%)
74 (34.6%)
69 (32.2%)

1 (1.3%)
30 (39%)

26 (33.8%)
20 (26%)

0.6

Primary colorectal diagnosis
Cancer
IBD
Diverticular disease
Other

96 (43.8%)
1 (0.5%)

105 (47.9%)
17 (7.8%)

55 (71.4%)
2 (2.6%)
7 (9.1%)

13 (16.9%)

<0.0001

ASA score
I
II
III
IV
Unknown

8 (3.7%)
123 (56.2%)
77 (35.2%)
4 (1.8%)
7 (3.2%)

1 (1.3%)
34 (44.2%)
37 (48.1%)
3 (3.9%)
2 (2.6%)

0.2

Type of surgery
Left colectomy
Proctosigmoidectomy
Other proctectomy

128 (58.4%)
81 (37%)
10 (4.6%)

32 (41.6%)
39 (50.6%)
6 (7.8%)

0.03

Operative approach
Open
Minimally invasive

18 (8.2%)
201 (91.8%)

17 (22.1%)
60 (77.9%)

0.001

Specimen length,
Median (IQR)
Mean (SD)

24 (10.5)
24.9 (9.2)

18.7 (8.8)
20.1 (9.3)

<0.0001
<0.0001

Total lymph node retrieval,
Median (IQR)
Mean (SD)

20 (13)
22.5 (10.7)

21 (14.8)
24.3 (13.2)

0.9
0.4

Lymph node retrieval,
≤ 12 lymph nodes
> 12 lymph nodes

10 (11%)
81 (89%)

6 (11.5%)
46 (88.5%)

0.9

Lymph node ratio, mean (SD) 0.3 (1.8) 0.1 (0.2) 0.5
Iatrogenic intraoperative complication 17 (7.8%) 3 (3.9%) 0.2
Intraoperative splenic injury 4 (1.8%) 0 (0) 0.2
Intraoperative bladder injury 4 (1.8%) 1 (1.3%) 0.8
Redo anastomosis 5 (2.3%) 0 (0) 0.2
Intraoperative major bleeding 3 (1.4%) 0 (0) 0.3
Intraoperative enterotomy 3 (1.4%) 2 (2.6%) 0.5
Anastomotic leak 3 (1.4%) 2 (2.6%) 0.5
Abscess or sepsis 11 (5%) 6 (7.9%) 0.4
Surgical site infection
(superficial, deep, organ space)

19 (8.7%) 6 (7.9%) 0.8

Wound disruption 5 (2.3%) 1 (1.3%) 0.6
Postoperative ileus 34 (15.5%) 13 (16.9%) 0.8
Transfusion 19 (8.7%) 7 (9.1%) 0.9
Reoperation 9 (4.1%) 3 (3.9%) 0.9
Length of stay, mean (SD), day 5.6 (5.8) 5.1 (3.4) 0.6

SF: Splenic flexure.
Data are presented as frequencies (n) and percentages (%), unless specified otherwise.
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TREATMENT	STRATEGY	FOR	INTRA-PELVIC	
LOCAL	RECURRENCE	OF	RECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P308

t. masaki, H. matsuoka, t. Watanabe, t. Kishiki, 
K. takayasu, K. Kojima
Tokyo, Japan

Purpose/Background:	 local recurrence rates have 
dramatically decreased after the introduction of total 
mesorectal excision (tme) and neoadjuvant chemoradio-
therapy (nCrt) in rectal cancer surgery. However, once 
the intra-pelvic local recurrence occurs, its optimal treat-
ment is still controversial in everyday practice.

Methods/Interventions:	  retrospective chart review 
was performed with reference to patients’ demographic 
parameters, pathologic features, and oncologic outcomes. 
univariate and multivariate analyses were conducted to 
clarify the significant prognostic parameters.

Results/Outcome(s):	localized intra-pelvic local recur-
rence (lr) was diagnosed in 33 patients from 2000 to 2016 
in our hospital. Patients with simultaneous distant metas-
tases were excluded. twenty-two patients were men, and 
11 were women. Patients’ age ranged from 38 to 84 years, 
with a mean of 67 years. Primary tumors were located in 
the recto-sigmoid in 8, the upper rectum in 9, and the 
lower rectum in 16 patients, respectively. Surgical treat-
ment for lr was performed in 23 patients (70%). adjuvant 
or palliative external beam radiotherapy (eBrt) was 
given in 17 patients (52%), intra-operative electron radio-
therapy (ioert) in 3 patients, and chemotherapy in 26 
patients (79%), respectively. the number of fixation sites 
(F-number) was significantly correlated with the grade of 
resection margin status (r-number, p=0.02). the median 
oS of the entire group was 38 months, with a 3 year-oS 
of 59.7%. in the entire group (33 pts), univariate analysis 
showed that the type of initial operation (miles’ operation 
vs. sphincter-preserving operation; 29 mo vs. 47 mo),  
primary tumor histology (mucinous vs. moderate vs. well;  
18 mo vs. 38 mo vs. 47 mo), and the fixation site (axial/
perineal vs. anterior/posterior/lateral; 49 mo vs. 36 mo) 
were significantly associated with post-lr median survival.  
However, F-number, surgical treatment (yes or no), 
r-number, and radiotherapy or chemotherapy (yes or no)  
were not associated with post-lr median survival. 
multivariate analysis revealed that the type of initial oper-
ation and primary tumor histology were significantly and 
independently associated with post-lr median survival.  
While, in the resected group (23 pts), primary tumor histology  
and F-number were significantly and independently associ-
ated with post-lr median survival statistically.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 all these results suggested 
that patients’ outcome was not determined by our treat-
ment modalities, but by tumor characteristics exclusively. 
our current strategy should be reconsidered, and new 
modality, such as carbon ion radiotherapy, should be 
introduced.

USE	OF	EPIDURAL	ANALGESIA	IN	
SIGMOIDECTOMY:	IS	THERE	ANY	
ADVANTAGE	IN	THE	ERA	OF	MINIMALLY	
INVASIVE	SURGERY?

Poster abstracts P309

m. Borges teixeira, y. Van loon, d. Wasowicz, 
B. langenhoff, i. martijnse, r. Van ieperen, J. Harbers, 
d. Zimmerman
Tilburg, Netherlands

Purpose/Background:	 enhanced recovery programs 
play an important role in the per-operative management 
after colorectal surgery. However, these programs were 
initially developed in the context of open surgery and are 
nowadays used in laparoscopic surgery without substantial 
alterations. one of their key elements is the use of epidural 
analgesia (ea). nevertheless, there is no consensus in 
what regards the effects of ea on postoperative outcomes 
after laparoscopic surgery. the aim of this study is to eval-
uate the effects of ea on postoperative outcomes after 
elective laparoscopic sigmoidectomy (elS).

Methods/Interventions:	the use of ea was temporarily 
discontinued in elS based on available literature. data 
from patients undergoing elS between January 2014 
and december 2015 was then prospectively analyzed. 
Patients with ea were compared with patients with no ea 
(nea) in analgesics administrated postoperatively (aaP) 
between postoperative day 0 and 3, length of stay (loS), 
day of first defecation (dFd), day of first mobilization 
(dFm), and postoperative complication rate (Cr). aaP 
were paracetamol, morphine, tramadol, oxycodone and 
metamizole.

Results/Outcome(s):	 123 patients were included, 77 
in ea group and 46 in nea group. the groups were 
statistically similar. mean loS, dFd and Cr were not 
statistically different when comparing ea with nea: loS 
6.5 vs. 5.1 (p>0.05), dFd 1.5 vs. 1.8 (p>0.05), Cr 19 vs. 5 
(p>0.05). dFm was significantly shorter in the nea group 
(1.4 days) when compared with ea group (1.6) (p<0.05). 
mean amount of aaP in mg was not statistically different 
(ea vs. nea): paracetamol 4943.5 vs. 2682.5 (p>0.05), 
tramadol 4691 vs. 2935 (p>0.05), oxycodone 4704.5 vs. 
2921.5 (p>0.05), morphine 4145 vs. 2876 (p>0.05); except 
for metamizole 3112.5 vs. 3908.5 (p=0.04).

Conclusions/Discussion:	ea does not offer benefits on 
postoperative analgesia or outcomes after elective laparo-
scopic sigmoidectomy. therefore, we have discontinued 
per-protocol use of ea in elS.
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PLASMA	MICRORNA	21:	DIAGNOSTIC	
BIOMARKER	AND	PREDICTS	POSITIVE	AND	
NEGATIVE	LYMPH	NODES	IN	COLORECTAL	
CANCER.

Poster abstracts P310

l. Kannappa, a. ehdode, m. tayyab, J. Pringle, B. Singh
Leicester, United Kingdom; Coventry, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 Colorectal cancer is the third 
commonest cancer with nearly 1.4 million new cases 
identified throughout the world in 2012 with survival 
rate of 70% with lymph node spread. there is a pressing 
need for new non-invasive blood based test to improve 
early detection and monitoring of CrC. mirnas are 
small non-coding rnas involved in fundamental cell 
processes such as development, differentiation, prolifera-
tion, survival and death. Studies have identified mirnas 
in plasma of cancer patients in a stable form. the study 
aims to evaluate whether mir 21 abilities as diagnostic and 
prognostic Biomarker.

Methods/Interventions:	 44 patients with Colorectal 
Cancer were selected from our institution’s colorectal 
cancer surveillance programme. all selected patients 
at follow-up had no evidence of tumour recurrence on 
clinical, radiological and endoscopic assessment. Blood 
samples were obtained pre-treatment and at a median 
follow-up of 36 months. a total of 32 pairs of blood 
samples were matched pre and post treatment. Plasma 
rna was extracted and target mirnas were identified 
on pooled case mirna assay cards. the mirna fraction 
was quantified by quantitative rt-PCr assay. the results 
of pre and post-treatment samples were analysed using 
microsoft excel 2010 & SPSS Software v22.0. relative 
expression (dCt) for each mirna was created by normal-
izing the expression levels (Ct) with that of rnu6B. 
dCt mir21 pre-treatment = mir21 Pre-treatment – u6 
Pre-treatment dCt mir21 post-treatment = mir21 Post 
treatment – u6 Post-treatment ddCt mir 21 = dCt 
mir21 pre-treatment - dCt mir21 post-treatment all 
the analysis was performed on SPSS Software v22.0 (iBm, 
new york, uSa) and microsoft word 2010. *d= delta

Results/Outcome(s):	 Paired t-test of mir 21 levels 
of 32 matched sample pairs showed significant difference 
between Pre-treatment (m = 36.8822, Sd = 4.77472) 
and Post–treatment (m=32.6625, Sd = 4.91903); t 
= 3.855, p=0.001’’. the levels were low before treat-
ment and high after treatment. Mann-Whitney test and 
Kruskall- Wallis test were done to evaluate the relation-
ship between mir-21 Pre- rx, mir 21 Post rx, mir-21 
Pre-Post rx, dCt mir21 Pre- rx, dCt Post mir21 - rx 
and ddCt Pre-Post mir21 against the tnm,dukes,Cea 
levels, differentiation, Site of tumour, Sex, median age, 
metastasis, treatment and margin resection. the results 
were not significant except for node staging, Site of 
tumour and age (image 1).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the mean mir 21 levels 
increased from Pre-treatment to Post-treatment levels. 
Pre-treatment levels were low in right sided colon tumours 
and higher in left sided colonic tumours. Post treatment 
expression levels were high in < 72.5 comparatively to > 
72.5 median age. after normalising with u6, Pre-treatment 
expression levels are high in node negative tumours and 
low in node positive tumours, High on no and n2 and low 
for n1 lymph node stage.

TUMOR	LOCATION	AND	PATHOLOGIC	
COMPLETE	RESPONSE	FOLLOWING	
NEOADJUVANT	TREATMENT	FOR	LOCALLY	
ADVANCED	RECTAL	ADENOCARCINOMA:	
DOES	LOCATION	MATTER?

Poster abstracts P311

W. Ward, a. esposito, K. ruth, e. Sorenson, B. Wernick, 
e. Sigurdson, J. Farma
Wyndmoor, PA; Philadelphia, PA; Bethlehem, PA

Purpose/Background:	despite advances in the treatment  
of rectal adenocarcinoma, the management of locally 
advanced disease remains a challenge. the standard 
of care for patients with Stages ii and iii rectal cancer 
includes neoadjuvant chemoradiation followed by total 
mesorectal excision and post-operative chemotherapy. 
much effort has been dedicated to the identification of 
predictive factors associated with pathologic complete 
response (pCr). although previously there had been 
no evidence that anatomic tumor location within the 
rectum affects pathologic response, recent data suggest 
that tumors positioned at the mid-rectum are more likely 
to undergo pCr. the aim of our study was to examine 
our institutional experience and determine whether any 
association exists between anatomic tumor location and 
the rate of pCr.

Methods/Interventions:	using data from our prospec-
tively maintained tumor registry, a query was completed 
for all patients with locally advanced rectal adenocarci-
noma who underwent treatment at our institution from 
2002-2015. only those patients with aJCC Stage ii 
or iii disease who underwent pretreatment endoscopic 
evaluation at our facility, followed by neoadjuvant chemo-
radiation and subsequent total mesorectal excision were 
included. demographics, pre-treatment, post-treatment, 
and final pathologic tnm staging data were collected 
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as well as treatment intervals in days, recurrence status, 
overall survival, and disease-free survival. Patients with 
incomplete endoscopic data, staging information, survival, 
or recurrence status were excluded. the primary outcome 
measured was the degree of pathologic response. logistic 
regression was used to adjust for covariates.

Results/Outcome(s):	 of the 135 patients eligible in 
the study cohort, 39% were female and 61% were male. 
regarding initial clinical stage, 43% were Stage ii and 
57% were Stage iii. a total of 29% had a pCr, 43% had 
partial pathologic response, and 28% had no response 
from neoadjuvant treatment. tumor location ranged from 
0-13cm from the anal verge. longitudinal tumor length 
was recorded in 111 patients, facilitating the calculation 
of mean tumor distance from the anal verge. this ranged 
from 0-15.5cm. univariate and multivariate analyses were 
completed using pCr as a primary outcome. no statis-
tically significant difference was noted based on tumor 
location, regardless of measurement approach. a trend was 
observed between tumors above 6.5cm from the anal verge 
and decreased pCr which was of borderline statistical 
significance after adjusting for covariates (p=0.07).

Conclusions/Discussion:	anatomic location of tumor 
within the rectum does not affect complete pathologic 
response following neoadjuvant therapy and subsequent 
surgical resection. the anatomic distribution of rectal 
tumors is uniform and is not predictive of tumor response 
to treatment.

Comparison of tumor location and degree of pathologic response using 
distance from the lesion midpoint to the anal verge.

SURVIVAL	AND	PERIOPERATIVE	OUTCOMES	
AMONG	PATIENTS	WITH	RECTAL	CANCER:	
THE	ROLE	OF	PRIOR	PROSTATE	CANCER	AND	
RADIOTHERAPY.

Poster abstracts P312

a. Feinberg, C. Wallis, r. nam, u. Hameed
Toronto, ON, Canada

Purpose/Background:	Patients with rectal cancer and 
a prior history of prostate cancer pose a unique clinical 
challenge. often, radiation, in the form of brachytherapy 
or external beam radiation, is part of the prostate cancer 
treatment. Previous pelvic irradiation may make treatment 
for rectal cancer more complicated. it is unknown whether 
rectal cancer patients with a history radiation therapy for 
prostate cancer have worse outcomes than those patients 
who have not been previously treated with radiation for 
prostate cancer. the objective of this study is to investigate 
the impact of previous radiation for prostate cancer (PCa) 
on survival, extent of surgical resection, and rate of perma-
nent stoma for patients with rectal cancer (rCa).

Methods/Interventions:	 We conducted a popula-
tion-based, retrospective cohort study of men who under-
went surgical treatment of rCa from 2002-2010. Patients 
were classified into three cohorts: (1) no prior history of 
PCa, (2) prior history of PCa treated without radiotherapy, 
and (3) prior history of PCa treated with radiotherapy. the 
primary outcome was overall survival. Secondary outcomes 
included rectal cancer surgical approach, iCu admission, 
length of stay, er visits, and delayed formation of a new 
stoma.

Results/Outcome(s):	 among 7096 men who under-
went surgery for rCa, 6867 patients had no prior history of 
PCa, 58 had a history of PCa treated without radiotherapy, 
and 171 had a history of PCa treated with radiotherapy. 
the five-year overall survival was 62% (95% Ci 61-64%) 
for patients without a prior history of PCa, 46% (95% Ci 
25-65%) for patients with a history of PCa treated without 
radiotherapy, and 42% (95% Ci 29-54%) for patients with 
a history of PCa treated with radiotherapy (p<0.0001). 
in multivariable analysis, patients with a history of PCa 
treated with radiotherapy were at increased risk of death 
(aHr 1.30, 95% Ci 1.07–1.58) compared to those without 
a history of PCa. Furthermore, patients with a history of 
PCa treated with radiotherapy had a significantly increased 
risk of resection with permanent stoma.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 a previous history of radio-
therapy for prostate cancer is a poor prognostic factor in 
rectal cancer patients with a 30% increased risk of death 
compared to patients without a prior history of prostate 
cancer. additionally, patients with a history of radio-
therapy for prostate cancer are likely to experience a more 
morbid surgical resection.
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Kaplan meier survival analysis, among patients without a history of 
prostate cancer (exposure 1), patients with prostate cancer treated  
without radiotherapy (exposure 2), and patients with prostate cancer 
treated with radiotherapy (exposure 3).

HISTOLOGY	VERSUS	LOCATION:	HOW	
SHOULD	SQUAMOUS	CELL	CARCINOMA	OF	
THE	RECTUM	BE	STAGED?

Poster abstracts P313

P. Goffredo, e. Cho, i. rizvi, i. Hassan
Iowa City, IA; Rochester, NY

Purpose/Background:	 Squamous cell carcinoma of 
the rectum (rSCC) is a rare malignancy for which the 
american Joint Committee on Cancer (aJCC) does not 
have a standardized staging system. as a result, to date, 
there is a controversy as to whether the t stage of this 
neoplasm should be based on depth of invasion, as in 
rectal adenocarcinoma, or on size, as in anal squamous cell 
carcinoma. We hypothesized that a staging system based 
on squamous histology rather than rectal location would 
be more accurate in predicting the prognosis of rSCC 
patients.

Methods/Interventions:	 the Surveillance, 
epidemiology, and end results (Seer) database was used 
to identify patents diagnosed with rSCCs between 1998 
and 2013. Patient were staged according to the aJCC 
classification of rectal adenocarcinoma (aJCC-rectum, 
n=1646), and anal squamous cell carcinoma (aJCC-anus, 

n=1327). data were examined using simple summary 
statistics, chi-square and student’s-t tests, Kaplan-meier 
analysis, and Cox proportional hazards regression. Survival 
analyses were adjusted by gender, age, race, and manage-
ment strategy (no surgery vs radical resection and no radi-
ation vs external beam radiation therapy).

Results/Outcome(s):	 majority of patients were white 
(85%) and female (65%). mean age at diagnosis was 
62±14 years. Stages 0 and iV were represented by the same 
subset of patients in both staging systems, and therefore 
had the same 5-year dSS (93% and 21%, respectively). 
among patients staged according to aJCC-rectum, while 
a significant difference in 5-year dSS was observed for 
stage i as compared to higher stages, no difference was 
noted between stage ii and iii (80% vs 61% and 62%, 
respectively). However, in the aJCC-anus classification, 
a significant difference was observed across all stages dSS 
(87% vs 72% vs 59%, p<0.001). Patients with rSCCs 
confined to the submucosa (aJCC-rectum stage i) and 
>2cm in size (aJCC-anus stage ii) had worse 5-year dSS 
than patients with cancers confined to the submucosa and 
≤2 cm in size (aJCC-anus stage i) on both univariate and 
multivariate analyses (78% vs 87%, p <0.03). Patients with 
t4n0 rSCCs (aJCC-rectum stage ii; aJCC-anus stage 
iii) were found to have lower 5-year dSS as compared to 
patients with any t with positive lymph nodes (stage iii 
in both systems, 49% vs 62%, p <0.02). after adjustment 
for demographic variables and treatment modalities, the 
prognostic discrimination based on hazard ratios provided 
by the aJCC-anus was superior to that of aJCC-rectum 
(table 1).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Stage migration of submu-
cosal rSCCs >2 cm and lymph node negative t4 to the 
next higher stage accounted for the better survival of 
patients in aJCC-anus stage i and stage ii compared to 
patients staged by aJCC-rectal. our data suggest that a 
staging system based on histology (aJCC-anus) rather 
than on location (aJCC-rectum) is more accurate in 
predicting the prognosis of patients with stage i, ii, and iii 
rectal squamous cell carcinomas.

P313 Multivariate analysis for survival of AJCC-rectum vs AJCC-anus based on stage

STAGE
AJCC-Rectum AJCC-Anus

HR (95% CI) p-value HR (95% CI) p-value
0 Reference Reference
I 3.9 (2.5 - 6.2) <0.001 2.2 (1.1 - 4.5) 0.020
II 8.9 (5.6 - 14.4) <0.001 5.8 (3.6 - 9.5) <0.001
III 8.4 (5.2 - 13.7) <0.001 9.6 (6.0 - 15.6) <0.001
IV 30.3 (18.9 - 48.8) <0.001 31.6 (19.5 - 51.2) <0.001

The analyses were adjusted by gender, age, race, and treatment modalities.
HR indicates hazard ratio; CI, confidence interval.
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RESULTS	OF	COLORECTAL	CANCER	
DIAGNOSTICS	AND	TREATMENT	IN	2005	AND	
2010	IN	LITHUANIA:	HAVE	WE	IMPROVED?

Poster abstracts P314

e. Poskus, m. Kryzauskas, t. Poskus, S. mikalauskas, 
K. Strupas, n. Samalavicius, a. tamelis, Z. Saladzinskas, 
a. Jakaitiene, G. Smailyte
Vilnius, Lithuania; Kaunas, Lithuania

Purpose/Background:	 the goal of this study was to 
compare the results of colorectal cancer diagnostics and 
treatment in 2005 and in 2010 in lithuania.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective comparative 
study with 5 year patient follow-up was performed. the 
data of all the patients who were treated for CrC in 
2005 and 2010 in the three main lithuanian hospitals 
was compared. demographic characteristics, distribution 
of the tumours, preoperative diagnostics and staging, 
preoperative treatment, surgical treatment, the quality 
of pathological examination, morbidity, mortality, the 
duration of hospital stay were analysed. Postoperative 
morbidity was measured according to the Clavien-dindo 
classification. the pathology specimen was evaluated 
according to the tnm staging system, lymphovascular 
invasion, differentiation grade, completeness of resection 
(r). involvement of circumferential resection margins was 
assessed for the rectal tumours. Survival data was received 
from the lithuanian Cancer registry. 1-year and 5-year 
overall survival data were compared between the groups. 
the statistical software iBm SPSS (v.21) was used for the 
statistical analysis. Continuous variables were checked for 
the normality of distribution by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
and Shapiro-Wilk tests and compared using the Student t 
test when the data were normally distributed or the mann-
Whitney test when the data were nonnormally distributed. 
the association between categorical variables was verified 
using the Pearson chi-square test. Survival was estimated 
by the Kaplan-meier method. the difference between the 
survival curves was determined using the log-rank test. 
the level of significance was set at 0.05.

Results/Outcome(s):	Colorectal cancer diagnostics and 
treatment improved from 2005 to 2010 significantly. the 
disease was identified as stage iii-iV for 45 % vs. 48 % of 
the patients, however computed tomography staging scan 
was performed only for 5.9 % vs. 17.8 % in 2005 and 2010, 
respectively. meanwhile, preoperative radiotherapy for 
t3-t4 advanced rectal tumours was initiated for 18.1 % 
vs. 45.1 % of the patients, laparoscopic operations were 
performed 1.5 % vs. 10.5 %, and abdominoperineal resec-
tions – 42.7 % vs. 27.8 % in 2005 and 2010, respectively. 
the number of harvested lymph nodes was mentioned 
in 55.8 % vs. 97.7 % of the cases, whereas more than 12 
lymph nodes were examined in 18 % vs. 66.6 % of cases 
after histological examination. Postoperative complica-
tions occurred in 35.8 % vs. 21.1 % of the patients; and 
the hospital stay was 17.5 vs. 14.5 days. the overall 5 year 

survival was 52.1 % vs. 63.1 % (p<0.0001, Figure 1), while 
the 5 year survival of the patients with stage iV of disease 
was 4.2 % vs. 17.8 % in 2005 and 2010, respectively.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 diagnostics and treatment 
of the patients with colorectal cancer has significantly 
improved in 2010 in comparison with 2005, resulting in 
improved long-term survival.

5 year survival curves of patients, treated for CrC in 2005 and 2010

A	COMPARISON	OF	TUMOUR	
CHARACTERISTICS	AND	ONCOLOGICAL	
OUTCOMES	IN	PATIENTS	WITH	SCREEN-
DETECTED	AND	SYMPTOMATIC	COLORECTAL	
POLYP	CANCERS.

Poster abstracts P315

r. Colleran, C. richards, C. macKay, G. ramsay, 
G. murray, C. Parnaby
Aberdeen, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 around the world, population 
bowel screening programmes have been implemented in an 
attempt to reduce colorectal cancer mortality by detecting 
and treating disease at an early stage. it is estimated that 
10% of all screen-detected cancers are polyp cancers, 
whereby the tumour is confined to a focus of malignancy 
within an excised colorectal polyp. Knowledge around the 
biology and natural history of these early asymptomatic 
polyp cancers is limited, however, and it is unclear whether 
they carry the same prognosis as corresponding symptom-
atic lesions. the aim of this study was to compare the clini-
co-pathological characteristics and oncological outcomes 
of screen-detected polyp cancers with those diagnosed via 
symptomatic pathways.

Methods/Interventions:	 this retrospective cohort 
study included all patients with a colorectal polyp cancer 
diagnosed at a tertiary referral centre in Scotland between 
april 2000 and december 2015. Patients were divided 
into those detected through the national bowel screening 
programme (SCreened) and those diagnosed following 
referral for investigation of gastrointestinal symptoms 
(SymPtomatiC). data was collected on patient 
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characteristics, endoscopic findings, polyp histology 
and long-term oncological outcomes (overall survival; 
cancer-specific survival; disease recurrence)

Results/Outcome(s):	 in total, 127 patients with 
colorectal polyp cancers were included (67 screened; 
60 symptomatic). Screened polyp cancers were younger 
(median 65 years versus 71 years, p=0.028) with a lower 
burden of co-morbidity (Charleson score<3; 39% versus 
67%, p=0.003). in terms of location, screened polyp 
cancers were predominantly colonic while symptomatic 
polyp cancers were more likely to be located in the rectum 
(25% versus 8%, p=0.02). Pathological evaluation also 
identified significantly lower levels of lymphovascular inva-
sion in screened polyp cancers (8% versus 25%, p=0.007). 
overall survival was significantly longer in the screened 
cohort (167 versus 106 months, p=0.010, log rank test) 
with a trend towards improved cancer-specific (182 versus 
122 months, p=0.058, log rank test) and recurrence-free 
survival (178 versus 119 months, p=0.082, log rank test)

Conclusions/Discussion:	We have identified a number 
of important differences between the tumour biology 
and natural history of screen-detected and symptomatic 
colorectal polyp cancers. although some of these obser-
vations may be partly explained by differences in the age 
and comorbidity profiles, other variations are harder to 
account for. in particular, lower levels of lymphovascular 
invasion in screened lesions may be representative of a less 
aggressive phenotype.

COLORECTAL	CANCER	WITH	LIVER	
METASTESES:	OUTCOME	IN	INDIAN	
SUBCONTINENT.

Poster abstracts P316

K. Verma, P. Patil, a. desouza, V. otswal, a. Saklani
MUMBAI, India; Mumbai, India; MuMBAI, India

Purpose/Background:	 Colorectal cancer (CrC) rank 
fourth most common malignancy in male population and 
third most common malignancy in female population in 
india. according to GloBoCan 2012, total death rate 
due to CrC was 28,000 and 21,000 in male and female 
population respectively. High death rate in indian popu-
lation reflects advanced stage at presentation. Purpose of 
this study is to see outcome of colorectal cancer with liver 
metastases in indian population.

Methods/Interventions:	 We performed retrospective 
study of our database of patients, who underwent treatment  
for CrC at our centre from January 2013 to december 2014.

Results/Outcome(s):	during above period, 763 patients 
presented with CrC at our centre, out of these 88 patients 
(11.5%) had metastases involving liver whereas 120 
(15.7%) patients had metastases without liver involve-
ment. metastases were confined to liver only in 28 patients 
(uni-lobar in 4, bi-lobar in 24). in 83 (94.3%) patients liver 
metastases were synchronous whereas in 5 patients (5.7%), 

liver metastases were metachronous. Surgical resection 
of primary was done in 18 patients. all patients with 
liver confined metastases were referred to liver clinic for 
assessment of resectability after 4 cycles of chemotherapy. 
in three patients surgical resection of liver metastases was 
done, where as non-surgical ablation (rFa/taCe) of liver 
metastases was done in 3 patients. 57 patients received 
chemotherapy only and 13 patients were candidate for 
supportive care only. Biological therapy was given to six 
patients (6.8%). median follow duration was 6.0 months 
(range, 1.1 – 34.2 months). median over-all survival (oS) 

P316 Median survival in patients with colorectal  
cancer with liver metastases according to  

various variables.

Serial 
No. Variable

Median over-all  
survival (Months)

1 Sex:
Male

Female
11.6
13.0

2 Age Group:
21-40
41-60
>60

17.3
11.6
10.8

3 Subsite:
Colon

Rectum

12.4
14.4

4 Histology:
Signet ring
Mucinous
Overall

14.3
13.4
13.0

5 CEA Level:
<3

3-10
11-100

101-1000
>1000

17.3
31.2
10.6
13.0
8.7

6 Performance status:
ECOG 1
ECOG 2
ECOG 3

15.2
13.4
1.6

7 Treatment Received
Surgery of Primary
Tt of both primary & 

metastasis
Chemotherapy only
Best supportive care

25.6
33.4
11.8
2.1

8 Chemotherapy type:
Oxalipaltin only
Oxalipaltin and 

Irinotecan combined
No chemotherapy

13.2
15.7
2.1
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in patients with liver metastases was 13 months compared to  
15.1 months in patients with non – liver metastases. median  
oS according to various variables is summarised in the 
table 1 below. out of 24 patients presenting with bi-lobar 
liver metastases, two patients finally underwent definitive 
treatment of liver metastases (one patient resection and 
other one rFa) leading to conversion rate of 9.1%. mean 
oS in patients receiving non-surgical treatment for liver 
metastasis was 22.2 months compared with 27.6 months 
for patients undergoing surgery for liver metastasis.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Surgical resection of liver 
metastases is less in indian population due to heavy burden 
of disease, bi-lobar involvement and less conversion rate 
probably due to under-utilization of biological therapy. to 
improve the outcome better access to biological therapy 
and referral of such cases to tertiary care centre with multi-
disciplinary care is required.

COLORECTAL	CANCER	SCREENING	IN	AN	
URBAN	HOSPITAL	POPULATION.

Poster abstracts P317

a. raissis, m. Wheeler, B. Bello, t. Stahl, l. Hernandez, 
J. Fitzgerald, m. Bayasi, J. ayscue
Washington, District of Columbia; Omaha, NE

Purpose/Background:	 Screening for colorectal cancer 
(CrC) has been demonstrated in randomized trials to 
reduce mortality. However, many patients do not get 
adequate screening and can present with advanced disease. 
the purpose of this study was to uncover barriers to 
screening by surveying an urban hospital inpatient popu-
lation in hopes of devising a novel way to inform patients 
about its importance.

Methods/Interventions:	 the study was a cross- 
sectional survey on a single day at a single academic, urban, 
tertiary care hospital with 926 beds. a survey was created 
to capture patient demographics, personal and family 
history of CrC, concerning symptoms, personal history 
of benign colorectal disease, whether or not patients had 
been recommended for CrC screening and if so, what test 
was performed, if any. We also asked what types of barriers 
were present if a patient was not current with his or her 
screening. after approval by the hospital’s irB, the survey 
was administered to all inpatients ages 20-85 on one by 
6 team members from the colorectal surgery department 
with the following exclusion criteria: vulnerable popula-
tions (prisoners, pregnant or postpartum women, psychi-
atry ward); and patients in the intensive care, cardiac, 
stepdown, and intermediate care units. Participation was 
voluntary. responders were divided into two groups based 
on whether they were up to date with screening (Group 
a) or not (Group B) based on current nCCn guidelines, 
and the groups were compared. Categorical variables were 
assumed to be nonparametric and were compared using a 
two-tailed Fischer’s exact test.

Results/Outcome(s):	 We surveyed 337 patients and 
had 197 voluntary responders for a participation rate of 
58% (see table 1). average age was 67, with 51.4% males. 
Patients were excluded if they did not meet criteria for 
screening. Colonoscopy was the most common screening 
test (95%), and 64% of those surveyed were up to date 
on screening. the most common reasons for not being 
screened were the following: the test was not recom-
mended by anyone (68%, 34/50), there was not enough 
time (10%, 5/50), patient did not feel the test was neces-
sary (6%, 3/50), and concern for risks of the test (6%, 
3/50). a significant difference was found between the 
groups for married individuals (a, 51% vs B, 25%; p<0.05). 
Patients in group B tended more often to be single (20% vs 
32%) or widowed (17% vs 27%), though results were not 
statistically significant.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 to our knowledge, this is 
the first study surveying inpatients at a single institution 
regarding adherence and barriers to CrC screening. 
overall rates of screening in our study approximate the 
national average. We also found that personal support, 
perhaps from a spouse, may contribute to better adher-
ence to CrC screening guidelines. the inpatient setting 
presents a unique opportunity to study barriers to CrC 
screening as well as improve patient education and further 
increase the adherence rate for CrC screening.
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MISMATCH	REPAIR	PROTEIN	EXPRESSION	
(MMR)	IN	COLORECTAL	CANCER:	A	
CLINICOPATHOLOGICAL	CORRELATION.

Poster abstracts P318

a. Kumar, m. Jain, n. Kumari, a. yadav, n. Krishnani, 
r. Saxena
Lucknow, India

Purpose/Background:	 to study the mmr Protein 
expression and its Clinicopathological correlation in 
colorectal cancer patients in north india.

Methods/Interventions:	 a prospective study was 
conducted on histologically proven patients of adenocar-
cinoma of colorectum in a tertiary care hospital in north 
india betweem may 2014- June 2016. mmr Protein 
loss was determined by using immunohistochemistry for 
mlH1, mSH2, PmS2 and mSH6. SPSS version 16.0 (iBm 
corporation, armong, ny, uSa) was used for statistical 
analysis. Continuous data were used as mean or median 
and discrete data were reported as number (percentage)

Results/Outcome(s):	 52 patients (38 males and 14 
females) underwent resection for colorectal cancer with 
the median age of 52. year (16-81 years). 35% of the 
patients (n=18) were younger than 50 years of the age. 3 
patients had associated history of malignancy in the family. 
29 (56%) patients had right colon cancer, 9 (17%) left 
colon cancer and 14 (27%) rectal cancer. 2 patients each 
had synchronous and metachronous cancer. Histology 
revealed well defferentiated tumor in 16, moderately 
differentiated in 10 and poorly diffentiated tumor in 26 
patients. mmr protein loss was seen in 15(29%) patients. 
Seven (46%)of these patients were less than 50 years 
of age. Combined loss of mSH2 and mSH6 was seen 
most commonly and it was foumd in 6 patients. 12(80%) 
patients with mmr protein loss had tumor located prox-
imal to the splenic flexure compared to 3(20%) located 
distal to the splenic flexture. there was no difference in 
mmr protein loss based on patients age, gender, degree 
of tumor differentiation, stage of the disease and tumor 
histological chacteristics.

Conclusions/Discussion:	this study revealed that there 
was less than 30% mmr protein loss in colorectal cancer 
patietns in north india. loss was more commonly found in 
right sided colon cancer than left. a larger study is further 
required to validate these findings

THE	COMPARISON	OF	TA-NOSE	ISR	MADE	BY	
SINGLE	STAPLING,	DOUBLE	POUCH	SUTURING	
AND	TRADITIONAL	LAPAROSCOPIC	DIXON	IN	
RECTAL	CARCINOMA.

Poster abstracts P319

K. Xia
Zhengzhou, China

Purpose/Background:	 to compare the effect of 
ta-noSe iSr made by single stapling double pouch 
suturing and traditional laparoscopic dixon of rectal carci-
noma, we study economic, safe and micro-invasive way of 
colorectal anastomosis.

Methods/Interventions:	 the case-control study was 
applied to analyze the clinical outcomes of the 83 cases 
with rectal cancer in the time november of 2015 to 
october 2016, in which 40 cases were undergone by single 
stapling double pouch suturing of ta-noSe iSr, 43 cases 
by traditional laparoscopic dixon. all the patients are 
at the stage of t1-2 tumors which does not invade the 
external sphincter.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the ta-noSe iSr group was 
lower than the laparoscopic dixon group of the hospital-
ization costs and incidence of postoperative anastomotic 
leakage (P<0.05). there was no significant difference 
between the two groups in the duration of hospitalization, 
in the operative time recovery time of gastrointestinal 
function, tumor recurrence rate,as well as intraoperative 
blood loss. Comparing the rate of anastomotic stricture, 
urethral dysfunction, defecation dysfunction, postopera-
tive infection in the two groups, it also had no statistical 
difference.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in the resection of rectal 
cancers, single stapling double pouch suturing of ta-noSe 
iSr and traditional laparoscopic dixon contribute consid-
erably, but the former reduces the cost of hospitalization 
and the rate of postoperative anastomotic leakage which 
is more economic and safe. at the same time, ta-noSe 
iSr removes the specimens through the anus and the 
abdomen only trocar hole left, which has advantage of 
minimally invasive. that is to say, single stapling double 
pouch suturing of ta-noSe iSr is economic, safe and 
micro-invasive as an ultralow sphincter-preserving surgery.

P318 Pattern of MMR Loss in patients with  
colo-rectal cancer

MMR protein Loss No. of Patients
MSH2+MSH6 6(11.5%)
PMS2 Only 5(9.6%)
MSH6 Only 3(5.8%)
MLH1+PMS2 1(1.9%)
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ADENOMA DETECTION RATE IN 
SURVEILLANCE	COLONOSCOPY	FOLLOWING	
COLON	RESECTION	FOR	BENIGN	AND	
MALIGNANT	DISEASE.

Poster abstracts P320

J. ortolani, m. Stratton, a. Werner, W. Grimes
Shreveport, LA

Purpose/Background:	 according to the aSCrS 
Practice Guideline for the Surveillance of Patients after 
Curative treatment of Colon & rectal Cancer, surveil-
lance colonoscopy should be performed at 1 year after 
pre-op colonoscopy in patients with high-risk stage i, stage 
ii, stage iii, or stage iV (with isolated metastasis) colon 
cancer. However, the phenotypic features of the index 
tumor have not been correlated to the adenoma detection 
rate (adr) during surveillance colonoscopy. We sought 
to determine the potential effect of the index tumor grade, 
stage, and colonic segment on surveillance adr.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective analysis of 
primary colon resections and initial surveillance colo-
noscopies performed by three private practice colon & 
rectal surgeons from 2012-2015 was completed. only 
patients who underwent pre- or peri-operative endoscopic 
clearance of the colon were included. Pathology reports 
were reviewed for each colon resection, and correlated 
to the findings of the respective surveillance colonoscopy 
(including polyp size, location, and morphology). Patients 
with known hereditary polyposis syndromes, inflammatory 
bowel disease, obstructing colon cancer, stage iV colon 
cancer, or any-stage rectal cancer were excluded.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Seventy surveillance colonosco-
pies were performed by one of three private practice colon 
& rectal surgeons between 2012-2015 on patients who had 

previously undergone segmental colon resection either for 
benign, unresectable polyps (n=24) or malignant disease 
(stage i-iii) with curative intent (n=46). the overall 
surveillance adr was 30.0% (33% for benign disease, 
and 28.2% for malignant disease). male adr was 34.2%. 
Female adr was 25%. the overall polyp detection rate 
(Pdr) for benign and malignant disease was statistically 
equivalent at 45.8% and 45.6%, respectively. of the  
46 patients who underwent curative resection for colon 
cancer, one recurrence was detected on surveillance  
colonoscopy (2%).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 neither tumor grade nor 
colon cancer stage was a significant independent predictor 
of surveillance adr. there was no significant difference in 
adr when comparing right vs left colon resections inde-
pendent of grade/stage. However, when tumor grade and 
stage were analyzed collectively, there was a trend towards 
higher adr in patients with grade ii/iii and stage ii or iii 
disease (as compared to benign or stage i disease). large, 
prospective, multi-center studies are needed to fully assess 
the potential effect of tumor grade and stage on surveil-
lance adr. a significant correlation would allow for  
the development of a targeted surveillance colonoscopy 
algorithm based on phenotypic features of the index tumor.

DELAYED	PRIMARY	CLOSURE	AFTER	
COLECTOMY	TO	REDUCE	SURGICAL	SITE	
INFECTION.

Poster abstracts P321

S. Hadley, e. raskin
Loma Linda, CA

Purpose/Background:	Surgical site infection (SSi) rate 
following colectomy is increased (up to 30%) compared to 
non-colorectal procedures (average 5%). numerous insti-
tutions have studied methods to decrease SSi following 
colectomy, but the interventions have been costly and the 
results difficult to replicate. intricate “bundles” have been 
employed to reduce SSi, but it is unclear which of the 
components truly contribute to SSi reduction. delayed 
primary closure as a means to reduce SSi rates following 
colectomy is an accepted practice, but it has not been 
studied in the literature.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective study was 
performed in which patients who underwent colectomy 
had either the laparotomy or colon extraction site incision 
closed in a delayed primary closure fashion. the fascia 
was closed with running 1-PdS or 0-PdS, then 2-0 nylon 
sutures were placed every 2 centimeters in a vertical 
mattress fashion. these nylon sutures remained untied 
and the subcutaneous tissue packed with moist dressing for 
48 hours. after the 48-hour time period had elapsed, the 
nylon sutures were tied to approximate the skin. Please see 
our attached video for technique details. the sutures were 
then removed at the first post operative visit. Surgical site 
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infections were documented according the the Center for 
disease Control definitions.

Results/Outcome(s):	 thirty-two patients underwent 
delayed primary closure following colectomy. all patients 
received preoperative broad-spectrum antibiotics within  
30 minutes of the incision time. SCiP measures were 
adhered to in all 32 patients. Fifteen patients underwent 
open colecomy, while 17 underwent minimally invasive 
colectomy. no patients (0%) were noted to have superfi-
cial, deep, or organ space SSis during their postoperative 
in-hospital stay nor at the 30-day postoperative mark.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the technique used in this 
study shows that delayed primary closure is a potential 
alternative to primary closure to prevent SSi after colec-
tomy. Considerable cost savings can be seen by avoiding 
the sequelae of SSi. delayed primary closure with nylon 
suture alone allowed our institution to avoid costly and 
complicated “bundles” to decrease SSi rates. a random-
ized control trial is currently being initiated at our institu-
tion between primary closure and delayed primary closure 
to assess SSi rates and cost associated with SSi reduction.

IS	CHEMORADIOTHERAPY	ALONE	ENOUGH	
IN	ADVANCED	RECTAL	MALIGNANCY	WITH	
POSITIVE	EXTRA	MESORECTAL	LATERAL	
LYMPH	NODES?

Poster abstracts P322

n. ahmadi, m. Quinn, s. tang, P. lee, K. austin, 
m. Solomon
Mosman, NSW, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 total mesorectal excision 
(tme) has revolutionised loco-regional recurrence rates 
in rectal cancer. there is a move to focus “beyond the 
tme” and pelvic exenteration is now recognised as 
salvage surgery for advanced malignancy. extra-mesorectal 
nodal disease is regarded as local metastatic disease and 
optimal management of these lateral pelvic lymph nodes 
remain unclear, with no consensus on best practice. 
Chemoradiotherapy (Crt) vs. lateral pelvic lymph node 
dissection (lPld) has been evaluated in the literature 
with no clear conclusions. However little has been done to 
ascertain the rate of positive lymph nodes following Crt. 
the aim of this study was to determine the rate of positive 
lymph nodes following Crt in advanced rectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	retrospective case note anal-
ysis of all patients undergoing lPld for advanced rectal 
cancer over a 15-year period (2001 -2016). Patient’s 
preoperative imaging (Ct/mri +/- Pet) was analysed 
for initial nodal status. all patients received neo-adjuvant 
Crt. Pathology reports were analysed for node positivity, 
which were correlated to preoperative imaging. Patients 
with pelvic sepsis were excluded from analysis. data was 
analysed using SPSS v 24.

Results/Outcome(s):	Sixty Six (n=66) patients under-
went lPld in the study period. 41/66 (62%) were male. 
all patients underwent neoadjuvant Crt. lPld was 
performed as part of the radical pelvic surgery with 
curative intent. 59/66 (89%) patients underwent pelvic 
exenteration and 8 patients (11%) had tme dissection. 
20/66 patients (29%) had primary rectal adenocarcinoma 
and 47/66 (71%) had recurrent disease. the rates of 
ln clearance were as follows; external iliac nodes 58/66 
(88%), internal iliac nodes 65/66 (99%), common iliac 
nodes 64/66 (97%), obturator nodes 45/66 (68%), bifurca-
tion 21/66 (32%), median sacral nodes 23/66 (34%), and 
para-aortic nodes 14/66 (21%). 33% (21/66 patients) had 
histopathologically proven positive nodes. 44% (18/41) of 
patients, who had positive nodes on pre-operative imaging, 
had positive pathology despite Crt. 13% (3/23 patients) 
with negative imaging had positive pathology.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Crt successfully treats nodal 
disease in two thirds of patients. in the remaining third 
Crt alone is inadequate, and despite radical surgery leaves 
residual nodal disease. lPld is not without morbidity but 
is a necessary tool in achieving r0 resection in these 
complex cases. re-assessment of nodal status with post 
Crt imaging could be one strategy to reduce the rate of 
unnecessary lPld in such patients.

MANAGEMENT	OF	MALIGNANT	INGUINAL	
LYMPHADENOPATHY	IN	LOCALLY	ADVANCED	
PRIMARY	AND	RECURRENT	RECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P323

S. tang, K. austin, l. mazlam, Q. denost, m. Solomon, 
P. lee
Sydney, NSW, Australia; Bordeaux, France

Purpose/Background:	  the incidence of malignant 
inguinal lymphadenopathy occurs in 0.3 -17 % of patients 
with rectal cancer. it is associated with a median survival of 
13.5 months. optimal treatment of these patients is unclear 
with chemotherapy and radiotherapy being the main treat-
ment modalities. the role of surgery is well established in 
patients with breast and skin cancers; however, in rectal 
cancer there is still equipoise. the aim was to compare the 
outcomes of surgery and radiotherapy in the treatment of 
malignant inguinal lymph nodes (miln) in patients with 
primary and recurrent rectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective study was 
performed on a prospective database. 13 patients (0.9%) 
were identified with miln from a total of 1450 patients 
between 2001-2014. all 13 patients underwent treatment 
for curative intent. Five (5) patients (13.8%) underwent 
radiotherapy alone and 8 (61.5%) underwent radiotherapy 
and surgery. in the surgical group 50% had a groin dissec-
tion and 50% had “cherry-picking “.

Results/Outcome(s):	 morbidity occurred in 37% of 
patients in the surgical group. there was no treatment 
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related mortality in either group. recurrence rates were 
higher in the surgical group with 5 patients (62.5%) vs.  
1 patient in the radiotherapy alone group. the mean time 
to recurrence was 25.3 months. the mean survival was  
36 months.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the study highlights the 
rarity of the pathology. Currently there is no guidelines to 
steer treatment algorithm towards one pathway or another. 
it is interesting that recurrence in this group is higher with 
duo modality of surgery and radiotherapy, versus radio-
therapy alone. due to the small sample size, firm conclu-
sions cannot be drawn at present. a multicentre study is 
currently underway to further analyze these findings.

IS	LAPAROSCOPIC	RESECTION	THE	GOLD	
STANDARD	IN	TREATMENT	OF	SMALL	BOWEL	
NEOPLASMS?	ONE	CENTER	EXPERIENCE.

Poster abstracts P324

G. rizzo, G. Zaccone, m. magnocavallo, F. Sionne, 
d. Pafundi, C. Coco
Roma, Italy

Purpose/Background:	 Small bowel neoplasms (SBn) 
represent a heterogeneous group (more than 40 sub-types) 
of gastrointestinal neoplasms with a low incidence (0.3% 
of all tumors) that has been growing over the last 
30 years. treatment modality and oncological outcome 
significantly varies depending on the histological type 
but surgery generally represents the first-line therapy. in 
colorectal cancer laparoscopic surgery (lPS) guarantees 
the same oncological outcome of open approach and is 
associated with several advantages in terms of post-oper-
ative and aesthetic outcome. except for gastrointestinal 
stromal tumors (GiSt), there are no randomized studies 
that demonstrated the oncologic safety of a laparoscopic 
approach in SBn. aim of this study is a prospective anal-
ysis of surgically treated SBn with a minimally invasive 
approach.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients affected by SBn 
(jejunum and ileum) and surgically treated in our unit 
from 2007 to 2014 were enrolled in a prospective data-
base. Pre-operative clinical data, intra and post-operative 
complications and pathological features were recorded. 
all patients entered in a follow-up program to establish 
oncological outcome in terms of disease recurrence (dr) 
overall survival (oS) and disease–free survival (dFS).

Results/Outcome(s):	From 2007 to 2014, 37 patients 
(20 female; median age: 65 years) affected by SBn were 
treated in our surgical unit. the most frequent affected 
site was jejunum 24 cases (64.9%) and the most frequent 
histotypes were adenocarcinomas and GiSt (35%). in 
15 cases (40.5%) the disease was symptomatic; massive 
occult bleeding in 12 cases (32.4%) and bowel obstruction 
in 3 (8.1%). all patients were radically (r0) treated, 24 
(64.8%) of them with a lPS approach. the rate of lPS 

procedure increased from 43% in the first 3 years to 78% 
in the last 3 years. the higher rate of lPS was for GiSt 
(92.3%) and the lowest for adenocarcinomas (38%). a 
lPS approach was possible in a third of symptomatic SBn 
(33.3%). no intra-operative complications and no early 
post-operative death were recorded. Post-operative compli-
cations according to Clavien’s classification occurred in 8 
patients (21.6%): 2 (5.4%) grade i, 5 (13.5%) grade ii 
and 1 (2.7%) grade iii (re-operation required for massive 
bleeding). in lPS group the rate of p.o. morbidity was 
16.7% vs 30.8% in the oPen group. median p.o. hospital 
stay was 6 days (5.5 days in lPS group vs 7 days in oPen 
group). in adenocarcinomas group a recurrence occurred in  
7 patients (53.8%) and mean oS and dFS were respec-
tively 39 and 30 months. in GiSt group, only 1 recurrence 
was observed (7.7%) and mean oS and dFS were respec-
tively 71 and 70 months.

Conclusions/Discussion:	laparoscopic surgical resection  
in our experience is feasible and able to deal with most of 
small bowel tumors. Surgery still represents the best chance 
of cure for these patients also if oncological outcome, 
despite r0 resections, mainly depends on histological type.

IDENTIFYING	COLORECTAL	PATIENTS	WHO	
WILL	BENEFIT	FROM	EXTENDED	VENOUS	
THROMBOPROPHYLAXIS.

Poster abstracts P325

n. Jootun, a. anderson, m. marinova, m. Wallace
Wantirna south, VIC, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 Colorectal cancer patients 
undergoing surgery have an increased risk of venous 
thromboembolism. Vte is the most common cause of 
30-day mortality in patients undergoing abdominal and 
pelvic operations for cancer. Currently our patients receive 
thromboprophylaxis during hospitalization only. However 
recent studies have reported that extending the duration 
of thromboprophylaxis for 28 days in high risk patients can 
reduce the risk of late Vte. there is limited information 
about what constitutes a high risk colorectal patient, and 
whether all patients undergoing pelvic or cancer surgery 
should receive extended prophylaxis. there is also a 
paucity of data on the incidence of early symptomatic post 
discharge Vte in colorectal cancer patients. Furthermore 
the cost-effectiveness of extended prophylaxis has been 
questioned. the aim of this study was to review our inci-
dence of symptomatic thromboembolism and assess which 
colorectal patients would benefit from extended throm-
boprophylaxis. the secondary aim was to assess the cost 
effectiveness of using an extended prophylactic protocol.

Methods/Interventions:	 retrospective data was 
collected from colorectal cancer patients undergoing 
surgery from June 2011 until June 2016. the frequency of 
symptomatic pulmonary embolism (Pe) within 30 days of 
surgery was collected from medical records, imaging and 
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outpatient follow up. the pathological stage of disease 
for each patient was recorded. the estimated cost for 
use of enoxaparin as thromboprophylaxis for 28 days was 
calculated.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Five hundred and thirteen 
patients were identified. Seven patients developed post-
operative symptomatic Pe (1.36%). Post discharge Pe rate 
was 0.78 % (4/513) and in hospital Pe rate was 0.58% 
(3/513). three of 5 patients had stage iii/iV cancer and 2 
patients had stage i/ii cancer. We examined the preoper-
ative Pe rates in 300 patients. Four had symptomatic Pe 
at the time of their initial diagnosis (1.3%). three of these 
patients had stage iii/iV cancer and 1 patient had stage 
ii cancer. the estimated cost of extended prophylaxis in 
513 patients would have been auS$63,000. the cost of 
treatment for 4 patients who had Vte post discharge was 
auS$40,000.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the rate of post-operative 
Vte is low in our group of patients. Cost benefit anal-
ysis would support use of extended thromboprophylaxis 
in selected high risk patients only. these would include 
colorectal patients with stage iii or iV disease as these 
patients have the highest risk of developing Pe both within 
the perioperative and post-operative period according to 
our study.

IS	IT	NECESSARY	A	TOTAL	MESORECTAL	
EXCISION	IN	PATIENTS	WITH	UPPER	AND	
MIDDLE	RECTAL	CANCER?

Poster abstracts P326

m. Pera, m. ansuategui, m. Jimenez-toscano, 
m. Pascual, S. alonso, S. Salvans, l. Grande
Barcelona, Spain

Purpose/Background:	 total mesorectal excision 
(tme) after neoadjuvant chemoradiation is the standard 
treatment for most patients with middle and lower third 
rectal cancer. Some surgeons propose that tme should 
be performed even for upper rectal tumors. However, 
an extensive rectal excision leads to impaired func-
tional results. other surgeons advocate the so-called wide 
mesorectal excision (Wme) for upper and most mid-rectal 
cancer, preserving as much distal rectum as possible to 
improve postoperative anal function. the aim was to 
analyze the association between the extension of rectal and 
mesorectal excision with the oncological outcome.

Methods/Interventions:	 retrospective cohort study 
including patients with rectal cancer above 6 cm under-
going Wme between 2007 y 2012. the association 
between distal rectal margin and disease-free and overall 
survival was calculated. Patients were divided into quar-
tiles according to the distal margin (Q1: ≤ 15 mm; Q2: 
16-26 mm; Q3: 27-39 mm; Q4: ≥ 40 mm). For long-term 
outcomes the Kaplan-meier method was used to estimate 
the probability of survival and the log-rank test to evaluate 

the statistical significance of differences between survival 
distributions.

Results/Outcome(s):	 during the study period 99 
patients were included (Q1: n=20; Q2: n=26; Q3: n=25; 
Q4: n=28). the tumor was located in the upper rectum 
in 69 patients and in the mid-rectum in 30 patients. Forty-
three (43%) patients received preoperative chemoradi-
ation. the distal margin was free in all patients and the 
circumferential resection margin was involved in 1 patient. 
the median follow-up was 44 months. tumor recurrence 
was diagnosed in 14 patients: local in 5 patients and distant 
in 9 patients. there were no differences in 5-year disease-
free survival between groups (Q1: 94,1% vs. Q2: 88% vs. 
Q3: 91.7% vs. Q4: 88.2%; p=0.952).

Conclusions/Discussion:	in this cohort of patients with 
rectal cancer, the distance between the tumor and the 
distal resection margin was not associated with the onco-
logical outcome. a Wme instead of tme may be enough 
in patients with upper and middle rectal cancer allowing a 
good oncological clearance.

NSAID	HAS	NO	ROLE	AS	STANDARD	
ANALGESIC	TREATMENT	FOLLOWING	
LAPAROSCOPIC	COLORECTAL	CANCER	
RESECTION.	CANCELLATION	OF	IBUPROFEN	
FROM	THE	STANDARD	POSTOPERATIVE	
ANALGESIC	TREATMENT	DOES	NOT	
INCREASE	OPIOID	CONSUMPTION	OR	LENGTH	
OF	STAY	AFTER	ELECTIVE	LAPAROSCOPIC	
COLORECTAL	CANCER	RESECTION.

Poster abstracts P327

S. Brisling
Roskilde, Denmark

Purpose/Background:	 many standard postoperative 
analgesic regimens after colorectal cancer surgery includes 
an nSaid in combination with paracetamol and other 
analgesics. Concerns about the association between 
nSaid use and anastomotic leakage have questioned 
the rationale of nSaid use in the postoperative period 
and the need for possible alternatives. in our department, 
we decided to remove nSaids from the standard anal-
gesic package, from 1 april 2016, without other analgesic 
substitution. the aim of the present study was to compare 
patients’ opioid consumption and length of stay before 
(+nSaid) and after (-nSaid) 1 april 2016.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients undergoing elective 
laparoscopic colorectal resection for cancer were eligible 
for the study. Patients with chronic preoperative opioid 
use and patients undergoing a reoperation in universal 
anesthesia, for any reason, were excluded. We identified 
100 consecutive patients before 1 april 2016 and 100 
consecutive patients after 1 april 2016 meeting these 
criteria. demographic and perioperative data including 
length of stay and opioid consumption in hospital was 
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retrospectively collected from the electronic patient 
journal system (oPuS). total Prn (pro re nata) opioid 
consumption in hospital was calculated as oral morphine 
equivalent doses in mg (mg omeq).

Results/Outcome(s):	the two groups were comparable 
in terms of gender, age and tumor location. there was no 
difference in opioid consumption in hospital between the 
non-nSaid (40 mg (10-165)) and nSaid group (30 mg 
(10-920)), p=0.277. length of stay was median 3 (1-11) 
days in the non-nSaid group and 3 (1-14) days in the 
nSaid group (p=0.652).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Paracetamol alone is as  
effective as Paracetamol in addition with nSaid as stan-
dard postoperative analgesic package in terms of opioid 
consumption and length of stay in hospital.

RISK	FACTOR	AND	SITE	ASSESSMENT	OF	
LOCAL	RECURRENCE	AFTER	LAPAROSCOPIC	
LOWER	RECTAL	CANCER	RESECTION.

Poster abstracts P328

S. yamaguchi, t. ishii, J. tashiro, H. Kondo, K. Hara, 
H. Shimizu, K. takemoto, a. Suzuki
Hidaka, Japan

Purpose/Background:	 recent studies suggested that 
circumferential radial margin of laparoscopic resection was 
approximately 5 % more positive than that of open resec-
tion for rectal cancer. this study assessed retrospectively, 
survival, local recurrence (lr) rate, risk factor, and recur-
rent site in the pelvis after lower rectal cancer resection.

Methods/Interventions:	 Since may 2007 to February 
2015, 264 patients underwent curative lower rectal cancer 
resection. Characteristics were as follows; 181 males and 
83 females, mean 63.5 years old, preoperative chemora-
diotherapy (Crt) 9 (3.4%), pathological Crm positive  
6 (2.3%), lateral lymphadenectomy 30 (13 positive 
patients), and mean follow up 40.2 months.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Five year overall survival and  
3 year relapse free survival were 95.1%, 93.6% in stage i, 
87.1%, 85.5% in stage ii, and 79.3%, 78.0% in stage iii, 
respectively. lr was observed 17 patient (6.4%). Factors 
of significant lr difference were; gender male 4.4% vs. 
female 10.8% (p=0.048) and surgeon a 2.8% (4/145) vs. 
12.1% (7/58) (p=0.03). other factors were not significant 
lr difference; Stage i 5.0%, ii 10.5%, iii 4.5%, lateral 
lymph node positive 7.7%, negative 6.4%, procedure: 
lar 4.7%, iSr 10.5%, aPr 4.5%, preop-Crt 11.1%, 
non-Crt 6.3%, anastomotic leak 0% (0/16), non-leak 
6.9%. Site of lr was; anastomosis 5, lateral lymph node 
6, pelvic plexus 1, and dissected surface of tme 5 which 
included levator muscle 2, pre-sacrum 1, pre-piriformis 1, 
and recto-vaginal 1. these 5 patients (1.9%) had possi-
bility of cancer implantation at rectal dissection. Currently, 
6 patients of lr were cancer free by surgical resection of  
3 anastomotic, 2 lateral ln, and 1 rectovaginal.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 risk factors of lr were 
surgeon and gender female, also most of lr was not caused 
by radial mesorectal dissection in this patient series.

NOMOGRAM	TO	PREDICT	ANASTOMOTIC	
LEAKAGE	AFTER	ANTERIOR	RESECTION	FOR	
RECTAL	CANCER	MULTIVARIATE	ANALYSIS	
AND	NOMOGRAM	FROM	A	SINGLE-CENTRIC,	
RETROSPECTIVE,	CHINESE	STUDY	WITH	5197	
PATIENTS.

Poster abstracts P329

y. Xu, H. Zheng
Shanghai, China

Purpose/Background:	 anastomotic leak(al) is still 
one of the most dreaded complications after anterior resec-
tion for rectal cancer. this study aimed to identify pre-/
intraoperative risk factors for al after anterior resection 
for rectal cancer and to develop a practical method for 
predicting postoperative al risk.

Methods/Interventions:	5197 patients who underwent 
anterior resection for rectal cancer with primary anasto-
mosis, with or without diverting stoma, between January 
2006 and april 2016 were included in a single-center, 
retrospective study. thirty clinical variables, related to 
patient, cancer, and surgical procedure were examined as 
potential risk factors by univariate and multivariate anal-
yses. a nomogram was developed to predict risk of post-
operative anastomotic leakage for patients with different 
characteristics.

Results/Outcome(s):	the rate of anastomotic leak was 
6.9% in our patients. multivariate analysis identify the 
following variables as independent risk factors of anas-
tomotic leak: male gender (P < 0.001, odds ratio (or) 
= 2.508], diabetes mellitus (P = 0.009, or = 1.632), 
a long distance from rectal cancer to the anal verge  
(P < 0.001, or = 0.839), laparotomy (P= 0.001, or = 
0.494), diverting stoma (P < 0.001, or = 0.373), long 
surgery duration (P< 0.001, or = 1.010), intra/post-op-
erative bleeding in anastomosis (P< 0.001, or =7.105), 
unsatisfied intraoperative anastomosis (P< 0.001, or = 
5.854). the created nomogram showed good accuracy for 
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predicting anastomotic leakage risk, with a concordance 
index 0.79.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Both patients and surgical 
technique have an important effect on anastomotic leak. 
our nomogram has an accurate evaluation utility to 
predict risk of anastomotic leak after anterior resection of 
rectal cancer.

RECTAL	CANCER	WITHOUT	RESPONSE	TO	
NEOADJUVANT	TREATMENT:	DON’T	WATCH	
OR	WAIT.

Poster abstracts P330

l. duraes, l. Stocchi, J. Church, t. Plesec, m. Kalady
Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	 neoadjuvant chemoradiation 
(nCrt) therapy is recommended for locally advanced 
rectal cancer in the middle and lower rectum. longer 
intervals between nCrt and surgery has been associated 
with improved pathological response. However, about 
20% of patients have minimal or no response to nCrt. 
We hypothesized that prolonging the interval to surgery 
in the subgroup of non-responders could hinder oncologic 
outcomes by delaying care of a biologically unresponsive 
tumor.

Methods/Interventions:	a single institution colorectal 
cancer database was queried for patients with pathologic 
stage ii-iii rectal adenocarcinoma treated by nCrt and 
proctectomy for curative intent between 2000 and 2012. 
the study population included those with pathologic 
poor or no response to nCrt according to the american 
Joint Committee on Cancer regression score (aJCC 3). 
oncologic outcomes of this population of non-responders 
was evaluated according to the time interval between 
completion of nCrt and surgery, using a single time point 
of more or less than 8 weeks, and then using different 
intervals: < 6 weeks, 6-12 weeks, or ≥ 12 weeks. univariate 
and Kaplan-meier analysis were performed, and p<0.05 
was considered statistically significant.

Results/Outcome(s):	 272 rectal cancer patients had 
recorded aJCC scores following nCrt and proctectomy, 
of which 56 patients had minimal response (aJCC 3), 
confirmed by histopathology. no difference was observed in 
age (p=0.36), gender (p>0.99), pathologic stage (p=0.79), 
and pathologic differentiation (p=0.62) between different 
time intervals. However, the 28 patients surgically treated 
≥ 8 weeks after completion of nCrt had worse overall 
survival (37% vs. 53%, p=0.024), and disease free survival 
(31% vs. 49%, p=0.050), and a trend to worse cancer 
specific survival (53% vs. 61%, p=0.155) compared to 
patients < 8 weeks. using the 3 different intervals for anal-
ysis, waiting longer in the non-responders was consistently 
associated with worse overall survival (23% vs. 48% vs. 
63%, p=0.019), cancer-specific survival (35% vs. 61% vs. 
71%, p=0.047), and a trend for worse disease-free survival 

(23% vs. 37% vs. 66%, p=0.121) for the ≥ 12 weeks, 6-12 
weeks, and< 6 weeks, respectively (see figure).

Conclusions/Discussion:	For rectal cancer patients who 
are non-responders to nCrt, a longer interval to surgery 
is associated with worse oncologic outcomes. We recom-
mend early clinical evaluation of response approximately 
4 weeks after nCrt, with the plan to expedite surgery for 
these patients with minimal or no tumor response.

overall Survival for patients non-responders to neoadjuvant chemoradi-
ation, according to the time interval between completion of nCrt and 
surgery, using a single time point of more or less than 8 weeks (figure 
a), and using different intervals: < 6 weeks, 6-12 weeks, or ≥ 12 weeks 
(figure B).

OPTIMISING	RADIOTHERAPY	DOSE	
COMBINED	WITH	CHEMOTHERAPY	FOR	
ANAL	CANCER	–	THE	DEVELOPMENT	OF	
THREE	CLINICAL	TRIALS	(INCLUDING	THE	
SURGICALLY-BASED	ACT	3)	ACROSS	THE	
LOCO-REGIONAL	RISK	SPECTRUM	(PLATO	
TRIAL).

Poster abstracts P331

a. renehan, r. muirhead, l. mcParland, d. Gilbert, 
r. adams, m. Harrison, m. Hawkins,  
d. Sebag-montefiore
Manchester, United Kingdom; Oxford, United Kingdom; 
Leeds, United Kingdom; Brighton, United Kingdom; Cardiff, 
United Kingdom; Middlesex, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	Previous phase iii trials of squa-
mous cell cancer of the anus have determined radiotherapy 
with concurrent mitomycin C and 5Fu as the standard of 
care. Following the introduction of intensity modulated 
radiotherapy (imrt), we developed an umbrella platform 
of three trials (including a surgically-based evaluation) 
addressing treatment questions across the loco-regional 
disease risk spectrum.

Methods/Interventions:	We formed a network of uK 
and international multi-disciplinary trialists and identified 
the following research questions: i) can a highly selective 
policy of involved field chemo-radiotherapy (Crt) result 
in low loco-regional failure (lrF) in small anal margin 
tumours treated by local excision, aCt 3?; ii) can reduced 
dose Crt using imrt achieve an acceptably low rate of 
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lrF in early stage anal cancer, aCt 4?; iii) can radio-
therapy dose escalation reduce the lrF rate with accept-
able toxicity in locally advanced disease, aCt 5?

Results/Outcome(s):	 the Plato (Persona lisingr 
adio therapydose in anal cancer, iSrCtn 88455282) 
is a platform comprising of the aCt3, 4 and 5 trials and 
funded by Cancer research uK. it is due to commence 
recruitment in Q4 2016. the aCt 3 trial is a non- 
randomised phase ii study that will evaluate a strategy of 
local excision for t1n0 anal margin tumours (and including 
anal canal superficial invasive squamous cell carcinoma, 
SiSCCa) with selective post-operative involved field 
Crt using 41.4Gy in 23 fractions and concurrent capecit-
abine, reserved for patients with margins <=1mm. margin 
negative tumours (expected to be greater than 80%) are 
observed. an exact single-stage a’Hern design is used. 
efficacy can reach 90%; unacceptable efficacy (< 80%), 
such that 90 patients are required (including 10% drop-out 
rate). imaging includes baseline pelvic mr and Ct chest 
abdomen-pelvis; and pelvic mr at 36 months. the primary 
endpoint for each trial is 3 year lrF. toxicity assessment 
includes: acute toxicity CtCae; and baseline and sequen-
tial PromS (eortC QlQ C30 and anal cancer module, 
anl27).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the Plato trial concept 
is efficient with a single funding application and protocol 
but supports three separate clinical trials. there are clear 
opportunities for recruitment through surgical pathways. 
For the patient there is a single patient information sheet 
for the specific trial relevant to their disease stage. this 
approach is increasingly important in the era of person-
alised cancer medicine. Sharing the details of this concept 
should assist other investigators to develop similar future 
studies in other disease sites.

TOTALLY	LAPAROSCOPIC	RECTUM	
RESECTION	WITH	TRANSANAL	SPECIMEN	
EXTRACTION.

Poster abstracts P332

l. Zheng, W. Xishan
Beijing, China

Purpose/Background:	to evaluate the feasibility, safety 
and short-term outcomes through technical aspects of 
rectal resection followed by transanal specimen extraction.

Methods/Interventions:	 52 consecutive patients with 
rectal tumor underwent laparoscopic rectectomy followed 
by transanal specimen extraction over a period of one year 
and a half. all the patients were satisfied with inclusion 
criteria of this approach. intraoperative data as well as 
short-term outcomes were evaluated respectively.

Results/Outcome(s):	the laparoscopic rectal resection 
followed by transanal specimen extraction was successfully 
carried out in all of the patients without intraoperative 
conversion and additional access. the mean operation 

time was 185.2 min, the mean blood loss was 35.5 ml, 
the mean postoperative exhaust time was 32.0 hours, and 
the mean length of hospital stay was 8.5 days. one of the 
patients was detected with anastomotic leakage postopera-
tively who was dealt with antibiotic course and daily pelvic 
cavity flush. no infection-related complications and anal 
incontinence were observed. the mean size of the tumor 
was 2.2 cm, the mean number of harvested lymph nodes 
was 16.5 and the mean follow-up time was 8.5 months. no 
signs of recurrence in any of these patients were found till 
to the last follow-up.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the combination of stan-
dard laparoscopic rectectomy and transanal specimen 
extraction could be a well-established strategy and may be 
considered as an alternative procedure to the conventional 
laparoscopic rectectomy.

IS	EXTENDED	VTE	PROPHYLAXIS	AFTER	
MINIMALLY	INVASIVE	SURGERY	FOR	
COLORECTAL	CANCER	JUSTIFIED?	RESULTS	
OF	A	SYSTEMATIC	LITERATURE	REVIEW.

Poster abstracts P333

l. Sandhu, m. romero arenas, t. Sammour, m. Weldon, 
y. you, B. Bednarski, G. Chang
Houston, TX

Purpose/Background:	there is wide variability in the 
administration of extended venous thromboembolism 
(Vte) prophylaxis following colorectal cancer surgery. 
multiple guidelines recommend extended Vte prophy-
laxis for 4 weeks post-operatively following abdominal or 
pelvic cancer surgery, particularly for high risk patients. 
our aim was to synthesize the evidence from random-
ized controlled trials assessing the efficacy and safety of 
extended Vte prophylaxis following minimally invasive 
surgery (miS) among patients with colorectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	a systematic literature review 
was conducted (medline & emBaSe) and studies 
meeting the following inclusion criteria were retrieved; i) 
randomized controlled trials, ii) adult patients undergoing 
elective colorectal surgery, iii) patients randomized to 
either the administration of extended Vte prophylaxis 
or inpatient Vte prophylaxis. the primary outcome of 
interest was the frequency of symptomatic or asymptom-
atic Vte events. random-effects meta-analyses were 
planned using both a frequentist and Bayesian approach. 
We intended to assess heterogeneity using i-squared values 
and risk of bias using the Cochrane risk of Bias tool.

Results/Outcome(s):	Five randomized controlled trials 
met the inclusion criteria (table 1). these studies were 
published between 1998 and 2014. one study focused 
specifically on patients undergoing miS for colorectal 
cancer (n=225). three studies included patients under-
going open procedures only (Berqvist et al., Kakkar et al. 
and rasmussen et al.). the remaining study evaluated 
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general surgery patients with both benign and malignant 
conditions (lausen et al.); notably, data are not presented 
separately for colorectal surgery patients. it is unclear 
whether this latter study published in 1998 included miS 
procedures. Clinical heterogeneity was also encountered 
between studies with regards to the definition of the 
intervention (i.e. different pharmacologic agents used) 
and comparator group (i.e. use of placebo). additionally, 
methodological heterogeneity was observed in the defini-
tion of the outcome and methods for outcome assessment. 
of note, most studies were undertaken in the pre-eraS 
era. the paucity of data and heterogeneity encountered 
precluded an attempt at a meta-analysis.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 there is limited data on 
the efficacy and safety of extended Vte prophylaxis 
after minimally invasive surgery for colorectal cancer. 
additional investigations are required before endorsing 
extended Vte prophylaxis for this patient population.

P333 Characteristics of included studies

Year Study Population

Number of
patients ran-

domized

Number of
CRS 

patients

Patients 
undergoing 

MIS
Intervention

vs control group

Outcome 
assessment

& timing
1998 Lausen et al. Major abdomi-

nal/ noncardiac 
thoracic surgery

118 66 Unknown LMHW (tinzapa-
rin 3500 IE) x 4 

weeks vs LMWH 
(tinzaparin) x 7 

days

Venography 
at day 28

2002 ENOXACAN II
Bergqvist et al.

Major abdomi-
nal/pelvic can-

cer surgery

332 Unknown* No LMWH (enoxa-
parin 40 mg) x 
25-31 days vs 
LMWH (enox-
aparin) x 6-10 

days followed by 
placebo x 19-21 

days

Blinded 
venography 
between day 

25 and 31

2006 FAME
Rasmussen  

et al.

Major abdomi-
nal/pelvic sur-

gery

343 232 No LMWH (daltepa-
rin 5000 IE) x 28 
days vs LMWH 
(dalteparin) x 7 

days

Blinded 
venography at 

day 28

2010 CANBESURE
Kakkar et al.

Major abdomi-
nal/pelvic can-

cer surgery

488 412 No LMWH (bemi-
parin 3500 IU) x 
28 ± 2 days vs 
LMWH (bemi-
parin) x 8 ± 2 

days followed by 
placebo for 20 ± 

2 days

Blinded 
venography at 
day 18-22 and 

74-90.

2014 PROLAPS
Vedovati et al.

Laparoscopy 
for colorectal 

cancer

255 255 Yes Any LMWH x 4 
weeks vs LMHW 

x 8 ± 2 days

Blinded com-
pression ultra-

sonography 
at day 28 ± 2 

days
CRS, colorectal surgery. MIS, minimally invasive surgery. LMWH, low molecular weight heparin. DVT, deep venous 

thrombosis. PE, pulmonary embolism.
* 278 patients underwent gastrointestinal tract surgery
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COMBINED	ENDOSCOPIC	LAPAROSCOPIC	
SURGERY,	CELS,	A	PROCEDURE	SUITED	
FOR	BENIGN	AND	MALIGNANT	COLONIC	
NEOPLASIA.

Poster abstracts P334

m. Bulut, S. Knuhtsen, F. Holm, l. Hansen, i. Gogenur
Koege, Denmark

Purpose/Background:	 depending on size, localization 
and histopathology patients with colonic neoplasias, may 
be offered different types of treatment, ranging from 
endoscopic resection to open surgery. a proportion of 
patients with benign colonic neoplasias are unsuitable for 
endoscopic removal due to difficult to visualize, main-
taining a stable position during intervention or high risk of 
perforation. these lesions that are unsuitable for endosopic 
removal are often segmentally resected and therefore with 
the risk of surgical complications. to avoid this, CelS 
procedure is an option, including high-risk patients with 
early detected small malignant tumors.

Methods/Interventions:	 all patients considered for 
CelS procedures, were evaluated at a multi-disciplinary 
team conference consisting of endoscopists and colorectal 
surgeons, and if malignant diagnose had already been 
established; radiologist, oncologist and pathologist. Before 
evaluation, Ct scan and histopathological diagnosis were 
provided. CelS procedures were performed with either 
endoscopic emr resection and laparoscopic assistance, 
or laparoscopic resection with endoscopic assistance. in 
the latter case, stapling off the neoplasm was performed. 
the patients were selected based on either being endo-
scopic non-resectable or high risk patients with established 
malignant diagnose and deemed unfit for large oncological 
surgical resection.

Results/Outcome(s):	 We present 10 CelS proce-
dures (table 1), 4 patients with malignant diagnose and 
6 patients with benign diagnose. in the malignant group, 
2 patients were known to have malignant disease, but 
were deemed unfit for oncological resection due to severe 
comorbidity. in one patient with initially benign biopsies, 
the resected CelS specimen revealed adenocarcinoma. 
this patient underwent subsequently oncological resection 
with hemicolectomy and histopathology demonstrated no 
sign of residual tumor and there were no signs of metastatic 
disease. in all the benign CelS cases resection margins 
were free or on follow up without residual adenoma. in all 
cases there were no severe complications, but one patient 
developed subcutaneous hematoma at one of the laparo-
scopic port site.

Conclusions/Discussion:	CelS is a feasible treatment 
for colonic neoplasia where endoscopic resection alone 
is not technically possible or where comorbidity in the 
patient, diagnosed with t1 or t2 colorectal cancer, rules 
out larger segmental resection. the approach to imple-
menting CelS procedures requires a set up with mdt 
conferences, a highly specialized endoscopic team and a 

large volume colonic surgical center with both benign and 
malignant expertise.

IMPORTANT	DIFFERENCES	IN	THE	QUALITY	
OF	POLYPECTOMY	IN	PATIENTS	WITH	
SCREEN-DETECTED	AND	SYMPTOMATIC	
COLORECTAL	POLYP	CANCERS.

Poster abstracts P335

r. Colleran, C. macKay, G. ramsay, C. Parnaby, 
G. murray, C. richards
Aberdeen, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 the unexpected diagnosis of 
cancer within an excised colorectal polyp presents clini-
cians with a treatment dilemma. the decision as to which 
patients should be offered further surgery in the form of 
segmental resection is difficult and often based on whether 
the focus of cancer was completely excised. this study 
was designed to evaluate how the quality of polypectomy 
impacts on treatment decisions in screen-detected and 
symptomatic polyp cancers.

Methods/Interventions:	this study included all patients 
with a colorectal polyp cancer diagnosed at a tertiary referral 
centre in Scotland between april 2000 and december 
2015. Patients were divided into those detected through 
the national bowel screening programme (SCreened) 
and those diagnosed following referral for investigation 
of gastrointestinal symptoms (SymPtomatiC). data 
was collected on endoscopic findings, polypectomy tech-
nique, polyp histology and treatment allocation. operative 
outcomes and rates of residual disease were compared in 
the patients who underwent segmental resection.

Results/Outcome(s):	 127 patients with colorectal 
polyp cancers were included (67 screened; 60 symptom-
atic). there were no differences in polyp size (<10mm 
versus >10mm, p=0.57) or morphology (pedunculated 
versus sessile, p=0.75) between screened and symptomatic 
patients. despite this, symptomatic polyp cancers were 
significantly more likely to be resected in a piecemeal 
fashion (36% versus 17%, p=0.016) and rates of complete 
histological excision were significantly lower (55% versus 
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81%, p=0.008). overall, 20/60 (33%) of symptomatic 
patients and 15/67 (22%) of screened patients went on to 
have a segmental resection. there were no differences in 
operative outcomes, the number of complications or rates 
of residual disease between the two groups.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in patients with colorectal 
polyp cancers, the quality of initial polypectomy is worse in 
patients referred through the symptomatic pathway. this is 
important because higher rates of piecemeal resection and 
subsequent margin involvement appear to impact on the 
number of patients that are offered segmental resection. 
the reasons for these differences are unclear but the fact 
that screening lists are reserved for endoscopists with Joint 
advisory Group (JaG) certification may be relevant.

HPV	16/18	TESTING	HELPS	TO	PREDICT	THE	
PRESENCE	OF	ANAL	HIGH-GRADE	SQUAMOUS	
INTRAEPITHELIAL	LESIONS.

Poster abstracts P336

J. terlizzi, J. Sambursky, S. Goldstone
New York, NY; Orlando, FL

Purpose/Background:	more than 90% of squamous cell 
carcinomas of the anus (SCCa) and their precursor lesions, 
high grade intraepithelial lesions (HSil), are caused 
by chronic human papilloma virus (HPV) infections.  
abnormal anal cytology and the detection of high-risk 
HPV are positive predictors for HSil or SCCa. High-risk 
(Hr) HPV testing is valuable in cervical screening, but use 
in the anal canal is limited. We hypothesize that testing for 
anal HPV 16/18 may better predict HSil.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients with cytology, HPV 
testing, and high-resolution anoscopy (Hra) results were 
included. either Qiagen Hybrid Capture ii dna test 
(HC2) (Hilden, Germany) or roche Cobas® (Cobas®) 
HPV assay (risch-rotkreuz, Switzerland) were used. Both 
test for 13 Hr types. Cobas® also specifically tests for 
HPV16/18. We correlated Hra/biopsy results to cytology 
and HPV results.

Results/Outcome(s):	 894 patients enrolled (389 
HiV-positive, 45 women); median age 46.9 years. Cobas® 
was used in 608. Statistical analysis was done with a posi-
tive biopsy for HSil as our endpoint. Hr HPV testing had 
significantly higher sensitivity and nPV versus cytology 
with equivalent specificity and PPV. there was no statis-
tically significant difference between Cobas® and HC2 in 
their ability to detect Hr HPV strains. However, when 
Cobas® was used to screen for specific strains HPV 16/18, 
it significantly improved specificity (48% to 70%) and PPV 
(23% to 34%). there was a decrease in sensitivity (95% 
to 48%) and nPV (98% to 81%). among patients with 
benign cytology, the incidence of HSil was higher in those 
who tested positive for HPV 16/18 (14%) than those nega-
tive for HPV16/18 but positive for other Hr HPV strains 
(5%) and negative for all Hr HPV strains (0.5%). there 

was no significant difference in results by HiV status, sex, 
or prior HSil diagnosis.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Compared to cervical 
cytology, anal cytology is less reliable for dysplasia 
screening. although screening guidelines vary, virtually 
all protocols recommend Hra for abnormal cytology, 
with interval follow-up for benign cytology. We found that 
patients with benign cytology and HPV 16 or 18 detected 
had a higher incidence of HSil than those with lSil or 
aSCuS cytology who were negative for Hr HPV. the 
increased risk of HSil in patients with benign cytology 
who test positive HPV 16/18 suggests that these patients 
should undergo Hra.

relative risk of HSil pathology by cytology and HPV testing

MYOPENIA	IS	ASSOCIATED	WITH	REDUCED	
ACTIVE	COMPLIANCE	IN	AN	ENHANCED	
RECOVERY	PROGRAMME	IN	PATIENTS	WITH	
COLORECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P337

G. malietzis, C. thorn, a. Currie, J. lewis, i. White, 
t. athanasiou, r. Kennedy, J. Jenkins
London, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	Poor “active” compliance within 
an enhanced recovery programme (eraS) is associated 
with increased morbidity in the early post-operative period. 
the aim of the present study was to examine the rela-
tionship between myopenia and the compliance rate to 
the active elements of an eraS programmed for patients 
treated surgically for primary operable colorectal cancer 
(CrC).

Methods/Interventions:	 data from 614 consecutive 
patients were included. image analysis of serial Ct scans 
was used. Cut-offs for low muscularity normalised for 
stature were based on a Ct-based myopenic obesity study 
of cancer patients. an eraS element was considered 
active if the patient would be required to make a direct 
contribution in order to achieve its compliance. the rela-
tionship between myopenia, active compliance and other 
clinico-pathological parameters was assessed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 median age was 69 years [iQr, 
61-75]. the majority of the study’s population had reduced 
muscle mass (n=383, 62.4%). multivariate analysis 
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identified age >65 years (or 3.84, (95% Ci 1.88-7.45) 
P<0.001), stoma formation (or 2.65(1.62-4.98) P<0.001), 
myopenia (or 6.907 (3.447-13.839) P<0.001) and open 
surgery (or 1.812 (1.063-3.091) P=0.029) as an indepen-
dent prognostic factors for poor active compliance.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Compliance with active 
elements of an enhanced recovery programme is more 
difficult to achieve. this study highlights a direct and inde-
pendent relationship between myopenia in patients with 
primary operable colorectal cancer and active compliance. 
Body composition analysis can be used preoperatively 
to initiate early identification of the problem and allow 
a more personalised recovery programme for potentially 
“poor” performers.

PROTOCOLIZED	CARE	FOR	PATIENTS	
UNDERGOING	CURATIVE	COLORECTAL	
CANCER	SURGERY	MAY	OPTIMIZE	PATIENT	
BODY	COMPOSITION.

Poster abstracts P338

G. malietzis, C. thorn, a. Currie, i. White, r. Kennedy, 
J. Jenkins
London, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 evidence indicates that certain 
Body Composition (BC) profiles are associated with short-
term outcomes and disease progression in colorectal cancer 
(CrC). However, few studies have investigated the factors 
that influence the optimization of BC, postoperatively. the 
aim of this study was to determine the factors that optimise 
the BC as expressed as Skeletal muscle index (Smi) in 
patients with primary operable colorectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 Prospectively collected data 
from consecutive patients with a diagnosis of non-metastatic  
CrC undergoing elective surgical resection between 2007 
and 2013 were included. image analysis of Ct scans was 
used to calculate lumbar skeletal muscle index (Smi). 
Ct scans within 6 months before and 6 months after 
surgery were included. Patients with preoperative Smi that 
changed positively postoperatively were considered to have 
a positive change and optimised Smi. analysis considered 
predictive factors of “Smi optimization”, including age, 
sex, Bmi, t & n stage, aSa, surgical approach and partic-
ipation in a protocolised enhanced recovery pathway.

Results/Outcome(s):	 834 patients (median age of  
72 years [iQr, 63-81]) were assessed. 183 patients (22%) 
of the population had a positive change in their Smi 
post-operatively. multivariate regression analysis identi-
fied eraS care (or 3.76, (95% Ci 2.27-10.01) P<0.001) 
and laparoscopy (or 2.43 (1.23-4.40) P=0.009) to be  
independent prognostic factors for “Smi optimization”.

Conclusions/Discussion:	From this cohort study, CrC 
patients treated within a protocolized enhanced recovery 
programme are more likely to have an optimised post-
operative Smi. this is a novel observation. Considering 

patients at highest risk of recurrence, it is feasible that 
enhanced recovery interventions may positively alter  
eventual cancer outcomes.

MEASUREMENT	OF	LOW	ANTERIOR	
RESECTION	SYNDROME:	A	SYSTEMATIC	
REVIEW	OF	THE	LITERATURE	INCLUDING	
ASSESSMENT	OF	INCIDENCE.

Poster abstracts P339

C. Keane, C. Wells, G. o’Grady, i. Bissett
Auckland, New Zealand

Purpose/Background:	Background there is increasing 
awareness of the poor functional outcome many patients 
suffer after sphincter-preserving rectal resection, termed 
‘low anterior resection syndrome’ (larS). there is no 
consensus definition of larS and lack of standardisation 
in the measurement of larS complicates research into 
incidence, contributing factors, and potential therapies. 
aim to identify and assess the incidence of the major 
themes used in the assessment of larS.

Methods/Interventions:	methods a systematic review 
of the literature was performed for studies published 
between 1986 and 2016. the instruments and outcome 
measures used to report bowel function after low anterior 
resection were extracted and a thematic analysis was 
conducted. the incidence of each theme was assessed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 results the search revealed  
128 eligible studies. these employed 18 instruments, over 
30 symptoms, and follow-up time periods from 4 weeks 
to 14.6 years. the most frequently reported outcomes 
were incontinence, stool frequency, urgency, evacua-
tory dysfunction (fragmentation and clustering), gas-stool 
discrimination, and impact on quality of life. Fecal inconti-
nence scoring systems were used frequently, while the two 
instruments designed specifically to measure larS - the 
larS Score and the Bowel Function instrument (BFi) - 
were used in only 9 studies. Studies that reported a larS 
Score used heterogeneous follow-up periods and patient 
populations (e.g. rates of neoadjuvant therapy), which 
contributed to a large variation in the reported incidence 
of larS. major larS was reported in 38 - 62%, minor 
larS in 22 - 28%, and no larS in 10 - 38% of patients. 
there was significant heterogeneity within basic definition 
and measurement tools used for single symptoms, compli-
cating assessment of their incidence. Symptoms were often 
combined into a score and follow-up time periods were 
variable. overall, clustering and/or fragmentation were 
reported in over half of all patients. urgency, lifestyle alter-
ation, and lack of gas-stool discrimination were reported 
in over a third, and fecal incontinence in over a quarter 
of patients.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Conclusion larS is common, 
but there is currently excessive variation in the reporting 
of post-low anterior resection functional outcomes. 
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measurement is often based on fecal incontinence scoring 
systems which may under-estimate the incidence of the 
problem and neglects symptoms shown to correlate with 
patient-related qualify of life. a consensus definition of 
larS should be developed to improve and standardize 
research, and these findings will inform this goal.

RIGHT	COLON	RESECTION	FOR	COLON	
CANCER:	DOES	SURGICAL	APPROACH	
MATTER?

Poster abstracts P340

t. Ju, i. Haskins, X. Kuang, r. amdur, V. obias, 
S. agarwal
Washington, District of Columbia

Purpose/Background:	Surgical resection with curative 
intent remains the standard of care for colon cancer. 
the ideal surgical approach for right-sided colon cancer 
remains unknown. this study aims to compare the 30-day 
outcomes and oncologic results following open, lapa-
roscopic, and robotic right colon resection for colon 
cancer using the targeted Colectomy american College of 
Surgeons national Surgical Quality improvement Program 
(aCS-nSQiP).

Methods/Interventions:	 all patients undergoing elec-
tive, right colon resection with primary anastomosis were 
identified within the targeted colectomy aCS-nSQiP 
database. only patients with stage i, ii, or iii colon cancer 
were included. the association of surgical approach with 
oncologic outcomes and 30-day morbidity and mortality 
outcomes was investigated using chi-square analysis for 
categorical variables and student’s t-test for continuous 
variables. a composite outcome variable which included 
the incidence of superficial and deep wound infections, 
organ space infections, wound dehiscence, prolonged intu-
bation, venous thromboembolism, need for postoperative 
blood transfusion, and unplanned return to the operating 
room was also compared between the three groups. a 
p-value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 3,518 patients met 
inclusion criteria; 1,024 (29.1%) underwent open surgery, 
2,405 (63.4%) underwent laparoscopic surgery, and  
89 (2.5%) underwent robotic surgery. the median number 
of lymph nodes harvested did not differ between the groups 
(18 vs. 19 vs. 18). in terms of 30-day outcomes, patients 
undergoing open surgery were significantly more likely 
to experience prolonged intubation (2.2% vs. 1.0% vs.  
0, p = 0.02), a deep wound infection (1.5% vs. 0.3%  
vs. 1.1%, p = 0.001), wound dehiscence (1.1% vs. 0.21% 
vs. 0%, p = 0.005), deep venous thrombosis (15.2% vs. 
7.0% vs. 11.2, p = .04), bleeding requiring a blood trans-
fusion (15.2% vs. 7.0% vs. 11.2%, p < 0.001), a prolonged 
postoperative ileus (19.3% vs. 9.8% vs. 12.4%, p < 0.001), 
and had a significantly longer length of hospital stay (7.8 
vs. 5.2 vs. 4.4 days, p < 0.001) than either those undergoing 

laparoscopic or robotic surgery. Patients undergoing open 
surgery were significantly more likely to experience the 
composite outcome than those undergoing laparoscopic 
surgery (p < 0.0001) while there was no difference between 
the laparoscopic and robotic groups (p = 0.88). Finally, 
patients undergoing open surgery were significantly more 
likely to die within 30 days of their index procedure (1.46% 
vs. 0.54% vs 1.12%, p = 0.02).

Conclusions/Discussion:	the laparoscopic and robotic 
approach to colon resection for right-sided colon cancer 
has less 30-day morbidity compared to open surgery with 
an equivalent number of lymph nodes harvested. Based 
on the results of this study, minimally invasive surgery, 
whether it is laparoscopic or robotic, should be the  
standard of care for right-sided colon cancer surgery.

HYPOALBUMINEMIA	IN	COLORECTAL	
CANCER	PATIENTS:	DOES	AGE	MATTER?

Poster abstracts P341

i. Haskins, m. Baginsky, r. amdur, n. Jrebi, H. Hazard, 
S. agarwal
Washington, District of Columbia; Morgantown, WV

Purpose/Background:	Patients with colon cancer have 
an impaired nutritional status related to their underlying 
malignant process. earlier this year, we demonstrated 
that patients with a preoperative albumin level less than 
or equal to 3.1g/dl experience greater postoperative 
morbidity and mortality following colon resection for 
curative intent. this conclusion was made for all patients 
irrespective of age. nevertheless, recent studies have 
shown that elderly patients may have a different risk 
profile than their non-elderly counterparts. the purpose 
of this study is to determine if there is an association 
between age and the albumin cut-point for increased 
morbidity and mortality following colon resection for colon 
cancer using the targeted-Colectomy american College of 
Surgeons national Surgery Quality improvement Program 
(aCS-nSQiP).

Methods/Interventions:	 Stage i, ii, and iii elective 
colon resections with ileocolostomy or colocolostomy were 
identified within the aCS-nSQiP targeted colectomy 
database from 2012 through 2013. Patients were stratified 
into four quartiles based on their age at the time of surgery. 
Preoperative hypoalbuminemia was defined as less than or 
equal to 3.1 g/dl. an albumin-age interaction term was 
created and a multivariate logistic regression model was 
used to investigate the association of age and preoperative 
hypoalbuminemia with 30-day postoperative morbidity and 
mortality.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 5,143 patients met 
inclusion criteria; 327 (6.4%) had preoperative hypoal-
buminemia. Patients aged 20-58 comprised quartile one, 
patients aged 59-68 comprised quartile two, patients aged 
69-77 comprised quartile three, and patients aged 78-90 
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comprised quartile four. the association of preopera-
tive hypoalbuminemia with postoperative morbidity and 
mortality was statistically significant for all age quartiles 
(p = 0.021) while the association of age (p = 0.93) and 
the age-albumin interaction (p = 0.73) with postoperative 
morbidity and mortality was not statistically significant.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the albumin level at which 
point early patient morbidity and mortality following elec-
tive colon resection with primary anastomosis for colon 
cancer does not differ by age. therefore, any patient with 
a preoperative albumin level less than or equal to 3.1 g/dl  
being evaluated for colon cancer requires further eval-
uation and preoperative optimization prior to surgical 
intervention.

PERINEAL	RECONSTRUCTION	AND	SURGICAL	
COMPLICATION	DELAY	ADJUVANT	
CHEMOTHERAPY	AFTER	SURGERY	FOR	
RECTAL	CANCER	BUT	DO	NOT	IMPACT	UPON	
SURVIVAL.

Poster abstracts P342

H. Jones, r. Kokelaar, J. Williamson, m. davies, 
m. evans, J. Beynon, d. Harris
Swansea, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 adjuvant chemotherapy is 
recommended for locally advanced colorectal cancer 
(CrC). Guidelines recommend adjuvant chemotherapy 
for patients with high-risk stage ii and all stage iii rectal 
cancer. Whenever possible it is recommended that adju-
vant chemotherapy should begin within 6 weeks of surgery. 
delay in starting chemotherapy has been shown to reduce 
overall survival (oS) and disease-free survival (dFS). 
the purpose of this study was to investigate the causes for 
delaying adjuvant chemotherapy in rectal cancer and to 
study any effect of oS & dFS

Methods/Interventions:	 all patients undergoing 
surgery for primary rectal cancer were identified from 
a prospectively maintained database in our institution 
between march 2009 and october 2013 were initially 
included. Patients were subsequently excluded if the first 
post-operative mdt decision did not indicate adjuvant 
chemotherapy. data was gathered on patient and cancer 
characteristics as well as the date of the first postoperative 
mdt and date of commencement of adjuvant chemo-
therapy. delay in commencing therapy was defined as 
greater or equal to 8 weeks post surgery. data were ordered 
by log rank test, and analysed with SPSS software (iBm, 
uSa).

Results/Outcome(s):	 201 patients underwent surgery 
for rectal cancer in the 44 months between march 
2009 and october 2013, of which 89 patients (44.3%) 
proceeded to have adjuvant chemotherapy. univariate 
and multivariate analysis of risk factors for delay in 
commencing adjuvant chemotherapy demonstrated that, 

based upon a Cox Proportional Hazards model, perineal 
reconstruction (p=0.06), increased length of inpatient 
stay (p=0.031), and Clavien dindo Classification score of 
postoperative complications (p=0.031) all independently 
predicted a delayed start to the start to chemotherapy of 
greater than 8 weeks. Waiting longer than 8 weeks for 
adjuvant chemotherapy, however, had no impact on oS 
(p=0.463) or dFS (p=0.893).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 delay in commencing adju-
vant chemotherapy is thought to be an adverse factor in 
oS and dFS. identification of the risk factors for delays in 
starting adjuvant chemotherapy will allow health profes-
sionals to try and target care improvements to reduce the 
delay associated with the identified risk factors. this study 
has demonstrated that increased length of hospital stay, 
perineal reconstruction, and Clavien dindo score, were 
associated with a delay in commencing adjuvant chemo-
therapy post rectal cancer surgery. the delay in therapy 
was not however accompanied by a demonstrable change 
in overall or disease-free survival. Further, large studies 
are needed to identify the role of adjuvant chemotherapy 
in Stage ii/iii rectal cancer, whether there is evidence for 
an 8-week time period, and to identify any reversible risk 
factors that could impact on patient outcomes.

DNA	METHYLATION	IN	RECTAL	CANCER:	
CLINICAL	IMPLICATIONS.

Poster abstracts P343

r. dbeis, C. rist, i. daniels, n. Smart, J. mill
Exeter, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	rectal cancer differs from colon 
cancer in terms of its underlying biological behaviour, clin-
ical course, genetic and epigenetic aetiology. epigenetic 
mechanisms modify gene expression independently of 
dna sequence. dna methylation is the most studied 
epigenetic mechanism, known to play a role in colorectal 
cancer. However, the role of dna methylation specific to 
rectal cancer is poorly understood. Here we present the 
results from a dna methylation study of 45 individuals 
with rectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	Sample	Collection: a total of 
45 patients (>18 years) diagnosed with rectal adenocarci-
noma (Stage ii & iii) who underwent or were undergoing 
treatment were recruited. matched rectal tumour and 
adjacent normal mucosal samples (n=90) were obtained 
from each patient and flash frozen. Some samples were 
subsequently processed fresh frozen (n=32), others were 
paraffin embedded (n=58). DNA	Methylation	Profiling: 
dna was extracted and checked for quality and quantity, 
treated with sodium bisulfite and run on the illumina 
infinium Humanmethylation 450 Beadchip. Quality	
Control	(QC)	&	Statistical	Analysis: data was checked 
for low signal intensities, incomplete bisulfite conversion 
and gender mismatches. only samples that passed the QC 
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were subsequently analysed (n=30). a linear regression 
model was performed to identify differentially methylated 
probes (dmPs) and genomic differentially methylated 
regions (dmrs) associated with rectal cancer. data was 
analysed using Student’s t-test for group mean differences 
in dna methylation between the normal and tumour 
samples (P < 1e-07).

Results/Outcome(s):	 a combined linear regression 
analysis of all 408,652 probes showed that global levels of 
DNA methylation are decreased in rectal cancer samples 
compared with normal unaffected samples. 176	 probes 
were differentially methylated between rectal cancer 
tissues and normal mucosa. the beta value difference of 
the top 10 autosomal dmPs (ranked by P value) are shown 
in Figure 1. the majority	of	DMPs	(79%) were located in 
CpG	islands associated with gene promoters and improper 
silencing of regulatory genes in cancer. region level 
analysis was performed using Comb-p to identify spatially 
correlated regions of differential dna significantly associ-
ated with rectal cancer (P < 1e-7, number of probes >=5). 
in total, 828	 DMRs were identified in rectal cancer vs 
normal tissue.

Conclusions/Discussion:	We identified several dmPs 
and dmrs associated with rectal cancer. dna methyla-
tion changes have previously been associated with differ-
ences in response to therapy and treatment outcomes in 
colorectal cancer. to our knowledge, this is the first study 
to address genome wide methylation changes using novel 
bioinformatics approaches in rectal cancer patients. these 
findings improve our understanding of the epigenetics of 
this disease. Furthermore, they have the potential to be 
used as biomarkers for detection, prognosis and monitoring 
treatment response in patients with rectal cancer.

EFFECTIVENESS	OF	A	LYNCH	SYNDROME	
SCREENING	PROGRAM	IN	LINKING	AT-RISK	
PATIENTS	TO	GENETIC	COUNSELING.

Poster abstracts P344

r. irons, K. Contino, m. Kwiatt, P. Carnuccio, 
K. Behling, B. levin, J. Horte, K. mattie, t. edmonston, 
S. mcClane
Camden, NJ

Purpose/Background:	 lynch Syndrome (lS) is an 
autosomal dominant condition that increases one’s risk 
of developing colorectal, endometrial, and other extraco-
lonic cancers. our center implemented a reflex screening 
protocol for dna mismatch repair (mmr) deficiency 
in march 2014. Patients with mmr deficient (dmmr) 
cancers suspicious for lS were referred for genetic coun-
seling (GC). our goal was to determine the compliance 
rate with GC and factors associated with successful follow 
up.

Methods/Interventions:	 immunohistochemistry (iHC) 
for the mmr proteins mSH2, mlH1, mSH6, and PmS2 
was performed on all colorectal tumor resections from 
patients ≤70 years of age, and all stage ii cancers according 
to nCCn guidelines and per special request for other 
reasons. tumors with loss of mlH1/PmS2 were tested for 
BRAF mutation or MLH1 promoter methylation to iden-
tify epigenetic inactivation of MLH1. Patients with loss of 
mlH1/PmS2 without BRAF mutations or with absence of 
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MLH1 methylation and those with loss of mSH2/mSH6 
were referred to GC. Compliance with GC was assessed.

Results/Outcome(s):	203 tumors were tested by iHC. 
21 (10.3%) tumors had abnormal mmr protein expres-
sion: 2 patients had loss of mSH2/mSH6. 19 patients 
had loss of mlH1 and/or PmS2. 6 of those were subse-
quently found to have BRAF mutations or were MLH1 
methylation positive and therefore considered sporadic. 
11 patients were BRAF mutation negative and/or MLH1 
methylation negative. 1 patient was referred to GC directly 
because there was insufficient tumor left for further testing. 
1 patient had loss of PmS2 only. (Table	1) excluding 1 
patient who expired, 14 patients were referred for GC. 5 
of these patients saw a counselor, and underwent germline 
testing for mmr gene mutations or larger cancer predis-
position gene panels. 2 patients decided not to be tested, 
despite knowing that they had a family history significant 
for lS associated-neoplasms. the other 7 patients did not 
respond after multiple attempts to schedule an appoint-
ment. of the 7 patients who did comply (or respond), 6 
had a family history concerning for lS. of the 7 patients 
who did not comply, only 1 had a concerning family 
history. of the 5 patient who underwent genetic testing, 
1 patient had confirmation of a known mSH2 germline 
mutation and 4 patients were mutation negative.

Conclusions/Discussion:	achieving satisfactory compli-
ance with GC appears to be a challenge. interestingly, those 
with a strong family history of lS-associated neoplasms 
were more likely to pursue GC or refuse GC. even though 
no new germline mutations were identified in our cohort, 
the family members of several patients suspicious for a 
cancer predisposition syndrome are now following more 
aggressive colon cancer screening regimens. deficits in 
compliance, particularly in the group of patients without 
a concerning family history, provide an opportunity to 
improve patient care through enhanced education on 
hereditary colorectal cancer syndromes.

SUSTAINABILITY	OF	QUALITY	
IMPROVEMENT	INITIATIVES	IN	RECTAL	
CANCER:EVALUATION	USING	THE	NHS	
MODEL.

Poster abstracts P345

G. ma, l. Jeffs, n. Baxter, m. Simunovic, e. Kennedy
Toronto, ON, Canada; Hamilton, ON, Canada

Purpose/Background:	Quality improvement initiatives 
in the area of oncology have been a major focus of 
provincial healthcare and cancer agencies in Canada. 
Sustainability of initiatives after they have been imple-
mented is not well described in existing literature despite 
an increased interest by funders and key stakeholders on 
the sustainability of initiatives after initial funding ends. 
the aim was to increase understanding of the issue at hand 
by using the uK national Health System (nHS) model to 
assess sustainability of the quality initiatives endorsed and 
implemented by the Canadian Partnership against Cancer 
(CPaC) study in rectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	the nHS tool was distributed 
to 32 physicians at 8 Canadian cancer centres. an online 
survey distribution service was used and participating 
physicians were sent a reminder after 2 weeks. the quan-
titative data was interpreted using the nHS master score 
system. a final score of 55 or higher offers reason for opti-
mism and a score of 45 or lower suggests the need to take 
action to increase the likelihood that the improvement 
initiative will be sustained.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the mean scores for synoptic 
operative report, mri synoptic report, Quirke pathology 
method, radiation oncology peer review, and presentation 
at multidisciplinary cancer conference were 53.03(iQr 
19.05), 80.99(iQr 41), 84.94(iQr 14.95), 89.5(iQr 7.6), 
and 70.78(iQr 36.05) respectively. By center, the lowest 
score was 58.14 (iQr 40.4) and the highest was 91.26 
(iQr 5.8). there was significant deviation (p < 0.05) from 
the expected value in the Quirke method and radiation 
oncology peer review both scoring above expected

Conclusions/Discussion:	the nHS scores indicated a 
positive attitude towards sustainability across the majority 
of quality initiatives and across the 8 cancer centres. the 
positive outliers included initiatives that had already been 
implemented at centres prior to onset of the study as well 
as centers where the clinicians had been actively engaged 
in successful integration of the quality initiatives. the 
variation in scores across centres and initiatives, however, 
identifies the need for further investigation to identify 
sites at risk of long term failure and strategies that positive 
outliers are using to achieve high attitudes towards sustain-
ability of quality initiatives.
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THE	INCIDENCE	OF	INCISIONAL	HERNIAS	
FOLLOWING	ILEOSTOMY	REVERSAL	IN	
COLORECTAL	CANCER	PATIENTS	TREATED	
WITH	ANTERIOR	RESECTION.

Poster abstracts P346

B. Fazekas, B. Fazekas, n. Smart, J. Hendricks, 
t. arulampalam
Colchester, United Kingdom; Weinheim, Germany

Purpose/Background:	the aim was to identify the rate 
of incisional hernia formation following ileostomy reversal 
in patients who underwent anterior resection for colorectal 
cancer. in addition, we aimed to ascertain risk factors for 
the development of reversal-site incisional hernias and to 
record the characteristics of the resultant hernias.

Methods/Interventions:	using a prospectively compiled 
database of colorectal cancer patients who had under-
gone anterior resection, we identified individuals who 
had undergone both ileostomy formation and subsequent 
reversal of their ileostomies from January 2005 - december 
2014. medical records were reviewed to record descriptive 
patient data about risk factors for hernia formation, oper-
ative details and any subsequent operations. Computed 
tomography (Ct) scan reports were then reviewed in order 
to identify the number, site and characteristics of incisional 
hernias.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 121 patients were 
included in this study; 14.9% (n=18) developed an inci-
sional hernia at the ileostomy reversal site; 17.4% (n=21) 
at a non-ileostomy site and 6.6% (n=8) developed both. 
the reversal site hernias were smaller both in width and 
length compared to the non-ileostomy site hernias. risk 
factors for the development of reversal-site incisional 
hernias were higher Bmi, lower age, open surgery, longer 
ileostomy reversal time and a history of previous hernias. 
We did not detect a difference in the size of the incisional 
hernias that developed in patients with these specific risk 
factors.

Conclusions/Discussion:	incisional hernias are a signif-
icant complication of ileostomy reversal. Further evalua-
tion of the use of prophylactic mesh to reduce the inci-
dence of incisional hernias may be worthwhile.

PERIOPERATIVE	NUTRITIONAL	SCREENING	
AND	PREHABILITATION	FOR	PATIENTS	
UNDERGOING	SURGERY	FOR	COLORECTAL	
CANCER	AND	THE	EFFECT	ON	HEALTH	AND	
WELLBEING	OUTCOMES:	A	PROTOCOL	FOR	
A	SYSTEMATIC	REVIEW	OF	QUANTITATIVE	
EVIDENCE.

Poster abstracts P347

G. Perinpanyagam, m. Peters, r. Coombe, e. murphy
Elizabeth Vale, SA, Australia; Adelaide, SA, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 the prevalence of concomi-
tant malnutrition in patients with cancer is varied but 
estimated to be 30-60% in those with colorectal cancers. 
Post-operative complications are more common and 
more severe among patients suffering malnutrition. Peri-
operative nutritional intervention may improve prognosis 
and outcomes, through the halting, and in some cases 
reversal, of nutritional decline. the purpose of this study is 
to create a systematic review protocol to identify the effect 
of nutritional screening and intervention on post-operative 
outcomes in patients undergoing elective colorectal cancer 
surgery.

Methods/Interventions:	a comprehensive search, and 
subsequent screening, was undertaken to identify all rele-
vant research regarding nutritional screening and inter-
vention in patients with colorectal cancers undergoing 
operative management. included papers were appraised 
using standardised critical appraisal instruments from the 
Joanna Briggs institute. relevant data will be extracted 
and synthesised using meta-analysis or narrative synthesis.

Results/Outcome(s):	 results regarding the impact 
of nutritional screening and intervention on post-oper-
ative outcomes including length of stay, mortality, and 
post-operative complications. the existing body of liter-
ature may show that that the use of validated nutritional 
screening tools and subsequent intervention may improve 
post-surgical outcomes in patients undergoing surgery for 
colorectal cancer.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the results of this review 
will be used to suggest a cost-effective, efficient, and 
acceptable form of peri-operative optimisation of patients 
with colorectal cancer. this can help produce a more 
positive patient experience while reducing length of stay, 
decreasing complication rates, and improving strength and 
nutrition.
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IS	LAPAROSCOPIC	RESECTION	A	TRUE	
CONTRAINDICATION	FOR	T4	COLON	
CANCER?

Poster abstracts P348

l. duraes, t. Hassan, e. Gorgun, m. Costedio, 
l. Stocchi, S. Steele, C. delaney, H. Kessler
Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	 a laparoscopic approach for 
colon cancer has become widely accepted, with improved 
perioperative outcomes compared to open surgery. 
However, its safety for t4 tumors remains controversial. 
We hypothesize that laparoscopy can be safely used for t4a 
tumors, but not t4b tumors, where local invasion occurs to 
adjacent structures. the aim of this study was to compare 
short-term and long-term outcomes in patients undergoing 
laparoscopic vs. open resection for t4 colon cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 a single-institution prospec-
tively-maintained database was queried to identify patients 
with pathological t4 colon adenocarcinoma, electively 
operated on with curative intent between 2000 and 
2010. exclusion criteria were metastatic disease, emer-
gency surgery, inflammatory bowel disease, and hered-
itary colorectal neoplasm. Patients were divided into 2 
groups based on use of laparoscopy. Patient characteristics, 
perioperative and oncologic outcomes were compared 
using univariate and Kaplan-meier survival analyses.

Results/Outcome(s):	 119 patients met the inclusion 
criteria, 41 laparoscopic surgeries (l), and 78 open surgeries 
(o). no difference was observed in age, gender, Bmi, 
aSa, and procedure between groups (table). there were 
more pt4b tumors surgically treated by open approach 
(30 vs 7 patients), and tumors treated by l were smaller 
than o (5.0 vs. 6.9 cm, p=0.003). no difference was 

P348 Characteristics, short-term and long-term outcomes by laparoscopic or open surgery

Laparoscopy
(n=41)

Open
(n=78) p value

Age (mean/SD) 69.6 (14.3) 68.2 (15.8) 0.904
Male Gender 22 (54%) 49 (63%) 0.333
BMI (mean/SD) 29.0 (7.6) 26.5 (5.2) 0.164
ASA 1 – 2 10 (24%) 22 (28%) 0.656
ASA 3 – 4 31 (76%) 56 (72%) 0.656
Procedure 0.393

Left Colectomy 11 (27%) 26 (33%)
Right Hemicolectomy 29 (71%) 45 (58%)
Total Abdominal Colectomy 1 (2%) 5 (6%)
Transverse Colectomy - 2 (3%)

Pathological Stage 0.436
II 19 (46%) 42 (54%)
III 22 (54%) 36 (46%)

Pathological T Stage 0.017
T4a 34 (83%) 48 (62%)
T4b 7 (17%) 30 (39%)
Pathological Tumor Size (mean/SD) 5.0 (2.6) 6.9 (4.7) 0.003
Conversion 9 (22%) - N/A
Conversion for T4a tumors 4 (12%) - N/A
Conversion for T4b tumors 5 (71%) - N/A
Postoperative complications 13 (32%) 28 (36%) 1.000
Reoperation 1 (2%) 4 (5%) 0.648
Readmission 5 (12%) 6 (8%) 0.658
Mortality - 1 (1%) 0.420
Length of Stay - days (median, IQR) 6 (4 – 10) 9 (6 – 12) 0.005
5-yr overall survival (%) 78% 86% 0.872
5-yr disease-free survival (%) 52% 48% 0.372
5-yr cancer-specific survival (%) 61% 76% 0.161
5-yr overall recurrence (%) 8% 21% 0.134
Data in number / percentage, otherwise specified
BMI - Body Mass Index 
ASA - American Society of Anesthesiologists Classification
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observed in morbidity, mortality, reoperation, or readmis-
sion between groups, although length of hospital stay was 
shorter in l compared to o (p=0.005). of 41 patients in 
l group, 5 were treated by hand-assisted laparoscopy, and 
5 by single-port approach. 37 patients had pathological 
t4b tumors. in l, the organs involved were ileum (3), 
duodenum (2), stomach (1), and omentum (1). in o, the 
organs involved were bladder (12), stomach (6), ileum 
(3), colon (2), psoas muscle (2), duodenum (1), pancreas 
(1), spleen (1), abdominal wall (1), and omentum (1). For 
pt4b tumors, r0 resection rate was 94% (86% in l vs. 
97% in o, p=0.249). Conversion was necessary in 22% 
of the cases. However, when tumors were subdivided by 
pt4 classification, conversion was necessary in 4 out of 34 
patients (12%) with pt4a tumors, and in 5 out of 7 (71 
%) patients with pt4b tumors. the use of laparoscopy did 
not impact overall survival, disease-free survival, cancer- 
specific survival, or overall tumor recurrence.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 laparoscopic surgery can 
be safely performed in pt4 colon cancer, with similar 
oncologic outcomes as in open surgery. However, for 
pt4b tumors, the conversion rate is very high, and open 
approach may be preferable.

ANAL	DYSPLASIA	SCREENING	IN	
TRANSPLANT	PATIENTS:	NON-RANDOMIZED	
PROSPECTIVE	STUDY	THAER	OBAID	MD,	
LAWRENCE	CETRULO	MD,	RICHARD	
GREENBERG	MD	FACS	EINSTEIN	HEALTHCARE	
NETWORK,	PHILADELPHIA,	PENNSYLVANIA.

Poster abstracts P349

t. obaid, r. Greenberg, l. Cetrulo
Philadelphia, PA

Purpose/Background:	the oncogenic strains of human 
papillomavirus (HPV) infection is well known to cause 
anogenital cancer. 60% of sexually active adults have 
antibodies to genital HPV, suggesting prior infection. 
retrospective studies have established the direct link of 
HPV infection and anal dysplasia in HiV positive popu-
lation. a cohort study showed that as many as 49% of 
HiV-infected homosexual developed high- grade dysplasia 
in the course of a 4-year period compared with 17% of 
HiV-uninfected homosexual men. immunosuppression 
seems to play a important role in the development of anal 
dysplasia beyond the usual risk factors of HPV infection. 
Small retrospective studies documented that HPV related 
anal cancer rates increased in kidney and liver transplant 
patients. it is well established that HiV patients have an 
increased incidence of progressing from low grade to high 
grade anal dysplasia and carcinoma in situ compared to the 
general population. We focused our evaluation on immu-
nosuppressed solid organ transplant recipients to discover 
if transplant patients are in fact at increased risk of anal 
dysplasia.

Methods/Interventions:	an average of 160 solid organ 
transplants preformed annually at einstein medical center 
in Philadelphia. in this study, an irB was obtained from the 
einstein grant society for a prospective analysis of 50 solid 
organ transplants. Patients were recruited and consented 
to undergo screening for anal dysplasia using Papanicolaou 
(PaP) smear during their follow up transplant office visit. 
exclusion criteria included Failed previous transplant, HiV 
positive patients and patients with history of anal cancer. 
all PaP smears were collected by a certified nurse and 
tests were sent out to QueSt laboratories for analysis.

Results/Outcome(s):	 39 kidney transplant, 9 liver 
transplant and 2 liver-kidney transplant patients were 
evaluated between the year 2015 and 2016. all patients 
immunosuppressed with Prednisone, mycophenolate 
mofetil and tacrolimus and were monitored closely by 
our transplant team. out of the 50 patients we identified 3 
patients (6%) with atypical squamous cells on pap smear.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 our study evaluated the 
higher risk of anal squamous cell dysplasia in trans-
plant patients compared to the national low risk group. 
Screening for anal HPV and dysplasia with pap smear 
in transplant patients seems to be a feasible measure for 
early diagnosis and treatment of HPV related anal cancer. 
although some studies have suggested that frequent anal 
cytology may be a cost-effective method to prevent anal 
cancer in high risk patients, further randomized or cohort 
studies is needed to demonstrate improved survival or 
outcomes in transplant patient.

ROBOTIC	SURGERY	FOR	RECTAL	CANCER:	AN	
EXPERIENCE	FROM	A	SINGLE	INSTITUTION.

Poster abstracts P350

V. ozben, i. Sapci, e. aytac, i. erguner, B. Baca, 
i. Hamzaoglu, t. Karahasanoglu
Istanbul, Turkey

Purpose/Background:	laparoscopic rectal resection is 
a technically challenging procedure with important draw-
backs and robotic surgery may help to overcome some of 
the limitations of laparoscopy. the aim of this study was 
to present a single institution’s experience with robotic 
surgery in rectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review of a 
prospectively maintained database of consecutive patients 
undergoing robotic surgery for stage i-iii rectal cancer 
between december 2014 and october 2016 was performed. 
all the operations were performed with the da Vinci Xi® 
robot. data on demographics, tumor characteristics, post-
operative 30-day complications and oncologic outcomes 
were analyzed.

Results/Outcome(s):	there were 94 patients (54 males, 
57%) with a mean age of 58.9±11.3 years (range, 32-87 
years) and a mean body mass index of 29.6±5.0 kg/m2. 
low/very low anterior and abdominoperineal resection 
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were performed in 86 and 8 patients, respectively. there 
were two intraoperative complications (2%); an aortic 
injury and a urethra laceration. there were three conver-
sions to open surgery (3.2%). the mean overall oper-
ative time and blood loss were 318.2±108.7 min and 
127,8±165.6 ml, respectively. the mesorectal fascia 
was complete or near-complete in 92 patients (98%). 
Histopathologic examination revealed surgical margin 
positivity in one (1%) specimen. the mean number of 
lymph nodes retrieved was 25±12 (range, 3-62). the 
mean time to flatus, bowel movement, and oral intake was 
2.1±0.8, 2.9±1.6, and 2.9±1.6 days, respectively. the mean 
hospital stay was 6.3±3.1 days. Postoperative complications 
occurred in 17 patients (18%), including anastomotic leak 
in 3, abdominal/pelvic abscess in 3, wound infection in 
5, ileus in 7, and pulmonary emboli in 1 patient. disease 
recurrence has been identified in one patient during a 
mean follow-up period of 13.2±7.0 months.

Conclusions/Discussion:	robotic rectal resection is a safe  
and feasible technique, and seems to provide acceptable 
oncologic and short-term clinical outcomes. the greater 
maneuverability of the da Vinci Xi® system allows for both 
abdominal and pelvic parts of the procedure in terms of 
mobilization of the left colon and resection of the rectum.

PREDICTORS	OF	RECTAL	ADENOMA	
RECURRENCE	FOLLOWING	TRANSANAL	
ENDOSCOPIC	MICROSURGERY.

Poster abstracts P351

t. Chan, a. Karimuddin, m. raval, t. Phang, V. tang, 
C. Brown
Vancouver, BC, Canada

Purpose/Background:	 rectal adenomas are premalig-
nant lesions, with an approximately 2.5% annual rate of 
transformation to adenocarcinoma. transanal endoscopic 
microsurgery (tem) has become the treatment of choice 
in patients with rectal adenoma. However, adenoma recur-
rence is not well defined. the purpose of this study was 
to determine the recurrence rate and time to recurrence 
of rectal adenomas removed by tem technique. Further, 
we endeavored to identify risk factors for rectal adenoma 
recurrence.

Methods/Interventions:	 retrospective analysis of 
a prospectively maintained database including demo-
graphic, operative, pathologic and follow up information 
for all patients undergoing tem at an academic colorectal 
referral center. For this study, we included patients who 
had pathology confirmed rectal adenomas undergoing 
primary excision via tem. Patients were followed with 
endoscopic evaluation of the surgical site within 6 months 
of surgery and colonoscopy at 1 year after procedure. 
thereafter, patients were followed with conventional 
endoscopic follow up as per local guidelines. recurrence 
was defined as biopsy-proven adenoma growing at the site 

of the previous surgical scar on surveillance endoscopy. 
multivariate logistic regression was performed on adenoma 
height, size, position, pathologic margins, and open vs. 
sutured management of the rectal defect to identify risk 
factors for recurrence.

Results/Outcome(s):	Between may 1, 2007 and august 
31, 2016, 334 patients underwent tem for rectal adenoma. 
the mean age was 67 years and 59.6% of patients 
were male. endoscopic follow up at 6 months has been 
completed in 67.3% of patients. median follow up was 422 
days. median time to recurrence was 498 days, with 80% 
of recurrences occurring within 2.2 years. on multivariate 
logistic regression, unsutured management of the rectal 
defect (or 2.6, 95%Ci 1.1, 6.3), and positive patho-
logic margins (or 3.2, 95%Ci 1.1, 9.6) were associated 
with increased recurrence. Pathologic margin positivity 
occurred in 7.8% of cases. two-year overall recurrence 
rate was 15.4%, but significantly higher in the setting of 
positive pathologic margins (37.5 vs. 12.9%, p=0.01).

Conclusions/Discussion:	rectal adenomas excised via 
tem have a high recurrence rate, likely related to large 
tumor size and complexity. Wide surgical margins and dili-
gence in closing the surgical defect may reduce recurrence 
rates. regular endoscopic surveillance is recommended, 
especially in the setting of positive margins.

GLOBAL	DISPARITIES	IN	PREOPERATIVE	
STAGING	OF	COLORECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P352

H. lyu, K. leung, a. Fields, J. Goldberg, r. Bleday, 
J. Park, m. marino, n. melnitchouk
Boston, MA; Seoul, Korea (the Republic of); Palermo, Italy

Purpose/Background:	 Colorectal cancer is the fourth 
most common cancer in men and the third most common 
cancer in women worldwide. there is significant variation 
in how colorectal cancer is staged preoperatively among 
different countries. the aim of this study was to describe 
and compare the differences in preoperative management 
of colorectal cancer patients in five countries.

Methods/Interventions:	 institutional data was gath-
ered by chart review from five separate teaching insti-
tutions: the Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston, 
massachussetts, Seoul national university Hospital in 
Seoul, South Korea, ivano-Frankivsk regional Cancer 
Hospital in ivano-Frankivsk, ukraine, maria Sklodowska-
Curie institute of oncology in Krakow, Poland, and 
university of Palermo Hospital in Palermo, italy. a retro-
spective review was performed of all patients (n=2,021) 
who underwent resection for colorectal cancer in the five 
hospitals from 2011-2015. demographic, tumor and preop-
erative treatment characteristics were compared utilizing 
paired t-test where appropriate.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Preoperative staging was most 
extensive in the united States (uS). Patients in the uS 
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(97.4%) were more likely to receive Ct scans of the 
abdomen and pelvis (Ct a/P) than those in Poland 
(80.2%, p<0.01) and in ukraine (11.8%, p<0.01). Korea 
and italy had similar rates of preoperative Ct a/P at 
95.2% and 96.8% respectively. Patients were more likely 
to receive Ct scans of the chest in the uS (67%) than in 
Poland (2.3%, P<0.01), ukraine (1.7%, p<0.01), and Korea 
(44%, p<0.01). CXrs were used much more frequently in 
the eastern european countries. Patients in the uS were 
more likely to undergo complete preoperative colonosco-
pies at 84.5% than those in italy (68.5%, p<0.01), Poland 
(43.9%, p<0.01), and ukraine (4%, p<0.01). Patients in 
South Korea (46.5%, p<0.01), italy (77.3%, p<0.01), and 
ukraine (91%, p<0.01) were less likely to receive bowel 
preparation compared to those in the uS (100%) and 
Poland (100%).

Conclusions/Discussion:	there are widespread differ-
ences with respect to preoperative staging of colorectal cancer  
with significant disparities in the eastern european countries.

ASSOCIATION	OF	HISTOLOGY	AND	RESPONSE	
TO	NEOADJUVANT	CHEMORADIATION	IN	
PATIENTS	WITH	RECTAL	CARCINOMA.

Poster abstracts P353

Q. Huang, H. Qin, X. He, m. Xie, X. He, l. lian
Guangzhou, China; Jiujiang, China

Purpose/Background:	 neoadjuvant chemoradiation 
(nCrt) followed by radical resection has been used as 
standard therapy for the management of patients with 
non-metastasis rectal carcinoma. there is scant data on 
the association of histology and response to nCrt. the 
aims of this study were to analyze the response of different 

histology to nCrt and assess the risk and factors associ-
ated with response in patients approached with nCrt.

Methods/Interventions:	Patients with rectal carcinoma 
undergoing nCrt followed by radical resection were iden-
tified from an electronic health record system at the Sixth 
affiliated Hospital of Sun yat-sen university between 
2007 and 2016. tn response was defined as downstaging 
of either t or n stage and no progression of t or n after 
nCrt. t test, chi-square analyses, Kaplan-meier anal-
yses and multivariate logistic regression analyses were 
performed using the data retrospectively collected.

Results/Outcome(s):	 two hundred and forty-one 
patients (27% females, mean age 54) underwent nCrt 
followed radical resection were classified as poorly differ-
entiated carcinoma (PdC,n=23, 9.5%), moderately differ-
entiated carcinoma (mdC, n=126, 52.3%) and highly 
differentiated carcinoma (HdC, n=92, 38.2%) according 
to postoperative histology. median follow-up time for 
survival was 23 months. those patients with poorer differ-
entiated were much younger (45.91±1.852 vs. 53.31±1.021 
vs. 56.64±1.077, p<0.001). Fourteen (60.9%) patients 
with PdC achieved tn response compared with one 
hundred and five (83.3%) with mdC and seventy-four 
(80.4%) patients with HdC (p=0.046). the gender, 
interval between naCrt and surgery, WBC, serum 
total protein, serum albumin, Cea and tumor location 
were not found to be associated with the risk of tn 
response. multivariate logistic regression analyses showed 
that PdC was significantly associated with tn response 
(mdC vs. PdC, or=0.199, p=0.004; HdC vs. PdC, 
or=0.250, p=0.014) after adjusting for age, gender,  
t and n stage before naCrt, Bmi and hemoglobin. 
(Table	III) However, there was no difference in the post-
operative complications (p=0.272), distant metastasis 

P353 Table: Risk factors related to TN response in patients with rectal cancer:  
multivariate logistic regression analysis (Forward: conditional).

Parameters
Partial regres-
sion coefficient Standard error Wald χ2 95% CI p Value

Gender (X1) 2.680
T stage before NACRT (X2) 0.211
N stage before NACRT (X3) 
N1 versus N0

-1.903 0.431 19.468 0.149 (0.064- 0.347) <0.001

N stage before NACRT (X3) 
N2 versus N0

-2.679 0.505 28.148 0.069 (0.026- 0.185) <0.001

Differentiated stage (X4) 
MD versus PD

-1.617 0.558 8.393 0.199 (0.067- 0.593) <0.001

Differentiated stage (X4) HD 
versus PD

-1.386 0.558 6.306 0.250 (0.083- 0.756) 0.014

Hemoglobin (g/l) (X5) 0.884 0.403 4.809 2.419 (1.098- 5.329) 0.028
BMI (X6) 0.084
Age (X7) 0.585
Constant 0.986 0.403 2.399 2.680 0.121

TN response: No=1; Yes=0. PD: poorly differentiated; MD: moderately differentiated; HD: highly differentiated.
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(p=0.699) and long-term survival (p=0.611) between 
groups.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Poor differentiation was asso-
ciated with worse response to nCrt as compared to mdC 
and HdC in patients with rectal carcinoma while no differ-
ence was found in postoperative complications, distant 
metastasis and long-term survival. nCrt in patients with 
rectal carcinoma should be reconsidered.

EFFECT	OF	A	STANDARDIZED	
POSTOPERATIVE	SUSPECTED	BLEEDING	
PROTOCOL	ON	BLOOD	PRODUCT	
UTILIZATION	AND	OUTCOMES	AFTER	
ELECTIVE	COLORECTAL	SURGERY.

Poster abstracts P354

n. mcKenna, m. Hernandez, r. Cima, d. larson, 
K. mathis
Rochester, MN

Purpose/Background:	 large variation in the use of 
perioperative blood transfusion exists in the field of 
colorectal surgery, despite the association of blood trans-
fusion with increased postoperative complications and 
potentially worse oncologic outcomes. in 2013, a postop-
erative suspected bleeding algorithm was implemented to 
standardize the approach for assessing suspected bleeding 
and to reduce blood product use.

Methods/Interventions:	a single institution retrospec-
tive review was conducted of all patients undergoing an 
elective colorectal procedure who received a postoperative 
blood product transfusion or activated the postoperative 
suspected bleeding protocol between april 2010 and July 
2016. Patients were divided into pre and post-protocol 
implementation groups. Baseline demographics, procedure 
types, estimated blood loss, number and type of blood 
product administered, duration of stay, complication type 
and Clavien-dindo classification, and thirty day mortality 
were recorded. Summary, univariate, and multivariable 
statistical analyses were performed.

Results/Outcome(s):	a total of 205 patients were found 
to have received postoperative blood product adminis-
tration or have activated the postoperative suspected 
bleeding protocol. 158 (77%) received a blood product 
transfusion and 43 (27%) did not. Fifty-five percent were 
women with a mean (±Sd) age of 56.5 (±17.5) years. 
Patients in pre and post-protocol groups were all similar 
in age, comorbidities, operating room duration, estimated 
blood loss, and length of stay (p > 0.05). Post-operative 
hemoglobin nadir was similar in the two groups (7.6 
versus 7.8 mg/dl, p = 0.11). Pre versus post protocol 
analysis demonstrated a reduction in the mean (±Sd) total 
number of blood product administered (4.16 ± 4.30 versus 
1.97 ± 3.24, p < 0.0001) and units of packed red blood  
cells (prBCs) transfused (3.28 ± 2.40 versus 1.14 ± 
1.69, p < 0.0001). mean amount of fresh frozen plasma 

administered was similar between pre and post protocol 
implementation (0.57 ± 1.50 versus 0.79 ± 1.30).

Conclusions/Discussion:	Variation in the administra-
tion of post-operative blood products in elective colorectal 
surgery continues to exist. implementation of our algorithm 
utilizing clinical and laboratory data has led to a reduction 
in the total amount of blood product administered and a 
reduction in the transfusion of prBCs at our institution. 
Further study and refinement of our protocol is warranted.

HOW	ACCURATE	IS	MRI	AT	PREDICTING	
EARLY	RECTAL	CANCERS	THAT	CAN	BE	
TREATED	WITH	UPFRONT	SURGERY?

Poster abstracts P355

d. Ginther, K. neumann, i. Kirkpatrick, d. radulovic, 
n. randhawa, d. Hochman, B. yip, J. Park
Winnipeg, MB, Canada; Halifax, NS, Canada

Purpose/Background:	Standard treatment for patients 
with pre-operative clinical stage ii and iii rectal cancers 
is neoadjuvant therapy, while those with clinical stage 
i disease undergo upfront surgery. Pelvic mri is most 
commonly used to assess clinical stage, but there are 
limitations to current imaging modalities. this study 
assessed the degree to which mri correctly predicted early 
(clinical stage i) disease.

Methods/Interventions:	Consecutive patients (n = 83)  
with mri-staged, clinical t1-2n0m0 rectal cancer who 
had upfront surgery at a single institution from 2005-2015 
were retrospectively reviewed. Clinical (age, sex, Bmi, 
tumour distance from anal verge), mri (scanner genera-
tion, academic/community-based centers, rectal tortuosity, 
axial angulation, motion artifact), and radiologist (Gi 
subspecialization) characteristics were tested for associa-
tions with probability of mri predicting early disease (true 
positives). two experienced Gi radiologists who were 
blinded to final pathology results reviewed all mri scans to 
assess rectal tortuosity, axial angulation, and motion arti-
fact, which are novel metrics that have not been previously 
described for rectal cancer mri interpretation.

Results/Outcome(s):	41/83 patients had early (less than 
or equal to pt1-2n0) disease on final pathology (positive 
predictive value [PPV] for early disease = 0.51). of false 
positive cases, understaging was related to t-stage alone 
in 39% of cases, n-stage alone in 27% of cases, or both t 
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and n stage in 34% of cases. none of the clinical, mri, or 
radiologist-related factors that we assessed were associated 
with probability of correctly predicting early disease.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 a significant portion of 
patients with mri-predicted early rectal cancer are under-
staged. these patients do not receive neoadjuvant treat-
ment, potentially placing them at increased risk of local 
recurrence. these results highlight the challenges of 
making radiographic determinations of pathology-based 
staging systems. While mri is useful in characterizing 
more advanced disease with obvious invasion or metas-
tasis, differentiation of t2 from early t3 lesions or recog-
nition of microscopic nodal metastases presents a real 
challenge. in order to make better pre-operative treatment 
decisions, more reliable and measurable clinical classifica-
tion systems that match available diagnostic capabilities 
must be developed.

PROGNOSTIC	IMPACT	OF	EARLY	
RECURRENCE	AFTER	CURATIVE	SURGERY	
FOR	COLORECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P356

J. Han, y. Park, B. min, n. Kim, K. lee
Seoul, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	Purpose: despite curative surgery 
for colorectal cancer, some patients experience recurrence 
of cancer. Whether early recurrence is associated with 
a shorter survival period compared with late recurrence 
remains controversial. Because predicting recurrence 
intervals would allow for appropriate therapeutic strate-
gies, we evaluated the risk factors and prognostic impact of 
early recurrence of colorectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	methods: Patients who devel-
oped recurrence after curative resection for colorectal 
cancer stage i–iii between January 2005 and december 
2012 were identified (n=921). early recurrence was 
defined as recurrence within 1 year after primary surgery 
of colorectal cancer. analyses were performed to compare 
the clinicopathological characteristics and survival rate 
between the early and late recurrence groups.

Results/Outcome(s):	results: three hundred eighty-six 
patients experienced early recurrence and 535 had late 
recurrence. multivariate analysis revealed that male 
patients, ptnm, preoperative Cea, tumor size, histo-
logic grading, and adjuvant chemotherapy correlated with 
the early recurrence. the pattern of systemic recurrence 
(88.6%) was more common in early recurrence, among 
them liver metastasis was most common (39.1%). the 
overall survival rates for early and late recurrence were 
significantly different (38.6% vs. 61.5%; P < 0.001). in 
subgroup analyses, there were significantly lower overall 
survival rate in early recurrence group according to stage 
(stage i, 63.9% vs. 77%, P < 0.001; stage ii, 40.2% vs. 
66.7%, P < 0.001; stage iii, 34.3% vs. 54.5%, P < 0.001) 
and primary tumor location (colon, 37.5% vs. 54.9%,  
P < 0.001; rectum, 39.4% vs. 66.8%, P < 0.001). in multi-
variate analysis, early recurrence was an independent 
predictor for unfavorable overall survival.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Conclusions: Poor survival 
outcome was associated with early recurrence within  
1 year for patients who underwent curative resection for 
colorectal cancer.

YOUNG	AGE	COLORECTAL	CANCER	SEEMS	
TO	BEHAVE	DIFFERENTLY	FROM	OLD	AGE	
COLORECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P357

K. Suh
Suwon, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 Clinical experiences and liter-
atures stimulated us to investigate possible discrepancy 
in biologic differences between old and young colorectal 
(CrC) patients.

Methods/Interventions:	 records of 723 consecu-
tive patients with sporadic CrC who underwent cura-
tive surgery between September 2007 and august 2012  
were reviewed. Clinicopathological parameters, survival, 
and prognosis of 127 patients younger than 50 years (group 
y) were compared with 596 older patients (group o).

P355 Table 1. MRI prediction of early rectal cancers in patients (N = 83) who underwent upfront surgery.

Prediction of  
pT1-2N0 disease

Prediction of  
pT1-2 disease

Prediction of pN0
disease

True positive (N) 42 53 58
False positive (N) 41 30* 25**
PPV 0.51 0.64 0.70

True positives (TP) are patients with early disease who were predicted to have early disease by MRI. False  
positives (FP) are patients with more advanced disease than predicted by MRI (understaged). Positive predictive value, 
PPV = TP / (TP + FP).

*Final pathology in false positives case related to T-stage: 28 pT3, 2 pT4
**Final pathology in false positives cases related to N-stage: 22 pN1, 1 pN2, 2 pN3
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Results/Outcome(s):	tumors in group y showed higher 
incidences of mucin production (P=0.017), mSi-high 
(P=0.001), and n2 stage (P=0.020). mean number of 
retrieved lymph nodes in group y was also higher signifi-
cantly (P=0.001). recurrence rates (P=0.665), overall 
5-year survivals (P=0.459) and disease-free survivals 
(P=0.511) were similar. univariate analysis revealed 
cellular differentiation, lymphovascular/perineural inva-
sion, stage, and preoperative Cea were significant prog-
nostic factors. Subset analysis showed differences between 
groups. Cellular differentiation and lymphovascular/peri-
neural invasion did not have prognostic power in group 
y. mSi-high status was significant only in group y. 
multivariate analysis revealed cellular differentiation and 
pathologic stage were significant prognostic factors in both 
groups.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Pathologic characteristics 
and prognostic factors, especially mSi-high status, were 
different between old and young CrC patients. this may 
provoke further clinical and biological studies to confirm 
if young age CrC behaves differently from old age CrC.

IMPACT	OF	KRAS	MUTATION	&	ERCC1	
OVER-EXPRESSION	ON	OXALIPLATIN-
BASED	CHEMOTHERAPY	IN	METASTATIC	
COLORECTAL	CANCER	PATIENTS.

Poster abstracts P358

S. Park, i. lee
Seoul, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 FolFoX regimen is being 
widely used as the first-line adjuvant chemotherapy for 
CrC since the 1990s. With the revelation of nucleotide 
excision repair (ner) pathway playing an important role, 
there have been various efforts to predict oxaliplatin resis-
tance by studying excision repair cross-complementing 1 
(erCC1). recent studies report that KraS mutational 
status is correlated to expression of erCC1. according 
to these observations, we hypothesized that KraS muta-
tional and erCC1 overexpression status might be asso-
ciated with resistance to oxaliplatin in CrC patients. 
By studying the KraS mutation/erCC1 overexpression 
status of CrC patients who underwent curative resection 
and their survival after oxaliplatin based chemotherapy, we 
aimed to elucidate the potential of KraS and erCC1 as 
predictive factors of oxalinplatin resistance.

Methods/Interventions:	Between 2009 and 2014, 311 
metastatic colorectal cancer patients were enrolled. We 
retrospectively analyzed the clinicopathologic features, and 
the status of KraS mutation and erCC1 overexpression 
in 156 colorectal cancer patients who received FolFoX 
chemotherapy and curative intent surgery. their overall 
survival and disease-free survival according to the KraS 
and erCC1 were analyzed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Progression-free survival 
(p=0.0082) and overall survival (p=0.0282) of mutant 
KraS group were poorer than wild-type KraS group. 
there were no significant differences in overall survival 
and disease-free survival according to erCC1 expression. 
However, Subgroup analysis showed that progression-free 
survival (p=0.0081) and overall survival (p=0.0432) of 
mutant KraS group in erCC1 under-expression were 
better than wild-type KraS group, respectively, but no 
significant difference was found in the erCC1 over- 
expression group.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Colorectal cancers that show 
erCC1 under-expression with mutant KraS may lead to 
a better response to oxaliplatin. this study has shown that 
KraS mutational status and erCC1 expression status 
could be used as predictive biomarkers in oxaliplatin based 
chemotherapy.

MESORECTAL	THICKNESS	AS	A	POTENTIAL	
PREDICTOR	IN	TOTAL	MESORECTAL	
EXCISIONS	FOR	RECTAL	CANCERS.

Poster abstracts P359

J. dastur, S. aryasomayajula, K. Subramanian, S. Gurjar
Luton, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 rectal cancer is one of the 
most common forms of large bowel cancer affecting 
Western populations. it is well recognised that surgical 
excision is the mainstay of treatment for rectal adenocar-
cinoma. total mesorectal excision (tme) is recognised 
as a technique to reduce local recurrence rates. little 
research has been conducted into the actual form and 
size of mesorectal tissue. is there a link between Bmi and 
mesorectal thickness? is there a significant sex differenti-
ation? Can mesorectal thickness be graded and linked to 
difficulty of excision? Whilst histopathological assessment 
criteria such as Crm, mesorectal grading (Quirke et al) 
have been extensively studied; only one article was found 
concentrating on mesorectal morphometric assessment 
using mri (torkzad & Blomqvist), they studied 25 
consecutive patients without ‘any large pelvic tumour’ to 
assess volume and cross-sectional parameters based on the 
amount of mesorectum to different sides of the rectum and 
the total area occupied; using a transaxial 3d t1-weighted 
gradient-echo sequence. mesorectum (including rectum) 
occupied an axial area ranging from 320-5992 sq mm and 
a total volume of 54-323 ml Form of mesorectal tissue 
differed between sexes: amount of fat posterior to the 
rectum was significantly more in men than in women 
Contour of mesorectal fascia was subject to impression by 
other nearby visceral organs

Methods/Interventions:	 this study was performed in 
collaboration with our radiology colleagues. data anal-
ysed included 25 consecutive tme’s performed by a 
single colorectal surgeon at a university Hopital between 
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2012-2015. the pelvic mri images were reviewed (t1/
t2) by a single gastrointestinal radiology consultant. the 
parameters looked at included patient demographics, 
disease stage, pelvic inlet diameter, mesorectal thickness at 
pre-determined set points and mesorectal volume. Patient 
Bmi (weight and height) were also measured. operative 
and postoperative (eleCtiVe surgery) data collected 
included: open or laparoscopic/ conversion to open/ lapa-
roscopic assisted length of procedure Postoperative leaks 
other postoperative complications

Results/Outcome(s):	our initial results suggest that the 
mesorectal thickness and volume measured at preoperative 
pelvic mri scanning could potentially predict the ease of 
tme and allow for accurate planning of an elective rectal 
cancer resection. it is also linked to patient Bmi and helps 
plan whether the procedure would be suitable for laparo-
scopic or open resection.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 this is a pilot study and 
more numbers would be required to further ascertain and 
confirm these findings. it would also be useful to compare 
these results with the final post-operative histology and 
highlight any discrepancies in pre-operative staging and 
whether these can be accurately rectified.

AGE	AT	DEATH	OF	PATIENTS	WITH	
COLORECTAL	CANCER	AND	THE	EFFECT	OF	
LEAD-TIME	BIAS	ON	OVERALL	SURVIVAL	IN	
ELECTIVE	VERSUS	EMERGENCY	SURGERY:	A	
FOLLOW-UP	ANALYSIS.

Poster abstracts P360

H. nair, S. Knight, C. mcKenzie, a. macdonald, 
a. macdonald
Airdrie, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	Studies addressing the potential 
benefit of early intervention are prone to lead-time bias, 
constituting an artificial improvement in cancer specific 
mortality. We have previously shown the presence of lead-
time bias in a non-screened Scottish cohort of patients 
when the age at death (all cause mortality) was the primary 
end point. However a short and variable follow-up period 
limited conclusions during initial data analysis in 2008. We 
aimed to compare age at death for patients with colorectal 
cancer presenting on an emergency or elective basis in the 
same cohort with a minimum of ten years follow-up.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients presenting with 
colorectal cancer over a six year period (2000-2006) 
were entered into a prospective database with analysis 
performed on 28th november 2016. data regarding age 
at death, presentation type (emergency/elective), oper-
ative intent (palliative/curative) and disease stage were 
recorded. results are presented as (mean, [95% confi-
dence intervals]). Statistical analysis was undertaken using 
Student’s t-test and a P-value of <0.05 was considered 
significant.

Results/Outcome(s):	 one thousand six hundred and 
forty nine patients (891 men) were identified. elective 
patients presented younger than emergency patients (67.9 
[67.3–68.5] vs 70.6 [69.4–71.8] years; P<0.0001), while 
dukes B patients presented older than dukes d (P = 0.003).  
overall mortality was 72.7% at time of analysis; no 
difference was seen in mean age at death between emer-
gency and elective presentation (73.6 [72.4–74.8] vs 73.5 
[72.7–74.3] years; P = 0.912), however patients treated 
with curative intent survived longer compared to palliative 
treatment (74.6 [73.8–75.4] vs 71.2 [69.9–72.5] years; 
P<0.0001).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Current colorectal cancer 
early detection strategies may improve cancer-specific 
survival by increasing lead-time bias but do not influence 
overall life expectancy. a longer follow-up period has 
demonstrated patients treated with curative intent have an 
improved survival; a finding that was not seen previously 
with a minimum follow-up period of two years.

IS	THERE	A	DIFFERENCE	IN	RECTAL	CANCER	
OUTCOMES	BASED	ON	POSITION	AND	
EXTENT	OF	CIRCUMFERENTIAL	TUMOR	
INVOLVEMENT?

Poster abstracts P361

J. Brady, a. Weaver, S. Stein, e. Steinhagen, 
H. reynolds, B. Champagne, C. delaney, S. Steele
Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	 tumor distance from the anal 
verge is a well-known correlate with outcomes. However, 
circumferential extent— anterior, posterior, or circumfer-
ential—may be an equally important criterion affecting 
operative technique and oncologic outcomes. While 
non-circumferential and posterior tumors are often more 
feasible technically due to the more robust posterior 
mesorectum, the implications of an anterior-based (aB) 
vs. posterior-based (PB) vs. circumferential (Cl) tumor 
on patient outcomes has not been evaluated. We hypoth-
esized that aB and Cl tumors would have higher conver-
sion rates, higher circumferential resection margins, and 
worse oncologic outcomes.

Methods/Interventions:	 We reviewed patients with 
primary rectal cancer undergoing curative resection at a 
tertiary academic medical center (2007- 2015). Palliative 
resections, and those with recurrent tumors or incom-
plete records were excluded. tumor location was defined 
based on pre-neoadjuvant endoscopy, digital examina-
tion, or imaging as aB, PB or Cl. tumors were defined 
as aB or PB if they were describe as at least reaching 
midline. demographics, staging, procedure performed, 
final pathology, postoperative complications, recurrences, 
disease-free and overall survival (oS) outcomes were 
determined. Primary outcomes were conversion rate and 
local recurrence rate.
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Results/Outcome(s):	205 patients met inclusion criteria 
(mean age 63.1±13.0 years; 61.5% male). there were 64 
patients with aB, 49 with PB, and 94 with Cl tumors. 
mean Bmi was 28.3±7.4. 75.1% of patients received 
neoadjuvant chemoradiation. mean tumor distance from 
the anal verge was higher in the Cl patients (7.8±3.5 cm) 
than aB (6.6±3.6 cm) or PB (5.5±2.6 cm) patients (both 
P<0.04). laparoscopy was used in significantly fewer Cl 
patients (38.3%) than aB patients (54.7%, P=0.04), but 
in a similar percentage of PB patients (53.2%, P=0.09). 
laparoscopic conversion rates were higher in Cl (18.1%) 
than PB patients (4.3%, P=0.03), but there was no 
difference when comparing aB vs. PB and Cl vs. aB 
(both P>0.3). Pathology revealed positive circumferential 
margins in 7.9% of aB, 7.5% of Cl, and none of the PB 
patients, but this did not reach statistical significance 
(P=0.3). Cl patients had a significantly higher percentage 
of t3/4 tumors (Cl 64.7% vs. aB 40.4% vs. PB 43.2%, 
P<0.001). at mean follow-up of 42.3±29 months, there 
was no significant difference in local (aB 7.8%, PB 4.3%, 
Cl 6.4%, P=0.75) or distant recurrences (aB-17.2%, 
PB 8.5%, Cl-20.2%, P=0.2) or oS (log-rank P=0.38) 
between groups.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Cl tumors were more 
advanced than aB and PB tumors and were associated 
with a significantly higher conversion rate. However, there 
was no difference in recurrence rates. When counseling 
patients on the need for conversion from a laparoscopic 
approach, circumferential tumor involvement should be 
considered.

INTACT:	INTRAOPERATIVE	FLUORESENCE	
ANGIOGRAPHY	(IFA)	TO	PREVENT	
ANASTOMOTIC	LEAK	IN	RECTAL	CANCER	
SURGERY.

Poster abstracts P362

d. Jayne, P. Quirke, V. Goh, C. Hulme, a. Kirby, 
n. Corrigan, J. Croft, J. Brown
Leeds, United Kingdom; London, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 despite advances in surgery, 
there has been little progress in reducing the rate of anas-
tomotic leak (al) and associated morbidity. of the many 
factors that contribute to al, the surgeon has influence 
over the blood supply to the anastomosis. ensuring that 
the bowel is adequately perfused is essential for healing, 
but is currently imprecise. iFa involves an intravenous 
administration of indocyanine Green (iCG), which when 
irradiated with near-infrared light through an operating 
laparoscope, provides an image of tissue perfusion at the 
anastomosis.

Methods/Interventions:	the intact trial will recruit a 
total of 880 patients undergoing elective anterior resec-
tion for rectal cancer from 25 sites throughout europe to 
investigate the efficacy and mechanism of iFa in reducing 

anastomotic leak. two mechanistic sub-studies evalu-
ating rectal blood supply and perfusion in patients with 
and without neo-adjuvant chemo/radiotherapy (n=75 
patients) and the role of the rectal microbiome (n=200 
patients) will further inform the understanding of the 
mechanisms underlying al. Patients will be randomised 
on a 1:1 basis to receive either surgery with or without iFa. 
in both arms, the anterior resection (high or low) will be 
performed as per the surgeon’s usual technique using either 
a laparoscopic or robotic approach. Patients in the iFa arm 
will receive 0.1mg/kg of 2.5mg/ml of iCG intravenously 
following mobilisation. intracorporeal colonic and rectal 
stump perfusion will be assessed using near-infrared lapa-
roscopy (PinPoint; Firefly). endoluminal assessment of 
anastomotic perfusion will be undertaken with a second 
bolus of 0.1mg/kg iCG.

Results/Outcome(s):	 all patients will be followed-up 
until 90 days post operation. all patients will undergo 
rectal contrast enema examination at 4-6 weeks post-op-
eration. the primary endpoint is clinical al within 90 days 
post-operation. Secondary endpoints include radiological 
al, changes in planned anastomosis, defunctioning stoma, 
complications, hospital stay, larS score, re-interventions, 
quality of life, health resource use and death. Sub-study 
endpoints will include the influence of vascular anatomy, 
rectal perfusion, and rectal microbiome on al.

Conclusions/Discussion:	the intact trial will evaluate 
a new technology that allows surgeons to easily assess intra-
operative tissue perfusion and minimize one of the biggest 
risk factors for al. the incorporation of two sub-studies 
evaluating rectal blood supply and perfusion in patients 
with and without neoadjuvant chemo/radiotherapy, and 
the role of the rectal microbiome in al, adds an exciting 
dimension that will further inform our understanding of 
the mechanisms underlying al.

MODELING	SOLITARY	COLORECTA	
LCANCER	USING	A	MURINE	COLONOSCOPY	
IMPLANTATION	MODEL	TO	DETERMINE	THE	
ROLE	OF	THE	MICROBIOME	ON	LOCAL	AND	
DISTANT	METASTASIS	FOLLOWING	SURGICAL	
RESECTION.

Poster abstracts P363

S. Gaines, n. Hyman, J. alverdy
Chicago, IL

Purpose/Background:	 anastomotic leakage (al) is a 
feared complication of colorectal surgery for cancer and 
can have potentially fatal consequences. Studies have 
shown that al may have a negative impact on oncologic 
outcomes. Previous work from this lab has shown that 
members of the intestinal commensal microflora may 
contribute to al through the bacteria’s collegenolytic 
capabilities. it has also been shown that alternations in 
gut microbiota are associated with increases in colon 
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tumorgenesis. the aim of this study was to determine the 
feasibility of creating a reliable model of solitary colorectal 
cancer (CrC) in mice with a predictable metastatic rate. 
our goals are to perform surgical resection and determine 
the role of the microbiome and anastomotic healing on 
local and distant metastasis in this model.

Methods/Interventions:	 10 week old BalB/c mice 
underwent ridged scope endoscopy with 1.9mm Karl 
Storz Coloview miniendoscopic system. a custom 8-inch, 
30 gauge needle was inserted through the endoscope for 
submucosal injections. Ct26 is a BalB/c derived colon 
carcinoma cell line with an 8% metastatic rate to the liver. 
a cell concentration of 1x10^5 was injected 3-4mm from 
the anal verge.

Results/Outcome(s):	 at the time of this abstract 
publication, serial endoscopy has demonstrated consistent 
and reproducible access to the distal colon, insertion of 
the needle, and injection with a 10% perforation rate. 
implantation of murine CrC into distal colon submucosa 
during endoscopy is a technically feasible approach for 
growth of a solitary tumor that has metastatic potential 
and is accessible for surgical resection with primary anas-
tomosis in an immune competent organism.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 With the rise popularity of 
routine endoscopy in human medicine, murine endoscopy 
has become increasingly utilized for intra-luminal tissue 
surveillance and implantation of murine and human 
CrC cells. By utilizing an endoscopic technique in our 
experimental design, the mice are subjected to minimal 
trauma and procedural stress. this allows us to more 
closely mimic, in a mouse model, the discovery and ulti-
mately the treatment of colorectal cancer. We will further 
subject our model to pre-operative antibiotics and a 
“Western diet” which are risk factors for the development 
of post-operative anastomotic complications. utilizing 
murine CrC cells with bioluminescence and fluorescence, 
in-vivo imaging and histological evaluation will aid in 
identification of tumor regional recurrence and metastasis 
after surgical resection. By recreating the course of events 
prior to and following surgery for patients with CrC, this 
model aims to better understand the role of alternations in 
the gut microbiome on tumor recurrence following surgical 
resection.

murine distal colon, 3mm from the anal verge, with injection of CrC 
cells into the submucosa

SOCIOECONOMIC	STATUS:	IS	IT	A	
PROGNOSTIC	FACTOR	OF	OVERALL	
SURVIVAL	IN	COLORECTAL	CANCERS.

Poster abstracts P364

J. anam, a. Saklani, V. Patil, a. Pokharkar
Mumbai, India

Purpose/Background:	 Introduction Socioeconomic 
status is a marker of standard of living which indirectly 
reflects on dietary behavioural habits, physical activity 
&education of population. many studies have shown 
these factors influence the patient perception of disease, 
selection of treatment option and adherence to treatment 
protocol and also on natural history and oncological 
outcomes of many cancers. in a diverse country like india, 
nearly 70% of population reside in rural areas, there is 
significant inequality in socioeconomic status among popu-
lation. Gap between rich and poor is quite wide compared 
to other developed countries. Studying influence of SeS 
on cancer in this population can euclidate better on its 
role in oncological outcomes. Hence in this study we are 
assessing influence of socioeconomic status on epidemi-
ology and oncological outcomes of colorectal cancer in 
indian scenario.

Methods/Interventions:	retrospective studyof all newly 
diagnosed patients of colorectal adenocarcinoma regis-
tered over 1 year were included. all cases were discussed 
in multidisciplinary tumor board meetings and treated 
as per standard prevailing guidelines. Patients registered 
into Private category and General category – as per 
their affording capabilities. Patients in general category 
get subsidy for all their investigations, interventions and 
medications. on admission, they are eligible for the general 
ward as against the private patients who have an option of 
going for twin sharing or private single rooms

Results/Outcome(s):	 776 colorectal patients were 
treated over 12 months. median follow up period was 
27.73 months. there was a significant difference in stage 
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at presentation, with 33.2% general category patients 
presenting in stage iV vs25.2% private patients. also in 
the operated patients the t and n stage was significantly 
higher in general patients. among those treated with 
curative intent, recurrence rate was 19.5 % in private vs 
14% in general category, however total number of deaths 
was 32% in general vs 25.3% in private category patients. 
thus mean overall survival for general category patients 
was 30 months vs 32 months for private category, which 
is significant.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Socioeconomic condition 
does play a role, not only in etiology but also the stage 
at presentation as well as overall survival in colorectal 
patients

PERIOPERATIVE	QUALITY	OF	LIFE	AND	
COST-EFFECTIVENESS	ANALYSIS	OF	LOW	
ANTERIOR	RESECTION/TOTAL	MESORECTAL	
EXCISION	AND	DIVERTING	ILEOSTOMY	FOR	
LOCALLY	ADVANCED	RECTAL	CANCER:	A	
COMPARISON	OF	ROBOTIC,	LAPAROSCOPIC	
AND	OPEN	APPROACHES.

Poster abstracts P365

m. Wright, P. menon, a. thorson, G. Blatchford, 
J. Beaty, m. Shashidharan, l. taylor, C. ternent
Omaha, NE

Purpose/Background:	 Since the advent of robotic 
surgery, the role of the robot in surgical management has 
been under debate. the most consistent support of robotic 
technology in colorectal surgery has been for use in pelvic 
surgery and total mesorectal excision (tme). Studies up 
to this point have not compared the healthcare utiliza-
tion cost per quality of life ratio for low anterior resection 
with diverting ileostomy (lardi) and tme for locally 
advanced mid to distal rectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review from 
december 2013 to october 2016 of a prospectively 

collected database of rectal cancer patients who partici-
pated in a validated quality of life (Qol) survey. Patient 
demographics, tumor characteristics, perioperative 
outcomes and treatment methods were collected. all 
patients underwent lardi/tme after completion of 
neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy. Patients had Qol surveys 
performed after lardi/tme but before ileostomy reversal. 
a healthcare utilization cost formula for the period 
including lardi/tme to the first postoperative visit was 
developed to account for healthcare dollars utilized based 
on perioperative outcomes and surgical measures. Qol for 
the perioperative period was calculated from the eortC-
C30 questionnaire and perioperative cost-effectiveness was 
determined by dividing the results of the cost formula by 
the adjusted Qol of each patient during the perioperative 
period.

Results/Outcome(s):	there were no significant differ-
ences between patient demographics or tumor character-
istics between the robotic, laparoscopic, or open groups. 
median follow up was 64 days after lardi/tme. all major 
groups had a decrease in Qol from the preoperative to 
postoperative period; this decrease was similar across the 
three groups. the median cost of the procedure and asso-
ciated complications was highest in the overall robot group 
at $17790.27 and lowest in the open group at $13593.89. 
When the robot group was subdivided into procedures 
performed on the S versus the Si, the median cost for the 
Si was much lower at $13606.95. the median cost per 
Qol in the postoperative period which was the highest 
in the overall robot group at $38866.14 and lowest in the 
laparoscopic group at $19149.50. When the Si robot group 
was examined separately, the median cost per Qol was 
$28,241.40. (table 1)

Conclusions/Discussion:	 this study shows a trend 
toward improvement in the cost as well as the cost 
per quality of life for robot lardi/tme as time and 
technology progresses. this appears to be a function of 
decreasing operative time and decreased conversion rates. 
overall, no significant difference in cost, quality of life 

P365 Table 1

Total Robot S Robot Si Robot Laparoscopic Open
Number of patients 19 10 9 6 3
Median BMI 28.5 27.39 28.59 25.63 28.48
Median Distance from Verge (cm) 9.0 8.5 9.5 8.5 8
Gender (% Male) 68.42 60.00 77.78 33.33 66.67
Median Length of Stay (days) 6.0 6.5 5.0 6.5 9.0
Median Operative Time (minutes) 501.0 537.5 451.0 283.5 261.0
Median Estimated Blood Loss (mL) 100 150 100 100 200
Median Cost (USD) 17790.27 22049.60 13606.95 16370.70 13593.89
Cost Standard Deviation 23174.38 27762.40 7903.50 4593.10 8357.48
Median Cost/QoL 38866.14 53021.10 28241.40 19149.50 20316.99
Cost/QoL Standard Deviation 41506.76 49615.83 13005.24 3761.00 20830.41
Median Postop QoL 66.7 70.8 66.7 83.3 58.3
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or cost-effectiveness was noted among the approaches to 
lardi/tme. our study is limited by small sample sizes in 
some of the groups as a result of changing practice patterns.

PRIMARY	COLORECTAL	CANCER	WITH	
URINARY	BLADDER	INVOLVEMENT:	ANALYSIS	
OF	50	CONSECUTIVE	CASES.

Poster abstracts P366

a. doddama reddy
TAICHUNG, Taiwan

Purpose/Background:	there is paucity of data on clin-
ical presentation and outcome of primary CrC involving 
bladder due to infrequent cases and. this is a single center 
study assessing the clinical characters and management 
and outcome of 50 consecutive primary CrC with bladder 
involvement.

Methods/Interventions:	 Between 2006 to 2015 retro-
spective records of colorectal cancer with t4b were 
collected and CrC with bladder involvement were 
included in the study. demographic data, clinical symp-
toms and signs, preoperative evaluation, operative proce-
dure, pathological staging, adjuvant therapy and follow-up 
status were analyzed

Results/Outcome(s):	 the mean age in this study 
was 64±14 years. thirty four (68%) patients first visited 
colorectal surgeons clinic. eleven(22%) patients presented 
to emergency directly with symptoms of lower pain abdomen, 
abdomen distention. the most common symptom of 
patients who first visited colorectal surgeons were hemato-
chezia (n=12, 24%). mean time to diagnosis between the 
colorectal surgery department and non-colorectal surgery 
department is 8.17days verses 64.43 days (P>0.0040). in 
this case series most common site of colorectal cancer with 
bladder invasion was sigmoid 32 (64%)patients. type of 
colorectal procedures done were laparoscopic low anterior 
resection-7(14%), laparoscopic anterior resection-7(14%), 
anterior resection-22(46%), Hartman’s -3(6%), diversion 
stoma -5(10.6%), aPr-1(2%), Colonic stenting -1(2%), 
right hemicolectomy-1(2%). there were 81% (35/43) 
patients received partial cystectomy. Final pathology 
report showed 88% (38/43) patients with definite evidence 
of bladder invasion.. median follow-up for the patients 
was 18±13 months. two cases of local recurrence was 
found after operation 9 months and 17 months. thirty 
four (68%) patients underwent adjuvant therapy and 8 
(16%) patients underwent neoadjuvant therapy. most of 
the cases in this series are in Stage 3- 44% (22), others 
include stage 2- 32% (16), stage -4 24% (12). nodal status 
in this series are-n0-18(41%), n1-14(32%), n2-11(25%). 
Post-operative morbidity occurred in 19%(9/47) patients. 
there is no 30 day hospital mortality. local bladder 
recurrence was in 2 (4%) cases and metastasis occurred 
in 20 (40%) cases, 12(24%) patients had synchronous 
metastasis. Fourteen (28%) patients died during follow-up 

period and 11(22%) patients lost follow up. Kaplan meier 
analysis comparing overall survival between no treatment, 
partial and total cystectomy showed poor survival with no 
treatment and similar survival comparing partial with total 
cystectomy.(Fig-1)

Conclusions/Discussion:	 there is significant delay 
in the referral if the patient is seen primary by non- 
colorectal surgeon. laparoscopic surgery for locally 
advanced CrC with bladder invasion is feasible. overall 
survival is almost similar comparing partial cystectomy and 
radical cystectomy

STARTING	A	ROBOTIC	COLORECTAL	
SURGICAL	SERVICE	IN	A	COMMUNITY	
HOSPITAL:	IMPORTANCE	OF	PRECEPTORSHIP	
AND	TRAINING.

Poster abstracts P367

S. Heydari Khajehpour, i. mallick, r. Howell
Bournemouth, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 robotic colorectal surgery is 
gaining popularity throughout the uK. robotic surgery 
is a relatively new technique that is evolving in several 
specialties. the aim of this study was to evaluate our expe-
rience of elective robotic colorectal surgery performed with 
appropriate preceptorship and training.

Methods/Interventions:	to assess factors related to the 
learning curve of robotic colorectal surgery including the 
number of operations performed, the type of procedures 
and oncologic resection margins. We evaluated the opera-
tive data of elective robotic colorectal surgeries performed 
during a 12 month by a single experienced laparoscopic 
board certified colorectal surgeon. all the procedures were 
supervised and mentored by a royal College of Surgeons of 
england robotic surgery trainer.

Results/Outcome(s):	the mean age of the study popu-
lation was 70 years (range 53-81). there were 3 females. 
indications for surgery included 6 cancers and 2 high grade 
dysplasia. 3/6 cases had t2 and 3/6 cases had t3, and 
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none of the patients had metastatic disease. the average 
Bmi in this cohort was 27 (range 19-40). operations 
included 5 anterior resection of which 2 were diverted, one 
abdomino-perineal excisionof the rectum, one Hartman’s 
procedure and one case of right colectomy and ileocolic 
anastomosis combined with right partial nephrectomy. 
mean operative time was 440 (range 350-512) minutes. 
the average hospital stay was 8 (range 3-20) days. none 
of the patients required conversion to open or laparoscopic 
surgery. one patient died due to necrotising fascitis.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 our results show that it is 
possible to achieve safe and adequate robotic colorectal 
resections during the early stage of the learning curve of a 
surgeon. this is achieved by suitable training and precep-
torship. the early results obtained in our institution should 
encourage surgeons to adopt this technique into their 
colorectal practice.

ROLE	OF	ADJUVANT	CHEMOTHERAPY	IN	
LOCALLY	ADVANCED	RECTAL	CANCER	
PATIENTS	TREATED	WITH	NEOADJUVANT	
CHEMORADIATION	FOLLOWED	BY	CURATIVE	
RESECTION.

Poster abstracts P368

y. Park, G. noh, y. Han, m. Cho, H. Hur, B. min, 
K. lee, n. Kim
Seoul, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	adjuvant chemotherapy (aCtx) 
for patients who underwent curative resection after neoad-
juvant concurrent chemoradiation (nCCrt) is a contro-
versial issue for locally advanced rectal cancer (larC). 
this study aimed to investigate benefit of aCtx followed 
by curative resection after nCCrt for larC.

Methods/Interventions:	 Clinicopathologic data of 
patients who underwent curative resection after nCCrt 
between January 2006 and december 2012 were reviewed 
retrospectively. a total of 369 patients with yptanyn0m0 
were included. of them, 310 patients received aCtx 
(aCtx group), and 59 patients did not (no Ctx group). 
mostly, long course radiotherapy with 5-fluoruracil based 
regimen was adapted for nCCrt. We evaluated differ-
ences in patients’ characteristics between the two groups 
and analyzed prognostic factors for overall survival (oS). 
in addition, binary subgroups stratified according to histo-
logic types (well-differentiated (Wd subgroup, n=65) vs. 
moderately-, poorly- differentiated, mucinous and signet 
ring cell types (non-Wd subgroup, n=295) were analyzed 
to identify subgroups which may benefit from aCtx. 
Histologic types in 9 patients were not available from data 
base.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the only difference in patients’ 
demographics was age (aCtx vs. no aCtx; 57.58±10.861 
vs. 66.98±12.057, p=0.002) between the two groups. in 
multivariate analysis for prognostic factors of oS, the 

patients with older age (Hr, 2.922; 95%Ci, 1.478-5.778; 
p=0.002), low rectal cancer (Hr, 2.278; 95%Ci, 1.128-
4.601; p=0.022) or higher ypt stage (Hr, ypt0 : 1 : 2 : 3 
: 4 = 1 : 1.232 : 2.548 : 6.583 : 17.831; p=0.002) showed 
statistically significant shorter oS. the use of aCtx was 
not associated with oS in the whole population. in the 
Wd subgroup analysis (n=65), 58 patients received aCtx 
(Wd-aCtx), and 7 patients did not (Wd-no aCtx). no 
differences existed in the demographic data between the 
Wd-aCtx and the Wd-no aCtx group. the use of aCtx 
was the only statistically significant favorable prognostic 
factor for oS in the Wd subgroup (Hr, 0.178; 95%Ci, 
0.032-0.981, p=0.048). the 5-year oS of the Wd-aCtx 
group was higher than the Wd-no aCtx group (91.2% vs. 
64.3%, p=0.025). in contrast, in the non-Wd subgroup 
analysis, both the non Wd-Ctx and the non Wd-no 
Ctx subgroups had similar 5-year oS (86.70% vs. 85.40%, 
p=0.407).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the use of aCtx did not 
show benefit in the whole population with yptanyn0m0. 
However, the use of aCtx affected oS in the Wd 
subgroup, resulting in survival gain of 26.9%. Histologic 
type itself was not a prognostic factor, but it was a predictive 
factor for aCtx impact on patients who received nCCrt 
followed by curative resection for larC. it implies that 
patients with Wd adenocarcinoma may benefit from aCtx 
after nCCrt with curative resection in larC.

ADJUVANT	CHEMOTHERAPY	AFTER	RADICAL	
RESECTION	FOR	RECTAL	CANCER:	ARE	GOALS	
OF	TREATMENT	BEING	ACHIEVED?

Poster abstracts P369

r. rochon, a. maclean, W. Buie, P. tang, r. lee-ying, 
J. Heine
Calgary, AB, Canada

Purpose/Background:	although 5-Fu based adjuvant 
chemotherapy is commonly employed in the management 
of high risk stage 2 and stage 3 rectal cancer following 
neoadjuvant long course chemoradiotherapy and tme 
surgery, the benefit has been questioned. Furthermore, 
poor adherence to chemotherapy protocols has been 
reported due to intolerance and toxicity. the objective 
of this study was to determine the proportion of eligible 
patients who are offered adjuvant chemotherapy and 
complete the original treatment plan without modification. 
a secondary objective was to identify the toxicities associ-
ated with a modified treatment plan.

Methods/Interventions:	the provincial rectal Cancer 
registry is a prospective database that captures all patients 
diagnosed with rectal cancer in the province. the registry 
was searched retrospectively for all patients diagnosed 
with rectal cancer in the province for 2015. the provin-
cial electronic medical record was reviewed for adjuvant 
chemotherapy treatment plans. modified treatment plan 
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was defined as an inability to start the treatment in a timely 
manner (>3 months), a delay between cycles, a decrease in 
dose or premature termination.

Results/Outcome(s):	in 2015, 325 patients had a radical 
resection for rectal cancer in the province. of the 268 
patients with stage 2 or 3 disease, 192 were offered adjuvant 
chemotherapy. 31(16%) patients declined chemotherapy 
while 15(8%) were unable to start because of a post-op 
complication. only 49(34%) of the remaining 146 patients 
completed the original treatment plan without modifica-
tion while 97(66%) patients had at least one toxicity that 
resulted in a modified treatment plan including 30(21%) 
patients who had their chemotherapy terminated before 
completion. of the patients who required a modified treat-
ment plan, 58% had one toxicity, 38% had 2 toxicities and 
4% had 3 or more toxicities. the most frequent toxicities 
were Gi related (63%), neuropathy (30%) and hand-foot 
syndrome (28%).

Conclusions/Discussion:	Patients eligible for adjuvant 
chemotherapy following radical resection of rectal cancer 
with curative intent commonly do not complete the 
prescribed treatment due to refusal, inability to deliver 
therapy within an acceptable time period or toxicity. only 
26% of patients offered adjuvant chemotherapy were 
able to complete their originally prescribed treatment 
plan. Further studies are warranted to identify strategies 
to achieve better patient compliance with recommended 
treatment protocols.

REMOVAL	OF	BENIGN	“DIFFICULT”	POLYPS	
NOT	AMENABLE	TO	COLONOSCOPY	ALONE,	
UNDER	EPIDURAL	OR	SEDATION/	LOCAL	
ANESTHESIA,	IS	POSSIBLE:	PROSPECTIVE	
PILOT	STUDY.

Poster abstracts P370

J. milsom, K. trencheva, F. Gadalla
New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	the aim of the study is to evaluate 
the safety and feasibility of combined needlescopic (lapa-
roscopic surgery using 3mm instruments)/Colonoscopy 
removal of “difficult” polyps under epidural or sedation/ 
local anesthesia and to evaluate the clinical and oncolog-
ical outcomes after this novel surgical approach.

Methods/Interventions:	 Prospective pilot study with 
10 patients (pts), male and female undergoing Combined 
needlescopic and Colonoscopic Surgery for benign polyp 
not removable by colonoscopy. three options for anes-
thesia were offered: 1) Spinal or epidural anesthesia using 
0.75% Bupivacaine (Spinal) and 2% lidocaine (epidural); 
2) maC (monitored anesthesia Care) – sedation accom-
panied by surgeon administered local anesthetic at abdom-
inal site; and 3) Geta (general with endotracheal tube 
intubation) if the first two options were not medically or 
technically feasible, or if resection was needed. Sedation 

and local anesthesia feasibility was defined as surgery 
completed under the options 1 and 2 above. the clinical 
and oncological outcomes measured were: surgery comple-
tion without intubation, intraoperative complications, 
surgical pathology diagnosis, and polyp recurrence.

Results/Outcome(s):	 nine pts with benign polyp on 
preoperative biopsy were enrolled in the study (table). 
Seven pts. had epidural anesthesia, one pt maC and one 
Geta. the pt with Geta initially started the surgery 
with epidural but after the polyp was not liftable from the 
colon wall, pt was intubated and surgery proceeded with 
resection. there were no any intraoperative complications. 
one pt had malignant polyp on surgical pathology, was 
readmitted and consequently underwent elective bowel 
resection. there were no recurrences (table).

Conclusions/Discussion:	removal of benign polyps not 
amenable to colonoscopy alone, under epidural or seda-
tion/local anesthesia appears feasible and safe. intestinal 
surgery should be considered, in certain circumstances, 
under epidural or sedation/local anesthesia.

P370 Results

Variable N=9
Female 3
Age yrs. median (range) 75(68-89)
BMI kg/m2 median (range) 27(20.5-29.9)
ASA median (range) 2(2-3)
Preop Bx of Polyps
Benign 9
Polyp location
Cecum 5
Right colon 2
Hepatic flexure 2
Polyp size median  
(range)cm

3.6 (1.2-5.09)

Intubation during surgery 1
Operative time min 81(48-180)
Postoperative Hospital  
Stay (days)

0(0-10)

Post op Complications 
30days

0

Surgical pathology
Benign 8
Malignant* 1
Reoperation* 1
Readmission* 1
Recurrence 12 months 0
New Polyps 12 months 1
Follow up 30 days 9
Follow up 12 months 6

*The pt with malignant polyp was readmitted for  
elective bowel resection
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IS	HEMICOLECTOMY	AND	HIGH	TIE	THE	
ONLY	OPTION	FOR	SPLENIC	FLEXURE	AND	
DESCENDING	COLON	CANCERS?

Poster abstracts P371

i. tulina, a. leontyev, V. Zhurkovskiy, S. efetov, 
P. tsarkov
Moscow, Russian Federation

Purpose/Background:	 Splenic flexure and descending 
colon cancers are routinely offered left hemicolectomy 
with high ligation of inferior mesenteric artery (ima). the 
latter ensures oncologic radicality but leads to excessive 
bowel resection. Selective left colic artery (lCa) ligation 
with lymph node dissection (lnd) along ima trunk can 
avoid unnecessary long bowel segment resection while 
preserving oncological safety. the aim of the study is to 
demonstrate the advantage of ima with selective lCa 
ligation over traditional high tie technique in splenic 
flexure and descending colon cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	Patients treated electively for 
splenic flexure or descending colon cancer in 2008-2015 
were selected from prospectively collected database. all 
patients underwent radical surgery either in the form of 
left hemicolectomy with high tie (1 group) or limited left 
colon resection within 20 cm proximally and distally from 
the tumor with ima skeletonization and d3 lymph node 
dissection followed by selective lCa ligation (2 group). 
the procedures were performed either open or laparo-
scopically in both groups. to form comparable groups 
case-match selection was performed based on gender, age, 
body mass index, past abdominal surgeries, clinical stage, 
and tumor location. Primary evaluation of the fresh spec-
imen was conducted by operating surgeon immediately 
after surgery. the visual evaluation of mesocolon fascia 
integrity and measurment in cm of proximal and distal 
resection margins and length of “vascular pedicle” were 
done. lymph nodes (ln) were harvested from fresh spec-
imen and allocated according to Japanese classification to i 
(paracolic), ii (intermediate) and iii (apical) groups.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 34 patients were 
included in case-match analysis. the rate of open resec-
tions was not significantly different between groups. the 
length of removed colon, distal and proximal margins 
and vascular pedicle were not significantly different in 
open and laparoscopic procedures. the median length of 
resected bowel in the 1 group was 412.4±16.5 cm and it 
was significantly higher than in the 2 group (256.2±27.0 
cm, p=0,02) but the total number of ln was not different 
between them (26.2±11.5 and 25.3±13.4, p=0.84), as 
well as the number of i group ln (18.4±2.5 and 17.3±4.4, 
p=0,39); ii group ln (6.2±1.5 and 5.9±0.6, p=0.43) and 
iii group ln (1.6±0.5 and 2.1±1.2, p=0.14).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Hemicolectomy results in 
longer colon specimen because of high tie. left colon 
resection with d3 lymph node dissection and selective 
lCa ligation enables shorter specimen with the same 

amount of harvested ln thus not compromising oncologic 
results.

PARTICIPATION	IN	BOWEL	SCREENING	
AMONGST	MEN	ATTENDING	ANEURYSM	
SCREENING:	INCIDENCE	AND	FACTORS.

Poster abstracts P372

a. Quyn, r. Steele
Dundee, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 Population bowel cancer 
screening by Faecal occult Blood test (FoBt) reduces 
bowel cancer related mortality. overall uptake of FoBt 
screening in the Scottish population is 55%. Sex, age, 
deprivation and ethnicity are all recognised factors that 
influence uptake of screening. abdominal aortic aneu-
rysm (aaa) screening by one off abdominal ultrasound 
has recently been introduced nationally for men aged 65. 
the reported national uptake of aaa screening test is 
79%. the aim of this study was to determine the impact 
of a health professional intervention on bowel screening 
uptake amongst men who previously failed to complete 
bowel screening.

Methods/Interventions:	 all patients appointed for 
aneurysm screening between September 2015 and march 
2016 within nHS tayside were included in our analysis. 
Patients who had not completed their latest FoBt and 
attended for aneurysm screening were interviewed by dedi-
cated nurse specialists at the time of attendance. reasons 
for not completing test were recorded and following 
education, patients were asked whether they would be like 
to complete a further FoBt. Subsequent completion of 
FoBt within 6 months of intervention was recorded.

Results/Outcome(s):	 in total, 556 patients have been 
included in our analysis. aaa screening uptake in our 
study was 85%. 130 (28%) of those patients had not 
completed recent FoBt bowel screening. 111 patients 
agreed to being interviewed. the primary reason described 
for not participating was the time taken to complete the 
test with many patients forgetting about it (35%). other 
reasons include confusion regarding the purpose of the test 
(16%), disgust (20%), fear (6%) and other health problems 
(10%). Following a brief discussion and education 81% of 
patients interviewed then stated that they would like a 
further test to be sent and 49% have returned a completed 
test.

Conclusions/Discussion:	uptake of aneurysm screening 
is higher than that for bowel screening of men with similar 
age and socioeconomic demographics. almost half of 
previous bowel screening non-responders subsequently 
returned a completed test following discussion with a 
nurse specialist. attendance at other non-bowel screening 
appointments with education and discussion may provide 
a valuable opportunity to improve bowel screening uptake.
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A	QUESTIONNAIRE	ON	THE	CURRENT	
PRACTICES	OF	“WATCH	&	WAIT”	RECTAL	
CANCER	TREATMENT	FROM	AMERICAN	
SOCIETY	OF	COLON	AND	RECTAL	SURGEONS,	
EUROPEAN	SOCIETY	OF	COLOPROCTOLOGY,	
ASSOCIATION	OF	COLOPROCTOLOGY	OF	
GREAT	BRITAIN	AND	IRELAND,	COLORECTAL	
SURGICAL	SOCIETY	OF	AUSTRALIA	AND	
NEW	ZEALAND	&	BRAZILIAN	SOCIETY	OF	
COLOPROCTOLOGY.

Poster abstracts P373

d. Schwartzberg, S. Wexner, a. Grucela, m. Bernstein, 
m. Grieco, m. timen
New York, NY; Weston, FL

Purpose/Background:	the “watch and wait” (W&W) 
approach for patients with a complete clinical response 

to neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy for rectal cancer is 
debated. therefore, the aim of this study was to assess 
global W&W practices.

Methods/Interventions:	 after receiving irB exemp-
tion, a multi-society approved questionnaire allowing 
anonymous replies to 30 multiple choice items was distrib-
uted to members of 4 societies in 3 continents. results 
were analyzed on a descriptive level using Pivot tables in 
microsoft excel. anoVa analysis, univariate and multi-
variate analysis were performed to understand what factors 
contribute to a practitioner’s decision to use the W&W 
treatment approach.

Results/Outcome(s):	 there were a total number of 
452 questionnaire responses, including 287 responses from 
aSCrS members (aSCrS response rate 13.7%). table 1 
depicts the results comparing aSCrS and non-aSCrS 
responses. Seventy-five percent of non-aSCrS responders 

P373 Comparison from ASCRS and non-ASCRS Members

Variable Affiliation

Associated 
with like-
lihood of 

using W&W
ASCRS
n=287

non-ASCRS
n=165

P Value

Yes No Yes No
Community Hospital 42% 61%
Academic Hospital 38% 37% 0.68
Proctectomy platform:

Open 30% 55%
Laparoscopic 38% 42% 0.80

Robotic 57% 4% 0.80
Believe in W&W 41% 75%
Reasons for not believing in W&W:

Literature unconvincing 79% 46%
Concerned about follow up 70% 62%
Want long-term survival and 

recurrence data
78% 64%

Medical/legal concerns 72.5% 24.5%
Hospital have a written protocol for 
W&W

55% 83%

Consider patient characteristics for 
W&W:

Operation: LAR vs APR 86% 0.26
Age 86% 0.69

Multiple Co-morbidities 86% 0.76
Advanced training:

Colon and rectal surgery 58% 0.45
Surgical oncology 59% 0.12

Chart 1- Comparing the questionnaire results from ASCRS and non-ASCRS responses. There was no significant  
finding to suggest a propensity to practice W&W with any surgeon practices or training.
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believe in the philosophy of W&W compared to 41% of 
aSCrS responders. the most common reservations were 
concerns for long-term recurrence rates/overall survival. 
the majority of institutions do not have a standard 
protocol for W&W (aSCrS: 55%, non-aSCrS: 83%). 
aSCrS responders base their decision to use W&W on 
a combination of endoscopy (92%), physical exam (89%), 
mri (79%) and biopsy (59%), with Pet-Ct (35%), Ct 
(32)%) less often. eighty-six percent of aSCrS responders 
who believe in W&W consider patient factors when 
using W&W (high co-morbidities, p=0.76, advanced 
age, p=0.69, type of operation (lar vs. aPr), p=0.26). 
analysis of aCSrS responders showed there was no 
greater likelihood to practice W&W if associated with a 
university teaching institution (p=0.68), if trained as a 
colorectal surgeon (p=0.45), if trained as a surgical oncol-
ogist (p=0.12), the number of years in practice (p=0.74) 
or what platform the practitioner used (minimally invasive 
(laparoscopy/robotic) versus open)) (p=0.80).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 although internationally 
W&W has been adopted, it has not standardized. aSCrS 
members were more likely to offer minimally invasive 
platforms but were less likely to offer W&W. Globally, the 
reasons for not using W&W included concerns for long-
term oncologic follow up. the majority of non-uSa hospi-
tals do not have a written protocol for W&W patients. 
there were no statistically significant associations between 
the likelihood of employing W&W and the type of surgical 
training, years in practice, institutional affiliation, the use 
minimally invasive surgery or individual patient factors. in 
conclusion, W&W may not be accepted globally as a stan-
dard treatment, however its limitations maybe overcome 
with more robust data from future prospective randomized 
trials.

ELECTIVE	SURGERY	FOR	FAMILIAL	
ADENOMATOUS	POLYPOSIS	SURGERY:	A	
CONSERVATIVE	TREND.

Poster abstracts P374

l. duraes, m. Kalady, J. ashburn, J. Church
Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	 Patients with Familial 
adenomatous Polyposis (FaP) are usually recommended 
to have elective prophylactic colorectal resection to 
prevent the development of colorectal cancer. Such 
patients are often asymptomatic and the majority are 
young. the surgical options are total colectomy with ileo-
rectal anastomosis (ira) and total proctocolectomy with 
ileal pouch-anal anastomosis (iPaa), both of which can 
be performed laparoscopically. ira is usually selected for 
patients with mild polyposis (<20 rectal polyps and <1000 
colonic polyps) while more severely affected patients have 
an iPaa. over time it has become apparent that the 
impact of iPaa on lifestyle is significantly worse than ira. 
in addition iPaa seems more likely to stimulate desmoid 
disease. We suspected that in response to the poorer 
functional outcomes of iPaa, surgery for FaP at this 
institution has become more conservative. We designed 
this study to see if this is so.

Methods/Interventions:	 We used a previous publica-
tion from this registry on the evolution of large bowel 
surgery for FaP from 1950 to 2007 as a baseline against 
which to compare more recent data. a prospectively 
collected inherited colorectal cancer database was queried 
to identify FaP patients undergoing large bowel surgery 
from 2008 to now. only patients who had their index 
operations in our institution were included. Surgical treat-
ment choice was compared between years. outcomes and 
quality of life were compared between surgery types.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Between 2008 and 2016, 138 
patients had their index FaP surgery performed in our 
institution. the mean age was 27 years-old. 82 patients 
(59%) had an ira, 51 patients (37%) had an iPaa,  
4 patients (3%) had total proctocolectomy with end ileos-
tomy (tP ei), and 1 patient had proctocolectomy with 

P374 Type of operation, stratified by time period

Prepouch, 
Before 1983 1983-1991 1992-1999 2000-2007 2008-2014 2015-2016 Total

IRA 66 (97%) 74 (73%) 60 (56%) 81 (56%) 69 (57%) 13 (76%) 363
IPAA - 28 (27%) 40 (42%) 62 (42%) 47 (39%) 4 (24%) 181
APR 2 (3%) - 1 (1%) 2 (1%) - - 5
TPC - - 1 (1%) 1 (1%) 5 (4%) - 7
Total 68 102 102 146 121 17 556

IRA - Total Colectomy with Ileorectal Anastomosis
IPAA - Total Proctocolectomy with Ileal Pouch-Anal Anastomosis
APR – Abdomino-Perineal Resection
TPC - Total Proctocolectomy with End Ileostomy
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continent ileostomy (K pouch). the number of polyps in 
the rectum was the main indication for iPaa. 42 % of 
the patients submitted to iPaa had more than 20 polyps 
in the rectum vs. only 5% on patients submitted to ira 
(p<0.001). laparoscopy has been used in 80% of the total 
cases compared to 43% from 1992 to 2007 (p<0.001). 
more iras were done laparoscopically than iPaa  
(1992-1999, 56% and 13%; 2000-2007, 58% and 23%; 
2008-2016, 87% and 75%, respectively). the current 
conversion rate is 2.8% for taC, and 7.9% for iPaa 
(p=0.227). of the iPaa 32% were one stage from 1992-
2007 (without diversion), versus 16% from 2008-2016 
(p=0.002). 21% had a mucosectomy and handsewn anas-
tomosis from 1992 to 2007, versus 14% from 2008 to 2016 
(p=0.241). 85% had J pouch configurations from 1992 to 
2007, versus 92% from 2008-2016 (p=0.174).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the trend in selection of 
surgery for patients with Familial adenomatous Polyposis 
is more conservative now than in the past. this may be a 
reaction against the morbidity of total proctocolectomy 
with ileal pouch-anal anastomosis, in younger patients.

THE	INFLUENCE	OF	SCREENING	ON	
OUTCOMES	OF	CLINICALLY	LOCALLY	
ADVANCED	RECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P375

a. dinaux, l. leijssen, H. Kunitake, l. Bordeianou, 
d. Berger
Boston, MA

Purpose/Background:	 Screening for colorectal  
carcinomas leads to lower incidence rates and earlier 
detection. although rectal cancer is often discovered due 
to symptoms because of its low location, there are patients 
diagnosed with rectal cancer through screening who 
present with locally advanced disease. this study evaluates 
the influence of screening on the outcomes of patients with 
clinically locally advanced rectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	all rectal cancer patients who 
received neo-adjuvant treatment for clinically aJCC stage 
ii or iii rectal cancer with no baseline metastasis and 
who got surgical treatment between 2004 and 2015 at 
a single center were included from a retrospective, irB 
approved, prospectively maintained database. the cohort 
was divided based on whether the diagnosis was made 
through screening or not. Short and long-term outcomes 
were compared between these two groups.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 314 rectal cancer 
patients who received neo-adjuvant therapy were included, 
of whom 42 (13.4%) were diagnosed through screening. 
there were no significant differences between the two 
groups in gender, age, and Bmi. aSa-score was slightly 
higher in the unscreened group (2.26 vs. 2.12; P<0.001). 
Clinical aJCC ii and iii rates were similar for screened 
and unscreened patients. While operative duration was 

comparable for the two groups, admission duration was 
significantly shorter in the screened group (medians 4 vs. 5 
days; P =0.029). Post neo-adjuvant treatment pathologic 
aJCC staging was significantly lower in the screened group 
and more than two times the number of complete responses 
(33.3% vs. 14.3%; P=0.002). long-term distant metastatic 
recurrence rate was 4.8% in the screened group, compared 
to 15.4% in the unscreened group (P=0.063), and local 
recurrence rates also showed a clinically significant differ-
ence (screened 0% vs. unscreened 7%; P=0.088). a multi-
variable cox regression model regarding recurrent disease, 
comparing screened to unscreened patients, confirmed 
these findings (adjusted for adjuvant therapy, Hr: 0.209 
[95%Ci: 0.051 – 0.861] P=0.030). this resulted in signifi-
cantly better recurrent disease free survival for screened 
patients, as well as a better overall disease specific survival 
(see respectively fig. 1a and 1b).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Screening for CrC leads to 
better long-term outcomes even in patients found to have 
clinically locally advanced rectal carcinoma. this rein-
forces the need for screening colonoscopy and its potential 
to improve outcomes.

STAGE	II	COLON	CANCER	PATIENTS:	
THE	“IMPLICIT	BIAS	OF	AGE”	–	OVER-
UTILIZATION	AND	UNDERUTILIZATION	OF	
CHEMOTHERAPY.

Poster abstracts P376

K. mirkin, a. Kulaylat, C. Hollenbeak, e. messaris
Hershey, PA

Purpose/Background:	 While survival rates for colon 
cancer have increased, the improvement has been less 
pronounced in the elderly population. Studies suggest 
that elderly patients are less likely to be offered optimal 
treatment for colon cancer. elderly patients are a hetero-
geneous population, and the decision to pursue systemic 
therapy is likely dependent on many individual factors. to 
date, guidelines from the national Comprehensive Cancer 
network (nCCn) recommend surgical resection followed 
observation for stage ii colon cancer, and for consideration 
of adjuvant chemotherapy only in the setting of high-risk 
features. the objective of this study was to evaluate the 
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impact of age and chemotherapy on survival in stage ii 
colon cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	the uS national Cancer data 
Base (2004-2012) was reviewed for patients with stage 
ii adenocarcinoma of the colon, and stratified by age 
and receipt of chemotherapy (none, received, refused). 
Correlations were analyzed with anoVa and chi-square 
tests. Kaplan-meier and Weibull survival analyses were 
performed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 of 13,583 patients evaluated, 
8.5% were ≤50 (5-yr survival: 91.3%), 62.5% were 
51-79 (5yS: 60.4%), and 29.0% were ≥80 (5yS: 41.2%).  
a minority of patients received (n=2,197, 16.2%) or 
refused (n=1,017, 8.9%) chemotherapy. receipt of 
chemotherapy was inversely proportional to age (40.7% 
of patients ≤50 years, 19.2% patients age 51-79, 2.5% 
patients ≥80 years, p<0.0001). While the presence of high 
risk features were directly proportional to age (31.0% ≤50, 
38.7% 51-79, 55.6% ≥80, p<0.0001). Patients who received 
chemotherapy had improved survival over patients who did 
not receive it (including those who refused it) in patients 
age 51-79 and ≥80 (p<0.0001, p=0.0588, respectively). 
older patients, who were offered chemotherapy (including 
both those who received and those who refused it), had 
improved survival over those who were not offered it 
(≤50: p=0.2151, 51-79: p<0.0001, ≥80: p=0.0055). after 
controlling for patient, disease, and treatment characteris-
tics, greater age (51-79: Hr 2.16, p<0.001, ≥80: Hr 4.90, 
p<0.001), coverage by medicare (Hr=1.60, p<0.001), 
greater comorbidities (Hr 1.87, p<0.001), greater t stage 
(Hr=2.05, p<0.001) and receipt of a total colectomy 
(Hr 1.30, p=0.003) were associated with worse survival. 
receipt of chemotherapy (Hr 0.54, p<0.001) and refusal 
of chemotherapy (Hr 0.65, p<0.001) were associated with 
improved survival compared to no chemotherapy.

Conclusions/Discussion:	age is inversely proportional 
to survival in stage ii colon cancer. Chemotherapy is more 
frequently offered to patients under age 50, even in the 
absence of high-risk features and less frequently to patients 
over 80 that have high-risk features. Chemotherapy may 
be over-utilized in younger patients and underutilized in 
older patients, where it appears to have the biggest impact 
on survival.

MID-TERM	ONCOLOGIC	OUTCOMES	FOR	
SINGLE	SITE	LAPAROSCOPIC	COLECTOMY	
ARE	SIMILAR	TO	STANDARD	LAPAROSCOPY.

Poster abstracts P377

K. Crowell, W. Sangster, F. Puleo, e. messaris
Hershey, PA

Purpose/Background:	 Single site laparoscopic (SSl) 
and standard laparoscopic (Sdl) approaches for colon and 
rectal surgery have similar operative outcomes; however, 
there is limited data on oncologic outcomes for SSl in 
colorectal cancer. this study investigates the mid-term 
oncologic outcome of patients who underwent Sdl or SSl 
colon resections for colon cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review of 
consecutive patients undergoing SSl or Sdl segmental colon  
resections for colon cancer at a single institution between 
Jan 2009 and Jan 2014 were analyzed. Patient demo-
graphics, tumor characteristics and staging, and outcomes 
were analyzed. overall survival (oS), disease-free survival 
(dFS) and disease-specific survival (dSS) were recorded at 
3 years. Statistical analysis was performed using chi-square 
test for categorical variables, t-test for continuous vari-
ables, and log-rank test for Kaplan-meier survival curves.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 105 patients were 
included, of which 44 underwent Sdl and 61 underwent 
SSl segmental colectomies. median follow up time was 3.1 
years (mean 44.5 months) with 3-year oS of 81% and dFS 
of 75%. there were no differences between Sdl and SSl 
groups in patient demographics, operative time, or stoma 
creation. Post-surgical outcomes including readmissions, 
overall complications, individual complications of surgical 
site infection, leak, stricture, or hernia (incisional or para-
stomal) did not differ between Sdl and SSl groups. the 
number of nodes harvested, microscopic margin, tumor 
grade, tumor size, nodal status, and presence of metastasis 
were similar between groups. Compared to Sdl, overall, 
disease-free, and disease-specific survival rates were similar 
in patients undergoing SSl colectomies (Sdl vs. SSl: 
oS: 85% vs. 75%; P=0.254; dFS: 67% vs. 82%; P=0.064; 
dSS: 84% vs. 93%; P=0.150).
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Conclusions/Discussion:	 SSl colectomy is both safe 
and feasible in colon cancer, and SSl has equivalent 
short-term oncologic outcomes (margins, number of node 
harvested) compared to conventional laparoscopic resec-
tions. Furthermore, mid-term 3-year survival is comparable 
for patients undergoing Sdl or SSl colectomy for colon 
cancer. accordingly, SSl is a safe alternative to conven-
tional laparoscopic surgery for colon cancer.

TRANSANAL	TOTAL	MESORECTAL	EXCISION	
FORT4	RECTAL	CANCERS.

Poster abstracts P378

B. martin-Perez, B. lacy-oliver, a. otero-Piñeiro, 
r. Pena-lópez, a. lacy
Barcelona, Spain

Purpose/Background:	transanal total mesorectal exci-
sion (tatme) has risen as a growing approach for rectal 
cancer. its oncologic outcomes had been proven to 
be comparable to the gold standard, laparoscopic total 

mesorectal excision. the use of minimally invasive tech-
niques is still controversial for the management of locally 
advanced rectal cancer. the aim of this study was to 
analyze the outcomes of patients with preoperative t4 
rectal cancer treated by tatme.

Methods/Interventions:	Patients with preoperative and 
pathological t4 were identified on a prospectively main-
tained database of patients undergoing tatme with cura-
tive intent for rectal cancer in a tertiary referral center. 
demographic, surgical and histopathological data, as well 
as oncological follow-up, were recorded.

Results/Outcome(s):	 twenty-three patients with t4 
cancers underwent tatme out of the 248 cases recorded 
on the database, from october 2011 to october 2016. 
median age was 65 years old (range 39-89) with 70% being 
males (n= 16). Bmi was 25 Kg/m2 (range 20-34). average 
distance from the anal verge was 8.4 cm (3-15) with 52% on 
the mid rectum (n = 12), 34% on the high rectum (n=8) 
and 13% low (n=3). neoadjuvant treatment was given 
on 61% of the patients. the remainder underwent surgery 
first due to height of the tumor or due to comorbidities. 

P377 SDL vs. SSL Outcomes

Variable SDL (n = 44) SSL (n = 61) P value
T stage, n (%) 0.377

1 16 (36%) 15 (25%)
2 4 (9%) 9 (15%)
3 18 (41%) 23 (38%)
4 6 (14%) 14 (23%)

N stage, n (%) 0.664
0 24 (55%) 35 (57%)
1 11 (25%) 11 (18%)
2 9 (20%) 15 (25%)

M stage, n (%) 0.739
0 39 (89%) 56 (92%)
1 5 (11%) 5 (8%)

Tumor stage, n (%) 0.915
I 14 (32%) 18 (30%)
II 9 (21%) 15 (25%)
III 16 (36%) 23 (38%)
IV 5 (11%) 5 (8%)

Grade, n (%) 0.754
Low 38 (86%) 50 (82%)
High 6 (14%) 11 (18%)
Nodes harvested, mean ± SD 20.9 ± 11.9 24.6 ± 9.5 0.086
Macroscopic perforation, n (%) 2 (5%) 5 (8%) 0.696
Lymphovascular invasion, n (%) 15 (34%) 21 (34%) 0.972
Perineural invasion, n (%) 8 (18%) 9 (15%) 0.790
Tumor deposits present, n (%) 6 (14%) 11 (18%) 0.602
OR time, mean ± SD, min 190 ± 79 162 ± 72 0.700
Length of stay, mean ± SD, days 5.2 ± 2.2 4.6 ± 3.0 0.339
60-day readmission, n (%) 9 (21%) 4 (6%) 0.04
Post-op complications, n (%) 14 (32%) 12 (26%) 0.098
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Seventy-nine percent of the anastomosis were mechanic. 
Hysterectomy was associated on one of the case with no 
other multivisceral resection required. operative time 
average was 156 minutes (75-310). time to discharge was 
6.6 days (range 3-30). Complete mesorectum was found 
on 91% of the cases, with 26% presenting a positive Crm 
(<1mm). the average number of lymph nodes harvested 
was 15, with 6 cases (26%) being positive for node metas-
tases. anastomotic leak was found on 3 patients (13%), 
one of then requiring a terminal colostomy; additionally  
2 patients presented a collection treated with percutaneous 
drainage and antibiotics. Postoperative treatment was 
given on 7 patients (30%). after excluding 2 patients with 
initial stage iV patients, locorregional recurrence occurred 
on 3 patients (13%), and systemic recurrence on 6 (26%) 
on the 15 months median follow-up. disease free-survival 
was 65% and overall survival was 95%.

Conclusions/Discussion:	tatme is a safe and feasible 
technique even for the more locally advanced rectal 
cancers. this approach provided acceptable histopatholog-
ical results with adequate oncological follow-up.

READMISSION	AFTER	OPEN	VERSUS	
LAPAROSCOPIC	LOW	ANTERIOR	RESECTION	
WITH	DIVERTING	ILEOSTOMY	IN	PATIENTS	
WITH	ADVANCED	RECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P379

a. dinaux, l. leijssen, H. Kunitake, l. Bordeianou, 
d. Berger
Boston, MA

Purpose/Background:	laparoscopic surgery and eraS 
protocols have significantly reduced length of stay after 
colorectal resections. Several studies demonstrated similar 
readmission rates after laparoscopic and open surgery, 
although these cohorts included both colon and rectal 
resections and did not differentiate between procedures or 
whether an ileostomy was created, which is a well-known 
risk factor for postoperative dehydration and re-admission.  
this study analyses readmissions after open versus laparo-
scopic low anterior resections (lar) with diverting ileos-
tomies in patients with neoadjuvantly treated rectal cancer 
in an era of eraS.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective analysis of a 
single center cohort, including all rectal cancer patients 
who received neoadjuvant treatment and underwent 
an lar with diverting ileostomy between 2004-2014. 
Patients who were readmitted electively for a seperate 
procedure were excluded. all patients were retrieved from 
an irB-approved, prospectively maintained database.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the cohort consisted of 89 
patients who had an open procedure and 40 patients 
(31.0%) who underwent a laparoscopic procedure. there 
were no significant differences in age, gender, Bmi, 
comorbidity or ethnicity between the two groups. median 

operative duration was significantly longer in the open 
group (226 minutes vs. laparoscopic 124; P<0.001). 
median initial admission duration was 5 days in the open 
group, compared to 3 days in the laparoscopic group 
(P<0.001). readmission rates, however, were comparable 
(open 15.7% vs. lap 15%; P=0.916). the mean number 
of days to readmission was significantly less in laparoscop-
ically treated patients (7.2 days vs. open 13.5; P=0.033). 
despite being not statistically significant, reasons for 
readmission appeared to be different: more open treated 
patients presented with symptoms of dehydration at the 
time of readmission (57.1% vs. 33.3%; P=0.628), while 
more laparoscopically treated patients presented with an 
abscess (50% vs. 14.3%; P=0.131) or ileus/SBo (16.7% vs. 
7.1%; P=0.521). the length of readmission was similar for 
both groups (open 4 days vs. lap 3.5; P=0.659).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Patients who underwent 
laparoscopic lar with a diverting ileostomy after neoad-
juvant therapy had a shorter length of stay with similar 
readmission rates as those who underwent an open proce-
dure. the time to readmission was significantly shorter in 
the laparoscopic group, which may be explained by the 
finding that reasons for readmission in the laparoscopically 
treated group tended to consist of intra-abdominal issues, 
while the open treated patients presented more often with 
dehydration.

SOX9	IN	IRRADIATED	RECTAL	CANCER:	
A	POTENTIAL	MARKER	FOR	TUMOR	
REGRESSION?

Poster abstracts P380

l. nowak, a. mcHenry, X. ding, J. eberhardt, 
t. Saclarides, d. Hayden
Maywood, IL

Purpose/Background:	 epithelial-mesenchymal tran-
sition (emt) is a physiological process observed during 
development, wound healing and stem cell regulation; 
however it is a hallmark of cancer progression as well. 
Sex-determining region y box 9 (SoX9) has been shown 
both to play a fundamental role in emt as well as be 
dysregulated in colorectal cancer. its role in carcinogenesis 
remains controversial since SoX9 has been associated with 
both positive and negative prognostic factors in multiple 
cancers.

Methods/Interventions:	 21 patients with locally 
advanced rectal cancer were included in the study. 
Sections from both normal and cancerous tissue of the 
same specimen were taken before and after treatment 
with chemoradiation. SoX9 expression was evaluated by 
immunohistochemistry performed on these sections using a 
4-tier grading system for intensity of expression (0=none, 
1=low, 2=moderate, 3=high) and percentage of SoX9-
positive cells. linear mixed model and repeat measures 
manoVa was used to compare the % positivity and 
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differences in expression intensity between normal and 
cancerous tissue both pre- and post-treatment.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Both pre-treatment expression 
intensity and percent positivity of SoX9 was significantly 
higher in cancer tissue when compared to normal rectal 
tissue (p=0.0001 and 0.001, respectively). Before treat-
ment, SoX9 expression intensity was at least moderate 
(grade=2 or more) in 52.9% of normal rectal tissue. after 
treatment, only 11.8% were considered to have moderate 
expression (p=0.07). in cancer specimens, the pre-treat-
ment expression intensity was graded as high in 90.0% of 
specimens, which then decreased to 35.0% post-radiation 
(p=0.0008). in pre-treatment normal tissue, 20.1% cells 
expressed SoX9 which was then found to significantly 
decrease to 13.5% after chemoradiation (p=0.02). in 
cancer sections, 91% of cells expressed SoX9 before 
radiation, which then decreased to 69.5% after treatment 
(p=0.004).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in our study, intensity of 
expression and percentage of SoX9+cells are higher in 
cancerous tissue when compared to the normal tissue of 
the same patient. SoX9 expression and percent positivity 
are also found to significantly decrease after treatment 
with chemoradiation, both in normal and cancerous 
tissue. although its role remains controversial, our find-
ings suggest that SoX9 may be an important key in both 
colorectal carcinogenesis and as maker and potential target 
for tumor regression after chemoradiation.

METFORMIN	INCREASES	COMPLETE	
PATHOLOGIC	RESPONSE	AMONG	DIABETICS	
WITH	RECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P381

l. maguire, C. Jensen, m. Kwaan, r. madoff, G. melton, 
W. Gaertner
Saint Paul, MN

Purpose/Background:	 metformin, a common anti-di-
abetic drug, is associated with decreased incidence and 
improved survival in multiple types of cancer including 
prostate, breast, and pancreatic; and enhances radiosen-
sitivity of cancer cells in vivo and in vitro. We hypothe-
sized that metformin-using diabetics would demonstrate 
improved response to neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy for 
locally-advanced rectal cancer compared to diabetics not 
using metformin.

Methods/Interventions:	  We retrospectively identified 
diabetic patients undergoing curative-intent resection for 
rectal cancer after neoadjuvant therapy at the university 
of minnesota from 2010 through 2015. Clinical, opera-
tive, and pathologic reports were reviewed for pretreat-
ment staging, neoadjuvant regimen, diabetic medications, 
and pathology results. Patients with metastatic disease, 
those undergoing resection without neoadjuvant therapy, 
and patients who underwent induction chemotherapy 

were excluded. diabetic status and medication use 
were identified via primary care provider and oncology 
notes. metformin users were classified as those who took 
metformin at the time of diagnosis and throughout their 
neoadjuvant course. non-users were metformin-naïve.

Results/Outcome(s):	We identified 32 diabetic patients 
(9 [28%] women, mean age 65.5 years) who underwent 
resection for rectal cancer after neoadjuvant chemoradio-
therapy in our study period. all patients received 5-fluoro-
uracil or capecitabine-based chemotherapy in combination 
with 45-50Gy of radiotherapy. two patients required 
decreased chemotherapy, but all completed radiation. 
interval from completion of radiation was equivalent 
between metformin-users and non-users (81.2 versus 71.6 
days, p =0.10). eighteen (56%) were receiving metformin. 
metformin users were similar to non-users in terms of age, 
gender, and tumor stage and size (See table 1). on final 
pathology, 72% of metformin-users and 71% of non-users 
had a lower t-stage than predicted on pre-treatment 
mri or euS (p=0.54). Pathologic tumor regression 
grade was similar between the two groups. However, 6/18 

P381 Table One: Patient characteristics

Metformin 
Users Non-Users

N 18 14
Female 4 5
Age (years) 66.7 63.8

Diabetic Medications
Insulin 2 6
Glipizide 8 3
Other* 8 3
Clinical T Stage
T2 0 1
T3 13 9
T4 4 3
NS 1 1
Tumor Size (cm) 6.5 5.8
Interval (Days) 71.6 81.2

Pathologic T Stage
T0 6 2
T1 2 2
T2 5 3
T3 4 6
T4 0 0
NS 1 1
TRG
0-1 7 6
2-3 5 4
CPR 6 2
Abbreviations: NS: Not stated. TRG: Tumor regression 

grade. CPR: Complete pathologic response. *Includes 
alternate antihyperglycemics, diet and transplant.
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(33%) of metformin users experienced a complete patho-
logic response as compared to 2/14 (14%) of non-users 
(p=0.41).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 there are few known predic-
tive factors of complete pathologic response, thus research 
in this area is critical. among diabetic patients undergoing 
neoadjuvant therapy and resection for rectal cancer, 
metformin use doubled the rate of complete patho-
logic response. although limited by small sample size, 
these results merit further inquiry into the effect of 
metformin on response of rectal cancer to neoadjuvant 
chemoradiotherapy.

TRANSANAL	ENDOSCOPIC	MICROSURGERY	
FOR	T1	CANCER:	DIFFERENT	PREOPERATIVE	
DIAGNOSES	LEAD	TO	SIMILAR	
POSTOPERATIVE	CURE	RATES	H.	ADAMSON,	
F.	LETARTE,	Z.	SAGORIN,	A.	KARIMUDDIN,	
MJ	RAVAL,	PT	PHANG	AND	CJ	BROWN	
COLORECTAL	SURGERY,	UNIVERSITY	
OF	BRITISH	COLUMBIA	AND	ST.	PAUL’S	
HOSPITAL,	VANCOUVER,	BC,	CANADA.

Poster abstracts P382

H. adamson, F. letarte, Z. Sagorin, a. Karimuddin, 
m. raval, t. Phang, C. Brown
Vancouver, BC, Canada

Purpose/Background:	 transanal endoscopic 
microsurgery (tem) is the treatment of choice for large 
benign lesions and select early cancers in the rectum. 
Current evidence suggests early, favorable t1 rectal 
adenocarcinoma can be definitively treated with tem. 
We compared disease-free survival after tem between 
3 groups: tumors with preop diagnosis of adenoma, but 
postop pathology diagnosis of t1 cancer (tem-ad), t1 
malignant polyps removed endoscopically and subsequent 
tem scar removal to ensure negative deep margin (tem-
Sc) and tumors known to be adenocarcinoma preop and 
confirmed t1 postop (tem-Ca).

Methods/Interventions:	at St. Paul’s Hospital, demo-
graphic, operative, pathologic and follow up data is 
prospectively collected for all patients treated by tem 
in the SPH tem database. We evaluated patients in  
3 subgroups (ad, Sc, Ca) who had tem for curative intent 
in a primary lesion, with minimum 6-month followup. 
excluded were patients with synchronous bowel cancers, 
inflammatory processes, recurrent disease or procedure 
abandoned due to technical difficulties. anoVa was used 
to compare preoperative characteristics and perioperative 
outcomes. Kaplan-meier analysis was used to estimate 
disease-free survival.

Results/Outcome(s):	Between march 2007 and march 
2016, 134 patients underwent tem resection for t1 
cancer, of which 88 fulfilled inclusion/exclusion criteria: 
30 tem-ad, 18 tem-Sc and 40 tem-Ca. the 3 groups 

were similar in gender, tumor height, Bmi, tumor loca-
tion, and margin status (table 1). tem-Sc patients were 
significantly younger than the other 2 groups (67.7 vs. 
59.5 vs. 67.4, p=0.033). overall complication rate was 
13.6% with no significant differences between the groups. 
mean length of hospital stay was 0.42 (0-4) days, with 67 
patients having outpatient surgery. median follow up was 
21 (6-106) months. overall, there were 12/88 recurrences 
(13.6%), of which 2 were adenomas. of the 10 patients 
who had adenocarcinoma recur, 9 patients had local 
recurrence alone, and 1 patient had both local disease and 
distant metastasis. eight of these had radical resection with 
curative intent with no subsequent recurrences. in the 
entire group, there were 2 cancer-related deaths. there 
were no differences in recurrence between the 3 groups 
(10.0% vs. 12.5% vs. 11.1%, p=0.458).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 tem resection of t1 rectal 
cancers is safe, with low complication rate and short 
hospital stay. experienced surgeons can achieve high r0 
resection rates with few local recurrences. Standard tech-
nique of full thickness excision and wide margin clearance 
is recommended; regardless whether the procedure is  
for suspected adenoma, scar after previous endoscopic 
excision or known t1 cancer.

MULTIVISCERAL	RESECTION	FOR	LOCALLY	
ADVANCED	COLON	CARCINOMAS	STAGE	
AJCC	II	AND	AJCC	III:	SHORT-	AND	LONG-
TERM	ONCOLOGICAL	OUTCOMES.

Poster abstracts P383

l. leijssen, a. dinaux, H. Kunitake, l. Bordeianou, 
d. Berger
Somerville, MA

Purpose/Background:	multivisceral resection for locally 
advanced colon cancer occurs frequently. However, little 
is known about the impact of these resections on short- 
and long-term outcomes. We aim to determine if local 
multivisceral resections, involving adherent or invasive 
tissue, impacts perioperative and long-term oncological 
outcomes.

Methods/Interventions:	 all patients who underwent 
surgical therapy for colon cancer at our tertiary center from 
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2004 to 2014 with aJCC stage ii or iii colon cancer were 
included. We analyzed patients with non-multivisceral 
resections (nmr) staged t3 versus local-multivisceral 
resections (lmr) staged t4 (n=557), all with r0 resection.  
We reviewed patient demographics, peri- and postop-
erative variables, and long-term oncological outcomes. 
multivariable Cox regression adjusted for potential 
confounders were performed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 We included 322 aJCC ii and 
211 aJCC iii patients. the majority of patients under-
went a nmr (n=501); 60.9% stage ii and 39.1% stage 
iii. lmr (n=32) most commonly involved the abdominal 
wall (30.3%), small intestine (26.3%), ovaries and uterus 
(17.8%), and stomach (14.3%). the only demographic 
difference between both groups was Bmi which was 
higher for stage ii nmr patients (P<0.01). lmr patients 
were associated with a symptomatic presentation, open 
procedures, a longer length of stay, longer surgery dura-
tion, a higher need for blood transfusion (P<0.01), and 
more post-operative complications for stage ii patients 
(P<0.05). Pathologically, lmr patients had a significantly 
larger tumor size and stage iii lmr patients had more 
tumors positive for emVi (P<0.01). Stage ii lmr patients 
were associated with more post-operative chemotherapy 
(P<0.001). median follow-up duration for both groups was 
comparable (aJCC ii: nmr 51.2 vs. lmr 54.0 months, 
and aJCC iii: 45.7 vs. 50.6 months). Post-admission and 
long-term oncological outcomes, as well as Kaplan meier 
survival-curves for overall and disease free survival were 
not significantly different. For patients with stage ii nmr, 
the Kaplan-meier three-year survival was 86.7% versus 
88.2% for lmr. Stage iii nmr had a Kaplan-meier 
three-year survival of 80.2% versus 70.7% for lmr. in 
multivariable Cox regression, the hazard ratio for survival 
adjusted for patient demographics was not significant in 
stage ii (0.627 [95% Ci: 0.15-2.61] P=0.521) nor in stage 
iii patients (0.627 [95% Ci: 0.15-2.61] P=0.521).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 lmr are associated with a 
significantly longer length of stay, surgery duration, and 
post-operative complications. However, 30-day morbidity 
and mortality rates and long-term oncological outcomes 
were comparable between nmr and lmr. our study 
demonstrates that r0 local multivisceral resections are 
reasonable to perform and have comparable outcomes to 
those patients with t3 disease.

DEFINITIVE	STOMAS	AND	PREVENTION	OF	
PARASTOMAL	HERNIA	AFTER	ABDOMINO-
PERINEAL	RESECTION.	TEXAS	ENDOSURGERY	
INSTITUTE	(TEI)	EXPERIENCE.

Poster abstracts P384

m. Hernandez
San Antonio, TX

Purpose/Background:	 BACKGROUND: A parastomal 
hernia is an incisional hernia related to a stoma. Parastomal 
hernias are among the most frustrating and incapacitating 
complications of permanent stomas. It is a complication that 
can be difficult to treat adequately and can lead to significant 
morbidity. The incidence of parastomal hernias is highest for 
colostomies and varies from 50% to 93% of stomas. Parastomal 
hernias develop within the first few years after construction of 
a stoma, but can occur up to 20 years afterwards. The aim of 
this study was to evaluate the safety and efficacy of prosthetics 
mesh in permanent stoma creation.

Methods/Interventions:	 A retrospective review of the 
medical records of all patients who had a prosthetic polypro-
pylene mesh placed at the time of stoma creation in laparoscopic 
abdominoperineal resections for the prevention of a parastomal 
hernia at TEI

Results/Outcome(s):	 A prosthetic polypropylene mesh 
was used in 5 patients who underwent laparoscopic abdomi-
noperineal resection to prevent the occurrence of a parastomal 
hernia. So far we haven’t had any mesh-related or stoma 
complications, and no parastomal hernias have occurred

Conclusions/Discussion:	This data shows the safety and 
efficacy of using a prosthetic mesh such as polypropylene at the 
time of permanent stoma creation. Mesh reinforcement demon-
strates a trend toward a decreased incidence of parastomal 
herniation.

DIFFERENCES	IN	PATIENT	DEMOGRAPHICS	
AND	CLINICAL	OUTCOMES	BETWEEN	
RIGHT	VERSUS	LEFT	VERSUS	TRANSVERSE	
COLECTOMY	FOR	COLON	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P385

l. leijssen, a. dinaux, H. Kunitake, l. Bordeianou, 
d. Berger
Somerville, MA

Purpose/Background:	 many studies are focused on 
optimization of surgical outcomes after colectomy, but 
most studies cluster all colectomies together. right-sided 
colectomy (rC) is often believed to be a procedure with 
less risk and better outcomes than a left-sided colectomy 
(lC), but most studies don’t distinguish between right-
sided, left-sided and transverse colectomies. the aim of 
our study was to determine whether patient demographics 
and long-term oncological outcomes differed between 
these procedures for patients with colon cancer.
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Methods/Interventions:	 all patients who underwent 
surgical therapy for colon cancer at our tertiary center from 
2004 to 2014 were included. We analyzed all patients who 
underwent right-sided, left-sided or transverse colectomy 
(n=1371). Patient demographics and short- and long-term 
oncological outcomes were. multivariable aJCC stage- 
adjusted Hazard ratios (Hrs) were used to assess long-term 
survival outcomes.

Results/Outcome(s):	 lC patients (n=542) were 
younger, more often male and presented more often 
symptomatically (P<0.001). they had a lower comorbid-
ity-score and received more pre-operative radiation due 
to baseline metastasis or locally advanced colon cancer 
(P<0.05). lC patients had more r0 resections (P<0.001) 
and immunohistochemical staining patterns demonstrated 
less hmlH1 and hPmS2 loss (P<0.01). during follow-up, 
lC patients had higher rates of lung and liver metastasis 
(P<0.05), for which they received more postoperative 
chemotherapy (P<0.001). rC patients (n=772) had a 
higher aSa-score (mean 2.45 vs. 2.31 for lC; P<0.001). 
they had more radial margin involvement, microsatellite 
instability, and more invasive and transmural peritumoral 
lymphocyte response (P<0.01). tC patients (n=57) had 
less n+ disease (P<0.01), and more stage 0 and ii disease 
(P<0.01). long-term follow-up shows a longer median 
overall survival for tC (48.6 months vs. 42.1 for rC and 
40.8 for lC), however this was not significant. mortality 
rates (P=0.127), duration of survival (P=0.631), and 
disease-free survival (P=0.282) were not substantially 
different. adjusted cox regression showed no significant 
difference in mortality between rC, lC, and tC for all 
stages combined (Hr = 1.02 (95% Ci: 0.77-1.35; P0.908). 
However, Kaplan-meier survival estimates for stage iV 
tC patients had a significantly shorter median survival in 
comparison to the other groups (20.6 months vs. rC 30.9 
months vs. lC 40.7 months; P<0.01).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 this study highlights the 
differences in patient demographics, and pathology 
outcomes for right-sided, left-sided, and transverse colec-
tomies for colon cancer. despite the fact that lC and rC 
patients had more poor prognostic factors, high staged tC 
patients had the least favorable long-term outcome.

PATIENTS	WITH	DISTAL	RECTAL	CANCER:	
OUTCOMES TO CHOOSE TREATMENT 
STRATEGY	FOR	PATIENTS	WITH	LOW	RECTAL	
CANCER.

Poster abstracts P386

S. nahas, l. Bustamante-lopez., r. Pinto, C. nahas, 
C. marques, F. Campos, i. Cecconello
Sao Paulo, Brazil

Purpose/Background:	 during the last decades much 
effort has been make to increase sphincter-saving proce-
dures the treatment low rectal cancer. the aim of this 

study was to analyze the results of surgical management of 
patients with distal rectal cancer in a ten year period and 
identify the outcomes and prognostics factors.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients with advance low 
rectal cancer operated with preserving or non-preserving 
techniques between 2002 and 2012 were retrospectively 
evaluated based in a prospective database of patients and 
included in the study. the following factors were analyzed 
and related to five-year survival and recurrence: age, 
gender, tumor location, number of lymph nodes obtained 
lymph node involvement at the surgical specimen, rectal 
wall involvement and distant metastases. Patients with 
peritoneal carcinomatosis or advanced distant metastases 
were excluded.

Results/Outcome(s):	out of 928 patients who under-
went surgery for colorectal cancer, 171 (18%) were 
located in the lower rectum (0-7 cm from the anal verge).  
23 patients (2%) had peritoneal carcinomatosis or distant 
metastasis and the remaining 148 patients were included 
in the study. there were 78 female patients (52.7%) and 
age stratification showed 11 (7.4%) patients with less than  
40 years old, 68 (52.7%) between 41 and 60 and 69 
(46.6%) older than 60 years old. neoadjuvant chemo- 
radiation therapy was performed in 86.5% of patients aPr 
in 86 patients and sphincter preserving surgery with lar 
in 62 patients. regarding rectal wall staging 34 patients 
(23%) were t2, 77 (52%) were t3 and 15 (10%) were 
t4. lymph node involvement was observed in 41 patients 
(27.7%). in univariate analysis neoadjuvant chemotherapy 
and age<40 years were associated with higher local recur-
rence. However, multivariate analysis only poorly differen-
tiated tumors (p=0.026) and abdominal perineal resection 
(p=0.009) were correlated with higher recurrence rates. 
the median follow-up time was 32 months (16 to 59.9). 
overall 5-year survival was 58.1%. the stratification 
by type of surgery identified poorer 5-year survival in 
abdominal perineal resection (46.5%) as compared to low 
anterior resection (74.2%). also at the univariate analysis, 
advanced t stage (t3 and t4), lymph node involvement 
and poorly differentiated tumors had a lower survival 
(p<0.05).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 abdominal-perineal resec-
tion seems to be a worse treatment regarding recurrence 
and long term survival as compared to sphincter preserva-
tion surgery for distal rectal cancer. obviously, advanced t 
and n stages and poor tumor differentiation are associated 
with worse survival. Sphincter-preserving could be an 
option for the treatment of locally advanced lower rectal 
cancer when this treatment can be performed.
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Figure	1. Kaplan-meier survival estimates for patients with low rectal 
cancer according type of surgery

ROBOT-ASSISTED	TOTAL	MESORECTAL	
EXCISION	FOR	RECTAL	CANCER:	
COMPARISON	OF	SHORT-TERM	SURGICAL	
AND	FUNCTIONAL	OUTCOMES	BETWEEN	THE	
DA	VINCI	XI	AND	SI.

Poster abstracts P387

G. di Franco, S. Guadagni, l. rossi, m. Palmeri, 
d. Gianardi, n. Furbetta, F. mosca, l. morelli
Viareggio, Italy; Pisa, Italy

Purpose/Background:	 robotic rectal resection with 
the da Vinci Si has been associated with low conver-
sion rate, shorter learning curve and good functional 
outcomes. nevertheless, the fixed position of the patient 
after docking and instrument collisions, represent some 
of its main drawbacks that could be overcome by the new 
da Vinci Xi. the aim of this study is to compare surgical 
outcomes and postoperative autonomic function of robotic 
rectal resection with total mesorectal excision (tme) for 
cancer, with the use of the new da Vinci Xi (Xi-robtme 
group) and the da Vinci Si (Si-robtme group), in a single 
surgeon experience.

Methods/Interventions:	 the first consecutive 
30 Xi-robtme were compared with a case-matched 
Si-robtme group, selected within our institute data-
base, comprising all cases performed between april 2010 
and September 2016 by a single surgeon. Perioperative 
outcomes, prospectively collected in a dedicated database, 
were compared. the impact of minimally invasive tme on 
autonomic function and quality of life (Qol) was analyzed 
with iCiQ-FlutS and iCiQ-mlutS (international 
Consultation on incontinence–Female/male lower 
urinary tract Symptoms) and iieF (international index of 
erectile Function)/FSFi (Female Sexual Function index) 
questionnaires.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the docking and overall opera-
tive time were shorter in the Xi-robtme group (23.5 min 
vs 17.5 min and 285 min vs 318 min, p<0,001 and p<0.05 
respectively). a fully robotic approach with complete 
splenic flexure mobilitation (SFm) was used in 30/30 
(100%) of the Xi-robtme cases and in 7/30 (23%) of the 
Si-robtme group (p <0.001). in the Si-robtme group, 
a hybrid approach with complete SFm was used in 12/30 
cases (40%), while a fully-robotic approach was used in 
18/30 cases (60%), of which 11 with partial SFm. ten of 
the 12 cases (83%) of Si-robtme hybrid subgroup were 
males and the mean Bmi was 25.1. the hybrid approach 
in males and patients with Bmi>25 was necessary in  
10 patients (45% vs 0%, p<0.001) and in 6 patients (37% 
vs 0%, p<0.05), respectively between Si-robtme and 
Xi-robtme groups. there were no differences in terms of 
conversion rate, mean hospital stay and pathological results 
(number of harvest lymph nodes, quality of mesorectum, 
distal margin) and in sexual and urinary scores between the 
two groups before and at 1 year after surgery.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the technical advantages 
offered by the new da Vinci Xi seem to be mainly associ-
ated with a shorter docking and operative time and with 
superior ability to perform a fully robotic approach, even 
in difficult patients such as male and obese. Conversion 
rate, pathologic and functional outcomes seems not to be 
improved, with the introduction of the new Xi platform.

THE	IMPACT	OF	FORMAL	ROBOTIC	TRAINING	
ON	THE	UTILIZATION	OF	MINIMALLY	
INVASIVE	SURGERY	(MIS)	BY	YOUNG	
COLORECTAL	SURGEONS.

Poster abstracts P388

d. disbrow, t. makarawo, J. albright, J. Ferraro, 
B. Shanker, J. Wu, a. Bastawrous, r. Cleary
Ann Arbor, MI; Seattle, WA

Purpose/Background:	 after 25 years, the minimally 
invasive approach to colorectal surgery is still underuti-
lized. only 55% of colectomies and 10-20% of rectal 
resections for cancer are performed laparoscopically. the 
increasing adoption of the robotic platform for colorectal 
surgery warrants a re-evaluation of miS training tech-
niques. While considering lessons learned from past lapa-
roscopic training, a standardized national robotic training 
program for Colon and rectal Surgery residents (fellows) 
was developed and implemented in 2011. the purpose of 
this study was to assess the impact of this program on the 
utilization of miS in practice following fellowship training.

Methods/Interventions:	an internet-based 18 question 
survey was sent to all colon and rectal surgeons who gradu-
ated from aCGme approved colon and rectal surgery resi-
dencies from 2014 to 2016. the last training year included 
an advanced cadaver course, quarterly webinars, case by 
case standardized operative evaluations, and anonymous 
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video review of unedited robotic cases. Grouped bar charts 
with error bars are presented along with summary statistics 
to offer a descriptive overview of training experiences by 
cohort.

Results/Outcome(s):	the overall survey response rate 
was 43% (126 of 293). most (80.2%) of the colon and 
rectal surgery residents participated in the formal robotic 
training course. 84% of colectomy cases done after fellow-
ship training by course participants and nonparticipants 
were by the miS approach (63.5% laparoscopic, 17.6% 
hand-assisted laparoscopic (Hal), 19.0% robotic). 74.8% 
of rectal resections were by the miS approach (36.3% 
laparoscopic, 18.0% Hal, 45.7% robotic). Fifty percent 
of graduates pursued further robotic training after resi-
dency regardless of whether or not they participated in 
the fellowship training course. 86.1% of respondents had 
access to a robot while 60.8% reported having performed 
at least one robotic procedure. the most common barrier 
to conducting robotic surgery was a preference for the 
laparoscopic approach. the second most common barrier 
was inadequate robotic training. 74.3% reported having 
appropriate bedside assistance for robotic surgery in prac-
tice and 61.5% had a skilled partner to mentor them. For 
those implementing the robotic approach after fellowship, 
a mean of 4.4 months elapsed prior to performing the first 
case and a mean of 17.6 months prior to the 50th case.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the utilization of minimally 
invasive surgery by young recently fellowship-trained 
colorectal surgeons is higher than previously reported. 
the proportion of rectal cases done robotically is higher 
compared to colon cases suggesting selective utilization 
of robotic surgery for more challenging cases in the 
pelvis. methods to more effectively increase the utilization 
of minimally invasive approaches in colorectal surgery 
warrant further evaluation.

P387 

Parameter: Si-RobTME group Xi-RobTME group p Value
Mean age (range) 67.4±10.8 (44-83) 67.2±10.5 (38-86) ns
Males 22 (73.3%) 22 (77.3%) ns
Females 8 (22.7%) 8 (22.7%) ns
Mean BMI Kg/m2 (range) 24.4±3.4 (17.6-30.5) 24.9±3.5 (18.9-35.5) ns
ASA score I 0 (0%) 1 (3.3%) ns
ASA score II 15 (50%) 16 (53.4%) ns
ASA score III 15 (50%) 13 (43.3%) ns
Surgical procedure: Anterior resection 22 (73.3%) 22 (73.3%) ns
Intersphincteric resection 6 (20%) 6 (20%) ns
Abdominoperineal resection 2 (6.7%) 2 (6.7%) ns
Neoadiuvant radio-chemoterapy 15 (50%) 12 (40%) ns
Mean docking time (min) 23.5±2.7 (20-30) 17.5±3.4 (15-25) p<0.001
Mean operative time (min) 318±57 (215-480) 285±49 (200-395) p<0.05
Conversion to open approach 1 (3.3%) 1 (3.3%) ns
Full robotic approach 18 (60%) 30 (100%) p<0.001
Complete SFM in full rob approach 7 (38.8%) 30 (100%) p<0.001
Mean distance from anal verge (cm) 7.1±4.1 (0.5-18) 6.4±4.3 (1.5-15) ns
Distal resection margin (cm) 2.3±1.1 (0.2-4) 2.2±1.2 (0.2–4.2) ns
Lymph nodes 17.0±6.7 (5-31) 16.6±8.0 (5-30) ns
Mean length of hospital (days) 11.5±7.0 (5-33) 9.8±6.5 (5-32) ns
Overall complications 8 (26.7%) 6 (20%) ns
Reintervention 0 1 ns
mortality 0 0 ns
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MOLECULAR	PREDICTORS	OF	RESPONSE	
TO	NEOADJUVANT	CHEMORADIATION	IN	
RECTAL	CANCER:A	SINGLE	INSTITUTION	
STUDY.

Poster abstracts P400

a. nevler, t. tatarian, r. tholey, S. devitt, 
S. Goldstein, B. Phillips, a. Prestipino, Z. Wang, J. Brody, 
G. isenberg
Philadelphia, PA

Purpose/Background:	neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy 
(Crt) has become an important part in the management 
of locally advanced rectal cancer. However, response 
rates are variable and novel tools for better patient 
selection are increasingly sought. our aim was to assess 
the predictive value of previously suggested biomarkers 
(Cyclooxygenase-2 [CoX-2], Cd 133, and Ki-67) and to 
identify new predictive biomarkers for neoadjuvant Crt 
in rectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 twenty-four patients with 
rectal cancer were included in this retrospective case-con-
trol study. two pathologists confirmed the diagnosis of 
rectal cancer using slides from each patient’s pre-treat-
ment biopsy. the patients were then divided into groups 
based on response to chemoradiation. Pre-treatment 
slides underwent immunohistochemistry (iHC) staining 
and scoring using a 4-tiered iHC score. twenty-three 
samples also underwent gene expression analysis using the 
nanostring® PanCancer Pathways for Human gene panel. 
Fold score t-tests were used to compare gene expression 
between groups and a multi-parameter neural network 
prediction model was developed. the network training set 
and the in-training testing set contained data of 6 patients 
each; and the final validation set for assessing the network 
contained data of 11 patients.

Results/Outcome(s):	 each response group (low vs. 
high-responder) included 12 patients. Cox-2 and Cox-2 
& Ki-67 interaction scores were found to be signifi-
cantly higher in the high-responder group (P=0.033 
and P=0.014 respectively). Gene expression analysis 
identified 24 genes as significantly up/down regulated 
between responder groups including: tGFB2, mGmt, 
CdC25B and mad2l2 (See Figure 1). a predictive 
model using a computerized neural network relying on 
the 24 identified genes and the combined Cox-2 & Ki-67 
level successfully predicted patients’ response to therapy 
with 100% accuracy for both in-training testing and for 
post-hoc validation. relative importance analysis of each 
factor network revealed expression of tGFB2, mGmt, 
CdC25B, mad2l2 and the Cox2+Ki67 iHC score to 
account for approximately 50% of the network’s power.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 tissue gene expression 
patterns and iHC scores of Cyclooxygenase-2 and Ki-67 
may be considered as biomarkers in predication of neoad-
juvant Crt response in rectal cancer. Several novel 
genetic predictive biomarkers have also been identified, 

though future prospective trials are needed to validate 
these findings.

Figure 1. Significant Gene expression variation in high responders to 
chemoradiotherapy compared low responders (P<0.05). in small panel, 
neural-network modeling of Crt response. Bars show relative impor-
tance of each factor.

DIFFERENTIAL	CLINICAL	BENEFITS	OF	
ADJUVANT	CHEMOTHERAPY	IN	PATIENTS	
WITH	STAGE	III	COLORECTAL	CANCER	
ACCORDING	TO	TUMOR	BUDDING	STATUS.

Poster abstracts P401

m. yamadera, e. Shinto, y. Kajiwara, S. mochizuki, 
K. nagata, K. Hase, J. yamamoto, H. ueno
Tokorozawa, Saitama, Japan

Purpose/Background:	tumor budding has increasingly 
been paid attention as a marker of epithelial–mesenchymal 
transition (emt) in colorectal cancer (CrC). the ability 
of cancer cells with emt to resist chemotherapy is high-
lighted in basic researches; however, whether the grade 
of tumor budding can be associated with chemoresistance 
remains unclear. We aimed to determine the relationship 
between prognostic benefits of adjuvant chemotherapy in 
Stage iii CrC and tumor budding status.

Methods/Interventions:	We analyzed two data sets of 
Stage iii CrC patients with curatively-intended surgery 
between 1999 and 2005 (first cohort, n=218) and 
between 2006 and 2012 (second cohort, n=338). in the 
first cohort, 139 received 5-fluorouracil-based adjuvant 
chemotherapy (chemotherapy group) and 79 did not 
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(surgery-alone group). in the second cohort, the number 
of patients in the chemotherapy and surgery-alone groups 
was 222 and 116, respectively. We classified the intensity 
of tumor budding (isolated single cancer cells or clusters 
of fewer than five cancer cells) as low grade (the number 
of bud in a x200 microscopic field at the hot spot, <10) or 
high grade (≥10). We evaluated the benefits of adjuvant 
chemotherapy according to the grade of tumor budding.

Results/Outcome(s):	 in the first cohort, comparison 
of 3-year relapse-free survival (rFS) between the chemo-
therapy and surgery-alone groups revealed a significant 
survival benefit of adjuvant chemotherapy in budding-low 
patients (88.7% and 66.1%, respectively; P=0.001), but 
not in budding-high patients (53.1% and 50.0%, respec-
tively; P=0.83). in the second cohort, similarly, 3-year 
rFS in the chemotherapy group was better than that in 
the surgery alone group in budding-low patients (78.2% 
and 62.9%, respectively; P=0.005), but there was no such 
difference in budding-high patients (65.3% and 60.1%, 
respectively; P=0.30).

Conclusions/Discussion:	CrC patients with low-grade 
budding experienced significant survival benefits from 
adjuvant chemotherapy, but our studies indicated that 
tumors with a feature of high-grade budding might have 
a relatively strong chemoresistance. Future attempts to 
clarify the efficacy of modern chemotherapy regimens will 
be necessary.

EFFECT	OF	DAIKENCHUTO	ON	THE	
ANASTOMOTIC	HEALING	AFTER	RECTAL	
SURGERY	IN	A	RAT	MODEL.

Poster abstracts P402

t. Wada, K. Kawada, K. Hirai, S. Hasegawa, y. Sakai
Kyoto, Japan; Otsushi, Japan; Fukuokashi, Japan

Purpose/Background:	daikenchuto (dKt) is a tradi-
tional Japanese medicine and a mixture of extract powders 
from dried Japanese pepper, ginger, ginseng radix, and 
maltose powder. the major functions of dKt are improve-
ment of intestinal movement, increasing colonic blood 
flow and anti-inflammatory function. anastomotic leakage 
(al) is a major complication and al rate after rectal 
surgery still remains high. the purpose of this research is 
to investigate whether dKt can reduce postoperative al 
in a rat model.

Methods/Interventions:	 We established an ischemic 
colonic anastomosis model with 8 weeks-old Wister rats. 
intestinal blood flow was evaluated using iCG fluores-
cence imaging system, Pdeneo(Hamamatsu Photonics). 
luminance analyze software(rois) was used to measure 
fluorescence quantitation. We investigated 4 parame-
ters of iCG fluorescence;1)Fmax(Fluorescence intensity 
maximum value) 2)tmax(the time from the bottom to the 
maximum value) 3)t1/2(the time from the bottom to half 
of the maximum value) 4)Slope(Fmax/tmax). regarding 
the anastomotic healing and effects of dKt, we inves-
tigated the bursting pressure, al rate, histopathological 
evaluation and mrna expression of inflammatory media-
tors(tnFα,il6,il1β,VeGFα) on postoperative day(Pod) 
2 and 5. We compared the each assessment between dKt 
group and Control group.

Results/Outcome(s):	 regarding the intestinal blood 
flow, each parameter in dKt group vs. Control group 
was 1)Fmax: 69.8 ± 24.2 vs. 44.1±13.5(p=0.001), 2)
t1/2:42.8±33.3 vs. 61.6±38.8(n.s.), 3)tmax:179.2±71.6 
vs.176.6±65.4(n.s.), and 4)Slope:0.47±0.31 vs. 
0.28±0.13(p=0.03). Bursting pressure of dKt group 
was significantly higher than that of Control group on 
Pod5(129.1±32.6 vs. 80.7±48.3(mmHg);p=0.04), 
although not significantly different on Pod2(26.7±16.8 
vs. 12.5±12.56(mmHg);n.s.). al rate of dKt group was 
7.7% (1/13), whereas that of Control group was 29.4% 
(5/17)(p=0.12). Histopathological evaluation revealed 
that the granulation thickness of the anastomotic site was 
significantly larger in dKt group than in Control group 
on Pod5(1633.3±194.6 vs.1025±150.7(μm);p=0.02), 
although not significant on Pod2(454.4±35.2 vs. 
433.9±35.2(μm);n.s.). the number of newly formed 
blood vessels was significantly higher in dKt group 
than in Control group on Pod5(2.6±0.24 vs.3.8±0.3(ves-
sels/mm2);p=0.005), although not significant at 
Pod2(1.1±0.19 vs.1.1±0.2(vessels/mm2);n.s.). in mrna 
levels, il6 and il1βtended to be down-regulated in dKt 
group (il6, p=0.17; il1β, p=0.42), while VeGFα on 
Pod5 tended to up-regulated in dKt group(p=0.12).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Fmax and Slope of dKt 
group were significantly higher than those of Control 
group. the al rate of dKt group tended to be lower than 
that of Control group. Bursting pressure of dKt group 
was significantly higher than Control group on Pod5. 
Histological healing of dKt group was facilitated than 
Control group on Pod5. dKt may reduce postoperative 
al by increasing colonic blood flow and facilitating wound 
healing.
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OVERCOMING	KRAS	MUTANT	COLON	
CANCER:	CELLINE	AND	XENOGRAFT	STUDY.

Poster abstracts P403

W. lee, S. Kim, H. Jang
Songdo, Korea (the Republic of); Incheon, Korea (the 
Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	Colon cancer is the third most 
commonly diagnosed cancer in the world, and exhibits 
heterogeneous characteristics in terms of genomic alter-
ations, expression signature and drug responsiveness. 
in this study, we characterized the PI3KCA and KRAS 
mutational status of several human colon cancer cell lines. 
We then examined the therapeutic effects of BKm120 in 
combination with cetuximab in these cell lines both in 
vitro and in a xenograft model of this malignancy.

Methods/Interventions:	to understand the importance 
of Pi3K signaling in KraS mutated colon cancer, we 
selected human colon cell lines based on mutation status 
of KraS and Pi3K genes. We assessed whether phos-
phorylation of erK or aKt were changed after treatment 
with BKm120, cetuximab, or both for 1 hour. to address 
the inhibitory mechanism of BKm120 and cetuximab on 
tumor growth, we examined the activation of caspase 3 
using colorimetric assay. in xenograft study, male BalB/c 
nude mice, 4–6 weeks old, were obtained from orient 
Bio, inc (Seongnam, Korea). mice were implanted subcu-
taneously with 1.0 × 107 loVo cells in matrigel (Becton 
dickinson Franklin lakes, nJ). tumors were allowed to 
grow to a size of 300–500 mm3, and animals were then 
randomly distributed to 4 groups for treatment and control.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Human colon cell lines with 
KraS mutations (dld1, HCt116, and loVo) were used 
to test the effect of cetuximab, BKm120, and cetuximab 
plus BKm120 on cell proliferation in vitro and in vivo. 
BKm120 reduced cell proliferation in a concentration 
dependent manner in the loVo (Pi3KCa wild type) as 
well as the HCt116 and dld1 cells (that carry a Pi3KCa 
mutation). BKm120 only inhibited erK phosphorylation 
in loVo cells (PiK3Ca wild type), but not in dld1 or 
HCt116 cells at a concentration of 1 μmol/l. treatment 
with cetuximab and BKm120 significantly reduced the 
growth of xenograft tumors originating from KraS mutant 
cells compared with cetuximab alone (P = 0.034)(Figure).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 We demonstrated that 
BKm120 can increase the efficacy of cetuximab in 
PI3KCA wild type, KRAS mutant colon cancer by inducing 
apoptosis.

INDOCYANINE	GREEN	QUANTIFICATION	
OF	TISSUE	VASCULARIZATION	USING	THE	
SERGREEN	SOFTWARE	IN	AN	EXPERIMENTAL	
STUDY.

Poster abstracts P404

X. Serra-aracil, a. Garcia-nalda, B. Serra-Gomez, 
l. mora, S. Serra, a. Pallisera, a. Galvez,  
S. navarro-Soto
Sabadell, Spain

Purpose/Background:	 Fluorescence by indocyanine 
green (iCG) can provide a useful subjective assessment of 
tissue vascularisation, but at present there is no objective 
method. our group has designed a computer program, 
SerGreen, to objectify iCG images of tissue vasculari-
sation. in this study, we present the SerGreen program 
and describe the first stage of its evaluation. in this first 
evaluation, an experimental study was designed in which 
the intraabdominal pressure (iaP) was manipulated to 
cause modifications in iCG saturation. We tested the 
ability of SerGreen to identify these alterations.

Methods/Interventions:	 experimental study, using  
8 pigs between 25 and 30 Kg. it was approved by our local 
Committee on animal research and ethics (Care). the 
animals were anesthetized in accordance with our center’s 
experimental protocol and hemodynamic parameters (arte-
rial tension, heart rate and o2 saturation) were controlled. 
We studied 5 different bowel segments, small bowel, 
cecum, right and left colon and the rectum. We established 
5 different iaP measures at different time points: 10, 12, 
15, 20 and 30 mmHg, at 30 minute intervals to ensure that 
iCG has been eliminated from the vascular circulation. 
iCG was administered in bolus at doses of 0.2 mg/Kg via 
the peripheral vein. the entire procedure was recorded 
and a picture was taken of every segment at each pres-
sure in three different light modes: normal, SPieS mode 
Spectra a, and iCG. each picture was analyzed in each 
mode by colorectal surgeons at our Hospital and graded 
based on an analog scale to evaluate the iCG. the iCG 
mode was processed by the SerGreen software to obtain 
statistical parameters (mean, median, standard deviation 
and interquartile range), a boxplot and a histogram for 
each pixel in the area of interest. SerGreen studies 
the absolute value of green saturation. this value ranges  
from 0 to a maximum of 255 points. With the pressure at 
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30 mmHg we extracted samples of the left and right colon 
and preserved them in formaldehyde for pathology study.

Results/Outcome(s):	the normal values of saturations 
depended on the segment under study. the values differ 
according to bowel segment; most of them were around 
80 - 120 points. Small bowel had the maximum saturation 
levels and achieved the maximum score (255). there did 
not appear to be significant differences in iCG saturation 
at different iaP measures, nor any pathological changes of 
ischemia in the pieces extracted at 30 mmHg.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the image that we need is 
obtained easily and almost immediately after the admin-
istration of iCG, and the SerGreen program quantifies 
the fluorescence effectively in relation to the vasculariza-
tion. its application may allow us to correlate the numer-
ical scores produced with the evolution of bowel tissue 
(i.e., healthy or ischemic).

OPTIMIZED	ANIMAL	MODEL	FOR	
COLORECTAL	CANCER	LIVER	METASTASIS.

Poster abstracts P405

K. Bae, m. ahn
Busan, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 liver metastasis is the main 
cause of death in colorectal cancer (CrC). an optimized 
animal model for liver metastasis in CrC is highly valuable 
because it would allow for testing of therapeutics in vivo. 
the aim of this study was to establish an optimized mouse 
model that has higher metastatic rates and maintains 
metastasis-related gene expression.

Methods/Interventions:	athymic nude mice (n = 30) 
were divided into two equal groups: the splenic injection 
model (Sim) and surgical orthotopic implantation model 
(Soim). in Sim mice, tumors were established by an 
intrasplenic injection of 2 × 106 HCt-116 cells. in Soim 
mice, tumor fragments from HCt-116 xenografts were 
implanted into the inner walls of the cecum of otherwise 
healthy mice. CrC metastasis was confirmed by gross and 
microscopic examinations. metastasis-associated in colon 
cancer-1 (maCC-1) gene expression in colon cancer cell 
lines and metastatic tumors with a high metastatic rate  
was confirmed using quantitative reverse transcriptase 
polymerase chain reaction and immunohistochemistry.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the rate of local implantation 
was 78.6% (n = 11) in Sim mice and 92.9% (n = 13) in 
Soim mice (P = 0.596). the rate of liver metastasis was 
significantly higher in Sim mice than in Soim mice (Sim: 
90.9%, n = 10/11 and Soim: 46.2%, n = 6/13, P value 
= 0.033). maCC-1 was expressed in Colo201, HCt-116, 
SW620, Widr, and Ht29 cells but not in SW480 cells. 
in Sim mice, maCC-1 gene expression was high in all 
metastatic tumors.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Sim mice had higher liver 
metastatic rates than Soim mice, and conserved maCC-1 

expression originated from primary cancer cells. Sim 
appears to be an optimized animal model that reflects 
hematogenous metastasis.

HISTOPATHOLOGY	OF	ANAL	FISTULAS:	
HEALERS	LOOK	DIFFERENT	THAN	NON-
HEALERS.

Poster abstracts P406

J. Sugrue, J. Schwartz, S. eftaiha, C. Warner, S. thomas, 
V. Chaudhry, H. abcarian, J. nordenstam
Chicago, IL

Purpose/Background:	 the pathogenesis behind 
non-healing anal fistulas (nHaF) is not well understood. 
the aim of the current study was to see if histopathologic 
analysis of anal fistula tissue samples could be predictive of 
non-healing.

Methods/Interventions:	a prospective pilot study was 
performed at a single institution beginning in october 
2015 enrolling patients who were undergoing surgery to 
treat their anal fistulas. all patients were required to have 
a draining seton in place prior to enrollment. Patients with 
inflammatory bowel disease or who underwent fistulotomy 
were excluded. at the time of each fistula operation, fistula 
tissue from the external opening was collected for this 
research. the tissue was processed, stained with hematox-
ylin and eosin, and examined by a single, blinded patholo-
gist. the degree of vascularity, fibrosis, granulocytosis, and 
lymphocytosis was graded on a scale from 0-3. Patients 
who developed fistula recurrence after sphincter-sparing 
repair or who developed recurrent or persistent infections 
or abscess cavities despite draining seton placement were 
considered non-healers. the relationship between fistula 
healing and histopathology recorded was analyzed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 nine patients who underwent  
12 operations (six sphincter-sparing repair, six replacement 
of setons) to treat their fistulas were enrolled in the study to 
date. Patients were followed for a median time of 5 (range, 
2-11) months. Postoperatively, 4 fistulas (33%) failed to 
heal and the remaining 8 (67%) healed. Histopathologic 
analysis revealed that nHaF tissue contained dense 
bundles of collagen similarly to healed anal-fistula (HaF) 
tissue, but the former were more disorganized (nHaF: 
2-3 grade versus; HaF: 0-1) and showed more tangles 
compared to healed fistula sites (nHaF: 2-3 grade versus; 
HaF: 0-1). Chronic inflammatory cells, namely lympho-
cytes and macrophages, predominated in both healed and 
non-healed fistula tissue (nHaF: 2-3 grade; versus; HaF: 
2-3 grade). However, innate, acute inflammatory derived 
eosinophils were identified more frequently in nHaF  
(2-3 grade) versus HaF (1-2 grade). moreover, inflamma-
tory cells were more evenly distributed and lacked organi-
zation and localization in HaF (1-3 grade) in comparison 
to nHaF in which inflammatory nests were noted (0-1 
grade). in nHaF, we also identified increased numbers of 
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endothelial lined vascular spaces (2-3 grade) and in some 
sections we observed polymorphonuclear leukocytes (1-2 
grade).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 descriptive histopathologic 
assessment of anal fistula tissue demonstrated differences 
in collagen organization and immune cell distribution and 
density between nHaFs and HaFs. Future directions of 
this project include further characterization of these differ-
ences through macrophage differentiation and specific 
cytokine profiles so that a better understanding of the 
pathogenesis behind nHaF can be established. this may 
lead to novel therapeutic options for the treatment of anal 
fistulas.

Figure: examples of healing and non-healing anal fistula tissue at 20x 
magnification.

A	DIGITAL	COLLABORATIVE	COMMUNITY:	
CONNECTING	#COLORECTALSURGERY	ON	
TWITTER.

Poster abstracts P407

r. Brady, S. Chapman, S. atallah, m. Chand, J. mayol, 
a. lacy, S. Wexner
Salford, United Kingdom; Leeds, United Kingdom; Florida, 
FL; London, United Kingdom; Madrid, Spain; Barcelona, 
Spain

Purpose/Background:	 the utilization of social media 
platforms amongst healthcare professionals is increasing. 
a twitter social media campaign promoting the hashtag 
“#colorectalsurgery” was launched with the aim of 
providing a specialty-specific forum to collate discussions 
and science relevant to an engaged, global community of 
coloproctologists. Here, we review our initial experiences 
of the early adoption, engagement and utilization of this 
pilot initiative.

Methods/Interventions:	 the hashtag #colorectalsur-
gery was promoted via the online microblogging service 
twitter across a 30-week period. data on all ‘tweets’ 
containing the #colorectalsurgery hashtag were analyzed 
using online analytic tools, symplur.com and Creation 
Pinpoint. data included total number of tweets, number of 
views, and user engagement since registration and launch 
of the campaign. Further, content of tweet and user demo-
graphic analysis was undertaken.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the number of tweets using 
#colorectalsurgery grew rapidly during the 30- week 
study period following the launch on 24th april 2016. 

#colorectalsurgery was used in 19,459 tweets, which 
resulted in 51,793,473 impressions and involved tweets 
from 2,165 individual twitter accounts. there were 
striking geographic and gender trends relating to the 
accounts which posted #colorectalsurgery tweets and a 
small number of individuals had considerable influence of 
the content of tweets posted on the hashtag. there were 
considerable differences in the key words content of tweets 
from differing geographical regions.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 online global communi-
ties using healthcare-related hashtags can result in a 
positive impact for surgical subspecialists engaged in 
twitter. #colorectalsurgery has been used to successfully 
unify social media posts, scientists, surgeons and authors 
who have an interest in coloproctology. Furthermore, it 
connects users from geographically separate locations.

TARGETING	THE	WNT	BETA-CATENIN	
PATHWAY	AS	A	CENTRAL	DRUG	TARGET	IN	
THE	DEVELOPMENT	OF	TREATMENTS	FOR	
COLORECTAL	CARCINOMAS.

Poster abstracts P408

K. nguyen, P. Williamson, a. Ferrara, S. deJesus, 
J. Gallagher, r. mueller, m. Soliman, J. Karas
Orlando, FL

Purpose/Background:	 dysregulation and constitutive 
activation of the Wnt/beta-catenin pathway, through the 
tcf(leF)/beta-catenin trans-activating complex, is critical 
in our understanding of colorectal cancer [1, 2]. over 
the past two decades, a number of mutations within this 
pathway have been discovered, as now catalogued by the 
CoSmiC online server [3]. Furthermore, this biochemical 
pathway contains a number of checkpoints, where small 
molecule inhibitors are being considered for the develop-
ment and treatment of colorectal cancer [4]. Where one 
decides to interfere with this pathway may be critical with 
regards to what mutation(s) is/are present in any given 
carcinoma.

Methods/Interventions:	 a Pubmed search was 
conducted. Both synthetic as well as endogenous inhibitors 
of the Wnt/beta-catenin pathway were considered.

Results/Outcome(s):	Within the literature, a number 
of check point inhibitors have been reported on, including 
those targeting factors upstream from the tcF(leF)/
beta-catenin trans-activating complex. For example, 
tankyrase 1 inhibition appears to upregulate and/or stabi-
lize axin [5, 6], a protein central to the formation of 
the beta-catenin destruction complex. While in vivo 
studies utilizing both SW480 and SW620 colon cancer 
cell lines lead to decreased levels of total and nuclei 
located beta-catenin, only when the SW480 cell line was 
treated with tankyrase 1 inhibitor XaV939 in conjunc-
tion with 5-Fu and cisplatin was significant apoptosis 
noted [6]. another approach has been to look at the 
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functionality of endogenous inhibitors such as iCat, 
known for directly inhibiting tcf/beta-catenin transac-
tivation, while at least in vivo leaving the e-cadherin/
beta-catenin adhesion complex untouched [7, 9]. While 
transfection of SW48 (beta-catenin mutant), dld-1 
(aPC mutant), and Snu423 (axin mutant) cell lines 
demonstrate striking apoptosis, it is peculiar that trans-
fection of HtC116 (beta-catenin mutant), SW480 (aPC 
mutant), and Snu475 (axin mutant) cell lines only 
demonstrate partial to marginal apoptosis.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 numerous mutations within 
aPC (the central player of the beta-catenin destruction 
complex) and beta-catenin itself have been documented, 
with over 80% of all colorectal adenomas and carcinomas 
being affected [8]. While it may be that the majority of 
colorectal carcinomas with de-activating aPC muta-
tions may not benefit from mono therapy with inhibitors 
targeting players involving the beta-catenin destruction 
complex, such as axin, concomitant targeting of the tcf/
beta-catenin transactivation complex may be required. 
therefore, the tcf(leF)/beta-catenin complex remains a 
potential critical drug design target, for which structural 
elucidation has provided a road map [9].

CLINICAL	INVESTIGATION	OF	ALUMINUM	
POTASSIUM	SULFATE	AND	TANNIC	
ACID	SCLEROTHERAPY	FOR	INTERNAL	
HEMORRHOIDS	CARRIED	OUT	BY	A	SINGLE	
OPERATOR.

Poster abstracts P409

S. Sugie, S. Fukao, m. Shibata, y. Haruyama, S. minami, 
r. murata, S. Sagara, n. Shibata
Miyazaki, Japan; Miyakonojo, Japan

Purpose/Background:	 Hemorrhoids are the most 
common anorectal disease worldwide. a new and effective 
sclerotherapy technique, aluminum potassium sulfate and 
tannic acid (alta), has been developed in Japan. alta 
sclerotherapy is frequently performed as a minimally inva-
sive treatment for internal hemorrhoids in Japan and has 
been reported in more than 480,000 cases to date. We 
herein present the results of alta sclerotherapy carried 
out by a single operator for grade ii and iii hemorrhoids 
during a 3-year follow-up.

Methods/Interventions:	 this investigation was based 
on the clinical data of 268 patients with hemorrhoids who 
underwent alta sclerotherapy from april 2013 to march 
2014. alta sclerotherapy was performed on all patients 
with internal hemorrhoids except patients with associ-
ated acute inflammatory internal hemorrhoids and acute 
irreducible hemorrhoids; patients with serious cardiac, 
hepatic, renal (including hemodialysis), or hematological 
diseases; and patients with a history of hypersensitivity 
to local anesthetics. all procedures were performed with 
the patient under local anesthesia using a double-slit 

proctoscope with a distally opening window that allowed 
for the application of an injection into the rectal mucosa. 
the objective of this investigation was to assess the effi-
cacy of this treatment for grade ii and iii hemorrhoids. 
Preoperative and postoperative symptoms, complications, 
and success rates were assessed retrospectively. Follow-up 
consisted of a simple questionnaire, physical examination, 
and anoscopic examination. Patients were followed up at 
1 day, 2 weeks, 1 month, 3 months, 1 year, 2 years, and  
3 years after the alta sclerotherapy.

Results/Outcome(s):	 in total, 179 patients were diag-
nosed with grade ii hemorrhoids and 89 were diagnosed 
with grade iii hemorrhoids. importantly, all patients 
underwent alta sclerotherapy within 10 min (mean 
± standard deviation, 4.48 ± 1.92 min). the 1-, 2-, and 
3-year cumulative success rates of alta sclerotherapy 
for all patients, those with grade ii hemorrhoids, and 
those with grade iii hemorrhoids were 98.2%, 98.0%, and 
98.6%; 94.9%, 96.7%, and 91.0%; and 92.2%, 95.8%, 
and 84.1%, respectively. in addition, a low rate of post-
operative complications was observed (low-grade fever, 
1.1%; decreased blood pressure, 0.4%; and rectal ulcer-
ation, 0.4%). no serious or life-threatening complications 
occurred, and all hemorrhoids improved through conser-
vative treatment.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 alta sclerotherapy is an 
effective treatment for grade ii and iii internal hemor-
rhoids, especially grade ii hemorrhoids. alta sclero-
therapy might revolutionize the present state of hemorrhoid 
treatment and become the ideal method for symptomatic 
internal hemorrhoids that require surgery. However, addi-
tional studies are needed to evaluate the efficacy of alta 
sclerotherapy in the management of hemorrhoidal disease.
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MORTALITY	AND	MORBIDITY	OF	THE	
ALTEMEIER	PROCEDURE	FOR	RECTAL	
PROLAPSE:	A	RETROSPECTIVE	STUDY.

Poster abstracts P410

S. leclerc, S. drolet, a. Bouchard
Québec, QC, Canada

Purpose/Background:	 the altemeier procedure is 
frequently performed for the treatment of rectal prolapse 
especially in patients with significant comorbidities. the 
purpose of this study was to evaluate short-term mortality 
and morbidity of the altemeier procedure in our center.

Methods/Interventions:	We identified all patients who 
underwent an altemeier procedure for the treatment 
of rectal prolapse between 2004-2014 in our center. 
Standardized chart review was performed by the main 
author. the objective was to evaluate the 30-day morbidity 
/ mortality and the timing of complications in relation to 
the time from surgery. length of stay and the timing of 
complications occurring after discharge were also reviewed. 
the Clavien-dindo scale was used to grade complications. 
univariate analyses were also performed to identify risk for 
the incidence of complications. the following character-
istics were analysed: weight, age, height, Bmi, operative 
time, type of anesthesia, coronary heart disease, high blood 
pressure, diabetes, dementia, CoPd, history of deep vein 
thrombosis, anticoagulation and atrial fibrillation.

Results/Outcome(s):	We identified 92 patients having 
had an altemeier procedures between 2004 to 2014. the 
majority of patients were women (93%) with a median age 
of 82 years old. the overall 30-day complication rate was 
22,8% with a 7,6% rate of major complications (≥ grade 
3 on the Clavien-dindo scale). the 30-day mortality rate 
was 2,2%. the median length of stay was 3 days. the 
majority of complications (64,2%) occurred during the 
first 2 postoperative days. the rate of complication after 
discharge was 6,5% with a readmission rate of 4,3%. most 
readmission occurred after 17 days post-op. most frequents 
complications were: myocardial infarction (4,3%), delirium 
(4,3%), urinary tract infection (3,2%) and anastomotic 
leak (2,3%). a statistical analysis using logistic regression 
model showed that advanced age and low weight were 
both risk factors for complications.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 despite advanced age and 
significant comorbidity, the majority of patients in our 
cohort showed no short-term complications. major compli-
cations rate remains low. the majority of complications 
occurred during the first 2 days after surgery and the read-
mission rate is low. Short hospital stay appears to be safe 
even in this elderly population.

TREPHINE	MINIMALLY	INVASIVE	PROCEDURE	
FOR	PILONIDAL	SINUS.

Poster abstracts P412

i. Zoarets, y. nevo, C. Shwaartz, m. Cordova, u. Shapira, 
m. Gutman, o. Zmora
Tel Hashomer, Israel; Tel Aviv, Israel

Purpose/Background:	Controversy exists regarding the 
preferred surgical management of Pilonidal sinus (PnS). a 
“minimally invasive” operative approach, using trephines 
to excise the pilonidal pits and tracts with debridement 
(but not radical excision) of the underlying cavity has been 
introduced, but there is paucity of data on the advantages 
and drawbacks of this procedure. the aim of this study is to 
assess the short and long term outcomes and success rate of 
the trephine procedure for the treatment of PnS.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective observa-
tional cohort study of all the patients who underwent 
trephine procedure between 2011 and 2015 with review 
of a prospectively collected database was performed.  
data collection included medical records review and a 
telephone interview to establish long term follow up.

Results/Outcome(s):	a total of 169 patients underwent 
the trephine technique for the treatment of PnS. 113 
patients were available for long term follow up, at a median 
age of 20 years (iQr 19-25). in the immediate postopera-
tive period, 35.6% of the patients had no pain and 58.6% 
reported a mild to moderate pain. Postoperative complica-
tions included local infection in 7.5% and mild bleeding 
in 15.1%. none of the complication required surgical 
intervention or blood transfusions. on early postoperative 
follow up, 47.1% of the patients reported no impairment to 
Qol, 25% had mild disturbance (without change in the 
daily routine), 21.2 % had moderate disturbance and 6.7% 
had sever disturbance. the median days to return to work 
or school was 10 (iQr 4-21). at a median follow up was 29 
months (iQr 19-40), recurrence rate was 45.1% (51/113) 
(Figure 1). 38 (33.9%) patients underwent another surgical 
procedure for the treatment of PnS. overweight, smoking 
and family history of PnS were significantly associated 
with Higher recurrence rate.

Conclusions/Discussion:	the trephines technique is a 
minimal surgical intervention with low morbidity, enhanced 
recovery and minimal to mild postoperative impairment to 
Qol. long term recurrence rate is significant (45%), and 
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should be weighed against the short term advantages. the 
trephine procedure may be justified as a first treatment 
of PnS in patients cognizant of the recurrence rate, and 
may save the prolonged recovery associated with radical 
excision.

recurrence Free Survival

SUBMUCOSAL	APPROACH	FLAP	WITH	
EXCISION	OF	FISTULA	TRACT	:	A	NEWLY	
MODIFIED	SPHINCTER-PRESERVING	
PROCEDURE	FOR	SUPRASPHINCTERIC	
FISTULA.

Poster abstracts P413

K. Song, J. lee, d. Kim, d. lee
Seoul, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 advancement flap repair and 
liFt procedure are known to be the major methods in 
the treatment of complex anal fistula. But, in case of 
suprasphincteric fistula, these procedures are technically 
demanding, which are not easy to perform. Submucosal 
approach Flap with excision of fistula tract (SaFe) proce-
dure is a newly modified flap repair through submucosal 
approach. the purpose of this study is to describe the 
procedural steps and our experience with SaFe procedure 
for suprasphincteric fistula.

Methods/Interventions:	We performed a retrospective 
review of data that were collected from march 2012 to may 
2016. Fifty patients who underwent SaFe procedure were 
enrolled in this study. all patients had suprasphincteric 
fistula arising from cryptoglandular infection. Follow-up 
was scheduled for 2 weeks and 8 weeks after surgery. to 
evaluate long-term outcome, we interviewed the patients 
in clinic or by telephone on november 2016. Procedures of 
SaFe follow as: 1. identify the internal opening, 2. incision 
at intersphinceric groove, 3. dissection through submu-
cosal plane to find submucosal fistula tract, 4. Core-out 
of the fistula tract down to the intersphincteric plane and 
excise the fistula tract, 5. Closure of internal sphincter 
muscle defect, 6. With the flap pulled down, re-attach the 
flap to the internal sphincter by sewing in the submucosal 

plane, 7. widen the external opening, curette fistula tract, 
and insert the drain at the external opening side.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the mean age and sex ratio 
were 45.44 (range, 19-81) years and 47:3 (m/F). thirteen 
patients had the recurrent fistulas and previous fistula 
surgery. Forty-five (90%) fistulas are located at the poste-
rior side. the mean operation time is 60.70 ± 18.26 
min. the median hospital stay is 5.42 ± 1.13 day. there 
were 2 (4%) patients with postoperative bleeding that 
was managed by hemotasis under anesthesia. Primary 
healing was observed in 42 (84%) patients on the second 
follow-up. Persistent fistulas in 8 patients were managed 
by a second SaFe procedure in four, fistulotomy in three 
and observation after incision and drainage in one. three 
out of 4 patients who underwent a second SaFe procedure 
and 3 patients who underwent fistulotomy had complete 
healing. long term data were collected in 32 patients 
among 42 patients with primary healing. median follow-up 
period was 24.88 months (range, 8-54). 2 patients devel-
oped recurrent fistula. no patients reported any episodes of 
major incontinence.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 SaFe procedure appears 
effective and safe for treating suprasphincteric fistula. the 
potential advantages of the SaFe procedure are better 
operation field and healthy mucosal flap with minimized 
damage of blood supply. Further randomized controlled 
studies are necessary to better evaluate durability and 
efficacy.

A	COMPARATIVE	STUDY	OF	THE	SHORT-
TERM	OUTCOMES	OF	TISSUE-SELECTING	
TECHNIQUE	VERSUS	TRADITIONAL	STAPLED	
HAEMORRHOIDOPEXY.

Poster abstracts P414

l. leung
Hong Kong, Hong Kong

Purpose/Background:	 tissue-selecting technique 
(tSt) is a novel stapled hemorrhoidopexy specifically 
targeting offending piles, thereby sparing the need for 
circumferential circular stapling, in order to overcome 
some of the specific complications of traditional stapled 
hemorrhoidopexy(SH). the aim of this study was to 
compare the short term outcomes of SH and tSt.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients aged 18 to 80 
presenting with symptomatic second- or third-degree haem-
orrhoids were recruited. Patients undergone tSt or SH 
were recruited from a prospectively maintained database 
of mimimally invasive procedures done for haemorrhoidal 
disease. Patient demographics, perioperative data, pre- and 
post-operative scores for bleeding, prolapse, postoperative 
pain scores, requirement of additional procedures and 
patient satisfaction scores were evaluated. Patients with 
acute thrombosed haemorrhoids, external haemorrhoids 
only, or other concomitant anal diseases were excluded. 
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Patients were followed-up in the out-patient clinic at 2nd 
week, 4th month and 1 year postoperatively.

Results/Outcome(s):	From 2008 to 2015, 40 patients 
have undergone tSt and 37 patients have undergone SH. 
there were no significant differences in the demographic 
data, preoperative symptom scores, perioperative data like 
operative time blood loss and length of stay. tSt has lower 
median pain score than SH [3.7 (0.75-9.0) vs 5.0(2.0-9.0) 
on a scale of 1-10, p= 0.025]. there was no significant 
difference between tSt and tHd in the time until the 
first postoperative bowel movement (1.55 +/- 1.03 days 
vs. 2.16 +/- 1.19 days, p=0.537). However, tSt has 
shorter time to return to normal daily activities (1.37 +/- 
0.68 days vs. 6.78 +/- 5.85 days, p,0.005). there were no 
significant complications in the two groups like bleeding, 
sepsis, fistula, anal stenosis, fistula. there were no signifi-
cant difference in the median symptom scores of tSt and 
SH for bleeding (1 vs 1) and prolapse (1 vs 1)in the first 
four months as well as at 1 year(bleeding: 1 vs 1; prolapse: 
1 vs 1). (the scores ranged from 1 – 5, with 1 being asymp-
tomatic and 5 being the worse symptom ever.)the median 
satisfaction scores after tSt and SH at the forth month 
were 4 and 2, on a scale of 1-4 (4=excellent satisfaction)
(p<0.005), respectively. no patients required additional 
procedures in the early postoperative period

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Both tSt and SH are safe 
and effective, tSt has lower median pain score and 
faster return to normal activities than SH, possibly due 
to its tissue selecting nature, resulting in higher patient 
satisfaction.

RHOMBOID-SHAPED	ADVANCEMENT	FLAP	
ANOPLASTY	TO	TREAT	ANAL	STENOSIS.

Poster abstracts P415

J. Sloane, a. Zahid, C. young
Sydney, NSW, Australia

Purpose/Background:	anal stenosis can be caused by 
any number of insults to the anorectal lining. Common 
causes include inflammatory bowel disease, trauma, 
chronic aperient abuse, venereal disease and local radiation 
therapy. However open surgery of the anorectum (classi-
cally milligan-morgan haemorrhoidectomy) accounts for 
approximately 90% of all cases. the consequences are a 
technical challenge to treat and depending on the aeti-
ology, may require a different approach each time.

Methods/Interventions:	We present our experience of 
nine cases treated successfully using a rhomboid-shaped 
local advancement flap at a tertiary colorectal unit in 
Sydney, australia. all nine subjects treated with anoplasty 
in our unit developed anal stenosis as a complication of 
open haemorrhoidectomy. they were treated between 
2004 and 2016. three of these were males and six were 
female. their ages ranged from 26 to 78 with an average 
age of 60.1 years. no cases have been excluded.

Results/Outcome(s):	 all nine patients in our series 
recovered fully and were discharged within 1 day of 
surgery. no general complications or those specific to the 
flap sites were recorded during admission. the patients 
were followed up within 4 weeks of surgery and again at 
4 and 12 months. all of our cohort reported significant 
improvements in their symptoms and were able to pass 
stools without difficulty. Symptoms that previously affected 
quality of life such as bleeding and tenesmus were cured by 
4 months and this effect had lasted at the yearly review. all 
were advised to continue measures to soften their stools 
from discharge. With the exception of the single quadrant 
stenosis subject, we advised continuing the use of an anal 
dilator to prevent recurrent stenosis.

Conclusions/Discussion:	the vast majority of cases of 
anal stenosis are iatrogenic - the consequence of anorectal 
surgery. While seemingly obvious, it should be empha-
sised that meticulous technique should be employed in 
all cases. using the obvious example of milligan-morgan 
haemorrhoidectomy, adequate skin bridges need to be 
left between the excised tissues to prevent any degree of 
stenosis. larger or more complex haemorrhoids should be 
treated in a staged number of sittings to prevent the same 
complication. as with any wound, excessive suture line 
tension must be avoided to prevent ischaemia of the flap 
pedicle and subsequent necrosis. a tension-free wound 
also highly reduces the risk of keloid or hypertrophic 
scarring and hence mattress sutures with non absorbable 
should be considered. it should also be highlighted that 
it is vital to treat the tissues extremely delicately so as to 
not induce an inadequate healing response that results in 
fibrosis and further stenosis.
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ASSESSING	SURGEONS’	PREFERENCES	IN	THE	
MANAGEMENT	OF	FISTULA-	IN-	ANO.

Poster abstracts P416

a. Zahid, C. young
Sydney, NSW, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 Fistula in ano is a common 
condition treated by surgeons worldwide. despite this, 
there is a paucity of high quality data to aid decision 
making. Hence, management presents a difficult and  
frustrating dilemma for the treating surgeon

Methods/Interventions:	a prospective regional survey 
was sent to all members of General Surgeons australia. 
Questions regarding surgeon demographics, patient evalu-
ation, perianal abscess, simple and complex fistula in ano 
were presented.

Results/Outcome(s):	 equipoise exists in the manage-
ment of fistula in ano amongst general surgeons. this was 
noted in the management of simple and complex fistula 
in ano.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 due to the uncertainty in 
certain clinical scenarios and a paucity of high quality 
randomised controlled trials on management of fistula in 
ano, evidence based practice is a challenge to the treating 
surgeon.

IMPACT	OF	SEXUALLY	TRANSMITTED	
DISEASE	SCREENING	BLOOD	TESTS	IN	
COLOPROCTOLOGY	HIGH	RSK	PATIENTS.

Poster abstracts P417

a. Canelas, J. alvarez Gallesio, m. laporte, m. Bun, 
n. rotholtz
Ciudad Autonoma de Buenos Aires, Argentina

Purpose/Background:	the increasing practice of anal 
sex; population of men who have sex with men (mSm); 
and HiV infection have increased the medical consulta-
tion to the colorectal sexually transmitted diseases (Stds) 
office. in these patients it is recommended to perform the 
Stds screening blood tests routinely in order to identify 
both asymptomatic infected population and patients at risk 
for vaccine preventable Stds. the objective of this study 
is to assess the impact of the use the Stds screening blood 
tests routinely at the colorectal Stds office.

Methods/Interventions:	a retrospective study based on 
a prospective collected database was performed. Patients 
with symptomatic anal Stds evaluated between January 
2012 and december 2015 were included. Stds screening 
blood tests [HiV test; serologic test for syphilis (Vdrl, 
Fta aBS); hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsag); antibody 
HBsag (anti HBs); antibody hepatitis C (anti HCV); 
antibody ig G VHa (anti VHa)] and the compliance 
with the recommended vaccination were analyzed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 215 patients were included. 169 
(78 %) were male, 125 (74 %) of which were mSm. the 
average age was 34 +/- 11 years. 52 (24 %) patients were 
HiV positive before the consultation. 147 (68 %) had 
receptive anal sex. 118 (55 %) practiced polygamy in the 
last year. the main complaint was: anal warts (182); anal 
syphilis (13); anal warts plus anal syphilis (4); gonorrhea 
proctitis (4); chlamydial proctitis (2); herpes perianal (3); 
HiV ulcerations (7). the Stds screening blood tests find-
ings were: HiV positive in 8 (5%) patients who don’t know 
HiV status previously (150/163) screening; Vdrl positive 
in 25 patients all with positive Fta aBS [17 had compat-
ible anal lesions and 8 (4.5 %) had not suspected syphilis] 
from 195/215 patients; 5/191 had HBsag positive, but 
only one (0.5 %) were unaware of the diagnosis; antibody 
hepatitis C did not detect any new case. the assessment of 
anti HBs detected 76 (35 %) patients with indication for 
vaccination of which 56 (73 %) completed the scheme. in 
mSm group 48 (38%) were detected negative anti VHa 
and 32 (66%) completed vaccination.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the Stds screening blood 
tests have high patient adhesion and allowed to identify 
subclinical affections that determine new therapeutic strat-
egies. on the other hand, they allowed the identification of 
patients at risk for vaccine preventable Stds.

LONG-	TERM	RESULTS	AFTER	STAPLED	
HEMORRHOIDOPEXY:	11	YEARS	OF	MEAN	
FOLLOW-UP.

Poster abstracts P418

G. naldini, a. Sturiale, B. Fabiani, i. Giani, C. menconi, 
F. Fusco, J. martellucci
Pisa, Italy; Florence, Italy

Purpose/Background:	 in literature postoperative 
results after stapled hemorrhoidopexy have only short and 
medium follow-up and they lack of a long term evaluation. 
the present study aims to evaluate the long term results 
after stapled hemorrhoidopexy.

Methods/Interventions:	all patients undergone stapled 
hemorrhoidopexy between January 2003 and december 
2006 were reviewed. all the procedures were performed 
using single PPH stapler. long term follow-up was assessed 
through specific questionnaires investigating prolapse 
recurrence rate, functional results, quality of life and the 
need of further medical or surgical therapy. Statistical 
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analysis: quantitative data were given as median (range). 
Comparison between subgroups (i.e. the proportion of 
patients with prolapse recurrence) was performed using the 
chi-square test and anoVa where indicated. the poten-
tial risk factors for recurrence were tested using multiple 
logistic regression analysis: age (≤median vs. > median 
age), gender (female vs. male), constipation (yes vs. no) 
and the presence of comorbidity (i.e. diabetes, coagu-
lopathy) (yes vs. no). a p value < 0.05 was considered  
statistically significant.

Results/Outcome(s):	 eighty-one patients answered 
the questionnaires and the mean follow-up was 11 years 
(range 10-12). a total of 47 patients (58.1%) had not 
prolapse recurrence with a good reduction of symptoms. 
the anatomical prolapse recurrence rate was 41.9% but 
in 79.5% of these cases the severity and frequency of 
symptoms improved (fig 1 a-B). 8.6 % of the patients 
needed a further operation and 39.5% sometimes required 
medical therapy. the impaired continence was distributed 
as follows: urgency 9.8%, incontinence to flatus 6.1% 
and liquid stools 2.4%. no cases of incontinence to solid 
stools were reported. the median satisfaction grade was 
4 (range 0-5) and 76.5% of the patients stated that they 
would undergo this surgery again if necessary (fig 1 C-d). 
the only risk factor for prolapse recurrence resulting from 
statistical analysis was female gender (p 0.01).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 long term results after SH 
are fairly disappointing in the present study. However, 
despite the high incidence of anatomical prolapse recur-
rence, most of the patients referred a good satisfaction rate 
with symptoms improvement and they would undergo this 
surgery again because of the good short-term results (less 
pain, faster recovery and return to work). this condition 
leads to an open debate about the selection criteria and the 
use of a tailored approach with new dedicated devices to 
obtain better long-term results.

MAGNETIC	SPHINCTER	AUGMENTATION	IS	
AN	OPTION	IN	PATIENTS	WITH	FAILURE	OF	
IMPLANTED	ARTIFICIAL	BOWEL	SPHINCTER.

Poster abstracts P419

F. Pakravan, C. Helmes, i. alldinger
Duesseldorf, Germany

Purpose/Background:	 Fecal incontinence (Fi) is a 
distressing condition with major effect on quality of life. 
among other operations for Fi, we performed 32 implan-
tations of the artificial Bowel Sphincter between 2005 and 
2015. 5 of these aBS had lost function due to technical 
defects, and Fi had set in anew to preoperative extent. 
Based on our positive experience with magnetic Sphincter 
augmentation (mSa) we suggested explantation of aBS 
and mSa in one session.

Methods/Interventions:	We explanted the defect aBS 
and performed mSa in the same session. the sizer was 
introduced using the tool provided by the manufacturer. 
Size of the device was determined as suggested by the 
manufacturer. the device was implanted into the connec-
tive tissue sheath induced by the aBS cuff.

Results/Outcome(s):	 aBS could be removed easily 
after opening of the surrounding connective tissue sheath 
that had developed around the cuff. in short term follow 
up (median 11 months), Fi has resolved in all 5 patients. 
no perioperative complications occurred, and wound 
healing was undisturbed. all 5 patients are very satisfied 
with the result of the operation.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 mSa is a valuable option 
in patients with failed aBS. one could even discuss the 
option of mSa in selected patients with aBS who are 
not satisfied with the functional result or who experience  
difficulty in handling the device.

MANAGEMENT	OF	ANASTOMOTIC	VAGINAL	
FISTULAS	AFTER	COLORECTAL	OPERATIONS.

Poster abstracts P420

m. Parker, K. mathis, S. Kelley
Rochester, MN

Purpose/Background:	 anastomotic-vaginal fistula 
(aVF) is an uncommon complication following colorectal 
operations, and management is variable. We aim to present 
our experience with the surgical management of aVF.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review of 
patients evaluated over a 16-year period for fistulae 
from the colon or rectum to the female genital tract was 
conducted. We included only patients who underwent a 
colon or rectal operation with creation of an anastomosis 
or rectal stump. Fistulas found at the index operation and 
those secondary to malignancy, radiation, or inflamma-
tory bowel disease (iBd) were excluded. the electronic 
medical record was reviewed to obtain clinical data 
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including demographics, clinical presentation, surgical 
management and outcomes.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Fifty-seven patients with aVF 
were identified, with a mean age of 50 ±16. the index 
operation preceding development of aVF was recto-
sigmoid resection with anastomosis in 40 patients, ileal 
pouch anal anastomosis (iPaa) in 13, sigmoid resection 
with rectal stump and end colostomy in 3, and total 
abdominal colectomy with rectal stump in 1 patient. the 
indication for surgery was colorectal cancer (n= 27), 
iBd (n=15), diverticular disease (n=8), endometriosis 
(n=4), gynecologic malignancy (n=2) and pelvic organ 
prolapse (n=1). thirty-one patients had a history of 
hysterectomy, and 20 had a history of pelvic irradiation. 
median time from index operation to evaluation for aVF 
was 14 months (<1- 152). of 53 patients who underwent 
operation for aVF, the median number of operations was 
2 (1-8). operative management was performed by multiple 
disciplines in 30 patients. operations included segmental 
resection and anastomotic revision (n=12), Hartmann 
procedure (n=1), muscle flap (n=6), local flap (martius 
flap, mucosal advancement flap)(n= 4), fibrin glue or 
fistula plug (n=7), fistulectomy via abdominal or perineal 
approach (n=16), draining seton (n=7), and intestinal 
diversion (n=14). there is significant overlap between 
groups, as many patients underwent several different 
approaches to repair. abdominoperineal resection with 
end stoma was ultimately required in 25 patients. Four 
patients underwent nonoperative management alone. at a 
median follow up of 10 months, 38 patients had no fistula 
present, 8 had persistent fistula symptoms, and 9 had no 
follow up beyond one month.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 aVF following colorectal 
surgery can present at any time. management of aVF 
is challenging, and often requires a multidisciplinary 
approach and numerous operations to resolve the fistula or 
reach a solution that is tolerable for the patient. multiple 
operative approaches have been successfully used, but 
there is a high rate of permanent stoma in this patient 
population.

COMPARATIVE	STUDY	IN	THE	TREATMENT	
OF	HEMORRHOIDAL	DISEASE	USING	
ENDOSCOPIC	RUBBER	BAND	LIGATION.

Poster abstracts P421

H. Schleinstein, m. averbach, P. Correa, P. Curiati
SAO PAULO, Brazil

Purpose/Background:	 there are several therapeutic 
options for symptomatic hemorrhoids, from hygienic and 
dietary measures to conventional surgery. the best tech-
nique adopted for alternative and non-surgical treatment 
for intermediate grade (ii and iii) hemorrhoidal disease 
is rubber band ligation. more recently, the technique has 
been used with the aid of a gastroscope and a kit of elastic 

rubber bands for esophageal varices. this technique was 
called endoscopic rubber Band ligation of hemorrhoids 
(erBl)

Methods/Interventions:	 analyze the results and the 
immediate and late complications in patients undergoing 
erBl. Compare the incidence of early and late compli-
cations and satisfaction with the treatment of patients 
undergoing one or two rubber band ligatures and patients 
undergoing three or more rubber band ligatures in the 
same procedure. a retrospective cohort study, which 
included patients undergoing endoscopic rubber band 
ligation from January 2007 to June 2014 at the SBSHSl 
endoscopic unit. data from medical reports were obtained 
from hospital and private offices of doctors that performed 
the procedures, which is then recorded on a standard data 
collection form. the incidence of early and late complica-
tions and the satisfaction with the treatment of patients 
undergoing until two rubber band ligatures and patients 
undergoing three or more rubber band ligatures in the 
same procedure were compared using the chisquare test.

Results/Outcome(s):	the study included 116 patients, 
of whom 76 (65.5%) were men. the age of patients ranged 
from 30 to 88 years (mean age is 53.9 years). the most 
frequently reported symptom was anal bleeding (n = 72; 
62.1%). the number of rubber band ligatures performed 
during the erBl procedure varied from one to six; 84 
(72,4%) patients had three or more rubber band ligatures 
performed during the procedure. no significant associ-
ations were observed between the incidence of early or 
late complications and satisfaction with erBl among the 
group subjected until two rubber band ligatures or three or 
more rubber band ligatures.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the incidence of early and 
late complications was low among patients undergoing 
erBl, suggesting that the method is as feasible as conven-
tional procedure of rubber band ligation. Performing more 
than two rubber band ligatures during the same procedure 
was not significantly associated with increased incidence 
of complications in short outcomes, which reinforces 
erBl as a method of choice for non-surgical treatment of 
non-complicated hemorrhoidal disease in grades ii and iii.
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NECROTIZING	PERINEAL	INFECTIONS	
(FOURNIER	GANGRENE)	:	OUR	EXPERIENCES.

Poster abstracts P422

S. maksimovic
Bijeljina, Bosnia and Herzegovina

Purpose/Background:	necrotizing perineal infections is 
invasive infections fascia caused by many types of micro-
organisms. it is characterized by infectious thrombosis of 
blood vessels that connect the skin to deep circulation, 
leading to extensive necrosis of the skin and subcutaneous 
muscles without involvement. to present results in the 
treatment of patients because of rare, fatal infections of the 
skin and subcutaneous tissue of the perineum.

Methods/Interventions:	From January 2000 to January 
2016. on the surgical department of the Public health 
institution hospital “St. Vrecevi” in Bijeljina were treated 
with 27 patients with necrotizing fasciitis. all patients 
were intensively treated. We analyzed the prognostic and 
predictions factors.

Results/Outcome(s):	age of patients was 45.3 +/- 6.7 
years. all patients were male. all patients diagnosed on 
the basis of clinical examination, laboratory and micro-
biological analyzes. nine patients had diabetes, 14 were 
chronic alcoholics. Six patients died in a state of severe 
septic shock. Have been isolated: 8 in enterobacteria, 
escherichia coli 15, Bacteroides and Streptococcus in 4 
patients. in 20 patients the source of infection were peri-
anal abscesses with seven abscess ishiorektalne caves. the 
average duration of treatment is 23 days.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the presence of sepsis, the 
involvement of the perineum, scrotum and pelvis, low 
hematocrit, high levels of urea and creatine, low albumin 
were bad prognostic factor. Quick identification, emer-
gency incision, use of antibiotics, intensive care are good 
prognostic factors.

local findings in the admission ambulance

IMPACT	OF	PROCTOLOGIC	SURGERY	ON	
ANAL	INTERCOURSE:	PRELIMINARY	REPORT.

Poster abstracts P423

a. Sturiale, B. Fabiani, i. Giani, C. menconi, 
J. martellucci, G. naldini
Pisa, Italy; Florence, Italy

Purpose/Background:	the percentage of heterosexual 
population that experienced and are used to have anal 
intercourse ranges from 20% to 35% in uSa. this prac-
tice raises up to 95% in high risk people, including lesbian, 
gay, bisexual and transgender (lGBt). the percentage of 
lGBt ranges from 3% to 6.7% of the entire population 
in different countries reaching around 37% of the whole 
population which have anal intercourses. Because of the 
lack of data in literature about the effect of proctologic 
surgery on anal sex, this study aims to analyse if this type of 
surgery has an impact on sexual behaviour in both genders.

Methods/Interventions:	From march 2016 an anonymous  
questionnaire was submitted to all patients that underwent 
proctologic surgery in our surgical unit, independently from 
age and gender. the exclusion criteria were incomplete 
healing and less than 3 months follow-up. 500 patients are 
needed to have a sufficiently representative sample.

Results/Outcome(s):	during the first eight months 261 
(138m – 123F) patients answered the questionnaire. the 
distribution of diseases, surgical treatment, preoperative 
and postoperative anal intercourse is reported in table 1. 
male anal intercourse was 14,5% among men and 7.6% 
in the whole group. Female anal intercourse was 24,4% 
among women and 11,5% in the whole group. Preoperative 
anal intercourse was present in 19.1% and among these 
48% abandoned their anal practice after surgery. the 
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analysis of the data excluding the group of anal warts 
HPV-related showed a percentage of preoperative anal 
intercourse of 13.5. after surgery 63.3% of these patients 
declared that they had abandoned anal intercourses. the 
causes were 40% fear of pain, 30% experienced pain and 
20% not reported. only 36.7% continued their activity 
reporting pain, stiffness and partner discomfort.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 anal sex is a widespread 
habit between both genders, especially in high risk popu-
lation. Proctologic procedures may have an impact on this 
hedonistic practice but there are only few reports with tips 
and advice about problems after this type of surgery. this is 
a preliminary report which does not allow to draw any final 
conclusion because more patients are needed but it shows 
how most of the patients changed their sexual behaviours 
after surgery. Hence, nowadays the surgeon has the duty 
to treat the diseases and even to inform the patient about 
the possible consequences of proctologic surgery and its 
influences on anal intercourses.

PRELIMINARY	RESULTS	OF	HIGH	
INTERSPHINCTERIC	DEBRIDEMENT	
WITH	SETON	DRAINAGE	PRIOR	TO	THE	
SPHINCTER-SPARING	PROCEDURE	FOR	
THE	DEEP	POSTERIOR	INTERSPHINCTERIC	
SPACE-INVOLVED	HIGH	COMPLEX	
CRYPTOGLANDULAR	FISTULAS.

Poster abstracts P424

d. ren
Guangzhou, China

Purpose/Background:	the deep posterior intersphinc-
teric space (dPiS) has been demonstrated as an important 
anatomic space in most posterior high complex crypto-
glandular fistulas. omission of the dPiS sepsis may be a 
primary factor associated with recurrence, especially when 
performing sphincter-sparing procedure. We conduct the 
study to evaluate the efficacy of a modified prior procedure 
combined a high intersphincteic approach to eradicate the 
dPiS sepsis with the transsphincteric seton drainage before 

the definite sphincter-sparing procedure for dPiS-involved 
high complex fitula.

Methods/Interventions:	this is a retrospective review 
of a prospectively collected consecutive series. included in 
the study were adult patients who underwent preoperative 
mri and had been diagnosed with dPiS-involved high 
trans- or suprasphincteric cryptoglandular fistulas between 
January 2015 and July 2016. all patients were treated with 
a two-staged operation. the initial procedure included a 
deep intersphincteric approach to debride the dPiS sepsis 
and a place transspincteric loose seton for two months. 
the sphincter-sparing procedure performed two months 
later included the liFt, maF or high internal sphincter-
ectomy. Which type was applied according to the efficacy 
of the prior therapy. the success rate and postoperative 
continence were determined.

Results/Outcome(s):	 22 consecutive patients were 
treated with the modified staged sphincteric-sparing 
management. eleven patients had previous surgeries. none 
of the 22 patients had complication after the prior surgery. 
For the 8 patients whom had no sepsis residual in the dPiS 
after prior procedure, they underwent liFt procedure 
ultimately (7 high transsphincteric and 1suprasphincteric 
fistulas), while 9 patients whom had residual inflammatory 
granulation tissue in the dPiS, they underwent maF 
procedure (4 high transsphincteric and 5 suprasphincteric 
fistulas). the rest five patients with attenuated residual 
dPiS sepsis underwent high internal sphincterectomy 
as the definite surgery. Final success was achieved in 19 
(86.4%) of the 22 patients with a median follow-up time of 
7 (range, 5–13) months. Success was respectively achieved 
in 7 (87.5%) of the liFt group, seven (77.8%) of the 
maF group, and 5 (100%) of the internal sphincterectomy 
group. the three recurrent patients were all healed with 
a remedial fistulectomy. the preoperative and the post-
operative long-term Wexner incontinence scores had no 
significantly difference in the three groups.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 to perform a high inter-
sphincteric approach to eradicate the dPiS sepsis before 
the transsphincteric loose seton is safe and may facilitate 
the following sphincter-sparing procedure. this method 
should improve the success rate of the sphincter-sparing 
management when treating dPiS-involved high complex 
cryptoglandular fistulas.

a dPiS-involved suprasphincteric fistula was treated initially with an 
deep intersphincteric debridement combined with a suprasphincteric 
loose seton, following by the mucosal advancement flap two months 
later.
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PROMPT	DIAGNOSIS	AND	TREATMENT	OF	
PERIANAL	ABSCESS	DECREASES	FISTULA	
FORMATION:	A	GUIDE	TO	THERAPY.

Poster abstracts P425

S. Hahn, K. Hrebinko, J. munger, a. alcabes, 
d. Popowich, S. Gorfine, J. Bauer, d. Chessin
New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	Perianal abscess is a commonly 
encountered diagnosis in colorectal surgical practice. the 
most important intervention is incision and drainage. 
despite adequate drainage, half of patients with anal 
abscesses will develop an anal fistula. there is minimal 
literature regarding the risk factors for the development of 
fistulas once an abscess has formed. Specifically, time from 
beginning of abscess symptoms to drainage has not been 
studied. therefore, we aim to identify risk factors for devel-
opment of anal fistulas after acute anal abscesses and how 
the role of time of symptoms to diagnosis and treatment 
impacts rate of fistula formation.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review of 
patients with the diagnosis of acute perianal abscesses 
between 2012 to 2016 was conducted at our tertiary 
academic medical center. the outcome of interest was 
fistula formation. Parametric and nonparametric tech-
niques were used where appropriate to identify risk 
factors for fistula formation. Kaplan-meier survival plots 
analyzed by log-rank test were used to compare the risk of 
fistula formation. two Cox-Proportional Hazards models 
censoring for follow-up after intervention were constructed 
adjusting for multiple clinical factors and either 1) time 
between symptoms and diagnosis and 2) time between 
symptoms and intervention. Significance was set at p<0.05.

Results/Outcome(s):	 182 patients met inclusion 
criteria. the mean age of patients at the time of diag-
nosis was 41.3 years, and 122 (67%) were male. Sixty-six 
(36%) developed fistulas in the follow-up period and 116 
(64%) did not. Patients who developed a fistula were more 
likely to have a diagnosis of Crohn’s disease (21% vs. 4%, 
p=0.0003). on univariate analysis, patients were more 
likely to develop a fistula if they waited over seven days 
from the time of abscess symptoms to diagnosis (p=0.015) 
or symptoms to intervention (p=0.026) (Figure 1). on 
multivariate regression, abscess diagnosis or intervention 
made over seven days following initial abscess symp-
toms were significant predictors of fistula formation (Hr: 
1.9 [1.14-3.08], p=0.014) and (Hr: 1.7 [1.02-2.76], 
p=0.043). no significant differences were noted in age, 
gender, body mass index, hypertension, past medical 
history of diabetes or cardiovascular disease, fevers prior 
to or at time of diagnosis, use of biologic agents, immuno-
suppression, or anticoagulants, and follow-up time after 
intervention.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 development of an anal 
fistula is common after drainage of a perianal abscess. 
diagnosis or drainage of acute anal abscesses over seven 

days after initial symptoms were significant predictors of 
fistula development. the only patient specific factor asso-
ciated with development of an anal fistula was Crohn’s 
disease. Surgeons and patients should be aware of duration 
of abscess symptoms, and anal abscesses should be drained 
in a timely manner to decrease the risk of development of 
subsequent anal fistulas.

SYSTEMATIC	REVIEW	AND	NETWORK	META-
ANALYSIS	COMPARING	CLINICAL	OUTCOMES	
AND	EFFECTIVENESS	OF	SURGICAL	
TREATMENTS	FOR	COMPLEX	ANAL	FISTULA.

Poster abstracts P426

m. Hsieh
Chiayi, Taiwan

Purpose/Background:	 Complex anal fistula such as 
trans-sphincteric or extra-sphincteric anal fistula are 
commonly used for surgical treatment. We conducted a 
comprehensive systemic reviews and network meta-anal-
ysis to compare the clinical effectiveness, recurrent rate, 
and incontinent rate using different surgical treatments for 
complex anal fistula.

Methods/Interventions:	 medline, emBaSe, and 
the Cochrane Central register of Controlled trials 
(Central) for relevant randomized controlled trials 
(rCts) were searched to identify clinical studies comparing 
different surgical treatments for complex anal fistula. 
two review authors conducted selection of studies, data 
extraction, and assessment of risk of bias independently. 
random-effects models were used to conduct the pairwise 
meta-analysis and the network meta-analysis.

Results/Outcome(s):	 overall, 16 studies with 900 
patients were included in this study and 13 surgical treat-
ments for complex anal fistula. there was no significantly 
postoperative recurrent rate between mucosal advance-
ment flap(maF), marsupialization of fistulotomy (mF), 
fibrin glue (FG) injection, fistula plug (FP), Fistulectomy 
(F), steon tube application (St), ligation of intersphinc-
teric fistula tract (liFt), autologous stem cell (aSC) 
injection or another combined surgeries (all p value >0.05). 
according to the rankgram to be the best treatment, 
aSC, aSC+FG, fibrin glue+ surgical closure (FG+SC), 
fistulectomy, and mF have better postoperative outcomes 
with lower recurrent rate than other surgical treatments. 
FG treatment has a significantly lower anal incontinent 
rate (or: 0.059, 95% Ci: 0.0045-0.7743, p=0.031). FG, 
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FG+SC, FP, and liFt have lower incontinent rate than 
other surgical treatments by the rankgram.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 according to our analyses, 
the recurrent rate after complex anal fistula surgeries were 
no significantly difference. the anal incontinent rate was 
only significantly lower in FG treatment. in conclusion, the 
surgeons have many surgical strategies to treat complex 
anal fistula with similar recurrent and incontinent rate.

ranking of treatment strategies based on probability of their effects on 
the incontinent rate

DOES	RECTOCELE	REPAIR	IN	COMBINATION	
WITH	OTHER	PERINEAL	SURGERIES	AFFECT	
OUTCOME	COMPARED	TO	SOLO	RECTOCELE	
REPAIR?

Poster abstracts P427

W. li, G. ozuner, e. Gorgun
Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	We aim to analyze perioperative 
morbidity and mortality as well as long term outcome 
of rectocele repair in combination with other perineal 
surgeries (rr Combination) and compare this with solo 
rectocele repair(solo rr).

Methods/Interventions:	Patients who underwent either 
solo rectocele repair or rectocele repair in combination 
with other perineal surgeries between January 2011 and 
december 2015 were identified from an irB-approved, 
prospectively maintained institutional database and 
reviewed. demographics, patient characteristics, short 
and long term complications, morbidity were compared 
between the two groups. multivariate logistic or cox regres-
sion analysis was conducted for covariate adjustments.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 98 patients were 
identified with a median age of 57 years. there were 41 
(42%) patients in the solo rr group, 57 (58%) in the rr 
Combination group (table 1). Fifty patients underwent a 
transanal repair of which 18 (32%) had combined surgeries 
(rr). Forty eight patients had a transvaginal repair of 
which 39(68%) had combined surgeries (rr). mean follow 
up was 25(13-42) months. Groups were comparable in 

terms of preoperative characteristics and demographics, 
except operation approach (p<0.01). all of the variables, 
including estimated blood loss(eBl), length of stay(loS), 
self-limiting rectal bleeding, transfusion, urinary retention, 
rectal stricture, rectal and perineal infection, rectovag-
inal abscess, reoperation, effective resolution of obstruc-
tive defecation symptoms (odS), residual symptoms and 
recurrence rates, were comparable between two groups 
except for operation time(p=0.03). (table 2)

Conclusions/Discussion:	rectocele repair in combina-
tion with other perineal surgeries is feasible and outcomes 
are comparable with solo rectocele repair. transanal 
versus transvaginal repairs appear to have no influence on 
outcomes.

tables:Table 1 the type of combined surgeries

Table 2 Comparison of peri- and post-operative outcomes between the 

groups

PERINEAL	HYDROSTATIC	INJURY	FROM	
PERSONAL	WATERCRAFT.

Poster abstracts P428

J. melvin, J. mitchem, Z. Wu, J. Quick
Columbia, MO

Purpose/Background:	 Personal watercraft use has 
increased in recent years, resulting in an increased number 
of traumatic events. Hydrostatic injury to the perineum 
represents an injury pattern unique to personal watercraft. 
this often leads to significant morbidity in a primarily 
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young population. Currently, there is little information 
regarding the management of these injuries. as a level i 
trauma center near a large volume recreational lake with 
a significant number of personal watercraft injuries, in this 
study we sought to gain further insight into the manage-
ment and eventual outcome in this patient group.

Methods/Interventions:	this is an irB approved retro-
spective review of prospectively collected data from the 
university of missouri trauma registry. demographic data, 
injury patterns, treatments and hospital data were analyzed. 
data analysis was performed using standard methods.

Results/Outcome(s):	review of our institutional trauma 
registry of 6244 patients collected from 2010 to 2016, 
revealed nine patients with perineal injury due to personal 
watercraft. Patients were primarily female (8, 88.9%) with 
a median age of 21. the median injury severity score 
was 10 with a median length of stay of 8 days requiring a 
median of 2 procedures. among these nine patients there 
was significant variability in the scope of injury as well as 

management. three of the nine patients sustained injuries 
not involving the rectum, including pelvic fracture with 
pubic diastasis, perineal and labial lacerations, and isolated 
bladder rupture. Six patients in this group sustained 
rectal injury. of these 6 patients, 2 sustained both anal 
sphincter and rectal injuries and 1 patient required both 
fecal and urinary diversion due to bladder injury. Five of 
six patients (83.3%) underwent primary repair of rectal 
injury with diversion at initial presentation and 1 patient 
with extra-peritoneal rectal injury underwent transanal 
primary repair without diversion (16.7%). this patient 
re-presented with a pelvic abscess 30 days post-injury and 
underwent diversion at that time. among the 6 patients 
with fecal diversion, 4 (66.7%) had restoration of intestinal 
continuity. one patient was lost to follow up and one is 
currently undergoing workup for planned restoration of 
intestinal continuity. restoration of continuity occurred at 
a median of 20.5 weeks after ostomy creation.

P428 Personal Watercraft Injury Patterns and Management

Age / 
Gender MOI ISS Injuries

Fecal 
Diversion

Urinary 
Diversion

Continuity 
Reestablished

LOS 
(Days) # Procedures

20F PWC 10 Rectovaginal fis-
tula, cystourethral 

injury

Yes Yes Yes 12 4

15F PWC 9 Extraperitoneal rec-
tal laceration

Yes No Yes 6 2

18F PWC 16 Intraperitoneal rec-
tal laceration, anal 

sphincter injury, 
perineal laceration

Yes No Yes 12 5

21F PWC 9 Extraperitoneal 
rectal laceration, 
vaginal and trunk 

lacerations

yes No Unk 8 1

24F PWC 9 Intraperitoneal rec-
tal laceration

Yes No Yes 15 7

29F PWC 18 Intraperitoneal 
rectal laceration, 
uterine artery lac-
eration, transverse 

colon injury

Yes No Planned 20 3

7F PWC 4 Vaginal laceration No No NA 1 1
44F BOAT 22 Intraperitoneal 

bladder rupture, 
blunt thoracic inju-
ry, nasal fracture

No No NA 5 1

46M PWC 14 Perineal contusion, 
pelvic fractures, 

lumbar spine frac-
tures

No No NA 8 2

MOI: Mechanism of Injury, PWC: Personal Watercraft, ISS: Injury Severity Score, LOS: Length of Stay
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Conclusions/Discussion:	 this is the largest series of 
perineal hydrostatic injuries from personal watercraft 
reported to date. Complicated perineal injuries related 
to personal watercraft occurs in a predominantly young 
female population which can lead to significant long-
term morbidity. in this series, we demonstrate that fecal 
diversion plays an important role in management and the 
majority of patients undergo restoration of intestinal conti-
nuity. management of these patients requires a thoughtful 
approach from a multi-disciplinary team to provide  
appropriate care.

EFFECTIVENESS	OF	BOTULINUM	TOXIN	A	
INJECTIONS	FOR	TREATMENT	OF	ANISMUS	
AND	PROCTALGIA.

Poster abstracts P429

d. Hiller, t. Khan, d. Sands, d. maron, B. Gurland, 
S. Wexner, e. Weiss, G. da Silva-southwick
Weston, FL; Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	 Botulinum toxin a (Botox) is 
a commercially marketed injectable medication derived 
from Clostridium botulinum which functions by inhibiting 
acetylcholine release. While its use for anal fissure is well 
established, its role in the treatment of anismus and proc-
talgia remains unclear. therefore, the goals of this study 
were to determine the success rate of Botox after initial 
injection and the dosage required to improve patient 
symptoms.

Methods/Interventions:	 after irB approval, patients 
who received Botox within the Cleveland Clinic system 
for anismus or proctalgia between 2007 and 2016 were 
identified from an electronic database. a chart review 
was performed to extrapolate all data. anismus was diag-
nosed by a history and manometric and/or defecographic 
evidence of paradoxical contraction of the puborectalis 
muscle. Patients with anorectal pathology such as fissure, 
Crohn’s disease, history of radiation or lost to follow 
up were excluded from the study. Botox injection was 
performed either in the operating room under anesthesia 
or in the office with emG guidance.

Results/Outcome(s):	Seventeen patients (53% females) 
with anismus of a mean age of 51 (range 23 to 81) years 
were available for follow up at a mean of 12 (range 1 to 59) 
months. after initial injection of Botox, 9/17 (53%) noted 
some improvement. Six patients (35%) underwent repeat 
Botox 3-6 months after the initial injection, 5 of whom 
(83%) felt improvement with the second dose. the median 
Botox dose was 100 (range 40-200) units, with 7 patients 
receiving <100u and 10 patients receiving >100 units. 
there was no difference in effectiveness between patients 
receiving < 100 units or greater than 100 units (p=0.58). 
Seventeen patients (63%) female with proctalgia of a mean 
age of 62 (range 32 to 84) years were available for follow-up 
at a mean of 14 (range 1 to 47) months. 8 patients (47%) 

noted improvement after one dose of Botox. the median 
dose was 100 (range 50-200 units) with no difference in 
effectiveness between > 100 vs < 100 units. 6 patients 
(35%) received a second dose, 3 of whom (50%) reported 
improvement with the subsequent injection. a majority 
of patients with anismus (76%) tried biofeedback therapy 
before injections compared to 23% of proctalgia patients. 
there was no difference in Botox effectiveness between 
patients who did or did not undergo biofeedback either for 
anismus or for proctalgia=0.89).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Botox is a nondose related 
option for patients suffering from anismus or proctalgia, 
with effective rates in this series being 53% and 43%, 
respectively. additional doses help improve success rates 
in patients that initially responded. Biofeedback before 
Botox dosing does not improve success.

DECREASED RECURRENCE RATE 
WITH	PROCEDURE	FOR	PROLAPSED	
HEMORRHOIDS	COUPLED	WITH	EXCISIONAL	
HEMORRHOIDECTOMY.

Poster abstracts P430

J. drake, B. Clark, a. Howard, a. Ferrara, P. Williamson, 
J. Gallagher, S. deJesus, r. mueller, m. Soliman, J. Karas
Winter Park, FL; Chapel Hill, NC

Purpose/Background:	 Hemorrhoids are a very 
common	 clinical	 problem	 facing	 colon	 and	 rectal	
surgeons.	 More	 than	 10	 million	 people	 have	 hemor-
rhoid	related	symptoms	each	year.	Estimates	 that	over	
50%	of	the	population	over	the	age	of	50	has	suffered	
from	 hemorrhoids	 at	 some	 point	 in	 their	 lifetime.	
Our	 investigative	 study	 aims	 to	 take	 a	 retrospective	
review	 of	 our	 clinical	 experience	 with	 performing	 the	
stapled	 procedure	 for	 prolapsed	 hemorrhoids	 (PPH),	
specifically	 identify	 those	 patients	 who	 underwent	
concomitant	excision	of	external	hemorrhoids/skin	tags	
to	 identify	 if	 there	 exists	 a	 lower	 incidence	 of	 disease	
recurrence	when	compared	to	our	own	as	well	as	histor-
ical	data	for	those	undergoing	PPH	alone.

Methods/Interventions:	We	 reviewed	 our	 data	 from	
2012	 to	 2015.	 This	 was	 a	 retrospective	 chart	 review.	
Any	 patient	 who	 underwent	 PPH	 during	 this	 time	
period	was	considered	a	candidate	 for	 inclusion	 in	the	
study.	We	separated	in	our	analysis	patients	who	under-
went	 PPH	 alone	 compared	 to	 those	 who	 underwent	
PPH	 concomitantly	 with	 external	 hemorrhoidectomy.	
The	data	points	we	reviewed	were	total	 time	of	 follow	
up,	time	to	disease	recurrence	and/or	operative	failure,	
and	 complications.	 Recurrence	 was	 identified	 by	 any	
patient	 who	 underwent	 additional	 surgical	 procedures	
for	 hemorrhoid	 treatment	 specifically.	 Patients	 having	
additional	surgical	procedures	for	outside	of	recurrence	
were	considered	to	have	had	complications	to	PPH.
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Results/Outcome(s):	We	identified	142	total	patients	
meeting	our	inclusion	criteria.	Of	these,	70	underwent	
PPH	 alone	 and	 72	 underwent	 concomitant	 excision	
of	an	external	component.	Average	follow	up	was	209	
days.	Demographics	in	each	group	were	roughly	equiv-
alent	 regarding	 average	 age,	 comorbidities	 and	 BMI.	
The	most	 commonly	 treated	grade	of	hemorrhoid	was	
grade	II	at	89	(63%)	followed	by	grade	III	at	43	(30%).	
Overall	 10	 (7%)	 of	 patients	 required	 additional	 treat-
ment	for	residual	or	recurrent	disease	with	only	2	(3%)	
of	 those	 patients	 falling	 under	 the	 category	 of	 being	
treated	with	both	PPH	and	external	hemorrhoidectomy.	
Our	overall	complication	rate	was	36%	roughly	in	line	
with	 historical	 data	 regarding	 overall	 complication	
rates.	 Complications	 included	 patients	 with	 inconti-
nence,	 bleeding,	 urinary	 retention,	 constipation,	 and	
neuropathy

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Most of the literature to 
date	shows	that	PPH	does	indeed	have	better	postoper-
ative	pain	control	with	roughly	equivalent	complication	
rates,	but	with	higher	recurrence	rates	when	compared	
to	 traditional	 hemorrhoidectomy.	 Our	 data	 suggests	
that	performing	excision	of	any	external	components	in	
conjunction	with	PPH	leads	to	no	significant	change	in	
postoperative	pain	or	 complications	 and	 yields	 slightly	
lower	recurrence	rate	when	compared	to	historical	data	
as	well	as	our	own	personal	experience.	As	a	result	we	
would	advocate	that	PPH	can	be	performed	in	conjunc-
tion	with	 external	 hemorrhoidectomy	 in	 patients	with	
mixed	disease	with	acceptable	results.

SHOULD	I	CONSIDER	CLEFT	LIFT	FOR	
PILONIDAL	DISEASE	-	WILL	I	STILL	BE	
SATISFIED	IN	5	YEARS?

Poster abstracts P431

m. Brand, H. Phillips, C. martyn, J. Poirier, m. Singer, 
J. Favuzza, B. orkin
Chicago, IL

Purpose/Background:	 Pilonidal disease is a common 
condition which affects primarily young patients. many 
treatment options are utilized, and recurrences rates are 
significant. Previous studies have shown the effectiveness 
of the cleft lift procedure over traditional incision and 
drainage or surgical excision for definitive correction of 
pilonidal cyst. However, there is limited data on long-term 
results, patient satisfaction or factors affecting satisfaction. 
We hypothesize that female patients or those undergoing 
cleft lift as the primary surgery will have lower satisfaction 
scores.

Methods/Interventions:	 167 patients with pilonidal 
disease who were previously treated by cleft lift procedure 
from august 2005 to may 2013 were contacted and asked 
to participate in an outcomes and satisfaction survey. 100 
patients (60%) participated. We present findings from 

both primary and salvage surgeries on patient satisfaction, 
the most common complaints expressed, and percentage 
who retrospectively recommend the procedure.

Results/Outcome(s):	87 males and 13 females with an 
average age of 27 years (range 15-58) at the time of surgery 
participated in the survey. 33 patients had recurrent 
pilonidal disease after a previously failed definitive surgery. 
median follow-up was 5.8 years (Sd = 2.2). Postoperative 
complications occurred in 33% of patients, most commonly 
minor areas of skin loss or a seroma. Satisfaction scores 
(0-10 scale) for the entire group averaged 9.3; 94% had a 
score of 8 or higher. all patients with satisfaction scores 
less than 8 were male (n=6). 95% of respondents would 
recommend the cleft lift procedure to another person. 
Patients with postoperative complications and those both-
ered by the appearance of the scar were more likely to 
report lower satisfaction (p=0.002 and p<0.0001, respec-
tively). Satisfaction levels were not statistically different 
between males and females, or primary and salvage surgery. 
distance of the pilonidal disease from the anal verge was 
not significantly associated with satisfaction.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Prior studies have shown that 
the cleft lift procedure is a highly successful procedure 
with long-term durability for the management of pilonidal 
disease. this study shows that patient satisfaction is very 
high whether done as a primary or salvage procedure, and 
regardless of gender. occurrence of postoperative compli-
cations and negative reaction to scar appearance were 
related to a lower long-term satisfaction.

APOLLO-2:	A	RANDOMIZED,	DOUBLE-BLIND,	
PLACEBO-	AND	ACTIVE-CONTROLLED	PHASE	
3	STUDY	INVESTIGATING	OLICERIDINE	
(TRV130)	FOR	THE	MANAGEMENT	OF	
MODERATE	TO	SEVERE	ACUTE	PAIN	
FOLLOWING	ABDOMINOPLASTY.

Poster abstracts P432

a. Senagore, F. Skobieranda
Galveston, TX; King of Prussia, PA

Purpose/Background:	 Purpose/Background: opioids 
are widely employed for the management of moderate to 
severe acute pain; however, opioid-related adverse events 
(oraes), including gastrointestinal (Gi) dysfunction and 
respiratory depression, may limit dosing required for anal-
gesic efficacy. Gi effects such as nausea, vomiting, constipa-
tion, and ileus, are a major cause of patient-related distress. 
Conventional opioids bind to μ receptors and non-selec-
tively activate two intracellular signaling pathways: the 
G protein pathway, associated with analgesia; and the 
β-arrestin pathway, associated with oraes and inhibition 
of G protein-mediated analgesia. oliceridine (trV130) is 
a novel μ receptor G protein Pathway Selective (μ-GPS) 
modulator that activates G protein while causing low β- 
arrestin recruitment to the μ receptor. in phase 2, oliceridine 
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demonstrated the potential to produce rapid analgesia, 
with a differentiated safety/tolerability profile vs morphine, 
including improved Gi tolerability. Here we evaluated  
the efficacy and safety of oliceridine and morphine from 
the randomized, Phase 3 aPollo-2 study.

Methods/Interventions:	 Methods/Interventions: 
aPollo-2 is a Phase 3, multicenter, randomized, double-
blind, placebo- and active-controlled study. Patients 
(n=375) experiencing moderate to severe pain following 
abdominoplasty were randomly assigned into one of 5 
treatment groups: iV oliceridine (1.5mg loading dose; 
0.1mg, 0.35mg or 0.5mg demand doses), volume-matched 
placebo, or morphine (4mg loading dose; 1mg demand 
doses) administered as needed by patient controlled 
analgesia (PCa) device with a 6 minute lockout for 24h. 
etodolac was available as necessary for rescue analgesia. 
the primary objective of aPollo-2 was to evaluate 
the analgesic efficacy of oliceridine compared to placebo. 
Secondary objectives included comparisons of oliceridine 
efficacy, safety, and tolerability to morphine.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Results/Outcomes: results will 
be presented at the meeting (study ongoing).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Conclusion/Discussion: 
aPollo-2 is the first Phase 3 trial examining the effi-
cacy and safety of oliceridine in patients following soft 
tissue surgery. oliceridine is an investigational agent not 
approved by the Fda.

LAPAROSCOPIC	PERITONEAL	LAVAGE	
OR	SURGICAL	RESECTION	FOR	ACUTE	
PERFORATED	SIGMOID	DIVERTICULITIS:	A	
SYSTEMATIC	REVIEW	AND	META-ANALYSIS.

Poster abstracts P434

J. davies, P. Stewart, F. Shaikh, S. Walsh
Cambridge, United Kingdom; Dublin, Ireland; Galway, 
Ireland

Purpose/Background:	 laparoscopic peritoneal lavage 
(lPl) has been proposed as an alternative, less invasive 
technique in the treatment of acute perforated sigmoid 
diverticulitis (aPSd). the aim of this meta-analysis is to 
compare the effectiveness of lPl versus surgical resection 
(Sr) in terms of morbidity and mortality in the manage-
ment of aPSd.

Methods/Interventions:	 a comprehensive search 
was conducted for randomised controlled trials (rCts) 
comparing lPl versus Sr in the treatment of aPSd. 
the end points included peri-operative mortality, severe 
adverse events, overall mortality, post-operative abscess, 
percutaneous reinterventions, reoperation, operative time, 
postoperative stay, and readmissions.

Results/Outcome(s):	three rCts with a total of 372 
patients, randomised to either lPl or Sr were included. 
there was no significant difference in peri-operative 
mortality between lPl and Sr (or 1.356, 95% Ci 0.365 to 

5.032, p = 0.649), or serious adverse events (or= 1.866,  
95% Ci = 0.680 to 5.120, p = 0.226). the lPl group was 
associated with a significantly higher rate of postoperative 
abscess formation (or = 4.121, 95% Ci = 1.890 to 8.986, 
p = 0.0004) and subsequent percutaneous interventions 
(or= 5.414, 95% Ci 1.618 to 18.118, p = 0.006). 
operative time was reduced in the lPl group (Wmd = 
-72.105, 95% Ci = -88.335 to -55.876, p < 0.0001).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 laparoscopic peritoneal 
lavage results in higher rates of postoperative abscess 
formation requiring more percutaneous drainage interven-
tions for aPSd, although no difference in perioperative 
mortality and serious morbidity was identified. the addi-
tion of further randomised trials will improve the certainty 
of our results.

OUTPATIENT	ADMINISTRATION	OF	
INTRAVENOUS	FLUID	DOES	NOT	REDUCE	
READMISSION	RATES	FOR	PATIENTS	WITH	
NEW	ILEOSTOMIES.

Poster abstracts P435

r. andrew, a. lauria, C. Hollenbeak, d. Stewart
Hummelstown, PA

Purpose/Background:	Patients who require the forma-
tion of an ileostomy are at increased risk for ileostomy 
dysfunction, characterized by transiently elevated stoma 
output volumes which may lead to dehydration and the 
need for readmission. the aim of this study was to compare 
the effect of outpatient crystalloid fluid therapy on 30-day 
readmission rates and other post-operative outcomes 
among colorectal patients with new ileostomies.

Methods/Interventions:	 this was a single center,  
retrospective study (January 2008-october 2015) of 
consecutive patients who underwent elective and emer-
gent colorectal surgeries that involved the construction of 
a new ileostomy. iCd-9 codes and CPt codes were used 
to identify those patients who underwent the insertion of 
a PiCC line or a midline catheter for the administration 
of one to two liters of outpatient fluid per 24 hour period. 
these patients were compared to those discharged without 
intravenous fluids. the primary study outcome was 30 day  
readmission rate; secondary outcomes included mean 
length of stay, upper extremity deep venous thrombosis 
(dVt) and total cost defined as the amount paid by the 
insurance company or patient, including cost of catheter 
placement and readmission, as appropriate.

Results/Outcome(s):	a total of 564 ileostomy patients 
were identified, of whom 37(6.6%) received outpatient 
fluid therapy. Severity of illness was similar between the 
two patient groups, with patients in both cohorts having an 
average of 1-2 comorbid conditions (p=0.62). there were 
no significant differences in any post-operative outcomes 
between the two groups (p>0.05). the 30-day readmission 
rate was 16% among those who received outpatient fluids 
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and 16% among those who did not. there were no read-
missions for central line associated blood stream infections 
among the patients discharged with outpatient fluids. 
the most common cause of readmission was dehydration 
and included 3 (8.1%) patients who received outpatient 
fluids and 26 (5.0%) patients who did not. Post-operative 
wound infection and intestinal obstruction were the next 
most common causes of readmission for patients without 
fluid therapy, occurring in 7 (1.3%) and 9 (1.7%) patients, 
respectively. no patients who received outpatient fluids 
were readmitted with either post-operative wound infec-
tion or intestinal obstruction. mean length of stay was 
similar between those receiving fluids (10 days) and those 
who did not (9 days; p>0.05), with similar hospital costs 
($24,475 vs. $23,629; p=0.86). the incidence of dVt was 
similarly low between the outpatient fluid group (0%) and 
those receiving no fluids (3%).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 For patients undergoing 
construction of a new ileostomy, outpatient fluid therapy is 
not associated with reduced readmission rates or increased 
complication rates. attempting to prevent dehydration 
with outpatient fluids may not be an effective intervention 
in reducing readmission in this high-risk group.

TACKLING	DEEP	INVASIVE	ENDOMETRIOSIS	
(DIE)	WITH	ROBOTIC	TECHNOLOGY	AND	A	
MULTI-DISCIPLINARY	TEAM.

Poster abstracts P437

m. Skancke, S. Chen, m. Vargas, G. moawad, V. obias
Washington, District of Columbia

Purpose/Background:	 endometriosis is a common 
benign gynecologic condition affecting 10% of women 
worldwide and because of its tenacious inflammatory 
nature can lead to chronic pelvic pain, dysmenorrhea and 
infertility. Clinically die is the most advanced evolution of 
endometriosis and most likely to cause an intense inflam-
matory reaction involving pelvic structures, primarily the 
sigmoid colon and rectum. management revolves around 
extirpation of endometrial disease and usually requires 
a multi-disciplinary approach between colorectal and 
gynecologic surgeons. there are few studies that discuss 
the outcomes of joint die management and even fewer 
concerning the use of robotics. our study reports a series 
of cases of die managed robotically at a single institution.

Methods/Interventions:	 We retrospectively reviewed 
57 robotic cases performed by gynecologic surgeons at a 
single institution for endometriosis between 2013 and Q3 
2016. a multi-disciplinary approach involving colorectal 
surgery was employed in 15 of the 57 cases for die.

Results/Outcome(s):	 of the 15 patients who under-
went multi-disciplinary care, six (40%) were nulligravid 
and four (27%) had no history of prior abdominal surgery. 
the mean age at surgery was 38 years (range 23-46), 
and the mean Bmi was 29 kg/m2 (range 19-45 kg/m2). 

intraoperatively, four (27%) cases required rectal resection,  
eight (53%) cases required rectal repair and one case 
required both rectal resection and repair. the average 
colorectal surgical operative time was 185 minutes (range 75- 
321 minutes) and the total average operative time was  
309 minutes (range 163-535 minutes). the average 
reported blood loss was 212cc. there were no reported 
intraoperative conversions. the average post-operative 
length of stay was 2 days but 5 patients (33%) required 
re-admission for wound infection (one superficial, four 
deep). of those re-admitted, two required percutaneous 
drainage and one required a diverting ileostomy.

Conclusions/Discussion:	deep invasive endometriosis 
is a tenacious disease process associated with significant 
pelvic adhesive pathology and is best handled with a 
multi-disciplinary team of gynecologic and colorectal 
surgeons. the benefits of improved visualization and 
enhanced dexterity provided by the robotic platform can 
aid during these laborious dissections and simplify intracor-
poreal hollow viscus repair and bowel resection.

RISK	FACTORS	FOR	COLONIC	DIVERTICULAR	
BLEEDING	RECURRENCE	AND	EMERGENCY	
SURGERY.

Poster abstracts P438

o. Vergara-Fernández, e. Sánchez García-ramos, 
J. Bañuelos-mancilla, J. molina-lópez,  
d. Velazquez-Fernández
Mexico, Mexico

Purpose/Background:	 to identify risk factors associ-
ated with diverticular rebleeding and emergency surgery.

Methods/Interventions:	 in a nested case-control 
approach, we analyzed all patients with colonic divertic-
ular bleeding from 2006 to 2016 in a referral center in 
mexico City. diagnosis was performed with colonoscopy. 
demographic, comorbidities and treatments were collected 
and analyzed. recurrence and emergency surgery were the 
main outcomes. uni-, bivariate and multivariate logistic 
regression model were performed for all variables. odds 
ratio (or) with 95% confidence interval were estimated 
for each variable. any p value ≤ 0.05 or 5% (type i error) 
was considered as statistically significant for a two-tailed 
hypothesis.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 52 patients met the 
inclusion criteria. of those, 32 developed recurrent hemor-
rhage (the study group), and 20 did not (the control group). 
the diagnosis of diverticular bleeding was performed by 
colonoscopy. Subjects were followed up for a median of 
4.6 years. nineteen patients (36.5%) required emergency 
surgery. in multivariable analysis, patients with nSaid 
use (or= 5.84; 95% Ci: 1.58-21.51; P = 0.005), hyper-
lipidemia (or= 5.72; 95% Ci: 1.64-19.94; P = 0.001) and 
overweight (or= 3.85; 95% Ci: 1.12-13.19; P = 0.019) 
were found to be independent risk factors for rebleeding. 
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in addition, patients with 3 or more episodes of bleeding  
had an increased risk for emergent surgical management 
(or= 7.22; 95% Ci: 1.44-36.22; P = 0.012).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 overweight, hyperlipidemia 
and nSaid use are associated with an increased risk for 
colonic diverticular rebleeding. Patients with three or 
more bleeding episodes, that are overweight, have hyper-
lipidemia, and are taking nSaids, may benefit from an 
elective surgery.

SURGICAL	MANAGEMENT	OF	ACUTE	
DIVERTICULITIS:	RESECTION	WITH	END	
STOMA	STILL	REIGNS	SUPREME.

Poster abstracts P439

H. dao, J. Kempenich, a. logue, J. marcano, P. miller, 
K. Sirinek
San Antonio, TX; Richmond, VA

Purpose/Background:	 multiple recent studies have 
suggested that primary anastomosis with or without prox-
imal diversion is safe and should be the procedure of choice 
for most patients with acute diverticulitis requiring an 
emergency operation. this study evaluates whether this 
surgical approach has been adopted in the u.S.

Methods/Interventions:	the national Surgical Quality 
improvement Program(nSQiP) from the american 
College of Surgeons for the years 2013 and 2014 was 
queried. Patients undergoing either an emergency or 
elective surgical procedure for diverticulitis were selected 
for analysis. demographics, surgical procedure, length of 
hospital stay, morbidity and mortality were analyzed. these 
parameters for emergency procedures were compared to 
those for elective operations and analyzed with Chi-Square 
for categorical variables and t-test for continuous vari-
ables. a logistic regression model was then created to 
assess the influence of independent variables in the 

creation of an end stoma (table 1). Significance was deter-
mined by a P < .05.

Results/Outcome(s):	during a two-year period, 12,898 
patients underwent surgical treatment for diverticulitis at 
nSQiP participating institutions. 3,056 (23.6%) patients 
underwent emergency surgery. Compared to an elective 
procedure, patients undergoing an emergency operation 
were more likely to have a colon resection without anas-
tomosis (57.8 vs. 5.4%, P<.0001) and performed by the 
open compared to the laparoscopic technique (85.3 vs. 
14.6%, P<.0001). among emergency cases, factors related 
to colon resection without anastomosis included: transfer 
from an outside institution (61.4 vs. 15.3%, P<.0001) and 
septic shock (75.9 vs. 54.1%, P<.0001). mortality was 
higher for patients undergoing an emergency resection 
without anastomosis compared to those patients who had 
an anastomosis (3.7 vs. 1.4%, P<.0003). Wound (19.5 vs. 
10.7%, P<.0001), pulmonary (12.5 vs, 2.4%, P<.0001) and 
renal complications (5.1 vs. 2.5%, P<.0001) were higher in 
patients with resection without anastomosis.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 this study shows that open 
colon resection without anastomosis continues to be the 
most employed surgical intervention for the emergency 
treatment of acute diverticulitis in the u.S. it is associ-
ated with a higher complication rate than resection and 
anastomosis with or without proximal diversion. delay in 
treatment for transferred patients may have contributed to 
the sepsis and intraoperative technical difficulties that led 
to the high use of resection without anastomosis in these 
patients. Further reductions in associated morbidity and 
mortality appear to be dependent upon earlier diagnosis 
and treatment of patients with acute diverticulitis at their 
local hospital. Surgeons treating these patients need to 
more universally adopt the laparoscopic approach and also 
be willing to embrace primary anastomosis with or without 
proximal diversion as the procedure of choice when  
clinically indicated.

P439 Multivariable Logistic Regression Analysis of Factors Associated with Creation of End Stoma Among 
Patients Undergoing Surgery for Acute Diverticulitis

N=12,898 Odds ratio 95% Confidence interval P value
Emergency intervention 16.7 14.1-19.7 <.0001*
Transfer status 0.6 0.5-0.8 <.0001*
Steroid use 1.7 1.3-2.2 <.0001*
Congestive heart failure 0.7 0.4-1.4 0.4
Acute renal failure 1.0 0.3-2.7 0.9
Dialysis 1.5 0.8-3.0 0.1
Weight loss 0.8 0.5-1.2 0.4
Septic shock 2.9 2.4-3.4 <.0001*
Diabetes 1.1 0.9-1.4 0.1
Dyspnea 0.8 0.5-1.2 0.4
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 1.0 0.7-1.3 0.9
Ascites 1.0 0.4-2.3 0.9

*Statistically significant.
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A	NOVEL	TECHNIQUE	TO	REDUCE	THE	
INCIDENCE	OF	SURGICALITE	SITE	INFECTION	
IN	HIGH-RISK	COLORECTAL	PATIENTS.

Poster abstracts P440

a. murray, B. Kuritzkes, S. lee-Kong, d. Feingold, 
r. Kiran, e. Pappou
New York City, NY

Purpose/Background:	an innovative negative-pressure 
wound management system modified from existing vacu-
um-assisted closure has previously been shown to reduce 
surgical site occurrences, including seroma formation and 
surgical site infection (SSi).

Methods/Interventions:	 this is a retrospective study 
of colorectal patients at high-risk of SSi undergoing lapa-
rotomy at a single academic medical center. a modified 
hybrid vacuum-assisted closure (HVaC) technique was 
used in 28 patients between September 2015-June 2016 
and results compared to all 33 colorectal patients who 
underwent laparotomy and routine mass closure, identi-
fied from our site-specific nSQiP data (2013-2014). the 
primary outcome was 30-day surgical site occurrences, with 
secondary outcomes length of stay, wound-related readmis-
sions and reoperation. HVaC includes the closure of fascia 
and skin, with wicks or rectangular fingers of white VaC 
sponge inserted through the dermal layer down into the 
subcutaneous space at intervals of 1 to 2 inches along the 
entire length of the wound. a total of 3-7 wicks are used. 
intervening areas of skin are covered with Vaseline soaked 
gauze, followed by application of a black VaC sponge that 
is then covered with contact material and connected via a 
track pad and suction tubing to a VaC negative-pressure 
suction pump. HVaC is removed on post-operative day 
3-7. Patients were followed-up for 30-days.

Results/Outcome(s):	in the HVaC cohort, underlying 
diagnoses included cancer (18), diverticulitis (3) and other 
(7) including volvulus and ischemic bowel. 10 patients 
were classified as emergencies and were high-risk regarding 
age (mean 64 years +/- 11), aSa 3 or 4 (22 patients), 
wound classification (20 patients class 3 or 4), Bmi (mean 
28 Kg/m2), smoking (16), diabetes (10), and prior oper-
ation (10), with a mean operating time of 322 minutes 
(+/-119). there were no statistically significant differences 
between the nSQiP and HVaC cohort regarding co-mor-
bidities, but nSQiP patients had a shorter operative time 
(mean 175 mins +/-88) and lower wound classification 
(18 patients class 1 or 2). total surgical site occurrences 
in the HVaC group included 1 incisional SSi (superficial), 
1 seroma, and no hematoma or wound dehiscence. in the 
nSQiP cohort there were 3 incisional SSis (2 superficial, 
1 deep) and 3 wound dehiscence (p>0.05). the average 
length of stay was 10 days in the HVaC group with 1 non- 
wound-related readmission and re-operation, vs. 12.7 days 
and 1 readmission amongst nSQiP patients (p>0.05).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the hybrid vacuum-assisted 
closure (HVaC) technique is safe and may reduce wound 

complications in patients at high risk of developing surgical 
site infections following complex colorectal procedures.

CAECAL	BASCULE:	A	CASE	SERIES	AND	
LITERATURE	REVIEW.

Poster abstracts P441

J. Park, K. ng, C. young
Sydney, NSW, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 Caecal bascule is a rare condi-
tion characterized by the inferior pole of the caecum 
folding on a horizontal axis antero-superiorly towards 
the ascending colon, potentially causing obstruction. an 
unusual variant of volvulus, diagnosis is challenging due to 
its obscurity. We present the experience of an australian 
tertiary-referral hospital with the diagnosis/management of 
caecal bascule, and review cases reported in the literature 
to raise awareness of this uncommon diagnosis.

Methods/Interventions:	 medical records of patients 
diagnosed with caecal bascule in 2001-2016 were reviewed. 
data relating to their presentation, investigations, manage-
ment, and outcomes were obtained. a literature search 
was conducted through Pubmed and medline databases.

Results/Outcome(s):	Caecal bascule was diagnosed in 
four patients (median age 60.5 [range: 48-75] years, two 
female). Patients presented with abdominal pain (4/4), 
distension (3/4), vomiting (3/4), and confusion (1/4) over 
a one to four-day period. Computed tomography identified 
caecal displacement in three cases, and bascule was diag-
nosed at laparotomy in all cases. all patients underwent 
right hemicolectomy, with primary ileo-colic anastomosis 
in three cases and formation of abcarian stoma in one. 
median length of stay was 15.5 days (range: 10-24), with 
no mortality. Fifteen cases of caecal bascule have been 
reported in the literature to date, with authors suggesting 
resection as definitive treatment.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Correct diagnosis of caecal 
bascule requires a high index of suspicion and avoids delay 
of appropriate management. recent operation, particu-
larly laparoscopic cholecystectomy, may be contributing 
factors. resection is recommended, a sentiment echoed by 
reported cases in the literature.
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TOWARDS	A	MORE	PERFECT	UNION;	
CORRELATING	GUIDELINES	&	CLINICAL	
EQUIPOISE	IN	DIVERTICULITIS	
MANAGEMENT.

Poster abstracts P442

J. Siddiqui, a. Zahid, J. Hong, C. young
Sydney, NSW, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 to determine current clinical 
practice within australia & new Zealand in the manage-
ment of diverticulitis & assess the correlation with recent 
internationally recognized guidelines

Methods/Interventions:	a binational survey was mailed 
out to members of the Colorectal Surgical Society of 
australia & new Zealand to assess correlation with guide-
lines & clinical equipoise in diverticulitis management 
using 22 hypothetical clinical scenarios

Results/Outcome(s):	 of 205 eligible surgeons, 100 
(49%) responded, with an average of 14 years surgical 
practice. of the 19 guideline based scenarios, only  
10 (53%) reached consensus (defined as >70% majority 
opinion) & correlated with guidelines; while another  
3 (16%) reached consensus but did not correlate with 
guidelines. the remaining 6 (32%) scenarios showed clin-
ical equipoise (defined as less than/equal to 70% majority 
opinion). these areas included diagnostic imaging where 
Ct scan was contraindicated, management options in 
failure of conservative therapy for simple & complicated 
diverticulitis, surgical management of Hinchey grade 3, 
proximal extent of resection in sigmoid diverticulitis & use 
of oral, mechanical bowel prep & antibiotics for an elec-
tive colectomy. the areas of consensus not in accord with 
guidelines were management of simple diverticulitis, follow 
up options in a patient with increased risk of recurrent, 
complicated diverticulitis & follow up after an episode of 
complicated diverticulitis. a greater proportion of north 
american sub-specialty trained surgeons would perform 
a Hartmann’s procedure for Hinchey grade 3 (87% vs 
51%, p=0.011) & also those who have been practicing for 
greater than 10 years (67% vs 33%, p=0.002). a signifi-
cantly greater number of those practicing in a non-city 
(tertiary/quaternary) setting (87% vs 55%, p=0.005), 
practicing for more than 10 years (70% vs 48%, p=0.04) 
& european sub-specialty trained (79% vs 56%, p=0.039) 
would proceed to an image guided percutaneous drainage 
for failed conservative therapy of a small abscess. 50% of 
rural/regional based surgeons would perform an urgent 
sigmoid colectomy in failed conservative therapy of diver-
ticulitis compared to only 9% of surgeons based in the city 
(Fisher’s exact 0.017). a greater number of australian 
surgeons would perform a Hartmann’s operation for 
Hinchey grade 4 compared to new Zealand based (85% vs 
65%, p=0.044). in right sided complicated diverticulitis, 
a much greater number of those in practice for more than 
10 years would perform an ileocecal resection and ileocolic 
anastomosis (78% vs 42%, p<0.0001).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 this study highlights that 
while there are areas of consensus in management of diver-
ticulitis, there is still a need for future research looking 
at areas of clinical equipoise, potentially in the form of 
rCts. it also poses the question of whether location of 
sub-specialty training & current practice influences our 
management decisions in diverticulitis.

ASIAN	PATIENTS	WITH	HINCHEY	IA	ACUTE	
DIVERTICULITIS:	A	CONDITION	FOR	THE	
AMBULATORY	SETTING?

Poster abstracts P443

d. Chan, F. Koh, t. lim, K. tan
Singapore, Singapore

Purpose/Background:	 diverticulitis in asians is a 
different disease entity from Western counterparts. Few 
asian studies have evaluated the management of acute 
Hinchey ia diverticulitis with consideration for outpatient 
management. the purpose of this study was to evaluate 
the outcomes of asian patients with Hinchey ia acute 
diverticulitis.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review of all 
patients who were treated for Hinchey ia acute colonic 
diverticulitis between 2012 and 2014 was performed. all 
patients were diagnosed on Computed tomography (Ct).

Results/Outcome(s):	 there were 129 patients with 
Hinchey ia acute diverticulitis. Fifty-five (42.6%) patients 
were male, and the median age was 54 years (range, 
30 – 86). eighty-seven (67.4%) patients had right-sided 
diverticulitis. WBC count and CrP count on presentation 
were 12.0 x 109/l and 73 mg/l respectively. most patients 
were treated empirically with intravenous ceftriaxone 
and metronidazole (89.1%). they were then discharged 
with amoxicillin/clavulanic acid (53.2%) or ciprofloxacin 
and metronidazole (37.1%). only 6.1% of patients had a 
positive blood culture. the median length of stay in the 
hospital was 4 (3 – 4). only three (2.3%) patients were 
readmitted for acute diverticulitis within 30-days. they 
were managed with antibiotics and discharged successfully. 
the repeated Ct scans reconfirmed Hinchey ia divertic-
ulitis. no patients required emergency surgery, and there 
were no 30-day mortalities.

Conclusions/Discussion:	asian patients with Hinchey 
ia diverticulitis recovered well with conservative manage-
ment and could be amenable to outpatient therapy. Future 
prospective studies should be performed to in the asian 
population to evaluate managing this condition in an 
ambulatory setting
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DO	RESIDENTS	PERFORM	COLONOSCOPY	AS	
WELL	AS	CONSULTANTS:	AN	ANALYSIS	OF	
QUALITY	INDICATORS.

Poster abstracts P444

d. Chan, F. Koh, t. lim, r. Wong, K. yeoh, K. tan
Singapore, Singapore

Purpose/Background:	 endoscopy remains a critical 
component of General Surgery and Gastroenterology 
training. Whilst residents need to gain experience, the 
quality of endoscopy which patients received cannot be 
compromised. We conducted this study to compare quality 
indicators between consultants and residents with regards 
to colonoscopy.

Methods/Interventions:	 a review of colonoscopies 
from a prospectively collected database was performed 
from September 2011 to February 2016. Quality indicators 
such as caecum intubation rate, adenoma detection rate, 
adherence to a 6-min withdrawal rule, mean number of 
polyps detected per colonoscope, and complications were 
collected and compared between the 2 groups.

Results/Outcome(s):	 in total, out of 25,749 colo-
noscopies that were performed, 14,168 (55.0%) were 
performed by Consultants. Consultants achieved a better 
caecum intubation rate compared with residents (96.0% 
vs 94.9%, p < 0.001), and were more compliant to the 
6-min withdrawal rule (74.7% vs 68.6%, p < 0.001). there 
were however no statistically significant differences in the 
adenoma detection rate (33.5% vs 34.5%, p = 0.098). 
Bleeding was a rare complication that was encountered 
more frequently in colonoscopies performed by consultants 
than for residents (0.002% vs 0.00008%, p < 0.001). there 
were only three (%) perforations in the entire series, and 
all were from colonoscopies performed by Consultants.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Given the proper training, 
residents are able to perform colonoscopy with the same 
level of competence as consultants. Whilst colonoscopic 
related complications are often tied to the difficulty of the 
procedures, the adherence to the 6-minute withdrawal 
rule must be reinforced and continually educated to both 
residents and consultants.

INFLUENCE	OF	MRI	ON	NEGATIVE	
APPENDECTOMY	RATE	IN	PREGNANCY.

Poster abstracts P445

H. Hwang, J. Kang, S. Baik, J. yoon, y. Park, y. Han, 
m. Cho, H. Hur, B. min, K. lee, n. Kim
Seoul, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	accurate preoperative determi-
nation of acute appendicitis in pregnancy is critical when 
considering potential complication risks. this study aimed 
to investigate the efficacy of magnetic resonance imaging 
(mri) preoperatively done in emergency room(er) in 
diagnosing an acute appendicitis for pregnant women.

Methods/Interventions:	 a total of 94 pregnant 
women with initially diagnosed as an acute appendicitis 
at Severance Hospital and Gangnam Severance Hospital 
between September 2006 and may 2016 were retrospec-
tively selected. all patients underwent either or both 
ultrasonography (uS) and mri preoperatively in er and 
underwent emergency laparoscopic or open appendec-
tomy. among them, 80 patients are finally enrolled after 
exclusion of 14 patients who had no remained official 
findings of the uS and mris.

Results/Outcome(s):	negative appendectomy rate was 
11.3% (9/80) (2- serosal congestion of mesoappendix, 
6 - lymphoid hyperplasia, 1- endometriosis). Fifty-nine 
patients (73.6%) underwent uS, 40 cases (50%) under-
went mri and 19 cases (23.8%) underwent both uS 
and mri. Sensitivity and specificity of uS and mri were 
74.5%, 62.5% and 94.4%, 25% respectively. in a total of 18 
cases with undetermined uS findings, however, negative 
appendectomy rate in patients who adding a mri did not 
differ in comparison to patients who did not perform a mri 
[2/10 (20%) vs. 3/8 (37.5%), P = 0.608].

Conclusions/Discussion:	mri showed high sensitivity 
in diagnosing acute appendicitis for pregnant women. 
However, to refrain from practicing superfluous preoper-
ative imaging tests for preventing negative appendectomy 
in high risk patients, the impact of adding mri in case of 
underdetermined uS findings need further validation.

QUANTITATIVE	PERFUSION	ASSESSMENT	IN	
LEFT-SIDED	COLONIC	RESECTION	-	THE	ROLE	
OF	PERFUSION	IN	ANASTOMOTIC	LEAKAGE	
AND	FACTORS	THAT	AFFECT	COLONIC	
PERFUSION.

Poster abstracts P446

C. Foo, r. Wei, W. law
Hong Kong, Hong Kong

Purpose/Background:	 adequate colonic perfusion is 
essential for anastomotic healing. intraoperative quantita-
tive assessment of colonic perfusion allows demonstration 
of the role of perfusion in anastomotic healing in real 
clinical setting.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients who underwent 
elective left-sided colorectal resection were included. 
intraoperative quantitative perfusion assessment was 
performed with intravenous indocyanine-green injection 
and fluorescence angiography, using the SPy elite System 
(novadaq, Canada). Perfusion was represented by the 
‘perfusion value’, from 0-255, which reflected the inten-
sity of fluorescence. the flushing time, perfusion value 
at the maximally perfused part in the exteriorized colon 
and at the site of transection was recorded. Patients’ 
demographic, intraoperative and postoperative data was 
prospectively collected.
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Results/Outcome(s):	the study included 73 patients. 
three (4.3%) had anastomotic leakage. the maximal 
perfusion value from the exteriorized colon was signifi-
cantly lower in the leakage group 130.7±64.3 vs 
212.5±52.1, p=0.010. male gender (p=0.050), rectal 
lesions (p=0.016), laparoscopic approach (p=0.019), low 
anterior resections (p=0.018), total mesorectal excisions 
(p=0.007), left colic artery ligation (p=0.041) and tran-
sanal retrieval of specimens (p=0.006) were associated 
with poorer perfusion of the exteriorized left colon.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Poor perfusion in the left 
colon is associated with anastomotic leakage. the colonic 
perfusion is more challenged in operations involving rectal 
lesions with low anterior resections and total mesorectal 
excisions. retrieval of specimens via small wounds or the 
transanal route may result in reduced perfusion in the 
exteriorized part. low ligation with preservation of the left 
colic artery improves perfusion of the left colon.

SACRAL	NERVE	STIMULATION	FOR	CHRONIC	
CONSTIPATION.

Poster abstracts P447

a. Ky, K. Chen, a. Zhou, r. Steinhagen
New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	 Chronic severe constipation is 
a common gastrointestinal disorder that can afflicts up to 
20% of the population. it is more common in the elderly 
and female patients. this can be caused by slow transit, 
pelvic floor dysfunction, and idiopathic. Conservative 
medical treatments as well as biofeedback have limited 
success for many patients. as a last resort, colectomies 
as well as stoma is associated with a higher morbidity and 
possible mortality. SnS (sacral nerve stimulator) have 
been shown with limited success at other institutions. 
We evaluated our experience with SnS for patients with 
chronic constipation.

Methods/Interventions:	a prospective study of patients 
who failed conservative management of constipation 
and or biofeedback but not yet ready for a more invasive 
surgery underwent the test phase before consideration of 
a permanent implantation generator (iPG). Patients with 
greater than fifty percent improvement then underwent 
stage 2 permanent neurostimulator implantation. Primary 
end point were increased frequency of bowel movement 
without laxatives.

Results/Outcome(s):	Between november 2014- January 
2016, 12 patients (female median age 42) underwent the 
test stimulation of whom 6(50%) noted improvement of 
their symptoms and went on to permanent lead placement. 
of these, 5 of 6 (83%) patients achieved treatment success. 
after a median 12 (range 4-25) months follow-up, defeca-
tion frequency increased from 1.2-4.9. 1 of the 6 patient 
had improvement in their symptoms of constipation up 
to 7 months but lost its efficacy after 7 months despite 
increased stimulation. Cleveland Clinic score (0=severe to 
100=no symptoms) increased from 4-68. 1 of the 6 patient 
had explantation of the device from late failure.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 SnS can be effective for 
those with intractable constipation that failed conserva-
tive medical therapy. it is less invasive than the higher 
morbidity of abdominal surgical resection but the success 
rate is only 40% in our small group. despite the low 
numbers, it is a minimally invasive way of improve the 
debilitating condition of chronic constipation.
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POLYGLACTIN	MESH	INLAY	FOR	COMBINED	
GASTROINTESTINAL	RECONSTRUCTION	AND	
ABDOMINAL	WALL	REPAIR	(AWR).	A	SAFE,	
EFFECTIVE	AND	INEXPENSIVE	ALTERNATIVE	
TO	BIOLOGICS.

Poster abstracts P448

r. Brady, H. Clouston, i. Peristerakis, n. lees, 
i. anderson, d. Slade, G. Carlson
Manchester, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 takedown of enterocutaneous 
fistulas in open abdominal wounds presents a significant  
surgical challenge. the optimum method of reconstruction 
for large contaminated abdominal wall defects remains 
unclear. We present the outcome of a series of patients with 
massive contaminated abdominal wall defects requiring 
combined gut and abdominal wall reconstruction, in which 
Polyglactin mesh inlay was used alone or in combination 
with separation of components.

Methods/Interventions:	Consecutive patients from 5th 
may 2006 - 24th april 2014 from a single specialist national 
centre, with intestinal fistulation and/or requirements 
for re-establishment of intestinal continuity associated 
with large associated abdominal wall defects, under-
went combined gastrointestinal and aWr surgery. data 
were collected from a prospectively maintained database, 
along with electronic patient record and paper notes. 
Postoperative adverse events were classified using Clavien-
dindo grading and follow up was undertaken for a median 
(range) follow up of 12 (1-66) months

Results/Outcome(s):	75 patients (47 male, mean age: 
49.1 years, median aSa 3) underwent elective recon-
structive surgery. Patients had undergone a mean (range) 
of 3.5 (1-10) previous laparotomies. 72 procedures were 
performed electively. 65 (86%) patients had enteroat-
mospheric or enterocutaneous fistulae and 10 patients 
had massive abdominal wall defects with a simultaneous 
requirement for reestablishment of intestinal continuity. 
16 patients were smokers, 4 were diabetic and 12 patients 
had Crohn’s disease. 50 (75%) of patients were depen-
dent on artificial nutrition prior to surgery. 55 (73%) 
patients had component separation. all patients had 
polyglactin mesh positioned as; inlay in 31(41.3%), bridge 
30 (40%) and inlay+bridge 14 (18.7%). Postoperative  
30 day mortality was 0%, and morbidity was 34.1% 
(Clavien-dindo 18 grade 1, 6 grade 2, 1 grade 3 and 3 
grade 4). 25 (33.3%) patients developed postoperative 
incisional hernias; of these, 5 were asymptomatic and 
only 6 (8%) required subsequent operative repair. 6 (8%) 
patients developed recurrent fistulas, 1 of which healed 
within 6 weeks of surgery. there was 1 postoperative death 
from cardiac failure, 5 months following surgery.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Polyglactin mesh inlay repair 
is a simple, inexpensive and safe method for aWr in 
a contaminated field. this technique has a postopera-
tive complication rate, with low levels of fistulation and 

requirements for future incisional hernia repair, which is 
better than similar series using considerably more expen-
sive biological implants.

HIGH-RISK	PATIENTS	WITH	HINCHEY	III	
DIVERTICULITIS:	IS	PRIMARY	SIGMOID	
RESECTION	BETTER	THAN	LAPAROSCOPIC	
PERITONEAL	LAVAGE?

Poster abstracts P449

e. duchalais, t. Greilsamer, e. abet, G. meurette, 
a. Hamy, m. Comy, a. Venara, P. lehur
Rochester, MN; La Roche sur Yon, France; Angers, France

Purpose/Background:	Background: laparoscopic peri-
toneal lavage (Pl) is a more conservative procedure 
than primary sigmoid resection (Sr) in acute diverticu-
litis complicated with purulent peritonitis (Hinchey iii). 
However, several studies have recently highlighted the 
high rate of Pl failure leading to early reoperation in 10 
to 30% of patients. Patients with severe comorbidities 
or older than 80 years have significantly more risk than 
others to fail to Pl. this subpopulation of Hinchey iii 
diverticulitis patients is also at higher risk for morbidity 
and mortality after Sr. the purpose of the study was to 
compare postoperative outcomes between Pl and primary 
Sr in ‘high-risk’ Hinchey iii diverticulitis patients.

Methods/Interventions:	Methods: in 3 hospital centers, 
the clinical data of all patients operated on for Hinchey 
iii diverticulitis between 2006 and 2015 were reviewed. 
Patients with Hinchey ii or iV diverticulitis diagnosed at 
laparoscopy were excluded. all ‘high-risk’ patients (age ≥ 
80 years, aSa ≥ 3 or immunosuppression) operated on 
with Pl were age, aSa and immunosuppression-matched 
to patients operated on with primary Sr during the same 
period. in both “Pl” and “Sr” groups, preoperative char-
acteristics and severe complication rate (dindo grade ≥ 3b) 
were retrospectively collected and compared.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Results: among 162 patients 
operated on for Hinchey iii diverticulitis, 36 ‘high-risk’ 
patients were included in the study (18 patients in Pl 
group and 18 patients in Sr group). Patient characteris-
tics were similar in both groups in terms of age (72±11 vs 
74±11 years), sex (38% female each group), Bmi (24±5 vs 
27±5), aSa score (61% aSa ≥ 3 each group), immuno-
suppression (38% each group), previous history of diver-
ticulitis (6 vs 16%) or abdominal surgery (33 vs 38%) and 
hemodynamic instability (0% each group). in Sr group, 
17 (94%) patients were operated on with a Hartmann 
procedure and 1(6%) with a sigmoidectomy plus primary 
anastomosis. Severe complication rate was not significantly 
different between Pl and Sr groups (38 vs 22%; p=ns). 
Patients operated on with Pl had a non-significant but 
lower postoperative life-threatening medical complication 
rate (6 vs 16%; p=ns). However, reoperation rate was 
significantly higher in Pl group (27% vs 6%, p<0.05). one 
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patient died from medical complication in the Pl group 
whereas no patient died in the Sr group.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Conclusion: in our study, 
the morbidity rate was not significantly different between 
Pl and Sr in high-risk Hinchey iii diverticulitis patients. 
this observation could be due to the different nature 
of postoperative complications according to the surgical 
procedure. the reoperation rate is higher after Pl but 
life-threatening medical complications are more frequent 
after Sr in patients with similar characteristics. larger 
studies are required to confirm our results.

DOES	THE	DRAINAGE	ROUTE	MATTER	
IN	CONSERVATIVE	MANAGEMENT	OF	
ANASTOMOTIC	LEAKS?	A	COMPARISON	OF	
TRANSPERITONEAL	VERSUS	TRANSGLUTEAL	
DRAINAGE	IN	POSTOPERATIVE	ABSCESSES	
AFTER	COLORECTAL	RESECTION.

Poster abstracts P450

l. lee, a. legault dupuis, a. Bouchard, P. Bouchard, 
r. Gregoire, S. drolet
Quebec city, QC, Canada

Purpose/Background:	 intra-abdominal abscess forma-
tion is a frequent postoperative complication in both 
elective and emergent colorectal surgery. Percutaneous 
drainage is a well-known alternative to immediate surgical 
management but there is limited literature comparing the 
different routes of drainage, specifically of transgluteal 
drainage which has long been avoided by some surgeons 
due to the theoretical risk of complex fistula formation. 
We compared the clinical outcomes and characteristics of 
patients undergoing transperitoneal drainage (tPd) versus 
transgluteal drainage (tGd) in abscesses arising after 
colorectal resection.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review of 
radiologic procedure notes was performed to identify all 
patients who underwent percutaneous drainage of an 
intra-abdominal abscess following colorectal resection 
between 2011 and 2015 at our institution. data pertaining 
to patient characteristics, type of surgery and outcomes 
following drainage was analyzed to determine success rates, 
need for subsequent intervention (i.e. repeat percutaneous 
drainage versus surgical management), fistula formation, 
and to evaluate for procedure-related complications.

Results/Outcome(s):	 We identified 44 patients 
including 23 men and 21 women with a mean age of 66 
years (range 36-96 years). twenty-six (59%) patients 
underwent tPd, while 18 (41%) underwent tGd. 
abscess size identified on postoperative imaging ranged 
from 30 to 230mm (mean = 81.2mm). there were no 
immediate procedure-related complications. the most 
common index procedure was anterior resection in 23 
(52.3%) patients, followed by right hemicolectomy in 8 
(18.2%) patients, total colectomy in 7 (15.9%) patients, 

Hartmann reversal in 3 (6.8%) patients, transverse colec-
tomy in 2 (4.5%) patients, and 1 (2.27%) patient with 
abdominoperineal resection. median follow-up was 96.4 
days with 3 patients lost to follow-up. Complete resolution 
of abscess was observed in 27/41 (65.9%) patients (15 tPd 
: 12 tGd) while 10/41 (24.4%) patients required subse-
quent intervention, of which 5 (3 tPd : 2 tGd) required 
repeat percutaneous drainage and 5 (4 tPG :1 tGd) that 
required surgical management (2 repeat resections, 2 tran-
srectal drainages, 1 loop ileostomy). 4/41 (9.8%) patients 
(3 tPd : 1 tGd) developed fistulas that resolved with 
antibiotic therapy.

Conclusions/Discussion:	the outcomes between tran-
speritoneal and transgluteal drainage of intra-abdominal 
abscesses following colorectal resection were comparable. 
a transgluteal route of drainage should therefore not be 
avoided if technically feasible under appropriate circum-
stances for conservative management of anastomotic leaks 
following colorectal resection.

A	RANDOMISED	CONTROLLED	STUDY	TO	
EVALUATE	WHETHER	THE	ADMINISTRATION	
OF	IV	FLUIDS	DURING	ROUTINE	
COLONOSCOPY	MAKES	A	DIFFERENCE	TO	
PATIENT	OUTCOMES.

Poster abstracts P451

G. Perinpanyagam, t. Ganguly, B. Wilson, d. raju, 
e. murphy
Elizabeth Vale, SA, Australia

Purpose/Background:	this study will establish whether 
there is a role for iV fluids in improving patient outcomes 
during routine colonoscopies. in this study two randomized 
cohorts will be established, those receiving iV fluids during 
their colonoscopy, and those not receiving any fluids. 
Patient outcomes will be measured using the primary 
outcomes of hypotensive episodes and electrolyte changes; 
and secondary outcomes of patient satisfaction and hydra-
tion surveys. normal saline infusions are given routinely 
during elective colonoscopy. However, this practice has 
recently been called into question by studies demon-
strating that infused volumes are typically low, and do not 
relate to those who develop peri-procedure hypotension 
nor postoperative morbidity. routine colonoscopies are 
largely performed on patients who are systemically well, 
and unless complications are experienced there is limited 
associated fluid loss. additionally, unlike surgical proce-
dures, patients can continue to consume clear fluids up 
until 2 hours before the procedure, and as such their base 
level hydration should be superior.

Methods/Interventions:	the trial will be a single blinded 
randomised controlled trial. Patients will be blinded to 
which therapy they receive; it will not be possible to 
blind the surgeons/anaesthetists as to what treatment 
was given. two cohorts of 235 patients will be selected 
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and appropriately randomised to either 1) receive fluids 
during their procedure, or 2) not to receive fluids. the 
primary outcomes measured will be hypotensive episodes 
and derangement in electrolytes. Secondary outcomes 
will include quality of recovery scores, post-anaesthetic 
recovery scores, and patient-completed visual analogue 
scales to assess nausea, headache, dizziness and drowsiness. 
Based on clinical experience, we would anticipate that 
5% of patients would experience a drop of blood pressure 
greater than 20%. allowing for a difference of interest of 
0.05, we would require a sample of 235 patients per group 
to assess equivalence at the requisite level of power.

Results/Outcome(s):	 results regarding the primary 
and secondary outcomes will be extracted for statistical 
analysis. the existing body of literature would suggest that 
providing intravenous fluids during colonoscopy results in 
no significant difference to patients. it is important to note 
however that all previous work in this area has been based 
on retrospective analyses and therefore no control popula-
tions were used to compare outcomes.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 if the data collected is able 
to prove the null Hypothesis this study will provide level 
ii evidence to support previous studies in their conclu-
sions that there is no significant benefit to administering 
iV fluids during routine colonoscopies. this will have 
an impact on current practice and provide potential cost 
savings for large institutions regularly performing scope 
procedures.

LONG-TERM	OUTCOMES	IN	THE	
SURGICAL	TREATMENT	OF	COLORECTAL	
ENDOMETRIOSIS:	A	TRIUMPH	FOR	FERTILITY	
WITH	MINIMAL	MORBIDITY.

Poster abstracts P452

P. Hartendorp, n. ng, m. Snyder
Houston, TX

Purpose/Background:	endometriosis, characterized by 
the presence of endometrial glands and stroma outside 
the uterine cavity, remains one of the most common 
conditions requiring surgery for women during their repro-
ductive years. it is commonly associated with disabling 
pain and infertility. in 1994, our practice published a 
series of 130 open bowel resections for endometriosis. 
With no diversions, rectovaginal fistulas, anastomotic 
leaks or recurrences, our results suggested that aggressive 
surgery for endometriosis is feasible and safe with a low 
complication and morbidity rate. more recent studies of 
laparoscopic resections for endometriosis reported a 12% 
diversion rate and 8.8% recurrence rate. in this study, we 
examine our series of open resections for Stage 4 endome-
triosis from 2011 to 2015 and seek to identify outcomes in 
relation to type of resection performed.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective chart review 
was conducted through our clinic’s electronic medical 

record. We queried our patient database for the iCd 9 and 
10 codes for endometriosis and intestinal endometriosis 
from the years 2011 to 2015. each chart was meticulously 
reviewed for patient demographics, type of resection 
performed, need for diversion, postoperative complica-
tions, reoperation, recurrence, length of stay and crude 
fertility rate. Statistical analysis was performed.

Results/Outcome(s):	data collected, up to this point, 
for 2014 and 2015 were analyzed. the total resections 
over two years was, (n=138). resections were categorized 
as bowel excisions (63), small bowel resections (3), ileoce-
cectomy (6), low anterior resections (53), and low anterior 
resections with ileocececetomy, double resections (13). 
rectovaginal septum involvement was noted in 85 patients 
(61%). the complication rate associated with low anterior 
resections was 9%. our overall complication rate is 7.2% 
for all procedures. no rectovaginal fistulas and no anasto-
motic leaks were reported. only 2 patients necessitated a 
diverting loop ileostomy (1.4%). no recurrence of endo-
metriosis was noted and the crude fertility rate was >90% 
with in vitro fertilization. our average loS was 4 days.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Severe deeply infiltrating 
endometriosis is a debilitating disease that requires precise 
and meticulous technique. our data accrued from open 
resections demonstrates that successful resolution of endo-
metriosis is achieved with a fertility rate of > 90% with in 
vitro fertilization with minimal hospital length of stay and 
morbidity.

COLONIC	INERTIA	AND	FIBROMYALGIA.
Poster abstracts P453

r. Brown, S. Pawlak, d. margolin
New Orleans, LA

Purpose/Background:	Fibromyalgia (Fm) is character-
ized by chronic diffuse musculoskeletal pain, fatigue, sleep 
disturbances, exaggerated tenderness at muscle, tendon 
insertion sites as well as chronic constipation. Chronic 
constipation, is present in 32-80% of patients with Fm. 
Patients with chronic constipation are categorized as 
normal transit or irritable bowel syndrome, pelvic floor 
dysfunction, and slow transit constipation. Slow transit 
constipation, colonic inertia (Ci), refers to patients who 
primarily complain of constipation and have delayed 
colonic transit, but no underlying systemic disorder or 
pelvic floor dysfunction. this study was conducted to iden-
tify correlations between Ci and Fm.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective chart review 
was conducted of patients diagnosed with slow transit 
constipation between January 2004 and march 2015. 
records identified 860 patients with slow transit consti-
pation between the ages of 17 and 75 with an abnormal 
sitz marker test. exclusion criteria included constipa-
tion related to medication usage, neural or muscular 
disorder, congenital abnormality, radiation treatment, 
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acute incidences of constipation or other disease process. 
Primary outcome measures included time to discharge, 
post-operative ileus, emergency room utilization within 
2 months, and readmission. opioid utilization was a 
secondary outcome.

Results/Outcome(s):	 of these 860 patients, 31 had 
a confirmed diagnosis of Ci and of these 31 patients, 8 
were diagnosed with Fm. a total of 23/31 patients with 
Ci and 6/8 patients with Ci and Fm opted to undergo 
total abdominal colectomy as definitive treatment. time 
to discharge for Fm/Ci patients had a mean length of stay 
of 7.5 days compared with 9.2 days for Ci; 58.8% of Ci 
patients and 16.7% of Fm patients had an ileus; 52.9% of 
Ci only patients and 0% of the Ci/Fm patients utilized the 
emergency department within 2 months of discharge and 
52.9% of the Ci only patients were readmitted while one 
Fm/Ci patient was readmitted for a uti. the mean time 
to discontinuation of PCa was 3.2 days for the Fm/Ci and 
6.3 days for the Ci patients, respectively. additionally, 
there was no statistical significance between the groups 
with regard to age, Bmi, diagnosis of depression or rheu-
matoid arthritis. those in the fibromyalgia group were 
more likely to be white.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Colonic inertia patients with 
a diagnosis of Fm who underwent surgical treatment had 
fewer complications and a faster discharge than Ci patients 
without Fm. a faster transition to oral post-operative 
narcotics and a decreased rate of readmission are noted. 
this study is limited by the small sample size. the mech-
anism for fibromyalgia and colonic inertia are not fully 
understood at this time. it is possible that both diagnoses 
share a common underlying factor which accounts for an 
incidence of almost 26% of patients with colonic inertia 
also being diagnosed with fibromyalgia.

FIBER	OPTIC	HIGH-RESOLUTION	COLONIC	
MANOMETRY	IN	PATIENTS	WITH	
DIVERTICULAR	DISEASE.

Poster abstracts P454

K. Phan-thien, V. Patton, l. Wiklendt, d. lubowski, 
P. dinning
Hurstville, NSW, Australia; Adelaide, SA, Australia

Purpose/Background:	diverticular disease is the most 
common morphologic abnormality of the large intestine, 
with a mortality of 2.5 per 100 000 population per year. 
the pathogenesis is still poorly understood and considered 
to be multifactorial. abnormal colonic motility causing 
high intra-luminal pressure has been postulated as a cause. 
Previous low-resolution manometry studies have impli-
cated increased segmental contractile activity in regions 
containing diverticula. However, low-resolution manom-
etry has been shown to inaccurately assess colonic propa-
gating motor patterns. this study aims to utilize fibre-optic 
high-resolution manometry to characterize the basal and 
stimulated colonic motility in patients with diverticular 
disease.

Methods/Interventions:	after a bowel preparation and 
an overnight fast a solid state fibre-optic manometry cath-
eter with 72 sensors spaced at 1cm intervals was placed 
colonoscopically in 20 patients with diverticular disease 
(11 female, mean age 61yrs, Sd ± 11) and 14 normal 
controls (5 female, mean age 54yrs, Sd ± 10.9). the cath-
eter was clipped to the mucosa in the caecum. Colonic 
motor patterns were recorded for 2hrs prior to and after a 
700kcal meal. immediately after the study, an abdominal 
x-ray was taken to allow allocation of the manometric 
sensors to the anatomical part of the colon. Patients also 
completed a bowel symptom questionnaire.

Results/Outcome(s):	 at colonoscopy there were two 
patients with right-sided diverticula, 10 with left-sided, 
6 with pancolonic and 2 with bilateral disease. eight 
patients had a recent prior episode of diverticulitis. a 
normal colonic meal response was observed in 14 patients 
and in the remaining 6 there was no detectable increase 
in post-prandial colonic activity. there was no signifi-
cant increase in colonic contractile activity in regions 
containing diverticula, when compared to similar regions 
in controls. Patients displayed an increase in postprandial 
fast antegrade long-single motor patterns compared with 
controls (6.2/hr ± 1.5 vs 1.7/hr ± 0.5, p = 0.01). median 
velocity was 37.21mm/sec, Sd ± 8.92.

Conclusions/Discussion:	the majority of patients with 
diverticular disease display normal colonic motor patterns 
and a normal response to a meal. a failed colonic response 
to a meal was not associated with symptoms of constipa-
tion or diverticula in any particular region. in this group of 
patients, a specific abnormal colonic motor pattern was not 
found to be associated with diverticular disease.
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APOLLO-1:	RANDOMIZED,	PLACEBO	AND	
ACTIVE-CONTROLLED	PHASE	3	STUDY	
INVESTIGATING	OLICERIDINE	(TRV130),	A	
NOVEL	μ	RECEPTOR	G	PROTEIN	PATHWAY	
SELECTIVE	(μ-GPS)	MODULATOR,	FOR	
MANAGEMENT	OF	MODERATE	TO	SEVERE	
ACUTE	PAIN	FOLLOWING	BUNIONECTOMY.

Poster abstracts P455

a. Senagore, d. Soergel
Galveston, TX; King of Prussia, PA

Purpose/Background:	 Purpose/Background: opioids 
are widely employed for the management of moderate to 
severe acute pain; however, opioid-related adverse events 
(oraes), including gastrointestinal dysfunction and respi-
ratory depression, may limit dosing required for analgesic 
efficacy. in addition, time to onset of pain relief with 
conventional opioids is an important consideration for 
management of moderate-to-severe acute pain. Slow onset 
of pain relief can lead to excessive dosing and oraes. 
Conventional opioids bind to μ receptors and non-selec-
tively activate two intracellular signaling pathways: the 
G protein pathway, associated with analgesia; and the 
β-arrestin pathway, associated with oraes and inhibition 
of G protein-mediated analgesia. oliceridine (trV130) is 
a novel μ receptor G protein Pathway Selective (μ-GPS) 
modulator that activates G protein while causing low β-ar-
restin recruitment to the μ receptor. in phase 2, oliceridine 
demonstrated the potential to produce analgesia rapidly, 
with an improved safety/tolerability profile vs morphine. 
Here we evaluated the efficacy and safety of oliceridine 
and morphine from the randomized, Phase 3 aPollo-1 
study.

Methods/Interventions:	 Methods/Interventions: 
aPollo-1 is a Phase 3, multicenter, randomized, 
double-blind, placebo- and active-controlled study. 
Patients (n=375) experiencing moderate-to-severe pain 
following bunionectomy were randomized into one of 5 
treatment groups: iV oliceridine (1.5mg loading dose; 
0.1mg, 0.35mg or 0.5mg demand doses), volume-matched 
placebo, or morphine (4mg loading dose; 1mg demand 

doses) administered as needed by patient controlled anal-
gesia (PCa) device. etodolac was available as necessary 
for rescue analgesia. Pain intensity was measured using 
the 11-point numeric pain rating scale (nPrS) and the 
categorical pain relief scale (“none,” “a little,” “some,” “a 
lot,” “complete”) at baseline and at designated follow-up 
time points.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Results/Outcomes: results will 
be presented at the meeting (study ongoing).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Conclusion/Discussion: 
aPollo-1 is the first Phase 3 trial examining the efficacy 
and safety of oliceridine in patients following hard/bony 
tissue surgery. oliceridine is an investigational agent not 
approved by the Fda.

THE	FATE	OF	THE	“SURGICAL	POLYP”:	DO	
POLYPS	REFERRED	FOR	SURGERY	REALLY	
NEED	TO	BE	RESECTED?

Poster abstracts P456

m. Gamaleldin, J. Church
Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	large colorectal polyps are rela-
tively common findings during colonoscopy. they can 
be managed endoscopically or surgically, but removal is 
important to both exclude and prevent cancer. referrals 
for surgical resection of colorectal polyps may be unnec-
essary, and unnecessary colectomy puts the patient at 
risk of morbidity and mortality that could be avoided. 
We have performed a retrospective review of the experi-
ence of a surgical endoscopist in receiving and evaluating 
patients referred for surgical resection of an apparently 
benign colorectal polyp. We hypothesized that most 
colorectal polyps referred for surgery can be managed safely 
endoscopically.

Methods/Interventions:	all patients referred for surgical 
resection of a benign colorectal polyp >2cm maximum 
diameter from 1995-2016 were entered prospectively 
into a database. details about the patient (age, gender), 
the polyps (endoscopic size, location, pathology) and 

P456 Patient Characteristics

Resection Group (n=59) Polypectomy Group (n=375) p
Age 70.2 (±13.3) 66.4 (±11.6) >0.05
Gender 20 Male

29 Female
214 Male

161 Female
0.315

Polyp Size 46.7 (±19.7) 38.1 (± 17.1) 0.03
Polyps Location Right: 30

Left:19
Rectum:10

Right: 213
Left: 74

Rectum: 35

0.0374

Cancer 12 3 <0.0001
Persistent /Recurrent polyp 10 (16.9%) 52 (13.9%) >0.05
Complications 5 (8.4%) 30 (8%) >0.05
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ultimate treatment (endoscopic, surgery) were abstracted. 
Polypectomies were performed by conventional snare exci-
sion. 80% were piecemeal.

Results/Outcome(s):	 434 patients were identified. 59 
(13.6%) ultimately required surgery for their polyp. the 
table gives polyp size and location according to the fate 
of the colon. of the 59 in the surgery group, 12 had 
cancer diagnosed from the index polypectomy specimen. 
2 did not have surgery because they declined or were lost 
to follow-up. the remaining 10 malignant polyps were 
operated. of these 10, 3 had no residual adenocarcinoma 
on final pathology, 1 had no invasive component but a 
tubular adenoma, 1 had stage iii disease (t0 but n1), the 
remaining 5 were all stage ii. 47 of the resected polyps 
were initially benign. However 3 patients developed 
carcinoma at the polypectomy site on follow-up (all Stage 
1) while 13 had high grade dysplasia and an uncertain 
endoscopic clearance. 4 resections were performed for 
recurrent/persistent benign polyp and 27 had benign 
polyps of awkward position (e.g. ileocecal valve) or large 
size (>100mm). the patient with cancer who declined 
resection died of metastatic disease. the other 13 cancer 
patients are alive with no evidence of disease.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 all patients referred for 
surgery for a colorectal polyp should first be colonoscoped 
by an expert therapeutic endoscopist.

LOWER	GASTROINTESTINAL	ENDOSCOPY	
PROVISION	IN	37	MILITARY	HOSPITAL,	
ACCRA-GHANA:	AN	AUDIT	OF	PRACTICE	TO	
VALIDATE	SERVICE	DEVELOPMENT.

Poster abstracts P457

m. oliveira-Cunha, m. norwood, W. thomas, 
m. musonza-ndiweni, K. lat, r. robinson
Leicester, United Kingdom; Accra, Ghana

Purpose/Background:	Quality of lower gastrointestinal 
endoscopy is essential because of the implications on the 
diagnosis of gastrointestinal pathology and their treat-
ment. therefore, it is important not only to document the 
number of cases performed in a unit but also the quality 
of these examinations. recent studies have assessed the 
quality of endoscopy but mainly in developed countries. 
However, few studies looked at the standards in the 
african continent. the purpose of retrospective study was 
to assess the quality of colonoscopy in a military hospital 
based in Ghana. the study provides a platform for recom-
mending standards of practice and methods for achieving 
safe high quality colonoscopy.

Methods/Interventions:	 retrospective data collection 
in 37 military Hospital in Ghana, period studied from 
September 2011 to September 1015 (213 weeks). data 
analysed included age, sex, type of endoscopic examination 
performed, indication, findings and completion data.

Results/Outcome(s):	 during the period studied  
974 endoscopic procedures were performed (514 colonos-
copies, 316 proctosigmoidoscopies, 59 flexible sigmoidos-
copies and in 74 patients procedure performed was not 
documented. Population studied included 276 females 
(27.4%) and 691 males (72.6%), median age of population 
was 51 years (range from 17 to 97 years). in the colo-
noscopy group the median age was 57 years (range from  
17 to 93 years), sex distribution was 173 females (33.6%) 
and 338 males (66.3%). in the colonoscopy group there 
was a wide range of indications, the majority followed the 
guidance of BSG such as fresh or altered rectal bleeding, 
change in bowel habit and iron deficiency but in some 
patients there weak indications (13.6%) for the test such 
as ascites, bowel obstruction, raised eSr. regarding exten-
sion of bowel examined, caecal intubation rate was 12%. in 
47.7% of the colonoscopies the extent of bowel examined 
was not documented. the pickup rate of colorectal cancer 
was 3.9% and for polyps 1.75%.

Conclusions/Discussion:	this audit shows that in this 
centre there is a wide variety of indications for colonos-
copy. there is low pick up rate of cancerous lesions and 
polyps. there is a low caecal intubation rate. as a result 
of this audit training in colonoscopy technique should be 
performed, more attention given to indications and better 
recording of the data collected. there is a plan for re-audit 
once recommendations have been implemented.

WHAT	IS	THE	INCIDENCE	OF	INCISIONAL	
HERNIA	IN	A	POPULATION	OF	PATIENTS	
WITH	TYPE	2	AND	3	INTESTINAL	FAILURE?

Poster abstracts P458

J. Hodgkinson, S. oke, J. Warusavitarne, S. Gabe, 
C. Vaizey
London, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	incisional hernia (iH) formation 
has an incidence of 10% following laparotomy. Hernias 
occur more frequently after abdominal infections and 
multiple surgeries, such as in patients with type 2 and 3 
intestinal failure (iF). enterocutaneous fistulae (eCF) are 
also common in this population. the incidence of iH and/
or eCF amongst this population has never been quantified. 
this study aims to evaluate the demand for abdominal wall 
reconstruction in an iF population.

Methods/Interventions:	 evaluation of a prospectively 
maintained clinical database recording all patients who 
attend our institution for parenteral nutrition (Pn) for iF 
from 2011-16 was performed. Clinical records were then 
retrospectively reviewed. data were collected for under-
lying cause of iF, details of prior surgery, presence of iH, 
presence of eCF and long-term survival.

Results/Outcome(s):	450 patients were identified over 
the study period. 385 had abdominal surgery prior to 
diagnosis of iF (table 1). 76 (19.74%) had an iH. of 
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those with iH, 55.3% also had an eCF, significantly more 
than those with no iH and eCF (25.6%; p=<0.001). on 
subgroup analysis, iH was significantly more likely to be 
found in patients with iF resulting from surgical compli-
cation than in any other group (36.2%; p=<0.001). this 
group also had a higher rate of eCF developing along with 
iH (68.1%). this was not significantly different to other 
groups (p=0.17). Within this, sub-group survival on Pn 
was not significantly different in patients who developed 
an iH versus those who had no iH (1-year=86% with iH 
vs 83% without iH; 5-year=80% with iH vs 72% without 
iH (log rank 0.5; p=>0.1)).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the incidence of iH in 
patients with iF due to previous surgery is double the 
reported level. Subgroup analysis revealed this increased 
risk is confined to patients who develop iF as a result of 
surgical complication. all other groups do not significantly 
differ from reported levels. long-term survival is not 
affected by the presence of iH at the time of referral to 
our centre. these findings reinforce the need for specialist 
abdominal wall reconstructive surgeons in the manage-
ment of iF patients.

LAPAROSCOPIC	MESH	VENTRAL	RECTOPEXY	
AT	A	SINGLE	CENTRE.

Poster abstracts P459

m. Gok
Macclesfield, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	rectal prolapse is an important 
cause of obstructed defecation, extremely debilitating 
symptoms of pain & discomfort of prolapsing tissue, mucus 
discharge, rectal bleeding, faecal incontinence or difficult 
evacuation. laparoscopic ventral rectopexy has evolved 
as a treatment modality in europe to treat full-thickness 
rectal prolapse over open rectopexy. this procedure has 
been shown to achieve acceptable anatomic results with 

low recurrence rates, few complications, and improve-
ments of both constipation and faecal incontinence. the 
aim of the study is to assess the outcomes of laparoscopic 
ventral rectopexy at a single centre.

Methods/Interventions:	this is a retrospective study on 
all laparoscopic ventral rectopexy carried out since 2012 at 
east Cheshire nHS trust. Preoperative and post operative 
Qol was assessed using the east Cheshire “Pelvic Floor 
unit Quality of life Qol” survey, a modified Wexner 
faecal incontinence grading system. the aim of the study 
is to access feasibility, efficacy and its impact on change on 
Qol following laparoscopic ventral rectopexy.

Results/Outcome(s):	Laparoscopic	Ventral	Rectopexy	
(=52) Age	(yrs): 60.1±1.8 Sex	(M:F): 1:51 Body Mass 
Index: 24.9±0.6 Complications	 (n): 4 Mortality	 (n): 1 
Operation	time	(mins): 140.2±6.2 Length	of	stay	(days): 
3±1 Readmission	 (n): 1 Biological	 Mesh	 (n): 44 Non 
bilogical	Mesh	(n): 8 Conversion	to	open	(n): 1

Conclusions/Discussion:	 laparoscopic ventral recto-
pexy is a safe procedure with low mortality rate, shorter 
hospital stay and few complications. the outcome of 
surgery as measured by the east Cheshire Pelvic Flow Qol 
survey showed improvement of obstructive defecation 
symptoms.

RUPTURE	OF	SUPERIOR	MESENTERIC	ARTERY	
ANEURYSM	IN	DESMOID	PATIENTS.

Poster abstracts P460

X. Xhaja, J. Church
Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	rupture of a superior mesenteric 
aneurysm (Sma) is a rare but potentially lethal complica-
tion in patients with familial adenomatous polyposis and 
desmoid disease. We have cared for three patients with 
this complication and report our experience to emphasize 
its lethality.

P458 Table 1: Incidence of IH across all patients and by cause of intestinal  
failure and number of patients with ECF and IH.

Cause of intestinal failure
Number of patients 

(% of total)

Abdominal surgery 
prior to referral,  
n (% of cohort)

Presence of IH,  
n (% of cohort)

Presence of IH with 
ECF, n (% of cohort)

Surgical complication 130 (28.9) 130 (100) 47 (36.4) 32 (68.1)
Inflammatory  
bowel disease

101 (22.4) 98 (97) 13 (13.3) 6 (46.2)

Malignancy 38 (8.4) 31 (81.6) 1 (3.2) 0 (0)
Mesenteric infarct 73 (16.2) 73 (100) 9 (12.3) 2 (22.2)
Pseudoobstruction 45 (10) 10 (22.2) 1 (10) 0 (0)
Radiation enteritis 17 (3.8) 15 (88.2) 2 (13.3) 1 (50)
Volvulus 6 (1.3) 6 (100) 1 (16.7) 0 (0)
Other 40 (8.9) 22 (55) 2 (9.1) 1 (50)
All 450 (100) 385 (84.7) 76 (19.7) 42 (55.3)
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Methods/Interventions:	We reviewed the patients with 
mesenteric desmoid tumors in our desmoid registry. out 
of 185 patients with intraabdominal desmoid disease there 
were three cases of rupture of Sma aneurysm in the setting 
of growing desmoid tumors. these cases are described here.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the three cases are summa-
rized in the table. Patients 1 and 3 had undergone total 
proctocolectomy for their polyposis and patient 2 had an 
ileorectal anastomosis. two of the patients had Stage iV 
desmoid disease and the other stage iii. each of them had 
chemotherapy as part of the treatment. the time from 
age of diagnosis of desmoid disease to diagnosis of the 
aneurysm was 62 months, 11 months and 130 months for 
patients 1, 2 and 3. each of the patients was critically ill 
as a result of complicated of the aneurysm and one patient 
died. Patients 2 and 3 ruptured acutely and needed emer-
gency treatment to control the rupture.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Sma is an uncommon but 
potentially lethal condition on mesenteric desmoid tumors 
in FaP. diagnosis of an Sma aneurysm in such patients 
should prompt urgent referral to vascular surgery.

OUTCOMES	FOR	PROVOCATIVE	
ANGIOGRAPHY	FOR	MANAGEMENT	OF	
LOWER	GASTROINTESTINAL	BLEEDING	
(LGIB).

Poster abstracts P461

J. Wolf, m. abu-Gazala, e. Schneider, C. martin, 
a. Kalia, e. Gorgun, S. Wexner, J. nogueras
Weston, FL; Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	 localization of lGiB is chal-
lenging when hemorrhage is sporadic, because diagnos-
tics are ineffective during periods of quiescence. to 
address this difficulty, provocative angiography (Pa) uses 

pharmacologic anticoagulation/thrombolysis to induce 
bleeding in a controlled setting so a source can be localized 
and controlled. Pa remains controversial due to concerns 
over procedural risk and because of limited outcomes data. 
the purpose of this study is to review the Pa experience 
from two tertiary centers within a single hospital system.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients evaluated between 
2006 and 2016 were retrospectively identified by applying 
keyword searches to a prospectively maintained institu-
tional database. data was then abstracted by electronic 
medical record review. Patients recruited had a diagnosis 
of “obscure” lGiB: lGiB of uncertain or unknown etiology 
despite prior extensive evaluation. Pa procedures were 
performed under sedation, with available surgical backup. 
Systemic heparin was intravenously infused, and tissue 
plasminogen activator (tPa) was sequentially injected into 
selected arterial branches, including at least the celiac, 
superior mesenteric and inferior mesenteric arteries. 15 
patients (60%) also received intra-arterial nitroglycerin or 
papaverine.

Results/Outcome(s):	 25 patients (19 males) with a 
mean age of 65.4 (range 17-90) years had a diagnosis of 
“obscure” lGiB, and had previously undergone a mean 
of 6.4 (range 0-16) studies including nuclear bleeding 
scan, non-provocative visceral angiography, upper and 
lower endoscopy, double balloon enteroscopy or capsule 
endoscopy. Pre-Pa computed tomography (Ct) imaging 
was performed in a minority (n=7) of patients. the mean 
nadir pre-Pa hemoglobin was 6.8 (range 4-10.5) g/dl and 
mean prior transfusion volume was 7.8 (range 0-21) units. 
Bleeding was localized and embolized in 3 patients (12%) 
leading to definitive control in 2 patients; there were no 
reported procedural complications. the other patient 
re-bled and underwent exploratory laparotomy with small 
bowel resection for bleeding jejunal diverticulosis. among 
patients with negative Pas (88%), most continued to 

P460 Summary of the 3 cases

Patient Gender
Age at diagnosis of 
desmoid disease

Symptoms of 
Aneurysm

Presentation and 
treatment Outcome

1 M 24 Back pain Endovascular 
stent/ later 

enterectomy and 
attempted small 
bowel transplant

Failed transplant, 
duodenostomy, 

TPN

2 F 35 Liquefaction of 
desmoid showed 
aneurysm on CT 

scan

Acute rupture 
Endovascular 

stent

Continued bleeding, 
expired

3 F 23 Back pain Acute rupture 
Endovascular 

stent

Ischemic pouch, 
enterocutaneous 
fistula, repaired. 
Pouch recovered
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have episodic bleeding (65%), and 5 ultimately required 
surgical exploration. all 5 of these patients had small 
bowel pathology (arteriovenous malformation, angiodys-
plasia, ectasia) that was either resected (n=4) or oversewn 
through an enterotomy (n=1).

Conclusions/Discussion:	Pa may be safely performed 
without significant risk of post-procedural complication. 
despite its low rate of vessel identification, Pa should be 
considered in patients who have exhausted less invasive 
diagnostic modalities or who have high operative risk.

EARLY	PERCUTANEOUS	DRAINAGE	FOR	
HINCHEY	IB	AND	II	ACUTE	DIVERTICULITIS	
MAY	IMPROVE	OUTCOMES.

Poster abstracts P463

d. rosen, e. Pott, K. Cologne, S. lee, G. ault, d. Grabo, 
d. Clark, a. Strumwasser
Los Angeles, CA

Purpose/Background:	 the role of percutaneous 
drainage in Hinchey ib and ii acute diverticulitis with 
abscess is controversial. no objective size criteria necessi-
tating drainage exist nor is there agreement on the need for 
percutaneous drainage. We hypothesize that outcomes for 
mild acute diverticular abscesses can be optimized by the 
early use of aggressive drainage.

Methods/Interventions:	 a single-insitution retrospec-
tive review of all Hinchey ib and ii diverticulitis cases 
during 2012-2014 was conducted. demographics included 
age, gender, comorbidities, laboratory profile, sepsis 
criteria, imaging findings (abscess size, location, pneu-
moperitoneum), and triage at admission (conservative 
management with antibiotics and percutaneous drainage 
vs. surgery). interventional radiology (ir) consultations 
were obtained on all patients except those taken directly 
to surgery and those whose initial Ct scan final radiologist 
report stated the abscess was not amenable to percuta-
neous drainage. Primary outcomes included length-of-stay 
(loS), morbidity, and mortality. Secondary outcomes 
included operative outcomes of same-admission versus 
delayed surgery including need for stoma and leak rates. 
data was analyzed by Student’s t-test or Chi Square test 
with α ≤ 0.05 denoting statistical significance.

Results/Outcome(s):	a total of 134 patients met inclu-
sion. of these, 104 patients (78%) underwent successful 
conservative treatment while 30 patients (22%) required 
same-admission surgery. three patients went for emergent 
surgery (<24 hours), whereas 27 patients went to surgery 
after failed conservative management. Both groups were 
similar at baseline for age, sex, comorbidities, and %sepsis 
(p>0.1 for each). abscess drainage was performed in 19 
patients (18%) of the conservative group vs. 2 patients 
(7%) of the surgical group. table 1 describes anatomic 
location, size of the abscesses, and reasons abscesses 
were not drained. Comparing secondary outcomes of 

conservative treatment followed by elective surgery vs. 
emergent surgery, more patients in the conservative group 
received ir drainage on their initial presentation (40 vs. 
7%, p=0.01). Conservative management with outpatient 
surgery resulted in more laparoscopic surgeries (30 vs. 3%, 
p=0.01) and lower rate of stoma formation (0 vs. 67%, 
p<0.01). the conservative group also had a shorter iCu 
loS (0.01 vs. 1.3 days, p=0.04) and days without oral diet 
(3.0 vs. 8.5 days, p=0.001). there were no other signifi-
cant differences noted in outcomes.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 elective surgery following 
episodes of Hinchey ib or ii diverticulitis results in 
increased use of laparoscopy, decreased rates of stoma 
use, iCu loS, and days without oral diet compared to 
emergent surgery. We found no anatomic reason why ir 
tended to not drain abscesses. encouraging ir colleagues 
to perform early drainage may obviate the need for emer-
gent surgery and should be considered in the management 
strategy of these patients.

THE	ROLE	OF	INTESTINAL	LENGTHENING	IN	
ADULTS	WITH	TYPE	3	INTESTINAL	FAILURE:	
RESULTS	FROM	A	NATIONAL	PROGRAME.

Poster abstracts P464

r. Brady, S. Gabe, a. morabito, S. lal, a. abraham, 
a. teubner, m. Soop, G. Carlson
Salford, United Kingdom; London, United Kingdom; 
Manchester, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 therapies for type 3 (chronic) 
intestinal failure beyond home parenteral nutrition (HPn) 
are limited. intestinal lengthening is an established surgical 
therapy in children resulting in nutritional independence 
in up to 90% of cases. the worldwide experience in adults 
is very limited. in 2013, the national Health Service 
england established a national programme for adult intes-
tinal lengthening at Salford royal Hospital. this study 
aimed to determine the role of intestinal lengthening in 
the management of adults with type 3 intestinal failure.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients referred to the two 
national intestinal failure units in england were screened 
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until September 2016. exclusion criteria were HPn <2yrs, 
residual small bowel length <20cm, intestinal dysmo-
tility, active Crohn’s disease or malignancy, scleroderma 
or connective tissue disease, previous radiotherapy and 
contraindications for major surgery. eligible patients were 
further assessed at institutional and national case confer-
ences and surgery offered if appropriate.

Results/Outcome(s):	 379 patients receiving >2 years 
tPn at the two national intestinal failure units were 
screened. 353 (93.1%) met exclusion criteria at screening 
(including 73 (19.3%) cases of dysmotility, 51 (13.5%) cases 
awaiting reconstructive or other procedures, 50 (13.2%) 
cases with active Crohn’s disease, 45 (11.9%) medically 
unfit for surgery, 32 (8.4%) active malignancy, 20 (5.3%) 
ultra-short bowel (<20m), 13 (3.4%) cases following 
recent surgery, 12 (3.2%) scleroderma or connective tissue 
disease, 12 (3.1%) radiation induced colitis and 11 (2.9%) 
documented prohibitively hostile abdomen, 8 (2.1%) who 
had had undergone or were awaiting SB transplant). 26 
patients were further assessed at institutional and national 
case conferences and surgery offered if appropriate. Further 
outcomes of our experience to date are presented.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 intestinal lengthening in 
adults is seldom undertaken but is a potentially appropriate 
strategy for a well-defined group of some 6.8% of people on 
long term HPn.

WHO’S	AFRAID	OF	THE	BIG	BAD	SCOPE?	A	
STUDY	OF	FEAR	AND	ANXIETY	IN	PATIENTS	
AWAITING	COLONOSCOPY.

Poster abstracts P465

J. Church
Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	 Colonoscopy is a traumatic 
event in the lives of patients, who sometimes arrive for 
their appointment in a state of high anxiety. this may 
impact the conduct of their exam by increasing the level of 
sedation required, or decreasing the patient’s tolerance of 
the procedure itself. We performed this study to document 
the state of mind of patients coming for elective, outpa-
tient colonoscopy.

Methods/Interventions:	a questionnaire was designed 
to measure the degree of fear and anxiety in patients 
about to undergo colonoscopy. each was assessed on a 10 
point linear analog scale. in addition patients were asked 
the reason for their fear/anxiety. after the examination 

patients were asked about the pain they experienced 
during the exam (10 point scale), whether the experi-
enced was what they had anticipated, and whether they 
would return for another exam. a consecutive series of 
patients presenting for elective outpatient colonoscopy 
were approached to enter the study. after informed 
consent the questionnaire was administered before and 
after the colonoscopy.

Results/Outcome(s):	there were 119 patients, 65 men 
and 54 women. average age was 66 years (median 67, 
range 39 to 90), men 69 (46-90) and women 64 (39-86). 
11 were colonoscopy naïve and 106 had previously had a 
scope (mean 2.4). the table shows the levels of fear and 
anxiety; very few patients had high levels (7 and above). a 
regression analysis of fear and anxiety showed a significant 
relationship (r2=0.646, p<0.0001). Patients who were 
really scared (7-10 fear score) has more pain (4.7 vs 2.7, 
p0.0065) while for those who were really worried the differ-
ence was not significant (4.1 vs 2.8, p0.1515). anxiety did 
not affect willingness to have another exam. reasons for 
fear included “what might be found” (17), and issues with 
sedation and pain (6). reasons for anxiety included “what 
might be found” (8), bad prior experience (5), possible 
mistake/complication (5) and issues with sedation (4).

Conclusions/Discussion:	although limited by the rela-
tively experienced cohort of patients, our study shows that 
fear and anxiety exist in patients having colonoscopy, and 
that high levels of these emotions impact patient experi-
ence. Colonoscopists should be alert to the mental state of 
the patients they examine.

THE	IMPORTANCE	OF	MULTIDISCIPLINARY	
SURGERY	IN	THE	MANAGEMENT	OF	DEEPLY	
INFILTRATIVE	ENDOMETRIOSIS.

Poster abstracts P466

o. Bayram, e. Balik, C. taskiran
Istanbul, Turkey

Purpose/Background:	 endometriosis is a chronic 
disease which is described by the presence of endometrial 
glands outside the uterine cavity, and it can also rarely 
affect the intestinal tract. in this study, our aim was to 
compare the relationship of this gynecological disease with 
colorectal surgeons, and outcomes of the patients who 
require gastrointestinal resections.

Methods/Interventions:	 Between 2010 and 2016, a 
total of 28 cases in which colorectal surgeons were 

P465 Levels of Fear and Anxiety

Mild Mild Mild Moderate Moderate Moderate Severe Severe Severe Severe
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Fear 76 14 8 3 2 2 4 3 2 1
Anxiety 67 22 10 4 3 2 5 2 1 0
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involved due to deep infiltration of gastrointestinal tract 
were included to the study group. data analyzed retro-
spectively. the main outcomes were surgical technique, 
postoperative outcomes and complications.

Results/Outcome(s):	there were a total of 28 patients 
in the study. the mean age was 40,4 (range: 26 - 
58). in 4 patients, colorectal surgeons were the primary 
surgeons due to the rectosigmoid narrowness, and in the 
remaining 24, colorectal surgeons were involved after 
peroperative consultation. twenty four of the cases were 
performed laparoscopically. Four cases converted to open 
approach. the patients with rectum involvement under-
went low anterior resection. these 6 patients’ surgeries 
were performed laparoscopically. a total of 8 patients with 
sigmoid involvement underwent anterior resection. all of 
these patients underwent laparoscopic anterior resection. 
there were no postoperative complications and mortality.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 endometriosis is a common 
disease which affects 15% of women in the reproductive 
age that leads to chronic pelvic pain and infertility. deep 
infiltrative disease usually affects distal sigmoid colon 
and rectum that requires surgery of the colon. these 
patients should be managed by multidisciplinary teams and 
prepared thoroughly prior to surgery.

THE	CLINICAL	FEATURES	AND	THE	FACTORS	
ASSOCIATED	WITH	COMPLICATIONS	IN	THE	
PATIENTS	WITH	COLONIC	DIVERTICULITIS.

Poster abstracts P467

J. yun
Guri-si, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 Colonic diverticulitis 
is uncommon in Korea, but the incidence is rapidly 
increasing. the clinical features and the factors associated 
with complications of diverticulitis are important to treat 
the disease.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review was 
conducted of the prospectively collected medical records 
of 524 patients with diverticulitis between october 2007 
and September 2016.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the median patient age was 42 
years (range 11 to 87 years) and 235 (44.8%) were female. 
although diverticulitis more frequently affected the right 
colon (483 patients, 92.2%), the age was higher in the 
patients with left colonic diverticulitis (mean, 41 vs 57 
years, p<0.001). of the 524 patients, 42 (8.0%) developed 
complications, including abscess formation, perforation, 
and/or fistula, some of which required surgical treatment. 
the percentage of complicated diverticulitis is higher in 
the patients with left colonic diverticulitis compared with 
right diverticulitis (56.1% vs 3.9%, p<0.001). Factors 
associated with complications were involvement of the left 
colon, older patients, and history of recurrent diverticulitis.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the incidence of right 
colonic diverticulitis is higher in Korea, but the rate of 
complications seems higher in elderly patients with left 
colonic diverticulitis. recurrent diverticulitis is risk factor 
of complication, and may be thoroughly considered for 
surgical treatment.

COMPARISON	OF	PERIOPERATIVE	OUTCOMES	
AND	COST	BETWEEN	DA	VINCI	®	XI	AND	SI	
SYSTEMS	IN	PATIENTS	WHO	UNDERWENT	
ROBOTIC	COLORECTAL	SURGERY.

Poster abstracts P468

C. Benlice, m. Costedio, B. Gurland, S. Steele, e. Gorgun
Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	 the da Vinci ® Si system is 
designed to work better in the pelvis and requires reposi-
tioning the entire platform to work multiple quadrants in 
the setting of colorectal surgery. in 2014, a new platform 
the da Vinci ® Xi system was marketed to address a few 
limitations of its predecessor. While it addressed limita-
tions of the previous platform, the technology is still in 
its infancy. in the current study, we aimed to compare 
perioperative outcomes, direct and surgical cost between 
da Vinci ® Xi and Si systems in patients who underwent 
robotic colorectal surgery.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients who underwent 
robotic colorectal surgery between 01/2014 and 05/2016 
were identified from an irB-approved, prospectively main-
tained institutional database and reviewed. Patients were 
classified into two groups: da Vinci Xi and Si systems. 
da Vinci Xi system was introduced to our department in 
10/2015. demographics, patient characteristics and short-
term complications were compared between two robotic 
platforms.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 130 patients were 
identified during the study period. there were 29 (22.3%) 
patients in the da Vinci Xi and 101 (77.7%) in the da 
Vinci Si groups. Groups were comparable in terms of age 
(59.0±13.6 vs 60.3±14.9 years, p=0.28), female gender 
[18 (62.1%) vs 55 (54.5%), p=0.82], body mass index 
(27.4±5.5 vs 27.6±6.1 kg/m2, p=0.81), cardiac morbidities 
[9 (41.0%) vs 49 (49.0%), p=0.82], diabetes mellitus [3 
(15.7%) vs. 8 (8.0%), p=0.24], type of surgical procedure 
(p=0.50), diagnosis (p=0.11) and other preoperative 
characteristics. Conversion to open rates were comparable 
between the da Vinci Xi and da Vinci Si groups [1 (3.6%) 
vs. 9 (8.9%), p=0.92]. operative time (269 ±97 vs 289 
±99 minutes, p=0.23) and length of hospital stay (4.1 
±2.9 vs 5.1±4.4days, p=0.55) were comparable between 
the groups. overall morbidity, postoperative ileus, urinary 
retention, reoperation, deep vein thrombosis, urinary tract 
infection and anastomotic leak rates were comparable 
between the groups. overall hospital and surgical costs 
were comparable between the groups. (table).
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Conclusions/Discussion:	 da Vinci Xi robotic system 
appears to be feasible and safe for colorectal procedures 
with similar outcomes and potentially shorter counsel time.

COLONOSCOPY	FAILURE	AFTER	ACUTE	
SIGMOID	DIVERTICULITIS.

Poster abstracts P469

J. trepanier, C. Warner, K. Kochar, S. eftaiha, 
J. Cintron, V. Chaudhry, a. mellgren, J. Harrison
Chicago, IL

Purpose/Background:	 a colonoscopy is routinely 
recommended after an episode of diverticulitis to exclude 
neoplasia or inflammatory bowel disease. to our knowl-
edge, the rate of incomplete colonoscopy (failure to reach 
the cecum) performed after acute diverticulitis has not 
previously been reported in the literature but is thought to 
be higher than in screening colonoscopy. the aim of this 
study is to estimate the rate of incomplete colonoscopies 
after acute sigmoid diverticulitis and evaluate associated 
risk factors.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review of all 
patients from two institutions databases who underwent 
an interval colonoscopy after acute diverticulitis was 
performed with irB approval (from march 2006 to July 
2015 in uiC and from February 2013 to September 2016 
in Cook County Hospital). inclusion criteria included 
colonoscopy as follow-up after an episode of acute sigmoid 
diverticulitis and age ≥18 years. Colonoscopies were 
performed by colon and rectal surgeons, gastroenterolo-
gists and supervised residents. Variables analyzed included 
age, body mass index (Bmi), gender, american Society 
of anaesthesiologists (aSa) class, Hinchey score at last 

acute diverticulitis, time interval between last acute diver-
ticulitis and colonoscopy, number of prior episodes, history 
of percutaneous abscess drainage and previous abdominal 
surgeries. Patients were divided into two groups: patients 
with complete colonoscopy reaching the cecum (CC) and 
those with incomplete colonoscopy (iC).

Results/Outcome(s):	 140 patients underwent a colo-
noscopy after an episode of acute diverticulitis were iden-
tified. overall, the incidence of colonoscopy failure after 
acute diverticulitis was 17% (24/140). a sigmoid cancer 
was found in one iC patient. on univariate analysis, iC was 
associated with female gender, complicated diverticulitis 
(Hinchey stage 1 and 2), patients undergoing the proce-
dure less than 6 weeks after their last attack, and previous 
percutaneous abscess drainage (see table). on multi-
variate regression analysis, female gender, complicated 
diverticulitis (Hinchey stage 1 and 2), patients undergoing 
the procedure less than 6 weeks after their last attack 
remained independently significant (p<0.001). age, Bmi, 
aSa score, previous abdominal surgeries and the number 
of previous episodes of diverticulitis were not significantly 
associated with colonoscopy failure.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 this study demonstrates a 
significant rate of incomplete colonoscopies after acute 
sigmoid diverticulitis. the study supports waiting at least  
6 weeks with follow-up colonoscopy after acute divertic-
ulitis. Female patients and patients with other risk factors 
should be informed about the increased risk for iC.

P468 Comparison of specific postoperative complications and hospital costs between the da Vinci Xi and da 
Vinci Si groups

da Vinci Xi (N=29) da Vinci Si (N=101) P value
Overall morbidity, n(%) 10 (34.5) 26 (25.7) 0.35
Ileus, n(%) 3 (10.3) 13 (12.9) 0.74
Urinary retention, n(%) 2 (6.9) 8 (7.9) 0.70
Hemorrhage, n(%) 0 (0.0) 2 (2.0) >0.99
Anastomotic leak, n(%) 0 (0.0) 1 (1.0) >0.99
Small bowel obstruction, n(%) 0 (0.0) 2 (2.0) >0.99
Surgical site infection (organ space), n(%) 1 (3.4) 1 (1.0) 0.39
Deep vein thrombosis, n(%) 0 (0.0) 1 (1.0) >0.99
Readmission, n(%) 4 (13.8) 4 (3.9) 0.07
Reoperation, n(%) 2 (6.9) 3 (3.0) 0.30
Overall direct cost * 1.0 ± 0.32 1.13 ± 0.44 0.24
Surgical services cost* 1.0 ± 0.38 1.11 ± 0.29 0.06
Nursing services cost* 1.0 ± 0.69 1.20 ± 1.10 0.98
Pharmacy services cost* 1.0 ± 0.60 1.30 ± 1.20 0.52

* Actual cost values are not presented due to our institution’s cost privacy policy. Presented cost value was the ratio 
between the actual mean cost with standard deviation divided by actual mean cost of the da Vinci-Xi platform.
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RANDOMIZED	CONTROLLED	TRIAL	OF	
PROBIOTIC	USE	FOR	POST-COLONOSCOPY	
SYMPTOMS.

Poster abstracts P470

t. Glyn, d. lam, B. d’Souza
Melbourne, VIC, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 approximately 20% of people 
undergoing colonoscopy report persistent pain, bloating 
or altered bowel function for a prolonged period after 
their procedure. this is multifactorial in etiology, however 
the change in gut flora after bowel preparation has been 
suggested as a potential mechanism. a previous study has 
shown a reduction in duration of post-colonoscopy discom-
fort with probiotic use, we are interested to see if this 
improvement remains when the colonoscopy is performed 
with Co2 insufflation in lieu of air. our primary aim is to 

determine whether oral probiotic use after colonoscopy 
improves post-procedural abdominal pain, discomfort and 
bloating. our secondary aim is to determine whether oral 
probiotic use after colonoscopy shortens duration of return 
to normal bowel function.

Methods/Interventions:	this is a randomised, double-
blind, placebo-controlled trial. assuming the rate of 
post-colonoscopy abdominal pain to be around 20% at 
24h in our population, and a 50% reduction in pain to 
be clinically relevant, we predicted that a sample size of 
145 patients in each arm would be sufficient to identify 
a significant difference if present (80% power with a type 
i error rate of 5%). the treatment is probiotic ‘bifidobac-
terium and lactobacillus acidophilus’. this and the placebo 
were provided in identical containers and stored refrig-
erated, marked as either FP or FP1. a computer gener-
ated block randomization sequence was generated and 

P469 Incomplete Colonoscopy following Acute Diverticulitis

Complete (n=116) Incomplete (n=24) P value
Age (years)

Mean ± SD
Median (range)

49 ±12
46.5 (21-79)

53.1 ± 12
54.5 (34-81)

0.09
0.12

Male patient (%) 66 (57) 8 (33) 0.0353*
BMI

Mean ± SD
Median (range)

31.9 ± 6.7
28.8 (18-52)

33 ± 9.0
28.2 (17-58)

0.38
0.60

ASA (%)
I
II
III

21 (18)
82 (71)
13 (11)

6 (25)
13 (54)
5 (21)

0.26

IR Intervention (%) 9 (8) 7 (29) 0.0027*
Previous Abdominal Surgery (%) 50 (43) 10 (42) 0.9
Hinchey (%)

0
1
2
3

75 (65)
30 (25)
10 (9)
1 (1)

5 (21)
12 (50)
7 (29)

0

0.001*

Interval between last diverticulitis episode and 
colonoscopy (%)a

< 6 weeks
> 6 weeks

15 (13)
99 (85)

10 (42)
14 (58)

0.001*

Number of prior episodes (%)
1
> 1

78 (66)
38 (33)

12 (50)
12 (50)

0.12

Reasons for failure (%)
Sigmoid stricture
Sigmoid angulation
Acute inflammation
Patient intolerance
Not reported

N/A 10
5
3
2
4

N/A

a Date of last episode was missing for 2 patients
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the participants were allocated consecutively to receive 
FP or FP1. all participants underwent standard bowel 
preparation (1 Glycoprep and 2 picoprep), and underwent 
colonoscopy (using carbon dioxide) by conjoint committee 
recognized specialists. they all were given a questionnaire 
to document both their pre- and post-procedure symp-
toms. treatment was taken from the evening of colonos-
copy onwards for 14 days and symptoms were documented 
daily. the questionnaire was then returned to the depart-
ment and the data collated into a spreadsheet.

Results/Outcome(s):	 recruitment commenced in 
September of 2016 and complete data have been compiled 
for the first 11 patients. We plan to complete data collec-
tion by april 2017 for analysis and submission.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 if a significant difference is 
again demonstrated, this would provide an insight into the 
potential mechanism for post-colonoscopy pain, bloating 
and bowel habit alteration. in addition, it suggests a 
route for improvement of these symptoms facilitating a 
more pleasant patient experience and possibly improving 
compliance with further colonoscopy or treatment 
recommendations.

RECTAL	FOREIGN	BODY	-	CASE	REPORT.
Poster abstracts P472

G. Kim, n. Kim, r. yoo, B. Kye, H. Kim, H. Cho
Suwon, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 Hospital presentation with 
foreign body retained in the rectum is occasionally observed 
in the emergency department (er). Previous reports 
demonstrated that it is seen more frequently in male of 3rd 
or 4th decades. Various objects are presented with different 
size and shape. Based on thorough evaluation, plan for 
management can be delineated. in this article, we present 
the cases with retained foreign body in the rectum.

Methods/Interventions:	 we present the 4 cases with 
retained foreign body in the rectum.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Case 1. a 50-year-old male 
presented in the er, complaining inability to remove 
cylindrical plastic bottle in the rectum after 4 hours of 
initial insertion. on physical examination, anal bleeding as 
well as laceration was seen; however, abdominal symptom, 
such as pain, was not evident. Considering the size and 
shape, endoscopic removal was not possible. under general 
anesthesia, transanal manual removal was attempted in 
lithotomy position. Postoperative colonoscopy showed no 
perforation site in the rectum, only two small lesions with 
mild erosion. Case 2. a 51-year-old male presented in the 
er, complaining severe abdominal pain for 10 hours just 
after awakening from drunken state. on physical examina-
tion, no sign of peritoneal irritation was observed. on the 
radiologic examination, cylindrical object in the rectum 
sized 9.5cm by 6.5cm was detected. under the general 
anesthesia, the foreign object was removed transanally 

using rectal retractor in lithotomy position. Case 3. a 
54-year-old male came to the er due to persistent anal 
pain after inserting a bottle of soy milk in 7 hours before. 
Grossly, any perianal wound was not observed. on the 
digital rectal examination, the foreign object was palpated 
at the tip of the index finger. Chest X-ray revealed intraab-
dominal free air. Subsequent abdominal-pelvic Ct scan 
demonstrated not only foreign body retained in the rectum 
but also perforation in the sigmoid colon. the patient 
underwent laparotomy for exploration under the general 
anesthesia. the foreign body was removed through the 
anus by squeezing the rectum intra-abdominally. For the 
perforated sigmoid colon, primary repair was performed. 
Case 4. a 59-year-old male came to the er, complaining 
perianal pain with edema for a week. on digital rectal 
examination, sharp, needle-like foreign body was palpated 
in the rectum. on the abdominal-pelvic Ct scan, 3cm 
sized linear object retained in the rectum was shown.  
on sigmoidoscopy, it was evident that the foreign body 
was fish bone, and it was successfully removed by using 
endoscopic forceps.

Conclusions/Discussion:	the management of retained 
foreign body requires sophisticated approach based on 
accurate information and thorough evaluation. the size, 
shape, and nature of the foreign object should be known 
before any attempt to remove. appropriate method in 
various interventions should be chosen to least the injury 
to the rectum and anus.

ADENOCARCINOMA	OF	THE	SIGMOID	COLON	
MIMICKING	AN	ABDOMINAL	WALL	ABSCESS:	
A	CASE	REPORT.

Poster abstracts P473

a. ioannidis, a. Skarpas, S. apostolakis, P. Siaperas, 
G. Velimezis, i. Karanikas
Athens, Greece

Purpose/Background:	 the purpose of this case study 
is to report an uncommon clinical manifestation of an 
adenocarcinoma of the sigmoid colon, such as rupture 
of the tumor into the abdominal wall, mimicking a large 
abdominal wall abscess located in the left lower quadrant 
of the abdomen.

Methods/Interventions:	a 68 years old male presented 
to the emergency department with left lower quadrant 
pain, fever and tachycardia. Clinical examination revealed 
an inflamed, palpable, painful mass. the patient had never 
undergone preventive colonoscopy. Blood tests showed 
significant elevation of white blood cells and CrP. the 
u/S showed high echogenic collection subcutaneously. 
Ct scan revealed rupture of the sigmoid colon into the 
abdominal wall. emergency laparotomy was performed. 
Findings included a solid mass of the sigmoid colon 
ruptured into the soft tissue forming a large abcess through 
the abdominal wall along with fecal material. Hartman’s 
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procedure was performed. the absess of the abdominal 
wall was drained and a drainage tube was inserted through 
the cavity into the left paracolic gutter. a second drainage 
tube was placed in douglas pouch.

Results/Outcome(s):	the patient had a surgical wound 
infection on the midline incision. He had puss drained 
through the paracolic tube until three days prior to his 
discharge. He resumed soft diet the 3rd post-operative 
day and he was discharged asymptomatic after a total 
of 14 days. the histological report revealed a ruptured 
adenocarcinoma of the sigmoid colon excised in clear 
margins. there was a total of 21 (twenty one) lymph nodes 
harvested with none of them positive for malignancy.

Conclusions/Discussion:	adenocarcinoma of the colon 
rupture to the abdominal wall and presenting as an absess 
is extremely rare. despite the rarity of this complication, 
surgeons in the er should be aware of the likelihood that 
a stage 4 adenocarcinoma of the colon could potentially 
rupture into the abdominal wall, thus mimicking a soft 
tissue absess. in cases where colon cancer’s only symptom 
is a soft tissue inflammation, further screening and inves-
tigation is required before the surgeon decides for the 
therapeutic approach.

Computed tomography revealing a sigmoid mass which ruptures 
through the abdominal wall.

PNEUMATOSIS	INTESTINALIS	IN	LUNG	
TRANSPLANT	RECIPIENTS:	A	CASE	SERIES.

Poster abstracts P474

d. mistrot, d. row, r. Gagliano, r. Bremner, r. Walia, 
t. Panchabhai
Phoenix, AZ

Purpose/Background:	 to report our experience with 
the diagnostic work-up of pneumatosis intestinalis (Pi) in 
lung transplant recipients along with their management 
strategies.

Methods/Interventions:	 We reviewed charts and 
imaging of patients presenting with Pi to the lung trans-
plant service at a high volume lung transplant program 
over a 6 month period. data reviewed included imaging, 

immunosuppression, gastro-intestinal procedures, clinical 
presentation and management strategies.

Results/Outcome(s):	 three double lung transplant 
recipients (a, B, C) developed Pi over a 6month period; 
the time interval post lung transplant being 3 weeks,  
6 months and 17 months respectively. Presenting symp-
toms were abdominal pain and diarrhea in 2 patients (a 
and C) where as one patient was completely asymptomatic 
(B). immunosuppression in all 3 cases consisted of a calci-
neurin inhibitor, an anti-metabolite and low dose predni-
sone. Pi was diagnosed based on findings on Ct scan (a 
and B), and abdominal x-ray (C). all patients had benign 
abdominal exams and non-surgical management strategies 
were pursued to resolution. non-operative management 
strategies including a combination of bowel rest, elemental 
tube feeds or liquid diet, short course broad spectrum 
antibiotics, and serial abdominal imaging with abdominal 
x-rays was pursued.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Pi has been well described in 
bone marrow transplant recipients but is less commonly 
seen after solid organ transplantation. Several theories 
exist to explain the pathogenesis of Pi. the three leading 
thoughts include mechanical, bacterial, and immunosup-
pressive mechanisms to explain the formation of gas pockets 
in the bowel wall. Historically, Pi has been managed with 
exploratory surgery due to concerns for a life-threatening 
intra-abdominal processes including bowel perforation 
and ischemia. While this concern remains justified in lung 
transplant recipients, our experience has shown that Pi is 
frequently a benign process and successfully managed with 
non-operative treatment. our institution is a high volume 
lung transplant program and a multidisciplinary model of 
management of Pi has resulted in successful conserva-
tive management. Presently, there is no clear consensus 
regarding the non-operative management of this clinical 
finding; and treatment strategies include prolonged bowel 
rest with hyper-alimentation in addition to long course 
antibiotic therapy. We propose a conservative yet vigilant 
management strategy for this unique patient population 
that incorporates serial abdominal examination, plain 
imaging, elemental tube feeds, and minimal use of broad 
spectrum antibiotics. it is important to note that solid 
organ transplant recipients may be at higher risk of surgical 
complications due to ongoing chronic immunosuppression. 
While these observations are limited due to the low inci-
dence of Pi, a larger prospective study would certainly help 
bring more clarity to the data.

Figure	1: Pneumatosis intestinalis seen on Ct abdomen of patient a (a 
– black arrow) and on abdominal x-ray of patient C (B – white arrow).
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RISK	FACTORS	FOR	COMPLICATIONS	
AFTER	DIVERTING	ILEOSTOMY	CLOSURE	IN	
PATIENTS	WHO	UNDERWENT	SURGERY	FOR	
RECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P475

t. nakamura, t. Sato, m. naito, t. yamanashi, 
H. miura, a. tsutsui, m. Watanabe
Sagamihara, Japan

Purpose/Background:	to clarify risk factors for compli-
cations occurring after diverting ileostomy closure in 
patients who underwent surgery for rectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 the study group comprised 
240 patients who underwent a diverting ileostomy at the 
time of lower anterior resection or internal anal sphincter 
resection in our department from 2004 through 2015. 
univariate and multivariate analyses were performed to 
examine whether the following 14 variables are risk factors 
for postoperative complications.

Results/Outcome(s):	 univariate analysis showed that 
an age of 72 years or older (p = 0.0017), a time to surgery 
of 6 months or longer (p = 0.0016), and an operation time 
of 145 minutes or longer (p = 0.0228) were significant 
risk factors for postoperative complications. multivariate 
analysis showed that age (odds ratio, 3.3108; p = 0.0033), 
the time to surgery (odds ratio, 3.6637; p = 0.0026), and 
operation time (odds, 2.8344; p = 0.0113) were indepen-
dent risk factors.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the most common compli-
cations were intestinal obstruction and wound infection. 
age, time to surgery, and operation time were independent 
risk factors for postoperative complications. temporary 
ileostomy closure should be performed within 6 months 
after surgery for rectal cancer.

HIGH	GRADE	SQUAMOUS	INTRAEPITHELIAL	
LESIONS	IN	THE	PROXIMAL	RECTUM	OF	
THREE	PATIENTS	TREATED	FOR	ULCERATIVE	
COLITIS	WITH	IMMUNOMODULATORS.

Poster abstracts P476

J. Connolly, S. Goldstone
New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	 anal canal high grade squa-
mous intraepithelial lesion (HSil) is the precursor to anal 
cancer. immunocompromised patients are at increased 
risk of HSil which is usually found within 3cm of the 
anal verge. High resolution anoscopy (Hra) with an 8cm 
anoscope is used to identify and guide cautery treatment 
of HSil. We report three patients with a long-term history 
of ulcerative colitis (uC) treated with systemic immuno-
modulators who developed proximally located rectal HSil.

Methods/Interventions:	a case study of three patients 
treated at a surgical practice specializing in the diagnosis 
and treatment of HPV-related anorectal disease.

Results/Outcome(s):	 three patients with active uC, 
treated with either 6-mercaptopurine or systemic corti-
costeroids during their disease course, were screened for 
anal HSil. the patients were two HiV-negative women, 
63 and 48-years-old, and a 51-year-old HiV-positive man. 
all patients had underlying uC for 10, 16 and three years, 
respectively. they each presented with HPV-positive HSil 
visibly extending above the limits of the 8cm anoscope 
used in Hra. Subsequent colonoscopy biopsies revealed 
HSil extending proximally to 10cm in two patients and 
22cm in the third. electrocautery treated distal HSil and 
argon plasma coagulation (aPC) delivered via colonos-
copy treated proximal HSil. over a mean of three years 
follow-up, all patients had multiple HSil recurrences in 
the anal canal and rectum ablated with electrocautery and 
aPC. While all had HSil at their most recent visit, the 
disease was limited to the anal canal and distal rectum. 
asymptomatic strictures developed in all three patients 
at 3cm, 10cm, and 23cm respectively. none developed 
cancer. all had episodes of active uC. Some HSil lesions 
extended as “tongues” of contiguous dysplasia from the 
distal anus to proximal rectum while other areas formed 
HSil islands separated by non-dysplastic, rectal mucosa. 
all three of these patients continue to be monitored at the 
clinic for evidence of recurrence.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 it is unclear what causative 
role systemic immunomodulators play in predisposing uC 
patients to proximal HSil. these HSil lesions probably 
developed on an extension of HPV infected squamous 
epithelium growing proximally over inflamed rectum. 
islands developed when areas of squamous epithelium 
degenerated creating non-contiguous areas. this study 
highlights the potential for HSil to extend into the rectum 
either as a contiguous patch or isolated islands and the 
need for heightened surveillance in patients with exten-
sive anal canal HSil treated with immunodulator therapy. 
HSil identified at the limit of the anoscope should be 
investigated further with colonoscopy and aPC ablation 
can serve as an effective treatment option. Patients are at 
risk for stricture but it is unclear what role the uC or the 
ablation played in stricture formation.
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ANORECTAL	FISTULA	BY	MYCOBACTERIAL	
TUBERCULOSIS:	CASE	REPORT	AND	
RETROSPECTIVE	ANALYSIS	IN	SINGLE	
HOSPITAL.

Poster abstracts P477

J. Shin, y. Choi, m. Kim, d. lee, e. youk, d. Kim, 
d. lee
Seoul, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	Prevalence rate of the tubercu-
losis (tB) in korea (80.2 per 100,000 in 2015) was higher 
than those of Western countries. But anorectal tB is still 
accounts for only an extremely small proportion (<1%) 
of all cases in korea. Sometimes it is difficult to diagnose 
anorectal tB. Because clinical and patholgic manifesta-
tions of anorectal tB is similar to crohn disease, hidrade-
nitis and actinomycosis. treatment result of tB fistula is 
good, but healing time of tB fistula may take longer time 
if correct diagnosis is not performed.

Methods/Interventions:	none
Results/Outcome(s):	 Case	 report a 75-year-old-man 

was admitted our hospital with anal pain and fever for 2 
weeks. in operative finding, the u- shaped supralevator 
abscess was founded from 2 to 10 o’clock and internal 
opening was not identified. the pathology was chronic 
inflammation without granulation. after 4 weeks, wound 
was not healed, internal opening of fistula was detected 
and the feces were drained through the external opening. 
repeated biopsy was done but only acanthosis with 
inflamed granulation tissue was noted. after additional  
4 weeks the wound was worsened, so he underwent 
debridement and seton procedure to identify the pathology. 
the final pathology was consistent with tB. the patient 
took anti-tB medication for 9 months. Finally the wound 
was closed without additional operation. total healing 
time was 13.7 months. Results among 14846 patients who 
had anorectal fistula 2003 to 2015, patients with anorectal 
tB were 113. among them, the data of 87 patients was 
analyzed. the mean patient age was 41 years (range 
18-75 years). males were predominant (88.5%). the most 
common type of fisula was intersphincteric type (n=38) 
and transphincteric type (n=31), suprasphincteric type 
(n=18) in consecutive order. 53 patients underwent fistu-
lotomy, 16 patients did seton apply, 15 patients did Hanley’s 
operation and 3 patients did flap operation. most patients 
took anti-tB medication for 6 months. the mean wound 
healing time was 2.5 months. the rate of re-operation  
for delayed healing was 12.6%. disease duration of supra-
sphincteric tB fistula is longer than intersphincteric and 
transphincteric fistula, but p value was no significant 
(p value = 0.261). there was statistically significance 
between wound healing time and fistula type (p value = 
0.008).

Conclusions/Discussion:	anorectal tB fistula is a rare 
extrapulmonary type of the disease. the average wound 

healing time was within 3 months if they took anti-tB 
medication. But confirmative diagnosis of anorectal tB 
was occasionally difficult in our case. duration of disease 
was not significantly influenced to the type of fistula or 
severity. longer duration of treatment was needed when 
the fistula type is more extended. anorectal tB should be 
considered for the differential diagnosis of recurrent and 
complicated fistula.

BLIND	LOOP	SYNDROME	IN	A	PATIENT	
WITH	A	HISTORY	OF	ILEAL	POUCH-	ANAL	
ANASTOMOSIS	AND	SMALL	BOWEL	
ANASTOMOSES.

Poster abstracts P478

i. yang, S. Kelly
Hamilton, ON, Canada

Purpose/Background:	With the availability and ease of 
use of linear staplers, side-to-side intestinal anastomoses 
are more commonly performed than end-to-end anasto-
moses. rarely, side-to-side anastomoses can be compli-
cated by progressive dilation, stasis of enteric contents, 
bacterial overgrowth and inflammatory changes of the 
bowel wall. this so-called “blind loop syndrome” can 
manifest clinically as bleeding secondary to ulceration, 
anemia, and obstructive symptoms. We report a case 
involving a 43-year-old woman with a history of ileal 
pouch anal anastomosis (iPaa) for ulcerative colitis. at 
the time of iPaa surgery 18 years ago, she had a diverting 
loop ileostomy which was subsequently reversed with a 
stapled anastomosis. eight years ago, she presented with 
a closed loop bowel obstruction for which she underwent 
bowel resection and a side-to-side stapled anastomosis 
distal to her previous ileostomy reversal anastomosis. 
Subsequently, she had been well until the past 12 months, 
during which she has had recurrent hematochezia, nausea, 
and left-sided abdominal pain. Pouchoscopies did not 
reveal any pathology in the pre-pouch ileum, pouch, or 
anal transition zone. magnetic resonance enterography 
did not suggest any abnormality. She ultimately underwent 
a computerized tomography (Ct) scan of the abdomen 
and pelvis that revealed focal dilation of the bowel at her 
two previous small bowel anastomoses which appeared 
to be adjacent to each other. Blind loop syndrome was 
suspected, and surgical intervention was carried out.
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Methods/Interventions:	 at laparotomy, the two 
stapled small bowel anastomoses were identified in the 
left abdomen. these two anastomoses were indistin-
guishable from each other and formed essentially one 
markedly dilated bowel segment that included a large 
blind outpouching at the segment’s superior aspect. this 
segment’s bowel wall was edematous but viable with no 
perforation. examination of the rest of her bowel including 
the ileal pouch revealed no other abnormality. the dilated 
segment including the two previous anastomoses was 
resected, and a new anastomosis was constructed in side-
to-side fashion as it was sufficiently distant from her ileal 
pouch.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Postoperatively, she recovered 
without complication. Histopathology of the resected 
bowel segment revealed edematous bowel wall with promi-
nent inflammatory changes of the mucosa. at most recent 
follow-up over 12 months after surgery, she has continued 
to be well with no recurrent symptoms.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Blind loop syndrome should 
be part of the differential diagnosis in the setting of 
supportive radiographic findings. in this case, the close 
proximity of two stapled side-to-side anastomoses likely 
predisposed to progressive focal bowel dilation and stasis 
of enteric contents. an end-to-end anastomotic configu-
ration may be a more prudent choice when constructed 
adjacent to an existing side-to-side anastomosis.

CECAL	INTRAMURAL	HEMATOMA	
PRESENTING	AS	SYNCHRONOUS	COLONIC	
MASS.

Poster abstracts P479

r. Kumar
MUSCATINE, IA

Purpose/Background:	 intramural hematoma of colon 
is rare phenomenon. it is one of the important differential 
diagnoses which should be considered in planning the 
management of colon tumors.

Methods/Interventions:	the author reports case study 
of cecal intramural hematoma presenting as synchronous 
tumor in a 41 years old male who was admitted with acute 
colonic obstruction due to sigmoid colon mass/stricture. 
emergency preoperative workup failed to reveal true 
nature of mass. management of colon obstruction with 
partial colon resection eventually confirmed the diagnosis.

Results/Outcome(s):	 inability to diagnose intramural 
hematoma in cecum culminated in unnecessary right 
hemicolectomy where it was confused with synchronous 
malignancy.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 intramural hematoma of 
colon may create a diagnostic dilemma in management of 
colon masses. attention to history of abdominal trauma 
and colon procedures such as colonoscopy is important. 
Preoperative endoscopy may help in differentiating 

hematoma from true colon malignancy as most of colon 
tumors are mucosal in origin. emergency situations still 
risk the patients with colon resection for this benign condi-
tion as cross sectional imaging may fail to differentiate 
intramural hematoma from true mass.

SAFETY	OF	TRANSRECTAL	AND	
TRANSVAGINAL	DRAINAGE	OF	PELVIC	
ABSCESSES:	OUTCOMES	FROM	A	SINGLE	
INSTITUTION.

Poster abstracts P480

m. mohammed ilyas, P. Kandagatla, a. Stefanou, 
S. nalamati, C. reickert, S. Webb, e. Szilagy
Dearborn, MI; Detroit, MI

Purpose/Background:	 the literature on the safety 
and long-term sequelae of transrectal and transvaginal 
drainage of the pelvic abscess by interventional radiologists 
are limited. We evaluated the outcomes and safety of these 
procedures at our institution.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review was 
done of all patients at our institution from 2005-2016 who 
underwent drainage of a pelvic abscess by either transrectal 
or transvaginal approach. this included radiologic guid-
ance by computed tomography, endorectal ultrasound, 
and fluoroscopy. outcomes examined included the need 
for surgical intervention, the length of stay and evidence 
of fistula.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the study included 26 patients 
and their ages ranged from 24 to 88 with a nearly equal 
distribution of gender (53.8% men). 46.1% patients were 
african-americans and 26.9% were Caucasians. Body 
mass index ranged from 15.6 to 41.9 (mean 28.39, median 
30.8). Postoperative pelvic abscess formation after pene-
trating injury to the abdomen was the etiology for abscess 
formation in 27% patients, 23% were after appendecto-
mies, 11.5% each was from diverticular disease related, 
and gynecological causes. another 11.5% patients had 
abscesses as a result of an anastomotic leak from a low 
rectal anastomosis. Pelvic abscess diameter ranged from 
3.3 to 10.0 cms (mean 6.3, median 5.9). inability to drain 
the pelvic abscess by percutaneous route necessitated tran-
srectal or transvaginal drainage in most patients. all the 
procedures were performed by transrectal route except one 
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patient who had a transvaginal drainage. 92.3% drainage 
procedures were performed with transrectal ultrasound 
probe guidance and 75% of such drainage also included 
fluoroscopic guidance. 7.6% of the procedures were done 
with computed tomography guidance. these procedures 
were done with conscious sedation except in two patients 
who had their procedures performed in the operating 
room under general anesthesia with endorectal ultrasound 
guidance. many of these procedures were performed in 
right or left lateral positions and involved placing a pigtail 
catheter sized between 8 and 10Fr in size in over 80% of 
patients. drains were removed between 2 and 7 days in all 
patients except for two where the drain fell out. Follow-up 
period after the procedure ranged from 1 to 107 months 
(mean 30.4 months, median 18) in the study. during 
the post-procedural follow-up period, only one patient 
required operative intervention in the same hospital stay. 
this patient had an anastomotic leak after ileal pouch 
creation for ulcerative Colitis and their initial drainage 
procedure was done in the operating room. none of the 
patients who had interventional radiology guided drainage 
needed follow-up procedures.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 drainage of pelvic abscess, 
when indicated through transrectal route using radiolog-
ical guidance, appears to be a safe and effective procedure.

THE	LAID	OPEN	PERINEAL	WOUND	
MANAGEMENT	AFTER	PERINEAL	EXCISION	
SURGERY.

Poster abstracts P481

S. ishiguro, S. Komatsu, K. Komaya, t. Saito, 
t. arikawa, K. Kaneko, m. miyachi, t. Sano
Nagakute, Japan

Purpose/Background:	 deep pelvic surgical site infec-
tion occasionally occurs for patients undergoing perineal 
excision surgery such as abdominoperineal excision and 
pelvic excentration because of large pelvic dead space. it 
could cause pelvic sepsis and result in longer hospital stay. 
the procedure to prevent infection, especially for patients 
having contaminated surgery, is warranted.

Methods/Interventions:	nine patients underwent peri-
neal excision surgery followed by the laid open manage-
ment for the perineal wound to prevent deep pelvic 
infection were identified. morbidity and feasibility for this 
method were assessed. 

Results/Outcome(s):	 Five patients had inflamma-
tory bowel disease and four patients had rectal malig-
nancy. abdominoperineal excision was performed in three 
patients, subtotal proctocolectomy in one patient, total 
proctocolectomy in four patients and total pelvic excenter-
ation in one patient. the patient undergoing total pelvic 
excenteration had the upper one third wound closed and 
had the remaining left open. the reason for adopting laid 
open method was intraoperative contamination in four 
patients and preoperative perianal infection by anal fistula 
in five patients. Postoperatively, bowel obstrutction devel-
oped for two patients, peristomal abscess for one patient. 
no patient experienced pelvic sepsis or herniation through 
the open perineal wound. additional opening of pelvic 
wound was made for better drainage in two patients. one 
patient has not had his wound closed because of hypo-
alimentation for severe Crohn’s disease. Besides the one 
patient, mean time to no need of a perineal pad was 78days 
(34-126) and mean time until epithelization of the wound 
was 114days (78-167). 

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the laid open management 
for the perineal wound after perineal excision surgery was 
safe and feasible for prevention of deep pelvic surgical 
site infection in patients undergoing contaminated pelvic 
surgery. there is possibility that this procedure is not fit for 
patients with hypoalimentation because of malgranulation. 
Further evaluation is needed for identifying unfit patients 
for this procedure.

ANTERIOR RESECTION WITH A 
DEFUNCTIONING	ILEOSTOMY	SHOULD	BE	
CONSIDERED	INSTEAD	OF	A	HARTMANN’S	
PROCEDURE	FOLLOWING	AN	EMERGENCY	
SIGMOID	COLECTOMY.

Poster abstracts P482

F. Koh, J. ng, d. Chan, t. lim, d. yeo, S. ng, K. tan, 
K. tan
Singapore, Singapore

Purpose/Background:	 options to restore gastrointes-
tinal continuity following an emergency sigmoid resection 
include an end colostomy, a primary anastomosis with or 
without a defunctioning ileostomy. the worries of a clinical 
colo-rectal anastomotic leak often results in either an end 
colostomy (Hartmann’s procedure, HP), or an ileostomy 
being created. many patients are still keen to have their 
stomas reversed after they recover from the emergency 
operation. our study aims to evaluate the stoma closure 
rates between emergency HP and anterior resection (ar) 
with a diverting ileostomy.
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Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review of all 
patients who underwent emergency sigmoid colectomy 
with either an end colostomy or diverting ileostomy from 
may 2011 to may 2013 was conducted. data collected 
included patient demographics, peri-operative perimeters 
and investigation results for both the index emergent 
operation and that of their stoma reversal. the reasons for 
non-reversal were also documented.

Results/Outcome(s):	a total of 36 patients (HP: n=28, 
77.8%. ar: n=8, 22.2%) underwent emergent procedures 
for colorectal pathologies during the recruitment period. 
Both groups were similar for gender distribution, median 
age, Body mass index (Bmi), serum albumin and comor-
bidities. ar tend to have a longer median index operative 
time (242 vs 194 minutes, p=0.223) and have a higher rate 
of stoma reversal (62.5% vs 17.9%, p=0.024). Patients’ 
poor premorbid conditions and nursing related issues 
were the main reasons for non-reversal in HP (39.1%) 
while local and distant recurrence was the main reason 
for non-reversal for ar (66.7%). reversal times for HP 
was also significantly longer than that of ar (177 vs 74.5 
minutes, p=0.034)

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the rate of stoma reversal 
following an emergency sigmoid colectomy is low. Whilst 
the index Hartmann’s procedure is marginally faster, the 
majority of these patients never had their stomas closed. 
the operation for their closures is also technically more 
challenging than for a diverting ileostomy.

SPLENIC	FLEXURE	TAKING	DOWN	IS	NOT	
ALWAYS	NECESSARY	FOR	LAPAROSCOPIC	
SPHINCTER	PRESERVING	SURGERY	OF	THE	
LOW	RECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P483

m. Hamada
Hirakata, Japan

Purpose/Background:	 the division of inferior 
mesenteric artery (ima) and inferior mesenteric Vein 
(imV) at the root of them and splenic flexure taking down 
are considered as a standard technique of the sphincter 
preserving surgery for low rectal cancer. However, it has 
not always been necessary in most of our patients. it 
may depends on the length of sigmoid colon in Japanese. 
We examined the division site of ima and imV for the 
sphincter preserving surgery of low rectal cancer in our 
hospital.

Methods/Interventions:	 From october 2013 to 
november 2016, thirty-seven cases underwent laparo-
scopic sphincter-preserving surgery for low rectal cancer 
whose tumor was located within 5cm from anal verge. We 
examined the division site of ima (left colic artery pres-
ervation or not) and imV (branch of imV preservation or 
not). We also examined the cases whose splenic flexure 

taking down was required and short-term outcomes of the 
operation.

Results/Outcome(s):	median (range) age was 66 yo. 
(44-83). male to Female ratio was 26:11. median Bmi 
was 22.1 kg/m2 (17.5-29.1). median tumor distance 
from anal verge was 4cm(1-5) and maximum tumor 
size 30mm(7-60). Clinical t of tnm classification were 
(t1:7,t2:11,t3:17,t4a:2). aSa-PS of the patients 
were(0:1,1:16,2:18,3:2). 10 cases underwent preoper-
ative radio (chemo) therapy and 7 cases underwent 
lateral lymph-node dissection (bilateral:5, unilateral:2). 
operative procedures were low anterior resection (lar) 
with dSt reconstruction:23, inter-sphincteric resection 
(iSr):14. duration of operation and blood loss of each 
procedure were lar:366min(191-483) and 51ml(3-534), 
iSr:424min(283-573) and 51,l58ml(50-685). in all but  
3 cases (lar:2, iSr:1), left colic artery could be preserved 
(91.9%) and imV was divided at the caudal side of left 
colic vein. in these 3 cases, imV was divided at cranial 
side of the left colic vein. only two cases (5.4%) required 
splenic flexure taking down. in 19 cases, diverting stoma 
(dS) was created. Proximal and distal length from the 
tumor margin was 142.5 mm (85-295) and 15mm(5-40). 
Harvested number of lymph-nodes were 11(4-35). Four 
cases without dS encountered anastomotic leakage and 
3 cases of them required 2nd operation for peritoneal 
ravage and dS creation. there was no other postoperative 
morbidity of Clavien-dindo Grade3-5 besides anastomotic 
leakage. after 18 (0-36) postoperative months, 36 cases 
have not experienced recurrence of the tumor. one cases 
experienced liver and lateral lymph-node metastasis.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in our series, sphincter 
preserving surgery can be performed preserving left colic 
artery and some branch of imV without splenic flexure 
taking down in most of the cases.

PERINEAL	HERNIAS	AFTER	
ABDOMINOPERINEAL	EXCISION:	A	SINGLE	
SURGEON	SERIES	WITH	A	SIMPLE	SOLUTION.

Poster abstracts P484

m. oliveira-Cunha, e. issa, S. Chaudhri
Leicester, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 extralevator abdominoperineal 
excision for rectal cancer is associated with increased inci-
dence of perineal hernia. Conservative treatment consist 
of perineal support garments. Surgical repair can be under-
taken by an abdominal, laparoscopic or perineal approach. 
the use of a composite or biologic mesh is considered 
more effective than a simple suture as the latter is often 
not feasible after excision of the levator plate at the time 
of rectal resection. the purpose of this study was to assess 
outcomes of perineal hernia repair using a composite mesh 
through a perineal approach.
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Methods/Interventions:	 during the study period,  
6 patients underwent 7 perineal repairs using a composite 
Parietex mesh through a perineal approach with the 
patient in prone position. a bridging repair was undertaken 
using non-absorbable sutures to fix the mesh. 5/6 patients 
had previously had a laparoscopic extralevator excision 
for rectal cancer and 1/6 conventional open abdomino-
perineal excision. Patient characteristics, outcome were 
entered into a database prospectively and analysis of these 
6 patients was performed.

Results/Outcome(s):	median age was 76 years (range 
66 to 79 years old), 3 females and 3 males. analysis 
revealed a median time interval of 17.2 months between 
aPe and surgical repair of perineal hernia (range from 1.6 
to 28.7 months). one patient had a small bowel resection 
at the time of repair. there were no other complica-
tions associated with the technique. the recurrence rate 
was 1/6 (17%) which was successfully repaired. median 
time for operation was 84.5 minutes (range from 30 to  
98 minutes). median length of stay was 3.5 days (range 
from 2 to 8 days).

Conclusions/Discussion:	a perineal approach using a 
bridging repair technique with a composite mesh appears 
to be an effective and simple solution for the treatment of 
perineal hernias afer abdominoperineal excision for rectal 
cancer.

IS	TATME	TECHNIQUE	SAFE	AND	EFFECTIVE	
IN	COMORBID	PATIENTS	AND	IN	THE	
ELDERLY?	A	RETROSPECTIVE	STUDY	OF	30	
CONSECUTIVES	CASES.

Poster abstracts P485

e. moggia, a. Ferrarese, F. Fazio, m. imperatore, S. Berti
La Spezia, Italy; Turin, Italy; Genoa, Italy

Purpose/Background:	 rectal Cancer represents a  
challenge for colorectal surgeons and is recognised at the 
moment as the second leading cause of death worldwide. 
recent surgical developments have improved anasto-
mosis integrity and mesorectal excision techniques. these, 
combined with new neoadjuvant chemoradiation strate-
gies are instrumental in enhancing longevity and quality 
of life. Better population health has dramatically increased 
life expectancy in recent decades. there is now an older 
population with a greater number of medical comorbidities 
falling victim to rectal cancer. italy and Japan have excep-
tionally high percentages of elderly patients (> 75 years). 
Specifically, in liguria, in north west italy, there is an high 
incidence of rectal cancer diagnosed in people over the 
age of 75. the aim of this study is to show feasibility and 
safety of laparoscopic tatme in elderly patients by retro-
spectively analysing 30 consecutives patients who under-
went tatme stratified by age. an age of 75 years at time 
of surgery will be used to divide elderly from non-elderly 

patients. Statistical analysis will then be performed to 
compare the groups against selected outcomes.

Methods/Interventions:	From april 2014 to may 2016, 
a consecutive series of 30 patients underwent laparoscopic 
tatme. 29 patients had a preoperative diagnosis of rectal 
cancer. a further young patient carried a diagnosis of FaP 
syndrome with right colon neoplasia and rectal polyps, ulti-
mately undergoing proctocolectomy with ileo-rectal anas-
tomosis. median age was 71 and 24 patients (80%) were 
male. Five patients were admitted emergently for obstruc-
tion or rectal bleeding (16.64%). the mean distance of the 
rectal cancer from the anal verge was 6.5 cm (range 2 to 
12cm). aSa score iii-iV in 10 patients.

Results/Outcome(s):	 mean operative time was  
280 minutes. 22 patients underwent primary colo-rectal 
anastomosis, while 8 patients with profound comorbidities 
received end colostomy. in 8 patients we performed lapa-
roscopic tatme with double team approach. length of 
Stay (loS) was 9.8 days. overall mortality rate was 6.6%. 
in-hospital mortality in elective admissions was 4.2%. 
Complete mesorectum excision and tumor free margins 
was achieved in all patients. mean lymph nodes harvested 
9.8. Student’s t and Chi squared analysis showed no 
difference between the two groups in operative time, loS, 
post-operative complications and mortality.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 tatme is a new technique 
providing a good visualisation of the pelvis in a “down to 
up” fashion, allowing better dissection of the mesorectum. 
it remains unclear if this technique is superior in onco-
logical outcome and functional outcome compared with 
the standard laparoscopic procedure. this study, although 
small in number, indicates tatme is technically feasible 
in elderly patients with comparable outcome to younger 
patients. advanced age and medical comorbid status 
should not preclude tatme.

RHABDOMYOLYSIS	IN	COLORECTAL	 
SURGERY:	THE	HIDDEN	KILLER?

Poster abstracts P486

a. Jackson, G. Kaur
Scunthorpe, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 Complications in colorectal 
surgery have been well described in literature and include 
anastomotic leaks, wound complications, damage to other 
organs such as ureter, anaesthetic complications etc. 
rhabdomyolysis (rm) is a rare but potentially fatal clin-
ical syndrome most commonly seen following crush inju-
ries, excessive muscle activity, extremes of temperature 
and alcohol abuse. it has been described after prolonged 
surgery, especially in patients undergoing bariatric surgery 
for morbid obesity and with extreme intraoperative posi-
tioning in patients undergoing urological surgery, but its 
true risk in major colorectal surgery is yet to be appreciated.
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Methods/Interventions:	We present the case of rm in 
a fit 43 year old ex-soldier who underwent ileo-anal pouch 
excision – this was a prolonged open abdominopelvic oper-
ation in lithotomy position, with a sandbag placed at his 
lumbosacral junction to further improve perineal exposure; 
total anaesthetic time was 482 minutes.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Post-operatively, he complained 
of severe right calf pain in the recovery room. on inves-
tigation, he was found to have a serum creatine kinase of 
20,751 u/l; myoglobinuria was also noted later. Following 
confirmation of rm, vigorous treatment was instituted, 
with promotion of diuresis with aggressive intravascular 
fluid supplementation, correction of electrolyte distur-
bances, close monitoring for limb swelling, urinary output 
and clotting disorders. His renal function remained normal 
and he made an uneventful recovery.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 rhabdomyolysis should be 
considered in all patients undergoing major colorectal 
surgery where surgery is likely to be protracted and exagger-
ated lithotomy patient positioning may be required, espe-
cially with added risk factors such as obesity and prolonged 
muscle compression. left untreated, rm can result in 
myoglobinuric kidney injury, metabolic acidosis and coagu-
lopathies. intraoperative repositioning in prolonged proce-
dures is important; aggressive treatment once a diagnosis 
of rm has been made is imperative to prevent potentially 
devastating outcomes.

‘FILLING	THE	VOID	TO	MESH	OR	NOT	TO	
MESH’	:	ASSESSMENT	OF	THE	ROLE	OF	
STRATTICE™	MESH	RECONSTRUCTION	OF	
THE	PELVIS	AFTER	PELVIC	EXENTERATION	
SURGERY.

Poster abstracts P487

S. Gonsalves, P. lee, J. Shin, K. austin, C. Koh, 
m. Solomon
Sydney, NSW, Australia

Purpose/Background:	Surgery for locally advanced and 
recurrent pelvic malignancy remains challenging for both 
the patient and the treating team of surgeons. Surgery 
specific complications such as deep perineal flap wound 
dehiscence / perineal flap complications, mechanical small 
bowel obstruction (especially in the context of exposed of 
sacrectomy and pubic bone) and perineal enterocutaneous 
fistula are reported in the literature to affect 20, 5 and 
4 percent of patients respectively. a variety of surgical 
techniques are described to prevent these complications. 
the placement of biological mesh to the pelvis has been 
described in the context of abdominoperineal resection. to 
date this technique has not been described in those patient 
that undergo pelvic exenteration surgery. this study aims 
to assess the role of Strattice™ mesh reconstruction of the 
pelvis after Pelvic exenteration surgery. We aim to assess 

the clinical effectiveness of this reconstructive technique 
in the prevention of procedure specific complication.

Methods/Interventions:	 We analysed data from a 
prospectively maintained database of patients who under-
went Strattice™ mesh (see Figure 1.) reconstruction of the 
pelvic inlet and pelvis after pelvic exenteration surgery or 
surgery for locally advanced rectal cancer. Strattice mesh 
was secured at the pelvic inlet or witihin the true pelvis 
to help prevent small bowel desecent into the pelvic void. 
Pelvic drains were placed above and below the mesh to 
prevent pelvic collection.

Results/Outcome(s):	 We identified 10 patients who 
underwent Strattice™ mesh reconstruction of the pelvis. 
nine of whom had their surgery in the context of Pelvic 
exenteration for locally advanced rectal cancer a pre-sacral 
tumour. two patients had repair of a perineal hernia in the 
context of previous surgery for locally advanced rectal 
cancer. Six patients were male. the median age was 65 
(59 - 68) years. 9 of the patients had received prior chemo-
radiotherapy. the median time to follow up was 6 (5 - 8) 
months.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 We conclude that recon-
struction of the pelvic inlet with Strattice™ mesh in the 
context of pelvic exenteration surgery is a safe and feasible 
technique in the reconstruction of the pelvic inlet and aids 
in the prevention of surgery specific complication.

OUTCOMES	OF	ROBOTIC	ILEOCOLIC	
RESECTION	FOR	CROHN’S	DISEASE	
COMPARED	TO	LAPAROSCOPIC	.

Poster abstracts P488

a. Hambrecht, m. Bernstein, a. Grucela
New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	 the robotic platform has seen 
a steady increase in colon and rectal surgery, including 
patients with Crohn’s disease. laparoscopic (lap) resec-
tion is an established approach in the surgical management 
of Crohn’s enteritis (Ce). We compared matched cohorts 
of patients who underwent lap and robotic ileocolic resec-
tion for Ce, and tested our hypothesis that it is safe and 
feasible, with low conversion and complication rates.

Methods/Interventions:	 We queried our prospective 
database of patients with Ce who underwent ileocolic 
resection (iCr) from december 2014-october 2016. We 
identified and compared a matched cohort of patients 18 
years and older with Ce who underwent robotic or lap 
iCr. Patients undergoing open surgery or other resections 
were excluded. the vessel sealer was used to divide the 
mesentery in robotic cases, and ligasure™ (Covidien) 
in lap cases. in the robotic group, the anastomosis was 
performed intracorporeal; side-side robotically stapled with 
hand-sewn 2 layer common enterotomy. in the lap group, 
the anastomosis was performed extracorporeal; end-side or 
side-side construction.
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Results/Outcome(s):	We identified 8 patients with Ce 
who underwent robotic iCr (5 females, median age 30 
years) and matched them with 14 patients who underwent 
lap iCr (6 females, median age 33 years). they were well 
matched for gender, Bmi, demographic and other variables 
such as rate of previous operation (3 robotic, 6 laparo-
scopic), comorbidities, and preoperative medications. one 
patient in the robotic cohort and 2 in the lap group had 
diverting loop ileostomy created. there were no mortali-
ties. there were no intraoperative complications in either 
group and eBl was similar. the conversion rate was higher 
in the lap group (7% vs. 0%). overall morbidity (lap 21% 
vs robotic 25%), and reoperation rates (lap 7% vs robotic 
12.5%) were similar (table 1). there was one anastomotic 
leak in the lap group (7%) and one major complications 
in each group. in contrast, mean time to return of bowel 
function (robotic 2 vs. lap 6.5 days), and length of stay 
(loS) (robotic 3.6 vs. lap 8.5 days) were both lower in the 
robotic group. With a median follow-up of 6 months, long-
term complications were similar and negligible.

Conclusions/Discussion:	robotic ileocolic resection in 
Ce is as safe as laparoscopic with minimal morbidity and no 
postoperative leaks. With comparable eBl, intraoperative 
and postoperative complications, the robotic instruments 
were used safely and effectively on challenging mesentery, 
phlegmon, and chronically obstructed bowel. in addi-
tion, each patient had a successful intracorporeal anasto-
mosis and extraction via Pfannenstiel incision resulting in 
minimal pain, early ambulation, and early return of bowel 
function, with shorter length of stay, and thus potentially 
decreased hospital cost. Further prospective studies will be 

needed with larger numbers to examine the cost benefit in 
this patient population.

ULCERATIVE	COLITIS	ASSOCIATED	
COLORECTAL	CANCER	IN	JAPAN:	A	
RETROSPECTIVE	MULTICENTER	STUDY.

Poster abstracts P489

K. Hata, H. anzai, H. ikeuchi, K. Fukushima, a. Sugita, 
y. Suzuki, t. Watanabe
Tokyo, Japan; Hyogo, Japan; Yokohama, Japan; Sendai, 
Japan; Chiba, Japan

Purpose/Background:	 Patients with long-standing 
ulcerative colitis (uC) are at a high risk of developing 
colorectal cancer (CrC). Surveillance colonoscopy is 
recommended to detect CrC, especially in patients with 
pancolitis and left-sided colitis. if high-grade dysplasia 
is detected, proctocolectomy is the treatment of choice, 
partly because patients with uC-associated CrC (uCaC) 
have a tendency to harbor synchronous multiple CrCs; 
however, if CrC is confirmed as solitary in patients with 
quiescent uC, segmental resection with lymph node 
dissection, which is standard for sporadic CrC, may be 
sufficient. therefore, the aim of this study was to clarify 
the characteristics of uCaC focusing on the incidence and 
risk factors of synchronous multiple CrCs.

Methods/Interventions:	data on patients with uCaC 
were retrospectively obtained from 10 specialized institu-
tions in the research Group for intractable inflammatory 
Bowel disease of the ministry of Health, labour and 
Welfare of Japan. a total of 238 patients with uCaC 

P488 Outcomes of Laparoscopic vs. Robotic Ileocolic Resection for Crohn’s Disease

OUTCOME VARIABLE N (%) ROBOTIC N=8 LAPAROSCOPIC N=14
Intraoperative Complications 0(0%) 0(0%)
Conversion to Open 0(0%) 1(7%)
Creation of Diverting Loop Ileostomy 1(12.5%) 2(14%)
Mean Return of Bowel Function (days) 2 6.5
Mean LOS (days) 3.6 8.5
Anastomotic Leak/Abscess 0(0%) 1(7%)
Minor Complication 1(12.5%)

Post operative ileus
3(21%)

C.Difficile infection, 
Postoperative ileus, Urinary 

retention
Major complication 1(12.5%)

Abdominal pain resulting in negative 
diagnostic laparoscopy

1(7%)
Anastomotic leak

Readmission 2(25%)
Small bowel obstruction, abdominal pain

2(14%)
Small bowel obstruction, wound 

infection/anastomotic leak
Reoperation 1(12.5%)

Negative diagnostic laparoscopy
1(7%)

Enterocutaneous fistula repair
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were reviewed in this study. Patients were divided into 
two groups: the multiple group (patients with synchronous 
multiple CrCs) and the solitary group (patients with 
solitary CrC). the risk factors for synchronous multiple 
CrCs were identified, and receiver operating curves and 
the area under the curve (auC) were calculated to predict 
synchronous multiple CrCs.

Results/Outcome(s):	Synchronous multiple CrCs were 
found in the surgical specimens of 37 patients (16%). 
eighteen (8%) cases of CrC went preoperatively unde-
tected; however, pathological examination of the surgi-
cally resected specimens confirmed CrC. a significantly 
younger age of uC onset was found in the multiple group 
compared with the solitary group (45.0 vs. 51.0 years, p 
= 0.016 and 28.8 vs. 35.3 years, p = 0.019, respectively). 
However, auCs for age of uC onset and at operation were 
not high enough to predict synchronous multiple CrCs 
(auC, 0.62). Gender, family history of CrC, and the pres-
ence of primary sclerosing cholangitis did not significantly 
differ between the two groups.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 a substantial proportion of 
patients with uCaC harbor synchronous multiple CrCs. 
in this study, predictors for synchronous multiple CrCs 
were not identified. Furthermore, CrC lesions were preop-
eratively missed in 8% of uCaC patients. thus, restor-
ative proctocolectomy (or proctocolectomy with aPr for 
very low rectal cancer) should be recommended as the 
standard surgical procedure for uCaC.

CASE	REPORT:	CROHN’S	DISEASE	AFTER	
BARIATRIC	SURGERY.

Poster abstracts P490

y. lima de mendonca, m. Figueiredo
RJ, Brazil; Barretos, Brazil

Purpose/Background:	this case is about a female, 45 
yo, no history of diarreae, 12 years before that, she was 
submited a gastric bypass, no family histories about any 
colorectal disease, that begun with anal fistulae. normal 
colonoscopy. at or, the first drainage, we realize that 
fistulae is transesphincteric. and we made some biopsies 
and at results revel crohn’s disease. Some authors make a 
relationship between crohns disease and bariatric surgery

Methods/Interventions:	this study is review of papers 
about relationship between crohns disease and bariatric 
surgery, at Pubmed.

Results/Outcome(s):	this studies realize that bariatric 
surgery could be a begin of crohns disease, at pacients 
with some predisponation. this could be about changes of 
intestinal microbiota.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 this patient is one of the 
thousands of patients that has submited a bariatric surgery, 
We know about changes of intestinal hormones, but we 
know a few of the changes of intestinal microbiota. this 
changes could be a start of new diseases or crohns disease

TIME	TRENDS	AND	RISK	FACTORS	FOR	
REOPERATION	AFTER	INITIAL	INTESTINAL	
SURGERY	FOR	CROHN’S	DISEASE	IN	JAPAN:	A	
RETROSPECTIVE	MULTICENTER	STUDY.

Poster abstracts P491

t. Shinagawa, K. Hata, H. ikeuchi, K. Fukushima, 
a. Sugita, y. Suzuki, t. Watanabe
Tokyo, Japan; Nishonomiya, Japan; Sendai, Japan; 
Yokohama, Japan; Chiba, Japan

Purpose/Background:	 a majority of patients with 
Crohn’s disease require surgical procedures for the treat-
ment of intestinal lesions during their lifetime. even after 
the first operation, a recurrence of the disease is not rare 
and second or even multiple operations are inevitable in 
many patients. therefore, the long-term follow-up and the 
prevention of recurrence are very important factors that 
need to be addressed. to prevent a recurrence of Crohn’s 
disease, medications such as immunomodulator (im), an 
elemental diet (ed), and anti-tnFα antibody drugs (Bio) 
are prescribed. However, the long-term efficacy of these 
drugs remains controversial, especially with respect to the 
reoperation rate. the aim of this study was to examine 
the time trends and risk factors for patients with Crohn’s 
disease who underwent intestinal surgery.

Methods/Interventions:	 the patient data were 
retrospectively reviewed from 10 specialized institu-
tions belonging to the research Group for intractable 
inflammatory Bowel disease of the ministry of Health, 
labour and Welfare of Japan. a total of 2485 patients 
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with Crohn’s disease were included in this study. the 
onset of the disease ranged from 1960 to 2015, and they 
all underwent intestinal surgery. the patient character-
istics (sex, age at the onset of Crohn’s disease, montreal 
Classification and initial intestinal operation year; before 
2002/after 2003) and the administered post-operative 
medications (ed, im and Bio) were reviewed to evaluate 
the risk factors for reoperation. the primary outcome was 
the need of a second intestinal operation (first reopera-
tion). the cumulative reoperation rate was calculated by 
the Kaplan-meier method and the findings were compared 
between the groups using the log-rank test. univariable 
and multivariable analyses were performed using the Cox 
proportional hazard regression model to identify any inde-
pendent risk factors for the cumulative reoperation rate.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the cumulative reoperation 
rate after initial intestinal surgery was 24.4 % within 5 
years and 48.4 % within 10 years. a multivariable anal-
ysis revealed that patients who underwent operation 
before 2002 showed a significantly higher reoperation rate 
compared with those who underwent an operation after 
2003 (Hr 1.359, 95%Ci 1.169-1.579, p <0.001). ileocolic 
type disease was also a significant risk factor for reopera-
tion (Hr 1.557, 95%Ci 1.348-1.797, p <0.001). regarding 
the post-operative treatment, the post-operative use of 
im (Hr 0.7446, 95%Ci 0.586-0.947, p=0.016) and Bio 
(Hr 0.8368, 95%Ci 0.704-0.995, p=0.044) significantly 
reduced the risk of reoperation.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the risk factors for reop-
eration in patients with Crohn’s disease were the initial 
intestinal operation year (before 2002), and the disease 
location (ileocolic type). the post-operative use of im and 
Bio is also considered to prevent reoperation in patients 
with Crohn’s disease.

SURGERY-FREE	SURVIVAL	OF	KONO-S	
ANASTOMOSES	IN	PATIENTS	WITH	CROHN’S	
DISEASE.

Poster abstracts P492

n. Shimada, H. ohge, r. yano, n. Shigemoto, 
y. Watadani, S. uegami, n. nakagawa, n. Kondo, 
K. uemura, y. murakami, t. Sueda
Hiroshima, Japan

Purpose/Background:	 anastomotic recurrence after 
bowel resection is a serious problem in patients with 
Crohn’s disease (Cd). the Kono-S anastomosis (KSa) is 
a new technique to resolve this problem. the purpose of 
this study was to evaluate the efficacy of the KSa for Cd.

Methods/Interventions:	Consecutive patients with Cd 
who were admitted to Hiroshima university Hospital 
between January 2006 and december 2015 and under-
went bowel resections involving the small or large intes-
tine were enrolled. Hand-sewn layer-to-layer anastomoses 
were performed at that time, but in 2009, the KSa was 

introduced in our institution. Patients who underwent a 
KSa were retrospectively compared with patients who had 
undergone traditional end-to-end anastomosis (etea). 
KSa was used for all bowel anastomoses except those 
involving the rectum. in this study, univariate and multi-
variate analyses were performed to identify risk factors 
for reoperation on the anastomosis site; the perioperative 
outcome and surgery-free survival of the anastomoses were 
estimated.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 225 patients were 
included: 117 in the KSa group and 108 in the etea 
group. Characteristics and preoperative factors were 
similar except for mean follow-up (KSa, 37.6 months 
vs. etea, 88.9 months; p <0.001). of the 51 cases with 
previous bowel resections, 43% were in the KSa group vs. 
53% in the etea group. regarding clinical outcomes, the 
median operative times, blood loss, and percentage[Br1] 
of patients requiring blood transfusions were not signifi-
cantly different between the groups: 217 min, 225 ml, 
and 10.2%, respectively, for the KSa group vs. 240 min, 
250 ml, and 12.2%, respectively, for the etea group. 
regarding surgical approaches, 27 patients (23%) under-
went laparoscopic surgery in the KSa group vs. 5 (5.1%) 
in the etea group (p = 0.001). anastomotic leakage 
occurred in 6 (5.1%) patients in the KSa group vs. 17 
(12.2%) in the etea group (p = 0.015). other postopera-
tive complications (superficial surgical site infections[Br2] 
[SSi], deep SSi, organ space SSi, and intestinal obstruc-
tion) were not significantly different between the groups. 
there were 4 cases (3.4%) of recurrence of surgery in the 
KSa group and 24 cases (24.4%) in the etea group, 
and the rate of postoperative administration of biological 
agents was similar (33% and 28.1%, respectively). on 
multivariate logistic regression analysis, KSa reduced the 
risk of recurrence of surgery at the anastomosis site (or 
0.15, p = 0.001), while anastomotic leakage increased the 
risk of recurrence (or 4.15, p = 0.01). the Kaplan-meier 
analysis showed that the rate of surgery-free survival in the 
KSa group was 94.4% at 5 years, which was higher than in 
the etea group (83.1%, p = 0.009).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Kono-S anastomosis for 
bowel resection for Cd is associated with a low recurrence 
of surgery at the anastomotic site, and low anastomotic 
leakage may be a major factor for the better results.
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ASSOCIATION	BETWEEN	PROGNOSTIC	
NUTRITIONAL	INDEX	AND	MORBIDITY/
MORTALITY	DURING	RESTORATIVE	
PROCTOCOLECTOMY	IN	PATIENTS	WITH	
ULCERATIVE	COLITIS.

Poster abstracts P493

m. uchino, H. ikeuchi, t. Bando, t. Chohno, a. Hirata, 
H. Sasaki, y. Horio
Nishinomiya, Japan

Purpose/Background:	onodera’s prognostic nutritional 
index (o-Pni), determined according to an established 
formula [10 × serum albumin (g/dl) + 0.005 × total 
lymphocyte count], is known to be factor for predicting the 
prognosis of various abdominal intestinal surgical proce-
dures. in this study, we evaluated the association of o-Pni 
with outcome of a restorative proctocolectomy procedure 
for ulcerative colitis (uC).

Methods/Interventions:	this was a single institutional 
retrospective cohort study conducted by the department of 
inflammatory Bowel disease, Hyogo College of medicine, 
Japan. Pre-operative o-Pni results were examined using 
roC analysis to determine cutoff values. Furthermore, 
pre-operative predicting factors associated with mortality 
and morbidity were examined using stepwise regression anal-
ysis, with morbidity defined as occurrence of a post-operative  
infectious complication and mortality as death within 30 
days after surgery. a pouch-related complication (PrC) 
was defined as pelvic bleeding or pelvic sepsis, including 
anastomotic leakage and pelvic abscess occurrence.

Results/Outcome(s):	We analyzed 1151 patients with 
uC who underwent a colectomy procedure between 
January 2000 and december 2015. mortality and morbidity 
occurred in 9 (0.8%) and 294 (25.5%) cases, respec-
tively. o-Pni was significantly lower in patients with 
mortality (23.6±7.0) and those with morbidity (36.3±10) 
as compared to patients without either (p<0.01). the 
o-Pni cutoff value for mortality was 32. in multivariate 
analysis, significant risk factors for mortality were age at 
surgery ≥56 years [odds ratio (or) 26.9], pre-operative 
CrP ≥5.8 mg/dl (or 18.6), and o-Pni <32 (or 6.6), 
while those for morbidity were age at surgery ≥56 years 
(or 1.7), pre-operative CrP ≥5.8 mg/dl (or 1.8), and 
dose of prednisolone >30 mg/day (or 1.7). Sub-analysis 
of 960 pouch surgery cases among this series showed that 
male gender (or 1.6), aSa score ≥3 (or 2.5), urgent 
surgery (or 3.0), and o-Pni <32 (or 2.0) were signifi-
cant risk factors for a PrC.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Surgery at an older age, 
elevated CrP, and reduced Pni were found to be predic-
tors of mortality and may be useful indicators for deter-
mination of proper surgical timing for patients with poor 
condition. in addition, for patients with lower o-Pni, the 
initial surgery should be a total colectomy alone without 
pelvic manipulation, such as proctocolectomy or pouch 
reconstruction, to avoid a PrC.

RISK	FACTORS	FOR	THE	DEVELOPMENT	
OF	POSTOPERATIVE	ILEUS	FOLLOWING	
ABDOMINAL	SURGERY	FOR	CROHN’S	DISEASE.

Poster abstracts P494

y. Watadani, H. ohge, n. Shimada, S. uegami, r. yano, 
n. Shigemoto, K. uemura, y. murakami, t. Sueda
Hiroshima, Japan

Purpose/Background:	 Postoperative ileus (Poi) 
is a temporary impairment in gastrointestinal motility 
following surgery, which results in immoderate discom-
fort, prolonged hospital stay, and increased overall costs. 
the purpose of this study was to evaluate risk factors in 
patients who developed Poi following abdominal surgery 
for Crohn’s disease.

Methods/Interventions:	 Fifty-six consecutive patients 
who underwent elective abdominal surgery with bowel 
resection for Crohn’s disease between September 2013 
and december 2015 were enrolled in the study. Poi was 
defined as a usage of nasogastric or long tube for symptom-
atic relief. Patient’s demographics, intraoperative factors 
evaluated by the video, and postoperative factors were 
reviewed retrospectively and the relationship between 
these factors and postoperative ileus were assessed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 there were 42 men and 14 
women included and median age at the time of surgery 
was 40.5 (range, 16-68) years. the type of disease was 
classified into l1 (23.2%) / l2 (16.1%) / l3 (60.7%), and 
B2 (57.1%) / B3 (42.9%) by Vienna classification. more 
than one abdominal surgeries had been performed in 39 
(69.6%) patients. twelve patients (21.4%) developed Poi, 
and any colonic lesion of the disease (l2 + l3), damage of 
bowel with all layers and multiple damage of bowels with 
sero-muscular layers were detected as independent risk 
factors (p < 0.05) in univariate and multivariate analysis. 
Preoperative medical management, time of the surgery, 
blood loss, blood transfusion, use of antiadhesion barrier, 
and any postoperative factors did not correlate with the 
occurence of Poi.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Careful adhesiolysis to avoid 
damage of bowels is crucial to prevent the development 
of postopereative ileus following abdominal surgery for 
Crohn’s disease.

EXPRESSION	OF	TRPA1	CORRELATING	TO	
THE	RECOVERY	OF	COLONIC	TRANSIT	
FOLLOWING	PN	DENERVATION	IN	RATS.

Poster abstracts P495

W. tong
Chongqing, China

Purpose/Background:	 it has been reported that 
colorectal motility dysfunction due to pelvic nerve (Pn) 
damage is restored over time. However, the adaptive 
mechanism is unknown. Previous studies implied that 
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trPa1 mediated sensory nerve signal input play a crucial 
role in gut motility control. the current study aimed to 
observe the colorectal motility restoration in rats following 
Pn transection, and to explore the change of trPa1 
protein expression in this adaptive process.

Methods/Interventions:	78 adult rats were divided into 
two groups randomly: sham and Pn cut. Colonic transit 
function was determined with radioisotope method by 
calculating the geometric center (GC) of the distribution 
of 51Cr at postoperative day (Pod) 1, 3 and 7. expression 
of trPa1 in the proximal and distal colon mucosa was 
detected with Western Blotting at Pod1, 3 and 7.

Results/Outcome(s):	 at Pod 1, the colonic transit 
in Pn cut group was significantly delayed (GC = 
4.91±0.41, p < 0.05), when compared with the sham group 
(GC=5.76±0.85). a significant trend toward recovery was 
noted in the Pn cut group at Pod 3 (GC=5.58±0.36) 
and Pod 7 (GC=6.44±0.78). Western blot demonstrated 
attenuated expression of trPa1 in the distal colon mucosa 
after Pn denervation at Pod1 (0.39±0.12) compared with 
that of the shams. a significant trend of increasing expres-
sion of trPa1 was demonstrated in the Pn cut group at 
Pod 3 (0.78±0.10) and at Pod7 (1.06±0.13).

Conclusions/Discussion:	delayed colonic motility due 
to Pn denervation gradually restored overtime, which may 
relate to the corresponding expression of trPa1 in the 
distal colonic mucosa of rats.

RECTAL	SPARING	TYPE	OF	ULCERATIVE	
COLITIS	PREDICTS	UN-RESPONSIBILITY	FOR	
PHARMACOTHERAPIES.

Poster abstracts P496

y. Horio, m. uchino, H. ikeuchi, t. Bando, t. Chohno, 
H. Sasaki, a. Hirata
Nishinomiya, Japan

Purpose/Background:	ulcerative colitis (uC) is known 
as an immune disorder of the colon that generally involves 
the rectum, but an atypical distribution of inflamed mucosa 
has previously been noted in certain subtypes, such as the 
rectal-sparing type (rSt). Patients with the rectal-sparing 
may have a higher risk for disease refractoriness as noted 
in a previous report, but the clinical significance remains 
unknown.

Methods/Interventions:	 uC patients who underwent 
surgery between January 2010 and april 2015 were 

included. Patients were classified as having the rSt or non- 
rSt based on colectomy specimens or a pre-operative  
endoscopy. Possible risk factors for urgent/emergent surgery 
were analyzed. We specifically determined whether the 
rSt is a significant predictor for urgent/emergent surgery.

Results/Outcome(s):	 in total, 46/482 patients were 
classified as having the rSt. the disease severity was 
significantly worse in patients with the rSt (p=0.02). 
24/46 patients with the rSt required urgent/emergent 
surgery compared to 107/436 patients with non-rSt 
(p<0.01). the overall incidence of urgent/emergent 
surgery was 131/482. duration of disease <70.2 months 
[odds ratio (or) 2.45], severe disease [or 87.1], total 
administered steroid dose <5,000 mg [or 3.02], pre- 
operative steroid daily dose ≥9 mg [or 2.59], and the rSt 
[or 5.59] were identified as independent risk factors for 
urgent/emergent surgery.

Conclusions/Discussion:	the rSt was an independent 
risk factor for urgent/emergent surgery in the analysis of 
surgically treated patients with uC.

CHRACTERISTICS	OF	SMALL	BOWEL	CANCER	
ASSOCIATED	WITH	CROHN’S	DISEASE.

Poster abstracts P497

m. Shinozaki
Tokyo, Japan

Purpose/Background:	  Patients with Crohn’s disease 
(Cd) have increased risk of developing small bowel cancer 
in comparison with the background population. However, 
little is known concerning to the cancer in detail, because 
the number of the patients is relatively small. this study 
aimed to clarify the clinicopathological characteristics 
between small bowel cancer and colorectal cancer in Cd.

Methods/Interventions:	  a literature search was 
performed with ichushi (Japanese medical literature data-
base) between 1983 and march, 2015 for small bowel 
cancer and colorectal cancer associated with Cd. two 
hundred and 65 cases were picked up, and we excluded  
6 cases, because the location of the cancer was not spec-
ified clearly. thus, 265 cases were included in this study. 
the cases were classified to 2 groups: patients who had 
small bowel cancer(s) (S group: n = 55) and those with 
only colorectal cancer(s) (C group: n = 210), which 
included perianal fistula cancer.

P494 Multivariate analysis of the risk factors for POI

OR 95% CI p
Any colonic lesion of the disease (L2 + L3) NA NA 0.02
Damage of bowel with all layers 13.96 2.03 - 140.0 0.007
Multiple damage of bowels with sero-muscular layers 9.11 1.44 - 72.17 0.02

Logistic regression analysis
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Results/Outcome(s):	 the age at cancer diagnosis was 
higher in S group (53.5 (29–81); median (range)) than in 
C group (43 (25–89); p < 0.0001). the duration of Cd 
was similar between S group (16 (0–40) years) and C group 
(15 (0–52) years; p = 0.41). the age at Cd diagnosis was 
also higher in S group (39(12–69)) compared with C group 
(25 (9–84)). S group had more proportion of ileitis than 
C group (58% vs 10%), whereas 81% of the patients in C 
group had ileocolitis, and the difference was statistically 
significant (p < 0.0001). in S group, the cancer diagnosis 
was made before treatment only in 16%, and 70% of 
these patients had not been diagnosed before pathological 
examination of the resected specimen. Well differentiated 
and moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma occupied 
three-quarters of the tumour in S group, whereas only 
44% in C group (p < 0.0001). on the other hand, the 
proportion of mucinous carcinoma was only 4% in S group, 
and that was 40% in C group (p < 0.0001). the clinical 
stage according to the union for international Cancer 
Control classification was 4%/8%/39%/12%/39% (stage 
0/1/2/3/4) in S group, and that was 3%/14%/35%/29%/19% 
in C group, and the proportion of stage 4 was significantly 
higher in S group. although the resection rate was higher 
in S group than in C group (98% vs 87%; p = 0.0055), the 
prognosis was equivalent (41% were alive in S group and 
44% in C group).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Compared with patients in 
C group, patients in S group were older at the diagnosis 
of cancer detection and the onset of Crohn’s disease. in 
S group, less proportion of cancer was detected preoper-
atively and more proportion of patients had metastasis. 
We should always give attention not to miss small bowel 
cancer at Cd operation.

LAPAROSCOPIC	APPROACH	IMPROVES	
OUTCOMES	COMPARED	TO	OPEN	SURGERY	IN	
CROHN’S	DISEASE:	RESULTS	FROM	AMERICAN	
COLLEGE	OF	SURGEONS	(ACS)	NATIONAL	
SURGICAL	QUALITY	IMPROVEMENT	
PROGRAM	(NSQIP)	DATABASE.

Poster abstracts P498

m. lin, J. Hsieh, S. raman
Des Moines, IA; Ames, IA

Purpose/Background:	the role of laparoscopic surgery 
in the spectrum of Crohn’s disease of the small intes-
tine and colon has yet to be established. Prior studies 
have explored the differences in perioperative outcomes 
between laparoscopic and open surgery in patients with 
Crohn’s disease without reliable conclusions. our objec-
tive was to determine if there was a difference in periop-
erative outcomes following laparoscopic compared to open 
surgery in Crohn’s disease.

Methods/Interventions:	 utilizing the 2010-2014 
american College of Surgeons (aCS) national Surgical 
Quality improvement Program (nSQiP) database, we 

examined patients with Crohn’s disease to evaluate the 
difference between laparoscopic versus open surgery. 
Patients with the preoperative diagnosis of Crohn’s disease 
were identified from the nSQiP database using iCd-9-Cm 
codes (555.0, 555.1, 555.2, and 555.9) and stratified 
into 2 groups, laparoscopic or open surgery. multivariate 
analyses were performed for major and minor periopera-
tive outcomes while adjusting for patient characteristics, 
comorbidities, and type of operation performed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 9,509 patients were 
identified as having the diagnosis of Crohn’s disease, of  
which 3,935 patients (41%) underwent laparoscopic 
surgery. a steady increase in the usage of a laparoscopic 
approach from the year 2010 (34%) to 2014 (46%) was also 
observed. Patients who underwent laparoscopic surgery 
were younger, tended to be females, were more likely to 
be on corticosteroids, had an aSa class of i or ii, and the 
cases were more often clean-contaminated. multivariate 
analysis (table 1) showed that the laparoscopic approach 
was associated with significantly less incidence of wound 
disruption (aor=0.44, p=0.002), less incidence of 
inability to wean from ventilator for greater than 48 hours 
(aor=0.59, p=0.048), renal insufficiency (aor=0.41, 
p=0.038), urinary tract infection (aor=0.68, p=0.015), 
decreased incidence of hemorrhage (aor=0.49, p<0.001), 
sepsis (aor=0.71, p=0.001), and surgical site infection 
(aor=0.67, p<0.001). the laparoscopic approach was 
also associated with a shorter loS (-1 day, p<0.001), days 
from operation to discharge time (-1 day, p<0.001), while 
only having a slight increase in operation time (3 minutes, 
p=0.001).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Based on the review of the 
nSQiP database, patients with Crohn’s disease who 
underwent laparoscopic surgery had significantly superior 
outcomes when compared to patients who underwent 
open surgery. the laparoscopic approach was associated 
with less complicatons and decreased loS while sacrificing 
an average of 3 minutes of operation time. the results of 
thsi study lends support for utilizing a laparoscopic appa-
roch in patients with Crohn’s disease who require surgical 
intervention.

HISTOPATHOLOGICAL	CHARACTERISTICS	
OF	COLORECTAL	CANCER	IN	CROHN’S	
DISEASE	AND	ULCERATIVE	COLITIS:	25	
YEAR	EXPERIENCE	IN	A	SINGLE	TERTIARY	
REFERRAL	CENTRE.

Poster abstracts P499

J. toh, C. young, a. Keshava, P. Stewart, m. Kermeen, 
G. Sinclair, m. rickard
Concord, NSW, Australia; Camperdown, NSW, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 the colorectal cancer (CrC) 
pathway in inflammatory bowel disease (iBd) is not 
completely understood, and there are few studies that 
examine the histopathological characteristics of CrC 
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in iBd. there have been reports of association between 
CrC in iBd colitis with microsatellite instability and 
hypermethylation.

Methods/Interventions:	 34 patients with CrC and 
iBd were identified from a CrC database at a tertiary 
referral institution (n = 3177) from 1990-2015. these 
data were then cross-checked with the ‘Sydney iBd 
cohort’ - a longitudinal cohort of patients with Crohn’s 
disease (Cd) and ulcerative colitis (uC) which included 
iBd patients from our institution since 1970. Colorectal 
surgeons from the unit were also sought to recruit patients 
with iBd-related CrCs potentially missed in the data-
base. in total, 15 patients with Cd and 19 with uC were 
identified. Histopathological information was available 
for all Cd patients, but six were missing in the uC group, 
and these were excluded from analysis. the following 
data was collected: site, t and n staging, grade, presence 
of mucin, lymphovascular invasion, perineural invasion, 
microsatellite instability, tumour infiltrating lymphocytes 
and dysplasia.

Results/Outcome(s):	of 15 patients with Cd and CrC 
were 8 were male and 7 female. the mean age at the time 
of CrC diagnosis was 56.9 years (range 29 - 82 years). 
the site of CrC was 46.6% right-sided or transverse, 40% 
rectal, 13.3% sigmoid. majority had advanced stage (t3/4 
93.3%, nodal involvement 57.1%). majority were high or 
intermediate grade (93.3%), with only 1/15 (6.7%) well 
differentiated. 26.7% were mucinous. 33.3% had lympho-
vascular invasion, 46.7% had perineural invasion. only 
1/12 (8.3%) was microsatellite unstable, with most having 
intact mismatch repair staining (91.7%). of 13 patients 
with uC and CrC, 10 were male and 3 female. the mean 

age of CrC diagnosis was 64.5 years (range 24 - 86 years). 
the site of CrC was 46.1% right-sided or transverse, 
38.5% rectal, 7.7% left colon, 7.7% sigmoid. majority had 
advanced stage (t3/4 69.2%, nodal involvement 23.1%). 
92.3% high or intermediate grade. 1/13 (7.7%) was well 
differentiated. 3/9 (33.3%) had lymphovascular invasion 
and one (11.1%) had perineural invasion. only one 
patient had microsatellite instability (mSi-H). When both 
groups were combined, only 2 patients with CrC associ-
ated with iBd was mSi-H and only 2 patients had tumour 
infiltrating lymphocytes (tils). 66.7% had associated or 
adjacent dysplasia.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 CrC in iBd is associated 
with advanced stage, high grade and dysplasia. adverse 
features such as lymphovascular invasion, perineural inva-
sion, lymph node metastases and mucin is common. this 
study does not support the mSi replication error repair 
pathway as a mechanism of carcinogenesis in iBd. tumour 
infiltrating lymphocytes do not feature prominently in 
CrCs associated with iBd.

P498 Table 1. Multivariate analysis of CD patient categorical outcomes comparing laparoscopic and open  
surgical approaches while adjusting for age, female, emergency, diabetes, smoke, COPD, operation location, 

wound class, and ASA class.

Outcome Lap vs. Open aOR* (95% CI) P-Value
Mortality 0.59 (0.25 - 1.41) 0.235
Reoperation 1.01 (0.84 - 1.21) 0.922
Septic Shock 0.79 (0.50 - 1.23) 0.298
Sepsis 0.71 (0.59 - 0.87) 0.001
Hemorrhage 0.49 (0.41 - 0.57) <0.001
Surgical Site Infection 0.67 (0.59 - 0.76) <0.001
Wound Disruption 0.44 (0.27 - 0.74) 0.002
MI 0.45 (0.13 - 1.57) 0.210
Stroke/CVA 1.99 (0.35 - 11.23) 0.434
Pneumonia 0.85 (0.60 - 1.22) 0.387
DVT 1.06 (0.73 - 1.54) 0.751
Pulmonary Embolism 0.83 (0.44 - 1.55) 0.555
Ventilator > 48h 0.59 (0.35 - 0.99) 0.048
Acute Renal Failure 0.88 (0.35 - 2.20) 0.786
Renal Insufficiency 0.41 (0.18 - 0.95) 0.038
Urinary Tract Infection 0.68 (0.50 - 0.93) 0.015
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CLINICAL	OUTCOMES	OF	PATIENTS	WITH	
ULCERATIVE	COLITIS	WHO	UNDERWENT	
RESTORATIVE	PROCTOCOLECTOMY	WITH	
IPAA	OR	COLECTOMY	WITH	IRA.

Poster abstracts P500

H. anzai, K. Hata, S. ishihara, H. nozawa, K. Kawai, 
t. Kiyomatsu, t. tanaka, t. Watanabe
Tokyo, Japan

Purpose/Background:	 restorative proctocolectomy 
with ileal pouch-anal anastomosis (iPaa) is the most 
commonly performed operation for patients with ulcerative 
colitis (uC) because of the acceptable long-term func-
tional outcomes in the large majority of patients. However 
iPaa still has risks of anastomotic failure, pelvic sepsis and 
developing pouchitis. on the other hand, total colectomy 
with ileorectal anastomosis (ira) requires less complex 
techniques with lower complication rate and provides 
good functional outcomes that have been considered as 
a treatment of choice for a selected group of uC patients. 
Since patients who underwent ira have a higher risk of 
developing neoplasia than those who underwent iPaa, 
strict surveillance colonoscopy should be performed after 
the primary surgery. the aim of this study was to clarify 
the clinical course of the patients who underwent iPaa or 
ira. especially we clarified the cumulative rate of devel-
oping pouchitis after iPaa and clarified the cumulative 
rate of developing neoplasia after ira.

Methods/Interventions:	We evaluated 131 uC patients 
who underwent either iPaa or ira in our institution 
between 1965 and 2016 by reviewing medical and endo-
scopic records. all patients underwent surveillance colo-
noscopy at least once after surgery. Presence of pouchitis, 
cumulative rate of pouch failure, the risk of developing 
neoplasia and the clinical course of patients who developed 
neoplasia after ira or iPaa were evaluated. Pouchitis 
was defined as modified Pdai score of 5 points or more. 
We retrospectively reviewed endoscopic and pathological 
findings to assess the development of neoplasia. the clin-
ical features and clinical course of patients who developed 
neoplasia after ira or iPaa were retrospectively reviewed.

Results/Outcome(s):	among 131 patients, 31 patients 
underwent ira and 100 patients underwent iPaa. there 
were no statistic differences between ira group and iPaa 
group for sex, age at onset, or age at surgery. twenty-three 
patients developed pouchitis after iPaa. the cumulative 
rate of pouchitis at 5 and 10 years was 12.5% and 22.8% 
respectively. the presence of extraintestinal manifestations 
was an independent risk of developing pouchitis (p<0.05). 
neoplasia was detected in seven patients during postop-
erative surveillance colonoscopy. among them neoplasia 
was found in six of 31 patients in ira group and in one of 
100 patients in iPaa group. neoplasia was detected more 
frequently in the ira group than in the iPaa group. the 
cumulative rate of developing neoplasia was 7.4% and 
18.6% at 10 and 20 years after ira respectively.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the presence of extraint-
estinal manifestations was an independent risk of devel-
oping pouchitis after iPaa. the cumulative incidence 
of neoplasia after ira in uC patients was 18.6% after 
20years. ira should be performed in selected patients and 
strict surveillance colonoscopy with biopsies is important.

EXPERIENCE	IN	THE	USE	OF	BIOLOGICAL	
THERAPY	IN	INFLAMMATORY	BOWEL	DISEASE	
IN	A	COLORECTAL	SURGERY	SERVICE	IN	
MEXICO.

Poster abstracts P501

m. Blas-Franco, d. navarro-Chagoya,  
a. Pacheco-Carrillo
MEXICO, Mexico

Purpose/Background: inFlammatory BoWel 
diSeaSe iS a GrouP oF ComPleX GaStro-
inteStinal diSeaSe CHaraCteriZed By State 
oF CHroniC inFlammatory oF inteStinal 
Wall. tHe etioloGy oF iBd iS Still unKnoWn, 
But iS tHouGHt to enVironmental and 
GenetiCS FaCtorS lead to an aBerrant 
muCoSal immune reSPonSe aGainSt Gut 
miCroBiota. tHe anti tnF monoClonal 
antiBodieS are eFFiCaCiouS aGentS For 
tHe treatment in inFlammatory BoWel 
diSeaSe, tHey HaVe SHoWn to Be eFFeCtiVe 
in tHe induCtion to CliniCal remiSSion, 
tHe maintenanCe, muCoSal HealinG and 
CortiCoSteroid SParinG, tHuS reduCinG 
tHe HoSPitaliZation rateS, need oF 
SurGery and imProVinG tHe Quality oF liFe 
oF PatientS.

Methods/Interventions:	 tHe manuSCriPt WaS 
made in tHe national mediCal Center la 
raZa in meXiCo City. tHe liSt oF PatientS 
oF tHe ColoreCtal SurGery SerViCe WHo 
reCeiVed tHeir laSt doSe in noVemBer 2016 
WaS ProVided By tHe BioloGiCal tHeraPy 
Control Center oF our HoSPital. a total 
oF 8 PatientS Were Studied.

Results/Outcome(s):	 5 PatientS (62.5%) 
PreSented endoSCoPiC and HiStoloGiCal 
FeatureS ComPatiBle WitH CroHn diSeaSe, 
tHe reSt oF tHem Were diaGnoSed WitH 
ulCeratiVe ColitiS. in uC GrouP Were Found 
2 FemaleS and 1 male, and in Cd GrouP We 
Found 3 FemaleS and 2 maleS. tHe mean aGe 
oF tHe PatientS WaS 50.6 yearS in Cd GrouP, 
and 38.6 yearS (31-46) in uC. 100% oF PatientS 
WitH Cd PreSented moderate aCtiVity at 
tHe onSet oF treatment, WitH an aVeraGe 
Cdai oF 375 PointS. in termS oF endoSCoPiC 
aCtiVity, 80% PreSented mayo SCore oF 3,  
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and tHe reSt oF tHem Had mayo 2. tHe 
loCation WaS l3 in 40% oF PatienteS and l2 
For tHe 60%. tHe Predominant BeHaVior oF 
diSeaSe WaS PB3 in 60% oF indiVidualS. all 
oF Patient WitH Cd reCeiVed adalimumaB 
durinG tHe induCtion PHaSe: 160mG/80mG 
and For tHe maintenanCe PHaSe tHey 
reCeiVed 40mG doSe eVery 2 WeeKS. 
FolloW-uP WaS made on tHe BaSiS oF tHe 
lateSt StudieS PerFormed on PatientS, tHe 
media CliniCal aCtiVity WaS 93.4 PointS 
oF Cdai SCore, endoSCoPiCally 80% oF 
indiVidualS PreSented remiSSion and 20% 
Had mild aCtiVity. in tHe uC GrouP, 33.4 % 
PreSented moderate aCtiVity and 66.6% 
SeVere diSeaSe eValuated WitH trueloVe 
WittS SCore at BeGininG oF tHe treatment. 
100% oF uC PatientS SHoWn SeVere aCtiVity 
in endoSCoPiC eValuation and tHe BioPSy 
demonStrated intenSe aCtiVity. tWo 
PatientS reCeiVed inFliXimaB in WeeK 0, 
2 and 6 For tHe induCtion PHaSe, tHen 
tHey Continued eVery 8 WeeKS For tHe 
maintenanCe tHeraPy. in tHe FolloW uP 
66.6% PreSented mild CliniCal aCtiVity and 
in tHe 33.4% moderate aCtiVity By trueloVe 
Witt SCore. endoSCoPiCally tHey aCHieVed 
mild aCtiVity in 66.6% oF CaSeS

Conclusions/Discussion:	 tHe ColoreCtal 
SurGeon PlayS a Primary role in tHe 
inteGral manaGement oF tHiS tyPe oF 
PatientS. We HaVe learned not all iBd 
PatientS SHould Be manaGed WitH SurGery, 
We oFFer multidiSCiPlinary manaGement 
in order to deCreaSe morBimortality and 
imProVinG Quality oF liFe.

PERISTOMAL	PYODERMA	GANGRENOSUM:	
12	YEAR	EXPERIENCE	IN	A	SINGLE	TERTIARY	
REFERRAL	CENTRE.

Poster abstracts P502

J. toh, P. Stewart, a. Keshava, C. young, m. rickard, 
i. Whiteley
Concord, NSW, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 Peristomal pyoderma gangre-
nosum (PPG) is an unusual but potentially devastating 
condition that is difficult to diagnose and manage. due to 
its rarity, it is often misdiagnosed and there is often a delay 
in appropriate management. there is scarcity of relevant 
literature on this topic, with mainly case reports and a few 
case series.

Methods/Interventions:	1295 consecutive patients with 
stomas followed up at a stomal care clinic in a single insti-
tution were identified through a prospectively collected 

stomal therapy database over a 12 year period between 
2005 and 2016. during this period, 12 (0.9%) patients with 
PPG were identified. the following data were collected: 
gender, age, association with inflammatory bowel disease 
(iBd), autoimmune conditions, duration between stoma 
formation and PPG diagnosis, involvement of dermatol-
ogist, length of stay (if inpatient management), biopsy, 
time to complete healing, management strategies and 
recurrence of PPG.

Results/Outcome(s):	 of 12 patients with pyoderma 
gangrenosum, all were female. the mean age at the time 
of diagnosis of PPG was 31.5 years (range 10 – 68 years). 
Six (50%) were associated with Crohn’s disease, four 
(33.3%) with ulcerative colitis and two (16.7%) patients 
did not have iBd. of the non-iBd cases, one patient had 
autonomic neuropathy and the other patient had bladder 
malignancy and multiple laparotomies and necrotizing 
fasciitis prior to development of PPG. the median dura-
tion for days between stoma formation and PPG diagnosis 
was 101.5 days and the mean duration was 670 days (range 
14 – 2641 days). nearly all patients (91.7%) were referred 
to a dermatologist with the mean time to referral 4.0 days 
(range 0-11 days). majority (66.7%) were managed in an 
outpatient setting. For those requiring inpatient manage-
ment, the mean length of stay was 13.5 days (range 3 – 31 
days). 4 patients had a biopsy, 8 patients were diagnosed 
with PPG by a dermatologist without biopsy. a range 
of oral and topical steroids, steroid injections, dressings, 
anti-inflammatories, antibiotics, tacrolimus and analgesia 
was used in the management of PPG. all patients achieved 
complete healing of PPG, with only one patient developing 
recurrence of PPG. the mean duration of time to achieve 
complete healing of PPG was 282 days (range 28 – 1751 
days).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 PPG is a rare and difficult 
condition to manage. nearly all cases in this series were asso-
ciated with iBd or autoimmune causes. there was a mean 
delay of over 3 months between formation of stoma and 
development of PPG. a range of steroids, immunosuppres-
sants, analgesia, oral antibiotics and anti-inflammatories  
may be used in the management of PPG. recurrence after 
complete healing was uncommon. the average duration 
to complete healing of PPG was approximately 9 months. 
PPG is a complex condition to manage, requiring the 
expertise of an experienced dermatologist and stomal 
therapist.
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RECTOVAGINAL	FISTULA	IN	CROHN’S	
DISEASE	:	A	SINGLE	CENTER	EXPERIENCE.

Poster abstracts P503

G. milito, G. lisi
Rome, Italy; Verona, Italy

Purpose/Background:	 rectovaginal fistula (rVF) is 
a disastrous complication of Crohn’s disease (Cd) that 
is exceedingly difficult to treat. it is a disabling condi-
tion that negatively impacts a women’s quality of life. 
Current treatment algorithms range from observation to 
medical management to the need for surgical interven-
tion. a wide variety of success rates have been reported 
for all management options. the choice of surgical repair 
methods depends on various fistula and patient character-
istics, it published success rates vary with initial success 
being around 50% rising to 80% with repeated surgery. 
Several surgical and sphincter sparing approaches have 
been described for the management of rectovaginal fistula, 
aimed to minimize the recurrence and to preserve the 
continence

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective study was 
performed of rVF repair operated carried out between 
2008 and 2014 in our tertiary centre at the university 
Hospital of tor Vergata, rome, italy. all the patients were 
affected by Crohn’s disease and underwent surgery for a 
rVF under the same senior surgeon and were prospective 
evaluated

Results/Outcome(s):	 all the 43 patients underwent 
surgery for rVF were affected by Crohn’s disease. the 
median age was 43 years (range 21 – 53). Four different 
surgical approach was performed: drainage and seton, 
rectal advacenment Flap (raF), Vaginal advancement 
Flap (VaF), transperineal approach using Porcine dermal 
matrix (Pdm), martius Flap (mF). the median time to 
success was 6 months (range 2 – 11). none of the patients 
was lost during the 18 months of follow – up. the failure 
group rate was 19 % in contrast with the healing rate group 
that was 81 %. no demographic of disease related factors 
were found to influence healing

Conclusions/Discussion:	the case series of this study 
supports the dogma “there are no absolute rules to treat 
Crohn’s fistula”, there is not a gold stardand technique yet 
however it’s mandatory to minimize the recurrence with a 

sphincter saving technique. randomized trials are needed 
to find a standard surgical approach.

CLINICO	ONCOLOGIC	CHARACTERISTICS	
OF	COLORECTAL	CANCER	PATIENTS	
WITH	INFLAMMATORY	BOWEL	DISEASE:	A	
COMPARATIVE	STUDY	WITH	COLORECTAL	
CANCER	ONLY	PATIENTS.

Poster abstracts P504

d. Kang
Seoul, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 the oncologic outcome of 
colorectal cancer (CrC) patients with inflammatory bowel 
disease (iBd) in comparison with that of sporadic CrC 
patients is still controversial. this study aimed to clarify 
this issue.

Methods/Interventions:	 twenty-seven CrC patients 
with iBd (14 with uC, 7 with Cd, and 6 with others) 
and 81 sporadic CrC patients from a stratified random 
sampling method were evaluated at Severance Hospital 
between 2002 and 2015. the medical records of patients 
were reviewed retrospectively for clinicopathologic 
features, iBd characteristics, and vital status at the time of 
the last follow-up evaluation.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 108 patients were 
analyzed (27 iBd-CrC patients and 81 sporadic CrC 
patients). Patient comparisons showed that CrC patients 
with iBd were younger and had a higher proportion of 
mucinous or signet ring cell carcinomas than sporadic 
CrC patients. Furthermore, in the iBd-CrC group, 
disease duration was a risk factor for survival. the 
5-year overall survival (oS) and disease-free survival 
(dFS) were similar between the two groups (p = 0.115,  
p = 0.210). However, considering advanced-stage (stages 
3, 4) disease, CrC patients with iBd had poorer 5-year oS 
and dFS compared to sporadic CrC patients (p = 0.015, 
p = 0.011).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in the advanced stage, CrC 
patients with iBd had poorer oncologic outcomes compared 
to sporadic CrC patients. By detecting iBd-CrC at 
an early stage, a similar postoperative outcome to that 
of sporadic CrC can be expected. thus, endoscopic 
surveillance is essential for early detection of CrC in iBd 
patients.
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MANAGMENT	OF	ANAL	FISYULA	IN	CROHN’S	
DISEASE:	REVIEW	OF	CHARACTORISTICS,	
DESIGN	AND	QUALITY	OF	RANDOMIZED	
CONTROLLED	TRIALS	PUBLISHED	ON	THE	
LAST	20	YEARS.

Poster abstracts P505

d. Parés, J. troya, V. rozalen, m. Pacha, S. Vela, 
m. Piñol, J. Julian
Badalona (Barcelona), Spain

Purpose/Background:	 For many years evidence-based 
medicine has been considered the main way to advance 
clinical practice, replacing the traditional medical para-
digm, which was based on authority and expert opinion. 
evidence-based medicine primarily uses randomized, 
controlled trials to clarify the scientific basis for medical 
practice. a report of a randomized, controlled trial (rCt) 
should convey to the reader in a transparent manner why 
the study was undertaken and how it was conducted and 
analysed.. this study was designed to analyze the char-
acteristics and the quality of reporting of randomized, 
controlled trials published during the last years on manage-
ment of anal fistula in patients with Crohn’s disease.

Methods/Interventions:	 an electronic search for all 
rCt on anal fistula management in Crohn’s disease from 
1996 to 2016 was undertaken by using the medline 
database via Pubmed. the data collected was divided into 
general data, characteristics of reporting, methodology 
quality assessment using the Jadad scale (from 0 to 
5) and a validated methodology quality score (minCir 
score from 6 to 36), evaluation of the items published in 
the ConSort statement, and the journal impact factor. 
reports were divided into two groups in order to study 
the characteristics and design of the studies according to 
period of publication: published articles from 1996 to 2009 
(Group 1), and published on the last years from 2010 to 
2016 (Group 2).

Results/Outcome(s):	 twenty-five trials were eligible 
but only 14 fulfilled the inclusion criteria of the study 
(Group 1, n=7; and Group 2, n=7). these trials, involving 
overall 1009 patients, have been designed to study medical 
treatment in 6, surgical therapy in 6 and the remaining 2 
regarding diagnosis pathway. the country that published a 
higher number of studies was u.S.a. (4 studies) followed 
by the netherlands (3 studies) and France and Spain  
(2 studies). eight studies (57.1%) were designed as double-
blind rCt and eight of them (57.1%) were multicentre 
studies in the overall series. regarding quality of reports, 
we found a statistically significant higher minCir score in 
rCts in Group 2 (there were no significant differences in 
general characteristics of rCt between the two periods of 
time. Group 1: 24,43±3,6 vs. Group 2: 30±5,3; p=0.038) 
but no differences in Jadad scale (p=1.0). Finally, we 
found higher impact factor of journals that published 
rCts during the most recent years (Group 1: 6,29±3,3 vs.  
Group 2: 15,43±14,3,p=0.040).

Conclusions/Discussion:	there is a lack of high-quality 
reported randomized, controlled trials on managemebt 
of anal fistula in patients with Crohn’s disease during 
the study period. reports of randomized controlled trials 
involving patients with anal fistula and Crohn’s diease 
published more recently, were better reported.

THE	FEASIBILITY	OF	A	LAPAROSCOPIC	
APPROACH	TO	REOPERATIVE	ILEOANAL	
J-POUCH	SURGERY.

Poster abstracts P506

a. Petrucci, S. Chadi, i. mizrahi, S. Wexner
Weston, FL; Toronto, ON, Canada

Purpose/Background:	 the standard reoperative 
surgery approaches include both abdominal and perineal 
access. However, no previous series have demonstrated 
the feasibility of a laparoscopic approach for reoperative 
pouch surgery. this series is an updated, unpublished pilot 
series presented as a poster at the Society of american 
Gastrointestinal and endoscopic Surgeons (SaGeS) in 
Boston, on march 17th 2016.

Methods/Interventions:	 the objective of this single 
surgeon cohort was to establish the feasibility of a laparo-
scopic approach in patients presenting to a tertiary care 
center with pouch-related conditions necessitating reoper-
ation for repair, revision or excision. Patient demographics 
and outcomes were retrospectively collected from an irB 
approved prospective database and from irB approved 
chart review. all procedures were performed by a single 
surgeon (SdW) with an extensive expertise in laparoscopy 
and pouch-related complications.

Results/Outcome(s):	Between 2013 and 2016, 14 lapa-
roscopic reoperative pouch procedures were performed 
on 11 patients [Familial adenomatous Polyposis (1/11); 
ulcerative Colitis (10/11)] with a mean age of 41.1 years 
and Bmi of 23.6 (18-32) kg/m2. 9/11 patients had their 
initial pouch surgery laparoscopically performed, 1 of who 
had a subsequent open pouch revision. the median time 
from the prior procedure was 1007 (2-12562) days. Standard 
indications included pouch volvulus with obstruction 
(1/14), pouch related fistulas (5/14), pouch-anastomotic 
dehiscence (1/14), high-grade dysplasia (1/14), carcinoma 
(1/14), chronic pouchitis (2/14), pouch-anal anastomotic 
stricture (1/14), and fecal incontinence (2/14). Procedures 
included laparoscopic pouch revision or repair (7/14) 
and laparoscopic pouch excision (7/14). mean operative 
time was 273 (107-430) minutes. three procedures were 
performed with a total of 3 access ports; 10 procedures used 
4 ports and 1 was converted after insertion of the Hasson 
camera port. two pre-emptive conversions were made 
in this series: one for extensive pelvic fibrosis precluding 
safe dissection and the other for dense intra-abdominal  
adhesions. Post-operative morbidity was minimal: 1 wound 
infection, 2 postoperative pelvic fluid collections and  
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1 intra-abdominal collection. all collections were success-
fully drained through percutaneous imaging techniques. 
median length of stay was 9.5 (3-24) days.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 our series demonstrates 
laparoscopic reoperative pouch surgery to be a feasible 
approach by surgeons who practice high-volume minimally 
invasive and pouch-related surgery. despite long operative 
times, patients can still benefit from the advantages of a 
minimally invasive approach.

APACHE-II	SCORE	AS	PREDICTOR	OF	
PERFORATION	IN	PATIENTS	WITH	
ULCERATIVE	COLITIS.

Poster abstracts P507

o. Vergara-Fernández, J. molina-lópez,  
d. Velazquez-Fernández
Mexico, Mexico

Purpose/Background:	 Patients with ulcerative colitis 
(uC) and perforation present a 27-80% morbidity and 
mortality rates. early diagnosis and surgical management 
may decrease this rate up to 2-8%. We identify risk factors, 
and evaluate aPaCHe-ii and Cr-PoSSum scores as 
predictors of colonic perforation and mortality in surgical 
patients with uC.

Methods/Interventions:	We included 115 patients who 
underwent an elective or emergency surgery for ulcerative 
colitis from 1980 to 2016 in a referral center in mexico 
City. Patients were analyzed in two groups: 1) Perforated 
group, and 2) non-perforated group. risk factors to predict 
perforation were included in a univariate and multivar-
iate analysis. the sensibility and specificity using roC 
curve analysis of aPaCHe-ii and Cr-PoSSum models 
to predict perforation and mortality were calculated. 
a subgroup analysis of severe colitis patients with and 
without perforation was performed. results are expressed 
as the median or mean ± standard deviation. Chi-square 
test was used for non-parametric variables and the Fishers 
exact test for the quantitative measurements. receiver 
operating characteristics (roC) curve analysis was used 
to assess the accuracy of each predictive model, the sensi-
tivity and specificity was obtained for perforation and 
mortality. all statistical calculations were performed with 
the aid of a computer program (SPSS version 16, SPSS inc. 
Chicago illinois, uSa). a p value < 0.05 was significant.

Results/Outcome(s):	 ninety-eight patients were 
included in the non-perforated group, and 17 in the perfo-
rated group. overall, patients with perforation showed 
higher morbidity (64.7% vs 37.8%; p = 0.036) and 
mortality (29.4% vs 3.1%; p=0.002). in the multivar-
iate analysis of patients with severe colitis, only an 
aPaCHe-ii score ≥ 7 was associated with perforation 
(or= 32, 95% Ci = 2.8 – 374; p =0.002). the roC 
analyses of an aPaCHe-ii score ≥ 7 discriminate perfo-
rated from non-perforated patients with an auC of 0.97  

(Sensitivity = 90%, and specificity = 94.1%). the 
Cr-PoSSum score was similar to the aPaCHe ii score 
to predict mortality (auC 0.93 and auC 0.92, respec-
tively). due to perforation, morbidity and mortality rates 
were higher in the last decades of our study (1980-1989: 
28.5% and 0%, 1990-1999: 32.4% and 2.7%, 2000-2009: 
48% and 8.5%, 2010-2016: 45.8% and 12.5%).

Conclusions/Discussion:	due to the high risk of perfo-
ration, the surgical management of patients with severe 
ulcerative colitis should be promptly indicated in patients 
with an aPaCHe score ≥ 7, and when medical treatment 
had failed. in our study, mortality rates have been higher 
due to perforation in last decades.

BIOMARKERS	IN	ULCERATIVE	COLITIS	TO	
PREDICT	COLITIS-ASSOCIATED	CANCER:	
IS	THERE	A	ROLE	FOR	PEROXISOME-
PROLIFERATOR	ACTIVATED	RECEPTOR	
(PPAR)	DELTA?

Poster abstracts P508

H. mohan, e. ryan, m. Cotter, K. Sheahan, d. Winter
Dublin, Ireland

Purpose/Background:	 ulcerative Colitis is associated 
with an increased risk of colon cancer. Wang et al have 
demonstrated in murine models, that PPar delta may 
promote colitis associated tumour growth in a CoX-2 
dependent manner. this study sought to determine 
whether there may be differences in PPar delta expres-
sion in uC-associated polyps from patients who ultimately 
developed colon cancer versus those who did not, to deter-
mine whether it may have potential as a biomarker.

Methods/Interventions:	Following ethical approval by 
the institutional review board at St. Vincent’s university 
Hospital, dublin, ireland, a pre-existing tissue microarray 
of formalin fixed tissue from surveillance colonoscopies 
and colectomy specimens from ulcerative Colitis patients 
who did and did not progress to either dysplasia or 
cancer was utilized. immunohistochemistry was performed 
using 1:100 dilution of polyclonal rabbit PPar delta 
primary antibody diluted in PBS with normal goat serum  
(nBP1-39684, novus Biologicals). Staining was scored 
manually by two observers, on an intensity score from 
0 to 3, and the mean score for each tissue calculated. 
Percentage staining was also recorded. interobserver agree-
ment was examined using Cohen’s Kappa Co-efficient. 
difference between means was evaluated using anoVa, 
and difference in percentage high PPardelta was evalu-
ated using Chi squared test.

Results/Outcome(s):	 in total 788 cores of tissue 
were stained (n=103 grouped samples from 183 initial 
tissue blocks from 87 patients). 62% of tissue cores were 
co-scored (H mohan, e ryan). there was a high degree 
of inter-observer agreement (κ=0.69). nearly all PPar 
delta staining was in the cytoplasm, in keeping with 
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previous studies. (yang et al, Clinical Cancer research 
2011) there was reduced expression of PPar delta in uC 
compared to non-uC samples. among uC tissue samples 
there was no significant difference in staining between 
those with and without dysplasia (uC progressor polyp 
2.00, uC progressor normal 2.15, uC non-progressor 2.15 
p=0.813). there was a modest increase in PPar delta 
expression in normal versus matched tumour tissue (mean 
2.74 versus 2.44, p=0.007).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Further research is needed 
to fully elucidate the role of PPar delta in uC associ-
ated colon cancer. However, this study does not provide 
evidence to support consideration of PPar delta as a 
biomarker in uC associated colon cancer.

representative images from tma: a) ulcerative Colitis tissue, B) uC 
Polyp,

C) Cancer. all images taken at 5X using aperio imageScope Viewer

RECTAL	CANCER	IN	INFLAMMATORY	
BOWEL	DISEASE:	DO	PATIENTS	HAVE	WORSE	
PROGNOSIS	THAN	NON-IBD	PATIENTS?

Poster abstracts P509

y. law, S. moncrief, K. mathis, a. lightner
Rochester, MN

Purpose/Background:	 Patients with longstanding 
inflammatory bowel disease (iBd) are at a known 
increased risk for rectal cancer due to chronic inflam-
mation. However, little is known regarding the optimal 
treatment approach and associated oncologic outcomes 
as compared to non -iBd patients. We herein sought to 
determine 1) tolerance of neoadjuvant therapy in the 
setting of iBd, and 2) oncologic outcomes as compared 
with non –iBd patients.

Methods/Interventions:	 the cancer registry was 
queried for all cases of rectal adenocarcinoma treated at 
our institution between 1995 and 2010. the list of patients 
was then searched for the diagnosis of chronic ulcerative 
colitis (CuC) (iCd-9: 556 and iCd-10: K51) and Crohn’s 
disease (Cd) (iCd-9: 555 and iCd-10: K50). We iden-
tified 33 patients with iBd and rectal cancer treated at 
our institution. a matched control cohort of 33 non-iBd 
patients was constructed matching for age, sex, and tnm 
stage at time of surgery. data collected included base-
line demographics, preoperative and pathologic variables, 
cancer treatment, and oncologic outcomes. long-term 
oncologic outcomes among iBd and non-iBd patients 
were compared.

Results/Outcome(s):	in the iBd cohort of 33 patients 
(24 male, 73%), median age was 54 years (range 25-76). 
For the control cohort of 33 non-iBd rectal cancer patients 
(24 male, 73%), median age was 54 years (range 21-75). 
Fifteen iBd patients (45%) had CuC, 15 (45%) had Cd 
and 3 (10%) had indeterminate colitis (iC). the median 
duration of iBd prior to the rectal cancer diagnosis was 
21 years (range 0-44 years). at the time of rectal cancer 
diagnosis, 9 iBd patients (27%) were receiving biologic 
therapy, 7 (21%) were taking steroids, and 5 (15%) were 
on immunomodulators. the median time lapse between 
last screening colonoscopy and diagnosis of rectal cancer 
was 12 months (range 1-72 months) for the iBd patients 
and 60 months (range 48-108 months) for the non-iBd 
controls (p=0.0009). Seventeen iBd patients (52%) and 
16 (48%) non-iBd patients received neoadjuvant chemo-
radiotherapy, and none had to delay or stop treatment due 
to complications. thirty-one iBd cases and 32 non-iBd 
controls underwent definitive oncologic surgery for rectal 
cancer. Pathologic tnm stage was not different between 
iBd cases and controls (p=0.8432; cases stage 0-3, 
i-12, ii-5, iii-9, iV-4; controls stage 0-1, i-13, ii-7, iii-9, 
iV-3). overall survival (p=0.9969), disease-free survival 
(p=0.3219), and time to recurrence (p=0.9872) were not 
different between iBd cases and controls (table 1).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Patients with iBd who 
develop rectal cancer have good overall and disease-free 
survival outcomes with multimodal therapy, and these 
outcomes are comparable to age/sex/tnm stage-matched 
non-iBd controls. all patients tolerated neoadjuvant radi-
ation therapy despite their iBd diagnosis.
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CONCOMITANT	CLOSTRIDIUM	DIFFICILE	
INFECTION	AND	CHRONIC	ULCERATIVE	
COLITIS	AT	TIME	OF	COLECTOMY	MAY	
BE	ASSOCIATED	WITH	POOR	LONG-TERM	
OUTCOMES	FOLLOWING	ILEAL	POUCH-	ANAL	
ANASTOMOSIS.

Poster abstracts P510

S. moncrief, a. lightner, J. Pemberton, K. mathis
Rochester, MN

Purpose/Background:	 the incidence of Clostridium 
difficile infection (Cdi) among patients with chronic ulcer-
ative colitis (CuC) is increasing. We aimed to examine 
long-term pouch outcomes following proctocolectomy 
and iPaa in patients with medically refractory CuC and 
concomitant Cdi.

Methods/Interventions:	 We included consecutive 
patients undergoing colectomy for medically refractory 
CuC and positive PCr-stool test for Cdi within 30 days 
prior to colectomy from 2007 to 2012.

Results/Outcome(s):	thirty-two patients were included 
(18 female, 56%) with a median age of 33 years (range 
17-59). Preoperative diagnosis was CuC in 30 (94%) 
and indeterminate colitis in 2 (6%). ninety-one percent 
of patients were receiving steroids, 50% biologics, 28% 
immunomodulators, and 3% other immunosuppressants at 
time of colectomy. all patients were receiving treatment 
for Cdi at the time of colectomy with metronidazole and/
or oral vancomycin. twenty-five (78%) were inpatients 
at time of colectomy. all patients underwent three-stage 
iPaa. iPaas were performed at a median of 3 months 
and subsequently all ileostomies were reversed at a median 
of 3 months. at a median follow-up of 4.5 years, 3 patients 
(9%) had a new diagnosis of Crohn’s disease of the pouch, 
4 (13%) had chronic pouchitis requiring daily antibiotics, 
and 12 (38%) had recurrent episodes of pouchitis. Four 
patients (13%) required iPaa excision or permanent 
diversion due to Crohn’s disease (n=3) or chronic pouch-
itis (n=1). Cdi recurred in the pouch in 3 patients (9%). 
one, 3, and 5 year pouch survival was 100%, 96% and 
73%, respectively (Figure 1).

Conclusions/Discussion:	We have seen an increasing 
number of patients with Cdi and refractory CuC under-
going three-stage colectomy and iPaa in our practice. it 
appears that long-term pouch complications and morbidity 
may be increased in this select cohort. more study is neces-
sary to determine the association of Cdi with the high rate 
of pouch failure and dysfunction.

iPaa Survival with Cdi

REVISION	OF	AN	ILEAL	POUCH	ANAL	
ANASTOMOSIS	PERFORMED	FOR	CHRONIC	
ULCERATIVE	COLITIS	IS	ASSOCIATED	WITH	
GOOD	FUNCTION	AND	POUCH	SALVAGE.

Poster abstracts P511

B. Shogan, K. mathis, e. dozois, a. lightner
Rochester, MN

Purpose/Background:	 Proctocolectomy with ileal 
pouch anal anastomosis (iPaa) is the preferred operation 
for chronic ulcerative colitis (CuC). While iPaa has a 
low reported morbidity and good long term functional 
outcomes, a subset of patients will develop complications 
resulting in poor function threatening pouch viability. to 
salvage, patients may undergo pouch revision. We eval-
uated outcomes in patients who underwent an iPaa for 
CuC or indeterminate colitis (iC) whom later required 
pouch revision.

Methods/Interventions:	 We retrospectively reviewed 
all patients who underwent pouch revision at our insti-
tution between 1981 to 2015. Patients were included if 
their original iPaa was performed for CuC/iC. Patients 
were excluded if revision consisted of only anal dilation 
or placement of seton. Functional outcomes were assessed 
using the standardized post iPaa survey.

Results/Outcome(s):	We identified eighty-one patients 
whom underwent iPaa revision. the original iPaa was 
performed for CuC (87.7%) or iC (12.3%). the most 
common configuration of the initial iPaa was a J-pouch 
(86%) with a hand-sewn anastomosis (68%), and diverting 
loop ileostomy (91%). Forty patients (45%) had a post-
operative complication after their original iPaa, most 
commonly classified as a pelvic abscess (n=18;48%). 
Prior to revision, 45 patients (59%) underwent an oper-
ation related to pouch dysfunction, the most common 
of which was construction of a diverting loop ileostomy 
(n=21;47%) and repair of a pouch fistula (n=17;38%). 
indications for pouch revision were either inflammation/
infectious (66%) or mechanical (33%;fig1). the mean 
duration between the original iPaa and subsequent revi-
sion was 6.3 years (range .1-29.8). Seventy percent had no 
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postoperative complications after revision. median follow 
up after revision was 40 months (range 1–292); during 
that time, 15 patients (23%) experienced pouch failure, 
two thirds were due to a diagnosis of Crohn’s disease of 
the pouch (n=10). of the 30 patients (37%) who had Cd 
of the pouch, 30% required pouch excision compared to 
the 12% of those with CuC or iC. Pouch failure following 
revision was significantly associated with septic compli-
cations at the time of the original iPaa and recurrent 
fistulas following pouch revision (p < .05). long term func-
tional assessment following pouch revision was available 
for 35% (n=28) of patients. at a mean follow up of 10.2 
years (range 1.4–26.5), patients reported approximately 6 
daytime stools and 2 at night. daytime incontinence was 
reported as never in 36%, occasional in 50%, and frequent 
in 7%; nighttime incontinence was reported as never in 
29%, occasional in 43%, and frequent in 32%.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 iPaa revision is associated 
with low complication and high pouch salvage rates in 
patients diagnosed with CuC/iC. long term function 
is comparable to patients undergoing an initial iPaa. 
a diagnosis of Cd following iPaa portends a worse 
prognosis.

COMPARISON	OF	ANASTOMOSIS	
RELATED	COMPLICATIONS	BETWEEN	
INTRACORPOREAL	AND	EXTRACORPOREAL	
ILEOCOLIC	ANASTOMOSES.

Poster abstracts P512

K. lee, l. martinek, S. abbas, S. yelika, 
S. Giuratrabocchetta, J. Simon, r. Bergamaschi
Stony Brook, NY

Purpose/Background:	 Foreshortened mesentery or 
thick abdominal wall constitutes the rationale for lapa-
roscopic intracorporeal ileocolic anastomoses (iCa). the 
aim of this study was to compare intracorporeal iCa 
to extracorporeal iCa in terms of anastomotic-related 
perioperative complications in patients with Crohn’s ileitis 
and obese patients with right colon cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 this was a prospective 
non-randomized surgeon’s trial enrolling consecutive 
patients with Crohn’s terminal ileitis or with right colon 
cancer plus a Bmi over 30 undergoing elective laparo-
scopic right colon resection with intracorporeal iCa by 
one surgeon and extra-corporeal iCa by another surgeon. 
Propensity score matching with a 1:1 ratio was employed 
to compare diagnosis-matched patients for age, Bmi, 
aSa, and previous abdominal surgery. anastomosis-
related perioperative complications included anastomotic 
leak, surgical site infections, and related re-interventions.

Results/Outcome(s):	 overall 453 patients were 
enrolled: 233 intracorporeal vs. 220 extracorporeal. 
Propensity score matching left 195 intracorporeal and 195 
extracorporeal patients comparable for age (p=0.294), 
gender (p=0.683), aSa (p=0.545), Bmi (p=0.079), 
previous abdominal surgery (p=0.348), and diagnosis 
(p=0.301). operating time between iC and eC were 
132±37 min and 140±36min. Conversion rates (5.1% vs. 
3.6% p=0.457), and intraoperative complications (1% 
vs. 2.1% p=0.45) were not related to the anastomosis. 
the rate of complications was higher in extracorporeal 
patients (5.1% vs. 12.8% p=0.008). anastomotic leak 
(0.5% vs. 1.5% p=0.623), and re-operation rates (1% vs. 
3.6% p=0.106) did not differ. SSi rates were higher after 
extracorporeal anastomoses (1% vs. 4.6%).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Patients with Crohn’s ileitis 
and obese patients with right colon cancer undergoing 
intracorporeal iCa had fewer anastomosis-related compli-
cations as compared to their extracorporeal counterparts.
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CROHN’S	DISEASE	PATIENTS	ARE	AT	
INCREASED	RISK	OF	ANASTOMOTIC	LEAK	
AFTER	ELECTIVE	ILEOCOLECTOMY	DUE	TO	
MODIFIABLE	PREOPERATIVE	RISK	FACTORS.

Poster abstracts P513

G. Bonomo, a. Kulaylat, C. Hollenbeak, e. messaris
Hummelstown, PA

Purpose/Background:	 many patients with Crohn’s 
disease (Cd) will require ileocolectomy during their 
disease course. anastomotic leak (al) after bowel resec-
tion is a dreaded complication with significant cost to the 
patient and healthcare system. this study aims to deter-
mine if patients with Cd are at higher risk of al than 
those with malignancy. additionally, we aimed to identify 
factors associated with al after ileocolectomy.

Methods/Interventions:	the national Surgical Quality 
improvement Program (nSQiP) database was queried for 
all patients undergoing elective ileocolectomy for either 
Cd or neoplastic disease (including polyps) from 2013 
to 2015. using the newly described definition of al by 
nSQiP, the al rates for each group were compared. the 
occurrence of al was modeled using multivariable logistic 
regression as a function of disease type, patient demo-
graphics, comorbidities, and preoperative characteristics.

Results/Outcome(s):	 14,480 patients were identified, 
with 12,042 undergoing ileocolectomy for malignancy or 
polyp and 2,438 for Cd. the overall al rate was 2.6%. on 
univariate analysis, the al rate in Cd patients was found 
to be significantly higher than in patients with neoplastic 
disease (3.7% vs 2.3%, p<0.001). after logistic regres-
sion however, this difference was no longer significant  
(or 0.97, 95%Ci 0.65-1.46, p=0.888). al was found to 
be significantly associated with male sex (or 1.53, 95% Ci 
1.24-1.89, p=<0.001), higher aSa class (or 1.44, 95% 
Ci 1.13-1.3, p=0.003), contaminated or dirty wound class 
(or 1.66, 95% Ci 1.24-2.22, p=0.001), smoking (or 
1.37, 95% Ci 1.05-1.79, p=0.019), preoperative weight 
loss (or 1.68, 95%Ci 1.16-2.43, p=0.006), and preopera-
tive steroid use (or 1.53, 95% 1.08-2.16, p=0.017). the 
al rate for Cd patients who were non –smokers, did not 
have pre-operative weight loss or steroid use was 2.2%, 
which is similar to that of patients undergoing ileocolec-
tomy for malignancy. When all three of these criteria were 
present, the leak rate was 7.9%.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the increased al rate in Cd 
patients is not inherent to the disease process but rather 
the sequela of the disease and its treatment. the associa-
tion of smoking, preoperative steroid use and weight loss 
with anastomotic leak in Cd patients highlights modifiable 
risk factors. When Cd patients without these risk factors 
undergo elective ileocolectomy, the al rate is low and 
similar to those undergoing ileocolectomy for malignancy. 
the operating surgeon should consider risk factor modifi-
cation or a diverting ostomy in Cd patients with these risk 
factors. this data emphasizes the importance of preopera-
tive optimization in patients with Cd. additional studies 

are needed to determine if alteration of these factors can 
decrease the al rate in Cd patients undergoing ileocolec-
tomy to that of patients with malignancy.

ENHANCED	RECOVERY	PROTOCOLS	IN	
PATIENTS	WITH	ULCERATIVE	COLITIS.

Poster abstracts P514

m. Chang, d. larson, e. dozois, K. mathis, S. Kelley, 
a. lightner
Rochester, MN

Purpose/Background:	 enhanced recovery protocols 
(erP) are evidence based, multidisciplinary approaches, 
to the perioperative management of surgical patients. 
in colorectal surgery, several studies have demonstrated 
its utility in improving outcomes for colorectal cancer 
patients. no study has examined the use of erP protocols 
in patients with ulcerative colitis (uC). Historically at our 
institution, without erP, median length of stay was 4 to 
7 days, 30-day morbidity rate was 33 to 37%, and 30-day 
readmission rates were 21 to 22%. our aim was to evaluate 
the outcomes of patients with uC undergoing colorectal 
surgery when erP was implemented as compared to histor-
ical data.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review of a 
single institution prospectively maintained database from 
January 2011 to december 2015 was performed. adult 
patients with uC undergoing primary colorectal surgery 
for treatment of disease or the first two stages of a restor-
ative procedure on erP were included. no stomal closures 
or revisional surgeries were included. the analysis was 
performed on an intent-to-treat basis.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Four hundred and thirty-four 
patients with uC undergoing 550 colorectal operations 
were included. Patients had a median age of 39 years 
(iQr 27-55), and 255 (58.7%) were male. median Body 
mass index (Bmi) was 24.9 kg/m2 (iQr, 21.9-28.9) with 
an american Society of anesthesiologists (aSa) physical 
status classification of 2. indications for surgery included 
medically refractory disease (n=448; 81.4%), neoplasia 
(n=88; 16.0%), and emergent surgery (n=14; 2.5%). the 
most commonly performed operation was a subtotal colec-
tomy with ileostomy (n=239; 43.4%) followed by proc-
tectomy with ileal pouch anal anastomosis and diverting 
ileostomy (n=155; 28.2%). two thirds of the operations 
employed a minimally invasive approach (laparoscopic, 
hand-assisted, or robotic). median operative time was 
200 minutes (iQr 159-243). median length of stay was 
3 days (iQr 3-5). thirty-day overall morbidity rate was 
24.9% (n=137). the most common complications were 
for bleeding requiring transfusion (n=64; 11.6%), ileus 
(n=59; 10.7%), and anastomotic leak (n=22; 4.0%). 
thirty-day reoperation rate was 6.2% (n=34) which were 
most commonly for: bleeding requiring transfusion (n=12; 
2.2%), small bowel obstruction (n=9; 1.6%), and anasto-
motic leak (n=8; 1.5%). thirty-day readmission rate was 
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15.8% (n =85). the most common reasons for readmis-
sion were for bleeding requiring transfusion (n=24; 4.4%), 
ileus (n=20; 3.6%), abscess (n=13; 2.4%), and dehydra-
tion (n=13; 2.4%).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the use of erP in patients 
with uC is safe and appears to reduce length of stay, 30-day 
morbidity, and 30-day readmission rates as compared to 
historical data. Future investigation should be performed 
to identify modifiable risk factors to lower 30-day morbidity 
and readmission rates.

HOW	DOES	OBESITY	AFFECT	SURGICAL	
DECISION-MAKING	IN	CANDIDATES	FOR	AN	
ILEAL	POUCH-ANAL	ANASTOMOSIS?

Poster abstracts P516

C. Benlice, n. okkabaz, J. Church, l. Stocchi, 
G. ozuner, t. Hull, e. Gorgun
Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	 Patients with severe ulcerative 
colitis (uC) usually have staged reconstructive surgery, 
beginning with total abdominal colectomy (taC), followed 
by ileal pouch-anal anastomosis (iPaa). obesity imposes 
specific technical challenges in construction of iPaa, and 
there is a tendency to defer complex reconstructive surgery 
in obese patients. this study aimed to document the 
impact of obesity on surgical decision-making in patients 
who have had taC for uC.

Methods/Interventions:	Patients with body mass index 
(Bmi) ≥25 kg/m2 at the time of initial surgery who 
underwent taC for uC with the intention of subse-
quent iPaa creation between 01/2010-12/2014 were 
identified. demographics, operative characteristics, rate of 
subsequent iPaa, and postoperative complications were 
evaluated and patients had constructed iPaa or not were 
compared.

Results/Outcome(s):	 261 patients with mean age of 
42.5(±13.9) years [95(36%) female] were candidates for 
iPaa. 207(79%) patients had iPaa constructed with a 
median follow-up of 23.9(6-65) months. 54 patients did 
not have iPaa: 43 had no further surgery, 10 underwent 
completion proctectomy with end-ileostomy and 1 had 
ileorectal anastomosis. most common reasons for not going 
on to iPaa were patient’s choice not willing to proceed 
(n=21, 40%), or surgeon’s requirement that patients 
lose weight (n=18, 34%). table shows demographic data 
and outcomes for taC procedure according to iPaa 
creation. rates of iPaa rose as Bmi decreased. While 
67% (n=174) of taC was performed laparoscopically, 
only 33% (n=59) of the second stage procedures were 
laparoscopically. loop ileostomy was created in 93.8% 
(n=183) of patients during iPaa construction. Pouch-
related complication rates were comparable across obesity 
classes (p=0.73).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 obesity strongly influences 
surgical decision making in uC patients who are candi-
dates for iPaa.

P516 Comparison demographics and operative outcomes between patients who had an IPAA constructed or not

Patients with IPAA
(N=207)

Patients without IPAA
(N=54) P value

Age, year 41 ±13 48 ±16 0.001
Gender (female) 77 (37%) 18 (33%) 0.59
BMI, kg/m2 30.1 ±4.4 34.6 ±6.7 <0.001
Obesity classification <0.001

Overweight (25-30) 124 (88%) 17 (12%)
Obese (30-35) 57 (83%) 12 (17%)
Morbid obese (≥35) 26 (51%) 25 (49%)

ASA classification 0.23
II 117 (56.6%) 25 (46.3%)
III 85 (41.5%) 26 (48.1%)
IV 3 (1.9%) 3 (5.6%)
Pulmonary comorbidities 20 (11.4%) 4 (10%) 0.79
Cardiac comorbidities 50 (28.6%) 12 (30%) 0.85
Diabetes mellitus 17 (8.2%) 6 (11.1%) 0.56
Steroid use 86 (49%) 17 (42.5%) 0.42
Hospital stay (day) 7.0 ±5.6 8.4 ±5.3 0.01
30-day complications after TAC 85 (41%) 21(38.9%) 0.86
Values are reported as mean ±SD or absolute values (%). ASA: American Society of Anesthesiologists classification, 

BMI: Body Mass Index, TAC: Total Abdominal Colectomy.
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IMPACT	OF	PROSTATE	CANCER	RADIATION	
ON	THE	MULTIDISCIPLINARY	MANAGEMENT	
OF	METACHRONOUS	RECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P517

m. egger, y. you, C. messick, G. Chang,  
m. rodriguez-Bigas, J. Skibber, B. Bednarski
Houston, TX

Purpose/Background:	 there are unique challenges 
for the treatment of rectal cancer in patients previously 
treated for prostate cancer. these patient’s previous treat-
ments may limit the treatment options for a metachronous 
rectal cancer and affect outcomes. the purpose of this 
study was to examine the impact of the type of prostate 
cancer treatment on rectal cancer management and onco-
logic outcomes.

Methods/Interventions:	all patients with a prior history 
of prostate cancer treated for primary rectal cancer at a 
tertiary cancer center during a 14-year period were iden-
tified. Clinical, pathologic, and oncologic outcomes were 
compared for patients treated with and without radiation 
for prostate cancer using chi-square and Fisher exact test. 
overall survival (oS) and disease-free survival (dFS) and 
local recurrence (lr) were examined.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Forty-eight patients were iden-
tified. median follow-up was 32 months. twenty-nine 
patients (60.4%) had received radiation therapy for pros-
tate cancer. most patients (58.6%) were treated with 
external beam radiation (eBrt); 37.9% were treated with 
brachytherapy. Patients with and without previous prostate 
cancer radiation were similar in clinical and pathologic 
rectal cancer stage, age, and interval time from prostate 
to rectal cancer diagnosis. yet, patients who had received 
prostate radiation were less likely to have node-positive 
rectal cancer on initial staging (24.1 vs 52.6%, p=0.04) 
and less likely to receive radiation for rectal cancer (48.3 
vs 84.2%, p=0.012). Patients previously treated with 
prostate brachytherapy were significantly less likely to 
undergo a sphincter preserving resection compared to 
those treated with eBrt (10% vs 60%, p=0.027). Post-
operative complication rates did not differ between the 
two groups. the r0 resection rate in each group was 100%. 
oS, dFS and lr were not significantly different (p=0.35, 
0.49 and 0.26).

Conclusions/Discussion:	radiation treatment for pros-
tate cancer impacts treatment decisions for rectal cancer, 
particularly regarding radiation. However, similar periop-
erative and oncologic outcomes can be achieved through 
a comprehensive multidisciplinary treatment plan incor-
porating selective re-irradiation and aggressive surgical 
resection.

IMPACT	OF	EARLY	ADJUVANT	
CHEMOTHERAPY	FOR	STAGE	III	
ADENOCARCINOMA	OF	THE	COLON:	AN	
INTERIM	ANALYSIS	FROM	A	RANDOMIZED	
CLINICAL	TRIAL.

Poster abstracts P518

S. Park, J. Park, H. Kim, G. Choi
Daegu, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 Surgery followed by adjuvant 
chemotherapy (aCtx) has been standard treatment for 
stage iii colon cancer since 1990. However, to date, 
clinical trials have not been conducted to determine the 
optimal time for initiation of adjuvant systemic chemo-
therapy. We reported an interim analysis of feasibility and 
safety in the first 220 cases of 440 cases in a phase iii trial 
of early induction of adjuvant chemotherapy for stage iii 
colon cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 Between Sep. 2011 and  
Jan. 2016, 2 20 patients treated by curative surgery for 
colon cancer were enrolled in a randomized clinical trial. 
Group i (investigational arm) received early aCtx which 
are initiated within 14 days postoperatively, and Group 
ii (Control arm) received convential aCtx, which are 
initiated between 4 and 8 weeks postoperatively. the inci-
dence and severity of perioperative outcomes, toxicity of 
chemothepy. and compliance were compared between the 
group i and group ii.

Results/Outcome(s):	a total of 108 and 112 enrolled 
patients in early aCtx group and conventional aCtx 
group have been evaluated. there were no differences in 
toxicity and compliance rate between two groups. Grade 
3/4 toxicities included neutropenia (23.5%), anorexia 
(7.5%), and febrile neutropenia(5.7%) in early aCtX 
group and neutropenia (24.3%), anorexia (8.6%), and 
febrile neutropenia (5.9%) after conventional aCtx 
group. the incidence of postoperative morbidity within 90 
days after surgery was similar in the two groups. excluding 
ineligible cases, treatment completion rates were not 
significantly different between the two groups.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 to date, our study is the 
largest trial to assess the timeliness of aCtx as a predictor 
of outcome in stage iii colon cancer. our interim analysis 
suggests that early aCtX protocol is feasible and safe for 
the ongoing phase iii trial.

THE	PROGNOSTIC	SIGNIFICANCE	OF	TUMOR	
DEPOSITS	IN	STAGE	III	COLON	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P519

K. mirkin, a. Kulaylat, C. Hollenbeak, e. messaris
Hershey, PA

Purpose/Background:	the american Joint Committee 
on Cancer currently includes the presence of extranodal 
tumor deposits, a poor prognostic indicator, in tnm 
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classification of colon cancer. However, it is unclear how 
tumor deposits compare to lymph node metastases. the 
objective of this study was to evaluate the survival impact 
of tumor deposits relative to lymph node metastases in 
stage iii colon cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	the uS national Cancer data 
Base (2004-2012) was reviewed for patients with resect-
able stage iii adenocarcinoma of the colon, and stratified 
by presence of tumor deposits and lymph node metas-
tases. univariate and multivariate survival analyses were 
performed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 of 6,424 patients evaluated, 
10.1% had both tumor deposits and lymph node metastases 
(5-yr survival: 40.2%), 2.5% had tumor deposits alone 
(5yS: 68.1%), and 87.4% had lymph node metastases 
without tumor deposits (5yS: 55.4%). Patients with lymph 
node metastases alone tended to have a greater number 
of lymph nodes retrieved (20.9 vs. 18.8, p=0.0126), and 
were more likely to receive adjuvant therapy (66.9% vs. 
58.0%, p=0.003) than those with only tumor deposits. 
Patients with both tumor deposits and lymph node metas-
tases had significantly worse survival at all t stages of 
disease (p<0.05, all). there was no significant difference 
in survival between patients with only tumor deposits as 
compared to patients with only lymph node metastases at 
any t stage of disease (p>0.8, all). after controlling for 
patient, disease, and treatment characteristics, patients 
with tumor deposits alone (Hr 0.56, p=0.001), or only 
lymph node metastases (Hr=0.64, p<0.001) were associ-
ated with improved survival with respect to patients with 
both tumor deposits and lymph node metastases.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the concomitant presence 
of both tumor deposits and lymph node invasion carries 
a poor prognostic significance. these patients should be 
closely monitored for recurrence and considered for more 
aggressive chemotherapeutic regimens. tumor deposits 
alone appear to have similar prognostic implications as 
lymph node invasion alone.

ROBOTIC	RECTAL	CANCER	SURGERY	IN	
ELDERLY	PATIENTS:	A	WORD	OF	CATION.

Poster abstracts P520

i. erguner, e. aytac, i. Bilgin, o. Bayraktar, d. atasoy, 
B. Baca, i. Hamzaoglu, t. Karahasanoglu
Istanbul, Turkey

Purpose/Background:	 operative and oncological 
outcomes of robotic surgery for rectal cancer are currently 
under investigation. risks and benefits of robotic surgery 
in elderly patients with rectal cancer are not well known. 
this study aimed to compare perioperative and short-term 
postoperative outcomes between elderly and non-elderly 
patients undergoing robotic radical surgery for rectal 
cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	Between december-2014 and 
September 2016, patients who had robotic radical resec-
tion (with daVinci Xi® System only) for rectal cancer 
with curative intent were reviewed. Patients with age of 
65 years or older accepted as elderly based on the World 
Health organization definition. Patients with extraperi-
toneal rectal tumor staged as ct3–t4 or any cn1 under-
went neoadjuvant chemoradiation. exclusion criteria were 
distant organ metastases, previous or concurrent cancer, 
past history of surgical or medical cancer treatment, 
simultaneous additional operations at the same session, 
patients who had robotic surgery with Si platform and 
children. Patient demographics, perioperative outcomes 
and short-term results were compared between the erderly 
and non-elderly patients.

Results/Outcome(s):	 there were 97 patients who 
fulfilled the study criteria. Gender [Female: 30 (47%) vs. 
10 (30 %), p=0.613], aSa score [2 vs 2, p=0.176], Bmi 
(28±4 vs. 27±4, p=0.461), neoadjuvant chemoradiation 
[23 (36%) vs. 14(42%), p=0.533] and history of prior 
abdominal operations [17 (27%) vs. 8 (24 %), p=0.805] 
were comparable between non-elderly and elderly patients 
respectively. intraoperative complications were injuries of 
the urethra (n=2), aorta (n=1), bladder (n=1), gonadal 
vein (n=1) and left renal artery (n=1). Conversion to 
open surgery [2 (3%) vs. 1 (3%), p=0.734], operating time 
(310±112 vs. 314±130 min, p=0.870), estimated blood 
loss during surgery (104±100 vs. 140±120 ml, p=0.176), 
time to flatus (2±1 vs. 2±1, 0.331), time to bowel move-
ment (3±2 vs. 3±1, 0.376) and length of hospital stay 
(6±2 vs. 8±5, p=0.279) were similar between the groups. 
Conversion to laparoscopy was not required in any oper-
ation. there was no incomplete total mesorectal excision 
in both groups. While the complications were comparable 
separately, overall complication rate was higher in the 
elderly group (table).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 radical surgery with robot 
is safe and feasible in elderly patients with rectal cancer. 
the decision to operate robotically should be carefully 
calibrated by considering increased risk of postoperative 
morbidity in elderly patients.
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A	RANDOMISED	CONTROL	CLINICAL	TRIAL	
TO	ASSESS	THE	IMPACT	OF	ENHANCED	
GERIATRIC	INPUT	ON	ELDERLY	PATIENTS	
UNDERGOING	COLORECTAL	CANCER	
SURGERY.

Poster abstracts P521

t. mak, d. dai, J. lee, B. ma, W. leung, S. ng
Hong Kong, Hong Kong

Purpose/Background:	 elderly patients undergoing 
colorectal cancer surgery often experience higher rates of 
complications, mortality, readmission and longer length of 
stay. enhanced input from Geriatrician has been shown to 
improve outcome and survival in orthopaedic patients. 
this study aims to evaluate the impact of enhanced geri-
atric input on the elderly colorectal cancer patients under-
going curative treatment.

Methods/Interventions:	elderly patients (>70 yrs) with 
histologically proven colorectal cancer were randomised 
to either conventional surgical treatment or enhanced 
geriatric input. admitting a two-sided type i error of 0.05 
and an estimated power of 80%, 78 patients in total will 
be required.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Both groups were homogenous 
with respect to age, aSa, site of pathology and tumour 
stage. minimally invasive surgery (laparoscopic or robotic) 
was performed on 89.5% of patients. the length of stay 
was statistically significantly shorter in the intervention 
group (8.5 +/- 6.4 days) when compared to control  
(14.5 +/- 14.0 days)(p<0.05). Postoperative complication 
was also significantly lower in the intervention group (7% 
vs 13%)(p<0.05).

Conclusions/Discussion:	enhanced geriatric input on 
elderly patients undergoing curative colorectal cancer 
surgery reduces complications and shorten hospital stay.

PREHABILITATION	PROGRAMS	FOR	
COLORECTAL	CANCER	PATIENTS.

Poster abstracts P522

V. Bolshinsky, m. li, H. ismail, K. Burbury, B. riedel, 
a. Heriot
Melbourne, VIC, Australia

Purpose/Background:	Prehabilitation reflects a proac-
tive process of preoperative optimisation undertaken 
between cancer diagnosis and definitive surgical treatment. 
the aim was to assess the attitudes towards prehabilitation 
and current practice amongst australasian Colorectal 
Surgeons.

Methods/Interventions:	 an online questionnaire was 
distributed amongst the 207 members of the Colorectal 
Surgical Society of australia and new Zealand. one 
reminder was sent two weeks following initial distribution.

Results/Outcome(s):	 71 members (34%) participated 
in this survey, of which 76% indicated that they had a 
mixed public/private practice. the median work load 
of the respondents was 2-5 major colorectal resections 
per week. Currently, cancer prehabilitation program are 
utilised in 21% of represented institutions. only 18% of 
respondents concurred that prehabilitation is supported 
by robust evidence, but 61% were agreeable to partake 
in research and 77% indicated that a prehabilitation 
program could be deliverable in their hospitals. the 
majority (80%) of preoperative assessments for elective 
colorectal cancer patients in represented institutions are 
performed by anaesthetists. Preoperative fitness assessment 
are performed in 30% of cases. awareness of objective 
fitness assessment tools amongst the participants was low, 
suggesting that they are currently not integrated into clin-
ical practice. all respondents routinely assess colorectal 
cancer patients for anaemia, 40% for iron deficiency, 
while 56% assess for iron deficiency only in anaemic 

P520 Patient characteristics and specific outcomes

non-elderly (n=64) Elderly (n=33) p value
Operations performed, n(%)
Anterior & low anterior resections 61 (95) 29 (88) 0.224
Abdominoperineal resection 3 (5) 4 (12)
Level of anastomosis, cm 8.4±7.6 10.2±7.03 0.397
Overall complication, n (%) 16 (49) 12 (19) 0.002
Pulmonary embolus, n (%) 2 (3) 1 (3) >0.999
Wound infection, n (%) 2 (6) 3 (5) >0.999
Abdominoplevic abscess 1 (2) 3 (9) 0.112
Renal failure 0 1 (3) 0.340
Anastomotic leak 1 (2) 3 (9) 0.112
Cardiac 0 1 (3) 0.340
Fistula 1 (2) 0 >0.999
Urinary retention 1 (2) 0 >0.999
Ileus 7 (11) 6 (18) 0.336
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patients. 78% routinely assess patients for malnutrition, 
predominantly by using Bmi (80%) and albumin (79%). 
iron infusions were used to treat iron deficiency in 91% of 
represented institutions. oral iron (51%) and blood trans-
fusions (preoperative-34% and perioperative - 30%) were 
also routinely used. 75% of respondents rarely or never 
involved a haematologist. of the respondents, 91% believe 
that physically fit patients suffer less complications than 
sedentary patients and 79% estimated moderate-to-high 
benefit of prehabilitation programs, particularly for cases 
requiring laparotomy or pelvic dissection. three quarters 
(74%) of respondents were prepared to delay an elective 
colorectal resection by an additional 2-6 weeks in order to 
improve preoperative fitness. Statistical difference was not 
identified when respondents were stratified per volume of 
cases, or years in practice. respondents believe that preha-
bilitation was of most beneficial to deconditioned patients 
(79%) and patients with an aSa of ≥3 (70%). the highest 
importance of individual factors within the prehabilitation 
bundle of care was placed on blood management (64%), 
nutritional optimisation (55%) and smoking and alcohol 
cessation (53%).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the awareness of prehabili-
tation amongst colorectal surgeons is variable and current 
utilisation of such programs is low. Further work in this 
area may provide considerable benefit to patients under-
going colorectal cancer surgery.

HYALURONIC	ACID	FAMILY	MEMBERS	AS	
POTENTIAL	PROGNOSTIC	BIOMARKERS	IN	
COLON	AND	RECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P523

a. talukder, d. morera, a. Jordan, a. Herline, d. albo, 
V. lokeshwar
Augusta, GA

Purpose/Background:	 Hyaluronic acid (Ha) is a 
component of the extracellular matrix that regulates cell 
proliferation, differentiation, adhesion, and migration. 
Ha is over-expressed in many malignancies, including 
colon and rectal cancer (CrC). Ha is synthesized 
by Ha-synthases (HaS-1, 2, 3) and signals through 
Ha-receptors rHamm and Cd44 (Cd44s, Cd44v). Ha 
degradation by Hyal1 hyaluronidase generates angio-
genic Ha fragments. these Ha-family genes have been 
shown to promote tumor growth and metastasis. However, 
no studies have evaluated the prognostic potential of 
Ha-family members in CrC.

Methods/Interventions:	 in a retrospective study, 
we examined the expression of nine Ha family genes, 
(Cd44, rHamm, HaS-1, 2, 3, and Hyal-1, 2, 3, 4) in 
CrC specimens from 433 patients included the Cancer 
Genome atlas (tCGa). to validate the tCGa data, we 
measured the expression of these Ha-family transcripts by 
rt-quantitative PCr (qPCr) in matched normal colon 

and CrC tissue specimens from 24 patients (White = 16, 
Black = 8; Female = 10, male = 14; Stage 0: 2, Stage 
ii: 7, Stage iii: 9, Stage iV: 6) obtained from our institu-
tional biorepository. transcript levels were normalized to 
beta-actin mrna levels. deidentified clinical data was 
obtained to follow living patients for the development of 
recurrence or metastasis.

Results/Outcome(s):	 tCGa data with 433 patients 
showed that among the 9 Ha-family members, Cd44 
and Hyal-4 mrna levels of were elevated in CrC 
tissues when compared to normal tissues and the increase 
correlated with stage; with a 2-6-fold increase in Stage 
iii and iV specimens (P < 0.001). in CrC specimens, 
rHamm and Hyal-4 levels correlated with patient 
survival. Kaplan-meier plots showed high Hyal-4 and 
rHamm levels significantly correlated with decreased 
survival in CrC patients, particularly those living longer 
than 3 years (log rank P = 0.03). this association remained 
significant even when patients were matched for clinical 
stage. in our validation study utilizing qPCr, Cd44v, 
rHamm, Hyal-2, and Hyal-3 mrna levels were 
elevated about 2-fold whereas HaS-2 levels decreased 
1.7-fold (P < 0.05) in CrC tissues when compared to 
matched-normal colon tissues (P < 0.01); Cd44s, HaS-1, 
HaS-3, and Hyal-1 levels remained unaltered. in CrC 
specimens demonstrating lymphatic invasion, HaS-1, 
Hyal-1, and Hyal-3 levels were elevated 3-4-fold  
(P < 0.05) and Cd44s was elevated 13-fold (P < 0.03).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 this is the first study that 
demonstrates Ha family members are differentially 
expressed in CrC tissues and their expression correlates 
with poor clinical outcomes. elevated HaS-1, Hyal-1, 
and Hyal-3 levels were associated with lymphatic inva-
sion. While elevated rHamm and Cd44 may be markers 
associated with poor survival regardless of clinical stage.
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SURGICAL	VOLUME	OF	COLORECTAL	
CANCER	RELATE	TO	QUALITY	OF	IN-PATIENT	
HEALTHCARE:	EXPERIENCE	OF	CHINESE	
PROVINCE.

Poster abstracts P524

X. Wang, y. Chen, Z. Gan, J. du, C. yang, S. li, l. li
Chengdu, China; Suining, China

Purpose/Background:	it has been proved that medical 
institutions with higher surgical-volume or patient-volume 
had better effective in outcomes of colorectal cancer 
treatment. rare study started to focus on relation between 
experience of surgeons and treatment with colorectal 
cancer. However, past reports always included the surgeons 
based on less than 200 colorectal patients experience, and 
almost no studies from asia. in China, subspecialists 
treated more colorectal cancer patients, as parts of whom 
about 100 operations per year. therefore, we studied 
quality of colorectal cancer healthcare from database of  
81 billion-population province.

Methods/Interventions:	 our study designed to inves-
tigate 8 main medical institutions allocated in Sichuan 
Province, China, included 16 surgeons in colorectal surgery 
subspecialists and 30 in general surgery. We divided the 
groups based on volumes of colorectal operations, average 
50 operations or less per year in a group had 11 surgeons, 
51-100 ops in B group had 26 surgeons, 101-300 in C group 
had 7 surgeons, more than 300 ops per year in d groups 
had 2 surgeons.

Results/Outcome(s):	26988 colorectal cancer patients 
were included in this study with surgery, colon cancer vs 
rectal cancer was 47%:53%. Higher volumes of groups had 
higher ratio of rectal cancer patients (<0.05). We definite 

the types of rectal cancer, as Har, lar/ular, extremely 
location of auns-saving in iSr(e-iSr). Performing e-iSrs 
were more ratio in d group (<0.05), and also surgeons 
in this group preferred to use less prevention temporary 
stomas (<0.05) in anterior resections. the average age of 
patients were not in different (>0.05), but the distribution 
of age in d group was wider than others(<0.05). in the 
ratio of tnm staging, there was no different in four groups 
(>0.05). Post-operative in-hospital days were shorter in  
d group(<0.05), which always treated with eraS way, as 
4 days in average. We investigated main complications as 
anastomosis leakage, anastomosis bleeding, SSi and so on. 
total complication rate was not different in B-d groups 
but lower than a group (<0.05). anastomosis leakage 
was appeared least in d group about 0.2% in past 6 years. 
Finally, we collected the cost of in-hospital totally, finding 
out C and d group had lower cost (¥45020±2038) than  
a and B groups (¥76206±10286).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in traditional healthcare 
system from China, patients are concentrated into huge 
public hospitals, especially some specific diseases, which 
promotes parts of surgeons afford higher volumes of oper-
ations. our study proved surgeons with high-volume oper-
ations could get more experience, in order to get greater 
treatment quality, less risks in recovery and less cost. this 
will be good suggestion for future healthcare reform in 
China.

A	RANDOMIZED	CONTROLLED	TRIAL	
ASSESSING	QUALITY	OF	LIFE	FOLLOWING	
LAPAROSCOPIC-ASSISTED	VERSUS	OPEN	
COLECTOMY	FOR	COLON	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P525

F. Frizelle, a. mcCombie, C. Frampton
Christchurch, New Zealand

Purpose/Background:	laparoscopic colonic resections 
(lCr) have been reported to lead to improved quality of 
life (Qol) as well as reduced blood loss, pain, complication 
rates, and hospital stays. Previously the alCCaS study was 
performed in australia and new Zealand and has been 
reported elsewhere. this study reported on operations 
from 33 surgeons in 31 hospitals. the outcomes previ-
ously reported were complication and reoperative rates, 
perioperative mortality, return of gastrointestinal function, 
and length of hospital stay. this trial also utilised a Qol 
measure; this paper reports on the Qol outcomes over the 
first two months postoperatively. it is hypothesised that 
those who have lCr will have better Qol for the two 
months post surgery relative to those who have an open 
colonic resection (oCr).

Methods/Interventions:	Trial Design Between January 
1998 and april 2005, we undertook a multicenter, 
prospective, randomized parallel-group trial comparing 
laparoscopic-assisted and conventional open colectomy 
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in patients with colon cancer at centers within australia 
and new Zealand. Participants Patients with a single 
adenocarcinoma of the right, left, or sigmoid colon, 
presenting for elective treatment, were eligible for random-
ization. Interventions lCr or oCr. Outcomes Patient 
symptoms and Qol were measured using the Symptoms 
distress Scale (SdS), the Qol index (Qli), and the 
Global Qol Score (GQolS) preoperatively, two days  
post-operatively, two weeks post-operatively, and two 
months post-operatively. Statistical Methods repeated 
measures analyses were used. Per protocol analyses were 
performed comparing those who received lCr to those who 
received oCr (assigned initially or converted from lCr).  
intention-to-treat (itt) analyses were also performed 
comparing lCr to oCr.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Participant	 Flow Six hundred 
and one participants were recruited of whom 399 
completed the Qli (66.4%). Quality	of	Life	over	first	2	
months	 post-operatively in per-protocol analyses, those 
who received lCr had better Qol postoperatively in 
terms of SdS (p < 0.01), Qli (p < 0.01), and GQolS  
(p < 0.01) than those who received oCr at allocation or 
were converted to oCr. in itt analyses, those assigned 
to lCr had better Qol postoperatively in terms of SdS  
(p < 0.01) and Qli (p < 0.01) while GQolS did not quite 
reach significance (p = 0.056).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 there appears to be short 
term Qol gains for those who receive lCr relative to 
oCr including when those who are converted to oCr 
are considered lCr in itt analyses. those who start as 
an lCr and convert to an oCr have the most impaired 
perioperative quality of life.

COMPOSITE	PATHOLGIC	OUTCOMES	IN	
TRANSANAL	TOTAL	MESORECTAL	EXCISION	
FOR	RECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P526

S. Zerhouni, P. Karanicolas, S. ashamalla
Toronto, ON, Canada

Purpose/Background:	 the importance of achieving a 
good quality total mesorectal excision (tme) underlies 
current advancements in surgical techniques for rectal 
excision. However, recent multi-center trials of lapa-
roscopic tme for low rectal cancers (alaCart and 
aCoSoG Z6051) demonstrate suboptimal pathologic 
outcomes compared to the open approach. trans-anal 
tme (tatme) may improve surgical visualization and 
facilitate dissection, but composite pathologic outcomes 
have not been reported. the objective of this study was to 
compare pathologic outcomes post tatme with a similar 
cohort of patients from the aCoSoG Z6051 trial. our 
secondary objectives were to examine the frequency of 
operative and perioperative complications.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review was 
performed at a single high-volume institution including 
consecutive patients with clinical stage i to iV rectal 
cancer within 12 cm from the anal verge, treated with 
tatme from august 2015 to november 2016. Pathologic 
outcomes, operative and peri-operative complications were 
recorded. Based on the definition used in the aCoSoG 
Z6051 trial, resection was considered “successful” if:  
(1) tme was complete or near complete, (2) radial margin 
was >1mm and (3) distal margin was >1mm. outcomes 
were compared to the laparoscopic and open tme cohort 
from the aCoSoG Z6051 trial. discrete variables were 
compared using the Pearson chi square test.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Forty patients met inclusion 
criteria and were included in the study. the mean age was 
58.1 years, 29 were male (72.5%), and the mean Bmi was 
27.1. neoadjuvant chemoradiation was administered to 
29 patients (72.5%). 36 patients (90%) had a low anterior 
resection with ileostomy diversion and 4 patients (10%) 
had an abdominoperineal resection. there were no cases 
that were converted to open. Pathologic stage 0 (complete 
pathologic response), i, ii, iii and iV was encoutnered in 
6 (15%), 12 (30%), 7 (17.5%), 12 (30%), and 3 (7.5%) 
patients, respectively. Successful pathologic resection was 
obtained in 95% of patients in our cohort compared to 
81.7% in the laparoscopic (p=0.036) and 86.9% in the 
open (p=0.15) aCoSoG Z6051 cohorts. Severe compli-
cation was encountered in 1 patient (2.5%) who required 
a second operation. the mean length of stay was 4.15 days 
and 5 patients (12.5%) were re-admitted to hospital within 
30 days.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the tatme approach for 
the treatment of low rectal cancers is safe and in our 
experience yields composite pathologic outcomes that are 
comparable to open and superior to previously reported 
laparoscopic tme. Future prospective comparative studies 
are warranted.

MUCINOUS	CYSTADENOMA	OF	
THE	APPENDIX	CAUSING	COLONIC	
INTUSSUSCEPTION:	A	CASE	STUDY	AND	
REVIEW	OF	THE	LITERATURE.

Poster abstracts P527

r. Kim
Arlington, VA

Purpose/Background:	 the clinical manifestations of 
mucocele and intussusception are nonspecific which make 
a diagnosis difficult to establish and may cause a delay 
in treatment. We report a case of a 34 year old female 
who presented 3 days after normal spontaneous vaginal 
delivery with abdominal pain due to intussusception from 
a mucinous cystadenoma of the appendix. an open lapa-
rotomy was performed revealing intussusception of the ileal 
segment to the distal transverse colon causing proximal 
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obstruction. a right colectomy was conducted. the patho-
logic examination showed intussusception caused by a low 
grade cystadenoma of the appendix. Patient has 2 year 
follow up with no evidence of recurrence. the review of 
literature for the past 20 years for intussusception caused 
by appendiceal mucocele was reviewed.

Methods/Interventions:	the literature on intussuscep-
tion of the appendix secondary to mucinous cystadenoma is 
limited to case reports due to the rarity of the condition. a 
Pubmed search using the following key word combinations  
was performed: “mucocele, appendix and intussusception,” 
“cystadenoma and intussusception,” and “cystadenocarci-
noma and intussusception.” the search resulted in 24 arti-
cles in the english language from 1996-2016. each article 
was reviewed and 25 patients were studied (including 
patient presented) for age, sex, presentation, diagnostic 
imaging, Cea level, endoscopic findings, treatment, and 
pathology.

Results/Outcome(s):	intussusception caused by muco-
cele is found in adults with median age 41 (age range 
21-84) and more common in females (67%). the most 
common presentation was abdominal pain (92%) with 3 
patients (12%) having a history of diarrhea. Ct scan was 
the most common imaging test used to diagnose intus-
susception. Five patients had a preoperative colonoscopy 
with two of the patients having a submucosal lesion and a 
“cushion sign” when probed. three patients had a preoper-
ative Cea level and two patients had an elevation in Cea 
(14 and 24 ng/ml). intussusception was able to be reduced 
in 2 patients prior to resection. 24 of the 25 patients had 
a right colectomy (96%) performed. one patient had the 
intussusception reduced with colonoscopy and a subse-
quent appendectomy. all pathology showed low grade 
mucinous cystadenoma of the appendix. there were no 
deaths or complications reported.

Conclusions/Discussion:	intussusception secondary to 
an appendiceal mucocele is a rare disorder with 24 cases 
reported in the english literature for the past 20 years. Ct 
scan is the most common diagnostic test for preoperative 
planning of the resection. on colonoscopy the findings 
may be confused with a lipoma due to a positive “cushion 
sign.” appendiceal mucocele is a benign process if removed 
intact; therefore, in the setting of intussusception, treat-
ment should be to remove the specimen without spillage 
of mucus. Surgical treatment with a right colectomy is the 
treatment of choice for these lesions.

axial Ct scan of the abdomen demonstrating the “target-like” lesion 
corresponding to the intussusepted mucocele to distal colon

ELECTIVE	COLON	RESECTION	WITHOUT	
CURATIVE	INTENT	IN	STAGE	IV	COLON	
CANCER.

Poster abstracts P528

m. o’donnell, a. epstein, J. Bleier, e. Paulson
Philadelphia, PA

Purpose/Background:	 evidence suggests that primary 
colon resection (PCr) in patients with asymptomatic 
colon tumors and unresectable metastases is not required 
and may expose patients to unnecessary risk. We used 
Seer-medicare to evaluate elective PCr in colon cancer 
patients with synchronous hepatic metastases.

Methods/Interventions:	We used Seer-medicare data 
to identify Stage iV colon cancer patients with hepatic 
metastases between 2000 and 2011. Patients who had liver 
guided therapy (resection, ablation) or had urgent/emer-
gent colectomies were excluded. We compared patients 
who received chemotherapy only to patients who had 
elective PCr +/- chemotherapy. univariate and multi-
variate analysis were used to identify predictors of PCr. 
multivariate Cox regression was used to compare survival.

Results/Outcome(s):	there were 5,139 colon patients 
with synchronous hepatic metastases who were treated 
with chemotherapy only or PCr +/- chemotherapy. the 
PCr rate decreased steadily over time. in 2000, 84% 
of patients underwent PCr, compared to 52% in 2011 
(p<0.001). in multivariate analysis, older patients were 
more likely to undergo PCr (table 1). Socioeconomic 
factors were also related to receipt of PCr. Patients from 
rural areas were significantly more likely to undergo PCr 
(or 1.65, p<0.001) than patients from large, metropolitan 
areas. Similarly, the odds of patients from high poverty 
areas (>10%) undergoing PCr were almost 25% higher 
than those of patients from low poverty areas (or 1.23, 
p=0.03). african american patients were less likely to 
undergo PCr than white patients (or 0.76, p=0.01). in 
multivariate survival analysis, PCr was associated with a 
statistically significant survival benefit (Hr 0.59, p<0.001). 
the clinical significance is less apparent, however, as the 
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median survival in the chemo-only group was 9 months 
compared to 11 months in the PCr cohort.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 elective PCr in the setting 
of unresectable metastases is not recommended. although 
the rate has decreased significantly, over 50% of patients 
with untreated hepatic metastases underwent elective 
PCr in 2011. there was significant variation in use of 
PCr. more patients in poor and rural areas received 
elective PCr. this is likely multifactorial, but may under-
score a lack of recognition by providers in these areas 
of the current recommendations against elective PCr. 
interestingly, older patients in our data were also more 
likely to receive elective PCr. the exact reason for this 
is unclear; perhaps providers felt elderly patients were 
not good chemotherapy candidates (only 36% of the 85+ 
year olds received chemo), so they offered elective PCr 
to avoid possible complications of primary tumor growth. 
although PCr appears to confer a survival benefit, this 
result should be viewed with caution. the clinical benefit 
is small. additionally, residual confounding might bias 
these results in favor of patients undergoing surgery.

PREOPERATIVE	PERIPHERAL	MONOCYTE	
COUNT	IS	A	PREDICTOR	OF	RECURRENCE	
AFTER	RADICAL	RESECTION	IN	PATIENTS	
WITH	STAGEII/III	COLORECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P529

y. ohno, S. Homma, t. yoshida, n. ichikawa, 
H. Kawamura, a. taketomi
Sapporo, Japan

Purpose/Background:	 Colorectal cancer is common 
worldwide. although radical resection of the primary 
tumor is the optimal treatment for patients without metas-
tases, some patients relapse after this procedure. therefore, 
surveillance for recurrence and identifying patients at high 
risk of recurrence is important. Basic research has shown 
that myeloid cells are closely related to cancer progression. 
the aim of this retrospective study was to investigate 
whether pre-operative monocyte count is a biomarker of 
high risk of recurrence in patients who have undergone 
radical resection of colorectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	Clinical data on 228 patients 
who had undergone surgery for colorectal cancer from  
may 2008 to July 2014 at the department of Gastroentero-
logical Surgery 1, Hokkaido university Hospital, were 

P528 Demographics of Primary Colon Resection (PCR) with Stage IV Colon Cancer with Hepatic Metastases

Univariate Multivariate
No PCR
N (%)

PCR
N (%)

P value Odds Ratio 95% CI P value

Age 66-70 415 (32.6) 857 (67.4) <0.001 Reference
71-75 417 (31.1) 925 (68.9) <0.001 1.07 0.91,1.27 0.41
76-80 330 (26.9) 898 (73.1) <0.001 1.35 1.13, 1.61 0.001
81-85 205 (24.1) 645 (75.9) <0.001 1.62 1.32, 1.99 <0.001
86+ 87 (19.5) 360 (80.5) <0.001 2.20 1.68, 2.89 <0.001

Gender Male 716 (29.3) 1730 (70.3) 0.14 Reference
Female 738 (27.4) 1955 (72.6) 0.14 1.07 0.94, 1.22 0.29

Charlson 0 906 (27.5) 2390 (72.5) 0.19 Reference
1 332 (29.2) 805 (70.8) 0.19 0.97 0.83, 1.13 0.69

2+ 216 (30.6) 490 (69.4) 0.19 0.93 0.77, 1.12 0.46
Location Metro (>1 million) 832 (30.6) 1889 (69.4) <0.001 Reference

Metro (<1 million) 437 (28.7) 1088 (71.3) <0.001 1.07 0.93, 1.24 0.33
Non-Metro 185 (20.7) 708 (79.3) <0.001 1.65 1.35, 2.01 <0.001

Race White 1177 (27.4) 3115 (72.6) 0.005 Reference
African-American 183 (33.8) 359 (66.2) 0.005 0.76 0.62, 0.94 0.01

Other 94 (30.8) 211 (69.2) 0.005 0.97 0.74, 1.26 0.75
Poverty <5% 419 (30.2) 968 (69.8) 0.18 Reference

5- <10% 394 (27.6) 1031 (72.4) 0.18 1.18 0.99, 1.39 0.06
>/= 10% 641 (27.5) 1686 (72.5) 0.18 1.23 1.03, 1.47 0.03

Year 2000-2002 254 (16.7) 1268 (83.3) <0.001 Reference
2003-2005 347 (24.6) 1063 (75.4) <0.001 0.60 0.50, 0.73 <0.001
2006-2008 416 (34.4) 795 (65.6) <0.001 0.37 0.31, 0.44 <0.001
2009-2011 437 (43.9) 559 (56.1) <0.001 0.24 0.20, 0.29 <0.001
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retrospectively collected. Stage ii/iii colorectal cancer 
had been diagnosed by pathologic examination of resected 
specimens in 107 patients who had undergone radical 
resection. their median follow up was 32.7 months (range: 
1.3–79.6 months). they were divided into two groups 
according to monocyte count, the cut-off value (489.1/μl) 
for high versus low having been determined by roC curve 
and the youden index. relationships between clinicopath-
ological characteristics, including pre-operative monocyte 
count, and recurrence were analyzed by Fisher’s exact test 
and multivariate logistic regression and between clinico-
pathological characteristics and relapse-free survival by 
Kaplan–meier log-rank survival analysis and Cox propor-
tional hazards regression analysis. P <0.05 was considered 
to denote statistical significance.

Results/Outcome(s):	 rectal cancer (p=0.012), t4 
(p=0.046), and high pre-operative peripheral mono-
cyte count (p=0.012) were all significantly associated 
with recurrence according to univariate analysis and 
independent predictors of recurrence according to multi-
variate analysis. Kaplan–meier log-rank survival anal-
ysis showed that pre-operative high peripheral monocyte 
counts (hazard ratio: 3.65, 95% Ci: 1.09–12.20, p=0.036), 
t4 (hazard ratio: 3.46, 95% Ci:1.12–17.80, p=0.034) 
and rectal cancer (hazard ratio: 3.40, 95% Ci:1.15–10.0, 
p=0.027) were associated with disease-free survival. the 
2-year and mean disease-free survival rates in the high 
monocyte group were 75.3% and 43.6 months, respec-
tively, whereas they were 87.2% and 63.5 months, respec-
tively, in the low monocyte count group.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 We found that preopera-
tive monocyte counts may be biomarkers for high risk of 
recurrence in patients with Stage ii/iii colorectal cancer. 
Such patients should be followed up carefully and actively 
considered for postoperative chemotherapy.

ANAL	CANAL	SQUAMOUS-CELL	CARCINOMA.	
ONCOLOGICAL	RESULTS	OF	A	CHILEAN	
SINGLE	REFERRAL	CENTRE.

Poster abstracts P530

C. Gallardo, a. Barrera, F. illanes, C. melo, m. lizana, 
G. Bannura
Santiago., Chile

Purpose/Background:	 the standard of care for most 
squamous-cell carcinoma of the anal canal (SCC) should 
be combined modality chemoradiotherapy (Crt) following 
nigro`s protocol, which permits organ preservation and 
better local control than surgery. long-term oncological 
results experienced in patients with anal canal SCC who 
were treated at our center are presented.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review of 
medical records of all patients referred to our center with 
a histological diagnosis of invasive anal canal SCC from 
2001 to 2011 were included in the analysis. all patients 
were initially treated with Crt. Salvage abdominoperineal 
resection (aPr) was indicated in patients after failed Crt. 
Patients treated with local excision were excluded.

Results/Outcome(s):	 median follow-up of the cohort 
was 40 months, with a minimum follow-up of at least 
23 months. a total of 29 patients were included in the 
analysis, 66% women, with a median age of 62 years, with 
comorbidities in 75% of the group, highlighting among 
them 5 patients (17%) with HiV infection. Complete clin-
ical response to Crt at 6 months-period was 82%. 9 (31%) 
patients underwent salvage aPr, 5 patients were classified 
as having persistent disease, whereas 4 patients were clas-
sified as having recurrent disease. an overall survival of 
72% was found in our series. 3-year colostomy-free survival 
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was 75%. 5-year survival was 80% in patients who were 
treated with Crt alone and, 5-year-survival for patients 
who underwent salvage aPr was 58%. 5-year survival of 
HiV positive patients was 60%.

Conclusions/Discussion:	our results represent a large, 
single referral center group of patients undergoing treat-
ment for anal canal SCC. Crt was the primary treat-
ment in all cases showing acceptable results in terms of 
overall survival and colostomy-free survival, comparable 
to published literature. on the other hand, oncological 
results achieved in patients who underwent salvage aPr, 
after failed Crt, are markedly compromised compared to 
Crt alone group.

THE	APPLICATION	OF	INCISIONAL	NEGATIVE	
PRESSURE	WOUND	THERAPY	FOR	PERINEAL	
WOUNDS:	A	SYSTEMATIC	REVIEW.

Poster abstracts P531

C. Cahill, a. Fowler, H. moloo, r. musselman, i. raiche, 
l. Williams
Ottawa, ON, Canada

Purpose/Background:	impaired perineal wound healing 
is a major source of morbidity after abdominoperineal 
resection. incisional negative pressure wound therapy is 
the application of negative pressure wound therapy on 
closed incisions. it is a way to improve healing, prevent 
surgical site infections, and decrease the frequency of 
dehiscence. its use on perineal wounds is not well estab-
lished. the primary objective of this systematic review was 
to summarize existing evidence on the use of incisional 
negative pressure wound therapy on perineal wounds after 
abdominoperineal resection.

Methods/Interventions:	 in december 2015, the elec-
tronic databases of ovid medline, emBaSe, Cochrane 
library, and CinaHl were systematically searched. 
Studies describing use of incisional negative pressure 
wound therapy on primarily closed perineal wounds after 
abdominoperineal resection were included.

Results/Outcome(s):	the primary end point was pres-
ence/absence of literature on the subject of incisional 
negative pressure wound therapy for perineal wounds. 
Secondary outcome measures were the effect of incisional 
negative pressure wound therapy on post-operative peri-
neal wound complication incidence. of the 371 identified 
studies, three articles were retrieved for inclusion in the 
systematic review (n=162 patients). there were two 
retrospective consecutive cohorts and one prospective 
consecutive cohort. all studies demonstrated a significant 
decrease in perineal wound complications when using inci-
sional negative pressure wound therapy, with surgical site 
infection rates as low as 9% (vs. 41% in control groups).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 incisional negative pressure 
wound therapy appears to decrease perineal wound compli-
cations after abdominoperineal resection when placed on 

the wound prophylactically for 5 post-operative days at 
125mm Hg. limitations of this review include the small 
number of retrieved studies with small, heterogeneous 
patient populations. Further prospective trials with larger 
patient populations would be needed to confirm this asso-
ciation as well as delineate which patients might benefit 
most from the intervention.

RECTAL	CANCER	SURVEILLANCE	STUDY:	ARE	
WE	FOLLOWING	UP	CLOSE	ENOUGH?

Poster abstracts P532

H. tan, J. tan, m. Chew
SINGAPORE, Singapore

Purpose/Background:	 Surveillance for rectal cancer 
after surgical resection remained a debatable issue. differing 
opinions exist due to cost-benefit issue. We evaluated the 
pattern of recurrences and modality to detect it.

Methods/Interventions:	an analysis was performed on 
a retrospective database of 326 patients with rectal cancer 
who underwent curative surgical resection from 1999 to 
2007. the above study duration was chosen as it ensured 
that all patients included in the study had at least 10 years 
of follow up. data on patient demographics, peri-operative 
details and follow up outcomes were extracted from the 
database. the pattern of recurrence and investigative 
modality that detected recurrences was identified. Patients 
were followed up until either year 2016 or the day of their 
demise.

Results/Outcome(s):	 217 patients (66.6%) are male 
and 109 patients (33.3) are female. median age of the 
patients was 64 years old. Close to a third of the patients 
received adjuvant therapy (34%). among the 326 patients 
studied, 29.8% (97/226) patients had recurrence within the 
follow up duration. 2.5% (8/97) had local recurrence, 5.2% 
(17/97) had regional recurrence and 22.0% (72/97) had 
distant metastasis. Ct abdomen pelvis remained the best 
modality to pick up recurrences in all subgroups. (50.0% in 
local, 47.1% in regional and 41.7% in distant metastasis). 
most common site of recurrence for distant metastasis is 
the lung (34.7%) with single site distant metastasis being 
the most common (66.7%) as well. unfortunately, the rate 
for salvageable recurrences is low (25.0% in local, 52.9% in 
regional and none in distant metastasis).

Conclusions/Discussion:	recurrence for rectal cancer 
after surgical resection remains major issue for most 
surgeons. the predominant pattern of recurrence in rectal 
cancer is distant disease. Surveillance protocols need to be 
optimized to target detection of distal recurrences at a state 
amenable to metastectomy.
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LOCALLY-ADVANCED	RECTAL	CANCERS	
IN	PATIENTS	OF	AFRICAN-AMERICAN	
ETHNICITY	ARE	ASSOCIATED	WITH	DELAYS	
IN	NEOADJUVANT	CHEMORADIOTHERAPY	
AND	DECREASED	SURVIVAL.

Poster abstracts P533

W. Sangster, a. Kulaylat, C. Hollenbeak, d. Stewart
Harrisburg, PA

Purpose/Background:	the proper management of stage 
ii and iii rectal cancers presents challenges in coordinating 
care among several disciplines. For minorities, health care 
access barriers may exacerbate the challenges of timely 
multidisciplinary care. this study sought to evaluate 
whether minority groups experienced delays in the initi-
ation of neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy (nCrt) and 
whether such delays were associated with lower overall 
survival.

Methods/Interventions:	 the national Cancer data 
Base was used to identify patients between 40 and 75 years 
of age who were diagnosed with clinical stage ii and iii 
rectal cancers from 2004-2012. Patients were excluded if 
they did not receive nCrt followed by surgical resection 
with curative intent. a multivariable survival model with 
a Weibull distribution was used to assess overall survival 
as well as the time point at which a delay in the admin-
istration of nCrt negatively impacted overall survival, 
while controlling for age, race/ethnicity, sex, insurance 
status, socioeconomic status based on income, Charlson 
Comorbidity Score and hospital designation. odds ratios 
with 95% confidence intervals for characteristics associ-
ated with delays in initiating nCrt were calculated using 
multivariable logistic regression.

Results/Outcome(s):	 of 21,321 patients in the study 
population, 1,685 (7.9%) were of black ethnicity and 
2,580 (12.1%) were of Hispanic descent. there was no 
significant difference in the distribution of cancer stages 
stratified by ethnicity (P>0.05). overall survival was 
worse when the interval between diagnosis and nCrt was 
greater than 8 weeks (hazard ratio of death [Hr]=1.1, 
95% confidence interval [Ci]=1.01 to 1.2, P=0.02), 
while shorter delays in initiating nCrt did not influence 
survival. When compared to those of white race, being of 
black ethnicity was associated with lower overall survival 
(Hr=1.18, 95% Ci=1.06 to 1.31, P=0.002) while those 
of Hispanic ethnicity had a similar survival to whites 
(Hr=0.93, 95% Ci=0.85 to 1.01, P=0.09). on logistic 
regression, black ethnicity was independently associated 
with more than twice the odds of a delay of greater than 
8 weeks in beginning nCrt after cancer diagnosis, when 
compared to whites (or=2.01, 95% Ci=1.76 to 2.3,  
P =<0.001); this trend was observed, but to a lesser extent, 
among those of Hispanic ethnicity compared to whites 
(or=1.45, 95% Ci=1.29 to 1.64, P=<0.001).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 rectal cancer patients of 
black ethnicity are more likely to experience delays in 

receiving nCrt, with a corresponding lower overall 
survival, highlighting the continued need for improve-
ments within this population. Further investigation into 
whether black patients also have a different cancer biology 
affecting their survival rates is needed, given that Hispanic 
patients experienced more frequent delays in nCrt 
compared to white patients, though with similar survival 
to white patients.

ONCOLOGIC	OUTCOMES	ASSOCIATED	WITH	
A	SELECTIVE	APPROACH	TO	NEOADJUVANT	
RADIATION	THERAPY	IN	PATIENTS	WITH	
CT3N0	RECTAL	CANCER:	RESULTS	FROM	A	
RETROSPECTIVE	COHORT	STUDY.

Poster abstracts P534

F. rouleau Fournier, G. dion, C. Boulanger-Gobeil, 
r. Gregoire, a. Bouchard, S. drolet
Quebec, QC, Canada

Purpose/Background:	utilization of neoadjuvant radi-
ation therapy (rt) in ct3n0 rectal cancers remains 
controversial in the literature. rt is associated with a 
reduction in the risk of local recurrence without significant 
improvement in overall survival. on the other hand, rt is 
associated with greater risks of bowel and sexual dysfunc-
tion. our goal was to investigate the oncological outcomes 
of patients with ct3n0 rectal cancer treated with selective 
use of neoadjuvant rt followed by tme surgery.

Methods/Interventions:	 all patients with a clinical 
stage t3n0 rectal adenocarcinoma treated with surgery 
in our center between January 2006 and July 2013 were 
included. Standardized chart review was performed to 
collect demographic, perioperative and oncologic data. 
Patients were stratified in two groups according to the use 
of neoadjuvant rt or its omission. Primary outcomes were 
local recurrence, overall survival and disease free survival. 
Secondary outcomes included positive circumferential 
resection margin. Statistical analyses were realized with 
SaS software.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 116 patients were 
identified. 93 patients received neoadjuvant long course 
chemoradiation while 23 underwent upfront surgery. 
Patients in which rt was omitted were significantly older 
(75.0 VS 62.4 y; p<0,001) compared to patient having 
neoadjuvant chemoradiation. median follow-up was 
shorter in the group without rt (28.5 VS 41.1 months; 
p=0.0083). local recurrence was not statistically different 
in both groups (4.3 VS 6.5%; p=1). there was no statis-
tically significant differences in 5-years overall survival  
(49.3 VS 73.9%; p = 0.17) and 3-years disease free survival 
(78.35 VS 80.97%; p=0.83). Bivariate analysis revealed 
that rt omission was not a contributing factor in the 
development of disease recurrence. also, rt omission was 
not associated with a higher rate of positive circumferential 
resection margin in our cohort (0 VS 4%; p=0.5832).
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Conclusions/Discussion:	this study demonstrates that 
omitting rt for selected patients with ct3n0 rectal 
cancer tends to offer similar oncologic results. Further 
studies are required to clarify the appropriate tumor profile 
and patient characteristics for the omission of radiation 
therapy in rectal cancer.

PERIOPERATIVE	BLOOD	TRANSFUSION	
FOR	RESECTED	COLON	CANCER:	PRACTICE	
PATTERNS	AND	OUTCOMES	IN	A	SINGLE	
PAYER,	PUBLICLY	FUNDED,	POPULATION-
BASED	STUDY.

Poster abstracts P535

S. Patel, S. merchant, C. Booth, K. Brennan
Kingston, ON, Canada

Purpose/Background:	 older literature suggests that 
peri-operative blood transfusion among patients with 
resected colon cancer may be associated with inferior 
long-term survival. Here we describe practice patterns and 
outcomes in a contemporary population-based cohort in 
the Canadian province of ontario.

Methods/Interventions:	all cases of surgically resected 
colon cancer in ontario, Canada from 2002-2008 were 
identified using the population-based ontario Cancer 
registry. linked records of treatment identified surgery 
and transfusion during admission. Pathology reports were 
obtained for a 25% random sample of all cases; these 
cases constitute the study population. modified Poisson 
regression was used to identify factors associated with 
transfusion. Cox proportional hazards model explored the 
association between transfusion and cancer-specific (CSS) 
and overall survival (oS), after adjusting for important 
confounders including age, comorbidities, disease stage, 
high risk histologic features and adjuvant therapy.

Results/Outcome(s):	We included 7249 patients with 
resected colon cancer. twenty-eight percent of patients 
were transfused; rates decreased over the study period from 
32% in 2002 to 24% in 2008 (p<0.001). Factors that were 
independently associated with transfusion include age 

(p<0.001), gender (p<0.001), comorbidity (p<0.001), stage 
(p<0.001) and open resection (p<0.001). Surgeon volume 
was not associated with transfusion rate. transfused 
patients had a higher perioperative mortality (8% vs. 2%, 
P < 0.001), lower 5 year oS (42% vs. 65%, P < 0.001) and 
lower 5 year CSS (54% vs. 71%, P < 0.001). in the Cox 
model we found transfusion was associated with inferior 
CSS (Hr 1.55, 95%Ci 1.42 - 1.69) and oS (Hr 1.55, 
95%Ci 1.44 - 1.66). Stratified analysis found that overall 
survival was most negatively associated with transfusion in 
earlier stages: Stage i Hr 1.79 (95%Ci 1.42 - 2.26), Stage 
ii Hr 1.77 (95%Ci 1.55 - 2.02), Stage iii Hr 1.45 (95%Ci 
1.30 - 1.60), Stage iV Hr 1.10 (95%Ci 0.88 - 1.38). 
Sensitivity analysis, excluding those who died within 90 
days, was consistent with these results.

Conclusions/Discussion:	our study describes the prac-
tice patterns and outcomes in patients with resected colon 
cancer, in a single payer, publicly funded population. We 
found an association between rBC transfusion and worse 
overall and cancer specific survival, after adjusting for 
important confounders. the magnitude of effect was more 
pronounced in earlier stage colon cancers. this study 
confirms earlier reports of association between transfusion 
and worse survival in colon cancer patients. our study is 
unique in that it is the first to use population level data 
during the modern age of treatment of colon cancer. most 
previous studies were published prior to widespread adop-
tion of standardized 5Fu adjuvant chemotherapy regimens 
and prior to the introduction of minimally invasive surgery.

PERCENTAGE	OF	THE	PELVIC	CAVITY	
OCCUPIED	BY	A	RECTAL	TUMOR	AND	
RECTUM	AFFECTS	THE	DIFFICULTY	OF	
LAPAROSCOPIC	RECTAL	SURGERY.

Poster abstracts P536

y. ogura, r. makizumi, H. negishi, t. otsubo
Kawasaki, Japan

Purpose/Background:	recognizing that the safety and 
efficacy of laparoscopic surgery for rectal cancers have not 
been fully established, we conducted a retrospective study 
to determine whether the percentage of the pelvic cavity 
occupied by a rectal tumor affects the difficulty of laparo-
scopic rectal surgery or the occurrence of postoperative 
complications.

Methods/Interventions:	 our study involved 100 
patients with rectosigmoid (rs), upper rectal (ra), or lower 
rectal (rb) cancer treated by laparoscopic surgery at our 
hospital. Pelvic volume (PV), rectal volume (rV), tumor 
volume (tV), and respective percentages of the pelvic 
cavity they occupied were determined on the basis of 
preoperative computed tomography colonography (CtC) 
reconstruction images. We analyzed the relation between 
these percentages and the time to resection, blood loss 
volume, and number of staples used on the rectal stump 
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(as measures of surgical difficulty) and anastomotic leakage  
(as a postoperative complication).

Results/Outcome(s):	 univariate analysis revealed 
significant differences in age (P = 0.009), PV (P = 0.012), 
tV (P = 0.042), percentage of the pelvic cavity occupied 
by the tumor (P = 0.011), and percentage of the pelvic 
cavity by the tumor and rectum together (P = 0.003) in 
all patients who developed anastomotic leakage and those 
who did not. Significant differences were also found in PV 
(P = 0.029) and in the percentage of the pelvic cavity 
occupied by the tumor and rectum together (P = 0.041) 
between the ra patients in whom anastomotic leakage 
occurred and those in whom it did not occur. the blood 
loss volume and number of staples used differed signifi-
cantly between the high-percentage occupancy group 
and low-percentage occupancy group (P = 0.050 and  
P = 0.001, respectively). Further, the number of staples 
used differed significantly between the high-percentage 
occupancy ra group and low-percentage occupancy ra 
group (P = 0.019). the data point to increased surgical 
difficulty and to an increased risk of anastomotic leakage 
when the percentage of the pelvic cavity occupied by the 
tumor is high.

Conclusions/Discussion:	the percentages of the pelvic 
cavity occupied by the tumor and rectum are factors that 
influence surgical difficulty and the occurrence of compli-
cations and should be taken into consideration during the 
planning stages to ensure safe laparoscopic rectal cancer 
surgery.

LEFT-SIDED	DOMINANCE	OF	EARLY-ONSET	
COLORECTAL	CANCERS:	A	RATIONALE	FOR	
SCREENING	FLEXIBLE	SIGMOIDOSCOPY	IN	
THE	YOUNG.

Poster abstracts P538

l. Segev, m. Kalady, J. Church
Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	the recent alarming increase in 
the incidence of colorectal cancer in people younger than 
50 years old needs to be addressed effectively and thought-
fully. With current recommendations to begin screening 
at age 50, these patients represent a missed opportunity. 
Previous studies from this institution have shown that 
cancers of older age are associated with methylation of the 
colon wall which is more frequently located on the right 
side. Since methylation is an age-related phenomena we 
hypothesized that the anatomic distribution of colorectal 
cancers in the young will be mostly left sided. this would 
create an opportunity for screening the young by flexible 
sigmoidoscopy. the purpose of this study was to test 
our hypothesis by analyzing the anatomic distribution of 
sporadic colorectal cancers in patients under age of 50 in a 
large single institution cohort.

Methods/Interventions:	 We retrospectively reviewed 
all colorectal cancer cases under the age of 50 within our 
institution between the years 2000-2016. We excluded 
patients with a known hereditary syndrome by genotype 
or family phenotype, and with inflammatory bowel disease.

Results/Outcome(s):	 there were 842 patients with 
colorectal cancer diagnosed under age of 50. We excluded 
103: 55 with inflammatory bowel disease, 24 with familial 
adenomatous polyposis, and 24 with lynch syndrome. 
of the remaining 739 patients, 45% were female. the 
age range at diagnosis was 18 to 49 years with a median 
age of 44. 530 patients were diagnosed between ages 40 
and 49, 167 patients between ages 30 and 39, 40 patients 
between ages 20 and 29 and 2 patients under 20 years 
old (see figure). 231 patients (32%) had a family history 
of colorectal cancer. the anatomic distribution of the 
cancers was as follows: 485 rectum (65%), 107 sigmoid 
colon (15%), 19 descending colon (3%), and 128 (17%) 
from the splenic flexure to the cecum. therefore 83% 
of the tumors were theoretically within range of flexible 
sigmoidoscopy. the same distribution was seen in patients 
with a colorectal cancer family history, and in all subgroups 
of age at diagnosis. although our data may be distorted by 
referral patterns, similar results have been reported from 
population based studies.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Given the combination of an 
increasing incidence of colorectal cancer in those under 
50 years of age, and the significant predominance of a left 
sided cancer in these patients, we suggest that a screening 
flexible sigmoidoscopy starting at age 40 in average risk 
individuals is reasonable.

MAGNETIC	RESONANCE	(MR)	PELVIMETRY	
FOR	PREDICTING	THE	DIFFICULTY	OF	
DOUBLE	STAPLING	TECHNIQUE	IN	TOTAL	
MESORECTAL	EXCISION	FOR	RECTAL	
CANCER.

Poster abstracts P539

C. Foo, H. Hung, G. Ho, o. lo, J. yip, W. law
Hong Kong, Hong Kong

Purpose/Background:	it is well known that laparoscopic 
total mesorectal excision (tme) is more challenging in 
deep narrow pelvis. Previous studies in the literature have 
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looked into the correlation of pelvic measurements and 
operating time. Very few have focused on one of the key 
step of the operation, i.e. performing the double stapling 
technique. the aim of this study is to ascertain whether 
mr pelvimetry can predict double stapling difficulty in 
tme for rectal cancers.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective analysis of 
96 patients who underwent total mesorectal excision for 
mid or low rectal cancers was performed. the number of 
cartridges used to transect the rectum at pelvic floor was 
retrieved from operative records and ≥3 was taken as the 
cut-off for increased difficulty. the mris were reviewed. 
Pelvic inlet, pelvic outlet, length of sacrum and angle 5 
(inferioposterior pubis-superior anterior pubis-sacrover-
tebral angle) were measured from the sagittal view. the 
interspinous distance and intertuberous distance were 
measured from the axial view.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Pelvic inlet (p=0.004), inter-
spinous distance (p=0.009) and intertuberous distance 
(p=0.005) were found to be significantly associated with 
increased difficulty for double stapling technique in tme. 
the odds ratio of failure to transect distal rectum within 
two cartridges for pelvic inlet ≤107mm, interspinous 
distance ≤88mm and intertuberious distance ≤97mm were 
3.33 (95% Ci 1.26-8.85), 2.70 (95% Ci 1.03-7.07) and 
2.81 (95% Ci 1.07-7.38) respectively.

Conclusions/Discussion:	mr pelvimetry could be used 
to predict difficulty of double stapling technique in tme. 
alternative method, such as transanal tme could be 
considered in patients with unfavorable pelvic dimensions.

RANDOMISED	CONTROLLED	TRIAL	OF	
COLONIC	STENT	INSERTION	IN	 
NON-CURABLE	LARGE	BOWEL	OBSTRUCTION:	
A	COST	ANALYSIS	LARGE	BOWEL	
OBSTRUCTION:	A	COST	ANALYSIS.

Poster abstracts P540

a. Zahid, C. young
Sydney, NSW, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 With the increasing burden 
on the health care system, this study aims to perform a  
cost-effectiveness analysis on the management of incurable 
large bowel obstruction.

Methods/Interventions:	 to analyse the cost of stent 
versus surgery in the treatment of non curable large bowel 
obstruction. a prospective randomised controlled trial 
with two major teaching hospitals in australia. Patients 
who are diagnosed with incurable large bowel obstruction 
are enrolled. Patients were allocated to either colonic 
stenting or surgery groups. data was collected at all points 
during the patient journey and Qol data was obtained by 
way of patient surveys. all data points were analysed and 
a cost-effectiveness study was performed to compare the 
costs between the two treatment groups.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Stenting as a procedure was 
significantly less expensive than surgery (p<0.001). Ward 
stay for stented patients was significantly lower (p=0.012). 
Combined costs of stent group ward stay, mdt discus-
sion and complication management was also significantly 
lower (p=0.013). the overall cost difference between 
the two treatment groups was $aud3,902.44, and was 
not significantly different (p=0.101). the incremental  
cost-effectiveness ratio between the surgery and the stent 
group was $19,512.20 in favour of stenting.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 treatment with stenting is 
effective and cheaper than open surgery. With a favourable 
cost difference, stenting is safer, provides quicker discharge 
from hospital and has some Qol benefits.

SURGICAL	AND	SURVIVAL	OUTCOMES	OF	
LAPAROSCOPIC	COLORECTAL	RESECTION	
FOR	CANCER	IN	OCTOGENARIANS	AND	
NONAGENARIANS.

Poster abstracts P541

l. leung
Hong Kong, Hong Kong

Purpose/Background:	the study was designed to eval-
uate the outcomes and survival of octogenarians and older 
who had undergone elective laparoscopic colorectal resec-
tion for malignancy.

Methods/Interventions:	From 2006-2013, 202 patients 
aged 80 years and older who underwent elective resec-
tion for colorectal cancer were included in the study. 
excluded from the study were patients who had undergone 
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emergency operations, and those who previously had 
had more than one intraabdominal operation. data was 
collected prospectively on the patients’ demographics, 
operative details, pathology results, postoperative results 
and survival. measured outcomes were operating time, 
blood loss, length of hospital stay, mortality and morbidi-
ties, disease recurrence and patient survival.

Results/Outcome(s):	the study included 202 patients 
with the median age of 83 (range, 80-93) and 93  
(46 percent) males. the median operating time was 120 
minutes, with a median blood loss of 30 (range, 0-600) 
ml. Seven patients (4.5%) required conversion to open 
surgery. the overall mortality and morbidity rate were 
2.5 and 24.8 percent respectively, with an anastomotic 
leakage rate of 3.8 percent. median follow up period was 
24 months (range, 0-96), 48 patients developed recurrence 
(25.1%). the five- year survival is 60 percent. disease free 
five year survival rate is 37 percent.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 this study confirms laparo-
scopic resection for colorectal cancer is safe and beneficial 
to octogenarians and older. it has favourable short term 
and long term survival and oncological outcomes.

PROGNOSTIC	IMPACT	OF	DISTRIBUTION	
OF	LYMPH	NODE	METASTASIS	IN	PATIENTS	
WITH	LOCALLY	ADVANCED	LOW	RECTAL	
CANCER	TREATED	WITH	PREOPERATIVE	
CHEMORADIOTHERAPY.

Poster abstracts P542

t. akiyoshi, t. nagasaki, t. Kkonishi, y. Fujimoto, 
S. nagayama, y. Fukunaga, m. ueno
Tokyo, Japan

Purpose/Background:	 although preoperative chemo-
radiotherapy (Crt) is a standard treatment for patients 
with locally advanced low rectal cancer, data on the 
prognostic significance of the distribution of lymph node 
metastasis are scarce. the aim of the present study was 
to examine the prognostic importance of the distribution 
of lymph node metastasis in patients with advanced low 
rectal cancer treated with preoperative Crt.

Methods/Interventions:	We analyzed 369 patients with 
low rectal cancer without distant metastases treated with 
preoperative Crt or short-course rt from 2004 to 2014. 
lateral lymph node dissection (llnd) was performed in 
patients with swollen lateral pelvic lymph nodes before 
Crt. Patients were classified as having lnd1 (metastases 
in only perirectal lymph nodes), lnd2 (metastases in 
intermediate lymph nodes without lateral pelvic lymph 
node metastasis), lnd3 (metastases in lateral pelvic 
lymph nodes). Survival outcomes were compared among 
the groups.

Results/Outcome(s):	lymph node metastasis was found 
in 109 patients (29.5%), and these patients were included 
in the analysis. Seventy (63.0%) were male and 39 (37.0%) 

were female patients. the median distance of the tumor 
from the anal verge was 40 mm (range, 10-80 mm). lateral 
pelvic lymph node dissection was performed in 50 patients 
(45.9%). lnd1, lnd2, and lnd3 were identified in 61 
(60%), 12 (11%), and 36 (29%) patients, respectively. the 
5-year relapse-free survival (rFS) of lnd1, lnd2, and 
lnd3 patients were 51.5%, 15.0%, and 73.8%, respec-
tively (P = 0.0112). in lnd3 patients, the 5-year rFS 
of patients with only lateral pelvic lymph node metastasis 
(87.1%, n = 16) was significantly better than that with 
perirectal or intermediate lymph node metastasis (63.3%, 
n = 20). according to the tnm stage, the 5-year rFS of 
patients with pn1a (n = 32), pn1b (n = 43), and pn2 
(n = 34) was 73.8%, 54.6%, and 41.7%, respectively  
(P = 0.1789).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the distribution of lymph 
node metastasis in patients with locally advanced low 
rectal cancer treated with preoperative chemoradiotherapy 
has significant prognostic impact on survival. the better 
survival outcome of patients with lateral pelvic lymph node 
metastasis compared with that of patients with perirectal 
or intermediate lymph node metastasis would justify lateral 
pelvic lymph node dissection in selected patients with 
suspected lateral pelvic lymph node metastasis even after 
preoperative Crt.

PELVIC	FAT	VOLUME	REDUCTION	WITH	
PREOPERATIVE	VLED:	IMPLICATIONS	FOR	
RECTAL	CANCER	SURGERY	IN	THE	OBESE.

Poster abstracts P543

P. malouf, S. Bell, n. Johnson, r. Wale, Q. Peng, 
P. nottle, S. Warrier
Sydney, NSW, Australia; Melbourne, VIC, Australia; New 
York, NY

Purpose/Background:	 obese patients have higher 
complication rates when undergoing pelvic colorectal 
surgery: blood loss, operative duration, rates of anasto-
motic leak, incisional hernia and stomal complications are 
all increased. indeed, laparoscopic rectal surgery may not 
be possible in the obese individual – in principle due to 
the bulk of the mesorectum, but also due to total pelvic 
fat (iPat) and other visceral fat (Vat). Very low energy 
diets (Vled) reduce abdominal Vat but changes within 
the pelvis and mesorectum have not been documented. 
this article aims to objectively quantify the proportion 
of fat lost from the total intra-pelvic fat volume (iPat) 
and mesorectal fat volume (mat) in response to Vled. 
Secondarily we aim to determine a clinically useful linear 
radiological measurement that correlates with volume that 
may be employed to predict the effect of pre-operative 
Vled.

Methods/Interventions:	Patients scheduled for bariatric 
surgery with a standardised 4 week optifasttm program 
(Vled) underwent one pre-Vled and one post-Vled 
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mri of the pelvis. the Vled was supervised and compli-
ance was measured. Bmi, weight and girth measures 
were obtained prior to Vled and upon completion. all 
measures were performed prior to the intended bariatric 
procedure. image acquisition was standardised. adipose 
quantification analysis was performed using the Q-Fat 
software package developed with idl. Statistical analysis 
was performed with SPSS (ver 23, iBm)

Results/Outcome(s):	 9 patients were recruited, 5 
female and 4 male. median preoperative Bmi was 55.8 
with a median weight of 163Kg (25.7 stone). median 
mat reduction was 29.9%, range 11.6 - 66.6%. median 
iPat reduction was 19.7%, range 41.7% reduction to 
8.9% increase. individual results are shown in table 1. 
linear regression showed correlation between the amount 
of mesorectal fat reduction and two variables: patient 
height and the distance from S1 to the posterior aspect of 
the rectum on mri. the relationship predicted response 
to Vled (r2 67%, p 0.035), whereas Vled compliance, 
Bmi, gender and pre-Vled weight did not.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Vled results in a clinically 
significant reduction in the volume of mesorectal fat with 
a lesser change in total intrapelvic fat, emphasizing the 
utility of Vled for pelvic surgery in the obese individual. 
the distance from S1 to the posterior rectum correlated 
well with mat reduction, making this a valuable clinical 
tool when volumetric analysis is not possible.

INCIDENTAL	DETECTION	OF	COLORECTAL	
LESIONS	BY	FDG	PET/CT	SCANS	IN	
MELANOMA	PATIENTS.

Poster abstracts P544

a. Zahid, i. Choy, r. Saw, J. thompson, C. young
Sydney, NSW, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 the increased use of Pet/Ct 
scans in oncology patients has increased the detection 
of incidental colorectal lesions. the frequency and diag-
nostic outcomes of identifying these lesions in melanoma 
patients has not been previously studied. the primary 
objective of this study was to determine the incidence 
of incidental colorectal lesions found on Pet/Ct scans 
in melanoma patients. the secondary objectives were to 
correlate the radiological findings with their corresponding 
benign, premalignant and malignant lesions, identify which 
patients were referred for colonoscopy and what factors 
influenced referral for colonoscopy.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective analysis of 
patients identified from the prospectively collected research 
database of melanoma institute australia. 2,509 patients 
with melanoma underwent Pet/Ct scans were identified 
between 2001 and 2013. the incidence of incidental 
colorectal lesions, the correlation of imaging findings with 
the presence of benign, premalignant or malignant lesions, 
and the survival of patients who underwent colonoscopy 
versus patients who did not were analyzed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the incidence of incidental 
colorectal lesions in melanoma patients who had Pet/
Ct scans was 3.2%. of the 81 patients who were found to 
have such a lesion, 56% underwent colonoscopy. of these, 
premalignant or malignant disease was found in 72.2%. 

P543 Table 1 Individual Changes in mesorectal and total pelvic fat volumes with 4 weeks of VLED

 Mesorectal adipose volumes Total intrapelvic adipose volumes
Pre-optifast 
mesorectal 

adipose 
volume 
(cm3)

Post-
optifast 

mesorectal 
adipose 
volume 
(cm3)

Percentage 
change

increase or 
decrease

Preoptifast 
Total 

intrapelvic 
adipose 
(cm3)

Post-
optifast 
Total 

intrapelvic 
adipose in 

(cm3)

Percentage 
change

increase or 
decrease

Patient 1 215.67 155.80 -28 decrease 356.98 272.14 -24 decrease

Patient 2 77.15 25.78 -67 decrease 200.78 116.97 -42 decrease
Patient 3 60.58 46.95 -22 decrease 293.69 289.80 -1 decrease
Patient 4 98.6 87.13 -12 decrease 223.79 243.64 9 increase
Patient 5 67 35.8 -47 decrease 148.18 91.24 -38 decrease
Patient 6 80.24 56.25 -30 decrease 132.68 118.45 -11 decrease
Patient 7 158.15 82.12 -48 decrease 324.60 211.24 -35 decrease
Patient 8 23.74 8.62 -64 decrease 41.32 33.19 -20 decrease
Patient 9 16.51 13.04 -21 decrease 41.31 37.93 -8 decrease
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irrespective of disease stage, patients who underwent 
colonoscopic examination benifited from the intervention.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the incidence of incidental 
colorectal lesions identified on Pet/Ct scans in melanoma 
patients was found to be equivalent to that in the general 
cancer population. Patients who underwent colonoscopy 
benefited from the intervention.

A	NOVEL	DERIVATION	PREDICTING	
SURVIVAL	AFTER	PRIMARY	TUMOR	
RESECTION	IN	STAGE	IV	COLORECTAL	
CANCER:	VALIDATION	OF	A	PROGNOSTIC	
SCORING	MODEL	AND	AN	ONLINE	
CALCULATOR	TO	PROVIDE	INDIVIDUALISED	
SURVIVAL	ESTIMATION.

Poster abstracts P545

W. tan, S. dorajoo, m. Chee, W. lin, W. tan, F. Foo, 
C. tang, m. Chew
Singapore, Singapore

Purpose/Background:	a prognostic scoring model had 
been devised from our previous study to predict survival 
following primary tumour resection in patients with meta-
static colorectal cancer and unresectable metastases. this 
has yet been validated on a recent cohort of patients. the 
objective of this study is to validate the proposed prog-
nostic scoring model and creation of an interactive online 
calculator to estimate an individual’s survival after primary 
tumour resection.

Methods/Interventions:	the setting of the study is in 
a tertiary referral centre for management of colorectal 
cancer. the study included 324 consecutive patients with 
metastatic colorectal carcinoma and unresectable metas-
tases who underwent primary tumor resection between 
January 2008 and december 2013. Clinical data and 
survival outcomes of patients were extracted from a 
prospectively maintained database. Patients were catego-
rised into good, moderate, or poor survivor groups based on 
the previous proposed scoring algorithm. discrimination 
was assessed and recalibration was performed, with the 
recalibrated model implemented as an interactive web 
application to provide individualised survival probability.

Results/Outcome(s):	 three hundred and twenty-four 
patients were included in the study. median survival in 
the good, moderate, and poor prognostic groups were 
56.8, 25.7, and 19.9 months, respectively (log rank test, 
p = 0.003). K statistic was 0.638 and R2

D was 0.101. 
Significant differences in survival were found between the 
moderate and good prognostic groups (Hr: 2.79, 95% Ci: 
1.51 – 5.15, p = 0.001) and between poor and good prog-
nostic groups (Hr: 4.12, 95% Ci: 1.98 – 8.55, p <0.001). 
Following recalibration, the model was implemented as 
an interactive online calculator to provide individual-
ised survival estimation after primary tumor resection  
(http://bit.ly/Stage4PrognosticScore).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Limitations- Selection bias 
and single center data may preclude generalisability of 
proposed prognostic scoring model. Conclusions-the prog-
nostic scoring model provides good prognostic stratifica-
tion of survival after primary tumor resection and may be a 
useful tool to guide clinical decision making.

Predictive factors and survival curves based on risk stratification

ANTIBIOTIC	TREATMENT	FOR	ANTERIOR	
RESECTION	SYNDROME	IMPROVES	
PATIENTS’	SUBJECTIVE	BOWEL	FUNCTION	
AFTER	SURGERY	FOR	RECTAL	CANCER:	A	
RANDOMIZED	TRIAL.

Poster abstracts P546

J. Smith, l. temple, G. nash, W. martin, G. Jose, P. S, 
P. Paty
New York, NY; NY, NY

Purpose/Background:	 With current multimodality 
treatment up to 75% of patients with rectal cancer are 
cured. the most debilitating long term effect of rectal 
resection is intestinal dysfunction or anterior resection 
syndrome (arS). Currently there is no proven treatment 
for arS. We postulate that an etiological effect of arS 
is bacterial overgrowth in the colon and treatment with 
antibiotics will improve symptoms.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients with altered bowel 
function 1-5 years following rectal resection for cancer 
were randomized to receive rifaximin 400mgs bid or 
placebo for 4 weeks. Patients’ bowel function was assessed 
using the mSKCC Bowel Function index (BFi) before 
treatment after treatment and 4 weeks later. Patients were 
also asked the subjective question “are your symptoms 
better” each week of the study.
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Results/Outcome(s):	70 patients were enrolled into the 
study. 12 patients did not complete treatment and were 
not evaluable. there was no statistical difference between 
improvements in BFi scores between the rifaximin or 
placebo groups. However more patients subjectively 
reported improvement in bowel function on rifaximin as 
compared to placebo. (40% vs. 11%, p=0.01)

Conclusions/Discussion:	 treatment with rifaximin 
subjectively improves symptoms of anterior resection 
syndrome following rectal resection for rectal cancer but 
does not demonstrate an objective improvement using the 
mSKCC BFi.

SURGICAL	MANAGEMENT	OF	
ENDISCOPICALLY	UNRESECTABLE	GIANT	
COLORECTAL	POLYPS:	CASE	SERIES	FROM	A	
UK	CENTRE	BETWEEN	2008	AND	2016.

Poster abstracts P547

S. mahappuge, S. ishaq, a. Kawesha, K. marimuthu, 
k. Siau, r. Patel, o. oluwajobi
DUDLEY, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	Giant colorectal polyps (3cm or 
above) carry an associated malignant risk of approximately 
40%. although endoscopic mucosal resection (emr) is 
the treatment of choice, surgical resection is considered 
when endoscopic resection is unsuccessful.

Methods/Interventions:	 We performed a prospective 
case series of patients who had undergone surgical resec-
tion. We collected data over 8 years (From august 2008 
to august 2016) in a district general hospital within the 
united Kingdom with tertiary emr expertise. Polyp size 
was measured with an open snare. Standard classifications 
used. Patients were included in the study if they had giant 
polyps diagnosed endoscopically, but deemed unresectable 
or had failed emr. Standard segmental resections was 
performed by colorectal surgeons. We assessed the demo-
graphics, polyp characteristics, indications, time to surgery, 
malignancy risk, postoperative complications, length of 
stay and histology. data were collected from patient 
records and hospital databases.

Results/Outcome(s):	 thirty eight patients (n=38) 
were included (24 males). the mean age was 73.7 years 
(range 28-90). the majority of lesions were left sided 
(58%). the mean polyp size was 53mm(range 30- 160mm). 
thirty six(95%) were Kudo type iV. the majority of 
patients were aSa-2(n=23; 60.5%) while12 (31.5%) were 
aSa-3. the indications for surgical referral included: diffi-
cult position/non-lifting(n=22; 58%), suspicious histology 
and/or imaging(n=14; 37%), failed multiple emr(n=1) 
and FaP(n=1). the mean interval between colonos-
copy and surgery was 136 days(range 13-357). Surgical 
resections consisted of the following: right hemicolecto-
my(n=16; 42%)(8 laparoscopic), left hemicolectomy(n=1; 
3%), anterior resection(n=13; 34%),(5 laparoscopic), 

laparoscopic abdomino-perineal resection(n=2), panproc-
tocolectomy(n=1) and transanal excisions(n=5, 13%). 
Seven(18.4%) patients required a second surgical proce-
dure. two patients had a permanent stoma. the mean 
duration of postoperative hospital stay was 6.1 days. in 
the 90-day postoperative period, no deaths were observed. 
But surgical complications occurred in 9(24%) patients 
comprising of deep vein thrombosis(n=2), surgical site 
infection(n=1), ileus(n= 2), adhesive obstruction(n=1) 
and relaparotomy(n=3). the prevalence of neoplasia on 
surgical histology which were initially benign from endo-
scopic biopsy was 15/38(39.4%) of which 7/15(46.7%) 
were dukes a

Conclusions/Discussion:	Conclusion Surgical manage-
ment of giant polyps carries high morbidity, prolonged 
length of stay and increased overall cost of treatment. 
However, malignant lesions were detected in 39.4% which 
would otherwise have been considered benign. in view 
of this, we suggest that the management of giant colonic 
polyps should be discussed in a multidisciplinary setting 
involving gastroenterologists and surgeons. this will facil-
itate timely management of polyps deemed unsuitable for 
endoscopic resection.

DIAGNOSTIC	ACCURACY	AND	ONCOLOGIC	
OUTCOMES	IN	PATIENTS	WITH	PATHOLOGIC	
T3	AND	T4	COLON	CANCER	WHO	WERE	
STAGED	AS	CLINICAL	T4	PREOPERATIVEL.

Poster abstracts P548

S. Baek, i. yang, d. Kang, J. Kwak, J. Kim, S. Kim
Seoul, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 Patients who were suspected 
of having clinical t4 colon cancer preoperatively were 
frequently diagnosed as t3 stage pathologically, and there 
was a problem for over-staging. We designed this study to 
validate an accuracy of preoperative image study for ct4 
colon cancer and to compare the survival between pt3 
and pt4 groups.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients who underwent 
surgery for colon cancer with suspected clinical t4 stage 
on abdominal computed-tomography (Ct) between 
September 2006 and September 2016 were enrolled in this 
study. Patients who were diagnosed at pt3 and pt4 stages 
postoperatively were identified. We compared clinical data 
and survival rates between the groups.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 40 patients were 
enrolled as ct4 colon cancer. on preoperative abdom-
inal Ct, 67.5% of patients were suspected to ct4 due 
to direct invasion, 30% were perforation, and 10% were 
peritumoral seeding nodules. Pathologic outcomes post-
operatively showed 14 (35.0%) pt3, and 26 (65.0%) pt4 
patients. there were no significant differences in most 
clinical outcomes between the groups. Fifty-six percent of 
ct4 patients who were suspected due to direct invasion 
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of other organs or tissues were diagnosed at pt4. there 
were more patients who were suspected of having direct 
invasion preoperatively in the pt4 group compared to the 
pt3 group (76.9% vs 50.0%, p=0.087), but there was no 
statistical significance. diagnostic sensitivity was 100%, 
specificity was 52.0%, positive predictive value (PPV) was 
55.6%, and negative predictive value was 100% for direct 
invasion. For perforation, 100% sensitivity, 71.8% speci-
ficity, 8.3% PPV and 100% nPV were seen, but statistical 
power was low. Significant differences were seen for 5-year 
overall survival (oS) (100% vs 47.3%, p=0.028), but not 
for 5-year disease-free survival (dFS) (81.5% vs 48.9%, 
p=0.087) between the pt3 and pt4 groups. Patients who 
received adjuvant chemotherapy showed superior onco-
logic outcomes in terms of systemic recurrence (5-year 
dFS, 81.6% vs 0%, p=0.006).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the rate of preoperative 
over-staging for ct4 colon cancer was high, in particular, 
for perforation. to achieve better oncologic outcomes, 
tailored treatment for each patient should be considered 
base on accurate preoperative diagnosis.

PREDICTION	OF	TUMOR	RESPONSE	AFTER	
PREOPERATIVE	CHEMORADIOTHERAPY	FOR	
RECTAL	CANCER	BASED	ON	PATHOLOGICAL	
FINDINGS	OF	PRETREATMENT	BIOPSY	
SPECIMEN.

Poster abstracts P549

e. Shinto, J. omata, y. Kajiwara, S. mochizuki, 
y. Hashiguchi, J. yamamoto, K. Hase, H. ueno
Tokorozawa, Japan; Tokyo, Japan; Itabashi, Japan

Purpose/Background:	Preoperative chemoradiotherapy 
(Crt) is useful for local control after resection of rectal 
cancer, however, Crt results in some toxicities and compli-
cations; thus the prediction of tumor response is essential 
for tailoring treatments for individual patients. We previ-
ously reported that increased Cd8+ tumor-infiltrating  
lymphocytes, low tumor expression of Cd133, and that of 
cyclooxygenase-2 (CoX-2) could be useful pathological 
predictive markers of favorable tumor response to Crt 
(dis Colon rectum 2011; ann Surg oncol 2014). in this 
study, we aimed to test the predictive power of the number 
of these three markers in a retrospective cohort and to 
evaluate the reproducibility of the findings in another 
prospective cohort.

Methods/Interventions:	 First, 95 lower rectal cancer 
patients who underwent preoperative short-term Crt 
(20 Gy in 5 fractions with oral tegafur/uracil) followed 
by radical resection were retrospectively enrolled in this 
study. Second, we prospectively recruited 40 patients who 
underwent long-course Crt (45 Gy in 25 fractions with 
oral S-1 (n=27) or with intravenous irinotecan and oral 
S-1 (n=13)) followed by radical resection between 2011 
and 2016. immunohistochemical staining with antibodies 

for Cd8, Cd133, and CoX-2 was performed on pretreat-
ment biopsy specimens of both cohorts.

Results/Outcome(s):	in the retrospective cohort, each 
of increased Cd8+ tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes, nega-
tivity for Cd133, and CoX-2 expression was associated 
with a favorable tumor response (area of tumor cell 
degeneration/necrosis > 1/3 of the entire tumor lesion; 
p=0.003, 0.0002, and 0.005, respectively). When we 
assessed the number of these factors, the incidence of 
favorable tumor response was 90% (27/30) in patients 
with 2 or 3 factors, whereas it was only 40% (26/65) in 
patients with 0 or 1 factor (p<0.0001). in addition, the 
incidence of t-downstaging was higher in the former 
(43%) than the latter (22%; p=0.03). in the prospective 
cohort, the predictive value of the number of factors for 
tumor response was similarly observed; i.e., there were 
significant differences in the incidence of marked tumor 
response (tumor cell degeneration/necrosis > 2/3 of the 
entire lesion) {66.7% (12/18) vs 31.8% (7/22), p=0.028} 
and in the incidence of t-downstaging (61.1% vs 18.2%, 
p=0.0086) between the two groups.

Conclusions/Discussion:	  our study with 2 cohorts 
demonstrated that the combination of the number of 
Cd8+ tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes and tumor expres-
sions of Cd133 and CoX-2 could be a useful biomarker in 
predicting histological tumor regression after preoperative 
Crt in rectal cancer patients.

EFFICACY	OF	RADIOTHERAPY	IN	
COLORECTAL	CANCER	WITH	RE-RECURRENCE	
AFTER	METASTATECTOMY.

Poster abstracts P550

S. Kim, J. Han, J. Byun, J. Kim
Daegu, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 Previous studies have shown 
safety and efficacy of stereotactic body radiotherapy 
(SBrt) in the treatment of colorectal cancer metastases. 
However, there were no results whether the SBrt was 
better or not than conventional treatment. most studies 
have not compared SBrt and conventional therapy 
like metastatectomy or chemotherapy. the comparison 
of treatment is difficult due to heterogeneity in primary 
tumor, metastases and previous treatment. the aim of 
this study was to compare the outcomes between SBrt 
and conventional therapy in highly selected patients with 
colorectal cancer metastases.
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Methods/Interventions:	 this study was retrospective 
review. Patients enrolled this study from January 2008 to 
august 2015. inclusion criteria were 1) histologic proven 
colorectal adenocarcinoma; 2) radical resection of the 
primary tumor; 3) local treatment of the first metas-
tases; 3) re-recurrence after local treatment of the first 
metastases; and 4) operable re-recurrence judged by a 
trained colorectal surgeon and amendable for other local 
treatment. all metastases were hepatic and/or pulmonary 
metastases. the local treatment included metastatectomy 
and radiofrequency ablation. of 538 patients with metas-
tases, 15 patients underwent conventional treatment for 
re-recurrence and 10 patients underwent radiotherapy for 
re-recurrence. We divided the patients with re-recurrence 
after local treatment of the first metastases; the conven-
tional therapy group (Ct group, n=15) and SBrt group 
(rt group, n=10). the conventional therapy included 
metastatectomy and/or chemotherapy.

Results/Outcome(s):	the clinicopathologic parameters 
were similar between two groups except initial t stage. 
t stage of the Ct group was earlier than that of the 
rt group (P=0.009). mean total follow-up period was 
46.33±18.44 months in the Ct group and 40.90±21.82 
months in the rt group. re-recurrence lesions in the Ct 
group were 10 patients with liver, 4 patients with lung, 
and 1 patient with liver and lung. re-recurrence lesions 
in the rt group were 5 patients with liver, 4 patients with 
lung, and 1 patient with liver and lung (P=0.707). Sum 
of size of re-recurrence lesion was 2.37±1.33 cm in Ct 
group and 2.19±1.43 cm in rt group (P=0.746). mean 
number of re-recurrence lesion was 1.73±1.28 in Ct group 
and 1.80±0.79 in rt group (P=0.885). after treatment 
of re-recurrence, 13 patients (86.7%) in Ct group and 3 
patients (30%) in rt group underwent failure of treat-
ment (P=0.009). in the Ct group, 8 (100%) patients who 
received chemotherapy underwent treatment failure. in 
the Ct group, 5 (71.4%) patients who received metasta-
tectomy underwent treatment failure. mean disease free 
period after re-recurrence was 19.4±5.2 months in Ct 
group and 28.8±5.7 months in rt group (P=0.093).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 this study has several  
limitations. However, radiotherapy for patients with  
re-recurrence was not worse than conventional therapy. 
SBrt was feasible, especially highly selected patients.

ROBOTIC	TRANSANAL	MICROSURGERY	
FOR	EARLY	RECTAL	NEOPLASIA	(T0-T1,N0	
LESIONS):	CASES	SERIES	OF	10	PATIENTS.

Poster abstracts P551

m. Skancke, m. aziz, V. obias
Washington, District of Columbia

Purpose/Background:	 in 2016, an estimated 40,000 
people will receive a new diagnosis of rectal cancer 
and while the overall incidence rate and mortality are 

decreasing, there is an increasing incidence of rectal cancer 
in those under the age of 50. the management of low 
rectal cancers is rapidly evolving. Current guidelines limit 
transanal excision of early rectal neoplasia to within 8cm of 
the anal verge however using robotic assisted microsurgery, 
we report multiple successful transanal excisions average 
11.6cm from the anal verge.

Methods/Interventions:	 We retrospectively reviewed 
ten patients who underwent robotic assisted transanal 
surgery for early stage disease (t0-t1, n0) between 
Q3 2013 and Q2 2016. our operative setup utilizes a 
GelPoint path, two 5mm ports for the robotic arms 
oriented in parallel fashion, an 8mm port for the camera 
and a 5mm assistant port.

Results/Outcome(s):	 there were seven males and 
three females with an average age at surgery of 56 years 
(range 40-83 yr). all were diagnosed preoperatively by 
colonoscopy; two had biopsy proven adenocarcinoma, 
four had tubulovillous/villous adenomatous dysplasia and 
three had tubular adenomas. only one case was upstaged 
from tubulovillous adenomatous features to adenocarci-
noma during definitive resection however this remained 
a t1n0m0 lesion with negative margins. the average 
distance from the anal verge was 11cm (range 6-20cm) 
and all surgical margins were clear of microscopic disease. 
Four cases required conversion from transanal; one of 
the four required robotic abdominal access to repair a 
proctotomy. the average operative time was 167 minutes 
(range 101-361 minutes) and the average blood loss was 
40cc (range 5-100cc). there was no re-admissions within 
30 days of surgery. Six month follow up was available for 
70% of patients and showed no evidence of recurrence.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Progressive screening 
programs for colorectal pathology have provided the field 
with opportunities to treat early stage disease surgically for 
cure. transanal robotic surgery gives the surgeon the tools 
to address pathology farther from the anal verge than was 
previously possible. outcomes data is promising but long 
term follow up and larger cohort analyses is encouraged.

MICROBIOCENOSIS	FEATURES	OF	LOWER	GUT	
IN	PATIENTS	WITH	COLORECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P552

a. Zakharenko, m. Belyaev, a. trushin, o. ten, 
S. Bagnenko, i. Shlyk
Saint-Petersburg, Russian Federation

Purpose/Background:	effects of colonic microbiota on 
surgical outcomes and incidence of postoperative compli-
cations have been described, but these findings are rather 
controversial.

Methods/Interventions:	in the prospective comparative 
study, pre- and post-operation colonic microflora were 
analyzed using real-time PCr. the study was conducted 
at the department of oncology of academician i.P. 
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Pavlov First St. Petersburg State medical university, St. 
Petersburg, russia. thirty-eight patients undergoing colon 
and rectum resection at our university between 2014 and 
2015 were included. all patients underwent surgery as 
scheduled. Standard-volume operations were performed 
laparoscopically in 66% (n = 25) of cases, whereas open 
surgery was performed in 34% (n = 13) of cases.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Changes in microflora changes 
did not depend on patient gender or age, scope or method 
of surgical intervention, or tumor-induced stenosis and 
infiltration (p %0.05). Significantly elevated Lactobacillus 
spp., Bifidobacterium spp., and Bacteroides fragilis group 
levels in all patient categories somewhat contradicted 
previous reports. Significant anaerobic imbalance was most 
frequently diagnosed during the postoperative period, espe-
cially after antibiotic prophylaxis and therapy. C. difficile  
and C. perfringens were most frequently diagnosed in 
patients with tumors of the right colon (p ≤ 0.05). one 
month after surgery, 34% (n = 13) patients exhibited signs 
of irritable bowel syndrome, most of whom were diagnosed 
with Clostridial infection during the postoperative period.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 these findings suggest 
that stool microbiota analysis of patients with colon 
cancer should be performed before and after surgery. if 
opportunistic pathogenic microflora levels are elevated, 
preoperative decontamination should be performed using  
enterotropic antibiotics or personalized antibiotic prophy-
laxis, followed by mandatory postoperative analysis and 
outpatient treatment.

MELANOMA	METASTATIC	TO	THE	COLON	
AND	RECTUM.

Poster abstracts P553

J. Park, K. ng, r. Saw, J. thompson, C. young
Sydney, NSW, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 melanoma metastatic to the 
colon and rectum is rare, and less than 5% of colorectal 
melanoma metastases are diagnosed pre-mortem. there 
are currently no large studies in the literature that have 
examined the incidence and natural history of melanoma 
metastases to the colon and rectum. the aim of this study 
was to identify the incidence, clinicopathologic character-
istics, and survival of patients diagnosed with colorectal 
melanoma metastases.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review was 
performed of all patients diagnosed with melanoma  
(1964-2014) at surgical units affiliated with melanoma 
institute australia (mia). the mia research database 
was interrogated to identify patients diagnosed with metas-
tases in the colon and rectum, and data were obtained 
relating to patient demographics, clinico-pathological 
features and overall disease management.

Results/Outcome(s):	 of 38,279 patients diagnosed 
with melanoma over the 40-year period, 6,020 developed 

distant metastatic disease. 106 patients (0.3%, 64 males, 
mean age 51.0 years [Sd: 16.3]) were identified who had 
colorectal metastases either at the time of initial diagnosis 
or during disease surveillance. the mean interval between 
diagnosis of primary cutaneous melanoma and large bowel 
metastasis was 62.8 months [range: 1-476]. the large 
bowel was the sole site of metastasis in almost one-half of 
cases (n=50, 47.2%), while other sites were also involved 
in 56 cases (52.8%). the most commonly affected colonic 
site was the transverse colon, identified in 27 (25.5%) 
patients. 16 (15.1%) patients were asymptomatic; in symp-
tomatic patients, rectal bleeding was the most common 
symptom (n=19, 17.9%), followed by anaemia (n=13, 
12.3%), abdominal pain (n=13, 12.3%), and abdom-
inal distension (n=11, 10.4%). large bowel metastases 
were almost universally diagnosed by computed tomog-
raphy (Ct) (n=103, 97.2%), while adjuncts to diagnosis 
included colonoscopy in 88 patients (83.0%), and positron 
emission tomography (Pet) in 51 (48.1%). 77 patients 
(72.6%) underwent segmental resection and 29 (27.4%) 
were managed non-operatively.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 though a rare entity, this 
study provides a comprehensive assessment of the natural 
history and outcomes of patients diagnosed with mela-
noma metastatic to the large bowel. When diagnosed, 
large bowel metastases are the solitary site of metastasis in 
one-half of cases. most patients present with symptoms, 
most commonly rectal bleeding. Ct imaging remains an 
important diagnostic tool for this condition.

BARBED	VERSUS	TRADITIONAL	SUTURE	
FOR	ENTEROTOMY	CLOSURE	AFTER	
LAPAROSCOPIC	RGHT	COLECTOMY	
WITH	INTRACORPOREAL	MECHANICAL	
ANASTOMOSIS:	A	CASE-CONTROL	STUDY.

Poster abstracts P554

F. Feroci, r. Quattromani, t. Zalla, l. romoli, 
m. Baraghini, S. Cantafio, m. Scatizzi
Prato, Italy

Purpose/Background:	 to date the efficacy of barbed 
sutures has been evaluated in different types of surgery 
however, no studies about colorectal surgery are available. 
our aim was to establish the safety and efficacy of barbed 
suture for enterotomy closure after laparoscopic right 
colectomy with intracorporeal anastomosis.

Methods/Interventions:	 this study was designed as 
a case-controlled study from a prospective colorectal 
cancer database. this study included 47 patients who 
underwent laparoscopic right hemicolectomy with intra-
corporeal mechanical anastomosis and barbed suture 
enterotomy closure (Barbed Suture Closure – BSC) 
for adenocarcinoma (with the exception of t4 lesions 
and metastasis), compared with 47 matched patients 
who underwent laparoscopic right hemicolectomy with 
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intracorporeal mechanical anastomosis and conventional 
suture enterotomy closure (Conventional Suture Closure 
– CSC) during the same period. Controls were matched for 
stage, age, and gender via a statistically generated selection 
of all laparoscopic right hemicolectomies performed from 
January 2009 until december 2015.

Results/Outcome(s):	 there was no difference 
between the two groups in terms of age, sex, Bmi, aSa,  
co-morbidity, previous abdominal surgery, cancer site and 
cancer staging. in terms of operating time (median 120 
minutes for BSC and 127.5 minutes for CSC), histopatho-
logical results, surgical site complications (2.1% for BSC 
and 8.5% for CSC), hospitalization (median 6 days for BSC 
and 5 days for CSC), readmission rate (0%), there were no 
differences between the groups (p > 0.05). no significant 
differences were noted between the two groups in terms 
of the postoperative course, except for analgesic drug 
consumption, which was less in the CSC group (p=0.039). 
regarding the non-surgical site complications, only one 
case was observed in the CSC group while nine cases were 
observed in the BSC group (p=0.019).

Conclusions/Discussion:	our results support that the 
use of knotless barbed sutures for enterotomy closure after 
laparoscopic right colectomy with intracorporeal mechan-
ical anastomosis is safe and reproducible.

FUNCTIONAL	OUTCOMES	AFTER	RECTAL	
SURGERY:	COMPARISON	OF	TWO	VALIDATED	
BOWEL	FUNCTION	INSTRUMENTS	AND	
ASSOCIATIONS	WITH	QUALITY	OF	LIFE.

Poster abstracts P555

J. Park, K. Chambers-Clouston, d. Ginther, B. yip, 
r. Helewa, r. Silverman, d. Hochman
Winnipeg, MB, Canada

Purpose/Background:	Patients frequently report bowel 
dysfunction after rectal cancer surgery. two questionnaires 
(the memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center Bowel 
Function instrument [mSKCCBFi] and low anterior 
resection Syndrome Score [larSS]) have been sepa-
rately validated as measures of bowel function after rectal 
cancer surgery, but it is unclear how these instruments 
relate to each other and whether there may be an advan-
tage to applying one or both in clinical practice and future 
research protocols. We assessed the relationship between 
the mSKCCBFi and larSS, and how these instru-
ments relate to previously validated quality of life (Qol) 
measures.

Methods/Interventions:	as part of a larger study exam-
ining bowel function after rectal cancer surgery over time, 
patients undergoing transanal endoscopic microsurgery 
(temS) or restorative proctectomy for rectal neoplasms, 
as well as those undergoing colonoscopies (controls), 
prospectively completed the mSKCCBFi and larSS, 
as well as the eortC Core [C]-30 and Colorectal 

[Cr]-29 Qol questionnaires. We included only baseline  
(pre-intervention) data in the present analysis. mSKCCBFi 
(including subscales) and larS scores were correlated 
with Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients. 
mSKCCBFi and larS scores were separately correlated 
with Qol scores using Pearson coefficients.

Results/Outcome(s):	 91 patients completed baseline 
assessments, of whom 48 had rectal tumours for which 
surgery was planned (33 temS and 15 restorative proc-
tectomy), while 43 patients were in the group under-
going colonoscopies for a variety of indications, including 
screening. mean mSKCCBFi score was 72.1± 9.8 (max 
possible score 90), while mean larS score was 19.0±10.1 
(max. possible score 42), with no differences between any 
of the intended treatment groups on either instrument. 
Pearson coefficient r = 0.65 for mSKCCBFi overall score 
and larSS, and r = 0.44 – 0.61 for mSKCCBFi urgency, 
frequency, and dietary subscales, and larSS. on regres-
sion, the urgency score accounted for most of the variation 
in larSS among the mSKCCBFi subscale items (stan-
dardized beta = -0.46). Correlations with Qol measures 
were moderately large for mSKCCBFi and only moderate 
for larSS (table 1).

Conclusions/Discussion:	While both the mSKCCBFi 
and larSS have been separately validated in rectal cancer 
patients, the correlation between them is considered only 
moderately large, which suggests that they are measuring 
related but not identical constructs. Both can be applied to 
serially measure bowel function, but larSS records only 
the severity of dysfunction. the mSKCCBFi may offer 
some advantages by including more discrete categories of 
dysfunction to target for intervention, as well as correlating 
more strongly with Qol measures.

TRANSANAL	TOTAL	MESORECTAL	EXCISION	
VIA	HOLY	PLANE	DISSECTION	BASED	ON	
EMBRYOLOGY	FOR	RECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P556

S. mori, y. Kita, K. Baba, m. yanagi, K. tanabe, 
S. natsugoe
Kagoshima, Japan

Purpose/Background:	 the aim of this study was to 
assess completeness of total mesorectum excision (tme) 
via holy plane dissection based on embryology after tran-
sanal tme (tatme) for rectal cancer.

P555 Table 1. Correlations (r) between bowel function 
and quality of life measures. *significant at < 0.01 

(2-tailed)

MSKCCBFI LARSS
EORTC C-30 0.54* 0.47*
EORTC CR-29 0.58* 0.41*
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Methods/Interventions:	 Methods: Prospectively 
collected data of 15 consecutive patients with rectal 
cancer who underwent tatme from november 2014 to 
october 2016 were enrolled. tme completeness, oper-
ative time for completeness of tme was assessed. tme 
completion time, blood loss, complications, pathological 
findings and length of hospital stay were also assessed. 
Surgical	 procedure: after occlusion of the rectum and 
irrigation with saline, a full-thickness rectal transection 
for intersphincteric resection (iSr) was initiated circum-
ferentially. the access device was inserted, maintaining 
pneumoperitoneum d at 15 mmHg with carbon dioxide 
using an airSeal platform. the dissection started 7 o’clock 
to 11 o’clock clockwise. then the dissection proceeded 5 
o’clock to 11 o’clock reverse clockwise. after dissection 
of rectococcygeal muscle at 6 o’clock and rectourethral 
muscle at 12 o’clock, the holy plane dissected. then 
the dissection proceeded lateral side between behind of 
the neurovascular bundle and rectum with appropriated 
tension. the dissection proceeded toward presacral plane 
and peritoneal reflection. laparoscopic tme simulta-
neously performed via medial approach. ima divided at 
the loot, and imV divided at lower edge of pancreas, and 
splenic flexure mobilized. then the dissection connected 
to the tatme plane.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Results: tme completion 
performed in all patients. all patients had negative of 
circumferential resection margin. mean of tme comple-
tion time and blood loss were 146 min and 95 g, respec-
tively. no patient had an intraoperative complication 
and 3 patients had postoperative complications. no other 
complications occurred. the length of hospital stay was 
12 days.

Conclusions/Discussion:	tatme via holy plane dissec-
tion based on embryology is a safe and feasible procedure 
for treatment of rectal cancer.

OUTCOMES	OF	TRANSANAL	ENDOSCOPIC	
MICROSURGERY	(TEM)	FOR	THE	SURGICAL	
MANAGEMENT	OF	T2	AND	T3	RECTAL	
CANCER.

Poster abstracts P557

r. maniar, m. raval, t. Phang, a. Karimuddin, C. Brown
Vancouver, BC, Canada

Purpose/Background:	 transanal endoscopic micro-
surgery (tem) is an emerging surgical therapy for rectal 
cancer. evidence supports the use of tem for selected 
t1 rectal cancers, but has been discouraging for more 
advanced lesions. at St. Paul’s Hospital (SPH), patients 
with t2/3 adenocarcinoma are recommended for radical 
resection; only patients with prohibitive co-morbidity or 
those who refuse conventional treatment receive tem. 
the objective of this study was to assess the outcome of 

tem as the sole surgical treatment for t2 and t3 rectal 
cancers at our institution.

Methods/Interventions:	at SPH, demographic, opera-
tive, pathologic and follow up data has been collected and 
maintained for all patients treated by tem in the SPH 
tem database. For this study, we included all patients 
with pathology confirmed t2 or t3 adenocarcinoma. 
Patients were excluded if they underwent radical resec-
tion following tem, or if tem was performed for a rectal 
cancer recurrence. Sub-group analysis was performed 
by final tumour stage (t2 vs. t3) and reason for tem 
resection (patient co-morbidity vs. patient refusal). Peri-
operative outcomes, pathologic features and margin status, 
disease-free survival (dFS) and overall survival (oS) were 
assessed. Kaplan-meier survival analyses were performed 
for dFS, oS and estimated 5-year survival outcomes.

Results/Outcome(s):	Between may 1, 2007 and august 
31, 2016, 45 patients were treated by tem for t2 (n=33) 
or t3 (n=12) rectal cancer. twenty-seven patients 
were recommended to have tem due to significant  
co-morbidity precluding major surgery, while 18 patients 
refused oncologic resection despite surgeon recommenda-
tion. there were no major intra-operative complications. 
Post-operative morbidity occurred in 26.7% of patients 
(n=12), although the majority of these complications 
were minor (83.3% with Clavien-dindo classification ≤ 2, 
n=10). on final pathology, 35.6% specimens had a posi-
tive margin (n=16) and one-third had high-risk features 
(n=15), both of which were significantly more common for 
t3 lesions. median follow-up time was 23 months (range 
1-91 months). overall mortality was 42.2% (n=19) and 
17.8% of patients had disease recurrence (n=9, 3 local 
and 6 metastatic). Five-year survival rates were 73.7% 
for dFS and 49.0% for oS.oS was significantly better for 
t2 tumors and patient who refused radical resection (see 
table). Patients who received neo-adjuvant and adjuvant 
therapy also had trends towards improved survival.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 oncologic outcomes 
are sub-optimal following tem for t2 and t3 rectal  
cancer, in particular for t3 lesions. However, prolonged 
survival can be seen in some patients who refuse more 
radical treatment. more studies are needed to determine 
the role of adjuvant therapy to tem for t2 and t3 rectal 
cancers.
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SURGEON	PERSONAL	VALUES	AND	CARE	
PROVIDED	NEAR	THE	END	OF	LIFE	FOR	
COLORECTAL	CANCER	PATIENTS:	RESULTS	
OF	AN	ASCRS	SURVEY.

Poster abstracts P558

m. Healy, J. Vu, a. Kanters, a. reichstein, a. morris, 
P. Suwanabol
Ann Arbor, MI; Stanford, CA; Pittsburgh, PA

Purpose/Background:	 Colorectal cancer is the third 
leading cause of cancer death in the u.S. and one of the 
most common reasons for performing palliative surgical 
interventions. decisions regarding care nearing the end of 
life are informed by clinical information as well as patient 
preferences and values. However, it is unclear how surgeons 
approach these situations with patients. observers in the 
medical and sociological literature describe a notable 
reluctance among surgeons to openly confront issues of 
end-of-life decision-making and care. But, there is little 
empirical evidence directly from surgeons regarding how 
they approach these situations. We conducted a national 
survey designed to understand surgeon perceived barriers 
to palliative and end-of-life care.

Methods/Interventions:	using a survey developed and 
validated by the Critical Care Peer Workgroup of the 
robert Wood Johnson Foundation’s Promoting excellence 
in end-of-life Care Project, we recruited all members of 
the american Society of Colon and rectal Surgeons to 
participate in a web-based survey. the survey is divided 
into three domains characterizing barriers to optimal 
end-of-life care: patient/family factors, clinician factors, 
and systems factors. We also included five open-ended 
questions regarding personal experiences and training in 
palliative and end-of-life care.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the survey response rate was 
16.6%. less than 25% of respondents reported that they 
had received any formal training in palliative and end-of-
life care and only 3.7% of respondents reported that this 

occurred while in residency or fellowship. of respondents, 
71% reported a personal experience of having a family 
member or friend who died, and surgeons reported that 
the experience had positively impacted the way in which 
they care for patients. Surgeons report that they consider a 
good death to be characterized by a lack of suffering, avoid-
ance of aggressive and/or futile care, a rapid time course, 
and the presence of loved ones. However, of the clinician 
factors, 38 to 43% of respondents reported deficiencies in  
end-of-life training as large or huge barriers to optimal 
care, 31% reported psychological or emotional stress as 
large or huge barriers, and more than 50% reported a lack 
of time as a large or huge barrier to optimal care.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Surgeons who care for 
patients with advanced colon and rectal malignancies 
value quality of life at the end-of-life, yet report a lack of 
formal training or skills to provide this important care. in 
this context, personal experience with death appears to 
positively impact surgeon comfort in communicating with 
patients. new initiatives should be aimed at improving 
formal training and time for conversations with patients, in 
order to reduce discrepancies between surgeon values and 
the actual care that surgeons provide.

TRANSANAL	ENDOSCOPIC	MICROSURGERY	
(TEM):	THE	LEARNING	CURVE.

Poster abstracts P559

r. Ghadiry-tavi, C. Brown, a. Karimuddin, t. Phang, 
m. raval
Vancouver, BC, Canada

Purpose/Background:	 transanal endoscopic micro-
surgery (tem) is being increasingly utilized for excision 
of rectal neoplasms. as a new technique, a significant 
learning curve is expected. We aim to determine the 
number of cases at which proficiency is attained, measured 
by operative time.

P557 Survival outcomes for T2/T3 adenocarcinoma of the rectum treated with TEM

DFS with 95% CI 
(months)

Estimated
5-year DFS p-value

OS with 95% CI 
(months)

Estimated
5-year OS p-value

Total Cohort 71.1 (59.0-83.2) 73.7% N/A 49.0 (19.3-78.7) 45.0% N/A
Tumour stage

T2 77.6 (65.7-89.6) 80.8% 0.026 27.7 (34.6-143.4) 53.3% 0.006
T3 48.3 (24.5-72.0) 57.1% 7.4 (9.4-38.6) 12.2%

Reason for TEM
Co-morbidity 72.5 (56.1-88.9) 77.6% 0.942 34.5 (20.9-48.0) 17.8% 0.001
Refusal 67.0 (51.0-83.0) 71.6% 76.3 (63.9-88.9) 83.6%

Additional Therapy
No therapy 56.3 (37.6-75.0) 64.6% 0.288 36.3 (24.0-48.5) 12.8% 0.211
Neo-adjuvant 62.2 (39.1-85.3) 70.3% 54.6 (30.5-78.8) 57.0%
Adjuvant 84.8 (73.3-96.3) 88.9% 66.3 (45.1-87.5) 66.7%
CI=confidence interval, DFS=disease-free survival, OS=overall survival
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Methods/Interventions:	at St. Paul’s Hospital, demo-
graphic, surgical, pathologic and followup data is captured 
in a prospectively-collected SPHtem database. operation 
time (ot) was selected as a measure of proficiency, 
adjusting for tumour size (cm2), tumour location (anterior, 
posterior, lateral), tumour height, peritoneal breach, and 
tumour recurrence status, parameters relevant in attaining 
proficiency. restricted cubic spline curves were plotted to 
determine inflection points for ot by number of cases, 
and comparison of ot before and after inflection points 
was conducted.

Results/Outcome(s):	Between march 2007 and april 
2015, 490 patients were treated by tem (by surgeons 
performing >100 cases each). Complete data were available 
for 466 patients. the mean overall ot was 54±31 min. 
after adjusting for relevant factors, only one inflection 
point was observed, at 50 procedures, and was consistent 
between surgeons. Comparisons were conducted across 
three groups: one prior to the inflection and two after. 
Comparison between the two latter groups was done to 
determine whether, in the absence of additional observed 
inflection points, there was further improvement in ot 
with additional cases. there was a significant difference in 
ot before and after 50 cases (p<0.001), but not between 
the two groups after the inflection point (p=0.07).

Conclusions/Discussion:	We conclude that proficiency 
in tem is consistently achieved after performing 50 
procedures. these findings reflect the learning curve of 
colorectal surgeons proficient in laparoscopy. Volume of 
tem cases available should be considered when imple-
menting tem into a hospital, considering costs and time 
required to attain proficiency. Further study is needed to 
determine competency limits for trainees and the role of 
simulation in achieving proficiency.

MANAGEMENT	OF	LARGE	CECAL	POLYPS:	
WHEN	CAN	THE	ILEOCECAL	VALVE	BE	
SPARED?

Poster abstracts P560

a. Kulaylat, m. moyer, a. mathew, r. andrew, 
K. mcKenna, e. messaris
Hershey, PA

Purpose/Background:	 endoscopic mucosal resection 
(emr) comprises the first-line treatment for large cecal 
polyps. With up to 14% of unresectable colonic polyps 
harboring malignancy, the management of endoscopically 
unresectable cecal polyps remains an oncologic right 
hemicolectomy. in the majority of patients for whom no 
malignancy is identified, however, this procedure is asso-
ciated with substantial postoperative morbidity. this study 
aims to compare the outcomes of patients with cecal polyps 
who undergo either emr, a limited cecectomy, or a right 
hemicolectomy.

Methods/Interventions:	all patients undergoing treat-
ment for large cecal polyps, without known malignancy or 
secondary indications for colon resection, were identified 
within our institutional database between 2008 and 2016, 
and stratified by whether they underwent emr, cecec-
tomy alone (CC), or formal right hemicolectomy (rH). 
Procedural complications were compared between the 
three cohorts. outcomes between the two surgical cohorts 
(CC and rH) were compared using Wilcoxon rank sum 
tests and Fisher’s exact tests, including operative duration, 
estimated blood loss, and length of stay.

Results/Outcome(s):	 128 patients with cecal polyps 
were identified: 84 (60.2%) initially underwent emr, 16 
(12.5%) underwent CC, and 35 (27.3%) underwent rH. 
Seven patients with attempted emr required surgical 
resection, and two patients initially undergoing CC were 
converted to formal rH when the polyp was not identified 
within the specimen (Figure). the two surgical cohorts did 
not differ significantly regarding age, sex, or aSa classifi-
cation. Procedural complication rates were highest among 
those undergoing rH, followed by emr and cecectomy 
(37.1%, 10.7%, and 6.3%, p=0.002). estimated blood loss 
(median 50 vs. 10 ml, p=0.019) and operative duration 
(median 98 minutes vs. 76 minutes, p=0.009) were higher 
in rH compared to CC, as was length of stay (median 
4 vs. 2 days, p<0.001). two invasive adenocarcinomas 
(2.3%) were identified after emr, which underwent 
subsequent resection (but not included in our rH cohort 
due to confirmed malignancy). no malignancies were 
identified upon final pathology within the CC cohort, 
but four patients in the rH cohort were found to have 
neoplastic disease: 2 (5.7%) low-grade appendiceal muci-
nous neoplasms, 1 (2.9%) low-grade mucinous adenocarci-
noma, and 1 (2.9%) adenocarcinoma in situ.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in tertiary centers, the 
majority of large cecal polyps are benign and can be 
addressed using emr. When involvement of appendiceal 
orifice or ileocecal valve precludes excision during the 
index colonoscopy, surgical resection is the standard of 
care. in the subset of cases not involving the ileocecal 
valve, and for whom preoperative biopsies did not show 
evidence of malignancy, cecectomy can offer reduced post-
operative morbidity and length of stay compared to formal 
right hemicolectomy. intraoperative specimen examina-
tion to ensure complete resection is recommended.
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NONOPERATIVE	MANAGEMENT	OF	RECTAL	
CANCER	DEMONSTRATING	COMPLETE	
CLINICAL	RESPONSE	FOLLOWING	
NEOADJUVANT	CHEMORADIATION:	 
A	SYSTEMATIC	REVIEW	AND	META-ANALYSIS.

Poster abstracts P561

F. dossa, t. Chesney, S. acuna, n. Baxter
Toronto, ON, Canada

Purpose/Background:	 non-operative management 
(nom) of patients who demonstrate a complete clinical 
response to neoadjuvant therapy has the potential to 
avoid the morbidity associated with conventional surgical 
treatments for rectal cancer, especially in the setting where 
sphincter-preservation is not possible. However, nom 
remains controversial. We aim to synthesize the literature 
reporting long-term outcomes for patients treated with 
nom.

Methods/Interventions:	 a systematic search was 
performed in medline, emBaSe, and the grey litera-
ture. articles reporting outcomes of patients with rectal 
adenocarcinoma treated with nom after complete clin-
ical response (cCr) to neoadjuvant chemoradiation were 
identified. 2-year local regrowth rates were pooled using 
a random-effects model. Comparative studies including 
groups who underwent radical surgery despite cCr or 
those found to have complete pathologic response (cPr) 
at the time of radical resection were analyzed separately. 
disease-free survival (dFS), non-regrowth recurrence 
(non-luminal intrapelvic recurrence and/or distant metas-
tases), cancer-specific mortality, and overall survival (oS) 
were meta-analyzed across comparative studies.

Results/Outcome(s):	the database search yielded 1844 
records. twenty-three observational studies, including 
861 patients, met inclusion criteria. nine comparative 
studies were identified. males accounted for 64.2% of 

patients; median age ranged from 54-75 years. Pooled 
2-year regrowth rate was 16.4% (95% Ci, 12.5-20.3%). 
increasing time from chemoradiation to assessment of cCr 
was associated with lower rates of local regrowth (p=0.02). 
Compared to patients who demonstrated cPr at surgery, 
those with cCr managed with nom demonstrated no 
differences in non-regrowth recurrences (pooled or, 1.09; 
95% Ci, 0.52-2.28), disease-free survival (pooled Hr, 0.73; 
95% Ci, 0.30-1.76), cancer-specific mortality (pooled or, 
0.71; 95% Ci, 0.30-1.68), or overall survival (pooled Hr, 
1.52; 95% Ci, 0.40-5.74). Similarly, there were no signif-
icant differences between patients with cCr managed 
with nom vs. those managed surgically with respect to  
non-regrowth recurrences (pooled or, 0.53; 95% Ci 
0.14-2.01), dFS (pooled Hr, 0.56; 95% Ci 0.20-1.60), 
cancer-specific mortality (pooled or, 0.55; 95% Ci,  
0.05-5.85), or oS (pooled Hr, 3.91; 95% Ci, 0.57-26.72).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 nom with strict selection 
criteria and close follow-up appears to be a safe therapeutic 
option for patients demonstrating cCr to neoadjuvant 
chemoradiation. despite the paucity of comparative data, 
surgical resection does not appear to confer a survival 
advantage in patients with cCr.

LAPAROSCOPY-ASSISTED	ROBOTIC	
TRANSANAL	TOTAL	MESORECTAL	EXCISION:	
A	PRELIMINARY	20-CASE	SERIES	REPORT.

Poster abstracts P562

P. Chen, S. yang
Taipei, Taiwan

Purpose/Background:	utilization of minimally invasive 
Surgery in the treatment of rectal cancer has been a 
key development in recent years, and transanal total 
mesorectal excision (tatme), which encompasses 
trans-abdominal laparoscopic assistance, is becoming an 
increasingly favored approach in the field of rectal surgery. 
Several preliminary series have already demonstrated 
that tatme for rectal cancer not only meets safety and 
feasibility markers, but also achieves longer distal margin 
lengths and decreases operative time when performed 
via a two-team approach. Furthermore, Surgical robotics 
is believed to increase operative stability while manipu-
lating restricted surgical fields. in this series report, we 
aim to delineate and discuss preliminary findings from our 
Surgical robotic tatme experiences.

Methods/Interventions:	 a total of twenty patients  
(12 males) who received robotic tatme assisted by lapa-
roscopy (rtatme) between January 2016 and november 
2016 at a single institution were documented. Surgical 
outcomes, including complications, pathological outcomes, 
and short-term results, were prospectively analyzed.

Results/Outcome(s):	all patients underwent rtatme 
via a two-team approach. the “abdominal team” operat- 
ed via a single port method (ileostomy site), while the 
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“transanal team” operated via the daVinci Xi system. 
the mean patient age was 56.7±14.3 years (range 31-79)., 
and the mean distance between tumor and anal verge was 
6.0±2.7cm (range 2-10). the mean estimated intraopera-
tive blood loss was 88±107ml (range 30-500), and circular 
stapling was utilized to restore continuity in 80% patients. 
the overall postoperative complication rate was 35%, 
and the mean distal margin length was 3.1±1.3cm. there 
were 2 patients who had a circumferential margin (Crm) 
involved by cancer cells (≤1mm).

Conclusions/Discussion:	our preliminary series report 
demonstrates that utilization of the daVinci Xi system 
in tatme is feasible and safe. in addition, the system’s 
robotic arm wrist greatly assists in performing the distal 
rectal stump purse-string suture. However, we also iden-
tified areas for improvement, including a narrower robotic 
arm to facilitate easier transanal approach and improve-
ment of the robotic docking system. We anticipate that 
robotic systems uniquely designed for single port surgery, 
as such the daVinci SP, will open even more frontiers for 
transanal approach surgery.

POSTOPERATIVE	CEA	STATUS	PREDICTS	
EARLY	RECURRENCE	AFTER	COMPLETE	
CYTOREDUCTION	AND	HYPERTHERMIC	
INTRAPERITONEAL	CHEMOTHERAPY	FOR	
PSEUDOMYXOMA	PERITONEI.

Poster abstracts P563

y. Sato, y. Gohda, r. matsunaga, y. Shuno, H. yano
Shinjuku, Japan

Purpose/Background:	 Cytoreductive surgery (CrS) 
and hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy (HiPeC) 
are the current optimal treatments for pseudomyxoma 
peritonei (PmP), but disease often recurs. elevation of 
the preoperative tumor markers in PmP is a risk factor 
for recurrence and a reduction or normalization of Cea 
level is observed after surgery. the aim of this study was 
to evaluate the prognostic value of a change in Cea level 
after CrS and HiPeC.

Methods/Interventions:	 this was an observational 
prospective study of patients with PmP treated at our 
single institution between march 2010 and april 2015. 
of the 75 consecutive patients, 50 patients who under-
went complete CrS and HiPeC were identified. Serum 
Cea level was measured within 2 weeks before surgery 
and 3 months post-operatively. Patients were classified 
into 3 groups, based on their Cea levels (Group a: 
pre-operative Cea <5ng/ml; Group B: pre-operative Cea 
≥5ng/ml and post-operative Cea <5ng/ml; and Group C:  
pre-operative Cea ≥5ng/ml and post-operative Cea 
≥5ng/ml). recurrence and survival correlated with the 
change in Cea level.

Results/Outcome(s):	 With a median follow-up 
time of 12.3 (range, 1.3-59.5) month, the recurrence 

occurred in 14 (28%) of all patients. the median (range)  
pre-operative level of Cea in the patients who developed 
recurrence tended to be higher when compared with the 
patients who had no recurrence (34.7(2.7-4396.2) vs. 
9.8(1.3-152.6); P=0.224). the recurrence occurred in 2 
(17%) of 12 patients with a normal Cea pre-operatively 
and in 12 (32%) of 38 patients with an elevated Cea 
(P=0.468). the elevated Cea was not normalized in 4 
(11%) of 38 patients after surgery and recurrence occurred 
in all patients with an elevated Cea post-operatively. 
the disease-free interval was 15.1 months in Group a, 
14.6 months in Group B and 10.2 months in Group C 
(P=0.713). the recurrence free survival (rFS) in Group 
a and Group B were similar, while Group C showed a 
significantly lower rFS (39.1 vs. 40.1 vs. 10.3 months, 
respectively) (P<0.001). the overall survival tended to be 
lower in Group C, but not statistically significant (42.3 vs. 
53.0 vs. 24.2 months) (P=0.101).

Conclusions/Discussion:	elevated post-operative Cea 
can predict an increased risk of recurrence and reduced 
survival after complete CrS and HiPeC.

RADIOLOGICAL	FEATURES	OF	COMPLETE	
PATHOLOGICAL	RESPONSE	AFTER	
NEOADJUVANT	THERAPY	FOR	RECTAL	
CANCER.

Poster abstracts P564

l. leung, C. lau
Hong Kong, Hong Kong

Purpose/Background:	 neoadjuvant therapy is now 
the standard of care for locally advanced or node positive 
rectal cancer. Patients with complete pathological response 
carry excellent prognosis. “Wait-and-see” approach can be 
considered for those with clinical and radiological evidence 
of complete response. Controversies exists regarding mri 
prediction of complete treatment response. We would 
like to describe radiological features of the patients with 
complete pathological responses in mri after neoadjuvant 
therapy.

Methods/Interventions:	Patients received neoadjuvant 
chemoirradiation for rectal cancer from January, 2013 
to december 2015 in Pamela youde nethersole eastern 
Hospital are reviewed. the data of patients with complete 
pathological response was retrieved from a prospectively 
maintained database of 64 patients with rectal cancer who 
had undergone surgery after neoadjuvant chemoirradia-
tion. the restaging mris of those patients were reviewed 
by a dedicated radiologist for rectal cancer in our multidis-
ciplinary colorectal team to assess for any common features 
of complete pathological response. assessment is based on 
t2 high resolution axial scans. Features of complete patho-
logical response includes: (1) Complete t2 hypointense 
signal indicating tumour fibrosis. (2) absence of residual 
tumor signal (intermediate t2 hyperintense signal).
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Results/Outcome(s):	6 out of 64 patients had complete 
pathological features and the overall complete pathologica 
response rate was 9.375%. the two features of complete 
pathological response were present in 4 out of the 6 
patients(66.7%).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the presence of all typical 
features on restaging mri pelvis has the potential to be 
used to identify those patients with complete pathological 
response. together with clinical assessment and biopsy, 
those patients suitable for “wait-and-see” approach might 
be identified.

LONGER	OPERATIVE	TIME	IS	ASSOCIATED	
WITH	GREATER	RISK	OF	COMPLICATIONS	
FOR	PATIENTS	UNDERGOING	
ABDOMINOPERINEAL	RESECTION.

Poster abstracts P565

H. leraas, m. turner, r. Kamyszek, Z. Sun, u. nag, 
B. Gilmore, J. migaly, C. mantyh
Durham, NC

Purpose/Background:	the relationship between opera-
tive time and surgical complications has been incompletely 
studied. Some have suggested that longer procedures result 
in more complications (perhaps by anesthetic complica-
tions), while others conclude that shorter operations may 
require shortcuts and have more frequent complications. 
in this study, we examine the effect of operative time on 
patients undergoing abdominoperineal resection for rectal 
cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 the 2011–2013 nSQiP 
dataset was queried to identify patients undergoing elec-
tive abdominoperineal resection (aPr) by CPt code. 
Patients were grouped by operative time based on tertiles 
of operative time. overall 30-day complications (including 
30-day mortality, readmission, superficial infection, trans-
fusion, organ space SSi, unplanned return to operating 
room, abscess formation, wound dehiscence, postoperative 
pneumonia, failure to wean from ventilator, stroke or 
CVa, cardiac arrest, myocardial infarction, septic shock, 
pulmonary embolism, deep vein thrombosis, or progressive 
renal insufficiency), length of stay, readmission, and 30-day 
mortality were compared between groups after multivari-
able adjustment for clinical and disease characteristics.

Results/Outcome(s):	We identified 2,414 patients who 
underwent aPr. operative times were subset patients 
into tertiles: 206 minutes or less for the lower tertile (lt), 
207-303 minutes for the middle tertile (mt) and greater 
than 303 minutes for the upper tertile (ut). in total, 
1,202 patients were included in the lt, 1,205 in the mt, 
and 1,199 in the ut. after controlling for age, race, Bmi, 
aSa classification, and work relative value units, longer 
operative time was significantly associated with increased 
rates of overall complications for both the mt (or=1.09 
95% Ci= 1.05-1.14, p<0.001) and ut (or=1.26 95%  

Ci= 1.21-1.31, p<0.001). additionally, patients in the 
upper tertile of operative time experienced an average 
increase in length of stay of 2.8 days (95% Ci 2.3-3.4 days, 
p<0.001) days relative to patients in the lt.

Conclusions/Discussion:	For patients undergoing aPr, 
longer operative time is associated with a greater risk of 
overall postoperative complications and increased length of 
stay despite controlling for comorbidities and complexity. 
Further investigation is warranted to guide management 
of patients who are anticipated to undergo lengthy proce-
dures or those who have completed prolonged surgery.

TUMOR	BUDDING	STATUS	IN	STAGE	
IV	COLORECTAL	CANCER:	POTENTIAL	
IMPACT	ON	PROGNOSIS	AND	BENEFIT	OF	
CHEMOTHERAPY.

Poster abstracts P566

K. nagata, e. Shinto, y. Kajiwara, m. yamadera, 
S. mochizuki, K. Hase, J. yamamoto, H. ueno
Tokorozawa, Saitama, Japan

Purpose/Background:	tumor budding is recognized as 
an important risk factor for lymph node metastasis in pt1 
colorectal cancer (CrC), and an unfavorable prognostic 
factor in Stage ii patients. However, biological attitude of 
CrC with high-grade budding and its clinical significance 
remains unclear in Stage iV CrC setting. the objective 
of the study was to clarify the prognostic significance of 
tumor budding in Stage iV patients, and to investigate the 
relationship between clinical benefits of chemotherapy and 
tumor budding status.

Methods/Interventions:	 We retrospectively enrolled 
160 patients with Stage iV colorectal cancer (m1a, 
110; m1b, 50) who underwent primary tumor resection, 
followed by systemic chemotherapy. among them, 119 
received combination chemotherapy with oxaliplatin or 
irinotecan (l-oHP/CPt-11) and 41 received 5-fluorouracil  
(5-Fu)-based chemotherapy. We defined the focus of 
tumor budding as an isolated single cancer cell or a cluster 
composed of fewer than five cancer cells, and classified the 
intensity of budding at the hot-spot of individual tumors 
as low-grade (0–9 foci were found in a x200 microscopic 
field) or high-grade (10 or more foci in the field).

Results/Outcome(s):	 Five-year overall survival (oS) 
rate was 37.8% in patients with low-grade budding, whereas 
it was 14.2% in those with high-grade budding (p = 0.002). 
adverse prognostic impact of high-grade budding was also 
observed in the m1a patients (5-year oS, 49.7% in the 
low-grade budding group and 21.6% in the high-grade 
budding group; p =0.018) and in the m1b patients (7.3% 
and 0.0%, respectively; p = 0.026). Comparisons of 3-year 
survival between the combination group and 5-Fu-based 
chemotherapy group showed a significant survival benefit 
of l-oHP/CPt-11 in the high-grade budding patients 
(45.9% and 38.6%, respectively; p = 0.024), but not 
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in the low-grade budding patients (55.0% and 54.5%, 
respectively; p = 0.36). multivariate analysis corroborated 
the survival benefits of l-oHP/CPt-11 in the high-grade 
budding patients (hazard ratio = 0.36; p = 0.0036), but 
not in the low-grade budding patients.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Prognostic significance of 
tumor budding was shown found observed in Stage iV 
patients. tumor budding-high patients received a consid-
erable benefit of l-oHP/CPt-11, while tumor budding-low 
patients in 5-Fu-based chemotherapy group experienced 
the similar survival to those in combination group.

THE	FATE	OF	PRESERVED	SPHINCTER	IN	
RECTAL	CANCER	PATIENTS.

Poster abstracts P567

r. yoo, H. Kim, H. Cho, n. Kim, G. Kim, B. Kye
Suwon, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 Sphincter-saving surgery 
combined with temporary stoma formation is widely 
accepted operative modality to treat rectal cancer in 
contemporary colorectal surgery. sphincter preservation 
often requires temporary diverting stoma to avoid deadly 
risk of anastomotic complications. this study investigates 
the compiled incidence oc persistent use of temporary 
stoma and conversion to permanent stoma. the risk 
factors associated with non-use of constructed bowel or 
re-creation of stoma are analyzed.

Methods/Interventions:	 this is a retrospective study 
conducted at a single institute. a total of 353 patients with 
primary rectal cancer who underwent surgical resection of 
the rectum from 2009 to 2013 were identified. excluding 
the patients with double primary cancer (n=1); those 
with multiple colorectal cancer (n=8); those who didn’t 
receive either palliative or curative resection (n=10); 
the ones who received abdominoperineal resection or 
Hartmann’s procedure (n=17); those only received local 
excision (n=20); those underwent total or subtotal colec-
tomy; those underwent emergency surgery (n=2); tumors 
located above 10cm from the anal verge (n=56); and 
the one with final pathologic confirmation of neuroen-
docrine tumor (n=1). the patients who subsequently 
had to develop permanent stoma or were unable to close 
temporary stoma were compared to the patients without 
stoma and who succeeded in closure. Fisher’s exact test or 
Student’s t test was performed for statistical significance of 

categorical variables. mann—Whitney u test was used for 
continuous variables. multivariate analysis was performed 
to find out the risk factors associated.

Results/Outcome(s):	of 236 patients with rectal cancer 
who received sphincter-saving surgery, temporary stoma 
was made for 211(89.4%) patients. Stoma was not created 
in the remaining 25 (10.6%) patients. after median 
follow-up of 41.5 months, a total of 17 patients (7.2%) 
demonstrated persistent use or re-formation of stoma. Bmi 
(kg/m2), tumor location below 5cm from the anal verge, 
anastomotic leakage, and local recurrence were signifi-
cantly associated with persistent use or re-formation of 
stoma. multivariate analysis revealed that Bmi and tumor 
location below 5cm from the anal verge are the indepen-
dent risk factor for persistent use or re-creation of stoma.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 despite of the effort 
to preserve sphincter, 7.2% of patients could not use 
reconstructed bowel after a median follow-up period of 
41.5 months. the risk factor analysis implies that obese 
patients with rectal cancer located below 5cm are likely 
to possess permanent stoma after sphincter-saving surgery. 
therefore, they should be strongly taken into an account 
before sphincter preservation.
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THE	IMPACT	OF	ABO	BLOOD	TYPE	ON	THE	
PROGNOSIS	OF	COLON	AND	RECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P568

S. morita, m. tsuruta, H. Hasegawa, K. okabayashi, 
t. ishida, H. Suzumura, y. Kitagawa
Tokyo, Japan

Purpose/Background:	 Background For more than a 
century, the aBo blood type has been widely used for clas-
sification of human blood by the aBo blood type antigens 
on red blood cells. as such antigens are expressed on the 
epithelial cells of several organs including gastrointestinal 
tract, recently, the prognosis of the patients with blood 
type aB after curative resection of colon cancer is reported 
better than those of the other blood types. the objective 
of this study is to evaluate the correlation of aBo blood 
type with the prognosis of colon and rectal cancer (CrC).

Methods/Interventions:	Method the objects were 465 
CrC patients who underwent curative resection in our 
institution (median follow up time 28.8 months) during 
January 2011 and September 2014. their clinicopatholog-
ical characteristics and surgical outcomes were collected 
from their medical records and statistical analysis was 
performed to clarify the influence of aBo blood type on 
overall survival (oS).

Results/Outcome(s):	Result the distribution of aBo 
blood type was 171 blood type a (36.8%), 117 blood type 
B (25.2%), 123 blood type o (26.5%), and 54 blood type 
aB (11.6%). there was no significant difference in clin-
icopathological background factors between aBo blood 
types. the mean oS for all patients was 28.8 months. in 
the Kaplan-meier analysis, the oS of the patients with 
blood type a was relatively shorter than those with blood 
type non-a (28.8 vs 31.2 months, p=0.057), whereas, 
multivariate analysis by Cox proportional hazards model 
revealed no evident correlation (Hazard ratio (Hr): 1.69, 
95%Confidential interval (Ci): 0.90-3.17, p=0.100). in 
the subgroup analysis as to primary tumor location, the 
patients with left-side colon cancer (n=140) showed that 
oS of blood type a group was significantly shorter than 
that of blood type non-a group (24.0 vs 30.0 months, 
p=0.044) and blood type a was an independent poor prog-
nostic factor (Hr: 3.18, 95%Ci: 1.10-9.18, p=0.032). no 
relationship was confirmed in right-side colon or rectum.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Discussion our results were 
different from recent Chinese paper, in which blood type 
aB might be a favor prognostic factor in colon cancer, 
however there are only two study of small samples ever and 
further investigation is needed. Conclusion Blood type a 
may be an independent risk factor in the patients with left 
side colon cancer.

MAGNETIC	RESONANCE	IMAGING	AS	
A	BIOMARKER	TO	PREDICT	HIGH-RISK	
PATIENTS	IN	RECTAL	CANCER	SURGERY:	
DEFINITION	OF	A	PREDICTIVE	SCORE.

Poster abstracts P569

P. rouanet, l. escal, H. lemoyne-de-Forges, S. thezenas
Montpellier, France

Purpose/Background:	 rectal cancer surgery is tech-
nically challenging and depends on many factors. the 
aim of our study was to evaluate the influence of clinical 
and anatomical preoperative factors, particularly pelvic 
dimensions and mesorectal fat volume to predict surgical 
difficulty in total mesorectal excision for rectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 Consecutive patients who 
underwent tme (laparoscopic, robotic or open proce-
dure) for locally-advanced rectal cancer after neoadjuvant 
treatment between January 2005 and June 2014 were 
retrospectively included. to evaluate and predict surgical 
difficulty, we used an in-house surgical grade divided in 
low versus high difficulty. Preoperative clinical and mri 
data were studied in regards of the surgical difficulty grade.

Results/Outcome(s):	164 patients, of median age 60.9 
years (range 26-86) were included in the study and were 
divided in two groups: low (n=143, 87.2%) or high (n=21, 
12.8%) predicted surgical difficulty. in multivariate anal-
ysis, Bmi≥30, coloanal anastomosis (versus colorectal anas-
tomosis), intertuberous distance <10cm and mesorectal 
fat area >20.7cm2 were significantly associated with high 
surgical difficulty. We propose a 4-item score, ranging 
from 0 to 4, each item (Bmi, type of surgery, intertuberous 
distance and mesorectal fat area) scored 0 or 1, predictive 
of high-risk patients. Patients could then be considered at 
high-risk if they have a score of 3 or 4.

Conclusions/Discussion:	our study allowed the identi-
fication of preoperative factors which may help to predict 
high-risk surgeries in rectal cancer patients. larger and 
prospective studies are needed to validate our results. 
definition of these high-risk patients will help surgeons 
to define the optimal operative strategy and to compare 
different surgical technique.

RECURRENCE	AND	LONG-TERM	SURVIVAL	
FOLLOWING	SEGMENTAL	COLECTOMY	
FOR	RIGHT-SIDED	COLON	CANCER	IN	813	
PATIENTS:	A	SINGLE-INSTITUTION	STUDY.

Poster abstracts P570

S. moncrief, e. dozois, K. Wise, d. Colibaseanu, 
a. merchea, K. mathis
Rochester, MN

Purpose/Background:	 long-term survival outcomes 
and patterns of recurrence following segmental colectomy 
for non-metastatic right-sided colon cancer were studied.
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Methods/Interventions:	 We identified all consecu-
tive patients who underwent a right hemicolectomy for 
colon adenocarcinoma at a single institution from January 
2000 to december 2007 and then followed them through 
october 2016. data collected included demographics, 
tumor and pathology characteristics, operative and adju-
vant therapies, and recurrence and survival outcomes.

Results/Outcome(s):	We identified 813 patients, 53% 
female. median age was 74.4 years (range, 31 to 99). 
tumors were located in the right (92%) and proximal 
transverse (8%) colon. Grade of tumor was 1 (<1 %), 2 
(26%), 3 (64%), 4 (9%). median tumor size was 4.3cm 
(0.2-16). median number of lymph nodes retrieved was 
18, (1-104). tnm stage was i (27%), ii (39%), and iii 
(34%). adjuvant chemotherapy was administered in 228 
patients (40 patients (13%) with stage ii disease and 188 
patients (68%) with stage iii. any recurrence occurred in 
105 patients (13%), at a median time of 1.3 years (range, 
4 months – 7.9 years). First recurrence was local/anasto-
motic in 24 patients (3%), regional in 20 patients (2.5%), 
and distant in 79 patients (9.7%). at a median follow up 
of 7.3 years, 398 patients were alive without disease, 8 
patients were alive with disease, and 407 patients died. 
the 1, 3, 5, and 10 year cancer-specific survival was 97.9%, 
90.6%, 84.1%, 66.2%, respectively (Figure 1). the 1, 3, 5 
and 10 year overall survival was 94.3%, 82.3%, 72.4%, and 
48.6%, respectively. the 1, 3, 5 and 10 year disease- free 
survival was 91.1%, 76.7%, 67%, and 45.8%, respectively. 
univariate predictors of recurrence were tumor grade, 
tumor size, and tnm stage; tnm stage remained signif-
icant after multivariable analysis. univariate predictors of 
overall survival included age, Bmi, tumor size, tnm stage, 
and use of adjuvant chemotherapy; age, tnm stage, and 
use of adjuvant chemotherapy remained significant in a 
multivariable analysis.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 We report excellent long 
term cancer outcomes from a large cohort of patients with 
non-metastatic right sided colon adenocarcinoma treated 
by segmental colectomy. the majority of failures were due 
to distant disease highlighting the importance of adjuvant 
chemotherapy in appropriate patients.

Figure 1 Cancer Specific Survival by tnm Stage

THE	EFFECT	OF	LAPAROSCOPIC	SURGICAL	
APPROACH	ON	SHORT-TERM	OUTCOMES	FOR	
RECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P571

a. Godshalk ruggles, S. ivatury
Lebanon, NH

Purpose/Background:	 the purpose of this study is to 
evaluate short-term outcomes based on the integration of 
laparoscopy in rectal cancer surgery. We evaluated three 
surgical approaches: a pure laparoscopic approach, a hybrid 
approach of laparoscopy and planned open conversion, 
and a laparoscopic approach with unplanned conversion.

Methods/Interventions:	 the american College of 
Surgeons nSQiP Colectomy module was queried to iden-
tify all patients with a principal diagnosis of rectal cancer 
(iCd-9: 154.1) from 2012 to 2014. the cohort was divided 
into three groups: pure laparoscopic or hand-assisted 
laparoscopic proctectomy (lap), laparoscopic proctectomy 
with planned open conversion (Planned open), and lapa-
roscopic proctectomy with unplanned open conversion 
(unplanned open). demographic, clinical, and outcomes 
data was collected. univariate analysis was performed. 
Statistical analysis was performed using anoVa, 
Chi-squared, and non-parametric tests. a p-value of <0.05 
was considered statistically significant with a confidence 
interval of 95%.

Results/Outcome(s):	 1008 patients met inclusion 
criteria: 495 were in the lap group, 385 were in the 
Planned open group, and 128 were in the unplanned 
open group. demographic information revealed that 
age and gender were no different among the groups. 
Preoperative patient characteristics demonstrated that 
there was no differences in most comorbidities including 
diabetes, smoking history, CoPd, dyspnea on moderate 
exertion, and history of mi. there was an increased Bmi in 
the unplanned open group compared to the others [lap: 
27.7 (0.3) kg/m2; Planned open: 27.6 (0.3); unplanned 
open: 30.2 (0.5), p<0.05]. all groups had a similar rate 
of mechanical bowel prep, but an oral antibiotic prep 
was used less frequently with the lap group (lap: 20.0%; 
Planned open: 34.8%; unplanned open: 32.8%, p<0.05). 
Short-term outcomes are shown in table 1. there was no 
difference in the anastomotic leak rate among the three 
groups (lap: 5.9%; Planned open: 5.5%; unplanned 
open: 10.2%). Patients in the unplanned open group had 
a statistically significant higher rate of ileus (24.2%), infec-
tious complications (25.8%), pulmonary complications 
(7.0%), and cardiac complications (3.9%). there was no 
difference in the distribution of pathologic stage between 
the three groups. the unplanned open group had a higher 
median (iQr) postoperative length of stay [lap: 5 (4-6) 
days; Planned open: 5 (4-6); unplanned open: 6 (5-9), 
p<0.05]. readmission rate did not differ among the groups.

Conclusions/Discussion:	laparoscopic proctectomy for 
rectal cancer has similar outcomes if the procedure is 
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performed laparoscopically with or without planned open 
conversion while lap with unplanned conversion to open 
is associated with worse outcomes. Consideration of a 
patient’s Bmi in surgical planning and allowing for planned 
open conversion may prevent significant morbidity with 
little downside.

UTILITY	OF	ULTRASOUND	FOR	EARLY	
DIAGNOSIS	OF	LIVER	METASTASIS	DURING	
COLORECTAL	CANCER	FOLLOW-UP.

Poster abstracts P572

F. ocariz, m. maya, a. Canelas, m. laporte, m. Bun, 
C. Peczan, n. rotholtz
Ciudad Autónoma de Buenos Aires, Argentina

Purpose/Background:	 the aim of colon cancer 
follow-up after initial treatment is to identify recurrence 
as early as possible. on the other hand, the most frequent 
distant recurrence site is the liver, and recurrences occur 
specially during the first two years after surgery. the 
majority of guidelines recommend the use of computed 
tomography (Ct) scan every 6 months, but little is known 
about the potential benefits of adding an abdominal ultra-
sound (uS) interleaved between the Ct scans. the objec-
tive of this study was to analyze the utility of uS to identify 
liver metastases during the first two years of follow-up of 
colorectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective study based 
on a prospective collected database was performed. all 
patients who underwent initial treatment for colorectal 
cancer with at least two years of follow-up between 2003 
and 2016 were included. a thoracic, abdominal and 
pelvic Ct scan was performed every six months adding an 

abdominal uS in between those periods for the first two 
years. Patients who had distant metastasis at initial presen-
tation (stage iV) were excluded.

Results/Outcome(s):	 of a total of 426 patients, 299 
met the inclusion criteria and were recruited. 54 (5%) 
were males. main age was 66.7 (±12,2) years. ninety nine 
(33.1%) patients were classified as stage i; 93 (31.1%) as 
stage ii; and 107 (35.8%) as stage iii. Fifty (16.7%) patients 
had recurrences during follow up: 31(62%) intraabdominal 
recurrences; 17 extraabdominal metastasis (34%); and 2 
(4%) local recurrences. From those who had abdominal 
recurrences, 17 patients presented with liver metastasis: 5 
(29.4%) diagnosed by uS; 12 (70.6%) by Ct scan. eleven 
patients had resectable disease being 4 (36%) of them 
diagnosed by uS.

Conclusions/Discussion:	uS could be a useful comple-
mentary method to identify liver metastases in the 
follow-up of colorectal cancer and it might be an efective 
tool to anticipate this diagnosis.

FOLLOW-UP	FOR	PATIENTS	WITH	STAGE	I	
COLON	CANCER.	IS	IT	WORTHWHILE?

Poster abstracts P573

F. ocariz, m. maya, a. Canelas, m. laporte, C. Peczan, 
m. Bun, n. rotholtz
Ciudad Autónoma de Buenos Aires, Argentina

Purpose/Background:	after primary treatment of colon 
cancer, 30 to 50% of patients will develop recurrence or 
will die as a result of the disease. the aim of the follow-up 
is to identify recurrences as early as possible. the incidence 
of recurrences in patients with stage i disease is very low. 
that is why the need and frequency of tests during follow 

P571 Short-term (30-day) Outcomes by Laparoscopic Surgical Approach for Rectal Cancer

Laparoscopic 
(n=495)

Laparoscopic with 
Planned Open 

Conversion (n=385)

Laparoscopic with 
Unplanned Open 

Conversion (n=128) p
Mortality 1 (0.2%) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0%) NS
Any Complication 69 (13.9%) 37 (9.6%) 27 (21.1%) <0.05
Ileus 64 (12.9%) 65 (16.9%) 31 (24.2%) <0.05
Infectious Complications 48 (9.7%) 42 (10.9%) 33 (25.8%) <0.05
Pulmonary Complications 10 (2.0%) 11 (2.9%) 9 (7.0%) <0.05
Cardiac Complications 2 (0.4%) 1 (0.3%) 5 (3.9%) <0.05
Renal Complications 13 (2.6%) 10 (2.6%) 3 (2.3%) NS
Urinary Tract Infection 19 (3.8%) 11 (2.9%) 7 (5.5%) NS
Venous Thromboembolism 7 (1.4%) 2 (0.5%) 1 (0.8%) NS
Anastomotic Leak 29 (5.9%) 21 (5.5%) 13 (10.2%) NS
Mean (SD) Operative Time in Minutes 244 (45) 251 (5) 278 (9) <0.05
Median (IQR) Postoperative Length of 
Stay in Days

5 (4-6) 5 (4-6) 6 (5-9) <0.05

Readmission 55 (11.1%) 55 (14.3%) 17 (13.3%) NS
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up for this group of patients is questioned. the objective of 
this study was to analyze the effectiveness of the follow up 
in patients with stage i colon cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective study based 
on a prospective collected database was performed. all 
patients treated with stage i colon cancer according to 
tnm classification who have at least two years of follow 
up and completed at least 80% of the tests required 
between 2003 and 2016 were included. Patients with 
locoregional disease (stages i-iii) are controlled every 3 
months with clinical examination and Cea. thoracic and 
abdominal Ct scans are done at months 6, 12, 18 and 24; 
and abdominal ultrasound is performed at months 3, 9, 15 
and 21 during the follow-up. after the second year, Cea 
and Ct scans were performed annualy. Colonoscopy is 
done one year after primary treatment, unless a preopera-
tive incomplete study. in those cases, colonoscopy is done 
6 months after surgery.

Results/Outcome(s):	 during the mentioned period, 
426 patients were operated due to colon cancer. of those, 
99 patients met the inclusion criteria. Fifty three patients 
(53,5%) were male, with an average age of 66,3(±10,46) 
years. the main follow-up was 53,03 (±29,70) months. 
only one liver recurrence was diagnosed 6 months after 
surgery (recurrence rate 1%).

Conclusions/Discussion:	the effectiveness of follow-up 
in patients with stage i disease is low, thus, either its indi-
cation or the frequency of studies should be rethought.

PREOPERATIVE	LOCAL	STAGING	OF	COLON	
CANCER	USING	COMPUTED	TOMOGRAPHY	
SCAN.	PRELIMINARY	REPORT.

Poster abstracts P574

m. maya, r. reino, a. Canelas, m. laporte, C. Carreras, 
m. Bun, S. de luca, n. rotholtz
Ciudad Autónoma de Buenos Aires, Argentina

Purpose/Background:	 there is some evidence that 
locally advanced colon cancer might benefit from neoad-
juvant therapy. While these evidences are confirmed, it 
would be important to identify which study has the best 
accuracy for local staging. Computed tomography (Ct) is 
the study of choice to rule out extended disease, but little is 
known about its usefulness for local staging. the objective 
of this study was to determine the diagnostic accuracy of 
Ct in preoperative staging of colon cancer using tnm 
criteria.

Methods/Interventions:	a prospective study including 
patients undergoing primary resection of right and left 
colon cancer with Ct pre-operative ctnm staging during 
the period between 2013 and 2016 was performed. Patients 
with presence of distant metastases at the diagnosis or with 
studies performed at other institutions were excluded. the 
Ct staging protocol was performed on a 320-cuts tomo-
graph aquilion one, toshiba medical systems, (ohtawara, 

Japan). the evaluation of ctnm at Ct was performed 
independently by two radiologists, who were blinded each 
other and from the pathology report (gold standard). the 
accuracy for locally advanced colon cancer (t3-t4) and 
nodal metastases (n positive) was measure by calculating 
sensitivity (S), specificity (SP), positive (PPV) and nega-
tive predictive values (nPV). the inter-observer agree-
ment was calculated using the kappa coefficient using the 
scale proposed by landis and Koch.

Results/Outcome(s):	Forty six studies were evaluated. 
47% of the tumors were located in the right colon while 
53% in the left. the S, SP, VPP and nPV to determine t 
and n were as follows: t3: S 55%, SP 100%, VPP100%, 
VPn56%; t4: S62%, PS 86%, VPP50%, VPn 91%. to 
define n positive: S68%, SP 63%, VPP50%, VPn79%. a 
sub-analysis was performed over t3-t4 together achieving 
a S of 100% (iC: 0.66-1), SP 70% (iC: 0.62-0.70), VPP 
45% (Ci: 0.30-0.45), VPn100 % (iC: 0.88-1). the kappa 
value for Ct diagnosis of locally advanced colon cancer 
(t3-t4) was 0.49 (95% Ci: 0.25-0.73) and lymph node 
metastases (n positive) 0.24 (95% Ci: 0.06-0.42).

Conclusions/Discussion:	Preliminary results from this 
study shows that Ct would have a moderate to low diag-
nostic accuracy for preoperative staging of colon cancer. 
However, it could be better to distinguish the initial 
tumors from those locally advanced.

COMPARISON	OF	INITIATION	OF	ADJUVANT	
CHEMOTHERAPY	AFTER	ROBOTIC	AND	
LAPAROSCOPIC	COLON	CANCER	SURGERY:	
A	CASE-CONTROLLED	STUDY	WITH	
PROPENSITY	SCORE	MATCHING.

Poster abstracts P575

W. Jeong, S. Bae, S. Baek
Daegu, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 early initiation of adjuvant 
chemotherapy after colon cancer surgery has shown better 
oncologic outcomes in previous studies. However, clinical 
impact of robotic and laparoscopic surgery on the initiation 
of adjuvant chemotherapy has not been widely evaluated. 
the aim of this study was to compare the impact of robotic 
and laparoscopic surgery on the initiation of adjuvant 
chemotherapy after colon cancer surgery.

Methods/Interventions:	 From november, 2005 to 
September, 2016, 278 patients underwent curative robotic 
or laparoscopic surgery for stage ii, iii colon cancer. 
twenty nine patients underwent robotic surgery and 249 
patients underwent laparoscopic surgery. to control for 
different demographic factors in the two groups, propensity 
score case matching was used at a 1:4 ratio. Propensity 
scores were generated with the baseline characteristics, 
including age, sex, body mass index, american Society of 
anesthesiologists (aSa) score, tumor location and patho-
logic stage. Finally, 145 patients were matched with 29 
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patients of the robotic surgery group and 116 patients of 
the laparoscopic surgery group.

Results/Outcome(s):	the operation time was longer in 
the robotic group (311 vs. 191 min; P < 0.001). However, 
conversion rate, number of retrieved lymph nodes, length 
of stay, postoperative complication rate, and Clavien-
dindo grade were not significantly different between 
robotic and laparoscopic groups. there was no difference 
in the time to initiation of adjuvant chemotherapy between 
two groups (29.6 vs. 30.1 days, respectively; P = 0.820).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 robotic and laparoscopic 
surgery showed no different impact on the initiation of 
adjuvant chemotherapy. this finding suggests that two 
surgical techniques offer similar postoperative recovery.

LUMINAL	MAPPING	&	DISTRIBUTION	
OF	COLONIC	ADENOCARCINOMAS	
AND	ADENOMAS:	A	PROSPECTIVE	
OBSERVATIONAL	STUDY.

Poster abstracts P576

P. Shukla, K. trencheva, J. milsom
New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	the distribution of adenocarci-
nomas and adenomas of the colon has been studied on the 
basis of their anatomical (segmental) location. However 
there is a paucity of data regarding the luminal location of 
these lesions.

Methods/Interventions:	 Surgical specimens from 
consecutive patients who had a colonic resection were 
submitted for mapping the luminal location of the adenoma/
adenocarcinoma by 2 attending surgeons/pathologist. 
Based on their luminal location, lesions were classified  
as mesenteric, anti-mesenteric, predominantly mesenteric, 
predominantly anti-mesenteric, or equal.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 86 subjects were 
recruited, and the total number of lesions (adenomas 
and adenocarcinomas) was 122. there were 49 adenomas 
and 73 adenocarcinomas. the distribution of adenomas 
along the colon was as follows: right colon 34, trans-
verse colon 5, left colon 3, and sigmoid colon 7, while 
the distribution of adenocarcinomas was right colon 39, 
transverse colon 5, left colon 7, and sigmoid colon 22. 
the luminal location of adenocarcinomas was as follows: 
mesenteric/mesenteric predominance 48 (66%) and  
anti-mesenteric/anti-mesenteric predominance 21 
(29%). the luminal location of adenomas was as follows: 
mesenteric/mesenteric predominance 42 (86%) and  
anti-mesenteric/anti-mesenteric predominance 5 (10%).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 luminal mapping of colonic 
adenomas and adenocarcinomas suggests a mesenteric 
bias. this may have important clinical implications 
impacting both diagnostic and therapeutic strategies. 
Further research is required to elucidate the mechanisms 
underlying this predilection.

PLASMA	MESOTHELIN	AS	A	NOVEL	
DIAGNOSTIC	AND	PROGNOSTIC	BIOMARKER	
IN	COLORECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P577

m. ni
Nanjing, China

Purpose/Background:	 Colorectal cancer is the third 
most common malignant tumor, in terms of incidence 
around the world. However, nearly 25% patients with 
colorectal cancer were diagnosed advancing stage at the 
first time and the 5-year survival rate of colorectal cancer 
was estimated to be 62-64%. it is necessary to identify 
some new potential biomarkers, especially in plasma or 
serum, for the diagnosis of colorectal cancer and prediction 

P575 Perioperative results (After case matching)

Robotic
(n = 29)

Laparoscopic
(n = 116) P value

Conversion, n (%) 0 6 (5.2) 0.600†
Operation time (min.)
Mean (SD)

311 (97) 191 (58) < 0.001

Retrieved lymph node
Mean (SD)

26 (9) 29 (14) 0.229

Length of stay (day)
Mean (SD)

10.9 (3.6) 10.8 (4.6) 0.873

Postoperative complication, n (%) 6 (20.7) 15 (12.9) 0.288
Clavien-Dindo Grade, n (%)
I/II/III

3 (10.3)/3 (10.3)/0 5 (4.3)/9 (7.8)/1 (0.8) 0.675

Time to iniation of chemotherapy (day)
Mean (SD)

29.6 (9.0) 30.1 (10.9) 0.820

† Fisher’s exact test. SD, standard deviation.
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of therapy. mesothelin, a 40-kda cell glycosylphosphatidyl 
inositol (GPi)-linked protein, has been found in mesothe-
lial cells lining the peritoneum, pleura and pericardium 
usually. the overexpressed mesothelin has been detected 
in many cancers. However, the potential value of meso-
thelin as plasma biomarkers in colorectal cancer has not 
been explored. the purpose of this study was to identify 
whether plasma mesothelin is a suitable diagnostic and 
prognostic biomarker for colorectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 We performed a two-stage 
case-control study of 147 colorectal cancer cases and 121 
healthy controls to evaluate plasma mesothelin levels 
in colorectal cancer by enzyme-linked immunosorbent 
assay (eliSa). Preoperative and postoperative plasmas of 
patients were collected to examine the level changes influ-
enced by surgery. We also used receiver operating charac-
teristic (roC) curves and the area under the curve (auC) 
to identify the diagnostic power of plasma mesothelin. 
Furthermore, patient survival analyses were conducted by 
Kaplan-meier analyses and Cox regression models.

Results/Outcome(s):	in this study, we investigated the 
level of mesothelin in plasma in a two-stage case-control 
study and evaluated the diagnosis and prognosis value 
of colorectal cancer patients with high mesothelin level. 
Combined the results in stage 1 and stage 2, we obtained 
the consistent results that colorectal cancer patients 
secreted more mesothelin in plasma than cancer-free 
controls (cases, median level = 34.68 ng/ml; controls, 
median level = 25.65 ng/ml; P < 0.001). moreover, we 
found that mesothelin levels in group of duke’s stage C 
and d were obviously higher than the group of duke’s 
stage a and B (P < 0.001). in addition, we found that 
plasma mesothelin in colorectal cancer patients were 
significantly higher than that in the controls (P < 0.001) 
with an auC value of 0.690 (95% Ci = 0.625 to 0.752). 
individuals with lower mesothelin level had a longer 
survival time (adjusted Hr = 4.43, 95% Ci = 1.93-10.15, 
P < 0.001). Furthermore, Patients had slightly decreased 
mesothelin levels in postoperative plasma than preoper-
ative plasma, although the alteration was not significant  
(P = 0.052).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 our results provided the 
evidence that plasma mesothelin level was associated with 
development and prognosis of colorectal cancer, which 
may be a potential diagnosis and prognosis biomarker for 
colorectal cancer.

PELVIC	EXENTERATION	IN	PATIENTS	WITH	
RESECTABLE	VISCERAL	METASTATIC	DISEASE.

Poster abstracts P578

m. Chen, K. austin, m. Solomon
Sydney, NSW, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 8-30% of patients with locally 
advanced rectal cancer develop metastatic disease. 

untreated 5-year survival rates are less than 5%. With 
curative resection of liver and lung metastases, 5-year 
survival rates can improve to 25-35%. Pelvic exenteration 
is the only curative treatment option for patients with 
locally advanced primary or recurrent rectal cancer. there 
is limited published data on the outcomes of pelvic exen-
teration and resection of visceral metastases.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review of a 
prospective database was performed from January 1994 to 
present. the inclusion criteria were patients who under-
went pelvic exenteration for primary or recurrent rectal 
cancer with resectable metastatic disease. the primary 
endpoint was 5-year disease free survival. Secondary 
endpoints were local recurrence, morbidity and mortality.

Results/Outcome(s):	 299 patients out of 498 under-
went pelvic exenteration for primary or recurrent rectal 
cancer. 15 patients had resectable visceral metastases 
at the time of diagnosis. the median follow up was 29 
months. no patients were lost to follow up. overall median 
survival was 29 months, with a 5-year disease-free survival 
of 50%. 5 patients died during the study period due to 
cardiorespiratory disease with only 1 patient developing 
recurrence of liver metastases 4 months after surgery.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Pelvic exenteration with 
resection of visceral metastases may produce favorable 
outcomes. more extensive analysis with a larger multi-
center study population is required in this small population 
of patients. our review demonstrated a median survival of 
29 months, which is significantly higher than published 
data for those treated non-operatively by chemotherapy or 
chemoradiotherapy.

ADC	VALUE	OF	TUMOR	IN	RECTAL	CANCER	
BY	DIFFUSION-WEIGHTED	MRI.

Poster abstracts P579

H. Suzumura, m. tsuruta, H. Hasegawa, K. okabayashi, 
t. ishida, y. asada, S. okuda, y. Kitagawa
Tokyo, Japan

Purpose/Background:	 imaging analysis has been 
dramatically improved and used for the diagnosis of 
several malignant tumors, however, its usefulness remains 
unproved for oncological characterization. apparent diffu-
sion coefficient (adC) value by diffusion-weighted mri 
could evaluate cell congestion in the tissue by demon-
strating relative movement of water molecules in the 
intracellular space. recently, adC value is suggested to 
correlate with the malignant potential in ovarian or renal 
cancer. in this current study, we attempted to clarify the 
significance of adC value on rectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	We enrolled 126 patients who 
had undergone anterior resection for rectal cancer with 
curative intention in our hospital from January, 2006 to 
march, 2016 and had available results of preoperative 
mri. We built adC-map from their diffusion-weighted 
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mri, randomly selected three horizontal images in tumor, 
and measured adC value in the regions of interest 
surrounding each tumor. the patients were divided into 
two groups by the average of adC value and their clini-
copathological background factors or long-term outcomes 
were compared statistically.

Results/Outcome(s):	in the 126 cases of this study, the 
mean adC value of tumor (mean±standard deviation) was 
(1.24±0.16)×10-3. lower adC group includes 55 patients 
and significantly more number of patients with t2-4 
locally advanced cancer (p=0.031) or lymphatic invasion 
(p=0.028). no difference was observed in the other factors 
including the number of lymph nodes metastasis, preop-
erative tumor marker (Cea, Ca19-9), vascular invasion 
and histological type between the two groups. the median 
observational period was 39.6 months. recurrence was 
observed in 17 patients; 5 local recurrences and 12 distant 
metastases (i.e. liver, lung, brain, and bone). univariate 
analysis of recurrence free survival by Cox proportional 
hazard models revealed significantly worse outcome in 
lower adC value group (Hazard ratio: 3.07, p=0.013). 
multivariate analysis adjusted with Cea, pathological 
lymph node metastasis and lymphatic invasion revealed 
that lower adC value tended to be a poor prognostic 
factor (Hazard ratio: 2.42, p=0.068). However, no correla-
tion was observed in cancer related survival (p=0.792).

Conclusions/Discussion:	adC value of tumor by diffu-
sion-weighted mri might be a prognostic factor for rectal 
cancer though further investigation is required.

FACTORS	ASSOCIATED	WITH	30-DAY	
READMISSION	AFTER	LAPAROSCOPIC	RECTAL	
SURGERY	WITHIN	AN	ENHANCED	RECOVERY	
PATHWAY.

Poster abstracts P580

a. Vignali, u. elmore, m. lemma, r. rosati
Milan, Italy

Purpose/Background:	 Hospital re-admission within 
30 days of surgery has been identified as a marker of poor 
outcome. aim of the present study is to identify risk factors 
associated with 30-day readmission following laparoscopic 
rectal cancer surgery within an enhanced recovery after 
surgery (eraS) pathway

Methods/Interventions:	260 consecutive patients with 
histologically documented rectal cancer, who underwent 
laparoscopic rectal resection in compliance with an eraS 
pathway over a 7 year period in a single istitution were 
retrospectively evaluated. data were collected relating to 
patient demographic, co-morbidity on admission, aSa 
score, Body mass index, neoadjuvant chemotherapy, oper-
ative and postoperative variables including compliance 
with eraS items. a logistic regression model was used to 
identify factors associated with readmissions. Sensitivity 
analysis of non-emergent admission was also conducted

Results/Outcome(s):	 overall compliance to eraS 
protocol was 86.7 %. median (range) of hospital stay 
was 6 (3-52) days. readmission occurred in 24 patients 
(9.2%). Causes of re-admission were as follow: bowel 
obstruction (n=7), ostomy dysfunction (n=2), anasto-
motic leak (n=6), wound infection (n=6), pneumonia 
(n=2) and anastomotic bleeding (n=1). age < 65 years 
old (odds ratio 5, 6; 95% Ci 1.2-26.3; p= 0.03), severe 
postoperative complications including Clavien-dindo class 
3b-5 (odds-ratio 4.42; 95% Ci 2.62-76.8; p=0.002), low  
(< 70%) compliance of eraS protocol (odds ratio 4.2; 
95% Ci: 1.13-17.17; p=0.05) were independent predictors 
of readmission at the multivariate analysis.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 eraS protocol could be 
safely applied to rectal cancer patients without jeopar-
dize 30-day readmission rate. Poor adherence to eraS 
protocol, age < 65 and major postoperative complications 
were independent predictors of readmission after laparo-
scopic surgery for rectal cancer. these findings highlight 
the need to further expand the scope of the eraS pathway 
beyond hospital discharge.

COMPARING	STANDARD	COLONOSCOPY	TO	
ENDOCUFF	VISION	ASSISTED	COLONOSCOPY:	
A	RANDOMIZED	CONTROL	TRIAL	WITH	
VIDEO	ANALYSIS.

Poster abstracts P581

a. Jacob, P. Hewett
Northgate, SA, Australia

Purpose/Background:	Capped devices have been avail-
able for to enhance colonoscopy. endocuff vision is a 
second generation device that is fitted at the end of the 
colonoscope. this device has tentacle-like arms that 
remain retracted on advancing the colonoscope. on with-
drawal the arms wing out to spread the folds of the colon. 
this assists in looking behind folds of the colon and identi-
fying hidden polyps and improving the adenoma and polyp 
detection rate. Higher adenoma detection rate is associ-
ated with lower interval adenoma and colorectal carci-
noma rate. the primary outcome of the study is to prove 
an improved adenoma detection rate with the endocuff 
vision device. Secondary outcomes include a video analysis 
looking specifically at the efficiency of withdrawal, looking 
particularly at the “red-out” rate - which is where vision is 
lost during withdrawal of the scope coming into contact 
with the wall of the colon. anecdotally it has been difficult 
to intubate the terminal ileum, completion either into the 
terminal ileum or cecum will be assessed.

Methods/Interventions:	a power calculation based on 
the first generation device endocuff vision which showed 
a 12% increase in the adenoma detection rate. to prove 
a difference 209 scopes were required in each arm with a 
target of 418 scopes. the patients were block randomized 
per colonoscopy list either into standard colonoscopy or 
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endocuff vision assisted colonoscopy. the first 50 of each 
arm were recorded for video analysis. all patients that 
presented for colonoscopy were considered eligible for the 
trial. Patients were excluded if they had a prior colonic 
resection, known stricture from inflammatory bowel or 
diverticular disease or if an obstructing cancer found 
during examination.

Results/Outcome(s):	 results are still pending. the 
study has currently recruited 300 patients and is expected 
to be completed in January 2017. We are expecting the 
trial to be completed with statistical analysis by the time of 
aSCrS meeting in June 2017.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 We expect the endocuff 
vision capped colonoscopy device to show an improved 
adenoma detection rate compared to standard colonos-
copy. We also expect the device to show an improved 
efficiency in withdrawal on video analysis. Capped devices 
should be used routinely for screening colonoscopy.

MODELLED	DECISION	ANALYSISD	DOES	
NOT	SUPPORT	ROUTINE	FORMATION	OF	A	
DEFUNCTIONING	STOMA	IN	LOW	ANTERIOR	
RESECTION.

Poster abstracts P582

e. macdermid, C. young, S. moug, r. anderson
Baulkham Hills, NSW, Australia; Camperdown, NSW, 
Australia; Paisley, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 Formation of a defunctioning 
stoma after low anterior resection has been shown in 
meta-analysis to reduce both the incidence of anastomotic 
leak, and need for reoperation [1]. However, defunc-
tioning stomas are associated with their own incidence 
of complications and invariably need further surgery. 
modelled decision analysis is a quantitative method of 
examining different choices such as these made under 
uncertainty. this study examines a modelled decision 
analysis of the choice whether or not to defunction after 
low anterior resection.

Methods/Interventions:	 the base case is that of a 
healthy 65 year-old man undergoing low anterior resection 
for a rectal cancer with curative intent. a decision-tree 
was constructed using treePlantm software. incidence 
of anastomotic leak (0.1 with defunctioning stoma, 
0.14 without), stomas complications (0.22), reoperation  
and death were obtained from previously published 
meta-analysis [1]. risk of permanent stoma after leakage 
and reoperation (0.25) was obtained from a large case-series 
[2]. utilities of different patient outcomes were obtained 
from a previous questionnaire of colorectal surgeons from 
the British isles. Projected life expectancy was obtained 
from life tables. two-way testing was performed to assess 
and test for variable sensitivity, including incidence of 
anastomotic leak with and without a stoma, and incidence 
of stoma complications.

Results/Outcome(s):	 omission of a defunctioning 
stoma after low anterior resection gives a better total 
Qualy outcome (17.98 vs 17.86 Qualys) for the base-
case patient. on two-way testing of variables it was demon-
strated that once the incidence of anastomotic leak without 
defunctioning stoma reaches 24%, or the incidence of 
complications from stoma formation is 16% or less, routine 
stoma formation becomes optimal.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 modelled decision analysis 
does not support routine formation of a defunctioning 
stoma after low anterior resection. the incidence of anas-
tomotic leak at which stoma formation becomes optimal 
appears to be 24%. our previous work showed that most 
colorectal surgeons would deem this to be an unacceptably 
high risk. as our decision analysis was modelled on patient 
utility values provided by surgeons themselves it would 
appear that other unrecognised heuristic factors exert a 
bias on this decision. 1. tan et al (2009) meta-analysis of 
defunctioning stomas in low anterior resection for rectal 
cancer. Br J Surg, 96: 462–472. doi:10.1002/bjs.6594 2. 
matthiessen et al (2004) risk factors for anastomotic 
leakage after anterior resection of the rectum. Colorectal 
disease 6: 462 – 469.

decision tree showing risks and utilities of various patient outcomes 
after low anterior resection of the rectum.
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OBSERVATION	OF	“COMPLETE	CLINICAL	
RRESPONSE”	IN	RECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P583

l. Sposato
Millswood, SA, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 When a rectal cancer disappears 
after a long course of chemo/radiotherapy the possibility of 
observation alone is raised. We report the results of a single 
centre’s experience of observation with strict surveillance.

Methods/Interventions:	  this is an ongoing single-
centre prospective cohort and follow up of all consecutive 
rectal cancer patients deemed to have had a complete 
clinical response (cCr) after long course neoadjuvant 
chemoradiotherapy (Crt) managed by a ‘watch and wait’ 
approach at Flinders medical Centre from 2010. Patients 
were assessed at 10-weeks with clinical examination, flex-
ible sigmoidoscopy (+ biopsies) and mri. Patients without 
any clinically obvious residual tumour were observed 
with strict follow-up. they were referred to 3-6 monthly 
follow-up visits for repeat clinical examinations and flex-
ible sigmoidoscopy with biopsies (when feasible). mri 
pelvis (+dWi) was repeated every 6-months. all patients 
were made aware about the non-standard nature of this 
approach with extensive discussion about the risks and 
benefits.

Results/Outcome(s):	 37 patients were observed. mean 
age was 61.06-years. t2 – 8, t3 – 23, t4 – 2; n0 – 6, 
n1 – 16, n2 – 10; m1 – 5. 25 patients sustained a cCr 
over a median follow up of 24.3-months (range 4.4-69.5). 
1 of these had metastatic disease at presentation and 
maintained stable disease, while the remaining 24 of 32 
(75%) with locally advanced cancers are all currently 
still alive with no further residual disease. there were 11 
local re-growths, three of which occurred in patients with 
metastatic disease at initial staging. mean time to detec-
tion was 16.5-months. nine underwent salvage procedures  
(6 ular, 2 lar; 1 aPr), and one declined surgery and 
underwent a local excision. 9 of these patients have had no 
local or systemic recurrence after a mean of 15.3 months 
follow-up. two of these patients also had metastatic disease 
at presentation. one patient with locally advanced disease 
developed combined local and systemic recurrence that 
was amenable to further surgery. they required a defunc-
tioning ileostomy together with systemic chemotherapy. 
a further patient developed isolated non-resectable lung 
metastases without any evidence of local disease. there 
didn’t appear to be any significant differences in terms of 
age, gender distribution, tumour size estimation, depth of 
invasion, lymph node status, and disease stage between 
those with and without local re-growths. our local and 
systemic recurrence rate in those with locally advanced 
disease is 3.3% and 6.25% respectively.

Conclusions/Discussion:	  the study has reproduced 
results of other prospective cohort trials on watch and 
wait, in particular that a strict selection criteria, up-to-date 

imaging and follow up is safe and feasible with the great 
majority of local re-growths salvageable with a systemic 
recurrence rate within 10% - comparable to that reported 
for patients with a complete pathological response.

INCIDENCE	RATE	AND	HIGH-RISK	FACTORS	
FOR	RECTOVAGINAL	FISTULA	AFTER	LOW	
ANTERIOR	RESECTION	IN	CHINESE	PATIENTS	
WITH	COLORECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P584

y. Xu, H. Zheng
Shanghai, China

Purpose/Background:	 rectovaginal fistula (rVF) is 
a postoperative complication of low anterior resection 
(lar). However, very few cases of post-lar rVF have 
been reported.

Methods/Interventions:	 to determine post-lar 
rVF incidence, high-risk factors, and optimal treatment 
methods. Female patients (n=1493) who underwent lar 
for colorectal cancer between January 2006 and march 
2016 were included. We calculated the incidence of 
post-lar rVF and performed univariate and multivariate 
logistic regression analyses of high-risk factors. Various 
treatment methods and corresponding fistula healing 
conditions were analyzed.

Results/Outcome(s):	the incidence of post-lar rVF 
was 1.61%. rVF occurred 3–1,161 days after surgery 
(median 19.5 days). univariate analysis revealed the 
following significant high-risk factors: distance of the lower 
tumor margin from the anus (p<0.001), surgery duration 
(p=0.009), unsatisfactory anastomosis (p<0.001), and 
heavy intraoperative blood loss (p=0.002). multivariate 
analysis showed that only the distance of the lower tumor 
margin from the anus (hazard ratio [Hr] 0.650, 95% 
confidence interval [Ci] 0.496-0.851, p=0.002) and unsat-
isfactory anastomosis (Hr 6.474, 95% Ci 2.236-18.743, 
p=0.001) were related to rVF occurrence. after rVF 
occurrence, 24 patients were followed-up for 228–3,733 
days (median 1,774 days). Currently, 16 patients (66.7%) 
have healed. the healing time range was 30–1,225 days 
(median 210 days). after the occurrence of anastomotic 
leakage, 21 patients underwent fistula bypass surgery, of 
which, 71.4% (15/21) recovered after ostomy.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the main high-risk factors 
for post-lar rVF are tumors near the anus and unsat-
isfactory anastomosis. once rVF occurs, we recommend 
performing colostomy bypass surgery. these findings can 
help reduce rVF occurrence and improve treatment 
outcomes.
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THE	PREDICTIVE	FACTOR	OF	
COMPLICATIONS	AFTER	COLORECTAL	
CANCER	SURGERY	USING	THE	CART	:	
CLASSIFICATION	AND	REGRESSION	TREES	
METHOD.

Poster abstracts P586

n. iwama
Tokyo, Japan

Purpose/Background:	 Complications after colorectal 
cancer (CrC) surgery are still critical issues and require for 
earlier diagnosis and treatment. tree structured method 
represented by Cart (Classification and regression 
trees), is a useful method to classify the population with 
higher rate of events by optimal cutpoints of decision tree, 
which is easy to interpret and has a good predictive power. 
in this study, we attempted to make decision trees with 
postoperative blood test for predicting complications after 
CrC surgery by using Cart methods and validate it for 
the other data-set.

Methods/Interventions:	 Postoperative blood test 
results (WBC : White Blood Cell, Hb : Hemoglobin, Plt :  
Platelets, tP : total Protein, CrP : C-reactive Protein) on 
1 or 3 postoperative day (Pod) were collected from 734 
patients with CrC who had undergone curative resection 
in our institute from 2005 to 2011 and used for making the 
decision tree for predicting postoperative complications 
by Cart methods using r software. Sequentially, the 
validation study for the decision tree was performed in 111 
patients with CrC who had undergone curative surgery 
from oct 2014 to June 2015 in our institute.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Cart methods successfully 
established the optimal decision tree in which the patients 
with CrP>16.41mg/dl as well as Plt%248x104μl on 3Pod 
showed significantly higher risk of postoperative compli-
cations (odds ratio : 8.379±6.125, p=0.004) compared 
to the others. in the validation study, the patients were 
divided into high or low risk groups following these 
cut points, and their clinicopathological backgrounds or 
short-term surgical outcome were compared. the high 
risk group consisted of 10 patients For clinicopatholog-
ical backgrounds, no difference was observed except for 
laparoscopic surgery (60 vs 86%, p=0.032). With respect 
of surgical outcome, operation time (356 vs 270min, 
p=0.014), bleeding (381 vs 10, p<0.001), and the length of 
stay (14 vs 7days, p=0.002) were significantly favorable in 
the low risk group. the high risk group showed 7 patients 
(70%) with postoperative complications over Grade 1 
in Clavien-dindo classification, which was significantly 
greater compared to 22 patients (22.8%) in the low risk 
group (p=0.0010). multivariate analysis adjusted with 
age, sex, Performance Status, operation time, bleeding, 
and laparoscopic surgery revealed that the high risk group 
was an independent risk group for complications after 
colorectal cancer surgery (odds ratio: 6.143 95% Ci: 
1.249-30.22, p=0.026).

Conclusions/Discussion:	the decision tree by CrP and 
Plt on 3Pod, which was obtained from Cart methods, 
might be feasible for predicting postoperative complica-
tions in CrC surgery.

MRI	STAGING	OF	RECTAL	CANCER:	
PROFORMA	USE	IMPROVES	COMPLETENESS	
OF	REPORTS.

Poster abstracts P587

J. Canny, d. mcarthur, m. Goldstein
Birmingham, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 magnetic resonance scanning 
is the gold standard imaging technique for local staging 
of rectal cancers. it is imperative that key information 
is included within the mri report to guide management 
decisions. Based on previous research in histopathology 
we believe a proforma will aid in the completeness of mri 
reporting.

Methods/Interventions:	100 patients over a 16 month 
period were retrospectively reviewed, all had mris for 
primary rectal cancers. 50 were reported with proformas 
and 50 by free text. Comparison of the information 
reported was then made between the 2 groups to ascertain 
completeness of reports. reports were said to be complete 
when all of the key information deemed necessary by 
the european Society of Gastrointestinal and adominal 
radiologists (eSGar) had been included. Chi quared test 
was used to ascertain whether there

Results/Outcome(s):	 6% of reports reported in free 
text were complete compared to 98% of proforma reports 
showing a clear difference (χ2 = 84.776, p= <0.001).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the use of a proforma 
improves completeness of reporting in mris for primary 
rectal malignancy and should be considered in all units 
undertaking treatment of rectal malignancy

DEVELOPMENT	AND	VALIDATION	OF	A	
PREDICTION	MODEL	FOR	ANASTOMOTIC	
LEAKAGE	RISK	IN	LAPAROSCOPIC	LOW	
ANTERIOR	RESECTION:	A	DECISION	MAKING	
TOOL	FOR	PROTECTIVE	STOMA.

Poster abstracts P588

H. Kim, G. Choi, J. Park, S. Park
Daegu, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	a protective stoma may reduce 
the risk of clinical anastomotic leakage after laparoscopic 
low anterior resection, but this is overtreatment for most 
patients. more accurate predictive tool of anastomotic 
leakage would be helpful for tailoring stoma creation. We 
aimed to identify the predictive factors of anastomotic 
leakage and develop a prediction model to calculate 
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anastomotic leakage risk during the operation in laparo-
scopic low anterior resection for rectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	Between 2005 and 2012, 666 
rectal cancer patients who underwent laparoscopic low 
anterior resection with double-stapled anastomosis and 
without protective stoma, were included in this study. a 
prediction model was constructed based on the probability 
risk score and was validated for 188 patients collected from 
2013 to august 2014.

Results/Outcome(s):	 anastomotic leakage rate was 
noted in 62 patients (9.3%). male, preoperative chemora-
diation, clinical advanced tumor stage, multiple firings of 
the linear stapler, and the lower location of anastomosis 
were used in this prediction model. When applying this 
model, anastomotic leakage was predicted in 216 patients 
(32.4%) and actual anastomotic leakage occurred in 45 
patients (6.8%). it can translate that if we make 32.4% 
of protective stoma, clinical anastomotic leakage can 
be reduced from 9.3% to 2.5%. the predictive accuracy 
of this model was 71.8% (sensitivity, 72.6%; specificity, 
71.7%). on the validating this model in difference treat-
ment period, the predictive accuracy was 70.2% (sensi-
tivity, 66.7%; specificity, 70.4%).

Conclusions/Discussion:	a Prediction model for anas-
tomotic leakage risk may be a valuable decision making 
tool that can help surgeons reliably identify patients at high 
risk for anastomotic leakage. Further large cohort study 
would be required to generalize this single-center study.

MANAGEMENT	OF	GASTRIC	ADENOMAS	IN	
PATIENTS	WITH	FAMILIAL	ADENOMATOUS	
POLYPOSIS.

Poster abstracts P589

i. martin, a. Chukwuemeka, a. Von roon, a. latchford
Watford, United Kingdom; London, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 Patients with familial adeno-
matous polyposis (FaP) are known to have a higher risk 
of developing gastric adenomas. there is limited under-
standing of their clinical course and no consensus on 
surveillance and management. We reviewed the manage-
ment of gastric adenomas in patients with FaP from St. 
mark’s Hospital.

Methods/Interventions:	a retrospective search of the 
FaP registry database and endoscopy reports identified 
45 patients (27 male) with gastric adenoma. Patient 
records, and histopathology reports were evaluated.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Forty-five patients were diag-
nosed with adenoma; one of these was upgraded to cancer 
on further immunohistochemical assessment and has been 
excluded from further analysis. the median age at diag-
nosis was 47 years (range 43-80) with a mean follow up of 
18 months (range 1-123). of the gastric adenomas, twen-
ty-one (48%) were located in the antrum. twelve (39%) 
were <5mm in size, thirteen (42%) between 5-20mm and 
six (19%) >20mm. twenty adenomas (45%) demonstrated 
multiplicity whilst twenty-four (55%) were single. three 
(7%) contained high-grade dysplasia and were between 
7-50mm in size. Sixteen patients (36%) with gastric 
adenomas also had desmoid disease. thirteen patients 
(30%) underwent emr, four (9%) had eSd and one (2%) 
had cold biopsy removal. two patients were admitted for 
complications - one for bleeding, requiring repeat endos-
copy and one for analgesia. there was no evidence of 
adenoma recurrence in those who underwent endoscopic 
resection. twenty-five patients (57%) continue on surveil-
lance or are awaiting intervention and one patient was lost 
to follow up.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 endoscopic surveillance and 
resection of gastric adenomas appears to be safe with a 
low incidence of recurrence. Gastric adenomas seem to be 
distributed equally proximal and distal to incisura. Further 
investigation is required to confirm whether the known 
association between gastric adenomas and desmoid disease 
represents a truly independent association, or whether it 
simply reflects the site of the germline mutation.

DEHYDRATED	HUMAN	AMNION	CHORION	
MEMBRANE	IN	COLORECTAL	ANASTOMOSES.

Poster abstracts P590

e. minnard
Marrero, LA

Purpose/Background:	 anastomotic leaks following 
colorectal surgery represent a significant postoperative 
complication with devastating if not lethal consequences. 
this complication is associated with severe morbidly and 
mortality. large patient series have demonstrated that this 
event can occur in as much as 7% of colon anastomosis 
surgeries. although there is much literature regarding the 
risks factors and consequence of this complications, few 
attempt have been using adjunct techniques to ameliorate 
this problem. the aim of this study was to evaluate the 
use of dehydrated human amnion and chorion membrane 
(dHaCm) to reduce the incidence of this complication.

Methods/Interventions:	a systematic review was made 
of a single surgeon’s experiences utilizing dHaCm to wrap 
his colonic anastomoses at the time of primary surgical 
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repair. Seventy four of patients underwent colonic resec-
tions with anastomoses wrapped in dHaCm. the leak rate 
was then compared to the surgeon’s historic leak rate prior 
to the use of dHaCm.

Results/Outcome(s):	approximately 20 patients devel-
oped anastomotic leak in over 400 surgeries prior to the 
adoption of dHaCm wrapping of the anastomosis for 
an estimated leak rate of 5.0%. one of patient devel-
oped anastomotic leak in seventy-four of surgeries where 
dHaCm wrapping of the anastomosis was used for a leak 
rate of 1.35%.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 dHaCm appears to signifi-
cantly reduce the number of anastomotic leaks in colon 
resection surgery and can therefore reduce the prolonged 
length of stay and/or the need for readmission in these 
patients.

NEOADJUVANT	CHEMORADIATION	MAY	
WORSEN	RECTAL	CANCER	INTRATUMORAL	
HETEROGENEITY	AMONG	PATIENTS	WHO	
DEVELOP	INCOMPLETE	RESPONSE	TO	
TREATMENT.

Poster abstracts P591

r. Perez, a. Habr-Gama, F. Bettoni, C. masotti, 
B. Correa, P. Galante, G. Pagin São Julião, B. Borba 
Vailati, J. Gama-rodrigues, r. azevedo, S. araujo, 
a. aranha Camargo
Sao Paulo, Brazil

Purpose/Background:	 neoadjuvant chemoradiation 
(nCrt) may result in incomplete tumor regression in a 
significant proportion of patients. unresponsive tumors 
are considered to be associated with worse oncological 
outcomes when compared to those that develop complete 
response. the presence of distinct subpopulations of 
cancer cells within a single rectal cancer (intratumoral 
heterogeneity) may play a key role in tumor resistance to 
treatment modalities. the aim of this study was to compare 
the grade of intratumoral heterogeneity (itH) among 
rectal cancer prior to and after nCrt among patients with 
incomplete response to therapy.

Methods/Interventions:	 Consecutive patients with 
ct3n0-1m0 undergoing nCrt (54Gy and concomitant 
5Fu-based chemotherapy) were eligible for the study. 
Patients with incomplete response after 12 weeks from 
nCrt completion were managed by radical surgery. 
Fragments from pre-treatment biopsies and post-Crt 
residual cancer were collected, snap-frozen and underwent 
whole-exome sequencing and mutation detection analysis 
using Solid 5500xl System. itH in pre-treatment tumor 
biopsies were compared to post-treatment tumor fragments 
using mutant allele frequency (maF) scores.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Seven consecutive patients 
with incomplete response to nCrt were included. maF 
scores were significantly higher in post-treatment tumor 

fragments in 6/7 patients (86%) when compared to their 
corresponding pre-treatment tumor fragments counter-
parts. among all of these 6 patients, residual cancers 
showed poor tumor regression grade (≥80% cancer cells 
and minimal fibrosis). only one patient showed similar 
maF scores between post-treatment and pre-treatment 
tumor samples. this patient showed significant tumor 
regression (<30% cancer cells with considerable fibrosis).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 tumors that develop poor 
response to nCrt may result in residual cancer cells with 
more intratumoral heterogeneity when compared to the 
primary cancer at baseline. in the setting of poor response 
to nCrt and increased intratumoral heterogeneity, nCrt 
may be potentially detrimental to the biology of these 
cancers.

mutant allele frequency scores were significantly higher in post-treat-
ment tumor fragments when compared to their corresponding pre-treat-
ment tumor biopsies.

A	SYSTEMATIC	REVIEW	OF	THE	QUALITY	
AND	READABILITY	OF	WEB-BASED	PATIENT	
EDUCATION	MATERIALS	ON	COLORECTAL	
CANCER.

Poster abstracts P592

a. Zhang, d. Westwood, i. Hayes
Melbourne, VIC, Australia

Purpose/Background:	australia has one of the highest 
rates of colorectal cancer in the world. Patients are 
increasingly using the internet to access health-related 
information. However, the literacy skills of almost half of 
all australians aged 15-74 years are below the minimum 
level required to cope with the demands of a knowledge 
society. the aim of this study is to assess the readability 
and quality of patient-orientated internet information on 
colorectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	the top three search engines 
(Google, yahoo and Bing) were searched for the terms 
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“colon cancer”, “bowel cancer” and “rectal cancer” from 
an australian based iP address. the top 50 sites per search 
engine were analysed. readability was assessed using the 
Flesch-Kincaid (F-K) grade level, Gunning-Fog index 
(GFi), Simple measure of Gobbledygook (SmoG) index 
and the Flesch-Kincaid reading ease (FKre) score. the 
lida tool and diSCern instrument were used to assess 
the design and content of websites.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the median readability scores, 
reported as uS school grade level, were 8.7 (F-K), 10.75 
(GFi), 10.8 (SmoG) and 11 (FKre). the quality of the 
websites was assessed as being good (median diSCern 
score 51.5). using the lida tool the usability was reason-
able (80%), however reliability was poor (44%).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the american medical 
association states that health-related materials for patients 
should be written at a level appropriate for those in the 
sixth-grade or below. our findings indicate that web-based 
patient information on colorectal cancer is written above 
recommended reading levels and contains information 
that is unreliable. Better websites are required to engage 
a broader cohort of patients who may seek information on 
colorectal cancer on the internet.

CHARACTERISTICS	AND	OUTCOMES	OF	ANAL	
CANCER	IN	HIV	INFECTED	AND	UNINFECTED	
INDIVIDUALS	ATTENDING	A	SAFETY	NET	
HEALTH	SYSTEM:	REVIEW	OF	5	YEARS	OF	
DATA.

Poster abstracts P593

J. anandam, a. Bieterman, a. Quinn, a. Barnes
Dallas, TX

Purpose/Background:	 the incidence of anal cancer 
has been increasing by 2.2% annually over the last decade 
compared to prior decades. this rise has been attributed 
to the increasing number of HiV and organ transplant 
recipients since it is suspected that immunosuppression 
augments the development of anal squamous cell dysplasia. 
the estimated incidence in HiV positive men who have 
sex with men (mSm) is 78 per 100,000 compared to 1.8 
per 100,000 in the general population. recently there has 
been more emphasis on screening methods and earlier 
detection of anal cancers since early detection dramati-
cally improves survival. However, there is limited data on 
the outcomes of HiV positive patients compared to HiV 
negative patients. the aim of this study is to determine if 
there is a difference between HiV patients and non-HiV 
patients with anal cancer in terms of demographics, treat-
ment, and outcomes.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective chart review 
was performed for all patients with anal cancer at Parkland 
Health & Hospital System (dallas, tX) from 2008-2013. 
Chi-squared test, t-test, and binomial test were used to 
calculate statistics.

Results/Outcome(s):	101 patients were identified with 
anal cancer from 2008-2013. 47 patients had HiV and 54 
patients were HiV negative. the average Cd4 count was 
289 in HiV positive patients. the majority of HiV positive 
patients were men (95.7%) versus the HiV negative popu-
lation which was 44.4% male (p < 0.0001) similar to the 
gender prevalence of anal cancer in the general population- 
which is more often seen in women than men.. HiV posi-
tive patients were also younger (47 years old vs. 53 years 
old, p < 0.0006). the HiV positive patients were also more 
likely to have other sexually transmitted diseases (31.9% 
vs. 1.9%, p < 0.0001), condylomas (72.3% vs. 32.1%,  
p < 0.0001), and other types of cancers (36.2% vs. 13.0%, 
p < 0.006). the tnm stage was similar at presentation and 
the subsequent treatment was also similar. mortality was 
higher in the HiV positive cohort (27.7% vs. 18.9%), but 
persistent or recurrent disease rates were similar.

Conclusions/Discussion:	the incidence of anal cancer 
is rising, especially in the HiV positive mSm population. 
our study revealed that these patients present at an earlier 
age and are more likely to have other cancers, but are 
similar with respect to stage at presentation, treatment, 
and outcome compared to HiV negative patients in the 
same time period.

THE	CONCEPT	OF	THE	“SURGICAL	
COLON”:	A	MAJOR	BENEFIT	OF	SCREENING	
COLONOSCOPY.

Poster abstracts P594

d. Fish, J. Church
Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	routine colonoscopic screening 
for colorectal cancer offers twin benefits of cancer preven-
tion via endoscopic removal of premalignant polyps and 
decreased cancer mortality by finding malignant tumors at 
an early, presymptomatic stage. We propose a third, novel 
benefit of screening colonoscopy that should be considered 
in evaluation of its efficacy: the prevention of colonic 
resection itself for large, advanced, or multiple adenomas 
by finding these lesions while they remain endoscopically 
manageable. Colectomy is daunting to most patients and 
carries considerable morbidity. We hypothesize that mini-
mizing the need for colectomy for benign, pre-malignant 
lesions is a major benefit of screening colonoscopy.

Methods/Interventions:	 a prospectively maintained 
database of average-risk patients who underwent routine 
screening colonoscopy was retrospectively examined. 
exams for symptoms or personal or family history of 
neoplasia were excluded. Findings at index colonoscopy 
were recorded, as well as the ultimate endpoint of colec-
tomy. From an analysis of patients referred by endoscopists 
to colorectal surgery, we derived definition of the “surgical 
colon” as meeting any of criteria: benign polyps ≥ 40mm 
diameter, sessile serrated adenoma/polyp (SSa/P) >20mm, 
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any polyp with high grade dysplasia (HGd), ≥5 synchro-
nous adenomas or sessile serrated polyps. Cancers found 
during screening were also recorded. Secondary endpoints 
recorded included advanced adenoma detection rate, 
adenoma detection rate, SSa/P detection rate, and sessile 
serrated polyposis.

Results/Outcome(s):	 1545 patients underwent an 
index screening colonoscopy. of these, 89 had missing 
reports and 14 (1%) had incomplete colonoscopies. 1442 
patients were included for analysis. there were 711 men 
and 731 women; median age was 59 years. adenoma 
detection rate was 34% overall, 43% in men and 25% 
in women. advanced adenoma detection rate was 8.5% 
overall, 12% in men and 5.4% in women. SSa/P detection 
rate was 8.5% overall, 7.9% in men and 9.1% in women. 
Four cases of sessile polyposis syndrome were diagnosed. 
there were 6 cancers found: 3 colon cancers that were 
referred for surgery and 1 rectal adenocarcinoma and 2 
rectal carcinoids that were all treated endoscopically. Sixty 
patients (4.2%) had high risk lesions likely to be referred 
for surgical evaluation and potentially requiring resection 
(see table); only 1 underwent surgical resection.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Conclusion: “Surgical colon” 
was found in 4.2% of average risk patients undergoing 
screening colonoscopy, 10 times more frequently than 
cancers. early and dutiful adherence to screening may help 
avoid colectomy for benign pre-malignant lesions in these 
asymptomatic patients, and represents a significant benefit 
of colonoscopy.

TUMOR	DEPOSITS	AS	PROGNOSTIC	FACTOR	
IN	COLORECTAL	CANCER	WITH	REGIONAL	
LYMPH	NODE	METASTASIS.

Poster abstracts P595

d. lee, y. Kwon, i. Song, J. Park, S. ryoo, S. Jeong, 
K. Park
Seoul, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	the definition of tumor deposits 
in colorectal cancer has been changed in different editions 
of the aJCC/tnm staging system. But the significance 
of tumor deposits in patients with regional lymph node 

metastases is not clear. We investigated the effect of tumor 
deposits on survival in colorectal cancer patients with 
regional lymph node metastases

Methods/Interventions:	Between 2010 and 2012, 814 
patients who underwent curative surgical resection stage 
iii colorectal cancer were included for this study. the 
patients with synchronous other malignancy and tumor 
deposits without regional lymph node metastases (n1c) 
were excluded (n= 90). We retrospectively analyzed the 
association between the 3-year overall survival and pres-
ence of tumor deposits

Results/Outcome(s):	 the 733 patients included 454 
(61.9%) male and 279 (38.1%) female. the tumors 
were located in colon in 476 (64.9%) and rectum in 257 
(35.1%). the median age of patient was 63 (iQr 54.0 
~70.0). the tumor deposits were observed in 175 patients 
with regional lymph node metastases (23.9%). the median 
number of tumor deposit was 2 (range 0 ~15). the median 
harvested lymph nodes were 21.0 (iQr 16.0 ~29.0) and 
median metastatic lymph nodes were 2 (iQr 1.0~4.0). 
the incidence of tumor deposits were increasing according 
to t and n stage : 4.3% for t1, 10.8% for t2, 26.3% for t3 
and 32.2% for t4 (p = 0.001), whereas 16.1% for n1, and 
31.4 % for n2 (P < 0.001). median follow up time was 39.0 
(iQr 31.0 ~ 48.0) months. the 3-year overall survival was 
89.0 % in patients without tumor deposit and 78.4 % in 
patients with tumor deposit (p = 0.003). in multivariate 
Cox proportional hazards analysis, tumor deposit was an 
independently significant prognostic factor (Hr 1.612, 
95% Ci 1.088-2.387, p=0.017) adjusted with age, gender, 
american Society anesthesiologist score, tumor location, 
tumor differentiation, lymphovenous invasion, t stage and 
n stage.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 tumor deposits were asso-
ciated with poorer 3-year overall survival in colorectal 
cancer patients with regional lymph node metastases.

P594 Surgical colons: criteria

Polyps >= 
40mm

SSA/P >= 
20mm

Polyps with 
HGD

>=5 
Synchronous 
Adenomas

>=5 
Synchronous 

SSA/P

Total* 
“Surgical 
colons”

Men (n=711) 9 (1.3%) 10 (1.4%) 4 (0.5%) 14 (2.0%) 2 (0.3%) 32 (4.5%)
Women (n=731) 5 (0.7%) 14 (1.9%) 7 (1.0%) 4 (0.5%) 2 (0.3%) 28 (3.8%)
Total* (n=1442) 14 (0.9%) 24 (1.7%) 11 (0.8%) 18 (1.2%) 4 (0.3%) 60 (4.2%)

* 10 patients met multiple criteria: 4 pts had adenomas >= 40mm with HGD; 4 pts had SSA/P >= 40mm; 1 pt had an 
SSA/P>= 20cm and 6 adenomas; 1 pt had 9 SSA/P and 7 adenomas including one with HGD. All patients in total column 
are distinct patients
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QUALITY	OF	SURGICAL	RESECTION	
OUTCOMES	FOR	OPEN	SURGERY	FOR	RECTAL	
CANCER:	A	RAPID	SYSTEMIC	REVIEW	AND	
META-ANALYSIS.

Poster abstracts P596

S. acuna, S. amarasekera, n. Baxter
Toronto, ON, Canada

Purpose/Background:	Circumferential resection margin 
(Crm), plane of mesorectal excision (Pme), and distal 
resection margin (drm) status are common measurements 
of the quality of surgical resection for rectal cancer and are 
important prognostic factors for local recurrence, disease-
free and overall survival. We performed a systematic 
review to provide estimates of surgical resection outcomes 
for open surgery for rectal cancer to establish benchmarks 
for quality of surgical care for rectal cancer to be used to 
compare emerging minimally invasive approaches.

Methods/Interventions:	 a rapid review methodology 
was used. medline and Google Scholar were searched 
for (1) randomized clinical trials (rCts) and (2) popu-
lation-based studies reporting on quality of surgery for 
open surgery. rCts were divided in those comparing 
surgical interventions and those comparing neoadjuvant 
regimens. We pooled the incidence of positive Crm, 
incomplete Pme and positive drm using random-effects 
meta-analysis.

Results/Outcome(s):	 twenty-seven rCts (15 
comparing surgical interventions [2003-2015] and 12 
comparing neoadjuvant regimens [1999-2011]) and 19 
population-based studies [2002-2016] were identified. the 
pooled estimates for each outcome are presented by type 
of study and overall (Figure 1). the pooled positive Crm 
rate ranged from 5.6% (95% Ci: 3.5-7.8) in the surgical 
trials to 10.8% (95% Ci: 8.3-13.4) in population-based 
studies. Positive drm ranged from 0.6% (95% Ci: 0-1.2) 
in the surgical rCts to 3.4% (95% Ci: 0-7.8) in popu-
lation-based studies. in contrast, the pooled incomplete 
Pme rate had a wider range, from 3.6% (95% Ci: 1.3-5.9) 
in patients in surgical rCts to 18.2% (95% Ci: 7.9-28.5) 
in patients in neoadjuvant rCts.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 estimates of surgical resec-
tion outcomes for open surgery were consistent across 
study designs. However, more variability was observed for 
incomplete Pme. the quality of surgical resection was 
better in surgical rCts as compared to rCts of neoadju-
vant therapy. this likely reflects technical improvements 
over time. Selection of patients based on tumour charac-
teristics and the quality of pathological assessment might 
explain also the difference between study designs. these 
estimates are useful benchmarks for the calculation of 
sample size and assessment of the performance of open 
surgery in future rCt and for continuous assessment of 
the quality of surgical care by individual surgeons.

Figure 1. Summary Forest Plot for Quality of Surgical resection 
outcomes for open Surgery for rectal Cancer

COMMUNITY-BASED	MULTIDISCIPLINARY	
TUMOR	BOARDS	IN	A	LARGE	SINGLE	
SPECIALTY	GROUP:	IDENTIFYING	BARRIERS	
TO	IMPROVEMENT	IN	RECTAL	CANCER	CARE.

Poster abstracts P597

V. arcos, m. Cusick
Houston, TX

Purpose/Background:	Colorectal cancer is the second 
leading cause of cancer related death in the united States. 
in approximately 30% of cases, the primary tumor will 
arise in the rectum. Fifty percent of these will present 
with advanced local disease or lymph node metastases. 
regardless of disease stage, there exists great variability 
in the workup and treatment. in 2011 the optimizing 
the Surgical treatment of rectal Cancer (oStriCh) 
Consortium was created to improve the quality of rectal 
cancer care. one of the five core principles of evidence-
based rectal cancer care emphasizes that each case be 
reviewed by “a multidisciplinary team that identifies, 
coordinates, delivers, and monitors the ideal treatment 
on an individual patient-by-patient basis.” to continue 
to improve the quality of care for rectal cancer patients, 
we aimed to determine what percentage of patients 
were presented at a community-based multidisciplinary 
conference.

Methods/Interventions:	all new rectal cancer patients 
were identified from the electronic medical record of a 
large single specialty colorectal group from January 1, 2015 
to august 30, 2016. Patients of surgeons who predomi-
nantly practice in an academic center were excluded. the 
list was cross referenced with the system wide multidisci-
plinary tumor board registry.

Results/Outcome(s):	 in total 444 patients diagnosed 
with rectal cancer were identified, 296 were excluded as 
they received care at an academic center. the remaining 
148 patients received their initial surgical consultation and 
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treatment within a community-based facility. the multi-
disciplinary tumor board registry identified that six of these 
patients (4.05%) were presented at a tumor conference 
within the same time period.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the oStriCh consortium 
process standard includes a statement that individualized 
treatment-planning discussion must occur at a multidis-
ciplinary tumor conference prior to definitive treatment, 
with a target rate of 100%. With only 4.05% of rectal 
cancer cases presented, there is need for significant 
improvement. While larger academic centers may have 
resources to present all cancer cases, the community 
setting has numerous limitations. typically, patients are 
selected for presentation at the discretion of a treating 
physician, based upon a perceived complexity of the case. 
in addition, many providers cover multiple facilities, 
making it difficult to participate on a regular basis. to 
ensure 100% compliance, a more robust system is needed 
to capture newly diagnosed cases of rectal cancer and 
generate an automated submission for presentation at a 
multidisciplinary conference. With the growing body of 
literature on rectal cancer staging, neo-adjuvant and adju-
vant therapies, conservative and palliative approaches, 
and individualized treatment plans, the “straight forward” 
rectal cancer case no longer exists and the multidisci-
plinary team has become a necessity.

ONCOLOGY-BASED	QUALITY	INITIATIVES:	 
A	SCOPING	REVIEW	ON	SUSTAINABILITY.

Poster abstracts P598

G. ma, S. Schmocker, P. Shah, S. Straus, n. Baxter, 
e. Kennedy, m. Simunovic
Toronto, ON, Canada; Hamilton, ON, Canada

Purpose/Background:	 Funders and policy makers are 
increasingly concerned about the sustainability of health 
care initiatives however there is a lack of a standardized 
approach to sustainability research. one reason is that 
project funding stops prior to the assessment of sustain-
ability and there is lack of financial and staff support for this 
step. Sustainability of oncology-based quality initiatives, in 
particular, has garnered interest due to recent regional 
implementation of quality standards. the objective of this 
review is to perform a scoping review on sustainability 
of quality improvement initiatives in oncology; to derive 
an operational framework and to use this framework to 
develop a practical approach to planning for and assessing 
sustainability in this area.

Methods/Interventions:	a scoping review was performed 
using medline, emBaSe, and Cochrane database of 
Systematic reviews. medical Subject Headings were used 
to identify articles focusing on sustainability, cancer, and 
quality improvement. the grey literature was searched 
including: google scholar, websites of major funders of 
health services and public health research, academic 

institutions, and provincial health care and cancer agen-
cies. inclusion criteria were set a priori. methodological 
quality was assessed using criteria set out by the Cochrane 
Collaboration for non-randomized studies.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 237 abstracts were 
reviewed; 10 were eligible for inclusion. Screening and 
treatment initiatives for cancer sites such as breast, colon, 
cervical, and hepatic cancer were included. only 3 of 
the studies (27%) defined sustainability. among these 
definitions, there was significant heterogeneity. timing 
of sustainability evaluation ranged from 1.6 to 31 years 
following implementation of a quality initiative. in 100% 
of studies, the presence of a system to monitor progress was 
identified as a key factor to sustainability.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the majority of studies did 
not, either a priori or retrospectively, provide an opera-
tional definition of sustainability. in those that did define 
sustainability, the definition was heterogeneous and not 
generalizable. the timing and method of sustainability 
measurement was also heterogeneous. the factors influ-
encing sustainability of the initiatives, however, were 
homogeneous and included 3 major domains: quality 
initiative, staff, and organizational culture. these themes 
were prevalent among screening and treatment initiatives. 
as interest in sustainability grows, formalized rigorous 
research into sustainability will be increasingly important. 
this review shows that there is a lack of a standardized 
approach. improvement in this area may impact decisions 
for funding and the allocation of research resources not 
only at the level of the quality initiative but potentially at 
an institutional or national level of cancer agencies.

RETROSPECTIVE	ANALYSIS	OF	ENDOSCOPIC	
SUBMUCOSAL	DISSECTION	FOR	COLONIC	
NEOPLASMS.

Poster abstracts P599

S. Fassler, d. Zebley, m. miles, t. olszewski
Abington, PA

Purpose/Background:	 endoscopic Submucosal 
dissection is a new technique used to remove colonic 
polyps. eSd is performed by using a saline colloid solution 
injected into the submucosal plane to elevate the lesion 
followed by circumferential dissection with electrocautery 
knife. early research is showing a significant improvement 
in post-operative course for patients after undergoing eSd 
versus laparoscopic resection for colon lesions. one study 
showed statistically significant differences in postoperative 
pain, hospital stay length, time to ambulation and time to 
oral intake; all favoring eSd over laparoscopic resection.. 
the advantage of performing eSd in the operating room 
is the ability to convert a case to laparoscopic immediately, 
delaying complications of acute perforation.

Methods/Interventions:	 our case series evaluated all 
eSds performed over the past two years to evaluate for 
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safety, efficacy and efficiency of this technique. We eval-
uated the conversion rate to laparoscopy, the current 
standard of care for resection of large polyps. also our 
study evaluated size and location of lesions to identify the 
tumors that are most appropriate for eSd resection. the 
study reviewed the operative time and length of hospital 
stay for patients who underwent eSd. our goal is to prove 
the eSd of colonic polyp is safe and efficient while also 
better delineating the most appropriate patients to undergo 
the procedure

Results/Outcome(s):	 We reviewed 56 consecutive 
eSd performed at abington Hospital by two colorectal 
surgeons. 30 patients underwent an eSd removal of their 
pathology without additional intervention. the average 
size polyp removed by eSd was 2.05 cm with an average 
case length of 65 minutes. the average length of stay for an 
eSd was .23 days compared to 2.3 days in the laparoscopic 
group. the conversion rate to laparoscopic intervention, 
including cases in which the area was over sewn, was 46%. 
the majority of cases (77%) requiring laparoscopic inter-
vention were for lesions located in the right colon. the 
most common reasons for conversion were inability to raise 
a plane and concern for perforation. the average polyp size 
for laparoscopic cases was 2.5 cm, with an average case 
length of 170 minutes. Pathology of the lesions requiring 
laparoscopy demonstrated high grade dysplasia or carci-
noma in 23% (6/26 cases) as compared to 10% in the eSd 
patients (3/30 cases).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 endoscopic submucosal 
dissection is a safe alternative to laparoscopic resection for 
colon polyps, especially in the descending/sigmoid colon. 
Furthermore, we found that the lesions that were more 
difficult to remove via eSd had a higher likelihood of 
being malignant.

INVESTIGATION	OF	EPCAM	GERMLINE	
MUTATIONS	IN	CHINESE	FAMILIES	WITH	
LYNCH	SYNDROME	OR	SUSPECTED	LYNCH	
SYNDROME.

Poster abstracts P600

F. liu, C. li, Z. Wang, S. Cai, y. Xu
Shanghai, China

Purpose/Background:	 lynch Syndrome (lS) is 
a frequent dominantly inherited cancer predisposition 
syndrome caused by germline alterations that affect dna 
mismatch repair (mmr) genes mlH1, mSH2, mSH6 and 
PmS2. in addition, deletions of the ePCam gene, which 
is located upstream of mSH2, have been discovered as 
a novel mutational mechanism in lynch syndrome. But 
germline single nucleotide variants of ePCam were rarely 
reported, especially in China. Here, we examined germline 
mutations of ePCam gene in Chinese families with lynch 
syndrome or suspected lynch syndrome.

Methods/Interventions:	 We obtained 131 blood 
samples of subjects from 120 families. Seventy-one blood 
samples from normal people who had no family history of 
cancer were used as negative controls. Germline mutations 
were examined by next Generation Sequencing (nGS), 
subsequently identified by Sanger Sequencing. Germline 
deletions were testified by multiplex ligation-dependent 
Probe amplification (mlPa).

Results/Outcome(s):	 Seven different genetic variants 
of ePCam were found by nGS, including four exonic 
variants, two intronic variants and one 5’-utr variant. 
among the exonic variants carriers, apart from two synon-
ymous single nucleotide variants, two colorectal cancer 
patients from one pedigree both had the nonsynonymous 
single nucleotide variant (nm_002354: c.C93G/p.n31K). 
one patient had a frameshift variant (nm_002354: 
c.741dupt/p. t247fs). the mlPa results presented that 
3 subgects carried with ePCam exon-8 deletions, among 
which two were from one pedigree.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in this study, we found 8 
kinds of ePCam germline variants in Chinese families 
with lynch syndrome or suspected lynch syndrome. it 
was speculated that the nonsynonymous single nucleo-
tide variant (nm_002354: c.C93G/p.n31K), the frame-
shift variant (nm_002354: c.741dupt/p.t247fs) and 
exon-8 deletions may be new pathogenic factors of lynch 
Syndrome. However the mechanisms need to be further 
explored.

THE	OUTCOMES	OF	PALLIATIVE	STENT	
PLACEMENT	AS	A	TREATMENT	FOR	COLONIC	
OBSTRUCTION	FROM	COLORECTAL	
ADENOCARCINOMA.

Poster abstracts P601

S. ryoo, J. Kim, y. Kwon, B. Sohn, d. lee, J. Park, 
S. Jeong, K. Park
Seoul, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	Stent placement has benefits to 
avoid emergency surgery and stoma creation in the patients 
who had malignant colonic obstruction with unresectable 
metastasis, and may allow chemotherapy to be adminis-
tered earlier. We investigated the outcomes of palliative 
stent placement as a treatment for colonic obstruction 
from colorectal adenocarcinoma with unresectable metas-
tasis and determined the incidence of further surgical 
requirement after the stent placement

Methods/Interventions:	 Between 2002 and 2012, 87 
patients underwent palliative stent placement for colonic 
obstruction from colorectal adenocarcinoma with unre-
sectable metastasis. We collected these patients prospec-
tively, analyzed medical records retrospectively. the clin-
ical success rate was evaluated with the capability of oral 
intake and defecation of stool. the early complications 
within 1 week after stent insertion were investigated.  
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the late complications with patency rate and necessity for 
surgical treatment were also evaluated.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the mean age was 60.9 years 
(range, 19~96), and the male patients was 56 (64.4%). 
the sigmoid or descending colon was the most common 
site of obstruction in 52 (59.8%) patients, followed by 
rectum in 31 (35.6%), and ascending or transverse colon 
in 4 (4.6%). the most common site of metastasis was liver 
in 64 (73.6%), followed by peritoneum in 41 (47.1%) and 
lung in 37 (42.5%). Stent was inserted endoscopically in 
69 (79.3%) and fluoroscopically in 18 (20.7%). uncovered 
stent was performed in 76 (87.4%) and covered stent was 
in 11 (12.6%). all patients had experienced a technical 
success, but clinical success was achieved in 75 (86.2%). 
the early complication occurred in 13 (14.9%), and 
the most common complication was stent malfunction 
in 6 (6.9%), followed by colon perforation in 4 (4.6%), 
anorectal pain in 2 (2.3%), and stent migration in 1 
(1.1%). mortality related to the early complications was 
in 8 (9.2%). during the mean follow-up period of 8.0 
months (range, 0.0~83.5), the late complications devel-
oped in 29 (33.3%). the most common complication was  
re-obstruction in 17 (19.5%), followed by stent migra-
tion in 8 (8.0%), colon perforation in 4 (3.4%). For the 
treatment of complications, repeated stent insertion was 
performed in 13 (14.9%), and finally operative treatment 
was done in 28 (32.2%) in mean 3.7 months (range, 
0~30.8). Stoma was made in 23 (26.4%). Chemotherapy 
after stent placement was performed in 59 (67.8%). the 
overall patency rates at 6 months and 1 year were 52.6% 
and 38.0%, respectively. uncovered stent was significant 
higher patency rate then covered stent (1 year, 41.7 vs 
11.4%, p <0.001). the overall survival rates at 6 months 
and 1 year were 36.8% and 23.0%, respectively.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Palliative stent placement 
had a high rate of clinical success immediately, but consid-
erable number of patients required further surgical inter-
vention for treatment of complications.

HEMILEVATOR	EXCISION	THROUGH	THE	
INTERSPHINCTERIC	PLANE	IN	LOWER	RECTAL	
CANCER:	A	NOVEL	TECHNIQUE	FOR	ANAL	
SPHINCTER	PRESERVATION	AND	SHORT-
TERM	OUTCOMES	FOR	13	CONSECUTIVE	
PATIENTS.

Poster abstracts P602

G. noh, y. Park, J. yoon, y. Han, m. Cho, H. Hur, 
B. min, K. lee, n. Kim
Seoul, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 rectal cancer at the anorectal 
junction level requires total excision of the levator-ani 
muscle to achieve an adequate circumferential resection 
margin. However, unless the tumor invades the leva-
tor-ani muscle circularly or over-hemicircularly around the 

rectum, the involved levator-ani muscle can be removed 
with its contralateral side preserved. this hemilevator 
excision (Hle) technique followed by intersphincteric 
resection and coloanal anastomosis enables preserving the 
anal sphincter function while obtaining oncologic clear-
ance and avoiding permanent colostomy in those patients. 
this study aimed to evaluate the surgical outcomes and 
feasibility of Hle.

Methods/Interventions:	 data on 13 consecutive 
patients who underwent Hle for pathologically proven 
low rectal cancer were retrospectively collected. all 13 
patients presented low rectal cancer at the anorectal ring 
level that was suspected to invade or abut to the ipsilateral 
side of the levator-ani muscle.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a secure resection margin was 
achieved in all cases, and anastomotic leakage occurred in 
two patients. during follow-up, three patients experienced 
tumor recurrence (two systemic and one local). among six 
patients who underwent diverting ileostomy closure after 
the index operation, two complained of fecal incontinence. 
the other four patients without fecal incontinence showed 
<10 times of bowel movement per day.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Hle is a novel  
sphincter-preserving technique that can be a treatment 
option for low rectal cancer invading the levator-ani 
muscle, which has been an indication for abdominoper-
ineal resection (aPr) or extralevator aPr. However, 
the long-term oncologic and functional outcomes of this 
procedure still need to be assessed to confirm its validity.

Schematic of hemilevator excision

(a) axial view of the extent of resection for hemilevator excision 
 including the rectum and the invaded levator-ani muscle; (b) coronal 
view of the extent of resection for hemilevator excision through the  
intersphincter plane and sleeve-fashioned distal rectum resection;  
(c) dissection plane for hemilevator excision through the intersphincter 
plane and outer to the levator-ani muscle in a cadaveric model
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THE	EFFECT	OF	INCREASING	BODY	MASS	
INDEX	ON	LAPAROSCOPIC	SURGERY	FOR	
COLON	AND	RECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P603

S. Bell, K. oliva, r. Wale, m. Staples, S. Wilkins, 
P. mcmurrick, a. yeoh, S. Warrier
Melbourne, VIC, Australia

Purpose/Background:	obesity is common in Western 
countries and its prevalence is increasing. Colorectal cancer 
is common, and surgery for colorectal cancer is technically 
more challenging in obese patients. laparoscopic surgery 
for colon cancer has been shown to be oncologically equiv-
alent, with improved short- term outcomes. laparoscopic 
surgery for rectal cancer has proven technically chal-
lenging, and recent results have raised concerns about 
oncologic equivalence. the aim is to evaluate the effect 
of body mass index (Bmi) on the clinical and oncological 
outcomes of surgery for colorectal cancer, including the 
rate at which laparoscopic surgery is attempted and the 
rate at which laparoscopic surgery is converted to open 
surgery.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective analysis of 
prospectively collected data from two tertiary institutions 
was performed. data from the Cabrini monash university 
colorectal neoplasia database for patients having surgical 
resection for colon and rectal cancers between January 1 
2010 and June 30 2015. all data entered into the database 
were collected prospectively with near 100% complete data 
entry of surgeries performed at the two centres. outcomes 
for this study were surgical and medical complications, 
return to theatre, length of hospital stay, readmission to 
hospital, 30-day mortality, and oncological outcomes of 
tumour recurrence or metastasis and overall survival. 
logistic regression models were used to investigate associa-
tions between the specified outcomes and continuous Bmi 
adjusted for associations. disease-free and overall survival 
were assessed using survival analysis techniques with study 
entry set at the date of surgery. Significance was set as 
a p value < 0.05. to account for lack of independence 
between episodes within patients with multiple treatment 
episodes, all regression standard errors were calculated.

Results/Outcome(s):	 this large case series of 1464 
patients undergoing elective surgery for colorectal cancer 
has demonstrated that an elevated Bmi is associated with 
a lower likelihood of attempting laparoscopic surgery and 
a higher conversion rate to open surgery when laparos-
copy is attempted. Conversion was 1.9 times more likely 
in obese patients with colon cancer, and 4.1 times more 
likely in obese patients with rectal cancer. the critical 
Bmi for colon cancer patients was >35, and for rectal 
cancer patients was >30. obesity was also associated with 
increased rates of surgical complications, including anasto-
motic leakage, wound complications. Pathological param-
eters, tumour recurrence and survival were not affected by 
elevated Bmi.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in the surgical management 
of colorectal cancer, obesity is associated with a lower 
likelihood of laparoscopic surgery being attempted, a 
higher likelihood of conversion to open surgery when lapa-
roscopic surgery is attempted, and a higher rate of surgical 
complications.

PROGNOSTIC	FACTORS	OF	LOCALLY	
RECURRENT	RECTAL	CANCER	PATIENTS:	
FOCUSED	ON	PREDICTIVE	FACTORS	TO	
ACHIEVE	CURATIVE	RESECTION.

Poster abstracts P604

y. Park, y. Han, m. Cho, H. Hur, B. min, K. lee, n. Kim
Seoul, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	r0 resection for locally recurrent 
rectal cancer (lrrC) is one of well-known good prog-
nostic factors. However, achieving r0 resection for lrrC 
is challenging to colorectal surgeons. this study is aimed to 
evaluate factors affecting r0 resection of lrrC and asso-
ciated factors with prognosis after local recurrence (lr).

Methods/Interventions:	 We retrospectively reviewed 
medical records of 117 patients presenting lrrC with or 
without systemic recurrence (Sr) who underwent curative 
resections of primary tumor (Pt) during past 12 years. 
Clinicopathologic data were collected including symptoms 
(Sx.) and Cea levels at the time of diagnosis (dx.) of 
lrrC, location (central, anterior, posterior, lateral and 
perineal), fixity (F0, not fixed; F1, fixed at one site; F2, 
fixed to two sites; F3, fixed to three or more sites), treat-
ment strategies and oncologic outcomes of lrrC, and 
Pt-related data as well.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the median follow-up duration 
and the median duration between the first curative resec-
tion and the diagnosis of lrrC were 51 (4~153) and 17 
(1~75) months, respectively. among the patients, 44, 8, 5 
and 60 patients respectively underwent r0, r1, r2 and no 
resection for lrrC. in addition, 67 patients were treated 
with multimodal therapies. in the multivariate analysis of 
factors affecting r0 resection, the level of Pt, p/ypt stage 
of Pt, pattern of recurrence (lr only vs with Sr), and 
centrally located lrrC showed statistically significant 
association with r0 resection of lrrC. in the multivariate 
analysis of prognostic factors for overall survival (oS) after 
lrrC diagnosed, higher p/ypt stage of Pt (Hr 3.645 
(95% confidence interval (Ci) 1.639~8.109), p=0.002) 
and existence of any Sx. (Hr 2.43 (95% Ci 1.444~4.091), 
p=0.001) at the time of dx. of lrrC were poor prognostic 
factors. the patients who underwent r0 resection for 
lrrC showed higher 5 year-oS of 39.20% compared to 
24.10% of the palliation group (r1, r2, no resection) in 
survival curve (p=0.010).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 We could find that the 
patients with upper rectal cancer, early p/ypt stage of Pt, 
isolated lr without Sr, or centrally located lrrC had 
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higher probabilities of achieving r0 resection for lrrC 
than the palliation group. Furthermore, this study revealed 
that p/ypt stage of Pt and Sx. at the time of dx. of lrrC 
were the independent prognostic factors of oS. it implies 
that early detection of lrrC after Pt resection by regular 
work-ups are important for achieving r0 resection of 
lrrC and for prognosis after lr, especially in patients 
with advanced Pt.

PATTERN	OF	LOCOREGIONAL	RECURRENCE	
AFTER	LONG-COURSE	NEOADJUVANT	
CHEMORADIOTHERAPY	AND	RADICAL	
SURGERY	FOR	LOCALLY	ADVANCED	RECTAL	
ADENOCARCINOMA:	TIME	TO	RETHINK	THE	
VOLUME	OF	RADIATION	THERAPY?

Poster abstracts P605

F. yazyi, m. Sardi, m. morici, C. Bertoncini, C. Vaccaro, 
r. mentz, l. lupinacci, G. rossi
Buenos Aires, Argentina

Purpose/Background:	 neoadjuvant chemoradiation 
therapy (Crt) is considered the standard of care for locally 
advanced rectal cancer. Classically, the cranial border of 
clinical target volume (CtV) of radiation has been the 
level of the bifurcation of common iliac arteries (l4-l5 
interspace). However, based on the current patterns of 
pelvic recurrences and the toxicity related to the volume of 
small bowel irradiated, some slight adjustments as lowering 
the cranial border of CtV to the sacral promontory, have 
been suggested. the aim of this study was to determine the 
overall locoregional recurrence rate and the one located 
between l4-l5 interspace and the sacral promontory.

Methods/Interventions:	 after institutional review 
Board approval, a prospective cancer-specific database 
was reviewed. those patients with locally advanced rectal 
cancer (t3cd, t4, n2 or candidates to an abdomino-
perineal resection), who received preoperative Crt and 
radical surgery between 2007 and 2014, were analyzed. 
Cranial border of our CtV was l4-l5 interspace. to 
identify those variables associated to local recurrence, a 
bivariate analysis was performed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 after exclusion criteria, 111 
patients were identified. median age was 63.45 years  
(Sd ±13.8) and 59% (95% Ci: 49-68) were males. Forty 
seven patients (42.3%; 95%Ci: 33-52) presented tumors 
located in the middle rectum and 64 (57%; 95%Ci: 48-69) 
in the low rectum. mean distance of the tumors to the 
anal verge was 5.9 cm (Sd ±2.5), and sphincteric involve-
ment was observed in 30 patients (27%; 95%Ci: 17-33). 
at preoperative local staging, 56.7% of patients (95%Ci: 
42-68) presented advanced lessions (mrt3: 48.6%, mrt4: 
8.1%) and 57.6% (95%Ci: 48-67) were mrn positive. 
With a median follow-up of 42 months, 8 patients (7.2%; 
95%Ci: 3.2-13.7) presented locoregional recurrence, and 
all of them were below the level of the sacral promontory. 

none of the recurrences were located in the area between 
l4-l5 interspace and the promontory. Positive lymph 
nodes (or: 15.5; 95%Ci: 1.83-131.5; p=0.012), tumor 
regression grade (or: 0.19; 95%Ci: 0.58-65; p=0.008), 
positive circumferential resection margin (or: 11.1; 
95%Ci: 1.54-79; p=0.017) and perineural invasion (or: 
11.4; 95%Ci: 2.4-79.6; p =0.017), were significantly asso-
ciated with local recurrence.

Conclusions/Discussion:	locoregional recurrence rate 
was according with the one expected. the recurrence rate 
above the promontory was null. although the cause of 
this last finding may be multifactorial, lowering the cranial 
border of the CtV may be an atractive line of research in 
order to avoid the toxicity over the small bowel without 
affecting the oncological outcomes in terms of locoregional 
recurrence rate.

TRANSANAL	TOTAL	MESORECTUM	EXCISION:	
AN	INITIAL	EXPERIENCE	OF	60	CASES	IN	A	
SINGLE	CENTER.

Poster abstracts P606

S. luo, l. Kang
Guangzhou, China

Purpose/Background:	 low anterior resection (lar) 
can present a formidable surgical challenge, particularly 
for tumours located in the distal third of the rectum. 
transanal total mesorectal excision (tatme) aims to 
overcome some of these difficulties. We report our initial 
experience with this technique.

Methods/Interventions:	From June 2014 to June 2016, 
60 selected patients underwent total mesorectal excision 
for rectal carcers. all patients with rectal cancer were 
discussed at a multidisciplinary team meeting. data were 
entered into a prospective managed international database.

Results/Outcome(s):	 of the 60 patients (34 male), 
forty-four(83%) had rectal cancer lying at the distal third of 
the rectum(less than 7cm from the anal verge). Pure tran-
sanal total mesorectal excison(ptatme) was performed in 
21 patients, other 39 cases underwent tatme with laparo-
scopic assistance, including 8 cases using single-port assis-
tance. the mean operation time was 220 min,the average 
blood loss was about 170 ml. intraoperative complications 
were occured in two patients(urinary tract damage and 
blood). thirty-day morbidity was minor(Clavien-dindol 
i-ii)in 15% and major(Clavien-dindol iii-iV)in 5%. no 
patient died within the first 30days postsurgery. the anas-
tomosis leakage rate was 10%.the agerage length of spec-
imen was 11.45±3.10cm, the number of harvested lymph 
nodes were 13.70±4.07. the average distal margin distance 
from the tumor was 1.29±0.69cm. there was no positive 
circumfereintial resection margin observed in any case. 
through the learning curve analysis, we observed that for 
a well-skilled laparoscopic colorectal surgeon,by following 
the standard surgical procedures,are likely to overcome the 
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learning curve smoothly after performing approximately 30 
cases of tatme. For all the cases, the mean follow-up was 
16months, with a 3.3% local recurrence rate and a 1.7% 
rate of systemic recurrence. one patient died of other 
disease.

Conclusions/Discussion:	tatme is a new developing 
technique in rectal cancer sugery. in our initial experi-
ence, evaluation of short-term outcomes demonstrated 
that tatme is safe and feasible in patients with low rectal 
cancer

IS	RECTAL	CANCER	IN	PATIENTS	UNDER	50	
YEARS	MORE	AGGRESSIVE?

Poster abstracts P607

r. reino, J. alvarez Gallesio, m. maya, F. ocariz, 
a. Canelas, m. laporte, m. Bun, n. rotholtz
Ciudad Autonoma Buenos Aires, Argentina

Purpose/Background:	 during the last decades there 
was an increased incidence of colorectal cancer in under-
developed countries. Specifically in rectal cancer, there 
seems to be a higher incidence in patients younger than 50 
years. it is not clear if this group have a different outcome. 
the aim of this study is to evaluate the oncologic outcome 
of patients under 50 years with rectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective analysis of 
prospectively collected database from patients undergoing 
laparoscopic low anterior resection for extraperitoneal 
rectal cancer between 2005 and 2015 was performed. 
Patients followed for at least 6 months were included. 
the sample was divided into 2 groups, G1: < 50 years and 
G2: ≥50 years. demographic (age, sex, Bmi, aSa score) 
surgical, histopathological and oncological outcomes were 
analyzed. Survival was analyzed using the Kaplan-meier 
method and the log-rank test.

Results/Outcome(s):	 From 126 patients operated for 
extraperitoneal rectal cancer, 103 met the inclusion 
criteria. twenty patients belonged to G1 and eighty-three 
to G2. there were no differences between the two groups 
in demographic data or stage of disease at the time of 
diagnosis. in G1, 12 (60%) patients underwent neoadju-
vant treatment and 43 (52%) in G2 (p: 0.63). the rate 
of lymphovascular invasion (G1: 40% vs 14.5%, p: 0.01) 
and of high grade tumors (G1: 35% vs 13.2%, P: 0.02) 
was significantly higher in G1. in G2, the rate of complete 
pathological response was increased (ryan 0: G1: 0% vs 
G2: 28%, p: 0.03). at the same time, the mean survival 
of G1 was lower compared with G2 (72 and 100 months 
respectively, log rank: 0.059).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 extraperitoneal rectal carci-
noma in patients younger than 50 years presents more 
aggressive histopathological features. at the same time, 
there would be a tendency to a decreased survival in this 
group of patients.

CLINICAL	OUTCOMES	OF	PELVIC	LYMPH	
NODE	DISSECTION	AFTER	PREOPERATIVE	
CHEMORADIATION	TREATMENT	FOR	RECTAL	
CANCER	BASED	ON	A	SINGLE	CENTER	
EXPERIENCE.

Poster abstracts P608

C. Cheong, y. Park, y. Han, m. Cho, H. Hur, B. min, 
K. lee, n. Kim
Seoul, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 although some reported pelvic 
lymph node dissection (Plnd) can reduce local recur-
rence, there are still controversies whether lateral pelvic 
lymph node (Pln) involvement is a regional or systemic 
disease. So far, only a few limited studies have been 
conducted to establish optimal selection criteria for Plnd. 
However, optimal criteria is still undetermined. there are 
also some adverse effect of Plnd in terms of postoperative 
complications. the aim of this study is to investigate the 
clinical outcomes of Plnd after preoperative chemoradia-
tion therapy (Crt) for rectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 a total of 149 patients with 
rectal cancer who underwent curative resection between 
april 2011 and Sep 2016 were included for the analysis. 
in this study, clinically suspected Pln metastasis was 
defined as short axis diameter of Pln remained ≥ 5mm 
after preoperative Crt. Patients underwent tme with 
Plnd after 6-8 weeks after preoperative Crt. they were 
classified into the group with Plnd (Plnd; n=104) 
and without Plnd (n-Plnd; n=45). Clinicopathologic 
characteristics, postoperative morbidity between the two 
groups were compared.

Results/Outcome(s):	Standard Plnd including obtu-
rator ln was performed in 56.7% and the remaining 
patients underwent selective Plnd(cherry picking lnd 
based on localization in mri). there were no significant 
differences in operation time (Plnd 384.6±116.1 vs. 
n-Plnd 368.4±149.0; P=0.472) and estimated blood loss 
(Plnd 345.8±370.1 vs. n-Plnd 334.9±391.0; P=0.377). 
Postoperative complications did not differ between the 
groups and only three patients suffered from paresthesia 
within postoperative 30 days in Plnd (P=0.279). the 
Pln positivity was identified in 15/104 (14.4%) among 
Plnd group. the number of positive ln (Plnd 21.3±10.4 
vs. n-Plnd 16.6±11.0; P=0.343) and n stage (P=0.143) 
didn’t show any difference between two groups.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 although Plnd was 
performed selectively for about 50% patients in our insti-
tution, the positivity of Pln (14.4%) was not inferior to 
outcomes of standard Plnd in Japan. in the management 
of lateral Pln for rectal cancer, we need to reconsider 
about benefits of standard Plnd and whether cherry 
picking ia safe and feasible or not. We need further study 
to investigate the oncologic outcomes between standard 
Plnd and selective Plnd (cherry picking).
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CHRONIC	COMPLICATION	RELATED	
ANASTOMOSIS	AFTER	SPHINCTER	SAVING	
SURGERY	FOR	RECTAL	CANCER:	SUBTYPES	
AND	PREDISPOSING	FACTORS.

Poster abstracts P609

J. Han, y. Park, H. Hur, B. min, K. lee, n. Kim
Seoul, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 Purpose: many studies have 
reported on the risk factors of anastomotic leakage (al) 
over the last decade regarding the effect of preoperative 
chemoradiotherapy (pCrt), however, there are few study 
about chronic complication related anastomosis. aim is to 
assess the clinical characteristics and predisposing factors 
of chronic complication related anastomosis following low 
anterior resection (lar) for rectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	Methods: From January 2005 
to december 2014, a total of 1904 consecutive patients 
who underwent lar for rectal cancer were eligible. 
the patients were treated with (n = 711) or without  
(n = 1193) pCrt. Chronic complication related anas-
tomosis was defined according to the time (after 30 days 
postoperatively). the variables and risk factors associ-
ated with chronic complication related anastomosis were 
analyzed by multivariate logistic regression and propen-
sity scoring matching (PSm). Baseline characteristics for 
PSm were age, sex, surgeon, intraoperative transfusion, 
operative method, Bmi, tumor location, operative time,  
aSa score.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Results: Chronic complication 
related anastomosis occurred in 143 patients. after PSm, 
the incidence of chronic complication related anastomosis 
in patients with or without pCrt was 14.8% and 3.8%, 
respectively (P < 0.001). Chronic complication related 
anastomosis had several types and included fistula forma-
tion (n = 45), stenosis of rectal lumen (n = 35), leakage 
with sinus (n = 32), abscess formation in pelvic cavity  
(n = 27), and necrotizing fasciitis (n = 4). Chronic 
complication related anastomosis was diagnosed at a 
median of 7 (range: 2-97) months postoperatively, 54.5% 
among them occurred within 8 months. of 143 patients, 36 
patients were asymptomatic without further treatment, 69 
patients underwent laparotomy, and 16 patients could not 
repair diverting ileostomy. in multivariate analysis, pCrt 
(hazard ratio: 3.7, 95% Ci: 2.4-5.6, P < 0.001) and tumor 
location (hazard ratio: 3.1, 95% Ci: 1.6-5.9, P < 0.001) 
were independent and significant predisposing factor for 
chronic complication related anastomosis. diverting ileos-
tomy did not protect against complication.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Conclusion: rate of chronic 
complication related anastomosis that develops after 30 
days following lar was 7.5% (143/1904). Chronic compli-
cation related anastomosis can occur at any time postop-
eratively and represent in a broad spectrum, which can 
be seen from asymptomatic complication to life threat-
ening-necrotizing fasciitis. even if without symptom, it 

must be recognized and managed properly with respect to 
the risk of complication, especially in case of performing 
pCrt.

ARE	ALL	CONVERSIONS	THE	SAME:	RESULTS	
OF	LAPAROSCOPIC	CONVERSIONS	FOR	
RECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P610

J. leinicke, J. Brady, a. Weaver, n. Patel, S. Steele, 
S. Stein, e. Steinhagen
Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	recent data suggests the possi-
bility of oncologic compromise associated with minimally 
invasive surgery for rectal cancer. Furthermore, the need 
to convert may represent ominous tumor or patient 
factors and thus represent a group at high risk for poorer 
outcomes. our purpose was to evaluate whether indica-
tion for conversion in laparoscopic rectal cancer surgery 
is associated with differences in circumferential resection 
margin(Crm), distal resection margin(drm), postoper-
ative complication rate, length of stay(loS), disease-free 
survival(dFS) or overall survival(oS) as compared open 
surgery.

Methods/Interventions:	 Single institution retrospec-
tive matched case-control. indication for conversion was 
categorized as either error in Judgement(eJ) or error 
in technique(et). eJ was defined as conversion due to 
locally advanced disease not oncologically amenable to 
laparoscopic surgery or intraoperative complication, e.g. 
bleeding. et was defined as conversion due to technical 
difficulty, e.g. adhesions, narrow pelvis. Both groups were 
matched 1:2 to control patients who underwent primary 
open surgery(PoS) based on variables: pathologic t 
stage(pt stage), pathologic node positive disease(n+), 
overall stage, neoadjuvant radiation treatment, and stoma. 
outcomes of Crm, drm, and complications were assessed 
using Chi Square and Fisher exact tests. loS was assessed 
using t-test. dFS and oS were estimated by Kaplan-meier 
method.

Results/Outcome(s):	 of 253 patients who under-
went surgery for rectal cancer, 33 patients had lapa-
roscopic conversion to open surgery. 15 patients were 
categorized as eJ and 15 categorized as et, and 30 
matched controls were identified for each group. 3 patients 
were excluded for inability to match. eJ patients were 
well matched to PoS controls by pt stage(p=0.8), 
overall stage(p=0.9), n+(p=0.7), neoadjuvant radi-
ation(p=1.0), stoma(p=1.0), and aSa score (aSa) 
(p= 0.2). et patients were well matched to PoS controls 
by pt stage, overall stage, n+, neoadjuvant radiation, 
stoma, and aSa score with p=1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0, and 0.2 
respectively. as compared to controls, eJ patients had 
similarly negative Crm(93.3 vs 90%, p= 1.0), drm(100 
vs 100%, p=1.0), complications(6.7 vs 3.3%, p=0.4), 
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loS(7.2 +/- 2.2 vs 8.5+/-1.1 days, p=0.4), dFS(40.8+/-
33.8 vs 49.3+/-31.1 months, p=0.4), and oS(42.8+/-33.7 
vs 53.8+/-29.5 months, p=0.3). as compared to controls 
et patients had similarly negative Crm(100 vs 86.7%, 
p=0.4), drm(100 vs 100%, p=1.0), complications(20 vs 
6.7%, p=0.3), loS(7.3+/-3.6 vs 7.1+/-2.4 days, p=0.8), 
dFS(38.9+/-31.7 vs 42.1+/-25.5 months, p=0.7), and 
oS(38.4+/- 30.5 vs 46.2+/-26.0 months, p=0.4).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 regardless of indication for 
conversion, laparoscopic conversion patients have similar 
outcomes with regards to margin status, complications, 
and survival as primary open surgery patients. our data 
suggests it is oncologically safe to begin surgery for rectal 
cancer laparoscopically and convert when necessary.

ANORECTAL	FUNCTIONAL	OUTCOMES	AFTER	
SPHINCTER-PRESERVING	SURGERY	IN	RECTAL	
CANCER:	IS	IT	POSSIBLE	PATIENTS	WITH	
TOTAL	PPROCTECTOMY	TO	IMPROVE	THEIR	
ANORECTAL	FUNCTION	AFTER	THE	LAPSE	OF	
TIME?

Poster abstracts P611

C. Cheong, y. Park, y. Han, m. Cho, H. Hur, B. min, 
K. lee, n. Kim
Seoul, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 anorectal bowel dysfunction 
after rectal cancer surgery manifests various symptoms 
including increased bowel movement, urgency and fecal 
incontinence. as sphincter-preserving surgery becomes 
popular, we need to evaluate functional outcomes after 
surgery. the aim of this study is to evaluate the anorectal 
functional outcomes after sphincter-preserving surgery in 
rectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 a total of 179 patients with 
rectal cancer who underwent curative resection between 
Feb 2009 and aug 2016 were included for the analysis. 
Survey about functional outcomes was performed by using 
memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center Bowel Function 
instrument (mSKCC BFi) and Wexner scores through 
outpatient clinic with face to face interview. mSKCC BFi 
is designed for evaluating bowel function and consists of 
three subscales (frequency, diet, urgency/soilage and four 
single items. among them, 79 patients had ileostomy and 
answered the questions after ileostomy repair. Functional 
outcomes were compared according to time interval with 

1 year, 3 years and 5 years from operation to survey. 
median follow up period for survey was 28.6 months after 
surgery including ileostomy repair.

Results/Outcome(s):	Patients without ileostomy showed 
fecal incontinence to improve after 1 year from operation 
significantly (Wexner score ≤ 1yr 6.2±5.5 vs. from 1 to 
3yr 2.6±3.5; P=0.006) However patients with ileostomy 
didn’t show differences according to time interval. When 
compared mSKCC scores, patients without ileostomy 
showed improved bowel function after 1 year (mSKCC 
score ≤ 1yr 66.8±9.0 vs. from 1 to 3yr 72.1±8.0; P=0.027). 
Patients with ileostomy showed similar bowel function 
after 1 year (P=0.636). Frequency of bowel movement 
was not different (without ileostomy 5.2 times/day vs. 
with ileostomy 7.3 times/day; P=0.056) and total score 
of mSKCC was higher significantly in patients without 
ileostomy (without ileostomy 69.7±8.2 vs. with ileostomy 
66.4±9.9; P=0.016). When compared between without 
and group with ileostomy, the ratio of low rectal cancer 
was higher significantly in ileostomy group (P<0.001). the 
ratio of preoperative chemoradiation treatment (Crt) 
was different (without ileostomy 25.0% vs. with ileostomy 
68.4%; P<0.001). Patients with ileostomy underwent ultra 
low anterior resection (lar) in 26.6% while patients 
without ileostomy underwent only lar (P<0.001).

Conclusions/Discussion:	according to our observation 
based on Wexner and mSKCC scores, total or near total 
proctectomy or preoperative Crt can cause adverse effect 
on anorectal function in rectal cancer treatment. thus, 
physicians should consider the influence of treatments on 
quality of life and choose the treatments for patients.

DIAGNOSTIC	ACCURACY	OF	PET/CT	TO	
DETECT	PRESENCE	OR	ABSENCE	OF	COLONIC	
NEOPLASTIC	LESIONS.

Poster abstracts P612

S. Brathwaite, a. traugott, a. Harzman, S. Husain, 
a. Goel
Columbus, OH

Purpose/Background:	 Positron emission tomography 
(Pet) with fluoro-deoxyglucose (FdG) is a widely used 
diagnostic modality for neoplastic disease. about 1.3-3.4% 
of Pet scans performed to evaluate non-colonic malignan-
cies will reveal an incidental colonic lesion. the optimal 
approach towards patients with incidental Pet avid 

P612 2x2 Contingency Table

Pre-Malignant/Malignant Lesion
PET/CT Present n Absent n Total
Positive True Positive 57 False Positive 43 100
Negative False Negative 14 True Negative 56 71
Total 71 99
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colonic lesions is not known. Furthermore, the sensitivity 
of Pet scans negative for colonic lesions has never been 
investigated. Given the recent increase in the use of Pet/
Ct, clinicians are increasingly faced with these clinical 
scenarios. the aim of our study is to assess the diagnostic 
accuracy of Pet/Ct to detect presence or absence of 
colonic lesions in an attempt to define clinical approach 
towards these patients.

Methods/Interventions:	 the medical records at our 
institution were queried between 2013 and 2015. all 
patients who underwent a colonoscopic exam within 
3 months of receiving a Pet/Ct scan were identified. 
Patients with prior history of colorectal malignancy were 
excluded. unpaired t-test was performed to compare 
Standardized uptake Values (SuV) between malignant 
and nonmalignant lesions. Pearson Correlation Coefficient 
was used to relate adenoma size and SuV values.

Results/Outcome(s):	We identified a total of 171 colo-
noscopic exams that were performed within three months 
of a Pet scan. out of these, 100 were done in patients with 
Pet/Ct revealing a FdG avid colonic lesion whereas 71 
were performed in patients with Pet/Ct scans negative 
for increased colonic avidity. Fifty seven percent of colono-
scopic exams performed in patients with Pet avid colonic 
lesions confirmed presence of colonic neoplastic disease. 
out of these, 10 (10%) were malignant (adenocarcinoma) 
and the remainder were premalignant (adenomas, serrated 
adenomas). there was significant difference between SuV 
for malignant and benign lesions (mean 19.57 vs. 10.36, 
p= <0.0001). the majority of the premalignant lesions 
were >1cm (n=36, 63.2%). on the other hand, out of 71 
colonoscopic exams performed for patients with negative 
Pet/Ct, 14 (19.7%) patients had pre-malignant lesions. 
the majority of these lesions (78.6%) were <1cm and no 
malignancy was identified in this group. the sensitivity of 
Pet/Ct to identify pre-malignant lesions was calculated 
to be 80.28% (95%Ci 69.14-88.78) and specificity was 
57.0% (95%Ci 46.71-66.86). additionally, there is a weak 
correlation between the size of the adenoma and SuV 
value (Pearson Correlation Coefficient 0.227).

Conclusions/Discussion:	We strongly recommend that 
incidental Pet avid colonic lesions should be further eval-
uated with colonoscopic exam as many of these lesions will 
turn out to be malignant. a higher SuV value is associated 
with increased risk of malignancy. However, there does not 
appear to be strong correlation between tumor size and 
SuV value. a negative Pet/Ct carries a high sensitivity 
(80.28%) for ruling out colonic neoplasia, especially malig-
nant lesions and for lesions > 1cm in size.

USEFULNESS	OF	ICG	SYSTEM	FOR	AVOIDING	
ANASTOMOTIC	LEAKAGE	IN	LAPAROSCOPIC	
ANTERIOR	RESECTION.

Poster abstracts P613

J. Higashijima, m. Shimada, K. yoshikawa, m. nishi, 
H. Kashihara, C. takasu, d. ishikawa
Tokushima, Japan

Purpose/Background:	 insufficient blood flow is the 
major cause of anastomotic leakage (al). So intraopera-
tive blood flow evaluation is very important. indocyanine 
green (iCG) fluorescent system can perform intraoperative 
bloodflow evaluation in various organs. the aim of this 
study is to establish the new strategy using iCG-system for 
avoiding al in laparoscopic anterior resection.

Methods/Interventions:	rectal cancer patients (n=79) 
who underwent laparoscopic anterior resection were 
included. Bloodflow of the stumps of the colon were 
evaluated using iCG fluorescent system. after resection 
of rectum, 7.5mg of iCG was administered, and the blood 
flow of oral stump was evaluated by measuring fluorescent 
time (Ft). relationship between the time until recognition 
of blood flow at the stump and anastomotic leakage was 
investigated.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Seven of seventy nine patients 
(8.9%) suffered al. in five patients with Ft over 60 
seconds, al rate was 60% (3/5 patients), while al rate 
was 5.4% in patients with Ft within 60 seconds. in the 
rest four patients having al, three patients had longer Ft 
(50~60sec). Furthermore, the three patients had several 
risk factors, such as gender (male), high Bmi, long opera-
tion time, multiple stapling fires, and other medical factors 
(diabetes mellitus, long time administration of steroids, 
etc.). only one patient (Ft=45sec) with al had no risk 
factor.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 iCG fluorescent system is 
useful for evaluating blood flow, and avoiding al in 
laparoscopic anterior resection. Based on our results, the 
following strategy may be recommended : covering ileos-
tomy should be made in patients with Ft over 60sec or Ft 
more than 50sec and 2 or more risk factors.

WOULD	IMMUNOLOGIC	MARKERS	
DERIVED	FROM	COMPLETE	BLOOD	COUNT	
ASSOCIATED	WITH	TUMOR	RESPONSE	AND	
PROGNOSIS	IN	PATIENTS	TREATED	WITH	
PREOPERATIVE	CHEMORADIOTHERAPY?

Poster abstracts P614

S. Jung, i. Park
Seoul, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	We investigated whether immu-
nologic markers with complete blood count (CBC) would 
be associated with treatment responsiveness to preop-
erative chemoradiation therapy (PCrt) and oncologic 
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outcome in patients with locally advanced rectal cancer 
(larC) underwent PCrt with surgery.

Methods/Interventions:	 a total of 984 patients with 
larC who treated with PCrt followed by radical surgery 
at asan medical center from 2005 to 2013 were enrolled 
and analyzed retrospectively. Peripheral blood was obtained 
within 7 days before start of PCrt. CBC parameters 
including neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio (nlr), lympho-
cyte-monocyte ratio (lmr) and platelet-lymphocyte ratios 
(Plr) were recorded. Pathologic responses to PCrt 
were evaluated in the resected specimens using the tumor 
regression grade (trG) system suggested by the Korean 
Society of Pathologists. the cut-off values of immuno-
logic markers (nlr, lmr and Plr) were calculated for 
analyzing association with recurrence-free survival (rFS).

Results/Outcome(s):	one hundred ninety five patients 
achieved total regression of primary tumor and 789 
patients had residual disease. in the receiver operating 
characteristic analysis, nlr, Plr and lmr did not have 
the ability to distinguish total regression and residual 
disease group after PCrt. the cut-off values of nlr, 

lmr and Plr were 1.7, 6.8 and 92.88, respectively. in 
univariate analysis, low nlr(≤1.7), high lmr(>6.8) and 
high Plr(>92.88) were favorable factors for rFS. in multi-
variate analysis, high Plr was associated with better rFS 
(Hr, 0.649; 95% Ci, 0.473-0.89; P=0.007). in separating 
analysis for each stage, high nlr(>1.7) was independently 
poor prognostic factor in stage 2 (Hr, 1.868; 95% Ci,  
1.08-3.109; P=0.025) and high Plr was the better asso-
ciated factor with rFS in stage 3 (Hr, 0.675; 95% Ci, 
0.421-0.957; P=0.03).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the immunologic markers 
with CBC (nlr, lmr and Plr) were independently 
associated with rFS in patients with larC who treated 
with PCrt and radical resection. But, these markers could 
not predict total regression of primary tumor after PCrt.

P614 Univariate and multivariate analysis of factors associated with recurrence-free survival

Variables
Univariate Multivariate

Hazard ratio P Hazard ratio 95% CI P
NLR 0.008 0.07

Low NLR (≤1.7) 1 1
High NLR (>1.7) 1.446 1.319 0.978-5.087

LMR 0.008 0.092
Low LMR (≤6.8) 1 1
High LMR (>6.8) 0.53 0.658 0.405-1.070

PLR 0.076 0.007
Low PLR (≤92.88) 1 1
High PLR (>92.88) 0.765 0.649 0.473-0.89

ypT stage <0.001 <0.001
ypT0 1 1
ypT1 0.388 0.417 0.097-1.799
ypT2 1.852 1.694 0.972-1.449
ypT3 5.216 3.297 1.980-5.491
ypT4 6.235 3.208 0.74-14.7

ypN stage <0.001 <0.001
ypN0 1 1
ypN1 2.931 1.882 1.385-2.557
ypN2 5.347 2.345 1.538-3.575

Lymphovascular invasion 3.637 <0.001 1.762 1.229-2.526 0.002
Perineural invasion 3.195 <0.001 1.509 1.093-2.083 0.012
Age, yrs 0.648
≤70 1
>70 1.09
Gender 0.431

Male 1
Female 0.893
NLR, neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio; LMR, lymphocyte-monocyte ratio; PLR, platelet-lymphocyte ratio
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OPTIMAL	TREATMENT	STRATEGIES	FOR	
CLINICALLY	SUSPICIOUS	LATERAL	PELVIC	
LYMPH	NODE	METASTASIS	IN	RECTAL	
CANCER.

Poster abstracts P615

H. Kim, G. Choi, J. Park, S. Park
Daegu, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	lateral pelvic lymph node (lPn) 
metastasis is a major cause of local recurrence in patients 
with advanced rectal cancer treated by total mesorectal 
excision (tme), even after preoperative chemoradio-
therapy (Crt). lateral pelvic lymph node dissection 
(lPnd) may improve local control and survival with rectal 
cancer and pelvic node metastasis following preoperative 
Crt, but remains controversial. We aimed to determine 
the optimal indications for lPnd after preoperative Crt 
in patients with locally advanced rectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	of 377 patients who received 
preoperative Crt for locally advanced rectal cancer 
between 2006 and 2013, 84 (22.3%) had suspicious lPns 
observed on pretreatment magnetic resonance imaging 
(mri). mri findings before and after Crt, clinical factors, 
lPn metastasis, and oncologic outcomes were analyzed 
retrospectively.

Results/Outcome(s):	 of 84 patients with suspicious 
lPn, 61 patients had a short-axis diameter < 5mm (lPn 
had responded to Crt) by post-Crt mri. of these 
patients, 31 underwent tme alone (Group a), and 30 
underwent tme plus lPnd (Group B). the remaining 
23 patients had persistently suspicious lPns observed 
on post-Crt mri and underwent tme plus lPnd 
(Group C). Pathologic lPn metastasis was confirmed in 5 
patients (16.7%) in group B and 15 (62.5%) in group C. 
local recurrence developed in 7 (22.6%), 0 (0%), and 4 
(17.4%) patients in groups a, B, and C, respectively. the 
3-year disease-free survival rates were 53.7%, 74.2%, and 
46.9% in groups a, B, and C, respectively. Five patients 
(16.1%) in the group a developed in situ lPn recurrence, 
and lPn metastasis was confirmed after salvage resection 
of the recurrence. a short-axis lPn diameter ≥ 7mm on 
pretreatment mri was significantly associated with local 
recurrence in the group a.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Study findings suggested that 
lPnd cannot be omitted for patients with suspicious lPns 
on pretreatment mri even with good response to preop-
erative Crt. Findings from pretreatment mri should be 
considered to determine whether lPnd is indicated.

PSEUDOMYXOMA	PERITONEI:AN	OVERALL	
ANALYSIS	OF	79	PATIENTS	TREATED	AT	A	
SINGLE	INSTITUTION.

Poster abstracts P616

d. Kang
Seoul, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 Pseudomyxoma	 peri-
tonei(PMP)	 is	 a	 clinical	 term	 for	 gelatinous	 ascites,	
usually	 secondary	 to	 an	 appendiceal	 tumor.	 PMP	 has	
not a definite standard of diagnosis and treatment 
up	 to	 now,	 and	 is	 classified	 according	 to	 pathology,	
Disseminated	peritoneal	adenomucinosis	(DPAM)	and	
Peritoneal	 mucinous	 carcinomatosis	 (PMCA).	 There	
are	 nothing	 to	 prove	 effective	 treatment	 except	 for	
Cytoreductive	 surgery	 &	 HIPEC.	 So	 many	 studies	
recommend	Cytoreductive	surgery	&	HIPEC	for	PMP.	
The	aim	of	this	study	are	to	compare	oncologic	outcome	
according	to	histologic	type	of	PMP	and	to	demonstrate	
effective	treatment	of	PMP	in	single	institution.

Methods/Interventions:	 From	 March	 2005	 to	 June	
2016,	 79	 patients	 with	 PMP	 who	 had	 diagnosed	 and	
treated	 at	 a	 Severance	 hospital.	 They	 were	 classi-
fied	 according	 to	 histologic	 type	 of	 WHO	 criteria,	
DPAM(N=50)	 and	 PMCA(N=29).	 The	 medical	
records	 of	 patients	 were	 reviewed	 retrospectively	 for	
clinicopathologic	 features,	 perioperative	 factors,	 and	
vital	status	at	the	time	of	the	last	follow-up	evaluation.

Results/Outcome(s):	 A	 total	 of	 79	 patients	 were	
analyzed	(50	DPAM	patients	and	29	PMCA	patients).	In	
clinicopathologic	 feature,	 patient	 comparisons	 showed	
that	PMCA	group	had	a	significantly	higher	proportion	
of	postoperative	systemic	chemotherapy(p=0.038)	and	
lower	decrease	of	serum	CA	19-9	level(p=0.036)	than	
DPAM	group.	And	for	validate	the	effective	treatment	
of	 PMP,	 we	 compare	 Operation	 group(N=36)	 with	
Operation	 with	 systemic	 chemotherapy	 group(N=39)	
regardless	of	histologic	type.	But,	There	were	no	statis-
tically	 significant	 difference	 in	 the	 clinicopatological	
features	 and	 oncologic	 outcome	 between	 two	 groups.	
Although	follow	up	period	had	a	remarkable	difference,	
recurrence	rate	of	HIPEC	group(N=12,	median	follow	
up=11	months)	was	8.3%	as	contrast	with	recurrence	
rate	of	No	HIPEC	group(N=67,	median	follow	up=43	
months)	was	54.4%.	In	univariate	&	multivariate	anal-
ysis,	 only	 histologic	 type	 had	 an	 effect	 for	 oncologic	
outcome(p=0.002,	0.014).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 This	 study	 reports	 that	
PMCA	has	poorer	prognosis	than	DPAM.	In	treatment,	
systemic	 chemotherapy	 has	 not	 effect	 on	 PMP.	 And	
there	are	no	results	of	long	term	survival	about	HIPEC,	
we	 expect	 that	 HIPEC	 is	 good	 treatment	 option	 for	
improvement	 of	 oncologic	 outcome,	 so	 we	 will	 need	
further	study	to	demonstrate	this	thing.
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UNIVERSAL	SCREENING	FOR	DETECTION	
OF	LYNCH	SYNDROME:	PRELIMINARY	
EXPERIENCE	AT	CLINICA	LAS	CONDES.

Poster abstracts P617

a. Zarate, K. alvarez, C. Villarroel, a. Wielandt, 
e. Pinto, l. Contreras, u. Kronberg, F. lopez-Kostner
Santiago, Chile

Purpose/Background:	 traditionally, individuals suspi-
cious of lynch Syndrome have been selected according to 
the amsterdam and Bethesda clinical criteria. nowadays, 
the implementation of microsatellite instability (mSi) and/
or immunohistochemistry (iHC) for mlH1, mSH2, mSH6 
and PmS2, is being promoted to assess the mmr system 
function for all colorectal cancer. universal screening 
would increase the sensibility for mutation detection and 
enlarge the group of high risk families, taking into account 
those who were discarded for not meet traditional criteria. 
to determinate the incidence of cases suspicious of lynch 
Syndrome trough the implementation of mSi and iHC 
studies in patients who do not fulfill traditional criteria.

Methods/Interventions:	We included colorectal cancer 
patients treated by surgery without neo-adyuvant treatment 
with chemo/radiotherapy, who do not fulfill amsterdam 
and Bethesda criteria. Cancer specimens were studied by 

mSi and iHC. in those tumors with mlH1 expression loss, 
mlH1 promoter methylation and BraF V600e mutation 
were analyzed to discard sporadic cases.

Results/Outcome(s):	 in total, 83 patients have mSi 
and iHC information. mSi-High was detected in 11 
tumors (13%), all of them with expression loss of at least 
one protein. Specifically, 9 tumors showed mlH1 loss, 
the majority of them, PmS2 loss as well. in this group, 
one case suspicious of lS was identified (unmethylated 
mlH1 and normal BraF), corresponding to a 54 years old 
right colon cancer patient without family history. Besides, 
two more cases were identified; one with mSH2/mSH6 
heterodimer expression loss and other one with PmS2 loss, 
both patients diagnosed with right colon cancer at 62 and 
61 years old without family history. on the other hand, a 
49 years old left colon cancer patient with a mSH6 loss 
was identified in the group with mSS/mSi-low tumors. 
Germline mutations screening in two patients revealed the 
existence of a MLH1 mutation c.2041G>a (p.ala681thr) 
in one patient.

Conclusions/Discussion:	in summary, with the routine 
implementation of mSi and iHC, we could identify 4 cases 
(4,8%) that do not fulfill the traditional clinical criteria 
(amsterdam and Bethesda)

P616 Analysis of effective factors to overall survival

Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis

Sex 0.265
Age 0.093
ASA classification 0.323
Treatment <0.001 0.43
Histologic type 0.161
Histologic type(DPAM vs. PMCA) 0.002 0.014
Disease extent 0.605
Chemotherapy 0.1
Symptoms 0.342
HIPEC 0.189
Primary site 0.647
Resection status 0.848
Complication 0.573
Preoperative CEA 0.581
Preoperative CA 19-9 0.22
Preoperative CA 125 0.787
Postoperative CEA 0.263
Postoperative CA 19-9 0.007 0.121
Postoperative CA 125 0.128
Recurrence 0.446
Transfusion 0.193
Operation time(hour) 0.551
Intraoperative bleeding(ml) 0.63
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LOCALLY	ADVANCED	CAECAL	CANCER	:	
AN	OPPORTUNITY	FOR	NEO-ADJUVANT	
THERAPY?

Poster abstracts P618

P. Saxena, P. Barrow, G. ramsay, C. macKay, l. Samuel, 
C. Parnaby
Aberdeen, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	achieving a complete resection 
of colorectal cancer (r0) is essential for long-term disease-
free survival. Predicting which patients might be at risk of 
an incomplete resection (r1) could provide opportunity for 
neoadjuvant treatment which forms part of the treatment 
algorithm for rectal cancer but is rarely used in colonic 
cancer for fear of small bowel injury. Volume-modulated 
arc radiotherapy (Vmat) continuously reshapes and 
modulates the intensity of the radiation beam as the 
machine rotates around the patient and could be utilised 
for targeted neo-adjuvant treatment of advanced caecal 
cancer. our aim was to investigate the cause of r1 caecal 
resections to see if this could be predicted preoperatively.

Methods/Interventions:	 We retrospectively analysed 
the pathology reports of all caecal resections undertaken at 
a tertiary referral centre between Feb 2011 and Feb 2015. 
r1 resections of the caecum were identified. demographic 
and operative details were collected from patients 
paper and electronic case notes, including presentation,  
pre-operative radiological staging, surgical approach, histo-
pathological staging, site of involved margin and any adju-
vant treatment undertaken. outcome and survival were 
also analysed.

Results/Outcome(s):	of a total of 215 patients under-
going right hemicolectomy for caecal cancer, 21 of which 
had an incomplete (r1) resection (10%). mean age of 
patients was 73.2yrs (range 52-91). eleven patients (52%) 
presented as an emergency, six with tumour perforation 
and five with obstruction. Fourteen tumours (67%) were 
staged as t4 on preoperative imaging, 15 (71%) had 
nodal disease and 8 (38%) had distant metastases. r1 
resection was due to tumour involvement in the posterior  
(non-peritonealised) margin in 20 patients (one case 
<1mm) and one case had involvement at the anterolateral 
margin. nine patients had an ileostomy formed at initial 
surgery and 9 patients required further procedures for 
complications including anastomotic leak, small bowel 

obstruction and hydronephrosis. at a mean of 31 months 
follow-up (range 6-46 months), 16 (64%) patients had 
died (7 patients within 1 year, 11 patients within 2 years 
and none surviving longer than 3 years). in the 10 elec-
tive cases, preoperative imaging revealed one patient had 
local perforation, one tumour was invading the sigmoid 
colon and 5 patients had metastatic disease, leaving only 
3 patients who might benefit from neoadjuvant Vmat.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in this single centre series, 
incomplete resection of caecal cancer occurred rarely but 
was associated with poor prognosis. the commonest site 
for involvement was the posterior margin and most cases 
occurred in the emergency setting due to tumour perfo-
ration or obstruction due to locally advanced disease.. 
For elective patients with locally advanced disease on 
pre-operative imaging, neoadjuvant radiotherapy might be 
indicated, but numbers will be limited.

OPTIMAL	TREATMENT	STRATEGIES	FOR	
RECTOVAGINAL	FISTULA	AFTER	SPHINCTER	
SPARING	RECTAL	CANCER	SURGERY.

Poster abstracts P619

H. lee, G. Choi, J. Park, S. Park, H. Kim
Daegu, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	rectovaginal fistula (rVF) after 
sphincter sparing surgery for rectal cancer is regarded as 
a type of anastomotic leakages. the incidence is rare and 
few studies have been reported. in addition, treatment 
strategies for rVF are not established yet. the aim of this 
study was to evaluate clinical features of rVF and to find 
the optimal treatment strategies for rVF.

Methods/Interventions:	all female patients who under-
went sphincter sparing surgery with colorectal anastomosis 
or coloanal anastomosis for rectal cancer between 1997 
and 2015 (n=1281) were retrospectively analyzed. rVF 
was diagnosed by clinical manifestations, colonoscopy or 
radiology. the patients’ demographics and perioperative 
outcomes were analyzed. We categorized the treatment 
methods in 5 groups (primary repair without diverting 
stoma, primary repair with diverting stoma, re-do coloanal 
anastomosis without diverting stoma, re-do coloanal anas-
tomosis with diverting stoma and palliative colostomy), 
then compared the success rate of each treatments.

P619 Precedures perfromed in patients with rectovaginal fisulas

Procedures Frequency Completion of treatment Success rate
Primary repair without stoma 8 2 25%
Primary repair with stoma 18 5 27.8%
Re-do CAA without stoma 4 4 100%
Re-do CAA with stoma 8 5 62.5%
Palliative colostomy 4

CAA, coloanal anastomosis
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Results/Outcome(s):	a total 26 female patients expe-
rienced rVFs during that period. the incidence of rVF 
was 2.02%, comparable with other study. among these 
patients, the proportion of patient who was received 
neoadjuvant chemoradiation was 38.5% (10 of 26). and 
the median onset of symptom was 118 days after primary 
cancer operation (range 12 - 2236). a total of 42 proce-
dures were performed in 26 patients with rVF. except 4 
procedures of palliative colostomy, re-do coloanal anas-
tomosis with or without diverting stoma revealed higher 
success rate than primary repair with or without stoma 
(re-do coloanal without stoma 4 of 4, 100%, re-do coloanal 
with stoma 5 of 8, 62.5%, primary repair without stoma 2 of 
8, 25%, primary repair with stoma 5 of 18, 27.8%).

Conclusions/Discussion:	this study’s findings suggest 
that re-do coloanal anastomosis might be considered as a 
successful treatment strategy for rVF. Further large cohort 
study is needed to evaluate the risk factors and to establish 
the optimal treatment for rVF.

DOES	THE	TYPE	OF	FIXATIVE	SOLUTION	
CORRELATE	TO	LYMPH	NODE	YIELD	IN	LEFT	
COLON	CANCER?	A	RANDOMIZED	TRIAL	
COMPARING	FORMALIN	AND	CARNOY.

Poster abstracts P620

a. dias, r. Pinto, m. Pereira, m. Camargo, J. Sousa, 
e. mello, S. nahas, i. Cecconello, u. ribeiro Junior
São Paulo, Brazil; Sao Paulo, Brazil

Purpose/Background:	lymph node yield is crucial for 
patient’s prognosis after surgery. imagine that in time 
consuming surgeries with adequate lymphadenectomies 
could retrieve less than an expected number of lymph 
nodes impairing patient’s prognosis just due to routine 
histopathology analysis loss is unacceptable. Small lymph 
nodes are difficult to identify, and fat-clearing solutions 
have been proposed to improve this, but there is no 
evidence of their clinical benefit. objetive: to analyze the 
influence of the fixative solution in lymph node count, 
positivity and its clinical relevance in left colectomy.

Methods/Interventions:	 after institutional review 
Board approval, 60 patients with left colon cancer located 
either in the sigmoid colon, recto-sigmoid junction or 
upper rectum operated at the Cancer institute of the State 
of São Paulo (iCeSP) between march 2012 and September 
2013 were randomized 1:1 for fixation with Carnoy`s solu-
tion (CS group) and 10% neutral buffered Formalin (nBF 
group). all patients underwent the same type of surgical 
procedure, which was the left colectomy with colorectal 
anastomosis. Specimens were fixed then the pericolic fat 
was weighted, measured and manually dissected for lns. 
Pathological analysis was performed accordingly to the 
College of american Pathologists protocol. after dissec-
tion, the residual fat from the nBF group was immersed 
and fixed in CS and dissected in search for missed lns 

(revision group). data from this analysis was added to 
the nBF group providing the nBF+revision group. Five 
colorectal surgeons operated all cases and one pathologist 
was responsible for weighting, measuring and dissecting all 
specimens.

Results/Outcome(s):	 immersion time at the solutions 
(p=0.78) and time for dissection (p=0.96) were similar 
for CS and nBF groups. However, time for immersion and 
dissection at the revision Group was double the other 
groups (p<0.001). the mean number of examined lns was 
35.6 and 26.8 for CS and nBF, respectively (p=0.007). 
missing lns of nBF reviewed by CS were found in all cases 
from the residual fat group (mean of 32.2), and in 2 of 
them (6.7%) metastatic lymph nodes were present. there 
was no upstaging, but 3 cases (10%) that had less than 12 
lns harvested ended with a satisfactory number of lns 
after revision. lymph nodes in the CS group were smaller 
than those in the nBF group (p<0.001). the number of 
retrieved lns was significantly higher when comparing 
revision group (45.8) with CS group (35.6; p = 0.004).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Compared with nBF, CS 
increases lymph node detection following left colectomy 
for cancer and allows a more accurate pathological staging, 
especially for smaller lymph node retrieval. double solu-
tion fixation with Formalin and Carnoy is even more accu-
rate, despite a more time consuming process.

DEHYDRATED	HUMAN	AMNION	CHORION	
MEMBRANE	IN	BOWEL	ANASTOMOSES.

Poster abstracts P621

d. Choat
Fayetteville, GA

Purpose/Background:	 anastomotic leaks following 
colorectal surgery represent a significant postoperative 
complication with devastating if not lethal consequences. 
this complication is associated with severe morbidly and 
mortality. large patient series have demonstrated that this 
event can occur in as much as 7 to 14% of bowel anasto-
moses. although there is much literature regarding the 
risks factors and consequence of this complications, few 
attempt have been using adjunct techniques to ameliorate 
this problem. the aim of this study was to evaluate the 
use of dehydrated human amnion and chorion membrane 
(dHaCm) to reduce the incidence of this complication.

Methods/Interventions:	a systematic review was made 
of a single surgeon’s experiences utilizing dHaCm to wrap 
his colonic anastomoses at the time of primary surgical 
repair. eighty two of patients underwent colonic resections 
with anastomoses wrapped in dHaCm. the leak rate was 
then compared to the surgeon’s historic leak rate prior to 
the use of dHaCm.

Results/Outcome(s):	approximately 40 patients devel-
oped anastomotic leak in over 1000 surgeries prior to the 
adoption of dHaCm wrapping of the anastomosis for an 
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estimated leak rate of 4.0%. one of patient developed 
anastomotic leak in eighty-two of surgeries where dHaCm 
wrapping of the anastomosis was used for a leak rate of 
1.21%.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 dHaCm appears to signifi-
cantly reduce the number of anastomotic leaks in colon 
resection surgery and can therefore reduce the prolonged 
length of stay and/or the need for readmission in these 
patients.

DEFERRAL	OF	SURGERY	IN	RECTAL	CANCER:	
OUTCOMES	FROM	OXFORD.

Poster abstracts P622

d. James, G. nicholson, C. Hammer, o. Jones, 
r. Hompes, i. lindsey, C. Cunningham
Oxford, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	numerous modalities are utilised 
in the treatment of rectal cancer, most incorporating 
surgical resection and, when necessitated, chemoradio-
therapy. the exact approach is dictated by a combination 
of disease- (e.g. tumor stage/involvement of the circum-
ferential resection margin) and patient- (e.g. comorbidity) 
related factors. the standard of care for curable disease is 
still surgical resection. However, in recent years, interest 
has been growing in non-operative management of rectal 
cancer: ‘watch and wait.’ Benefits of this approach are that 
patients may avoid undergoing surgery that can lead to 
major morbidity and mortality, risk of needing permanent 
stoma and a detrimental impact on quality of life due to 
poor function. However, it is essential that this approach is 
scrutinised in terms of outcomes and also in relation to the 
decision making process that leads to deferral of surgery. 
the purpose of this study is to investigate: (1) rationale for 
selecting to defer surgery; and (2) outcomes in this cohort 
in terms of recurrence, and survival.

Methods/Interventions:	 data was obtained from a 
prospectively maintained cancer database within a tertiary 
referral teaching hospital. Patients who underwent chemo-
radiotherapy and subsequent deferral of surgery for rectal 
cancer between march, 2011 and January, 2015 were 
included. those with metastatic disease were excluded. 
tumour characteristics and where available, reason for 
selection of deferral of surgery was recorded. mortality and 
length of follow up was also reported.

Results/Outcome(s):	 From our prospectively main-
tained database, 24 patients with adenocarcinoma of the 
rectum underwent deferral of surgery. age (years) was 72 
(50 – 91) [median (range)] at time of diagnosis. tumour 
characteristics are noted in table 1. of this cohort, four 
were unfit for surgery and only suitable for non-operative 
treatment. Six patients declined resectional surgery. three 
patients also underwent contact radiotherapy post chemo-
radiotherapy. transanal endoscopic microsurgery (temS) 
was undertaken in two cases for resection of residual 
disease post chemoradiotherapy. one patient underwent 
temS resection of recurrence. overall, mortality was 7/24. 
length of follow up (months) was 32 (11 – 56) [median 
(range)]. disease relapse was noted in 8/24 and this 
occurred at 16 (7 – 34) months [median (range)].

Conclusions/Discussion:	this study demonstrates that 
a subset of patients with rectal cancer develop a complete 
clinical response to neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy. 
there are numerous reasons why this approach may be 
taken such as patient fitness for surgery and patient choice 
to avoid resectional surgery and potential permanent 
colostomy. Furthermore, techniques such as temS may 
have a role in the treatment of persistent or recurrent 
disease in certain cases. accordingly, deferral of surgery 
and organ preservation in selected patients may obviate 
the need for radical surgery and the ensuing morbidity and 
impact on quality of life.

ANALYSIS	OF	ADHERENCE	TO	A	
MULTICENTER	COLORECTAL	CANCER	
SCREENING	PROGRAM	IN	A	DEVELOPING	
COUNTRY.

Poster abstracts P623

a. Zarate, K. alvarez, a. Wielandt, e. Pinto, 
l. Contreras, u. Kronberg, F. lopez-Kostner, 
C. Villarroel
Santiago, Chile

Purpose/Background:	 in developed countries appli-
cation of colorectal cancer (CrC) screening programs 
(CrCSP) reduces mortality. However, in countries with 
limited resources an important issue is the cost and low 
adherence. in Chile a CrCSP with standardized protocols 
(PreneC) is being developed, including education and 

P622 Tumor characteristics

T Stage Number of Patients N Stage Number of Patients Height of Tumor Number of Patients
1 2 0 15 Low 16
2 9 1 5 Mid 7
3 8 2 3 Upper 1
4 4

One patient unable to have MRI staging
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personalized orientation of the participants. to analyze the 
adherence of PreneC participants.

Methods/Interventions:	We select a cohort of patients 
from PreneC project. inclusion criteria: age between 
50 and 75 years, asymptomatic for colorectal disease. an 
immunological occult blood test (Fit) was performed on 
all patients; on those with positive results, a total colonos-
copy was performed. Period of study: July 2012 - august 
2016. adherence to program, Fit, colonoscopy and 
permanence at 2 years were analyzed

Results/Outcome(s):	 in mentioned period, there were 
20,889 people interested and 19,129 (91.6%) attended. 
the participants who returned the Fit were 93% 
(17,695/19,129). the Fit return was 94%, 97% and 89% 
in centers 1, 2 and 3, respectively. those with positive 
Fit (2,476 individuals), 2,228 (89,9%) were scheduled 
to a colonoscopy, which was performed in 2,045 (82.5%). 
Colonoscopies were performed in 85%, 89% and 77% in 
centers 1, 2 and 3, respectively. there were 8,782 patients 
with negative Fit and indication to repeat it at 2 years; 
of those patients 6,239 (71%) have been contacted and 
a total of 3,987 individuals (64%) have withdrawn their 
second Fit.

Conclusions/Discussion:	  adherence to the PreneC 
program is above the one referred to in international series, 
probably due to the influence of education and personal-
ized orientation, which may positively impact results and 
cost-effectiveness in the future.

ANASTOMOTIC	LEAKS	IN	MALIGNANT	
COLORECTAL	RESECTIONS.

Poster abstracts P624

m. Gok
Macclesfield, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 anastomotic leaks is a serious 
complication that is reported to occur in < 10% of restor-
ative colorectal surgery. anastomotic leaks is believed to 
adversely affect long term survival. the aim of the study is 
to assess the management of colorectal anastomotic leaks 
at a single centre.

Methods/Interventions:	 this is a retrospective study 
carried out at east Cheshire nHS trust from november 
2008 to november 2016. Patient factors and post-operative  
features were collected for malignant colorectal resections 
with anastomotic “leaks” and “non-leaks” were recruited 
as controls.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Anastomotic	 leaks	 (n=48),	
Non	Leaks	 (n=964).	Mann	Whitney	U	 test	 (p	value) 
Age	 (yrs): 68.4±1.5 (leaks), 71.1±0.4 (non leaks). 
p=nS. Sex	 (M:F): 28:20 (leaks), 523:441 (no leaks) 
p=nS. BMI: 26.7±0.7 (leaks), 26.4±0.5 (non leaks) 
p=nS. Emergency:	 Elective	 (n): 9:39 (leaks), 218: 746  
(non leaks). Laparoscopic:Open	 (n): 16:32 (leaks), 

447:517 (non leaks) Type	A	 (antibiotic	Rx)	 leaks	 (n): 
20 Type	B	(drainage	Rx)	leaks	(n): 6 Type	C	(surgical	
Rx)	 leaks	 (n): 22 Operation	 time	 (mins): 155.2±9.2 
(leaks), 161.0±2.3 (non leaks) p=nS. Lymph	Node	yield	
(n): 14.5 (leaks), 14 (non leaks) p=nS. Length	 of	 stay	
(days): 13±6.5 (leaks), 9±4 (non leaks) p <0.0005 1st year 
survival	 (%): 84.9, 87.7 (non leaks) logrank p=nS 3rd	
year	 surival	 (%): 74.2, 75.0 (non leaks) logrank p=nS 
5th	 year	 survival	 (%): 68.3, 67.8 (non leaks) logrank 
p=nS

Conclusions/Discussion:	 anastomotic leaks occurred 
in 4.7 % of all CrC resections, surgical intervention was 
carried out in 45.8 % cases. despite a prolonged hospital 
stay (p < 0.05), anastomotic leaks did not adversely affect 
patient survival (logrank p = nS). type C leaks are 
believed to have the worst prognosis (recurrence & shorter 
survival). diversion stoma reduces the rate & severity 
of anastomotic leakage. early diagnosis is crucial in the 
management of anastomotic leaks.

LAPAROSCOPIC	CONVERTED	TO	
OPEN	COLORECTAL	RESECTIONS	FOR	
MALIGNANCY.

Poster abstracts P625

m. Gok
Macclesfield, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	Colorectal cancer is the 3rd most 
commonest and the 2nd most lethal malignancy in the 
uK & uSa. laparoscopic surgery has evolved to become 
routinely employed in the management of colorectal 
malignancies. laparoscopic to open conversion has been 
reported to occur in less than 21 % of cases. the aim of 
the study is to assess laparoscopic to open conversions at 
a single centre.

Methods/Interventions:	 this is a retrospective study 
carried out from november 2008 to november 2016 
at east Cheshire nHS trust. Patient factors & surgical 
outcomes were evaluated for all elective colorectal resec-
tions. laparoscopic and open colorectal resections carried 
out during same period were recruited as controls.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Lap-open(n=66),	
Laparoscopic(n=276),	 open(n=	 351).	 Kruskal	
Wallis	 test	 (p	 value). Age:	 (yrs): 70.2±1.4(lap-open), 
70.5±0.6(lap), 71.8±0.6(open) p=nS Sex	 (M:	 F): 
44:22(lap-open), 200:178(lap), 204:147(open) p=nS 
ASA: 2(lap-open), 2 (lap), 2(open) p=nS BMI: 
27.0±0.6(lap-open), 25.9±0.2(lap), 27.1±0.3(open) 
P<0.05 Operation	 time	 (mins): 204.7±8.4(lap-open), 
187.5±3.7(lap), 142.5±3.5(open) p=nS Lymph	 Node	
yield	(n): 14(lap-open), 15(lap), 15(open) p=nS Length	
of	 stay	 (days): 9±4(lap-open), 7±3.5(lap), 10±3(open) 
p=<0.05 1st	year	survival	(%): 96.7(lap-open), 94.0(lap), 
89.8(open) logrank p=nS 3rd	 year	 survival	 (%): 
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85.1(lap-open), 85.7(lap), 77.4(open) logrank p=nS  
5th	 year	 survival	 (%): 77.7(lap-open), 78.5(lap), 
72.2(open) logrank p=nS

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the total lap-open conver-
sions rate was 14.9 %, but has dropped to 7.5% for the year 
2015. lap-open conversions were more common in men 
(p< 0.05), of higher weight & Bmi (p < 0.05). lap-open 
conversion was associated with a prolonged operative time 
(p < 0.05), & a longer hospital stay (p < 0.05), but did not 
adversely affect survival. lap-open conversion occurred 
in the presence of: significant intra-abdominal adhesions, 
fatty mesentery or omentum, unfavourable patient habitus 
(i.e. narrow pelvis in men & presence of uterine fibroids in 
women), technical difficulties, equipment failure, tumour 
fixity, other visceral involvement, intra-operative events 
(e.g. bleeding), concerns of anastomotic viability, & anaes-
thetic compromise (ventilation difficulties). Conversion 
should not be deemed as failure of laparoscopic surgery, 
but as sound safe surgical decision.

TRANSANAL	TOTAL	MESORECTAL	EXCISION	
AS	EARLY	ADOPTERS:	A	MOVE	IN	THE	RIGHT	
DIRECTION?

Poster abstracts P626

m. Penna, m. Williams, C. Cunningham, o. Jones, 
r. Guy, r. Hompes
Oxford, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 transanal tme (tatme) is 
the latest advanced technique pioneered to overcome 
challenges encountered during difficult pelvic dissections. 
it’s adoption and interest is growing worldwide and initial 
cohort series and registry data such tatme to be oncolog-
ically safe with acceptable short-term clinical outcomes. 
We report our tatme experience as early adopters in a 
single unit applying modifications to the technique and 
adapting the approach to other indications such as abdom-
inoperineal excisions and completion proctectomies.

Methods/Interventions:	data on consecutive tatme 
cases performed at a single colorectal unit in oxford were 
recorded prospectively. Patient characteristics, opera-
tive details and both histological and short-term clinical 
outcomes were analysed. modifications to the technique 
and equipment used are described. tatme results were 
compared to laparoscopic tme cases performed in the 
same unit.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Since June 2013, 65 patients 
underwent tatme: 55 cancer and 10 benign cases. 
Procedures included 27 low anterior resections, 15 ultralow 
anterior resections, 10 extralevator abdominoperineal 
excisions (aPe), 7 intersphincteric aPe, 3 completion 
proctectomies, 2 proctectomies with ileal-pouch anal 
anastomosis formation and 1 standard aPe. mean Bmi 
was 27.4 kg/m2 with 77% men and median age of 63-years. 
median tumour height from anal verge was 5.5±2.6cm. 

56% and 29% of tumours were t3 and t2 respectively. 
intra-operative difficulties encountered included bleeding 
(4 patients), unstable pneumopelvis with poor visualisa-
tion due to smoke (8), and incorrect plane dissection (8). 
urethral injury did not occur. introduction of a special-
ised transanal platform and airseal insufflation system 
improved the pneumopelvic stability and view. a modified 
stapling technique to ensure central placement of the anvil 
through the rectal pursestring was devised. Post-operative 
complications included one wound infection, three urinary 
retentions, one pneumonia and five prolonged ileus. 
anastomotic leak occurred in 3 patients (6.8%), all of 
whom had stapled anastomoses and underwent exam-
ination under anaesthesia and transanal control of pelvic 
sepsis with closure of the anastomosis. the anastomotic 
leak rate following anterior resection by an abdominal 
approach was 10.9% and laparotomy for leakage was 
required in 5.6% of cases. one patient in the tatme series 
died of metastatic disease five months following surgery. 
the 30-day mortality rate for the abdominal approach 
group was 2.1% (n=6). Histological results show complete 
or near complete tme specimens in 98% of cases with a 
negative circumferential margin in 98%.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 despite early tatme adop-
tion with subsequent technical and instrumental modifi-
cations during the initial cases, the short-term histological 
and clinical outcomes achieved appear to be comparable, 
and possibly superior in terms of anastomotic leak rate, to 
traditional abdominal approaches.

STREAMLINING	REFERRALS	FOR	PATIENTS	
WITH	SUSPECTED	COLORECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P627

C. mann, S. Jones, K. Boyle
Leicester, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 in the uK, patients with 
suspected colorectal cancer meeting set criteria, are 
referred by a primary care physician on a Government 
led '2 week wait’ pathway, necessitating them to be seen 
within 14 days of referral. traditionally this had meant 
office review prior to investigation, however has resulting 
in considerable burden and struggle to meet targets. Based 
upon this, our centre developed a fully protocol driven 
‘straight to test’ pathway in november 2015 based upon 
patient fitness (WHo performance status) and referring 
symptom. the aim of this study was to review our initial 
experience with this.

Methods/Interventions:	 We retrospectively reviewed 
our results over the first seven months of implementing 
this pathway (november 2015-may 2016). Patients with 
rectal bleeding or a palpable rectal mass underwent 
flexible sigmoidoscopy; change of bowel habit >60 years 
underwent Ct colonography; iron-deficiency anaemia 
>60 years underwent Ct colonography and gastroscopy; 
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abdominal mass in any age or abdominal pain and weight 
loss >40 years underwent Ct abdomen and pelvis. data 
were analysed focusing on symptomatology, modality of 
investigation and cancer pick up rate.

Results/Outcome(s):	1996 patients were referred during 
this period (285/month). 14-day target was achieved in 
93%. 90% went straight to investigation, with the other 
10% being seen in clinic due to fitness - of these, 29% were 
ultimately not investigated as unfit. overall, 1941 patients 
were investigated, with cancer diagnosed in 6.6% (81% 
colorectal). 950 patients underwent Ct colonography; 
695 flexible sigmoidoscopy and 127 Ct abdomen/pelvis. 
Colorectal cancer pick up rate by presenting complaint 
was as follows: rectal mass 19%; abdominal mass 14%; 
weight loss and abdominal pain 12%; rectal bleeding 6%;  
iron-deficient anaemia 4%; change in bowel habit 3%.

Conclusions/Discussion:	this pathway has allowed us 
to achieve our referral targets. Whilst on face value it does 
seem to create considerable workload, it allows patients to 
be investigated in a timely fashion and avoid the burden 
of office appointment prior to investigation. a notable 
number of important incidental findings have also been 
identified in the investigation process.

LAPAROSCOPIC	AND	OPEN	ANTERIOR	
RESECTION	FOR	RECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P628

m. Gok
Macclesfield, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 For rectal cancers, anterior 
resection (ar) offers sphincter preserving surgery. ar 
has comparable oncological results & improved quality of 
life than patients undergoing aPr / Hartmann’s operation. 
Progress in rectal resection surgery techniques (e.g. lapa-
roscopy, use of mechanical stapling devices) have allowed 
laparoscopic ar to become more widely available. the aim 
of this study is to evaluate laparoscopic ar carried out at 
single institution.

Methods/Interventions:	 this is a retrospective study 
carried out from november 2008 until november 2016 
at east Cheshire nHS trust. Patient factors & surgical 
outcomes were evaluated for all laparoscopic anterior 
resections. all open anterior resections carried out since 
2008 were recruited as controls.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Laparoscopic	 AR	 (n=135),	
Open	 AR	 (n=104)	 (Mann	Whitney	 U	 test,	 p	 value) 
Age	 (yrs): 67 (lap ar), 70.9 (open ar). p=nS Sex	
(M:F): 86: 49 (lap ar), 58:39 (open ar). p=nS BMI: 
26.8 (lap ar), 26.5 (open ar). p= nS Operation	 time	
(mins): 230.3 (lap ar), 166.3 (open ar).p<0.05 High AR 
(>12cm): 81 (lap ar), 49 (open ar). Low	AR	(6-12cm): 
50 (lap ar), 47 (open ar). Ultra	low	AR	(<6cm): 4 (lap 
ar), 8 (open ar). Loop	 ileostomy	 (n): 42 (lap ar), 
39 (open ar). p=nS LN	harvest	 (n): 14 (lap ar), 14 

(open ar). p=nS LOS	 (days): 7 (lap ar), 10 (open 
ar). p<0.05 Lap-open	 conversions	 (n): 21 (15.6 %).  
type	A	(antibiotic	Rx)	leaks: 2 (lap ar), 6 (open ar). 
Type	B	 (drainage	Rx)	 leaks: 2 (lap ar), 0 (open ar). 
Type	C	 (surgical	 Rx)	 leaks: 4 (lap ar), 6 (open ar). 
1st	 year	 survival	 (%): 95.9 (lap ar), 94.2 (open ar). 
logrank p =nS 3rd	 year	 survival	 (%): 88.8 (lap ar), 
86.0 (open ar). logrank p =nS 5th	year	survival	(%): 
78.2 (lap ar), 75.8 (open ar). logrank p =nS

Conclusions/Discussion:	laparoscopic ar was associ-
ated with prolonged operation time (p< 0.05), equivalent 
ln yield (p =nS), a shorter hospital stay (p < 0.05), but 
an equivalent survival (logrank p = nS) as compared to 
open ar. anastomotic leaks occurred in 5.9 % in lap ar 
& 10.5 % in open ar (with 50% requiring surgical inter-
vention in both cases). lap – open conversions occurred 
in 17.2%, and causes include: omental adhesions, fatty 
omentum & mesentery, bleeding, difficult pelvic dissection 
(especially in males), concerns of anastomotic viability, 
and difficult tumour localization.

LOCAL	VS	RADICAL	EXCISION	OF	LOW	
RECTAL	CANCERS:	AN	ANALYSIS	OF	THE	
NATIONAL	CANCER	DATABASE.

Poster abstracts P629

a. Powell, r. Scully, n. melnitchouk, J. Goldberg, 
r. Bleday
Boston, MA

Purpose/Background:	local excision (le) for t1 distal 
rectal cancers has been shown to provide similar efficacy 
with less morbidity as compared to abdominoperineal 
resection (aPr). Small trials have shown similar efficacy 
for le and radiation for well selected t2 distal cancers. 
We investigated outcomes of each approach in t1 and 
t2 distal cancers using the national Cancer database 
(nCdB).

Methods/Interventions:	 the nCdB was interrogated 
for all rectal cancers from 2004 to 2013 (219,516 cases). 
of these, 9181 patients with pathologic t1n0 and t2n0 
adenocarcinoma who underwent either le or aPr with 
negative margins were included in the study. For patients 
with t1 tumors, analysis was limited to those who did not 
receive radiation. For patients with t2 tumors, treatment 
groups consisted of local excision with radiation (le+rt) 
compared to aPr without radiation. Chi square and 
Wilcoxon rank-sum tests were used for bivariate analyses 
of categorical and continuous variables, respectively. an 
adjusted Cox Proportional-hazards model was used to eval-
uate the impact of treatment strategy on survival.

Results/Outcome(s):	Patients were divided into groups 
according to pathologic staging of t1n0 and t2n0. each 
pathologic group was stratified by treatment strategy. 
of the 2271 t1n0 patients, 1538 and 733 underwent 
le and aPr, respectively. of the 1968 t2n0 patients, 
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431 and 1537 underwent le+rt and aPr respectively. 
the majority of patients in both groups was older, white, 
insured, and had low co-morbidity scores. Poorly or 
un-differentiated tumors were uncommon in both groups. 
Characteristics and outcomes of each group are presented 
in table 1. in unadjusted analysis, the hazard ratio (Hr) 
for death was lower for aPr than le for patients with 
t1n0 disease (Hr 0.83, 95%Ci 0.70-0.99, p=0.04) and 
for aPr than le+rt for patients with t2n0 disease 
(Hr 1.21, 95% Ci 01.01-1.45, p=0.04). However, after 
adjusting for age, sex, Charlson score, race, payor type, 
tumor size and grade, no survival advantage was seen for 
aPr over le strategies in either t1n0 (Hr 0.85, 95%Ci 
0.69 – 1.06, p=0.156) or t2n0 (Hr 1.14, 95%Ci 0.92 – 
1.41, p=0.25) disease. in a subset analysis of 996 t2n0 
patients with well or moderately differentiated tumors 
less than 4 cm, there was no survival difference between 
le+rt and aPr (Hr 1.11 95%Ci 0.85-1.44, p=0.44).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in this large dataset, le 
and aPr achieved equivalent survival outcomes for 
t1n0 cases when adjusting for confounders. le+rt also 
achieved equivalent survival outcomes to aPr for t2n0 
cases after adjustment. While le is an established accept-
able treatment strategy for t1n0 tumors, these findings 
support prior results that le+rt may also be considered 

in well-selected patients with t2n0 tumors. it is important 
to note that approximately half of the possible study 
patients were excluded from analysis due to treatment that 
did not meet the standard of care for rectal cancer.

INDOCYANINE	GREEN	FLUORESCENCE	
ANGIOGRAPHY	FOR	LOW	ANTERIOR	
RESECTION:	RESULTS	OF	A	COMPARATIVE	
COHORT	STUDY.

Poster abstracts P630

i. mizrahi, m. abu-Gazala, a. rickles, l. Fernandez, 
a. Petrucci, J. Wolf, d. Sands, S. Wexner
Weston, FL

Purpose/Background:	anastomotic leak (al) after low 
anterior resection is associated with increased morbidity, 
mortality, cost and cancer recurrence rates. inadequate 
intestinal blood perfusion is one of the major risk factors 
for al. Fluorescence angiography (Fa) with indocyanine 
Green (iCG) can aid in assessing the adequacy of perfusion 
and hence, potentially, reduce leak rates. the aim of this 
study was to evaluate the impact of Fa on al following 
low anterior resection for rectal cancer.

P629 Table 1. Characteristics and Outcomes of Study Patients

pT1N0 pT2N0
Variable (a) LE (b)

N=1538
APR (c)
N=733

P LE + RT (d)
N=431

APR
N=1537 P

Median Age, Range (yrs) 67 [57-90] 66 [55-75] 0.01 67 [57-76] 71 [61-79] <0.01
Male Sex (N, %) 888 (58) 444 (61) 0.20 244 (57) 905 (59) 0.40
Charlson-Deyo Co-morbidity
Score (N, %)

0
1
2

1194 (78)
268 (17)
76 (5)

548 (75)
137 (19)
48 (7) 0.19

341 (79)
69 (16)
21 (5)

1054 (69)
353 (23)
130 (8) <0.01

Median Tumor Size, Range (mm) 15 [9-25] 20 [11-30] <0.01 26 [19-35] 35 [25-45] <0.01
Tumor Differentiation (N, %)

Well
Moderately
Poorly
Undifferentiated; anaplastic
Unknown

309 (20)
958 (62)
92 (6)
2 (0.1)

177 (12)

96 (13)
507 (69)
66 (9)
10 (1)
54 (7) <0.01

35 (8)
313 (73)
50 (12)
2 (0.5)
31 (7)

138 (9)
1193 (78)
148 (10)
12 (1)
46 (3) <0.01

30-day mortality (N,%) 8 (0.5) 8 (1.1) 0.13 1 (0.2) 36 (2.3) <0.01
90-day mortality (N, %) 22 (1.4) 17 (2.3) 0.14 7 (1.6) 58 (3.8) 0.03
Median Length of Follow-Up,  
[Range] (Months) 54 [28-81] 60 [31-86] 0.02 61 [35-85] 50 [26-82] <0.01
Alive at Last Follow-Up (N, %) 1128 (73) 558 (76) 0.16 284 (66) 980 (64) 0.41

a Percentages may not sum to 100 due to rounding. 
b LE = local excision
c APR = abdominoperineal excision
d LE + RT = local excision and radiation therapy
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Methods/Interventions:	this is a single surgeon (SdW) 
retrospective cohort study with a historical, consecutively 
sampled propensity matched control group. the institu-
tion’s prospectively maintained irB-approved database 
was queried for all patients who underwent a laparoscopic 
low anterior resection for rectal cancer with a colorectal or 
coloanal anastomosis <5 cm from the anal verge between 
2014 and 2016. Patients were grouped between those indi-
viduals in whom Fa was employed (study group; 2015-2016)  
and those patients in whom it was not used (control group 
(CG); 2014-2015). all patients were diverted with a loop 
ileostomy. the primary outcome measured was the anas-
tomotic leak rate and a secondary outcome measured was 
change in surgical plan following Fa.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Sixty patients were included in 
the study: 30 patients in the Fa group and 30 patients 
in the CG. Patient demographics (age, gender, body mass 
index), the use of neo-adjuvant chemoradiation, and 
tumor stage were comparable between the study groups. 
the mean height of anastomosis was 2.7 cm from aV in 
the Fa group and 2.9 cm from aV in the control group 
(p=0.48). more patients in the control group required 
intra-operative vasopressors (46.7% vs. 13.3%, p=0.005) 
and more commonly had a colonic J-pouch anastomotic 
configuration (73% vs. 48%, p=0.04). Serosal and mucosal 
perfusion assessment using Fa was technically feasible in 
100% of Fa group patients. no side effects or allergic reac-
tion related to Fa were recorded. Fa lead to a change in 
surgical plan in 4 patients (13.3%) none of whom suffered 
an al. two patients in the CG had an al confirmed clin-
ically and radiologically whereas none in the Fa group had 
an al (6.7% vs. 0%, p=0.49).

Conclusions/Discussion:	Fa changed surgical plan in 
13.3% of low anterior resections, potentially reducing the 
incidence of al in these high-risk patients.

INTEGRATED	PET/MRI	IMAGING	BIOMARKERS	
TO	PREDICT	HISTOLOGICAL	TUMOUR	
REGRESSION	AND	3-YEAR	DISEASE	FREE	
SURVIVAL	(DFS)	IN	LOCALLY	ADVANCED	
RECTAL	CANCER	(LARC).

Poster abstracts P631

o. Jalil, t. arulampalam, r. motson, a. Groves, S. Won
Colchester CO4 5JL, United Kingdom; London, United 
Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	tumour response assessment has 
emerged as an attractive end point in larC treated with 
neoadjuvant chemo-radiotherapy (Crt) because it is asso-
ciated with significantly better survival. this has placed 
greater emphasis on pre-operative imaging to identity 
patients predicted to have either worse or better tumour 
regression grades. the main objective of this prospective 
study was to investigate whether pre-treatment integrated 
Pet-mr functional features correlated with histological 

response in larC treated with long course Crt. in addi-
tion, a potential correlation of Pet and functional mri 
features in the setting of integrated Pet/mri system and 
association of clinical, histological and functional imaging 
parameters with dFS was also evaluated.

Methods/Interventions:	Pre-treatment integrated Pet/
mri was done for the patients with non-metastatic locally 
advanced rectal cancer stage ii and iii before undergoing 
Crt. Quantitative analysis of Pet/mri was performed 
by measuring maximum SuVs (max and peak) (reflecting 
metabolic activity of the tumour) and adC (mean and 
min) (reflection of tumour cellularity). univariate Kaplan-
meierrvival analysis was employed to identify which 
clinical (age, sex), pre-treatment mri (emVi status, 
Crm involvement), histopathological (ypt stage, ypn 
stage, ypCrm involvement, ypemVi status and patho-
logical responders) and functional Pet/mri parameters  
predicted dFS.

Results/Outcome(s):	total number of patients=16 with 
11 (69%) males. median age=62 years. all the patients 
completed Crt and underwent curative resection but two 
patients. one patient had complete clinical response and 
was treated with wait and watch approach and the second 
patient died of disease progression. two patients had 
complete pathological response. eleven (69%) patients 
were categorized as bad responders and 5 patients (31%) 
as good responders. the rate of both local and distal recur-
rences was 19%. the overall 3-year dFS was 45%. there 
was no significant difference between the mean values 
of Pet parameters and dWi parameters (independent 
sample t test) across the two groups of good and bad patho-
logical responders (table). interestingly pre-treatment  
meanadC was higher in patients with good tumour regres-
sion grades but these values are typically higher in poor 
responders. non-significant inverse Pearson’s correlation 
coefficients was found between Pet and mri parame-
ters (SuVmax/adCmean, -0.406 p=0.150; SuVmax/
adCmin, -0.312 p=0.278; SuVpeak/adCmean, -0.280 
p=0.331; and SuVpeak/adCmin,-0.239 p=0.410. on 
univariate Km survival analysis, only ypn stage signifi-
cantly predicted worse 3-year dFS (P=.025).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 although the findings of 
this study lacked statistical power due to the small sample 
size, we believe that integrated Pet mr will allow better 
intra-lesional characterisation by utilising specific proper-
ties of both modalities.
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HOW	RELIABLE	IS	CT	SCAN	IN	STAGING	
RIGHT	COLON	CANCER?

Poster abstracts P632

l. Fernandez, a. Parlade, e. Wasser,  
G. da Silva-southwick, r. azevedo, r. Perez,  
a. Habr-Gama, m. Berho, S. Wexner
Weston, FL; Sao Paulo, Brazil

Purpose/Background:	 the improvements in rectal 
cancer management with adoption of better preoperative 
radiological staging allowing selective use of preoperative 
therapy has resulted in superior oncological outcomes when 
compared to proximal colon cancer. Colon cancer, studies 
have shown that extensive surgical resection and the use 
of neoadjuvant chemotherapy may improve oncological 
outcomes. the purpose of this study was to determine the 
accuracy of Ct staging in detecting unfavorable patho-
logical features that would possibly aid in the selection of 
ideal candidates with unfavorable pathological features for 
alternative treatment strategies including extended lymph 
node dissection and/or neoadjuvant chemotherapy.

Methods/Interventions:	trained abdominal radiologists 
from 2 centers performed a blinded review of Ct scans 
obtained to locally stage proximal colon cancer according 
to previously defined prognostic groups: t1-2, t3-4, 
n(+) and emVi(+). the Ct findings were compared 
with histopathological results as the reference standard. 
unfavorable pathological findings included pt3/4, pn+ 
or pemVi+.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 150 Ct scans were 
reviewed. Ct failed to identify the primary cancer in 
19.3% of patients. the overall accuracy of the Ct to 
identify any unfavorable pathological feature was 63% 
with a sensitivity, specificity, PPV and nPV of 63% (95% 
Ci, 54-71), 63% (95% Ci, 46-81), 87% (95% Ci, 80-94) 
and 30% (95% Ci, 18-41), respectively. only ct3/4 (55% 
versus 45%; p=0.001) or cn+ (42% versus 58%; p=0.02) 
were significantly associated with correct identification of 
any unfavorable features at final pathology. Ct scan over-
staged and understaged ct in 23.7% and 48.3%, and cn in 
28.7% and 53% of the cases.

Conclusions/Discussion:	the accuracy of Ct scan for 
the identification of pt3/4, pn+ or pemVi+ was insuffi-
cient to allow proper identification of patients at high risk 
for local recurrence and/or in whom to consider alternative 

treatment strategies. in addition locorregional overstaging 
and understaging of the disease would result in inap-
propriate treatment strategies in up to 48% of the cases. 
alternative preoperative staging modalities are needed.

CYTOREDUCTIVE	SURGERY	AND	
HYPERTHERMIC	INTRAPERITONEAL	
CHEMOTHERAPY	FOR	COLORECTAL	CANCER:	
THREE-YEAR	EXPERIENCE.

Poster abstracts P633

d. atasoy, a. aghayeva, i. Bilgin, S. ergun, i. erguner, 
B. Baca, t. Karahasanoglu, i. Hamzaoglu
Istanbul, Turkey

Purpose/Background:	 the aim of this study is to 
present single institution cytoreductive surgery (CrS) 
plus hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy (HiPeC) 
experience in patients with peritoneal metastasis (Pm) due 
to colorectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	all patients with Pm secondary 
to colorectal cancer, who underwent CrS with HiPeC 
between december 2012 and march 2016, were added to 
this retrospective study. CrS and HiPeC with mitomycin 
C or oxaliplatin (Sugarbaker’s protocol) was performed in 
all patients. Patient demographics, perioperative and post-
operative outcomes were evaluated. Complications were 
graded according to Clavien-dindo classification.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 64 patients with Pm 
were found to underwent CrS plus HiPeC during the 
study period. of these, 20 (31%) patients (12 females, 8 
males) were operated due to colorectal cancer. nineteen 
patients had colon cancer and one patient had a rectum 
cancer. mean age was 49.85±13.5 years (range, 26-69). 
american Society of anesthesiologists score was i, ii, 
and iii in one, 18, and one patient, respectively. mean 
Bmi was 20±4.8 kg/m2 (range, 17-35). mean peritoneal 
carcinomatosis index (PCi) score was 9.85±5.2 (range, 
3-26). Cytoreduction score (CCs) of 0 was achieved in 18 
patients. However, in two patients, CCs was 1 and 2 due 
to tumoral infiltration to the sacrum. the peritonectomy 
was performed selectively in 14 patients, and completely in 
four of the patients. in two patients peritonectomy was not 
performed due to absence of parietal peritoneal metastasis. 
mean operation time was 404±73.2 min (range, 270-540). 

P631 Comparison of mean values for functional imaging parameters across the two groups of responder and 
non-responder to neoadjuvant treatment

Variable Responders (Mean ± SD) Non responders P value (Independent sample t test)
SUVmax 13.73 ± 4.16 19.2 ± 6.79 0.164
SUVpeak 10.3 ± 3.46 13.93 ± 4.29 0.161
ADCmean 1174 ± 360.78 1055.76 ± 137.197 0.346
ADCmax 1707.8 ± 515.32 1760.36 ± 364.73 0.817
ADCmin 743.6 ± 316.71 584.18 ± 77.93 0.303
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mean operative blood loss was 645±669.8 ml (range, 
160-2700). For patients with blood loss more than 500 
ml, transfusion of blood products was given. all patients 
were transferred to the intensive care unit postoperatively. 
Grade i (wound infection), grade iiia (abdominal abscess 
collection), and grade iiib (intra-abdominal bleeding and 
anastomotic leak) complications occurred in two, one 
and three patients, respectively. the mean hospital stay 
was 10.45±5.32 days (range, 5-23). Pathology results were 
adenocarcinoma in 10, mucinous adenocarcinoma in 
seven and signet cell carcinoma in three of the patients. 
there was no mortality in the early postoperative period. 
disease free survival and overall survival rates were 
23.7±17.4 (range, 5-60) and 28.2±18.5 (range, 8-60) 
months, respectively. long term mortality rate was 25% 
(n=5). mean PCi score of the five deceased patients was 
8.8±4.20 (range, 6-15).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 CrS combined with HiPeC 
is a promising modality for a selected group of patients with 
Pm related to colorectal cancer.

OPERATIVE	OUTCOMES	OF	RECTAL	CANCER	
IN	OCTOGENARIANS	AND	NONAGENARIANS.

Poster abstracts P634

r. ibrahim, a. Gabre-Kidan, G. da Silva-southwick, 
S. Wexner, d. maron, e. Weiss, J. nogueras
Weston, FL

Purpose/Background:	rectal cancer incidence increases 
with age and life expectancy continues to rise. Healthcare 
providers face increasingly more elderly patients with 
rectal cancer. Surgery remains the cornerstone of treat-
ment. Surgeons should give patients up-to-date and rele-
vant information to allow an informed decision and guide 
treatment. this study aimed to determine if postoperative 
outcomes for rectal cancer vary based on age.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review iden-
tified patients ≥50 years who underwent proctectomy for 
rectal cancer or dysplasia between 2010-2016. Patients 
were divided into 3 cohorts of 40 consecutive patients: 
ages 50-64, 65-79, and ≥80. Patients with stage iV disease 
were excluded. using univariable and multivariable logistic 
regression, differences in preoperative factors, disease 
specific factors, intraoperative factors, and postoperative 
outcomes were examined.

Results/Outcome(s):	 120 patients (117 with rectal 
cancer) were included. Baseline characteristics showed 
statistically significant differences in Bmi and aSa class. 
average Bmi in octo- and nonagenarians was 24.6kg/m2, 
significantly lower than patients aged 50-64 (28.5) and 
65-79 (26.9) (p=0.007). Patients ≥80 years had a higher 
average aSa than those <80 (p=0.001). disease-specific 
factors were similar among groups with no differences in 
tumor stage or location. despite the similarities, neoad-
juvant therapy was administered in 75% of patients aged 

50-64, 60% aged 65-79 and 23% aged ≥80 (p=0.000). 
most patients <80 (18/26 aged 65-70 and 24/30 aged 
50-64) had neoadjuvant therapy, while a minority of 
octo- and nonagenarians (9/30) had neoadjuvant treat-
ment (p=0.000). only 35% of patients ≥80 underwent a 
restorative procedure vs. 42.5% of 65-79 year olds and 72% 
of 50-64 year olds (p=.002). no difference was found in 
laparoscopic vs. open procedures in octo- and nonagenar-
ians (42.5 vs. 47.5%). Post-operative complications were 
more frequent in patients >80 (25% for 50-64, 28% for 
65-79 and 50% of ≥80; p=0.034). Patients ≥80 had longer 
average hospital stay than <80 year olds (12 vs. 8 days; 
p=0.002). older patients had significantly higher overall 
infection rates (p =0.0003) including higher wound infec-
tion rates (23% ≥80 vs. 6% <80; p=0.031). However, 
older patients did not have higher anastomotic leakage 
rates. 3 perioperative cardiac events were documented in 
octo- and nonagenarians while none occurred in the other 
groups. no mortality was noted.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 there are significant differ-
ences in baseline characteristics, operative approach, and 
outcomes for octo- and nonagenarians with rectal cancer 
vs. younger patients. While higher aSa class and greater 
comorbidities may explain the reluctance to offer elderly 
patients neoadjuvant therapy and restorative procedures, 
further research into preoperative sphincter function and 
patient-expressed preferences is needed to fully understand 
these patterns of care.

TRANSANAL	TOTAL	MESORECTAL	EXCISION	
FOR	RECTAL	CANCER:	HIGH	RATES	OF	
CHANGE	IN	SURGICAL	MARGIN	USING	
INDOCYANINE	GREEN	FLUORESCENCE	
ANGIOGRAPHY.

Poster abstracts P635

i. mizrahi, B. lacy-oliver, m. abu-Gazala, l. Fernandez, 
a. otero, d. Sands, a. lacy, S. Wexner
Weston, FL; Barcelona, Spain

Purpose/Background:	transanal total mesorectal exci-
sion (tatme) is an emerging surgical technique for rectal 
cancer that might offer technical advantages over lapa-
roscopic or open approaches particularly in the obese, in 
males, and in patients with low rectal tumors. anastomotic 
leak (al) after tme is associated with increased morbidity, 
mortality, cost and cancer recurrence rates. inadequate 
intestinal blood perfusion is one of the major risk factors 
for al. Fluorescence angiography (Fa) with indocyanine 
Green (iCG) can lead to a change in surgical margin due 
to inadequate perfusion and hence, potentially, reduce 
leak rates. the aim of this study was to demonstrate the 
utility and feasibility of Fa for perfusion assessment during 
tatme and its impact on the change of surgical margin 
and leak rates.
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Methods/Interventions:	this is a retrospective cohort 
study conducted at two high volume centers by two 
surgeons (SdW, aml). Both institutions’ prospectively 
maintained irB-approved databases were queried for all 
consecutive patients who underwent a hybrid laparoscopic 
low anterior resection (lar) and tatme for rectal cancer 
with a colorectal or coloanal anastomosis <10 cm from 
the anal verge between 2015 and 2016. Patients were 
included in the study only if Fa was employed during 
their surgery. Fa was used to assess colonic perfusion at 
2 critical timepoints: planned proximal resection margin 
before bowel transection via laparoscopy and after the 
construction of the anastomosis via rigid proctoscopy. the 
primary outcome measured was the change in surgical plan 
following Fa and the secondary outcome measured was 
the anastomotic leak rate.

Results/Outcome(s):	Forty-four patients (20- females, 
24-males) were included in the study, 23 of whom (52%) 
received neoadjuvant chemoradiation. the anastomotic 
height was 3.9 cm from the anal verge. an inter-sphincteric  
dissection was performed in 8 patients (18%), 22 patients 
(50%) had a colonic J pouch anastomosis, and 18 patients 
(41%) had a handsewn anastomosis (41%). a loop ileos-
tomy was constructed in 37 patients (84%). Serosal and 
mucosal perfusion assessment using Fa was technically 
feasible in 100% of patients. no side effects or allergic 
reactions related to Fa were recorded. Fa lead to a 
change in surgical plan in 10 patients (22.7%), one of 
whom, who did not have an ileostomy, suffered a clinically 
proven al requiring re-operative intervention on the third  
post-operative day. one other patient, without a change 
in surgical margin, suffered a radiologically proven al 
resulting in a 4.5% (2/44) overall al rate.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Fa changed surgical plan in 
22.7% of tatmes, potentially helping explain the relatively 
low 4.5% incidence of al in these high-risk patients.

MULTIGENE	HOTSPOT	MUTATIONAL	
PROFILING	OF	YOUNG	VS.	LATER	 
AGE-OF-ONSET	COLORECTAL	CANCER	USING	
NEXT-GENERATION	SEQUENCING.

Poster abstracts P636

y. you, a. Cuddy, t. Sammour, C. Hu, G. Chang, 
C. eng, m. routbort, e. Vilar Sanchez
Houston, TX

Purpose/Background:	 Colorectal cancer (CrC) is 
increasing among young adults (aged 18-49) for whom 
no CrC screening guidelines exist. young age-of-onset 
CrC often present with metastatic disease and exhibit 
aggressive clinical course, and a distinct molecular profile 
has been hypothesized. We aimed to examine somatic 
mutation profiles of young (aged 18-49) vs. later (aged 50 
and older) age-of-onset CrCs.

Methods/Interventions:	at a Clia-certified molecular 
pathology laboratory of a single institution, 1195 CrCs 
from 1088 patients were sequenced using a multigene 
mutation panel designed to detect single-nucleotide vari-
ants and insertion/deletion mutations in known hotspots 
of 46 common known cancer-causing genes. Patients 
with known hereditary syndromes, microsatellite unstable 
CrCs, and <30% tumor on tissue specimen were excluded. 
dna was sequenced using the ampliSeq™Cancer Panel 
on the ion torrent Personal Genome machine for nGS 
(life technologies, Guilford, Ct). Fisher’s exact test 
tested the null hypothesis of no difference in the mutation 
frequencies of genes in young (n=414) vs. later (n=783) 
age-of-onset CrCs.

Results/Outcome(s):	the median age at diagnosis was 
55 years (interquartile range: 45-62), with a median of 43 
vs. 60.5 years for the young vs. later groups respectively. 
Significantly higher proportions of the young age-of-onset 
CrCs occurred in the distal colon (44.2 vs. 35.2%) and 
rectum (34.1 vs. 28.2%; p=0.001) when compared to 
later age-of-onset CrCs. the majority of the tumors were 
regionally advanced (10%) or distantly metastatic (76%) 
and this distribution did not differ between groups. overall, 
1129 mutations were identified in 1197 tumors (94.3%), 
but no hotspot mutation was detected in 7.7 vs. 4.6% 
(p=0.035) of the young vs. later age-of-onset CrCs. most 
frequently detected mutations (present in >5% of tumors 
tested) occurred in 7 genes: tP53 (763, 63.8%), KraS 
(569, 47.5%), aPC (466, 38.9%), PiK3Ca (181,15.1%), 
Smad4 (132,11%), BraF (87,7.3%), and FBXW7  
(82, 6.9%). When stratified by age, the same set of 7 genes 
harbored the most frequent mutations in both age groups 
(Figure). mutation frequencies differed significantly for 5 
(10.8%) genes: aPC (33.3 vs. 41.9%, p=0.011), BraF 
(5.1 vs. 8.4%; p=0.039) and ret (0 vs. 1.1%;p=0.032) 
mutations were less frequent for young-onset CrCs, but 
Smad4 (13.7 vs. 9.6%; p=0.047), and rB1 (1.9 vs. 0.6%; 
p=0.029) mutations were more frequent.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the somatic hotspot muta-
tion profiles focusing on potentially actionable common 
cancer genes appear to be largely shared between CrCs 
occurring before age 50 and those diagnosed later, with 
11% of the genes examined showing age-related differ-
ences in mutation frequency. more in-depth analysis 
focusing on the extreme age groups may further reveal 
distinct mutations and novel carcinogenesis pathways.
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COLORECTAL	RESECTION	FOR	
NEUROENDOCRINE	MALIGNANCY	IS	
ASSOCIATED	WITH	INCREASED	TRANSFUSION	
RATES	COMPARED	TO	RESECTION	FOR	
OTHER	MALIGNANT	INDICATIONS.

Poster abstracts P637

J. Kakuturu, a. Friedrich, J. davids, G. Whalen, 
J. laFemina
Waterbury, CT

Purpose/Background:	 malignant neuroendocrine 
tumors of the colon and rectum are clinically and patho-
logically distinct from more commonly found adenocarci-
nomas. the aim of this study was to determine whether 
outcomes differ following colorectal resection for malig-
nant neuroendocrine tumors when compared to other 
malignant indications for surgery.

Methods/Interventions:	 the american College of 
Surgeons national Surgical Quality improvement Program 
(aCS nSQiP) database was used to identify patients who 
underwent colorectal surgery from 2007-2012. iCd-9 
diagnostic codes were used to classify patients by type of 
malignancy. univariate and multivariate analyses were 
performed to compare outcomes.

Results/Outcome(s):	 of 52 037 patients, 694(1.3%) 
underwent surgery for neuroendocrine malignancies of 
the colon and rectum. average age and operative times 
were lower in the neuroendocrine group. those with 
neuroendocrine tumors were less likely to receive radia-
tion and have a history of stroke, congestive heart failure 
or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; they were more 
likely to have a history of tobacco use, hypertension, and 
disseminated disease. on univariate analysis, patients 
with neuroendocrine malignancy had a decreased rate of 
deep venous thrombosis (dVt; 0.4% vs 1.5%, p=0.02) 
and an increased rate of blood transfusions (10.7% vs 
7.8%, p<0.01) when compared to patients with other 
malignancies. on multivariate analysis, there was no differ-
ence in the incidence of dVts between the two groups. 
However, the increased need for blood transfusion in the 
neuroendocrine group remained statistically significant  

(odds ratio 2.76, 95% confidence interval [2.09-3.63], 
p<0.001). While the risks of transfusion was greater, the 
length of stay was shorter in the neuroendocrine group 
(8 days vs 9 days; p=0.04). there was no difference in 
mortality.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Colorectal resection 
performed for neuroendocrine malignancies is associated 
with increased need for blood transfusions but a shorter 
length of stay compared to resection for other colorectal 
cancers. Knowledge of this will allow for improved preop-
erative education as well as changes in the perioperative 
management that might mitigate this difference.

INITIATION	OF	A	TRANSANAL	TOTAL	
MESORECTAL	EXCISION	(TATME)	PROGRAM	
AT	AN	ACADEMIC	TRAINING	PROGRAM:	
OPTIMIZING	PATIENT	SAFETY	AND	QUALITY	
OUTCOMES.

Poster abstracts P638

J. maykel, u. Phatak, P. Suwanabol, a. Schlussel, 
J. davids, P. Sturrock, K. alavi
Worcester, MA; Ann Arbor, MI; Tacoma, WA

Purpose/Background:	 Short term results have shown 
tatme to be a safe and effective surgical approach for 
patients with cancers of the mid to low rectum. Considered 
technically challenging with a steep learning curve, adop-
tion has been limited to a few academic centers across the 
united States.

Methods/Interventions:	 this is a single center retro-
spective review of consecutive patients who underwent 
tatme from december 2014 to august 2016. data were 
collected on demographics, indication for surgery, disease 
characteristics, operative details, length of stay, 30-day 
morbidity and mortality. implementation of tatme at our 
institution included didactic and cadaver based training 
for foundation skills, a team approach, and staged intro-
duction of cases for malignancy and advanced complexity. 
all procedures were performed with an abdominal and 
perineal team working simultaneously, with a colorectal 
resident assisting the perineal surgeon. Statistical analyses 
were performed using Stata software (version 14; Stata 
Corp).

Results/Outcome(s):	a total of 40 patients (24 male) 
underwent tatme. the median age for the cohort was 55 
(iQr 46.7,63.4) with a median Bmi of 29 (iQr 24.6,32.4). 
the primary indication for surgery was cancer (n=30) with 
the tumor height ranging from 0.5-15 cm from the anal 
verge. twenty-four (80%) of the rectal cancer patients 
received preoperative chemoradiation. the most common 
procedure was low anterior resection (67.5%) followed by 
total proctocolectomy (15%) and abdominoperineal resec-
tion (12.5%). ninety-five percent (38/40) of the abdom-
inal field procedures were performed using a minimally 
invasive approach with only a single conversion. median 
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operative time was 380 minutes (iQr, 306,454.4), with no 
change over the duration of the study. For patients with 
malignancy, the mesorectum was designated as complete 
or nearly complete in 100% of the specimens. a median 
of 14 (iQr 12,17) lymph nodes were harvested and 100% 
(30/30) of the rectal cancer specimens achieved r0 status. 
median length of stay was 4.5 days (iQr 4,7). Four (10%) 
patients were readmitted within 30 days. there were no 
reported deaths. there were no intra-operative complica-
tions. intra-operative and post-operative complications are 
shown in table 1.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 a tatme program can be 
safely implemented in a major academic medical center 
within the context of a colorectal residency training 
program. all programs should closely monitor outcomes 
for quality and patient safety. long-term follow-up is 
needed to evaluate the impact of this approach on overall 
and cancer-specific survival.

SPLENIC	FLEXURE	MOBILIZATION	FOR	
SIGMOID	AND	LOW	ANTERIOR	RESECTIONS	
(LAR)	IN	THE	MIS	ERA:	HOW	OFTEN	AND	AT	
WHAT	COST?

Poster abstracts P639

e. Pettke, a. Shah, V. Cekic, X. yan, H. Kumara, 
n. Gandhi, r. Whelan
NEW YORK, NY

Purpose/Background:	 Splenic flexure mobilization 
(SFm) is necessary for many sigmoid and low anterior 
resections (lar). it frees the bowel, permits a longer 
proximal margin and provides better vascularized bowel 
for anastomosis. as regards open surgery, in the majority 
of series SFm was carried out in 40-60% of patients; the 
associated anastomotic leak rates, not uncommonly, where 
5-10%. the rate of splenic injury requiring splenectomy or 
splenorraphy in the open series was about 1 %. open SFm 
requires a longer incision and can be challenging due to 
the spleens location. in contrast, minimally invasive (miS) 
methods facilitate SFm because the camera and instru-
ments are brought to the flexure which allows for take-
down without applying traction. this study’s purpose was 
to assess the use and consequences of SFm for sigmoidec-
tomy and lar done using miS methods.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review of 
sigmoid and lars over a 10 year period was carried out. 
information regarding the indications, surgical method, 
SFm (when done), operative data, intraoperative and 
postoperative complications, and short term outcome was 
obtained from a prospective database as well as operative 
notes and hospital charts. the students t test and chi 
square, where appropriate, were used for data analysis.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 671 patients (pts) 
underwent either miS sigmoid resection (321, 47.8%) or 
lar (350, 52.2%). the indications were: cancer (376, 
56.0%), diverticular disease (223, 33.2%), and benign 
neoplasm/other (72,10.6%). the surgery was done lapa-
roscopic-assisted (la) in 402 (59.9%) and hand-assisted 
laparoscopic (Hal) in 269 pts(40.1%). overall, SFm was 
carried out in 577 pts (85.9%)(la 83.6, Hal 89.6%); 
lateral to medial approach was used in 77% and medial to 
lateral in 23%. Conversion from la to Hal method was 
necessary in 4 (0.7%) while open conversion was required 
in 4 pts (0.7%). the splenectomy/splenorraphy rate was 0. 
issues/complications related to SFm were noted in 26 pts 
(4.3%) the most common problem was bleeding (18 pts). 
the source was a splenic capsular tear in 11 pts and the 
mesentery/retroperitoneal/renal area in 7pts. Blood loss was 
judged less than 100 ml in 13 pts: losses between 150-600 
ml were noted for 5 pts. Serosal bowel injuries were noted 
in 3 and an enterotomy in 1 pt(all repaired immediately). 
Pancreatic injury was suspected in 4 patients; 3 developed 
pancreatitis that resolved with medical treatment. the 
overall anastomotic leak/abscess rate was 3.1%; there was 
no difference between the SFm and non-SFm pts.

P638 Intra-operative and post-operative  
complications after TaTME

Complication Incidence
Perineal wound breakdown, % (n) 40 (2)
Leak, % (n) 2.5 (1)
Colovaginal fistula, % (n) 0
Anastomotic stricture, % (n) 0
Anastomotic sinus, % (n) 0
DVT, % (n) 2.5 (1)
PE, % (n) 0
Incisional hernia, % (n) 0
Wound dehiscence, % (n) 2.5 (1)
SSI, % (n)
Superficial 5 (2)
Deep 0
Organ Space 5 (2)
Ileus, % (n) 7.9 (3)
Urinary retention, % (n) 7.9 (3)
Urinary tract infection, % (n) 5 (2)
Urethral injury, % (n) 0
Ureteral injury, % (n) 0
Renal Failure, % (n) 0
Pneumonia, % (n) 0
Return to OR, % (n) 0
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Conclusions/Discussion:	SFm was carried out in 85.9 
% of sigmoid/lar miS pts and was associated with low 
complication and leak/abscess rates. the authors hypoth-
esize that the low leak rate is attributable, in part, to the 
high SFm rate. miS SFm is safe and is advised for all 
sigmoid/lar pts except those with very lengthy sigmoid 
colons.

PALLIATIVE	AND	END-OF-LIFE	CARE	
TRAINING	IN	COLON	AND	RECTAL	SURGERY	
FELLOWSHIPS:	A	SURVEY	OF	THE	FELLOWS.

Poster abstracts P640

u. Phatak, a. reichstein, K. alavi, S. Stein, 
P. Suwanabol
Worcester, MA; Pittsburgh, PA; Cleveland, OH;  
Ann Arbor, MI

Purpose/Background:	 Surgery with palliative intent 
accounts for 10 to 20% of all operative interventions, and 
the most common indication is colorectal cancer. While 
colorectal surgery fellowship training provides exposure to 
surgical modalities for palliation, the accreditation Council 
for Graduate medical education and the american Board 
of Colon and rectal Surgery milestones fail to provide 
a framework for developing skills to address the needs 
of patients at the end of life. as a result, it is unknown 
whether fellows are receiving training in palliative care 
and whether they are able to demonstrate the ability to 
care for such patients. We sought to examine palliative 
and end-of-life care education among colorectal surgery 
fellows and its relationship with experience and the quality 
of overall training.

Methods/Interventions:	using a modified survey devel-
oped and validated by the Canadian researchers at the 
end of life network, we recruited all fellows attending the 
Colorectal residents annual Career Course in november 
2016 to participate. the survey domains include attitudes, 
knowledge, and competency related to end-of-life care in 
addition to demographic information, information about 
palliative and end-of-life care training during residency 
and fellowship, and perceived barriers to palliative and 
end-of-life care.

Results/Outcome(s):	 of the 43.5%respondents, 52% 
reported that learning how to care for dying patients was 
‘very important’ or ‘most important.’ on a scale of 1-10, the 
fellows rated the overall quality of training as ‘very good’ or 
‘excellent’(weighted average (Wa) = 7.7) compared with 
‘below average’ to ‘average’ (Wa = 4.07) for quality of 
teaching on end-of-life care (p = 0.047). Fellows reported 
that their training in communication about side effects of 
surgery is ‘very good’ or ‘excellent’ (Wa = 8.33) compared 
with ‘average’ (Wa = 5.67) for training in communication 
about end-of-life goals (p = 0.042). of the respondents, 
25.9% report being explicitly taught to discuss introducing 
palliative care or to determine when to refer patients to 

hospice during their fellowship. Far fewer fellows report 
being taught how to tell a patient when he or she was dying 
(14.8%) or how to help patients, their families, and friends 
with reconciliation (7.4%). Further, only 14.8% of fellows 
have been taught to manage their own stress related to 
caring for terminally-ill patients and their families.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Colorectal fellows value palli-
ative and end-of-life care. However, they rate the quality 
of end-of-life care training poorer than the overall quality 
of their training. this highlights a deficiency in the educa-
tion of colorectal trainees who will care for an increasingly 
aged population at the highest risk of developing colorectal 
cancer. Structured incorporation of palliative and  
end-of-life care education into colorectal surgery fellow-
ship may improve training and ultimately patient care.

THE	FEASABILITY	OF	SURGICIAL	DEBULKING	
OF	COLORECTAL	TUMORS	IN	AN	
ORTHOTOPIC	METASTATIC	COLON	CANCER	
MOUSE	MODEL.

Poster abstracts P641

S. mcChesney, a. Klinger, B. reuter, l. Hellmers, 
G. maresh, l. li, d. margolin
New Orleans, LA

Purpose/Background:	 Colorectal cancer (CrC) is a 
leading cause of cancer-related deaths in the uS. metastatic 
disease portends a poor prognosis. Previous work in our lab 
found the intra-rectal injection mouse model to be a safe, 
reproducible and successful orthotopic, metastatic CrC 
model, emulating the pattern of primary and metastatic 
tumor growth in humans. due to large primary tumor 
burden causing increased morbidity and mortality, the 
study of metastatic disease has been hindered. this study 
aims to evaluate the feasibility of surgical debulking of 
primary tumor in mice to humanely allow the continuation 
of CrC metastatic disease for further studies.

Methods/Interventions:	 this protocol is approved 
by the institutional animal Care and use Committee 
(iaCuC) of the ochsner Clinic Foundation. luciferase-
tagged Ht-29 colon cancer cells are injected into the 
rectal submucosa of seven nod/SCid mice. Primary 
tumor growth is monitored weekly via bioluminesence 
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imaging (Bli) using the Xenogen iViS system and living 
image software for four weeks. the mice are randomized 
into two groups; surgical debulking (4) and sham surgery 
(3). For both surgeries mice are placed supine to allow 
access to the perineal region. a 5mm incision is made 
lateral to the anus and carried down until tumor is visual-
ized avoiding injury to the rectum and adjacent structures. 
For the debulking group the tumor is mobilized free from 
surrounding tissue and the bulk of the tumor is sharply 
removed from the rectum. in the event of rectal injury 
primary repair is performed with non-absorbable suture. 
For sham surgery group the tumor is mobilized without 
removal. Post operatively the mice are maintained on a 
liquid diet for one week prior to resuming a solid diet. 
mouse well-being is monitored as is progression of tumor 
and metastases with weekly Bli evaluation.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the mice were followed for 18 
days post operation. Comparison of tumor Bli of debulking 
and sham groups on post operative day four demonstrated 
a 55% decrease in the debulking group, and a 55% increase 
in the sham surgery group. one mouse from the debulking 
group died from bowel obstruction on post operation day 4. 
two mice from the sham surgery group died from tumor 
burden 10 days post operation. of the surviving mice, 66% 
of the debulking mice were observed to develop distant 
organ metastases. the overall survival of the debulking 
group mice was 75% compared to 33% for the sham 
surgery mice with a hazard ratio of 0.5 (Figure 1).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 this experiment demon-
strates that debulking surgery for mice is feasible. Surgical 
debulking reduces primary tumor burden and allows 
longer survival enabling the development of distant organ 
metastasis. this establishes a model that may be used for 
future studies of metastasis treatment. Future plans include 
repeat debulking using a larger number of mice, and imple-
mentation of cecostomy creation for bowel diversion in 
obstructed mice.

IS	AGE	JUST	A	NUMBER?	INFLUENCE	OF	AGE	
ON	OUTCOMES	FOLLOWING	SEGMENTAL	
RESECTION	FOR	COLORECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P642

u. Phatak, P. leo, S. alavi, J. davids, P. Sturrock, 
J. maykel, K. alavi
Worcester, MA; Durham, NC

Purpose/Background:	advanced age is a risk factor for 
development of colon and rectal cancer; however, data on 
outcomes in elderly patients following definitive treatment 
are lacking. the aim of this study is to evaluate the impact 
of advancing age on outcomes following segmental resec-
tion for colorectal cancer (CrC).

Methods/Interventions:	 this is a single center retro-
spective review of consecutive patients from 2007 to 
2012 aged 50 years or older who underwent segmental 
resection for CrC. data were collected regarding demo-
graphics, operative approach, 30 day mortality, and 30 day 
morbidity. age was stratified by decade. Statistical anal-
yses were performed with Stata14 (StataCorp, College 
Station, tX).

Results/Outcome(s):	there were 352 patients who met 
criteria of which 178 (50.6%) were male. the median age 
was 67 (iQr 59-78) and the median body mass index was 
27 (iQr 24-31). there were 152 laparoscopic resections 
(43.2%) with the most common procedures being right 
colectomy (35.5%) and low anterior resection (22.2%). 
the most common post-operative complication was ileus 
(21.3%). there were 56 patients (16%) readmitted within 
30 days of surgery. advanced age was associated with 
30 day readmission (Ci 1.0 -1.9, p=0.04) while CoPd 
was associated with any 30 day morbidity (Ci 1.2-6.9, 
p=0.018). When complications were analyzed using 
univariate analysis by decade, increasing age was associ-
ated with increased urinary tract infections, venous throm-
boembolism, pneumonia, cardiac complications as well as 
readmission. multivariate modeling, however, showed age 
only to be associated with cardiac complications (Ci 1-2.5, 
p=0.05) and readmission (Ci 1-2.1, p=0.04).

Conclusions/Discussion:	our data suggest that resec-
tion for CrC in older patients is safe, and that advanced 
age appears to be a risk factor only for post-operative 
cardiac complications and readmission. targeted patient- 
and disease-specific interventions in the elderly population 
may mitigate these complications and improve the quality 
of care.
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FRAGMENTED	PATTERN	OF	TUMOR	
REGRESSION	AFTER	LONG-COURSE	
NEOADJUVANT	CHEMORADIOTHERPY	AND	
RADICAL	SURGERY	FOR	LOCALLY	ADVANCED	
RECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P643

r. mentz, J. Santino, G. rossi, J. Campana, m. Sanchez, 
C. Vaccaro, G. ojea Quintana
Buenos Aires, Argentina

Purpose/Background:	 tumor scatter after neoad-
juvant chemoradiotherapy (nCrt) was reported in a 
high proportion of patients. However, there is variability 
between different authors regarding the distance of the 
separate tumor foci from the main residual disease, and 
this could be important when considering a local excision 
after nCrt. the aim of this study was to investigate the 
distance between viable tumor cells and the macroscopic 
tumor edges after nCrt and radical surgery.

Methods/Interventions:	 after institutional review 
Board approval, patients who underwent radical surgery 
after nCrt were studied prospectively. all patients had 
the same criteria for nCrt and the same treatment 
modality. two dedicated pathologist studied the specimens 
in a particular way designed to our purpose. transversal 
sections of the rectum every 4 millimeters were performed, 
3 cm proximal and 3 cm distal to the edge of the macro-
scopic ulcer, in addition to the standard technique in order 
to identify tumor cells outside the gross ulcer. Complete 
clinical responders were excluded.

Results/Outcome(s):	From august 2015 until august 
2016, 18 consecutive patients were included. mean age 
was 61 years (Sd± 12.4) and 39% (95%Ci: 33-51%)were 
females. mean distance of tumor from the anal verge was 
5.8 cm (Sd ±2.7). Surgery was performed at mean of 12 
weeks (Sd± 4.2) after radiotherapy completion. Fourteen 
patients (78%) had tumor cells foci outside of the gross 
ulcer. of these, 9 patients (64%) had only one separate 
cluster of cells and 5 patients (36%) had more than one. 
the mean distance from the edge of the gross ulcer to the 
separate cell nest was 5.6 mm (range: 2-12 mm, Sd± 3.5). 
in two cases (11%) separate tumor foci were at 12 mm 
from the main lesion.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 tumor fragmentation is 
expected to be present in a high proportion of patients 
after nCrt. despite the majority of them will present 
separate tumor nest at less than 10 mm from the main 
lesion, it should be considered that around 10% of patients 
could have separate tumor foci at more distance so the 
resection margin should be wider in order to reduce local 
recurrence.

a. macroscopic view of the tumor after neoadjuvant therapy. B. each 
colour bar shows each slide and its relation with the tumor. C. yellow 
bars (d) refer to slides distal to the tumor; red bars (t) refer to slides 
in contact with the tumor; orange bars (P) refer to slides proximal to 
the tumor.

ONCOLOGIC	OUTCOMES	OF	SINGLE-INCISION	
LAPAROSCOPIC	SURGERY	FOR	RIGHT	COLON	
CANCER:	A	PROPENSITY	SCORE-MATCHING	
ANALYSIS.

Poster abstracts P645

H. Hur, y. Han, m. Cho, J. Kang, B. min, S. Baik, 
K. lee, n. Kim
Seoul, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 the aim of this study was to 
investigate oncologic, perioperative, and pathologic 
outcomes of single-incision laparoscopic right hemicol-
ectomy (SilrC) compared to conventional laparoscopic 
right hemicolectomy (ClrC) for right colon cancer using 
propensity score-matching analysis.

Methods/Interventions:	From november 2009 through 
September 2014, 260 patients underwent laparoscopic 
surgery for right colon cancer. data on short-term and 
long-term outcomes were collected prospectively and 
reviewed. Propensity score-matching was applied at a 
ratio of 1:2 to compare the SilrC (n=40) and the ClrC 
(n=80) groups.

Results/Outcome(s):	operation time, estimated blood 
loss, time to diet were not different; however, the SilrC 
group showed less pain on operative day and postoperative 
day #2 (4.8 vs. 5.9, p<0.001 and 3.6 vs. 4.6, p=0.006, 
respectively) as well as shorter incision lengths (4.0 vs. 
7.3 cm, p<0.001). morbidity, mortality, and pathologic 
outcomes were similar between groups. the 3-year overall 
survival rates were 96.0% vs. 97.5% (p=0.740), and 
disease-free survival rates were 93.5% vs. 97.5% (p=0.444) 
in the SilrC and the ClrC groups, respectively.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the long-term oncologic 
outcomes as well as short-term outcomes of SilrC were 
comparable to ClrC. it appears to be a safe and feasible 
option with better cosmetic results.
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Figure 1. 3-year overall and disease-free survival of the SilrC and 
ClrC groups

IMPLEMENTATION	OF	AN	ENHANCED	
RECOVERY	PROTOCOL	IN	A	LATIN	AMERICA	
CANCER	HOSPITAL:	DIFFICULTIES	DURING	
THE	EARLY	STAGE.

Poster abstracts P646

S. aguiar, B. Catin, t. Bezerra, P. Stevanato, r. Baptista, 
F. Ferreira, r. takahashi, W. nakagawa, a. lopes
Sao Paulo, Brazil

Purpose/Background:	Background: despite the strong 
evidences pointing to clear improvements in postopera-
tive outcomes after the adoption of enhanced recovery 
protocols (erP), their introduction in daily clinical prac-
tice uses to meet some obstacles. the aim of this study 
is to report the main difficulties in the early stage of an 
enhanced recovery protocol (erP) at a single Brazilian 
cancer hospital.

Methods/Interventions:	Methods: since march, 2016, 
we started an enhanced recovery protocol (erP) based on 
eraSâ guidelines. our erP consists of 12 perioperative 
care items. We considered as full adherent to protocol 
when a case had at least 10 items correctely applied. 
elective surgeries for colorectal cancer have been consecu-
tively included. Pelvic exenterations, cytoreductive surgery 
with HiPeC, and emergency surgeries are excluded from 
the erP. data have been collected in a prospective data-
base. the institution receives patients from private and 
public health insurance, and has formal training surgical 
programs. this is a descriptive report from the initial four 
months of implementation.

Results/Outcome(s):	Results: 132 patients (60 female 
/ 72 male) were included in this analysis. 80 patients had 
colon tumors, and 52 had rectal cancer. minimally inva-
sive surgery (laparoscopic or robotic) were performed in 
80 (60.6%) patients. Full adhesion was achieved in only 
49% of cases in these first four months of implementation. 
antibiotical and antithrombotic profilaxis were correctly 
applied in 100% of patients. avoiding drains, avoiding 
the use of opioids, and restrictive fluid therapy were 
the items with worst adhesion rate (15.2%, 45.4%, and 
61.4% respectively). the median length of hospital stay 
was 6 days (range from 3 to 61 days). major complication 

rate (Clavien-dindo iii and iV) were 19%, and 60-days 
mortality rate was 1.5% (2 cases). anastomotic leak 
occurred in 9 patients (6.8%). readmission rate was 
12.3%.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Conclusions: our adhesion 
rate was lower than expected during our early stage 
of implementation, not yet translating in the expected 
improvement of postoperative outcomes. We identified the 
use of drains, use of opioids, and inadequate fluid therapy 
as the items that need more attention and education of 
the team.

THE	USE	OF	LAPAROSCOPY	FOR	
LOCALLY	ADVANCED	(T4)	COLON	
ADENOCARCINOMAS.

Poster abstracts P647

G. Bonomo, K. mirkin, C. Hollenbeak, e. messaris
Hummelstown, PA

Purpose/Background:	 laparoscopic surgery is a  
well-established approach for resecting colon adenocarci-
noma with many proven benefits. this approach however 
remains controversial when resecting locally advanced 
disease due to concern for an inadequate oncologic resec-
tion. the current recommendation is to perform an open 
resection for these lesions. this study aims to evaluate the 
oncologic safety of laparoscopic surgery in t4a and t4b 
colon adenocarcinoma.

Methods/Interventions:	the uS national Cancer data 
Base (2010-2012) was reviewed for patients with stage t4 
adenocarcinoma of the colon, and stratified by surgical 
approach. Correlations were analyzed with student t-tests 
and chi-square tests. Propensity score matching was used 
to create comparable laparoscopic and open groups, and 
Kaplan-meier and Weibull survival analyses were then 
performed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 9,001 patients were 
identified with 5,715 t4a lesions and 3,286 t4b lesions. 
For t4a lesions, 28.2% were laparoscopic, with a 19.9% 
conversion rate, and 65.9% were open. For t4b lesions, 
24.7% were laparoscopic, with a 54.4% conversion rate, 
and 74.1% were open. after matching, the laparoscopic 
approach was associated with improved 5 year survival 
for all t and n stages except for t4bn2 (t4an0 69.6% 
vs 34.7% p<0.0001, t4an1 53% vs 41.3% p<0.0012, 
t4an2 39.1% vs 31.5% p<0.0037, t4bn0 70.6% vs 42.7% 
p=0.0187, t4bn1 54.7% vs 24.9% p=0.0377, t4bn2 
39.8% vs 41.4% p=0.995). on multivariate analysis, a 
greater hazard of mortality was associated with higher 
Charlson Comorbidity score (score 1 Hr 1.17, p=0.013, 
score 2 Hr 1.72, p<0.0001), t4b lesion (Hr 1.15, 
p=0.022) and higher n stage (n1 Hr 1.67, p<0.0001, 
n2 Hr 2.31, p<0.0001). improved survival was associated 
with a laparoscopic approach (Hr 0.69, p<0.0001) and 
adjuvant therapy (Hr 0.41, p<0.0001).
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Conclusions/Discussion:	  this study shows that for 
both t4a and t4b colon adenocarcinoma, laparoscopy 
does not compromise survival. as expected, survival was 
positively associated with adjuvant therapy and nega-
tively associated with higher comorbidity score and more 
advanced staging. For locally advanced lesions, laparo-
scopic surgery was associated with improved survival for 
all stages except for t4bn2. it is possible that laparoscopy 
was selected for less aggressive and more easily resected 
lesions; a characteristic that is not differentiated by the 
t stage classification. this may introduce selection bias 
into the data and contribute to the improved survival in 
this group. Future studies are needed to identify a subset of 
these lesions for which a laparoscopic oncologic resection 
would be most beneficial.

PREOPERATIVE	ASSESSMENT	OF	
CIRCUMFERENTIAL	RESECTION	MARGIN	
INVOLVEMENT	IN	RECTAL	CANCER	USING	
MAGNETIC	RESONANCE	IMAGING:	CAN	
PERINODAL	EXTENSION	BE	DEFINED	AS	
CIRCUMFERENTIAL	RESECTION	MARGIN	
INVOLVEMENT	IN	RECTAL	CANCER?

Poster abstracts P648

C. Cheong, y. Park, y. Han, m. Cho, H. Hur, B. min, 
n. Kim, K. lee
Seoul, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	Preoperative assessment of Crm 
can influence the direction of treatment in rectal cancer 
whether preoperative chemoradiation treatment will be 
performed first or not. mri prediction of Crm has some 
limitations when mesorectal tumor deposits or enlarged 
lymph nodes are present. the aim of this study is to inves-
tigate the correlation between Crm involvement in preo-
pearative mri and pathologic Crm after radical surgery.

Methods/Interventions:	 a total of 127 patients with 
rectal cancer who underwent curative resection between 
January 2011 and January 2015 were included for the anal-
ysis. all the patients were diagnosed more than t3 clini-
cally in preoperative mri and didn’t undergo preoperative 
chemoradiation treatment. in the preoperative evaluation, 
Crm involvement in mri was classified into direct tumor 
spread and perinodal extension. direct tumor spread was 
defined as tumors extend beyond the muscularis propria 
and perinodal extension was when mesorectal or lymph 
nodes deposits were present. the correlation between 
Crm involvement in preoperative mri and pathologic 
Crm after surgery was compared in each category of Crm 
using mcnemer’s test.

Results/Outcome(s):	 When pathologic Crm was 
defined less than or equal to 2mm, preoperative assess-
ment of Crm with direct tumor spread was matched 
pathologic Crm. it showed sensitivity with 18.2%, spec-
ificity with 89.5% and accuracy with 77.2% (P=0.265). 

However, Crm with perinodal extension in preoperative 
mri didn’t match pathologic Crm. it’s sensitivity was 
18.2%, specificity 95.2% and accuracy 81.9% (P=0.011). 
When pathologic Crm was defined less than 2mm, Crm 
with direct tumor spread and perinodal extension in mri 
were matched pathologic Crm after surgery (P>0.999, 
P=0.332).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Preoperative assessment of 
Crm involvement in rectal cancer is very important 
because it may guide further treatment. in this study, 
We showed preoperative assessment of Crm involve-
ment using mri has higher false positive rates and Crm 
involvement with perinodal extension should be consid-
ered more carefully. Further investigation is needed to 
understand the correlation between preoperative Crm 
involvement using mri and pathologic Crm after surgery.

CECAL	CANCER	IS	DIFFERENT	FROM	
ASCENDING	COLON	CANCER	IN	CINICAL	
PRESENTATIONS	AND	PROGNOSIS.

Poster abstracts P649

n. Kim, H. Kim, r. yoo, G. Kim, H. Cho, B. Kye
Suwon, Gyeonggi-do, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 Proximal colon cancers have 
different clinical presentation from distal colon cancers 
and more likely present with advanced stage. many studies 
define proximal colon cancer as tumor located in cecum to 
proximal transverse colon. this ambiguity in the anatom-
ical definition may create confusion in communication to 
other medical staffs as well as patients. defining cecum as 
a pouch-like structure adjacent to ileocecal valve, cecal 
cancer may mimick the clinical presentation of appen-
dicitis when the appendiceal orifice is obstructed. this 
study investigates the difference and similarity in clinical 
presentation and prognosis between cancers in cecum and 
ascending colon.

Methods/Interventions:	 retrospective analysis was 
performed in the patients who were diagnosed with cecal 
or ascending colon cancer and received operative manage-
ment at St. Vincent’s Hospital, the Catholic university 
of Korea, from January 2009 to december 2013. Clinical 
presentation, histological finding, recurrence rate, and 
survival period were analyzed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 147 patients were 
included in this study. of them, 46 (31%) patients were 
diagnosed with cecal cancer, and 101(69%) patients were-
with ascending colon cancer. mean age was 62.07±2.4Sd 
and 65.09±1.1Sd, and male: female sex ratio was 
17:29(37%:63%) and 44:57(43.6%:56.4%) in the cecal 
cancer group and the ascending colon cancer group, respec-
tively. no significant difference was found in age, sex and 
other patient characteristics. However, the rate of colonic 
perforation (13.3% vs 3.0%, p-value=0.026), rate of emer-
gency surgery (20.0% vs 6.0%, p-value=0.014), rate of 
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open laparotomy (54.3% vs 72.3%, p-value=0.042) were 
significantly higher in the cecal cancer group than in the 
ascending colon group. also, the cecal cancers were more 
likely to present with advanced stage (tnm stage iii/iV, 
60.9% vs 38.6%, p-value=0.010). the median follow-up 
period was 58.3±6.3 and 75.1±2.4 months. the cancer 
recurrence was observed in12(26.1%) patients of the cecal 
cancer and 19 (18.8%) of the ascending colon cancer. 
there was no significant difference in dFS(61.5±6.3 vs 
69.4±3.6, p-value=0.189) in two groups. the overall 
survival(58.3±6.3 vs 75.1±2.4, p-value=0.008) was signifi-
cantly higher in the ascending colon cancer group than in 
the cecal cancer group.

Conclusions/Discussion:	the patients diagnosed with 
cecal cancer exhibited higher rate of colonic perforation, 
emergency surgery than the patients with the ascending 
colon cancers did. moreover, the patients with cecal 
cancer are likely to be diagnosed with advanced stage.

PORT	SITE	METASTASES	FOLLOWING	
LAPAROSCOPIC	COLECTOMY	FOR	
COLORECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P650

m. Sampah, m. Kwong, P. Sugarbaker, B. Paul
Washington, District of Columbia

Purpose/Background:	laparoscopic colectomy has been 
increasingly utilized for resection of primary colorectal 
cancer due to equivalence of r0 resection, decreased 
post-operative pain and shorter length of stay compared to 

open colectomy. there are few studies examining the risk 
of peritoneal metastases from laparoscopy.

Methods/Interventions:	 this was a single institution, 
retrospective study from prospective data that identified 
patients undergoing cytoreductive surgery and HiPeC for 
metastatic colorectal cancer. these patients previously had 
laparoscopic colectomy to remove their primary tumor. 
Patient characteristics, histology, pathology, prior treat-
ments, and outcomes were reviewed.

Results/Outcome(s):	thirteen patients who had prior 
laparoscopic colectomy to remove their primary tumor and 
who subsequently underwent cytoreductive surgery and 
HiPeC were identified. there were four females and nine 
males, with median age of fifty. tumors were mainly staged 
at t3 and t4 at the time of laparoscopic surgery. twelve 
of these patients were found to have metastatic deposits at 
a prior laparoscopic port site. median time between lapa-
roscopic resection and diagnosis of port site metastasis was 
twenty months.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Patients who have undergone 
laparoscopic colectomy for colorectal cancer may be at 
increased risk for peritoneal metastases at port sites. our 
study is limited by small patient population, retrospective 
nature, and selection bias due to patients being treated at 
a tertiary referral center. this study illustrates that the risk 
of intra-abdominal metastasis, especially at port sites, after 
laparoscopic colectomy is an important consideration that 
requires further study. Higher t stage may place patients 
at risk of peritoneal metastases following surgery, therefore, 
primary resection by open technique should be considered 
to decrease the risk of peritoneal metastases.

IS	THERE	A	DIFFERENCE	IN	SURGICAL	AND	
ONCOLOGICAL	OUTCOMES	COMPARING	
RIGHT	WITH	LEFT	LAPAROSCOPIC	
COLECTOMY	FOR	COLON	CANCER?

Poster abstracts P651

r. Pinto, l. Gerbasi, m. Camargo, C. Kimura, 
d. Soares, a. dantas, l. Bustamante-lopez., F. Campos, 
i. Cecconello, S. nahas
São Paulo, Brazil

Purpose/Background:	 laparoscopic colorectal surgery 
reduced morbidity of colorectal resections. right and left 
colectomy are the most frequente procedures for colon 
cancer, however the comparison between these procedures 
are scarce in the literature so far. objective: to compare 
postoperative morbidity and oncologic specimen dissection 
quality of laparoscopic right versus left colectomy.

Methods/Interventions:	 methods: a rectrospective 
analysis from a prospectively maintained database of 332 
patients operated at a university Hospital between 2006 
and 2016. Postoperative 30 days complications were clas-
sified by Clavien-dindo scale and major complication was 
defined as ≥ 3. oncologic resection quality was evaluated 
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by the mean number of lymph nodes retrieved and surgical 
margins. data was analyzed with SPSSÒ 20.0.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Colectomy was performed in 
332 patients, been 98 (29.5%) right colectomies and 234 
(70.5%) left colectomies. mean age at surgery was 62.8 ± 
11.9 years-old. Study population was comparable regarding 
age, comorbidities, body mass index and american 
anesthesiologists Classification score. Preoperative hemo-
globin level was also comparable (mean of 11.89 for 
right colectomy vs. 12.56 for left colectomy, p=0.27). 
However, preoperative transfusion was more frequently 
related to right colectomies (5,1% vs. 0,4%, p=0.004), 
overall complications were low and 233 patients (70.2%) 
had uneventful recovery. Clavien-dindo i complications 
occurred in 36 patients (10.8%), ii in 26 patients (7.8%), 
iiia in 2 patients (0.6%), iiiB in 13 patients (3.9%), iVa 
in 11 patients (3.3%), iVB in 5 patients (1.5%) and V in 
6 patients (1.8%). laparoscopic conversion rate was 7.8%, 
intraoperative complications occurred in 4.8% and reop-
eration was performed in 23 patients (6.9%). Comparison 
between right and left colectomies did not have statisti-
cally significant data for operative time, conversion, reop-
eration, postoperative severe complications and postoper-
ative hospital stay. anastomotic leak incidence was higher 
for left colectomies (9.4% vs. 2%, p=0.02). oncologic 
results were comparable for right and left colectomies with 
a mean of 19.5 lymph nodes retrieved for right colectomies 
and 19.5 for left colectomies. Free resection margins were 
obtained in 100% of right colectomies and 99.1% of left 
colectomies.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Surgical outcomes and onco-
logic specimen quality were comparable for right and left 
laparoscopic colectomies. Higher anastomotic leak rates 
associated to left colectomies did not impair postoperative 
outcomes. laparoscopic approach is a useful tool for colec-
tomy in oncologic patients.

THE	ROLE	OF	VITAMIN	D	RECEPTOR	IN	
METASTATIC	COLORECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P652

S. mcChesney, X. Zhang, a. Klinger, l. Hellmers, 
G. maresh, d. margolin, l. li
New Orleans, LA

Purpose/Background:	 despite optimal treatment 
with surgery and chemotherapy, the recurrence rates in 
colorectal cancer (CrC) persist, in part due to the pres-
ence of tumor-initiating cells (tiC) or cancer stem cells. 
thus, therapeutic strategies with additional targeting of 
tiCs may offer a great opportunity to treat metastatic 
CrC. this lab has previously developed lymph node 
stromal “HK” cells, which promote CrC growth and the 
development of distant organ metastases. our published 
data investigated the effect of chemotherapy treatment on 
CrC, and found the population of CrC-tiC (Co-tiC), 

identified as cells bearing Cd133/CXCr4, to be enriched 
after treatment, resulting in a chemo-resistant cancer and 
CrC progression in our orthotopic metastatic CrC mouse 
model. the HK cells were found to be supportive of this 
development. it is reported that administered vitamin d 
synergizes with chemotherapeutic drugs in the treatment 
of CrC. However, the protective role and mechanism of 
vitamin d in metastatic CrC are largely unknown. Here, 
we investigate the expression of the vitamin d receptor in 
CrC, the effect on Co-tiC, and the role in CrC progres-
sion in vitro and in vivo.

Methods/Interventions:	the expression levels of Vdr 
in six CrC cell lines were examined by staining with 
FitC-conjugated anti-Vdr antibody and detected by 
flow cytometry. the Co-tiC were defined by four-color 
staining of Cd326, CXCr4, and Cd133 in addition to 
Vdr. For in vitro assay, six CrC cell lines were cultured 
in the presence of HK cell-conditioned media and then 
treated with 5-fluorouracil (5Fu) and then examined 
for Cd133/CXCr4 expression. For in vivo assay, lucifer-
ase-tagged CrC cell lines were injected intra-rectally into 
nod/SCid mice. after 4 weeks, mice will receive either 
calcitriol (vitamin d3), 5Fu or both. tumor growth and 
metastasis are measured weekly by bioluminescent imaging 
(Bli). at the endpoint, the primary tumors will be exam-
ined and liver and lung metastases will be evaluated via 
Bli, H&e, and iHC staining.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Vdr expression varies among 
colon cancer cell lines, ranging from 54.34% to 98.67% 
(Figure 1). the Vdr expression will be examined by gating 
the Co-tiC populations (Cd326+CXCr4+Cd133+). 
By choosing variable-Vdr expressing CrC lines, the in 
vivo experiment will examine the effect of Vdr expression 
on response to treatment of metastatic CrC with calcitriol 
and 5Fu.

Conclusions/Discussion:	our data suggest that Co-tiC 
play a key role in CrC development in vivo. our orthot-
opic CrC model for metastatic CrC provides a platform 
to investigate variable Vdr expression in CrC cell lines, 
followed by treatment with 5Fu and calcitriol and deter-
mine whether level of Vdr expression predicts response to 
combined treatment of metastatic CrC.
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NERVE	GROWTH	FACTOR	RECEPTOR	(NGFR)	
AS	A	POTENTIAL	NOVEL	INDICATOR	FOR	
METASTASIS AND RECURRENCE IN HUMAN 
COLORECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P653

r. Sullivan, B. reuter, m. Kemp, G. maresh, H. Green, 
S. Halat, d. margolin, l. li
New Orleans, LA

Purpose/Background:	 nerve growth factor receptor 
(nGFr), a member of the tumor necrosis Factor receptor 
superfamily, is a transmembrane glycoprotein that was 
originally shown to negatively regulate neuronal cell 
growth and proliferation. more recently nGFr expression 
has been described in various normal tissues as well as 
neuronal and non-neuronal cancers. in cancer, nGFr has 
been shown to portray dual functions as an oncogene in 
some malignancies and as a tumor suppressor in others. 
there is little and inconsistent data available describing a 
relationship between nGFr and colorectal cancer (CrC). 
We aim to elucidate this relationship and suggest nGFr 
as a potential indicator of prognosis and advanced disease.

Methods/Interventions:	 Formalin fixed paraffin 
embedded patient CrC samples were supplied by the 
department of Colon and rectal Surgery. First, primary 
CrC samples were matched to normal colon controls and 
stained for nGFr using immunohistochemistry (iHC). 
Staining positivity was quantified using a 0-4 intensity 
rating. Further nGFr staining was conducted on tissue 
microarrays of 33 pairs of primary and metastatic CrC 
tumors, and 20 matched pairs of primary tumors from 
patients that recurred and those with no sign of recur-
rence. Samples were matched by age, gender, tumor loca-
tion, and degree of differentiation. image-Pro software was 
used to digitally quantify stained slides and the absolute 
percent staining and the fold difference in staining of indi-
vidual pairs were determined between groups.

Results/Outcome(s):	 nGFr protein expression levels 
were significantly higher in human CrC samples compared 
to normal colon controls by intensity rating (p<0.001, 
n=13). metastatic tumors showed a significantly higher 
fold increased of nGFr expression as compared to matched 
primary tumors using digital imaging analysis of iHC 
staining (p= 0.012, n=33). likewise, primary tumors from 
patients that eventually recurred had a significantly higher 
fold increase in comparison to their matched non-recurred 
patient tumors (p=0.002, n=20).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Previously, nGFr has been 
shown to possess both oncogenic and tumor suppres-
sive functions but little has been described concerning 
its specific role in CrC progression. Here we show that 
nGFr protein expression levels by iHC were significantly 
higher in CrC tumor versus normal colon controls, higher 
in metastatic lesions versus matched primary tumors, 
and most importantly, positively correlates with tumor 
recurrence. this suggests that nGFr exhibits oncogenic 

properties in CrC and may act as a novel prognostic indi-
cator for advanced disease. Future experiments involving 
in vitro nGFr knock-down and overexpression, and 
utilization of our previously established orthotropic CrC 
murine model may further help to clarify the role of nGFr 
and assess its possibility as a targetable therapeutic marker.

BODY	WEIGHT	CHANGE	DURING	
CURATIVE	OPERATION	AND	ADJUVANT	
CHEMOTHERAPY	IN	COLORECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P654

e. Jung, C. ryu, J. Paik, d. Hwang
Seoul, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 in colorectal cancer (CrC), 
obesity is interesting because it might be related with 
oncologic outcomes. However, there was little evidence for 
clinical significance of body weight (BW) change during 
curative operation and adjuvant chemotherapy for CrC 
patients. this study was designed to assess the pattern of 
BW change before and after curative operation and during 
adjuvant chemotherapy (Ctx) in CrC patients, and to 
find out its clinical significance.

Methods/Interventions:	By the prospectively collected 
CrC database, 196 cases were enrolled between november 
2008 and February 2016. they were performed the curative 
operation for CrC, and finished 12 cycles of chemotherapy 
with FolFoX regimen. Patients with radiotherapy, emer-
gency operation, or postoperative complications were 
excluded.

Results/Outcome(s):	 total 196 cases included 111 
males and 85 females, and their mean age was 58.4 years 
old. BW decreased 4.7 % after curative operation and 
increased 1.6 % after 12 cycles of Ctx. during Ctx, the 
pattern of BW recovery was similar in subgroup analysis by 
sex (male vs. female), primary tumor location (colon vs. 
rectum) and tnm stage (stage ii vs. iii vs. iV). lower Bmi 
group (<18.5kg/m2) had faster recovery to preoperative 
BW and more increase of 6.2 % after Ctx than normal or 
higher Bmi group (P=0.002). after 12th Ctx was finished, 
BW was increased in 116 cases (55.2 %), which included 
69 with BW increase within 5% and 47 with BW increase 
over 5%. in the group with BW decrease over 5%, the 
incidence of often neutropenia (over 6 times) was higher 
than those in other group (27.3 % vs. 13.2 %, P=0.042).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the pattern of BW change 
was a decrease of 4.7 % after curative operation and a 
recovery after 12th adjuvant Ctx. in lower Bmi group, BW 
recovery was faster. and, BW loss over 5 % after Ctx was 
shown to have a tendency of more common neutropenia.
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THE	ROLE	OF	MICRO	RNA	AND	LYMPH	NODE	
STROMAL	CELL	DERIVED	EXTRACELLULAR	
VESICLES	IN	COLORECTAL	CANCER	
METASTASIS.

Poster abstracts P655

a. Klinger, X. Zhang, G. maresh, l. Hellmers, 
C. Salomon Gallo, l. li, d. margolin
New Orleans, LA; Brisbaine, QLD, Australia

Purpose/Background:	Colorectal cancer (CrC) is the 
third most common malignancy worldwide with outcomes 
dependent on depth of tumor invasion, lymph node (ln) 
involvement, and the presence of extra-nodal metastasis. 
our previous studies suggest that metastasis is associated 
with the interaction of cancer cells and the ln stromal 
microenvironment via extracellular vesicle (eV) mediated 
communication. amongst the cargo of these eVs are 
micro rnas (mirnas), small non-coding rnas that can 
target mrna to result in up or down regulation of gene 
expression. We aim to identify the role of specific mrnas 
in CrC progression through mirna targeting using our 
unique patient-derived metastatic CrC mouse model. We 
expect to determine whether targeting eV-derived ln 
stromal cell (lnSC) mirna and their target mrna has 
additive or synergistic effects in reducing primary tumor 
growth and distant organ metastases in CrC.

Methods/Interventions:	 eVs were obtained from 
lnSC line, HK cells, and mesenteric lnSC samples 
using ultrafiltration. the rna samples extracted from 
eVs and intact cells were then analyzed using next 
Generation Sequencing revealing which mirnas were 
carried at the highest levels. Potential cancer cell targets 
for these mirnas were predicted using available software  
(mirPath v3).

Results/Outcome(s):	 HK cells, lnSC cells, and 
eVs from each sample were analyzed for expression 
of 2822 known human mirnas. 653 mirnas were 
found to be expressed on eVs from both cell prepara-
tions. the top 8 collectively expressed mirnas were 
selected for further analysis: hsa-let-7i-5p, hsa-mir-21-5p,  
hsa-mir-22-3p, hsa-mir-26a-5p, hsa-mir-27b-3p, 
hsa-mir-143-3p, hsa-mir-181a-5p, and hsa-mir-221-3p. 
analysis with mirPath v.3 software revealed these mirnas 
to affect genes involved in genetic pathways important 
to CrC, including tP53, KraS, mSH6, mSH2, BraF, 
myC, Smad3, and aPC (table 1).

Conclusions/Discussion:	We have shown that lnSC 
cells and the eVs they release contribute to CrC tumor 
growth and spread. Here we show that the mirnas carried 
by these eVs may play a significant role in multiple well 
studied oncologic pathways. We are currently analyzing 
CrC patient specimens of normal and tumor tissue (in 
different stages) as well as serum for their mirna profiles; 
we will then compare them to our lnSC data to reveal 
mirnas that may be introduced or enhanced in cancer 
cells via lnSC-derived eVs. Predictive software can show 

known and potential mrna targets of these mirnas. We 
will then use gain of function and loss of function methods 
to regulate these mirnas and analyze their effects on 
CrC in vitro and in vivo. understanding the interactions of 
these mirnas and their targets in CrC may allow for the 
creation of novel targeted therapies in the future.

SELECTIVE	LATERAL	PELVIC	LYMPH	NODE	
DISSECTION	IN	ADVANCED	LOW	RECTAL	
CANCER.

Poster abstracts P656

d. Kang, S. Kim
Seoul, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	the optimal treatment for lateral 
pelvic lymph node metastasis remains unclear. the aim of 
this study was to evaluate the outcomes of selective lateral 
pelvic lymph node dissection (lPld) in advanced low 
rectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 We reviewed prospectively 
collected database of 13 consecutive patients who under-
went robotic selective lPld for advanced low rectal 
cancer between February 2011 and September 2014 at 
Korea university anam Hospital. lPld was performed in 
patients with suspected lateral pelvic lymph node metas-
tasis on mri with or without preoperative chemoradiation 
therapy. Perioperative outcomes and oncologic outcomes 
were analyzed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 all patients underwent robotic 
selective lPld without conversion to open or laparo-
scopic surgery. the median patient age was 51 years and 
median operation time was 337 min. unilateral lPld was 
performed in 9 patients and bilateral lPld was performed 
in 4 patients. there were no case of selective lPld 
related complication. Pathological lateral pelvic lymph 
node metastasis was confirmed in 6 patients. no local 
recurrence had developed and two patients had developed 
systemic recurrence after a mean follow-up period of 22.8 
months.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 For patients with clinically 
suspicious lateral pelvic lymph node metastasis, it was 
reasonable to undergone selective lPld. the robotic 
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approach was excellent alternative to open or laparoscopic 
procedure.

A	COMPARISON	OF	SINGLE-	PORT	
LAPAROSCOPIC,	CONVENTIONAL	
LAPAROSCOPIC,	AND	CONVENTIONAL	
ROBOTICSURGERY	IN	PATIENTS	WITH	
SIGMOID	COLON	CANCER:	IS	THERE	ANY	
REAL	NEED	TO	HAVE	SURGICAL	DRAIN?

Poster abstracts P657

J. yoon, y. Han, m. Cho, H. Hur, B. min, K. lee, 
S. Baik, n. Kim
Seoul, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 Conventional laparoscopic or 
robotic surgery has been placed as a standard option in the 
treatment of of sigmoid colon cancer. recently, advance in 
technology and collective accumulation of experience has 
enabled surgeons to do more minimized incision technique 
such as single port surgery. However, there is still concern 
regarding technical feasibility and safety of single port 
surgery. the aim of this study was to compare the early 
perioperative results among 3 different surgical methods.

Methods/Interventions:	 Between January 2010 and 
december 2015, patients who underwent minimally inva-
sive surgery (miS) for sigmoid colon cancer were retro-
spectively identified from patient data registered in yonsei 
Colorectal Cancer electronic database. all consecutive 
patients underwent miS for the treatment of biopsy proven 
adenocarcinoma arisen in sigmoid colon. Single port lapa-
roscopic anterior resection (Slar) was performed using 
specially designed multichannel port system for the entry 
port with 3.0 cm sized umbilical incision. Conventional 
laparoscopic anterior resection (Clar) and Conventional 
robotic anterior resection (Crar) were performed using 
multiport system. anastomosis method was intracoporeally 
performed using circular stapler. Surgical drain was not 
used in Slar group after surgery. Short-term outcomes 
including pathologic results, morbidity, and perioperative 
recovery were compared between 3 groups.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 635 patients were 
assessed with the median follow-up period was 26  
(0.0 – 71) months. Patients in Clar group were 534, 
in Crar group were 37, and in Sar group were 64, 
respectively. mean age was not significant difference 
(Clar vs. Crar vs. Slar = 62.48 vs. 58.35 vs. 61.22, 
p=0.072), respectively. Postoperative hospital stay (7.04 
days vs. 7.41 days vs. 5.92 days, p=0.147) was not shown 
significant difference. aSa score and Bmi were not signif-
icant different. estimated blood loss (Clar vs. Crar 
vs. Slar: 63.36ml vs. 77.84ml vs. 39.68ml, p=0.362) 
and blood transfusion during the operation were not 
statistically different. Patients showed no difference in 
tnm stage, total lymph node retrieval. (18.76 vs. 18.03 
vs. 17.16, p=0.401) the total operation time showed 

differences. (Clar vs. Crar vs. Slar: 187.03 mins vs. 
219.97 mins vs. 163.89 mins, p < 0.01). ovarall complica-
tion rate has no significant differences, (Clar vs. Crar 
vs. Slar: 0.40 vs. 0.11 vs. 0.06, p=0.437) and differences 
of anastomotic leakage rate has no statistically significance. 
(Clar vs. Crar vs. Slar: 1% vs. 3% vs. 2%, p=0.570)

Conclusions/Discussion:	Single port laparoscopic ante-
rior resection (Slar) with shorter operation time is 
comparable with Clar and Crar in the treatment of 
sigmoid colon cancer. routine surgical drain may not be 
required after Slar based on this study.

IMPACT	OF	COST	CONSCIOUS	APPROACH	
AND	INCREASING	EXPERIENCE	ON	VALUE	
OF	CARE	IN	ROBOTIC	RESTORATIVE	
PROCTECTOMY	FOR	RECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P658

e. Gorgun, e. aytac, l. Stocchi, m. Kalady
Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	there is still debate whether this 
technology will translate into clinical efficiency and value 
of care in the setting of rectal cancer surgery. in this study, 
we aimed to analyze hospital costs, short term outcomes 
and value of care after robotic restorative proctectomy 
(rP) compared to open surgery in rectal cancer patients 
performed by high case volume colorectal surgeons.

Methods/Interventions:	rectal cancer patients under-
going rP between 12/2011 and 10/2014 by high volume 
surgeons were collected. the definition of high volume 
based on previous literature was >12 cases during the study 
period. one surgeon performed all the robotic operations 
and 4 performed only open surgery. a cost conscious 
approach was followed in robotic surgery (minimized use of 
robotic instruments, suction irrigators, vessel sealers etc.). 
Patient characteristics, short-term outcomes and hospital 
costs were compared between groups.

Results/Outcome(s):	 there were 100 (32 robotic) 
patients. age (60±13 vs. 56±11, p=0.30), male gender 
[m: 51 (75%) vs. 22 (69 %), p=0.51], aSa score [(aSa 
3-4): 68 (100 %) vs. 31 (97 %), p=0.32], Bmi (29±7 vs. 
30±6, p=0.37), tumor distance from anal verge (8±4 vs. 
10±4, p=0.21), neoadjuvant chemoradiation [39(57%) vs. 
15(47%), p=0.33], history of prior abdominal operations 
[n=29 (43%) vs. n=15 (47 %), p=0.69] and diverting 
ileostomy [51 (75%) vs. 24 (75%), p>0.99] were compa-
rable between open and robotic rP respectively. operating 
time was significantly longer in the robotic group (232±125 
vs. 280±56, p=0.003). Pathological stage [(Stage 3-4): 29 
(43%) vs. 11 (34 %), p=0.43], tumor size (3±2 vs. 2±1.8, 
p=0.22), lymph node number (26±16 vs. 27±14, p=0.39), 
distal [4 (6%) vs. 0, p=0.30] and radial [5(7%) vs. 2(6%), 
p>0.99] margin positivity were similar between the open 
and robotic rP. estimated blood loss and intraoperative 
blood transfusion requirements were decreased in robotic 
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rP. robotic rP was also associated with decreased overall 
morbidity and shorter hospital stay. after the initial 5 
robotic cases, overall hospital costs became comparable 
between the groups.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 increasing experience and 
cost conscious approach may improve the value of care 
with reduced hospital stay, postoperative morbidity and 
similar hospital costs compared to open rP for rectal 
cancer.

OPPORTUNITY	FOR	COLORECTAL	CANCER	
SCREENING	IN	A	COMMUNITY	HOSPITAL	
SURGICAL	POPULATION.

Poster abstracts P659

r. martin, S. Scarcliff, m. Parker
Irondale, AL

Purpose/Background:	though colorectal cancer (CrC) 
has been shown to be preventable through screening 
measures, these continue to be underutilized. the primary 
care office has traditionally been the source of cancer 
screening counseling. other health care systems and 
provider-level initiatives, such as a hospital’s surgical 
services, could play a major role in increasing the utiliza-
tion and quality of screening for CrC.

Methods/Interventions:	all patients admitted through 
a community hospital’s surgical services during march 
through may 2016 were administered an irB approved 
survey. the survey consisted of five yes/no questions 
concerning knowledge and compliance with current CrC 
screening guidelines. Patient demographics and admitting 
surgical subspecialty were acquired using patient stickers 
used to label each survey. exclusion criteria included age 
<50 and incomplete surveys.

Results/Outcome(s):	there were 1469 surveys admin-
istered over 60 operative days with 344 excluded due to 
incomplete surveys (n=21) and age <50 (n=323). of the 
completed surveys, 79.3% (n=1165) of patients meeting 
screening criteria had undergone colonoscopy while 20.7% 
(n=304) were unscreened. of patients who had not 
undergone screening colonoscopy, 68.9% (n=209) were 
willing to have the test if recommended by a health care 
provider. When separated by subspecialty, 20% (n=61) of 
general surgery patients, 34% (n=55) of urology patient, 
and 19% (n=28) of orthopedic surgery patients were found 
to be unscreened.

Conclusions/Discussion:	the surgical window of care 
could provide an opportunity to recommend screening 
colonoscopy to eligible patients. Surgical patients are 
undergoing a significant medical event and may be more 
aware of their need for screening. a surgical services 
questionnaire similar to ours could be used to identify 
unscreened patients and provide appropriate counseling. 
integration of these questions into the electronic medical 
record could be a means of tracking this data.

IDENTIFYING	PREDICTORS	OF	SHORT-TERM	
OUTCOMES	IN	PATIENTS	FOLLOWING	
TRANSANAL	RESECTIONS:	ARE	TRANSANAL	
ENDOSCOPICTECHNIQUES	MORE	INVASIVE	
THAN	TRADITIONAL	TRANSANAL	EXCISIONS?

Poster abstracts P660

S. Chadi, a. el nahas, t. Jackson, a. okrainec, 
F. Quereshy
Toronto, ON, Canada

Purpose/Background:	 distal rectal masses have stan-
dardly been approached with transanal excisional tech-
niques. these local excisions have allowed for both the 

P658 Specific postoperative complications, mesorectal excision grading and hospital costs

Open
(N=68)

Robotic
(N=32) P value

Overall morbidity, n(%) 34 (50) 8 (25) 0.02
Ileus, n(%) 16 (24) 6 (19) 0.59
Urinary complications, n(%) 8 (12) 3 (9) >0.99
Blood transfusion, n(%) 8 (12%) 0 0.04
Length of stay, d 9±7 5±3 <.0001
Readmission, n(%) 8(12) 1(3) 0.27
Reoperation, n(%) 4 (6) 2 (6) >0.99
Overall cost by years* n=22 n=5
2011-2012 1±0.4 1.5±0.5 0.02
2013 1±0.8 0.96±0.3 0.14
2014 1±0.6 1.2±0.6 0.10

# Due to non-homogenous distribution estimated blood loss is presented as median (range).
* Actual cost values are not presented due to our institution’s cost privacy policy. Presented cost value was the ratio 

between the actual mean direct cost with standard deviation divided by actual mean direct cost of the open surgery.
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treatment and sampling of these lesions, at times guiding 
further therapy. the improved visualization provided with 
standard laparoscopic instrumentation has guided the 
increased use of transanal endoscopic surgical (teS) tech-
niques. the objective of this study is to compare the short-
term outcomes of transanal techniques for the excision 
of rectal lesions, comparing standard transanal excision 
(tae) with teS techniques.

Methods/Interventions:	 data was obtained from the 
american College of Surgeons’ national Surgery Quality 
improvement Program participant use file to perform a 
retrospective cohort analysis. Patients over 18 years of age 
who underwent a tae or teS procedure were identified 
from the database (2005-2012; nSQiP no longer collected 
information on these procedures thereafter) and tabu-
lated. univariate comparisons were made between the two 
groups. multivariate regression models were designed for 
the primary outcome of all surgical complications and the 
secondary outcome of need for reoperation, to adjust for 
the effect of a priori identified confounders and to identify 
predictors of the outcome. this was based on a theoretical 
framework constructed by the authors.

Results/Outcome(s):	 during the study period, 1755 
patient underwent tae and 409 underwent a teS proce-
dure. on univariate comparison, teS procedures were 
found to be longer (103 vs. 56 min; p<0.01) and more 
often performed in male, obese and diabetic patients. 
Furthermore, patients were more likely to be readmitted 
after surgery (3.4% vs. 0.1%; p<0.01) with no overall 
difference in mortality. the only predictor associated with 
decreased rates of surgical complications when controlling 
for both teS and tae procedures was benign diangoses 
(as compared to malignant; or 0.34; 0.16-0.71, p<0.01). 
When assessing the outcome of reoperations on multivar-
iate analysis, male sex was associated with increased rates 
(or 1.6, p=0.04), whereas a benign diagnoses were asso-
ciated with lower rates of reoperation (or 0.47, p<0.01). 
no increased rate of surgical complications or reoperations 
was observed to exist with either of the two procedures 
(teS or tae).

Conclusions/Discussion:	teS techniques are increasing 
in utilization for rectal lesions allowing for high magnifica-
tions of full thickness resections to be performed for benign 
and malignant rectal lesions. our study suggests this proce-
dure to be equally safe in performing these resections with 
no difference in short-term outcomes when controlling for 
various confounders. larger population database studies 
are necessary to also compare long-term recurrence and 
oncologic outcomes of these procedures in pre-malignant 
and malignant lesions, respectively.

PATHOLOGIC	FEATURES	AND	CLINICAL	
OUTCOMES	OF	RECTAL	GASTROINTESTINAL	
STROMAL	TUMORS.

Poster abstracts P661

i. Song, S. ryoo, y. Kwon, d. lee, B. Sohn, J. Park, 
S. Jeong, K. Park
Seoul, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 Gastrointestinal stromal tumor 
(GiSt) is the most common malignant mesenchymal 
tumor in the gastrointestinal tract. the occurrence rate 
of GiSt is highest in stomach and small bowel, but lowest 
in rectum and esophagus. therefore, clinical course and 
prognosis of rectal GiSt is not well known. the aim of 
this study is to assess the pathologic features and clinical 
outcomes of rectal GiSts

Methods/Interventions:	 Between January 2000 and 
September 2016, 17 patients who underwent surgical 
treatment for rectal GiSt were enrolled prospectively, 
and we reviewed the medical records retrospectively. 
all patients underwent histopathologic examination 
and immunochemistry study. the risk stratification was 
performed according to the niH 2007 guideline. the 
group, which was characterized by tumor size 5<, ≤10 and 
mitotic count >5 per 50 HPF, was classified to high recur-
rence group

Results/Outcome(s):	the mean age was 58.5 years old 
(range, 37-73 years) and 12 patients (70.6%) were male. 
two (11.8%) patients had received imatinib treatment 
before surgery. one had synchronous metastasis, and the 
other had huge tumor size. trans-anal local excision was 
performed in nine patients (52.9%), low anterior resection 
or ultra-low anterior resection was done in five patients 
(29.4%), and mass excision from abdominal approach was 
in three patients (17.6%). r0 resection was performed in 
seven patients (41.2%) and uncheckable resection margin 
in pathologic report was in five patients (29.4%). median 
tumor size was 3.5cm [1.95-7.9 cm] and median mitotic 
count per 50 high power field was 3.0 [1.0-10.0]. all 
tumors were expressed in Cd 34 and Cd 117 as positive. 
median Ki-67 index was 1 (range, 1-7). Five patients 
(29.4%) were classified in none group, four (23.5%) in low 
group, three (17.6%) in insufficient group and five (29.4%) 
in high group. median follow-up period was 71.4 months 
[0.3-170.7 months]. Five patients (29.4%) received adju-
vant imatinib treatment, and seven patients (41.2%) had 
tumor recurrence. the treatment for recurred tumor was 
further resection of tumor in six patients (35.3%) and/
or imatinib treatment in six patients (35.3%). median 
disease free survival (dFS) was 80.5 months (0.5-170.7) 
and the 5 year overall survival rate was months 91%. the 
5 year overall survival was not different between recurred 
patients and not recurred patients (100 vs 80%. p=0.317). 
although difference of dFS according to risk stratification 
was not statistical significance, none group tended to have 
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better dFS than other groups. (111.8 vs 80.5 months, 
p=0.054) (Figure 1)

Conclusions/Discussion:	 rectal GiSts had relatively 
high rate of recurrence. However, overall survival rate was 
not worse in recurred patients. We only verified that none 
risk group show better outcomes in dFS. Further research 
with large number of patient cohort is necessary.

NOMOGRAM	PREDICTION	OF	ANASTOMOTIC	
LEAKAGE	AND	DETERMINATION	OF	AN	
EFFECTIVE	SURGICAL	STRATEGY	FOR	
REDUCING	ANASTOMOTIC	LEAKAGE	AFTER	
LAPAROSCOPIC	RECTAL	CANCER	SURGERY.

Poster abstracts P662

C. Kim
Hwasun-gun, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 although many surgical strate-
gies have been used to reduce the anatomotic leak (al) 
rate after laparoscopic rectal cancer surgery, limited data 
are available on the risk factors for al and the effective 
strategy to reduce al. We aimed to construct a nomogram 

for predicting al and determine a potential surgical 
strategy for reducing al.

Methods/Interventions:	the present study enrolled 736 
consecutive patients who underwent laparoscopic resec-
tion without a diverting stoma for rectal adenocarcinoma. 
a nomogram was constructed to predict al. Based on the 
nomogram, personalized risk was calculated and sequen-
tial surgical strategies were monitored using risk-adjusted 
cumulative sum (ra-CuSum) analysis.

Results/Outcome(s):	 among the 736 patients, clin-
ical al occurred in 65 patients (8.8%). Sex, american 
Society of anesthesiologists score, operation time, blood 
transfusion, and tumor location were identified as signif-
icant predictive factors for al. Based on these factors, 
a nomogram was created to predict al, with a concor-
dance index (C-index) of 0.753 (95% confidence interval,  
0.690–0.816). a calibration plot showed good statis-
tical performance on internal validation (bias-corrected 
C-index of 0.742). the ra-CuSum curve showed that 
extended splenic flexure mobilization (SFm) could be a 
most influential strategy to reduce al.

Conclusions/Discussion:	our nomogram for predicting 
al after laparoscopic rectal cancer surgery might be 
helpful to identify the individual risk of al. Furthermore, 
extended SFm might be the most appropriate strategy for 
reducing al in patients treated with laparoscopic rectal 
cancer surgery.
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LONG-TERM	RESULTS	IN	STAGE	II	AND	III	
TRANSVERSE	COLON	CANCER	WITH	RADICAL	
D3	LYMPHADENECTOMY.

Poster abstracts P663

H. Kwak, H. Kim, J. Ju
Gwangju, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 the surgical type or approach 
varies for transverse colon cancer largely depending on the 
surgeons’ preference. However, it has an evidence that d3 
lymphadenectomy for favorable long-term outcomes. the 
aim of this retrospective study was to analyze the short- 
and long-term outcomes following radical d3 lymph node 
dissection in stage ii and iii transverse colon cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 Between may 2006 and 
december 2014, all patients were treated for stage ii and 
iii transverse colon cancer. this is a retrospective study of 
prospectively collected data of a tertiary teaching hospital. 
radical d3 lymphadenectomy includes the principal nodes 
of middle colic artery, which is numbered as 223 defined by 
the Japanese Classification of Colorectal Carcinoma.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 144 patients were 
included, of whom 110 (76.4%) performed laparoscop-
ically, 124 underwent extended right hemicolectomy. 
tumors were located at hepatic flexure (63, 43.8%), 
transverse colon (79, 54.9%), and splenic flexure  
(2, 1.4%). mean operative time was 147.7 minutes with a 
mean retrieved lymph node of 43.7. the overall morbidity 
rate was 3.5% (5/144), and there was no postoperative 
mortality. Seventy-eight had stage ii, 66 were stage 
iii. Between the groups, vascular (p=0.001), lymphatic 
(p=0.002), and neural (p=0.001) invasions had a signif-
icant difference. With a mean 37.5 months of follow-up, 
overall (94.9 vs. 75.7%, p=0.003) and cancer-specific 
(94.9 vs. 83.9%, p=0.015) survival at 5-years were different 
statistically.

Conclusions/Discussion:	radical d3 lymphadenectomy 
of transverse colon cancer has an acceptable morbidity and 
favorable oncologic outcomes for stage ii and iii.

A	SLIGHT	MODIFICATION	OF	REGIONAL	
LYMPH	NODE	CATEGORY	ACCORDING	
TO	THE	MAIN	LNS	AND	LATERAL	LNS	
INVOLVEMENT	SIGNIFICANTLY	IMPROVED	
PREDICTIVE	ABILITY	OF	TNM	STAGING	
SYSTEM	FOR	COLORECTAL	CANCER.

Poster abstracts P664

y. Hashiguchi, t. tsuchiya, K. matsuda, K. nozawa, 
K. okamoto, t. Hayama, S. yamauchi, K. Sugihara
Tokyo, Japan

Purpose/Background:	  in the wake of the concept 
of aggressive lymph node (ln) dissection for colorectal 
cancer such as complete mesocolic excision with central 
vascular ligation and/or total mesorectal excision with 

lateral lymph node dissection, the information concerning 
the cancer involvement of the lns at the root of the 
feeding artery (main lns) and those along the iliac artery 
(lateral lns) may become more frequently available. We 
evaluated the prognostic value of the identification of 
cancer involvement in main lns and/or lateral lns in the 
context of the tnm staging system.

Methods/Interventions:	We analyzed the cohort data 
from 22 institutions of the Japanese Study Group for 
Postoperative Follow-up of Colorectal Cancer. Patients 
who had undergone curative surgery for primary colorectal 
cancer (pathological stage i-iii) between 1997 and 2006 
were eligible for analysis. We made a slight modifica-
tion of the n-category of the tnm-7th edition, i.e. if 
at least one positive ln is found in main ln or lateral 
ln, the n-category was defined as n2b regardless of the 
total number of positive lns. the tnm staging systems 
with original n-category and this modified n-category 
(modified-tnm staging system) were compared based on 
the akaike’s information criterion (aiC), and Harrell’s 
c-index according to the Cox’s-proportional hazard model 
with respect to relapse-free survival. a Harrel’s c-index 
was calculated to verify the accuracy of prediction of 
each staging system. the akaike information criterion 
(aiC) within a Cox proportional hazard regression model 
were used to demonstrate the discriminatory ability of 
the given model for staging system. a larger c-index 
and a smaller aiC indicate a more desirable model 
for predicting outcome. Statistical calculations were 
performed using Stata Statistical Software: release 14. 
(Stata Corporation, College Station, tX).

Results/Outcome(s):	  a total of 14,233 patients were 
eligible. the incidence of main or lateral ln involvement 
for n1a, n1b, n2a, n2b were 0.54, 2.28, 9.15 and 19.17% 
for colon cancer patients, while 4.39, 7.51, 13.91, and 
35.04% for rectal cancer patients, respectively. the modi-
fied tnm system is superior to the original tnm in aiC 
and C-index as shown in the table. the modified tnm 
staging system is better at stratifying patients than the orig-
inal edition, and is potentially more suited for accurately 
selecting patients with poor prognosis.

Conclusions/Discussion:	  When the information 
regarding main lns and/or lateral lns involvement 
are available by ln dissection or sampling, the use of 
this simple modification of n-category will significantly 
improve predictive ability of tnm staging system.
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SURGICAL	RESECTION	OF	RECTAL	CANCER:	 
A	COMPARISON	OF	LAPAROSCOPIC	AND	
OPEN	APPROACHES.

Poster abstracts P665

C. macleod, C. macKay, G. ramsay, G. murray, 
C. Parnaby
Aberdeen, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	the utility of laparoscopic resec-
tion of colon cancer has been verified, with advantageous 
short-term outcomes including: reduced blood loss, lesser 
post-operative pain and swifter recovery times. Studies 
also suggest equivalent disease-free and overall survival 
outcomes between the two approaches. However, the role 
of laparoscopic surgery in rectal cancer is less distinct. this 
study aimed to establish whether patient or tumour char-
acteristics influenced surgical modality in rectal cancer 
treatment, and if approach had an impact upon oncolog-
ical outcome.

Methods/Interventions:	all patients undergoing rectal 
cancer resection within nHS Grampian between January 
2012 - december 2015 were included. a prospectively 
maintained pathology database was retrospectively supple-
mented with demographic and clinical data, comprising 
details of stage on imaging, neoadjuvant, operative and 
adjuvant treatments, recurrence and survival. Categorical 
data were statistically analysed using the χ2 or Fisher’s 
exact tests and continuous data using the mann-Whitney 
test. Statistical significance was p <0.05; iBm SPSS 24 was 
used to analyse data.

Results/Outcome(s):	249 (62.8% male) patients were 
included with a median age of 67 years (iQr 57-74). 78 
(31.3%) laparoscopic and 171 (68.7%) open resections 
were undertaken. Sex (p=0.763) and age (p=0.694) 
did not influence operative approach, and there was no 

statistical difference in neoadjuvant treatment between 
the groups (p=0.164). Site of rectal tumour did appear to 
affect surgical modality (p=0.001), with a greater propor-
tion of open high rectal tumour resections compared to 
laparoscopic (24.4%). there were also more laparoscopic 
low rectal tumour resections (53.8%) in contrast to open 
(38%). Grade 3 (good) total mesenteric excision (tme) 
was achieved in 116 (67.8%) open and 45 (57.7%) laparo-
scopic procedures, with higher levels of moderate and poor 
grades observed within the laparoscopic group (p=0.001). 
there was equivalence in tumour excision (p=0.214) and 
clear circumferential resection margins (Crm; p=0.335) 
between the groups. mean lymph node yield was higher 
in open resections (21.8, range 4-53) compared to lapa-
roscopic (19.35, range 8-44; p=0.009) and frequencies of 
tumour stage in each group were similar (p=0.423).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Site of rectal tumour influ-
enced laparoscopic or open approach. Whilst oncological 
outcomes were comparable between groups with similar 
rates of tumour excision and clear Crm, there was 
disparity in tme grades, with more high quality specimens 
produced from open resections. Higher lymph node yield 
were also possible with open resections. more long-term 
analysis of recurrence and survival are required.

P664 Objective comparisons between the staging systems

Staging system AIC C-index
All (n=14233)
TNM
modified TNM

59700
59666

0.6546
0.6559*

Stage III (n=5262)
TNM
modified TNM

31213
31180

0.6156
0.6221*

Stage III colon cancer (n=3624)
TNM
modified TNM

18499
18496

0.6074
0.6102*

Stage III rectal cancer (n=1638)
TNM
modified TNM

10101
10083

0.6317
0.6395*

* p<0.001 vs. TNM,  
AIC: Akaike’s information criterion, 
C-index: Harrell’s c-index,
A smaller AIC and a larger c-index indicate a more desirable model for predicting outcome. 
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THE	PROGNOSTIC	ROLE	OF	LYMPH	NODE	
RATIO(LNR)	AND	OTHER	INDICATORS	IN	
PATIENTS	UNDERGOING	POTENTIALLY	
CURATIVE	RECTAL	CANCER	RESECTION.

Poster abstracts P666

C. macleod, C. macKay, G. ramsay, G. murray, 
C. Parnaby
Glasgow, United Kingdom; Aberdeen, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	the presence of malignant lymph 
nodes associated with rectal cancer has been recognised as 
a strong indicator of poor prognosis in terms of further 
dissemination of disease, recurrence and survival. indeed 
identification of malignant lymph nodes is used to stage 
disease and guide adjuvant treatment. Studies have indi-
cated lymph node ratio (lnr), the number of malignant 
lymph nodes proportional to total lymph node yield, 
may be a superior prognostic indicator. However, studies 
predominantly relate to colon or colorectal cancer, with 
limited data on lnr purely in rectal cancer. other prog-
nostic factors in colon cancer include age, tumour stage 
and extramural vascular invasion (emVi). We determined 
the role of lnr in rectal cancer prognosis, and aimed to 
identify further predictors of survival.

Methods/Interventions:	all patients undergoing rectal 
cancer resection within nHS Grampian between January 
2012 - december 2015 were included. a prospectively 
maintained pathology database was retrospectively supple-
mented with demographic and clinical data, comprising 
details of stage on imaging, neoadjuvant, operative and 
adjuvant treatments, recurrence and survival. lnr 
was categorised by previously defined cut-off values. 
Categorical data were statistically analysed using the χ2 or 
Fisher’s exact tests and continuous data using the mann-
Whitney test. Statistical significance was p <0.05; iBm 
SPSS 24 was used to analyse data.

Results/Outcome(s):	247 (61.5% male) patients were 
included with a median age of 67 (iQr 58-75). 159 
(64.4%) patients received neoadjuvant treatment: 102 
(41.3%) chemoradiotherapy; 43 (17.4%) radiotherapy 
and 14 (5.7%) chemotherapy. tumour was completely 
excised in 220 (89.1%) patients. 129 (52.2%) tumours 
were t3, which was the most frequent pt stage, and 182 
(73.7%) resections were pn0, 41 (16.6%) were pn1 and 24 
(9.7%) were pn2. 78 (31.6%) specimens had emVi. the 
median number of lymph nodes excised was 20 (15-25). 
Higher lnr category was significantly associated with 
poorer survival (p=0.012). this statistical difference was 
maintained in those patients who underwent neoadjuvant 
treatment (p=0.033), however it was not in patients who 
had no neoadjuvant treatment (p=0.128). mortality did 
rise with increasing pn stage, however this did not reach 
statistical significance (p=0.145). age (p<0.001), emVi 
(p=0.012) and rising pt stage (p=0.051) were related 
to reduced survival, whilst sex (p=0.720), excision of 

tumour (p=0.398) and neoadjuvant treatment (p=0.856)  
were not.

Conclusions/Discussion:	to our knowledge this is the 
largest uK single centre study examining lnr in rectal 
cancer. lnr was confirmed to be a prognostic indicator in 
rectal cancer, and in contrast to a previous paper, statis-
tical significance was found between lnr categories in 
patients who underwent neoadjuvant treatment, although 
this was not paralleled in the non-adjuvant group.

THE	MANAGEMENT	OF	RECTAL-VAGINAL	
ENDOMETRIOSIS	–	A	NOVEL	SCORING	SYSTEM	
IN	AN	ACCREDITED	SPECIALIST	CENTRE.

Poster abstracts P667

F. Quiney, n. Warnaar, d. Boone, t. arulampalam, 
B. Whitlow
Bury St Edmunds, United Kingdom; Colchester, United 
Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	the laparoscopic surgical treat-
ment of recto-vaginal endometriosis is challenging and 
needs to be planned and managed by a multidisciplinary 
team that includes colorectal, urological as well as gynae-
cological surgeons and the radiology team. in our insti-
tution a novel scoring system is used prior to surgery to 
help predict which surgeons need to be present based on 
a preoperative assessment by the multidisciplinary team. 
a score of 1 requires another surgeon to be on stand-by, 
but can have other clinical commitments, 2 necessitates a 
surgeon to be on stand-by with only clerical commitments 
and a score of 3 requires an additional surgeon to be 
present during the operation.

Methods/Interventions:	 a prospective database was 
compiled of all patients undergoing laparoscopic surgery 
for excision of recto-vaginal endometriosis. Prior to surgery 
a ‘Severity Score’ was recorded for each patient in their 
pre-operative clinic letter based on clinical, radiological 
and endoscopic examination. after surgery intraopera-
tive records were then checked to see in what proportion 
of surgeries graded as 1,2 or 3 a further speciality was 
required. this was then then analysed to assess the service 
provided at our institution for laparoscopic treatment of 
rectal-vaginal endometriosis.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Between January 2014 and 
September 2016 a total of 63 patients underwent laparo-
scopic surgery for excision of recto-vaginal endometriosis. 
a total of 9 patients were graded as 1, 36 patients as 2 and 
15 patients as 3. according to the intra-operative records, 
in 44% of cases classed as Colchester 1, another specialty 
was present; 22% in cases classified as Colchester 2; and 
26% of cases classified as Colchester 3.

Conclusions/Discussion:	From the data collected there 
appears to be no correlation between the score given to a 
patient prior to surgery and whether another specialty was 
present during the operation. one possible explanation is 
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that an additional surgeon was present but this was not 
noted in the record of the operation. this scoring system 
has the potential to improve safety and better organise 
resources during complex cases, but requires further modi-
fication and analysis.

COMPARING	COLECTOMY	TRENDS	IN	A	
SINGLE	COMMUNITY	INSTITUTION	FOR	
DIVERTICULITIS	AND	COLON	CANCER	USING	
ACS	NSQIP	DATA.

Poster abstracts P668

P. Shenoy, S. Vaid
Newark, DE

Purpose/Background:	Performed nearly 600,000 times 
yearly, the partial colectomy is an essential procedure for 
any colorectal or general surgeon. one of the difficulties 
in evaluating outcomes is the wide variety of indications, 
patient populations, modalities and post-operative path-
ways. a previous 2013 study by Van arendonk et al found 
significantly worse outcomes after elective colon resection 
in patients with diverticulitis compared to those with colon 
cancer. By comparing the demographics and perioperative 
care of these two groups, and then comparing their postop-
erative outcomes, this study aims to identify areas that can 
be targeted for improvement.

Methods/Interventions:	retrospective review of nSQiP 
data from 2012-2014 of a single community institution to 
identify patients diagnosed with colon cancer or diver-
ticulitis who underwent a left sided partial colon resec-
tion. Statistical Chi-square or Kruskal-Wallis tests were 
performed to characterize the group and perioperative 
management strategies. the groups were then compared 
in terms of operative approach (open, laparoscopic and 
robotic), and post-operative course including complica-
tions such as pneumonia, urinary tract infection and rate 
of anastomotic leak.

Results/Outcome(s):	of the 551 patients who had left-
sided partial colectomies, 343 (62.2%) had diverticular 
disease and 208 (37.7%) colon cancer. the diverticulitis 
group was younger on average (p<0.001), with a median 
of 57 (range 28-90) vs. 65 (range 32-90) in the cancer 
group. an increased incidence of diabetes mellitus was 
noted in the diverticulitis group (p=0.002); however, 
there was a higher incidence of CoPd (p=< 0.001) and 
dyspnea on exertion (p=0.005) in the cancer group. With 
regards to operative approach, 60% of these cases were 
performed laparoscopically, 35% open and 4.3% roboti-
cally. overall, there were a higher percentage of laparo-
scopic surgeries performed for diverticulitis, compared to a 
higher percentage of open surgeries for cancer. there was 
also a statistical difference in wound classification, with a 
higher number of Class 2 or 3 wounds in the diverticulitis 
group. there was a statistical difference in location upon 
discharge with more diverticulitis patients going home 

(p=0.03), and and increased incidence of ileus (p=0.006) 
in the cancer group. there was no statistical difference in 
the 30 day readmission, death or anastomotic leak rate.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 though diverticular disease 
and colon cancer represent two very different pathologies, 
their primary surgical treatment is the same. despite a 
higher average age, increased incidence of CoPd and 
dyspnea on exertion in the cancer group, the majority 
of the outcomes were not statistically different. this is 
different from previously published reports. these findings 
would benefit from further evaluation with a larger patient 
population to identify patient characteristics that could be 
optimized prior to surgery.

THE	EVOLUTION	OF	COLORECTAL	SURGERY	
LAPAROSCOPY	IN	A	TEACHING	INSTITUTION.

Poster abstracts P669

l. Gerbasi, m. Camargo, r. Pinto, C. Kimura, d. Soares, 
S. nahas, i. Cecconello
Sao Paulo, Brazil

Purpose/Background:	the development of videolapa-
roscopic surgery has changed the way we perform surgery. 
its benefits are clearly visible in any service with surgeons 
qualified with this access route. there are currently few 
restrictions on the routine use of laparoscopic access. 
However, at the beginning of the experiment, this access 
route was only for selected cases. objective: to present 
the evolution of laparoscopic colorectal surgery in the 
surgery department of the colon and rectum of Hospital 
das Clínicas of the Faculty of medicine of the university 
of São Paulo from 1995 to 2016.

Methods/Interventions:	 retrospective analysis with a 
prospectively collected database of 596 patients submitted 
to laparoscopic colorectal surgery, in relation to the type 
of surgical resection performed, intra and postopera-
tive complications (Po), conversion rate, mortality and 
surgical time throughout the series.

Results/Outcome(s):	of the 596 surgeries performed, 
269 were from 1995 to 2011 and 327 from 2012 to 2016. 
a total of 340 left colectomies and rectosigmoidectomies 
(57.1%), 144 right colectomies (24.2%), 37 total procto-
colectomies with or With no ileal pouch (6.2%), 29 total 
colectomies (4.9%), 29 perineal rectus abdominis ampu-
tations (4.9%), 10 sacropromus rectum with or without 
screen (1.7%) and 7 other unclassified resections (1.2%). 
the mean age of the patients was 57.9 ± 15.1 years, being 
223 males (37.4%) and 373 females (62.6%), mean Bmi 
of 26.65 ± 4.6. the mean time of surgery was 243.8 ± 95.5 
minutes. intraoperative complication in 28 cases (4.7%), 
conversion of 46 cases (7.7%). Surgical complications up 
to the 30th postoperative period were classified according 
to the Clavien-dindo scale. of the 596 patients, 411 had 
no surgical complications (69%), 63 had grade i complica-
tions (10.6%), 56 grade ii complications (9.4%), 6 grade 
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iiia complications (1.0%), 28 complications Grade iiib 
(4.7%), 14 complications grade iVa (2,3%), 7 compli-
cations grade iVb (1,2%) and 11 complications grade V 
(1,8%). anastomosis dehiscence occurred in 46 (7.7%) 
cases and reoperation in 46 (7.7%) patients.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the results of laparoscopic 
resections in educational institutions are in agreement 
with the major world centers, even including initial experi-
ence, showing the safety and feasibility of this access route.

“LET’S	TAKE	PAUSE”:	THE	ARGUMENT	
AGAINST	INITIAL	OPERATIVE	MANAGEMENT	
IN	ACUTE	DIVERTICULITIS.

Poster abstracts P670

e. Grindstaff, a. Cobb, J. eberhardt, t. Saclarides, 
P. Kuo, d. Hayden
Maywood, IL

Purpose/Background:	 over recent decades, acute 
diverticulitis has become more frequent, in both younger 
and older populations. Historically, earlier operative inter-
vention was common but now, a more conservative 
approach has been advocated. However, there is still no 
consensus. the objective of this study is to define the more 
recent prevalence, characteristics and associated outcomes 
of patients treated operatively vs non-operatively for acute 
diverticulitis.

Methods/Interventions:	 the Healthcare Cost and 
utilization Project (HCuP) State inpatient database 
(Sid) for California 2006-2011 was queried using iCd-9 
diagnosis and procedure codes to identify patients with 
diverticulitis who underwent nonoperative (defined as no 
surgery within 30 days of initial presentation) or opera-
tive (surgery at initial or within 30 days of presentation) 
management. Hospital data was acquired using the aHa 
annual Survey data for 2011. the primary outcome was 
mortality. Secondary outcomes include length of stay, 
disposition and complications. Propensity matched groups 
were created. univariate and multivariable analyses were 
conducted with logistic regression.

Results/Outcome(s):	 of the 545,083 patients identi-
fied, 7% (36,488) patients underwent surgery and 93% 
(509,315) comprised the non-operative group. operative 
patients were younger, more likely male and more likely 
to be white/non-Hispanic (p<0.001). the operative 
group were more likely obese and smokers, although less 
likely to have hypertension or diabetes. the Charleston 
Co-morbidity index was significantly lower in the oper-
ative group. those who underwent surgery were more 
likely to be at hospitals with higher surgical volume, 
more iCu beds and more residents (p<0.001). However, 
patients who underwent surgery had a 2.7 increase in 
adjusted odds of mortality compared to the non-operative 
group (1.5% vs 3.8%, p<0.001). median length of stay 
(4 vs. 8 days, p<0.001), non-home discharge (p<0.001) 

and readmissions were all higher in the operative group 
(p<0.001). additionally, patients who underwent surgery 
were more likely to experience complications, including sepsis  
(aor 4.9*), dVt (aor 2.5*), Pe (aor 2.6*) and mi 
(aor 4.5*).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 overall, propensity-matched 
patients undergoing operative treatment for acute diver-
ticulitis were more likely to have worse outcomes, higher 
readmissions and mortality compared to those treated 
conservatively. although we cannot definitely control for 
severity of disease at initial presentation, operative popu-
lation does not appear sicker, older, have more abscesses 
or hemorrhage, have less access to care or present to lower 
volume hospitals that could explain the significantly worse 
outcomes. thus, development of a treatment algorithm 
for acute diverticulitis with a focused initial conservative 
approach, when possible, may lead to improved surgical 
outcomes and decreased health care costs.

AN	OVERVIEW	OF	QUALITY	OF	LIFE	IN	
PATIENTS	REQUIRING	STOMA	FORMATION	IN	
UNIVERSITY	COLLEGE	HOSPITAL	GALWAY.

Poster abstracts P671

S. Jaskani
Galwzy, Ireland

Purpose/Background:	 AIM: the aim of this study 
was to identify factors affecting quality of life (Qol) in 
patients requiring stoma formation. We wished to identify 
any variances in Qol in patients with Colostomies versus 
ileostomies versus ileal conduit with the intention of iden-
tifying modifiable factors.

Methods/Interventions:	 METHODS: a prospective 
analysis of stoma patients’ database for their post op quality 
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of life was performed. the database included patients who 
underwent stoma creation surgery from January 2012 to 
oct 2015 in university college hospital Galway. Patients 
were posted colour coded stoma specific validated quality 
of life (Qol) questionnaire. other data points collected 
included – stoma specific complications, pre-operative 
stoma siting, weight, and available social support.

Results/Outcome(s):	 RESULTS:284 patients were 
eligible for inclusion. 184 (64%) patients responded. mean 
Qol score was 56/80. there was a significant difference in 
total Qol score in patients with a stoma specific compli-
cation versus those without (P = 0.017). Factors such as 
patient weight, social support, age, gender, elective vs. 
emergency surgery, malignant vs. benign disease, tempo-
rary vs. permanent stoma and pre-operative stoma siting 
were not found to impact Qol score. Commonest stoma 
specific complication reported was parastomal hernia in 
colostomy in ileal conduit group, while skin problem were 
commonest in ileostomy group

Conclusions/Discussion:	 CONCLUSION: the need 
for stoma formation is a life changing event. While 
Qol is reduced for the majority of patients requiring 
stoma formation there is no significant difference for 
those requiring Colostomies versus ileostomies versus ileal 
conduit. Patients suffering stoma related complications 
had a statistically significantly reduced Qol. thus adher-
ence to optimal surgical technique to reduce stoma related 
complications is important.

DOES	A	SURGEON’S	PROCEDURE	MIX	IMPACT	
PATIENT	SATISFACTION	SCORES:	WHAT	ARE	
WE	REALLY	MEASURING?

Poster abstracts P672

J. Paruch, d. Schoetz, d. Johnston, r. ricciardi
Burlington, MA

Purpose/Background:	Web-based physician rating sites 
aim to make patient satisfaction data more practical to 
collect and transparent to patients. Given the rising utili-
zation of these review sites, we examined the relationship 
between surgeon procedure mix and patient satisfaction 
scores obtained through web-based physician reviews.

Methods/Interventions:	 We conducted a  
cross-sectional observational study of all colorectal 
surgeons recertifying through the american Board of 
Colon and rectal Surgery (aBCrS) maintenance of 
certification process. data on colorectal surgeon proce-
dure mix was determined from self-reported case logs. 
Surgeon procedure mix was determined based on percent 
of annual volume comprised of: anorectal, endoscopic, 
and/or abdominal procedures. We also calculated the 
annual proportion of abdominal cases that were performed 
laparoscopically. next we abstracted patient satisfaction 
scores through web-based physician reviews for all recer-
tifying surgeons from publicly available websites (Vitals, 

Healthgrades, and uCompare). Surgeons were grouped as 
‘high performers,’ ‘average performers’, or ‘low performers’ 
based on mean website ratings. Student’s t-tests were used 
to evaluate for associations between web-based physician 
reviews and surgeon procedure mix.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 711 surgeons recerti-
fied during the years of 2006-15, for which 689 (96.9%) 
had adequate physician web-based review scores for anal-
ysis. the mean annual submitted volume was 992 +/-665 
procedures. the mean procedure mix was 32 +/-16% 
anorectal, 48 +/-21% endoscopic, 20 +/-15 abdominal 
of which 34 +/-23% were laparoscopic. Surgeons had an 
average of 40 +/-28 website ratings, with a mean rating 
of 4.1 +/-0.6. a total of 94 surgeons were grouped as ‘low 
performers’ for an average physician rating < 3.6, and 82 
surgeons were grouped as ‘high performers’ for an average 
physician rating > 4.8. Surgeons who were ‘low performers’ 
had a significantly larger anorectal procedure mix (33.6%, 
Sd 0.18) than surgeons that were grouped as ‘high 
performers’ (27.5%, Sd 0.13) (p = .005). there was no 
significant association between web-based surgeon review 
scores and proportion of abdominal cases performed lapa-
roscopically, annual case volume, or number total number 
of web-based reviews.

Conclusions/Discussion:	among recertifying surgeons 
of the aBCrS, those that were low performers on web-based 
physician reviews had a proportionally higher anorectal 
procedure-mix when compared to high performers. as 
patients and referring physicians increase their utiliza-
tion of web-based reviews, these results may discourage 
colorectal surgeons from focusing on anorectal procedures.

CURRENT	PERIOPERATIVE	MANAGEMENT	OF	
THE	COLORECTAL	SURGERY	PATIENT:	AN	
ASCRS	SURVEY.

Poster abstracts P673

d. Beck, a. mcCoy
New Orleans, LA

Purpose/Background:	 Changes in the preoperative 
management have been recommended by specialized 
centers. However, little is known on how widely these 
practices have been adopted.

Methods/Interventions:	to provide insight into current 
practices, two e-mailings (February 5 and 25, 2016) were 
sent to 2,200 uS aSCrS members. We received 309 
survey responses (14.05%). to evaluate changes in prac-
tice over time, we used the Chi-square test to compare 
current practice rates to those reported in prior studies. 
Statistical analysis were performed with Stata 14.2.

Results/Outcome(s):	 respondents’ age ranged 33-70 
yrs (avg 47.7) and 79.5% were male. 58.9% were FaSCrS 
and 88.3% were board certified. Practice regions: ne 
28.5%, Se 14.9%, SW 13.9%, nW 5.8% other 25.2%. 
Practice type: Private 31.1%, Group 32.47%, academic 
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38.8%, and military 1.0%. Perioperative management 
practice response rates are described in the table. of the 
217 who reported using peroperative nutritional assess-
ments: 93.5% used history, 82.5% lab tests, and 9.7% 
other types. of the 260 using mechanical bowel cleansing 
41.5% used small volume, 41.2% large volume, and 29.6% 
cathartics. For pain management, 49.5% used only opioids, 
20.1% liposomal bupivacaine, 20.7% iV ibuprofen, 37.8% 
iV acetaminophen, and 68.7% a multimodality approach. 
discharge criteria: diet tolerance 89.0% (regular 68.0%, 
liquids 25.5%, other 6.6); Bowel function 89.0% (78.0% 
required flatus and 22.1% a bowel movement). Compared 
to prior reports (Beck & Fazio 1990; Zmora et al 2003) the 
rate of mechanical bowel cleansing (84.1%) has signifi-
cantly decreasedc from 1990 (100 %, p<0.01) and 2003 
(90%, p=0.02). oral antibiotic use (59.9%) has signifi-
cantly decreased from 1990 (87%, p<0.01) and increased 
from 2003 (49%, p<0.01). there as no significant change 
in iV antibiotic use (91.6%) from 1990 (90%, p=0.49) or 
2003 (89%, p=0.22)

Conclusions/Discussion:	the majority of respondents 
use enhanced recovery, mechanical bowel cleansing, 
intravenous and oral antibiotics. Preoperative nutritional 
assessment, carbohydrate loading and gum chewing are less 
frequently used.

SURGICAL	NUTRITIONAL	SCORE	(SNS)	
IS	A	NOVEL	PREDICTIVE	FACTOR	OF	
POSTOPERATIVE	COMPLICATIONS.

Poster abstracts P674

t. tokuda, K. okabayashi, H. Hasegawa, m. tsuruta, 
t. ishida, J. nakadai, y. Kitagawa
Shinjuku-ku, Japan

Purpose/Background:	objective: to evaluate the rela-
tionship between Surgical nutritional Score (SnS) and 
postoperative complications in colorectal cancer (CrC) 
patients. Background: it is reported that preoperative 

nutritional state is related to postoperative complications. 
We used basal energy expenditure (Bee) and prognostic 
nutritional index (Pni) as an index of preoperative nutri-
tional state and made the SnS, which is calculated based 
on the Bee and Pni.

Methods/Interventions:	 the study included 
1032consecutive CrC patients who had undergone cura-
tive resection between January 2004 and december 2012. 
the SnS was categorized based on the cutoff value of Bee 
and Pni. our outcome of interest was defined as postop-
erative complication. their cutoff values were calculated 
by receiver operating Characteristic curve. We evaluated 
the influence of SnS on postoperative complications using 
logistic regression analysis.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Patients consisted of 613 men 
(59.4%) and 419 women (40.6%), the median age of 
the patients was 67 (range: 23-95) years. Postoperative 
complications were observed in 258 patients (25.0%). 
the cutoff value of Bee and Pni was calculated 943.2 
and 46.6 respectively. Consequently, the categories of 
SnS were defined as follows; SnS=0 is Bee>943.2 and 
Pni>46.6,SnS=1 is Bee%943.2 or Pni%46.6, SnS=2 
was Bee%943.2 and Pni%46.6. the SnS distribution 
was SnS=0: 62.3%, SnS=1: 34.5%, and SnS=2: 3.2%. 
multivariate analysis revealed that an increased SnS was 
an independent predictive factor of postoperative compli-
cations (SnS=1: or=1.66 [95%Ci: 1.15–2.40] p=0.007; 
SnS=2: or=13.26 [95%Ci: 4.95–35.49] p<0.001). 
moreover, in the analysis for pattern of complications, the 
SnS was significantly related to infectious complications 
such as SSi and pneumonia.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the SnS was considered a 
novel predictive factor of postoperative complications, 
especially infection-related complications in CrC patients. 
moreover, the SnS is a nutrition and immune-based 
factor, which may improve the clinical outcomes.

P673 

Category # respondents Always Always Never
Enhanced Recovery 309 53.8% 31.1% 16.2%
Preoperative nutritional assessment 304 19.4% 52.0% 28.6%
Carbohydrate loading 300 22.7% 19.7% 57.7%
Mechanical cleansing 276 58.7% 35.5% 5.8%
Antibiotics IV 284 93.7% 6.0% 0.4%
Oral 282 47.9% 17.7% 34.4%
Both 279 47.0% 17.2% 35.8%
Postop 277 26.0% 29.2% 44.8%
Alvimopam 289 31% 21% 49%
Intraop fluid restriction 275 46.9% 32.4% 20.7%
Postop fluid restriction 275 53.5% 33% 14.2%
Postop Gum chewing 275 25.5% 23.6% 50.9%
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ROBOTIC-ASSISTED	RESECTION	FOR	RECTAL	
CANCER:	A	DESIGNATED	CANCER	CENTER’S	
EXPERIENCE	AFTER	THE	INTRODUCTION	OF	
A	ROBOTIC	PROGRAM.

Poster abstracts P675

m. Strode, S. nurkin
Buffalo, NY

Purpose/Background:	 the scope of robotic surgery has 
broadened to include its current role in total mesorectal 
excision (rtme). Short term and mid-range data suggests 
that rtme is at least comparable to laparoscopic total 
mesorectal excision (ltme) and open total mesorectal 
excision (otme) in terms of oncological outcomes and 
complication profile. the objective of this study was to 
determine the short-term outcomes after implementation 
of a robotics program when compared to laparoscopic 
assisted or open surgery for rectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 We reviewed our available 
nSQiP data at a single institution to compare rtme with 
ltme and otme outcomes over a 5 year time period 
using univariate and multivariate analysis.

Results/Outcome(s):	results: nSQiP data was available 
for a total of 95 lar’s performed over the 5 year period; 36 
robotic, 17 laparoscopic, and 42 open cases. average age 
of robotic and open/laparoscopic patients were 60.7 +/- 
15.7 and 64 +/-13.9 (p=.288) Co-morbidities between 
the groups were similar except for higher pre-existence of 
hypertension in the open/laparoscopic group. operative 
duration of surgery were statistically less in the robotic limb 
with 197 +/- 83 minutes versus 239+/- 102 minutes in the 
combined open/laparoscopic groups (p=.034). there were 
also less surgical site infections with 1% and 15% (p=.004) 
and length of stay 5 +/- 2.9 days and 7 +/- 4.1 days in the 
two groups, respectively.

Conclusions/Discussion:	  implementing a robotics 
program for rectal cancer is safe and can lead to improved 
outcomes with less operative time, decreased wound infec-
tions, and decreased length of stay.

LAPAROSCOPIC	SURGERY	FOR	COLORECTAL	
CANCER	IN	VERY	ELDERLY	PATIENTS:	THE	
GALLIERA	HOSPITAL	EXPERIENCE.

Poster abstracts P676

F. Fazio, a. Serventi, e. moggia, m. Filauro
GENOA, Italy; La Spezia, Italy

Purpose/Background:	Colorectal cancer is one of the 
most common malignancy in general population with 
higher incidence in older age. Surgery remains the treat-
ment of choice and laparoscopic approach could offer 
numerous benefits. the use of laparoscopic surgery in 
very elderly patients remains controversial, because some 
studies reported that longer operative time, extreme 
trendelenburg position and pneumoperitoneum resulting 

from laparoscopic surgery may increase postoperative 
mortality and morbidity. Conversely, other studies showed 
that laparoscopic surgery reveals earlier mobilization, 
bowel recovery, and a shorter length of stay, resulting 
in less morbidity and mortality, particularly in high-risk 
patients. these frail subjects are often not included in 
randomized studies. We report our personal experience in 
very elderly patients (≥85 years old) operated for colorectal 
cancer with laparoscopic resection in the last 5 years.

Methods/Interventions:	 From January 2011 to 
december 2015 we performed 107 resections for colorectal 
cancer in patients aged 85 years or older, 37 of them 
(34.6%) with a laparoscopic approach. 21 patients were 
males, 16 females with a male/female ratio of 1.3. mean 
age 85.7 years (range 85-92). aSa ii score in 22 patients 
(59.5%) and iii in 15 patients (40.5%). neoplastic lesions 
were located at the descending-sigmoid colon in 7 patients 
(18.9%), intraperitoneal rectum was involved in 5 (13.5%), 
extraperitoneal rectum in 8 (21.6%), ascending colon in 13 
(35.1%), and flexures/trasverse colon in 4(10.8%).

Results/Outcome(s):	all patients were treated laparo-
scopically, only in 2 cases (5.4%) we converted to an open 
approach (1 for adhesions; 1 for duodenum infiltration); 14 
(37.8%) underwent right colectomy, 3 (8.1%) right colec-
tomy extended to transverse, 7 (18.9%) left colectomy, 
10 (27%) anterior rectal resection (6 with a protective 
ileostomy), 1 (2.7%) Hartmann procedure and 2 (5.4%) 
abdominoperineal resection. mean operative time was 
158.5 minutes. mean bowel recovery time was 3.5 days and 
mean hospital stay was 10.4 days (range 3-63). major post-
operative complication occurred in 10 cases (27%), and 
in particular 4 patients presented medical complications  
(1 pulmonary embolism, 1 respiratory insufficiency, 1 
cardiac insufficiency, 1 stroke) and 6 presented surgical 
complications (2 occlusions, 2 clinical anastomotic leak-
ages, 2 radiological anastomotic leakages), 4 of them 
requiring re-intervention; death occurred in 4 patients 
(10.8%). Postoperative cancer staging revealed t2 in 10 
patients, t3 in 18 and t4 in 9, lymphnodes metastasis in 
11 with a mean harvested lymphnodes of 13,5.

Conclusions/Discussion: laparoscopic colorectal 
surgery is feasible and effective for malignancies in very 
elderly patients, with acceptable morbidity and mortality 
and reduced bowel recovery and hospital stay. However, 
an experienced surgical and anesthesiology team is essen-
tial in reducing risks and complications.
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DEVELOPMENT	OF	AN	AMERICAN	COLLEGE	
OF	SURGEONS	NATIONAL	SURGERY	QUALITY	
IMPROVEMENT	PROGRAM:	ANASTOMOTOC	
LEAK	RISK	CALCULATOR	FOR	NON-
EMERGENT	COLECTOMY.

Poster abstracts P677

r. Kucejko, J. Poggio
Philadelphia, PA

Purpose/Background:	 anastomotic leakage in 
colorectal surgery is a serious complication strongly 
associated with post-operative morbidity and mortality. 
diversion can decrease anastomotic complications, but 
has its own risks. Prior studies have evaluated risk factors 
for anastomotic leak, but they have been limited by sample 
size and disease process. recently released national data 
from nSQiP provides the most comprehensive database 
on colon anastomosis to date, allowing for better discrimi-
nation of risk factors, and determination of disease-specific  
risks. this study aims to provide validated decision tools 
used by surgeons to optimize operative planning and 
informed consent discussions with patients.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective analysis was 
performed using data from the aCS nSQiP colectomy 
database between 2012 through 2015. exclusion criteria 
were age < 18 years, aSa of 5 or none, emergent cases 
or unknown, or leak status unknown. initial analysis and 
model building was limited to data from 2012 – 2014. 
Chi-squared, anoVa or Welch’s anoVa were used 
where appropriate. logistical regressions were used to 
build models to predict leak. Variables without significant 
odds ratios of leak or with more than 50% values missing 
were excluded. models were evaluated using receiver 
operating characteristic (roC) curves. models were then 
validated on 2015 data. a p-value of 0.05 was used for all 
calculations.

Results/Outcome(s):	 52,875 patients had an overall 
leak rate of 3.6%. this was significantly different based 
on operative approach but not significant different based 
on disease process. over 30 significant risk factors were 
identified for anastomotic leak. Preoperative and intraop-
erative models were developed using the following vari-
ables: male sex, antibiotic bowel preparation, Bmi, serum 
creatinine, hematocrit, white count, aSt, aSa score, 
smoking status, chemotherapy, preoperative weight loss, 
intraoperative blood transfusion, operative time, pelvic 
anastomosis, open surgery, preoperative open wounds, and 
volvulus. the models were not significantly different, but 
the intraoperative model had the best fit (auC = 0.653) 
compared to the preoperative model (auC = 0.628). Both 
models performed significantly better than other predictors 
of morbidity, and when applied to 2015 data of 25,459 
patients, there was no significant difference in performance 
(Preop auC = 0.621, intraop auC = 0.651).

Conclusions/Discussion:	Predictive models were devel-
oped that were subsequently validated against 2015 data. 

risk factors were identified that can be optimized prior 
to an elective colon anastomosis or used intraoperatively 
when considering diversion. decision points were identi-
fied based on optimal sensitivity and specificity of roC 
curves from pre-operative and intra-operative models. 
Both models can be used to improve decisions on when to 
consider diversion and aid in patient discussions.

SYSTEMATIC	IMPLEMENTATION	OF	A	
COLON	BUNDLE	SIGNIFICANTLY	DECREASES	
SURGICAL	SITE	INFECTIONS.

Poster abstracts P678

F. Gaunay, t. adegboyega, C. Sanz, m. Berrones, 
d. rivadeneira
Great Neck, NY

Purpose/Background:	 Surgical site infections (SSis) 
represent significant morbidity and financial implications 
following colon surgery. the objective of this prospec-
tive study is to compare clinical outcomes pre- and  
post- implementation of a dedicated colon surgery bundle 
to reduce SSis in our health system.

Methods/Interventions:	 a prospective study was 
conducted in which a dedicated colon surgery bundle 
and interdisciplinary team for its implementation was 
established. the twenty-five components of the colon 
surgery bundle were divided into pre-hospital, pre, intra, 
and post-operative measures. these included standard-
ized pre-operative mechanical bowel preparation and oral 
antibiotics and body wash skin cleansing, alcohol-based 
skin preparation, intra- and peri-operative maintenance of 
normothermia, therapeutic levels of antimicrobial prophy-
laxis and optimal tissue oxygenation, glucose control, 
and the introduction of a clean standardized fascial 
closure process, and negative pressure wound therapy. 
Specific enhanced pre-operative patient education was 
also provided. Consecutive patients who underwent a 
colorectal procedure between January 2015 and January 
2016 were included. SSis were recorded and subdivided by 
surgical wound class.

Results/Outcome(s):	 SSis were identified in 11/198 
patients (7%) eligible for colon bundle implementa-
tion. When compared to the year prior to implemen-
tation of the colon bundle, SSis where identified in 
26/175 (15%). implementation of the colon bundle led 
to a significant decrease in SSis 7% vs. 15%, (p <0.05). 
additionally, the proportion of observed SSis occurring in  
clean-contaminated and contaminated procedures 
decreased from 34.6% to 14.3% and 38.5% to 14.3%, 
respectively.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 We demonstrate in this 
prospective study that the implementation of a specific 
colon bundle resulted in a 54% decrease in post-operative 
SSis. the greatest benefit was seen in wound classes ii and 
iii. We also show a very high adoption and compliance of 
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the colon bundle with a dedicated implementation of an 
interdisciplinary team. this approach to incorporating an 
advanced surgery bundle for colon and rectal procedures 
can provide an effective strategy to reduce SSis.

PERIOPERATIVE	AND	EARLY	ONCOLOGICAL	
OUTCOMES	OF	TOTAL	PELVIC	
EXENTERATION	WITHIN	A	CONTEMPORARY	
UK	SERVICE.

Poster abstracts P679

d. thurtle, W. turner, J. Wheeler, n. Hall, m. Powar, 
J. davies, a. Colquhoun, n. Fearnhead
Cambridge, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 international consensus 
recommendations for managing rectal cancer beyond 
total mesorectal excision planes advise specialised  
multi-disciplinary care alongside recommendations on 
diagnosis, treatment and follow-up. Prospective data 
collection on exenterative surgery in our unit was initiated 
in 2012. total pelvic exenteration (tPe) is associated 
with significant morbidity. Complication rates of >80% 
and peri-operative mortality rates of 2-25% are reported. 
our tPe service is fully collaborative, with dedicated  
multi-disciplinary meetings, clinics, and combined oper-
ating. We reviewed our tPe service with a focus on 
patients with rectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 Consecutive patients under-
going tPe between march 2012 and april 2016 were 
included, enabling 6 months minimum follow-up. 
Pre-operative patient, tumour and treatment character-
istics were recorded prospectively, in addition to records 
of progress and complications. missing data and follow-up 
information were derived from electronic records. active 
contact was made with clinic non-attenders to ensure 
accurate survival information. data analysis was performed 
in Statsdirect.

Results/Outcome(s):	 24 patients underwent tPe; 15 
(62.5%) were male, with median (iQr) age 61 (55-72) 
years. 18 (75.0%) cases were performed for rectal cancer: 11 
primary-advanced (ParC) and 7 recurrent (rrC) cancer. 
management was concordant with most ‘Beyond tme’ 
recommendations with optimal use of high-resolution  
mri (100%), staging Ct (100%) and access to appropriate 
neo-adjuvant treatments (100%). in contrast, only 14 
(58.3%) patients had pelvic imaging within the recom-
mended 6 weeks of surgery. 9 patients (37.5%) had under-
gone previous surgery. these patients and those with rrC 
tended towards higher median blood loss, longer operating 
time, increased r1 resections and short-term mortality. 
there were no r2 resections throughout the cohort. 
Summarised demographics, peri- and post-operative  
outcomes, stratified by gender, tumour and surgery-type 
are recorded in table 1. no small bowel anastomotic leaks 
occurred in the 23 patients who had ileal conduits. 2 (8.3%) 

cases of anastomotic urine leaks were managed conserva-
tively; 5 (20.8%) patients developed ileus requiring Pn; 
4 developed chest infections; 5 had wound infections 
requiring VaC therapy, and 3 suffered dVt. over a 
median follow-up of 22 months, we recorded a 4.2% 
30-day mortality, and 75.0% unadjusted 1-year survival.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 early outcomes of our 
multi-disciplinary tPe service are promising, with good 
adherence to international recommendations. in this 
context, we report lower rates of anastomotic leak, and 
higher 1-year survival rates than most published series. 
Similar to other reported series, outcomes for patients 
undergoing primary surgery and those with ParC were 
favourable relative to re-do surgery or rrC. limitations of 
this analysis include small numbers and partly retrospec-
tive data collection.

ENHANCED	RECOVERY	PROGRAM	WITHOUT	
MECHANICAL	BOWEL	PREPARATION	VS	
CONVENTIONAL	RECOVERY	IN	COLORECTAL	
ANASTOMOSES	WITHOUT	STOMA:	 
A	PREMATURE	TERMINATED	RANDOMIZED	
CONTROLLED	TRIAL.

Poster abstracts P680

o. Vergara-Fernández, J. molina-lópez,  
e. Sánchez García-ramos, d. Velazquez-Fernández,  
a. Gonzalez Vargas, n. mitre reyes
Mexico, Mexico

Purpose/Background:	 Fast track surgery has become 
the standard in patients who underwent colorectal surgery, 
however the role of mechanical bowel preparation is still 
controversial. the purpose of this study was to evaluate 
the safety and benefits of a enhance recovery program 
without mechanical bowel preparation (mBP), compared 
to conventional recovery with mBP in patients with 
colorectal anastomosis without stoma.

Methods/Interventions:	 We prospectively included 
all patients with colorectal surgeries with primary anasto-
moses without stoma in a referral center in mexico City. 
Patients were prospectively randomized in two groups 
(2:1): 1) enhance recovery pathway without mBP, and 2) 
Conventional recovery with mBP. the initial sample size 
was calculated at 90. Comparisons between groups were 
performed using parametric and non-parametric methods.

Results/Outcome(s):	 46 patients were included (31 
vs 15 patients). all enhance recovery program items 
were covered in group 1. anastomosis leaks and overall 
complications rates were higher in group 1 (20% vs. 0 %, 
and 40% vs. 16%, respectively). the length of hospital 
stay was longer in group 1 (9 days vs. 6 days; p = 0.03). 
readmission rates were higher in group 1 (6.6% Vs. 0%). 
the ethics committee decided to prematurely conclude 
the protocol due to an over-expected morbidity rate.
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Conclusions/Discussion:	 enhance recovery pathway 
without mBP was associated with higher morbidity and 
anastomosis leak rates in colorectal anastomoses without 
stoma. Further studies are needed to validity of these 
results.

THE	COLORECTAL	CANCER	SAFETY	NET:	IS	IT	
CATCHING	PATIENTS	APPROPRIATELY?

Poster abstracts P681

a. althans, J. Brady, m. times, d. Keller, a. Harvey, 
m. Kelly, n. Patel, S. Steele
Cleveland, OH; Houston, TX

Purpose/Background:	disparities in access to colorectal 
cancer care are multifaceted, and are influenced by socio-
economic factors. uninsured and medicaid patients are 
more likely to present with advanced stage disease and 
have worse outcomes compared to similar privately-insured  
and medicare populations. Safety net hospitals (SnH) 
are institutions designated to provide care to vulnerable 
populations, including uninsured and medicaid patients. 
Few studies have evaluated the effectiveness of SnHs 
compared to private institutions for colorectal cancer 
outcomes. therefore, we aimed to compare demographics, 
stage at presentation and resection, and survival rates 
across insurance payers between a SnH and a tertiary care 
center (tCC) in the same metropolitan area. We hypoth-
esized that outcomes in a SnH system, where all patients 

theoretically have equal access to screening and cancer 
care, would be equivalent to those at a tCC.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients were identified from 
the medical record and tumor registry using international 
Classification of disease 9th revision diagnosis codes for 
colon and rectal cancers between 2010 and 2016 at a SnH 
and a tCC. Variables collected included demographics, 
socioeconomic data points, clinical and pathologic  
disease stage, and survival outcomes. the primary outcome 
was overall survival.

Results/Outcome(s):	 We identified 353 colorectal 
cancer patients from each hospital. Patients at tCC were 
significantly older than SnH patients (65.3 vs 60.7 years, 
p<0.001). SnH had a significantly higher proportion of 
uninsured and medicaid patients than at tCC (46% vs. 
14%, p<0.001), and the overall average median household 
income by zipcode was much lower at SnH than at tCC 
($39,299 vs. $49,741, p<0.0001). on clinical staging at 
initial presentation, more patients at tCC presented with 
stage iV disease than at SnH (26% vs. 20%, p=0.06). 
on final pathologic staging, disease stage was similar 
between groups (p=0.08, table 1). after a similar median 
follow-up period (28.7 months SnH vs. 30.4 months tCC, 
p=0.60), mean disease-free survival at SnH was 28.6±20 
months vs. 27.8±19 months at the tCC (p=0.63). overall 
survival was also similar at SnH to tCC (30.8±20 months 
vs. 30.8±19 months, p=0.99). When compared by stage, 
overall survival for stages 0 to iii was similar at both 
hospitals, however, it was significantly shorter for stage iV 

P679 Table 1. Patient characteristics, peri-operative and early outcomes for TPE cases, stratified by gender, 
tumour and surgery type. (M=Median, R=Range)

Group n Male (%)

Age 
(years)
M (R)

Operating 
Time 
(mins)
M (R)

Estimated 
Blood Loss 

(mls)
M (R)

% R0 
Resections

Length 
of Stay 
(days)
M (R)

30-Day 
Mortality

%
1-Year 

Survival

Follow-
up 

Duration 
(months)

M
Male 15 100.0 69  

(43-81)
660  

(360-1470)
5000  

(500-60000)
66.7 20  

(13-96)
6.7 80.0 15

Female 9 0.0 61  
(50-77)

680  
(480-776)

2500  
(1200-3400)

77.8 22  
(13-135)

0.0 77.8 30

PARC 11 81.8 62  
(50-81)

540  
(360-760)

3000  
(500-15000)

81.8 22  
(18-35)

0.0 90.9 17

RRC 7 57.1 67  
(51-73)

720  
(480-1470)

4400  
(2500-60000)

42.9 24  
(13-96)

14.3 71.4 25

Other Ca 6 33.3 63  
(43-69)

635  
(285-776)

1100  
(385-1500)

83.3 15  
(14-37)

0.0 66.7 24.5

Primary 
Surgery

15 73.3 59  
(43-81)

595  
(285-776)

2500  
(385-15000)

80.0 22  
(14-43)

0.0 73.3 20.5

Re-do 
Surgery

9 44.4 70  
(51-79)

720  
(480-1470)

4200  
(2500-60000)

55.6 20  
(13-135

6.3 77.8 25

Overall 24 62.5 61  
(43-81)

640  
(285-1470)

2500  
(385-60000)

70.8 22  
(13-135)

4.2 75.0 22
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patients treated at the SnH (15.3±15 months vs. 23.5±4 
months, p=0.02, table 1).

Conclusions/Discussion:	despite insurance and income 
inequalities, SnH had lower rates of advanced disease 
at presentation, with similar final pathologic staging 
compared to tCC. outcomes were similar for stages 0 to 
iii disease at SnH and tCC, however, SnH patients with 
stage iV disease had significantly reduced overall survival. 
this suggests that, for most patients, SnHs can provide 
equivalent colorectal cancer outcomes despite socioeco-
nomic inequalities.

A	MULTI-COUNTRY	REAL-WORLD	
ASSESMENT	OF	THE	BURDEN	OF	STAPLE	
LINE	INTERVENTIONS	IN	COLORECTAL	
ANASTOMOSES.

Poster abstracts P682

a. Schiff, m. Pignot, K. laschke, S. Ghosh, e. Fegelman
Cincinnnati, OH; München, Germany

Purpose/Background:	anastomotic leaks are a serious 
complication of colorectal resections, and result in a 
significant clinical and economic burden. intraoperative 
approaches to managing positive intraoperative leak tests 
vary greatly. this study aimed to understand the range and 
prevalence of interventions following positive intraopera-
tive leak tests during colorectal resections performed with 
a circular stapler.

Methods/Interventions:	 in this retrospective  
cross-sectional study, electronic medical records (emr) of 
patients with a positive leak test during a colon resection  
were reviewed. Surgeon information, patient demo-
graphics, comorbidities, surgical techniques, intraoperative 
interventions and post-operative outcomes were extracted 
from a minimum of 50 surgical emrs per country for 
China, France, Germany, italy, Japan, South Korea, 
united Kingdom, and united States. Statistics are reported 
as average ± standard deviation.

Results/Outcome(s):	Surgical emrs for overall global 
sample of 458 patients with colon (66%) or rectal (34%) 
cancer were reviewed. 127 (28%) patients underwent 
laparoscopic left hemicolectomy, 107 (23%) laparoscopic 
sigmoidectomy, 47 (10%) open left hemicolectomy, 46 
(10%) open sigmoidectomy and 131 (29%) anterior rectal 
resection. average length of hospital stay was 15.2 ± 26.5 

days. intraoperative leak testing was performed using the 
air leak test in 347 (76%) patients, methylene blue dye 
test in 103 (22%) patients and saline insufflation test in 
8 (2%) patients. notable variability was seen across the 
countries, with dye tests predominating in France and 
in italy. Following a positive test, 355 (78%) patients 
underwent oversewing of the staple line (median 3 suture 
strands used), sealant was applied in 80 (17%) patients 
(median 2 sealant tubes used), and a new anastomosis was 
created in 43 (9%) patients (all with circular stapler). the 
average time required for the interventions was 21.2 ± 
16.8 minutes. a post-operative leak occurred in 62 (14%) 
patients. Furthermore, the occurrence of post-operative 
anastomotic leaks was also significantly influenced by 
the surgical approach, with more patients suffering from 
the complication following an open surgery (35.81%) 
compared to a laparoscopic surgery (57.64%).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 management of intraoper-
ative anastomotic leaks by oversewing the staple line 
or by applying a surgical sealant can be time, labor and 
cost-intensive. While the detection and management of 
intra-operative leaks did not appear to have a major impact 
on operative time. the additional days in hospital and 
the materials used for managing the intra-operative leak 
increase the cost of colorectal surgeries. intra-operative 
interventions that reduce the incidence rate of intra- or 
post-operative leaks may help reduce the clinical burden 
on the patient as well as the economic burden on the 
health care system.

RIGHT	AND	LEFT	SIDED	COLON	CANCER	
SHOWS	SIMILAR	PROGNOSIS,	EXPERIMENT	IN	
SINGLE	INSTITUTE.

Poster abstracts P683

G. lin, J. Chen, H. tseng
Taipei, Taiwan

Purpose/Background:	right and left sided colon cancer 
is a hot issue in recent years. For the different embronic 
origin, researchers tried to discovery its impact on the 
porgnosis. However, different results were seen with many 
questions remains. Surveillance, epidemiology, and end 
results (Seer) database (2004-2012) showed better prog-
nosis with right sided colon (yahagi, m., et al. (2016). 
J Gastrointest Surg 20(3): 648-655.) but meta-analysis 

P681 Table 1. Distribution of pathologic disease stage by hospital and overall survival by stage.

Stage distribution Overall survival
SNH, n(%) TCC, n(%) P-value SNH, mean(SD) TCC, mean(SD) P-value

0/is 23(7.8) 27(7.9) 0.08 (overall) 39.7(21.4) 35.6(22.7) 0.5
I 65(22.1) 71(26.0) 30.9(19.6) 31.5(17.5) 0.9
II 83(28.2) 61(22.3) 32.4(20.3) 32.8(18.5) 0.9
III 93(31.6) 71(26.0) 31.9(19.7) 31.7(20.3) 0.9
IV 30(10.2) 43(15.8) 15.3(14.7) 23.5(13.9) 0.02
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showed poor prognosis with right sided colon cancer 
(Warschkow, r., et al. (2016). BmC Cancer 16: 554.). 
although the recruited number in both studies are large, 
the different answer cannot be beneficial to patients and 
clinicains. the difficulty to reach a standarized surgical 
procedure in meta-analysis or Seer data may be the cause 
of difference. aiming to better understanding of location 
related prognosis changes, we try to retrospectively analysis 
the patients in our hospital to see if standarized operation 
may lead to different result.

Methods/Interventions:	 We restrospective review the 
medical record for stage i~iii colon cancer patients 
receiving surgical intervention in our hsopital. the data 
collection was from 1995 to 2013, and at least three year 
follow up of the disease status was acquired. Based on the 
surgical record and pathologic report, these patients were 
divided into right and left sided colon cancer. right sided 
colon includes cecum, ascending colon, hepatic flexure 
colon and transverse colon. left sided colon includes 
splenic flexure, descending colon, and sigmoid colon. the 
staging system is american Joint Committee on Cancer 
(aJCC) 7th edition. overall survival and disease free 
survival after surgery were compared for each stage at both 
side. the survival analysis was carried on with Kaplan-
meier analysis.

Results/Outcome(s):	 total 2179 right sided colon 
cancer and 3469 left sided colon cancer from 1995 to 
2013 were recruited in the study. there is no significant 
difference seen with overall survival or disease free survival 
for stage i to iii disease. Based on the aJCC 7th staging 
system, we divide the tumor stage more detailed and better 
prognosis was only seen with stage iiib left sided colon 
cancer. Further study with a single surgeon’s patient was 
done aiming to a more standarized surgical procedure. 
total 413 right sided and 612 left sided cancer recruited. 
Better survival was seen with stage ii right sided colon 
cancer for the single surgeon but no significant difference 
was seen if patients were grouped with more detailed 
stages.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 although we retrospectively 
reviewed data from single institue, the recruited number 
was still more than 5000 and we beleive it to be a 
convincible data. the result is compatible with the suspi-
cious that there is no significant difference for tumor loca-
tion on survival while meta-analysis and large databased 
showed different result. appropriate surgical resection may 
result in similar prognosis of both sided colon cancer.

DETERMINANTS	OF	DISCHARGE	
DESTINATION	IN	COLECTOMY	PATIENTS.

Poster abstracts P684

a. Kanters, V. nikolian, n. Kamdar, S. Hendren, 
P. Suwanabol
YPSILANTI, MI; Ann Arbor, MI

Purpose/Background:	 discharge to a postacute care 
(PaC) facility after surgery is associated with increased 
mortality, higher costs and is less desirable to patients 
than discharge to home. We sought to identify modifiable 
patient and care factors that may reduce rates of PaC 
discharge following colorectal resection.

Methods/Interventions:	We conducted a retrospective 
cohort study of patients who underwent a colorectal resec-
tion between July 3, 2012 and June 1, 2015, using prospec-
tively-collected data from the michigan Surgical Quality 
Collaborative, a state-wide collaborative encompassing 
community, academic, and tertiary hospitals. nurse-
abstracted data from 60 participating hospitals included 
preoperative patient characteristics, postoperative course, 
and hospital factors. Hierarchical multinomial logistic 
regression was performed to identify factors associated with 
discharge destination.

Results/Outcome(s):	of 9,603 patients, 1,104 (11.5%) 
were discharged to a PaC facility, including subacute 
nursing facilities (SnF), long term acute care facilities 
(ltaC) and rehabilitation centers. older age, female 
sex, and aSa greater than 3 were associated with PaC 
disposition (p<0.001, SnF/ltaC or 1.46; rehab or 
5.19, SnF/ltaC or 3.22, respectively). Functionally 
dependent patients were more often discharged to a PaC 
facility than to home, with SnF/ltaC more likely than 
rehab (SnF/ltaC or 5.33, 95% Ci 4.12–6.92; rehab 
or 2.64, 95% Ci 1.65–4.22). Patients who underwent 
urgent/emergent colectomy, had a contaminated/dirty 
wound, postoperative complication, or need for reop-
eration were more likely to be discharged to rehab or 
SnF/ltaC than to home (rehab or 4.47, SnF/ltaC 
4.06; rehab or 1.63 SnF/ltaC 1.49; rehab or 4.20, 
SnF/ltaC or 2.92; rehab or 2.70, SnF/ltaC or 
2.39, respectively). Several hospital characteristics were 
also associated with increased risk for PaC discharge, 
including smaller hospital size and fewer hospital resources 
(home health assistance, hospice care, inpatient palliative 
care, occupational health services, and pain management 
services). academic affiliation was also associated with 
greater likelihood of discharge to rehab, but not to home 
or SnF/ltaC.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 discharge to PaC facilities 
following colorectal resection is determined by a combi-
nation of patient factors such as preoperative functional 
dependence, a complicated perioperative course, and the 
type of hospital in which the patient received care. these 
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data suggest that preoperative patient optimization and 
increased availability of ancillary hospital resources may 
decrease need for PaC and increase likelihood of discharge 
to home.

TRENDS	AND	OUTCOMES	IN	LAPAROSCOPIC	
VERSUS	OPEN	SURGERY	FOR	RECTAL	CANCER	
BETWEEN	2005-2014	USING	THE	ACS-NSQIP	
DATABASE.

Poster abstracts P685

C. davis, H. Bailey, l. moore, X. du, m. Cusick
Houston, TX

Purpose/Background:	Since the early adoption of lapa-
roscopy in the late 1980’s, laparoscopy has been widely 
adopted in the surgical specialties and colorectal surgery 
for treatment of benign and malignant disease. However, 
controversy still exists regarding its role in the treatment 
of rectal cancer. notably, a recent randomized controlled 
trial has failed to reject non-inferiority for laparoscopic 
surgery in the treatment of rectal cancer (aCoSoG 
Z6051). despite this emerging data, the current practices 
for the treatment of rectal cancer across the country 
remain unknown.

Methods/Interventions:	using the american College of 
Surgeons national Surgical Quality improvement Program 
(aCS-nSQiP) database from 2005-2014, colorectal proce-
dures were identified by CPt codes and categorized to 
open or laparoscopic surgery. Procedures without resection 
were discarded. Cases with primary diagnosis of rectal 
cancer, identified by iCd-9 code 154.1, were selected. the 
proportion of laparoscopic surgeries performed was deter-
mined for each year. Statistical analyses were performed 
by age, Bmi, and aSa classification. overall and yearly 
means and rates were then obtained for 16 outcomes 
measures. Statistical power was calculated for all outcomes 
given a two-tailed test with an alpha of 0.05 and a laparo-
scopic-to-open case ratio of 1:2.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 21,312 resections 
were performed on rectal cancer patients; 7,090 (33.3%) 
performed laparoscopically. the use of laparoscopy 
increased yearly, from 11.0% in 2005 to 48.7% in 2014. 
laparoscopic procedures were most commonly performed 
in the youngest age group (18-49 years), patients with Bmi 
18.5-29.9, and aSa Class 1-2 patients. over the ten-year 
time period, there was a noted increase in the use of laparos-
copy in every age, Bmi, and aSa category, except aSa 5.  
all 30-day outcomes in the laparoscopic versus open 
groups tended to favor laparoscopy with the exception of 
operating room time (table 1).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 these data suggest that 
minimally invasive surgery has been widely adopted for 
treating patients with rectal cancer, and perioperative 
outcomes tend to favor laparoscopic over open technique. 
Given findings in recent randomized controlled trials 

rejecting non-inferiority of laparoscopy over open surgery 
for rectal cancer published in 2015, improved perioperative 
outcomes with minimally invasive technique could be a 
barrier for some surgeons to return to open technique. 
limitations of the current study include possible unequal 
baseline characteristics of the patients, unequal training 
and capability of surgeons in the two study groups, and 
lack of long-term follow-up for oncologic outcomes. more 
studies are needed to further evaluate trends in the treat-
ment of rectal cancer, particularly from 2016 onwards. 
additionally, oncologic outcomes must also be considered 
when determining the best treatment options of patients 
with rectal cancer.

RETROSPECTIVE	REVIEW	OF	ANASTOMOTIC	
LEAKAGE	FOLLOWING	COLORECTAL	
SURGERY:	12-YEAR	EXPERIENCE	FROM	
THE	LARGEST	UNIVERSITY	HOSPITAL	IN	
THAILAND.

Poster abstracts P686

V. lohsiriwat, C. assawasirisin
Bangkok, Thailand

Purpose/Background:	 anastomosis leakage (al) in 
colorectal surgery is associated with high morbidity and 
mortality as well as permanent ostomy. this study aimed to 
determine incidence of al, management and its outcome 
in a university hospital in thailand.

Methods/Interventions:	 the authors retrospectively 
reviewed the medical records of patients with al after 
colorectal surgery during 2004-2015 at the Faculty of 
medicine Siriraj Hospital, mahidol university, Bangkok, 
thailand. data were recorded including patient’s demo-
graphics, treatment and outcome.

Results/Outcome(s):	 al occurred in 82 of 4357 
patients (1.9%). al was commonly diagnosed on postop-
erative day 3rd - 6th, and 12 out of 82 al cases (14.6%) 
occurred after patients were discharged. of all al cases, 
65 patients (79.3%) required surgery and 8 patients (9.8%) 
died. twenty-five al cases (30.5%) had permanent 
stoma. Sixty-two al cases (75.6%) experienced some 
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complications after treating al – mostly wound infection 
and intraabdominal collection. average postoperative stay 
for al cases was 30.3 ± 18.3 days.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 anastomosis leakage after 
colorectal surgery was associated with high morbidity and 
mortality as well as prolonged hospitalization. one-third of 
al cases ended up with permanent stoma.

DEFINING	THE	LEARNING	CURVE	FOR	
TRANSANAL	TOTAL	MESORECTAL	
EXCISIONFOR	RECTAL	ADENOCARCINOMA:	A	
CUSUM	ANALYSIS.

Poster abstracts P687

l. lee, t. deBeche-adams, G. nassif, m. albert, 
J. monson, S. atallah
Orlando, FL

Purpose/Background:	transanal total mesorectal exci-
sion (ta-tme) is a new approach advocated to improve 
rectal dissection for patients with low-lying rectal tumors 
or difficult pelvic anatomy. early data supports its safety 
and feasibility, but it is technically challenging and the 
learning curve has not yet been determined. the objective 
of this study was to determine the number of ta-tme 
procedures for rectal adenocarcinoma required to reach 
proficiency.

Methods/Interventions:	all ta-tme cases performed 
from 03/2012-07/2016 at a single high-volume tertiary care 
institution for rectal adenocarcinoma were identified from 
a prospective database. Four fellowship trained colorectal 
surgeons that were already proficient in laparoscopic 
tme and transanal procedures performed all ta-tme 
procedures. a cumulative summation (CuSum) analysis 
was performed to determine the number of cases required 
to reach proficiency. the main proficiency outcome was 
high quality tme, defined by a complete or near-complete 
mesorectal envelope, negative distal (drm) and circumfer-
ential resection(>1mm; Crm) margin. the acceptable and 
unacceptable rates of good quality tme were defined as 
proportion of high quality tme in laparoscopic (unaccept-
able rate = 81.7%) and open (acceptable rate = 86.9%)  
from the aCoSoG Z6051 trial.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 68 consecutive cases 
were included with mean age 58.7yrs (Sd10.0), Bmi 
26.8kg/m2 (Sd5.5), and 68% male. mean height of 
tumor was 4.6cm (Sd2.1) and 85% received neoadjuvant 
(chemo)radiation, with 21% of these patients demon-
strating poor pathologic response. the preoperative Crm 
was involved in 28%. the abdominal dissection was 
performed laparoscopically in 78%, robotically in 16%, 
and by open surgery in 6%. a diverting loop ileostomy was 
fashioned in 97% of cases with primary anastomosis. the 
transanal dissection was performed first in 37% of cases, 
and a two-team approach performed in 37%. Postoperative 
morbidity occurred in 31% of patients, including 6% 

anastomotic leak rate. median length of stay was 5 days 
[iQr 3-10], including readmissions that occurred in 
21%. a good quality tme was performed in 94% of cases 
consisting of a negative Crm in 97%, negative drm in 
99%, and complete or near complete mesorectal envelope 
in 99%. CuSum analysis reported that the good quality 
tme rate improves after 36 cases and reaches an accept-
able rate after 51 cases (Figure 1a). mean operative time 
was 278min (Sd83). adjusted operative time plots also 
demonstrate improvement between the 36th and 51st cases 
(Figure 1B), adjusting for preoperative Crm involvement 
and tumor response to preoperative radiotherapy.

Conclusions/Discussion:	ta-tme is a complex tech-
nique that requires a minimum of 37 to 51 cases to reach 
an acceptable incidence of high quality tme and lower 
operative duration. Careful adoption of this approach 
should include a structured and/or proctored training 
program.

Figure 1: a) CuSum analysis demonstrating proficiency at 51 ta-tme 
cases; and B) adjusted operative time plot showing decline in mean 
operative duration between 37 and 51 cases

ONCOLOGIC	OUTCOMES	OF	LAPAROSCOPIC	
VERSUS	OPEN	RESECTION	FOLLOWING	STENT	
INSERTION	FOR	OBSTRUCTING	COLON	
CANCER	:	MULTI-CENTER	RETROSPECTIVE	
STUDY.

Poster abstracts P688

S. Bae, W. Jeong, S. Baek
Daegu, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 as a bridge to surgery,  
self-expanding metallic stents has the advantages of 
converting an emergency operation to an elective one and 
have been used for potentially resectable colorectal cancer. 
multicenter prospective randomized trials have established 
that laparoscopic colectomy for curable colon cancer is not 
inferior to conventional open surgery and has favorable 
short-term outcomes. However, colonic obstruction has 
been considered to be a relative contraindication for lapa-
roscopic surgery due to poor surgical field and potential 
hazard of injury to the fragile bowel and there are limited 
studies of the oncologic outcomes of stent-laparoscopy 
approach for obstructed colon cancer. the aim of our study 
was to discuss the safety and feasibility of laparoscopic 
resection following stent insertion and compare oncologic 
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outcomes between open and laparoscopic approach for 
obstructing colon cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 the study group included 36 
patients who underwent an open surgery and 44 patients 
who underwent a laparoscopic surgery for obstructing 
left-sided colon cancer at three tertiary referral hospitals 
between June 2005 and december 2013. all patients 
received surgical resection as a bridge to surgery.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the median follow-up period 
was 50 months in the open group and 47 months in the 
laparoscopic group. the median operation time, time to 
soft diet, and length of stay and were comparable between 
two groups. Four cases converted to open surgery (9.1 %) 
in laparoscopic group. the morbidity within 30 days after 
surgery were comparable between the two groups. the 
median number of harvested lymph nodes was significantly 
larger in the laparoscopic group than in the open group 
(37 vs. 20, p=0.007). the proximal and distal resection 
margins, the histologic grade of tumor, tnm stage, median 
tumor size, and presence of lymphovascular invasion did 
not differ significantly between two groups. the 5-year 
overall survival rates of the open group and laparoscopic 
groups were 63.9% and 69.8%, respectively (p=0.877), 
and the 5-year disease-free survival rates were 55.8% and 
60.6% (p=0. 883), respectively. the recurrence pattern 
did not differ between groups.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 laparoscopic resection 
following stent insertion for obstructing colon cancer can 
be performed safely, with long-term oncological outcomes 
comparable to those obtained with open surgery.

RISK	ANALYSES	OF	ILEUS	DURING	HOSPITAL	
STAY	FOR	COLORECTAL	CANCER	SURGERY	
WITH	SPECIAL	ATTENTION	TO	RISK	
REDUCTION	BY	LAPAROSCOPIC	APPROACH:	
A	RETROSPECTIVE	STUDY	OF	2,148	CASES.

Poster abstracts P689

S. Fukazawa, e. Shinto, y. Kajiwara, J. yamamoto, 
y. Hashiguchi, K. Hase, H. ueno
Kawanishi, Japan; Tokorozawa, Japan; Itabashi, Japan

Purpose/Background:	 ileus, one of the most popular 
complications after surgery for colorectal cancer (CrC), 
causes prolonged hospitalization period and increased 
medical costs. an increasing number of studies show that 
laparoscopic approach decreases the incidence of ileus in 
comparison with open approach, but the evidence levels 

are insufficient. the aims of this study were to clarify the 
risk factors of ileus after surgery for CrC and to evaluate 
the impact of laparoscopic approach on risk reduction.

Methods/Interventions:	 a total of 2,148 cases who 
received curative resection for CrC between 1994 and 
2011 were analyzed. in this study, we evaluated an early 
ileus developed during hospital stay for surgery, which 
require patients to delay in starting meals or to suspend 
oral intake. We investigated risk factors of ileus using a 
logistic regression model and the advantage of laparoscopic 
approach in risk reduction was examined using propensity 
score analysis to mitigate the selection bias. Covariates 
in models for propensity scores included sex, history of 
abdominal surgery, tumor depth (≤t4a/t4b), lymph node 
metastasis (negative/positive), and tumor site (colon/
rectum).

Results/Outcome(s):	the incidence of ileus was 6.7% 
(144/2148) in this cohort. univariate analyses revealed 
that male sex (P = 0.0015), open surgical approach  
(P = 0.024), the presence of abdominal surgery history  
(P = 0.0063) were significantly associated with the higher 
incidence of ileus. in multivariate analysis using these 3 
parameters as variables, all these parameters were selected 
as independent risk factors for ileus; i.e., odds ratio (or) 
of male sex, 1.95 (P = 0.0005); or of open surgical 
approach, 5.05 (P = 0.024); and or of abdominal surgery 
history, 1.73 (P = 0.0020), respectively. in the propensi-
ty-matched cohort, patients treated by the laparoscopic 
approach showed a significant lower risk of ileus than those 
by the open approach (or = 0.15, P = 0.014).

Conclusions/Discussion:	our study showed that male, 
open laparotomy, and abdominal surgery history were all 
significant risk factors of ileus after CrC surgery. the 
superiority of the laparoscopic approach in terms of the risk 
reduction of ileus was indicated based on our propensity 
score analysis.

COMPARISON	OF	CONFLICT	OF	INTERESTS	
BETWEEN ROBOTIC AND NON ROBOTIC 
SURGERY	STUDIES	IN	COLORECTAL	SURGERY:	
A	CASE-CONTROL	STUDY.

Poster abstracts P690

d. yu, B. elsolh, S. Wexner, S. Patel
Kingston, ON, Canada; Weston, FL

Purpose/Background:	 industry funding of research 
articles may potentially be associated with more favorable 
results and conclusions. as such, authors are required 
to declare any conflicts of interest which may bias the 
results. With the Physician Payments Sunshine act, it 
is now possible to validate these declaration statements. 
the objective of this study was to assess the differences 
in declaration of conflicts of interest between robotic 
colorectal (Cases) and non robotic studies (Controls).
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Methods/Interventions:	all colorectal studies assessing 
robotic surgery published in 2015 were identified and 
reviewed. non-robotic control articles, were selected from 
the same journal as the case article and matched based on 
study design. using the “open Payments” database, actual 
funding was determined for each american author, for 
2013 and 2014. We then determined if there was a discrep-
ancy between the author’s declared conflict of interest and 
the actual funding they received. Case articles and control 
articles were then compared for differences in declared 
conflict of interest, undeclared conflict of interest and the 
value of payments.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 72 studies were 
included in our review (36 cases and 36 controls) and 
included 320 american authors (157 in the cases and 
163 in the controls). declaration statements were present 
in 53 studies (71.6%), with no difference between cases 
and controls (72.2% vs. 75.0%, P = 0.79). Funding, as 
determined by the open payments database, was common 
across both cases and controls (82%), with case articles less 
likely to receive funding (69.4% vs. 94.4%, P = 0.006). 
undeclared funding was common in both groups (72% vs. 
82%) and did not differ between case and control articles 
(P = 0.35). the average funding was $85,340 per study, 
with no difference between those that declared or did not 
declare their funding (P = 0.21).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 We found that undeclared 
funding was common in both cases and control articles, 
with no significant differences between groups. interpreting 
results from studies with undeclared funding and conflict 
of interest should be done with caution.

IMPACT	OF	PREOPERATIVE	
CHEMORADIATION	ON	ONCOLOGIC	
OUTCOMES	IN	RECTAL	CANCER	WITH	
POSITIVE	EXTRAMURAL	VASCULAR	
INVASION.

Poster abstracts P691

J. alsabilah
Seoul, Korea (the Democratic People’s Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 Extramural	 venous	 invasion	
(EMVI)	 has	 become	 an	 independent	 risk	 factor	 in	
patient	 with	 rectal	 cancer.	 Recently,	 the	 preoper-
ative	 MRI	 detection	 of	 EMVI	 has	 been	 practically	
established.	 Radiotherapy	 showed	 a	 significant	 role	 in	
downstaging	 and	 oncological	 outcome	 improvement	
in	 advance	 rectal	 cancer.	 Our	 aim	 in	 this	 study	 is	 to	
investigate	 the	 impact	 of	 preoperative	 radiotherapy	 in	
oncological	outcome	particularly	for	patient	with	EMVI	
and rectal cancer

Methods/Interventions:	 All	 rectal	 cancer	 patients	
have	 been	 selected	 on	 base	 of	 having	 histopathology	
positive	EMVI	post	treatment	(ypEMVI)	and	stage	I-III	
at	Yonsei	University	Health	System	from	2007	to	2013.	
Pre	and	post	radiotherapy	MRI	of	detecting	EMVI	were	
evaluated	as	mrEMVI	and	ymrEMVI	respectively.	Two	
groups	 of	 patients	 were	 allocated	 based	 on	 receiving	
preoperative	 long	 course	 radiotherapy	 or	 not.	 Mainly	
oncological	 outcome	 were	 compared	 between	 two	
groups	 by	 using	 all	 statistical	 analysis	was	 carried	 out	
using	 IBM	SPSS	 version	 23	 statistical	 package	 (SPSS	
Inc.,	Chicago,	IL)

Results/Outcome(s):	 A	 total	 of	 241	 patients	 were	
included	 in	 this	 study	 underwent	 low	 anterior	 resec-
tion	 (LAR).	 The	 radiotherapy	 and	 non-radiotherapy	
group	were	 104	 and	 137	 patients,	 respectively.	There	
was	 no	 statistically	 difference	 between	 two	 groups	 in	
T stage, histological grade and circumferential resection 
margin	 involvement	 (p-value	 =	 0.384,	 0.878,	 0.823	
respectively).	 Positive	 mrEMVI	 between	 radiotherapy	

P689 Risk factors of the ileus after surgery for colorectal cancer

Factors
Univariate analyses Multivariate analysis

Odds ratio P value Odds ratio P value
Sex (Male/Female) 1.83 0.0015 1.95 0.0005
Age 0.95 0.48
Surgical approach (Open/Laparoscopy) 5.05 0.024 5.05 0.024
Tumor site (Rectum/Colon) 1.22 0.26
Operation time 1.01 0.11
Blood loss 1.00 0.13
Dissection area of lymph nodes (D3/D1-2) 1.25 1.27
Combined resection of other organs (Performed/Not-performed) 1.23 0.45
Tumor depth (T4b/≤T4a) 1.15 0.68
Lymph node metastasis (Positive/Negative) 0.71 0.06
History of abdominal surgery (Presence/Absence) 1.62 0.0063 1.73 0.0020
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and	 non-radiotherapy	 group	 were	 32.7%	 and	 7.3%	
respectively,	 (P-value=0.823).	 Among	 patient	 group	
who	had	radiotherapy,	positive	mrEMVI	and	ymrEMVI	
were	shown	32.7%	and	26%	respectively.	The	oncolog-
ical	outcome	between	two	groups	showed	no	significant	
different	in	cancer	specific	survival	and	overall	survival,	
the	P-value	is	0.407	and	0.381,	respectively

Conclusions/Discussion:	 The	 therapeutic	 effect	 of	
radiotherapy	does	not	improve	the	oncological	outcome	
in	 patient	 with	 EMVI.	 Accordingly,	 the	 indication	 of	
radiotherapy	in	patients	with	EMVI	per	se	may	not	be	
beneficial

OPERATIVE	SAFETY	AND	ONCOLOGICAL	
OUTCOMES	IN	RECTAL	CANCER	BASED	
ON	LEVEL	OF	IMA	LIGATION:	STRATIFIED	
ANALYSIS	OF	A	LARGE	ASIAN	COHORT.

Poster abstracts P692

m. alsuhaimi
Seoul, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 the debate of level of inferior 
mesenteric artery (ima) ligation, whether it is high or low 
ligation especially in rectal cancer, is a matter of concern. 
many institutions have still practiced these types of tech-
nique despite the controversial benefit of proper level of 
ima ligation in both short and long outcome. our study 
aim is to stress more in this subject with large volume, only 
double stable anastomosis and combined both short and 
long outcome.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective comparative 
study conducted at yonsei university Health System from 
2007 to 2013 between High and low ligation of ima in 
rectal cancer that includes stage i-iii, tumor location ≥ 6cm,  
and double stapler end to end colorectal anastomosis. 
Perioperative and oncological outcome were compared 
between two groups by using all statistical analysis was 
carried out using iBm SPSS version 23 statistical package 
(SPSS inc., Chicago, il).

Results/Outcome(s):	a total of 1213 patients included 
in this study, who underwent low anterior resection 
(lar), high and low ligation groups were 835 and 378 
patients, respectively. Perioperatively, there was no statis-
tically significant different between two groups in anasto-
motic leak, blood loss, total no. of lymph node harvested 
and other complication rate (P-value = 0.85, 0.15, 0.37 
and 0.22, respectively). Similarly, the oncological outcome 
showed no significant different in cancer specific survival 
and overall survival, the P-value is 0.08 and 0.21, respec-
tively. Sub-analysis group of patients with anastomotic 
leak showed that there is no significant difference between 
high and low ligation in according to aSa stratification 
(P=0.77).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 despite the evidence of 
decrease perfusion of the proximal limb after high ligation, 

the benefit of low tie, in relation to perfusion of the anas-
tomosis, has not been proven. additionally, there is no 
significant difference based on oncological parameters and 
outcome.

BLEEDING	COMPLICATIONS	FROM	DEEP	
VEIN	THROMBOSIS	PROPHYLAXIS	IN	THE	
POSTOPERATIVE	COLORECTAL	PATIENT:	
A	RANDOMIZED	PROSPECTIVE	STUDY	OF	
UNFRACTIONATED	HEPARIN	VERSUS	LOW	
MOLECULAR	WEIGHT	HEPARIN.

Poster abstracts P693

W. Boyan, a. dinallo, B. shea, d. lavy, P. Kolarsick, 
J. otero, r. dressner, m. arvanitis
Brick, NJ

Purpose/Background:	Pharmacologic deep vein throm-
bosis (dVt) prophylaxis has become standard of care in 
the postoperative patient. multiple studies have looked 
at the effectiveness of unfractionated heparin (uFH) and 
low molecular weight heparin (lmWH) as prophylaxis in 
preventing dVts and pulmonary embolism (Pe) showing 
a recent favoritism of lmWH. Postoperative bleeding 
complications such as gastrointestinal bleeding (GiB), 
presumably arising from suture or staple lines, can occur 
after colorectal surgery (CrS). Postoperative bleeding is 
sometimes minimal and insignificant, while other times 
require cessation of anticoagulation, transfusion, or other 
therapeutic measures. the aim of this study is to assess 
rates of postoperative bleeding complications after elective 
colorectal surgery with the use of different chemical dVt 
prophylaxis.

Methods/Interventions:	 after irB approval, patients 
undergoing elective CrS were randomized preoperatively 
to either uFH or lmWH in the postoperative period. 
Patients were stratified first as “left” or “right” colectomy, 
with the line of demarcation being the splenic flexure, 
then randomized to uFH or lmWH. exclusion criteria 
included prior Vte, clinical Gi bleeding before surgery 
or use of anticoagulation in the preoperative period. a 
hemoglobin (Hgb) was checked prior to surgery and every 
morning postoperatively. trends in Hgb were monitored. 
Primary outcomes included any signs of bleeding complica-
tions such as symptoms of GiB, hematoma formation, need 
for transfusion, or holding of anticoagulation.

Results/Outcome(s):	as of the end of november 2016 
there had been eleven patients recruited for the trial. nine 
lefts, with five patients receiving uFH and four receiving 
lmWH, and two rights. initially, both uFH and lmWH 
have both had incidence of GiB in the postoperative 
period as well as drops in Hgb, although the study is not 
yet powered to detect differences. there have been no 
documented incidences of dVt/Pe. While these data 
represent only the initial study population, accrual will be 
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over 100 patients by June of 2017, which would provide a 
more ample study population.

Conclusions/Discussion:	recent literature has favored 
lmWH in the postoperative patient for the prevention of 
venous thromboembolism (Vte). a major concern of any 
surgeon is postoperative bleeding that becomes clinically 
significant. the need to transfuse cancer patients has been 
shown to have deleterious effects on survival, and holding 
anticoagulation in these patients postoperatively puts 
them at obvious risk for Vte. the goal of this prospective 
randomized trial is to provide data in an attempt to show 
which medication has a lower risk of postoperative GiB in 
the CrS patient. the authors hope that by providing this 
data healthcare providers can make a more informed deci-
sion when choosing an agent for dVt chemoprophylaxis.

SINGLE	INCISION	LAPAROSCOPIC	(SILS)	
RIGHT	HEMICOLECTOMY:	SINGLE	
AUSTRALIAN	INSTITUTION	EXPERIENCE	OF	
135	CASES.

Poster abstracts P694

J. Cheong, a. Keshava, G. richardson
Sydney, NSW, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 Single-port laparoscopic 
colorectal surgery is a new technique. the aim of this study 
was to analyse the experience at a single australian insti-
tution of the first 135 SilS-right hemicolectomies since its 
introduction. We propose that this approach is versatile 
and safe for minimally invasive right hemicolectomy.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective analysis of 
prospectively collected data for all patients undergoing 
SilS-right hemicolectomy for both malignant and benign 
disease between February 2009 and december 2014 in 
a tertiary colorectal unit within a university teaching 
hospital. the patient demographics, clinical, operative and 
pathological factors were analysed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 one hundred and thirty five 
consecutive patients underwent SilS-right hemicolectomy 
during the period. mean age was 64 years and 8 months, 
with 50.3% being females. Fifty four percent of patients 
had previous abdominal surgery, and median body mass 
index was 26 (range:18 to 43). Fifty one percent of patients 
were overweight (Bmi 25-30), 8.8% had class 1 obesity 
(Bmi 31-35), 3.7% had class 2 obesity (Bmi 36-40), and 
2.2% had class 3 obesity (Bmi 40+). the mean operating 
time was 112 minutes (range: 70 to 180 minutes). there 
was minimal intra-operative bleeding, with 93.3% having 
less than 100ml of reported blood loss. median extraction 
wound size was 4.5cm (range: 3 to 6cm). there was no 
conversion to multi-port laparoscopy or open surgery. Sixty 
two percent of the operations were performed for carci-
noma, of which 48.8% were stage t3 or t4. median lymph 
node number was 18 (range: 3 to 62). the median length 
of hospital stay was 5 days (range: 3 to 46 days). there was 

one mortality in this series from nosocomial pneumonia. 
there was 14.8% morbidity, including 3 (2.2%) patients 
requiring reoperation for anastomotic bleeding/leakage 
and wound infection in 5 patients (3.7%).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 this is currently the largest 
australian series of single-incision laparoscopic right  
hemicolectomy. despite the majority of our patients being 
overweight/obese, SilS was a versatile tool that did not 
require conversion to multiport laparoscopy nor open oper-
ation. in our experience, SilS has been a technique with 
acceptable morbidity and mortality, without compromising 
the conventional oncological parameters in minimally 
invasive colorectal surgery. our findings support the use of 
SilS for right hemicolectomies.

THE	REAL	BURDEN	OF	A	DIVERTING	
ILEOSTOMY:	WHAT	ARE	THE	HIDDEN	COSTS?

Poster abstracts P695

t. lim, J. ng, F. Koh, d. Chan, d. yeo, S. ng, K. tan, 
K. tan
Singapore, Singapore

Purpose/Background:	 diverting ileostomies are 
often created in both elective and emergency situations. 
However, complications arising from a stoma are not negli-
gible. this study aims to compare the challenges arising 
from diverting ileostomies until its closure.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective review of all 
patients who had a diverting ileostomy created at two 
independent healthcare institutions in Singapore was 
performed. data variables were collected till the patients 
had their stoma reversed. all hospital admissions asso-
ciated to stoma related complications were subsequently 
used to measure the burden of non-stoma closure.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Between January 2011 to June 
2016, 193 patients, median age 65 (range: 22 – 94, years), 
had a diverting ileostomy created. the most common 
reason for its creation was following a low anterior resec-
tion (71%). another 45 (23%) patients had theirs created 
in an emergency setting. two thirds (67%) of the patients 
eventually had their ileostomy reversed, at a median dura-
tion of 7.3 (range: 1 – 35.5) months. in the reversal group, 
patients tend to be younger (p: <0.05) and predominantly 
male (p: 0.046). those patients who had their diverting 
ileostomies reversed were 3 times more likely to have had 
the initial surgery performed in an elective setting (95% 
confidence interval (Ci): 1.6 – 6.4). the most common 
stoma related complication that required hospital admis-
sion was dehydration secondary to high output stoma 
(73.3%). Stoma related complications were more seen 
in the non-reversal group compared to those who were 
reversed, though the difference was not statistically signif-
icant (p: 0.205). although the median cumulative length 
of stay for admissions related to stoma complications were 
similar (8 versus 7, days) (p: 0.659), the number of hospital 
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admissions for the non-reversal group was almost double 
the reversal group (30 versus 18) (p: 0.001).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 a significant proportion of 
diverting ileostomies are not closed, and until its closure, 
stomal-related complications, especially from dehydra-
tion, is commonly experienced. other hidden costs of 
ileostomies would include costs of stoma appliances and 
admissions related to stoma complications, regular stoma 
therapists consults and the impediment to the patient’s 
quality of life.

CLOSURE	OF	INTESTINAL	STOMA.	THE	
EUROPEAN	SOCIETY	OF	COLOPROCTOLOGY	
SNAPSHOT	AUDIT	STUDY.

Poster abstracts P696

o. Zmora
Tel Aviv, Israel

Purpose/Background:	Closure of interest in the stoma 
is a common surgical procedure, and there is paucity of data 
on the common practice and outcome of this procedure. 

multicenter cohort studies can record large number  
of patients in a short period of time, determine outcome 
rates, and suggest associations between practice variability 
and outcomes.

Methods/Interventions:	 a pan-european snapshot 
audit study was performed. Participating centers prospec-
tively recorded all cases of adult patients (>18) undergoing 
closure of intestinal stoma over two months study period, 
with 30 days postoperative follow-up.

Results/Outcome(s):	2,284 patients in 303 sites in 48 
countries where entered into the database. there were 945 
females in 1339 males at to mean age of 58.6 years. there 
were 1688 ileostomies and 596 colostomies. 85% the stomas 
were created at the time of initial surgery, and 15% were 
performed subsequently for complications. in 64% of the 
cases, the stoma was created as a routine practice or owing 
to radiation therapy, and in 16% owing the patient’s char-
acteristics as malnutrition in steroid treatment. in 51%, the 
stoma was closed using a handsewn technique, and in 49% 
staplers were used. intraoperative complications included 
enterotomy (2.5%), bleeding (1%), and other complica-
tions (2.6%). radiologically confirmed anastomotic leak 

P695 table

Characteristic
Stoma Reversed

(n = 130)
No Stoma Reversal

(n = 63) p-value
Median Age, years

(range)
64

(22 – 89)
68

(31 – 94)
0.05

Male Gender (%) 80 (61.5) 29 (46) 0.046
Type of Op (%)

Elective
Emergency

.

.
109 (83.8)
21 (16.2)

.

.
39 (61.9)
24 (38.1)

0.001

Reason for stoma creation (%)

Anterior resections
Anastomotic leaks
Inflammatory bowel disease
Intestinal obstruction (Extrinsic compression)
Ischaemic bowel
Perforated viscus

.

.
103 (79.1)

4 (3.1)
3 (2.2)
6 (4.5)
7 (5.3)
9 (6.7)

.

.
34 (54)
6 (9.5)
3 (4.7)

10 (15.9)
5 (7.9)
5 (7.9)

NA

Total number of admissions related to stoma 
complications

18 30 0.001

Median cumulative length of stay for  
admissions related to stoma complications, days
(range)

7
(1-22)

8
(1-46)

0.659

Stoma complication rates (%) 17 (13.1) 13 (20.6) 0.205
Types of stoma complication (%)

High output
Bleeding
Stoma leak
Prolapse

.
12 (70.6)
2 (11.7)
2 (11.7)
1 (5.9)

.
10 (76.9)
2 (15.4)

0 (0)
1 (7.7)

NA
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rate was 4.3%, and did not significantly differ between 
patients with handsewn anastomosis in patients with 
stapled technique (Figure 1). Wound infection occurred in 
12% of the patients, readmission was required in 6.6%, and 
the reoperation in 5.4%. multivariate analysis suggested 
that anastomotic technique did not affect anastomotic leak 
(Ci: 0.79-1.91), abdominal abscess (Ci: 0.95-1.87) and 
overall major complication rate (Ci: 0.83-1.53).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the results of this  
pan-european cohort study suggest that most of the stomas 
are created as part of the surgeons’ routine practice. 
approximately half are closed using handsewn and half 
by stapled technique. there is no significant difference 
anastomotic leak and major complications between these 
two techniques.

PREDICTORS	OF	POOR	OUTCOMES	IN	SMALL	
BOWEL	DIVERTICULAR	DISEASE.

Poster abstracts P697

m. lin, J. Hsieh, S. raman
Des Moines, IA; Ames, IA

Purpose/Background:	 Small bowel diverticulosis is a 
rare condition with clinical consequences that are likely 
underreported in the literature. Small bowel diverticular 
disease can lead to serious complications such as hemor-
rhage, perforation and obstruction that may require small 
bowel resection. our objective was to study the risk factors 
for poor outcomes in the setting of small bowel diverticular 
disease.

Methods/Interventions:	 utilizing the 2008-2012 
national inpatient Sample (niS) database, we identified 
patients with small bowel diverticula using iCd-9-Cm 
codes (562.00-562.03). Patients were then stratified into 
2 groups based on whether or not small bowel resection 
was performed. the major outcomes that were studied 
were mortality, septic shock, and length of stay (loS). 
univariate and multivariate analyses were performed for 
the 3 major outcomes, while accounting for 17 different 
variables, and whether or not small bowel resection was 
performed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 19,172 patients were 
identified as having small bowel diverticulosis, of which 
1,795 patients underwent surgical intervention with 
small bowel resection. Patients who had undergone small 
bowel resection were found to be significantly younger, 
non-smoking, healthier, and without the following comor-
bidities: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (CoPd), 
colonic diverticula, chronic kidney disease, hypertension, or 
diabetes. However, these patients also had more complica-
tions from their small bowel diverticular disease, including 
perforation and obstruction. interestingly, the incidence of 
hemorrhage was not significantly different between the 2 
groups. a summary of the univariate analysis can be found 
in table 1. multivariate analysis for in-hospital mortality 

showed that undergoing small bowel resection was asso-
ciated with a higher risk of death (aor=2.29, p<0.001), 
compared with patients who did not undergo small bowel 
resection. other factors that significantly increased 
the odds of mortality were advanced age (aor=1.05, 
p<0.001), CoPd (aor=1.54, p=0.001), perfora-
tion (aor=3.33, p<0.001), hemorrhage (aor=2.49, 
p<0.001), and hypoalbuminemia (aor=2.79, p<0.001). 
risk factors for septic shock on multivariate analysis were 
small bowel resection (aor=2.85, p<0.001), advanced 
age (aor=1.02, p<0.001), CoPd (aor=1.39, p=0.017), 
small bowel perforation (aor=3.74, p<0.001), hypoalbu-
minemia (aor=2.10, p=0.026), and HiV-positive status 
(aor=5.20, p=0.026). as expected, loS was prolonged 
by 2 days (p<0.001) in patients who underwent small 
bowel resection based on the multivariate analysis.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Based on the review of the 
niS database, patients who underwent small bowel resec-
tion for small bowel diverticular disease had inferior 
outcomes when compared to those patients who did not 
need surgical intervention. Patients with advanced age, 
CoPd, perforation, hemorrhage, and hypoalbuminemia 
were at risk for having poor outcomes in the setting of 
small bowel diverticular disease.

SURGEON	AND	HOSPITAL	VARIATION	IN	
ANASTOMOTIC	LEAK	AFTER	COLORECTAL	
RESECTION.

Poster abstracts P698

J. Berian, J. liu, K. Ban, y. liu, C. mark, C. Ko
Chicago, IL

Purpose/Background:	 anastomotic leak remains a 
significant source for morbidity and mortality following 
colorectal resections. leak rates may be influenced by 
patient, surgeon and hospital-level factors. until now, a 
multi-institutional data source with accurate leak data 
was unavailable, particularly one with hospital- and 
surgeon-specific information. our objective was to assess 
the variability in risk-adjusted, clinically-significant anas-
tomotic leak at both the hospital and surgeon levels after 
colon or rectal resections.

Methods/Interventions:	 operations from 2014-2015 
in the american College of Surgeons’ national Surgical 
Quality improvement Program (aCS nSQiP) Procedure 
targeted Colectomy and Proctectomy datasets were 
included for analysis, excluding cases with diverting or 
end ostomies. Clinically-significant anastomotic leaks 
were defined as those requiring treatment (i.e., reoper-
ation, drainage or antibiotics). a mixed-effects model 
was constructed to assess clinically-significant anasto-
motic leak events and evaluate the between-hospital and 
between-surgeon variability in leak rates, while adjusting 
for patient characteristics (e.g., sex, aSa class, smoking 
status) and case-specific factors (e.g., specific CPt code, 
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operative approach, use of bowel preparation, tumor 
stage). intra-class correlation coefficient was used to 
estimate reliability, and a volume threshold consistent 
with reliability of 0.4 was established as 15 cases for 
surgeon-specific analysis.

Results/Outcome(s):	 there were 43,543 colorectal 
resections performed by 2,985 surgeons across 223 hospi-
tals. the overall rate of clinically-significant anastomotic 
leak following colorectal resection was 3.1% (n=1347). 
the average risk-adjusted anastomotic leak rate per 
hospital ranged from 2.2% to 5.7%. there were 2 outlier 
hospitals with risk-adjusted anastomotic leak rates higher 
than expected. For 813 surgeons with 15 or more cases, 
the average risk-adjusted leak rate per surgeon ranged from 
1.9% to 6.2%. Hospital-level characteristics accounted for 
only 1.9% of the variation in leak rates (95% Ci 0.4-3.4) 
while surgeon-level characteristics accounted for 4.3% 
(95% Ci 1.2-7.5).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 risk-adjusted, clinically- 
significant anastomotic leak rates after colorectal resection 
vary 2.5-fold between the best and worst performing hospi-
tals and 3-fold among surgeons. However, the variability in 
leak rates attributable to the hospital or surgeon appears 
minimal. improvement in anastomotic leak requires clini-
cians and researchers alike to refocus on patient-level risk 
factors and interventions.

A	PILOT	STUDY	TO	REDUCE	LENGTH	OF	STAY	
IN	COLORECTAL	SURGERY	PATIENTS	THAT	
LIVE	IN	REMOTE	LOCATIONS.

Poster abstracts P699

G. Bonomo, K. Crowell, S. tice, F. Puleo, W. Koltun, 
e. messaris
Hummelstown, PA

Purpose/Background:	 tertiary referral centers draw 
patients from a large catchment area, some of which travel 
a great distance for treatment. discharging a patient home 
to a remote location is concerning because they cannot 
easily reach medical care should they have a post discharge 
complication. For this reason, these patients are often 
observed in the hospital, even after achieving discharge 
criteria increasing their length of stay (loS). in 2013, a 
pilot program was introduced for early discharge of these 
patients to a hotel within 1 mile of the medical center 
where they can be monitored and easily returned to clinic 
if they exhibit symptoms of concern. the aim of this study 
is to assess the safety and success of this program based on 
morbidity, readmissions and loS.

Methods/Interventions:	 all consecutive patients 
undergoing elective colon and rectal resection of a single 
surgeon at a single tertiary care center from 2013 to 2016 
were included. Patients selected for the program (group 
a) had to live at least 50 miles from the medical center 
and meet discharge criteria (pain controlled, tolerating a 
diet, consistent bowel function). Group a was compared to 
the remaining patients who were discharged home (group 
B). Patient demographics, preoperative characteristics, 
morbidity and mortality of the two groups were compared 

P697 Table 1. Univariate analysis of SBD patient separated by the status of SBR. For brevity, insignificant  
characteristics (hemorrhage, hypoalbuminemia, HIV, immunosuppression, and diabetes with renal  

manifestations) are omitted.

No SBR SBR P-value
No. of Patients with SBD 17,377 1,795
Age (mean ± SD) 72 ± 15 69 ± 16 <0.001
Sex (% female) 58.78% 49.86% <0.001
Small bowel diverticulitis 1,667 (9.59%) 736 (41.00%) <0.001
COPD 3,252 (18.71%) 273 (15.21%) <0.001
Perforation 96 (0.55%) 138 (7.69%) <0.001
Obstruction 538 (3.10%) 270 (15.04%) <0.001
Colon Diverticula 2,422 (13.94%) 188 (10.47%) <0.001
Smoking 1,969 (11.33%) 168 (9.36%) 0.012
Chronic Kidney Disease 1,972 (11.35%) 138 (7.69%) <0.001
Hypertension 9,060 (52.14%) 852 (47.47%) <0.001
with Chronic Kidney Disease 1,726 (9.93%) 125 (6.96%) <0.001
Diabetes 3,693 (21.25%) 326 (18.16%) 0.002
In-hospital mortality 271 (1.56%) 72 (4.02%) <0.001
Septic shock 231 (1.33%) 83 (4.62%) <0.001
Median length of stay in days (IQR) 5 (3-7) 8 (5-11) <0.001
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using chi –square analysis and student’s t test. Patients 
with in hospital complications and a loS greater than 
7 days were excluded to eliminate outliers in group B.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 230 patients were 
included with 61 in group a and 169 in group B. the two 
groups did not differ significantly by age (52.6 ± 15 vs 55.5 
± 16, p=0.228), gender (49.2% vs 42.6% male, p=0.375), 
diagnosis (41% vs 46.7% benign, p=0.404), procedure 
(88.5% vs 89.9% segmental colectomy, p=0.451), 
approach (75.4% vs 63.3% laparoscopic, p=0.086), steroid 
use (21.3% vs 18.9%, p=0.688), Bmi (28 ± 6.1 vs 28.5 ± 
6.6, p=0.651), preoperative weight loss (3.3% vs 10.1%, 
p=0.099) or aSa class. average loS was less for group a 
(3.25 ± 1.4 vs 4.25 ± 1.5 days, p=0.001). a trend toward 
decreased morbidity in group a was present but did not 
reach significance (1.6% vs 8.9%, p=0.057). no mortal-
ities were observed in either group. 30-day readmission 
rates were comparable between the two groups (6.6% vs 
8.3%, p=0.667).

Conclusions/Discussion:	this study shows that for this 
selected patient population, early discharge to a local hotel 
is safe without incurring increased risk. the two groups did 
not differ on demographics, preoperative characteristics, 
morbidity or mortality however, group a had a signifi-
cantly shorter loS by 1 day. this program allows for close 
observation without continued admission to the hospital 
and will have significant cost benefit for the hospital with 
increased bed availability for incoming patients.

A	LOW	COST	AND	SIMPLE	NEGATIVE	
PRESSURE	COMPRESSION	DRESSING	
REDUCES	SURGICAL	SITE	INFECTION	RATE	
OF	PRIMARILY	CLOSED	ILEOSTOMY	AND	
COLOSTOMY	REVERSAL	WOUND.

Poster abstracts P700

B. tambe, S. lee
Los Angeles, CA

Purpose/Background:	 Surgical site infection (SSi) 
rates following primary closure of ileostomy or colos-
tomy (collectively termed “ostomy”) reversal wounds are 
reported to be as high as 40%. For this reason, most ostomy 
closure wounds are left either partially or completely open. 
this results in increased morbidity associated with wound 
care and delayed healing time. negative pressure compres-
sion wound dressing has been used prophylactically in high 
risk wounds to reduce surgical site infections. We hypoth-
esized that a low cost and simple compression dressing 
can significantly reduce surgical site infection in primarily 
closed ostomy wounds. PurPoSe: our goal is to study 
the impact of using a novel negative pressure compres-
sion dressing in reducing SSi rates in patients undergoing 
primary closure of ileostomy and colostomy wound.

Methods/Interventions:	 eighteen consecutive ileos-
tomy and colostomy closure patients were selected. after 
closing the abdominal fascia, the wound was irrigated with 
dilute betadine solution. the skin incision was completely 
closed in running subcuticular fashion. two layers of 
double-folded 4x4 gauze were placed over the wound and 
topped with 10 x 12 cm tegadermtm. a hypodermic 
needle connected to a syringe was used to suction out air 
from under dressing. the dressing was maintained in place, 
undisturbed, until its removal at 48 hours postoperatively. 
the CdC definition of surgical site infection was used in 
evaluation of the wound. this was a single institution pilot 
study in which negative pressure wound therapy (nPWt) 
was applied intra-operatively to ostomy closure wounds. 
assuming a historical control of 40% SSi in primary wound 

P699 Patient Demographics, Operative Characteristics and Outcomes

Group A Group B P value
N 61 169
Age (years) 52.6 +/- 15 55.5 +/- 16 0.228
Male 49.2% 42.6% 0.375
Benign 41% 46.7% 0.404
Steroid Use 21.3% 18.9% 0.688
BMI 28 + 6.1 28.5 + 6.6 0.651
Segmental Colectomy 88.5% 89.9% 0.451
Laparoscopic 75.4% 63.3% 0.086
Preoperative Weight Loss >10% 3.3% 10.1% 0.099
Overall Morbidity 1.6% 8.9% 0.057
30 day Readmission 6.6% 8.3% 0.667
LOS (days) 3.25 +/- 1.4 4.25 +/- 1.5 0.001
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closure, we wished to achieve a reduction in SSi to 5% 
(87.5 % reduction) in the study group, with application of 
this dressing. alpha of 0.05 and beta of 0.8 were used to 
obtain a target sample size 16.

Results/Outcome(s):	of eighteen study patients, none 
developed SSi postoperatively. all patients had initial 
follow up visits between 21 to 28 days postoperatively. 
Patient were subsequently followed for 3 months postop-
eratively. median follow up time: 61 days. mean: 62 days. 
range: 30-92 days.

Conclusions/Discussion:	the use of a low cost negative 
pressure compressing dressing significantly reduced SSi 
in patients undergoing primary closure of ostomy wound 
compared to historical control. Based on the success of our 
preliminary results, further randomized studies are needed 
to demonstrate its efficacy.

ADHERENCE	TO	SURVEILLANCE	GUIDELINES	
FOLLOWING	COLONIC	POLYPECTOMY	IS	
ABYSMAL.

Poster abstracts P701

F. Koh, d. Chan, t. lim, J. ng, K. tan
Singapore, Singapore

Purpose/Background:	Surveillance guidelines following 
excision of colonic tubular adenomas are well established. 
However, adherence to the guidelines are not always 
practised. the aim of our study was to evaluate the rate 
of compliance to the recommended guidelines following 
polyp removal.

Methods/Interventions:	 a review of a prospectively 
collected colonoscopy database in a single tertiary insti-
tution was conducted for all patients who underwent 
polypectomy in 2008. We excluded patients who were 
diagnosed with or had prior history of colorectal malig-
nancy. the frequency of subsequent colonoscopic evalu-
ation performed for these patients were evaluated against 
the recommended guidelines based on the histology of the 
removed polyps to evaluate compliance.

Results/Outcome(s):	 there were 447 colonoscopies 
with polypectomies were performed in 2008, in a patient 
cohort of median age 60 years (26 – 95), with the most 
common diagnosis being tubular adenoma with low grade 
dysplasia (n= 292, 65.2%). adherence to post-polypectomy  
surveillance guidelines based on the factors such as the 
characteristics of the colonic polyps, bowel preparation at 
initial colonoscopy was only 13.6% (n=61). there were 
26.4% (n=118) of patients who had surveillance endos-
copy earlier than recommended and none of them were 
diagnosed with malignancy. the majority of patients had 
surveillance scopes later than recommended or were lost 
to follow-up (n=203, 45.4%), of these patients, 2 patients 
were found to have malignancy subsequently 3 years and 
5 years after their recommended surveillance scope date 
respectively.

Conclusions/Discussion:	there is a fairly low compli-
ance to post-polypectomy surveillance guidelines, although 
the incidence of delayed colorectal cancer remains low. 
more needs to be done to improve compliance to guide-
lines amongst both patients and clinicians.

READMISSION	RATES	AND	ACUTE	KIDNEY	
INJURY	AFTER	DEFUNCTIONING	ILEOSTOMY:	
CAN	WE	DO	BETTER?

Poster abstracts P702

m. oliveira-Cunha, a. Gomaa, S. Chaudhri, B. Singh
Leicester, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	Formation of defunctioning loop 
ileostomy after anterior resection for colorectal cancer is a 
standard practice. reversal of ileostomy is usually planned 
on completion of adjuvant therapy and preferably before 
18 months from initial resection. Patients with an ileos-
tomy are at risk of problems with high output stoma and 
dehydration which often requires admission to hospital 
and parenteral fluid therapy. this study aimed to the 
incidence of acute kidney injury (aKi), readmissions rates 
and closure of stoma in patients following a defunctioning 
ileostomy.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective analysis of 
consecutive patients whom underwent elective anterior 
resection with defunctioning ileostomy for colorectal 
carcinomas between January 2008 and december 2012 at 
the university Hospitals of leicester. Primary endpoints 
analysed were: readmission rates, number of acute kidney 
injury episodes and ileostomy closure rates.

Results/Outcome(s):	 283 patients were identified 
whom underwent elective anterior resection with defunc-
tioning ileostomy. of these patients 208 patients had 
laboratory results available pre and post-operative: 126 
were males and 82 were females. the median age was 66.3 
(range: 28-85). ileostomies were closed in 162 of those 
patients (77.9%) with an average of 273.7 days between 
initial surgery and closure (range: 54-724). 47.7% patients 
were readmitted between initial colorectal surgery and 
closure of ileostomy, 28 patients had more than 5 admis-
sions (9.9%), 30.4% of the patients were readmitted 
with ileostomy related complications. aKi occurred in 
51 (24.5%) patients (Stage 1 – 36, Stage 2 – 6, Stage 
3 - 9) following surgery. the incidence of acute kidney 
injury was more prevalent amongst males (60.8%). the 
median pre-operative eGFr was 85.5 (range: 7 - >90) 
whilst the median immediate post-operative eGFr was 
84 (range: 7 - >90) whilst the median post-operative 
eGFr in the 10 days following surgery was 80.4 (range: 
8.5 - >90). the median pre-operative serum albumin 
level was 44 (range: 32-58) whilst the median minimum  
post-operative albumin level in the 10 days following 
surgery was 31 (range: 7-42). this is an average median 
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decrease by 30.4% (range: 4.5-83.3%) in serum albumin 
levels in the 10 days following surgery.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 there is a high readmission 
rate following defunctioning ileostomy due to aKi and 
justify developing interventions to reduce admissions due 
to dehydration from high stoma output by a combination 
of patient education, community interventions, use of 
antimotility agents and closure of ileostomy at the earliest 
opportunity.

DOES	A	HIGH	PREOPERATIVE	NEUTROPHIL	
LYMPHOCYTE	RATIO	PREDICT	A	LONGER	
POSTPERATIVE	INPATIENT	STAY	FOR	
PATIENTS	UNDERGOING	COLORECTAL	
SURGERY?

Poster abstracts P703

n. Kulkarni, a. Gowda, a. Varma, d. mathur
Grantham, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 Colorectal cancer is the third 
most common cancer in the united Kingdom. it accounts 
for approximately 42000 new cases every year. neutrophil 
lymphocyte ratio is an easily measured parameter from 
the patients routine blood count. it has been proven in 
previous studies that an elevated pre operative neutro-
phil lymphocyte ratio (nlr) is associated with poorer 
outcomes in colorectal cancer patients. our hospital is 
a small district general hospital with a well established 
colorectal department. laparoscopic colorectal surgery is 
routinely employed for our patients. Peri operative care 
of the patients is carried out according to an established 
enhanced recovery protocol.. this is co-ordinated by a 
multi disciplinary team consisting of surgeons, specialist 
nurses, physiotherapists and anaesthetists the aim of this 
study was to find out whether an elevated preoperative 
neutrophil lymphocyte ratio (nlr) predicts longer post 
operative hospital stay in patients undergoing colorectal 
surgery.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective cohort study 
was carried out on patients who underwent colorectal 
surgery at our district general hospital over a period 
of nearly 5 years (January 2012 to august 2016). the 
most recent blood investigations of the patient before 
surgery were searched and the nlr was deduced from 
the complete blood count. Patients with a pre-operative 
nlr > 5 were categorised as high and those with nlr ≤ 5  
were categorised as low nlr. the data was collected on 
demographics, day of removal of urinary catheter post 
operatively, bowels opened, independent mobility, length 
of stay and readmittance percentage.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 221 patients were 
included in the analysis. 180 patients had a low nlr (≤ 5) 
and 41 patients had a high nlr (>5). the mean hospital 
stay for patients with a low nlr was 7 and patients with 
a high nlr was 9 days. Patients stayed in on an average 

2 days longer when they had a high pre-operative nlr. 
the number of readmissions were also higher in patients 
with a high nlr (7.5%) compared to patients with a low 
nlr (4.42%). the outcomes are outlined in more detail 
in the attached table.

Conclusions/Discussion:	our study shows that patients 
undergoing colorectal surgery with a high pre operative 
nlr (>5) have a more prolonged post operative hospital 
stay compared to patients with a low pre operative nlr 
(≤ 5). the readmittance rate in these patients is also 
higher after discharge. Previous studies have shown that 
an elevated nlr is associated with poorer cancer specific 
outcomes like overall survival and morbidity in patients 
undergoing colorectal sugery. our study shows that this is 
also associated with a longer post operative hospital stay. 
this knowledge could be used to have a more informed 
discussion of prognosis and outcomes with patients under-
going colorectal surgery.

INTERVENTIONS	REDUCE	DEHYDRATION	
RELATED	TO	DEFUNCTIONING	LOOP-
ILEOSTOMY:	A	PROSPECTIVE	COHORT	STUDY.

Poster abstracts P704

F. löfvenberg, K. Blomberg, e. Bengtsson, i. Syk, 
P. Buchwald
Malmö, Sweden; Helsingborg, Sweden

Purpose/Background:	 defunctioning loop ileostomy 
(dli) in low anterior resection (lar) in rectal cancer 
patients reduces the morbidity of anastomotic leakages. 
according to a previous study 30% of these patients devel-
oped dehydration, of which half needed hospitalisation, 
the majority during the first six weeks. the aim of the 
present interventional study was to reduce these figures by 
a surveillance program.

Methods/Interventions:	 Prospective study of rectal 
cancer patients operated with lar and dli at two 
teaching hospitals during 2013-2015. all patients received 
written and oral information on and measures to under-
take in case of high stoma output Blood tests including 
creatinine and electrolytes were done every second week 
until eight weeks postoperatively. Patients were also 
encouraged to weigh themselves if two consecutive days 
with high stoma output.

Results/Outcome(s):	Preliminary results show that one 
hundred and twentythree patients were included, aged 
62±8.4 years (mean) of which 52 females and 71 males). 
mean aSa was 1.8, Bmi was 26 ±5.3 and 58% received 
neoadjuvant treatment. nineteen (15%) patients devel-
oped dehydration during follow up of which only eight 
(7%) needed hospitalization.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Preliminary results indi-
cate that surveillance significantly reduces dehydration 
resulting in fewer readmissions. However, patients with 
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renal impairment are at risk and should be followed 
cautiously.

PATIENTS	NEED	TO	KNOW	THAT	ILEOSTOMY	
FOLLOWING	ANTERIOR	RESECTION	MAY	NOT	
BE	REVERSED.

Poster abstracts P705

F. Koh, J. ng, d. yeo, S. ng, d. Chan, t. lim, K. tan, 
K. tan
Singapore, Singapore

Purpose/Background:	 diverting ileostomies are often 
created following low colorectal anastomosis to reduce the 
clinical consequences of an anastomotic leak. Whilst many 
patients are advised that these ileostomies are temporary, 
it may not often be the case. the purpose of this study was 
to look at the actual reversal rates of diverting ileostomy 
following anterior resections and the reasons for delayed 
or non-reversal.

Methods/Interventions:	a retrospective review of data 
was performed. Patients who underwent anterior resection 
with a diverting ileostomy within the study period (mar 
2011 to mar 2013) formed the study group. they were 
then followed up for at least 3 years to identify the real 
ileostomy reversal rates.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 115 patients had a 
diverting ileostomy following anterior resection within 
the study period. Seventy-six (66.1%) patients had a 
reversal before mar 2016. the median time to reversal 
was 8 months (1-26 months) with 13% reversed within 12 
weeks. two patients (2.6%) had anastomotic leaks post 
ileostomy reversal requiring surgery and 1 patient (1.3%) 
had significant per rectal bleeding requiring hospitaliza-
tion. Worsening or new onset comorbidities represented 
the most common reason for non-reversal of ileostomies 
(12 out of 39 patients, 30.8%). this was followed by 

disease progression (9 out of 39 patients, 23.1%) and 
patient choice (8 out of 39 patients, 20.5%).

Conclusions/Discussion:	one in 3 diverting ileostomies 
performed following anterior resection is not reversed. the 
interval time to its closure is often longer than typically 
expected. Patients should be made aware of the significant 
possibility of non-reversal.

OUTCOMES	OF	OMENTAL	PEDICLE	FLAPS	IN	
ELECTIVE	COLORECTAL	RESECTIONS.

Poster abstracts P706

G. Friedman, a. al-mazrou, r. Kiran, K. Suradkar, 
n. Valizadeh, B. Kuritzkes, l. Hyde, S. lee-Kong
New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	  Introduction omental pedicle 
flaps are often fashioned at the time of intra-abdominal  
colorectal procedures to exclude the pelvis from small 
bowel or to protect at-risk anastomoses. However, 
convincing data for their routine use is lacking. Objective: 
to evaluate the short-term outcomes of patients in 
whom omental pedicle flaps were created during elective 
colorectal surgery.

Methods/Interventions:	  Design: retrospective 
cohort review Setting: academic tertiary care center 
Participants: adult patients undergoing elective left-sided 
colectomy or proctectomy at a single center from January 
2011 through december 2015 were included. Patients with 
omental pedicle flaps created during the procedure were 
compared to those without flap creation for demographics, 
co-morbidities, diagnosis, surgery and operative approach. 
the primary outcomes were 30-day postoperative compli-
cations and length of stay.

Results/Outcome(s):	732 patients undergoing elective 
left sided resections were included. 349 patients (47.7%) 
had an omental pedicle flap created and 383 (52.3%) 

P703 RESULTS

LOW NLR RATIO (≤ 5) HIGH NLR RATIO (>5)
PRE-OP HAEMOGLOBIN (MEDIAN) (gm/lt) 127 120
PRE-OP WHITE BLOOD CELL (MEDIAN) 7.3 9.3
PRE-OPERATIVE NEUTROPHIL (MEDIAN) 4.6 7.2
PRE-OP LYMPHOCYTES (MEDIAN) 1.7 1
PRE-OP NEUTROPHIL / LYMPHOCYTE RATIO (MEDIAN) 2.7 6.2
CATHETER REMOVAL (MEAN) DAYS 2 2
RE-CATHETERISED (PERCENTAGE) 1.66% 7.50%
INTRAVENOUS FLUIDS STOPPED (MEAN) DAYS 1 1
INDEPENDENTLY MOBILE (MEAN) DAYS 2 2
BOWELS OPENED (MEAN) DAYS 4 3
LENGTH OF STAY (MEAN) DAYS 7 9
READMITTANCE (PERCENTAGE) 4.42% 7.5%
NUMBER OF PATIENTS 181 40
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did not. there were no significant differences between 
the patient groups in terms of demographics, although 
a greater proportion of the patients without a flap were 
obese and underwent open surgery. Creation of an omental 
pedicle flap was associated with a significantly decreased 
rate of anastomotic leak (0.6% vs 2.9%, p=0.02) and 
shorter length of hospital stay (5.2 vs 6.6 days, p=0.002). 
a subgroup analysis of patients undergoing laparoscopic 
surgery revealed that omental pedicle flap was associated 
with reduced septic complications (p=0.03) and shorter 
hospital stay (p=0.002). Stratified by Bmi, omental pedicle 
flaps were associated with a reduction in anastomotic 
leak (p=0.02) and duration of hospital stay (p=0.047) 
in underweight patients (Bmi ≤ 25 kg/m2). in patients 
with Bmi > 25 kg/m2, omental flaps were associated with 
a reduction in perineal wound complications (p=0.02), 
duration of hospital stay (p=0.02) and bowel obstructions 
(p=0.05). logistic regression analysis suggested that anas-
tomotic leak was less likely in the omental flap group or: 
5.201, Ci: (1.10-24.59).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 omental pedicle flaps are 
associated with a significantly decreased rate of anasto-
motic leak and shorter duration of hospitalization, without 
an increase in other complications. Creation of omental 
pedicle flaps should be considered to improve short-term 
outcomes after elective left sided colorectal resections.

DOES	THE	TIMING	OF	LOOP	ILEOSTOMY	
CLOSURE	AFFECT	OUTCOME:	A	CASE-
MATCHED	STUDY.

Poster abstracts P707

W. li, G. ozuner, e. Gorgun
Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	 the optimal timing for the 
closure of loop ileostomies after index operations remains 
controversial. the aim of this study is to determine 
whether ileostomy closure (< 3 months post formation) 
affects stoma-related morbidity compared to late closure 
((≥ 3 months post formation).

Methods/Interventions:	 all patients who had loop 
ileostomy and ileostomy closure between 2012 and 2015 
were identified from an irB-approved, prospectively main-
tained institutional database. the patients who under-
went ileostomy closure (<3 months) were compared 
against matched patients undergoing ileostomy closure  
(≥3 months). the outcomes for the two groups were 
compared.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 358 patients were 
analyzed. mean age was 46±17 years. there were 179 
patients in each group [ileostomy closure (<3 months) 
and ileostomy closure (≥3 months)]. Both groups were 
matched. Groups were comparable in preoperative charac-
teristics and demographics. all of the peri-operative vari-
ables were comparable. no difference was observed in esti-
mated blood loss (eBl), operative time (ot) and length of 
stay (loS) (all p>0.05). Postoperative outcomes including 
wound infection, post-operative bleeding, intra-abdominal 
abscess, ileus, small bowel obstruction(SBo), anastomotic 
leak, reoperation, surgery related readmission, postop-
erative transfusion were also similar among the groups 
(p>0.05).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 ileostomy closure (<3 
months) is practical and safe. it does not increase morbidity 
and significantly reduces the time patient has a stoma. this 
may be advantageous in regards to having a reduced possi-
bility of stoma related complications.

P706 

Variable
Omental flap

N= 349
No omental flap

N= 383 p-value
Anastomotic leak 2 (0.6%) 11 (2.9%) 0.02
Abdominal or pelvic abscess 11 (3.2%) 19 (5.1%) 0.2
Hospital stay (mean/day) 5.2 (3.4) 6.6 (7.6) 0.002
Variable Odds Ratio (OR) Confidence interval (CI) p-value
BMI (underweight/normal vs. overweight/obese) 2.371 0.744 – 7.553 0.144
Diagnosis (Benign vs. malignant disease) 0.547 0.164 – 1.824 0.326
Wound class (I-II vs. III-IV) 0.700 0.206 – 2.371 0.566
Approach (open vs. laparoscopy) 0.784 0.195 – 3.151 0.732
No omental flap vs. omental flap 5.201 1.100 – 24.594 0.038
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ROBOTIC	VERSUS	STANDARD	LAPAROSCOPIC	
ELECTIVE	COLECTOMY:	WHERE	ARE	THE	
BENEFITS?

Poster abstracts P708

a. Kulaylat, K. mirkin, F. Puleo, C. Hollenbeak, 
e. messaris
Hershey, PA

Purpose/Background:	robotic approaches for colorectal 
surgery have been popularized as experience with the new 
technology develops. although some studies suggest a 
morbidity benefit with this approach, robotic approaches 
are frequently associated with longer operative time, but it 
is unclear whether prolonged operative duration in robotic 
cases correlates with increased morbidity. this study aims 
to compare the outcomes of laparoscopic and robotic 
non-emergent colon resections, after controlling for under-
lying variations in the patient populations and associated 
operative times, using a large national database.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective cohort study 
was performed using the national Surgical Quality 
improvement (nSQiP) Participant use File and targeted 
Colectomy databases to identify all patients undergoing 
non-emergent laparoscopic (lC) or robotic (rC) colon 
resections. Patient and disease characteristics were 
matched 1:1 between lC and rC cohorts without replace-
ment using propensity score matching. to account for 
the relative prolongation in operative time associated 
with many robotic cases, operative times were stratified 
into approach-specific (lC or rC) tertiles (low, medium, 
and high) and used as covariates in the matching algo-
rithm. Primary outcomes included postoperative morbidity 
(including anastomotic leak), length of stay, and 30-day 
readmission rates.

Results/Outcome(s):	the proportion of rC increased 
significantly over time (from 658 cases in 2013 to 2,276 
cases in 2015, p<0.001) and had lower conversion rates (6% 

among rC vs. 11.5% among lC, p<0.001). rC cases were 
significantly longer than lC (226 minutes vs. 178 minutes, 
p<0.001). unadjusted complication rates were significantly 
higher in the lC cohort (17.5% vs. 15.2%, p<0.001). after 
propensity score matching, rC was not associated with a 
significant difference in postoperative morbidity (15.2% 
among rC vs. 16.0% among lC, p=0.378). after strati-
fying by tertile of operative time, cases in the lowest and 
middle tertiles had similar morbidity rates, and only rC 
cases in the highest tertile were associated with favorable 
outcomes (Figure). the robotic approach was associated 
with a one-half day shorter length of stay (4.6 days vs. 5.2 
days, p<0.001), however, it also had a higher 30-day read-
mission rate (8.9% vs. 7.5%, p=0.030).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 after controlling for 
approach-specific operative duration and patient covari-
ates, robotic approaches for colon resection are associated 
with similar rates of postoperative morbidity. While read-
mission rates were higher, rC was also associated with 
decreased conversion rates and shorter length of hospital 
stay. Furthermore, increased operative time noted in rC 
was not associated with the same extent of increased 
morbidity as in lC. Further studies examining cost are 
needed to evaluate whether these benefits offset the 
increased costs associated with robotic approaches.

rates of postoperative morbidity between robotic and laparoscopic cases 
within each tertile of operative time. (*) denotes p<0.05.

COMPARISON	OF	THREE	PROTECTOMY	RISK	
CALCULATORS.

Poster abstracts P709

m. Chauviere
Houston, TX

Purpose/Background:	Several different risk calculators 
have been created to predict postoperative morbidity and 
mortality for colorectal surgery patients. these calcula-
tors, based off large patient databases (e.g. aCS-nSQiP), 
have rarely been compared to one another to assess their 
superiority. Such calculators may give patients better 
understanding, anticipation, and acceptance of surgical 
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complications, particularly for morbid operations such as 
proctectomy.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective cohort was 
used to evaluate the three risk calculators. CPt codes were 
used to search for all patients who underwent proctecto-
my-associated procedures (n= 448) in the ut Physicians 
Group from Jan 2010-oct 2016. Patients were assessed 
for 30 day complications based on follow up visits. these 
results were compared with anticipated morbidity and 
mortality retrospectively based off the risk calculators.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the university of iowa rectal 
Surgery risk Calculator was found to be superior to 
the aCS-nSQiP risk Calculator and P-PoSSum in 
predicting morbidity and mortality.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the university of iowa 
rectal Surgery risk Calculator should be the preferred 
model to estimate surgical risks in protectomy patients. 
Further studies should evaluate this finding in a prospec-
tive fashion. risk calculators should incorporate pertinent 
criteria from the iowa calculator to estimate risk in proc-
tectomy patients.

EMERGENT	COLON	RESECTIONS:	DOES	
SURGEON	SPECIALIZATION	INFLUENCE	
OUTCOMES?

Poster abstracts P710

a. Kulaylat, e. Pappou, m. Philp, B. Kuritzkes, 
C. Hollenbeak, C. Choi, e. messaris
Hershey, PA; New York, NY; Philadelphia, PA

Purpose/Background:	 relationships between high-
volume surgeons and improved postoperative outcomes 
have been well documented. Colorectal procedures are 
often performed by general surgeons, particularly in emer-
gent settings, and may form a large component of their 
practice. the influence of subspecialized training on 
outcomes after emergent colon surgery, however, is not 
well described. the aim of this study was to compare  
postoperative outcomes of cases performed by either 
specialized colorectal surgeons or general surgeons after 
emergent colectomy.

Methods/Interventions:	 data were obtained from 
the institutional national Surgical Quality improvement 
Project (nSQiP) databases from three academic centers, 

from time of enrollment in nSQiP to 2016. all colectomy 
procedures designated as emergent were included for 
analysis. Cases were stratified by involvement of either 
a colorectal surgeon (CrS) or a general or acute care 
surgeon (GS). Primary outcomes of interest, including 
postoperative morbidity, unplanned reoperation, 30-day 
mortality, and postoperative length of stay, were modeled 
using either multivariable logistic or linear regression 
to control for patient demographics, comorbidities, and 
illness severity. Furthermore, propensity score matching 
was utilized to isolate the effect of surgeon specialty on the 
primary outcomes in comparable cohorts of patients.

Results/Outcome(s):	a total of 889 cases were identi-
fied: 592 (66.6%) were performed by CrS and 297 (33.4%) 
by GS. unadjusted outcomes between cohorts are shown 
in table 1. after controlling for underlying comorbidities, 
disease type and severity, and stoma formation, cases 
performed by GS were associated with significantly higher 
rates of postoperative morbidity (or 2.08, 95% Ci 1.49 
to 2.92), unplanned major reoperation (or 2.17, 95% Ci 
1.36 to 3.47), and 30-day mortality (or 4.81, 95% Ci 2.38 
to 9.74). additionally, postoperative length of stay was 
approximately 4.1 days longer among patients undergoing 
surgery by GS (95% Ci 2.4 to 5.9). after propensity score 
matching, 242 patients formed each cohort. Between 
matched cohorts, surgery performed by CrS was associated 
with significantly lower postoperative morbidity, length of 
stay, and 30-day mortality (table 1).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 after controlling for under-
lying disease states and illness severity, emergent colon 
resections performed by colorectal surgeons were asso-
ciated with significantly lower rates of postoperative 
morbidity, and 30-day mortality when compared to general 
surgeons. the colorectal surgery service should be consid-
ered the service of choice to care for patients requiring 
emergent colectomy. Further studies investigating poten-
tial reasons behind these discrepancies, including both 
institutional and individual-level variations, are warranted.

P710 Outcomes between non-matched cohorts and propensity-matched cohorts.

Full Sample Propensity Score Matched
GS CRS GS CRS

Outcome (n=297) (n=592) p-value (n=242) (n=242) p-value
Morbidity 60.9% 39.9% <0.001 57.8% 47.9% 0.026
Postoperative LOS (days) 15.1 9.1 <0.001 13.7 10.5 0.010
Unplanned reoperation 20.5% 8.5% <0.001 16.1% 9.5% 0.070
30-day mortality 19.3% 5.1% <0.001 19.4% 7.7% <0.001

GS=general or acute care surgeons, CRS=colorectal surgeons, LOS=length of stay
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ARE	WE	NEGLECTING	THE	SPOUSES	
OF	COLORECTAL	CANCER	PATIENTS:	
EMOTIONALLY	AND	ONCOLOGICALLY?

Poster abstracts P711

t. lim, d. Chan, F. Koh, m. Chow, K. tan
Singapore, Singapore

Purpose/Background:	 lifestyle factors, especially 
dietary, have been linked to the development of colorectal 
cancer. However, spouses who often share similar lifestyle 
habits with these patients may not be aware of this risk. 
this study aims to explore the various issues from the 
spouses’ perspectives on screening for colorectal cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 a qualitative study was 
carried out at a single tertiary healthcare institution. 
Semi-structured interviews were conducted on spouses of 
colorectal cancer patients using open-ended questions via 
a phenomenological approach until data saturation was 
encountered. Qualitative data collected from the inter-
views were thematically analysed. the colorectal cancer 
screening guidelines used were recommended by the 
ministry of Health, Singapore.

Results/Outcome(s):	Forty spouses were recruited for 
the study between march 2016 and october 2016, with 
a median age of 61 (range: 41 – 79) years. data satu-
ration was encountered at the 35th participant and five 
main themes emerged. (1)	Poor	 understanding	 of	 local	
colorectal	 cancer	 screening	 guidelines. majority of the 
participants were oblivious towards the need for an annual 
faecal immunochemical test (Fit). Barriers to the uptake 
of the Fit include (i) fear, (ii) cost, (iii) inconvenience and 
(iv) perceived invulnerability. (2)	Increased	interest	and	
awareness	regarding	colorectal	cancer	and	its	screening	
guidelines	 after	 spousal	 diagnosis	 of	 colorectal	 cancer. 
Participants were more attentive to the relevant infor-
mation about the disease entity. (3)	 Proactive	 modes	
of	 communication	 are	perceived	 to	be	 required	 in	 the	
dissemination	 of	 health	 awareness	 information	 on	 the	
main	 stream	 media. Health promotional efforts by the 
Health ministry was deemed sufficient. However, if people 
are unaware and unengaged by the topic, they may not pay 
attention to the details. there is a need for active engage-
ment between the public and the government. (4)	Need	
for	spousal	support. mutual spousal support was sufficient 
during the difficult times after knowledge of the cancer 
diagnosis. only a minority group required psychological 
assistance. (5)	 Negligible	 change	 to	 spouse’s	 lifestyle. 
General lifestyle habits (i.e. diet and exercise) did not 
differ pre and post diagnosis. there was no active interest 
by participants to gather information about screening. 
information retrieval was passive and obtained from 
healthcare workers.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 attention directed heavily 
on colorectal patients may result in a lost opportunity 
to intervene and increase colorectal cancer screening 
uptake amongst spouses. Spouses also experience immense 

emotional struggles and should be supported as well during 
the journey of the patient.

DOES	TRAINING	LEVEL	AFFECT	LEARNING	IN	
A	VIRTUAL	ENVIRONMENT?

Poster abstracts P712

S. Fassler, m. Fassler, m. miles
Abington, PA

Purpose/Background:	 objective: this study was 
conducted to help validate virtual training exercises and 
performance improvement across resident training levels. 
it is thought that the more years of residential training 
would extrapolate to higher scores and better ability to 
learn new skills using minimally invasive surgical robots.

Methods/Interventions:	Post-graduate surgical trainees, 
grouped as juniors (PGy 1-3) and seniors (PGy 4-5) were 
asked to complete virtual reality training exercised on 
the daVinci robot simulator. these exercises consisted of 
needle control, needle driving and energy switching. in the 
first exercise, the residents were required to pass a needle 
through various sized circular loops. in the needle driving, 
the task was to pass a needle through a virtual sponge. in 
the third exercise, energy switching, two different instru-
ments with two types of energy were used to complete the 
task. each task had different skill sets and required use of 
both hands as well as the foot pedal controls of the robot. 
an overall efficiency of motion score was calculated by the 
simulator and recorded. residents attempted the exercise 
without practice or ever seeing the exercise and received a 
pre-test score. each exercise was then completed five times 
before taking a post test, receiving another efficiency of 
motion score. the pre and post test scores were then aver-
aged within groups (juniors and seniors) and compared.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the scores of all juniors and 
seniors were averaged and pre- tests were compared to 
post tests. in the first activity, needle control, the junior 
resident efficiency of motion score increased a total of 
30% (53-83%) while the senior residents improved slightly 
less at 29% (48-77%) in the second test, seniors improved 
a total of 22% (53-77%) while the juniors only improved 
5% (66-71%) in the energy switching test, the junior resi-
dents increased 28% (66-94%) while the senior residents 
improved 10% (78-88%)

Conclusions/Discussion:	 it appears that all trainees 
start at similar levels on the pre-test and improve at similar 
rates. training level does not affect the ability to learn 
new virtual reality skills; the learning curve for junior 
and senior residents is the same. earlier formal virtual 
and robotic training during residency training should be 
considered.
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GOOD	OUTCOMES	CAN	BE	ACHIEVED	WITH	
A	SELECTIVE	APPROACH	TO	NEOADJUVANT	
CHEMORADIOTHERAPY	FOR	RECTAL	
CANCER.

Poster abstracts P713

J. moloney, B. Stewart
Ballarat, VIC, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 Current guidelines advocate 
for the use of neoadjuvant chemotherapy and radio-
therapy in the treatment of rectal cancer, particularly for 
american Joint Committee on Cancer (aJCC) stage ii 
and iii disease. However, this may overtreat some patients. 
emerging evidence supports a more selective approach, 
particularly in the setting of modern surgical techniques 
such as total mesorectal excision (tme). the current 
study is an observational study analyzing treatment and 
outcomes in patients with rectal cancer who were treated 
with neoadjuvant therapy selectively.

Methods/Interventions:	Patients undergoing resection 
for rectal cancer at our two institutions between January 
2000 and december 2011 were included from a retrospec-
tively maintained database. during this period, the decision  
to use neoadjuvant treatment was based on clinical, endo-
scopic and mri findings; these were used to determine 
the likelihood of tumour resection with clear circum-
ferential resection margins and sphincter-preservation.  
resection was performed by tme, by either an open or 
laparoscopic-assisted approach.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 267 patients under-
going resection for rectal adenocarcinoma were included, 
including 164 with aJCC stage ii and iii disease. 
Sphincter-preservation was possible in 86.7% of patients. 
neoadjuvant treatment was used in 13.3% of patients, 
including 14.6% of patients with stage ii and iii disease. 
median duration of follow up was 62 months. Positive 
circumferential resection margin (pCrm) rate was 6.8% 
for all stages of disease, which reduced to 4.2% of tumours 
resected with curative intent. pCrm rate reduced further 
to 2.5% when t4 tumours were excluded. local recurrence 
rate for all stages of disease, and for stages i-iii was 7.6% 
and 6.9%, respectively. disease free survival for stage i, 
ii and iii disease was 86%, 70% and 65% respectively. 
a subgroup analysis of patients with resectable disease 
(aJCC stage i-iii) was performed to assess the impact 

of judicious use of neoadjuvant treatment on outcomes. 
results are shown in the table below. Positive circum-
ferential resection margin and disease-free survivial rates 
are comparable to data from the Cleveland Clinic during 
an almost identical time period for stage i (86% vs 80%),  
stage ii (70% vs 70%) and stage iii (62% vs 58%).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 there is a paucity of data 
reporting long term outcomes of the treatment of resect-
able rectal cancer using neoadjuvant treatment selectively. 
despite our low rate of neoadjuvant treatment use in 
comparison to the published literature, the results of this 
study suggest that good local control and survival can 
be acheived when neoadjuvant treatment is employed 
using a judicious protocol. Further, careful selective use 
of neoadjuvant treatment may obviate the risk of excess 
radiotherapy-related morbidity and mortality. the positive 
circumferential resection margin in this study is compa-
rable to the published literature.

IS	STRAIGHT-TO-TEST	COLONOSCOPY	A	
FEASIBLE	STRATEGY	IN	ASSESSING	2	WEEK	
WAIT	PATIENTS?:	A	PROSPECTIVE	QUALITY	
IMPROVEMENT	FEASIBILITY	PILOT	STUDY.

Poster abstracts P714

n. thin, H. Kim, a. ridgeon, P. Vulliamy, S. Banerjee
London, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 a previous retrospective audit 
between 2009 and 2014 of suspected colorectal cancer 
referrals to Barking Havering and redbridge (BHr) nHS 
trust determined that the total number of urgent referrals 
had been significantly increasing yearly. it was hypothe-
sised that a “Straight-to-test (Stt)” strategy, integrating 
the first outpatient appointment and colonoscopy, could 
improve efficiency. uncertainty remained over the feasibly 
of undertaking this within the 2 week target.

Methods/Interventions:	a prospective quality improve-
ment audit involving 452 urgent lower Gi referrals from 
november 2015 to July 2016 at BHr nHS trust was 
designed to investigate the feasibility of Stt strategy. all 
2 week wait target referrals to the lower Gi unit were 
screened and stratified for eligibility for Stt. eligible 
patients were telephone triaged and offered a Stt appoint-
ment. those not eligible had standard urgent outpatient 

P713 Comparison of outcomes for patients with resectable rectal cancer (AJCC stage I-III)

Local recurrence rate Overall survival
Moloney et al (present study) 6.9% (all stage I-III)

5.5% (surgery only)
72%

Dutch TME group 5.6% (neoadjuvant)
10.9% (surgery-only)

64.2% (neoadjuvant group)
63.5% (surgery only group)

German rectal cancer trial 6% 76% (preop treatment)
74% (post op treatment)
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appointments. data for these patients were also collected 
prospectively for comparison.

Results/Outcome(s):	 of the 452 patients undergoing 
telephone triage, 187(41%) patients failed to meet eligi-
bility criteria. of 265 eligible patients, 255 (96%) proceded 
to Stt. 253/255 (99%) completed colonoscopy. 254/255 
(96%) met the 2 week wait target with a median and 
range of 10 (6-21) days. in 210/253 (83%) Stt patients, 
the decisions to discharge from the treatment pathway was 
made at the time of colonoscopy, median 10 (6-21) days. in 
comparison, data for a group of 252 patients who could not 
have Stt and were offered urgent clinic appointments was 
also gathered. 5/252 (2%) breached the 2 week target, with 
an overall median time from referral to first consultation 8 
(3-22). a median period of 31 (4-68) days was needed to 
discharge these patients from the treatment pathway.

Conclusions/Discussion:	organising Stt with appro-
priate patient selection is feasible within a 2 week period 
and improves definitive decision making for suspected 
cancer patients.

A	NOVEL	PREDICTIVE	MODEL	OF	
THROMBOEMBOLISM	FOR	COLORECTAL	
CANCER	IN	EARLY	TREATMENT	PERIOD	–	
INTERIM	RESULTS	FROM	A	PROSPECTIVE	
COHORT	STUDY.

Poster abstracts P715

P. Smart, l. ye, J. Kong, r. Hiscock, K. Burbury, 
B. riedel, a. Heriot
Melbourne, VIC, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 to develop a risk-prediction 
model and decision-making algorithm for appropriate 
thromboembolism (te) prevention during definitive 
therapy for colorectal cancer (CrC).

Methods/Interventions:	 Single centre, prospective 
observational study, profiling patients with CrC using clin-
ical-, tumour- and treatment-related risk factors, in conjunc-
tion with biomarkers during treatment. Biomarkers include 
Haemoglobin, leukocyte, Platelets, d-dimer, Fibrinogen, 
FViiic, thrombomodulin, thrombin-antithrombin  
complex, von Willebrand factor, prothrombin fragments 

1+2, fibrin monomers, thromboelastography measure-
ments (teG-ma, -r, -K). anti-cancer management is per 
clinician discretion and/or concurrent interventional study 
protocol. Biomarkers were assessed at baseline and 1 week 
after commencing treatment

Results/Outcome(s):	the cohort for analysis included 
76 patients, 32 (42%) females, median age 66 years 
(range 49-83). 10 patients (13%) developed te while 
on study. Patients who developed te demonstrated a 
biomarker profile indicative of a hyper-coagulable state. 
Khorana score did not adequately stratify or predict te 
in this cohort (PPV 13.2%, nPV 0%), with majority 
of the patients classified as low or intermediate risk  
(score 1 (52%), 2 (40%)). area under roC curve was 
0.556 (p=0.6) shows the inadequacy of the Khorana 
scoring system for te prediction. By contrast, patient’s 
age ≥50 + Bmi ≥30 + 1 week post-treatment leuko-
cyte count ≥7.8x109/l as a single measurement showed 
improved power for ruling out a te event with nPV of 
97% whilst predicting te with PPV of 40%. Furthermore, 
area under roC curve was 0.84 (p<0.001), predicting te 
with more accuracy in post-treatment CrC patients.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 te remains a frequent 
complication among cancer patients, with substantial 
adverse health and economic consequences. this study 
demonstrated a high te risk among patients with CrC 
receiving anti-cancer therapy. risk stratification and 
predictive modeling tools, are important enablers to facil-
itate better targeted management strategies, to improve 
patient outcomes. appropriate thromboprophylaxis can 
reduce te rates up to 80% in at-risk patients. Simple 
clinical information and routine biomarkers can stratify 
te risk in the early treatment period. ongoing analyses 
with a larger cohort and longer follow-up will culminate in 
a simple interface (smartphone app) which combines key 
clinical and laboratory parameters, for real-time person-
alised assessment in the clinic. the app would provide a 
simplified risk assessment tool and decision-making algo-
rithm, with guidance and recommendations for the most 
appropriate te preventative strategy, in terms of regimen 
and duration.

CHANGING	TRENDS	IN	THE	ADOPTION	OF	
LAPAROSCOPIC	COLORECTAL	SURGERY:	A	
NATIONAL	INPATIENT	SAMPLE	STUDY.

Poster abstracts P716

m. mohammed ilyas, B. Zangbar, a. Stefanou, 
S. nalamati, C. reickert
Dearborn, MI; Tucson, AZ

Purpose/Background:	 laparoscopic colorectal surgery 
has been evolving over the last three decades with 
increasing adoption of its use by surgeons in the recent 
years. trends in its use for various colorectal resections 
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are unknown. the aim of our study was to assess trends of 
laparoscopic colectomies and it’s variation.

Methods/Interventions:	 national inpatient Sample 
(niS) database was used to identify patients who under-
went colectomy between 2008 and 2011. laparoscopic 
versus open colectomies both in the emergency and elec-
tive setup were identified and evaluated. outcomes of 
interest included trend of laparoscopic versus open colec-
tomies over the years and identify variation in types and 
cost of the laparoscopic versus open colectomies.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 228,654 colectomies 
were identified over the 4-year period. the rate of lapa-
roscopic colectomies increased significantly from 7.1% 
(4,108/57,897) in 2008 to 32.9% (n=19,926/60,478) in 
2011. the emergency laparoscopic colectomies increased 
from 3.2% in 2008 to 15.3% in 2011. the mean hospital 
length of stay decreased significantly from 10.6 ± 12.1 in 
2008 to 10.04 ± 11.8 in 2012 (p <0.0001) while average 
charges was increased from 80073$ ± 108374$ in 2008 to 
95859$ ± 147,204$ in 2011 (p <0.001).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the rate of elective and 
emergency laparoscopic colectomies have increased signifi-
cantly over the last few years in comparison to open proce-
dures. this changing trend is associated with a decrease in 
hospital length of stay after colectomy.

THE	PERITONEAL	SURFACE	DISEASE	SEVERITY	
SCORE	IS	A	PREDICTOR	OF	RESECTABILITY	
BUT	NOT	A	GOOD	PROGNOSTIC	FACTOR	IN	
TREATMENT	OF	COLORECTAL	PERITONEAL	
CARNINOMATOSIS.

Poster abstracts P717

S. ye
WUHAN, China

Purpose/Background:	 the peritoneal surface disease 
severity score (PSdSS)is a prognostic tool for colorectal 
peritoneal carninomatosis, and can be quite useful in the 
decision for these patients into, and their stratification 
within clinical trial. PSdSS include PCi, primay site 
histology and clinical symtoms. PCi can predict complete-
ness of cytoreduction score, how about PSdSS?

Methods/Interventions:	 Fourty-five patients received 
cytoreductive surgery (CrS)and hyperthermic intraper-
itoneal chemotherapy (HiPeC) or early postoperative 
intraperitoneal chemotherapy (ePiC), then received post-
operative chemotherapy with or without target therapy. 
associations between the completeness of cytoredution 
and the PSdSS stages or other variables were assessed 
using chi-square analysis, Fisher’s test and logistic regres-
sion. Survival were analyzed using the Kaplan–meier 
method, the log-rank test and Cox hazard model.

Results/Outcome(s):	 optimal cytoreduction such as 
CC0 or CC1 was achieved in 38 patients, and were classi-
fied as PSdSS stage1 for 8 patients, PSdSS stage 2 for 16 

patients, PSdSS stage 3 for 16 patients and PSdSS stage 
4 for 7 patients. other seven patients received palliative 
surgery and were classified as PSdSS stage 2 (1patients) 
or PSdSS stage 4 (6 patients). twelve of 38 patients 
who had received optimal cytoreduction recurred, and 4 
of 7 patients received palliated surgery progressed with 
ttP in 5 months. PCi but not PSdSS stage was a good 
prognostic factor, because PSdSS include primary site 
pathology score. there were 10 patients with mucinous 
adenocarcinoma, which has different prognostic outcome, 
with good prognosis when primary site is from right side 
colon (9 in these patients).

Conclusions/Discussion:	the peritoneal surface disease 
severity score can be a predictor of the completeness of 
cytoreduction scores, but not a good prognostic tool in 
treatment of colorectal peritoneal carninomatosis and 
need be improved.

FAILURE	TO	RESCUE	ANASTOMOTIC	LEAK	
AFTER	COLECTOMY:	ARE	THERE	MODIFIABLE	
RISK	FACTORS	FOR	MORTALITY?

Poster abstracts P718

S. Holubar, m. Soop
Hanover, NH; Manchester, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 Historically, mortality rates for 
anastomotic leak after colectomy is up to 30%. advances 
in perioperative care have likely reduced mortality after 
leak, but this is largely un-defined. We aimed to define 
factors associated with mortality after a leak has occurred 
using a large national database.

Methods/Interventions:	We used the national Surgical 
Quality improvement Program (nSQiP) Participant user 
File Colectomy module, from 2012 – 2014. Patients who 
had fecal diversion were excluded. We sought factors asso-
ciated with 30-day mortality in the subgroup of patients 
with a registered anastomotic leak by using univariate and 
multivariate analysis of Colectomy module specific vari-
ables (plus age and gender).

Results/Outcome(s):	 of a total of 47,837 primary 
un-diverted colectomy cases, anastomotic leak occurred 
in 1,745 (3.6%). leaks significantly increased overall 
mortality (no leak 1.6% vs. 6.6% leak, p<0.001, odds ratio 
4.4 [3.4 – 5.2]). of the leaks, 1,026 (59%) resulted in 
reoperation, 388 (22%) required percutaneous drain, and 
mode of leak treatment was significantly associated with 
mortality rate (reoperation 8%, no intervention 5.8%, 
other means 4.6%, percutaneous drain 2.3% P=0.006). 
major differences in Colectomy module variables between 
Survived vs. expired are shown in Table 1. multivariate 
analysis confirmed that older age, emergent case, open 
approach, no mechanical bowel prep, and diagnosis of 
neoplasia/other were all independently associated with a 
higher risk of mortality after leak. limitations of this study 
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include lack of generalizability to non-participating hospi-
tals; limited to 30 days outcomes.

Conclusions/Discussion:	using the nSQiP Colectomy 
module, we found that the overall colectomy anastomotic 
leak rate was only 3.6%, with a post-leak mortality rate 
of 6.6%. our data suggests rescuing patients from anasto-
motic leak after colectomy may focus strategies on emer-
gent colectomy patients. unless completely obstructed, 
this population may benefit from both a mechanical bowel 
prep and laparoscopic approach which is under-utilized in 
the united States.

COMPLIANCE	WITH	ENHANCED	
RECOVERY	AFTER	SURGERY	(ERAS)	
PATHWAYS	IMPROVES	OUTCOME	IN	
PATIENTS	UNDERGOING	BOTH	OPEN	AND	
LAPAROSCOPIC	COLORECTAL	PROCEDURES.

Poster abstracts P719

o. rotstein, a. okrainec, m. aarts, e. Pearsall, J. Victor, 
S. mcCluskey, r. mcleod
Toronto, ON, Canada

Purpose/Background:	 implementation of eraS path-
ways improves outcome in patients undergoing open 
colorectal surgery (oS), but there remains uncertainty 
whether patients having laparoscopic surgery (lS) benefit 
from care in an eraS program. the objective of this study 
was to determine the impact of eraS on outcome in lS 
and oS patients, focusing on whether compliance with 
postoperative eraS recommendations influenced postsur-
gical recovery.

Methods/Interventions:	all patients having colorectal 
surgery at 15 academic hospitals were enrolled in a govern-
ment-supported eraS implementation program. outcome 
data and compliance to eraS guidelines were collected 
prospectively. Patients were considered compliant if they 
adhered to >75% of the predefined guidelines for postop-
erative eraS.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Between September 2012 and 
april 2015, 2,876 patients (48% female; mean 60 years 
old) were enrolled. of 1520 lS patients (53% of total 
population), 78% had a neoplasm and 11% had iBd 
compared with 58% and 25% respectively in oS patients. 
41% of patients in the lS group had a right colon resection 
compared to 18% in the oS group. For the overall patient 
population, length of stay (loS), % patients with loS <5d, 
and readmissions were better in the lS group compared 
to oS (See “all patients” in table 1). Compliance 
with post-operative eraS guideline recommendations 
following oS was associated with decreased loS (rr 0.66, 
95% Ci 0.61-0.72, p<0.001), and more patients with loS 
< 5d (rr 1.68, 95% Ci 1.45- 1.95, p<0.001). eraS also 
exerted significant improvements in lS patients, reducing 
loS (rr 0.79, Ci 0.72 to 0.86, p<0.001) and increasing 
the percentage of patients discharged within 5 days  
(rr 1.95, Ci 1.51 to 2.51, p<001). importantly, eraS in 
both settings had no effect on readmission rates.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Patients having colorectal 
surgery have reduced hospital stays when treated with 
lS, compared to oS. the addition of an eraS pathway 
further benefits patients, whether undergoing open or 
laparoscopic surgery. Broad application of eraS following 
colorectal surgery appears to improve surgical outcomes.

30-DAY	READMISSION	FOLLOWING	
COLORECTAL	SURGERY	IN	A	RURAL	STATE:	
DOES	DISTANCE	MATTER?

Poster abstracts P720

S. Cali, a. Greenbaum, m. Solomon, r. mcKee
Albuquerque, NM

Purpose/Background:	 Hospital readmission after 
colorectal surgery (CrS) occurs in approximately 10-15% 
of patients, often resulting in costly additional inter-
ventions and denial of reimbursement. additionally, 

P719 Effect of ERAS compliance in LS versus OS colorectal surgery

Lap Surgery (n=1520) OS/converted Surgery (n=1356)
LOS (days)* LOS<5d (%) Readmit (%) LOS (days)* LOS <5d (%) Readmit (%)

All patients 4 (3-6)† 72.0† 6.5† 7 (5-9) 34.2 10.0
ERAS compliant ** 4 (3-5) 78.4 6.0 6 (4-7) 49.4 9.5
ERAS noncompliant** 5 (3-7) 65.4 7.1 7 (5-10) 28.1 10.3

*Data are expressed as median and interquartile range; †: p<0.05 vs OS/converted for each parameter measured;  
**RR values and 95% CI with statistics comparing ERAS compliant vs noncompliant are in text. 
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occurrence and indication for readmission are important 
quality indicators for both institutions and individual 
surgeons. Socioeconomic factors predicting risk of read-
mission remain unclear. in this study, we aimed to iden-
tify patient factors, including distance from hospital and 
presence of psychiatric disorders and their association with 
readmission following CrS.

Methods/Interventions:	We performed a retrospective 
chart review of patients 18 years and older undergoing 
CrS at our tertiary care center from 2008-2014. Patient 
demographics, including place of residence and number of 
miles from our center, 30-day readmissions and indication 
for readmission were examined. Chi-square and Wilcoxon 
tests assessed nominal and continuous variables, respec-
tively. We employed univariate and multivariable logistic 
regression to assess the association between readmission 
and covariates, reporting odds ratios (or) and 95% confi-
dence intervals (Ci). P-values < 0.05 were considered 
significant.

Results/Outcome(s):	740 patients met inclusion criteria. 
males comprised 55% of our cohort, and the mean age was 
53.9 years. the majority of patients were discharged home 
after surgery (81%). diagnosis of neoplasm prompted 
surgery in 47% of patients, while 14% were secondary 
to an infectious process. 114 readmissions were recorded 
(15.4%). no significant differences in readmission rates 
were found based on sex, age, indication for surgery, 
post-discharge disposition, emergent nature of surgery, or 
presence of an axis 1 or 2 disorder. increasing distance 
from our center was strongly associated with a lower 
likelihood of readmission (p=0.004). each additional 
increment of 50 miles was associated with an or decrease 
of 0.3 (or = 0.69, 0.54-0.89). increasing operative time 
was associated with an increased likelihood of readmis-
sion, with each additional 30 minutes associated with an 
or increase of 0.1 (p<0.0001). Creation of a new ostomy 
was significantly associated with readmission (or 1.72,  
1.09-2.72, p=0.02). multivariable logistic regression 
revealed that operating time greater than 120 minutes  
(or = 2.42, 1.28-4.59, p=0.007) and creation of an 
ostomy (or 1.80, 1.13-2.86, p=0.014) were associated 
with an increased rate of readmission.

Conclusions/Discussion:	We found a lower likelihood 
of readmission with increasing distance from our center. 
readmission rates in these patients are likely to be underes-
timated if admitted at a non-index hospital. alternatively, 
surgeons may be more likely to delay discharge in patients 
living in remote areas. these findings suggest that more 
vigilant follow-up in clinic, by phone or telemedicine 
appointments, should be considered in high risk patients 
with new ostomy creation and longer operative times.

THE	MANAGEMENT	OF	RECTOVAGINAL	
ENDOMETRIOSIS IN AN ACCREDITED 
SPECIALIST	CENTRE.

Poster abstracts P721

F. Quiney, n. Warnaar, d. Boone, B. Whitlow, 
t. arulampalam
Bury St Edmunds, United Kingdom; Colchester, United 
Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	the laparoscopic surgical treat-
ment of recto-vaginal endometriosis is challenging and 
needs to be planned and managed by a multidisciplinary 
team that includes colorectal, urological as well as gynae-
cological surgeons. the British Society for Gynaecological 
endoscopy (BSGe) mandated in 2013 that outcome data 
was collected so that patients could be better informed on 
the prospects of surgery. We present the data collected at 
a BSGe accredited centre.

Methods/Interventions:	 a prospective database was 
compiled of all patients undergoing laparoscopic surgery 
for excision of recto-vaginal endometriosis. demographics, 
operative times, surgical team present (gynaecology, 
colorectal or urology), and complication rates were 
recorded. Before surgery a pre-operative dyschaezia score 
and visual analogue score (VaS) for overall pain were 
recorded (a score out of 100), which was then repeated 
6 months after the operation. these parameters were then 
analysed to assess the service provided at our institution 
for laparoscopic treatment of rectal-vaginal endometriosis.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Between January 2014 and 
September 2016 a total of 63 patients underwent laparo-
scopic surgery for excision of recto-vaginal endometriosis. 
a total of 18 cases had another surgical team present 
other than gynaecology (15 cases colorectal and 3 cases 
urology) and the mean operating time was 178 minutes 
(range 73-309). there were no deaths, no anastomotic 
bowel leaks and no other major complications. the mean 
pre-operative VaS was 47% (range 0-95%) and mean 
dyschaezia score was 60% (range 0-100%). 6 months post 
operatively the mean VaS was 67% (range 0-100%) and 
mean dyschaezia score was 36% (range 0-100%).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 laparoscopic surgery for 
recto-vaginal endometriosis is complex. a multidisci-
plinary approach helps pre operative planning of proce-
dure, resources and patient counselling. the information 
collected helps provide better information of clinical 
outcomes and complication rates that is useful when plan-
ning future services and when guiding patients to the likely 
outcome of surgery. as healthcare resources are further 
squeezed, we believe this approach has many benefits not 
only to the patient but to the healthcare provider and 
commissioners.
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INTER-RELATIONSHIP	OF	SELECTED	PATIENT	
REPORTED	OUTCOME	INSTRUMENTATION	
SYSTEM	(PROMIS)	DOMAINS	FOR	INITIAL	
ASSESSMENT	OF	PATIENTS	WITH	
COLORECTAL	DISEASE.

Poster abstracts P722

J. Speranza, l. temple, C. Cellini, F. Fleming, 
r. Salloum, J. Baumhauer, J. Houck
Newberg, OR; Rochester, NY

Purpose/Background:	 Patient reported outcomes 
(Pros) have an important role in understanding the impact 
of therapy on patients and increasingly being integrated in 
quality improvement programs and payment models. to 
date, disease specific measures have prevented general-
izability while generic measures have not been sensitive 
to issues associated with colorectal patients. PromiS, a 
generic measure set developed with modern psychometric 
methods, maybe an effective method of capturing mean-
ingful Pros in colorectal patients. We explore the utility 
of PromiS scales in measuring outcomes in colorectal 
clinics within a large multi-site academic medical center 
with a robust electronic platform.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients in the ambulatory 
setting at the university of rochester are asked to 
complete PromiS items at each encounter through an 
electronic platform that is integrated with the electronic 
health record (emr). Since February, 2015, patients 
presenting to the colorectal clinic complete the Physical 
Function (PF), mood (m), anxiety (aX) and pain inter-
ference (Pi) PromiS scales. to assess the utility of these 
scales for colorectal patients, we evaluated the correlations 
with the scales as well as the ability of the PF, m, aX 
PromiS scales to predict pain.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 4207 patient visits 
with 1372 new visits occurred since the inception of the 
PromiS platform. a total of 450 patients completed 
the subscales at their first visit (32.8%, 450/1372). the 
median age of responders was 52.1 (+/-17.7), with 55.3% 
being female and diseases included colon cancer, rectal 
cancer, diverticular disease, inflammatory bowel disease, 
rectal prolapse, pelvic floor disorders, and the correlation 
between PromiS scales was documented to understand 
how each scale is inter-related to the other. then multiple 
linear regression was used to assess how PromiS PF, 
mood, and aX influence Pi. age was also entered as a 
covariate in the multivariate analysis. there were signif-
icant univariate correlations among PromiS scales. the 
highest correlation was between mood and aX (r=0.83, 
p <0.01) and lowest significant correlation was between 
PF and aX (r = -.42, p<0.01). the multiple linear regres-
sion indicated that the combination of mood (p <0.01), 
PF(p<0.01), and age(p<0.01) significantly predicted the 
Pi score (r = 0.72, p<0.01).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 all 4 PromiS domains 
appear to be important in capturing patient reported 

outcomes in the colorectal patient. moreover, PF, mood, 
and age independently contribute to pain interference in 
patients with colorectal disease. this data demonstrates 
that the selected PromiS domains show important 
inter-relationships across patients with colorectal disease.

WHAT	CAN	THE	SURGEON	DO	TO	REDUCE	
THE	RISK	FOR	PROLONGED	POSTOPERATIVE	
OPIOID	USE?

Poster abstracts P723

C. Stafford, P. roberts, P. marcello, r. ricciardi
Burlington, MA

Purpose/Background:	 opioid related deaths have 
increased substantially over the past 10 years placing 
clinician’s prescription practices under intense scrutiny. 
Colorectal surgeons perform procedures associated with 
significant postoperative pain and thus opioid prescrip-
tion practices are an important practice consider-
ation. Given the substantial risk of opioid dependency 
after colorectal surgery, we sought to analyze risk of  
post-operative prolonged opioid use after colorectal 
resections.

Methods/Interventions:	 We analyzed all consecutive 
patients who underwent an abdominopelvic procedure 
with resection from January 1, 2008 through december 
31, 2014 at a tertiary care facility. First, we determined the 
patient’s post-operative opioid prescriptions on discharge 
and their total opioid medication use. then we abstracted 
covariates such as patient demographics, american Society 
of anesthesiologists (aSa) score, history of benzodiaze-
pine use, history of chronic pain, emergency surgery, use 
of laparoscopy, stoma creation, readmission, and post-op 
complications. last we developed multivariate models to 
identify risk factors for prolonged opioid use (>30 days after 
incident surgical procedure).

Results/Outcome(s):	 We identified 4,089 procedures 
out of 9,423 recorded surgical events. of that total, 
2173 had an abdominopelvic procedure with intestinal 
resection, and survived ≥ 1 year. of the total group, 91% 
(n=1981) were discharged on opioids, and 98% (n=1955) 
of those patients filled only one prescription. a total of 92 
(4%) patients remained on opioids beyond 30 days and 
from this group 25% (n=23 patients) at 90 days. in the 
multivariate analysis, we found no association between 
post-op complications, stoma formation, and patient sex 
with risk of prolonged opioid use. However younger age 
and past history of chronic pain were associated with 
substantial increased risk of prolonged opioid use. lastly, 
use of laparoscopy attenuated the risk of prolonged opioid 
use (table)

Conclusions/Discussion:	 a small but considerable 
proportion of patients remain on postoperative opioids 
beyond 30 days. Predictors of opioid use for greater than 30 
days were a history of chronic pain and younger age. the 
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use of laparoscopy reduced the overall risk of prolonged 
opioid use. our study identified several immutable risk 
factors (history of chronic pain and decreasing age) that 
predicted prolonged postoperative opioid use; however, 
the surgeon may be able to reduce prolonged opioid use 
through the use of laparoscopic techniques.

EVALUATING	THE	EFFECT	OF	INDOCYANINE	
GREEN	FLUORESCENCE	ANGIOGRAPHY	ON	
ANASTOMOTIC	LEAK	RATE	IN	COLORECTAL	
SURGERY:	A	CASE-CONTROL	STUDY.

Poster abstracts P724

a. dinallo, W. Boyan, P. Kolarsick, a. James, 
J. newman, P. yalamanchili, r. dressner, m. arvanitis
Red Bank, NJ; True Blue, Grenada

Purpose/Background:	 insufficient perfusion to 
anastomoses in colorectal surgery is known to lead to 
complications including strictures and anastomotic leaks. 
Conventional techniques to assess bowel viability such 
as palpating pulses, evaluating color, and inspecting for 
bleeding of cut edges remain important, but are all subjec-
tive measures. the SPy elite imaging System has been 
introduced to assess tissue perfusion using indocyanine 
green (iCG) fluorescence angiography. this tool provides 
objective, quantitative data when evaluating tissue perfu-
sion prior to bowel anastomosis. this study aims to evaluate  
whether routine use of fluorescence angiography alters the 
incidence of anastomotic leaks after colorectal surgery.

Methods/Interventions:	 over a three-year period, all 
colorectal resections using SPy fluorescence angiography 
at a single institution were retrospectively reviewed. this 
group was compared to a historical control group operated 
on by the same two surgeons, but without the use of SPy. 
For the cases in which SPy was used, the lowest absolute 
value was recorded as it theoretically represented the least 
well-perfused portion of the anastomosis. multiple details 

for both groups were recorded with the primary endpoint 
being an anastomotic leak.

Results/Outcome(s):	in the three and a half years prior 
to the use of indocyanine green fluorescence angiography, 
351 colorectal resections were done for benign and malig-
nant disease. the SPy elite imaging System was utilized in 
246 colectomies. there were four anastomotic leaks in the 
pre-SPy group (1.1%; 95% Ci [0.3% - 2.1%]) and three 
with the use of SPy (1.2%; 95% Ci [0.3% - 2.1%]). in 
thirteen cases (5.3%), additional proximal resections were 
performed due to low absolute values; none of these cases 
were complicated by a leak post-operatively.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 this analysis represents a 
case control study of 597 colorectal resections at a single 
institution with and without the use of the SPy tech-
nology. to date this is the largest collection of data using 
SPy as it pertains to anastomotic perfusion in colorectal 
surgery. the leak rate before the use of SPy was not signifi-
cantly different when compared to the leak rate with the 
use of SPy (p > 0.05). these results suggest that routine 
use of iCG fluorescence angiographic evaluation does not 
independently decrease the incidence of anastomotic leak 
when used by experienced colorectal surgeons. there are 
several limitations to this study including its retrospective 
nature. randomized control trials are required to deter-
mine whether there is a benefit in using SPy elite imaging 
System to decrease anastomotic leaks in colorectal surgery.

CREATION	OF	A	SYSTEM-BASED	MODULAR	
REPORTING	TOOL	(SMART)	DASHBOARD	FOR	
MONITORING	PROCESS	AND	OUTCOMES	OF	
AN	ENHANCED	RECOVERY	PATHWAY.

Poster abstracts P725

J. anandam, J. lysikowski, P. Brown, t. roberts, 
J. rabaglia
Dallas, TX

Purpose/Background:	 enhanced recovery Pathways 
(erPs) have been shown to improve quality of care 
by decreasing length of stay (loS), improving patient 
outcomes, and decreasing overall cost of care in colorectal 
surgery patients. the ability to audit both process compli-
ance and clinical outcomes is crucial to the successful 
implementation of such protocols, driving identification 
of problems and barriers and informing future protocol 
optimization. monitoring compliance and outcome data 
can be tedious and cumbersome, and requires additional 
resources not available at many institutions. an automated 
process to provide feedback to the clinicians in a timely 
manner is paramount. this project aimed to create an 
automated dashboard reflecting process compliance and 
clinical outcomes for all colorectal surgery patients on an 
enhanced recovery pathway at a single institution, which 
would be used to provide feedback to surgeons and the 

P723 Predictors Of Prolonged Opioid Use

Characteristic OR (95% C.I.) p Value
Increasing Age 0.96 (0.95-0.98) 0.0001
Female Sex 0.94 (0.61-1.46) 0.8
Increasing ASA 1.80 (1.09-2.93) 0.02
Use of Benzos 2.24 (1.32-3.80) 0.003
History Chronic Pain 12.70 (5.31-30.19) 0.0001
Emergent Surgery 0.77 (0.38-1.57) 0.5
Laparoscopy versus 
Open 0.61 (0.39-0.96) 0.03
Stoma Creation 0.73 (0.39-1.34) 0.3
Readmission 1.87 (1.01-3.11) 0.05
Postop Complication 1.13 (0.69-1.84) 0.6
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multidisciplinary treatment teams in a frequent, timely 
manner.

Methods/Interventions:	 an interdisciplinary team 
comprised of clinicians, data analysts and health infor-
matics specialists was assembled. all data analysis was 
carried out using SaS for Windows v9.4. Procedures 
coded in professional billing were used to identify unique 
colorectal inpatient hospitalizations for the pre- and 
post-implementation period. or log data was used to 
identify elective procedures which were classified by 
approach. Postoperative order set activation was used 
to identify patients receiving care on the pathway. the 
impact of the erP was assessed by comparing a set of 
pre-identified process and outcome metrics.

Results/Outcome(s):	through an iterative process, our 
interdisciplinary team was able to generate an automated 
System-based modular reporting tool (Smart) directly 
from information embedded in the emr. this user-
friendly dashboard is pushed to the clinical care team at 
regular intervals. Current metrics reflect both measures of 
process adherence and outcomes including loS, return to 
surgery, 30-day all cause readmission, utilization of certain 
medications (antibiotics, antiemetics and analgesics), and 
time to milestones (foley removal, resumption of diet, 
ambulation, bowel function).

Conclusions/Discussion:	it is feasible to create an auto-
mated reporting platform for erPs that provides timely 
feedback to the clinical care team regarding both process 
adherence and patient outcomes. this Smart tool now 
serves as a platform for continuous quality improvement.

UNPLANNED	ROBOTIC	CONVERSION	TO	
OPEN	COLORECTAL	SURGERY	RESULTS	IN	
ADVERSE	OUTCOMES.

Poster abstracts P726

y. lee, J. albright, S. Pannell, J. Ferraro, J. Wu, r. Cleary
Ann Arbor, MI

Purpose/Background:	 unplanned conversion to open 
is an important quality indicator for minimally invasive 
colorectal surgery. laparoscopic unplanned conversion to 
open colorectal surgery is associated with a higher rate of 
morbidity and mortality, longer hospital length of stay and 
increased cost. Consequences of unplanned conversion to 
open in robotic colorectal resection of benign and malig-
nant disease are largely unknown. the purpose of this 
study is to compare the short-term outcomes of converted 
robotic colorectal cases with those that are not converted 
and the open approach.

Methods/Interventions:	 the aCS-national Surgical 
Quality improvement Program database was queried for 
patients who underwent open and robotic colorectal resec-
tion from 2011 through 2015. Short-term outcomes were 
analyzed using multivariate logistic regression analysis.

Results/Outcome(s):	 25,253 patients underwent 
colorectal resection in the study period - 21,356 (84.5%) 
open, 3,663 (14.5%) robotic, and 234 (0.9%) unplanned 
conversion from robotic to open. the conversion rate 
for the robotic approach was 6.0%. Compared to robotic 
cases that were successfully completed as planned, cases 
that were converted to open had a significantly higher 
30-day mortality rate (p < 0.01) and a longer hospital stay  
(p < 0.01). Converted patients also had significantly higher 
rates of the following complications: wound dehiscence  
(p < 0.01), deep venous thrombosis (p = 0.03),  
post-operative ileus (p < 0.01), cardiac complications  
(p = 0.03), re-intubation (p < 0.01), re-operation within 
30 days (p = 0.01), surgical site infection (p < 0.01), 
and sepsis (p = 0.02). Compared to the open approach, 
converted patients had a significantly shorter length of stay 
(p < 0.01) and a higher rate of reintubation (p = 0.02). 
no significant differences in mortality or other short-term 
outcomes were seen between open and converted patients.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 unplanned conversion to 
open is detrimental to patient outcomes as demonstrated 
by higher rates of mortality, short-term complications 
and longer length of hospital stay. the continued pursuit 
of technologic advancements that decrease the risk for 
conversion in minimally invasive colorectal surgery are 
clearly warranted.

table 1. Patient Characteristics for Statistical model

LITIGATION	RELATED	TO	10	YEARS	LOWER	
GASTROINTESTINAL	ENDOSCOPY	IN	THE	
UNITED	KINGDOM:	IS	THERE	SCOPE	FOR	
PREVENTION?

Poster abstracts P727

e. ypsilantis, n. Pawa, J. nunoo-mensah, a. antoniou
Orpington, United Kingdom; London, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	there has been an upward trend 
in the number of lower gastrointestinal endoscopy proce-
dures (diagnostic and interventional) performed in the 
united Kingdom over the last decade. in parallel, the 
national Health Service (nHS) yearly expenditure for liti-
gation-related costs has also been increasing significantly. 
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We aimed to determine the cost of negligence claims 
related to colonoscopies and flexible sigmoidoscopies 
and identify potentially preventable factors that lead to a 
successful claim.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective analysis was 
undertaken of all litigation claims processed by the nHS 
litigation authority between 2003 and 2013 regarding 
lower gastrointestinal endoscopy. evaluated outcomes 
included the result of claim (successful/unsuccessful), 
amount of damages paid to claimant and total cost per 
case, justification for claim (injury) and the percentage of 
compensated patients (paid to closed ratio).

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 167 cases were iden-
tified, 135 cases (80%) were closed and 84 claims were 
successful (62%). total amount paid in damages to claim-
ants was £4,617,126 and total costs incurred mounted to 
£7,809,790. median damages paid per claim were £20,000 
(range £50- £420,000) and the median total cost per claim 
was £47,000 (£1500- £610,000). although yearly variation 
was noted, with a downward trend over the last five years, 
this was not statistically significant. Failure to follow up 
the results of endoscopy and biopsies, bleeding, pain, bowel 
perforation and mortality were the leading causes of claims 
resulting to compensation with 87%, 85%, 78%, 73% 
and 71% ‘paid to closed’ ratio respectively, also reflecting 
differences in total costs per injury (Figure).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Consistent patient care post 
procedure, prevention of complications and optimisation 
of endoscopic techniques to minimise patient adverse 
experiences are practices that could help improve patient 
care and potentially prevent litigation in lower gastrointes-
tinal endoscopy.

WIDE	VARIATION	IN	THE	RATE	OF	POSITIVE	
CIRCUMFERENTIAL	RESECTION	MARGINS	
ACROSS	SURGEONS	AND	HOSPITALS:	A	CALL	
FOR	THE	STANDARDIZATION	OF	RECTAL	
CANCER	CARE.

Poster abstracts P728

a. Becerra, C. aquina, Z. Xu, C. Justiniano, F. Boscoe, 
m. Schymura, l. temple, F. Fleming
Rochester, NY; Albany, NY

Purpose/Background:	involvement of the circumferen-
tial resection margin (Crm) following radical resection is 
considered to be an appropriate marker of surgical quality 
and oncologic management. While studies have identified 
predictors of positive Crm among rectal cancer patients, 
there is insufficient data examining differences in this 
performance metric among surgeons and hospitals. the 
purpose of this study was to 1) characterize variation in 
positive Crm between individual surgeons and hospitals 
and 2) evaluate the downstream effect of positive Crm 
on prognosis.

Methods/Interventions:	 a retrospective cohort 
study was executed by merging the new york State 
Cancer registry with the Statewide Planning & research 
Cooperative System. Patients with a confirmed diagnosis of 
stage i-iii rectal cancer who underwent proctectomy from 
2010-2013 were identified. Bayesian multilevel logistic 
regression models were used to: 1) identify independent 
patient, surgeon, and hospital-level factors associated with 
the odds of having a positive Crm (1 mm or less), and 
2) estimate risk-adjusted surgeon and hospital-specific 
rates of positive Crm. a multilevel competing-risks Cox 
proportional hazards model that accounted for propen-
sity-score matching was used to evaluate the association 
between positive Crm and 5-year disease-specific survival.

Results/Outcome(s):	among 1,627 patients treated by 
366 surgeons at 129 hospitals, 275 (17%) had a positive 
Crm. Factors independently associated with positive 
Crm include more advanced stage, congestive heart 
failure, an open versus minimally invasive approach, and 
undergoing abdominal perineal resection versus a lower 
anterior resection. there was a 15-fold difference in the 
risk-adjusted rate of positive Crm between surgeons 
(range=2%-31%, iQr=14%) and a 9-fold difference in 
the risk-adjusted rate of positive Crm between hospitals 
(range=3%-27%, iQr = 12%). after propensity-score 
matching, positive Crm was associated with worse 5-year 
disease-specific survival (Hr= 1.97,95% Ci=1.72, 2.36)

Conclusions/Discussion:	there was wide heterogeneity 
in positive Crm between the best and worst performing 
surgeons and hospitals even after accounting for case-mix. 
Positive Crm resulting from an inadequate oncologic 
resection was associated with worse long-term prog-
nosis. these results support standardization of surgical 
training that emphasizes the adoption of advanced imaging 
modalities and commitment to a multidisciplinary team 
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management approach. Such endeavors may substantially 
reduce unnecessary variation and improve quality of care 
delivered to rectal cancer patients.

ILEORECTAL	VS.	ILEOCOLIC	ANASTOMOTIC	
LEAK;	AN	ACS-NSQIP	ANALYSIS.

Poster abstracts P729

r. Fazl alizadeh, m. Hanna, S. li, m. Whealon, 
J. Carmichael, a. Pigazzi, m. Stamos
Orange, CA

Purpose/Background:	 total abdominal colectomy 
(taC) seems to have higher anastomotic leak rate than an 
ileocolic anastomosis even though it should not be based 
on blood supply alone. We sought to confirm this largely 
anecdotal observation and to identify the risk factors 
of anastomotic leak (al) in patients undergoing taC 
vs right hemicolectomy (rHC). Crohn’s disease (Cd) 
and colorectal cancer (CrC) are two diseases relatively 
commonly treated with taC or rHC, and therefore are 
the basis of our study.

Methods/Interventions:	 the american College of 
Surgeons national Surgical Quality improvement Program 
(nSQiP) colectomy targeted participant use data files were 
used to examine the clinical data of Cd or CrC patients 
who underwent either elective taC or rHC, with anas-
tomosis, from 2012 to 2014. Patients with disseminated 
cancer were excluded. multivariate regression analysis was 
performed to identify risk factors.

Results/Outcome(s):	 We sampled a total of 5917 
patients who fit our inclusion criteria. Patients under-
went elective taC (586, 9.9%) and rHC (5331, 90.1%) 
resections. of these, 177 (3%) had al. al was higher 
following taC (5.3%) compared to rHC (2.7%)(P<0.05). 
taC patients also had significantly higher mortality (1.4% 
vs. 0.7%, aor: 2.86, P =0.01) and serious morbidity 
(32.8% vs. 20.8%, aor:2.16, P <0.0001). Patients with 
al in taC group required more interventional and reop-
eration for al management compared to the rHC group  
(4.9% vs. 2.2%). Sub analysis was done for al based on 
the diagnosis group. in Cd, 192 patients underwent taC 
(11.3%) and 1506 rHC (88.7%). Patients who underwent 
rHC had lower al compared to taC but the difference 
did not show significance (3.5% vs. 5.2%, P=0.24). History 
of smoking was the most important risk factor for al in 
taC group compared to rHC (aor:1.92, P=0.02). in 
CrC group, 394 patients underwent taC (9.3%) and 
3825 rHC (90.7%). in the CrC group, patients under-
going taC had more than two times higher al rate 
compared to rHC resections (5.3vs. 2.4%, P=0.007). 
ascites, history of smoking, and hypoalbuminemia were 
the most significant predictors of al in taC compared to 
tHC group (P<0.05 for all).

Conclusions/Discussion:	anastomotic leak occurred in 
5.3% of taC compared to 2.7% in rHC resections. there 

was no significant difference seen in al rate between taC 
and rHC groups among the Cd patients. However, in the 
CrC group the al rate is significantly higher following 
taC compared to rHC.

RESULTS	OF	AN	ENHANCED	RECOVERY	
AFTER	SURGERY	(ERAS)	PROTOCOL	FOR	
COLORECTAL	SURGERY	IN	A	PUBLIC	
HOSPITAL	IN	CHILE.

Poster abstracts P730

F. Quezada, m. martinez, i. Jacubovsky, t. Contreras, 
d. alonso, a. Fulle, r. Castillo, m. Cabreras, P. Briones, 
G. Carvajal, r. Kusanovich
Santiago, Chile

Purpose/Background:	 enhanced recovery after 
Surgery (eraS) protocols in colorectal surgery incorpo-
rate strategies in the perioperative care with the objective 
to decrease complications, hastens recovery and shorten 
hospital stay. implementation of an eraS protocol could 
be useful in Chile, especially in the setting of a high-de-
mand bed public hospital. the aim of this study was to 
evaluate the results of an eraS protocol for elective 
colorectal resections in a public hospital in Chile and assess 
its impact in hospital stay compared to historical data.

Methods/Interventions:	 Prospective study including 
patients between 15 to 85 years old undergoing elective 
colorectal resection at Hospital doctor Sotero del rio 
from January 2016 until november 2016. Patients with 
mayor neurologic disabilities (movement limitations and/
or deglutition disorders), history of metabolic surgery, poor 
glycemic control defined as Hba1c > 8%, end-stage renal 
disease in dialysis, diminished functional capacity, emer-
gency surgery and/or intra-operative mayor adverse event 
were excluded. Protocol included preoperative advice, 
colon preparation only in rectal and left colon surgery, 
provision of carbohydrate-rich drinks one day prior and on 
the morning of surgery, deep venous thrombosis prophy-
laxis beginning 24 hours prior surgery, intra-operative 
goal directed fluid administration, early mobilisation and 
the taking of oral fluids in the early postoperative period. 
demographic data, length of stay after the procedure 
(loS), readmission, complication and mortality rate at 30 
days was registered. to assess he global impact of eraS 
protocol implementation in the loS of all the elective 
colorectal procedures performed in our center, compar-
ison between the 2012-2015 before eraS implementa-
tion (b-eraS) group and the 2016 after eraS group 
(a-eraS) was made.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 45 patients were 
enrolled. twenty seven patients (59,5%) were women. 
the mean age was 59,2 years (range 21-81). all patients 
received deep vein thrombosis prophylaxis the day before 
surgery; 71,41% received a mechanical bowel prepa-
ration and 88.1% completed the carbohydrate load. a 
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laparoscopic approach was performed in a 54,8% of the 
patients and 45,2% of the interventions corresponds to 
rectal resections. the median of stay was 4 days (range 
3-19). Fourteen patients (33,3%) presented a complica-
tion: 12 were Clavien ii or less, one Clavien iiia and one 
iiib. Five patients (11,9%) were readmitted before 30 days 
and no mortality was reported. Comparison between the 
b-eraS and a-eraS groups showed a 1 day decrease in 
loS (Z-score = 4.8219) and shorter loS in all quartiles 
was seen in the Kaplan-meier curves (log rank p=0,005).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the implementation of an 
eraS protocol for elective colorectal resections in a public 
hospital in Chile is associated with a shorter hospital stay, 
acceptable rates of morbidity and a low readmission rate.

SORBITOL	AND	MANNITOL	SOLUTION	AS	A	
SAFE	ALTERNATIVE	FOR	INTRAOPERATIVE	
BOWEL	PREPARATION.

Poster abstracts P731

S. aguiar, P. Stevanato, r. Baptista, t. Bezerra, 
r. takahashi, W. nakagawa, a. lopes
Sao Paulo, Brazil

Purpose/Background:	anastomotic leak represents one 
of the most serious and feared postoperative complications 
for colorectal surgery. despite the strong evidence in favor 
of not using bowel preparation for colorectal surgery, we 
believe that in some cases of sub-occlusive/obstructed left 
colorectal tumors the bowel prep can demonstrate benefits. 
Since the description of an intraoperative bowel prepara-
tion technique (ioBP), warm saline solution (0.9% PS) is 
mostly used, but it is associated with bowel wall swelling 
due to osmotic factors and the great volumes of that are 
often required. Furthermore this approach may lead to 
electrolyte imbalance, hypothermia and risk of bacterial 

translocation. However changing the solution from saline 
to a more osmotic one can prevent the most of these 
factors against this procedure that we consider very useful 
for select cases yet.

Methods/Interventions:	 this is a prospective cohort 
study from Jul/2013 to Jan/2015. Fifteen patients, who 
were diagnosed with sub-occlusive/obstructive colorectal 
tumors, were considered elegible for radical resection, 
intraoperative bowel preparation (ioBP) and primary 
anastomosis. We used a solution composed of the combi-
nation of 2.7% sorbitol and 0.5% mannitol (Sm) to 
perform the ioBP.

Results/Outcome(s):	 twelve males and 3 females 
with a mean age of 57 years were submitted to the ioBP 
procedure. the median anesthetic and surgical time was 
240min (150-432), including cases with extended resec-
tion. the median volume of solution needed was 1500ml 
(600-3000ml). intestinal transit recovery was present 
on a median of 3 days after the surgery. minor surgical 
complications happened in three patients: wound infection 
(n=2) and intracavitary abscess (n=1). none anastomotic 
leak had occurred, and mortality rate was 0%.

Conclusions/Discussion:	the use of Sm was a reliable 
alternative to ioBP, being effective with low volume, 
preparation time and low morbidity rates. it was capable 
to avoid Hartman procedures and leak events in high risk 
patients with obstructive colorectal tumors.

ARE	ORAL	ANTIBIOTICS	NEEDED	IN	PATIENTS	
UNDERGOING	BOWEL	RESECTION	WITH	END	
STOMA	CREATION?

Poster abstracts P732

m. mohammed ilyas, a. Stefanou, i. rubinfeld
Dearborn, MI; Detroit, MI

Purpose/Background:	the role of preoperative antibi-
otics in reducing surgical site infection in colorectal surgery 
has been established. However, the role of preoperative 
antibiotics in patients who have an elective formation of 
end colostomy or ileostomy has not been clearly evalu-
ated. the purpose of this study is to evaluate outcomes 
of patients receiving preoperative oral antibiotics with 
mechanical bowel prep before the creation of colostomy 
and ileostomy and evaluate the incidence of surgical site 
infections and Clostridium difficile infections.

Methods/Interventions:	the michigan Surgical Quality 
Collaborative database was queried for patients who had 
elective end colostomy and end ileostomy after colectomy 
between 2012 and 2016. operations included both mini-
mally invasive and open colorectal resections. Patients 
were compared between those who had oral antibiotics 
ordered as part of their preoperative bowel preparation and 
those who did not. outcomes examined included postop-
erative superficial surgical site infection, deep surgical site 
infection, organ space infection and Clostridium difficile 
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infection. Pearson’s Chi-squared test was used to compare 
outcomes between the two groups.

Results/Outcome(s):	 there were 2719 patients 
included, of which 2591 patients (95.29%) had end 
colostomy formation and 128 patients (4.71%) who had 
end ileostomy. the data on prescription or absence of 
prescription of oral antibiotics with bowel preparation 
was available in 335 patients (12.32%) only. Patients who 
had oral antibiotics with bowel preparation had lower 
superficial and surgical site infection (6.69% vs 4.43%, 
p=0.50) deep space infection (1.64% vs 0.49%, p=0.316) 
but without statistical significance. the incidence of organ 
space infection was lower in the non-antibiotic group 
(2.75% vs 2.96%, p=0.54). the incidence of Clostridium 
difficile infection was lower in the antibiotic group (2.21% 
vs 0.49%, p-=.16) but again statistical significance was not 
achieved.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 use of antibiotics along 
with bowel preparation in patients who had colorectal 
procedures with end colostomy or ileostomy does not 
appear to influence postoperative surgical site infection 
or Clostridium difficile incidence. it does not have the 
same benefit in reducing surgical site infection in patients 
undergoing bowel anastomosis, and may not be needed in 
this patient group.

LAPAROSCOPIC	VERSUS	OPEN	COLECTOMY	IN	
AMERICAN	SOCIETY	OF	ANESTHESIOLOGISTS	
(ASA)	CLASS	IV	PATIENTS:DOES	THE	
LAPAROSCOPIC	APPROACH	CONFER	BETTER	
OUTCOMES?

Poster abstracts P733

m. lin, J. Hsieh, S. raman
Des Moines, IA; Ames, IA

Purpose/Background:	 For patients with multiple 
life-threatening comorbidities undergoing colectomy, 
an open operative approach seems to be utilized more 
frequently than laparoscopy. our objective was to examine 
the perioperative outcomes between laparoscopic and 
open colectomy in aSa physical status classification iV 
(aSa iV) individuals. We utilized a national clinical data-
base to examine current trends in operative approaches for 
patients undergoing colectomy and the subsequent effects 
on perioperative outcomes.

Methods/Interventions:	 utilizing the 2010-2014 
american College of Surgeons (aCS) national Surgical 
Quality improvement Program (nSQiP) database, we 
examined aSa iV patients to evaluate the difference 
between laparoscopic versus open colectomy. multivariate 
analyses were performed for major and minor periopera-
tive outcomes while adjusting for patient characteristics, 
comorbidities, and type of operation performed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 20,751 aSa iV 
patients undergoing colectomy were identified, of which 

3,820 patients (18%) underwent laparoscopic surgery. 
a steady increase in the usage of laparoscopic approach 
from the year 2010 (12%) to 2014 (22%) was observed. 
Patients who underwent laparoscopic surgery were older, 
tended to be male, were more likely to be diabetic, not 
be on dialysis or corticosteroids, not have cancer, and the 
cases were more often clean-contaminated. multivariate 
analysis (table 1) showed that most patient outcomes 
were significantly better for the laparoscopic approach, 
including mortality (aor=0.47, p<0.001), reoperation 
(aor=0.65, p<0.001), septic shock (aor=0.47, p<0.001), 
sepsis (aor=0.63, p<0.001), and surgical site infection 
(aor=0.54, p<0.001). the laparoscopic approach was 
associated with a shorter length of stay (-2 days, p<0.001) 
and shorter operation to discharge time (-2 days, p<0.001), 
although operating room time was prolonged (10 minutes, 
p<0.001).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Based on analysis of the 
aCS nSQiP database, laparoscopic approach confers 
better outcomes compared to open approach in aSa iV 
patients. the results of this study lend support for utilizing 
a laparoscopic approach in aSa iV patients undergoing 
colectomy.

THE	ROLE	OF	BOWEL	PREPARATION	IN	
COLORECTAL	SURGERY:	RESULTS	OF	THE	
2012-2015	ACS-NSQIP	DATA.

Poster abstracts P735

a. Klinger, H. Green, d. Beck, t. Hicks, B. Kann, 
H. Vargas, C. Whitlow, d. margolin
New Orleans, LA

Purpose/Background:	 despite literature suggesting 
that mechanical bowel preparation (mBP) does not reduce 
infection rate, its use still remains common practice. the 
use of antibiotic bowel preparation (aBP) has shown 
more promise in the literature but is still not a standard 
practice. We hypothesize that there is a significant benefit 
with regards to infectious complications with the use of 
both mechanical and antibiotic preparation in elective 
colorectal resections.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients undergoing elec-
tive colon or rectum resection included in the 2012-
2015 Colectomy Procedure-targeted databases from the 
american College of Surgeons national Surgical Quality 
improvement Program (aCS-nSQiP) were analyzed. 
these patients were grouped based on use of aBP, mBP, 
both, or no bowel preparation. Statistical analysis was 
performed to determine the association between prepara-
tion type and 30-day procedural outcomes. Patients under-
going emergent operation, with known infection prior 
to surgery, requiring ventilation preoperatively, having 
concomitant ostomy creation at the time of their colec-
tomy or aSa class 5 were excluded from the study.
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Results/Outcome(s):	 12,141 women mean age 
(61.8±14) and 11290 men (60.5±14)(p<0.001) were 
included. 6050 received no preparation, 7111 received 
mBP only, 1010 received aBP, and 9534 received both 
mBP and aBP. Compared to patients receiving no prepa-
ration, those receiving mBP with aBP had lower rates 
of superficial SSi (5.83% vs 2.40%, P < .0001), deep 
SSi (1.06% vs 0.48%, P < .0001), organ space infection 
(4.53% vs 2.45%, P < .0001), and wound dehiscence 
(0.83% vs 0.39%, P = .0003). Compared to mechanical 
bowel preparation alone, combined preparation resulted in 
fewer instances of superficial wound infection (P < .0001), 
deep wound infection (P = .0126), organ space infection  
(P < .0001), and wound dehiscence (P = .0074). oral 
antibiotic preparation alone resulted in lower rates of 
superficial wound infection than no preparation (4.26% 
vs 5.83%, P = .0437) but no other significantly different 
outcome. mBP was no better than no prep. When looking 
at the effect of bowel prep by location we found that mBP 
with aBP we the best for both colon and rectal surgery 
but mPB alone reduced organ space infection in the colon 
group (table1.)

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Combined mechanical and 
oral antibiotic bowel preparation resulted in significantly 
lower rates of SSi, organ space infection, and wound 
dehiscence than no preparation or mechanical preparation 
alone. mechanical preparation alone showed no significant 
benefit. For patients undergoing colon or rectal resection 
we recommend bowel preparation with both mechanical 
agents and oral antibiotics.

PARTIAL	WOUND	CLOSURE	IN	NON-
TRAUMATIC	COLORECTAL	SURGERY:	AN	
ANALYSIS	OF	ACS-NSQIP	2014-2015	DATA.

Poster abstracts P736

a. Klinger, d. Beck, H. Green, t. Hicks, B. Kann, 
H. Vargas, C. Whitlow, d. margolin
New Orleans, LA

Purpose/Background:	Surgical site infections (SSi) are 
the most frequent type of nosocomial infection in surgical 
patients. Colectomy patients have been shown to be at 
an increased risk for SSi compared to other abdominal 
surgical patients. literature from trauma surgery and 
perforated appendicitis cases have shown that closing only 
the deep layers (fascia) and leaving the superficial (skin) 
wound open results in a lower rate of SSi and dehiscence. 
We hypothesized that this same benefit will be seen in 
elective colorectal surgery patients.

P733 Table 1. Multivariate analysis of ASA IV patient categorical outcomes comparing laparoscopic and open 
colon surgical approaches while adjusting for age, female, emergency, diabetes, smoke, steroid, cancer, small 

bowel involvement, and wound class.

Outcome Lap vs. Open aOR* (95% CI) P-Value
Mortality 0.47 (0.40 - 0.54) <0.001
Reoperation 0.65 (0.56 - 0.75) <0.001
Septic Shock 0.47 (0.39 - 0.55) <0.001
Sepsis 0.63 (0.54 - 0.74) <0.001
Hemorrhage 0.47 (0.43 - 0.52) <0.001
Surgical Site Infection 0.54 (0.47 - 0.62) <0.001
Wound Disruption 0.42 (0.30-0.58) <0.001
MI 0.75 (0.56 - 0.99) 0.045
Pneumonia 0.58 (0.50 - 0.67) <0.001
DVT 0.62 (0.48 - 0.80) <0.001
Pulmonary Embolism 0.77 (0.52 - 1.14) 0.193
Ventilator > 48h 0.38 (0.33 - 0.44) <0.001
Acute Renal Failure 0.53 (0.40 - 0.71) <0.001
Renal Insufficiency 0.84 (0.61 - 1.14) 0.260
Urinary Tract Infection 0.60 (0.50 - 0.73) <0.001
Stroke/CVA 0.78 (0.51 - 1.21) 0.271
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Methods/Interventions:	 Patients were selected from 
the 2014-2015 Colectomy Procedure-targeted databases 
from the american College of Surgeons national Surgical 
Quality improvement Program (aCS-nSQiP). Patients 
undergoing non-emergent colon or rectum resection 
without ostomy creation were included. these patients 
grouped based on degree of wound closure, all layers vs. 
deep layers only. Patients who had no surgical closure were 
excluded from the study. Patients with wound infection, 
organ space infection, uti, pneumonia, or sepsis at the 
time of surgery were also excluded. analysis was performed 
to determine the association between level of wound 
closure and 30-day procedural outcomes.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 27577 patients were 
included in this study. 27295 had all layers of their wound 
closed and 282 had deep layers closed only. Compared to 
patients who had all layers closed, those who had their 
skin left open were younger, more likely to smoke, be on 
steroids at the time of surgery and had a higher aSa class. 
they also had a higher Bmi, lower prealbumin, higher 
WBC, lower HCt and had a longer loS. as expected the 
group whose skin was left open had a lower rate of super-
ficial SSi (4.72% vs 1.06%, P = 0.0038). despite leaving 
the skin open there were no significant differences between 
rates of deep incisional infection, organ space infection, 
dehiscence, or anastomotic leak.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 unsurprisingly, leaving a 
patient’s skin incision open after colectomy for non-trau-
matic indications results in a lower rate of superficial 
wound infection. unlike in trauma patients, however, 
this partial wound closure does not result in lower rates of 
wound dehiscence and does not result in fewer deep inci-
sional or organ space infection. the associated morbidity 
of an open wound may outweigh any benefit. Based on 
these results we cannot recommend leaving the skin open 
except in the highest risk patients.

DAY-CASE	ROBOTIC-ASSISTED	VENTRAL	
RECTOPEXY	IS	FEASIBLE	BUT	MORE	
EXPENSIVE	AND	TIME	CONSUMING	THAN	
DAY-CASE	LAPAROSCOPIC	VENTRAL	
RECTOPEXY.

Poster abstracts P737

B. trilling, P. Sage, e. Girard, S. Barbois, J. Faucheron
Grenoble, France

Purpose/Background:	Ventral rectopexy to the prom-
ontory has become one of the most advocated surgical 
treatments for patients with full-thickness rectal prolapse 
and deep enterocele. despite its challenges, laparoscopic 
ventral rectopexy with or without robotic assistance for 
selected patients can be performed with relatively minimal 
trauma for the patient thus creating the potential for 
same-day discharge. the aim of this prospective case-con-
trolled study was to assess the feasibility, safety, and cost 

of day-case robotic-assisted laparoscopic ventral recto-
pexy compared to routine day-case laparoscopic ventral 
rectopexy.

Methods/Interventions:	 Between november 28th 
2011 and June 6th 2016, 71 patients underwent day-case  
laparoscopic ventral rectopexy for total rectal prolapse or 
deep enterocele in our institution. Patients were selected 
for day-case surgery on the basis of motivation, favorable 
social circumstances, and general fitness. robotic assisted 
sugery was performed whenever robotic device was avail-
able (n=13).

Results/Outcome(s):	 Patients from both groups were 
comparable in terms of demographics and technical results. 
median hospital length of stay (10.8 vs 10.3 hours, 
p=0.89), failure of ambulatory setting (2 vs 3, p=0.22) 
and median maximal pain at day1 (2 vs 2, p=0.71) were 
similar in the laparoscopic group and the robotic assisted 
group. robotic-assisted laparoscopic rectopexy showed 
longer median operative time (96min vs 60 min, p<0.001) 
and higher costs (9,088 vs 3,729 euros per procedure, 
p<0.001) than laparoscopic rectopexy.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 day-case robotic-assisted 
laparoscopic ventral rectopexy is feasible and safe, but 
results in increased operative time and higher costs than 
classical laparoscopic ventral rectopexy for full-thickness 
rectal prolapse and enterocele. We found no arguments to 
support the routine use of robotic assistance in rectopexy 
operations.

LAPAROSCOPIC	VENTRAL	RECTOPEXY	
FOR	RECTAL	PROLAPSE	AND	RECTAL	
INTUSSUSCEPTION	USING	A	BIOLOGICAL	
MESH.

Poster abstracts P738

S. albayati, m. morgan, C. turner
Sydney, NSW, Australia

Purpose/Background:	 laparoscopic ventral rectopexy 
(lVr) is a nerve sparing technique for the treatment 
of rectal prolapse. Concerns about the use of synthetic 
meshes in the pelvis and the associated risk of erosion 
have lead to the recent use of biological meshes in 
some colorectal units. this retrospective study aims to 
assess the outcomes of patients undergoing lVr using a  
non-cross-linked non-dermal biological mesh.

Methods/Interventions:	 medical notes of all patients 
who underwent lVr between december 2011 and may 
2014 were reviewed. the rate of obstructed defecation 
before surgery was retrospectively determined from medical 
records using the rome iii criteria. the rates of obstructed 
defecation and faecal incontinence following surgery were 
determined using a self-reported questionnaire.

Results/Outcome(s):	a total of 51 patients had lVr 
between december 2011 and may 2014. mean age was 
57.3 ± 2.5 years and mean follow-up was 23 ± 1 month. 
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there were seven post-operative complications (13.7%). 
in total, 45 patients (88%) completed the functional 
outcome questionnaires. Before surgery, 33 patients 
(73.3%) complained of symptoms of obstructed defecation. 
at the end of follow-up, 22 patients (48.8%, P=0.001) 
continued to have some symptoms of obstructed defe-
cation. Before surgery, 12 patients (26.7%) complained 
of faecal incontinence. at the end of follow-up, only 
3 patients (6.7%, P=0.004) reported faecal incontinence. 
at the end of follow-up, recurrence of symptoms occurred 
in 6 patients (13.3%).

Conclusions/Discussion:	lVr using a biological mesh 
is safe and results in significant reduction in symp-
toms associated with external rectal prolapse and rectal 
intussusception.

SURGICAL	MANAGEMENT	OF	RECTAL	
PROLAPSE:	A	CROSS-SECTIONAL	
PERSPECTIVE.

Poster abstracts P739

a. Zahid, C. young
Sydney, NSW, Australia

Purpose/Background:	rectal prolapse presents with a 
constellation of symptoms which can impact on patient 
lifestyle. Significant equipoise exists amongst the surgical 
community with regards to the diagnosis of internal rectal 
prolapse and its management.

Methods/Interventions:	 to demonstrate that the 
management of patients with rectal prolapse is far from 
standardized and that there is uncertainty in the decision 
making in rectal prolapse treatment. a prospective survey 
to assess practices was mailed to colorectal surgeons in 
australia and new Zealand. the survey was divided 
into sections on surgeon demographics, patient evalu-
ation, clinical scenarios with varied patient morbidity 
and preferred surgical approach, and finally a section on 
complications and follow-up.

Results/Outcome(s):	the results of this study illustrate 
that as in other countries, the management of patients 
with rectal prolapse is far from standardized. most contro-
versy appears to be associated with the significance of the 
different grades of internal rectal prolapse verses external 
rectal prolapse and then its subsequent management. it 
was also noted that treatment preferences varied when 
comparing senior with junior colorectal surgeons.

Conclusions/Discussion:	this survey affirmed that the 
management of patients with rectal prolapse is far from 
standardized and that there is uncertainty in the decision 
making in rectal prolapse treatment. By shedding more 
light on the debate amongst surgeons, this survey demon-
strates the need for further more prospective studies to be 
conducted to aide in the development of guidelines.

ADDED	VALUE	OF	DYNAMIC	MAGNETIC	
RESONANCE	IMAGING	OF	THE	PELVIC	FLOOR	
(DMRIPF)	IN	PATIENTS	WITH	SUSPECTED	
PELVIC	FLOOR	DISORDERS.	A	CASE-SERIES	
IN	A	COLORECTAL	UNIT	OF	A	TERTIARY	
UNIVERSITY	HOSPITAL.

Poster abstracts P740

G. rosato, C. Chwat, a. Videla, P. Piccinini, J. Perotti, 
S. altuna, G. lemme, m. terres
Pilar, Argentina; Buenos Aires, Argentina

Purpose/Background:	 dynamic magnetic resonance 
imaging of the pelvic floor (dmriPF) using ultrafast 
t2-weighted sagittal magnetic resonance imaging provides 
anatomical and functional data of all pelvic compartments 
in a single study and allows the detection of sub-clinical  
defects within the assessment of compartmental interac-
tion during provocative maneuvers. the aim of the study 
was to evaluate the added value of dmriPF in patients 
with suspected pelvic floor disorders from a coloproctology 
practice at a tertiary university hospital

Methods/Interventions:	 We present a prospective 
consecutive series of patients who underwent dmriPF at 
our institution for suspected pelvic floor disorders between 
april 2005 and June 2016. two independent observers 
reviewed dmriPF results.

Results/Outcome(s):	We recruited 335 cases (94.93% 
females). mean age was 53.95 years (Sd 11.8). dmriPF 
was indicated in 299 patients (89%) due to outlet obstruc-
tion syndrome. most of the patients (n =266, 79.4%), had 
only one diagnosis by clinical examination while 10.45% 
had 2, and 1.19% had 3. anterior rectocele (ar) was the 
most common isolated diagnosis by physical examination 
(n=231, 68%) and was associated with other pelvic floor 
pathologies in 13.8%, being cystocele the most frequent 
(37%). displacements of abdominopelvic structures that 
were missed by physical examination were found in 190 
patients (56.72%). dmriPF confirmed results of physical 
exam in 61 patients (18.21%) and modified diagnosis 
in 54 (16.12%). added value of dmriPF was more 
frequent in patients with ar at physical examination 
(63 vs. 31%, p < 0.001). Female gender was also associ-
ated with a greater diagnostic yield (58.81% vs. 17.65%, 
p < 0.001), while age was not. the median number of 
pathologies detected by physical exam was 1 (1-2), while  
post-dmriPF was 3 (1-5). after dmriPF, anterior recto-
cele as an isolated condition was found in 18.5%, whereas 
in 81.5% it was associated with up to 5 other pelvic floor 
disorders. Cystocele was associated to anterior rectocele in 
53.7% of patients. dmriPF added a diagnosis to physical 
examination in a further 50% of cases.

Conclusions/Discussion:	to our knowledge this is the 
largest diagnostic case series presented. dmriPF allows 
a more accurate simultaneous viewing of the anatomic 
components of the pelvic floor, inter-compartmental inter-
actions and the functional dynamic interchange of visceral, 
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muscular and ligamentous structures during rest, squeeze 
and straining. it adds diagnostic value to physical exam-
ination allowing the detection of multi-compartment 
defects that otherwise may pass undetected. diagnostic 
yield was higher in women than in men. the multiplanar 
real-time assessment of the pelvic floor as a functional unit 
by dmriPF, represents an ideal tool for multidisciplinary 
treatment concept, and has a significant added value.

RELATIONSHIP	BETWEEN	RADIOLOGICAL	
IMAGING	OF	RECTOCELE	AND	OBSTRUCTED	
DEFECATION	SYNDROME	SYMPTOMS.

Poster abstracts P741

a. Sturiale, r. Barrera, B. Fabiani, C. menconi, e. neri, 
G. naldini
Pisa, Italy

Purpose/Background:	 Several classification about 
rectocele are reported in literature but there is not any 
correlation between the type and the symptoms referred 
by the patients. Because of the lack of a classification with 
an impact on clinical evaluation, the present study aims to 
analyse the relationship between radiological features of 
rectocele and symptoms of obstructed defecation syndrome 
(odS).

Methods/Interventions:	 all the patients undergone 
surgical treatment for odS related to rectocele between 
January 2015 and march 2016 were included in the study. 
Preoperative imaging was performed through dinamic 
magnetic resonance or rx-defecography identifying two 
morphological types of rectocele: l and lambda. the 
dimension was determined measuring the distance between 
the apex of rectocele and the axis of the anorectal junction. 
altomare odS score was used to evaluate clinical presen-
tation and symptoms. anoVa and Pearson test were used 
to evaluate the correlation between mellgren classification 
of rectocele and odS score, while Fisher test was used to 
analysed the relationship between the new morphological 
classification and different items of odS score.

Results/Outcome(s):	44 female patients were included. 
rectocele was associated with other anatomical alter-
ation such as rectal intussusception (43), enterocele (14), 
sigmoidocele (4), cystocele (7), colpocele (11). 33 patients 
have “l rectocele” and 11 patients have ”lambda recto-
cele”. 32 of the 33 patients with “l rectocele” needed digi-
tation: 26 vaginal, 3 anal and 3 perineal. 11 patients with 
”lambda rectocele” referred vaginal (1) and perineal (10) 
digitation. Statistical analysis didn’t show any significant 
correlation between rectocele dimension and odS score, 
while Fisher test showed significant correlation between 
“l rectocele” and vaginal digitation and ”lambda recto-
cele” and perineal digitation.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 rectocele is a common 
anatomic alteration whose identification does not deter-
mine a surgical indication. the basis for surgery are odS 

symptoms and among these, digitation is fairly trouble-
some. this new classification shows how the symptoms 
are related to a particular shape of rectocele and it can 
be thought as a complementary and useful tool to support 
surgical indication.

INTERNAL	DELORME	PROCEDURE	FOR	
TREATMENT	OF	ODS	ASSOCIATED	WITH	
IMPAIRED	ANAL	CONTINENCE.

Poster abstracts P742

W. liu, a. Sturiale, B. Fabiani, i. Giani, C. menconi, 
G. naldini
Pisa, Italy

Purpose/Background:	the aim of the present study is to 
evaluate the medium-term outcomes of internal delorme 
procedure for treatment of obstructed defecation syndrome 
(odS) associated with impaired anal continence.

Methods/Interventions:	 all patients undergone 
internal delorme procedure for the treatment of odS 
due to rectocele and/or internal rectal prolapse between 
January 2011 and February 2015 were retrospectively 
reviewed. Forty-one patients were included and they were 
divided into 3 groups according to associated symptoms of 
imparied continence such as urgency, passive fecal incon-
tinence and both urgency and passive fecal incontinence. 
Patients with active anal incontinence were excluded. 
Preoperative status, perioperative complications and post-
operative outcomes were investigated. data were collected 
from standardized questionnaires such as altomare odS 
score, fecal incontinence severity index (FiSi), and Patient 
assessment of Constipation-Quality of life Questionnaire 
(PaC-Qol). all groups of normally distributed data were 
expressed as mean ± Sd, followed by the paired t-test. For 
abnormal distributed data, Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test 
was applied. all results with two-tailed < 0.05 were consid-
ered statistically significant.

Results/Outcome(s):	at a mean follow-up of 3 years, 
there were significant improvements (P < 0.01) of the 
altomare odS score in all three groups of patients. in 
urgency group, the symptom of imparied continence disap-
peared in 17 (80.9%) of 21 patients (P<0.01). Similarly, 
there were significant improvements (P<0.01) of FiSi in 11 
(78.6%) of 14 patients in passive fecal incontinence group. 
However, only 1 (16.7%) of 6 patients with both urgency 
and passive fecal incontinence became continent after 
operation (P>0.05). the postoperative satisfaction grade of 
patients was excellent in 20 (49%), good in 9 (22%), fair in 
5 (12%), and poor in 7 (17%). no major perioperative and 
postoperative complications occurred.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 odS associated with 
impaired anal continence is a rare functional disorder but 
fairly challenging for the surgeon. internal delorme proce-
dure results to be effective and a valid surgical options 
to treat this combination of functional disorders with an 
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improvement of obstructed defecation symptoms and 
continence without major morbidity. However, it seems 
to be less effective to improve the impaired continence 
symptoms in patients which have both urgency and passive 
fecal incontinence preoperatively.

CLINICAL	AND	PHYSIOLOGIC	DIFFERENCE	
OF	PELVIC	FLOOR	DYSFUNCTION	IN	KOREAN	
FEMALE	POPULATION	ACCORDING	TO	
PARITY	AND	MODE	OF	DELIVERY.

Poster abstracts P743

H. Cho
Busan, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	there are very few study about 
development of obstructed defecation and constipation 
after parity and mode of delivery. the purpose of this study 
was to evaluate the prevalence of pelvic floor disorders and 
anal, urinary incontinence in korean women according to 
parity and mode of delivery. and also we evaluated the 
clinical and physiologic difference of pelvic floor disorder 
after biofeedback treatment in Korean parity women.

Methods/Interventions:	 From January 2011 to 
december 2015, total 160 female patients were studied 
who visited Hwamyeong Jangsiwon colorectal Surgery 
clinic. among thease patients 80 women had history of 
pregnancy, and the other 80 patients had no history of 
pregnancy or delivery. and we divided the patients into 
Group a(Hystory of pregnancy and delivery) and Group 
B(no hystory of pregnancy and delivery). and we also 
divided the Group a patients according to mode of deliv-
ery(Group C; normal dilivery, Group d; Cesarean section 
Group e; Cesarean section after hard labor) and we evalu-
ated patients if she had fecal incontinence, urinary incon-
tinence, history of constpation, defecation difficulty, iBS 
symptom, stool caliber, residual stool symptom according 
to mode of delivery. after treatment we also evaluated the 
defecation disorder patients with a questionnaire.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the mean age of all patients 
was 37. the mean age of Group a was 51 and the mean 
age of Group B was 23. there were more frequent of 
fecal incontinence, urinary incontinence, iBS, history of 
constpation, hard stool caliber, in Group a than Group B 
patients. there were significant frequent of positive defe-
cation disorder result in Group a than Group B and more 
frequent positive defecation disorder result in Group 
C than Group d. there were more frequent of urinary 
incontinence in Group C than Group d and more frequent 
of fecal incontinence and iBS symptom in Group e than 
Group d patients. according to number of delivery there 
were more frequent hard stool and constipation symptom 
in more than 3 delivery than less than 2 delivery Group and 
more frequent iBS symptom in less than 2 delivery Group. 
according to hard labor of delivery there were more 
frequent fecal incontinence than other delivery patients 

there were more decreased anal resting, squeezing, push 
and more increased 1st sensation and capacity in Group a 
than Group B patients. and more decreased anal resting, 
squeezing, push pressure and increased 1st sensation and 
capacity in Group C than Group d patients

Conclusions/Discussion:	We should consider, there is 
significant relationship between pelvic floor dysfunction 
with constipation and vaginal delivery and parity and there 
is relationship between anorectal and urinary incontince 
and vaginal delivery and parity. So. more defined random-
ized longitudinal study should be carry out about pelvic 
floor function and delivery.

COST-EFFECTIVENESS	ANALYSIS	COMPARING	
SACRAL	NEUROMODULATION	AND	
SPHINCTEROPLASTY	IN	TREATING	FECAL	
INCONTINENCE.

Poster abstracts P744

m. Kailas, J. Hall, P. Kandadai
Cambridge, MA; Boston, MA

Purpose/Background:	 While sphincteroplasty (SP) is 
a mainstay in treating fecal incontinence (Fi) due to anal 
sphincter defects (aSd), its long-term effectiveness has 
been questioned. Sacral neuromodulation (Snm) was 
Fda-approved for treating Fi in 2011, but trials have 
been limited to refractory Fi after SP or neurogenic Fi. 
retrospective data indicate that Snm may have promise 
as a primary treatment for Fi with aSd. in the absence 
of comparative clinical trial data, a decision-analysis 
model can be used to compare SP to Snm. the aim of 
this study is to compare the cost-effectiveness of SP with 
two methods of Snm, staged implantation (Snm-St) and 
peripheral nerve evaluation (Snm-Pne).

Methods/Interventions:	 the study was exempt from 
review board oversight. We constructed a decision-tree 
using available software (treeage Pro 2016, Williamstown, 
ma) to compare SP to Snm-St and Snm-Pne. each 
branch included the possibility of failure and complica-
tions. SP failures could be further managed with Snm and 
vice versa. all failures had the option of declining further 
management. We used a time horizon of 4 years in order to 
match both the lifespan of the Snm battery and the data 
available on Snm and SP outcomes. outcome probabilities 
and healthy-state utilities were obtained from published 
studies. Weighted means were calculated where neces-
sary. We considered 6 health states related to refractory 
and cured Fi, with and without treatment complications. 
We estimated surgical costs, in 2016 u.S. dollars, of each 
treatment and equipment using medicare fee schedules 
for appropriate Current Procedural Terminology (CPt-4) 
codes and Diagnosis Related Group (drG) codes. Costs 
were from the health-care perspective and were discounted 
at a standard rate of 3%. Cost-effectiveness for the base-
case analysis was reported as cost per quality-adjusted  
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life year (Qaly). threshold analysis was performed 
to identify factors which significantly influenced the 
outcome. Probabilistic sensitivity analysis was performed to 
test the robustness of our model and determine preferred 
strategies for willingness-to-pay thresholds.

Results/Outcome(s):	 in the base-case analysis, where 
the mean probability of successful SP was 65%, SP was 
most cost-effective strategy at $5263/Qaly followed by 
Snm-Pne at $6090/Qaly. in a two-way threshold anal-
ysis (Figure 1), if either the success of SP was < 55% or the 
cost of Snm-Pne was < $16,500, then Snm-Pne became 
most cost-effective. Staged Snm was not cost effective 
at these thresholds. at willingness-to-pay thresholds of 
$50000 and $100000, SP was the most cost-effective 
strategy.

Conclusions/Discussion:	the cost-effectiveness for the 
treatment of Fi with aSd is highly dependent on the long-
term success of SP and the cost of Snm-Pne. Clinical 
studies defining and assessing the true long-term success 
rate of Snm for Fi with anal sphincter defects and efforts 
to reduce the cost of Snm are needed.

two-way sensitivity analysis: effect of probabiliy of SP success vs cost of 
Snm-Pne on preferred strategy

COCCYGEAL	HERNIA:	A	CASE	SERIES	AND	
LITERATURE	REVIEW.

Poster abstracts P745

C. millard, e. medina, W. Strutt, a. Canfield
Denver, CO

Purpose/Background:	 Coccygeal hernia is rare, with 
few articles in the literature discussing its evaluation and 
treatment. this reviews two successful cases of coccygeal 
hernia and the subsequent surgical management with mesh 
repair, as well as the available literature on the subject.

Methods/Interventions:	a Pubmed and Google Scholar 
web search were conducted and any articles relating to 
coccygeal hernia were identified. a bibliography review 

of identified sources was used to further identify relevant 
sources. the electronic medical record fo each of the 
patients involved was reviewed to include all relevant 
history, preoperative workup, operative magnement and 
post-operative course.

Results/Outcome(s):	Both patients responded well to a 
posterior repair with mesh, with improvement of preoper-
ative symptoms.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Given the paucity of data 
on the subject, more data is required to determine the 
optimal management of patients who present with coccy-
geal hernia. this series offers support for the successful 
managment of coccygeal hernia with a posterior approach 
and mesh repair.

location of the mesh and suture placement.

EVALUATION	OF	FAST-FILL	ANAL	
ACOUSTIC	REFLECTOMETRY:	AN	IMPROVED	
PHYSIOLOGICAL	ASSESSMENT	OF	ANAL	
SPHINCTER	MORPHOLOGY.

Poster abstracts P746

n. Heywood, a. Sharma, e. Kiff, K. telford
Manchester, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 anal acoustic reflectometry 
(aar) has been shown to be a clinically useful, easy 
to perform, reproducible and repeatable method for 
measuring the physiological profile of the anal canal. it 
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has previously been undertaken using a stepwise method 
and has been shown to be primarily a measure of internal 
anal sphincter function. evaluation of a new continuous  
(fast-fill) method, recently developed for the urethra, 
would enable its future application for investigation of 
rectal reflexes.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients aged 18 and over 
with faecal incontinence (Fi) were included. each under-
went aar with both stepwise and fast-fill methods, 
with a two minute rest period between. Stepwise aar 
measures parameters over a 3 minute period of intermit-
tently increasing stretching and closing of the anal canal; 
the faster method measures these continuously over 14 
seconds. Standard anorectal manometry and Vaizey Fi 
score were also recorded. Pairwise comparison of opening 
Pressure (op,cmH2o), opening elastance (oe,cmH2o/
mm2), Closing Pressure (Cp,cmH2o), Closing elastance 
(Ce,cmH2o/mm2), Hysteresis (Hys,(%)), Squeeze 
opening Pressure (Sqop,cmH2o), Squeeze opening 
elastance (Sqoe,cmH2o/mm2), maximum resting 
Pressure (mrP,cmH2o) and maximum Squeeze Pressure 
(mSP,cmH2o) were performed using the Wilcoxon Signed 
ranks test and Spearman correlations.

Results/Outcome(s):	32 patients, 26 female were anal-
ysed. median age: 60 (range 32-75). median Vaizey score 
was 15 (range 6-22). median aar parameters of op (37.50 
vs 35.15, p=0.031), oe (1.31 vs 0.84, p<0.0001), Ce (1.11 
vs 0.88, p<0.0001), Hys (37.75 vs 19.04, p<0.0001) and 
Sqoe (1.27 vs 1.06, p= 0.005) were significantly higher 
with the fast-fill method. Cp (22.70 vs 27.22, p=0.003) is 
lower and Sqop (96.87 vs 59.47, p=0.71) was not signifi-
cantly different. Correlation analysis found a significantly 
strong correlation of op (0.91, p<0.0001) and Sqop (0.91, 
p<0.0001) between the two methods. op significantly 
correlated with mrP (0.64 p=0.0002 (stepwise), 0.62 
p=0.62 (fast-fill)) and Sqop had significant correlation 
with mSP (0.44, p<0.0001). Fast-fill Sqop had a stronger 
negative correlation with Vaizey score than stepwise 
(-0.46, p=0.009 vs -0.37, p=0.038). mSP did not correlate 
with Vaizey score.

Conclusions/Discussion:	a strong correlation is iden-
tified between the two methods, and we interpret the 
small difference in op to be of little clinical significance. 
elastance reflects the resistance of the anal canal to 
opening, and the ability of the tissues to close down after. 
increased elastance with the fast-fill method is likely to 
represent the response of smooth muscle to the faster rate 
of stretch. We conclude this faster method to be valid, and 
that it may demonstrate a more physiological representa-
tion of anal sphincter function than the stepwise method.

A	NOVEL	METHOD	FOR	THE	MEASUREMENT	
OF	THE	RECTOANAL	INHIBITORY	
REFLEX	(RAIR)	USING	ANAL	ACOUSTIC	
REFLECTOMETRY	(AAR).

Poster abstracts P747

n. Heywood, a. Sharma, e. Kiff, K. telford
Manchester, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	the recto-anal inhibitory reflex 
(rair) was first described in 1877 as the inhibition of 
the tonic contraction of the sphincters during rectal 
distension. this is currently measured using a manom-
etry catheter, potentially distorting the anal canal. aar 
is considered a catheter free technique which primarily 
measures internal anal sphincter function and previous 
studies have shown that the placement of a rectal balloon 
catheter has no significant effect on fast-fill aar param-
eters. We sought to determine if the rectoanal inhibitory 
reflex (rair) could be measured using aar.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients aged 18 and over 
attending the hospital for investigation of pelvic floor 
dysfunction were included. type of pelvic floor dysfunc-
tion, Vaizey score, Constipation Scoring System score 
(CSS) and manchester Health Questionnaire (mHQ) 
score were recorded. Fast-fill aar (Pre-rair) param-
eters were obtained before and after placement of a 
rectal balloon catheter. opening Pressure (op, cmH2o), 
opening elastance (oe, cmH2o/mm2), Closing Pressure 
(Cp, cmH2o), Closing elastance (Ce, cmH2o/mm2), 
Hysteresis (Hys, (%)) were recorded. after a two minute 
rest period, rectal distension was simulated by injection 
100mls of air into the balloon and measurement of aar 
parameters was repeated (post-rair). the minimum op 
of the ten repeated cycles of fast-fill aar during rectal 
distension was recorded, and the presence of rair defined 
by a reduction of Pre-rair op by 20%. Pairwise compar-
isons were made using the paired t-test and Wilcoxon 
signed ranks test.

Results/Outcome(s):	 32 patients were included, 26 
female. mean age: 57.6 (Sd 11.3). 9 patients had faecal 
incontinence, 6 patients had obstructive defaecation and 
17 patients had both. mean Vaizey: 11.7 (Sd 6.1), mean 
CSS: 11.0 (Sd 5.8) and mHQ: 419.6 (Sd 201.8). rair 
was seen in 30/32 patients with median reduction of 
61.36% (range -59.18 – 100%) in op. 3 patients had a 
post-rair op of 0cmH2o. Comparison of pre- and post-
rair median (mean where normally distributed) aar 
showed a significant difference in op (31.05 vs 15.41, 
p<0.0001), oe (1.4 vs 1.09, p=0.004), Cp (20.06 vs 8.00, 
p<0.0001), and Ce (1.12 vs 0.85, p<0.0001). there was 
no significant difference in Hys (39.48 vs 40.02, p=0.88).

Conclusions/Discussion:	We describe a novel method 
for the measurement of the rectoanal inhibitory reflex. it 
appears that rectal distension alters both resting pressure 
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and the resistance to opening and closing of the anal 
canal. in three patients, there was complete inhibition 
of the sphincter complex which may indicate a failure of 
recruitment of the external sphincter in these patients. 
a comparative study with asymptomatic patients could 
explore this technique further to evaluate differences 
between those with and without pelvic floor dysfunction.

BARIUM	DEFAECATING	PROCTOGRAPHY:	 
5	YEAR	EXPERIENCE	WITH	LONG	TERM	
FOLLOW	UP	AT	A	TERTIARY	HOSPITAL.

Poster abstracts P748

C. Chew, d. Black, P. o’dwyer
Glasgow, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	 it is estimated by 2050, 20% 
of the uS and 28% of europe’s population will be aged 
over 65. Pelvic floor disorder (PFd) is harboured in an 
aging population. it impairs the quality of life and patients 
demand adequate treatment – often surgery. Barium 
defaecating proctography (BdP) is often performed for 
PFd. little long term outcome information is available. 
We present the findings and long term outcomes following 
BdP.

Methods/Interventions:	 all patients who underwent 
BdP between 2009-14 were identified retrospectively from 
the computed radiological information system (CriS). 
demographic data and radiological findings were extracted. 
data regarding treatment plan and surgery was retrieved 
from an anonymized centralised patient record registry for 
the West of Scotland (SaFe HaVen).

Results/Outcome(s):	  Six hundred and seventy one 
patients were identified; 629 (94%) were female. median 
age was 51 (range 16-88) years. majority (74%) were 
Gynaecology referral. main complaint was obstructed 
defaection/chronic constipation (64%). others included 
prolapse (n=74), soiling/incontinent or mixed symptom 
(n=76) and rectocoele (n=21). eighty three (12.4%) had 
previous surgery for PFd. normal defaecation was seen 
in only 74 (11%). a third had low lying perineum while 
almost half (48%) had prominent pelvic floor descent. 
Complete barium evacuation was seen in the vast majority 
(70%) and dyssynergic defaecation was demonstrated in 
162 (24%). rectocoele was present in 380 of which 67% 
were large or moderate. enterocoele was demonstrated 
in 79 (11.8%) and frank prolapse in 32. lesser degree of 
mucosa laxity was present in 82. median follow up was 
4 (range 2-7) years. a minority of patients underwent 
subsequent surgery, with most patients getting conserva-
tive management. treatment ranged from physiotherapy, 
dietary advice, drug modulation to rectal irrigation.

Conclusions/Discussion:	  this is the largest series 
of barium proctography with long term follow up to our 
knowledge. it demonstrates disparate often unexpected 
radiological findings with low incidence of normal exam-
inations. Variation exists between surgeons regarding 
treatment given any one set of findings. treatment is often 
conservative with surgery reserved for a few.

THE	PREDICTION	OF	DEFECATION	FUNCTION	
AFTER	SPHINCTER	SAVING	SURGERY	
BY	COLON	TRANSIT	TIME	TEST	USING	
KOLLOMARK	AT	THE	TIME	OF	THE	CLOSURE	
OF	DIVERTING	STOMA.

Poster abstracts P749

B. Kye, H. Kim, r. yoo, G. Kim, n. Kim, H. Cho
Tampa, FL; Suwon, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 impaired functional outcome 
is common after sphincter saving surgery (SSS) in rectal 
cancer patients. Several risk factors have been suggested, 
but most risk factors are associated with the change within 
pelvic cavity such as sphincter anatomy and remnant distal 
rectal length. although the change of colonic motility after 
SSS has been frequently mentioned, its effect on defeca-
tion function after SSS is not as well known. the aim of 
this study was to evaluate whether the colonic motility 
at the time of the closure of diverting stoma after SSS in 
rectal cancer patients may predict their defecation func-
tion after the closure of diverting stoma.

Methods/Interventions:	 From June 2013 to august 
2015, 45 patients with the closure of diverting stoma after 
neoadjuvant chemoradioation therapy following SSS were 
enrolled in this study. Colonic transit time(Ctt) test 
was started at the time that oral intake was resumed after 
surgery for the closure of diverting stoma, terminated at the 
time that any radio-opaque marker had not been visible on 
KuB. We evaluated patients’ subjective symptom using 
Cleveland Clinic incontinence Score (CCiS) at 6 months 
and 12 months after SSS.

Results/Outcome(s):	the mean age was 62.9± 9.5 years.  
the mean CCiS at 6 months and 12 months after SSS 
were 10.3±4.9 and 8.9±4.6, respectively. the frequency of 
defecation for one day at 6 months and 12 months after 
SSS were 8.6±4.3 and 7.7±5.2, respectively. the mean 
total Ctt was 52.5±27.6 hours. dividing according to 
location, the mean Ctt of right side, left side, and pelvic 
side were 43.8±23.5 hours, 7.2±6.3 hours, and 1.5±1.9, 
respectively. Patients with above 9 points of CCiS at 6 and 
12 months after SSS had more rapid Ctt of left side at 
the time of the closure of diverting stoma than those with 
9 or less of CCiS (4.7±4.2 vs 8.9±7.1 hours, P=0.026 and 
5.0±5.4 vs 8.5±6.5 hours, P=0.069). on generalized linear 
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model for analysis of the relation between CCiS and Ctt, 
the Ctt of left side at the time of the closure of diverting 
stoma was significantly related to CCiS at 6 months after 
SSS (P=0.020).

Conclusions/Discussion:	Based on our result, Ctt of 
the left side at the time of the closure of diverting stoma 
might be a good predictor of defecation function for next 
few months after the closure of the diverting stoma in 
rectal cancer patients.

TOILET	POSTURE	AND	USE	OF	A	FOOT	STOOL:	
IMPLICATIONS	FOR	THE	PELVIC	FLOOR	AND	
ANORECTAL	ANGLE.

Poster abstracts P750

J. Ferrandino, m. lewis, J. Jensen
Austin, TX

Purpose/Background:	 in the general population,  
2% - 28% of people are affected by constipation. there has 
been an increase in inpatient admissions due to constipa-
tion in the united States leading to a rise in constipation 
related costs. a healthy bowel movement starts with 
the relaxation of the fibers that wrap around the rectum 
(puborectalis). relaxation allows for descent of the pelvic 
floor and straightening of the anorectal angle. Chronic 
outlet constipation results if the anorectal angle is not 
able to straighten. Posture affects the anorectal angle. 
When squatting, compared to a typical seated position, 
the anorectal angle widens and the puborectalis muscles 
lengthen. the same effect can be observed in a seated 
position by a reduction in the angle between the pelvis 
and the thighs (rad, 2002; Sakakibara, tsunayama, Hosoi 
et al., 2010; takano & Sands; 2015). However, western-
ized toilets do not allow for a full squatting position. the 
Squatty Potty™ foot stool (SP) was created with the intent 
of elevating the feet in a seated position, thus approxi-
mating a squatting position. Based on work by Sakabibara 
and colleagues (2010) the degree of flexion at the hip, 
with respect to the rest of the body allows us to infer the 
anorectal angle. it was predicted that height will influence 
the angle formed at the hips and the posterior pelvic tilt.

Methods/Interventions:	 data were collected using a 
Vicon motion analysis system. markers were placed on 
body landmarks to allow calculation of the angle formed at 
the hip and the amount of posterior pelvic tilt. Conditions 
tested were seating on a standard toilet (41-42 centimeters  
high) and a comfort toilet (43-48 centimeters high) 
without a foot stool, while using the 7 inch SP stool, and 
while using the 9 inch SP stool.

Results/Outcome(s):	Preliminary results show that, as 
foot elevation increased (flat foot, 7in, and 9in), pelvic-hip 
angle decreased and posterior pelvic tilt increased. taller 
subjects (>66.5in) achieved a smaller angle at the hips 
in all positions compared to shorter subjects (<66.5in). 
Shorter subjects achieved a larger amount of posterior 
pelvic tilt in all positions compared to taller subjects. these 
results show that body height has an effect on the body 
position formed when using a foot stool.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Kinematic body position 
measures allow for inferences to be made on the anorectal 
angle and the relaxation of the pelvic floor. the SP stool 
may allow relaxation of the pelvic floor and straightening 
of the anorectal angle.

THE	EFFECT	OF	BIOFEEDBACK	THERAPY	
PERFORMED	DURING	INTERVAL	OF	
TEMPORARY	STOMA	AFTER	SPHINCTER	
SAVING	SURGERY	FOR	RECTAL	CANCER	ON	
ANORECTAL	FUNCTION	AFTER	REVERSAL	
OF	TEMPORARY	STOMA:	THE	FINAL	REPORT	
OF	RANDOMIZED	CONTROLLED	STUDY	
(NCT01661829).

Poster abstracts P751

B. Kye, H. Kim, r. yoo, G. Kim, n. Kim, H. Cho
Tampa, FL; Suwon, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	 impaired functional outcome 
is common after sphincter saving surgery(SSS) for rectal 
cancer, though no specific treatment options are currently 
available to prevent this adverse outcome. recently, some 
investigators have reported the favorable effect of pelvic 
floor rehabilitation on anorectal function. We intended to 
evaluate the effect of biofeedback therapy(BFt) during the 
interval of temporary stoma after SSS of rectal cancer on 
anorectal function after stoma closure.

Methods/Interventions:	From march 2012 to Feburary 
2014, total 56 patients who underwent neoadjuvant chemo-
radiation therapy(nCrt) following SSS with temporary 
stoma were randomized into 2 groups: group 1 (received 
BFt during the temporary stoma period) and group 2 
(did not receive BFt). We instructed Kegel exercise to 
all the patients from the moment that patients recovered 
from surgery. additionally, BFt was performed two times 
a week during interval of temporary stoma in patients 
enrolled into group 1. to evaluate the anorectal func-
tion, we performed anorectal manometry at before nCrt 
(period 1), after nCrt (period 2), before the reversal of 
temporary stoma (period 3), 6 months after SSS (period 
4), and 12 months after SSS (period 5). We evaluated 
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treatment response as the change rate of manomteric data 
based on data in period 1 (manometric data in period  
5/ manmetric data in period 1). also, we evaluated patients’ 
subjective symptom using Cleveland Clinic incontinence 
Score (CCiS) at every period.

Results/Outcome(s):	 total 44 patients, including 21 
patients in group 1 and 23 patients in group 2 were eval-
uated by anorectal manometry at peirod 5. at period 5, 
mean daily defecation were 7.7±4.9 in group 1 and 5.7±3.7 
in group 2 (P=0.139). twelve patients (57.1%) in group 1 
and 14 patients (60.9%) in group 2 had an above 9 points 
of CCiS, which is reference value of fecal incontinence 
(p=1.000). Fourteen patients (66.7%) in group 1 and 19 
patients (82.6%) in group 2 used antidiarrheal drug at 
period 5 (P=0.303). most common defecation symptom 

of patients in both group is an ‘urgency to evacuate’ 
(15 patients (75.0%) in group 1 and 14 patients (60.9%) in 
group 2, P=0.620). table shows the results in the change 
rate on all factors of manometry for sphincter tone and 
threshold volume.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Based on above result, 
biofeedback therapy during interval of temporary stoma 
had no effect on preventing anorectal dysfunction after 
reversal of temporary stoma. at previous interim report, 
we demonstrated that BFt may be helpful for maintaining 
resting anal sphincter tone to the period 4. therefore, we 
think that another BFt schedule like keeping the BFt 
after the closure of diverting stoma or other treatment 
option to be able to keep the advantage of BFt to the 
period 5 should be found.

P751 The change rate of each factors of manometry in period 5

The change of Biofeedback therapy group Kegel�s Exercise group P-value
Mean resting pressure 0.69 0.72 0.601
Maximal resting pressure 0.66 0.68 0.350
Maximal squeezing pressure 0.65 0.68 0.359
High pressure zone length in rest 1.28 1.57 0.186
High pressure zone length in squeezing 1.07 1.33 0.212
Maximal rectal sensory threshold 0.61 0.58 0.648
Rectal compliance 1.06 1.31 0.833
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OVERLAPPING	SPHINCTEROPLASTY	AFTER	
EXCISION	OF	A	BENIGN	PERIANAL	GRANULAR	
CELL	TUMOR.

Video abstracts WV1

t. Paul olson, e. Steinhagen, K. umanskiy, l. Cannon
Chicago, IL; Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	 the aim of this video is to 
demonstrate successful application of overlapping sphinc-
teroplasty after excision of a rare benign granular cell 
tumor that was arising in and compromising 25% circum-
ference of the external anal sphincter. this technique is an 
alternative to abdominoperineal resection for management 
of this symptomatic lesion.

Methods/Interventions:	the patient is a 52 y/o woman 
with a history of one uncomplicated vaginal delivery. She 
had noted a perianal growth at the anal verge. Physical 
exam revealed a firm, immobile mass with indistinct 
borders. Biopsy was consistent with a granular cell tumor, 
which is a benign neoplasm of neural origin. the tumor 
had enlarged to greater than 4 cm over one year, with local 
mass effect causing new fecal leakage and anal pain. the 
patient desired an attempt at local excision. a step-by-step 
approach is presented in the video. Pre-operative endoanal 
ultrasound and intra-operative anatomical landmarks are 
shown.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Pathology was again consistent 
with a granular cell tumor. the deep margin was threat-
ened, putting the patient at up to 20% risk for local 
recurrence. this will be followed with local surveillance. 
the patient notes poor discrimination but is able to defer 
for greater than one minute and denies gross fecal soilage.

Conclusions/Discussion:	local excision of a symptom-
atic but histologically benign tumor compromising 25% 
circumference of the external anal sphincter is possible 
with successful overlapping sphincteroplasty and preserva-
tion of gross fecal continence at 6 month follow up.

COMBINED	TRANSANAL	AND	TAMIS	
RESECTION	OF	A	GIANT	RECTAL	ADENOMA.

Video abstracts WV2

S. marecik, C. aberle, J. Calata, K. Kochar, J. Park, 
l. Prasad
Park Ridge, IL

Purpose/Background:	a 68 y.o. male presented with a 
large (10cm x 8cm) tubulovillous adenoma of the rectum, 
extending from 1cm above the sphincter to the mid/upper 
rectum. the lesion had a high grade dysplasia but no inva-
sive cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 a combined transanal and 
tamiS resection was successfuly performed. the video 
shows all the diagnostic and therapeutic steps, including 
the bleeding control and complete reconstruction in the 
patient with a favourable body habitus.

Results/Outcome(s):	Complete resection and recovery 
were accomplished.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 resection of a large (10cm) 
rectal adenoma is feasible via the transanal approach. 
tamiS technique further enhances it.

ENDOSCOPIC	SUBMUCOSAL	DISSECTION	OF	A	
LARGE,	SESSILE	CECAL	LESION.

Video abstracts WV3

J. mino, e. Gorgun
Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	 large, sessile lesions not 
amenable to traditional endoscopic resection pose a 
dilemma for colorectal surgeons. endoscopic submucosal 
dissection is an advanced endoscopic technique that can 
potentially obviate the need for surgical resection of larger 
lesions. We present here a video describing this technique.

Methods/Interventions:	Per video
Results/Outcome(s):	Per video
Conclusions/Discussion:	Per video

REPAIR	OF	RECTO-VAGINAL	FISTULA	IN	
A	TRANSGENDER	PATIENT	UTILIZING	
INTESTINAL	VAGINOPLASTY.

Video abstracts WV4

J. tremblay, S. marecik, l. Schechter, t. Sheikh, 
K. Kochar, J. Park
Park Ridge, IL

Purpose/Background:	 We wish to illustrate a case of 
recto-vaginal fistula in a transgender (male to female) 
patient who underwent neovagina creation with penile 
and scrotal skin inversion.

Methods/Interventions:	 after transabdominal and 
perineal removal of the penile and scrotal skin inversion 
neovagina as well as removal of all foreign bodies in the 
anterior mesorectal compartment, the anterior rectal 
fistula was identified and repaired. an intestinal vagino-
plasty was performed using a conduit of proximal sigmoid 
colon and intestinal continuity was restored.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the patient underwent a 
successful procedures to cure the recto-vaginal fistula and 
to create a functional intestinal neovagina with a loop 
of proximal sigmoid colon. there was no complication 
associated with the procedure, no fistula recurrence and 
functional outcomes were adequate.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 intestinal vaginoplasty is a 
technique that can be used after failed gender reassigne-
ment (male to female) surgery secondary to recto-vaginal 
fistula.
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TAMIS	FOR	EXCISION	OF	A	RECURRENT	
RECTAL	POLYP	AT	THE	ANASTOMOTIC	LINE	
FOLLOWING	ANTERIOR	RESECTION.

Video abstracts WV5

S. atallah, l. lee
Orlando, FL

Purpose/Background:	 tamiS is now an accepted 
modality for local excision of benign and highly selected 
early stage rectal cancer. the use of this platform for 
excision of a recurrent benign neoplasm at the level of the 
anastomotic line has not been previously deliniated.

Methods/Interventions:	 two patients underwent 
tamiS excision of recurrent, benign rectal neoplasia at 
the anastomotic line 24 months and 18 months after low 
anterior resection previously performed for endoscopically 
unresectable poylps; both were consented for redo lapa-
roscopic low anterior resection in the event that tamiS 
excision was not possible.

Results/Outcome(s):	local excision of recurrent benign 
rectal neoplasia on the distal aspect of the anastomosis was 
safely performed without peritoneal entry. in this video, 
two cases were demonstrated. in the first, a recurrent 3.8 
cm carpeting benign neoplasm was excised using tamiS. 
the lesion was 10 cm from the anal verge, in close juxta-
position with the prior anastomosis that was constructed 
after anterior resection for a tubulovillous adenoma. in 
the second example, the recurrent polyp (a sessile villous 
adenoma measuring 2.8 cm) involved the anastomic 
line which was 7 cm from the anal verge. tamiS was 
performed successfully to excise the lesions completely. 
Violation of the peritoneal cavity was not encountered 
and the defects were re-approximated using automated 
suturing devices and absorbable suture. operative times 
were 58 min and 37 min for the two cases. Both patients 
were discharged on the day of tamiS surgery. there 
was no operative or post-operative morbidity at 3 month  
follow up.

Conclusions/Discussion:	in select cases, tamiS exci-
sion of recurrent benign rectal neoplasia is feasible, safe, 
and can be performed without peritoneal entry. this 
technique is an important alternative to redo low anterior 
resection and thus prevents the inherent morbidity associ-
ated with reoperative pelvic surgery.

MARTIUS	FLAP	FOR	PERSISTENT,	COMPLEX	
RECTOVAGINAL	FISTULA.

Video abstracts WV6

J. Kaminski, P. Fleshner, K. Zaghiyan
Los Angeles, CA; Chicago, IL

Purpose/Background:	 rectovaginal fistula is a chal-
lenging problem for the patient and the surgeon. the 
martius (bulbocavernosus muscle) flap technique is one 
of several options for repair of rectovaginal fistulas. this 

video provides a detailed variation of the martius flap to 
treat a complex and persistent rectovaginal fistula.

Methods/Interventions:	 We present a 61 year-old 
female who developed a rectovaginal fistula status post 
procedure for prolapsed hemorrhoids. She had previously 
undergone an endorectal advancement flap; however, this 
failed and she continued to pass feces vaginally. the fistula 
had two openings in the vagina and one in the rectum. 
We describe our technique and identify the key points to a 
successful repair of this complex rectovaginal fistula.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the patient did well after the 
martius flap and has a better quality of life after the 
procedure.

Conclusions/Discussion:	the martius flap is an excel-
lent option for complex, recurrent or persistent rectovag-
inal fistulas in patients who are not candidates for or have 
failed other repairs.

EXTRALEVATOR	ABDOMINOPERINEAL	
EXCISION	(ELAPE)	FOR	LOW	RECTAL	CANCER:	
TIPS	&	TRICKS.

Video abstracts WV7

G. rossi, J. Campana, J. achaval rodríguez, r. mentz, 
r. Perez
Buenos Aires, Argentina; Sao Paulo, Brazil

Purpose/Background:	 abdominoperineal excision has 
historically been the gold standard treatment for patients 
with low rectal cancer with sphincter invasion. despite 
many technical modifications, local recurrence continues 
to be superior to that in anterior resection and is associ-
ated with a lower overall survival. recently, extralevator 
abdominoperineal excision (elaPe) has been proposed 
as a new surgical procedure to improve the quality of the 
specimen. the purpose of this video is to show the key 
anatomic steps of this procedure.

Methods/Interventions:	a video was produced from an 
elaPe procedure performed in a 38 year-old male patient 
with a low rectal cancer of the anterior wall, at 4 cm from 
the anal verge, invading the anorectal ring and the pros-
tate, who had received neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy 
(nCrt). after re-staging the patient with an mri, the 
surgery was scheduled at 11 weeks after nCrt completion. 
Same team was involved in both approaches of the proce-
dure: abdominal and perineal. the abdominal portion of 
the operation was performed laparoscopically, and after a 
terminal colostomy was performed, the patient was rotated 
to prone jack-knife position for the perineal approach.

Results/Outcome(s):	 this video stresses all the steps 
of the procedure. after the vascular control of the infe-
rior mesenteric artery from a medial approach, the distal 
dissection ran through the plane of the mesorectal fascia 
as a standard total mesorectal excision. However, the 
dissection was stopped at the upper border of the coccyx 
posteriorly and just below the level of the seminal vesicles 
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anteriorly. a gauze was placed in the presacral space to 
facilitate the perineal dissection. at this time of the proce-
dure, the colon was sectioned with an endoscopic stapler 
and the distal colorectal stump was rotated into the pelvis. 
once an end colostomy and skin closure were performed, 
the patient was rotated to a prone jack-knife position. an 
anal cerclage was performed with a purse string suture and 
a teardrop incision was made around the perianal skin. the 
dissection started at the external border of the external 
sphincter. once the levator ani muscles were reached, 
they were divided at their point of insertion in the pelvis. 
a coccygectomy was performed to obtain an increased 
surgical field and the gauze was removed. Part of the pros-
tate was en block resected under a proper control as it was 
invaded by the tumor. Seminal vesicles were also correctly 
identified. the specimen was removed and the perineal 
defect was repaired with a slow absorbable mesh. drainage 
was left in place above the mesh.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the elaPe procedure has 
many technical details. Systematization of the procedure 
allowed an optiomal intraoperative control of the tumor, 
decreasing the risk of tumor perforation and positive 
margins. the prone jack-knife position and the coccygec-
tomy improves the surgical field and is especially useful in 
patients with tumors of the anterior rectal wall.

TRANSANAL	TOTAL	PELVIC	EXENTERATION.
Video abstracts WV8

d. uematsu
Saku, Japan

Purpose/Background:	For t4 locally advanced primary 
rectal cancer, total pelvic exenteration (tPe) is a poten-
tially curative strategy to achieve an r0 resection. until 
now, laparoscopic tPe was successfully performed by 
some experienced laparoscopic surgeons. However, it still 
remains many issues to achieve laparoscopic tPe with the 
conventional transabdominal approach. these issues are 
hard visibility, more blood loss, increase of the surgical 

time, and so on. they are more severe on us for the giant 
tumor in particular. We introduced transanal minimally 
invasive surgery (tamiS) into tPe as transanal tPe 
(tatPe).

Methods/Interventions:	From June 2016 to novenmer, 
7 consecutive patients underwent tatPe for t4 rectal 
cancer. they were all males. three of them underwent 
intersphincteric resection as preservation of the anal 
function, the others miles operation. tamiS and laparo-
scopic procedure including mobilization of the colon and 
lymphadenectomy around the ima were performed simul-
taneously by two teams. tatPe was performed as en bloc 
resection of the pelvic organs enveloped within the visceral 
pelvic fascia. the dorsal vein complex was divided with the 
excellent visibility after the urethra was transected during 
tatPe. the ileal conduit was constructed extracorpore-
ally through an extended umbilical incision. Before then, 
the specimen was extracted through the umbilical incision.

Results/Outcome(s):	none of the tamiS procedures 
had to be converted to other surgeries. the median surgical 
blood loss was 180 ml (range, 80-420 ml), the median 
total surgical time was 382 min (range, 340-465 min),  
and the median postoperative hospital stay was 18 days 
(range, 15-26 days). the positive Crm rate was 0%. the 
procedures were associated with a 66% morbidity rate.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 tamiS is a promising 
approach for tPe with significant advantages including 
excellent visibility, less blood loss, and reduction of the 
surgical time.
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INITIAL	EXPERIENCE	WITH	7T	MRI	IMAGING	
OF	RECTAL	CANCER:	A	PROMISING	
TECHNOLOGY	FOR	SUPERIOR	STAGING.

Podium abstracts nt1

J. Blank, n. Berger, P. Knechtges, r. Prost, K. oshima, 
C. Peterson, K. ludwig, t. ridolfi
Milwaukee, WI

Purpose/Background:	 magnetic resonance imaging 
(mri) has become the preferred method for rectal cancer 
staging. However, current mri technology, operating at 
a magnetic strength of 1.5-3 tesla (t), still results in an 
incorrectly reported tumor depth in 1/3 of individuals. 
Furthermore, contemporary mri is unable to reliably 
discern a complete response to neoadjuvant therapy, which 
can occur in 10-30% of patients. the medical College 
of Wisconsin Center for imaging research houses one  
of only twenty experimental 7t mris worldwide capable of  
imaging the human pelvis. the current study represents 
the first use of 7t mri imaging of the human rectum. We 
present our experience in this novel imaging technique.

Methods/Interventions:	 Patients undergoing surgical 
resection for rectal cancer were enrolled in the trial. 
Following removal the specimen was secured and 
submerged in a normal saline-filled canister and scanned in 
the 7t mri. multiple sequences were obtained, including 
t1-weighted 3d rF-spoiled gradient echo isotropic 
sequence and a t2-weighted 3d fast spin echo isotropic 
sequence (Ge, milwaukee, Wi). a radiologist blinded to 
the pathologic data interpreted the images. the radiolo-
gist’s read was then compared to the pathology report to 
determine accuracy.

Results/Outcome(s):	Between July 2015 and September 
2016, 6 patients met inclusion criteria. When utilizing the 
t1-weighted fat-suppressed sequences, radiologic and 
pathologic interpretation of the specimen was identical 
regarding tumor depth in 5 of 6 patients (83%). the tumor 
that was understaged as t2 by imaging was pathologically 
t3, but only extended 200 μm beyond the muscularis 
propria. additionally, nodal status was correctly inter-
preted by mri in 6 of 6 patients (100%). Some nodes as 
small as 2mm were correctly identified as harboring malig-
nancy on 7t images.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 7t mri provides excellent 
resolution of all layers of the rectal wall, enabling accurate 
determination of tumor depth. malignant characteristics 
of lymph nodes, such as spiculations and loss of nodal 
hilum are also identifiable. the increased accuracy of 
t1-weighted fat-suppressed imaging at 7t over the current 
convention of using t2-weighted imaging is likely due to 
increased signal-to-noise ratio and increased spatial reso-
lution at 7t. With its superior signal-to-noise ratio and 
spatial resolution, 7t mri holds promise in improving 
the staging of rectal cancer and in accurately identifying 
those with a complete response to neoadjuvant therapy. 
We have demonstrated the feasibility of 7t mri in rectal 

cancer and will be expanding our work to image rectal 
cancers in vivo.

INTRALUMINAL	BYPASS	DEVICE	FOR	THE	
REPLACEMENT	OF	DIVERTING	STOMA	:	
RESULTS	FROM	FIRST	PROSPECTIVE	CLINICAL	
TRIAL	IN	20	PATIENTS.

Podium abstracts nt2

a. reshef, G. Sabbag, K. Van der Speeten, 
n. Wasserberg, Z. Jelincic, l. tóth, i. Pinsk
Beer Sheva, Israel; Petach Tikva, Israel; Genk, Belgium; 
Zagreb, Croatia; Budapest, Hungary

Purpose/Background:	 the Cologuard CG-100 is a 
novel intraluminal bypass device designed to improve 
the clinical outcomes associated with low colorectal 
anastomotic leak (FiG 1). the device is inserting trans-
anally anchored to the colon above the anastomosis, and 
deployed intra-luminally to cover the anastomosis from 
within. Previous study in a porcine model showed that the 
device efficiently reduced contact between fecal content 
and low colorectal anastomosis and was easily deployed 
and extracted. the purpose of this study was to evaluate 
the safety and performance of the device in patients under-
going colorectal anastomosis.

Methods/Interventions:	 twenty consecutive patients 
underwent colorectal anastomosis with insertion of the 
Cologuard CG-100 device. after 10 days, when the risk for 
leakage was reduced, the anastomosis integrity was exam-
ined by contrast which was injected through a catheter 
between the silicon sheath and the colonic mucosa and 
the device was pulled out. data regarding demographics, 
surgical details, and 30 day post-operative complication 
were collected prospectively. measure of the device perfor-
mance was evaluated. Physician and patients’ satisfaction 
were evaluated by questionnaires.

Results/Outcome(s):	20 patients underwent colorectal 
surgery using the new CG-100 device, 11 males (55%) 
with median age of 65.1 ± 9.7. indication for surgery was 
colorectal cancer and the median distance of the anasto-
mosis from the anal verge was 7.4±4.5 cm. Preoperative 
neo adjuvant radiation was given in 30% of the patients. 
majority of the procedures were performed in a laparo-
scopic approach with median surgery duration of 172 
minutes and the median application time of the CG-100 
device was 10 minutes. in 7 cases (35%) a diverting 
stoma was performed on top of using the CG-100 device. 
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application and removal of the device was performed 
uneventfully in all 20 cases. 6 patients (30%) experienced 
post-operative morbidity (2 anastomotic leakages, 1 wound 
infection, 1 abdominal collection and 1 patient with minor 
rectal bleeding post removal of the device). the device 
required minimum, if any, training to learn how to apply. 
the overall complexity of the device was intuitive. the 
device was easily deployed and extracted. Patients did not 
report major discomfort caused by the sheath. a minimal 
incontinence for loose stool was observed as long as the 
sheath was in situ.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the CG-100 reduces the 
contact of fecal stream with the anastomotic site. the 
device is easy to install with no major complications and 
may replace the usage of ileostomy in order to protect 
the anastomotic site. a study with a larger sample size is 
ongoing to further investigate the safety and performance 
of the CG-100 device.

RADIO	FREQUENCY	ABLATUION	FOR	HIGH	
GRADE	ANAL	INTRAEPITHELIAL	NEOPLAISIA	
IN	HIV	PATIENTS:	SHORT-TERM	OUTCOMES.

Podium abstracts nt3

o. Vergara-Fernández, J. molina-lópez,  
n. Salgado-nesme, i. ramos-Cruz, C. Sanjuan-Sanchez
Mexico, Mexico

Purpose/Background:	 anal dysplasia and carcinoma 
are substantially linked to the oncogenic VPH infection, 
and up to 30% of patients with high-grade dysplasia prog-
ress to cancer in long term follow-up. radiofrequency 
ablation (rFa) has been successfully used to treat Barrett 
esophagus. We evaluated the safety, feasibility and short-
term outcomes of rFa in HiV patients with high-grade 
anal intraepithelial neoplasia (HGain).

Methods/Interventions:	We included all HiV patients 
with HGain from January 2014 to September 2015 in 
a referral center in mexico City. rFa was applied with 

Barrxtm System (medtronic) under regional anesthesia. 
Postoperative pain, morbidity, healing time and dysplasia 
regression were analyzed. dysplasia regression was eval-
uated with high-resolution anoscopy (Hra) and/or anal 
cytology.

Results/Outcome(s):	 twelve male patients with a 
mean age of 42 years (20-67) were included. all patients 
were diagnosed with HGain by means of anal cytology 
and subsequently Hra. treatment was delivered using 
12 joules and moving circumferentially at the anal canal 
for a mean number of 47 cycles (35-60). Patients were 
discharged the next day. after rFa, pain decreased from 
8 during the first week to 3 at one month. Postoperative 
morbidity was 8.3% (perianal abscess). mean healing time 
was 4 weeks (range form 3 to 5). mean follow-up was 
8.2 months. Seven patients showed regression to low-grade 
intraepithelial neoplasia (58%) and only 2 (7%) remained 
with HGain. there was a complete remission of the 
dysplasia in 3 patients (25%).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 rFa is a feasible and safe 
procedure in HiV patients with HGain with a low 
morbidity rate. in our study, there was no progression 
to cancer in any patient. overall HGain remission and 
regression rate was 83%. longer follow-up with more 
patients are needed to validate these outcomes.

MINIMAL	INVASIVE	TREATMENT	OF	
PILONIDAL	CYSTS	AND	HEMORRHOIDS	WITH	
A	LASER.

Podium abstracts nt4

a. Wilhelm
Cologne, Germany

Purpose/Background:	 Pilonidal cyst (PnS) is a 
common disease in young adults. there are various surgical 
treatment options, which all face the same obstacles as 
recurrence, wound healing disturbances, cosmetics and a 
long healing time, often associated with a long work leave. 
We want to introduce a new minimal invasive treatment 
modality for PnS, which combines the traditional Pit 
Picking technique with additional laser treatment of the 
subcutaneous fistula track and abscess cavity with the 
FilaC® laser system.

Methods/Interventions:	Prospective single center study 
from 10/2014 to 10/2016. laser treatment of PnS was 
performed in cases without an acute abscess. the pits were 
surgically removed using a 4-6 mm biopsy punch and the 
underlying fistula track was treated with a FilaC® laser 
fiber at 13 watts, continuous mode at a wavelength of 1470 
nm (leonardo dual 25 laser, Biolitec, Germany). Follow 
up was conducted at day 1, 7, 14, 8 weeks and 6 months 
after the operation. telephone interviews were performed 
up to 2 years if possible (3-24 months).

Results/Outcome(s):	64 patients were treated for symp-
tomatic Pilonidal cysts (55 males and 9 females). median 
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age was 29,1 (16-51 years old). 35 patients had a primary 
disease (group 1) whereas 29 patients underwent surgery 
for a recurrent disease (group 2). the median amount of 
pits was 3,6±2,8 and the median length of the fistula track 
was 5.7±2,8 cm. the healing rate was 85.7 % (30/35) in 
group 1 and 86.2 % (25/29) in group 2. Chronic wound 
healing disturbances were observed in 5.7 % (n=2) in 
group 1 and 13.8 % (n=4) in group 2. an early recur-
rence occurred in three patients (8.9 %) in group 1. 
Consecutively, two out of three patients were successfully 
re-operated either with Pit Picking alone (1/2) or a second 
laser treatment (1/1). no recurrence was observed in group 
2. no morbidity was observed in both groups. time until 
complete wound healing was 6.5±1.6 weeks in both groups. 
When a chronic wound healing problem was present, 
complete healing could take up to 9 months.

Conclusions/Discussion:	minimal invasive laser treat-
ment for PnS is a safe and successful new surgical method. 
the effectiveness is similar in both primary and recurrent 
disease. Besides the high healing rates, patients benefit 
from small wounds, low pain, excellent cosmetic results 
and an early return to work. the procedure can be 
performed in local anesthesia in an outpatient setting and 
it can be easily repeated if recurrence takes place.

A	NOVEL	SURGICAL	DEVICE	COMBINING	
CONTINUOUS	INTRAOPERATIVE	WOUND	
IRRIGATION	AND	BARRIER	PROTECTION	
MARKEDLY	REDUCES	INCISIONAL	
CONTAMINATION	IN	COLORECTAL	SURGERY.

Podium abstracts nt5

H. Papaconstantinou, r. ricciardi, d. margolin, 
r. Bergamaschi, r. moesinger, W. lichliter, e. Birnbaum
Temple, TX; Burlington, MA; New Orleans, LA; Ogden, 
UT; St. Louis, MO; Stony Brook, NY; Dallas, TX

Purpose/Background:	 Surgical site infection (SSi) 
remains a persistent and morbid problem in colorectal 
surgery. Key to its pathogenesis, particularly for incisional 
SSi, is the degree of intraoperative bacterial contamina-
tion at the surgical site. reduction of this bacterial load 
has been shown to decrease the risk of subsequent SSi.  
a novel surgical device that combines barrier wound 
protection and continuous wound irrigation was recently 
developed as a strategy to reduce intraoperative wound 
contamination. the effectiveness of this device at contam-
ination reduction was tested in a cohort of elective 
colorectal surgery patients.

Methods/Interventions:	 a prospective multi-center 
study of surgical incisions in patients undergoing elec-
tive colorectal operations was conducted at 7 medical 
centers. the study device was used for wound protection 
and retraction, as well as irrigation of the incision with 
normal saline mixed with an antibiotic of surgeon’s choice. 
three separate culture swabs were collected from a) the 

incision edge prior to device placement, and from the b) 
protected incision and c) exposed surfaces of the device 
prior to device removal. Culture results were aggregated 
and compared amongst the three groups. Patients were 
followed for 30 postoperative days to track for adverse 
events (aes), including device-related aes and SSi.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 86 patients were 
eligible for intention-to-treat analysis. Forty cases (47%) 
were performed with open or hand-assist laparoscopic 
techniques. all cases involved extracorporeal bowel divi-
sion and/or anastomosis. Sixteen cases (19%) involved 
rectal resection. the overall degree of exposure of the 
surgical site to bacterial contamination, based on the 
rate of positive culture results on the exposed surface of 
the device sheath, was 34.5%. use of the study device 
was associated with a 66% reduction in overall bacterial 
contamination at the protected incision vs exposed surface 
of the device (34.5% vs 11.9%, p<0.001), and 71% reduc-
tion in enteric bacterial contamination (33.3% vs 9.5%, 
p<0.001). in addition, use of the device resulted in an 86% 
reduction in pre-existing skin flora contaminants that were 
present despite sterile skin prep (16.7% vs 2.4%, p<0.001). 
the rate of SSi in patients completing the protocol was 
3.7%, with a 1.2% rate of incisional SSi. there were no 
aes attributed to devise use.

Conclusions/Discussion:	this study is, to our knowl-
edge, the most comprehensive survey of wound micro-
biology of surgical incisions in colorectal surgery. use of 
a novel device combining barrier wound protection and 
continuous intraoperative wound irrigation is associated 
with a dramatic reduction in bacterial wound contamina-
tion, from both enteric and skin flora. novel methods to 
counteract wound contamination represent a promising 
strategy for SSi prevention.
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MODIFIED	LIGATION	OF	INTERSPHINCTERIC	
FISTULA	TRACT	(LIFT)	VIDEO.

Video abstracts Vr1

n. Kim, J. Hall
Boston, MA

Purpose/Background:	 ligation of intersphincteric 
fistula tract (liFt) procedure has been described as an 
alternative approach to address transsphincteric anal 
fistulas where a fistulotomy is considered unadvisable. We 
demonstrate the key steps in performing this procedure. 
We emphasize testing of the external sphincter repair as 
well as complete excision of the external fistula tract.

Methods/Interventions:	 this video details the key 
steps involved the liFt procedure. We believe that the 
key elements of the procedure involve 1) Positioning the 
patient in prone jackknife position 2) adequate anal canal 
relaxation with a local anesthetic block 3) effacement of 
the anus with a self-retaining retractor 4) identification 
and dissection of the intersphincteric space 5) Control and 
ligation of the fistula 6) testing of the fistula ligation with 
peroxide 7) repair of any leaks 8) excision of the external 
fistula tract.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the case described is a 35 year 
old woman with 2 previous partial fistulotomies found 
to have an anterior transsphincteric fistula. a seton was 
placed 3 months prior to the procedure. She underwent 
a liFt procedure utilizing the elements described above. 
She returned with complete closure of the external fistula 
tract and intersphincteric incision 12 weeks following 
surgery.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 liFt procedure is an effec-
tive and alternative method for transsphincteric anal 
fistula repair

REPAIR	OF	A	RECTOVAGINAL	FISTULA	AFTER	
A	COLORECTAL	ANASTOMOTIC	LEAK.

Video abstracts Vr2

S. marecik, t. Sheikh, G. Valladolid, C. Warner, 
K. Kochar, J. Park, l. Prasad
Park Ridge, IL

Purpose/Background:	the patient is a 60 y.o. female 
with a history of ovarian cancer for which she underwent 
4 laparotomies. the last one involved a colorectal anas-
tomosis which resulted in a leak and fistula formation. 
Previous fistula repairs have failed.

Methods/Interventions:	the fistula was repaired tran-
sanaly under the protection of an ileostomy. all diagnostic 
and therapeutic steps are presented.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the repair was successful. the 
stoma was reversed at 3 months.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 transanal repair of a 
rectovaginal fistula after colorectal anastomosis is feasible 
in selected patients.

TRANSANAL	EXTRACTION	OF	SPECIMEN	
DURING	RESECTION	RECTOPEXY	FOR	
CHRONIC	RECTAL	PROLAPSE	IN	A	19-YEAR	
OLD	MALE	(VIDEO).

Video abstracts Vr3

F. manji, J. ogilvie
Grand Rapids, MI

Purpose/Background:	 resection rectopexy offers an 
excellent opportunity to combine laparoscopic resec-
tion with trans-anal specimen extraction. the patu-
lous anus and anal hypotonicity associated with chronic 
rectal prolapse facilitates ease of specimen extraction. 
We present a 19-year old male with an 8-year history of 
chronic, full-thickness rectal prolapse and concomitant 
fecal incontinence. Work-up for congenital conditions was 
negative. He was referred for elective surgical intervention. 
He was noted to have a patulous anus and low resting anal 
tone. resection rectopexy was offered, with possibility of 
natural orifice specimen extraction.

Methods/Interventions:	 the video attached demon-
strates the surgical technique popularized by surgeons in 
lueven, Belgium. the sigmoid colon and splenic flexure 
were mobilized, and the left colic artery and vein were tran-
sected. the posterior rectum was dissected to Waldeyer’s 
Fascia, leaving the lateral peritoneal attachments intact. 
the anterior peritoneum was dissected, excess perito-
neum was liberated from the Pouch of douglas to affect 
an enterocele repair. the anterior peritoneum was re-ap-
proximated with a running suture. the proximal colon 
was transected, after which the sigmoid mesentery was 
dissected away from the colon. Creating two specimens 
facilitated trans-anal extraction. a colotomy was made in 
the distal sigmoid colon. the specimen, then its mesentery 
were extracted through the colotomy, using a plastic bag 
and a laparoscopic Babcock grasper. a 29mm anvil was 
then trans-anally introduced into the abdomen. the rectal 
stump was closed with a stapler. the anvil was placed into 
an anti-mesenteric tinea through a colotomy in the prox-
imal colon, which was closed with a stapler. the two newly 
created colon specimens were removed through a 10mm 
port-site at the end of the case. a circular stapled anas-
tomosis was created. a flexible sigmoidoscope was used 
to visualize the anastomosis, simultaneously conducting 
a leak test (negative). the lateral peritoneal attachments 
were affixed to the sacral promontory, completing the 
rectopexy.

Results/Outcome(s):	the case duration was 2 hrs, 53 
mins. eBl was 15ml. Pre-op CCF- Fecal incontinence 
Score was 11. Post-op score improved to 5. recovery was 
unremarkable, without complications related to surgery. 
expectedly, the patient continued to suffer fecal incon-
tinence and was therefore referred on for possible sacral 
nerve stimulation. Permanent leads were eventually 
inserted 3 months post surgery.
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Conclusions/Discussion:	 this case illustrates that 
trans-anal specimen extraction during laparoscopic surgery 
is a safe and effective alternative to traditional means. the 
additional maneuvers required to extract the specimen are 
offset by the time saved creating an extraction site, as well 
as potential reduction of post-op pain and hernia. this 
technique could be applied in a broader fashion in a subset 
of patients who meet the appropriate criteria.

LADD	PROCEDURE	FOR	ADULT	
MALROTATION	WITH	VOLVULUS.

Video abstracts Vr4

J. Brady, d. Kendrick, e. Barksdale, H. reynolds
Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	 intestinal malrotation is a rare 
congenital abnormality due to incomplete or lack of 
rotation of the intestines around the superior mesenteric 
artery axis. it rarely presents in adulthood. Patients can 
present with acute onset abdominal pain secondary to 
volvulus and ischemic bowel or with an indolent course 
of chronic, vague abdominal pain. diagnosis can be made 
with multiple imaging modalities.

Methods/Interventions:	 We present a video demon-
strating an adult with malrotation and volvulus who under-
went an open ladd procedure (correction of intestinal 
malrotation) with inversion appendectomy and reduction 
of a paraduodenal hernia.

Results/Outcome(s):	the patient underwent successful 
open ladd procedure with reduction of paraduodenal 
hernia.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 malrotation with volvulus 
in adults is a rare cause of abdominal discomfort or bowel 
obstruction in adults. Surgical intervention with ladd 
procedure is the treatment of choice.

DOUBLE	BALLOON	COLONIC	ESD:	TECHNICAL	
AND	OUTCOME	IMPROVEMENTS	OVER	
CONVENTIONAL	CAP	TECHNIQUE.

Video abstracts Vr5

S. Sharma, H. Hara, J. milsom
New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	 the established endoscopic 
submucosal dissection (eSd) technique for removal of 
large colonic polyps requires pushing of the scope tip, 
equipped with a plastic cap, under and around the polyp. 
the cap provides traction and “stand-off” between tissue 
and the colonoscope camera, but substantially limits the 
view and subjects it to debris and poor visualisation from 
electrosurgery. We considered using a double Balloon 
(dB) device with independent inflation control and vari-
able distance function to overcome these limitations, in 
particular providing tissue traction. We set out to evaluate 

the standard cap technique versus a novel dB technique 
(no cap) in performing eSd in an experimental model.

Methods/Interventions:	 Fresh ex-vivo porcine recto-
sigmoid colon was used in an established “polyp excision” 
model. twelve 4 cm mucosal “lesions” were outlined 
and targeted for complete eSd with a 5 mm margin. 
traditional eSd method using a cap technique (n=6) 
(olympus cap d-201-12704) or dB method using a novel 
device (n=6) (dilumen®, lumendi, llC) was performed 
in an alternate fashion using a pediatric colonoscope 
(olympus PCF-H180al). monopolar electrosurgery using 
the erBe electrosurgical generator with olympus dualk-
nife (Kd-650u) were used in all procedures to remove the 
“polyp” (80w Cut 40w Coagulation). Variables measured 
were time to complete procedure, % completion (proce-
dure time was limited to 80 minutes), clear margins, perfo-
rations, and a 6 point scoring system for various parameters 
relevant to endoscopy (Scoring system: 1=excellent, 
2=good, 3=above average, 4=below average, 5=minimal, 
6=none). data was recorded and analysed using Graphpad 
Prism software. all procedures were recorded (both the 
endoscopic view and external operator view) and resected 
specimens (both colon and removed polyp) photographed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 By the sixth attempt, time to 
complete eSd was similar in both techniques (30 vs 33 
minutes – red and blue - table 1). Clear margins were 
maintained in all specimens. minor perforations were 
observed in the dB group during the first 2 attempts, no 
perforations were observed by the last attempt.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in an experimental ex-vivo 
eSd colon polypectomy model, an independently control-
lable dB endoscopic system substantially improved stability 
and visualization compared with cap-assisted eSd, with a 
similar safety profile. despite the early nature of this feasi-
bility study, the dB assisted technique holds promise to 
expand the capabilities of endoluminal therapy.

table 1: outcome Comparison double Balloon versus Cap eSd 
technique.
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TAMIS	AS	AN	EMERGENCY	PROCEDURE	IN	
POST	RECTAL	POLYPECTOMY	BLEEDING.

Video abstracts Vr6

P. naik, P. Basnyat
Ashford, United Kingdom

Purpose/Background:	tamiS (trans-anal minimally 
invasive Surgery) has been adopted by the colo-rectal 
surgeons as an alternative option to tem/teo platforms; 
to treat the early rectal tumor and the large rectal polyp on 
an elective basis. tamiS platform uses conventional lapa-
roscopic instruments to achieve high-quality local excision. 
though tamiS has been used in the elective setting, its 
use in emergency scenarios has not been reported often. to 
our knowledge, this is the first case report where tamiS 
was effectively used as an emergency procedure to control 
the post rectal polypectomy bleeding.

Methods/Interventions:	 a 67-year-old male patient 
was referred to lower Gi endoscopy with a history of 
altered bowel habit. the patient did not have any major  
co-morbidity, and there were no pre-procedural imaging 
available as endoscopy was the first planned investigation. 
Flexible sigmoidoscopy was performed by the gastroen-
terologist, which revealed a 30 mm benign looking polyp  
(iS, Pit type iiil) and it was situated in left lateral aspect 
of the rectum 8 cm proximal to anal verge. the polyp 
was lifted with Volplex® and a large electrosurgical snare 
was used in an attempted polypectomy. Profuse bleeding 
started midway through the polypectomy, the bleeding 
was not controlled despite adrenaline injection and argon 
beam diathermy. a curacel® hemostatic gauze was placed 
on the polypectomy site and an immediate consult was 
done with the surgical team. We decided to do the tamiS 
procedure as the bleeding was profuse causing hypoten-
sion; it was not controlled with the conventional methods. 
the patient was transferred to the operation theater, 
where tamiS procedure was done successfully to excise 
the rectal polyp. the patient was discharged home after 
24 hours of in-hospital monitoring. Histology of the polyp 
showed villous adenoma with low-high grade dysplasia and 
no malignancy.

Results/Outcome(s):	as above.
Conclusions/Discussion:	 in the review of the liter-

ature, we have come across other applications of the 
tamiS procedures in elective settings (ligation of rectal 
dieulafoy’s lesion, removal of recto-sigmoid foreign body, 
repair of rectourethral fistula). We feel that considering the 
versatility of the tamiS platform, its use can be extended 
beyond the elective local excision of rectal lesions. tamiS 
should also be considered as a safe alternative option in an 
emergency setting like post-polypectomy bleeding.

PILONIDAL	DISEASE:	CLEFT	LIFT	
RECONSTRUCTION	WITH	URINARY	BLADDER	
XENOGRAFT	AUGMENTATION.

Video abstracts Vr7

m. dolberg, e. ruiz, J. Snow, o. Wiltz
Pembroke Pines, FL

Purpose/Background:	 this video presents a case of 
a 20 year old male with a history of recurrent pilonidal 
abscesses. He underwent incision and drainage in the 
office. after this area was healed, he was brought to the 
operating room for cleft lift reconstruction with placement 
of porcine bladder xenograft.

Methods/Interventions:	 retrospective review of 35 
patients who underwent surgical treatment for pilonidal 
disease. 21 patients received excision alone. 15 Patients 
underwent excision with placement of porcine bladder 
xenograft.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the patient was discharged 
following the procedure with a closed suction drain. He 
returned to the office on Pod 9. the drain was removed 
and the incision was intact. the sutures were removed 
the following week. 35 consecutive cases were examined. 
these were all performed by a single surgeon. 21 patients 
were treated with excision alone. 15 patients were treated 
with excision and xenograft placement. 20/21 patients 
treated with only excision received a paramedian incision 
as well as a midline incision for pit removal. in the xeno-
graft group, 4/14 patients were treated in this fashion. 
the remaining patients in both groups were treated using 
a single paramedian incision the excision group had a 
wound complication rate of 76%. this included 7 compli-
cations requiring specific wound care, and 9 minor compli-
cations that were managed with surveillance alone. the 
xenograft group had a wound complication rate of 50%, 
but only 2 of these patients required specific wound care. 
the average wound healing time in the excision group was 
65.19 days. the healing time in the xenograft group was 
39.36 days.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 review of these 35 patients 
undergoing treatment of pilonidal disease reveals a 
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decreased wound complication rate as well as a shorter 
healing time in the 15 patients who received porcine 
bladder xenograft. although 50% of the xenograft patients 
did have wound healing problems, the majority of these 
were small and did not require specific wound care. 
Certainly, the wound healing time of 39.36 days was 
improved compared to the excision group’s time of 65.19 
days. this data set clearly shows a difference between the 
two groups. However, further analysis with a larger patient 
population will be necessary. also, a standardized surgical 
technique must be utilized in future studies. the patients 
in this study who received only one incision off the midline 
typically had better outcomes compared to the patients 
who had both paramedian and midline incisions. the role 
that xenograft placement plays in the healing of these 
paramedian incisions will continue to be analyzed.

EXCISION	OF	A	PRESACRAL	MASS	IN	A	
PATIENT	WITH	CURRARINO	SYNDROME.

Video abstracts Vr8

B. orkin
Chicago, IL

Purpose/Background:	Currarino Syndrome is a rare but 
well described genetic disorder due to an autosomal domi-
nant box mutation on chromosome 7. Carriers commonly 
present with a triad of sacral dysgenesis, a presacral mass 
and anorectal malformations. renal, gynecologic and other 
abnormalities may also be present.

Methods/Interventions:	We present a case of a 59 yo 
woman with Currarino syndrome who underwent para-
sacral excision of a large presacral epidermoid cyst. a video 
of the procedure was recorded and edited and a discussion 
of the sydrome was added.

Results/Outcome(s):	in the video, the syndrome will be 
discussed, and the procedure will be demonstrated.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Currarino Syndrome is a rare 
but well described genetic disorder of the hindgut and 
sacrum that colorectal rectal surgeons should know. 
Parasacral excision is an important method of resection of 
presacral masses that all colorectal surgeons should be able 
to perform.

USE	OF	THE	IMV	AS	AN	INITIAL	LANDMARK	
FOR	MEDIAL	TO	LATERAL	DISSECTION	
IN	MINIMALLY	INVASIVE	LEFT	SIDED	
COLECTOMIES.

Video abstracts Vr10

G. Charak, r. Kiran, d. Feingold, S. lee-Kong, 
e. Pappou
New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	 retromesenteric medial to 
lateral dissection for left sided colectomy often begins 

beneath the ima pedicle. However, in the setting of dense 
mesenteric fat the ima can at times be difficult to identify. 
in this situation, the imV presents a more readily available 
anatomical landmark for the dissection. it is therefore 
beneficial to be comfortable with both approaches to the 
dissection. this video uses one of our robotic cases to 
demostrate the step-by-step technique for safe retromesen-
teric dissection beneath the imV.

Methods/Interventions:	 We reviewed our colorectal 
video database and identified the video that best demon-
strated the technical and anatomic features of retromesen-
teric dissection beneath the inferior mesenteric vein.

Results/Outcome(s):	 retromesenteric dissection 
beneath the imV has proved to be a safe and effective 
initial step in medial to lateral left sided colectomy.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Given unpredictable anatomy 
and increasing obesity in the population, it behooves 
surgeons who perform left sided colectomies with a medial 
to lateral approach to be comfortable dissecting beneath 
both the ima pedicle and the imV.

ICG-GUIDED	LAPAROSCOPIC	D3	
LYMPHADENECTOMY	FOR	RIGHT-SIDED	
COLON	CANCER.

Video abstracts Vr11

S. Park, J. Park, H. Kim, G. Choi
Daegu, Korea (the Republic of)

Purpose/Background:	Surgical resection of the lymph 
nodes (located around the root of the feeding artery) is a 
key part of d3 lymphadenectomy and central vascular liga-
tion for colon cancer surgery. the d3 lymph nodes (main 
lymph nodes) of right-sided colon cancer are positioned on 
the ventral side of the SmV and Sma. under the white 
light, however, it is challenging to identify the boundary of 
the d3 lymph nodes. We used iCG (indocyanine green) to 
guide the territory of d3 lymphadnectomy during laparo-
scopic resection of right-sided colon cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	From June 2016 to november 
2016, nine patients underwent iCG-guided laparoscopic 
right hemicolectomy with d3 lymphadenectomy after 
completing the informed consent form. We performed 
endoscopic injection of iCG (total amount: 0.2-0.3ml; 
2.5mg/ml) into the submucosal layer of the tumor or peri-
tumoral lesion on one day before surgery. Colon mobiliza-
tion was performed along the embryologic planes followed 
by d3 lymphadenectomy and central vessel ligation. 
during d3 lymphadenectomy, all fluorescing lymph nodes 
along the SmV or Sma were dissected.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the injection of iCG in the 
submucosal layer and real-time identification of the d3 
lymph nodes during surgery was successful in all patients 
without any complications. the fluorescing lymph nodes 
were found along the SmV in all patients. the median 
number of total harvested lymph nodes in all patients 
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was 35 (range, 22-76). When the regional lymph nodes 
were classified according to location, the median numbers 
of lymph nodes are as follows: 19 (range, 12-33) for d1 
(pericolic) lymph node; 7 (range 0-17) for d2 (interme-
diate) lymph node; 9 (range 5-34) for d3 lymph nodes. no 
patients had pathologically metastatic lymph nodes.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 iCG-enhanced real-time 
fluorescence imaging is an easy and safe technique to 
identify d3 lymph nodes of right-sided colon cancer. this 
technique can guide the territory of d3 lymphadenectomy 
during laparoscopic resection of right-sided colon cancer.

ROBOTIC	COMPLETE	MESOCOLIC	EXCISION	
FOR	RIGHT	SIDED	NEUROENDOCRINE	
TUMOR.

Video abstracts Vr12

t. Cengiz, e. aytac, e. Gorgun
Istanbul, Turkey; Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	 in this video, we present tech-
nical details of a robotic complete mesocolic excision with 
high vascular tie and intracorporeal side to side anasto-
mosis with omental pedicle flap.

Methods/Interventions:	 this was a 67 year-old male 
with ascending colon cancer. He previously had no 
abdominal operations. Patient was positioned to modified 
lithotomy and the da Vinci Xi system (intuitive Surgical 
inc., Sunnyvale, Ca, uSa) was used for the procedure 
(Video). Four robotic ports, one assistant port and one 
airSeal (Conmed, largo, Fl, uSa) port were used for the 
procedure. the dissection was performed medial to lateral 
fashion.

Results/Outcome(s):	operating time was 240 minutes 
and blood loss was 50 ml. there was no postoperative 
complication and the patient was discharged from the 
hospital at postoperative day 3.

Conclusions/Discussion:	robotic curative oncological 
surgery for right colon cancer can be done safely. robotic 
platform facilitates dissection, intracorporeal suturing and 
also represents recovery advantages of minimally invasive 
surgery.

EXTENDED	RIGHT	HEMICOLECTOMY	WITH	
COMPLETE	MESOCOLIC	EXCISION.

Video abstracts Vr13

a. doddama reddy
TAICHUNG, Taiwan

Purpose/Background:	 to demonstrate laparoscopic 
right hemicolectomy with complete mesocolic excision. 
Complete mesocolic excision achieves good oncologic 
clearance.

Methods/Interventions:	no pre operative bowel preper-
ation. Patient in trendelenberg position. Surgeon standing 

between the legs. laparoscopic approach - 3 ports. one 
umbilical - camera port. two 5 mm dissecting ports, one 
in suprapubic region and the other in right iliac fossa. the 
procedure starts with retrocolic dissection along the lines 
between parietal and the visceral fascia. dissection of 
duodenum and uncinate process along the lines of toldt’s 
fascia. ileocolic vascular pedicle dissection till SmV. 
Fibrofatty clearance of the SmV. ligation of ileo colic 
pedicle. ligation of right colic pedicle. ligation of middle 
colic pedicle. medial to lateral dissection of the mesentry. 
lateral release of the ascending colon along the line of 
toldt’s. Specimen extraction through the umbilical port by 
using wound protector. extracorporeal anastamosis.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Cme is an extensive surgery 
than the standard procedure because it involves complete 
bearing of the lymphovascular tissue along the SmV.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Cme achieves good surgical 
and anatomical oncological clearance along the embryo-
logical planes.

TOTAL	MESOCOLIC	EXCISION	
FLUORESCENCE-GUIDED:	IN	SEARCH	OF	
LYMPHATIC	FLOW.

Video abstracts Vr14

G. martín-martín, J. olea-mediero, i. Coello-tora, 
a. ochogavia-Segui, J. Segura-Sampedro,  
m. Gamundi-Cuesta, F. González-argenté
Palma de Mallorca, Spain; Palma, Spain

Purpose/Background:	 the aim of this video is to 
describe our technique using fluorescence to assess the 
lymph flow to ensure a complete mesocolic excision and 
central vascular ligation in order to provide expertise to 
contribute to the standardization of this new tool.

Methods/Interventions:	 76 years male, classified as 
aSa ii. a great tubular adenoma of the cecum with high-
grade dysplasia was diagnosed. laparoscopic right colec-
tomy with total excision of the mesocolon is proposed. 
For the detection of lymph flow, we injected indocyanine 
green (2.5 mg/1.0 ml) into the subserosal to submucosal 
layer around the tumor at 1 point with a 21-gauge injec-
tion laparoscopically after trocar insertion, and observed 
the lymph flow using a near-infrared european system 
25 minutes after injection. We also performed a total 
mesocolic excision with central vascular ligation in the 
region where the lymph flow was fluorescently observed. 
First lympathic node was marked based on fluorescence 
imaging.

Results/Outcome(s):	 no intraoperative or postoper-
ative complications presented. no adverse effects were 
reported due to the infusion of iCG. the lymph flow was 
visualized intraoperatively in a satisfactory way helping the 
surgeon in decision making to determine an appropriate 
separation line of the mesentery. the operating time was 
90 minutes. Patient was discharged on the fifth day after 
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surgery. the histological result was tubular adenoma of 
the cecum with 14 isolated nodes without involvement 
including the sentinel node marked intraoperatively. the 
morphometric laboratory data of the specimen to audit 
the correct complete mesocolic excision were satisfactory 
according to the oncological standards.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Fluorescence lymphography 
during colorectal surgery was feasible and reproducible 
with a minimum of added complexity. Fluorescence-guided 
surgery may be a helpful technique for determining an 
appropriate total mesocolic excision in colon neoplasms.

PURE	LAPAROSCOPIC	SIGMOIDECTOMY	
WITH	INFERIOR	MESENTERIC	ARTERY	
PRESERVATION.

Video abstracts Vr15

r. Bravo, K. Blaker, J. nishimura, S. Gambhir, a. Pigazzi
Irvine, CA

Purpose/Background:	 Patients undergoing left hemi-
colectomy have been noted to experience a postoperative 
defecatory disorder (Pdd). this disorder is characterized 
primarily by fecal incontinence, soiling, urgency, alternate 
bowel function and stool fragmentation. denervation 
of the distal colonic segment represents the main cause 
of Pdd after sigmoid resection. the innervations of the 
descending colon and rectum are provided by either 
ascending fibers from the pelvic plexus or descending fibers 
from the inferior mesenteric plexus that run around the 
inferior mesenteric artery (ima). Sectioning of the ima at 
its origin during left hemicolectomy leads to a transection 
of the ascending and descending nerve fibers, which results 
in a denervation of the remaining distal colon. Preservation 
of the ima by sectioning of the sigmoid arteries reduces 
the risk of colonic denervation and may improve postop-
erative intestinal functions, avoiding defecatory disorders.

Methods/Interventions:	 We present a case of a 53 
years old woman with recurrent diverticulitis attacks. We 
decide to perform an elective laparoscopic sigmoidectomy 
using a medial-to-lateral mobilization with the inferior 
mesenteric vein as the initial landmark. the peritoneum 
under the inferior mesenteric vein is incised, and the space 
between the mesocolon and Gerota’s fascia is developed. 
inferior mesenteric vein is then divided. We preserve the 
ima by sectioning of the sigmoid arteries just above the 
superior rectal artery. We make the section of the distal 
colon at promontorium level and make the specimen’s 
extraction via tranrectal avoiding any abdominal incision 
and performing in this way a pure laparoscopic procedure. 
We introduce the envil transanally and close the rectal 
stump with stapler. We perform a colotomy in the proximal 
colon, introduce the stem and close the colon with stapler 
to finally perform a side-to-end colorectal anastomosis.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the total operative time was 
one hundred twenty minutes. the postoperative stay was 

uneventful and the patient was discharged in postoperative 
day three. the pathological analysis showed the presence 
of multiple diverticula without malignancy.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 dissection of the ima at 
its origin with its surrounding tissue is needed to obtain 
complete lymph node removal in the treatment of rectosig-
moid cancer, but in the surgical management of diverticular 
disease, the ima is safely spared. moreover, skeletization 
of the inferior mesenteric artery during left hemicolectomy 
for diverticular disease preserves the natural blood supply 
of the colonic and rectal stump, and the ensuing perfor-
mance of a healthy and well-nourished anastomosis may 
prevent anastomotic leakage and avoid low anterior rectal 
syndrome. Preservation of the ima, although technically 
challenging, is a feasible and safe technique and should be 
recommended in all left hemicolectomies performed for 
benign diseases.

ROBOTIC	COMPLETE	MESOCOLIC	EXCISION	
WITH	“TOP	TO	DOWN-NO	TOUCH”	
TECHNIQUE	FOR	RIGHT	SIDED	COLON	
CANCER.

Video abstracts Vr16

i. Bilgin, e. aytac, i. erguner, B. akpinarli, B. Baca, 
i. Hamzaoglu, t. Karahasanoglu
Istanbul, Turkey

Purpose/Background:	 Complete mesocolic excision 
(Cme) with high ligation of the vessels is a surgical tech-
nique including wide resection of the colonic mesentery 
for prevention of tumour cell spillage with accompanying 
lymph nodes. Complete removal of cancer bearing colonic 
segment with its supplying vessels is not a new idea in 
colon surgery for cancer. radical colectomy following the 
lymphovascular isolation (No Touch) technique described 
by rupert turnbull in 1967. the idea behind the isolating 
and transecting the vessels primarily was to prevent 
venous spread of tumor cells during removal of the tumor. 
minimally invasive application of this technique is still 
under debate. this educational video describes robotic 
complete mesocolic excision with ” top to down-no 
touch” technique” for right sided colon cancer.

Methods/Interventions:	 37 year-old, male was diag-
nosed with non metastatic ascending colon cancer and 
admitted to hospital for definitive surgery. His aSa 
score was 2, body mass index was 25.9 kg/m2. He has 
no co-morbid factors, no other prior operations and no 
family history for any type of cancer. the patient was 
positioned as split-legs position and the da Vinci Xi system 
(intuitive Surgical inc., Sunnyvale, Ca, uSa) was used 
for the procedure. Four robotic ports and one airSeal 
(8mm) (Conmed, largo, Fl, uSa) port were used for the 
procedure.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the operation was 300 minutes 
and estimated blood loss was 200 ml. no complication 
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was developed during hospital stay and the patient was 
discharged home on postoperative day 4. the pathology 
result revealed t3 and n0 (out of 62 lymph nodes).

Conclusions/Discussion:	 robotic complete mesocolic 
excision with ” top to down-no touch” technique” is safe 
and feasible for right sided colon cancer.

LAPAROSCOPIC	REPAIR	OF	A	POSTOPERATIVE	
PERFORATED	DUODENAL	ULCER	WITH	A	
FALCIFORM	LIGAMENT	PATCH.

Video abstracts Vr17

J. Saltsman, S. Khaitov
New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	  Patients undergoing surgery for 
inflammatory bowel disease are at increased risk for peptic 
ulcer for a number of reasons including steroid use, and 
the physiologic stress of major surgery. Perforated peptic 
ulcer is a rare but serious post-operative complication in 
inflammatory bowel diseae patients undergoing surgery. 
this complication is rendered more challenging by the fact 
that omental patching is often not possible due to the small 
amount residual omentum after subtotal colectomy.

Methods/Interventions:	this video presents an alterna-
tive approach to perforated ulcer repair by patching using 
the falciform ligament. the video shows a laparoscopic 
repair of a perforated duodenal ulcer in a patient 4 days 
after subtotal colectomy. use of the falciform ligament was 
required due to the insufficient omentum after subtotal 
colectomy.

Results/Outcome(s):	the patient recovered unevent-
fully from her perforated ulcer repair.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the falciform ligament 
should be considered for use in treatment of in patients 
with perforated duodenal ulcers and insufficient omentum, 
such as those who have undergone subtotal colectomy.

CHANGE	IN	THE	SURGICAL	STRATEGY	BASED	
ON	FLUORESCENCE	IMAGING.

Video abstracts Vr19

a. otero, B. martin-Perez, B. lacy-oliver,  
r. Pena-lópez, a. lacy
Barcelona, Spain

Purpose/Background:	 Hypoperfusion is an important 
risk factor for anastomotic leakage in colorectal surgery. 
the etiology of anastomotic leaks is a multifactorial 
problem (male sex, level of anastomosis, tobacco use, 
preoperative radiation, etc.). Besides technical aspects, 
adequate bowel perfusion is the main factor in ensuring the 
integrity of an anastomosis. the currently literature avail-
able on open and minimally invasive surgery suggests that 
additional visualization of tissue perfusion with fluores-
cence imaging can add relevant information to determine 

a well-perfused location for colorectal transections, thus 
leading to fewer anastomotic leaks. the aim of this video 
is to show how the assessment with fluorescence imaging 
can make change the surgical strategy.

Methods/Interventions:	 once completed the division 
of the proximal mesocolon the anesthesia team inject 
5-10 mg indocyanine green. the perfusion became visible 
in the proximal bowel and is followed with the camera 
to mark the transection point. the distal stump is eval-
uated either during visualization of the proximal stump 
or prior to creation of the anastomosis. the anastomosis 
is then performed and and if required we can re-eval-
uate perfusion at this time. the case was a 72 years old 
female with an mrit3bn0 tumor 2.5 cm from the anal 
verge and was teated with transanal total mesorectal 
excision (tatme) by 2 teams working simult (what we 
like to call Cecil approach). at the end of the mesorectal 
excision the specimen was extracted transanally. at this 
point intravenous iCG pulses were administered to assess 
colon vascularization and to establish the suitable place 
to section the proximal margin. Given that a favorable 
response was not obtained after iCG administration it 
was decided to mobilize the splenic flexure and make an 
auxiliary Pfannenstiel incision to examine the colon and 
ensure a well-vascularised anastomosis with no tension. 
iCG was injected again into the exteriorized specimen, 
achieving a good result, clearly identifying the section 
point and checking good vascularization of the coloplasty. 
a t-t manual anastomosis was performed, completing the 
procedure. a loop ileostomy was built as the patient had 
received preoperative radiotherapy and the anastomosis 
was low in the pelvis.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the surgery took 210 minutes. 
the patient started oral intake 24 hours after the surgery 
and left hospital on the 3rd postoperative day with no 
complications.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 From this video we can 
conclude that iCG provides a simple, adequate and safe 
option to evaluate the optimal site to perform the bowel 
transection and anastomosis in colorectal surgery.

SALVAGING	LAPAROSCOPIC	J-POUCHES:	 
A	WORD	OF	CAUTION	ABOUT	POUCH	TWISTS	
AND	RETAINED	RECTUMS.

Video abstracts Vr20

d. Schwartzberg, H. aydinli, F. remzi
New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	 ulcerative colitis (uC) treat-
ment has evolved from an unknown disease process without 
effective diagnostic or therapeutic tools, to currently a vast 
field with biologic agents and creation of J-pouches to 
restore continence. total proctocolectomy with J-pouch 
has become the standard of care for patients with uC. 
With a movement towards minimally invasive techniques, 
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such as laparoscopy and robotic assisted operations, there 
has been an emergence of complications that were rela-
tively rare in open J-pouch creation. our goal was to show 
with intra-operative video, the mechanical complications 
that led to pouch failure during re-operative pouch surgery.

Methods/Interventions:	 a prospective cohort of 3 
patients who underwent re-operative J-pouch procedures 
were included. these 3 patients all underwent proctec-
tomy with J-pouch creation laparoscopically at outside 
institutions.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the 3 patients all had previous 
laparoscopically created J-pouches. all 3 patients had 
retained rectums. two patients also had pouch twists. 
one pouch was exised and a new J-pouch created, 
while 2 pouches were able to be salvaged through pouch 
augmentation. all patients had diverting loop ileostomies 
placed after pouch salvage.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 re-operative pouch surgery 
is safe but requires multiple procedures and proper place-
ment of a diverting ileostomy. Patients undergoing pouch 
salvage must be informed of the possibility of sub-optimal 
functional results. Since the trend in minimally invasive 
techniques has increased to encompass J-pouch construc-
tion, there has been a resurgence of retained rectums and 
pouch twists that have caused pouch failure, which maybe 
secondary to a limited view with laparoscopic instruments.

TRANSVESICAL	ROBOTIC-ASSISTED	REPAIR	
FOR	RECTOVESCICAL	FISTULAE.

Video abstracts Vr21

r. lohman, J. Kozlowski, K. Guru
Buffalo, NY

Purpose/Background:	 Vesicoenteric fistulae are an 
uncommon, but well known late effect of pelvic radiation. 
these fistulae are complex and often associated with scar 
conditions, fibrosis, local tissue ischemia, sepisis and tumor 
recurrence. radiation associated rectovescical fistulae 
rarely resolve without operative treatment. the standard 
abdominal exposure for treatment of rectovescical is diffi-
cult, and even after extensive pelvic dissection, it can be 
difficult to adequately see the fistula tract. on the other 
hand, a transanal approach limits the need for pelvic 
dissection, but may not be suitable for repair of complex 
fistulae involving multiple organs. in this video we illus-
trate an alternative transvesical approach for repair of 
rectovesical fistulae.

Methods/Interventions:	 Key steps of the opera-
tion include: 1) opening the dome of the bladder, 2) 
identification of the fistula tract from within the bladder 
and insertion of double-J stents into the ureters, 3) 
Separation of the rectum and bladder by alternately 
working from inside and outside of the bladder, 4) excision 
of all friable tissue from around the fistula tract, 5) repair 
the rectal defect in multiple layers, 6) Placement an 

omental flap over the rectal repair, 7) interposition of a 
sheet of acellular dermal matrix between the bladder neck 
and the omental flap as a suplimental barrier, 8) repair 
the defect in the bladder neck and then 9) Closure of the 
access incision in the bladder dome. to minimize material 
entering either the rectum or bladder during healing, a 
loop illiostomy is performed as the last step of the oper-
ation. on the first day after surgery, temporary percuta-
neous nephrostomy tubes are also placed.

Results/Outcome(s):	the transvesical robotic-assisted 
approach allows for minimally invasive treatment of 
difficult rectovescical fistulae, and avoids some of the 
pitfalls associated with the transabdominal and transanal 
approached.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the transvesical approach 
for treatment of vesicoenteric fistulae is unique because it 
simultaneoulsy reduces the need for extensive and poten-
tially risky mobilization of the rectum while improving the 
surgeon’s ability to directly see and repair the fistula tract. 
it also facilitates preparation and transfer of soft tissue flaps 
such as the omentum, as well as the use of other biologic 
barriers to reduce the chances of recurrence. neither 
transabdominal nor transanal surgery can offer all of these 
advantages.

SAVING	THE	J-POUCH	IN	A	PEDIATRIC	
PATIENT.

Video abstracts Vr22

H. aydinli, e. aytac, F. remzi
Cleveland, OH; New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	 ileal pouch failure is defined as 
a condition when a patient needs a pouch revision or a 
permanent diversion. around 10% of ileal pouch anal anas-
tomosis (iPaa) fails in long term due to septic, mechanic 
and functional complications. Salvage of the ileal pouch 
is a challenging and demanding surgical procedure, which 
requires high surgical experience. management of iPaa 
failure in children, particularly indications for revisionary 
surgery appear sparse and widely debated.

Methods/Interventions:	 We report a case of a 
14-year-old male with a history of ulcerative colitis: pres-
ents with severe pouchitis, and cuffitis with a body mass 
index (Bmi) 17 kg/m2. His past surgical history is signifi-
cant for a 3-stage pouch creation. exam under anesthesia 
revealed remnant rectum measuring 15 cm from the anal 
verge. a diverting loop ileostomy was created previously 
to perform 3-stage pouch salvage procedure. He was 
taken to the operating room for creation of revision iPaa 
and re-creation of the diverting loop ileostomy. a dense 
adhesiolysis and excision of remnant mesorectum with 
superior rectal artery were done before the pouch mobi-
lization (Video). after anterior and lateral mobilization 
of the pouch was achieved, old pouch was salvaged and  
re-anastomosis was established.
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Results/Outcome(s):	a leak test was performed which 
was negative. Patient was discharged after an uneventful 
recovery on postoperative day 5.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 trans-abdominal salvage is 
safe and feasible in pediatric patients with failed iPaa.

SECONDARY	APPENDICEAL	MUCOCELE	
IN	THE	SETTING	OF	DIFFUSE	
GANGLIONEUROMATOSIS.

Video abstracts Vr23

J. leFave, n. Stephens, a. Gonzalez-almada, S. ibarra, 
S. Shoar, e. Haas
Houston, TX

Purpose/Background:	neoplasms of the appendix are 
very rare. most are found incidentally on appendectomies 
performed for appendicitis. Carcinoid tumors represent 
>66% of all appendiceal tumors. Gastrointestinal tract 
ganglioneuromas are very rare. associated with men2b, 
neurofibromatosis 1 (nF1), Cowden syndrome, congen-
ital defects, carcinomas, and poylp-forming diseases. 
diffuse ganglioneuromatosis of appendix only mentioned 
in a few case reports, associated with nF1, treated with 
appendectomy

Methods/Interventions:	 Case report, of neurofibro-
matosis with literature search. laparoscopic single port 
cecectomy.

Results/Outcome(s):	Case report of succcessful resec-
tion of mucocele and ganglioneuroma.

Conclusions/Discussion:	rare findings of ganglioneu-
roma in secondary mucocele of the apendix.

AN	INANIMATE	EX-VIVO	PIG	STOMACH	
TRAINING	MODEL	TO	ACQUIRE	ESD	SKILLS.

Video abstracts Vr24

e. Pettke, a. Shah, X. yan, V. Cekic, e. Sutton, 
G. Ballini, n. Gandhi, r. Whelan
Bronx, NY; Mumbai, India; New York, NY

Purpose/Background:	 endoscopic Submucosal 
dissection (eSd) allows for en bloc removal of large 
sessile lesions. it is the gold standard in Japan for large 
sessile adenomas and sm-1 superficial cancers. in the uS 
these lesions are usually treated via segmental colectomy. 
to avoid colectomy, some american surgeons are learning 
eSd methods in which a needle knife is used to score the 
mucosa and to cut the polyp’s submucosal attachments. 
this requires moving the scope tip with a knife extended 
and the current running. this is a skill that most endos-
copists do not have. to acquire these skills and learn eSd 
an ex vivo pig stomach training model has been developed. 
this video is devoted mainly to presenting the model and 
a few preliminary results.

Methods/Interventions:	the colon model consists of a 
hard hollow plastic tube with a rectangular window cutout 
over which a full thickness piece of pig stomach and then 
a bovey pad is placed and secured with rubber bands. the 
tube is attached to a flat plastic board to anchor it. the 
bovey pad is inserted into a high frequency electrosurgical 
generator. a round sponge with a central slit is placed 
in the tubes end and serves as the “anus”. Prior to being 
placed in the model a hot wire loop is used to brand “the 
lesion” onto the mucosal surface. an eSd is then carried 
out using the standard instruments including: sclero-
therapy catheter and saline lift solution (mucosal lift), 
needle knifes (straight, hook, etc), and dissection cap on 
endoscope tip. the eSd steps are: saline lift, superficial 
marking of resection line, mucosal scoring, undermining 
of cut mucosal edge, insertion of scope tip/cap into the 
submucosal pocket, cutting of submucosal attachments, 
further mucosal scoring and polyp detachment until done. 
the excision time, margins, number of partial and full 
thickness injuries, and number of reinjections necessary to 
maintain lift were tracked.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a total of 30 eSd’ have been 
performed by 2 surgeons. all have been successfully 
completed. the time required to complete the eSd ranged 
from 22 minutes to 111 minutes. the time variation is 
thought to be a function of tissue quality, ability to sustain 
mucosal lift and good conductivity as well as the skill of 
the endoscopist. a general downward trend in the number 
of partial and full thickness bowel wall injuries have been 
noted with time.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 this model has drawbacks 
but allows trainees to learn and carry out the basic 
eSd steps. it is best used with other models such as the 
bovine rectum/colon model which requires insufflation 
and a pattern-tracing scope tip control training model. it is 
believed that this type of training when coupled with peri-
odic practice session will allow surgeons with a moderate 
volume of large sessile colonic neoplasms to perform eSd 
successfully in the clinical setting.

Z-PLASTY	PERINEAL	HERNIA	REPAIR	USING	
BIOLOGIC	MESH	AFTER	ABDOMINOPERINEAL	
RESECTION.

Video abstracts Vr25

J. Calata, J. tremblay, B. Welch, K. Kochar, S. marecik, 
J. Park
Chicago, IL; Park Ridge, IL

Purpose/Background:	 Perineal hernia is an abdom-
inal protrusion through the pelvic floor. most occur as 
an incisional hernia following pelvic surgery. Prevalence 
of perineal hernias are low, ranging from 0.6 to 7%. the 
condition may be asymptomatic, but may cause pain or 
obstruction. Perineal hernia repair can be very challenging 
with limited literature describing successful techniques for 
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repair. We present a complex case of a perineal hernia with 
draining ascites after an abdominoperineal resection for 
rectal cancer that was treated successfully using a biologic 
interposition mesh with a Z-plasty closure.

Methods/Interventions:	the patient was positioned in 
prone jackknife position. 30 degree Z-plasty incision lines 
were carefully marked on the patient. the excess skin of 
the hernia sac was excised and the small bowel contents 
were liberated from surrounding adhesions. the small 
bowel was then reduced back into the abdomen. next, the 
Z-plasty flaps were created. dissection carried out through 
the previously marked incisions through the subcutaneous 
tissue and gluteus fascia. the fascia was divided and the 
flaps were developed to the upper and lower extents of 
the hernia defect. Care was taken to include the fascia 
up with each flap. to begin the hernia closure, the hernia 
defect was measured and a biologic mesh was cut to the 
appropriate size. it was then sutured into place circum-
ferentially in interrupted horizontal mattress fashion. 
mesh was anchored at the level of the pelvic outlet to 
the surrounding bony and ligamentous structures. once 
completed, the hernia sac was closed over the mesh, and 
a Jackson-Pratt drain was placed over the closure. Z-plasty 
was then completed by rotating flaps into position. Gluteus 
fascia of the outside edge of each flap was sutured to the 
adjacent native gluteus fascia in interrupted fashion. next, 
the fascia of the inner edge of each flap were sutured to 
each other, completing the fascial closure. Skin was closed, 
and a negative wound vacuum dressing was applied.

Results/Outcome(s):	 We present a rare case of a 
complex perineal hernia with draining ascites after an 
abdominoperineal resection for rectal cancer that was 
treated successfully using a biologic interposition mesh 
with a Z-plasty closure. Patient recovered well with no 
recurrent perineal hernia at 6 weeks follow up. Flaps were 
almost entirely intact except for small amount of tissue 
breakdown at the tip of the upper Z-plasty flap.

Conclusions/Discussion:	Perineal hernias are relatively 
rare, but can be technically challenging problems when 
they do occur. evidence supporting an optimal approach 
is limited, but multiple techniques have been described. 
We present a step-by-step video of a successful repair of 
a complex perineal hernia through a perineal approach 
using an interposition biologic mesh and a Z-plasty fascial 
closure.

PERINEAL	PROCTECTOMY	USING	A	CURVED	
CUTTER	STAPLER,	TO	TREAT	FULL-
THICKNESS	EXTERNAL	RECTAL	PROLAPSE.

Video abstracts Vr26

a. ochogavia, F. González-argenté, J. olea-mediero, 
G. martín-martín, J. Segura-Sampedro, n. alonso-
Hernandez, m. Fernández-isart, m. Gamundi-Cuesta
Palma de Mallorca, Spain

Purpose/Background:	 Perineal approach is a good 
choice in the external rectal prolapse treatment in frail 
patients. modifying the transanal resection technique of 
internal rectal redundancy with curved stapler, allows 
perineal stapled external prolapse resection.

Methods/Interventions:	 an 89-year-old woman with 
pathological history of auricular fibrillation, chronic bron-
chitis, hemithyroidectomy and hysterectomy, presents with 
complete external rectal prolapse, pain, rectal bleeding, 
and associated incontinence. Perineal approach is decided. 
We present the video of the surgical technique done. 
Patient was placed in a slight trendelenburg position 
to free the pouch of douglas from any deep enterocele. 
Prolapse was initially divided using linear stapler, in two 
flaps. Subsequently, stapled transanal rectal resection with 
a curved stapler was performed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 oral feeding was immediately 
started and inpatient hospital stay was 2 days. after 
2 months follow-up, the patient doesn’t have pain, fecal 
incontinence, soiling or rectal bleeding.

Conclusions/Discussion:	this procedure allows a peri-
neal resection of a full-thickness rectal prolapse. it is a safe, 
fast and easy technique to perform, avoiding more complex 
surgeries in frail patients.

TAMIS	REPAIR	OF	TRAUMATIC	
RECTOVAGINAL	FISTULA.

Video abstracts Vr27

B. Pickron
Salt Lake City, UT

Purpose/Background:	tamiS was initially introduced 
as a technique to remove rectal lesions not ordinarily 
amendable to transanal excision using standard instru-
mentation. However, the tamiS technique has not been 
previously described for treatment of a rectovaginal fistula.

Methods/Interventions:	 a young woman presented 
with a rectovaginal fistula as a result of a sexual assult. 
as the rectal side of the fistula was 7-8cm above the anal 
verge, standard anorectal retractors were unsuccessful in 
visualizing the opening. a tamiS technique was then 
used to perform repair of the fistula.

Results/Outcome(s):	 Fistula repair was achieved 
utilizing the tamiS technique. Fistula closure was noted 
both endoscopically and radiographically.
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Conclusions/Discussion:	tamiS repair of a mid rectal 
to vaginal fistula may be considered if standard anorectal 
instruments do not allow access to the site of the fistula.

RECONSTRUCTION	WITH	PERINEAL	
LIPOFILLING	FOLLOWING	EXTRALEVATOR	
ABDOMINOPERINEAL	RESECTION	FOR	
RECTAL	CANCER.

Video abstracts Vr28

m. Cuadrado, i. Camps
Badalona, Spain

Purpose/Background:	 one of the major problems after 
extralevator abdominoperineal resection is perineal wound 
breakdown and infection, which can result in significant 
morbidity. the perineal defect often requires the use of 
a biological mesh, in order to prevent prolapsing of small 
bowel and development of a perineal hernia. We believe 
that the main cause for wound infection and perineal 
dehiscence is the deadspace between the mesh and the 
subcutaneous tissue. a myocutaneous flap would avoid the 
deadspace however it is time consuming and not without 
its own complications.

Methods/Interventions:	 Processed fat from a lumbar 
liposuction of the patient is injected into the perineal 
deadspace.

Results/Outcome(s):	Since the induction of this proce-
dure (10 patients), we managed to reduce the perineal 
wound infection from a rate of 47% to 0%.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in this video we show how 
perineal lipofilling is an alternative solution in resolving 
the problem of the perineal wound infection after an extra-
levator abdominoperineal resection.

STAPLED	PERINEAL	PROLAPSE	RESECTION	
FOR	FULL	THICKNESS	RECTAL	PROLAPSE.

Video abstracts Vr29

r. maniar, m. raval, t. Phang, C. Brown, a. Karimuddin
Vancouver, BC, Canada

Purpose/Background:	Stapled perineal prolapse resec-
tion has been shown to have good short term outcomes 
in multiple small case series. the video demostrates an 
example of stapled perineal prolapse resection.

Methods/Interventions:	Stapled perineal prolapse resec-
tion is performed in the lithotomy position using several 
sequential firings of the Gia 75 mm green load stapler and 
the semi-circular Contour transtar stapler. the patient 
is positioned in the lithotomy position following full bowl 
preparation and pre-operative antibiotics. this operation is 
an option for patients with full-thickness rectal prolapse in 
lieu of other perineal repair options.

Results/Outcome(s):	total operating time was approx-
imately 30 minutes. the patient was discharged home 

post-operative day 2 and had no post-operative complica-
tions. on three month follow-up the patient continues to 
do well with no element of rectal prolapse.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 Stapled perineal prolapse 
repair represents a fast and simple option for perineal repair 
of full thickness rectal prolapse.

REDO	PERINEAL	PROCTECTOMY.
Video abstracts Vr30

J. tremblay, S. marecik, G. Valladolid, K. Kochar, 
J. Park, l. Prasad
Park Ridge, IL

Purpose/Background:	 to illustrate patient selection 
and surgical technique for redo perineal proctectomy 
procedure in case of recurrent rectal prolapse.

Methods/Interventions:	 With the patient in prone 
jackkknife position, the rectal prolapse is fully exteri-
orized. the site of previous suture line is identified and 
the mucosa incised proximally to that location. after full 
thickness incision of the colorectal wall, the mesentery 
of the residual bowel is gradually divided close to the 
bowel wall up to the most proximal portion of the colon 
attainable without tension. a posterior levatorplasty is 
performed and the redundant colon and rectum is excised. 
a new coloanal anastomosis is created.

Results/Outcome(s):	the procedure allowed for resec-
tion of the redundant colon without endangering the 
vascular supply of the remaining colon used for the coloanal 
anastomosis. the anastomosis was realized without tension 
with well vascularized tissues.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 redo perineal proctectomy 
is a safe and feasible procedure in case of recurrent rectal 
prolapse.

ROBOTIC-	ASSISTED	LAPAROSCOPIC	
PERINEAL	HERNIA	REPAIR	FOR	
INCARCERATED	HERNIA	AND	SMALL	
BOWEL	OBSTRUCTION	FOLLOWING	
TRANSABDOMINAL	TRANSANAL	
PROCTECTOMY.

Video abstracts Vr31

W. Chan, n. Smallwood, d. Keller, r. rodriguez-ruesga
Dallas, TX

Purpose/Background:	 our patient is a 70 year old 
male with a history of rectal cancer who two years ago 
underwent a robotic assisted laparoscopic transabdominal 
transanal (tata) proctectomy following neoadjuvant 
chemoradiation. after receiving adjuvant chemotherapy, 
his subsequent surveillance Ct scans demonstrated a 
perineal hernia containing small bowel that was lateral 
to his coloanal anastomosis. He was asymptomatic during 
this two year period, however, he presented acutely with 
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a small bowel obstruction. a Ct scan redemonstrated 
this perineal hernia within the levators with incarcer-
ated small bowel. the patient had no signs of sepsis and 
the obstruction resolved with conservative management. 
a small bowel series reconfirmed the presence of small 
bowel within the hernia in the right ischiorectal fossa. We 
decided to perform a robotic assisted laparoscopic perineal 
hernia repair.

Methods/Interventions:	the da Vinci Xi robotic plat-
form was used for the surgery. Four robotic 8 mm trocars 
were placed in a straight line from the right anterior 
superior iliac spine to the left costal margin. the dissec-
tion started by identifying the perineal hernia within the 
levators. the small bowel had already been reduced from 
the defect. the prostate was retracted superiorly and adhe-
sions were lysed sharply to clearly identify the borders of 
the hernia. the hernia measured 3 x 3 cm and two centi-
meters lateral to the coloanal anastomosis. the hernia sac 
was excised completely to avoid a post-operative seroma. 
the hernia defect was closed with continuous barbed #0 
polydioxanone suture. a biologic mesh was placed in an 
underlay fashion with a 1 to 2 cm overlap and secured with 
a barbed continuous 2-0 poliglecaprone-25 suture and the 
case was completed.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the patient’s post-operative 
course was uneventful.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 as with any incarcerated 
hernia, the treatment involves reducing the hernia, 
assessing for the viability of the hernia contents, repairing 
the defect, and reinforcing the repair with mesh if feasible. 
there is a known risk of perineal hernia after abdominal 
perineal resection. However, a perineal hernia infre-
quently occurs after a transabdominal transanal proc-
tectomy since the colon occupies any defect created by 
the transanal intersphincteric dissection. We decided to 
perform this hernia repair through the abdomen to avoid 
a high infectious risk perineal wound and to place mesh 
in an underlay fashion, which leads to lower recurrence 
rates for incisional hernias. the robot allowed us to lyse 
adhesions in the narrow male pelvis, excise the hernia sac, 
and repair the hernia defect, which would be technically 
challenging using a straight laparoscopic or open approach. 
this robotic assisted laparoscopic perineal hernia repair 
has not been previously reported in the literature. robotic 
management of this perineal hernia is a safe and feasible 
option.

REPAIR	OF	RECTOVAGINAL	FISTULA	BY	
MODIFIED	MARTIUS	FLAP.

Video abstracts Vr32

J. Hsu, n. maloney Patel, J. lin, J. Hutchinson-Colas
North Brunswick, NJ; New Brunswick, NJ

Purpose/Background:	 rectovaginal fistulas can occur 
for a number of reasons, including obstetric trauma, 

iatrogenic, radiation damage and Crohn’s disease. 
Symptoms range from asymptomatic to uncontrollable 
passage of gas or feces from the vagina leading to poor 
quality of life for some patients. For those patients whom 
surgery is indicated, there are several different approaches 
depending on the fistula etiology and previous attempts 
at repair. these range from simple fistulectomy to trans-
abdominal repair with tissue interposition to martius flap 
interposition. our patient in the video had previously 
underwent multiple various repairs which failed to provide 
adequate resolution of her fistula and therefore presented 
for a modified martius flap repair. the benefit of such a 
repair is to provide neovascularity at the site of repair with 
minimal cosmetic effect.

Methods/Interventions:	modified martius flap repair.
Results/Outcome(s):	Patient underwent the repair and 

reported resolution of her symptoms.
Conclusions/Discussion:	 modified martius flap 

repair is a viable and appropriate repair for patients who 
have undergone multiple other attempts at closure of 
their rectovaginal fistulas, possibly even as a first option 
depending on the nature of the fistula.

TECHNIQUES	OF	TENSION-FREE	COLORECTAL/
ANAL	ANASTOMOSIS	IN	A	REOPERATIVE	
ABDOMEN.

Video abstracts Vr33

H. aydinli, e. aytac, F. remzi
New York, NY; Istanbul, Turkey

Purpose/Background:	after extended left colon resec-
tions for both benign or malignant diseases of the colon, 
achieving a tension-free colorectal anastomosis might be 
difficult due to reach issues. there are several maneuvers 
to overcome the reaching problems and to achieve a 
tension-free colorectal anastomosis. in this video, we will 
be demonstrating some operative tips to manage reach 
related issues preventing to perform a healthy colorectal 
anastomosis.

Methods/Interventions:	 We present a case of a 27 
year-old male status post Hartmann’s procedure due to 
sigmoid volvulus. While taking down the Hartmann’s 
colostomy, we had the opportunity to demonstrate the 
techniques that may overcome the reach related issues. 
in order to overcome reach issues splenic flexure needs to 
be routinely mobilized. the inferior mesenteric artery and 
vein are ligated high. retroileal anastomosis or deloyers 
procedure might be useful to provide enough length for 
anastomosis in patients with short colon or history of prior 
colectomy. if the presence of middle colic artery is an issue 
it might be taken down prior to retroileal anastomosis.

Results/Outcome(s):	.
Conclusions/Discussion:	 it is important to achieve 

a tension-free colorectal anastomosis in order to avoid 
morbidity related to complex colorectal surgery. We 
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believe the maneuvers shown in this educational video can 
be helpful to accomplish tension-free anastomosis.

SAFETY	ADJUNCTS	IN	A	CHALLENGING	
LAPAROSCOPIC	HARTMANN’S	REVERSAL.

Video abstracts Vr34

a. Petrucci, y. altinel, S. Wexner
Weston, FL

Purpose/Background:	 laparoscopic reversal of 
Hartmann’s procedure (lrHP) in patients with a complex 
history of perforated diverticulitis is challenging due to 
extensive intra-abdominal adhesions, fistulas, and pelvic 
fibrosis. this video demonstrates the successful comple-
tion of a lrHP in a male patient with a Bmi of 37kg/
m2 following an open Hartmann’s procedure for perfo-
rated diverticulitis and concomitant ileocolic resection for 
terminal ileal involvement. the purpose of this video is to 
highlight the feasibility of a laparoscopic approach during 
a difficult lrHP as well as to demonstrate the utility of 
adjuncts, including lighted ureteral stents and immuno-
fluorescence imaging, to help identify both ureters and 
colorectal vascular supply in a densely fibrotic pelvis.

Methods/Interventions:	 Video recording of a laparo-
scopic Hartmann’s reversal was used to highlight the key 
steps and approach as well as the safety adjuncts used in 
this procedure.

Results/Outcome(s):	Prior to surgery, bilateral ureteric 
stents are inserted by the urology team. the surgery begins 
with extensive adhesiolysis and mobilization of the left 
colon and splenic flexure. a fistula is noted adjacent to 
the prior ileocolic anastomosis, which has fistulized into 
the abscess cavity and the rectosigmoid stump. a 60 mm 
endoscopic linear cutting stapler is used to transect the 
fistula. due to the patient’s morbid obesity and very 
narrow, densely fibrotic pelvis, the identification of the 
ureters is not possible despite the placement of ureteric 
catheters requiring the exchange of the 5-French whis-
tle-tip standard stents for lighted stents to visualize the 
ureters. the rectal stump is then safely mobilized and anas-
tomosed to the descending colon using a circular stapler. 
immunofluorescence imaging is used to assess and confirm 
adequate blood supply to the anastomosis.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 a lrHP is technically  
challenging and difficult however it is feasible. using 
lighted stents as adjuncts during this operation may avoid 
conversion to an open procedure by facilitating ureter 
identification. in addition, immunofluorescence imaging 
allows for the assessment of anastomotic vascular supply 
in rare cases where extensive pelvic dissection of severely 
fibrotic tissue is undertaken.

LOCAL	EXCISION	OF	A	VERRUCOUS	
CARCINOMA	OF	THE	ANAL	MARGIN	AND	
RECONSTRUCTION	BY	BILATERAL	GLUTEUS	
FASCIOCUTANEOUS	FLAP.

Video abstracts Vr35

P. de nardi, F. Giannone, F. Baruffaldi Preis, r. Gazzola, 
r. rosati
Milan, Italy

Purpose/Background:	 the incidence of anal margin 
carcinoma is rather low, lesions are typically well differenti-
ated and slow growing, and the prognosis is more favorable 
than anal canal cancer. Verrucous carcinoma is a rare 
variant of squamous cell carcinoma and is also known as 
Buschke-lowenstein tumor. radical surgical resection is 
the standard treatment for locally confined disease

Methods/Interventions:	 a 69 y.o patient presented 
for a 4 months history of perianal pain and hitching. He 
had two operations for pilonidal sinus disease 30 years 
previously. His past medical history included diabetes, 
hypertension, and coronary artery disease. Physical exam-
ination showed a 5 cm lesion in the posterior perianal skin 
extending from the coccyges to the anal verge. Biopsy of 
the perianal mass demonstrated a well differentiated squa-
mous cells carcinoma. a pelvis mri showed that the lesion 
merely invaded the skin tissue without involvement of 
perirectal structures and anal sphincters. a wide local exci-
sion was planned with a flap to close the perianal defect. 
the patients underwent surgery under general anesthesia 
in prone position. the neoplasia is resected with 1 cm of 
free margin. the defect is then covered with the gluteal 
fasciocutaneous flaps in conjunction with a plastic surgeon.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the patient was discharged on 
postoperative day 12. He was followed up at 3 months 
intervals and he did not show any sign of recurrence after 
9 months.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 in patients with verrucous 
carcinoma of the anal margin, wide surgical excision of all 
involved perianal skin and subcutaneous tissue is currently 
considered the standard surgical treatment in the absence 
of invasion. large resection may require various flaps to 
close the surgical defect and may need the assistance of a 
plastic surgeon.

ROBOTIC	EXCISION	OF	RETRORECTAL	MASS.
Video abstracts Vr36

V. Poylin, t. Cataldo
Boston, MA

Purpose/Background:	the purpose of this video is to 
show feasibility of utilizing robotic technology in treatment 
of large retrorectal masses

Methods/Interventions:	 Video of robotic excison of 
retrorectal mass
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Results/Outcome(s):	 34 year old woman presented 
with large retrorectal mass not amendeble to posterior 
approach. robotic approach was used to succesfully remove 
the mass

Conclusions/Discussion:	 robotic technology can 
simplify excision of large pelvic masses

LAPRASCOPIC	EXTRAPERITONEAL	
COLOSTOMY.

Video abstracts Vr37

G. Blatchford, C. ternent, m. Wright
Omaha, NE

Purpose/Background:	this video is intended to demon-
strate how to create an extraperitoneal colostomy.

Methods/Interventions:	Surgical case video of creation 
of an extraperitoneal colostomy.

Results/Outcome(s):	 extraperitoneal colostomy is 
created.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 extraperitoneal colostomy 
can be created using laprascopic technique.

AUTONOMIC	NERVE	STRUCTURES	DURING	
TATME	IN	OBESE.

Video abstracts Vr38

S. marecik, t. Sheikh, S. eftaiha, m. Zawadzki, J. Park, 
l. Prasad
Park Ridge, IL

Purpose/Background:	 understanding of nervous 
system anatomy in the pelvis is often inadequate. there 
seems to be some confusion on this toping during tatme 
procedures. this video gives a summary of the topic while 
presenting a tatme case performed on an obese male.

Methods/Interventions:	a tatme case was performed 
on a obese and muscular male with a locally very advanced 
rectal cancer. Special emphasis was placed on identifica-
tion of the autonomous nerve structures.

Results/Outcome(s):	 the procedure was successful. 
the diverting ostomy was reversed and the patient didn’t 
experience any genito-urinary nor bowel dysfunction.

Conclusions/Discussion:	identification of all important 
autonomic nervous structures during tatme is possible. 
these structures should be preserved during dissection.

ROBOTIC-	ASSISTED	LOW	ANTERIOR	
RESECTION	WITH	LOOP	COLOSTOMY	
TAKEDOWN	USING	GELPORT	PLATFORM.

Video abstracts Vr39

S. maroney, e. raskin, G. Friedman
Loma Linda, CA

Purpose/Background:	 to demonstrate a novel tech-
nique for performing a robotic assisted low anterior 
resection.

Methods/Interventions:	 a gelport platform was used 
to minimize the size of the single surgical incision used for 
colostomy takedown, specimen extraction, and ileostomy 
creation.

Results/Outcome(s):	Successful completion of robotic 
assisted low anterior resection without complication.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 the gelport platform is a 
beneficial tool when used in robotic assisted low anterior 
resection to accomplish colostomy takedown, specimen 
extraction, and ileostomy creation through a single surgical 
incision.

SEQUENTIAL	LAPAROSCOPIC	TATME.
Video abstracts Vr40

S. Brandstetter, S. Shawki, C. delaney
Akron, OH; Cleveland, OH

Purpose/Background:	 to discuss the procedure and 
anatomyof a transanal total mesorectal excision (tatme) 
performed for a low rectal t3n0 tumor. this procedure 
can be performed via simultaneous laparoscopic and peri-
neal dissection or, as in our case, sequential performance 
of these two dissections.

Methods/Interventions:	a video was made showcasing 
a sequential tatme with laparoscopic colon mobilization 
with coloanal anastomosis. the patient had a 3 cm low 
rectal tumor 2 cm from the dentate line for which he had 
previously received neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy. the 
video focuses heavily on the perineal dissection, including 
key anatomical considerations which lend to a safe and 
efficatious tme using this innovative, minimally invasive 
technique.

Results/Outcome(s):	 a successful tatme was 
performed with 0 of 11 lymph nodes positive, distal margin 
1.1 cm, and circumferential margin 0.8 cm. the video 
elaborates on the anatomic considerations which prevent 
injury to adjacent structures during transanal dissection.

Conclusions/Discussion:	 tatme presents a novel, 
minimally invasive means for the surgical management 
of rectal cancer which has been increasingly utilized as 
comfort with the procedure and instrumentation grows.
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